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Prologue: A Toss of the Cards 

 

The spiral continues, and the world changes; but all the same, the things it suffers now it 

has suffered before, even if now it faces the problems on a much grander scale. Yet even with the 

terrible revelations that there is a Heaven, there is a Hell, that God is dead and demons and 

angels walk the planet – and of which are scarier, no one can tell you for certain – the world 

evolves in a way that is far more positive than negative. Once upon a time, after all, the world 

knew that these things all existed, that magic could be harnessed, that right and wrong did exist... 

and now the world has been taught those things again, in the post-apocalypse of both a Great 

War based upon science and a Demon War based upon its dark twin, magic.  

Most cities lay in ruin now, even ten years after the terrible war that ravaged not just the 

mortal world but the planes of Heaven and Hell as well. Many places were left with only the 

barest of technologies, running off batteries or generators that were tired and old... while other 

places had developed powerful devices and weaponry based not only off the concepts of 

advanced science, but demonic power sources as well. Most of the physical world had fallen into 

a quiet peace, though, with no need for heavy weaponry: the fighting and death had worn out 

even the most battle-hardened and bloodlust-consumed on this planet, and most of the surviving 

countries wished for nothing more than peace, in order to rebuild their shattered civilizations. 

Demon, angel, and mortal all lived side-by-side in some cities, from the slums to the 

high-class districts, despite the fact that international treaties still prohibited interference from 

the other planes: mortals were to stay on the physical plane, and Hell and Heaven were to keep to 

their own territory as well. Too many people still distrusted the supernatural after the war they 

had witnessed... yet many others embraced their presence, as they witnessed that Hell was no 

terrible place of darkness that the popular religions screamed of, but a place of learning and 

atonement... and how even the demons suffered under the weight of both their sins and their 

pains. And even though there were places in the world that would exterminate demons or angels 

alike and kept their cities and even small nations sealed off from the world, in many other places, 

they were trusted and treated now as equals, and they helped to rebuild the shattered world the 

mortals lived in as best they could. 

In many ways, the world has changed... the planes have changed... and yet in many ways 

it has not. God Himself has fallen, but in reality, He has been dead for a long time. It was a False 

God that fell from the throne those ten years ago, and although his fall shook all of the planes, it 

was in reality no event of great measure, even if it prevented a great catastrophe. The worlds all 

still revolve, the planes all still move at their different paces and perform their tasks as they try to 

intermingle themselves more, as they work with the other planes instead of against, and as in the 

beginning of creation, there is peace in Hell, in Heaven, and even in the mortal planes. Time has 

spiraled into itself, and history repeats... but the tragedy of the infinite cycle is that it can never 

be truly infinite. In time, all things break apart, just as clocks wind down and the gears of 

machinery strip and wear away. All of time has cycled, in an obtuse way, back to the beginning... 

and perhaps the beginning of the beginning... is the beginning of the end. 

But for today, life continues onwards, and after all these years apart, the Boss who once 

thought his little town was an entire world will find his family... as he recognizes both the true 

size of the universe... and the frail vulnerability adherent in both life and the planes themselves. 



Book I: The Fool  

 

In a back alley of Valise City, the air shimmered before a dark portal in the shape of a 

fiery oval appeared, and a tall figure stepped out with the calmness of a person stepping off a 

plane. The portal glowed behind him, then the gaping wound in reality closed and vanished as if 

it never existed as the lizard – a Drakkaren, to be precise, by his build and shape – adjusted his 

black fedora and then his leather jacket, glancing back and forth. In one hand is a black metal 

cane, the grip shaped into a stylized, demonic-looking dragon head for the handle with the mouth 

opened to bear its sharp silver fangs and a pair of burning red eyes made of darkest ruby: in other 

words, a cane not exactly used for just walking around the park. 

He was clothed in plain black jeans, a plainer black shirt that was tight against a large, 

muscular body, and heavy combat boots that were the same shade. His scales, at least, were a 

deep evergreen, and his shoulder length hair – a strange feature for a reptile – was white, a stark 

contrast to his choice of clothing. It was a bit ragged and unruly, and the lizard adjusted one of 

the bangs hanging over his emerald eyes as he sighed a bit before watching as a newspaper blew 

by, some dust swirling around his feet in a quiet breeze. 

The reptile smiled to himself a bit at this as he looked down the alley and out towards the 

dusky streets, and the last rays of setting sunlight shine over several boarded-up buildings to 

illuminate the Drakkaren‟s scarred features. Although they were once perhaps almost handsome, 

now his muzzle is etched deep with several long cuts, and the right side of his face is covered by 

an ancient burn scar that encircles one eye, with a small J-shaped arm that stretches slightly 

down his muzzle. There are many other scars on his body, most of them over the navy blue 

scales that cover his chest but quite a few distributed over his appendages as well, but these are 

currently hidden under his clothes… other than the claw marks on his tail, of course.  

He is worn, his features hard, his body muscular and imposing… but as he looks down at 

the three rings he wears on one hand, a faint smile crosses over his features, softening them. He 

looks younger, less-tired… and then he said softly to himself: “I‟m actually here. It‟s actually 

time…” 

The lizard glanced up, and then he walked cautiously out into the street, looking back and 

forth nervously. His nervousness, however, wasn‟t from anyone seeing him: he thought he‟d be 

more than capable of dealing quickly with a security squad or two and making an escape, and the 

chances of him getting caught in the first place were slim to none… but after so many years, the 

thing he‟d been looking forwards to most was finally in his grasp… and the cold-looking, eight 

feet and two-inch tall lizard covered in muscle and leather… was actually scared. 

“Zerrex, stop being such a little girl.” he reprimanded himself after a moment in a 

mumble, and then Zerrex Narrius took a long breath before stepping out onto the sidewalk and 

swallowing heavily as he retraced his steps home, a few pieces of garbage blowing by. He passed 

the front stop of an apartment building, and two children watched him curiously as he went by, 

one of them clutching a stuffed toy to her chest.  

The reptile glanced at them, a few memories of his own family flickering through his 

mind, and he smiled a bit again as he turned his eyes forwards, following a path that was still so 

damn familiar to him, despite how long it had been since he was last here. He paused, then 

glanced up at the darkening sky overhead as a few lights flickered on around him in buildings 

that were for the most part dusty and in varying states of degradation, and then he murmured 

softly: “Ten years on the mortal plane… but  that translates to ten million years when you‟re in 



Hell, with the time difference between the planes… and that‟s not counting the few months I 

spent there before the war ended…” 

For years that had almost turned countless, Zerrex had been in Hell: both because he had 

been a pawn in a terrible plan set in motion eons ago, but because he had earned his place down 

there with the way he‟d lived his life. As a mortal, he had been raised to fight and to kill 

mercilessly… and while only sixteen, had joined up with the military and he had been noticed 

for his cruelty both on and off the battlefield. He had raped, slaughtered, and destroyed for 

pleasure and business alike… and eventually he‟d been put in charge of his own special unit, the 

Goth Legion, whose only goal was to destroy the enemy by whatever means necessary. 

The unit had been disbanded and labeled as a failed experiment by the Irenic government, 

and they had been sent their separate ways… and Zerrex had continued his pitiless way of living 

until he‟d reached a city called Baskin‟s Grove, which had been consumed in its own civil war 

between the rich and the poor. Zerrex had his first taste of redemption there, but in return, he had 

failed to save innocent lives… and lost someone very dear to him, but he had learned mercy. He 

had tortured – but saved – the life of a rich wolf named Lone… someone who would be both a 

friend and an enemy to the reptile in the future. 

Zerrex had been forced to wage another personal war against a group that wanted him 

ejected from the town, while at the same time saving his daughter from his uncle when Requiem 

Narrius showed up and defeated Zerrex easily in combat… and in the space of a single week, the 

reptile had lost and gained more than he‟d ever thought possible, until he met the one person 

he‟d looked up to as a father in single combat… and killed him. He had buried Requiem himself 

and laid him to rest with honor, for everything he had taught him and done for him, and for his 

daughter. But he had lost friends and family in the battles: one of his closest and sweetest 

companions, a little badger named Tinman, had sacrificed his life to save Zerrex and his family 

from the tyrant Tank and his schemes to kill everyone associated with Zerrex.  

His daughter had given birth to a little girl who was also Zerrex‟s daughter: an awkward 

thing to try and explain, but sometimes muscle and intimidation worked wonders. Marina had 

been a shining light in the Drakkaren‟s life, until she had been kidnapped… and then  the Great 

War had occurred. The war that cost Zerrex his entire family… given it back… and then cost 

him more friends and loved ones and given his body all these scars. The war that had destroyed 

the world… and was followed all too soon by the Demon War that had killed Zerrex and sent 

him to Hell, and had set the ruins of the world on fire. 

But those were all stories for other days: the important thing was that Zerrex had finally 

managed to get out of Hell, despite the friends and family he had made there… and of course, 

despite the fact that he had forced into serving as Hell‟s High King. That was a long story too, 

though, and power was something the Drakkaren both loved and feared… and he made a face as 

he walked around a crater before glancing up curiously to watch as a minotaur – a creature bred 

as a footsoldier in Hell – and a canine of some sort walked by, leaning against one another. The 

minotaur was wearing a cast and had a broken horn, and the canid was a younger girl who 

looked enthralled with the statuesque male that was even larger than Zerrex… but it made the 

reptile smile again as he nodded to them before slipping down a side alley. Over all his years 

fighting and warring and killing… he had finally begun to understand what true strength was and 

where true happiness lay. 

He paused as he passed through the alley, then he glanced over his shoulder and frowned 

slightly as something peeked at him around the corner before dodging back into hiding. The 

reptile made a face, then he looked around before walking quickly behind a large dumpster, 



sitting down beside the bags of garbage piled next to it and doing his best to ignore the smell as 

he hid and waited. In only a few moments, his patience was rewarded as he heard someone 

quietly sneaking along the alley, before Zerrex cleared his throat loudly as it stepped in front of 

him, and the huge black wolf stared at him in shock, black eyes wide and frozen in mid-tip-toe as 

the Drakkaren said sourly: “Vampire, go back to Hell.” 

“No, I‟m coming with you!” The wolf flailed his arms wildly, his voice a long whine that 

didn‟t much befit his enormous, muscular frame. He was wearing only a plain belt and a golden 

loin plate, and the small horns that jutted out of his skull behind his ears before curving slightly 

made it rather obvious that he was a demon… but Zerrex thought dryly that if anyone saw the 

temper tantrum Vampire was throwing and the way he was trying to hold in his tears… Well, 

they might just rethink how terrifying demons are. “Come on, come on, come on, lemme stay 

with you just one more night up here, Boss, please?” 

Zerrex sighed and dropped his head in his free hand, then he grunted as he stood up, 

grasping his cane by the neck and using it to reach out and bonk Vampire lightly on the nose, 

seeming to glare down on him despite the foot or so height advantage he had to have on the 

reptile. Immediately, the demon wolf whimpered and rose one large paw in the air as he laced his 

fingers together and laid his ears back, his large black eyes almost seeming to sparkle, and  the 

lizard finally rolled his eyes as he muttered: “Fine. One night.” 

Vampire brightened and bounced up and down before he hugged Zerrex tightly, and the 

Drakkaren grunted and awkwardly patted the large male on the side, feeling grateful for the 

distraction, at least. The wolf was another remnant of the Goth Legion, and  he had actually 

suffered his death at Zerrex‟s hands in the past… but the Vampire of the past and the Vampire of 

the present were two very different people, as Zerrex added: “You know that they‟re going to be 

looking for you, though. Aren‟t you supposed to be doing a patrol of Hell?” 

“Hey, my real job is keepin‟ you safe, Boss, since you‟re the Boss.” Vampire responded 

stubbornly, still clinging to Zerrex, and then the Drakkaren pried him off and the male huffed a 

bit, crossing his arms and looking back and forth as he added in a quieter tone: “Cities up here 

seem a lot different than I remember, though. But I guess I never really saw what the wars did… 

just heard „bout them from down below.” 

Zerrex nodded as he looked back and forth, then he motioned for the wolf to follow as he 

headed down the alley and out onto another street, and Vampire gladly toddled along behind 

him, not seeming to care how much he stood out. Then again, there weren‟t a lot of people out on 

the streets at this hour, and those few that were didn‟t stare at all; possibly because a lot of them 

looked like demons themselves. It reassured the Drakkaren at least a little bit, as they passed a 

dilapidated store… and then he swallowed a bit as he looked up ahead, forcing himself to keep at 

a steady pace as they walked towards his home… the home where his family was waiting for 

him. 

He wanted to break into a run, and Vampire seemed to sense how both joyful and anxious 

the Drakkaren felt as the black wolf fell into pace beside him, leaning over to say softly: “You 

know, if I had some pretty girls like you do, Boss, I think I might drop the whole… solemn polite 

genteel thingy you do just for a minute and um. You know. Run for it.” 

Zerrex glowered at Vampire for a moment… and then he grinned and slapped him 

playfully across the stomach with his cane, saying firmly: “Then I‟ll race you to the front door, 

bitch, let‟s run!” 

With that, the lizard broke into a sprint, and Vampire yelped before quickly following, 

his bare paws slapping against the concrete. In only seconds, Zerrex reached the door leading 



into his home, and he hesitated for a moment as his hand settled on the knob and slowly turned it 

before Vampire slammed into him from behind with a yelp, and Zerrex grunted as he knocked 

the door open and staggered inside, pinwheeling his arms before staring stupidly up at not the 

tiny little entrance hall, but a whole room filled with people, and a crowd of voices shouted: 

“Surprise!” 

Streamers and confetti hailed down from the ceiling as Zerrex straightened dumbly, and 

then a Drakkaren hurled herself at him, grabbing him around the neck and pressing tight to his 

chest with a cry of “Daddy!” She was followed closely by three others, two of them reptiles and 

one a tiny little wolf, as people crowded forwards and clapped, Vampire laughing as he joined in 

after kicking the door closed with a wide grin. The reptile could only look dumbly back and forth 

at the gathering of people and the room that had been magically-enlarged so that it now 

resembled an immense hall… and then he finally gazed down at Marina, the only daughter of the 

Drakkaren who had survived the Demon War and remained a mortal… but she was no mere 

mortal to be trifled with. 

She was eight feet tall, but another six inches was added onto this by the thin, segmented 

black fin that went from the back of her neck to her forehead, and her body was toned and 

strong, a fair amount of muscle over her attractive form. She was lithe, with a good-sized bust 

and rounded hips, and her athleticism showed in the way her body moved… when she was 

moving, that was. As it was, she was curled tightly up against her father, nestling against him 

and looking so small despite how tall she really was… and Zerrex gazed down at her softly as he 

wrapped his arms around as many of the people clinging to him at the moment as he could. 

She gazed up at him after a moment with her sapphire eyes bright, smiling happily up at 

her father, at the one person whom she‟d listen to, respected, and held her loyalties to… and she 

stepped slowly back after a moment, blushing and looking every bit the young schoolgirl as she 

rubbed one bare foot against the ground, hands going behind her back. Zerrex let his eyes rest on 

her, taking in her details: the similar color of her scales, but which lightened over her chest 

instead of turning to another color… the way she dressed in black jeans and a black exercise top 

that didn‟t leave much to the imagination, and the end of the thin scar he knew went from where 

it was visible over her abdominals and up over one breast. A training accident, but something 

Marina wore with strange pride… but he wouldn‟t change his daughters eccentricities for the 

world itself, no matter how awkward she could be at times. 

“Daddy.” Marina said softly, and hearing her voice here, on the mortal plane, meant so 

damn much to him. For so long, they had been separated, meeting only for a few hours in Hell 

every few mortal months… but if there was one thing Zerrex recognized, it was that Marina 

could not be allowed to be exposed to Hell‟s corruption to the point where she became a demon 

herself. He wouldn‟t change his daughter‟s obsessive and sometimes cruel ways… but he 

wouldn‟t make them worse, either; and he also knew that as it was, Marina‟s psychic abilities 

were on their own terrifying level, whether she was a mortal or not. 

His family had always been special, and ever since the Goth Legion, Zerrex had been 

submerged in a lifestyle that readily embraced the supernatural: strange powers, even the 

concepts that Heaven and Hell brought with them had become nothing more than daily routine 

for the Drakkaren while he had still been alive. The reptile reflected on this for a moment as his 

gaze wandered, taking in the dome-shaped quality of the massive hall they stood in now where 

his little waiting room – Oh why pretend otherwise, this is bigger than my whole house… – 

should have been. He wondered for a moment what they had done here… and then Marina 



leaned up and kissed his cheek quietly, attracting his attention again as she took his face between 

her hands and said softly: “I‟ve missed you, Daddy…” 

“I‟ve missed you too, Marina…” Zerrex replied quietly, and then he smiled as he looked 

back and forth at the other members of his family currently clinging to him. “All of you.” A 

pause as he felt one particular hand reach down and give his buttocks a hearty squeeze, and he 

sighed and added dryly: “Except maybe you, Cherry.” 

This got a laugh from the other people in the room, and then Cherry squawked and 

shoved him roughly, causing the Drakkaren to fall on his ass as the little wolf clinging to his leg 

yelped and toppled with him, and his middle daughter stumbled away, flailing her arms for 

balance. It left Cherry grinning victoriously, standing with her legs slightly spread and her 

muscular arms crossed, her body huge and built like a tank: the only thing about her larger than 

her muscles were her enormous breasts. “Fuck you, Boss.” 

Zerrex only rolled his eyes as Cherry laughed loudly, her blue eyes twinkling with 

mischief. A troublemaker and adopted into his family, they had met many years ago in the Goth 

Legion, where she had served as his second-in-command and his personal bitch. The only thing 

that had matched her seductive beauty back then had been her cruelty in combat and her stunning 

grace, enhanced further by the female‟s particular power to see a few seconds into the future… 

just enough back then to let her avoid things that should be unavoidable, and fire devastating 

shots from her rifle into the weak point of any target. 

Over the years, she had changed, some of these rather large: apart from her personality 

becoming looser and far more playful, she had been killed and revived in a body a bit more 

suiting to her quirks, as a hermaphrodite… and then things had become even more complicated 

during the Demon War, when she had gone to Hell and returned as a Dius, a breed of demonic 

shapeshifter based around the aspect of Lust. It was too complicated and too goddamn sci-fi 

sounding for the reptile to think through seriously on most occasions, though, so Zerrex just took 

in her body, her green scales, her cocky grin and the set of five crescent-shaped fins that went 

from the back of her neck to her forehead… and then he asked sourly: “Shouldn‟t you be in Hell, 

too?” 

“I was never officially killed or blacklisted, and you know that, Boss.” Cherry said 

comfortably, polishing her hand against one mighty breast. With the only clothes on her body 

being a thick leather bra and a pair of tight leather pants, it didn‟t leave much up to the 

imagination… but on the other hands, many a male had been scared away by both the muscular 

physique of the female and the strange bulge in her crotch. Apart from these, Cherry also had a 

whole multitude of piercings throughout her body: two rings in one nostril, another just above 

her eye, and a stud through her tail… and that was without getting into the piercings in her 

special places. She also had a variety of tattoos: a thick black swastika on one bicep, a bold black 

“II” on her tailbone that had a curling ivy border on either side of it, and a tattoo of swirling 

flames that encircled her waist, then spread up one side of her body and circled around one 

breast.  

She paused and softened a bit as she looked down at Zerrex, reaching up to finger a black 

leather collar that encircled her neck. It had a silver clasp on it, and etched into this was a distinct 

„II,‟ much like on her tailbone: a gift from Zerrex that had a lot of meaning. “It‟s good to see you 

home, though, Zer. Come on, get your lazy ass up off that floor.” 

The Drakkaren rolled his eyes, then he glanced down at his legs, where a teary-eyed wolf 

was still clinging to one limb. The reptile smiled a bit: whereas the other members of his family 

were all around his height – Cherry actually taller by a few inches, a fact that never failed to 



make her cackle – this little wolf was five foot two at the most, and the reptiles he was usually 

around probably looked like giants to him. Yet Zerrex suspected that was the way little Mahihko 

liked it, as he reached down and scratched the arctic lupine quietly behind one black-tipped ear… 

and the wolf immediately brightened, his tail wagging wildly and the pink ribbon he wore around 

the pink-dyed end of it flapping wildly through the air. 

The wolf bounced up to his feet after a moment, and he adjusted the miniskirt and 

knotted-blouse he wore with a deep blush: openly-gay, openly-crossdressing, and submissive to 

extreme degrees… but despite all this, no one made fun of the little Mahihko… or at least not in 

earnest, considering how much Cherry made fun of everyone. Mahihko was effeminate and cute, 

his arms a bit toned but his body too covered in fuzzy fur to be very noticeable, most of it white 

other than the diamond bib of black and the tips of his ears. His paws were oversized and 

clumsy, and he wore golden bangles around both arms. Silver piercings glinted everywhere from 

his ears to his nose to other parts of his body – he had taken a bit after Cherry in this respect – 

and he was also covered in tattoos: purple flames on his sides beneath his armpits, snowflake-

shaped swastikas on his shoulders, and the words “Property of Zerrex” arched along his lower 

back, taking up the slender lupine‟s entire backside. On his plump rear, however, was another 

tattoo: a crossed sword and revolver, and Zerrex still couldn‟t imagine how the little wolf had sat 

through that one… literally and figuratively. 

A single glance at the little girlyboi, and most people would dismiss him: Mahihko, 

however, had once been a business mastermind named Lone Wulfe. But he had changed so much 

and in so many ways… and eventually died to try and find the male he called affectionately his 

father. The suicide ritual had sent Mahihko down to Hell, not knowing about what he‟d have to 

live through in the pit as punishment during the harsh civil war between the Princess and the 

Warlord… but he had still struggled in his free time to find Zerrex, until one day Zerrex had 

found him instead. 

Years later, when Zerrex had taken the High Throne, he‟d used his power to get Mahihko 

a pass out of Hell and send him back onto the mortal plane: the energies of Hell had done strange 

and peculiar things to the wolf‟s mind and body, and Zerrex couldn‟t keep an eye on him each 

and every day, much as he wanted to. So Marina had taken over that position, and he came and 

visited only when Marina was permitted to… and that had seemed to at least slow whatever 

strange changes had been coming over Mahihko, caused by the corruption of the lower plane. 

And now here he was, looking like an adorable little girl, and Zerrex shook his head in 

amusement as he stood up before ruffling the wolf‟s headfur, making him giggle. He 

immediately clung to Zerrex‟s leg again, and the Drakkaren rolled his eyes before glancing over 

at Cindy, who was smiling at him softly, the innocent, beautiful little girl Zerrex had ever known 

stepping in close and giving him a gentle hug around the neck. “It‟s good to see you, Daddy.” 

“It‟s good to see you too, Cindy.” Zerrex hugged her gently back around the waist with 

one arm, kissing her forehead softly. Then she drew back, her fingers lingering along his arm for 

a moment before she balled her hands together as she looked at him, and he looked back with a 

quiet laugh, over his daughter‟s beautiful, slender form and toned musculature. “I hope Heaven‟s 

been treating you well.” 

“Francis and I get along well. Lord is pleasant, even if Lucifer is still a bit cold after all 

these years.” Cindy responded softly, looking almost embarrassed as she rubbed the back of her 

head. The gesture seemed to relax her in some ways, making her seem more like Zerrex and less 

formal, and then she added mildly: “Then again, after the whole spear issue, I thought they‟d 

never trust me again.” 



Zerrex nodded ruefully, reminiscing for a moment before he shook his head and let his 

eyes draw over her again. She was wearing an old Irenic Military uniform that left little of her 

body uncovered, the pants tight but not taut, the sleeves of the shirt long enough to cover her 

arms to the wrist. But as well as these simpler clothes, she also had a set of accessories that had 

proven oddly useful for her in the past: a pair of spiked bracelets around her wrists, and a spiked 

collar around her neck. It wasn‟t exactly standard wear for an angel… but despite how shy and 

quiet Cindy seemed, she had her own stubborn ways that she wouldn‟t change for anything. The 

two looked at each other, at their similar scale colors, emerald eyes looking into sapphire… and 

then Zerrex stroked her face gently, saying softly: “You don‟t look a day over twenty… makes 

the rest of us all look bad.” 

“Bite me, I still look like a hot sixteen year old cheerleader.” Cherry said immediately, 

then she grinned widely and flexed her enormous muscles as she curled both arms in a 

bodybuilder‟s pose, leaning forwards into it. “You know, assuming she was on steroids. And was 

hot. Did I say that already?” 

Zerrex didn‟t bother with a response as he finally parted from his little family to gaze 

over the crowd of people there, still barely able to believe his eyes. He could see demons and 

angels, all people he had known, befriended, helped, and fought beside… and the reptile rubbed 

the three rings on his one hand together, making them clink as he smiled slightly, spotting 

several people in the crowd that he had… very special relationships with. Monogamy is a lot less 

common in Hell, after all… 

“So who planned this whole thing?” The Drakkaren glanced back and forth, tapping the 

bottom of his cane lightly against the ground. He spotted a few guilty faces in the crowd, and 

then one in particular stepped forwards with a shy smile, and Zerrex met her violet eyes as she 

bowed politely to him, her long black dress flowing around her body. “Well, from the fact we‟re 

in a pocket dimension, I guessed you were involved.” 

“It‟s always a pleasure, Lord Zerrex.” the female said softly, a quiet smile crossing her 

face. Her scales were a strange purple and black that seemed to shift slowly back and forth, but 

otherwise she looked exactly like mother, apart from the fact she was an inch taller than him and 

had a much-smaller bosom than he remembered on Celestial. He knew from the long time they‟d 

spent together, however, that anyone who looked at Sin would see their mother, due to the 

glammer that surrounded her: but Zerrex honestly felt that her true form of a Naganatine, one of 

the First Breed created by God, was no less beautiful. 

Despite her shy demeanor, Sin was one of the most powerful beings of Hell: her strength 

was legendary, and she had given birth to some of the strongest of creatures in the Underworld. 

And she‟s one of my closest friends, too… “Don‟t be so shy, Sin… I think everyone here knows 

about that very awkward few weeks we spent together.” 

Sin smiled at this, half-lidding her eyes before she traded a tight hug with him, and then 

she slid back, taking his hands gently as she added quietly: “This party is all for you, Zerrex… 

we wanted to… give you a good welcome back to the mortal plane, and miss Marina said that we 

should also take the moment to celebrate your anniversary… most of us can‟t stay long, with the 

time difference in Hell, but we figured that it would manage fine with the Scholars in charge for 

a few mortal hours.” 

Zerrex tried to do the math in his head, then failed at this before nodding, and then Sin 

laughed as she watched his eyes trace around the marble and ironwood walls and ceiling of the 

huge room. “The pocket dimension is only temporary, don‟t worry… I‟ll take it with me when I 

leave. But I wanted to make sure there was room for everyone.” 



“Now, let‟s put on the music and party!” shouted a cheerful voice, and Zerrex rolled his 

eyes, wondering how the hell that person had managed his way out of Hell. Before he could spot 

the voice, however, there was a loud yell of affirmation from the crowd before gift-wrapped 

boxes arced up through the air and fell on top of Zerrex‟s head, knocking him to the ground as 

Sin winced and covered her muzzle. 

The Drakkaren sat stupidly up, one of the boxes broken over his head to spill some sort of 

cloth cape over his face, and he brushed this carefully off his head before picking up his hat, 

grumbling a bit as he stood up, figuring he knew who the offender was. Then Cherry picked up 

another box from somewhere and shouted: “Present fight!” and whipped it at the Drakkaren‟s 

head, knocking him sprawling on his stomach as it bounced off his skull. 

There were a few laughs, but Cherry only winced under the glares of Cindy, Marina, and 

Sin, as Mahihko toddled nervously over to squat by Zerrex‟s head, looking at him curiously. The 

reptile groaned after a moment, then he carefully pushed himself up to a sitting position, his head 

spinning as he rubbed at his aching skull slowly. He shook his head after a moment, then gave 

Cherry a flat look before he let Sin help him up to his feet, the Drakkaren brushing himself off 

with a grumble. “See, this is why I don‟t like people buying me gifts for my birthday. Besides, 

you guys really didn‟t have to buy me anything…” 

“Well, most of us didn‟t. I think these are mostly gifts from close family.” Sin responded 

softly, then she smiled and waved at the crowd, and before Zerrex could respond, the group of 

people came forwards, and the reptile found himself trying to thank people for their 

congratulations and return hugs, handshakes, and everything in between.  

Soon enough, he found himself wandering through a crowd of people as soft music 

played in the background, talking here and there with people before he spotted two figures near 

the back of the room. He smiled slightly to himself, then carefully wended his way towards 

them, Marina and little Mahihko toddling along behind him. Cindy and Cherry, on the other 

hand, had stayed back at the front of the room, where the former was tapping her fingers 

impatiently against her crossed arms as Cherry grumbled and stacked presents at the side of the 

room. 

“I didn‟t see you come up and congratulate me.” Zerrex said softly as he approached 

Selena, and the demoness looked up at him sourly. She was a Drakkaren like him, with a pair of 

large bull horns, with a black fin like Marina‟s between them, except hers was larger and longer. 

Her eyes were black and moody, her body covered in red scales that turned pink over her inner 

body, and her breasts were large and muscles quite a fair size as well. The Dius was dressed in a 

black leather corset and a pair of leather pants – something Cherry had gotten her into wearing – 

and a pair of fingerless leather gloves with long sleeves that went all the way to her elbows, and 

the Drakkaren sighed before he leaned beside her as she examined her silver ring. “You knew 

this day was coming, Selena. And you know you‟re welcome to stay up here with me, too, if you 

wanted to.” 

“You‟re a romantic.” Selena muttered, but there was no venom in her voice. He knew it 

was just part of her personality, and that she was jealous, and upset, and wanted things her 

way… even if she‟d always support him in what he did at the end of the day. He knew she‟d 

adjust… it just meant that he‟d have to put up with her bitchiness while she did. “Besides, I‟m 

not like little miss perfect over there, and I don‟t like sharing you with all these… goddamn 

creeps.” 

Marina and Mahihko both looked offended at this, and Lily sighed and rolled her eyes: 

the golden-scaled Drakkaren was far more pleasant than Selena, but she sometimes had trouble 



putting up with the bitterness the Dius could display. “You know, as it is, you hogged him eighty 

percent of the time anyway… and then did what, spent most the last few centuries bitching and 

whining about him moving back up here, to live the mortal life he deserves with his family?” 

“Shut up. You‟re fat.” Selena said morbidly, and Lily slapped her own forehead, 

groaning even as Zerrex caught her tossing an awkward peek down over her body. It was slender 

as always, with ample breasts covered by a chaste plain dress and blouse, but ever since her first 

child, Lily had been worrying more and more about her form… which didn‟t even make sense, 

when the female was a shapeshifter who spent most of her time in this Drakkaren body than her 

real, more felid form, because she said it made her feel more comfortable around the reptile. 

“Anyway, like, come on. You only got close to him in the first place „cause you‟re a whore.” 

This originally was a soft spot for Lily, which would often get Selena into a nasty fight: 

and nice as Lily often was, it didn‟t change the fact she was an original demon and far more 

powerful than Selena, even if Selena had once served as an Inquisitor of Hell and was now a 

High Princess on the same monarchal level as the other demoness. Now, however, Selena had 

used it so often in fights that it had become a mediocre insult at best, so Lily only mumbled to 

herself and then she grinned as she walked over to Zerrex, pinned his shoulders against the wall, 

and then kissed his lips teasingly but chastely, causing the reptile to stare dumbly as Selena 

glared sourly at them. Then Lily drew away and stroked a finger under Selena‟s chin playfully. 

“What, do you want one too?” 

“Oh fuck off.” Selena grumbled, then she threw her arms out and stormed off, trying to 

shove her way into the crowd of people, but she only bounced off the first person she ran into. 

She glanced up dumbly at him, and the huge, black-scaled Drakkaren glared down at her with his 

baleful, slitted amber eyes, and Selena winced before mumbling an apology and stomping off 

towards a group of people she could better shove around. 

Lily laughed, and Zerrex just sighed and rolled his eyes, crossing his arms and smiling as 

Raze walked over, still looking sourly after Selena. The male was huge and strong, as tall as 

Zerrex and easily as muscular, his best distinguishing feature a pair of golden stripes that went 

from the end of his muzzle to the end of his tail, and the way his scales turned to the same bright 

color over his chest. Plain mortal clothes covered his body, and he nodded to Zerrex and grunted 

before wincing as the Drakkaren hugged him tight against his body, saying amusedly: “Come on, 

don‟t be such a douche.” 

“Shut up.” the male muttered, looking awkwardly back and forth before he quietly kissed 

the side of Zerrex‟s neck, and the Drakkaren smiled slightly before Raze stepped back and 

looked skywards, embarrassed. “Look, I only just wanted to stop in… Francis is around here 

somewhere, probably talking with some of the demons with how fascinated he is with Hell… but 

I guess that… Lord… says hello and I wanted to say hello too and-” 

Zerrex quieted the male with a quiet kiss, and Raze‟s blush deepened even as he kissed 

the reptile back for a few moments, before their mouths parted and the reptile smiled a bit, 

patting the fellow Drakkaren‟s chest quietly. “Thank you for that, Raze. I appreciate it a lot… I 

never expected you all to go through so much trouble for me, though. I don‟t deserve all this.” 

“You deserve this and more, Lord Zerrex.” Sin said softly, and Zerrex glanced over his 

shoulder at her curiously before Sin smiled a bit and motioned around at the crowd. “Besides, 

look at them all… all of us people who haven‟t had a chance to relax together like this since the 

days of the rebellion against the Princess. We‟re all glad to see you home safe and give you what 

we can… but it would be a lie to say we aren‟t also glad to see each other, too.” 



“Probably more glad, in some ways.” said a voice meditatively, and Zerrex jumped as he 

saw Ixin standing nearby, stirring some strange potion in a little jar. The reptile glowered at him, 

and then Ixin coughed as he straightened, the tall, powerfully-built lizard putting his hands 

behind his back before he peered back and forth, adding seriously: “Also, I would just like to go 

on record saying that there is a high degree of lizard in this place. Why can‟t you make nice with 

things other than lizards, you speciesist? You disgust me.” 

Zerrex groaned and rolled his eyes, then he glared flatly across at the fellow lizard, 

saying mildly: “You‟re a reptile too, you know.” 

Ixin sniffed disdainfully as he adjusted the triple belt around his waist, which held all 

variety of pouches and attached into a plain rawhide strap that held a single cusp tight over one 

of the mage‟s shoulders. “I am not a lizard, thank you. I am a ferret.” He paused, then grinned 

over at Lily, leaning towards her and asking teasingly: “Wanna see how flexible ferrets are, 

babe?” 

The female put a hand on his face and shoved him away, and Ixin staggered backwards, 

flailing his arms comically before he huffed and straightened, kicking one leg out a few times. 

“Fine, be that way.” A pause as he leaned down to tuck one of his pantlegs back into his heavy 

moccasins, and then he produced his plain-looking flute from his belt, causing Zerrex to wince. It 

was a magical instrument Ixin used to cause all sorts of mischief… but to the reptile‟s relief, Ixin 

only played a short tune on it, and a moment later he vanished in a puff of smoke. That could 

have been way worse… but now I‟m worried about where he‟s gone. Last time he did that, we 

found him sitting in Lily‟s underwear drawer, wearing her panties on his head… and over his 

arms… and everywhere else he could pull them on… 

Raze grumbled something to himself about idiots, and then he smiled a bit at Zerrex: it 

took away the harshness from his features, making him look almost like an awkward child. “I‟m 

going to go myself, Zerrex. I have business in Heaven to attend to. I… I was glad to see you.” 

“Hearts to you too.” Zerrex said mildly, and then he flailed a bit as Raze glowered and 

reached a hand out to mess up the Drakkaren‟s hair. After a moment, it devolved into childish 

pushing at one another, and Lily and Sin glanced at each other as Marina and Mahihko stared 

raptly. Finally, Zerrex threw himself at Raze, but the other reptile caught him easily and 

squeezed him firmly, and he squawked before pushing at Raze‟s face as the black-scaled lizard 

grunted and winced. 

“Orgy?” Cherry bounced over to one side of them, the female grinning widely and 

looking hopefully from one male to the next, and Raze and Zerrex exchanged a glance before 

both of them swung at her, but she only cackled and easily slid out of the way of both attacks, 

batting her eyes at them. “Aww, you two are so cute together!” 

“I have to go now.” Raze said moodily, and with that he stalked off into the crowd, easily 

parting his way through it. Zerrex half-wanted to go after him, but then he finally settled for 

giving Cherry a sour look, and she blushed deeply and dropped her head. Some people never 

change…  

Zerrex sighed and shook his head, then he winced as Cherry sprang up to throw an arm 

around his shoulders, squeezing him against her as she waved the other and said cheerfully: 

“Come on, Boss, don‟t be frowning just yet! We still got plenty us mugs can do together, and 

there‟s plenty of other people to hang out with and talk and have wild sex parties with! Let your 

damn socks off or whatever and let‟s go!” 



With that, Cherry pulled the Drakkaren towards the throng of people, the reptile clawing 

at the arm around his throat helplessly as he winced and reminded himself to tell Marina to ban 

Cherry from any other parties they might have together. 

 

After only about an hour of mortal time, the hall had begun to empty: not because anyone 

wanted to part ways, but because of the time difference between the planes. It took only a few 

moments for everyone to return down into the pit, but Zerrex did manage to catch up with old 

friends like Amiglion and Carmen – the former a Grim Reaper who was not all that grim, the 

latter a former Queen of the Circle of Lust and concubine to Zerrex. With her wild spirit and 

crazy ways, Carmen had temporarily given up her monarchal position to one of her trusted 

colleagues, however, so she could explore the mortal realm and possibly some of Heaven… but 

she had been more than glad to make a stop-in at the party before she continued wandering 

through Ire. 

Now, Zerrex sat with his family inside his little house, the pocket dimension removed by 

Sin before she‟d given Zerrex a quiet kiss on the cheek and left. The reptile glanced down quietly 

at a locket of black stone Sin had given him, which, if he concentrated on a person before 

opening it, would give him a snapshot from one of his fondest memories of them. He squeezed it 

quietly, feeling the strange warmth of the stone, and then he put it aside onto the dented, ugly 

table in front of the couch before glancing awkwardly at the large stack of gifts at the other side 

of the room. “I really don‟t deserve all these…” 

“Shut up, Daddy.” Marina said stoically, clinging to his arm for a moment, and then she 

smiled and hopped to her feet, tugging at the collar of the Drakkaren‟s jacket. “And take this off. 

Here, let me help you.” 

Zerrex mumbled to himself, looking embarrassed – either because he was enjoying all the 

attention far too much, but also because he didn‟t like Marina going through such troubles for 

him. Marina, however, was more than a little obsessed with her father, as she lovingly pulled the 

jacket off his arms and then left the room to hang it up, and he sighed a bit as he watched her go, 

asking Cindy quietly without needing to glance at her: “She hasn‟t gotten better, has she?” 

“I know that was part of what you hoped the little separation would do… would show her 

it‟s not the end of the world without you around. But to her, it is.” Cindy replied quietly, shaking 

her head slowly from where she sat in an armchair across the room. Mahihko, meanwhile, 

nodded solemnly – for all his childishness, he was still plenty intelligent, and more importantly, 

he had a keen eye for certain things. “We watched her as best we could, Mahihko and I, but… 

you know Marina.” 

“She‟s impossible to watch all the time.” Zerrex said softly, watching as Marina came 

back in through the archway. It was pointless to try and hide that they‟d been talking about her: 

even without her psychic powers, she wasn‟t stupid. But her eyes were still filled only with love 

and tender adoration for her father as she walked over and sat beside him, and she quietly 

touched his bare chest with one hand, looking deep into his eyes. Sexualized and twisted all those 

years ago… and because I never stopped fighting, because I saved her, even with all my 

failures… she thinks of me more like some omnipotent god than the… loser I am… 

“You‟re not a loser, Daddy.” Marina reprimanded absently, then she glanced over at 

Mahihko, adding: “You, go get that present on top of the pile for Daddy to open.” 

Mahihko immediately brightened and nodded, jumping out of his seat and bounding over 

to the pile of presents, glad to be of service. Despite the fact Marina treated him like a slave, that 

was part of the way the submissive lupine liked to be treated: he hated to make decisions, and as 



long as it wasn‟t anything too arduous or painful, he was glad to do what he could for the family, 

where he sometimes felt like a misfit among misfits. So he gladly wrapped his arms around the 

rectangular box on top of the pile and carried it over to the table, putting it down before 

clambering back onto the enormous couch and curling up against Zerrex‟s side, closing his eyes 

with a little whine of pleasure. 

Zerrex gently patted the little wolf on the head, then he glanced over at Cherry, who was 

sitting on the floor and enrapt with a pile of building blocks and some toy cars, making rumbling 

noises to herself as she piled them into some crazed shape she was likely using her precog to 

build. The reptile rolled his eyed at her, then instead tore the wrapping off the box and balled the 

paper up before tossing it at her little building. 

It knocked the clumsy construction over, and Cherry flailed her arms manically before 

she picked up one of the little blocks of wood and threw it at the Drakkaren, bouncing it off his 

head and making him wince. Cherry sulked for a few moments, then she suddenly brightened 

and hopped to her feet, crunching a car underfoot but obviously not caring. “Hey, that‟s my gift, 

dude, open the box, open it open it open it!” 

“Only to shut you up.” Zerrex rolled his eyes at the way she was dancing around as Cindy 

laughed and Marina gave her oldest sister a death glare, and then the Drakkaren stared as he 

popped the box open to find a pair of leather chaps. A pause, and then the reptile picked them up. 

Make that crotchless leather chaps. How… delightful. “Uh. Thank you. Cherry. Really, this is 

uh. Well, gr-” The Drakkaren halted suddenly, then he looked back and forth between Cindy and 

Marina, asking in a hurried voice: “Hey, wait, how‟s my motorcycle?” 

“We had to put her down.” Cindy said mildly, and Zerrex looked at her with a horrified 

expression that caused the angelic female to snort laughter. “Oh, come on, Zer, if your 

motorcycle survived the Demon War, I think it can survive ten years without you around. We‟ve 

been keeping your precious bike fine, you can take it out for a spin later.” 

“Good.” Zerrex huffed, rolling his shoulders before he winced as Marina and Mahihko 

both clung to either side of him. “Uh. Maybe someone could get me the next gift, then?” 

Cherry immediately took the chance to bring him the next one, grinning toothily at the 

two clinging to the Drakkaren and earning glowers from them both as she dropped a square box 

in front of the reptile, then she paused and picked up the chaps. “Hey, if you won‟t wear these, 

I‟ll wear „em. Of course, I‟ll have to make my ass about ten sizes smaller to fit into them, and 

thin up my powerful thighs of doom, but hey, they should fit great otherwise, girly-legs.”  

The reptile bit back a response as Marina and Mahihko glared daggers at Cherry, and 

Cindy only sighed and rested back in her chair, already feeling used to their family‟s little 

squabbles again. It didn‟t take long for Zerrex to open all his gifts – which included sword 

holders from Mahihko, a sketchbook and opera tickets from Marina, a large chest full of 

chocolates from Cindy… a deviously-clever gift, seeing as there was little chocolate to be found 

in Hell, that made all three of the other members of the family glare at her… and a random 

assortment of other items from other people. Zerrex examined two of these last: a pen made of 

dragon bone from Selena, and a book on the Demon War from Lily. Well, they‟re both well-

thought-out… “Thanks, all of you, for your gifts. I really don‟t deserve them. And I‟ll have to 

thank the others, too, next time I see them.” 

“Like they expect it. Probably forgot by now just what they gave you.” Cherry said 

mildly as she leaned against the wall, most of her attention on a full-page spread in a porno mag. 

Mahihko padded over to her curiously, and Cherry put a hand over his face, saying sourly: “Hey, 



no way, kiddo. Last time I leant you some of my porn, it came back all sticky, and I don‟t like no 

sticky but my sticky on my porn, got that?” 

“Cherry, learn to share. Mahihko, treat other people‟s stuff better than you treat your 

own.” Zerrex said absently, then he yawned and stretched before absently rubbing at his right 

bicep. He paused after a moment, then glanced down at it as he tapped his fingers meditatively 

against the tattoo there: a bold black swastika in the middle of a circle, with twisting ivy forming 

a band around his muscular arm. He flexed his hand slowly, then he shook his head a bit as he 

saw the ivy writhe, murmuring to himself: “Never going to feel right again, are you?” 

A pause as he realized Cindy was looking at him with concern, and he smiled as he shook 

his head, looking over at where Cherry and Mahihko were now sitting beside each other, ogling 

the porno mag between themselves. “I think I‟m going to take a little walk around the house… 

would you mind putting on some coffee? I‟d do it myself, but I‟ve uh. Kinda forgotten entirely 

how it works.” 

“You never really were good at making coffee, anyway.” Cindy said meditatively, and 

Zerrex rolled his eyes as Marina jumped up, apparently intent on following him. Mahihko looked 

up curiously as well, but the youngest, mortal daughter of Zerrex only shook her head, and the 

little wolf half-quailed and nodded. Zerrex noted the reaction, wondering if Marina had done 

something else to him… but then he stepped out of the little living room and into the hallway.  

He paused and frowned for a moment, then he turned to Marina, asking her curiously: 

“Wait. I remember now… that room used to be the communications room, didn‟t it? I‟ve just… 

been away from here so long, and I noticed you did some reconstruction…” 

Marina shook her head as she took her father‟s hand, smiling up at him as she pulled him 

quietly into the next room: from the plush toys, books and the wide variety of trinkets sitting on 

the shelves that lined one wall, and the guns and hoops hanging from the other, Zerrex felt he 

could safely guess this was Mahihko‟s room. “I moved the house around, when I got… 

restless… but the roof and some of the second floor was repaired by the Irenic Reconstruction 

Effort.” She paused, then smiled again as she gave Zerrex the moment he needed to look around 

the room, from the rounded, plump bed to the desk covered in scattered drawings, some good, 

some bad, some childishly in-between. “I think they‟re very proud of that pun.” 

“I think you‟re probably right.” The male smiled slightly as he nodded, then he let 

Marina lead him out of the room and to the next. For the most part they were quiet, as Zerrex 

took in Cindy‟s neatness and her love of clothes and medicine, Cherry‟s disorganized pile of 

porn and weapons, and Marina‟s own room, which had her drawings scattered everywhere and a 

bed covered messily in thick blankets… and a wall that had been crudely but effectively 

mortared back together from mismatched pieces of other walls, and then left bare instead of 

painted over. It had a strange artistry about it, with hundreds of splattered white cracks and the 

different colors of stone here and there… and Marina gave his hand a gentle squeeze as she 

looked at him softly, not needing words to thank him for the compliment. 

Zerrex realized his room wasn‟t here anymore… and Marina blushed as they entered his 

old office, gazing up at him as she said softly: “Well, Daddy, I thought that we‟d move that 

upstairs… every floor of this house is so big, and this house seems so large, with the second floor 

repaired… even with all us here, without you, it seemed… so empty.” 

She paused in her words, then shook her head slowly as Zerrex released her hand to 

quietly touch his desk, which was covered in a layer of dirt… and he could still see the coffee 

rings on the table. “I hope you don‟t mind that I moved your things… but I know how precious 



this office is to you… was… to you… so I left it here, didn‟t touch it, kept people out of it. All 

your ponderings… any writing you did… anything you left in here, is still here.” 

“Thank you, Marina. That means a lot to me.” Zerrex said quietly, then he paused and 

smiled a bit as he turned around, testing the creaky floorboards beneath one clawed foot. “So 

what is IRE doing? How are they funded?” 

“They‟re actually on the level… I was surprised myself, don‟t worry.” Marina said 

mildly, shaking her head a bit and frowning. Zerrex nodded after a moment, crossing his arms. 

Wonders never ceased. And to think, Ire was one of the countries who made the most profit off 

the Demon War with their PMCs… and one of the countries who was investigating using demons 

as power sources. “So far both Ire and IRE have contributed a lot to the reconstruction effort… 

we‟re using bartering more than anything else up here now, but often they aren‟t asking much in 

return. IRE pays their workers with lodging and food, and the International Council appointed a 

male named Travis Balthazar to the position of President. He seems to be doing good things…” 

“But you‟re worried.” Zerrex nodded slowly again, rubbing at his muzzle. “Well, I‟ll 

have some people ask around in Hell and see what I can find out. Do you know anything about 

what he was doing before?” 

“Professor or something, some high-paid educator at a university. Little political 

experience, but he is apparently very intelligent.” Marina snorted, looking up at her father 

amusedly. “Funny, since usually they don‟t elect smart people.” 

“But this guy wasn‟t elected, he was chosen by the Council.” Zerrex pointed out, and 

Marina laughed quietly before taking her father‟s arm and guiding him out, the reptile already 

starting to worry that there was going to be yet another global or interplane war. Before his 

anxieties could start piling up too high, however, he felt Marina‟s mental fingers stroke gently 

through his thoughts, calming him and brushing away his worries as her voice entered his mind. 

Stop that now, father… you can worry about these problems later. 

The female guided him down the hall to the kitchen, and Zerrex smiled as Cindy offered 

him a cup of black coffee, the Drakkaren gladly taking the mug and drinking it greedily. He let 

out a sigh after a moment, licking at his muzzle, and then he stuck his tongue out at Cindy as she 

stared. “Bite me, I haven‟t had coffee for millennia. There‟s a lot of common mortal stuff even I 

couldn‟t get my greedy little claws on down in Hell.” 

Cindy only sighed, taking his empty mug and heading back to the coffeemaker to refill it, 

and Zerrex sat down at the kitchen table as Marina guided him to a seat before she began to 

lightly massage his shoulders. “You rest now for a few minutes, Daddy, and then we can 

continue the tour… you still haven‟t seen the upstairs, after all. This must seem so tiny to you 

compared to the Ravenlight Estate, though.” 

“I hated that place.” Zerrex and Cherry said simultaneously, and the two looked at each 

other before laughing. Cherry was the first to recover, grinning widely as she leaned back in her 

chair and cocking her head. “Look, okay, the gallery full of pictures of all the people you killed, 

that was a nice touch. And dude, the training rooms were epic. But otherwise, I‟d get so fucking 

lost wandering around that goddamn place, and I hated how if you wanted to get to the top floor, 

the best way to do it was to portal so you didn‟t spend half an hour walking up the damn stairs.” 

The Drakkaren nodded, resting his muzzle in his hand as Cindy pushed another mug of 

coffee over to him, and this time the reptile took the moment to grab the cream and the sugar 

from where it sat in the middle of the table, adding a helping dollop of both to his coffee as he 

said: “And let‟s not forget that everything the Naganatine Twins owned was still in the place. 

The spooky moving pictures of them, their clothes by the roomful, and that catacombs we 



explored one day beneath the building… it was cool at first until we realized that the walls 

themselves were moving back and forth so we couldn‟t get out.” 

“Yeah, least „till Sin showed up.” Cherry said mildly, and then, calmly but coolly: 

“Speaking of which, why didn‟t I see any of your kids at the party deal?” 

Zerrex winced at this, then he cleared his throat and awkwardly straightened, but now 

everyone was looking at him, Mahihko turning around from where he had been washing dishes 

and Cindy doing her best not to look at Cherry. Cherry, however, was still looking at Zerrex with 

both embarrassment but a strange kind of eagerness, like a predator about to pounce on its prey, 

and then she slowly turned her eyes to Marina, who had frozen in place with her hands gripping 

tightly into Zerrex‟s shoulders. “Then again, it was someone else who planned the party, saying 

she had a great idea for a surprise… „cept I think she might‟ve purposefully had some names 

erased from the guest list.” 

“We‟re Daddy‟s kids. His real kids, not…” Marina struggled to find the right word, a rare 

situation for her, as she stepped backwards. She looked back and forth, thoroughly humiliated 

already as Zerrex realized that it was true: not one of the children he‟d had in Hell had been at 

the party… and he closed his eyes and sighed as Marina snapped: “You just want to cause 

trouble, as always, you whore! Here we go again with this bullshit, you trying to prove to Daddy 

that I‟m nothing more than a worthless little slut!” 

Cherry looked both wounded and insulted at this as she jumped up, pointing a finger 

accusingly at Marina, but in a surprising feat, she took a long breath, then said in a slow, careful 

voice: “Marina, I have never felt that about you, and you fuckin‟ well know it. In any case, we 

all know Zerrex has to go down to Hell for a little while soon enough, since there‟s still some 

unfinished business he has to tend to, since he is still the High King.” A pause, and then she 

grinned and crossed her arms, saying sweetly: “And I did already arrange a farewell party for all 

his kids then, anyway.” 

“Oh, my kids.” Zerrex groaned, resting his face in his hands, and everyone looked at him, 

the argument forgotten for the moment as the reptile winced and looked back and forth. “I do 

have family in Hell, and… what if someone attacks some of them while I‟m gone, or something 

goes wrong and they need me, or-”  

“Fuck, you are the only demon lord ever to have anxiety issues like this.” Cherry said 

flatly, and she rapped the Drakkaren hard between the eyes, making him wince but also bringing 

him back to his senses somewhat. “Dude, even I had to let go of my little boy, so don‟t you 

worry about that shit. Besides, look here.” Cherry jumped out of her chair and picked Mahihko 

up under the armpits, thrusting him towards Zerrex over the table and causing the tiny wolf to 

yelp as he curled up into a ball, tail between his legs. “You got this little boytoy for now until we 

can get you a better dolly that doesn‟t stink up the bed so much.” 

Mahihko whined loudly at this and flailed his arms, and then he accidentally kicked 

Zerrex‟s coffee off the table and into the Drakkaren‟s lap. Zerrex yelped and leapt up, patting at 

his wet crotch as Marina tried to tackle Cherry from across the table, and the wolf landed on her 

back as she sent napkins, the sugar bowl, and the box of cream flying. Cindy sighed as she 

watched the chaos for a few moments, then she decided it might be better to step in, working to 

pry Cherry off Marina, whom she had in a headlock, while Zerrex tried to pull Mahihko off 

where the wolf was clinging to his head and whining in terror. What a family we are… 

 

Zerrex lay in his bed, staring at the ceiling with his hands behind his head. His bedroom 

had been nicely redone by Marina, and the second floor now comprised three rooms, connected 



to the bottom floor by a ladder, and with a door at the end of a short, unfinished hallway leading 

out onto the roof. Evening had faded rapidly into late night, and Marina was snoozing quietly 

away in her room downstairs, and he suspected Mahihko was, too, even if demons and angels 

alike didn‟t really need to sleep other than when wounded and during the strange periods of 

hibernation that sometimes crept over them. 

The Drakkaren stretched slowly, listening to the crack of his bones, and then he let his 

hands rest on his bare chest as he wondered quietly what the others were up to. Cindy was 

cleaning up the place, he suspected, and Cherry was… probably wandering around somewhere, 

getting into trouble… but he was glad to be alone for the moment, listening to the sounds of the 

wind outside and enjoying the feel of the fluffy blanket under his body. He never really got to 

spend time by himself in Hell… he was almost always with one of his wives or concubines or 

worse, politicians… and pleasant as his family was, he liked to have little periods here and there 

where he could just… stare at the ceiling, close his eyes, and let his mind wander. 

He was glad for a hundred reasons to be up here on the mortal plane, wonderful as Hell 

could be: he could fulfill every fantasy of his that he wished down there on a whim, after all, 

while up here he had to behave like a normal mortal and live not in a palace but a dusty home in 

a ruined city. There was just something inherently right about this place, though, a feeling that 

made him feel like he fit in best here, being as normal as he could… even if to him normal meant 

regularly sleeping with his own children. 

Zerrex snorted in amusement at this, and then he glanced up curiously as the door 

opened, and Cherry stepped into the room. They smiled at each other in the faint starlight that 

came in through the window, and then she said quietly: “I missed you, Boss. I‟m sorry I‟ve 

already been such a fuckup… but… you know. Just the damn glee of havin‟ you up here 

again…” 

“Come here.” Zerrex motioned to her, and Cherry walked over to him, and the two kissed 

slowly, softly, as she leaned down. Their mouths worked together, and then her hands stroked 

over his bare chest… and within minutes, they were both naked, and Cherry was beneath him, 

moaning in pleasure as he took her not savagely or viciously, but made love to her, slowly, 

sweetly, blissfully. 

They lay in the aftermath a few minutes later, Cherry‟s strong form curled up against 

him, her head on his chest as she clung to him, whispering secret words to each other… and then 

Cherry smiled softly as she trailed her fingers along the Drakkaren‟s chest, murmuring: “I 

remember the night we did this and… our son was conceived. The kid I never thought I‟d have… 

the son you never thought you‟d have with me. Priest. We named him Priest… the name we 

chose after you said I couldn‟t name him Bubblegum.” 

Zerrex laughed quietly at this, squeezing Cherry gently around the shoulders, and the 

female‟s body underwent a strange change: she became taller and lither, losing much of her 

musculature to become toned but effeminate, her bare breasts swelling even larger as her toned, 

flat stomach pressed quietly down against Zerrex‟s bare abdominals and waist, and antler-like 

horns pushed from her head, her scales turning a soft crimson as she murmured: “You loved me, 

even with the way my body had changed in Hell into this freakish ugly thing…” She made a face 

at herself, then she smiled when Zerrex took her head between her hands to gaze up at her softly. 

“Don‟t even say it.” 

“But I want to. You‟re beautiful, Cherry, in any body you‟re stuck in…” The reptile 

laughed softly, then a tingle went through his hands as her form shifted slowly back to the body 

she‟d had when still mortal, her muscles bulging back out, her breasts shrinking a bit in size. “Of 



course, that‟s not to say you weren‟t a bit ugly when you got pregnant. Not „cause of your belly, 

but because you kept eating everything in sight… very messily.” 

“Hey, the kid was huge, he needed lots of shit to live off of.” Cherry said defensively, 

skipping past the fact most demons ate only for pleasure. “Besides, you were no damn help at 

all.” 

“Not my fault you wouldn‟t let me help.” Zerrex retorted, and the two wrestled playfully 

for a moment before Cherry snuggled firmly up against him, and the reptile‟s eyes slipped closed 

as they lay together in comfortable silence. Normally, by this time, Cherry would be pestering 

him for another round of sex… but it seemed that they were both happy as it was, with just being 

together for the moment… and it made him glad. 

After a few minutes, Cherry nuzzled the lizard‟s neck gently, then she asked curiously: 

“So what the hell are you going to do up here in the mortal realm now, huh, Boss? It ain‟t like 

you won‟t be detected by the Scanners at some point, which is really kinda awkward „cause like. 

They lecture you and shit, and then they write you a ticket, and you gotta go declare yourself and 

stuff.” Cherry paused. “Not that I know this for personal experience, „cause if I did, I definitely 

would have paid my ticket and uh. Gone to the registry. But like. You‟re a scary demon. I like to 

think I‟m a scary demon, but dude, in terms of power, you‟re the crazy scary one.”  

“Thanks, Cherry.” Zerrex said drolly, and he rolled his eyes and sighed, shaking his head 

slowly. “I forgot they had technology to detect supernatural beings now… but I‟ll deal with them 

when the time comes for it. For now, I just want to experience this whole normal life thing 

everyone‟s always going on about, test it out for myself… and I really am sick of being in charge 

of everything in Hell.” The Drakkaren shook his head morbidly, and Cherry made a face at him. 

“What? It really isn‟t any damn fun.” 

“And you‟re still worried for some stupid reason that you‟re going to turn out like 

Narrius. Zerrex, Boss, you ain‟t him, just like I ain‟t my mother.” Cherry said firmly, but a blush 

rose in her cheeks nonetheless, and the Drakkaren admired how hard it must have been for her to 

say. “But hey, whatever floats your boat. I‟m your bitch more than a wife, after all, and that‟s the 

way I damn well like it. I don‟t want to be like Selena, after all, dragging you around and all that 

shit. Although, you know, it is pretty funny to watch.” 

Zerrex mumbled something under his breath, and Cherry grinned widely before yelping 

as the reptile shoved her off the bed and pulled the blanket up over his body. After a moment, 

Cherry clambered back into the bed with him, and she slid under the blanket and pressed up 

against her father, lover, and master‟s back, wrapping her arms around him and whispering 

quietly: “I‟m glad you‟re home.” 

The rest of the night was uneventful: Zerrex didn‟t get much sleep, but the comfort of 

having some quiet intimacy with Cherry was wonderful, and when they were joined later by 

Cindy, he certainly didn‟t mind being sandwiched between his two daughters. As light began to 

shine through the window, Cindy had finally gotten up, and Zerrex had shoved a snoring Cherry 

off the bed to startle her awake so he could climb out himself… but before he could take more 

than a step over her, Cherry reached a hand up and grabbed the end of his dangling shaft, jerking 

firmly down on it to cause Zerrex‟s eyes to bulge with what was most definitely pain as he 

grabbed his crotch and fell slowly forwards. 

Cherry cackled and kicked him in the rear, and then she scampered out of the room as the 

Drakkaren scrambled to his feet, glaring after her and then sighing. She might not have a 

problem with being naked everywhere, but I  prefer pants myself… A pause, and then a bit of a 

grin. I was never treated this way in Hell. Kind of a relief, really, to be back in this mess. 



A few minutes later, Zerrex walked into the kitchen to find Mahihko already awake and 

working with Cindy, dressed in a cute little checkered kilt and wearing a pink shirt that was too 

big for him. Cindy was in her plain uniform herself, and she glanced over her shoulder at Zerrex 

with a smile as she made pancakes. “Hey, Daddy. Would you mind walking me to work today? I 

have a job at the general hospital, working in the new biogenetics wing. We‟re analyzing the 

DNA patterns of demons to isolate genes responsible for large-scale regeneration, and we plan to 

synthesize technology capable of rebuilding organics on a massive level by combining this gene 

with the DNA of unevolved lizards to create a-” 

“Hey, Zerrex, let‟s go to the hardware store and buy shit so we can break that shit with 

other shit!” Cherry interrupted cheerfully, and Zerrex grinned stupidly before he looked lamely 

at Cindy, rubbing the back of his head. She gave him an exasperated look, but looked 

embarrassed nonetheless as Cherry said mildly: “Books tends to ramble on about her work these 

days. I don‟t understand a single fucking word she says, but whatever. Helping people seems to 

be what gets her tits hard, so I ain‟t gonna say nothin‟ bad about that.” 

“Cherry‟s gotten more vulgar than ever, as you can see. You should have let her stay in 

Hell longer than for weeks at a time, and that one year where she gave birth to Priest. Then 

again, when she came back after that, all she would do was talk about him and show off her baby 

book and his little onesie and-” Cindy was interrupted by a loud, incoherent yell from Cherry, 

who flapped her arms wildly, her eyes bulging as she looked horrified. This only made the 

angelic female grin wider, however, as Zerrex stared across at Cherry as she was steadily 

emasculated by her sister. “Oh, Daddy, you should have just seen how motherly and loving she 

was-” 

“I am going to fill your bed with peanut butter.” Cherry threatened, shaking a fist, and 

Mahihko giggled behind a hand before he went back to mixing more batter to make more 

pancakes with, then she looked huffily over as Marina walked into the room, yawning tiredly. 

“Bebop, tell your mother she‟s a bitch.” 

“Cindy, don‟t be a bitch.” Marina said tiredly, then she sat herself down in Zerrex‟s lap 

and wrapped her arms around him, still in the same outfit from yesterday. She snuggled up 

against his body, and Zerrex held her close as she murmured softly: “I want to work on 

something for you, Daddy, so why don‟t you go out today with my sisters?” 

This earned a look of surprise from Cindy and Cherry, who were far more used to Marina 

exploiting every chance she could to force Zerrex to spend time with her instead of the opposite, 

and even the reptile looked surprised, although Marina smiled when she gazed up at him 

tenderly. “It‟s a very special surprise, Daddy… it‟s something I‟ve been working on for a long 

time, and I don‟t want to spoil the surprise yet. Don‟t worry, I plan to have a lot of days in the 

future that we can spend alone together… but just not yet.” 

“Okay, Marina…” Zerrex nodded after a moment, and then he smiled at Cindy as she 

served him a plate of pancakes. Cherry looked hungrily over at the stove, and then she pouted 

when Mahihko walked over and gave her a plate with only two small pancakes on it, compared 

to the four large ones Zerrex was already spreading butter all over. 

She grumbled something, and then Mahihko gave her a hurt look, his eyes round as plates 

as he picked up the top pancake to show her the one on the bottom, which had several odd juts 

and spikes on it. “But… I shaped this one just like your head, with the leftover!”  

Cherry stared stupidly down at the pancake, and then she patted Mahihko on the head, 

her features softening a bit. “Yeah, I see the resemblance just fine, little guy. Thank you very 

much, Mahihko.” 



The wolf positively beamed at her, then he bounced back to the kitchen counter beside 

Cindy. Cherry awkwardly glanced over to make sure he wasn‟t looking, and then she reached 

across the table to try and swipe one of Zerrex‟s pancakes, but the Drakkaren slapped her hand 

easily away with his knife, looking at her distastefully. Cherry glared back, then she mumbled 

and picked up her own pancakes in either hand before stuffing both into her muzzle, chewing a 

few times, and swallowing. Then she grinned widely as Zerrex stared in horror, bits of pancake 

still stuck in her teeth and a few crumbs falling out of her muzzle before she yelped as Cindy 

slapped the back of her head with a spatula. 

Breakfast didn‟t last too long: Zerrex and Marina both ate a plate of pancakes, and 

Mahihko giggled and more played with his food than anything else, since he‟d spent most of his 

time making smaller pancakes shaped like different things. Cindy, meanwhile, skipped breakfast, 

and Cherry gobbled up whatever Mahihko was too slow in eating. Afterwards, Zerrex went up to 

his room to check his drawers… but most of his clothes had become tattered or moldy, and the 

Drakkaren was tempted to burn the entire dresser right there and then. 

He came back down wearing the same shirt as yesterday and carrying his metal cane, and 

he found Cindy at the door, waiting for him with an amused expression on her face and both his 

hat and leather jacket in her hands. She herself was obviously already prepared, with her uniform 

clean and her spiked bracelets and collar in place, and now a small backpack cinched tight 

against her back and a holster holding a handgun in a belt at her side. She also had an ID badge 

pinned just above her right breast, and Zerrex peered at this as he put on his jacket and she 

pushed his hat onto his head, asking curiously: “So you‟re not with the military anymore?” 

“Not after what happened during the Demon War… apparently there were entire units of 

the military reclassified as „Government-Operated PMCs,‟ just so they could loot without 

worrying about any political backlash.” Cindy replied softly, shaking her head slowly, and then 

Zerrex grumbled as she adjusted his jacket and hat on him. “It wouldn‟t kill you to try and look a 

little bit neat, you know.” 

“Hey, I‟m your father, you‟re not my mother.” Zerrex said sourly, but Cindy only rolled 

her eyes before looping one of her arms with his and pulling him out onto the street. Before she 

could close the door, however, Cherry scrambled into view and dashed outside past them, 

skidding to a stop near the road and almost bowling over a couple of people out for a walk. She 

grinned stupidly at them as they glared at her, and the reptile asked mildly: “Joining us, I take 

it?” 

“Dude, I was totally serious about the hardware store thing.” Cherry replied amiably, then 

she yawned and stretched, rubbing absently at the tight black top she had on. “Cindy, I think this 

didn‟t shrink enough in the wash. You still can‟t make out the kind of piercings I have in my tits, 

it just looks like my nipples are hard.” 

Cindy only rolled her eyes and led Zerrex out onto the street, and the reptile looked 

curiously back and forth as he realized most of the cars he‟d seen had either been stripped down 

or were just junkheaps on the side of the road. More questions formed in his mind as he realized 

lots of people were walking along the streets instead of the sidewalks, but before he could ask 

anything, Cherry continued with her ramble in a serious voice: “You know, some species of 

lizard, they don‟t got no nipples. Hell, they still lay eggs. We guys are lucky, we‟re like… more 

mammal despite our scaly outsides, even though we still got some reptile characteristics… I 

mean, seriously, though, like, we‟ve all evolved over countless years into similar life forms, and 

I get that, but what I don‟t get is why lots of species still kept some of their weird little 

characteristics, like… not having nipples, for instance.” 



“Do you ever shut up?” Cindy asked over her shoulder, and Cherry only shrugged with a 

peaceful look. The angelic female rolled her eyes, and then she finally responded despite herself: 

“Evolution is a quirky issue. A lot of the characteristics you‟re talking about work to the 

betterment of the species… mammaries…” A flat look at Cherry‟s dumb expression. “Boobies… 

help a mother feed her baby. But as we‟ve developed technologically, we no longer really need 

them, because we can make formula or other products that are synthetic but will still benefit a 

child, even if we haven‟t developed them to a point where they‟ll do as good as a mother‟s milk 

will. If say, people stopped breastfeeding altogether, though, then we‟d no longer have a use for 

them, and breasts could vanish completely.” 

Cherry looked horrified at this, covering her enormous bust immediately. “No freaking 

way! Boobs give way too much to the world to be allowed to go extinct!” 

“I‟m sure plenty of people agree with you.” Cindy replied acridly, and Zerrex coughed as 

he looked awkwardly skywards, before he blinked and stared at the sky as they walked along, 

Cherry and Cindy continuing their weird dialogue. The beauty of the sky really had caught him 

now, however, and he barely noticed their banter as he stared at the blue speckled with fluffy 

white clouds, and felt, really felt the sunshine on his scales ,warming his body even through the 

leather coat… and he let out a sigh of relaxation as Cindy looked over at her father with surprise. 

Cherry only shook her head slowly, however, looking quietly entertained as she said 

softly: “Leave him be for a minute or two, Books. Because there is one thing that I do gotta say 

for this world… and it‟s that Hell has no sky. And when you get back up here after spendin‟ so 

long way down south where it‟s hot-hot-hot, and you look up at that big beautiful blue yonder… 

dude, you feel free.” 

Cindy nodded slowly after a moment, and they walked along in quiet, surrounded by the 

chatter of people. When Zerrex shook himself out of his stupor, he found himself looking back 

and forth in surprise at just how many people, mortal and demon alike, had flooded the streets… 

It‟s like I remember Hez‟Ranna… I can see a few vehicles here and there, but they look like 

worn-out trucks for the most part with heavy loads, and everywhere there‟s people… but they‟re 

of all shapes and sizes, and they all seem to be actually getting along… 

“It really is quite something… I never thought I‟d see this myself.” Cindy said softly, and 

Cherry grunted in agreement behind them. “Supernatural beings might be prohibited from 

entering the mortal plane by international law, but I think most people could care less. Here in 

Valise, the fact that my last name is Narrius draws more suspicion than the fact that I‟m an 

angel…” 

“Yeah, well, that‟s „cause you‟re an angel, not a demon like me or the Boss. Dudes still 

don‟t trust us, while you‟re all… legendarily goody-two-shoes and shit. We demons are 

legendarily badasses.” The muscular female replied, and Zerrex rolled his eyes. He could just 

imagine what would happen if they found out he was both from the Narrius family and a 

demon… and it was bad enough people knew that Ifret Narrius had been the one to lead 

Hez‟Ranna in the Great War against the entire world and almost won. If they found out half the 

other things he‟d done after his death, it would lead to trouble on a whole new scale… what a 

pain in the ass this is all becoming. “Anyway, like… I‟m getting tired. Okay, I‟m not, I‟m just 

getting bored. Where‟s your damn hospital?” 

The other female ignored Cherry for the time being as she looked at Zerrex, continuing 

easily: “People seem to get along better these days, though, whatever else people might think of 

each other. I don‟t know if it‟s because there‟s no such thing as a plea bargain anymore at the 



prisons, or if it‟s because pissing off a minotaur will get ninety percent of mortals turned into a 

cream pastry… but either way, whatever it is, it seems to be working. 

“And ever since they‟ve been upgrading the city generators to run off power cells instead 

of fossil fuels, the city‟s really started to blossom, even if it looks like crap.” Cindy added, 

smiling slightly as she pressed herself tighter to Zerrex‟s side. “The hospital has its own power 

system, too, so we don‟t have to worry about the lines going down and the advanced equipment 

we‟ve moved in frying our emergency batteries. In fact, with how easy it is to get power cells or 

chemical fuel these days, especially out of the wrecks of old vehicles, lots of houses run off the 

grid on their own power sources, even if they can‟t run a lot of appliances off one generator.” 

“Oh, and don‟t forget the rumors about some good people of Ire using demonic crystals.” 

Cherry added darkly, and Cindy frowned a bit at this, but she nodded slowly nonetheless after a 

moment, and Cherry continued as Zerrex frowned a bit over his shoulder at her. “See, apparently 

the story about how mages used to use crystallized demon essence to cast spells got out into the 

mortal world again somehow, and so some people have been buying and smuggling crystallized 

demon essence to try and sell on the black market. A lot of people have been using these crystals 

in place of power cells somehow… must be through converters or some shit… to power like, 

mansions the size of fuckin‟ hotels. But the unnerving part is that apparently some mad scientists 

are intent on trying to replicate the old, lost methods of turning us supernatural beings into 

crystal… you know, while we‟re still alive.” 

“See, this is why I like being on the mortal realm. When you‟re ruler of all Hell, you 

spend most of your time dealing with tariffs and whiny aristocrats, especially with all the reforms 

we started making to the system.” Zerrex grumbled, adjusting his hat and shaking his head 

slowly. “But I guess if news like this hasn‟t trickled down to Hell yet, it must still mostly be 

rumor… either that, or no one‟s been able to come back alive from trying to verify whether it‟s 

true or not.” 

“You guys are so morbid.” Cindy said dryly, and she gave her father a look as he grunted. 

“Well, it‟s true. I get that neither of you has that high an opinion of people, but I‟m pretty sure 

most people aren‟t willing, ready, or able to not only trap a supernatural being, but then kill it 

and crystallize it.” 

Cherry grinned as she walked up on Cindy‟s other side, slapping her rear firmly to make 

her jump before she said in a voice that was oddly kind: “And I believe you, girl, but here‟s the 

thing. Most people I hate just „cause they suck… but the people who got the brains and brawn to 

do that are the ones that really scare the shit out of me, and that‟s why I‟m willing to believe 

these rumors if just so I can make sure myself they ain‟t true.” 

Cindy looked at the muscular female measuringly for a few moments, and then she 

sighed and nodded a bit as they turned at an intersection down a smaller side road, and Zerrex 

frowned a bit as they passed what looked like a crude recruiting station of some sort, little more 

than a few crates and a couple of large homemade signs. But not for the military… politics? “I 

thought you said that the new leader of Ire had been appointed, not elected.” 

Both females glanced at the station on the other side of the room curiously, and then the 

angelic, younger female smiled ruefully and said dryly: “The irony is that despite having a leader 

appointed for us, freedom of speech is at an all-time high, and lots of political parties that never 

used to get any attention are all of a sudden very popular with people. District leaders are still 

elected as usual, to take part in both local and federal councils.”  

“I guess that must mean the Great Senate is pretty damn noisy.” Zerrex said mildly, as his 

eyes roved down the street to spot another booth less than a block away. The angelic female 



nodded as she followed his gaze, and for a few moments they walked in quiet, as Zerrex 

processed all these new things he was learning about his old home. 

Finally, he looked up, gazing thoughtfully at a large building in the distance as they 

approached an open steel gate guarded by two soldiers, and Cindy turned to smile and kiss her 

father‟s cheek gently, resting her hands against his shoulders as she said softly: “This is where 

we part ways for now, Daddy… this is the rear entrance to the hospital, employees and 

ambulances only. Go, enjoy yourself with Cherry… from what I hear, it‟s been a long time since 

you‟ve had the chance to do something stupid, with all the people you hang around down in Hell 

all day with.” 

Zerrex smiled and kissed her forehead gently in return, and they exchanged a quick hug 

as he said softly: “Thanks Cindy. Take care today and I‟ll see you when you get home.” They 

drew apart, and he watched as she turned away and walked through the gates, nodding to the 

guards, before wincing as Cherry danced in front of him with a wide grin on her face. “So 

where‟s the hardware store, then?” 

Cherry glanced back and forth owlishly, then she grabbed Zerrex‟s hand and yanked him 

along down the road, the reptile stumbling and wincing as he was dragged along for a moment 

before he managed to fall into pace with her, the demoness saying cheerfully: “Well, let‟s see… 

it ain‟t anywhere near the porno shop, which kinda sucks, „cause you know how I like my porn 

and one-stop shoppin‟, but the new place they set up in town is goddamn huge, like… a fuckin‟ 

warehouse. „Course, the only warehouses left in town are somewhere near the warehouse 

district… that‟s about a twenty minute walk from here, I guess, but I think it‟s worth every damn 

step. And you like to walk, ain‟t that right, Boss?” 

“With every day that passes, your ability to use proper grammar vanishes more and 

more.” Zerrex said dryly, and Cherry huffed and grumbled about something before she yelped as 

Zerrex smacked her lightly in the back of the head with his cane, wincing at the strange tingle the 

light tap left as she let go of the Drakkaren to rub the back of her head. “So tell me more about 

this city.” 

Cherry sighed, looking grouchily at the Drakkaren, but almost from the moment they fell 

into pace again she began to talk like an overexcited child, pointing out landmarks here and 

there. At first, she rambled on about the new strip joints, bars run by demons, and the brothels 

that had been established in the city – they had legalized and begun regulation of prostitution 

once again throughout Ire, and it was a very profitable business even with the world in the state it 

was – but soon after she started talking more seriously about not only Valise, but Ire in general.  

Valise itself, even a decade after the Demon War, was still in a constant state of repair, 

which Zerrex saw for himself here and there when they stepped onto a crowded street in the 

downtown district, from the menagerie of workers attempting to clear rubble and fix up buildings 

of all sizes. They were like ants, people in red and orange vests covering most of a block as they 

nailed boards into place and mortared bricks, and Cherry grumbled that they had spent the last 

month here in the business district. “But money still talks, I guess. At least, when you have 

enough of it and a few sweet luxuries to throw in, like double-ruffle toilet paper. Dude, am I ever 

glad we demons don‟t gotta run to the crapper anymore.” 

The hermaphroditic female had an entire rant on the construction industry, which Zerrex 

just listened calmly to as he glanced around, moving to the sidewalks with most of the crowd due 

to the high volume of vehicular traffic passing back and forth along the street. It was easily the 

most profitable business these days, especially due to all the corruption and how glad the higher-

ups were glad to take payoffs in both trade and good old cash to have their workers spend weeks 



at a time on businesses or mansions, not only doing repairs, but also touch-up work and any 

other sort of menial labor that needed to be done. Zerrex had noticed that most houses did look 

ugly, but they were still obviously serviceable: he guessed that if people wanted a clean or 

painted house these days, they‟d have to do it all themselves. 

The city‟s construction crews were also directed first towards not just the highest-paying 

customer, but the most powerful people in town, so that the politicians who had been elected 

could stay elected, with their help funding the campaigns, of course. It wasn‟t exactly anything 

new, but the level of power implicit in it was disgusting: if a politician sent a construction crew 

to work on a company‟s fence for a few days, it was almost on the same greasy payoff level as a 

law being passed that allowed the company to dump sludge in a children‟s playground, but with 

far fewer nasty side effects. 

Of course, on the other hand, Cherry was able to note three different politicians who had 

already been ousted from office and replaced by people from much-smaller parties. What the 

political maneuverers failed to realize was that a lot of the dumb people who went along with 

whatever seemed easiest had been killed off during the two terrible wars that had ravaged the 

world, and now the people who were left behind were for the most part, scarred, angry, and 

ready to stand up for themselves. Even the clone soldiers that had been left over from the Great 

War and who had survived the Demon War were no longer stupid or easily-manipulated, at least 

for the most part: they had been given plenty of years to grow used to the classic Ire politician‟s 

game and to see through to their selfish way of thought. 

The most important information Cherry could give him, however, was the location of a 

known hideout for lost demons, and the names of several important people throughout Ire who 

could be linked to either the Aztec Corporation or the fallen Council of the Republic that had 

once ruled Ire from a hidden bunker. Both of these groups had been both extremely dangerous 

and involved in the destruction of not only Ire, but much of the world, and directly involved with 

not only demons and angels intent on universal dominion, but also the PMCs that had killed ally 

and enemy alike in a never-ending quest for profit. 

As they walked along, the demoness finally clearing her throat and quieting as she 

awkwardly waited for Zerrex to say something, the Drakkaren wondered what this all meant and 

what he should do. He thought about all his years in Hell, how they‟d finally managed to start 

changing the system from one of unending punishment to passing on teachings and most 

importantly, understanding, from one person to the next. He thought about how the war games in 

Hell had finally stopped, how they‟d started dividing up power more evenly between everyone, 

how he‟d done his best to rule so that everyone would receive the same fair treatment, all while 

knowing he‟d fail at it no matter his best attempts.  

It was almost a shock to come to the mortal world and find it in such turmoil and 

disrepair, even after ten long years… and with all these problems already cropping up, the reptile 

wondered if he should do something about it himself with his family, like old times, or if he was 

supposed to use the terrible power he still had to order other demons to do it for him. The reptile 

mumbled under his breath, gripping his cane tightly in one hand before he blinked and looked up 

at Cherry as she slapped him on the shoulder, and the reptile smiled slightly at her, feeling a 

strange tiredness settling into his mind. After all these years… back in the same old grind I tried 

to escape… “Sorry, just… got lost in my own head.” 

“It‟s a big place in there, I hear.” Cherry responded with a strange degree of softness, and 

then she clapped her hands together and straightened before leaning against Zerrex and throwing 

an arm around his shoulders, grinning as she winked and gestured with the other hand towards 



the massive building ahead of them. “But no worries now, Boss, „cause we‟re here and it‟s time 

to shop! Come on, let‟s take your mind off shit and take a look around!” 

 Zerrex winced as Cherry half-pulled him towards the doors of the enormous but plain-

looking building, and he gave an awkward little wave to an angry-looking squirrel bundled up in 

a fur coat and hat, who had her son‟s ears covered. Cherry caught the look, and she threw her 

head back and cackled before shoving her way through the heavy glass doors and into the store, 

and immediately both she and Zerrex stared around, both looking like oversized children as their 

hands found each other and fingers laced together, the two walking away from the expansive 

entrance to stare at the shelves upon shelves of tools, trinkets, wood, and metal.  

They looked at each other, then down at their hands, and both of them coughed and 

quickly let go, turning away before Cherry giggled stupidly and shot off to the right, and Zerrex 

peered back and forth before he pranced off to the left, the two vanishing into aisles and earning 

disgruntled looks from various patrons. A security guard standing near the row of registers 

sighed and muttered something into his radio about a moving security hazard, and the other 

guards stationed around the store started their patrols early, one of them nervously fingering his 

low-grade taser. They had all had problems with Cherry at one time or another, even if she was 

more a nuisance than anything else, and they were all also well-aware attempting to eject her 

from the store was suicidal, but they still all had jobs to do.  

Zerrex, meanwhile, had found where they kept their gardening tools and was currently 

examining some sort of weed puller, drawn more by the metal spikes than anything else. He 

mused as he navigated the shelves easily, walking around customers and attendants alike and 

finding the spaces in the maze of lightweight metal shelves easily enough, admiring how they‟d 

managed to do so much with such low-cost equipment. The store really was just a giant empty 

warehouse they had filled with low-budget shelves, and there were both new and used items on 

display, some of them at bargain-basement prices the reptile still couldn‟t afford. He only hoped 

that Cherry had some money on her and she wasn‟t planning to try and steal whatever she found, 

as the reptile picked up a spade with a bladed tip and examined it curiously in one hand. The last 

thing I need is for the cops to show up, since they‟ll likely have some sort of scanning equipment 

with them… and two demons trying to run off with a bunch of tools isn‟t going to look good… 

ugh, Cherry‟s a tool. 

“I‟m going to tell her that when I next see her.” Zerrex mumbled to himself, then he 

glanced to the side to see one of the attendants looking at him with a frown, and he coughed and 

put the spade back before hurrying away and into the next aisle, where he found several large 

wheels with different sizes of chain wrapped around this, and a pair of metal cutters nearby, 

chained to a pole that was cemented into the ground. He paused, then peered at the sign, reading: 

“„Please wait for attendant.‟ Yeah, right. I‟ve used swords bigger than those.” A pause, and then 

the reptile rubbed his chin, adding meditatively: “Actually, those clippers are pretty small, so… I 

guess even a dagger would be bigger… how big does a sword need to be to be a sword, again?” 

The reptile looked back and forth, realized he was alone, and then he let out a sigh both 

of relief and exasperation. He had gotten too used to someone always being around him… and 

the Drakkaren grumbled under his breath, then he turned around to examine the shelf behind 

him, which was filled with boxes of nails and screws. The reptile stepped forwards to pick one of 

the larger boxes up, shaking it to listen to the sound of the nails inside, then he glanced down at 

the box to check the sizes before some instinctive part of him howled a warning as he heard a 

terrible creaking noise. 



The reptile looked stupidly up just in time to see several television-sized steel boxes spill 

off the top of the shelves towards him, and the Drakkaren leapt out of the way, wincing before 

cursing as the metal shelves bent back and forth, like they were alive and agonized. A moment 

later, the shelves snapped and collapsed forwards, and Zerrex cursed as he covered his head, 

boxes of nails, screws, and heavy boards of metal collapsing on top of the lizard. 

A bit of dust rose up as people yelled and screamed, staring at the pile of rubble… and 

then Zerrex shoved one of his arms out of it before he stood up, the broken shelving and boxes of 

nails shifting and spilling around him. He cursed under his breath as he brushed himself off, 

picking a few stray nails out of his jacket, then he took his crushed hat off his head and stared at 

it, before looking up and shouting: “Hey, whatever the hell you are, you ripped my favorite hat!” 

There was no reply… and Zerrex looked back and forth with a curse, seeing people here 

and there before he spotted a figure in a brown robe stride quickly past the aisle. The reptile 

made a face, then he picked up his cane and tossed his ruined hat away as he strode through the 

hole in the shelves made by the section collapsing on top of him, ignoring questions from people 

and the security guard who ran over towards him, huffing and puffing. Great. So the 

assassination attempts have already started. 

The moment the reptile stepped into the next row, a sawblade whizzed past his face… 

and Zerrex winced before turning towards the figure to see it holding five more of the large, 

serrated discs in one strangely-glinting hand. Zerrex dropped his cane and held up his hands, a 

dumb grin on his face, and then the figure rasped: “Surrender yourself, or be destroyed.” 

“Why is it always the same taglines with you guys? Come on, I‟m in no mood to play 

catch today… why don‟t you just fork over the money so I can buy a new hat, and then we can 

both be on our way and we‟ll just think of this as a practical joke?” Zerrex asked mildly, but he 

still felt a thrum inside his body, knowing that people were watching from all sides and already 

beginning to whisper. He knew that in all likelihood, he was going to end up getting hurt unless 

he put some of his abilities to use… but using anything flashy like the strange powers he had 

over energy could cause the people watching to panic. They‟ve learned to associate magic and 

anything like it with terror… even though magic can‟t be used in the mortal plane, unless there‟s 

a lot of corruption in the air or someone‟s using crystal…  

The figure didn‟t answer, instead only snarling before it threw one sawblade after another 

at the Drakkaren, and while the reptile was relieved at the lack of whiny banter, on the other 

hand it almost caught him unprepared. Immediately, he rose his right arm, and winced as the first 

sawblade sank into it, ripping through his leather jacket, his scale beneath… and halting with a 

chink as it hit not flesh, but something else far harder. 

“One…” The reptile muttered, then he grinned and continued as he twisted his arm back 

and forth, the sawblades whizzing into it and then sticking as they got caught in the not-flesh of 

the reptile‟s right arm. “Two, three, four…” 

The reptile twisted as the last sawblade shot towards him, and then his eyes widened as 

the fifth blade sank into his left arm instead of the right, and he yelped in pain, blood splattering 

through the ragged cut through his leather jacket as he bent over his arm and grasped the 

sawblade with his right hand, shouting: “Son of a bitch, wrong arm! Damn, that hurts!” A pause, 

and then Zerrex suddenly straightened, his emerald eyes cold as he tore the sawblade out of his 

arm and flung it at the demon, and the other five blades shot forwards out of the limb as well as 

the not-flesh beneath his scale twisted like gears, launching the sawblades back at the creature. 

It stumbled on the hem of its own robe as it tried to escape, and then the five blades 

slammed into its gut and knocked it flying backwards, crashing into the floor and skidding along 



the plain cement until it hit the wall. Then it laid still, and Zerrex rubbed slowly at the already-

healing wound in his left arm, another crowd of people already forming around the figure laying 

hopefully dead on the floor. But when is it ever that easy… 

The Drakkaren walked slowly in front of the robed being, then he knelt and carefully 

pushed the hood back, causing the artificial darkness that covered its face and hands to vanish. 

The figure looked like a grey wolf of some sort, a handsome male with a single white earring 

that looked almost like a button, and Zerrex frowned as he reached up and pulled this loose. The 

figure didn‟t stir, and the reptile wondered for a moment if it was a mortal… before the wolf 

reached suddenly up and grabbed Zerrex‟s wrist in an icy, vise-like grip, his eyes snapping open 

and completely white as he hissed: “We cannot be stopped, not even by you! Even if you kill me, 

others will come, and we shall prevail!” 

Zerrex cursed, then he winced backwards as the wolf‟s maw opened and he vomited a 

terrible black smoke that shot into the air and twisted back and forth. The reptile cursed as he 

looked up, his emerald eyes locking onto a semitransparent figure hiding in the smog and then 

the smoke twisted one way as the figure shot down through the ground, and the reptile shook his 

head slowly as the wolf‟s body jittered before dying. Possessed… and by someone who‟s a 

professional at the whole thing. Using the coating like that to draw attention one way while the 

actual spirit vanishes into the ground… nice trick. 

He sighed, then reached a hand out and closed the wolf‟s eyes, then he looked down at 

the earring he‟d taken off the body. He didn‟t recognize the sigil on it… and a moment later, 

Cherry skidded to a halt near him, asking urgently: “Boss, you alright? What the fuck 

happened?” 

“I was attacked by this guy… he‟s wearing one of those special robes, but he was 

actually possessed.” Zerrex paused, then flicked the earring over to Cherry, and she caught it 

easily in one hand without a glance at it. “Do you recognize the symbol on that thing? It 

seemed… I dunno… out of place. Important.” 

Cherry looked down at it, then she frowned and opened her mouth before closing it 

slowly after a moment. “Fuck. Yeah, yeah, I‟ve seen this somewhere before, but I need to think 

on it…” She tucked the earring away in her pocket, then she winced as the rest of the security 

staff appeared, one of them already on a cell phone and likely calling the police. “Boss, uh… I 

think we should get out of here, ninja-style.” 

Zerrex sighed as he stood up, looking around at the crowd that was listening to their 

every word… and then he frowned as he caught sight of a youth through the smoke wearing a 

heavy trenchcoat and a black skull cap holding his cane and examining it, like he was looking for 

something. The reptile nodded with a grunt, and then Cherry grinned widely before pulling a 

capsule out of a pouch on her rear, calling cheerfully: “So long, suckers!” 

She threw it down at the ground, and it exploded in a blast of acrid black smoke that 

quickly filled the entire building, sending people into fits of coughing and gagging as fire alarms 

went off. The two Drakkaren quickly made their way through the smoke, Cherry following 

Zerrex as she forced her eyes to stay open and recognizing the profile of her father and master 

even through the smog, and she wondered for a moment what he was doing before she heard the 

reptile snatch something away and a voice shout: “I know what you are!” 

Zerrex didn‟t reply to the youth as he flailed at him through the smoke, then he ran to the 

side on instinct, squinting through the smog as he concentrated at the same time, more sensing 

than seeing living people as he felt out the environment around himself with a sense that seemed 

nearly preternatural. In less than a minute, the two made themselves part of a crowd at the 



entrance and they escaped through the open doors, before Cherry shot  to the side and the lizard 

quickly followed, rubbing at one eye with the back of his wrist as he winced. The two slipped 

around the side of the building, and Cherry held a finger up to her muzzle as they exchanged a 

glance, and from that single look Zerrex knew there must be Scanners in the area. 

The female snuck silently over to a ladder, and the reptile followed her carefully, looking 

back and forth nervously. The Scanners were often not just mortals, but also angels and demons 

who were more than willing to help find their own kind among the huddled masses and turn 

them over to the proper authorities. After all, in return they were not only permitted to stay on 

the mortal plane, but they were also paid handsomely and given all the mortal luxuries they 

could ask for. Greed, after all, existed on all the planes… And many people never change even 

after they die… 

Cherry was already kneeling at the edge of the building as Zerrex pulled himself up, and 

he quickly joined her, making a face as he saw no less than four blue-armored vehicles pull up. 

They were large trucks, with huge rectangular backs, and even their tires were protected from 

being shot by special domed metal housings… and the front of each vehicle was equipped with a 

large, deadly spiked shovel, used both for clearing debris and knocking holes in even the 

rowdiest of crowds. “They look like they‟re based on Death Hearses…” 

“Good call.” Cherry muttered and nodded, making a face as several police cars showed 

up, and then a black limousine pulled in, a little girl in a white dress getting out of the back. 

“And here we go. That little chick there is a psychic. Rumor is it‟s either a demon possessing a 

dead girl‟s body, or that the girl is actually fifty years old, but she‟s got some genetic problem 

that doesn‟t let her body age.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, making a face as he watched soldiers in heavy blue combat armor 

pile out of the trucks, many of them carrying strange-looking pieces of equipment and attaching 

small, square devices onto their guns; likely scanning devices used to read a person‟s energy 

signature, or DNA structure if a blood sample was obtained. Either way, Hell‟s corruption and 

Heaven‟s purity left a mark on both, making it easy to tell who was mortal and who wasn‟t. “I‟m 

going to punch whoever developed this technology in the face one day. But is that why there‟s 

no psychic repressors set up anywhere?” 

Cherry nodded, then the two stared as the little girl walked over to the nearest soldier, 

tugged on his pants, and pointed right up at them, and immediately the soldier gave a loud shout 

and at least two dozen guns were aimed at them. Two more soldiers carrying grenade launchers 

dropped to one knee, and each fired a round high into the air as all kinds of things were shouted 

at the two, and the two reptiles threw themselves out of the way as the grenades exploded and 

rained down a viscous tar that splattered over the rooftop.  

Zerrex made a face as some of the stuff splattered over his right hand, and it immediately 

hardened, trying to glue him to the roof… but the reptile tore free with a grunt, tearing some of 

the stone off the warehouse roof as Cherry whistled at him and motioned for him to follow, 

already sprinting off down the rooftop. The Drakkaren grunted and quickly did so, muttering to 

himself as he tore the hardened goop off his hand at the same time. 

He caught up with the female a moment later, grenades exploding behind them as 

soldiers tried to trap them with the goop, and others fired electrified rounds at the pair. Zerrex 

winced one of the round lodged into his right arm, but with a flex it popped free, even as a bit of 

electricity danced between his fingertips for a moment. “Dude, do they always give demons this 

warm a welcome?” 



“I think they may be a little pissed off at all the times I escaped. Sorry Boss.” Cherry 

replied in a strangled voice, and Zerrex grunted at her before following as she made a sudden 

turn to leap onto the roof of a small house, before they both jumped off and into the backyard. 

Voices clamored and shouted as the two ran for the fence and easily leapt it to land in a dusty 

back alley, and Cherry immediately leapt into an open dumpster, and Zerrex followed after a 

moment to land on her with a squeak, the reek of weeks-old garbage filling his muzzle and 

making him want to gag, his eyes watering as he felt some terrible juicy substance covering his 

hands, Cherry wheezing for breath before she bit her tongue and literally turned green, the 

yellow fins shrinking from her head as she camouflaged herself against the torn bags as Zerrex 

curled up in the corner opposite her, underneath the closed half of the lid. 

The two stayed silent as several soldiers ran by, their armor clanking loudly and detectors 

beeping, and then someone asked as slower footsteps walked by: “Can you get a heat reading 

with the thermal detector?”  

“Yeah, but everything‟s hot. That garbage dumpster, that house, us, the ground… damn 

thing needs to be recalibrated again. My energy sensor is out of whack, too… it goes off every 

time I point it at a house, much less a person. Look, it‟s even getting a reading from that stupid 

dumpster!” 

There was a pause in one set of footsteps, and then they slowly approached the dumpster 

before someone glanced inside… but Cherry was almost invisible against the garbage bags, and 

the soldier wasn‟t willing to lean in enough to see Zerrex, as he made a gagging sound and 

stepped away. “Holy shit, I bet you‟re getting a reading „cause something must have fucking 

died in there… ugh, I have never smelled anything that horrifying in all my life.”  

The voices moved on… and then there was silence. The two lasted to a count of ten 

before they both leapt out of the dumpster, coughing and gagging, and then Cherry clawed at her 

pockets before she pulled out a ring with a strange gemstone set into it… and as she set it on her 

finger, the reptile pointed at her accusingly. “Wait, that‟s a demonic crystal!” 

“You wanna smell like this all day?” Cherry shot back, and Zerrex didn‟t even have to 

answer as he felt his stomach curdle. The female snorted and nodded, winced and shuddered in 

disgust as the smell flowed into her nose, and then she concentrated before murmuring a 

cleansing spell, the ring on her hand glowing with demonic power. 

The smell and the ooze that had been clinging to them vanished, and Zerrex sighed in 

relief before he looked morbidly at his torn-up jacket. He‟d have to fix it himself when they got 

home, but for now he didn‟t want to test their luck against the chance that the Scanners were 

using some other type of detection equipment to home in on any magic use… and he looked 

across at Cherry mildly as she took off the ring, the female saying dryly: “Hey, I wasn‟t about to 

let this shit go to waste. I mean, if its available, I might as well use it… although I ain‟t about to 

mourn it once it‟s all used up, either.” 

She pulled the ring off, then stuck it back in her pocket, crossing her arms as her fins 

pushed back out of her head and her scales glimmered and returned to their normal color. “But 

we got ourselves a real problem here, Boss… those bastards don‟t like to give up easy, and 

they‟ll probably be patrolling the city for another hour or two.” She paused, looking musingly at 

the ground. “Fuck, it ain‟t like it‟s a short walk to home, either.” 

“Since when did you become scared of a fight?” Zerrex asked mildly, and Cherry looked 

insulted before the reptile rolled his eyes and tapped a finger against his temple, looking 

entertained. “Besides, we‟ve gotten through worse before without a scratch, and you damn well 

know it. Don‟t tell me all these years have turned you into a wimp.” 



Cherry glared at him, then she huffed and mumbled under her breath: “Fucking… 

fuckity-fuck-fuck-fuck. Okay, so what, I don‟t want to put our family in danger, and like… okay. 

Maybe I don‟t wanna hurt no innocents, either. I guess I just get worried every now and then and 

shit and… stop looking at me like that, you… jerkface!” 

“Cherry, that‟s called a conscience, and it‟s how I feel these days myself.” Zerrex said 

mildly, and the female blew a loud raspberry at him. “Stop being an ass. Now come on, whether 

they‟re innocent or not, we still need to get home… and if we have to, we‟ll just have to push our 

way through them, but that doesn‟t mean we‟ll kill them, either.” 

“Conscience, bah. I don‟t got no conscience. I‟m a rock. I‟m a fucking island!” Cherry 

said loudly, striking a pose and pointing at the sky as Zerrex walked away, and then she winced 

and flailed her arms, following the reptile quickly. “Boss, Boss, Boss, wait up, this island wants 

to come with you!” 

“You‟re more like a boat than an island.” Zerrex said dryly, then he winced as Cherry 

leapt up onto his back, stumbling back and forth with a grunt before sighing as she clung to him, 

arms around his neck and legs around his waist, a dumb grin on her muzzle. He mumbled to 

himself, then continued onwards, exiting the alley and trying to ignore the looks they were 

getting as Cherry sinuously clambered up to sit on his shoulders, reaching a hand down to snatch 

his cane away from him and hold it imperiously above her head. “This isn‟t exactly what I had in 

mind. I was thinking, you know, more low-profile, blending with the crowd sort of thing…” 

“Behold, I am your queen!” Cherry shook the cane back and forth, then she paused to 

examine it, poking at the eyes of the cane lightly. “Dude, this thing is epic. I didn‟t even know 

you had one like this… when‟d you get it, what does it do?” 

The reptile ignored her, but Cherry seemed content nonetheless as they walked onwards, 

Zerrex looking morbid as a few people laughed and others just gave them looks that were more 

often than not disapproving. He wondered absently if people were being too serious these days, 

even if they had good reason to have lost some of their humor… but then again, a good sense of 

humor will take you through any troubles, as I learned a bit late in life. If you just… go with the 

flow, sometimes you might enjoy yourself even in the hardest of times… 

Zerrex looked down thoughtfully, then he nodded slowly to himself as he felt one of 

Cherry‟s hands playing through his hair, before he glanced up at her and smiled a bit despite 

himself. She smiled back, then winked and pointed the cane down a side street, saying easily: 

“Go that way, it‟s the fastest route back home.” A pause, and then she easily hopped down off 

his shoulders, tossing his cane back to the Drakkaren as they turned off the main road, and 

Zerrex made a face as he noted it would take them through a tunnel beneath a large bridge that 

was currently under construction, across a deep, ugly gouge in the earth. 

Cherry saw the look, then she nudged him lightly, looking entertained. “What, are you 

claustrophobic now? Come on Boss, I heard you been through way worse than this silly shit… 

it‟ll only take us a minute or two, either way.” 

The reptile nodded with a grunt as they entered the narrow tunnel, noting there were only 

a few people here… and then he glanced over his shoulder as he felt a strange tickle run up his 

spine. Somehow, he wasn‟t surprised to see the youth from the hardware store in the crowd, 

standing with his trenchcoat open and loose. Zerrex could see black dress clothes with gold 

buttons beneath this, and a heavy belt with several menacing-looking objects on it… but when 

Zerrex paused and turned to face him, the youth adjusted his skull cap and the deer quickly 

vanished.  



The female frowned as she turned around as well, crossing her muscular arms, before she 

tilted her head and asked dryly: “Do you think that dude is like… stalking you? I mean, the jerk 

looks kinda freaky. We could chase his ass down if you want.” 

“No, let‟s ignore him for now.” the Drakkaren said slowly, nodding a bit to himself 

before he turned back to the tunnel. He must be a mortal with either special powers… or 

someone really versed in demonology. I hear it‟s becoming a more popular topic these days even 

with the “normal” people… “Come on, I‟d like to get home before we have to deal with any 

more problems.” 

Cherry nodded, then followed the reptile into the tunnel, rubbing the back of her head 

slowly as she wrestled with her own misgivings. But she pushed them aside after a moment, and 

instead crossed her arms, muttering under her breath: “This shit is already getting complicated. 

It‟s amazing how you show up and then everything starts going crazy, Boss.” 

“I know, you don‟t have to remind me.” Zerrex grumbled, then he sighed and tilted his 

head as he looked over his shoulder at Cherry. “So how long until we get back home?” 

The female shrugged, grunting in reply as she awkwardly tried to look away, and Zerrex 

looked forwards again with a mutter, figuring this was probably going to end up being a longer 

trip than he had anticipated. 

 

They made it home in half an hour, with only one narrow scrape with the Scanners: 

thankfully, however, they had avoided them by slipping through an abandoned house. Zerrex 

sighed as he slipped in through the door and pulled off his jacket, carry it into the kitchen and 

hanging it on the back of a chair before he sat down with a grunt. He rubbed absently at his right 

arm, and Cherry followed him in, opening the fridge and tossing the reptile a can of cola. 

The reptile smiled a bit to her as he caught it and opened it, taking a long, refreshing 

gulp. Almost immediately, he felt restored instead of tired, even his mood feeling lighter, and 

Cherry shook her head in amusement as she opened her own can and kicked the fridge door 

close, saying dryly: “You‟re a caffeine addict, dude.” 

Zerrex snorted and shrugged a bit at this , before he glanced up as Marina appeared in the 

doorway, looking at him with soft concern. She ignored Cherry completely as she strode over to 

him, the older female looking at her sourly as Marina grasped her father‟s left arm and rubbed it 

slowly, saying quietly: “Poor Daddy… it‟s not that you‟re off your game, it‟s just that you aren‟t 

perfect… and that‟s why we love you.” 

“Exactly!” Cherry said firmly, and Marina immediately gave her a glare. Cherry ignored 

this, however, adding easily: “Come on Boss, if anyone screwed up, it was me for not getting 

there fast enough to help you out.” 

“Exactly.” Marina said sweetly, and this time Cherry glared at her, and the mortal female 

ignored this, smiling serenely with features that were still-beautiful and young after all these 

years. She looked up at her father, then squeezed his hand quietly before she said softly: 

“Mahihko and I have been working on something for you upstairs. Come and look: he should be 

done by now.” A pause, and then she said disdainfully: “You can come too, if you like, Cherry.” 

“Well, la-di-da, what an honor.” The muscular female glowered after Marina, but she 

followed Zerrex anyway as Marina pulled him to his feet and out into the hallway, muttering: 

“Your kid or not, I‟m going to twist her titties off one day.” 

Zerrex only rolled his eyes, far too used to their sibling rivalry by now to bother arguing 

as he emerged onto the second floor. Marina took his hand again and pulled him quickly towards 

the open door of one of the empty rooms, and Zerrex stared as he entered, Mahihko sitting on the 



floor and blushing, splattered in pain… but even Cherry whistled and smiled a bit as she stepped 

into the room, looking evenly over at her little sister before finally nodding slowly. “Nice job, 

kiddo. Real nice job.” 

Marina had drawn a mural over all the walls, ceiling, and even on the floor, and the 

picture was so lifelike that Zerrex could swear he could feel the grass and sand beneath his feet. 

The ceiling was a beautiful sky in which painted clouds seemed to move, and Zerrex could see 

himself almost reflected in the wall, shirtless and smiling, Marina on one side and Mahihko on 

the other, Cherry grinning behind them with her arms thrown out and calm Cindy laying on the 

ground in a blouse and jeans, her eyes looking overtop her sunglasses and a book with pages that 

seemed to ruffle in a painted wind open on the ground beneath one hand. And when Zerrex 

turned slowly around, he saw himself again, standing with his arms around Sin and Lily, 

Selena‟s arms wrapped around his neck and her pressed up to his chest, and yet they all stood 

together under a blue sky… and Marina murmured softly, as she pointed quietly at the walls to 

the side which were only plain backgrounds: “One day, Daddy, perhaps I‟ll paint your two 

families mixed together on those walls… when demons are free to live on the mortal plane, or 

once all of us are together in Hell, as one big family… I feel it in your very soul, this tearing, 

Father… and your desires are my desires. I want to be a family… I want our family to be 

whole…” She reached down and quietly squeezed the fingers of the reptile that each bore a ring. 

“I want you to have everything you deserve and have earned…” 

“Thank you, Marina… this means a lot to me…” Zerrex murmured softly, looking back 

and forth quietly before he gazed down at Mahihko, and then he smiled and gently stroked the 

wolf‟s cheek. “And thank you too, Mahihko. I can see that you had something to do with this 

yourself.” 

Mahihko blushed and looked down, quietly wringing a paintbrush between his hands. “I 

just washed the brushes and laid down the newspapers and helped with the big coloring parts… 

Marina showed me how to paint things nice and smooth, so I could paint the big parts while she 

did all the hard stuff and the details.”  

Marina smiled as Mahihko nodded fervently, and Zerrex reflected that at least the two 

could get along when they were trying to do something nice for him. And then Marina leaned 

down and said softly: “Please go wash the last of the brushes and clean up a bit, Mahihko. Thank 

you for all the help.” 

She gave him a kiss on the cheek, and Mahihko smiled brightly before he nodded quickly 

again, even as Marina led Zerrex out of the room. Cherry followed them ,making a face as 

Mahihko almost ran into her back with an armload full of painting supplies, then she glanced up 

as the youngest daughter of Zerrex pulled him into the abandoned room next to his. Before she 

could reach the door, however, Marina slammed it in her face, and Cherry grumbled and stalked 

away, figuring she‟d find out later what was up. She‟s a little pain in the ass sometimes… 

Zerrex frowned slightly at her, but Marina only smiled as she looked at her father 

adoringly, hugging his chest tightly and clinging to him as he looked around the room. It seemed 

like while he was gone, Marina had started work on making this into a bedroom of some sort… 

but for now there was only a futon and some shelving all along one wall. Before he could take in 

any other details, however, she pushed herself against him and knocked him back onto the futon, 

the reptile letting out a grunt before she straddled him with a grin, whispering softly down to 

him: “I can give you all sorts of pleasures, Daddy… I can do all kinds of things to you…” 

Images of Marina in shackles, in chains, flashed through his mind, and Zerrex closed his 

eyes and pushed them away, and she looked almost disappointed, making a face as she pushed 



her hands down against his broad chest, rubbing his masculine front slowly through his t-shirt. 

“What‟s wrong, Father? After so many years in Hell, you‟ve seen far worse… done far worse in 

both your lifetimes… you know how I feel about you, how much I love you, need you, want 

you… and how I want you to treat me just as I am, a dirty, useless little slave…” 

“Marina, no.” Zerrex gently but firmly pushed her off and sat up, shaking his head slowly 

as he brought a knee up and rested his arm on it with a sigh. “You aren‟t any of those things to 

me… you‟re my daughter, and  you were the brightest star in my mortal life and still are… my 

favorite, even if I shouldn‟t play favorites with my family, but I think everyone already knows 

that.” He smiled a bit, looking across at her quietly, sapphire and emerald gazing into one-

another. “Can‟t that be enough for you? I mean… you‟re worth far more than a slave to me… 

than some… slut to me. I love you… more than words can express.” 

But Marina only shook her head, sliding close to him and wrapping an arm around his 

neck as she pulled herself close and whispered: “That‟s not enough for me… I need you in ways 

I can‟t describe, I can only see… I need you to love me… and yet I need you to know how 

expendable I am. Love should have one person above the other, a leader and a follower… and 

you are so powerful, and so strong that you should never fear to leave me behind, and I should 

always be ingratiated to you, a servant, a whore, an unnecessary cog…” 

Marina pushed herself against him, kissing up his neck, and Zerrex gripped her hips as he 

winced, as her hot breath panted over his face, her eyes needy and hungry as he felt her breasts 

push to his masculine chest. “I feel your strength in your every movement, in the flex of your 

body, hidden behind the surprise in your emerald eyes even as you look at me… I worship your 

power, Father, the power that saved my life, that saved this world… and that could destroy it…” 

She closed her eyes as if savoring this thought, and Zerrex tried to pull away, but she 

clung tight to him, half-growling as she pushed aggressively forwards again and shoved him 

down onto the futon, once more straddling him as she whispered: “I hear the conundrum in your 

head… you know if you use this power against me, I will worship you all the more… and yet if 

you do nothing, I will worship you nonetheless. I see in your mind the way you‟ve treated your 

concubines, your wives, your lovers in the past… and you know you can hide nothing from me 

for very long at all… 

“No, Zerrex, my father, my master, my lover… I see in the deepest and darkest corners of 

your mind the things you truly wish, that give you the utmost pleasure, much as you fear them… 

I see many things indeed, things you want to hide, don‟t want to admit…” Marina slowly licked 

up the side of Zerrex‟s neck, and the reptile winced as he shuddered in pleasure before he 

grunted as Marina grabbed his shirt and simply ripped it down the middle, her blue eyes burning 

up into his as she grinned widely, almost viciously. “Let me give myself to you in every way, let 

me love your body and fuck you senseless… and take me until I scream and beg for mercy, until 

I am bloody and broken, and even more useless to you than I already am…” 

The reptile pushed at Marina, but it was useless: she was like a rock on top of him… a 

hot, filthy rock burning with sexual need and lusts Zerrex hadn‟t seen even in the Circle of Lust. 

He winced and tried to lean away at the least, but Marina only shredded the rest of his shirt 

before digging her claws into the navy scales of his muscular breast, and the reptile grunted and 

arched his back, unwittingly grinding himself up against her. Immediately, she let out a cry of 

bliss, throwing her head back as if she had just experienced the most intense of orgasms instead 

of an accidental graze of crotch-to-crotch… and Zerrex hated that he was losing control over 

himself despite his best efforts. “M-Marina… stop it…” 



“You don‟t want me to stop… you want more… you want to hurt me, you want to take 

me, you want to bring all my fantasies to life and all of yours, too…” Marina slowly stroked over 

Zerrex‟s right arm, and the Drakkaren felt the scales on it shift, the ivy of his tattoo writhing like 

a living entity with its own mind and needs. “Don‟t lie to me, Father… you know I see into your 

mind… into your very soul… you are an Incarnation split between Wrath and Lust, one of the 

most powerful species of demon… and nothing turns you on like rough, violent sex… especially 

when that sex is with your own youngest, mortal daughter… does my blood, already stained with 

sin, smell sweet to you, Father?” 

Zerrex shuddered as Marina leaned in close, exposed her throat in a primal, fearless 

gesture of trust and submission, and then he tried to push her away again… but the strength had 

left his muscles and he felt himself falling bit-by-bit into his own lusts, hard as he fought to 

control himself. He could feel Marina‟s powers working their way through his mind, infecting 

his thoughts with images both beautiful and horrifying, thoughts of blood and sex and lust… and 

then his eyes widened as Marina reached down and pulled her shirt off, whispering lustfully: 

“Let me do all the work then, Daddy… if you won‟t give in to your own lusts, then I‟ll delight 

you in a way we can both enjoy…” 

She smiled teasingly down at him, then she leaned down and kissed him slowly, 

passionately, their mouths working together, their tongues twisting and dancing lustfully… and 

then slowly, the kiss parted and she stroked her fingers lightly down his chiseled abdominals as 

her kisses traced lightly along the front of his masculine body, Zerrex unable to resist a grunt as 

he put a hand on the back of her head. She grinned at this, licking her own muzzle slowly as she 

tilted her head up to gaze at him hungrily, then she easily pulled her black-lace bra off and tossed 

it aside, revealing her sumptuous bosom and hard, perked nipples, whispering softly: “I‟ll show 

you what I can do for you, my best use for you, Daddy… if I am not your best soldier, then I 

shall be your most beloved whore…” 

Slowly, Marina slid lower, kissing and nuzzling into his abdominals at the same time, her 

bare breasts scraping against his crotch and pants… and Zerrex grunted softly, a hand squeezing 

lightly into the back of her head as he felt himself beginning to harden despite himself. He 

swallowed thickly, but there was no containing himself, the reptile unable to even find the 

strength make the words needed to argue as Marina grasped the fly of his pants and tore his jeans 

open, her breath heaving in and out as her eyes burned with a strange and almost terrifying lust.  

She grabbed the waistband of both his pants and his boxers, then jerked these forcefully 

down, Zerrex wincing and fidgeting as a blush rose to his cheeks, and Marina murred hungrily as 

she gazed at his thick, black-fleshed penis, her sapphire eyes adoring and hungry as she touched 

the trembling flesh almost reverently. Even flaccid, the Drakkaren‟s penis was immense and 

girthy, larger by far than the average penis of the average person, and his navy-blue testicles 

were enormous and hot, full of the seed of her father that she so craved. Bit-by-bit, he was 

already growing erect, his cock steadily thickening and hardening… and Marina murred softly as 

she grasped it and began to stroke it lovingly, whispering: “Even here you hide your might… but 

even at this size, I can still clearly feel your immensity and your strength…” 

“Marina…” Zerrex grunted quietly in bliss as he felt his penis hardening far faster under 

her ministrations, as her other hand grasped his testicles and rolled them lightly back and forth, 

playing teasingly with the larger-than-grapefruit orbs. She only murred in response however, as 

she gave his shaft a light squeeze before she leaned down and suckled teasingly for a moment on 

the throbbing head of his cock, and the Drakkaren grunted in pleasure, his eyes half-closing as he 



automatically squeezed the back of her skull with one hand, the other grasping into the futon. 

“Damn…” 

“My Father… my God… you are just so big…” Marina whispered lustfully up to him, as 

he felt his penis thicken fully, feeling it pulsing lightly as the female gripped it with one hand 

and stroked slowly up and down the thick black flesh of his cock. The penis was huge at thirty-

two inches of black flesh that was thick as a wine bottle, the dark-fleshed cock already as hard as 

iron and burning hot under Marina‟s hand. She gave a growl of pleasure that was almost animal 

as she leaned forwards, pulling the Drakkaren‟s cock upwards towards her muzzle as she leaned 

down and gave one long, slow lick from the base of his shaft all the way to the tip of his length, 

and Zerrex arched his back in pleasure before he groaned quietly as Marina continued hungrily: 

“At any time, Daddy… at any time you want to… just take me. Take me in this form, or as a 

demon, any size, any way you want to… and I will scream your name and your praises so loudly 

that everyone in Heaven and Hell will hear you and envy you. Or sit back and relax… and I‟ll 

suck on your delicious cock for the rest of my life if you give me the chance…” 

Marina murred as she pushed her face forwards against the male‟s thick shaft, rubbing 

her muzzle and features against the obsidian tower of flesh, and then she leaned down and 

ground her muzzle along his testicles, moaning softly as they rubbed along her features and she 

inhaled the powerful scent of her father, trembles of ecstasy running through her body as both 

her hands wrapped around his thick shaft and massaged lovingly up and down it, squeezing and 

stroking at the same time as her fingers worked the hard, hot flesh. All of it was enough to send 

Zerrex‟s head reeling with pleasure, the Drakkaren groaning quietly, his lust-filled mind unable 

to fight off images drawn up out of the darkest corners of his mind: Marina chained to the ceiling 

and left to dangle by her tied-up arms and tail, bloody and bruised as he raped her savagely in 

every hole… and yet when she screamed, it was in pleasure, and whenever he struck her, the 

expression on her face was one of bliss… and then, thankfully, the Drakkaren‟s mind was 

cleared by the very pleasure Marina was giving him, as she took one of his testicles into her 

mouth and suckled slowly back on it, as one of her hands squeezed the head of his hard shaft 

loosely. 

Marina closed her eyes in bliss, her scales beginning to shine with sweat, and Zerrex 

managed the lucidity to wonder for a moment just how much pleasure she was taking out of this 

herself before his mind was lost in a haze of bliss again as the female suddenly began to stroke 

his shaft hard and fast with one hand, as the other continued to loosely massage and squeeze 

against the head of the large penis, the female growling softly as she continued to lap and work 

the Drakkaren‟s large testicle with her mouth. She released it after a moment with a long, hungry 

pant, but she only moved to the reptile‟s other testicle, engulfing it into her maw to give it the 

same luscious treatment as Zerrex did his best to keep himself under control, both hands gripping 

Marina‟s head, the reptile trying to ride with her as he grit his teeth and closed his eyes. God 

damn… I forgot how good she was… 

Marina‟s movements slowed to a crawl, her hand only loosely cupping the head of his 

shaft as a bit of pre leaked from the tip of his enormous cock, her hard strokes becoming soft and 

gentle as her hand moved with tender slowness along his thick penis, and a moment later she 

released his testicle from her mouth to whisper lovingly: “Thank you, Father… but I‟ve 

improved, too, since the last time I was honored and blessed to do this to you…” She paused, 

then leaned slowly forwards as she stroked a single finger over the bulging head of his cock, 

smearing his pre all along the top of his member as Zerrex grunted quietly in bliss. “There‟s no 

need to hold back… I am your bitch, your whore, your slut… love me, fuck me, rape me, make 



me yours in every way… I want to belong to you… I want to feel your love… in even the pain 

you cause me…” 

Marina brought her finger to her mouth, then she sucked on it quietly for a moment, 

tasting the reptile‟s bittersweet pre before her tongue twisted slowly out along the digit, her eyes 

half lidded as the other hand rubbed for a moment up the Drakkaren‟s chiseled abdominals… 

and then she murred softly as she lowered her head and slowly, gently began to lick up the 

reptile‟s penis, her hands grasping into his sides as her tongue ran along the thick ebony cock in 

short, teasing movements, the male‟s hands squeezing into her head as he grunted quietly and 

flexed his powerful body, muscles bulging against his tight hide of scale as he gazed down at his 

daughter lustfully, as she lovingly and hungrily applied her oral talents to her father, her master, 

her lover, her god. 

Her tongue dragged slowly up around the head of the reptile‟s shaft, then swirled around 

it once before she pulled the thick tip of his member into her muzzle using only her talented 

tongue, the girthy, rounded tip of the ebony penis vanishing into her maw as she leaned back, 

both hands rubbing slowly up along the Drakkaren‟s muscular front as the reptile groaned in 

pleasure, looking surprised as she grinned at him around his cock, only the head buried so far 

into her muzzle. Slowly, her hands stroked down to grasp his shaft, and she gently slid 

backwards as she pulled his huge member down, tilting it until the base of his cock rested against 

the male‟s own testicles, Zerrex feeling a distinct stretching feeling in his penis that was 

outweighed by the bliss running through his body as Marina‟s tongue twisted and danced around 

the head of his cock in ways he couldn‟t even begin to imagine, causing him untold ecstasy as he 

fought the urge to thrust down against her. 

Her eyes closed after a moment as she began to slowly move forwards, the Drakkaren‟s 

cock sliding into her throat and causing it to bulge as he likely cut off her air… but either she 

didn‟t notice or simply didn‟t care, as she continued to move at her deliberate pace her hands 

sliding slowly up to squeeze into the reptile‟s hips and use them almost as an anchor as she gave 

a muffled murr of bliss around the lizard‟s thick penis. After what seemed like an eternity, her 

chin finally pushed against his testicles and her mouth finally kissed the base of the reptile‟s 

shaft, only a little bit of his cock left outside of her maw as she gave another sound of both 

pleasure and victory. 

Marina drew back after a moment, Zerrex looking down at her hungrily as he half sat up, 

one elbow beneath him as his free hand rested on her head, and he licked his own muzzle slowly 

at the sight of her moving back just enough to get a gasp of air in through her nostrils before she 

pushed herself back down the hot ebony member, the Drakkaren feeling intensely aroused as she 

easily deepthroated the entirety of his cock again, starting to move at a powerful pace and 

making each movement long but also hard. All the while, her tongue cradled his member as she 

suckled and swallowed against the massive cock, the muscles of her stretched throat massaging 

every inch of the reptile‟s bulging cock that pushed down it as she gave little muffled grunts of 

pleasure, and soon enough Zerrex couldn‟t help but thrust lightly himself at the same time, his 

body filled with heat and lust as sexual bliss burned through him. 

The female‟s pace began to increase, and her bobbing movements along his shaft to 

shorten as she worked every part of herself that she could against the Drakkaren, one of her hand 

sliding up and down to massage along his abdominals as the other hand slid back to grasp into 

one of the lizard‟s firm buttocks, pulling herself up against his body with every strong shove of 

her head forwards to add even more power to her movements. The ecstasy was immense for both 

as Zerrex fought hard to restrain himself, thrusting against her movements and grinding his full 



nearly-three-feet of cock down past her throat and into her insides, but always trying to match 

her pace, even as his fingers dug lightly into her skull. 

He groaned hungrily, then grinned down at her as Marina worked her muzzle harder up 

and down his shaft, taking one single, long stroke back to get a breath of air before she dove 

upwards, and the reptile grunted hungrily as his body flexed, his muscles standing out in 

powerful profile as he ground his hips down against her as she pushed herself up against him. A 

moment later, she began to bob her head fiercely up and down, her movements short but 

powerful and her tongue twisting and throat squeezing against the reptile‟s shaft and making the 

pleasure intense and almost unbearable. 

The reptile groaned hotly, throwing his head back as he sat forwards and automatically 

grasped her head with both of his hands, and for a moment the lust took over as her spread his 

legs slightly and jerked her forwards, growling like an animal as he rocked his hips against her 

features, his eyes flashing as he smashed her face forwards again and again. He gyrated his hips 

as he jerked her head in close, Marina choking a bit around his thick, pulsing cock as it ground 

against the sides of her throat, and then Zerrex regained his senses through the pleasure and he 

drew back, shaking his head despite the bliss as he released her skull. 

Marina only shoved her head viciously forwards, however, the force of the end of her 

muzzle striking his abdominals almost enough to knock Zerrex over before slowly, bit-by-bit, 

she drew herself free from his ebony member, until she could grasp his thick shaft and was left 

only suckling slowly, teasing on the head for a moment, drinking down the delicious pre of the 

Drakkaren before she drew her head slowly back with her jaws wide open and tongue hanging 

out, several long ropes of saliva still attached between her maw and the head of the reptile‟s cock 

as she gazed up at him tenderly, hungrily, worshipfully. Then she slowly grinned as her tongue 

slid back into her muzzle, her eyes half-lidding as she rolled her head on her shoulders, and then 

she whispered: “Why didn‟t you facefuck me harder, Daddy? I guess I‟ll have to do even 

better… if I want to get the animal out of you… the demon part, the monster part that I adore as 

much as the part of you that is so generous and kind to let me suck your cock… now let me do 

something else that I know you really like…” 

Before the panting male could argue, his shaft already hard as rock and his testicles 

feeling swollen with seed ready to burst, Marina slid forwards and arched her back as she 

grasped her naked breasts, gazing up at the reptile before she pulled the slick, hot cock between 

her sumptuous bosom and squeezed his large penis with them, Zerrex grunting quietly as Marina 

dropped her head and moaned at the hot, wet feeling of her father‟s malehood. She grinned up at 

him after a moment, then she slowly began to move her breasts up and down, unable to 

completely engulf his penis with her bosom and murring every time his shaft slid up through her 

breasts for the head to bump against the underside of her muzzle. 

Zerrex was in a state of blissful ecstasy as he reached down to grasp her shoulders, 

massaging them slowly as his breath raced in and out, feeling her hot swells around his hotter 

cock, her perked nipples scratching up and down his scales, the wonderful malleable firmness 

surrounding his ebony member, squeezing it, massaging along it as moved at a playful, easy rate 

to toy with him and test him… and she whispered: “Yes, Father… oh… I feel it, so hot, so 

wonderful, between my breasts… so big that I know I can‟t pleasure you properly with these 

little tits of mine… go on, Daddy, let loose, just relax and let your body do to me whatever it 

wants… let me pleasure you however I can…” 

“Faster… harder…” Zerrex said finally, his voice almost a rasp from the pleasure that 

was rocketing through his form, and Marina grinned widely as she nodded and licked her own 



muzzle, readily obeying. She immediately started moving up and down with much greater power 

and speed, her sumptuous bosom squeezing and rubbing against both sides of the girthy rod of 

flesh as Zerrex‟s hands squeezed into her shoulders, the male letting out a long groan of bliss as 

he began to thrust lightly in time with her movements, grinding his cock forwards against her 

form as Marina tilted her head down to feel the thick member pushing up against her face, 

leaving a trail of pre as she moaned in her own slavish ecstasy. 

The Drakkaren began to thrust faster and harder up into her bosom, Marina keeping pace 

easily with his movements as her breath washed over his shaft, as her tongue licked greedily 

against the side of it as it rubbed up along her muzzle after pushing through her breasts, and 

Zerrex growled in bliss, his body flexing, his muscles standing out powerfully as he gripped into 

his daughter‟s lithe shoulders. He leaned forwards a bit over her, his movements becoming 

rougher, more feral as he half-grinned in bliss, his eyes closing tightly… but the moment he did, 

his mind was full of those images again, and they worked both to increase the reptile‟s pleasure 

and to push him closer and closer to the edge of giving his daughter exactly what she was 

begging for. 

“Yes… oh yes, Daddy!” Marina moaned, her body shuddering as she began to move 

herself up and down the shaft rapidly, her breasts massaging and rubbing every inch they pressed 

over before she opened her maw as the reptile thrusted hard upwards, and his cock immediately 

slammed into the back of her throat, the female‟s eyes bulging before they shut in bliss as she 

sucked hungrily back on his member, while at the same time continuing to use her breasts to 

massage, cradle, and squeeze the thick, slick cock of her father. She could taste his pre spurting 

out, could feel him hardening even further, and she knew his orgasm was close now… and it 

made her own loins tingle and burn, her panties wet and her pants soaked through from the 

relentless orgasms she‟d experienced from the sheer pleasure of pleasuring and teasing her 

father, her sweet nectar coating her thighs, her crotch, and dripping down through her pants to 

the futon below. 

Zerrex groaned hungrily as he squeezed harder into Marina‟s shoulders, his thrusts 

becoming more powerful and more quick as Marina worked herself furiously up and down his 

cock, and he growled as he felt his testicles burning, his shaft stiffening, his entire body pulsing 

with pleasure and anticipation as his orgasm rose quickly to the surface. He felt animal and 

powerful and in ecstasy, as he gazed down hungrily at Marina as she worked herself to pleasure 

him in the best ways she could, and a feeling of both love and possession ran through him as he 

grasped the side of her face almost tenderly even as he rammed his thick cock in and out of her 

hungry muzzle through the wondrous valley of her breasts. Mine. All mine. And no one else‟s. 

And finally, the Drakkaren‟s eyes shut as he leaned forwards, his form bulging with 

power and flexing as his cock stiffened up to the hardness of diamond, his testicles boiling with 

pleasure before he roared in ecstasy as his massive member released its first gout of seed as his 

thrusts only increased in power, pistoning himself up between Marina‟s breasts over and over as 

she flung her head back with a scream of bliss, most of the volley going down her throat but the 

rest flying into the air and then splattering down over her features. And then her hands moved up 

from her breasts to grasp his cock as Zerrex‟s hands slammed like vises onto either side of her 

head, the reptile looking down at her with a hungry grin as he watched her stroking his huge 

shaft rapidly, guiding the spray of his seed over her face and over her breasts as volley after 

volley of his hot white load blasted out of his member, the reptile quickly losing track of time or 

count as his seed covered Marina‟s face, sprayed into her open jaws, and over her sumptuous 



breasts with burst after burst of his semen, gallons of it seeming to release from the burning hot, 

massive cock of the Drakkaren. 

Finally, he began to slow as he loosened his grip on Marina‟s head, and she moaned 

softly, coated with his seed, her features blissful and dazed as some of it dripped down to the 

futon, before her hips bucked once, then twice as a quiet hiss of pleasure escaped her. Zerrex 

looked down at her, unaware that Marina had just experienced yet another release of her own… 

and then she smiled up at him, whispering: “I am not worthy, Father… but please… let me clean 

you up… let me take care of you, Daddy…” 

“Yes… go ahead…” Zerrex said softly, and he brought both hands down in front of 

Marina‟s face. He was splattered with seed himself, and his cock was steel-stiff still but covered 

in his own load… and Marina shivered in ecstasy before nodding hungrily, leaning forwards to 

begin slowly lapping the reptile‟s sperm off his hands off his hands with long, slow draws of her 

tongue. 

She was careful and slow, not letting any seed escape as her tongue trailed over his digits, 

between his fingers, and in long, hungry draws over his palms… and then  she gently pushed 

Zerrex onto his back, and the reptile laid with an expression of bliss on his features as Marina 

rested one hand on his shoulder and the other on his leg, her tongue dragging slowly over his 

masculine breast, tracing over ridges and valleys of muscle as it rolled over his abs, ignoring his 

pulsing cock for now even as her face ground slowly, deliciously against it. His smell infatuated 

her, and the taste of his seed was like the most delicious of delicacies… and when she finally 

moved to his cock after cleaning up any drips from her own stained and coated features and 

body, she grasped his still-hard member with delight, looking to her father for permission. 

He nodded with a slight smile, then added softly: “Lick up every drop, bitch. Lick it 

completely clean… don‟t disappoint your Master, now.” 

“Yes, Master…” Marina looked entranced, and somehow Zerrex knew that the fantasy 

images playing in his own mind were from Marina‟s, not his, as he saw himself in a throne as 

King, and Marina as his Queen, his secret weapon, and his slut all balled together, kneeling 

beside him in chains. Chains, one of Marina‟s favorite symbols of bondage… but then he had no 

other time to think on this as pleasure flooded his body, Marina‟s tongue carefully and gently 

lapping along his solid ebony shaft to drink in every droplet of his viscous seed. 

After several long minutes of ecstasy, she finished, drawing away from Zerrex and 

rubbing at her own features, where much of his seed had started to harden. She blushed quietly 

through the layer of seed, gazing lovingly up at her father as his shaft finally began to go flaccid, 

and she murmured softly: “I‟m sorry, Daddy. I love you… I just… don‟t know why I want these 

things. But I do. And maybe one day… you will help me understand why…” 

“Marina…” Zerrex gazed at her quietly, reaching a hand up to stroke her face… but she 

caught his wrist and shook her head with an embarrassed smile, so Zerrex only rolled his eyes 

with soft entertainment before he patted her shoulder gently, then he gave it an affectionate 

squeeze, saying quietly: “One day, I promise… I‟ll let you experience what you want, if only to 

show you it might not be what you think it is.” 

“Thank you, Daddy.” Marina said warmly, and she blushed as she rubbed at her face, 

then at her pants slowly, murmuring: “I should go wash up and change, though… I…” She 

flushed deeper, then quietly stood up and grasped Zerrex‟s head, guiding his muzzle towards her 

crotch. He tilted his head curiously, but the moment he came close to her lower regions, he 

understood very well from the distinct, sweetish smell, before he smiled slightly and leaned 



close, nuzzling teasingly into her crotch to send a thrill through her and cause her to moan 

loudly. “Oh Daddy!” 

“You‟re so strange.” Zerrex murmured softly, then he smiled a bit as she finally stepped 

back, her knees quavering a bit before she steadied and straightened, covering her naked breasts 

chastely. Then she smiled back before turning, her tail flicking and hips switching from side-to-

side as she left the room, looking content and not caring about the looks Mahihko gave her or the 

stares she got from Cherry once she came down the ladder to find the bathroom. 

Meanwhile, Zerrex had fitted himself back into his pants, glancing at the useless shirt and 

then wondering morbidly if he had any serviceable clothes left. He put his hands in his pockets 

as he left the room, and he immediately bumped into Mahihko, who was shyly trying to cover up 

a bulge in his kilt as he gazed up at Zerrex with the same slave-like love and affection Marina 

often had in her eyes. “Daddy, Daddy, did you um… did you and Marina… do stuff together?” A 

pause, and then his periwinkle eyes gleamed hopefully as he asked: “Can I do stuff with you 

now?” 

“Daddy‟s a bit tired.” Zerrex said carefully, and Mahihko‟s face fell before the Drakkaren 

reached out and gently ruffled the fur between his ears. “Maybe later, little gay wolf. Why don‟t 

you run along and play, though?” 

“But I did already and I‟m bored.” Mahihko said petulantly, and Zerrex rolled his eyes. 

The little wolf‟s childishness wasn‟t always cute, after all, especially since he looked sulky 

because he obviously wasn‟t going to be getting sex at the moment. Then the little wolf 

brightened and grabbed the reptile‟s hand, bouncing on the spot as he asked: “Can we play a 

game together then, can we, can we?” 

The Drakkaren looked at him for a few moments, and then he smiled despite himself and 

nodded, saying finally: “Sure, wolf. We can play a game together… what did you have in 

mind?” 

Mahihko beamed at him, then he leapt up and clung to the Drakkaren, scrabbling up his 

body like a tree to wrap his arms around his neck and purr almost like a kitten as he pressed 

tightly to his body. Zerrex rolled his eyes, but he hugged the little wolf back all the same, smiling 

a bit wider as he cradled Mahihko against his chest. The lupine was admittedly adorable, and it 

was hard not to enjoy his slender little form being pressed up against him… but then Zerrex 

finally pried him off and gently set him down, and Mahihko hopped from paw-to-paw before 

pointing at the ladder, saying shyly: “Cherry bought me some game systems while you were 

gone… let‟s play one of the new games I bought. I waited and waited for you, so we could play 

them together, „cause they look like fun two-player games.” 

“Alright Mahihko.” Zerrex said softly, and he followed the little wolf down the ladder 

and towards the living room. He sensed Cherry lurking behind him, but he didn‟t bother turning, 

his attention instead drawn by the sound of the shower running and Marina singing something to 

herself, but he couldn‟t place the song.  

Then Cherry grabbed him from behind and hauled him up into the air as she continued to 

walk onward, and Zerrex winced and kicked a bit as he felt his feet leave the ground before he 

sighed and relaxed his body as they continued to move forwards, and Cherry mumbled up to him 

as Mahihko looked at the two curiously: “I see you crowned the little princess.” 

“Shut up.” Zerrex grumbled, struggling a bit, but Cherry was as strong as she looked and 

he really didn‟t feel like wrestling with her at the moment. She snorted in amusement, then 

Mahihko tripped over his own paws and fell into the living room, and Cherry paused in mid-step 

to peer around the reptile as Zerrex asked gently: “You okay there, Mahihko?” 



“Yes, Daddy.” Mahihko jumped up to his paws, looking embarrassed before he ran 

around the couch and nearly fell over again when he bumped against the table, but this time he 

recovered before dropping to all fours to crawl over to the game systems. Zerrex moved to 

follow him, but Cherry grabbed his shoulder, looking deadly serious as she met his eyes. 

The reptile frowned at the female‟s almost-frightening lack of playfulness, and then she 

murmured in a quiet voice: “Be careful, Zer. Those two get along better than ever… but they 

squabble worse than ever, too. Something‟s wrong with Mahihko… he‟s  been acting weird as 

shit and it ain‟t just „cause he‟s been goin‟ without you for the better part of a decade, but I‟m 

sure that‟s a part of it too. I‟m… worried about the little bastard, and I don‟t need Marina 

walking around the house all covered-up in your goo to make him go even more loopy.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, glancing over his shoulder and feeling almost ashamed. All too 

often, he paid far more attention to his girls and ignored the little wolf, but Mahihko really was 

part of his family, too. He missed him when the wolf was gone, at least as much as he missed 

any of his daughters… and he knew he didn‟t express it enough, but the little lupine really had 

become like a son to him after all these years of being a family together. Sure, they‟d started out 

as terrible enemies… but the past was the past, and it had been many, many years since those 

days, and there had been many changes from fat and greedy Lone to little and lustful Mahihko. 

He turned his attention back towards Cherry, then he nodded, and the female looked 

relieved, a great amount of anxiety leaving her features as she rubbed at her head, looking 

embarrassed. He guessed that it had probably taken a lot of courage for Cherry to get the balls to 

talk to him like that… and then she impulsively hugged him, and Zerrex flailed his arms as she 

squeezed him hard enough to make his ribs groan in protest, the reptile gagging and kicking as 

she bawled: “I love you, Boss!” 

“Cherry, leave Daddy alone!” Mahihko whined, and Zerrex tried to cough an agreement 

before Cherry let him go and the lizard fell to the ground, feeling dazed and staring at the ceiling. 

A moment later, Mahihko appeared in his field of vision, and he looked down at the reptile he 

called „father‟ as he held up several game cases for him to see, asking meekly: “Which one do 

you like most, Zer?” 

For the next two hours, Zerrex, Mahihko, and Cherry entertained themselves with video 

games: admittedly, although the  reptile had first thought of them as stupid and useless, as he‟d 

started playing them he‟d found himself drawn in, and felt horrendously nerdy with how good 

he‟d gotten at them and how well he understood the dynamics of many of them. Video games 

had also been one of his few luxuries in Hell; the reptile had bought a portable game player on 

the black market for mortal items, and he‟d spent countless hours playing on it in some dank 

corner of Hell where it usually took Sin an hour or two to find him. 

Cherry, of course, just loved to kill things, whether in real life or games… and Mahihko 

was childish enough that even the simplest of games would entertain him for hours on end, the 

wolf giggling and flailing as the three of them played some shooting game together. Marina 

came in and watched after a little while, smelling faintly of lavender soap, wearing clean jeans 

and a plain white shirt… but she didn‟t want to play. She liked to claim that she didn‟t like 

them… but the truth was that she only felt comfortable playing the games alone with her father, 

since they were one of the few things her psychic abilities wouldn‟t let her control completely, 

and things she couldn‟t control made her feel vulnerable and frustrated. 

Then, finally, Cherry got up, stretched, and said something about going out to make sure 

the Scanners weren‟t on patrol anymore… and the three watched as she got up, scratched herself, 



then left with a wave to Zerrex. The Drakkaren watched her leave, then he looked at Mahihko, 

asking the little wolf gently: “So what else would you like to do, kid?” 

“Um…” Mahihko glanced at the TV, then he shook his head quickly and crawled over to 

Zerrex, nestling into his lap and curling up as his tail wagged a bit, his head on the male‟s chest 

and his compact little form fitting easily against the reptile‟s. “I dunno.” 

Marina made a sour face at the wolf, but with a look, Zerrex quelled her before she could 

speak. Then he paused for a moment before looking down at Mahihko and asking gently: “Why 

don‟t we just watch a movie for a little while, then? Marina, could you go and pick something 

out for us?” 

Mahihko smiled brightly at this idea, and Marina looked placated once she was included. 

And for the next two hours, they sat and watched one of Zerrex‟s old favorites, some comedy-

horror movie involving zombies and chainsaws, and Mahihko clung the entire time to his 

beloved father-figure. It was pleasant and comfortable, Zerrex loosening up in the presence of his 

adoring children and laughing far too often at the movie. He was away from the pressures of 

responsibility for the moment, and it felt good to relax… and Marina rested against his side as 

Mahihko curled up in his lap, and for a little while, all was well. 

The movie ended, and Cherry came in as the credits rolled, looking at the television for a 

few moments with a frown on her face as she obviously tried her hardest to figure out what 

they‟d been watching, then she grunted and blew a raspberry at Zerrex. “Sure, once I leave, then 

you have the orgy. But it looks like the Scanners are gone, at least for the moment. Their little 

psychic girl will probably try and figure out where we are, but with Marina around here…” 

“No psychic would dare risk touching this house.” Marina said softly, and her voice and 

calmness was chilling as she smiled at Zerrex, stroking his cheek lovingly. “I can always sense 

psychic intrusion… and I already showed one psychic just what happens if you try and tell on us. 

Daddy is all the family I need… but I‟ll protect all the family I have, in his example.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, then he stood up and stretched, looking over at Cherry awkwardly. 

“I need to go clothes shopping… most of my shirts up there have become tatters, and these are 

my only pair of pants left. Do you wanna come with me?” 

Cherry mused a bit as she weighed the options, and then she shook her head, looking 

resigned. “Fuck, wish I could, but us two walkin‟ around together could set off some alarms. 

Listen, though, take some of these… I started carryin‟ „em after the Scanners started their little 

pretty patrolsies, and they‟ve come in damn fuckin‟ useful, like you saw at the shop place.” 

Cherry dug in her pocket for a moment, then she held out her hand, several of the smoke 

capsules she had used earlier in her palm. Zerrex took one between two fingers and glanced at it 

curiously, and the female said cheerfully: “Brimstone capsules, they make a hell of a mess. 

They‟re just like the ones we used down in Hell during the shock attack missions on the bases of 

the rogue demons and angels, so you should be pretty familiar with them.” 

“You‟ve got all kinds of illegal gear up here, don‟t you?” Zerrex asked mildly, but 

Cherry only grinned widely and winked, looking cheerful. It wasn‟t exactly a reprimand, 

either… I‟m impressed. “They do seem to work especially well on mortals, though… thanks. I 

just hope I don‟t have to use them.” 

Zerrex took the rest of the capsules Cherry was offering, and he slipped them into his 

pocket before he carefully hoisted Mahihko out of his lap and put him gently aside. The wolf 

whimpered as he looked up at him, and the lizard patted him lightly on the head, saying softly: 

“Next time, kiddo. For now, you stay here. Maybe you and Marina can work on a picture 

together… or maybe you and Cherry can go clean my guns.”  



Marina stood as Zerrex did, then she walked over and hugged her father tightly, saying 

lovingly: “We‟ll be good, Daddy, I promise. And before you forget…” She held up a hand, and 

Zerrex tilted his head before a wallet whizzed past Cherry‟s head and into the palm of the 

youngest daughter of Zerrex, Marina catching it easily before she held it out to her father, Cherry 

gaping openly and Mahihko staring, as Zerrex tried stupidly to think of something to say. “Here, 

Daddy. There‟s no need to say anything… what‟s mine is yours. All yours…” 

She half-lidded her eyes as she pushed her other hand quietly along Zerrex‟s bare chest, 

then she smiled softly as she pushed the wallet into Zerrex‟s grip. The reptile took it and glanced 

down at it, and Marina‟s voice whispered through his head. I haven‟t changed the code for my 

card… I should have more than enough in my bank account to afford some clothes and more for 

you. Buy yourself whatever you like… my money belongs to you, just like I do… “Go ahead, now, 

Daddy. Get on your way before things get too busy… and oh.” A pause, and Zerrex was 

unsurprised as a moment later, his leather jacket and cane floated into the room, and the reptile 

numbly allowed the jacket itself to guide him into slipping onto his body before it zipped up 

enough to hide the scars covering his masculine chest. Then he caught his cane, and Marina 

smiled warmly before giving him a final peck on the nose. “Take care, father.” 

With that, Marina left the room, and Mahihko looked gloomily at the floor as Cherry 

rubbed the back of her head slowly, looking awkwardly over her shoulder before she muttered: 

“Holy shit. She‟s getting more and more powerful every day… dude, Boss, like… what the fuck 

are we supposed to do? I swear to shit, if she gets a good case of PMS, she could wipe out half 

the world.” 

“I know, but… she‟s Marina.” Zerrex said quietly, tapping the head of his cane against 

his own skull as he made a face. He knew that yes, his daughter could be dangerous, and that her 

powers were incredible enough to put her on par with some of the strongest demons he‟d ever 

faced… but she‟s still my daughter, and she‟s still Marina. She doesn‟t act out of spite or evil, or 

even real hatred… she only becomes dangerous when she acts out of overprotective love… “We 

need to give her a chance. We both know what the only real trigger for her is, after all.” 

Cherry nodded slowly as Mahihko glanced up nervously, and Zerrex quietly petted the 

little wolf before he sighed and smiled at him, then he walked over to Cherry, patting her on the 

bicep. “You‟ve always treated her well, even when she was a baby. She‟s always loved you… 

maybe even more than she loves her own mother in some ways. I have faith in you, Cherry… 

you made a fine mother yourself down in Hell.” 

“I did not, shut up, I have something in my eye! Both of them, and it‟s big!” Cherry 

flailed her arms, then she covered her face and bounced quickly past Zerrex before rubbing 

convulsively at her eyes and clearing her throat. Mahihko looked at her oddly over the back of 

the couch, and then Cherry looked down at him before turning a glare on Zerrex, grumbling: 

“Fine. I‟ll hang out with Bebop and bubble-butt here, and try to make them both act good and 

shit. You just make sure you get your own shit in order and don‟t set off no Scanners, „cause I 

ain‟t comin‟ to rescue you.” 

“Good.” Zerrex smiled at her, then he turned and left as Cherry rumbled something and 

Mahihko waved sporadically. He let himself out the front door as he checked to make sure he‟d 

placed Marina‟s wallet in his pocket, and he let out a sigh of relief before walking down the 

street, his cane tapping lightly against the pavement as he kept his head down, unkempt hair 

floating around his face as the lizard brushed at it absently every now and then. 

Ten minutes later, the reptile found himself standing with a crowd of people at a busy 

intersection, a convoy of large trailer trucks rumbling along the road and through dead lights 



which no longer worked. He waited patiently with the others for the convoy to pass, enjoying the 

fact he wasn‟t getting more than the occasional odd look: those were reserved for the towering 

minotaurs and the rough-looking Dragokkaren clone soldiers. 

A physically larger and stronger sibling to the Drakkaren species, Dragokkaren could 

range in height from less than ten to more than twenty feet tall, and once upon a time they had 

been a rare species to find outside of Hez‟Ranna, the Cradle of Life for all Drakkai – a family of 

reptiles that included both Drakkaren and Dragokkaren. Dragokkaren clone soldiers had been 

mass-produced during the first Great War, however, and they had been developed to mature 

quickly into enormous adults with the best genetic structures available, and underwent fierce 

combat training… but many of them were childlike even all these years later, and had problems 

learning the most basic and simple tasks in life, such as unscrewing the top from a plastic bottle: 

they had been trained as expendable killing machines that followed a regimented lifestyle where 

they literally had very little control over anything they did themselves, after all. To them, a free 

life, a life without war, had been alien: so when they had been told to disarm, most of them had 

no idea what it was like to taste freedom. Some of them had even been terrified of it, but they 

had set up different programs to rehabilitate the clones and introduce them to normal life in some 

countries… while others had just let them do as they would or began killing them for sport, or 

worse, enslaving them for cheap labor or security.  

After the Great War, Dragokkaren had become one of the most prominent species on the 

face of the world, following canids, equines, and felids. But most of them had become beggars or 

low-class workers, although some of the clones showed surprising amounts of intelligence here 

and there, and ingenuity that genetics itself couldn‟t account for. And now, although the Demon 

War had thinned their numbers greatly, they still weren‟t that uncommon a sight even in places 

like Ire, a country that centuries ago had first „discovered‟ Hez‟Ranna and attempted to enslave 

the Drakkai natives they found there, only to be viciously fought off. 

One of the Dragokkaren – this one wearing a ragged shirt and patched suspenders, but 

then again, most of the people in the crowd were wearing dirty clothes – caught Zerrex looking 

and then paused, seeming to recognize him. Zerrex nodded and smiled a bit at him, and the 

Dragokkaren – who had the same hard features as many of his brethren – smiled childishly in 

return before nodding, murmuring a rough „hello‟ before looking ahead as the convoy finally 

passed. 

The Drakkaren walked onwards with the rest of the crowd, and then he felt a strange 

tremor roll up through his feet, as if he had stepped on a giant and it had stirred beneath him. He 

frowned a bit, and then the crowd parted and a few people stared as the deer youth Zerrex had 

seen before seemed to appear out of nowhere in the crowd, standing a few feet from the 

Drakkaren and shouting: “Caught you, demon!” 

The reptile frowned, looking back and forth as some of the crowd stopped and other 

people murmured curiously to one another, and then the lizard looked at his feet. He paused, then 

realized with a shock that he had stepped into a kind of Devil‟s Trap, a circle of runes glowing 

around him… and then he smiled indulgently at the youth as he looked up, feigning amusement 

as a chill passed through him. “I have no idea what the hell you‟re talking about. Do I look like 

one of those minnow-thingies to you?” 

“You‟re no minotaur, no… you are a true demon of Hell, and one that‟s caused plenty of 

trouble up here already, I‟m sure.” the deer said coldly, still pointing at him as his trenchcoat 

flapped lightly in the wind. “But I have you trapped in the Eye of Mordrec, one of the more 

powerful versions of a demon snare… not even your magical abilities can help you escape.” 



“So if I‟m a demon, I can‟t walk out of this… magic circle you claim to have drawn on 

the ground?” Zerrex glanced down around his feet, pretending to look for the circle as he set his 

cane deliberately on a rune. He realized that the youth had drawn the circle using some type of 

special ink or tool – likely mixed with demon‟s blood – and that was why it was invisible to the 

mortal eye, but glared out at him. 

The deer looked frustrated as he gestured angrily at him, a few more people walking by 

and several of those watching curiously now murmuring and pointing at the kid in his peculiar 

black clothes, not at him. “Don‟t play your stupid games with me! Surrender peacefully, make 

this easy for the both of us.” 

Zerrex twisted his cane against one of the runes on the ground, and the entire circle 

ceased to glow, the runes fading out of existence. The youth didn‟t notice, however, his anger 

getting the better of him as he stepped forwards to where the edge of the circle once was, 

shouting up at the reptile: “My family has hunted demons like you for generations, and I‟m not 

about to let-” 

“This has been fun, but I need to go shopping now, kid.” Zerrex said mildly, and he 

reached out and patted the youth‟s head through his cap, the deer looking stupefied as Zerrex 

walked by, his brown eyes dumb with confusion as they followed after the reptile. The lizard 

looked over his shoulder to toss him a wink and a wave, and the youth was left standing in the 

street, looking humiliated before his eyes glanced down at the circle… and he snarled furiously, 

stomping his feet as he realized the circle had vanished. 

Zerrex had already vanished into the crowd again, however, but he was sure that this 

time, the youth would waste no time in tracking him down, and he didn‟t want to be caught off 

guard again… so instead of heading into the shopping district, the reptile broke from the crowd 

down a side alley stacked full of wooden crates. He smiled a bit as he squeezed the dragon-

shaped handle of his cane lightly, and holy runes flickered over the steel body of the cane before 

fading back out. Luckily I can use angelic devices too… thank crap for this thing, it‟s gotten me 

out of more messes than I can count, now. 

The reptile paused as he reached an intersection, a narrow dirt path between two 

buildings leading to a street, and the other way leading behind the stores, along an old wooden 

fence. He hesitated as he stood on his toes to look overtop the wooden slats, and then he smiled 

slightly as he noticed an abandoned construction site beyond this, a rusted-out crane standing 

silent sentinel over an empty dirt lot, which was guarded from view from two sides by crumbling 

buildings, one side by the wooden fence, and the last by an ugly makeshift barricade that had 

probably been built to keep people from sneaking in or out of the site after it had been 

abandoned. Good. Couldn‟t ask for a better spot. 

Zerrex tore off two of the wooden slats, tossing them aside so he could step through the 

fence, and he glanced back and forth as he entered the construction site, eyeing a few fallen 

girders and one metal post that was sticking up out of the ground like a grave marker. He walked 

over to this and touched it lightly, then he smiled slightly to himself, glancing over his shoulder 

as the deer youth stepped into the construction area with a longsword in one hand and a spherical 

black crystal in the other… or is that a dodecahedron? Did I just make that word up or did I 

actually give the right term for it? “Couldn‟t resist, could you? I‟ve heard a lot about demon 

hunters, but I never thought I‟d meet one… I thought your clans had died out.” 

The youth shook his head slowly, pointing the dark gem at Zerrex, and it glowed as a red 

mist swirled inside of it. “No, we only went into seclusion, but the traditions have been passed on 

from father to son and mother to daughter for generations. This sword is a holy runeblade forged 



with a lost art by my peoples… and with me I have a cadre of no less than five demons, all who 

have pledged their services to me, all earned by me. I‟ve been a full-fledged hunter since I was 

ten… and I have more than enough skill to take on any demon that‟s crawled their way up out of 

the netherworlds!” 

Zerrex looked thoughtfully at the young male as he thrust the sword at him, hearing the 

rage in his voice and seeing the hatred burning in his eyes… and then he asked softly, as he 

leaned on his cane: “What‟s your name, kid? And why do you hate demons so much?” 

“That‟s no business of yours! And to you, my name will be Master Zanbrick soon 

enough… now prepare yourself, demon! Ka‟l Vrah, rise from your sleep!” the deer shouted, then 

he leaned forwards as he threw the black gemstone, and it glowed red as it spun through the air 

before it turned to flesh-and-blood, limbs ripping out of it as it expanded… and moments later, a 

demon that was half-spider, half-vixen stood before him on her eight long legs. Her spider‟s 

body bristled with short, sharp black hairs and her legs all ended in ugly hooks, while her 

abdomen connected into the beautiful upper body of a female fox, her fur albino white and her 

eyes burning red gems visible even through the long, silken hair that fell all the way to her waist, 

covering her breasts… and she giggled as she brought a hand to her mouth to chew on a nail 

teasingly: unlike her body, her forearms and hands had black fur, as if she was wearing gloves. 

“My, you‟ve summoned me against quite a lovely demon, Master… are we to kill this one or 

will he be added to our collection?” 

“I really just came out here to buy a shirt, come on.” Zerrex said plaintively, but Zanbrick 

only snarled at him as he wrestled his trenchcoat off, switching his blade from hand-to-hand 

before standing in a ready position. The reptile could now see that he had nearly a dozen other 

gemstones on him, the four of them hanging from his belt of various colors and the five of them 

on a strap over his chest clear and as harmless-looking as plastic… and he realized as he looked 

up at the female‟s black eyes what their colors corresponded to. He smiled at the Widow, bowing 

to her politely as he shed his own ripped leather jacket and tossed it aside, and she cooed at him 

and blew him a kiss, looking delighted. “Zane – can I call you Zane? – must be powerful indeed 

to have someone like you in his service.” 

“Don‟t underestimate him, darling. And that goes for you, too.” Ka‟l Vrah said tenderly, 

but Zerrex knew from the look on her face as she glanced at the deer it was probably a cover for 

real murderous intent. Demons like her often made amiable acquaintances… but they would turn 

on their friends and enemies in a heartbeat without mercy. Putting one into bondage like this was 

a little less than a good idea, and Zerrex didn‟t want to think about what she‟d do to Zane if she 

got loose. 

From what the reptile could see, however, Zane also wore a metal armlet with a circle of 

red, glowing runes on it. He guessed this was probably the connection point to the demons, and 

what let him both control them and protected him from their attacks or the possibility of them 

turning on him in battle… and the reptile made a face as the deer pointed towards him and  said 

coldly: “Rip him to pieces, Ka‟l Vrah, and we‟ll do our best to sweep up whatever‟s left behind.” 

Ka‟l Vrah grinned coldly, then she leaned back before lunging forwards, her eight 

powerful legs propelling her violently towards Zerrex… but the Drakkaren only raised his right 

arm with a wince as she lashed her hands out to try and seize him as she bit towards him with her 

terrible fangs. The moment her teeth pierced the scales of his arm, however, one of them snapped 

off, and she howled in dejection and misery before Zerrex kicked her hard in the underbelly of 

her spider-half, and she leaned forwards before she was slammed onto her back by a hard left 



hook into her stomach from the Drakkaren, writhing on her back as her spider legs flailed and 

kicked at the air, screaming in a voice more bug than person. 

Zerrex flexed his right arm, and the fang fell out as Zane readied himself, staring in shock 

as the reptile‟s tattoo squirmed and writhed before the reptile‟s scales began to peel away from 

his right limb. His arm thickened and lost proportion to his body, growing outwards as his 

fingers and thumb turned into cruel claws, and plates of metal and rock protruded from the ugly 

limb as the lizard winced and slowly flexed his fingers. Blue light shone out of several cracks in 

the terrible arm, pulsing as if it was being emanated by something not quite liquid but not solid, 

either, and the Drakkaren smiled slightly across at Zane as he held up his warped claw, leaning 

on the cane in his left hand casually as both Zanbrick and his demon stared at him with 

something like horror. “You still want to fight me? Or do you want to walk away?” 

Zane snarled at him, trembling with rage as Ka‟l Vrah slowly climbed up to her eight 

feet… and then she hissed as Zane charged forwards, vomiting a terrible, toxic bile at the reptile. 

Zerrex dodged this with disgust, then he grabbed his cane by the neck, holding it like a sword 

and blocking a surprisingly-hard blow from Zane… but the reptile guessed that whatever special 

abilities he had were probably augmented further by the gear he was wearing. 

Zane threw a kick into the Drakkaren‟s side, and the reptile grunted before looking at 

Zane flatly across their crossed weapons, then he slammed a hard headbutt down into him, 

knocking the deer senseless on the ground. A more serious threat skittered towards his side, 

however, then the Widow lunged at him, screaming as threw herself at him and tried to bite her 

single fang down into his neck. The reptile winced as he brought his cane up to stop her, the 

female biting uselessly down onto the steel before smoke poured up out of her maw as the holy 

runes on it glowed, and she shook her head wildly back and forth before slamming both hands 

down into Zerrex‟s face, sending him staggering as he cursed, blood splattering out of one 

nostril. 

He snarled, then looked in time to see the Widow vomit poison at him again, and he 

ducked under the spray before he slammed his holy cane hard into her stomach. Ka‟l Vrah 

screamed in torment, grabbing her gut, and then Zerrex threw his warped fist hard up under her 

chin, smashing her head back, and she scuttled senselessly back and forth, drool and green foam 

dripping out of her maw as her eyes rolled up in the back of her head before she collapsed, 

unconscious. The reptile glared at her with distaste, but he only brushed himself off ; he didn‟t 

want to kill her, after all, just stop her. 

Zane, meanwhile, had climbed to his feet… and he cursed at the sight of the collapsed 

demoness before he held up the arm with the armlet over it, and the runes glowed before Ka‟l 

Vrah‟s body collapsed in on itself, rapidly turning back into the crystal. It only glowed feebly 

now, as it floated back to the deer‟s hand… but before Zerrex could open his mouth, the deer 

threw out a blue crystal, and it rapidly transformed into a twenty-foot tall, fish-headed beast with 

four glowing-blue eyes, the body of the creature gangly and far too thin. It had no arms, but 

instead four long tentacles, each covered in suckers and ending in large, spade-shaped growths… 

and instead of legs, it possessed only a short body tail that ended in a fin. It looked moodily back 

and forth, its blue, scaly skin oily and moist… and then Zane said darkly: “Locke, aid me in 

killing this demon.” 

Locke only continued to sway slowly on the spot, and Zerrex looked at it mildly before 

the creature said in a slow voice: “No. His arm is made of a terrible energy… it will spill my guts 

should I touch him, and I need to touch him to hurt him.” 



“Stop being a coward, and do as I command!” Zane snarled as he charged forwards 

again, this time aiming for the reptile‟s warped side, and the Drakkaren made a face as Locke 

sighed before dropping his body to the ground and slithering forwards with surprising speed, 

moving through the sand as gracefully as water. Zerrex cursed, then he glanced to the side as 

Zane charged in, and he clenched the fist of his warped arm as a three-foot-long blade suddenly 

shot out of the top of his wrist. 

Zane‟s eyes went wide even as he swung in, but the attack was clumsy in his surprise, 

and the Drakkaren immediately took the advantage to swing his arm out hard, knocking the 

longsword to the side and sending the deer stumbling. He continued to spin as he threw his 

weight to the side, slashing viciously outwards as Locke attempted to tackle him with his jaws 

wide and tentacles outspread, and then the fish demon was knocked away with a howl of agony 

as the blade tore easily through his thin skin, water and pus bursting out of the deep wound in his 

chest in place of blood as he landed on his back, writhing in agony. The deer cursed as he ran to 

the side, the hunter raising his hand as his armlet glowed, and only moments later the demon 

transformed back into a gemstone and returned to him. Zane put this in his belt, then he looked at 

Zerrex with both disgust and fear now, holding up his longsword and trembling as he asked in a 

whisper: “Just what are you? An earth devil? A Dius? Some kind of demon lord?” 

“I‟m just me.” Zerrex replied with a shrug, loosening his battle stance as the deer looked 

at the ground, shivers running over his body. The lizard sighed softly as the blade vanished back 

into his arm, and he flexed the claw of his warped limb gently as he said quietly: “It‟s over, 

Zanbrick. I‟ve got more experience in swordplay than you may ever have, and no matter what 

demon you summon to aid you, I‟ll either defeat it or outright kill it. Lay down your weapon and 

give up. You can‟t win against me, and you can‟t weaken me enough to trap me in a crystalline 

shell, either. And you know it.” 

“Maybe not if I play by the rules…” Zane murmured… and then he looked down at his 

belt, his eyes maddened, and he grinned coldly as he pulled out another crystal, this one a bright 

red. “But I still have a chance if I use a demon‟s methods against it!” 

Zerrex winced as Zane threw out the first crystal… then a second, and a third, and in a 

moment, there were three demons standing across from Zerrex. One of them was a horse with 

glowing red eyes that was carrying its own head in one hand, a sword in the other, and the collar 

a gaping black hole. Its body was covered in heavy battle armor, and a terrible, ghostly blue aura 

buzzed around the thing as it drew a thick broadsword from its scabbard as the horse‟s head 

grinned widely, fiery-red mane falling around half of its light-furred face. A Dullahan.  

The second demon had black eyes, and the upper body of a beautiful wolf maiden, with a 

tiara in her long chestnut hair and four long, lithe arms. She wore a golden armor of sorts that 

covered her shoulders, her breasts, and part of her stomach, and several more golden bracelets 

hung around her limbs, with a belt of matching color around her waist, with a long, white 

loincloth hanging from this covering the front of not legs, but a black-scaled, snakelike body that 

was thick and sinuous, perhaps twenty feet long. In each hand she gripped a scimitar: and while 

the handles were gold and beautiful, the blades were sharp and stained with blood. A Lamia. 

The last demon had a single, enormous purple eye, above a huge, ugly mouth full of 

fangs. It floated above the ground with an ominous hum, its body little more than a sphere that 

supported the mouth and the eye, and its back was covered in small spiked, as were its sides. 

These metallic spikes poked up through the ugly red plating that covered its body, it looked back 

and forth with fury burning in its eye as it babbled unintelligibly away. A Beholder Grunt? 

Where the hell did he find one of those… they‟re supposed to be an extinct species… 



The three demons all looked at him, and then Zane laughed almost hysterically from 

behind the wall of creatures, shouting: “Go, go and strike him down! Rip him to shreds!” 

There was a pause, and then, with what looked like an enormous effort, the Dullahan 

slowly turned around and said in a quiet, serious voice: “I would much rather kill you… 

Zanbrick of Lailland.” 

The deer shook his head, stepping slowly backwards as the other two turned on him, and 

then he grunted and winced, grabbing his arm before letting out a cry of pain as the armlet he 

wore exploded into pieces, and then the two colored crystals at his side cracked before shattering 

as well, exploding with enough force to knock Zane stumbling sideways. Immediately, the 

Lamia swept out two of her blades, catching the deer‟s longsword between them before she 

tossed it over her shoulder, and it landed at Zerrex‟s feet as the reptile made a disgusted face, 

watching as the defenseless deer stumbled backwards, looking in terror from one to the other as 

he began to beg for his life. 

The Drakkaren sighed, realizing he was probably going to regret this choice of action, 

and then he ran quickly forwards, the blade shooting out of his claw before he slammed it 

through the back of the Beholder, and the creature screamed as its eyes glowed violet before the 

reptile slung the orb-like demon to the side, sending it rolling lifelessly along the ground. In the 

same moment, he brought his cane down towards the Lamia‟s head, but she rose her top pair of 

Scimitars above her head to block the lizard‟s strike before spinning around, parrying the cane as 

she slung her two swords towards his side with a wide grin, hissing: “I‟ll deal with this mortal-

lover… you kill the child.” 

“Help me!” Zane scurried quickly away as Zerrex blocked the first attack of the Lamia, 

and then he cursed as she swung in her four swords one after the other, the reptile bringing his 

cane up as his warped forearm morphed into a rounded shield, the blade vanishing into this. She 

laughed as her swords clanged against the rocky matter of the reptile‟s limb, then she tried to 

stab her upper pair of swords forwards as her lower pair sought to pincer the Drakkaren‟s sides.  

Zerrex performed a full splits instead, however, wincing as he felt his groin touch the 

ground, and the Lamia cursed in surprise as her attack missed, her four swords clanging together. 

Then the Drakkaren slammed his cane forwards, striking not at her but at her swords, and the 

cane knocked three of them back into the Lamia‟s own body, one bouncing uselessly off her 

armor but one striking the soft meat of a breast as the other dug into her side. 

She screamed in fury as she slashed a sword crosswise at Zerrex, trying to cut off his 

head, but the reptile fell backwards, letting the blade pass over him before he brought his legs 

back and kicked her hard in the stomach with both feet, knocking her on a high arc through the 

air to land with a flump on her back a good twenty feet away. The Drakkaren grinned as he 

kicked up to his feet, watching her snake tail writhe as she recovered her senses, but before he 

could move forwards, a beam of purple energy struck him and knocked him across the square, 

the reptile bounce off a building to send up a hail of dust before several loose bricks tumbled out 

of the wall, one or two bouncing off his body as he groaned in pain. 

The Beholder was floating raggedly through the air, hissing and bleeding as it slid back 

and forth on its way towards Zerrex, and the Drakkaren made a face before he rolled his eyes as 

he saw Zane fall over, giving the Dullahan time to catch up: he was slow not because of his 

armor, but because he was carefully cradling his head in one hand as he held his sword in the 

other. Zane was now trying to crawl away, but he was moving much too slowly… and the reptile 

grumbled as he saw the Lamia had recovered her senses, too. Great. Well. One way to solve this 

problem. 



Zerrex got to a kneel as he held a hand out, and a sphere of iridescent blue energy formed 

in it: his ability to control energy was a power he still hadn‟t totally mastered, but he certainly 

had the hang of it down enough to take on a few demonic rejects. He grunted as he threw the 

sphere hard forwards, sending it whizzing through the air before it contacted with the leaning 

metal pillar, and immediately the sphere rapidly expanded before exploding, and the force of the 

blast knocked the Beholder flying as the pillar collapsed backwards and landed on top of the 

Dullahan, his head rolling away as the horse gave a strangled cry. 

Zane yelped and hopped to his feet, but Zerrex didn‟t have the time to deal with him as 

the Lamia shot towards him with terrifying speed. He reached for his cane, but found it wasn‟t 

there beside him, and he cursed before he leaping straight up as she sliced two of her blades 

down towards him. The Lamia blinked as she looked skywards for her quarry, and then Zerrex‟s 

foot smashed down into her face with enough force to bend her body backwards before he kicked 

off her and landed next to her tail. He grinned widely… and then he cursed with a wince of pain 

as her body tail immediately wrapped around him, crushing his legs and his waist as the reptile 

pounded his fists against her, and then the Lamia‟s upper body appeared in front of him, holding 

all four swords out as she said in a voice that was almost tender: “Checkmate.” 

“Exactly.” Before she could react, Zerrex rose his twisted arm, and it morphed into a 

massive executioner‟s axe that he swung down, cutting her upper wolf body from her lower 

snakelike tail-body. She screamed in anguish as she fell to the ground, dropping her swords as 

her snake body flailed wildly around the reptile, squeezing him tighter for a moment before her 

grip loosened, and Zerrex made a face as he pushed free of it. He looked down at her for a 

moment, as she panted her breaths in and out, her face contorted with agony as she clung into the 

dirt… and then he kicked one of her dropped golden swords up to a hand before he slammed it 

down through her heart, and she gave one final gasp before dying.  

The reptile sensed a flicker to his left, felt more than heard the charge of energy… and 

immediately he ripped the golden sword free and flung it sideways, and it buried into the eye of 

the Beholder, sending it into a screaming fit as it shook its head violently back and forth before 

turning into nothing but ashes and dust. The Drakkaren made a face, then he looked down to see 

that the Lamia‟s body had already done the same… and finally, he walked slowly over to pick up 

his cane as he watched the Dullahan, in armor that was bruised and broken, carrying his head in 

one hand and almost dragging his sword in the other, face off against Zane. 

The deer held his longsword in both hands, looking unsteady, tired, and wounded… and 

Zerrex didn‟t know if he felt sorry for him or if this was a fitting punishment for disobeying his 

own rules of conduct in battle. His clan of demon hunters, after all, had a strict code of honor that 

was there for many reasons, not only as protocol. By summoning too many demons into battle, 

he had not only violated that protocol, but he had made it too hard to concentrate on keeping 

them in check, and he had thus freed or killed all of the demons he‟d hunted down and placed 

into servitude… at least, all the demons on him were affected by that armlet shattering. I wonder 

if he‟s got more demons at home in those gemstones, though, and what happened to them… 

“Die!” The Dullahan moved forwards, swinging in with a hard, underhand blow, but 

Zane blocked it before he swung his blade in a firm sideways strike into the demon‟s chest, and 

it staggered backwards with a grunt before Zane landed several more hard blows against its 

body. Then the Dullahan suddenly lunged forwards, ramming a shoulder into Zane before slicing 

viciously upwards with the sword, and this time it knocked the longsword from the deer‟s hand 

as the tip of his blade slashed through his chest and then up over his face. 



Zane cried out in agony, clutching at his face as he stumbled and turned away, and the 

Dullahan slammed the hilt of his sword down into the deer‟s tailbone, knocking him flat and 

likely putting him into a brand-new state of agony. The reptile thought for a moment about 

interfering, but instinct told him not to, even as the Dullahan laughed and spun his sword around 

to prepare a death strike… but as he stabbed viciously downwards with it, Zane rolled out of the 

way onto his back, the blade sinking deep into the sand and the demon stumbling with a 

surprised grunt before Zane brought a foot up and kicked the Dullahan hard in the face. 

His head flew out of his hands, and the creature staggered backwards with a howl of pain 

and confusion as the horse‟s head landed a good distance away with a fair black eye, and Zane 

leapt to his feet, yelling wordlessly as he tore his sword free from the ground before he spun it 

around and charged forwards, and he rammed it through the armor covering the Dullahan‟s 

stomach all the way to the hilt, the blade ripping out his back, and the Dullahan froze in place for 

a moment before he collapsed slowly onto his back. Then Zane walked over to the head, which 

was trying to run – roll? – away as the fingers and feet of his body twitched weakly, and the 

horse yelped as Zane picked it up by his long hair before he began to violently whip the head 

back and forth, smacking his face painfully into the ground as Zerrex covered his muzzle to hide 

a grin. He suspected it was rather cruel of him, but he couldn‟t help finding the sight of the deer 

waving the Dullahan‟s head back and forth through the air like a toy hilarious nonetheless. 

Finally, Zane booted the Dullahan‟s head hard into the nearest wall, and it hit with a loud 

splat before falling to the ground. Then Zane walked over to the groaning head and dropped it on 

top of its beaten body, before he pulled one of the colorless gemstones off his chest, saying 

darkly: “That‟s what you get for betraying me, Lance! Next time it happens, I‟ll feed you to 

Sebastian, got it?” 

“I hate you.” the horse said tiredly, and Zane kicked some sand up into its eyes before he 

threw the white crystal down into his head. The moment it touched the Dullahan‟s skull, the 

horse‟s form began to melt away, and moments later, the demon was pulled up into the crystal as 

it turned a glowing, brilliant ruby. After only a few moments, however, the glow faded rapidly 

down to a dwindling light, and Zanbrick sighed as he tucked this in his belt before grasping at his 

bleeding face, looking over at Zerrex with an expression of shame. 

He stumbled over to his sword, then he picked it up as Zerrex clapped a few times, his 

arm slowly returning to normal as bits of metal plate and rocky crust fell off as it shrank down, 

scale twisting slowly over the limb, knitting itself back together as his tattoo came slowly back 

into being, and Zane stared at this before he shook his head and murmured softly: “I think I owe 

you an apology. So… here it is. I‟m sorry for what happened. I honestly assumed all demons 

were evil beasts, despite what I read about in the scrolls… but demons were the ones who 

mutilated and killed my parents, and I felt… such rage. Yet now, that rage has turned into 

sadness, because I‟ve betrayed my own teachings… I was the monster here, not you.” 

“That sounds like it came out of an after-school special.” Zerrex said mildly, and Zane 

glared at him before the reptile extended a hand. “I‟m Zerrex Narrius. Since you seem familiar 

with demons, I‟m an Incarnation. Split-Incarnation, really.” 

Zane looked up at him in shock as he took his hand, shaking it slowly, and then he 

murmured: “Then it‟s no wonder I couldn‟t win against you… and it explains that terrible arm of 

yours as well. Incarnation of sin itself… yet… you don‟t act like any sin I‟m aware of.” 

Zerrex grunted and shrugged, then he wandered over to pick up his leather jacket, 

throwing it on. He glanced at Zane‟s face, then he shook his head slowly, walking over to him 



and muttering: “Hold still for a minute. I‟m not sure how well this‟ll work, but Sin and I got this 

working down in Hell. It just took a lot of practice.” 

The deer looked nervous, but he held still nonetheless as Zerrex passed his hand slowly 

over his face as it glowed a quiet blue, and a moment later he took a sharp breath as he felt first 

pain… then his skin stitching itself together, his eyes widening as he felt the wound on his face 

healing. Slowly, Zerrex traced his hand down the line the Dullahan had drawn with his sword, 

the reptile‟s muscles flexing as he winced at the concentration it required, feeling his own energy 

leaving his body in surprising quantities… and then he let out a sigh of relief, as he drew his 

hand back, shaking it out and flexing his fingers slowly. “There. Sorry, I can only do so much… 

you‟ve still got a bit of a scratch on your stomach, and it‟s going to leave a scar on your face that 

might be permanent… but you‟re healed.” 

“That‟s another one I owe you, then.” Zane said quietly, looking up at him with a small 

smile. For a moment, the deer and the Drakkaren stood there awkwardly, and then the youth 

cleared his throat and said hesitantly: “Perhaps I can repay part of this debt by showing you my 

home… I have a lot of demonic artifacts there that you might be interested in, being a demon and 

all… and a few things that I‟ve been working on over the past while, from other demon attacks 

that have been cropping up similar to the ambush you faced in the store this morning. Maybe we 

can just help each other out… I‟ve had problems with Scanners myself, after all, and I could use 

an ally who could tell me more about Hell.” 

“I‟m sure we can work a good deal out.” Zerrex grinned toothily, and Zanbrick winced 

before the reptile laughed and clapped him on the shoulder, almost knocking him over. “Kidding, 

kidding, I don‟t do the whole „make a deal and I‟ll steal your soul‟ thing. But I‟ve been hearing 

about some nasty things lately that I could use help with… and I can introduce you to some other 

people I know, too.” 

“Thank you.” Zane muttered, then he walked over to pick up his trenchcoat, carefully 

putting it on and brushing excess sand off of it. He checked himself over, then nodded and 

cleared his throat as he headed for the hole in the fencing, adding: “You know, this is the first 

time I‟ve ever actually spoken to a demon. I… never thought…” 

“That demons have brains and feelings and junk? We don‟t, we just fake it really well.” 

Zerrex nodded seriously, but this time Zane only ignored him, as the Drakkaren squeezed 

through the hole in the fence and into the back alley, following the youth onto the street. “Okay, 

okay, Mister Serious. We are – or were, in some cases – once people too, after all. Few of us 

really turn into monsters, and I‟m proud to say that even fewer have been since Hell‟s Great 

Reform.” Zerrex paused, rubbing the back of his head as Zane looked up at him curiously. “I 

shouldn‟t talk about that, though. Maybe we can get onto the subject later.” 

For a few moments, the reptile stopped to think as they walked along, moving for the 

most part against the crowd until they turned down a narrow street, and Zerrex looked curiously 

at a tall church as they passed it. It was made of marble and granite, and the cross was 

undoubtedly built of platinum and made a fortune… and the reptile closed his eyes as he 

murmured softly: “Serenity is my grace.” 

He opened them, and found Zane looking surprised, the deer asking curiously: “So 

demons aren‟t afraid or affected by the holy powers?” 

At this, the Drakkaren smiled faintly, shaking his head slowly. “Light and Dark, Holy and 

Unholy are… words we use to describe the corruption of Hell and the purity of Heaven. They‟re 

concept words. Holy powers do affect most demons very badly… but for some reason, I can still 

touch, wield, and interact with holy elements without pain.” Zerrex looked down as he squeezed 



the handle of his cane gently, then he continued softly: “Angels and demons aren‟t really so 

different. Angels can be far crueler than many demons, after all… and Heaven is beautiful, but 

not a real unending paradise. It‟s like… a vacation spot. You love it when you‟re first there, and 

you enjoy it for a good while… but then you… lose a little bit of interest in it. It can get… 

boring. Just as Hell seems terrifying and pain-riddled at first… but after a while, it becomes a 

place of learning and understanding. That‟s always what I thought Hell should be… a place of 

learning. A place where people are punished for what they did wrong, but where they then… are 

given the chance to learn, and understand, and redeem themselves, as we strip off layers of 

egoism and meanness to evaluate and treat the core problem, the core reason a person is so 

nasty… and that way, even a demon can be given a heart of gold, so to speak.”  

Zerrex halted as he realized he‟d rambled on, looking lame for a moment… and then he 

paused in mid-step and glanced back and forth for the deer. He wasn‟t there, though… and 

Zerrex mused for a moment before he turned slowly around to see the youth staring at him. The 

Drakkaren looked back mildly… then he winced as Zanbrick pointed and blurted: “You‟re the 

Emperor of Hell?” 

“Shut up, shut up, shut up!” There was no one around, but Zerrex winced and covered the 

deer‟s mouth anyway, looking nervously back and forth before he muttered: “The formal term is 

„High King of Hell, Master of the Four Thrones,‟ but I much prefer people just calling me by my 

old nickname, the Boss. Or you know, an informal „Zer‟ or „Zerrex‟ or anything is fine, just as 

long as you don‟t cal l me by last name alone. In any case, it isn‟t important, and we‟re going to 

find a new High King and put him on the throne, because I served for ten million long goddamn 

years and I am very tired of monarchy, being in charge, and worrying every day I‟ll go power-

mad and turn the universe into another big old mess.” 

With that, the reptile let go of the deer, and he looked at him moodily for a few moments 

before continuing onwards, cane tapping lightly against the ground. Zane followed him quickly, 

muttering apologies before he looked up at him and asked hesitantly: “What‟s Hell like?” 

“You wanna go there? I bet there‟s someone around here you could rape and murder.” 

Zerrex said mildly, looking back and forth, but Zane only gave him a flat look before the 

Drakkaren shrugged, saying quietly: “I loved it. For me, it was far more comfortable than 

Heaven… there were places that catered to my every enjoyment and I had many friends there. I 

think… even when I was enduring all my punishments in the different Circles, I still enjoyed 

things… but my experiences were tainted a lot of the time by the Demon War. That‟s when I 

died… ten years ago. Or ten million years ago, in Hell‟s time.” 

“So there is a time difference…” Zane murmured, looking down thoughtfully for a 

moment before he glanced up at the Drakkaren, and he added dryly: “And with every moment 

that passes, I think less and less you‟re who you say you are.” 

“Good. I don‟t think I am who I say I am either.” Zerrex said blandly, and the deer rolled 

his eyes before motioning for Zerrex to follow him down another narrow alley. The reptile made 

a face, disliking how cramped it was, before he stared as Zane unlocked the chains holding a 

wooden trapdoor at the end of the alley shut with a rusted, ancient key, and he pulled these free 

before opening the trapdoor. “Hey, whoa, wait, that looks tiny.” 

“Manage.” Zanbrick said sourly, but the male – much smaller and thinner than Zerrex – 

still had to duck to manage his way down what looked like a long, spiraling stairway. The reptile 

muttered something under his breath, and then the deer called over his shoulder: “The doors and 

chains are enchanted, so you know, so you‟ve only got a few seconds left to make up your 

mind.” 



The Drakkaren grumbled under his breath, then he winced as he realized he‟d have to 

literally crawl down the passage. He sighed, then dropped down and carefully crawled onto the 

stairs, his body grinding uncomfortably against the rough-hewn stone walls as he complained: 

“Why the hell is this place made for gnomes?” 

“It‟s not my fault you‟re twice the size of a normal person, demon.” Zanbrick shot back, 

and Zerrex grumbled something before the doors slammed shut behind him. He winced as he 

found himself in almost total darkness, and then a faint blue light filled the stairway as strange 

gemstones imbedded in the walls began to glow. Zerrex looked back and forth at these curiously, 

then he crawled quickly down the ugly stone steps, muttering as the cavern seemed to get even 

more cramped and cursing when his leather jacket got caught on a stone outcropping here and 

there. 

Finally, he emerged through a small, open doorway into a large, square room. The reptile 

stood up and stretched, cracking his back loudly before he closed the heavy wood-and-iron door 

behind himself, and he paused as he looked at the runes, realizing he wouldn‟t be able to open it 

again. The handle was set deep into the wood, and there were iron bars across a narrow 

window… but the runes on the wood were a charm that made it impossible for a demon to cross. 

He had to admit, he was impressed with the magical objects he‟d seen so far, and as he looked 

around the room, he guessed that it must be at least five hundred years old.  

Bookshelves line the walls, and there was a small wooden table with several chairs 

around it, and books were scattered over all of these, a pile of them on one chair almost reaching 

the Drakkaren‟s head level. Zerrex walked curiously around this, then he ducked through the 

archway to see Zanbrick standing in front of several rows of bookshelves, muttering to himself 

as he searched through them before he pulled a dusty tome out with a sound of triumph. “Here 

we go! I have a question to ask you, just to see who you really are, if you don‟t mind…” 

“Go right ahead…” Zerrex said absently, as he turned around to see an enormous 

aquarium. Gemstones of all colors, shapes, and sizes floated through the water… but so did 

several massive electric eels, the water around them boiling and sizzling every so often, their 

maws fanged, their eyes full of strange intelligence. Zerrex looked down at the faceplate on the 

aquarium, and then he realized there was an open box sitting in front of it, with four polished, 

rounded stones sitting in a velvet box. Beautiful… and… „the mind conquers all.‟ I like that 

motto, even if I don‟t have much of a mind. 

“Let‟s see… here we are. Zerrex, how do you properly address a regent lord of Hell?” 

asked Zanbrick imperiously, and the reptile looked dryly over his shoulder at him, but the deer 

quickly added, before the lizard could open his mouth and spew some vulgarity forth: “As if you 

were a peasant, not of high rank?” 

“I dunno.” The Drakkaren shrugged, but when Zane didn‟t look satisfied with that 

answer, Zerrex sighed and muttered: “„Mighty King, forgive my rudeness as I ask for an 

audience with you, oh generous lord whom I am not worthy enough to cast my shadow in front 

of.‟ Dude, this proves nothing.” 

“A dude is a pimple on an unevolved donkey‟s ass. Don‟t call me that.” the deer said 

stiffly, and Zerrex stared at him before laughing loudly. Immediately, Zane winced, waving his 

arms wildly and hissing: “Shut up, keep your goddamn voice down, you‟ll-” 

“Zanbrick, you‟ve returned!” shouted a cheerful voice from somewhere in the catacombs 

of books past another archway, and the deer immediately charged towards Zerrex, uselessly 

trying to push him towards a hiding place, his feet skidding against the ground as the reptile 

merely stood in place. A moment later, a beautiful young doe appeared, and she halted 



nervously, blushing and quietly brushing some wrinkles out of the white, old-fashioned dress she 

wore that was bordered with green cloth, murmuring: “I… I‟m sorry, I didn‟t know we had 

company…” 

Zerrex smiled, then he bowed deeply towards her, knocking Zane stumbling away by 

accident as he said softly: “My apologies to you, miss, I didn‟t mean to startle you. My name is 

Zerrex Narrius. May I have the honor of learning yours?” A pause, then he looked over at Zane 

and added calmly: “See, I can be perfectly polite. Dude.” 

Zanbrick glowered at him, but the doe giggled as she stepped forwards and covered her 

mouth, smiling much more openly now. “My name is Mary.” 

The reptile was struck by the name, remembering the Mary he‟d known all those years 

ago… and for a moment he stood there before he smiled softly as she looked at him curiously. “I 

knew another Mary a long time ago… and when I look at you, you remind me of her. I take it 

you‟re Zane‟s younger sister?” 

“That‟s right, although I‟m the one who does all the work around here.” Mary looked 

mildly over at Zanbrick, and the deer sulked as he went back to paging through his book. She 

looked at him for a few moments, then turned her eyes calmly on Zerrex and asked in the same 

casual voice: “So are you a demon, Zerrex?” 

The Drakkaren looked at her with surprise, and then he crossed his arms as he held back a 

grin, saying amusedly despite Zane wildly shaking his head: “Yes, I am. I guess you‟re familiar 

with your brother‟s work, then, and demons in general?” 

“No… Zanbrick does his best to protect me from it… or maybe I should say… hide…” 

She paused, then peered at Zanbrick as he turned his face away, before stomping over to him and 

grabbing his head, looking at him with concern. “You were in another fight, and this time it 

looks like they really wounded you! Why do you have to keep picking fights with demons?” 

“I picked a fight with him!” Zanbrick pointed at Zerrex, wincing, but Mary only rolled 

her eyes and put her hands on her hips, glaring at her brother. The lizard felt content just to 

watch things progress as they would, instantly liking Mary more for not turning on him and 

berating him. This girl‟s quite something. “Okay, okay… I… I summoned three demons at once, 

and I couldn‟t control them, so they turned on me.” A heavy sigh, and he added in a mumble: 

“I… attacked him, but he saved my life from my own demons. Four of them are dead but I 

recaptured one.” 

Mary sighed and shook her own head, then she scolded: “Brother, you know better than 

that. There are traditions and protocols for exactly that reason! You know that you aren‟t 

supposed to attempt multiple summonings until your Patron has come before you and granted 

you your Element…” 

The reptile looked dumbly at them as Zanbrick mumbled to himself and stared at his feet, 

and then he asked curiously: “Patron? And Element?” 

The doe turned to him, then she smiled slightly as Zane rubbed awkwardly at his small 

antlers. “Normally they‟re kept secret… but since you saved my brother‟s life, I guess it‟s okay. 

Right, Zanbrick?” A glare at her older brother, and the deer sighed and nodded glumly after a 

moment. “Our Clan, the Silver Wind, has a tradition of asking a powerful godling of either 

Heaven or Hell to be our Patron. We serve them and do favors for them, but maintain our own 

independence at the same time: oftentimes, we ask the same being as our ancestors did to be our 

Patron, as there are many who already have secret contracts worked out with the Clans that 

demon hunter clans that remain alive today. 



“Zanbrick‟s Patron is Melody, the Queen of Songs. She‟s a minor deity said to live 

somewhere in Heaven.” A pause, and Mary added, to the astonishment of Zanbrick: “I have just 

come of age, so I don‟t have a Patron yet. Maybe I‟ll ask you one day.” 

Zerrex laughed at this, then he smiled and nodded as Zane muttered to himself. “I don‟t 

think I‟d mind that one bit myself… so this Melody is who gave Zanbrick his armlet?” 

“She also taught him the runes and granted him the ability to see as some demons do, so 

he can sense energy forms and see those who are Possessed.” Mary continued, smiling warmly 

and stepping a bit closer to the Drakkaren. “And she‟s the one who will assess his abilities in a 

trial after he‟s spent ten years in training… meaning that my brother is perhaps so tense and 

disagreeable because he‟s nervous about his upcoming trial. And only if he passes the trial will 

he be allowed to call himself a true demon hunter and will he receive his Elemental, which 

determines both what element of nature and personality he‟ll be able to best get along with.” 

“That explains a lot.” Zerrex said mildly, as he glanced over at Zane, the deer youth 

grumbling away.  “Not that I understand it all, but I think I get at least some of it. I guess I know 

why your brother tends to be so aggressive now… or well, more of the reasons he is, anyway.” 

Zanbrick didn‟t respond, instead looking grouchily over at his sister, but she only smiled 

wryly at him before she turned her eyes back up towards Zerrex, asking curiously: “But tell me, 

Zerrex, tell me more about yourself, if you don‟t mind. I‟ve seen very few demons, and my 

brother never lets me aid him on hunts of any kind, whether he‟s looking for demons, undead, or 

any other kind of supernatural entity. All I know about Hell comes from books, and I don‟t have 

the special sight my brother does… do you have an elemental affinity? What kind of demon are 

you? How did you escape Hell and take on mortal form? Why do you have so many scars?” 

“Slow down, my brain can only process so fast.” Zerrex said mildly, holding up his 

hands, and Mary blushed and curtsied in apology before Zanbrick threw up his hands and 

stomped away, leaving the way Mary had entered. The Drakkaren watched him go for a moment 

before he returned his eyes to the doe‟s curious ones, and he thought about her questions for a 

few moments and the best order to answer them in. “Let‟s just say… I served my time in Hell, 

and because of services I‟ve done in the past, they‟ve let me return to a normal sort of mortal 

life. My main element is Earth… and I‟m a Wrath-Lust Split Incarnation. It‟s a bit of a mouthful, 

but…” 

“I know what that means.” Mary didn‟t look afraid of him, however, instead frowning as 

she leaned up curiously towards him, her eyes roving over his body and the scars visible on his 

chest through his open leather jacket. “You‟re a powerful demon indeed, Lord Narrius. Very rare 

too, I believe.” 

“Zerrex, please.” The Drakkaren shook his head quickly, and the female smiled up to him 

before he added softly: “And power is all a manner of perception. I think there‟s more strength 

and beauty in innocence and courage to push forwards despite weakness, than there is in my 

entire body. Besides, I just am what you see… I don‟t like to take on my full demon form for a 

lot of different reasons, except maybe to play around now and then.” 

Mary looked fascinated at this, before she asked shyly: “I‟ve always wanted to see a 

demon in full form, though… they call that the extension of the soul, do they not? I‟m sure it 

would tell me a lot about you.” 

“And that‟s exactly why I don‟t like takin‟ it on. I‟m ugly.” Zerrex paused, then added 

plainly: “And I feel vulnerable, despite being like… huge and stuff.” He made a face as she 

looked downcast, and then he sighed and rolled his eyes, saying mildly: “Oh, well, I guess we 



can negotiate… I‟ll show you some of my demonic characteristics. But there‟s no way in Hell 

I‟m taking on full form, since your brother would likely try to kill me.” 

“Thank you, Zerrex!” The doe clapped her hands together, brightening immediately. 

“Then I‟ll do my best to repay the favor however I can… you‟ve really made my day.” 

Zerrex smiled at this despite his best efforts not to, feeling a little tinge of pleasure before 

he slid off his coat, then he closed his eyes and took a deep breath. Slowly, two pairs of horns 

curled out of his head: a tall pair of bovine horns that pushed straight up out of his skull towards 

the thankfully-high ceiling, and a curled set of ram‟s horns that pushed from the side of his skull. 

As the top set of horns reached their full height, they both bent forwards to become more bull-

like, the black bone of both pairs gleaming in the light. 

At the same time, the scales on the Drakkaren‟s right arm peeled off as his warped arm 

came into being, and the reptile‟s eyes lost both their pupil and iris as they glowed solid green 

once he opened them, before they returned to normal. Zerrex paused, then he smiled slightly as 

Mary stepped forwards wonderingly, running her fingers gently over the twisted limb of metal 

and rock as the reptile flexed his clawed hand slowly. “There‟s a good start for you… and I can 

also do this, whenever I please…” 

The reptile brought his other limb up, and a fleshy tentacle shot out of his upper arm, 

wrapping around it once before it stretched through the air until it wrapped around a book on the 

shelf. A moment later, it quickly retracted into the reptile‟s arm, placing the book firmly into the 

Drakkaren‟s hand before vanishing, and Zerrex smiled slightly at Mary before he glanced down 

at the title of the book, saying curiously: “„Demonic Physiology, volume four?‟ You and your 

brother must do some pretty intense reading.” 

The doe was too amazed by the Drakkaren to reply, however, as she gingerly touched his 

muscular chest, tracing her fingers quietly over his scars before she asked in a soft murmur: “Did 

you get these when you were mortal, Zerrex? Is that why they haven‟t healed?” 

The reptile softened at this, then he closed his eyes and concentrated for a moment… and 

slowly, his scars vanished from sight, as did the burn around his eyes. Mary looked up with 

wonderment, as the demon smiled down at her… and a moment later, his scars slowly took shape 

on his body again, like blood slowly soaking through a cloth, and he said quietly: “I can make 

them vanish if I really want to… but they are reminders of the life I lived as a mortal, yes. I‟ve 

gotten used to them by now, too, so… I figure why bother expending the energy? I don‟t mind 

them so much anymore… I was ugly to start with, after all.” 

Mary only shook her head at this, and then she gently took the reptile‟s clawed hand into 

both of hers, asking impulsively but quietly: “Will you be my Patron, Zerrex? I… I don‟t want 

my brother to have to fight alone, and… I feel this isn‟t just a coincidence that we‟ve met like 

this. For hundreds of generations, my family has fought and controlled demons… but now the 

world has changed, and I feel somehow that in order to change with it, I need to work with a 

demon like you at my side.” 

“I don‟t know, it sounds like a big thing…” Zerrex rubbed the back of his head, looking 

down for a moment in embarrassment… and then he made a face as he looked up, adding: “And 

what about all this hunter lore, and that whole armlet deal? You need that to control any demons 

you call to your aid, right?” 

Mary only smiled at this, however, saying quietly: “Maybe I‟ll be a different hunter then, 

and I‟ll try a different tactic… instead of imprisoning demons and forcing them to bend to my 

will, perhaps I should stand on my own two feet against the supernatural, as my ancestors did in 



the past… and I should befriend the supernatural agents that I can, to summon them the old 

fashioned way. I‟m sure you must know how that works, at least…” 

“Maybe I do.” Zerrex said softly, looking quietly amused. “But I‟m not a good teacher… 

I might have an idea as to how we could prepare you, though.” He paused, then hesitated before 

finally asking: “How does it work? Is there a binding ritual of some sort?” 

The doe only shook her head, however, then she reached down, feeling at the side of her 

dress before she reached into a hidden pocket and pulled out a small knife. Zerrex tilted his head, 

watching curiously as she made a small cut in her left arm… and then a moment later she 

blushed, saying softly: “Now you do the same.” 

The reptile shook his head when she offered a knife, instead carefully holding out one 

warped finger, and the claw became a narrower, sharper blade. He used this to make a thin 

wound in his left arm… and then he held his hand out, and Mary shook for a moment before she 

reached her own hand out, lining up their cuts before grasping his arm, and he automatically 

squeezed hers. For a moment, nothing happened, and the reptile wondered what else they‟d have 

to do to complete the ritual… and before he knew what was going on, he and Mary were 

suddenly standing in a blue void, still holding each other‟s arms, but when he looked down he 

could see the spikes sticking out of his forearm and he winced as he realized she could see at 

least most, if not all, of his demonic body.  

Her breath halted for a moment as she looked over him and at his unhidden form: his 

flesh-and-blood arm had a row of small spikes going all the way up to the shoulder, where a 

larger spike had sprouted, curving up in a tall crescent. His body was lither but still covered in 

muscle, yet his ribs showed through the scale as well, and his legs had bent backwards at the 

knee and become unguligrade, his toeclaws now huge, vicious talons upon which he rested his 

weight, a curving spike coming out of his heel, and smaller spikes lined his shins up to a larger, 

again crescent-shaped spike that came out of his knee. Spines had pushed out along his back, 

forming a path from the back of his neck all the way to a harpoon at the tip of his lengthened 

tail… but strangest of all, perhaps, was the double-set of angel wings on his back, feathers 

floating off them occasionally, but these flickered out of existence before they touched the 

ground, turning back into the motes of white energy which they were composed of. The wings 

themselves were unsolid, and their shape reminded Mary almost of a butterfly, as she quietly let 

go of his hand to touch his scarred, lither chest. 

Zerrex looked over her, and realized that she was clothed the same way as he was: her 

small breasts bare, a loincloth around her waist… and a set of strange scars over her stomach. 

The two looked at each other, and then Mary blushed and looked down, covering not her bosom, 

but instead the twisted X of scars on her belly as she murmured: “I‟m sorry, Zerrex… I should 

have told you about this beforehand, but I became excited. We are in a mind-meld, and both of 

us shall share memories with the other, fortifying our bond… and as our memories pass into each 

other, some of your powers will pass into me… while in return, I shall become obligated to serve 

you, although you can‟t force me to do anything I don‟t want to… but I will feel your emotions 

clearly, and your feelings towards me.” 

“Awkward.” Zerrex said mildly, as he glanced at the doe‟s bare breasts, and she blushed 

and turned slightly away. He smiled a bit, and then he paused and watched as the world around 

them solidified, and suddenly they were standing in a large, mostly-empty room, a little boy and 

a littler girl deer sitting and playing together with blocks and toy cars. A moment later, a tall 

male deer entered the room, and he was wearing the same outfit that Zanbrick wore… and I just 

know somehow that‟s their father, Alexander. “This is… your first time in the house above here.” 



“Yes.” Mary murmured softly, looking down quietly. Zerrex felt sadness and happiness 

both warring in her, and in the memory… and as Alexander laughed and hugged both his 

children against his chest, the reptile realized why as he saw the glowing crystals hanging at 

Alexander‟s belt. “Father was loving and wonderful to us, and he captured many powerful 

demons and subjugated them as slaves… but he treated them with disrespect and aloofness. He 

underestimated them… and how far they would go for freedom.” 

The memory flickered, and Zerrex winced as he touched his forehead, feeling more 

distinct and indistinct memories of the girl flowing into him… and a moment later, he frowned a 

bit as he saw a cold hospital room. Plain-faced doctors and nurses were gathered around a little 

girl on the table – little Mary – and she was unconscious and burnt. They were operating on her 

side… and Zerrex knew it was because the X from Alexander‟s name had been thrown so hard 

and become so hot it had buried deep inside her stomach. He winced at this, and Mary touched 

her side quietly as she looked down, murmuring: “The wound has never healed…” 

Before Zerrex could ask a question, however, they were suddenly looking at an image 

that was cold and terribly familiar… and Zerrex fought the instinctive fear that rose in his body 

as he realized they were standing in the training room in the Narrius mansion. A huge 

Dragokkaren, red even through the blue of everything else, was mocking a runty little 

Drakkaren, who was bleeding and broken… and then he slapped him across the face with enough 

force to send him sprawling. The reptile looked at this for a few long moments, then he 

murmured: “Ifret Narrius… my father… has never been satisfied with me. I‟ve always been too 

weak… too soft… too merciful…” 

The memory faded, and Mary murmured quietly, electing a chill of both surprise and 

strange fear in the reptile: “And yet you killed him… and your Uncle… and you have done 

terrible things that earned your place in Hell… and yet…” 

Another memory… and Zerrex saw himself roaring as he charged forwards into combat 

with his old sword, Blackheart, held tight in both hands. He saw old faces of old enemies dance 

through the air like lost and evil souls, he saw the terrible floating fortress known as Paradise, he 

saw the son he had unknowingly sired, Crow, screaming in his ruthless torment… and Mary let 

out a groan of pain as she grasped her skull, murmuring: “So much pain… so much struggle. 

And yet you‟ve come so far, Zerrex… and… I feel…” 

Mary looked down at her own hands quietly, and then she groaned and grasped her 

stomach, the Drakkaren immediately turning to her to see if she was alright… and the scar on her 

belly glowed red for a moment before it faded slowly from sight, and a shiver passed through the 

doe before she looked up with admiration in her eyes, whispering softly: “Thank you…” 

Then, the two were staring at each other, Zerrex‟s body back in his mortal form with only 

his horns out and his arm exposed, and the two took each other‟s hands as they gazed into one 

another‟s eyes, and Mary smiled as she said softly: “I can see differently now, Zerrex… and for 

one thing, I can still see those shining white wings of yours. Thank you… thank you for giving 

me strength that… courses like fire through my body, and thank you for sharing your memories 

with me, my Patron… my… High King of Hell.” 

“Oh crap, you weren‟t supposed to hear about that.” Zerrex said morbidly, but Mary only 

laughed and smiled up at him, as if she understood how he‟d always felt about the job, and how 

it had been a punishment, not a gift… and after a moment, he realized she probably did, if she 

had enough of his memories. I can certainly see all kinds of things about her myself… and 

understand her all the better. “So-” 



“Mary, what did you do?” Zanbrick exclaimed in a strangled voice, and the two looked to 

the side to see him staring with horror at the pair. Immediately, Zerrex coughed and released her 

hands, rubbing the back of his head as he made his horns retract back into his skull and his arm 

return to normal, but Mary only lowered her arms slowly as she smiled challengingly at her 

brother. “Tell me you didn‟t seriously ask this… this idiot to serve as your Patron Lord!” 

“If you knew half as much about Zerrex as I now know, you‟d be eating those words, 

brother.” Mary reprimanded Zane, and the deer looked mortified, before he snarled at Zerrex. 

Before he could say anything, however, Mary added sweetly: “And remember, Zanbrick, he‟s 

my Patron now… and I‟ll just have to defend his honor if you start making too many accusations 

against him.” 

Zane stood there for a moment, looking dumb, and then he cursed under his breath before 

he pointed at Zerrex and said darkly: “We‟re even, Zerrex. Don‟t even look at me, much less 

dare ask me for anything else! Get… get the hell out of here, and… I‟m going up to my room!” 

The deer stomped off, and Zerrex embarrassedly waved goodbye to his back before Mary 

shook her head, saying in a quietly-amused voice: “It‟s alright, Zerrex… he‟s just always been 

protective. He‟ll calm down soon enough…” She paused, then looked up at the Drakkaren, 

asking softly: “Now, is there anything I can do for you?” 

The reptile paused, not wanting to press his luck… but as his eyes roved over the library, 

he couldn‟t help but ask slowly: “Is there anything in this library on crystallizing demons, or 

even angels for that matter?” 

Mary paused and frowned a bit as she looked down. For a few moments she thought to 

herself, arms crossed and foot tapping quietly against the ground, and then she finally looked up 

musingly. “Maybe. The books aren‟t in any order anymore… and there are a lot of them in the 

main library. I can look around for you, if you want.” 

“Thanks, Mary. I need to go for now, though… I have to get back home, although it‟s 

certainly been a pleasure to meet you.” He paused, then smiled at her as he patted her shoulder. 

“Don‟t push yourself for me, either… you look like you could use some good rest at the moment, 

and I know I‟ll probably lay down myself once I get home.” 

The doe blushed a bit and nodded, watching as the Drakkaren slipped back into his 

leather jacket, then she gently grasped his arm as he picked up his cane, saying softly: “Then let 

me show you to the main entrance, so you don‟t have to worry about using that silly staircase 

again. Know that you‟re always welcome here, Zerrex… I‟m sure even Zanbrick will come 

around eventually.” 

The reptile nodded as she pulled him gently through the archway, then he looked ahead 

and stared in amazement at the sight of the library they had passed into. The roof above was 

many feet above his head, but the heavy bookshelves still reached all the way to the ceiling, an 

enormous sliding ladder attached on rails to each wall of shelves. As Mary guided him through a 

narrow space between the shelves, Zerrex realized dumbly that the library doubled as a 

catacombs, and that he had no clue where the hell they were going… which meant, at least, that 

not all their memories were traded… although I am curious what other abilities she inherited, if 

she has some of my powers now. “This is… incredible.” 

“I thought you‟d like this.” the doe smiled, gazing at him with soft entertainment before 

they halted at a dead end, and Zerrex looked curiously back and forth before Mary reached up 

and pulled on a red book. It tilted forwards, then snapped back into place with a groan, and a 

moment later a large section of the bookshelf rolled backwards and then upwards on some 



hidden rail system, vanishing into the ceiling and revealing a damp wine cellar beyond. “It‟s a bit 

clichéd, but it works very well. You may feel a bit of a tingle, the walls here are lined with iron.” 

Zerrex did feel a bit of a shock as he stepped into the wine cellar, and a heavy cement 

wall descended behind him, giving the reptile a trapped feeling: not because of the faintly-lit, 

musky darkness of the cellar, but because he could sense sanctified iron in all the walls 

surrounding them. It was a metal that didn‟t agree very well with demons in particular… and the 

Drakkaren followed Mary towards a set of stairs as he rolled his shoulders slowly, impressed 

with how secure the entire underground area must be… and I bet there‟s all sorts of secret 

passages down there, especially in that library labyrinth… “Do you have any memories about 

where I live, Mary?” 

She shook her head, then smiled as they stepped up into an empty cement hallway, saying 

softly: “No, but I can… sense your presence, so to speak, and I‟ll be able to home in on you that 

way. As long as you don‟t live outside of Valise, that is… I think at greater distances or across 

dimensions, I lose track of you.” 

“Well, it‟s only a few blocks away, so don‟t worry about that.” Zerrex responded with a 

bit of a smile, and a moment later they emerged into a mostly-empty entrance hall through a set 

of sterile steel doors. He glanced back and forth curiously at the lack of decoration, but he didn‟t 

think much about it: although it had likely once been lavishly ornamented, he was sure for some 

reason it had probably been traded off for food and other necessities, and that wasn‟t because of 

the mind-meld. “Thank you for your kindness… I won‟t forget this.” 

“No Zerrex, thank you.” Mary said emphatically, and the two smiled at each other before 

Zerrex paused as his eyes settled on a decoration still hanging on the wall. Mary tilted her head 

curiously, then the doe followed his gaze to the large white circle with the strange rune engraved 

on it, and she asked curiously: “What is it?” 

“I‟ve seen that before… do you know what it means?” the Drakkaren asked quietly, 

tilting his head towards her. Mary looked at him oddly for a moment, but when he gave her an 

imploring look, she finally nodded and carefully lifted the ceramic decoration off the wall, 

turning it around. 

“„1974, Dawn of the New Gods.‟ It‟s one of my father‟s old art pieces… then again, my 

brother said that he saw similar artworks to this around town, laced with supernatural energy.” 

Mary looked up at him with a frown, tilting her head. “Why, have you come across something 

like this?” 

Zerrex nodded slowly as he took the ceramic plate from her, looking at the gold sticker 

on the back beneath a small certificate of authenticity that had been taped onto it. “Yeah, I 

have… there was a Possessed wearing an earring with this symbol on it. It bothered me… I don‟t 

know why.” But maybe I‟ll pay this artist a visit… or just the distributor of these art pieces. 

“Thank you, Mary, you‟ve done tons for me now, and I really owe you one.” 

She only shook her head, however, blushing a bit and smiling up at him gladly as she 

clasped her hands. “Just take care of yourself, Zerrex, and I‟ll come and visit you as soon as I 

can. I‟m the one who owes you.” 

Zerrex smiled as he handed the ceramic back to her, then he headed for the double doors 

that undoubtedly led back onto the street, pausing for a moment to wave at her and call a 

goodbye before he vanished through them. He frowned a bit as he stepped out onto the busy 

sidewalk, however, looking back over his shoulder at the tall, square manse, and then he shook 

his head slowly as he murmured: “I‟d better get home and see if this is enough to jog Cherry‟s 



memory. I don‟t know why, but this whole thing just feels like it got a whole lot more complex, 

all of a sudden.” 

 

When the Drakkaren stepped back into his home, he was greeted by Mahihko bounding 

up to him and hugging him tightly around the waist, exclaiming cheerily: “Daddy, Daddy! I‟m 

glad to see you!” 

“It‟s good to see you too, kiddo…” Zerrex patted the little wolf on the head, looking 

quietly amused even as he glanced around for Cherry. “Where‟s your big sister, though, huh? 

The muscular one, not the artsy one.” 

“Cherry-Berry is up in your room, Daddy. She said she was going to polish up your guns, 

too, and that I could finish by cleaning up my own.” The wolf paused, then he held up one of his 

silver handguns, beaming as he proclaimed: “This is Sunshine, Daddy! Cherry‟s going to help 

me engrave it and everything!” 

He waved the gun back and forth, his fingers outside the trigger guard but the reptile still 

feeling more than a tad bit nervous before the lupine finally lowered the gun, looking at him 

curiously before he asked: “Where‟d you go, Daddy? I don‟t see any shopping bags or anything. 

Did they not have any shirts in your size?” 

“Not where I went, at least.” The reptile squatted, then he took off his leather jacket and 

held it out to the little wolf, looking quietly amused. “Here, maybe you could fix this the old-

fashioned way and sew it up for me, huh?” 

Mahihko positively beamed, nodding rapidly before he ran off, almost tripping over his 

own paws, and Zerrex let out a sigh of relief before he made his way over to the ladder and 

climbed up to the second floor. His cane tapped lightly against the floor as he stepped into his 

room, and he made a face at Cherry, who looked guiltily over her shoulder at him as she stood in 

a pile of sawdust on his bed, surrounded by various tools. “So this is how you clean my guns.” 

“Shut up, Boss.” The muscular female hopped down off his bed, then she coughed and 

rubbed the back of her head as Zerrex looked up with amusement to see that she‟d installed the 

silver sword holders on the wall above his bed, and she was currently in the process of fumbling 

with the wiring. A large hole had been cut out of the wall, but Zerrex knew by now that whatever 

Cherry did, she had her reasons for… even if the reasons didn‟t always make sense. “You totally 

were supposed to still be out shopping. I mean, come on. You always end up getting in fights 

when you go out and shit.” 

“I did get in a fight, actually, but then I didn‟t get much shopping done afterwards. It‟s a 

complicated story.” Zerrex said dryly, and Cherry frowned as she tilted her head, crossing her 

arms. The Drakkaren held up his hands, smiling a bit before he leaned to the side and looked at 

his bed, continuing: “It wasn‟t anything serious… that kid from the hardware store was a demon 

hunter. He was following me around, and I ended up getting in a fight with him. He was able to 

summon demons-” 

Cherry interrupted him here, asking stupidly: “But magic is impossible without like, 

those demonic crystals, right? I thought it was corruption that fuelled magical spell power or shit, 

and that even rune magic didn‟t work so hot up here, „cept that… protective bullshit the Scanners 

have covering their building.” 

“He had demons bound into crystals… I think the Clan is from a branch of demon hunter 

whose ancestors struck a deal with some powerful old devil, I‟ll ask Sin about it sometime… and 

wait, you didn‟t tell me the Scanners used mortal magic as well as technology.” Zerrex looked at 



her pointedly for a moment, but Cherry only grunted and shrugged, and the Drakkaren sighed 

and rolled his eyes. “Anyway, I went back with him to his base, and met his sister, and-” 

“Fucked her senseless?” Cherry supplied, grinning cheerfully as she tilted her head, then 

she squawked as Zerrex shoved her, pinwheeling her arms before she huffed and crossed them. 

“Dude, you fuck everyone‟s sister! How was I supposed to know?” 

Zerrex looked at her dryly for a few moments. “By listening, maybe? Now shut up, I‟m 

getting to the important part. Since she‟s in the same clan, she‟s also training as a demon hunter, 

and although I did not have sex with her, she did ask me to act as her Patron Demon. I can ask 

her to perform services for me-” The Drakkaren ignored Cherry‟s cackling at this point, 

steamrolling her as he continued in a louder voice: “And she inherits some of my powers, which 

I guess also explains how her brother was so in tune with his own abilities, at least until he 

screwed up in summoning too many demons in and I had to bail him out.” 

He paused, waiting for Cherry‟s childish giggling to subside, and then he said quietly: 

“They had the same sigil as we found on that earring on the wall of their house, though. It was on 

an art piece called „Dawn of the New Gods,‟ and it was shaped just like the earring, except on a 

larger scale.” 

“That‟s it!” Cherry lost her childishness, snapping her fingers as she looked across at 

Zerrex like she hadn‟t just been laughing over the word „services.‟ “That‟s where I saw the 

fucking thing… the old art museum downtown! A few years back, they sold off most of the art 

and renovated it… we bought a few pieces and put „em in safe storage, Cindy was gonna show 

you „em and see what you thought of „em at some point, I guess… but anyway, they turned it 

into a dealership instead of a museum, and you can buy tourist-trap level shit like bumper 

stickers and decals, but they also got a supplier who sends them in fancy reproductions. I bet 

that‟s where I saw it, when I was there a few weeks back runnin‟ an errand for Bebop since she‟s 

too damn lazy to buy her own fuckin‟ paintbrushes, and I don‟t like the thought of Mahihko 

runnin‟ around in that place of town by his lonesome. Too many Scanners, too much security.” 

The Drakkaren nodded slowly, then he frowned a bit as he tilted his head, asking quietly: 

“Something else Mary said struck me, however… yes, that‟s the name of the girl I met, I know.” 

Zerrex smiled a bit at Cherry as she rubbed her head slowly and mumbled sheepishly; it was a 

name she‟d never forget, either, although that day they had been set apart, instead of at each 

other‟s side. “She said that her brother had been investigating similar symbols around town, 

laced with demonic energy.” 

Cherry frowned at this, then she shook her head and grunted. “Fuck. We sure as hell 

don‟t need that… maybe we should get this Mary chick to help us out then, and her brother or 

whatever. I mean, I‟d at least like to know where the hell to look… because if there‟s enough 

energy to leave a residue, that means corruption. And corruption on the mortal plane is always 

from somethin‟ nasty, „cause the demons interested in bringin‟ Hell to the planet are usually the 

same ones uninterested in getting along with everyone.” 

Zerrex didn‟t reply for a moment as he thought about it, then he finally nodded, looking 

at the hole in the wall and then at the mess on his bed with a grouchy expression. “I guess I 

should let you do whatever the hell you were doing in here, anyway. In you know. My bedroom. 

To my walls. Of my old house.” 

“Oh, you and I both know that ain‟t what pisses you off, what pisses you off is the fact I 

got your dumb bed dirty.” Cherry huffed, and Zerrex pushed her firmly. Cherry swayed on the 

spot, then shoved him back, and Zerrex glowered at her before tackling her. Cherry threw herself 

forwards at the same time, however, the muscles of both flexing as they shoved their heads 



together, eyes sparking before Cherry gritted her teeth as she began to lose traction and territory, 

slowly skidding towards the bed, and then they were both distracted as Marina politely knocked 

on the door, leaning inside with a flat look on her face. “The hell do you want, Bebop?” 

“Just to see Daddy.” The two ceased to shove at each other as Zerrex straightened, 

Marina smiling as she approached, and then she shot Cherry a look as the masculine female 

made to tackle Zerrex. Instantly, Cherry was frozen in place as Marina‟s eyes flashed, a faint 

purple glow surrounding the demoness, and the mortal female added softly: “No unfair play now, 

Cherry… you know no one around here likes that.” 

“It‟s alright, Marina.” Zerrex said gently, giving her a meaningful look, and Marina 

sighed before the glow faded from around Cherry, and she fell to her knees with a wheeze, 

wrapping her arms around her stomach and hissing in pain through her teeth. The reptile looked 

at her, then over at Marina as she smiled and wrapped her arms around his neck, clinging to him 

as he asked: “What did you do to her?” 

Marina didn‟t reply right away, looking over her father‟s shoulder at Cherry even as the 

demoness winced and climbed to her feet, glaring back at the younger reptile. “Oh nothing… just 

an affectionate little hug.” 

“Don‟t be coy, Marina.” Zerrex grasped her hips firmly, looking down into her eyes 

calmly, and she winced, looking hesitantly back into his emerald eyes. For a few moments, they 

stood like that, and then the Drakkaren sighed. Like it‟s not easy enough to figure out, anyway… 

“Will you do me a favor and go pick up some clothing for me?” 

“Of course, Daddy.” Marina smiled serenely, looking as if nothing had happened 

between the three of them as she reached down and pushed her hand into her father‟s front 

pocket, and she let it rest there as she grasped her wallet before finally drawing her hand free 

after a few long moments, and she vanished from the room with a graceful twist and a laugh that 

was strangely eerie as it followed her towards the ladder.  

Zerrex and Cherry gave each other a look and a wince, and then the female muttered 

under her breath: “Dude, she‟s fucking psycho. I know I say this like, every week, but she is 

absolutely nuts. We totally need to do something about her.” 

The Drakkaren turned around, gently rubbing a hand along Cherry‟s side, and she smiled 

a bit at him before stepping forwards and dropping her head against his shoulder, leaning on him 

with a mumble. Zerrex‟s eyes closed as he wrapped an arm, around her waist lightly, and for a 

few moments they stood like that before he finally asked: “So what the hell have you done to my 

wall, anyway?” 

“I‟m installing a TV. First I was just gonna put one of the computers for the security 

system in there, and then I figured I‟d shove all the shit I could into the same place. I know, I 

know, it‟s a dumb place for the fuckin‟ television, but it‟s a dumb place for the bed, too. It 

should be over there, so when you lay down, you don‟t have to worry „bout everyone seein‟ your 

dick if you decide to masturbate.” Cherry said mildly, and Zerrex snorted in amusement as she 

grinned and leaned away from him. “I‟ll put the security hub under the TV, and the TV on an 

arm. That way, the hub‟ll remain hidden most of the time, but be easy enough to access when 

you gotta. I was thinkin‟, too, that I could get our old satellite connection workin‟ again, too… 

some scavengers ran off with our fucking satellite when we first came back into the city, but it 

wouldn‟t be too hard to get our hands on another one. Then we could toss a line down to old 

Albatross… I hear he and Churchill are still running Hez‟Ranna and it‟s nice and pretty down 

there, still. Bet they‟re wondering where the fuck you are.” 



“I‟m sure they heard I died.” Zerrex replied mildly, but he did admittedly like the idea. I 

wonder how much junk is floating around in space… last time I was on the mortal plane, it 

wasn‟t too hard to hijack a satellite‟s transmissions and call it your own. “What‟s space looking 

like these days, anyway?” 

Cherry shrugged amiably. “Beats the hell out of me, but I haven‟t been paying much 

attention to anything other than porn lately. But I was going through some of my old journals, 

and I found the old passwords and information for the Apple Villa personal communication 

satellite, you remember that? Damn, I miss those days sometimes…” The muscular female 

looked dreamy. “That whole city, and we pretty much ran it… stupid little Lone, running around, 

all huff and no puff… everyone knew us and liked us, and shit, Tinny was right down the damn 

street and there were so many other damn good perks, too. Way less awkward than Hell, anyway, 

where I seriously get creeped out when people do that whole worship thing and you and I are far 

too damned important. A city, that‟s all I ask.” 

She paused, then grinned and leered at Zerrex in that terrible way that he knew meant she 

had what she thought was a really good idea. “Hey, wait a minute, Boss. What if you and me, 

what if we take over this city, and like-” 

“That is the worst idea ever.” Zerrex said flatly, and Cherry huffed and crossed her arms. 

“Baskin‟s Grove was being killed from within, and we only maintained the peace. We did not 

„rule the city,‟ or at least not for very long… by the time Marina was born, Lone was puttering 

along well enough on his own, and we only made sure… however aggressively… that no one 

had to worry about criminals doing bad things to them. I‟d like to say we were a force for good, 

but you have to realize we did interfere with the natural workings of society… and that at least a 

few of those criminals were probably little more than people desperate to feed their families.” 

“Oh, here we go again with the philosophical bullshit.” Cherry grumbled, but the 

Drakkaren grinned as she turned around and went back to work, fiddling with the wiring inside 

the hole. The reptile knew this stuff always frustrated her… mostly because he knew she 

privately agreed, even if she‟d never admit it to anyone other than him, and even to him only 

rarely. “Things are as they are, Boss, and you can work to make „em better or worse. Far as I‟m 

concerned, we stopped acting like spoiled little brats at some point and we started taking on 

responsibilities.” 

Cherry rounded on him suddenly, gesturing wildly with a pair of pliers as she said 

proudly: “Boss, we stopped using our mighty powers for our own damn good, and started using 

them for the good of others! Do you know what that makes us? Superheroes! Champions of the 

Gods! Fucking… Assy Amazon and Big Balls McGee.” 

“I love your creativity.” Zerrex said mildly, and then he ducked as Cherry threw the 

pliers at him, before he straightened and added dryly: “And by the way, clean up my bed once 

you‟re done, huh? You know how much I hate crumbs like you in it.” 

“You‟re a crumb. I hate your face.” Cherry grumbled, and the Drakkaren snorted in 

amusement at this before he left, deciding it might be best to check on Mahihko for the moment. 

After all, it wasn‟t like he had much else to do at the time… and the lizard felt a bit of 

listlessness as he climbed down the ladder, pausing for a moment to tap the handle of his cane 

against his skull as he sighed. He‟d been so busy for so long down in Hell that he‟d forgotten 

what it was like to have so much free time… and even if he had already been pulled into some 

kind of puzzle involving demons and mortals, it wasn‟t like he felt he was doing any work of 

value. With or without him, Cherry would likely have figured all this out herself… and he 

grunted and shook his head after a moment as he walked down towards Mahihko‟s room, trying 



to cast the thoughts away. Get a hold of yourself, Zerrex, the entire point of you coming up here 

was to act like a mortal, after all, and not worry about dealing with horrible, horrible political 

mires of Hell… 

Zerrex made a face as he nodded to himself. That most certainly was not something he 

missed: for mighty demons, some of the monarchs of Hell sure could be whiny and petulant. But 

he knew that the dangerous avalanche he‟d started had been a necessary one, and they had made 

enormous amounts of progress over the ten million years he‟d ruled… and few of the monarchs 

had dared to stand up to him, out of either fear he‟d squish them or the respect they held for him, 

if not for his ideas, then for his experience and combat ability. That just makes me sound like a 

military dictator, though… then again, most of the monarchs of Hell have always been based 

around the strongest, if not the smartest, rulers… “But hopefully that‟ll change… Hell‟s had 

enough of rule-by-power. We need a new form of rulership… something that celebrates another 

kind of strength…”  

The Drakkaren nodded to himself musingly, and then Cherry poked her head past the top 

of the hole, looking down at him with entertainment as the Drakkaren looked owlishly up at her. 

“You talkin‟ all about that philosophical bullshit again, Zer? „Cause you know there ain‟t no one 

there but you, and it gets a little creepy after you spend so long babbling to yourself.” She 

paused, then added helpfully: “Besides, you know that like, you think way too much, right?” 

“Go back to work.” Zerrex said mildly, and the female huffed at him before vanishing. 

The Drakkaren rolled his eyes as he listened to her footsteps padding along the hallway, and then 

he shook his head slowly as he made his way towards Mahihko‟s room. He paused and frowned 

as he laid a hand on the door, hearing a strange thumping inside… and then he threw the door 

open as he realized: That thumping isn‟t from bedsprings! 

Mahihko was laying on the floor, jittering wildly, a sewing needle in his hand sawing 

viciously back and forth through the air: Zerrex could see a few red dots in the wolf‟s fur where 

he‟d already stabbed himself, but it didn‟t look like he‟d hurt himself severely yet. Foam was 

flying from his mouth, and Zerrex could hear a strange whining coming out of his throat… 

almost as if something was trying to rip out of the little wolf. 

The reptile dove forwards and dropped his weight on Mahihko, shouting at the same time 

for Cherry, then he winced as the needle flew towards Mahihko‟s face. The reptile caught it in 

the palm of his right hand, feeling the needle snap as it hit the not-flesh beneath his scales, and 

then he cursed and looked down into the wolf‟s eyes… and they gazed sightlessly back up at him 

as he bucked and jittered, Cherry skidding to a halt in the doorway a moment later and looking 

horrified as she shouted: “Wake up, hey, wake up little buddy!” 

Zerrex shifted his weight on the wolf, straddling him as his legs kicked and flailed at the 

air, then he grabbed his wrists and pinned them above the lupine‟s head as he gargled and 

sprayed foam all over the reptile‟s chest. It was like no seizure or convulsion the reptile had ever 

seen… it was more like something inside Mahihko was trying to rip its way out… and then the 

reptile‟s eyes widened in horror as a hairless hand clawed its way up from the little wolf‟s 

stomach, as Mahihko‟s small horns came into existence on his head: the only demonic 

characteristic that the wolf had on his body to remind him of his time in Hell, at least so far. 

Before Zerrex could react, the hairless hand grabbed his shoulder, as Mahihko‟s fur 

peeled back like a blanket but no blood, no wound appeared in his form: it was more like he had 

suddenly grown two extra arms. And now Mahihko was shrieking at the top of his lungs, his 

eyes still glassy but the wolf obviously terrified of something as a hairless head formed and 



shoved its way up out of the wolf‟s chest, the ears laid back and eyes shut like a puppy‟s… but a 

moment later they opened, the same periwinkle as the little wolf‟s. 

Fur suddenly sprouted in a rush up the pink arms and over the naked face of the thing 

pushing out of Mahihko‟s chest, and a moment later, Zerrex was staring in shock at a white 

furred lupine with rough and handsome features, as it grinned widely up at him before grunting, 

muscular arms flexing as they hauled upwards, the skin connecting Mahihko and this new wolf 

stretching and molding into a muscular breast and masculine abdomen. Cherry was staring in 

horror herself as the second wolf, bit-by-bit, hauled his naked and pink form out of Mahihko‟s… 

until finally, Mahihko gave a last shrill scream as the wolf tore first one large paw, and then the 

second free of the tiny lupine, and he stretched and flexed a rugged and handsome body covered 

in arctic-white fur, grinning from ear-to-ear. His build was strong and easily visible through his 

short fur, and on either shoulder were swastika tattoos similar to the ones Mahihko had… but he 

was far more masculine, handsome rather than beautiful, and much taller than Mahihko, standing 

easily over six feet tall. His periwinkle eyes glimmered as Zerrex slowly stood, barely able to 

believe his eyes, as the wolf looked down at the dazed and dumb Mahihko before he laughed 

raucously, put his hands on his hips, and said clearly: “Lone‟s back, baby!” 

“Lone Wulfe?” Zerrex frowned, and the white wolf made a bit of a sour face at him: 

whether at the name or because he recognized the Drakkaren, the reptile couldn‟t tell. “What the 

hell just happened here? Is Mahihko alright?” 

“Chillax.” Lone waved dismissively at Zerrex… and then he screamed as Cherry darted 

forwards out of nowhere, her hands around his throat as she hefted him high enough into the air 

to smash his head against the ceiling, his ears laid back and tail curled up between his legs. He 

tried to speak, but she was choking him too tightly as he clawed uselessly at her hands, unable to 

even whimper. 

“Don‟t you dare treat either the Boss or the little muffin like that, you piece of shit, or I‟ll 

skin you alive.” Cherry snarled, then she switched her grip to one hand before throwing Lone 

hard down into the floor with enough force to cause Mahihko‟s body to shudder, the muscular 

wolf laying in a tangled heap as the little wolf blinked and sat up quickly, rubbing at his head. 

Cherry turned her eyes to him, offering a hand… and then she frowned as Mahihko whined and 

jumped in front of Lone almost protectively, a bit of blood dribbling from one of his ears and 

some foam still leaking from his jaws. “Hey, think you‟re a bit mixed up, kiddo.” 

The wolf shook his head vehemently, however, as Lone groaned and slowly crawled up 

to his feet. “No, no, you don‟t understand!” He halted, then looked down and whispered: “I… I 

don‟t even understand. But that‟s not… Zerrex, look at him, please, really look at him!” 

Zerrex traded a look with Cherry, and she grunted and stepped back, crossing her arms as 

the male Drakkaren carefully looked at Lone, as he stood and rubbed slowly at his head. He 

watched as the larger wolf gently settled a hand on Mahihko‟s shoulder, and for a few long 

minutes he was quiet before he said softly: “I think you two have some explaining to do.” 

“Dude, would if I could.” Lone mumbled, and then he winced and shrank back behind 

Mahihko as Cherry glared at him. “Sorry, sorry! Fuck! Look… I… call me…” There was a long, 

awkward pause, and then Lone muttered finally: “I wanna be Lone Narrius. Just like he‟s 

Mahihko Narrius. We‟re two halves of a whole, me and him… but like, not in a gay sense, and 

like, we ain‟t lovers or shit like that. We‟re just… I mean… see… it feels like…” 

“Ravenlight and Zerrex.” Cherry murmured, and the Drakkaren looked over at her 

sharply. She grinned stupidly, rubbing the back of her head, and then she said quietly: “Boss, I 



do pay attention to you, you know. At least, like, from time-to-time. But see, it‟s just like how 

you got your personality… and then there‟s that asshole in your head.” 

The Drakkaren nodded slowly, looking over at Lone and Mahihko, as they traded a 

glance. He‟d always wondered if a personality could manifest itself as a physical being… and 

even though the reptile thought it was strange, he didn‟t think it was completely impossible. 

After all, as Cherry pointed out, although he‟d once been Ravenlight in the past… Ravenlight 

himself now existed almost as an entirely different person, even if trapped in Zerrex‟s mind. 

Lone and Mahihko, in many ways, were entirely different people… but Lone was also my arch-

nemesis in Baskin‟s Grove. And I can‟t afford another enemy in my life right now on top of 

everything else, especially inside my own family. 

“Hey, whoa, wait. I know what you‟re thinking.” Lone said after another moment of 

speculation from the two reptiles, holding his hands up as Mahihko looked curiously back and 

forth. While the little lupine seemed childlike and plainly thought everything was now okay, the 

larger wolf looked both suspicious and scared. They really are two different sides… “Look, I 

dunno how I got here, and I know, I‟m Lone, and Lone was an asshole. Hell, still is, but right 

now he‟s more of… I dunno. A hot dude you can trust, really! I‟m reliable and shit, and I ain‟t 

gonna turn on you… I feel just as clingy to Zerrex as the little tyke does, honest!” 

Zerrex looked mildly at Lone, obviously not believing this… and Lone walked around 

Mahihko with his hands outstretched pleadingly, his eyes full of emotion… but at the moment, 

the Drakkaren felt too suspicious to guess just which ones they were. “Come on, Zer! Gimme a 

chance, let me do something, anything, to prove it! I ain‟t no spy, and shit, you guys can see that 

me and Mahihko, I… I didn‟t hurt him at all comin‟ out of him, did I? And look, I‟m just as 

confused as you guys, but… come on, power, money, all that nonsense, I really don‟t want any 

of it anymore… well… I guess I do, but… but not at the cost of sacrificing my friends and loved 

ones.” 

Lone nodded firmly several times as he reached out to take Zerrex‟s hand, and the reptile 

let him, looking measuringly down at the lupine as the wolf gazed up at him, a bit of a whimper 

coming from him… and then Mahihko bolted forwards, clinging to Zerrex‟s leg as he looked up 

with tearful eyes, blurting: “Don‟t make Lone go away, Daddy! He‟s not a bad guy, really, he 

isn‟t, and I know it, I just know it!” 

The reptile sighed after a few long moments, and then he mumbled something to himself 

before finally nodding slowly. Both wolves brightened as Cherry frowned darkly, and then 

Zerrex winced as Lone hugged him tightly, the wolf pressing his naked body firmly up against 

the Drakkaren‟s with a loud sigh of relief, clinging to him as he babbled thank-yous and 

adulations. After a few moments, Zerrex managed to pry the larger, masculine wolf off, and 

Lone looked back and forth dumbly before he traded a look with Mahihko, and he mumbled: 

“Dude, I‟m not wearing girl‟s clothes like that faggot here.” 

Mahihko whined loudly at this, and the Drakkaren shook his head slowly before he 

walked over and picked up his torn leather jacket. Most of the arm had been ripped off during 

Mahihko‟s fit, but as the Drakkaren patted it down, he thought the rest of it was pretty intact… 

and then the little wolf whined quietly as he hopped up and down beside him, babbling: “Let me 

fix it for you, Daddy, I can do it, really I can!” 

Zerrex sighed after a moment, and then he nodded before looking over Lone, asking 

mildly: “Is this your real body? Or do you have some different form?” 

Lone frowned a bit at this, then he paused as he noticed the little horns sticking out of 

Mahihko‟s skull. He reached up and patted around in his own short fur, then he made a face like 



he was concentrating… but instead of his form changing, the lupine‟s body released a weak 

electrical discharge in all directions that made Mahihko yelp as it struck him, before he spun 

around with a glare and pointed a hand at Lone, a small jolt of electricity firing out of his finger 

to strike the lupine‟s nose. 

Lone yelled as his eyes watered, grabbing his sensitive nose, but before he could retaliate 

Cherry stepped between the two, then jerked Lone‟s head down and Mahihko‟s head up, 

knocking their skulls together and sending them both on their asses. Immediately, Mahihko 

began to bawl loudly and Lone moaned as he fell flat and sprawled out, and she looked grumpily 

from one to the other before Zerrex said calmly: “Unless you start behaving, I‟m going to put all 

three of you in a time out.” Cherry looked up with a wince of surprise at this, and the Drakkaren 

said dryly: “Your tactics are only worsening the situation, I‟m afraid.” 

“Sorry.” Cherry mumbled finally, then she walked over beside him before pausing and 

brightening, turning around. “Hey, wait, Mahihko still has some old military uniforms he‟s kept 

in good enough condition… until we can pick Lone some clothes up, he can wear those, since 

they‟re made of that stretchy material shit like the clone uniforms are.” 

“Good call.” Zerrex smiled slightly at her, and Cherry grinned widely as Lone looked 

down at himself before he blushed, covered his sheath, then cleared his throat and uncovered it, 

thrusting his hips forwards dramatically. Zerrex rolled his eyes at this, but he figured it showed a 

lot of this Lone‟s character… and then he shook his head slowly, saying quietly: “I‟m going to 

leave you two alone. Lone, don‟t… stop snickering, I didn‟t mean to make a pun. Don‟t get into 

trouble, and don‟t leave the house for the moment… I‟m going to see if I can find anything about 

this sort of thing and if it‟s ever occurred before. Behave yourselves.” 

Cherry grunted in agreement as the two wolves nodded rapidly, and then they both left, 

the female sticking her hands in her pockets as they headed for the living room and saying 

mildly: “At least the dude‟s hot. Looks like he‟s probably got a big dick, too, unlike old Lone.”  

“There‟s a lot about him unlike old Lone…” Zerrex murmured as they entered the den, 

and the Drakkaren sat down on the couch with a sigh as Cherry rested against the back of it, 

looking down at him curiously. “In fact, I‟d say he looks like what Lone hoped to be. Tall, 

physically-fit, strong, handsome, probably naturally a leader figure… and the opposite of 

Mahihko. Tiny, fluffy and submissive.” 

“I dunno about that, Boss.” Cherry said thoughtfully, then she let herself fall backwards, 

putting her hands behind her head as she slid to a halt with her skull off the cushion, her legs up 

in the air. She met Zerrex‟s eyes, looking up at him as she continued slowly: “What about the 

way he looked for attention from you? Not from me and my tits, or from you and your dick… 

but from you and your eyes. He wanted to make a good first impression… I think the fucker‟s 

still a follower, Lone or not. But shit, what else could he be, if he ain‟t Lone?” 

“A shapeshifter, a spy, a ghost of some kind… I dunno.” Zerrex closed his eyes as he 

concentrated, trying to remember everything he could dealing with this sort of subject… but 

there had been very few cases he could think of where something similar to this had ever 

occurred. Demons and spirits rarely lived in one another‟s bodies before some random event 

caused them to manifest corporally… and it hurt the reptile‟s head to think on too hard. All I can 

think of is Mist and Shine, who act as one living being more often than not and dislike being 

great distances from each other… wait, I wonder if the same principles apply here… “Cherry, I 

got a job for you.” 



“Sweet.” Cherry grinned up at him, tilting her head curiously. “What do you want me to 

do? Panty raid? Beat down some Scanners? Rape Lone until he tells us the truth?” A pause, and 

then she added hopefully: “Please tell me it‟s the last one.” 

The reptile rolled his eyes, then he poked her nose, and Cherry flailed her arms before she 

overbalanced and slid off the couch, landing awkwardly on her head with a pained grunt. She 

mumbled as she got up to her feet, and then frowned when Zerrex said mildly: “I want you to 

lure Lone away from Mahihko and watch his reaction. I want to know if the two are connected in 

some way, and this might help. If they are connected, then at least we know it isn‟t some outside 

supernatural creature causing some interference with us. So take him outside, walk him around 

the block a bit or something.” 

After a few moments, the female nodded, rubbing at her face. “Well… I‟ll trust your 

judgment on that one, Boss. I don‟t get it, but… I don‟t get a lot of the shit you say, since you‟re 

sort of nuts.” She reached down and ruffled Zerrex‟s hair, and he glared at her balefully before 

she winced and held up her hands. “Dude, no need for eye lasers! You look uh. Pretty like that.” 

“Aww, do you really think so?” Zerrex batted his eyes up at her as he tilted his head to 

the side, lacing his hands together, and Cherry snorted in entertainment before she rolled her 

eyes as Zerrex grunted and pointed in the general direction of Mahihko‟s room, looking grumpy 

again. He waited for a few moments, then climbed to his feet and paused at the archway leading 

into the hall. 

“Come on, asshole, let‟s move!” Cherry. What you lack in tact you make up for in force 

and surprise. The reptile listened as he heard several booming noises, and a gargling whining he 

thought was probably a certain arctic wolf trapped in a headlock, as Cherry dragged him off 

somewhere. He continued to wait until he heard the footsteps fade and the front door slam, then 

he walked down the hall towards Mahihko‟s room. 

The reptile leaned in the open doorway, crossing his arms and watching as his features 

softened at the sight of the little wolf industriously sewing up his jacket, doing a surprisingly 

good job at patching the larger rips in the arm. Beside him was a sewing kit stacked with bits of 

cloth, string, and needles, and at least two more needles stuck out of the wolf‟s maw, as his 

dexterous fingers carefully smoothed out the jacket‟s arm as he mended a smaller tear near the 

shoulder. 

He glanced up at Zerrex and smiled, looking strangely content as he returned his eyes to 

the jacket with a faint blush, and the reptile smiled back as he watched the wolf. His movements 

were agile and easy, and he displayed a surprising amount of talent and skill… before the wolf 

paused for a moment in mid-stroke, then he shook his head once, as if to clear it. 

Zerrex‟s eyes narrowed as Mahihko slowed a bit, his stitching remaining clean and 

even… and then the wolf suddenly lost all his grace, making a ragged, ugly stitch in the leather 

as he groaned and leaned forwards, the other needles falling out of his jaws even as he tried hard 

to continuing sewing. The Drakkaren was by his side in a moment, however, grabbing the wolf‟s 

wrist and halting him just before his needle sank into his own leg, and he looked blearily up at 

Zerrex, as if through a thick fog, his eyes unfocused and his jaw hanging open. “Dad… daddy?” 

“Mahihko, stay calm. I‟m here.” Zerrex said quietly, picking up his jacket and tossing it 

and the sewing stuff to the ground, and as the spool rolled slowly along the floor, the Drakkaren 

slipped his arms beneath the little wolf and hefted him up into the air with a grunt, carrying him 

out of his room as the little lupine automatically nestled with a moan up against Zerrex‟s broad 

chest. 



The reptile carried Mahihko out into the kitchen, looking down at him with concern as he 

realized with a chill at the same time his instincts were right… and he had no idea why he hadn‟t 

warned Cherry at least, knowing that she might very well drag Lone down the streets no matter 

how sick he got. But thankfully, before he decided Mahihko‟s condition was dire enough for him 

to dash through the streets after her, the masculine female kicked the door open herself and 

tossed Lone through the entrance with a grunt, the muscular wolf sliding along the floor on his 

face with a moan of pain as Cherry wiped at a watery gunk on her front with a look of disgust, 

muttering: “The fucker threw up on me, and… holy shit, is Mahihko sick too?” 

“Not as sick, I don‟t think…” Zerrex looked down at the little wolf, who looked weak 

and bleary… but Lone, meanwhile, was unconscious and drooling stupidly. The Drakkaren 

winced, then on instinct, he carefully lowered Mahihko down beside the larger wolf… and 

slowly, a hand of Lone‟s and a hand of Mahihko‟s slid out, and their fingers interlocked as 

Cherry and Zerrex watched the pallor and strength visibly return to both of them, their breaths 

evening out and Lone‟s eyes flickering open, and the lizard murmured softly: “And I think we 

just found out something very important.”  

The female made a face, nodding as she rubbed at her head. “I dunno how the hell you 

come up with this shit, Boss, but I wish sometimes you‟d be wrong about this stuff. What do we 

do with these two losers, since it don‟t seem like they‟re waking up?” A pause, and she added 

meditatively: “At least they look healthier. Or they will, „til Marina gets back, ignores them, and 

uses both of them as a doormat.”  

Zerrex rolled his eyes, then he leaned down and picked up Mahihko as he grunted and 

motioned with his muzzle at Cherry, and she picked up Lone after a moment with a sigh, 

mumbling: “Why do I always end up carrying the naked dudes?” 

“Because you‟re too fat for them to carry you.” Zerrex said mildly, and Cherry huffed, 

but followed the Drakkaren after a moment towards Mahihko‟s room, thankfully not mistreating 

the larger wolf‟s body too badly. Once she got the chance, however, she dropped Lone on the 

floor instead of putting him in the bed beside Mahihko, and the male lizard sighed and gave her a 

mild look as she simply shrugged with a cheerful grin. “I realize you don‟t like him that much, 

and I‟m not exactly fond of the old Lone either, but I think this may be more a manifestation of 

Mahihko‟s personality and not a return of Lone Wulfe.” 

“He‟s a douchebag either way. I mean, what kind of asshole goes wandering around in 

public naked?” the muscular female asked reasonably, and then she paused and poked at her own 

muzzle lightly as she added musingly: “Then again, I guess since I was dragging him around in a 

headlock, he didn‟t have too much choice… „sides, not like everyone was staring at him all 

grossed-out and shit. Dude has a bit of a hot bod.” 

Her father gazed at her flatly, then he glanced over his shoulder as Mahihko stirred before 

blearily looking up at him, and he asked weakly after a few long moments: “Daddy… what 

happened? I feel so… tired…” 

“Just rest for now, Mahihko. You and Lone can recuperate until you get your strength 

back… it looks like you two suffered some ill side effects from being parted for too long.” 

Zerrex said softly, nodding and gazing down at the little wolf with gentle sympathy. He reached 

down and stroked his face lightly, and the little wolf smiled faintly up at him before the reptile 

asked quietly: “Before I go… what‟s been on your mind?” 

“Daddy… and bad-daddy…” Mahihko murmured, and Lone twitched and moaned 

weakly, as if in the grip of a nightmare. Zerrex and Cherry frowned at each other, and then 

Mahihko shook his head slowly, before he voiced another cryptic message: “It was the fear…” 



The reptiles exchanged another look, then Mahihko‟s eyes slid closed and he whined 

fitfully as he fell asleep. On the ground, Lone curled up into a little ball… and Zerrex finally 

motioned for Cherry to follow him out, the two walking slowly and silently out to the kitchen. 

Cherry kicked a chair out to sit in it with her arms crossed, but Zerrex only stood before the 

female finally said quietly: “I think we both know what Mahihko‟s talking about, even if you 

wanna pretend you don‟t and you wanna think all about it from every angle.” She halted, then 

said darkly: “Tobias Wulfe, Lone Wulfe‟s daddy.” 

The Drakkaren grunted, crossing his arms and closing his eyes as he lowered his head. 

Tobias Wulfe, corporate magnate and head of not only Wulfe Enterprises, but several other large 

corporations; mainly pharmaceuticals and weapons contractors. One of these companies, 

notably, was Centaur: an Irenic-based corporation responsible for developing advanced 

weaponry used by the Irenic and world militaries. 

Once upon a time, Tobias had lived in and based his companies out of Ire: reclusive and 

careful to never associate himself openly with the corporations he puppeted, he had stayed out of 

the news and lived mostly in his own compound, his privacy protected by security teams and 

advanced technology. Zerrex felt fortunate that he‟d never had to deal with the bastard himself, 

and he‟d never presented enough of a threat for them to find and eliminate… but in the past, 

Mahihko had often become very quiet when the topic of his biological father was brought up, 

and he never said much on the subject.  

Zerrex knew it pained Mahihko, though, just as it had pained Lone when that had been 

his name and shape. The little wolf hated Tobias, and yet at the same time feared him, loved him, 

and sometimes perhaps even missed him and the power Tobias provided to him, despite the fact 

the elder Wulfe had never treated Lone like much of a son and had even written him out of the 

company and his will; not that Tobias seemed content with a mortal lifespan, of course. He was 

still alive today, more than a hundred and thirty years old, still living in his own bubble and 

protected from the media and any other prying eyes, even if he‟d moved his operation to Lunis to 

exploit the need for jobs and the highly-advanced technology of the country. 

And Lone feared Tobias‟s wrath… but what about Mahihko? I know that for a while, 

there was a very distinct sense of nervousness in association with Tobias‟s name… I think he‟s 

always been worried that some day, for some reason, he‟d track Mahihko down and drag him 

back to the company… “So what do you think the fear part meant, Cherry? Because it can‟t just 

be some terror of Tobias. It doesn‟t make sense that this would all come up so suddenly… and I 

think after Hell, Mahihko‟s had bigger problems to worry about.” 

“Y‟know, not to sound like an ass or anything, Boss… but like, do you ever really get 

over that horrible nagging terror of your parents?” Cherry asked plainly, looking embarrassed as 

she rubbed at the back of her head, and Zerrex looked at her meditatively for a few moments 

before he sighed and shook his own head slowly, realizing she was probably right… but then 

again, it wasn‟t like either of them had much in the way of a normal upbringing. Narrius hadn‟t 

been much of a father, and his mother Celestial in death had become something more than 

unpleasant… and Cherry‟s own mother, Beatrice Blossom, had been one hell of a monster 

herself. More proof that the tortured often become torturers themselves… “Yeah, see? Like… I 

dunno. Maybe it‟s been building up on the poor little guy. Or maybe something just set him 

off… I dunno, the whole… you not bein‟ around here all the time, or fuck knows what else… 

little dude always did have a hard time adjusting to the fact that you weren‟t around twenty-four-

seven to watch out for him and take care of him, poor little bastard.” 



Zerrex grunted and nodded, making a bit of a face as he brushed a hand slowly through 

his hair. “Yeah… I remember how sad he was, but… after seeing what all those years in Hell did 

to his mind, I couldn‟t very well leave him there, either.” 

“Maybe it wasn‟t all the years in Hell… maybe it was more… all the years without you?” 

Cherry murmured, and when Zerrex stared, she huffed and crossed her arms, glowering at him. 

“What, surprised I have a soul? I ain‟t just tits and a dick and some holes, you know.” 

“It‟s more the fact you expressed it without swearing or tossing in some weird innuendo 

that surprised me.” Zerrex retorted dryly, and Cherry rolled her eyes with a snort of amusement 

before tilting her head as the reptile said in a softer voice: “But I think you might be right, much 

as I don‟t want to admit it. I shouldn‟t be so important…  no one should be this important, should 

have this much meaning in the lives of so many people, especially with everything I‟ve done to 

the world over all my years of living… and all the pain, suffering, and sadness I‟ve caused this 

family… not to mention deaths…” 

The female jumped up from her chair, then walked over and rested her elbow on Zerrex‟s 

shoulder, leaning into him as she smiled and gestured wide with her other hand. “Sure Boss, 

maybe you‟re right. Maybe you are just a pile of shit in a can, on top of a big mountain of shit 

that is the world. But fuck me if you‟ll ever hear that sort of heretical crap comin‟ out of my 

mouth, „cause Boss, you taught this little bellycrawler how to fly like a fuckin‟ bird. Boss, 

without you, Cindy and Marina would never exist, I probably would have turned out just like my 

momma, Mahihko – and Lone, I guess, can‟t forget the newest member to our fuckaree of a 

family – would still both be Lone Wulfe, thousands of people would have been displaced from 

Baskin‟s Grove, the world would not exist, and Heaven and Hell as we know it would both be 

falling apart right now. And don‟t gimme that shit that Lord and Lucifer had got it all covered, 

„cause Lord is way too naïve to not fall into some horrendous trap concocted by your asshole of a 

father and Lucy‟s a miserly son of a bitch who is way to nihilistic to actually be an angel. Dude 

probably wouldn‟t mind seeing everything returned to nothingness.” Cherry grumbled a bit, 

peering skywards awkwardly as if out of nervousness, and then she returned her eyes to meet 

Zerrex‟s, looking a bit more serious. “Boss, I know that with everything you‟ve gone through 

and all the responsibilities you juggle, you got a shitload of shit going through your brain at any 

given time. But the real problem is you think too damn much all the damn time… dude, like, you 

really gotta not just loosen up, but like… relax, and let all this shit flow away from you. 

“I mean, I know you get real blue sometimes, and not just here.” Cherry poked the 

Drakkaren‟s chest lightly, and the reptile snorted in amusement as he twitched away from her, 

rubbing at the navy scales of his chest. “But way up in here too.” Another poke, this time to his 

head before she ruffled his hair, and the reptile grumbled as he pulled away from her again, but 

she followed him relentlessly, keeping within a foot of the reptile. “But Boss, this shit ain‟t shit 

compared to the shit you used to deal with, and you gotta think about that, too. I mean, I know it 

seems worse and it‟s a hell of a burden and a cross you shouldn‟t have to carry, but like. 

Unfortunately, that ain‟t how life works. Dude, though, we all not only lived the war, we saw the 

frigging movie. We saw how you kicked the Princess‟s ass, on her own turf and her own damn 

terms.” Cherry grinned widely at this, throwing a few punches at the air, and Zerrex rolled his 

eyes as he tried to walk away, but she had cornered him in the kitchen. 

She threw a few light punches at him, the reptile blocking the jabs with his forearms 

before she stepped in close and shoved a fist towards his gut in a sudden burst of speed. It made 

Zerrex wince, but he caught her punch before it could slam into his abs… and then she leaned in 

close and pecked him chastely on the lips, and Zerrex stared stupidly at her as Cherry continued 



to grin cheerfully. “Dude, you were like. Upside down at one point. In the fucking air. It was like 

the most badass action flick I‟ve ever seen. And if you can do that, and I know damn well you 

spent a hell of a lot of your time you were supposed to be ruling Hell hanging out in the Sister‟s 

monastery so I know you know some crazy mental technique shit too… then I think you can 

fuckin‟ take on a few unhappy thoughts all up in your brain.” 

Zerrex grunted, then he reached out and squeezed her shoulders lightly, sighing a bit as 

Cherry gazed at him quietly. “You know what it‟s like though… the feelings of loss, the pain… 

and, of course, the responsibilities I have to keep…” 

“And that part I don‟t understand so well, yeah.” Cherry rubbed the back of her head, 

looking embarrassed for a moment: one large similarity between the two was their hatred of 

responsibility, but part of the reason Cherry was so hellbent on acting as Zerrex‟s second in 

command was the fact she loathed the idea of being first. Sure, it was fine that she was the best 

shot, that she was almost untouchable, and she‟d viciously defend her place… but if anyone ever 

did manage to top her, she‟d act frustrated and throw a tantrum, but Zerrex knew that it wouldn‟t 

really bother her. To her, the idea of being completely on top was terrifying… because she had 

seen Zerrex without his masks, and how sad and lonely he often was, despite the fact so many 

people looked to him as a leader. 

Cherry was determined to be the best goddamn second in command she could be, though, 

a slave to Zerrex‟s will, and they often ignored the fact that she was also one of his wives: once 

upon a time, she had rejected him and divorced him because of how much being an equal to him 

made her scales crawl, but after being parted from Zerrex and sent to Hell, she had come to 

realize how badly she needed him in her life, and after the long Demon War, they had once again 

gotten married… this time at Cherry‟s meek suggestion. It helped that Hell‟s views on 

relationships and marital affairs were far different than mortal concepts… and, of course, that 

this time they had spoken at length about it and ensured that Cherry would still be able to remain 

in her subdominant little world. They had a bond between them, though, and every now and then 

Cherry did get all wifely and motherly, and Zerrex often wondered if he should blame hormones 

or just Cherry‟s deranged and twisted psyche. She always has been a little bit nuts, after all… 

and when Marina was a baby, she was the one who spent most of the time with her… the two 

really were like big overprotective and happy little baby sister, even if Marina‟s first words 

included „fuck‟ and „clit ring‟ from spending a little too much time in Cherry‟s porn-riddled 

room…  

After a few long moments, Zerrex finally sighed and shook his head slowly, looking at 

the female with amusement before he asked: “Okay then, genius, since you‟re obviously a 

psychology prodigy, why don‟t you tell me what the hell we do with Lone and Mahihko, and just 

how they can split up into two?” 

Cherry looked thoughtfully at the floor, crossing her huge arms before she brightened 

suddenly and said firmly: “If they can split apart, then they can probably reconnect into one 

person. Think about it… the fact they can‟t be at such distances, the way Lone turned into 

Mahihko, Mahihko‟s weird and wild mood changes we used to deal with all the time and the way 

Lone acts like a pompous dick but Mahihko is a cute little button… I bet we can moosh them 

back together if we try hard enough!” 

“As long as you don‟t try to physically squish them back together, I‟ll think about it.” 

Zerrex said mildly, and Cherry huffed, looking sulky. Then the Drakkaren frowned before he 

rubbed at his muzzle, adding mildly: “But most amazingly of all, I think you might actually be 

on to something.” 



“Law of averages, dude. I gotta get one answer right every now and then, even if all I do 

is spit out the first thing that comes to mind.” Cherry said airily, gesturing dismissively before 

she rubbed at her head lamely. “But uh. So. How do we make them… you know. Squish?” 

The Drakkaren opened his mouth to give a smart-ass reply, but then he realized that A, he 

didn‟t have one, and B, he honestly had no clue how to push the wolves back into one persona 

either. And it wasn‟t like they could just leave things as they were, either… if Mahihko and Lone 

had to always be within what seemed like one short block of each other, then life could get very 

complicated for them all. Worse, Zerrex had a sinking feeling that if either Lone or Mahihko 

suffered a serious injury or died, it would kill the other half as well… the two might seem 

completely different at first glance, but their relationship was obviously symbiotic. “They are 

two halves of the same person… I think… I dunno what to think. Maybe if we… uh… ugh, we 

should talk to Mist and Shine about this when we go down to Hell in a few days.” 

“I hope you‟re lookin‟ forwards to that as much as I am, Boss, I put a lot of hours in in 

makin‟ sure that like, everyone shows up.” Cherry said accusingly, pointing at Zerrex, and the 

Drakkaren rolled his eyes before he winced and ducked as she picked up a plastic jug and threw 

it at him. “After Marina‟s little stunt and the party Sin pulled for you, it was pretty damn hard to 

convince some of your kids to show. Your family is stupidly big.” 

“You‟re part of that family, you know. I could always thin the herd by cutting you out of 

it.” Zerrex shot back, then he ducked behind the table as Cherry picked up a knife, glowering at 

him. Ugh. The downside of being a demon is how much it takes to kill you. Which Cherry just 

has to take as an invitation to start throwing sharp objects… although admittedly I guess I do the 

same, but… she starts it! “Okay, okay! What the hell‟s your problem, you… you bitchtard!” 

“Assface!” Cherry suddenly leaned backwards, grinning as she lined up a shot against the 

ceiling, and she threw the knife hard after a moment. It spun wildly through the air, then the 

handle bounced off the ceiling and the knife came down to stab into Zerrex‟s forehead with a 

gush of blood and a burst of pain, the reptile falling backwards with his eyes crossed stupidly. He 

flailed a bit on the ground, gurgling, then Cherry lightly polished her claws against her shirt, 

saying comfortably: “Serves you right, butthead.” 

“I can‟t be a butthead and an assface at the same time.” Zerrex mumbled finally, then he 

reached up and grasped the handle of the knife before cursing loudly as he pulled it out of his 

forehead, staring at it for a few long moments. As a mortal, it would have killed him… but as a 

demon, it was a mild inconvenience at most. Although it still hurts like freaking hell… frig, 

between her and Selena… “Hey Cherry, look behind you, it‟s an angry Marina.” 

Cherry winced, then she spun around with her hands raised… and Zerrex threw the knife 

at her. It slammed between her shoulderblades, Cherry yelping and spasming as it sank into her 

spine, and then Zerrex leapt to his feet with a battle yell, grabbing up the knife holder off the 

kitchen counter and throwing them wildly at the demoness‟s back as she scuttled quickly away 

through the house, yelling. Knives sank and bounced off the walls, Cherry, and the floor, before 

Cherry vanished around the corner… only to reappear a moment later with a revolver in one 

hand and three throwing knives in the other, cackling wildly. 

She threw the knives first, and Zerrex grinned as he turned to the side, all three knives 

smacking into his arm… then the Drakkaren winced and held up the wooden knife box in a 

useless defensive gesture as the female rose the revolver, and Cherry blew it apart with the first 

shot, the round slamming into Zerrex before she advanced, blasting shot after shot into the 

Drakkaren‟s body until he swayed slowly on the spot, then fell over with a groan of tremendous 

pain, six large entry holes in his body and one ugly exit wound in his back. His entire form 



pulsed with pain, but yet despite the wounds on his form and his blood-splattered chest, he could 

feel them already healing as he feigned agony… and Cherry winced as she walked carefully 

towards him before her eyes widened and she danced backwards… then cursed as she clicked on 

empty before flinging the gun at Zerrex as he kicked to his feet.  

It bounced off his head, and Zerrex grabbed at it with a yelp as he turned away… and 

immediately smashed his head off the wall, knocking a hole in the plaster. The Drakkaren 

stumbled dazedly backwards, then he halted for a moment, looking dumbly at the wall as Cherry 

peered out from where she was half-hiding in a doorway, and he frowned as he motioned to her, 

saying slowly: “Hey. There‟s something in here.” 

Cherry moved carefully at first, looking at him suspiciously… and then she frowned as 

well as she saw that the reptile wasn‟t merely playing some trick to get her in close so he could 

beat the crap out of her. The two looked at the hole in the weak layer of plaster, and they 

exchanged a look before both tore at the rest of the crumbling plaster until they uncovered a tall 

but narrow door that had no handle, only a large keyhole. “Hey… is this even on the schematics? 

I thought you said you used to live in this old house.” 

“I did… it was my mother‟s.” Zerrex said slowly, and he lowered his head as he tried to 

remember his childhood, painful as it was. Thankfully, most of the memories here were both 

important to him and happy, and that was why he had chosen this specific place to move back 

into even if the rest of the neighborhood had turned into the slums of crumbling Valise… but 

when he thought about running through this hallway, or peeking into the rooms, he never 

remembered any door here, only blue wallpaper that had long been stripped away. “It doesn‟t 

look like an addition from the next owners, either… but… the house has been here a long time. 

It‟s older than I am, after all.” 

“And that‟s old.” Cherry muttered, and Zerrex shot her a sour look before he winced as 

she grabbed a knife that was still stuck in his arm and jerked it free, the reptile rubbing at it and 

shooting her a glare before he stared as she pushed him aside and jammed it into the narrow, 

warped space between the door and the doorway, carefully twisting it back and forth. 

“What the hell are you doing?” Zerrex asked, and Cherry looked at him flatly as if he was 

retarded, even as the Drakkaren gave her the same look in return. 

“Well, it‟s a door. Doors are meant to be opened.” Cherry said reasonably, and a moment 

later she went back to work, shaving the old wood away easily as she worked carefully at the 

still-intact lock… and then both of them winced as the door opened. They looked guiltily at each 

other, then both of them quickly scrambled for Cherry‟s room and slammed the door as an angry 

shout boomed its way through the house, followed by loud, stomping footsteps.  

A moment later, Cherry‟s door was kicked open, and Cindy walked in, glaring at them 

both, the two fully-grown demons „hiding‟ on Cherry‟s bed with a blanket thrown over them. 

They quailed at her look, dropping the edge of the blanket so it hid them from view… and then 

both yelped as the female reached down and jerked them both to their feet before putting the two 

into viselike headlocks, Cherry gagging and flailing as Zerrex uselessly pushed at Cindy‟s arm, 

his eyes bulging. “Do you two realize how much damage you‟ve done to the house? Do you two 

know how hard it is to support all of us and keep us safe from Scanners? No, all you two care 

about is… Cherry, why the hell are there so many knives stuck in your body?” 

The female gave a garbled mumble in response, then Cindy rolled her eyes and dropped 

them both. Cherry grabbed at her throat, wheezing loudly as Zerrex rolled over with a groan, and 

Cindy looked angrily from one to the other before she snapped: “Well, come on, tell me! And 



don‟t you think about trying to escape, Daddy, or I‟ll kick your ass so hard that… that… you‟ll 

really be hurt!” 

Ugh. She really is pissed at us. I guess we may have done a tiny bit of damage to the 

house… “There‟s no need for that now, Cindy… I mean, like… okay, we got carried away, I 

admit it…” 

“You two and your stupid games! This isn‟t Hell, people notice shit like this!” Cindy 

raged, then she took a long, deep breath, slowly composing herself, then she stepped on Cherry 

as the female tried to carefully crawl away, the demoness squawking loudly and flailing as she 

said darkly: “You two are going to clean up this entire goddamn mess, now, apologize to each 

other, and I expect everything you‟ve broken to be replaced, including that wall you‟ve torn up! 

For the love of all that is holy, I‟m gone for a few hours and all Hell breaks loose.” 

“You don‟t know the half of it.” Cherry muttered, rubbing at her head, and then she 

coughed as Cindy narrowed her eyes at her. “Babe, believe me. It‟s some weird shit. Just uh. Just 

go take a peek in Mahihko‟s room, we‟ll wait right here for you to get back.” 

Cindy frowned as Zerrex and Cherry both sat up, and then she slowly turned around, 

looking suspiciously over her shoulder at the two, but Zerrex only reached out and jerked a knife 

out of Cherry‟s ass, the female yelping before rubbing at her buttocks and mumbling: “Thanks. 

That one was really starting to sting. Can you get the others?” 

The Drakkaren grunted and nodded, pulling the last two knives out of his own arm before 

he slipped around to Cherry‟s back, removing no less than four knives, one carefully after the 

other. As he pulled the last knife out, he heard Cindy carefully opening the door to Mahihko‟s 

room… a long silence as he paused, a hand gently resting on Cherry‟s shoulder and the other 

holding the knife… and then Cindy came calmly back into the room, sat down across from them 

as Zerrex slid on his rear back to Cherry‟s side, and then she looked from one to the other before 

asking hesitantly: “Did… is that Lone? Did either of you see Lone in there?” 

“The fuck are you talking about?” Cherry frowned, tilting her head, and Zerrex did his 

best to look quizzical as well. Cindy stared from one to the other, mouthing wordlessly as she 

pointed stupidly at Mahihko‟s room, and then Cherry snorted laughter and nodded, slapping her 

younger sister lightly on the shoulder. “Yeah, Lone‟s in there. He… I dunno.” She turned serious 

after a moment, and Cindy frowned before she looked at Zerrex, and the other female followed 

suit, copying Cindy‟s expression as Zerrex looked at her sourly. “Well, go on, tell the lady.”  

“I hate you.” Zerrex said flatly, then he sighed and rubbed at his head slowly, muttering 

as he traced his fingers over his forehead, where only a few minutes ago, there had still been a 

gash… but now that too was healed, and there was only a scarlet stain. “Okay… so… I went to 

check on Mahihko, because Cherry was talking about how he‟d been acting strange lately. When 

I saw him though… Gods, it was like… he was having a seizure. Then Lone just ripped out of 

him, literally tore his way out of him… and of course, Cherry beat him up.” Zerrex pointed at the 

female accusingly, and the demoness huffed as Cindy sighed and rolled her eyes, apparently 

deciding to put up with their childish antics for the moment. “We also found out that Lone and 

Mahihko can‟t be separated… well, I mean, like, they can‟t go very far from each other, 

otherwise they seem to… lose all their energy, like they‟re dying. But once we brought them 

back together, they started instantly to heal, even if both of them are conked out right now.” 

Cindy nodded slowly, then she asked curiously: “Have you thought about if they‟re 

linked in a similar way Mist and Shine are?” 

“Ugh, everyone keeps bringin‟ them up, just „cause they‟re fuckin‟ perfect twins with 

like… weirdo-ass superpowers and probably „cause they got great bods and belong to the Boss 



and shit.” Cherry said disgustedly, and then she huffed. “Why don‟t you guys talk about me and 

my connection to uh… that bitch Selena.” 

“Because you two have no connection whatsoever other than that you‟re scared of her.” 

Zerrex said mildly, and Cherry mumbled something and looked away awkwardly, rubbing at the 

back of her head. “Exactly. Now shut up, Cindy‟s here and she‟s the smart one.” 

“Well, it‟s obviously got something to do with Mahihko‟s abilities… they probably have 

the ability to pass electrical and subordinate telepathic signals over short distances, which is 

likely what lets both exist in the same time and place, similar to a combination of the Tesla 

theory and the theory to which demonic molecular structure is based upon.” Cindy said 

reasonably, and Zerrex and Cherry both looked at her stupidly before she sighed and said slowly: 

“Mahihko and Lone are like generators that supply each other with energy. Like how the left 

brain controls the right side of the body, and the right brain controls the left side of the body.” 

“Movement cortexes!” Zerrex blurted, and then he blushed a bit as both of the females 

stared at him. “Sorry. I mean. Why can‟t Lone and Mahihko power themselves?” 

Cindy merely smiled at this and shrugged a bit, saying softly: “Maybe because they 

obviously share as symbiotic connection, and because in reality, they are just one person who has 

somehow managed to give the most physical manifestation ever of a split-personality disorder. In 

reality, these manifestations are the extremes of the wolf‟s being… one is Lone, although I 

expect a Lone who respects and cares for you… and the other is Mahihko, who likely adores you 

to the ends of the planet. But the Mahihko we know does not exist with these two out: although it 

looks like only Lone came out of Mahihko, I suspect what happened is that when they split apart, 

Mahihko became a different person as well, however slight: thus we can theorize that the real 

Mahihko exists… somewhere in the air, his energy cycling between these personalities to give 

them power and life… and I expect that when we fuse those personalities back together, they‟ll 

bring back the Mahihko we know.” 

“The moody, oversensitive, childish yet smart little bastard?” Cherry tilted her head, then 

she added awkwardly, rubbing at her skull slowly. “Funny thing, though. Zerrex and I were just 

sort of talking about how um. We had no goddamn clue how we were going to fuse these two 

back together. Do you have any ideas?” 

The female dropped her head thoughtfully, then she stood up and nodded ,motioning for 

them to follow. They did so curiously, and Cindy walked into the other room, where the two 

wolves were still snoozing away, despite all the racket Cherry and Zerrex had made with their 

little game. They watched as she walked over to them, then looked at where Mahihko lay in his 

bed… before she gently removed the covers, then picked him up and turned him over to lay him 

lightly on Lone.  

Zerrex frowned slightly as Cindy wrapped Lone‟s arms around Mahihko, and a moment 

later, Cindy pressed her hands down on Mahihko‟s back with a grunt, pushing down on him 

firmly. The wolves whined a bit… and a moment later, Mahihko seemed simply to melt as 

Lone‟s body glowed, and a moment later he was all that was left, the last of Mahihko‟s body 

vanishing into him as the huge wolf twitched once before continuing to snore away, although he 

looked completely rejuvenated now. 

“This… was unexpected. I thought prolonged and firm bodily contact would let them 

fuse while their bodies were in an unconscious state… but I didn‟t think a fourth Lone persona 

existed, either.” Cindy said quietly, as Cherry and Zerrex both stepped forwards to stare at the 

white wolf. She looked nervous, and Zerrex gazed at her quietly: he couldn‟t blame her with the 

things Lone did in the past, and the last thing they needed was a Lone Wulfe who didn‟t have the 



restraints of being tied to a Mahihko Narrius… although he did say that thing about Lone 

Narrius… 

“See, I told you. Good old physical squishing did the job after all.” Cherry gloated after 

another moment, and Zerrex made a face at her before she grinned supremely, adding cheerfully: 

“I guess I am the smartest one in this family after all.” 

“Hey, Cindy came up with the idea and implemented it.” Zerrex said defensively, and 

Cherry stuck out her tongue and blew a raspberry at him. The Drakkaren rolled his eyes, and 

Cindy sighed, shaking her head slowly and mumbling something.  

Then, just to piss Cindy off more, she added helpfully: “By the way, we ran into some 

Scanners this morning at the hardware store, after Zerrex killed a Possessed. And then Zerrex 

became the Patron of some chick after he fought her brother and killed a bunch of demons. True 

story.” 

“What?” Cindy rounded on Zerrex, and the Drakkaren sighed before he looked up as 

Marina appeared in the doorway with a smile and several large paper bags hanging from her 

hands, and she asked dumbly: “Where have you been?” 

“Shopping for Daddy. He‟s had a very long day and you should stop being so mean to 

him.” Marina said absently, as she set the bags down before walking over to Lone, and she 

looked down at him thoughtfully before throwing a foot into him, and the wolf snapped awake 

with a yelp of pain as he jumped into the air and grabbed his injured side with a wince. “Wake 

up you big baby, you‟re fine and fully recharged, especially now that the other wolf is gone. Yes, 

I know all about everything…” A pause, and then Marina looked at Lone, and her eyes glowed 

faintly as her gaze locked with his steely irises. 

Suddenly, they were standing alone, and the room was dark and empty. Lone looked back 

and forth in fear, not understanding what was happening before the walls and floor of the room 

peeled themselves apart and flew every which way into the darkness, Lone screaming as he 

found himself standing on midair. He looked wildly back and forth, and then he turned around to 

stare in horror at a gigantic Marina, wrapped in chains and grim as cold Death, and he fell to his 

knees in terror before she reached out and picked him up, lifting him to head level as her chains 

dangled, and when Lone looked down, he could see the planet in the far distance near Marina‟s 

feet, ensnared hopelessly in her chains. Then he looked up into her blue eyes, and she asked 

softly in a voice that rumbled through the vast emptiness: “What do you plan to do here?” 

“I… I don‟t know!” Lone howled in her grip, looking back and forth in fear as a whine 

rose in his throat, grasping at her huge and powerful fingers… and then he stared up at her, 

speaking before he knew what he was saying: “I want to live here with everyone… I want to 

prove I‟m not a bad person…” 

Marina looked at him for a few moments, her eyes measuring him… and then Lone 

staggered as he was back in the real world, and he sat heavily down on the bed, staring in fear at 

the youngest daughter of Zerrex as she smiled and turned to her father, who looked troubled. 

Something had just happened, and he didn‟t know what… and then Marina said brightly: “Come 

on, Daddy, let‟s go try on your new clothes! I got you enough so that you should be okay on that 

front for a long while to come, just in case bad things happen… and don‟t you worry about the 

mess, I‟ll clean all of it up for you.” 

“No, Cherry and I can deal with it, Marina… we caused it, after all.” the Drakkaren 

replied, looking embarrassedly at Cindy, but she only shrugged a bit with a faint smile. She knew 

that it wasn‟t his fault Marina wanted to do everything for him… and it wasn‟t like she could say 

that he was trying to force her to clean up his mess. Poor Daddy… his pride and fear of 



humiliation and rudeness sometimes get the better of him. “If you can bring that stuff up to my 

room, that‟d be more than enough… Cherry and I are going to start cleaning up everything right 

now, isn‟t that right Cherry?” 

“Huh? Oh, yeah, right, we are, yes.” The female looked across at Zerrex, nodding 

vigorously, and Marina looked discouraged for a moment before she nodded and gathered up the 

bags, giving her father‟s cheek a kiss on the way out and glaring at Cherry. She stuck her tongue 

out in return, then yelped when Marina narrowed her eyes and Cherry‟s lower jaw snapped 

upwards. The demoness grabbed at her mouth, then let it drop open, sticking out her long tongue 

and rubbing at it with a huff as she mumbled something unintelligible.  

Cindy sighed as she looked around at the members of her family, then she gazed at Lone, 

asking quietly: “So how much do you remember? And… do you understand what happened and 

why Mahihko isn‟t here right now?” 

Lone stayed silent for a few long moments as he sat, hanging his head with his hands in 

his lap… and then he looked up at her and whispered: “I‟m so sorry, Cindy, for everything I did 

to you in the past. I really am, I‟m so goddamn sorry, and I know I‟ve never really apologized or 

made it up to you for… for that incident…” 

He broke off, but clearly Lone remembered when he had been Lone Wulfe… and when 

he had raped Cindy, in order to get back at Zerrex. A crime he had been terribly punished for… 

but which somehow, the quiet and loving female had found the strength to forgive the arctic wolf 

of. It was one of the reasons Zerrex thought Cindy radiated love and innocence… she had made 

it so clear on that day that she felt Lone should be punished… but that Zerrex shouldn‟t kill him. 

That in the end, she had to forgive him… and for a few moments, silence filled the air before 

Lone finally cleared his throat and murmured: “And… and yeah. I do know that somehow, 

Mahihko and I came back together… just as something inside me says that we can split apart, 

too, that I can even… shift into Mahihko. It‟s like… it‟s like I inherited all his memories, too, 

from when we were split apart… I remember me bein‟ dragged around outside by Cherry, but I 

also remember like… me… sitting here as Mahihko… sewing up Zerrex‟s jacket.” 

He halted, then looked down quietly… and Zerrex cleared his throat as he looked 

pointedly at Cherry, and the two left. Cindy and Lone were left together alone, and Lone looked 

up at her quietly with his eyes overbright, and Cindy gazed back silently before she finally said 

softly: “I forgave you a long time ago, Lone, for what you did… if I hadn‟t, I would have turned 

into someone like… someone like Cherry, seeking revenge and lashing at people out of anger. 

But Lone, I was lucky… I had my father at my side, even if I didn‟t know that at the time… and 

seeing him… seeing Mary… with everyone around me, loving and protecting me… I could only 

think of the expression on your face, and the fear and sadness in your eyes. 

“You took something precious from me… but you also became my friend, and I saw how 

many precious things were taken from you. You were selfish, egotistical, and a petty tyrant… 

and yet… you were never evil, and not even really bad. You were just… so very sad and lost.” 

Cindy lowered her head as a tear ran down Lone‟s cheek, then she gazed up at him and 

murmured softly: “I felt sorry for you. And I knew that holding anger and hate in my heart would 

turn me into someone far worse than you… so I broke the cycle. I forgave you… and decided to 

give you another chance. I have given you many chances, but for as many times you‟ve lost 

them, Lone… you always earned another, because of the nice things I saw you were capable of 

doing as well. 

“I only hope you are the good Lone… the Lone who loved my father as both his father 

and an idol to look up to and imitate, the Lone who helped us, who died to try and protect us… 



the Lone who never gave  in to his own dark voices, despite his neediness and his want for 

attention.” Cindy halted, looking away. “I hope you‟re that Lone. Not the Lone… who killed 

Mary, threw a temper tantrum in public in Hez‟Ranna, and who sold us out to the Goth Legion 

wannabes and helped Tank build his army, however unwitting you were. Not the Lone who tried 

to romance and steal Cherry from Daddy… and who raped me.” 

“I‟m not… I swear I‟m not, Cindy…” Lone fell off the bed, landing on all fours and 

shoving his head against the ground as he began to cry, shaking his head wildly. “No, no, no, I‟m 

not that Lone, not anymore! My name isn‟t Lone Wulfe, it‟s Lone Narrius… and I want to be 

part of this family, to earn all your trust, to… to… fuck… I don‟t deserve it, I don‟t deserve 

anything, but I want to be with all of you… even now, I know I‟m just a child at heart, and I 

never meant to hurt you, Cindy, never ever ever…” 

And Cindy knew it was true… even when he‟d raped her, he did it to get back at 

Zerrex… and he‟d likely thought the entire time that she‟d enjoyed it. The biggest problem Lone 

Wulfe had used to have was his inability to process people‟s feelings… and how he‟d used to 

think that the world revolved around him, and his pleasure, was the pleasures of others, too. He‟d 

thought sex was a pleasurable act… ergo every female he‟d raped, despite their protesting, had 

enjoyed it, been upset for a while at the fact Lone was able to force them to have sex with him, 

but then had likely later thought back to it with fond memories and hadn‟t been scarred for life 

by the act. It really was saddening… but as Lone cried and prostrated himself before her, Cindy 

knew this Lone was different. 

This Lone felt the emotions of others keenly… this Lone wanted to be part of something 

instead of the leader of something… this Lone was quieter and far more intelligent than the old 

Lone. Cindy kneeled quietly in front of him and stroked his head, and Lone calmed down bit-by-

bit, his crying going down to snuffling before he sat up, his nakedness only adding to the sense 

of vulnerability that floated around him. They looked at each other, then Lone hung his head 

abashedly as he murmured quietly: “Please. Let me help you guys out. Let me make everything 

up to you and earn all the trust of you guys again. I… Mahihko and me both… I feel that we both 

want to work even harder, now that… now that our father is back with us. We need him, we need 

him bad… and I… feel so glad to be back in the presence of all of you, even if… I‟m just part of 

a dumb wolf‟s twisted up personality.” 

Cindy nodded and smiled faintly, then she reached out and quietly touched Lone‟s 

shoulder. And outside, where Zerrex and Cherry were sweeping up the plaster, they looked at 

each other in the hallway before the female asked in a low voice: “I dunno, Boss. Books seems to 

like him, and he does check out pretty much every which way… but like. It‟s just so damn… 

awkward. And again, what the fuck caused this shit to happen? This shit don‟t just happen 

coincidentally or randomly, I know it.” 

Zerrex grunted in agreement to this, making a face as he looked back and forth as he 

swept up the last of the plaster, then he glared at Cherry as she reached slowly for her pocket. 

“Don‟t think about it. If we use magic to clean this up, Cindy‟ll scold us.” He paused, Cherry 

sulking, then he picked up the dustpan full of broken chunks of plaster and headed for the 

kitchen, adding: “In any case, I guess I trust him… at least enough to loosen up a little bit. But I 

agree with you, too… this kinda thing doesn‟t just happen. Now we need to figure out what the 

hell set it off.” 

“I can do it, Daddy.” Marina said serenely, and Zerrex blinked and almost dropped the 

dustpan he was holding, both of them staring at the immaculate kitchen and Marina, who was 

seated calmly at one of the pristine tables. The two looked stupidly around, then she said 



lovingly, as she gazed up at her father with tender eyes: “I thought I‟d save you two a little bit of 

trouble. And you should be careful, Father… a mind-meld is a very dangerous thing. She could 

have hurt you in ways that are… difficult to imagine.” 

“I trusted her. Sometimes… trust is a good thing.” Zerrex replied, as he emptied his 

dustpan into the trash can. Cherry grunted, whether in agreement or argument the reptile couldn‟t 

tell, as she emptied her own. The reptile gave a glance in her direction, then his eyes settled back 

on Marina as he asked quietly: “What do you know? Have you been looking into his mind?” 

Marina shook her head, then she paused and smiled up at the Drakkaren. “I could, if you 

wanted… but I know your feelings on that. I try to stay out of people‟s minds… I‟m sorry for 

when I came in and what I said… but I felt the disturbances while I was out shopping, and I 

couldn‟t help but… see if I could get a clear image of what was going on while I was picking up 

your clothes, Daddy. Mahihko and Lone have a very peculiar mental link between them…” She 

glanced down, then added in a softer voice: “Caused by some kind of… strange fluctuation. I felt 

a similar one in Mahihko before… so I think that this didn‟t start today, but a long time ago.” 

The reptile looked at Marina thoughtfully, then he nodded slowly as Cherry took a seat at 

the table, putting the broom and pan away as he murmured: “You might have a good point 

there… things like this do build up over time, and none of us saw anything weird that would 

explain this thing just happening out of the blue today.” He paused, then rubbed at his head, 

making a face. “Then again, none of us know just exactly what the hell happened, either.” 

“Let‟s shove it aside for now and talk about sex. Fuck, Marina, you wanna have a 

threesome here on the table? Me, you, and Zer, two big cocks and your tight little ass, bam!” 

Cherry grinned as she slapped a hand down on the table, but she only earned a dry look from 

Zerrex and a disgusted one from Marina. The hermaphroditic female rolled her eyes at this, then 

she huffed and said sourly: “But now, if Zerrex went and suggested something like that, you‟d be 

all over it, no matter how disgusting or perverted it was. You‟re a bitch.” 

“No, you‟re the bitch here, not to mention a slut. Besides, you aren‟t my father.” Marina 

retorted pompously, crossing her eyes and looking vindictive. Cherry glared at her for a few 

moments, then she sighed and muttered, resting her head in her hands and looking away as the 

youngest daughter of Zerrex turned her eyes back to her father with a smile. “Besides, Daddy 

knows that I‟d do anything for him that he asked… and unlike you, I‟d never complain about it 

or turn my back on his gifts.” 

This made Cherry grit her teeth and growl, even as she stared resolutely at the wall across 

the room… and Zerrex made a bit of a face before he finally asked tiredly: “Can we please just 

get along for a change? It‟s been a long day for all of us.”  

“Of course, Father…” Marina said softly, even as she shot Cherry an ugly look. Cherry 

made a face at Marina in return, and then both of them cleared their throats and looked calmly 

over at the male as he looked sourly from one to the other. There was a long silence, and for a 

little while, the loudest noises were the sounds of scuffling in the other room… and then Marina 

finally said quietly: “It‟s your decision, Daddy. We‟ll follow you wherever you decide, 

whichever you decide to deal with first… these issues with Mahihko and Lone, or these rumors 

about demons being transmogrified into crystals. For all we know, though, they could be 

connected somehow.” 

“Bebop is right.” Cherry nodded firmly, looking over at Marina with the faintest hint of a 

smile before she returned her gaze to Zerrex, eyes level and serious as she tented her fingers and 

rested her muzzle on them. “Boss, no matter where you go, we‟ll follow. If you said to give up, 

hell, I‟m pretty sure we‟d all give up without much of a fight… but we all know that you ain‟t 



one to stop fightin‟ when there‟s a fight to be had, no matter how much of a pussy peace-lover 

you act like all the time.” She made a disdainful motion at him, and the lizard sighed and rolled 

his eyes, looking dour. “I know, I know, you don‟t have to bitch at me. Shit, though… fuck, you 

really do have to make the call on this one, Boss, „cause I got no clue myself what we should 

tackle first. I mean, these crystals are obviously serious stuff… but the Lone-Mahihko split? 

What if the dude acts like… fucking… bacteria and splits up again into four? Or what if we find 

out that Lone and Mahihko will split apart permanently, or like… this is all just part of some 

crazy horrible nightmarish plan to fuck with our heads, or like, he was a test subject and now 

they wanna split you up into different pieces of Zerrex. Dude, I do not want to deal with 

Ravenlight out in the real world, that‟s your job in your own damn head.” 

“Thanks for the support, Cherry.” Zerrex responded irritably, and then he made a face 

before crossing his arms and resting back in the kitchen chair, making it creak noisily. He 

paused, then he glanced towards Mahihko‟s – Lone‟s? Or do we need to get bunk beds now? – 

room, and he said slowly: “But first I want to know just what the hell is behind that hidden door 

we found. Marina, do you think you can open it for us without damaging the walls or door 

itself?” 

Marina nodded, saying slowly: “Unless lock on the door is broken… if the gears inside 

are too old to work properly anymore, then I‟ll have to snap it.” 

“Don‟t see why you even care… Books would just make us clean up whatever mess we 

make, I don‟t think she really gives a rat‟s ass about some old weird door hidden behind the 

plaster.” Cherry said dryly, then she rubbed at her head slowly before jumping out of the chair 

and walking towards the hallway. “Anyway, like… are we going to open this goddamn thing or 

not? „Cause I don‟t wanna wait any longer, Boss, „salready been too damn long and I‟m getting 

all fidgety not knowin‟ what the fuck‟s behind that door.” 

“You‟re always either fidgety or putting your hands down your pants.” Zerrex muttered, 

but he climbed to his feet and walked out into the hallway nonetheless, followed by Marina. He 

rubbed at his head slowly as they stood across from the door again, trying to imagine at least 

how much space there was, but not able to come up with a whole lot… “This might just be a 

closet or something. Probably is.” 

“I guess we‟ll find out.” Marina murmured, then she looked at the keyhole as she pressed 

her fingers just above it. There was a clicking and a grinding, and then Marina winced and 

murmured: “No, no… wait. This is a complex lock… and the design is such that there‟s multiple 

„solutions‟ to the puzzle, but only one is correct. They used to make locks like this in Hez‟Ranna, 

thousands of years ago, and many of the temples in the jungles still use the same mechanisms 

they were built with.” 

That sent a chill through Zerrex, and Cherry looked at him for a few moments before she 

grunted something. She left for a few moments, then came back with her chain whip on her belt 

and a backpack, and Zerrex didn‟t call her any names when she passed him a handgun. But why 

would Narrius keep a room here? 

Five minutes later, Marina leaned back with a sigh, rubbing at her head and closing her 

eyes as she slid slowly down the wall to sit on her rear. Zerrex looked down at her with concern 

as Cherry took aim at the door with the heavy magnum handgun she‟d picked for herself, but 

Marina only shook her head tiredly, murmuring: “No… I‟m sorry, Daddy, I couldn‟t get it open. 

It‟s one thing to work with people‟s minds or things I can see… but there must be thousands of 

gears inside the door, and I‟m not getting anywhere.” 



Zerrex nodded, then he flexed his right hand, a small blade of the rocky substance 

beneath the hide of scale shooting out of his wrist. He stabbed this hard into the door with a 

grunt, wood splintering and metal groaning beneath, then the Drakkaren rested his other hand 

against the doorway as he concentrated, the blade bending to rest on the other side of the 

doorway. He ignored Cindy when she came out of the wolf‟s room, but she was quickly silenced 

by a look from Cherry even as Zerrex stepped backwards and forcefully tore the heavy door out 

of place, Lone peering awkwardly out of the doorway and staring as Zerrex gently put the large 

door aside. 

The metallic stuff that made up the Drakkaren‟s right arm slid back through the ragged 

hole in the door, widening the wound in the scales on his right arm before they stitched 

themselves back closed as it vanished completely, and the group was left looking at an empty, 

abandoned elevator shaft leading down into darkness below. There were no cables or rails on the 

wall, however, so the reptile had to wonder just where the hell the elevator was… and then 

Cherry looked across at him, asking quietly: “Just you and me, Boss? Bebop looks tired out… 

Books can stay up here and babysit her and dumbass while we‟re inside there, just in case… 

there is something down there and it slips by us.” 

Zerrex nodded with a grunt after a moment, rubbing at his face with one hand before he 

pulled his own handgun out of his belt: an old Irenic Military handgun, but the .45 rounds still 

packed quite a wallop against most things that could be killed by conventional weapons. He 

approached the lip of the shaft, then he looked down inside it, murmuring quietly: “I don‟t see a 

bottom… Cherry, toss a spark down there.” 

Cherry nodded, holding out a hand and grinning widely as a small fireball appeared in her 

palm: it somehow had never been much of a surprise to the Drakkaren to find out that becoming 

a demon had given her control over fire… pyrokinesis just somehow seemed like something that 

went with the demoness. She carefully threw this into the darkness, and it fell through 

nothingness before it struck bottom, only a pinprick in the distance… but still better than 

nothing. 

Cherry extinguished the flames before they could spread over whatever they‟d landed on 

with a clench of her fist, and then she lost her grin as she became solemn, asking Zerrex quietly: 

“Do you wanna go first, or to back me up? If there‟s traps down there, at least I‟ll be able to see 

them before you do.” 

“I doubt there‟s any designed for killing demons. I‟ll go first.” Zerrex paused, looking 

over at Cindy and Lone, and then he cocked his handgun before ordering quietly: “If we‟re gone 

for more than an hour without any kind of contact, don‟t come looking for us without first 

talking to someone in Hell.” 

“Okay Daddy.” Cindy said quietly, but Zerrex knew she was just saving him the trouble 

of an argument, and it made him smile wryly: if Cindy wanted to come and find them, after all, 

she would do it, and Marina would be all-too-glad to help her out. The reptile patted her on the 

shoulder quietly, then he gave Marina a look as she gazed tiredly up at him… and finally he 

turned to Lone. The wolf was chewing nervously on the claws of both hands, staring stupidly at 

them, and Zerrex cleared his throat as he looked at him pointedly… and instantly, Lone 

composed himself, looking as serious and unafraid as he could… but the reptile could still see 

the fear of the unknown in his eyes. Cute, though. At least a little. 

Then the large male gave Cherry a hand signal out of old habit – goddamn old memories 

never going away – before he stepped off the lip and dropped into the shaft, keeping his body 

straight, arms in, and feet parted slightly… and seconds later, he landed heavily on the ground in 



a crouch, slamming a palm into the concrete as he found himself staring at the back of the 

elevator shaft, enjoying the rush of being able to take jumps from such heights without even a 

scrape.  

Zerrex stood and turned around, handgun held tightly in one hand as he tested the floor 

beneath him: cracked concrete, but definitely ground beneath it. In front of him was a heavy 

armored door… and the Drakkaren made a face at this before he rose a foot and kicked it hard. 

The door groaned, dented inwards slightly, and Zerrex kicked it again, then once more as hard as 

he could manage, and finally it gave way, landing on the cold cement floor of the next room and 

skidding a little as the lizard stepped forwards through the tall doorway. 

Cherry landed less than a moment later, and even as Zerrex held his gun at the ready 

down the long, open cave he stepped into, he said dryly to her: “I told you to wait twenty 

seconds.” 

“I totally did.” Cherry muttered as she stood up, aiming her own gun into the darkness of 

the cave. The eyes of the demons both glimmered in the darkness, both of them able to easily 

make out the shapes and sizes of things even at a great distance, although with their peculiar 

nightvision colors seemed faded and Zerrex saw a faint glow in everything he knew Cherry 

didn‟t. The two walked carefully up a small crest, where the cement peeled away to become an 

ugly rock bridge of some kind, and the two took in the long cavern as the demoness murmured: 

“This must be beneath the sewer system…” 

Zerrex nodded in private agreement: the roof was leaky in some areas, and beneath the 

bridge they stood on there was a river full of vile sludge and things Zerrex didn‟t want to guess 

at. The walls of the cavern were some kind of purple stone, but much of the floor was obviously 

not natural, with large mounds of dirt here and there and random paths of cement that had been 

heedlessly plodded through in certain places. Zerrex wondered for the umpteenth time since 

finding the door if Narrius had done all this… and exactly why he would go through the trouble 

to build such an expansive path, with how little he cared about anything. 

The two made their way across the bridge onto the other side, Zerrex‟s foot sinking 

through a thin layer of dirt and landing on something solid… and when the reptile dragged his 

foot to the side, both the abnormal smoothness and the synthetic glint told him they were 

standing on metal. Then Cherry called to him, and the Drakkaren walked over before looking at 

the ground where she pointed, the female murmuring weakly: “Just what the fuck.” 

“This… the „IMS Archer?‟ But that means this is a military ship, and… the side of it 

is…” Zerrex felt his mind twisting as he looked back and forth between the passage walls, saying 

weakly: “But the passage walls just aren‟t that big…” 

“They must have used the armor for the flooring, whoever the hell built this… which 

means they also likely were the ones who took it down. But I‟ll be fucked if I know how the hell 

they got it here…” Cherry murmured, then both of the Drakkaren glanced up towards the nearest 

pile, before the demoness winced as a skeletal arm shoved its way through the dirt. “Oh shit. Uh. 

Boss? We got some uninvited guests.” 

The tall pile of dirt collapsed, soil falling in all directions as no less than seven skeletons 

emerged, and similar numbers shoved their way out of other piles: all of them nothing more than 

bone, not a spot of flesh between them as many of their bodies crawled with carnivorous bugs. 

They staggered towards Zerrex and Cherry, hissing like snakes, and then Cherry blew the head 

off the closest with a snarl before one of them grabbed Zerrex‟s right arm, and the Drakkaren felt 

a wince of pain travel through him as it whispered: “You woke us from sleep, terrible one…” 



Zerrex smashed it hard with his right arm, and the skeleton was snapped in half… but 

like the one that was now headless, they just continued coming, completely encircling both him 

and Cherry. They pressed back to back, then Cherry shouted: “Hate to do this, Boss, but we gotta 

execute a crescent maneuver, or those fuckers‟ll swarm all over us!” 

“Great.” Zerrex made a face as concentrated, however, and his right hand glowed with 

blue energy, the aura building as more of it was pulled from the air and blue lightning crackled 

down his arm. “Just don‟t make me do all the work this time, because we‟re obviously running in 

the opposite direction.” 

“Fuck you. Let it rip, Boss!” Cherry shouted, then she grabbed the smooth, shaped handle 

of her fifteen-foot long whip of sharpened metal chains, and it glowed a brilliant red as she 

snapped it forwards with a roar, the crescent-shaped fang on the tip of the chain bursting into 

flame as the female tore it out in a straight, one-hundred and eighty degree slash at the skeletons, 

and they were blown backwards off their feet by the wave of fire that shot through the air as at 

the same time, Zerrex released a beam of energy from his right hand with a wince, strafing it 

quickly through the ranks of the skeletons as he moved at the same time as Cherry. 

Chunks of bone and undead hailed down around them, but the two didn‟t pause to admire 

their handiwork, Cherry reeling her whip in as they ran down the half-formed path through the 

remains of undead that were picking themselves up slowly and literally piece-by-piece. Zerrex 

cursed as one of them grabbed his ankle, but he ignored the crushing, painful grip as he ran 

along, making a face at the sight of the skeletal hand that had only part of a forearm attached to it 

before he finally reached down and slapped it off. 

Then Cherry groaned as the end of the cavern came into sight… but there were more 

skeletons here, and more piles that could contain anything. Behind them, the undead had picked 

themselves up, and in many cases, even put themselves back together… and the two exchanged a 

look before Zerrex snarled as booming explosions filled the cave as great blasts came up from 

the floor. 

They were rocked heavily on their feet, Cherry anchoring herself as Zerrex stumbled 

backwards, trying to get a good look at what was happening… and then a trapdoor near them 

burst open with the same loud bang, and bony hands clawed through the air before more undead 

began to lift themselves to freedom. Zerrex cursed as Cherry winced, then she said with a faint 

grin: “So okay, maybe the whole fucking ship is here, after all.” 

Zerrex mumbled, then he grasped his right arm as he felt a throb of pain roll through it 

again, wincing. The arm was an inheritance from absorbing the energies of a powerful demon, 

and he could feel that it wanted to be released… and the reptile‟s breathing quickened a bit 

before he cursed and let it expand, the limb bulging to full, ugly size, and he slashed his vicious 

claws out at the first skeleton that charged towards him, batting it aside like a toy. The skeleton 

crumbled under the blow, and this time, it didn‟t get up… and Cherry patted Zerrex shoulder as 

she stepped past him. “Dude, go beat the shit out of those fuckers ahead of us and clear a path. 

I‟ll hold these bastards here off…  they don‟t seem to get up after we do so much damage to 

them, after all.” 

“Right, so give me the handicap.” Zerrex said dryly, and Cherry grinned over her 

shoulder before she faced forwards again, as the skeletons of all shape and size staggered down 

the length of the boat towards her, as more ripped their way up from the guts of the deck. The 

male Drakkaren watched her for a moment, then he turned around just as a skeleton lunged 

towards him, and he cursed and instinctively lashed out with his claw. 



He punched a hole through the thing‟s ribcage as it grasped his shoulders, and it gasped 

for air despite its lack of lungs somehow, before it collapsed lifelessly to the deck. The reptile 

made a face, wondering for a moment if this arm had something to do with these restless dead 

becoming more active… then he made a face, raising the gun now held in his left hand to shoot 

another skeleton staggering towards him several times, disintegrating its skull, part of its spine, a 

chunk of its ribs… and then it fell over and stopped moving. I only had to break most of its upper 

body, that‟s all. 

Another skeleton lunged, and Zerrex pistol-whipped it before he lashed his warped arm 

out as more of them came forwards, and his claw ripped through them like wheat before the long 

blade popped into being and the reptile went to work with it, wading into the crowd of undead 

and slicing the warped blade back and forth through the ranks of the undead. They clawed back 

with their bare, bony fingers and bit with their jaws, but most of their attacks were useless 

against the reptile, causing him pain, but not on too great a level… but their numbers were many 

and he knew Cherry was being forced back bit-by-bit herself, whatever her bravado.  

Indeed, the female was having a bit more trouble than she anticipated: although she could 

wrap her whip around one with a good sideways lash, then either incinerate it or simply rip it to 

pieces, there were far too many coming for her to deal with them one at a time, and her handgun 

was already back in the holster on her belt. She was making as much use of her abilities as she 

could, but her precognition couldn‟t allow her to watch her own back… and although she could 

in fact let herself close her eyes and better detect all the movement around her with what she 

lovingly referred to as „third-person mode,‟ the skeletons were often so small compared to her 

and their numbers so thick that it would only hinder her ability to predict what attacks they were 

going to perform next. 

Cherry snapped her whip around her body in a long-practiced cyclonic movement, then 

she threw herself backwards with a grunt as several skeletons attempted to tackle her from the 

front, snapping her whip around in a hard slash before she landed on all fours. Immediately, she 

brought her head up as she kicked both legs out, smashing a skeleton hard enough to shatter his 

front and send more spilling like dominoes, before she let herself sprawl on her back as another 

swiped at her head from the side. Before they could react and pile themselves on top of her, 

Cherry spun her body and kicked both her legs out, kicking out the legs and pelvic bones of 

many of the undead before she leapt to her feet and snapped both her fingers as she pointed at the 

ground, and the piled-up skeletons were burnt away to cinders as a firewall burst into being 

around her, Cherry cursing as a bit of blood dribbled into one of her eyes. Shit, when did I get 

hit? This ain‟t good, I can‟t kill the bastards fast enough… “Boss, dude, tell me you got this shit 

covered!” 

“Not so much…” Zerrex managed out from where the skeletons had started piling 

themselves on his body, and then he finally growled before his angelic wings ripped out of his 

back in a burst of white light. The skeletons on his back were disintegrated by it… and many of 

the others screamed in strange terror, fleeing from the white light and the terrible image of the 

bloodied Drakkaren, standing with his wings emitting a bright glow and his warped arm all-but-

burning with dark energy as the cracks in the limb pulsed with evil red light. The Drakkaren 

frowned as he looked to the horde of the undead, saw the swell pass through them… and then he 

stepped aggressively forwards, and immediately they all staggered backwards, a terrible hiss 

passing through their ranks. 

The reptile realized he was faced with a choice: he could continue to fight the creatures, 

or he could try and negotiate a way through, as Cherry let the ring of fire vanish from around her 



body. She shoved her way rudely through the ranks to rejoin with her father and master, and then 

she drew her gun, ejecting the clip to count the bullets left in it as she muttered: “I think this is 

where that diplomacy shit you‟re always talkin‟ about comes in. And fuck, but I‟m tired.” 

“What the hell do you want? Why did you attack us?” Zerrex asked brazenly, and Cherry 

rolled her eyes and mumbled something about tact. “Who are you?” 

None of the undead answered… they only continued to stare and to whisper their 

wordless whispers. The reptile looked back and forth slowly through their ranks, then he frowned 

as they began to shuffle forwards… and the Drakkaren set himself, concentrating before he 

stepped forwards with a grunt and slashed one of the angelic wings outwards, and a white blade 

of light energy shot through the air, slicing through the ranks of the undead and cleaving many of 

them into many pieces, light shining out of their sockets as simple contact with the energy killed 

them, much less being sliced into pieces by it. 

The skeletons screamed… but this time, they rushed forwards instead of backwards, and 

Zerrex winced… but then Cherry stepped forwards and waved a hand, and a wall of white fire 

burst up along the length of the tunnel before she spun around and ran for the end of the passage. 

“Come on, that won‟t hold the fuckers for long! Let‟s move!” 

Already, undead were trying to force their way through the wall, but only bits and pieces 

of skeleton were making it… except, much like throwing too many logs on a fire, the sheer 

amount of bones pushing into the flames were already starting to smother the white-hot wall. 

When Zerrex looked back, he could already see a few mangled undead staggering or crawling 

their way towards them on the other side of the firewall… and then he looked forwards to see 

Cherry lower her shoulder and bulldoze into a heavy steel door. The metal groaned, but held as 

she fell to a crouch, and Zerrex wondered if she was stunned before he realized what she was 

doing, as she grabbed the warped lip of the metal door and slowly forced it up and open. 

The Drakkaren spun around, firing several shots into the undead chasing them: the first 

few skeletons only managed to take one or two bullets before falling, but the next few were in 

much better condition, even if they looked singed. The reptile made a face at them as he ran out 

of bullets, then he ran forwards and twisted his body instead of throwing out a strike, and his 

wings of glowing energy tore through the undead mercilessly, sending them falling backwards in 

pieces. 

The flow didn‟t stop, however, and Zerrex realized they meant to snuff him out the same 

way they‟d defeated the firewall: suffocating him with numbers alone. He set himself, their 

skulls expressionless and their body language meaningless, but he could sense their malevolence 

as they charged towards him. Then Cherry yelled at him, and the reptile turned around to see she 

had managed to get the door partway open, the heavy, enormous shutter now balanced on her 

back as she winced under its weight on all fours, and Zerrex ran towards her as his wings 

vanished before he dropped into a low slide, and Cherry threw herself upwards, then to the side 

with a roar of exertion, and she landed beside him with a wince as the shutter crashed closed 

behind her, mumbling as she looked at him: “Fuck, I love you.” 

“I love you too, you big beautiful bitch.” Zerrex responded faintly, and then they both 

stood slowly up, Zerrex brushing himself off as he looked down the narrow cement hall they‟d 

entered, and Cherry cracking her back loudly before she made a face at the door. “I guess we 

better get going.” 

“Yeah, before they find a way through the door. Fuck, I just hope they can‟t climb back 

up the tunnel… although the look on Books‟ face would be hilarious.” Cherry said 



contemplatively, then she grinned mischievously even as Zerrex looked at her sourly. “But dude, 

Lone‟d totally shit himself.” 

That thought did make the male snort in amusement, as they walked down the hall 

together… and then he paused as they reached the end of it, which was just a blank stone wall. 

When the reptile rested his hand on it, however, he could tell it was false… and he looked at 

Cherry, murmuring: “I don‟t want to take chances. Gimme two clips.” 

Cherry nodded, and the two reloaded their weapons before Zerrex stood quietly with the 

clip held in his claw, his gun in the other. Cherry stood behind him, aiming at the wall… and 

then the Drakkaren pressed his warped forearm against the wall and closed his eyes as the side of 

the limb pressed to the false wall became sharp and bladelike. With a single hard tear, it ripped a 

large, long cut in the wooden surface, and Zerrex peered through the narrow gap before he 

murmured: “I don‟t see anything inside…”  

The reptile continued with his plan, making another parallel cut before he simply kicked 

the wooden wall hard, and a large gap was opened in it that the Drakkaren carefully slipped to, 

motioning for Cherry to hold on for a moment. She did so as Zerrex stepped into a large, 

octagonal chamber… and then the reptile winced as large shapes rushed at him, shouting: 

“Mark!” 

He threw the clip hard forwards before raising his arm protectively in front of himself, 

creating a thin wall of blue energy, and Cherry held her own hand out with a wide grin as she 

superheated the clip. It gave a hissing sound, then exploded in midair, and bullets whizzed in 

every direction, one of the shapes taking three of the rounds in its long, segmented body, and 

green blood splattered everywhere as it howled before collapsing on its side. 

The other shape fled quickly under a table, where it chattered and hissed… and Zerrex 

made a face as he let his shield vanish as he looked at the dead body of the enormous, earwig-

like creature. Its huge pincers were still slowly opening and closing, and its black eyes were 

stupid and mean even in death, large mandibles drooling some strange stuff onto the floor… and 

Zerrex knew that if there were two in here, there were bound to be more. He felt a chill go 

through him… and then the reptile looked slowly upwards to stare at another one of the huge 

bugs as it opened its jaws and swung its pincers down towards him- 

Cherry blasted two rounds into its lower body, knocking the pincers back and the force of 

the bullets knocking it off the ceiling, but before it could land on Zerrex, a third bullet caught it 

between its eyes, piercing into its small, primal brain with enough force to send it spinning 

through the air. It crashed onto a table full of papers with a death scream, leaving a trail of ichors 

behind it and scattering all manner of junk in every direction, and then more of the hideous 

insects began to flood out of a thin crack in the wall, hissing and charging immediately towards 

the two reptiles. 

Zerrex fired several shots into the face of the closest, then one of them leapt onto the 

table before pouncing at him, and the reptile swung his rocky hand out, crushing its head in and 

knocking it on top of another earwig. Immediately the living one bucked and thrashed, attacking 

the corpse of its comrade with furious hunger until Cherry put a bullet in its brain, and as more of 

the beasts poured out, she asked loudly: “How the fuck do we stop these things?”  

“Fire, they hate fire!” Zerrex shouted, and as he shot several more rounds into the 

swarming creatures, he waded his way over to the second wooden table that occupied the room, 

brushing the papers and other stuff off it before he cursed as something snapped into his ankle, 

agony filling his body. The reptile shook his leg back and forth as he felt his ankle being steadily 

crushed and ripped apart, and then he fired wildly under the table until the pain stopped, and the 



Drakkaren threw the table hard at the large crack in the wall, Cherry quickly setting it on fire as 

she made her way over to Zerrex, firing the last of her bullets before she stomped on the head of 

the last earwig and caught a lightning-fast death-stab of its pincers towards her face without even 

a grimace. 

She kicked it away, then knelt beside Zerrex before cursing as she saw his mangled 

ankle, the male wincing before he mumbled: “It‟s okay… it‟s starting to heal.” He paused, then 

held his hand down over the wound, using his own energies to accelerate the healing process as 

he added quietly: “It was a stupid mistake. We both knew one of those little bastards was hiding 

under there… I just forgot in the heat of battle, I guess…” 

Cherry grunted, looking at the dozen or so giant bugs around the room, their carapaces 

glinting the illumination of the flames. Unlike the skeletons, however, these monsters had started 

appearing everywhere throughout the world: gigantic bugs affected by Hell‟s corruption, just as 

many animal species had mutated and turned into whole new kinds of birds and beasts. “Stop 

blaming yourself, Boss. Let‟s take a look at what‟s here, anyway… fuck, if there‟s one thing I 

don‟t like about your house now, it‟s this damn place.” 

“Oh, shut up.” Zerrex muttered, then he finally got to his feet, feeling a bit lightheaded. 

His energy reserves were running low now… he‟d need to just use his physical powers for the 

next while, and hope that some of his energy would regenerate. It had been a hell of a long day 

for him, though, and admittedly the fact he wasn‟t in Hell was wearing him down, too… outside 

of their own plane, demons tended to be somewhat weaker. Mortal air… ugh, and they think it‟s 

healthy. “I hope this was worth all the trouble.” 

“Of course it is.” Cherry said absently, not looking up from the papers she had picked up 

off the floor. Then she paused, and added quietly, as she looked overtop them: “Boss, even if this 

all turns out to be for nothing, that… some crazy mofo who owned this „fore your… your parents 

did… it‟ll still be worth it.” A pause, then she grinned and threw an arm around his shoulders, 

squeezing him amiably. “Think of it as bondin‟ time for us! And you know just how much I love 

bondage!” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, then he grabbed the papers away from her, frowning as he glanced 

down at them. He paused as he looked at the runes, then he realized they were upside down, and 

he murmured: “These are in old Hez‟Rannan…” 

“Oh, well, no wonder I couldn‟t read them.” Cherry said blithely, and Zerrex rolled his 

eyes before she became serious again, saying quietly: “But that‟s bad, „cause that‟s the only 

thing Narrius ever understood, right?” 

“All his years alive and dead, he never learned to read or write more than a couple 

words… except, of course, for the old Hez‟Rannan runes. He couldn‟t write them, but he could 

read most of them.” Zerrex murmured quietly. He thought it had only gone to show all the more 

what a monster and an animal his father was… because he‟d certainly had the time and energy to 

learn to read and write, but this skill that so many people considered precious was something 

Narrius had never bothered to grasp or understand, taking it for granted… and of course, that had 

been part of his downfall, since it meant he‟d never been able to actually read any of the battle 

plans of his generals or advisors, always assuming the fear of being ripped apart by his monsters 

to be enough of a motivation for them to always get him the victories he wanted. “These were 

faxed over from a contact in Hez‟Ranna… probably Requiem, because of the language he‟s 

used. Something about a shipment of capsules of some kind…” 

Zerrex shook his head slowly, and Cherry made a face as she went through several more 

papers, saying darkly: “Well, whatever it was, there‟s all sorts of reports here that have been 



gathering dust… some of them I understand, some of them don‟t. Lots of genetics shit, 

though…” She paused, then  slung the backpack she was carrying their ammo in off her back to 

sort through, muttering: “We gotta bring these up to Books, Boss, or bring Books down here. 

Either way, though, I think we‟re gonna want to probe the ruins of that ship as well, and 

something tells me from the lack of capsules, there‟s probably a hidden room or something 

somewhere in here.” 

“I think our earwig friends took care of finding it for us.” Zerrex replied quietly, pointing 

at the crack in the wall that was still visible past the flaming table. They could hear hissing and 

chattering on the other side, but the bugs were plainly staying at a distance… and the reptile 

walked carefully over towards the fire, before he grunted as Cherry shoved him aside and 

kneeled almost inside the flames, the fire not bothering her. “You‟re going to burn your pants.” 

“Yeah, well, shit happens. These clothes of mine are wrecked anyway… Cindy‟s right, 

we must be horrible to upkeep.” Cherry mumbled, leaning in as close as she dared to look 

through the crack… and then she made a face and leaned away as an earwing shoved its head 

through the hole, snapping at her viciously, before she drew her gun from the holster and said 

mildly: “Hello precious.” 

She fired a single shot, and the earwig was blown backwards, the others chattering 

angrily away as she made a face and stood up with a grumble. “Since these fuckers can‟t chew 

through… fuck.” She halted in mid-sentence to brush off some ash and a bit of flame that had 

settled one of her of pant legs. “Skedaddle. Anyway, yeah, that shit looks like wood, but 

goddamn that paint camo shit they used on it is good… looks just like cement to me. But past 

there… place is fugly, Boss. Bugs everywhere, and it looks like they made that into a nest. And I 

don‟t want to be goin‟ through no nest.” 

“Did you just say skedaddle?” Zerrex asked dryly, and Cherry coughed and looked 

awkwardly away before the reptile rolled his eyes and said on a more serious note: “Then we‟d 

better investigate the rest of this room thoroughly… there might be another secret passage we 

can use to bypass that whole mess.” 

Cherry nodded, and she and Zerrex both headed to separate walls, feeling carefully along 

them before Zerrex quietly knocked on a wall in the top right-hand corner of the room, a section 

across from where the earwigs were currently holed-up. Cherry looked at him curiously, and then 

she stared as Zerrex drew back his clawed hand and it morphed into a massive sledgehammer, 

and then he grunted as he slammed his hand into the wall, knocking a huge chunk of cement out 

and sending cracks spiraling through the section. 

He hammered again and again into the damaged wall, and then it simply collapsed, the 

reptile brushing dust off himself with a curse before he stepped not into any secret tunnel, but 

instead the sewer system, staring stupidly back and forth as his warped hand returned to a claw. 

Cherry walked up behind him and gently patted him on the shoulder, saying soothingly: “Nice 

try, Boss. Better luck next time, though, huh?” 

She grinned… then frowned when Zerrex didn‟t give her a retort or a punch, only stared 

past her… and slowly, she looked up to a pipe where a trickle of water was flowing out of. Then 

she winced at the sight of dozens of earwigs all clawing at a heavy sewer grating that nonetheless 

remained in place, before her eyes dropped to look at a wall of iron bars… but more of the huge 

beasts were already attempting to wiggle their way through this, while another was ramming 

itself against the looser door in the metal bars, whether out of instinct or some kind of animal 

intelligence Zerrex didn‟t know, and didn‟t care to find out. 



Before either he or Cherry could back into the room, however, they both heard a loud 

crunching… and Cherry whirled around before drawing her gun, shouting: “Boss, don‟t look 

now, but I think their want to eat our faces off is way stronger than their fear of fire!”  

She fired off several shots into the veritable horde of giant bugs that poured through the 

now torn-down secret wall, flooding over the ceiling, walls, and floor… and Zerrex cursed 

before he winced as the metal door was knocked off its hinges and they began to pour into the 

sewer passage. He drew his own gun, firing several shots into the closest as he took a quick 

glance over his shoulder to take in the environment: a sewer passage that sloped steeply 

downwards, likely towards some sort of holding tank or abysmal lower level. “Cherry, like… set 

something on fire!” 

“Dude, I don‟t got no gas, you know how hard I‟ve been working in the last while going 

back and forth between here and Hell?” Cherry snapped, then she winced as an earwig lunged at 

her and she kicked it hard enough in the underbelly to send it splattering on the wall opposite. 

“Nevermind, you made your damn point!” 

Zerrex shoved one of his hands onto Cherry‟s back, and she blinked before arching her 

spine with a wince, several of her shots going wild… but as an earwig lunged at her, she dropped 

her head forwards and her eyes flashed. A terrible blast of psychic force tore out of her, and the 

earwig simply exploded as dark lighting arced and sizzled through the air, coupled with the 

incredible psychic power, and the earwig‟s former comrades were splattered with his remains, 

causing confusion in their ranks. Then Cherry roared as she stepped forwards, throwing both 

arms out and concentrating, and a blazing inferno of white and red fire exploded out of the 

ground, the heat intense enough to send Zerrex reeling backwards and the earwigs popping like 

corn in the flames; but their blood didn‟t even have time to splatter over the walls before it was 

disintegrated by the intense flames. 

The male fell to one knee, then he coughed blood and quickly wiped it away with a 

wince: he didn‟t want Cherry to see how much energy he‟d used up in forcing some of his own 

into her, which Cherry was currently burning quickly through… no pun intended. Or maybe just 

a little… goddammit, my head is pounding but we gotta forge forwards… 

Then the female let her body slump as she exhaled loudly, and the white flames quickly 

died down until all that was left were dwindling fires on a few blackened corpses, the rest of the 

sewer floor covered in ash. If there were any survivors, they had retreated into the nest… and 

Cherry sat tiredly beside Zerrex as her scales flickered and her demonic characteristics pushed 

out of her form. Slowly, she reached a hand out and quietly intertwined her fingers with Zerrex‟s 

corrupted claw, and he looked at her with surprise before she leaned her head to the side, and the 

reptile smiled faintly as his own horns pushed into being before he let them tangle lightly with 

Cherry‟s own, as her horns pushed out of her head: first spiked, then the spikes vanished as they 

branched out. They sat like children who had been tired out by some great event… and then the 

demoness murmured softly: “I don‟t wanna die down here, Boss. But there are so many of the 

fuckers… and… they‟re not just resilient, they‟re able to hurt us. I think we‟ve tried to do too 

much today… I think… we overestimated the strength of our bodies.” 

“Never.” Zerrex said quietly, then he closed his eyes as he tried to force his demonic 

characteristics to vanish… but he was too tired, his mind too numbed for him to quite manage it. 

So instead, he grunted as he untangled himself and stood up, still holding Cherry‟s hand before 

he hefted her to her feet, and she smiled a bit at him as he said quietly: “Don‟t turn into a little 

whiny runt on me now, Cherry. We can do this together.” 



She nodded firmly, then winced as they both heard a loud smash, followed by another, 

then another. It sounded like something massive smashing against steel… and Cherry pulled out 

her whip as Zerrex tucked his handgun into his pants with a mutter, creating a blade of steel as 

they both headed carefully back into the octagonal room. Only one earwig was in sight, but it 

was blind and rolling around in agony, and Zerrex easily crushed its skull under a boot before 

both of them stared in shock as the enormous armored door that had taken Cherry all her strength 

to hold open was knocked off its hinges by some powerful force, skidding across the room 

before banging loudly into the wall opposite hard enough to send down a hail of dust.  

The two took up ready positions as they heard footsteps that were oddly light, and a white 

radiance shone down the hallway… and then a moment later, both gaped as Cindy stepped into 

the room, her backpack strapped in place and a holster on either hip as she rested her hands on 

her waist, gazing at them as she said mildly: “It‟s only been thirty minutes, so technically I‟m not 

breaking any rules here. I‟ll still go and get someone in Hell if you two vanish on me in another 

half-an-hour.” 

“Oh fuck, am I ever glad to see you, Books!” Cherry babbled, and then she ran over to 

the female and picked her up in a hug, Cindy wincing and grasping Cherry‟s shoulders before 

she was set down, and then the larger, muscular – but not quite as strong – female fell on her rear 

with a groan, looking stupidly up at her as she asked dumbly: “How‟d you get past the 

skeletons?” 

“I…” Cindy looked away, blushing a bit, and Zerrex walked over to the hall, and he was 

somehow unsurprised to see piles of broken and damaged bones all over the room. He leaned 

back, giving her an amused look, and then she finally mumbled: “Well, the undead aren‟t 

difficult for the holy powers to take on… they could barely stand to look at me, much less touch 

me.” 

“Fuck, I am so glad you‟re an angel and not a stupid useless demon like me.” Cherry said 

blatantly, and Cindy smiled and blushed before the female grunted and climbed to her feet, 

rubbing at her head and asking mildly: “You got anything in that magic bag of yours to help us 

deal with a bug problem? And what the hell‟s up with Marina and Lone?” 

Zerrex opened his mouth to ask another question as Cindy nodded and took off her 

backpack, and then he turned and coughed hard, staggering and digging his claws into the wall as 

blood splattered out of his jaws. He winced, then coughed again and gagged, his legs going weak 

before Cherry was beside him immediately, looking at him with concern and pain in her eyes as 

she supported him without a joke, without a twitch… and Cindy grit her teeth before muttering: 

“Looks like arming up will have to wait… Daddy, here, drink this.” 

Cindy tossed Cherry a can of cola, and Cherry looked at it dubiously before Cindy said 

mildly: “It‟s Frost Plus, the new energy-boosting line. Daddy‟s love of caffeine is a blessing, 

too… you know how it reacts with his system.” 

Cherry nodded as the pieces clicked together for her, and then she opened the can for 

Zerrex before offering it to him. Zerrex looked at her strangely, but then he took it and smiled 

faintly, taking a long sip and resting against the wall for a moment as he breathed softly in and 

out. For whatever strange reason – maybe because of how his body had such a high-energy 

makeup – caffeine reacted with his system and worked for him like sleep and food did for other 

people, restoring his energy… and because he was a demon, even going so far as to accelerate 

his natural healing abilities. He closed his eyes, then he tilted the can up again and this time 

guzzled it down, not wanting to take any longer than he had to as some of it dribbled down his 

chin and muzzle to drip onto his chest, and then he stared at Cherry, the last bit of cola dripping 



into his mouth as she stared back at him, her tongue against his chest before she blushed and 

drew back, tapping her fingertips together and coughing. “I… I wanted a sip.” 

Zerrex threw the can of cola at her head, and Cherry threw a headbutt into it, knocking 

the can into the Drakkaren‟s abs before she grinned at him. Then her grin widened as Cindy 

rooted through her bag, and somehow pulled an assault rifle out of the tiny backpack… and a 

moment later the reptile realized it must have been enhanced by magic as she tossed the rifle up 

to Cherry, only to then make the female gape as she pulled out a massive heavy rifle used by the 

Dragokkaren Enforcers of Hez‟Ranna, complete with a humongous drum of bullets. “Holy shit, 

is that a Shadowhawk and Blackhawk-” 

“HAR-52. I‟d let you try using it but you‟re obviously too weak.” Cindy said with a 

playful glint in her eye, obviously relishing her own strength. She set it to burst fire mode as she 

checked the gun over, Cherry looking moody before Cindy returned to her bag and pulled out a 

tiny lever-action shotgun, which Zerrex gladly took, tossing her his handgun in return, and the 

youngest daughter of the Drakkaren smiled slightly up at him, saying softly: “I got plenty of 

ammo, too… Marina was the one who sent me down here, after all. And to answer your 

question, Cherry, she and Lone are standing watch at the doorway. But she felt your pain, 

Daddy, and sent me down here and warned me to load up… and now I think we should do okay. 

Come on, I‟ll distribute a spare clip to each of you, too, but I think we have enough firepower to 

deal with whatever we have to.” 

Zerrex nodded with a grunt of agreement, but then he tilted his head as Cindy paused in 

mid-reach for her backpack. She frowned as she reached down and picked up a clipboard that 

still had all manner of paper on it, brushing a bit of blood and char off it, and then she looked up 

at her father, asking sharply: “How far did you get into this place?” 

“About this far… I knocked a hole into the sewers to see if we could get around a nest of 

bugs, but…” The Drakkaren shook his head, then he pointed at one of the corpses of the giant 

earwigs strewn about the room. “This is what we‟ve been dealing with, by the way. They‟re 

nasty little bastards, though… certainly hurts like hell if they can get a hold of you with those 

teeth of theirs.” 

Cindy nodded slowly, then she returned her eyes to the clipboard, flipping through the 

papers to settle on one in particular. She gazed at it for a long while, then murmured quietly: “A 

lot of this has to do with the Great War… and…” She paused, then looked over at Cherry, who 

was grumbling and trying to rub a spot off the top of her assault rifle with her wrist. “With the 

experiments that enhanced your sister Cynterra into Cherubim.” 

Cherry looked slowly over at Cindy, and there was silence for a moment before Cherry 

asked in a quiet but firm voice: “What happened? And when did that motherfucker do it?” 

“It doesn‟t say… this is all theoretical information here, not practical, other than the DNA 

data logs… and it doesn‟t look like this office was used for a long time.” the angelic female 

murmured softly, shaking her head slowly. Zerrex frowned a bit as Cherry muttered something 

and snarled at the ceiling, and then she looked down in surprise as Cindy said: “But what worries 

me more is that it looks like they did a genetic extraction on an actual angel to get this 

information…” 

“Capsule… could they have been talking about a specimen capsule?” Zerrex tilted his 

head towards Cindy, but at the same time he rose his shotgun in his left hand towards the 

opening leading into the nest, as he heard scratching and saw movements in the strange, mushy 

stuff that coated the walls. 



Cindy didn‟t bother to reply: instead, she began gathering up the papers nearest to her, 

stuffing them into the backpack before she tossed a spare clip in front of Cherry. The female 

caught it easily without so much as a twitch, but Zerrex looked down in surprise as he felt a 

bandolier land on his boot, before he smiled grimly over his shoulder as Cindy slid the backpack 

back on and stood up, holding the massive, too-big assault rifle of her own in both hands. The 

imposing barrel rose towards the hole… and then Cherry said darkly: “Fuck this. I ain‟t waitin‟ 

around for these shit-eaters to form a pretty line for me… let‟s bust in there and see if we can 

find any more information on what they goddamn did to my poor sister.” 

Zerrex nodded, then he and Cherry advanced to the sides of the hole, Cindy staying back 

with the heavy rifle before Zerrex motioned for the demoness to take the lead. Cherry grinned 

coldly, not needing to be asked twice, and then she slipped into the nest, making a face as she 

stepped on the spongy, papery material. She looked left, right, then up, then returned her eyes 

straight as she whispered over her shoulder: “The whole fucking place is covered in this 

bullshit… I can‟t set anything on fire in here, Boss, the whole damn nest‟ll go up like a drunk 

bum‟s cardboard box.” 

“You have a way with words.” Zerrex muttered, and Cherry grunted something as they 

slowly made their way forwards, Cindy taking up the rear and Zerrex in the middle. There were 

holes and cracks in the gunk all around them, and he could hear them, almost feel the bugs 

moving… and he knew that this was a bad idea, but he also knew that they had to press 

forwards… and not just for us anymore. This could hold answers to questions I‟ve had for 

literally millions of years about the Great War and Narrius… and Cherry need those answers on 

her little sister, and her old best friend… 

They reached a bend, and Cherry looked back at Zerrex for guidance. It only took the 

reptile a moment to think ahead of what to do, and he pointed at the curving wall opposite, where 

the strange mass bulged in a way that was almost obscene… and Cherry nodded, running quickly 

over to towards this bulge as she looked into the next hall at the same time, dropping down to 

one knee and aiming her rifle down the corridor before she paused and slowly looked upwards, 

saying stupidly: “Boss. Tell me that ain‟t what I think it is.” 

Zerrex looked up towards the ceiling… and he stared in horror at the sight of a strange 

pod hanging there. It was pulsing and bulging, a strange drool dripping out of it… and then it 

slowly began to peel open, more slime dropping out of it before the three reptiles scattered 

backwards, Cherry yelling something in disgust as ugly white larvae dropped out of the strange 

sac to land with a loud splat on the ground, some of them burrowing into the soft membrane as 

others squirmed their way towards the Drakkaren.  

Zerrex made a face of disgust at the little beasts, then he fired three shells into the 

ground, splattering most of them into bits and pieces. Cherry added her own gunfire to the mix, 

aiming upwards at the pod and sending a foaming green liquid splattering out of the pod before it 

screamed and withdrew suddenly into the ceiling, leaving a dark hole behind… and a moment 

later, earwigs began to drop out of this, Cindy shouting: “They must have mutated, evolved!” 

She added her own gunfire to the mix, the massive assault rifle hitting bugs with enough 

force to cause them to all but explode, Zerrex blasting the heads and chitinous bodies of the 

insects apart with his own shotgun blasts. Cherry, meanwhile, was aiming at something down the 

hall, a snarl on her face before she shot the reptile a look, and the Drakkaren spun around on 

instinct, throwing a hard punch outwards and smashing in the face of another earwig in mid 

pounce. 



The reptile realized they were battling some different type of threat as well, as he kicked 

another huge earwig across the room before it could bite him, the creatures swarming in from 

behind them as well now as the Drakkaren reloaded his shotgun as quickly as he could, his 

fingers fumbling five shells into the weapon as fast as he could before he spun it around in his 

left hand, working the lever at the same time before blasting apart an insect as it didn‟t jump, but 

flew through the air on ugly, too-narrow wings. It screamed as it fell to the ground, writhing in 

agony, and the reptile realized that their legs were longer, too… evolved, just like Cindy said. 

“Watch out!” 

“I see „em!” Cherry shouted back over the sounds of gunfire, and then she vanished down 

the corridor. Zerrex and Cindy both quickly followed, wading through the dead bodies of 

earwigs that were quickly beginning to pile up… and it had now become almost impossible to 

tell if there were any survivors, as they staggered over ground littered with bug guts and 

twitching limbs, both of them still firing into the earwigs massing over the walls and forming 

almost a solid carpet on both ceiling and floor of the hallway. Whatever else, they were strong in 

numbers… and Zerrex did not like how pressured they were being as he rounded the corner and 

cursed at the sight of more of them flooding out of a hole in the wall. “Boss, we gotta do 

something to buy ourselves more time, we can‟t keep this up for much longer!” 

The reptile nodded, gritting his teeth before he cursed as he clicked on empty again, 

clubbing an earwig with the barrel of the weapon before he concentrated, his free hand glowing 

blue before he threw a sphere of energy into the ranks of the bugs. It exploded and sent pieces of 

them flying in all directions, the survivors scurrying quickly away. Cindy, meanwhile, had joined 

Cherry‟s side, both of them forcing forwards as they unloaded both rifles on full automatic into 

the horde of earwigs pouring out of the walls, and then Cherry halted as she clicked on empty, 

her hands working to quickly reload before she paused and reached out, grasping Cindy‟s arm. 

The smaller female paused, releasing the trigger of the heavy assault weapon, and then there was 

a strange silence for a few moments as the surviving earwigs vanished back into the holes in the 

wall that they had spawned from. “The fuck?” 

“Something must have called them back…” Cindy murmured softly, shaking her head, 

and Zerrex made a face as he slowly reloaded his shotgun, looking nervously back and forth. 

“They probably have a hive mind… which means they‟re all taking orders from some bug 

queen.” 

“Fuck, I ain‟t dealing with no queen bitch.” Cherry winced, rubbing at her head slowly, 

then she looked sourly over at Zerrex. “Only you could get us in this much shit. But I say that 

once we find what the hell we‟re lookin‟ for, we just torch this nest, then go back upstairs and 

seal this damned place off for like, forever.” 

“Bad idea. Torching the nest could drive the queen into the sewers, or worse, that cavern 

back there… I‟m sure that place would be a more-than-suitable home for the bastards.” Cindy 

replied, and Cherry made a face at this before Cindy said softly: “The only way to ensure our 

safety is to kill the Queen. With the structure of this nest so far and the behavior of the earwigs, 

I‟m willing to bet they‟ve developed on a very similar level to ants. The Queen‟s chamber won‟t 

be hard to find because it will have to be in a large place near whatever they‟re using as a food 

reserve. In all likelihood, it‟ll also be near whatever was emanating enough of Hell‟s corruption 

to cause such vast mutations… they‟ll be drawn to the power source.” 

“Great.” Cherry sighed, then she looked plaintively over at Zerrex. “Dude, this sucks ass. 

Serious ass. And I really don‟t know how we‟re supposed to find shit-all in this place.” 



Cindy rolled her eyes, but Zerrex held up a hand for silence as he frowned, lowering his 

head. The other two reptiles looked at him, and the Drakkaren murmured quietly: “Just listen.” 

They did… and both picked up on it after another moment. A murmur of some kind, 

running through a wall nearby, as if something had just turned on, and Cindy frowned before 

stepping close to the wall. She glanced over at her father, asking a silent question… and then she 

smiled a bit when he nodded, saying quietly: “I‟ll be just a second.” 

Without another word, Cindy concentrated for a moment before stepping towards the 

wall… and she passed right through it as her body became transparent, the angelic female 

showing off one of the abilities she had gained after death. Cindy was capable of phasing 

through solid materials with little difficulty, and it gave her all manner of offensive and 

defensive abilities. Although as a mortal she had often felt left out with no fantastical powers of 

her own other than her brute strength and stunning intellect, as an angel she had gained 

magnificent abilities… and it meant that she no longer felt as inferior compared to any of the 

other members of her little family. Not that she ever was, anyway… with just her brains and 

brawn, she could give any superhero a run for their money… 

The two waited quietly… and, just as Zerrex was beginning to get nervous, Cindy 

reappeared through the wall, becoming physical again as she hugged herself with a shudder. “I 

had to pass through so many bugs just to get here… God. But there‟s some kind of generator 

room on the other side there, and lots of the earwigs are just sitting around, warming themselves 

on it… this facility might be larger than any of us expected. I think what we‟re looking for isn‟t 

too far ahead, though… there‟s a door ahead covered by some goop we should force our way 

through.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly at this, then he flexed his right hand slowly before extending the 

ugly blade from his wrist, saying mildly: “Forcing our way as always, huh? I guess that‟s no 

surprise, though… but I really don‟t want to stay down here longer than we have to. If things 

start getting ugly again, we should probably attempt to head for the surface, to rearm ourselves… 

maybe we should even call in some of Ire‟s troops to do the job for us.” 

“Captain Ravenlight, running away from a fight, huh?” Cherry grinned at this, then she 

coughed and quailed under Zerrex‟s glare, holding up her free hand as she shouldered her rifle. 

“Okay, okay, for the love of crap don‟t blow a gasket. Dude, I don‟t wanna be here or be doin‟ 

this shit myself, but I guess if anyone‟s gotta, we gotta. What, you afraid to get your hands dirty 

with bug blood all of a sudden?” 

“No, I just know that… we‟re all a little tired right now. And we have more important 

things to worry about than a bug infestation.” Zerrex replied irritably, making a face at the 

female before he sighed and trudged forward again, looking moody. “I hate this goddamn 

nonsense. Every time we try to do something, we end up dealing with a whole crapload of things 

at once. And don‟t tell me it‟s just life, „cause life really shouldn‟t be like this.” 

Cherry opened her mouth, but Cindy grabbed her shoulder, jerking her close and saying 

to her in a quiet but deadly voice: “Don‟t. Daddy is stressed and tired. He doesn‟t need to piling 

more shit on top of him right now. You remember how you felt when you had to leave Priest 

behind in Hell, don‟t you?” 

The muscular female glanced down abashedly at this, then she rubbed slowly at her face 

before clearing her throat and bounding back ahead, smiling lamely at Zerrex before she took the 

front of the line again. She looked back and forth, then paused as she looked at an uneven section 

of wall, walking over to it and tearing at the membranous gunk that covered the entire hallway. 

“Wait, wait, there‟s something here, Boss!” 



“I see.” Zerrex said drolly, and he pushed Cherry aside to slash at the material viciously, 

cutting several large gouges into the door beneath before he rose a foot and kicked it hard, 

opening the way into a smaller corridor. The walls of this place were still mostly cement, but 

there were several winged earwigs in here, all of them immediately hissing and advancing… but 

Zerrex solved this problem with a few shells, walking inside as he fired and then crushing the 

skull of one of them under his booted foot to still its writhing body. “Where to from here?” 

Cindy shook her head: this small corridor was lined with doors, and she hadn‟t had the 

time to check them all. “My guess would be a biogenetics lab… but it could be anything. For all 

we know, Narrius could have still been using this place even during the Great War.” 

“Then it may have been raided… or rigged for self-destruct.” Zerrex muttered, rubbing at 

his forehead slowly as the blade vanished back into his arm. “Let‟s take a look.” 

He forced the door closest to himself open, then cursed as two earwigs immediately 

pounced him, but Cherry punted both of them off, firing several rounds as she tilted her assault 

rifle sideways and strafed it once to the left, knocking holes in both of the earwigs and sending 

them sprawling. There was no time to celebrate as more flooded forwards from where they were 

standing guard over several large clutches of eggs, however… and then both Zerrex and Cherry 

stared as a humongous spider dropped on top of the charging earwigs and immediately began 

biting and clawing, as the earwigs screeched and fought back against the aggressor.  

Their pincers were no match for the size and ferocity of the arachnid, however, and 

moments later the spider vanished up the wall with no less than four earwig bodies in tow. 

Neither of the Drakkaren was sure what had just happened… but Cherry peered cautiously into 

the room, checking the ceiling first before she finally said dumbly: “Dude, okay. Like. Scary. 

But okay. Uh… shit. I don‟t see the fucker anymore, just a big open vent behind us… but I don‟t 

think that bastard‟ll be back.” 

“Yeah, well… you first.” Zerrex kicked her lightly in the rear, and Cherry staggered into 

the room, looking back and forth anxiously. The Drakkaren followed a moment later, and the 

two stood hesitantly near the doorway before Cindy sighed and pushed past them both, ignoring 

both the Drakkaren and the clutches of eggs as she walked over to a set of metal filing cabinets: 

the only things the earwigs hadn‟t been able to destroy. 

Cherry, meanwhile, now satisfied that she wasn‟t going to be eaten, walked over to the 

nearest group of eggs before she leaned down and picked one up. She examined in curiously, 

tilting it back and forth in her hand and staring through the translucent shell at the forming larva 

inside, and then she dropped it and squished it, muttering in disgust. “There don‟t seem to be 

much flammable shit in here, so I‟m gonna torch these fuckers once you‟re done there, Books.” 

Cindy only waved at her, murmuring something  as she thumbed through folders before 

she picked out a thick file, and she began reading through it before she looked over her shoulder 

at them grimly. “This facility was in fact still being used at least as short as twenty-three years 

ago… there‟s all sorts of files I‟d like to save if we could. I can‟t fit all of them even into this 

backpack, but it sounds like this facility was abandoned after it lost funding and Narrius began 

deploying more ground troops throughout Ire. This is a maintenance log… the last entry says 

they weren‟t going to bother dismantling the security systems, but they were going to seal off all 

the exits and lock down most of the armored shutters. It also mentions something about a 

„bowl…‟ I‟ll see if I can dig up a floor plan.” 

Zerrex grunted, making a face as he looked up at the ceiling nervously, and Cherry 

glanced over at them before she shook her head and suggested: “Wait, Books. Let me do that. 



You go and scout around the area some more, see if you can find us the quickest route to the 

Queen… or better yet, the main security terminal.” 

“Yeah… the control room is probably locked down somewhere, but you‟ll be able to get 

in no problem.” Zerrex added, nodding at Cherry‟s idea, which made the female give a bright, 

pleased grin. “You can save us a lot of time and effort if you can find that and activate whatever 

security systems are offline… and any surviving cameras might let us find out where the Queen 

is, if you don‟t come across her.” 

“I think I know where she is already… but alright, Daddy. Thanks, Cherry.” Cindy 

added, and Cherry nodded pompously, watching as Cindy turned transparent before she vanished 

not through the wall, but the floor this time. Then she swaggered over to the filing cabinet before 

jumping as Cindy stuck her head through the floor, adding: “And if you find any files on-” 

“Shit, I think I know what an important file is by now, Books!” Cherry stomped one foot 

wildly through Cindy‟s discorporate head, making her wince as the female glared daggers down 

at her. “Get the fuck out of here, you‟re ruining my awesomeness and making me look bad!” 

“Drama queen.” Cindy muttered, then she vanished through the floor again as Zerrex 

snorted laughter, and Cherry mumbled something sulkily before going back to work. 

Zerrex, meanwhile, took a moment to pause, laying the shotgun down and then sitting 

cross-legged and he took a long, slow breath… then held it, forcing his body to halt its breathing. 

Demons, after all, didn‟t need air… and as he closed his eyes, he let himself fall into a light 

meditation as he stretched his mind out through the facility, feeling the energy radiating through 

the gooey stuff on the walls… and he could sense the hostile, dumb energies of the earwigs, 

even. They felt angry and vicious, and he could feel a more-demonic energy he knew was the 

Queen… and somewhere nearby, was Cindy‟s energy, flickering strangely as she passed easily 

through objects.  

In the room with him, there were two friendly energy sources… Cherry, who was fiery 

and lustful and loyal… and another energy that felt unintelligent, yet curious. It was right beside 

him… and Zerrex frowned a bit as he felt something odd and hairy nuzzle at him before he 

opened one eye… then yelped in surprise as the gigantic spider from earlier bumped against him 

again, the reptile flailing his arms before he fell over onto his back with a groan. 

“What is it Bo- holy FUCK!” Cherry gaped and leapt backwards, whacking the back of 

her head off the shelf hard enough to dent it, and then she dived for her assault rifle as the spider 

scuttled backwards, hissing. She snarled, and then blinked as Zerrex sat up, waving a hand 

wildly at her before she said dumbly: “Dude, I‟m not kidding when I say there‟s a giant spider 

behind you. There is seriously a giant fucking spider right behind you.” 

“I know.” Zerrex climbed to his feet carefully, sensing the energies of the arachnid… a 

bit more uncertain now, and agitated… but the Drakkaren forced himself to calm down as he 

realized the effects of the corruption must have enlarged the bug‟s mind as well as its body and 

opened up new senses. He reached a hand nervously out towards it, and the spider tensed itself, 

but he didn‟t feel it growing any more hostile… and then Zerrex carefully patted it on the head, 

and the huge bug clicked its mandibles together before leaning forwards. Cherry tensed now… 

and then she stared as it bumped against the Drakkaren lightly in a way that was almost 

affectionate, and the reptile let out a sigh of relief. “There, see?” 

“What the shit, are you the spider whisperer now or something?” Cherry asked flatly, and 

then she paused, peering at him as she jumped up to her feet. “Dude, I thought you could only do 

that shit with the hydras and the wyrms.”  



The Drakkaren shrugged with a grunt as he rubbed a hand lightly through the coarse hairs 

of the giant bug: now that he knew it wasn‟t going to eat him, suddenly, the arachnid wasn‟t half 

as creepy as it used to be. Sure, Zerrex didn‟t think this whole experience would stop him from 

crushing bugs in the future, but nonetheless… well, it‟s a good thing I spent so many years 

training steeds down in Hell… “Oh, chill out. And well, this bug doesn‟t seem… you know… 

retarded or all… bug-brained. Shut up, I‟m doing the best I can here to come up with a good 

word. Anyway, like, it seems… intelligent. And come on, look at it! It‟s almost cute, it‟s even 

got… lime-green eyes, instead of like, all those other ugly bastards with the black eyes…” 

“What‟s your problem with black? I seem to remember you having a good bit of that 

color on you somewhere yourself.” Cherry shot back with a wide grin, and Zerrex groaned and 

slapped his forehead before he looked down at the spider, gently rubbing a hand over one of its 

upper arms as it clicked at him curiously, then looked over at Cherry. “Hey, don‟t you look at 

me, fuckface. He‟s the softie here. I‟d eat you if you weren‟t so gross looking.” 

Zerrex sighed again, muttering something under his breath, and then he carefully got 

down on one knee as Cherry relaxed a bit, but still looked suspiciously at the arachnid. He 

looked into its eight eyes, making himself a bit more vulnerable to test it… but when the spider 

moved forwards, it only bumped itself lightly against him again. Then, all of a sudden, it reached 

a leg up, and Cherry gritted her teeth… but Zerrex laughed as instead of attacking him, the spider 

just tried to mimic what he had done to it several times now, patting him on the head and 

scratching its clawed hook of a foot lightly through his scalp. “See? It‟s friendly!” 

“It‟s got the same size brain as you.” Cherry muttered, then she sighed and turned around, 

grumbling to herself as she went back to digging through the files as Zerrex and the spider 

continued to curiously inspect each other. 

A few minutes later, as Cherry sat with a pile of files beside her, reading one with a 

frown on her face, the lights suddenly clicked on… and the spider looked back and forth in panic 

before it calmed almost immediately as Zerrex touched it and clicked his tongue lightly, using 

the same methods of communication that he did with the animals of Hell. It seemed to respond 

best to them… and Cherry rolled her eyes at this, mumbling: “Gee, I hope you and Fuckface are 

getting along over there. Asshole.” 

“Are you feeling left out?” Zerrex asked, mocking a raised eyebrow despite his lack of 

them through long practice, and Cherry glared at him before she concentrated, a pair of large, 

fuzzy eyebrows appearing on her face before she made the same expression back at the 

Drakkaren. He looked at her sourly, then he asked in a more serious voice: “Okay, bitch. Then 

what did you find that‟s actually got you reading?” 

“It‟s an old log file on some on Narrius‟s nastier experiments… you know, the Unseen, 

the RED Unit, shit like that.” Cherry responded, frowning a bit as she paged through the report, 

then she added quietly: “There‟s some real crazy shit in here, Boss. Not to mention that business 

about them having an angel in a storage tank somewhere… I‟m starting to believe it though. I 

mean, you and me act dumb about this crap, but I like to think we‟ve got it down a bit more than 

your average person if just „cause we spend so much time with Cindy… but fuck, I don‟t 

understand any of this bullshit at all.” 

“Sorry I took so long.” Cindy‟s voice was muffled as she emerged from a wall, and she 

skidded to a halt before solidifying, panting a bit and wincing as she rubbed at her body slowly. 

The two looked at her curiously, and then Cindy smiled a bit, saying softly as she looked over at 

her father calmly, showing little surprise – if any –at the sight of the huge bug. “It‟s nothing… it 

just hurts a bit when I return to normal form after letting my body remain ethereal for too long.”  



Zerrex nodded slowly, and Cindy walked over to the spider, kneeling in front of it and 

reaching a hand out, movements slow and careful as she rubbed its head gently. It clicked at her, 

then reached a hand up and patted her on the head, and Cindy looked surprised before she 

laughed, and the spider made a bouncing motion, as if sharing in her joy as Zerrex looked 

proudly from one to the other. Cherry huffed, then said loudly: “We have something serious to 

do here, people! Cindy, get the fuck away from Fuckface, he and Zer need to finish their circle-

jerk.” 

“She‟s upset I‟m not playing with her.” Zerrex said mildly, then he pointed at the lights 

that were now glowing in the ceiling. “That your work?” 

“Yeah.” Cindy nodded, turning serious again as she stood up and adjusted her rifle. “Like 

I thought, the queen‟s chamber is in the bowl, which is straight below us… I didn‟t want to get 

too close, but she doesn‟t look like any kind of earwig I‟ve ever seen, that‟s for sure. I found the 

control room not long after, and I opened the shutters that were protecting the bowl… it‟s sort of 

the bottom of a pit, and from the barrels and broken containers, it might have been where they 

were dumping toxic byproducts or some other biohazard zone. A lot of the earwigs down there 

are very big and very ugly… we‟ll have to be careful. 

“I also opened the shutters leading to the nearest lift, and turned it on… and I unlocked 

all the laboratories and containment rooms. We should be able to find what we‟re looking for 

somewhere in here.” Cindy paused, then said quietly: “There‟s only one problem. We need to 

find that angel and secure all the data we can before we kill the Queen… once we do, the earwigs 

will likely go into a frenzy. On the one hand, if they go mad, we don‟t have to worry about them 

rebuilding their nest… but on the other, they might try and pursue us or head topside to attack 

people, in which case we‟ll have to eradicate them.” 

The Drakkaren nodded, then Cherry stood up and stretched, picking up her assault rifle as 

she said mildly: “Well, let‟s do this then, huh? I can‟t think of any damn better way to spend my 

afternoon, after all… what about you, Boss?” 

“Sure, why not?” Zerrex said after a moment, and then he smiled slightly as he handed 

the shotgun over to Cindy, asking curiously: “You wouldn‟t happen to have a close-range 

weapon I can use in that bag of tricks, would you?” 

Cindy slipped her backpack off, then she dug through it for a few moments, tossing a few 

assault rifle clips out – Cherry snagging these and tucking them safely into her sidepack – before 

she put the shotgun away… and then pulled out a long katana with a lengthened grip. Zerrex 

took this reverently, gripping it by the steel sheath as he gazed over it, and Cindy said softly: “I 

gave that to Marina for her birthday last year… we had it in Hell, remember, because she wanted 

to spend the day with you. But she said you would make better use of it today than she would, so 

I should bring it to you…” 

“And I think I will.” Zerrex gently pushed his thumb against the golden, flower-petal 

hand-guard of the sword, and the blade glinted as it pushed out of the sheath, revealed just 

enough for the reptile to see it clearly. He smiled slightly at the sight of the gleaming white 

blade, then said softly: “Not only forged in Heaven… but this was made by Tinny.” 

“Good eye.” Cindy walked over to Cherry, glancing at the files as she tucked them away 

into the backpack, and then she smiled across at Zerrex as she pulled the last file out of the 

muscular female‟s hands, making her grunt in displeasure. “He misses you, you know. Both of 

you, since a certain someone hasn‟t visited him in a long while.” 

Cherry rubbed the back of her neck embarrassedly, and then she blushed when Cindy 

tilted her head upwards, saying quietly but firmly: “We all feel guilty for what happened to him, 



but it isn‟t your fault or anyone‟s fault that he died all those years ago, now. He saved our lives. 

You owe it to him to visit soon, understood?” 

“Understood.” Cherry mumbled, looking awkwardly at the floor, then she cleared her 

throat as she hopped to her feet, walking over to Zerrex… and then she sighed and patted the 

spider roughly on the head, but the spider only patted her just as hard back, making her wince 

and sulk. “Okay, okay, I get it, Fuckface. Fine, I‟ll play nice with your… weird new pet, but I‟ll 

be damned… I… wait. I guess I am damned, huh?” Cherry scratched her head at this, then 

cleared her throat and continued as if nothing had happened: “I‟ll be… blessed… if you‟re 

bringing this son of a bitch back home… and don‟t even think about it, Cindy, blessings hurt like 

you‟re getting your balls being towed like a trailer truck!” 

“Stop being a baby.” Cindy grumbled, then she looked over at Zerrex. “We need to go 

back out to the main hall… but it‟ll likely be crawling with bugs by now. The light should still 

have them confused, however, and I think they‟ll likely spread out through the nest, since they 

seem to enjoy basking in the heat. They might not swarm us in strong light, either… their eyes 

are likely sensitive to it. 

“We need to move down the hall, and past a security shutter that I hope to hell is open by 

now. Then we take a left through a door with a blue light over it, and we go past an armored 

shutter that I‟ll open from the other side for us.” She halted for a moment, and Cherry motioned 

impatiently for her to go on. “There‟s a lift past there we take down to a catwalk, and from the 

catwalk we can jump down to the Queen. The way out won‟t be as easy… we‟ll have to take a 

service elevator up to a different catwalk, then another elevator to get back into this area. I don‟t 

know what might happen, though… I mapped this course out quickly on the map I found in the 

control center.” 

“You never fail to impress, Cindy.” Zerrex said softly, and the female blushed but smiled 

warmly as the Drakkaren gripped the heavy sheath of the blade in one hand, rolling his shoulders 

as he smiled slightly. “And now we‟d better get ourselves moving. Cherry, take the back of the 

group… if the earwigs are out in force, we‟ll need to depend heavily on your abilities to avoid 

getting ambushed.” 

“You‟re just trying to make me feel special and put me in last place at the same time.” 

Cherry said sourly, but she nodded nonetheless, making a face as she adjusted her whip for better 

access… and from that movement alone, Zerrex knew she was taking her job seriously. He 

smiled a bit, then took the lead, motioning for Cindy to stay close. 

The spider followed too, staying close to Zerrex and clicking at him curiously, and the 

Drakkaren reached out to pat it gently on the head before the little group moved carefully down 

the hallway, the reptile not liking the fact that he could see earwigs running back and forth 

through the open door. Then one of them turned and chattered, raising its tail pincers 

aggressively… and immediately the giant spider leapt forwards and onto it, biting savagely into 

it as it rolled it over to pin the bug helplessly. 

Zerrex took the opening to run into the hallway, swinging the sheath hard outwards to 

knock two more earwigs scattering, before he drew the sword and slashed outwards with it at the 

same time as a bug dropped from the ceiling, and the Drakkaren sliced it cleanly in half. He 

grinned coldly, then whirled his way into the ranks, swinging the sword low and the sheath 

higher, ripping deep wounds through any of the bugs unlucky enough to be caught in his way. 

Cindy roared as she opened fire with the heavy assault rifle, knocking earwigs off walls 

as the heavy rounds tore through their hides and blew them into pieces. More earwigs swarmed 

through the holes in the wall, but Cindy noted that already it seemed there weren‟t as many, 



before she snarled as she clicked on empty, and then her eyes flicked to the side as an earwig 

swung its tail in at her. 

The female‟s body became discorporate, and the tail harmlessly passed through her… 

before she stepped into the space the earwig was occupying as it looked confused, and forced her 

body to become physical. Immediately, the earwig simply exploded, disintegrating as Cindy 

winced, before she swung the heavy butt of the rifle out to slap away another earwig, knocking 

its head mostly off as she snorted. Physics 101. Two objects cannot occupy the same space at 

once. 

Cherry, meanwhile, stayed near the back of the group, shooting bursts into two earwigs 

that had lunged towards the spider as it ripped apart another of the bugs. More of them were 

swarming now from down the hall, and she snorted, reaching into her pocket as she shouted: 

“C‟mon, Fuckface, move your ass! Hey, Books, we really need to haul ass!” 

“For once I agree with you!” Cindy responded, making a face, then she closed her eyes as 

her body became discorporate, before she flickered out of reality entirely… and a moment later 

she reappeared down the hall, calling: “I‟ll clear this area, work your way towards me!” 

Goddammit, what I wouldn‟t do for space-time abilities… “Yeah, yeah, fuckin‟ showoff. 

Boss, come on, we‟re wasting time!” 

“I‟m a bit busy at the moment!” Zerrex replied in a strangled voice, as he slashed 

viciously back and forth, knocking flying earwigs out of the air. But even then they often still 

kept coming until he managed a hard strike to their heads or some other severe trauma to their 

bodies, the flying earwigs showing a surprising resilience to both the sword strikes and the 

battering power of the metal sheath. He cursed, then winced as he heard a chewing and crashing 

sound before the beasts finally tore a hole in the wall and their own membrane, and half a dozen 

of them flew out… but Zerrex brought up an arm with a wince, and they landed on a blue shield 

of energy instead of his body, before he grunted and shoved it forwards, knocking them back 

through their own hole before he enlarged the dome-shaped shield into a wall that covered the 

gap, the bugs ramming themselves crazily against it as Zerrex cursed, already seeing cracks 

appearing in the azure wall. “Fine, run!” 

The Drakkaren shot past the few remaining earwigs as they hissed at him, followed by a 

limping spider, and last of all, an angry Cherry who was firing crazily into the ranks of the bugs, 

using her precognitive powers to try and get the best shots she could as she ran backwards, while 

dodging the slashes and bites of the earwigs that had managed to stay alive and dancing through 

the carpet of corpses all along the ground. It was a truly magnificent display, even if Cherry‟s 

wincing took some of the grace out of it… and then she shouted furiously: “Yeah, eat that you 

shit-eating bastards!” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes at her rage, then he skidded to a halt as he found Cindy surrounded 

by dead earwigs, and only one wound on her body… but it was a surprisingly-large gash on her 

forearm, and Cindy was only making it bleed even worse as she slowly hauled a security shutter 

up with loud grunts of effort, before she looked at her father as he grasped her arm and felt her 

bulging bicep, saying raggedly: “It‟s magnetic and goddamned heavy… and the netting is 

holding onto it tighter than I expected. Give me a hand.”  

The reptile nodded, dropping both sword and sheath to reach down and grasp the 

underside of the shutter… and the two grunted, their muscles flexing as gears inside the shutter 

clanked, both of them pushing upwards until something gave loudly with a shriek of steel… and 

then earwigs that had been waiting on the other side of the shutter both lunged, tackling Zerrex 

and Cindy to the ground. Immediately, the angel became discorporate, the earwig falling stupidly 



to the ground and biting uselessly into the floor before exploding as Cindy solidified her body, 

and Zerrex grabbed his own earwig by the face with his right hand, the mandibles of the creature 

snapping as it bit into the not-flesh of the Drakkaren before he crushed its head and tossed it 

backwards with a grunt. 

Before either could get up, however, more earwigs lunged… but with a wild cry, Cherry 

slid in on her back, flicking the assault rifle to semi-auto mode and squeezing the trigger rapidly 

as she strafed the assault rifle through the air. Time seemed to slow, the bullet casings seeming to 

flip with lazy grace, as Cherry continued to slide past them, already on her fifth shot as four 

earwigs spasmed and flew backwards… and a fifth staggered, its head exploding before Cherry 

brought her legs back and slammed her feet into the heads of two more bugs, and then she spun 

herself in a way that seemed impossible, shoving one hand out behind her to work as an axle as 

she hefted herself into the air before standing on it with a wide grin, her eyes alight as her assault 

rifle held in one hand, and then her huge muscles flexed as she shoved herself off the spongy 

ground, flipping once and finally landing in a kneel with both arms outstretched. “I am the most 

fucking awesome thing ever!” 

“That was a little bit excessive.” Cindy said mildly, as Zerrex only gaped dumbly at her. 

Then he shook his head quickly as Cindy knelt by the wounded spider, touching its damaged leg 

gently and making it cringe and click several times, before she looked over her shoulder and 

cursed under her breath at the sight of more earwigs coming in through the walls as the ones they 

had just escaped swarmed down the hall towards them. “Come on, we‟d better make a run for it 

before they catch up.” 

Zerrex nodded, picking up his weaponry as Cindy shouldered her huge rifle, and he 

allowed her to take the lead as they headed for the door. An earwig seemed to appear out of 

nowhere, hissing… but Cindy only kicked it hard enough to splatter it against the ceiling, and 

even Cherry gaped before Cindy rammed herself into a rusted door with a faint blue bulb 

glowing above it, knocking the door down before she cursed loudly and leveled her assault rifle.  

Huge spiders marched menacingly towards them, the three of them much larger and 

much more intimidating than the smaller arachnid they had with them… but before anyone could 

react, the little spider hobbled into the room and chattered several times as Zerrex and Cherry 

walked up beside Cindy, the three hesitating in the hallway before the little bug knocked itself 

against Zerrex. The larger spiders seemed to hesitate… and then Zerrex patted the small spider, 

and the small spider turned around to pat him gently back… and the energy in the room seemed 

to change. Instead of advancing on them, the huge spiders walked past, and the three Drakkaren 

stared in awe as they moved into the hallway… and then the sounds of battle began, as Zerrex 

knelt in front of the small spider and smiled. “Thank you.” 

The arachnid clicked in return, then stumbled away towards a broken-down door. It 

hesitated and turned around, looking at Zerrex with its hard, chitinous features and 

expressionless eyes… but then it bowed towards him before raising both forelegs… and Zerrex 

rose his own hand in return, and finally the spider vanished into the room. The reptile 

straightened, then shrugged as both Cherry and Cindy looked at him, finally asking mildly: 

“What?” 

“Nothing. Ugh, I‟m gonna miss little Fuckface.” Cherry said tenderly, rubbing at her 

head lightly… then she started walking down the hall, gesturing for them both to move. “Come 

on, though, we‟re runnin‟ out of time! There‟re too many goddamn earwigs for those three big-

ass bugs to take on, and we all know it.” 



The two nodded, and they hurried down the hallway, Zerrex privately glad to be in an 

area that was mostly cold concrete: there were webs here and there, but they could all easily 

handle webs… and it made it very clear why there wasn‟t as much of that gross membrane that  

the earwigs had somehow built. “Is that the shutter?” 

“Yeah, and it looks like it‟s in okay condition.” Cindy said quickly, then she went into a 

jog before she phased through the heavy black and yellow shutter. Both Zerrex and Cherry 

skidded to a halt in front of it, looking at each other nervously after a moment of nothing 

happening… and then a red light began to flash above their heads, a weak siren blaring as the 

shutter began to slowly rise up into the ceiling, and the two ducked under it the moment they 

could to find Cindy already waiting impatiently at the broken gate to a large-size lift. “Sorry for 

the pause… the button was jammed. It seems like the lift was stopped on a lower level, too, but 

it‟s working… it‟s just slow.” 

“We totally should have just jumped down there.” Cherry said reasonably, as she leaned 

over the broken waist-high gate to peer into the semi-darkness below… and then she made a 

face, asking: “Is uh. That supposed to be on there?” 

Cindy frowned and looked over the edge as well… and then she winced as her eyes 

caught sight of the tall genetics capsule, which sat beside several large-size metal crates. “I 

figured that any containment capsules would be on the lower levels, since this is all 

administrative up here… they must have been trying to transport it out but run into some kind of 

problem while moving it. It works to our advantage, at least…” 

Nonetheless, she took the spare moment to reload her assault rifle, tossing the empty 

drum away and half-shrugging the backpack off to pull a new one out. She slapped it into place, 

then chambered the first round with a simple pull of the bolt on the side of the huge weapon 

before she rested the butt of the gun against her shoulder, ready to fire on the capsule should 

something nasty happen, as it often did with them. 

What they saw inside, however, was no angel. It was a mangled body… and Zerrex 

frowned before he hopped the gate first, walking up to it and tapping on the glass. There was no 

response, however, and it looked like whatever liquid they were keeping the subject in had gone 

stagnant… and the reptile shook his head before he murmured: “It‟s a Dragokkaren… but look at 

the eyes. Nothing but hollow, ugly pits…” And the body has become petrified. It‟s a dead 

Unseen. 

The Dragokkaren had likely once been enormous, even for his breed, with how cramped 

he was in the twenty foot capsule… but the wires had long come loose from his emaciated body, 

which was covered here and there in moss. Most of his scale had turned to ugly stone, and his 

eyes were open, but missing, all around them terrible scars… and Zerrex made a disgusted face 

before he glanced at the metal crates, knocking on one lightly. “I wonder what else they were 

trying to drag out of here…” 

“We‟d better leave it alone.” Cindy said quietly, as she activated the lift before joining 

Zerrex, while Cherry skulked around the platform as it slowly began to descend. “We still need 

to find the genetics lab, any other important research documents, and the angel before we destroy 

the Queen or try to sort through anything… and we can always find another exit out of here and 

come back once we‟re sure that the bugs have mostly died off. We also have to get a hold of 

Churchill and Albatross…” 

The Drakkaren nodded with a grunt, then, before he could stop himself, asked: “I heard a 

rumor down in Hell Albatross went blind… is that true?” 



Cindy was quiet for a few moments, then she nodded and sighed softly, Cherry making a 

face. “Yeah. He handled it pretty well, though, think he got a synthetic eye installed… but I 

haven‟t talked to him at all for a long time. None of us have… not that I think any of us blame 

him for what happened.” 

“I think Marina does.” Cherry said quietly, as she finally came to a halt on the other side 

of the crate, leaning against it as she relaxed and lowered her head, closing her eyes. “I think 

Marina blames him even for the war. I know she blames him for… for what happened to me, and 

I know she blames him for your death too, Boss… the only thing she doesn‟t blame him for is 

the shit that went down at that PMC base, but I know she blames him for the whole fucking mess 

starting. She thinks if he warned us a little bit earlier, they wouldn‟t‟ve had the time or power to 

start up that weird-ass doomsday device of Narrius that made all those Black Holes between the 

different planes.” 

Zerrex sighed and shook his head slowly at this, and the three were silent for almost a 

minute, until the lift finally ground to a halt. The male looked to Cindy, and she nodded, taking 

point and pushing open the gated passage with a creak to step out onto an empty platform with 

another locked armored shutter. She hit a button beside this, and it began to rise slowly up into 

the air as Cherry dropped onto her stomach, looking tense but her eyes calm as Zerrex stood with 

sword drawn. 

But the small platform attached was empty, and although they could hear earwigs moving 

and chattering, none were visible along the catwalk, which stretched for perhaps a hundred feet 

across some vast, empty expanse. Carefully, they made their way forwards… and Zerrex leaned 

over the side with a wince to look down into the bottom of the bowl far below as Cherry whistled 

and Cindy merely shook her head slowly. “So much just wasted…” 

Below, that spongy mass coated everything… and earwigs crawled madly back and forth 

around a huge, ugly beast that Zerrex‟s eyes refused to process at such a distance: all he could 

see was that it bore some faint resemblance to the earwigs. Around this mass, the membrane 

seemed to have mutated into plant-like pillars and arches, like bent trees, and Zerrex could see 

both dead, rotted bodies and broken laboratory equipment piled along the edge of the area… and 

many of the earwigs were busily carrying clutches of eggs from around the great ugly mass to 

other parts of the nest… and then Zerrex stared as out of the membrane, a strange, fleshy pod 

rose up on six legs and scuttled over, blossoming open, and earwigs began to stack eggs into it… 

and Cindy frowned as she leaned over the railing, watching this with a twisted sort of 

fascination. “Look at that… some other form of bug life that‟s been mutated by Hell‟s 

corruption, but it‟s working in symbiosis with the earwigs… that must have been that thing you 

shot back in the entry hall, they‟re some kind of nursery bug… look, by the bodies, it looks like 

they scavenge on the bodies, and in return they must carry and nurture clutches of eggs and 

larvae for the queen! Maybe they‟re responsible for producing the warriors, the earwigs with the 

wings.” 

“Fuck, you‟re such a nerd.” Cherry muttered, but she was nodding nonetheless, making a 

disgusted face as she took aim with her rifle… and then Cindy grabbed the barrel and aimed it 

away, and Cherry gave her a glare. “Hey, lemme do my job! What the fuck, seriously?” 

“You really want to bring the whole nest down on us right now?” Zerrex asked dryly, and 

Cherry paused to think about this for a moment. “We‟ll deal with this later… for now, we have 

to find what we came here for. Then we can shoot them.” 



Cherry mumbled and nodded, hesitating before she finally sighed and lowered her 

weapon, and then she said darkly: “So long as I get to shoot those fuckers up later. They creep 

me right the hell out…” 

Zerrex had to agree: the way the earwigs were moving around was like a hostile society 

massing for a war, not supposedly-dumb insects just working to keep alive. And the way the 

lights that lit the bowl in rows glowed through the membrane covering all surfaces of the inside 

of the shaft, up just past the walkway they were standing on – and the reptile noted there was 

even some of that nest-goo all over the middle and rails near the other end of it – made the ugly 

purple-pink gunk pulse with a strange radiance. He didn‟t like it at all… and he wondered how 

strong the corruption in here was as Cindy led them carefully and quietly along the catwalk, until 

she carefully wrestled open a sliding mechanical door on the other side to reveal another hallway 

coated with the membrane. 

“No wonder it wouldn‟t open.” she muttered, touching the goo, and then she winced, 

drawing her hand back quickly. Zerrex looked at her curiously, and Cindy made a face, 

murmuring: “It‟s warm.” 

Cherry frowned, tilting her head as she carefully reached out and touched the stuff with 

the back of her hand, and then a shudder ran through her body. “Fuck, she‟s right. I don‟t  even 

wanna know what the hell that means… can we please get out of here?” 

“The nesting is so thick here… we‟ll have a hard time even finding the doors, much less 

reading the labels on them.” Cindy replied with a hint of disgust, as she looked back and forth. 

She led the way forwards, her eyes tracing over the walls… and then she winced when Cherry 

grabbed her shoulder and jerked her back, then she stumbled past the muscular Drakkaren and 

her father at the sight of the long, ugly thorny tendrils that were slowly writhing back and forth 

across the floor of the hallway. “What the hell are those?” 

“I was hoping you could tell me.” Cherry muttered, and she paused for a moment before 

raising her hand, focusing her abilities. A moment later, the fleshy tendrils burst into flame, and 

they writhed rapidly back and forth for a few seconds before they dissolved, falling away into 

ashes. From the recesses of the nest, there resounded a terrible wail… and the walls pulsed 

before several large sections slowly drained of their power. “Dude, what the fuck, that shit is 

alive?” 

Cindy carefully touched the ashen section of membrane, and she drew her fingers back 

after a moment, murmuring: “It feels brittle, now, instead of soft… those must have been some 

sort of feeding tube, and that means these walls are probably rich in nutrients so the earwigs or 

their larvae can feed off them…” She paused, making a face as Cherry opened her mouth and 

leaned towards the wall. “I wouldn‟t do that if I were you… there might be other bacterium and 

insects inside the wall.” 

Cherry stared, then immediately leaned away, making a disgusted face as she wiped at 

her body with one hand. “Fuck, now I feel all dirty. Who the hell knows what kind of shit those 

earwigs have been in, anyway… dammit, we really gotta find this lab place.” 

“Here.” Zerrex had gone ahead a few paces, and the reptile lightly tapped on a pinkish 

section of the membrane with the tip of his sword before he sheathed it, grasping the wall with 

his right hand and digging his fingers into it. He grunted, then tore hard downwards, and a large 

section of the wall tore free, revealing a damaged door that was covered in slime. Zerrex made a 

face as he dropped the torn chunk of wall, and then he grasped the frame of the electronic door 

and forcefully pulled it open, the metal squealing in protest. 



Two earwigs were inside the room, and they hissed at the reptile… and then Cherry 

leaned into the doorway and fired off two quick bursts, killing both bugs quickly and efficiently. 

She snorted and nodded at this, muttering something to herself, then she followed Zerrex as he 

walked into the room, Cindy pausing for a moment to examine the membrane further before 

following as well. “Dude, this place fucking stinks.” 

“Well, it would. Most of these capsules are broken and the preservation fluid‟s gone 

stagnant.” Cindy said quietly, and Zerrex nodded slowly. An entire wall of the room was covered 

in the enormous capsules, and the room was by no means small… and more capsules were 

placed haphazardly here and there on the ground, most of these ones smaller in size. Most of 

them were cracked or broken, coated in a reddish slime and green mold… and from some of 

these, stretched frozen limbs and even bizarre and petrified features, a bit of bark and moss 

coating the now-stone bodies here and there. 

Zerrex glanced down at a flicker near the corner, but it was only from a broken 

circuitboard that was hanging from the ceiling by some damaged wires, sparks hailing down 

occasionally to dance along the floor below before vanishing. The large room was grim and 

cold… and Cindy gave all of the capsules a quick glance over before she gasped as she 

accidentally brushed against an arm, and it snapped off at the elbow, falling to the ground below 

to shatter into dust as the elbow slowly bled a sticky, red substance that had probably once been 

blood. These poor bastards suffered a fate even they didn‟t deserve… “Are you okay?” 

“I‟m fine.” Cindy quietly touched her chest, slowing her breathing before she continued 

her inspection of the capsules, and she paused most of the way down the line, resting her hand 

against the glass of a capsule that was overgrown with ivy, but coated with none of the goo: that 

made sense, at least, because the door was ajar and none of the preservation fluid was inside. The 

female opened it after a moment, then she knelt down and removed something from the bottom 

of the capsule… but before Zerrex could ask curiously what she‟d found, Cherry grunted 

something from where she was looking at the smaller capsules. 

They both walked over, and Cherry tapped the glass once, Zerrex leaning in and frowning 

a bit as he looked down into the contents of the capsule, before he asked quietly: “What the hell 

is it?” 

Inside the capsule was a headless body with mottled blue skin and furry black hands 

ending in large white claws… and Cindy frowned a bit before she traced a finger slowly through 

the dust in the capsule above where the body had a stitched-up set of long surgical scars. “It 

looks like one of the old regenerative experiments of Narrius… we had reports he had his 

surgeons and scientists experiment with different methods of organizing organs and even limbs, 

to enhance the body‟s productivity and toughness… and of course, they used prisoners and other 

people they could kidnap to experiment on the cellular structure of people and see how much 

they could take before dying. Let me see…” 

Cindy looked down at the papers she had discovered stashed inside the capsule, and she 

thumbed through them, muttering: “These were all ordered destroyed, but it seems someone 

wanted to keep a record of them for whatever reason… yes, it says here that Subject 117 was the 

first person to receive the „angel‟s genetic markers,‟ and that splicing the subject‟s DNA caused 

an almost instantaneous bad reaction and mutation. Decapitation followed suit, but it failed to 

kill the subject… so they locked it up in a containment facility until it eventually died, three 

years later.  

“They performed an autopsy, and they added all the information they extracted from the 

cellular and organic makeup to the genome they were building…” Cindy shook her head slowly, 



murmuring: “The immortality project and the Dragokkaren synthetic genome.” A pause, then she 

glanced over at Cherry, who looked disgusted. “It says here that Cherubim was one of the first 

subjects to successfully receive the angel‟s cells… but there‟s a follow-up letter here that notes 

that it was only after she was implanted with a Nephilim that the cells took full effect. They must 

have included some sort of activator in the genetic material… but whatever else, it‟s noted here 

she didn‟t degrade as fast…” Cindy halted as she saw Cherry‟s eye twitching and the deathly 

glare on her face, and she swallowed thickly before stuttering: “N-Not that… this is… I mean… 

I just want to let you know what happened to your sister, it‟s… I don‟t mean…” 

“Right.” Cherry grabbed the papers and tore them away from Cindy, then she mumbled 

to herself as she read through them before showing them to the other female and pointing at a 

certain sentence, asking sharply: “The fucking hell does that mean?” 

Cindy looked at it for a moment, and then she said quietly: “It means that they were using 

her as a prototype model for a new class of clone soldier that was never released… if we can find 

more genetic logs in the facility, I might be able to tell you more.” 

“Fuck that, I don‟t wanna hear any more of this shit. Let‟s find the angel or whatever the 

hell it is, then kill the Queen and get the fuck out of here!” Cherry snarled as she spun around 

and threw the papers into the air, booting a capsule hard enough to send it crashing into the wall 

before she stomped to the doorway and outside, letting out a furious yell – whether because 

something got in her way or just out of anger, Zerrex didn‟t know. He rose a hand to Cindy, 

getting off the capsule he‟d taken a seat on to watch the debate, and he quietly shook his head.  

“Give me a minute.” he said softly, and Cindy nodded quietly as she began to collect the 

scattered papers on the ground. He walked to the doorway, then paused to watch as Cherry 

punched the membrane as hard as she could with her free hand, the other digging into the body 

of the assault rifle as she hammered her first over and over into the wall… and then she shot a 

look at Zerrex before snapping her gaze forwards again, and the reptile sighed softly, walking 

forwards as the muscular female wiped wildly at her teary eyes. “Stop that.” 

“Fuck you.” Cherry mumbled, and then she blushed a bit as Zerrex turned her around and 

pushed her quietly against the wall. She tried to look away, and the reptile gently brushed at her 

eye with his thumb, before she reached her hand up and grabbed his, squeezing it tightly as she 

bowed her head forwards and asked weakly: “Why did it have to turn out this way, Boss? I hate 

this. I hate these emotions, feelings, these… moral standards that make me feel so goddamn 

outraged and vile and all this… this crap. Why can‟t this be like the old days, Zerrex, why can‟t 

we feel like we once did… feel… nothing, nothing but hate and rage and lust, and they were all 

good things, back when we fought for nothing and didn‟t give a shit about anyone or anything 

else… back when I could pretend I wasn‟t the daughter of a circus whore and I hadn‟t abandoned 

my sister… shit…” 

“You know why.” Zerrex tilted her chin up, meeting her eyes quietly as she fought back 

her tears, biting her lip hard enough to send a bead of blood down her chin. Zerrex watched as it 

rolled slowly down the underside of her muzzle, then it dripped down to patter softly on her 

breast, and his eyes looked quietly at the spot it made against her scales as he murmured quietly: 

“Because now we have a bigger obligation. Because we aren‟t stupid kids anymore, and we‟re 

supposed to have learned from and paid for our crimes… because even we demons have hearts 

and souls, and know right from wrong… and it‟s our choice to make whether we piss on the 

memories of our lost loved ones or if we fight through the bad emotions… so we can feel the 

good ones again for good reasons…” 



“I hate you so much.” Cherry pushed herself against him, and Zerrex closed his eyes as 

he hugged her close, squeezing her tightly against his body. She let out a long, shuddering 

breath, nestling closer into his masculine chest, and then she rubbed her head slowly against his 

neck, asking quietly: “Will you hold my hand, if I get too scared?” 

“Always.” Zerrex smiled faintly, then he looked over his shoulder as Cindy stepped 

through the door, clearing her throat politely. Cherry released Zerrex and coughed, rubbing at her 

eyes quickly and then mumbling something, but Cindy only held up a hand, hesitating for a 

moment. 

“I was doing some thinking.” she said finally, and she paused a moment longer before 

saying quietly: “Maybe we should just give up for now on finding the valuable data and the 

angel… we can kill the Queen, escape, and then come back later and-” 

“What, and miss all this horseshit? Come on, my favorite game‟s always been seek and 

destroy!” Cherry said boisterously, grinning and throwing her arms wide before Zerrex slapped 

the back of her head lightly, and she rubbed at her skull as she mumbled: “Hide and seek, I 

mean, hide and seek. But come on, I mean, like, it can‟t be that hard to find a goddamn angel 

anyway, can it? Zer, why don‟t you sense it out?” 

The Drakkaren made a face at her, and then he sighed, shaking his head a bit as he 

muttered: “I didn‟t feel it earlier when I was meditating… but I guess even if the angel‟s dead, I 

still might be able to feel whatever residue is left in its cells.” He looked uncertainly at Cindy, 

but when she shrugged and Cherry motioned at him to go on, he finally sighed and closed his 

eyes, holding up two fingers in front of himself as he concentrated on the very tip of his claw, 

visualizing his energies gathering into his mind and that he was balancing a lens on his fingers, 

or a radar dish, or anything like that… 

As Marina had told him, though, it was more the familiarity with the focal gesture than 

the visualization that would count, after a while… and he felt himself automatically stretching 

not his mind, but his own energies out, feeling how each particle interacted with every other 

molecule, and even less, and what they all felt like… and he could sense, nearby, some… alien, 

foreign energy. Something long dead, but still powerful… it… that‟s no angel or demon, 

though… “It‟s here… it‟s nearby. But I felt other energy signatures, too… I‟m guessing earwigs, 

but it‟s hard to tell. This stuff is interfering with me…” Zerrex made a face, rapping the gooey 

membrane covering the walls lightly. “It‟s not alive, exactly, but it still puts out a lot of energy… 

and there‟s a hint of demonic corruption in it, now that we‟re deeper into this labyrinth of a 

facility.” 

“Dude, you should totally sell this as part of your house the next time the housing 

markets are working.” Cherry said thoughtfully, rubbing at her chin with a wide grin. “Yeah, 

yeah, just imagine touring this place… and with a comfy bed only a short jog away!” 

“The undead and the demonic bugs might take a bit out of the sale price.” Zerrex said 

dryly, and Cherry rubbed her head awkwardly at this, then the male pointed at the wall some 

dozen feet ahead of them, where the passage made a sharp right turn. “Anyway, there should b e 

a door... somewhere… on that wall…”  

“Let‟s just make one.” Cindy muttered, and Cherry and Zerrex both stared at her as she 

pulled off her backpack, rummaged through it, and then pulled out a large metal box. She opened 

this, then produced a large, pre-shaped plastic explosive, walking over to the wall as she tore a 

thin sheet of plastic off the sticky bottom of the charge, then she slapped it against the wall and 

tapped a button on the device attached to the front of the bomb. She walked nonchalantly back, 

then leaned down over the metal case and picked up a detonator, her body and the device 



becoming transparent as she said mildly over her shoulder at the two gaping lizards: “I‟d find 

some cover if I were you. I‟ve been meaning to test if devices I phase out of physical reality with 

me can still affect devices on the physical wavelength, if they use certain wireless frequencies.” 

Zerrex and Cherry both gaped, then they scrambled down the hall before Cindy pressed 

the button. For a moment, nothing happened other than the two physical reptiles leaping and 

covering their heads, then awkwardly landing on top of each other when there was no big 

explosion… and then Cherry sat up, shoving Zerrex into the wall as she looked over her shoulder 

with a grin- 

A moment later, the charge exploded, ripping apart the membrane and taking much of the 

wall with it to open a huge hole into the next room, and Cherry was knocked sprawling as Zerrex 

felt his face grind painfully along the membrane before he fell forwards, arms under his chest. 

He scrambled quickly to his feet as Cherry did the same, glancing back and forth before she 

cursed and dived for the rifle that had been knocked out of her hands, and Zerrex kicked his own 

sword up to his feet as two mutated earwigs flew through the smoke on their ugly wings… and 

then Cindy emerged from the smoke behind them, grabbing the two by the tail and smashing 

them hard together in midair, and they fell to the ground, their tails lashing backwards… but 

Cindy had vanished back into the smoke. One of them turned around, tail raised… and the other 

charged over the ground towards Zerrex, but the Drakkaren slid easily forwards as he drew the 

sword with a vicious slash, and the bug writhed as its tail flew through the air before the reptile 

spun around and dropped to one knee, stabbing downwards at the same time to finish it off 

before it could turn its mandibles on him. 

The other earwig‟s head had already been crushed by a large piece of cement, its tail 

whipping erratically through the air for a few moments before finally stilling and dropping limp 

as Zerrex withdrew his blade from the earwig‟s body, wiping it clean with a face of disgust on 

the membrane. Cherry peered hesitantly at the smoke, her assault rifle at the ready… and finally, 

it began to clear, Cindy rubbing absently at herself before she murmured thoughtfully: “It works 

as if it has to first travel a great distance, causing an irregularity in the time between activation 

and detonation… which means the wavelength of the frequency is distorted but still capable of 

affect, like sound waves generated by my speaking.” 

“A nerd even when you‟re a pyro. This is why only me and the Boss get to blow shit up.” 

Cherry said flatly, then she shoved her way past Cindy, leaning her head forwards as she 

glowered at her. “I got your number. I‟ll fix your little red wagon, yes I will.” 

“She‟s mad because you got to blow stuff up and kill the bugs, and she didn‟t get to do 

anything.” Zerrex said mildly, and Cindy sighed and rolled her eyes as she walked over to pick 

up her backpack, throwing it back onto her back as she hefted her heavy assault rifle from where 

she‟d left it. Then she followed the two into the next room… and frowned as they found it was a 

sterile laboratory, one of the tables covered in old papers, and another one covered in scientific 

instruments, but with no genetic capsules to be found. There were all manner of books on 

shelves, and at the far end of the long room, another of the ugly tables that was attached to the 

ground by a single sheet of steel… but Zerrex couldn‟t even see where it was hidden. When he 

concentrated on the energy he‟d felt earlier, however, he could sense it in this room… and the 

reptile shook his head before looking over at Cherry. “Tear it apart.” 

“You got it.” Cherry grinned a bit as she put her assault rifle aside on one of the bare 

tables, then she immediately walked over to the shelves, knocking books aside and checking for 

both hidden doors and buttons as Zerrex checked under all the tables, Cindy meanwhile 

examining the papers. It was all fruitless, however, and Zerrex muttered under his breath as he 



reached the other side of the room, his search of the tables, the floors, and the walls finding 

nothing… and then the lizard frowned a bit, closing his eyes as he felt a pricking at his skull… 

and when he opened them, he found his eyes drawn automatically back to the table covered in 

the different instruments. 

The reptile slowly walked over to it, and he brushed  the microscopes aside to pick up a 

heavy black metal case, long enough to contain a rifle, but with a much thicker diameter… and 

the lizard turned it over, putting it back down on the table as he read a single word aloud: 

“„Angel.‟” 

Cherry and Cindy turned to him, then they approached the case as Zerrex carefully 

opened the four simple clasps holding it closed, feeling tense and yet horribly curious… and then 

he opened it, and the three stared at an ugly, twisted arm, the remains of something that most 

definitely was not an angel. It gave off a terrible energy that was neither angelic nor demonic, 

and the feeling of it made Zerrex wince before he hesitantly reached forwards to touch it. 

Cindy reached out to grasp his wrist, but Cherry grabbed her shoulder and shook her 

head, looking grim, but seeming to know that the Drakkaren needed for some reason or another 

to make contact with this thing… and the male made a face of disgust as he drew his fingers over 

the gray, scaly flesh, the texture almost as repulsive to feel as his mind found the energy it gave 

off. He looked slowly over it, and he was reminded of a fleshy version of his own terrible arm… 

and the reptile gripped his own right limb quietly before he murmured: “This… this is no angel. 

This isn‟t demonic, either, and… yet… it definitely isn‟t mortal. We should take this back with 

us for further analysis. I want to know what the hell this is… and maybe examining it will 

answer some of the other questions we have.” 

He drew his hands slowly down the limb, over the fingers ending in thick black claws, 

and then he realized there was a hollow just beneath the hand… and sitting in this, was a leather-

bound notebook, camouflaged against the black of the shaped metal that surrounded it. Zerrex 

picked this journal up and untied the black rawhide string wrapped around it, then he opened it, 

his eyes settling on the first sentence. „At the request of Patriarch Narrius himself, we have 

begun experimentation on this limb, the remains of what we have been told is a divine being…‟ 

Narrius, you would have known this was no angel… what did you find, and furthermore… what 

did you do with the rest of this thing… 

Zerrex was shaken out of his thoughts as Cindy closed the case, and she quickly sealed 

up the clasps before she tossed her backpack onto the table and shoved the specimen case inside. 

It was an amazing feat, watching the way the case slid into the tiny backpack… and then she 

looked at him as the Drakkaren slipped the journal into his pocket, asking quietly: “Are you 

okay, Daddy? You look a little stunned.” 

“Obsessed is more like. Or the s-word that I really don‟t wanna say, „cause I was pretty 

damn sure you had no fears.” Cherry said mildly, picking up her assault rifle and leaning on it 

against the table. “Anyway Boss, like. You got any suggestions on just what this thing is? „Cause 

I admit that even I don‟t like the energy it‟s giving off, and I know you‟re sensitive to that shit.” 

“Forget about it…” The Drakkaren shook his head quickly, then he made a face as he 

picked up the katana, squeezing his fingers into the neck of the sheath as he threw off whatever 

strange feeling had come over him and instead said quietly: “For now, we have a job to do. We 

still have to kill that Queen, then get out of here, after all.” 

Cherry grinned widely at this, shouldering the assault rifle as her eyes flickered with 

malevolence. “Now that‟s what I‟m talking about, Boss! Let‟s go and beat that bitch into the 

ground, and then we‟ll play that old favorite game of ours, run-like-shit. Or like, more like, you-



gotta-take-a-shit. That‟s it.” She paused, then looked sourly at Cindy and Zerrex as they both 

shook their heads. “Fuck you, I‟m cool.” 

Zerrex turned around, automatically falling into the lead as Cindy ran up to follow his 

steps closely, and Cherry wandered somewhere behind them, looking back and forth as 

something tickled at her senses. She made a bit of a face, then finally murmured: “Ugh, I got a 

real creepy feeling goin‟ down my spine…” 

She shook her head and caught up after a moment, turning gracefully around once to 

check out the area behind them before slipping out onto the catwalk. The three stood for a 

moment at the edge of the catwalk, and then Zerrex leaned in towards the two females, saying 

quietly: “Here‟s the plan. I‟ll try and jump down on top of the thing for a quick kill or at least to 

stun it, and you two should strike from either side. Try not to engage the other earwigs… our 

priority is killing the Queen.” 

Both Cherry and Cindy nodded, and Zerrex moved quickly into position, stepping a foot 

up on the rail of the catwalk near the center, where the ugly, pulsing mass of flesh he guessed 

was the Queen was located. Cherry ran past him, then gave him a thumbs-up as she skidded to a 

halt with a grin, and Zerrex glanced to the other side to see Cindy nod… and then the Drakkaren 

drew his sword and kicked off the rail, sailing high into the air before going into a steep dive, the 

sheath and sword outstretched like wings as he fell like a rocket towards the mass. 

He flipped at the last moment, spinning the katana in his hand before stabbing 

downwards… and he barely scratched the surface of the queen‟s carapace before a massive 

pincer easily slapped him away, the monstrous creature giving a roar of displeasure that made 

her minions quake and back away. Zerrex hit the membrane hard, skidding along it and ripping a 

gouge through the ugly, fleshy stuff, and then he groaned, staring stupidly on his back at the 

monstrosity before him as the pillars of living flesh around her rocked slowly back and forth, 

hideous, thorny vines trembling all along the surface of each tall mass. 

Cindy landed beside her father a moment later, wincing and grabbing his shoulder… but 

all Zerrex could for the moment was gape. The thing it most reminded him of was a Terror he‟d 

faced inside the Central Spire of Hell, and yet somehow this thing was worse, because it was 

perhaps once only some insignificant pest… and now it had been warped into the goliath that he 

thought was facing him with her full fury… but he couldn‟t be sure. 

 There was little shape to its head: it was only three elongated limbs instead of antennae, 

all ending in deadly hooks… and the head itself was covered in burning red, hideous eyes. A 

gigantic pair of mandibles and a circular mouth full of barbed fangs was in the rough center of 

these ugly, bulbous eyes, and it had thick, plate-like armor covering its body, with small, pulsing 

cracks here and there throughout its form. The monstrosity bore more than a dozen legs, seven or 

so long and segmented, ending in sharp points and covered in thorns and hairs… and the other 

six had sprouted from what the reptile hoped was its back, all of them curled over its body at the 

moment, and all ended in the same deadly points. 

The tail of the beast was humongous and fat, its plate-armored body here steely instead of 

ugly off-black, and almost solid… and yet somehow it still was able to move and bend the tail 

freely. Razor sharp pincers, each hook the size of a small truck, clacked together… and it had not 

two, but instead four, as well as what looked like a second mouth at the end of its tail, full of 

barbs… and Zerrex made a disgusted face as he stood up, pointing his sword at the goliath, 

monstrous creature as it howled at him and swung its tail back and forth, and he said in disgust: 

“This is why I hate bugs.” 



The earwig immediately lunged forwards and rammed Zerrex with its eye-filled head, 

and the Drakkaren was sent flying backwards, crashing into a swarm of earwigs that immediately 

began to bite and stampede over him. Cindy screamed from where she‟d been knocked over, but 

then there was a flash of radiant light as Zerrex smashed his way upwards with his angelic wings 

extended, a bit of blood flying from the bites he‟d sustained as three earwigs still clung to him, 

one on either leg and one on his shoulder, but a quick spin through the air as his wings closed 

around his body sent their remains hurtling off, tails and limbs landing on the ground as the rest 

of their bodies were disintegrated from contact with the reptile‟s wings. 

Cindy snorted, then she turned around as the Queen lowered its head and roared in her 

face… and she immediately stepped forwards with a roar of her own, bringing her fist back 

before swinging forwards with all of her might, and the gigantic beast was knocked into the air 

with a scream of agony, several of the eyes on its face exploding as it flipped slowly over in 

midair… and Cherry stared in shock before she winced and dropped on her back as the creature‟s 

legs spread out, letting her body press as much as possible into the membrane as the monstrosity 

landed above her on its back legs. She winced, feeling its sick flesh pressing down into her 

painfully, the carapace dragging over her body, and then she shoved her free hand up against it 

and focused herself, her hand glowing with flames as she forced a terrible wave of flame and 

heat up into the monster. 

It howled and screamed, bucking back and forth as fires ravaged its gut, and then it 

backed quickly up as it swung its tail out, swatting Cindy away before diving its head towards 

Cherry. The former flew through the air towards the sea of earwigs that was growing by the 

second, more and more of them flooding into the area but not daring to step too close to their 

Queen… and then she blinked as she felt herself caught, and she looked up to see Zerrex, the 

Drakkaren pulling her close against his huge chest before he shouted: “Do something about those 

legs on its back!” 

He dropped her down as the Queen bit again and again at Cherry, but the demoness 

dodged back and forth before wincing as something caught at the edge of her vision, and she 

threw herself forwards as she arched her back and scissored her legs: and in that moment, a 

thorn-covered tentacle from one of the towers of living membrane snapped just over her head 

and the Queen‟s jaws bit deep into the membrane where her legs had been. Cherry landed 

roughly on the Queen‟s distorted face, just above its mouth, and it hissed at her, before bucking 

as Cindy landed heavily on its back… but before it could do anything, Cherry leapt to her feet 

and ran up its face, dragging the assault rifle beside her over its eyes as she emptied the 

remaining clip into its terrible features. 

The monster screamed in agony, clawing at its head as it shook it wildly back and forth, 

but Cherry leapt upwards, kicking off one foreleg before she flipped gracefully over the next, 

then she threw the assault rifle behind her, sending it spinning through the air before she rose a 

hand, and the rifle glowed orange before exploding into shrapnel as the last of the bullets blew 

up inside the gun. The earwig Queen howled, backing violently away, then it shrieked again as 

Cherry drew her whip and snapped it around one foreleg, the chain links glowing with heat as 

her huge muscles flexed, doing her best to rip off one of the limbs as Cindy shoved her body 

against another before pulling upwards with a roar, tearing a leg off the creature in a burst of 

terrible green slime. 

The monster rolled over and dropped itself against the ground, crushing both of them into 

the membrane as it clawed at the floor with its remaining lower limbs… and then Zerrex dropped 

in from the skies, slamming his sword to the hilt through the carapace of the brutal beast. It 



howled again, then shrieked when the Drakkaren spun his wings through one of the bug‟s legs, 

and the limb was chopped cleanly off… and then the reptile cursed and covered his front with his 

wings as the membranous towers surrounding the Queen all suddenly leaned forwards, lashing 

out with the thorn covered tentacles. 

Dozens of them snapped around the reptile‟s body, strange, dark cracks spreading 

through his angelic wings as they stuttered in and out of reality, even as many of the tentacles 

were burnt away… and then the Queen straightened and howled, and a terrible mental anguish 

ripped through the Drakkaren‟s mind as the ropey tentacles squeezed tighter, his wings shattering 

into pieces before the tentacles snapped tight around his body, beginning to crush the life out of 

him even as his mind was assaulted by a feral psychic attack. 

And beneath the creature, Cherry and Cindy both cried out in agony at the Queen‟s 

psychic rage… before Cherry roared as she tore back on her whip, wincing as she snapped it 

around the creature‟s carapace in a last-ditch attack as Cindy hammered her fists into its body, 

ripping an ugly wound and splattering herself with blood, but nonetheless not seeming to faze the 

beast… and in a last-ditch, crazy effort, the demoness concentrated as best she could to send a 

blaze of flame up along the whip and into the crack in its shell her hook had caught on, and a bolt 

of fire hammered through the weak section in its side to pierce deep into the earwig Queen, the 

creature‟s scream taking on a different tone as it staggered to the side, raising itself up long 

enough for Cherry to grab Cindy‟s hand and jerk on the whip with enough force to tear part of 

the now-brittle armor off the beast and pull them both free. 

She landed heavily on her knees, grunting as she twisted her body to throw Cindy further 

away, the female stunned… but then Cherry cursed as she saw the earwigs advancing now, and 

her snarl deepened at the sight of the living pillars crushing Zerrex. The Queen was getting her 

senses back as well… and so Cherry did the first thing that came to mind, her demonic 

characteristics almost tearing out of her body as she shoved her hands forwards and shouted 

furiously: “No fucking bug is getting the better of me or the Boss!” 

Her abilities tore out of her, a pyrokinetic blast striking one of the living pillars, and it 

went up like a torch, the ivy-like tentacles stretching out of it almost instantly vaporizing as fire 

shot along it. Zerrex felt the flames wrapping around his body, and he concentrated, feeling 

himself being burnt even as he did his best to draw the fire in, to let it cycle through his body as 

the other tentacles caught fire and snapped quickly away from the reptile, dropping him onto the 

Queen… and he shoved both hands down with a roar as he let the flames cycle out, releasing a 

gout of fire from both hands that burnt his own scales and charred his own hair, but the pain was 

well-worth it as he channeled the flames down into the Queen and caused her agony, the earwig 

shaking violently back and forth as she clawed at him with the legs on her back. 

Then Zerrex felt something snap around his ankle, and he grunted, flailing his arms as he 

looked back and stared in shock at the sight of another tentacle from the tail mouth, this one 

dragging him quickly towards the snapping pincers… and Zerrex threw a leg and an arm out, 

kicking into the smooth top of one of the deadly hooks as he grabbed the top of the other across 

from it, and the pincers opened and closed, all four of them trying to claw uselessly at him as the 

tentacle tugged his leg harder back and forth towards the terrible jaws… and then one of the 

hooked pincers ripped into his lower limb and he cursed in pain, wincing and trying to figure out 

any way he could to escape… but he‟d long lost his weapon, his energy reserves were running 

ragged, his wings were broken… and he couldn‟t even bring out his demonic arm without being 

clawed apart. 



The Queen had gone rampant, too, as more of the membrane caught on fire, Cherry 

walking through this even as her clothes burned, her ammo-filled sidepack in one hand as she 

fired the last of the bullets in her handgun uselessly into the monster with the other, and then she 

hurled the sidepack at its face and concentrated, causing another explosion and a great hail of 

bullets. An unlucky shot tore through Zerrex‟s shoulder, but he winced and managed to hang 

on… but the Queen was flailing back and forth, more of her eyes bleeding and missing.  

Cindy, meanwhile, had managed to grab one of the Queen‟s legs, and she pulled herself 

up hand-over-hand before she leapt onto its back and looked up to see her father, wincing at the 

state he was in. She thought about attempting to displace the monster‟s tail, but she also knew 

that the Queen was so enormous it might easily enough ignore whatever damage she could 

manage inside of it and digest her instead… and so she cursed before running forwards and up its 

writhing tail, grabbing the few handholds she could find to haul herself up faster before she cried 

out as she was flung to the side, and then the tail came around to swat her… and Cindy reached 

both hands out and seized it, clinging to it for dear life before she hauled herself up the end of the 

appendage and onto the lip of its tail-mouth. 

The Queen tried to look around to see what was happening, as flames and earwigs both 

swarmed beneath it, the bugs attempting to aid their mistress even as Cherry made the flames 

leap and dance around them, bathed in the flames, her body growing even larger as her muscles 

bulged and her demonic characteristics grew more savage, her eyes burning as blade-like fins 

pushed out of her arms… and then the Queen shrieked and roared, but a massive, twenty-five 

foot Cherry, her fins now metallic and silvery, her musculature incredible, and her back and tail 

lined with deadly spikes… and she charged forwards, lowering her head and then grabbing the 

mandibles of the Queen, and she twisted viciously to one side, and then the other, jerking the 

Queen‟s body down to the ground like a titan taking down a bull. 

It shrieked, and Cherry winced away, the psychic waves seeming to rip into her mind, 

before the Queen tried to bite her mandibles into the fully-revealed demon‟s stomach… but 

Cherry grinned darkly as her eyes flashed, and she twisted upwards as the mandibles opened, one 

of them half-twisting out of place. The Queen immediately tried to back off, but Cherry refused 

to let go as she watched its tail switching back and forth, Cindy clinging stubbornly to one of the 

pincers as more tentacles shot out of its tail mouth to try and drag Zerrex all the way down into 

its jaws… but then, in a burst of either rage of strength, Cindy tore upwards as the Queen 

straightened her body, and she ripped the prong of its pincer out of place before spinning the 

massive, hook-shaped blade around, and she shoved it down into the tail-mouth of the 

gargantuan mother-bug before it could do more than bend its tail slightly.  

It screamed and flung its tail outwards, and both Zerrex and Cindy were hurtled through 

the air, chunks of tentacle flying around the Drakkaren before he reached out… and Cindy 

grabbed his forearm before they landed on a blue platform of energy that skidded with them 

through the air, until they came to a halt. Zerrex fell to one knee, vomiting blood… but then he 

snarled as he looked up, his emerald eyes burning as he rasped: “Teleport us into it.” 

“What?” Cindy looked shocked… but then she gritted her teeth and grabbed her father in 

a hug, pulling him close before they both vanished from reality, as the Queen roared and pushed 

forwards with such fury that she knocked Cherry over and bull-rushed her into the crowd of 

earwigs. Creatures that had once been only a nuisance to the demoness now spread over her, and 

Cherry howled in agony as they bit at every part of her body they could, even as their bodies 

popped like corn in the flames and they burned themselves against the molten heat of the 



demoness… and then the Queen of the colony rose her head back, roaring in victory as she 

prepared a deathblow… 

And then there was a strange stillness through the air… and a moment later, Zerrex tore 

through the skull of the beast like a living rocket and high into the air, his demonic arm extended 

in a terrible blade before he snapped an arm out and shot a tentacle into the air, the appendage 

wrapping around a catwalk and the reptile swinging up to land on it with a groan of pain… and a 

moment later, the monstrosity‟s back exploded open, the ugly plating covering its body flying in 

all directions before Cindy crawled out, covered, like her father, with blood and goo. Cherry 

stared… and the Queen gave one last whispering hiss before it fell forwards, and all three were 

buffeted by a terrible psychic shockwave. 

Zerrex vomited blood again and collapsed, a bit of drool running out of his jaws as Cindy 

screamed and fell to her knees, flickering in and out of reality… and Cherry‟s eyes rolled up in 

her head as she simply groaned and sat back. The earwigs, however, were not so lucky: they 

howled in frenzy, the stuff that made up their blood exploding from many of them… and only 

seconds later, most of them fell down dead as the remaining survivors fled the burning 

battleground. And then there was silence, a silence that lasted almost five minutes before Cherry 

slowly sat up, wiping dead bugs off her body before she concentrated, shrinking her body down 

and forcing her demonic characteristics to vanish, as she drew the flames towards her, brought 

them into her own body, her teeth grit and her blood boiling… and then she let out a sigh of 

relief, collapsing to a kneel as a bit of smoke floated off her scales, once more in her normal 

body, completely naked except for the many piercings that ordained her form. She looked 

stupidly back and forth as Cindy jumped down from the corpse of the Queen, looking woozy but 

otherwise alright… and then the two looked up to see the dangling tentacle of Zerrex from one of 

the catwalks, and Cherry said weakly: “You go. You‟re a better flyer than I am.” 

Cindy nodded, and a moment later, her brilliant white angel wings pushed from her back, 

tearing through her already-ripped shirt before she jumped into the air and sailed upwards to the 

catwalk… and she cursed quietly as she saw Zerrex laying with his eyes closed on the ground. 

She knelt beside him, reaching out to take his pulse… but the reptile groggily opened an eye, 

wiping slowly at the drying blood that caked one side of his face as he asked tiredly: “Can we go 

home now?” 

“Almost Daddy… first we need to find what created that… that thing.” Cindy said 

quietly, and Zerrex mumbled something under his breath, and then he sighed and allowed Cindy 

to help him to his feet with a grunt, the tentacle finally retracting its way into his body. On the 

other hand, he refused to allow her to help him down to the base of the bowl, waving a hand at 

her as he grasped the railing with both hands and rested a foot on it… however, the moment he 

tried to jump over it, he slipped and overbalanced, and the demon flailed as he fell through the 

air, flipping lazily a few times before he finally smacked painfully into the cement bottom of the 

bowl, leaving an almost comical crater as Cherry jumped and stared stupidly ahead of herself as 

she heard the loud smack of the Drakkaren hitting ground behind her, the demonic ring she‟d 

brought with her pinched between two fingers. 

She put this on as she turned around to see Zerrex laying on his back, staring groggily at 

the sky with a bit of blood running from a cracked skull, some more dripping out of his jaw as he 

coughed once… and then he groaned as he slowly sat up, wincing as his shoulder cracked before 

he looked down at it and mumbled: “Huh. That‟s not right.” 

His left arm looked disjointed and ugly… but the reptile quickly corrected this by 

wincing and looking away, then he twisted his limb suddenly, eyes bulging in pain for a moment 



before he flexed his fingers, then he giggled stupidly as Cherry walked over to him, rubbing at 

her head slowly. They exchanged a look, and then he said dumbly: “I can make my arm pop 

itself into place now.” 

The two stared at each other… and then Cherry sat beside him, and they both laughed, 

wrapping their arms around each other as their heads rested together, and Cindy sighed and 

rolled her eyes in exasperation as she landed from a quick glide down, her wings folding slowly 

back into her back as she leaned forwards with a wince, before she said dryly: “You make it so 

hard to know for sure whether or not you two have brain damage. And by the way, Cherry, for 

one thing you aren‟t supposed to have demonic crystals on you. For another, you aren‟t supposed 

to ever go full Personification, only Expression at most, when you‟re on the mortal plane.” 

Cherry muttered to herself, huffing and crossing her arms: as with most demons, she was 

capable of maintaining both an intermediate form between mortal and her full-demonic body, 

called the Expression, and the terrible, gargantuan Personification, where she released all her 

mortal traits to take on full demon form. A demon in full Personification was often nearly 

unstoppable, but was also often heavily specialized or possessed a serious flaw or vulnerability. 

“Oh, fuck off. You and I both know that there‟s no way a lousy giant earwig is going to hit us 

with holy magic.” 

“It‟s dangerous for you too… if you spend too long in that body, then God knows what 

kind of rusting you could suffer… and you could attract the unwanted attention of all sorts of 

hostiles.” Cindy scolded, but Zerrex and Cherry ignored her, both of them still giggling. Then 

Cherry grumbled as Cindy reached down and grabbed her hand, jerking the ring off and 

muttering: “Well, fine, ignore me. But at least we can put this to good use.” 

She slipped it on herself, the ring glowing before Cindy rose her hand and concentrated, 

and a moment later, a pinkish glow surrounded both of the demons, Zerrex leaning his head 

forwards as he felt an awkward tickling over his entire body and Cherry making a face as the 

sensation travelled over her scales. After a few moments, the glow and the sensation faded, and 

Cindy cursed as the gemstone shattered, a final crack of demonic energy travelling between the 

shards before they became faded and useless. “I hope that was enough to heal you both…” 

“More than enough.” Zerrex said after a moment, exchanging a bit of a smile with 

Cherry. She nodded as well with a grunt of agreement, and then Zerrex turned his eyes back to 

Cindy, looking faintly amused. “It‟s a good thing me and Cherry don‟t follow the rules, huh?” 

The angel rolled her eyes, but she smiled a bit and nodded nonetheless, looking softly 

entertained as she crossed her arms. “Maybe a little bit. Glad to see you in better spirits anyway, 

Daddy… are you feeling okay? Can you walk?” 

The reptile nodded, carefully climbing up to his feet, and Cherry did the same after a 

moment with a grumble, cracking her back loudly. Zerrex took a step, and then another one once 

he was more sure, but as always happened once he overstressed his body, his right leg was 

starting to ache. The Drakkaren smiled a bit to himself, rubbing at this slowly, and then he said at 

Cindy‟s sympathetic look: “It‟s a funny thing that some injuries should carry on after all these 

years, huh? But I guess whatever the Princess did to me must have had a more lasting effect… 

either that, or some scars and wounds we get so used to, we carry them on long after death…” 

“You know for a fact that‟s true, Daddy…” Cindy shook her head with a soft laugh, then 

she took up pace at his right side as Cherry tried to put her hands in her pockets, failed at it, then 

instead coughed and rested her hands on her hips as she strode alongside her father as well. 

“Anyway… it has to be around here somewhere. For once, Cherry‟s fire did us a favor and burnt 



away a lot of the stuff that could be concealing whatever we‟re looking for… but on the other 

hand, it could literally be anything that could be infused with demonic energy.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, and then Cherry said quietly: “Don‟t worry, Books… I think it‟s 

pretty fuckin‟ clear what caused this shit.” 

The two looked at her, frowning as Cherry walked quickly over to a pile of ash and what 

looked like white stones, and she brushed one of these off before lifting it up and holding it out 

to Zerrex. The Drakkaren took it, looking down at it with a frown… and then he cursed quietly 

under his breath as he recognized the old, damaged stone as another replica of the art piece that 

had been hanging in the demon hunter‟s manse, the unknown sigil quickly becoming all-too-

familiar to him as he looked at it. 

He cursed under his breath, then paused as Cherry stood up and booted the stones hard, 

making a disgusted face as she revealed several skeletons in torn coveralls, a skull rolling loose 

to gently knock against Zerrex‟s boot. She leaned down to inspect these, but Zerrex was more 

interested in the stones, as he said quietly: “Well, that explains why the Queen was so warped… 

Cherry, break some of those open.” 

She frowned, looking up, then she winced as the Drakkaren threw the stone tablet he was 

holding hard against the ground… but when it cracked in half, a small crystalline orb rolled out 

of it. Cherry slowly picked this up… then she cursed under her breath as she tossed this up to 

Zerrex, and he caught it, holding it carefully as Cindy asked in a whisper: “Is that…” 

“Shaped demonic crystal, very potent stuff.” Zerrex said quietly, nodding slowly as he 

squeezed it in his hand. It was a much larger and much more powerful form of the tiny crystal 

Cherry had worn on her ring… and then he watched as the demoness shook her head slowly and 

stood up, looking across at him grimly even as she snapped another tablet between her hands to 

pop another crystalline sphere into the air to catch it. “What is it?” 

“These are couriers for Wulfe Industries.” Cherry said simply, and Zerrex‟s teeth grit as 

understood all the complications that meant for them, before she sighed and looked down at the 

crystalline orb. “And these are some of the best-shaped shit I‟ve ever seen, meaning that it‟s 

likely long-lasting and high-grade… the kind meant for magic staves.”  

“Well, isn‟t that wonderful…” Cindy muttered, reaching down to crack another tablet 

open, and she was unsurprised to find an orb hidden in this as well. She picked it up, bouncing it 

quietly in her hand, and then she grasped it tightly and pointed it at Zerrex and Cherry, the two 

looking up curiously before the female murmured a spell, and a moment later they both felt a 

tickle roll through their bodies, turning into a burning itch in some places as the last of their 

wounds stitched closed. The spherical crystal in Cindy‟s hand shone faintly with light, and then 

it faded… yet a strange luminescence still seemed to remain in the depths of the orb. “What do 

we do with these?” 

“Keep them.” Cherry said simply, then she huffed when Zerrex glared at her. “Oh, like 

you weren‟t thinking the same damn thing. Nasty as it might be, these demons are already 

processed goods… personally, I think it would be even more insulting if we didn‟t use their 

remains in this dignified fashion and just buried them or brought them to Hell to throw in that big 

old forbidden arts locker. I know if I ever died, I‟d want you to beat the people who killed me to 

death with my body parts.” 

Zerrex sighed as Cindy made a face at this, and then the male muttered: “No one wants 

the things you want, Cherry.” She grinned cheerfully, and the reptile rolled his eyes. “You know 

what I mean. Anyway, I guess I really can‟t argue with Cherry‟s metaphor… since that‟s what 

I‟m going to call it… and we can make good use of these crystals. We‟ll have to make sure not 



to leave any behind, though… any survivors from the nest, or any other bugs for that matter, 

might come down here and try to get their hands on these crystals.” 

Cherry looked thoughtfully over at Zerrex, and then she turned towards the corpse of the 

Queen, rubbing slowly at her chin as she said slowly: “You know, in that case, the Queen 

probably ate a few of tho-” 

“Not it!” Cindy and Zerrex both rose their hands, shouting the same thing at the same 

time, and Cherry gaped at the both before she pointed wordlessly at the Queen‟s corpse, her 

mouth working stupidly. Then she grumbled and dropped her head, sulking as she stomped off 

towards the dead body to check its insides for any crystals it may have eaten. 

Within twenty minutes, they had gathered up at least twenty crystals: Cherry had found 

half a dozen inside the beast, and many of the stone artworks had contained their own hidden 

treasures. They divided up the crystals between themselves to carry, Cherry and Zerrex taking 

six while Cindy took eight, the two reasoning that as an angel, Cindy wouldn‟t be so affected by 

the corruption oozing out of the crystals. But one thing the two demons had been clear on was 

that they had to carry the crystals carefully and keep them as separated as possible: Cherry, for 

example, had used one of the orbs to create a belt she now wore around her waist with six 

different holsters spaced apart, and she‟d made a clone of this for Zerrex, although she admitted 

that they wouldn‟t hold together very long: creating objects was not exactly her magical 

specialty, so she was only able to build rudimentary things at best that would only last a few 

minutes at most. 

Cindy, meanwhile, had put four crystals into different pockets of her backpack: when 

she‟d first gone to put all eight into the single „expanding‟ pouch, Cherry had almost tackled her 

to the ground. Carrying so many crystals at once was dangerous… but piling them up or pushing 

them all together could be even more so. With the level of demonic corruption created, the 

crystals could fuse together or explode, and Cherry made it very clear that Cindy did not want 

them exploding and filling this facility with demonic corruption. 

Zerrex marveled at the way Cherry almost took over for the moment, how she gave 

everyone orders and acted very clear and decisive: he thought it was impressive, considering 

how much she hated to be in full command. Once they had all carefully stashed the fist-sized 

orbs, however, Cherry looked at Zerrex anxiously, and the Drakkaren sighed before he said 

mildly: “Cindy, much as I want to say we should just teleport out of here, it‟s too dangerous to 

have you perform a tactic that warps space and time while carrying those crystals. Even phasing 

in and out of reality could be dangerous, but I think we might need you to make use of those 

abilities anyway. Do you remember the schematics for this place?” 

“Not very well… but I know most of the emergency escape systems were activated when 

this place was abandoned.” Cindy replied, nodding slowly. “I‟m sure a lot of them were 

destroyed or broken, but we can at least use the tunnels… we need to get up to the Laboratory 

levels from here first, either way.” 

“Then off we go.” Cherry said mildly, and she strode on past them towards where a last 

bit of burnt membrane was clinging to the wall. She rose a hand when she reached it, and her 

eyes flashed before the membrane burst into flames that quickly devoured it before vanishing, 

revealing a short corridor covered in ugly growth and filled with eggs, blocking their way to an 

open elevator. The demoness paused at this, then winced as some of the eggs started to move, 

larvae crawling forwards. “This… this was not part of the plan.” 

“Will you stop trying to build situational drama and just toast them?” Zerrex asked dryly, 

and then he winced as a larva threw itself at him. It fell short, thankfully, and the Drakkaren 



stomped it with a look of disgust. “We should get rid of as many remnants of this nest as we can, 

anyway.” 

Cherry rose a hand, then she paused and said mildly to the Drakkaren: “Yeah, I can see 

some exposed wiring and fuel tanks, Boss, probably powering whatever generator runs the lift. 

Still want me to blow us all to shit?” 

Zerrex muttered something under his breath, then he walked forwards through the eggs, 

stomping them under his ragged military boots as the others stared, the lizard working his way 

back and forth to crush eggs and hatching larva as he grumbled: “I hate this place, I hate babies, I 

hate improperly-protected gas tanks. Can we just get out of here, please?” 

Cindy and Cherry exchanged a look, then the two carefully waded through the mire of 

goo after their father, Zerrex entering the elevator and then sighing as he noted the membrane 

covering the walls. He concentrated, and his right arm took on its warped, rocky appearance, 

before he grasped it lightly with his left hand as his blade shot out of his wrist. He used this to 

slash away some of the membrane holding the elevator in place as the two females stepped onto 

the lift, and Cindy approached the control panel, muttering: “Good idea… but there‟s still some 

problem, the gears for the system must be full of this crap or they may have just rusted over the 

years…” 

“You or me?” Zerrex asked Cherry curiously, and immediately, Cherry stuck out a fist 

with a grin. The Drakkaren sighed, held out his own, then mumbled as he shook it up and down 

in slow rhythm with Cherry‟s: “Rock, paper… scissors!” The reptile held his hand out flat, and 

Cherry kept her fist balled tight… and she squawked and stared before her father slapped her 

lightly on the shoulder, saying mildly: “You always choose rock. Go down there and burn away 

what crap you can, and I‟ll offer you support.” 

Cherry muttered under her breath as she looked at the floor, her eyes settling on an 

emergency hatch, and she grasped this and ripped it open, making a face at the sight of the goop 

clinging to the underside of it. “Listen, Boss, explosions still hurt like a son of a bitch… so don‟t 

go doing anything stupid if shit starts flying.” 

“You‟re the one with the fire powers, you just be careful where you use them.” Zerrex 

responded amusedly, squatting to look her in the eye, and Cherry huffed before she spat a small 

ball of fire, the Drakkaren falling heavily on his ass as it singed his nose. He clambered back up 

to his feet, glowering down at her, but Cherry was already gone, and the male rubbed slowly at 

his rocky arm, murmuring: “I hate these dumb powers. I miss the days of good old brute force 

and ingenuity.” 

“The same things would have still happened… Cherry would just be using aerosol and a 

lighter instead of her abilities down below.” Cindy said mildly, as they both felt the platform heat 

up slightly beneath their feet. The angel glanced down, then she nodded slowly as the screen 

beeped. “Temperature for the generator is approaching unsafe levels, but on the other hand, the 

system is quickly starting to read green across the board. Do you see her at all?” 

“I‟m too afraid to lean too far over the hole.” Zerrex said mildly, even as he carefully 

peered down into the trapdoor. All he could see was orange light, but he could vaguely hear 

Cherry grumbling to herself before squawking as the elevator shuttered, and the light went out as 

the demoness scrambled for the hatch, leaping up to try and grab the edge… and Zerrex dropped, 

reaching his hand down as the blade vanished back into his rocky arm, and he grasped Cherry‟s 

forearm tightly as she held firmly onto his ugly, warped limb, the elevator quickly rising as a bit 

of blood dripped down from a shallow cut in the female‟s forearm, their momentum dragging a 

long trail of red liquid along the female‟s limb as the reptile murmured: “Sorry about that.” 



“No problem, Boss… nothin‟ that hasn‟t already healed.” Cherry replied with a grin, and 

she glanced down before looking back up, asking queasily: “Dude, can you heft me up, though? 

Riding an elevator from this angle is a… little bit different.” 

Zerrex nodded and stood, easily lifting Cherry up into the elevator, and she managed to 

get her feet onto the platform before she kicked the hatch closed and sat heavily on it, rubbing at 

her forehead slowly. She looked back and forth, then sighed in relief as she dropped her head 

back, asking in a more-cheerful voice: “So where the fuck are we headed, anyway?” 

“We‟re already past the laboratory level… this is taking us all the way up to the 

warehouse levels, it looks like.” Cindy said slowly, as she rested with her hands on either edge of 

the control panel. She rubbed the back of her head in a gesture she had learned from her father, 

and then she glanced over at the male, smiling a bit. “It should let us get a faster escape, at 

least… we‟ll just get out onto the catwalk and jump back up to the administrative level, and from 

there we‟ll take the path through the caverns back to our own house.” 

Zerrex grunted and nodded, frowning a bit as he brushed his hair out of his eyes. It 

sounds easy. Too easy, in fact. Plans like this rarely work out… and I‟m worried about those 

earwigs. Cindy said they‟d be in a frenzy… 

There was quiet as the elevator rose, Cherry eventually climbing to her feet to toy 

absently with her whip: Zerrex had no idea when she‟d picked it up or where she‟d produced it 

from, being naked as she was, but he had a sneaking suspicion that she was already abusing the 

demonic crystals to give herself an extra edge… or, more likely, just because she couldn‟t bear to 

not play with the toys she was supposed to use conservatively. A moment later, Cherry mumbled 

a spell and the whip vanished… and Zerrex glared at her, making the demoness wince as she 

realized she was caught before the lift ground to a halt, and the Drakkaren said firmly: “No more 

using the demonic crystals unless absolutely necessary. We‟ll get out of here the old-fashioned 

way, got it?” 

“Understood.” Cherry pouted and crossed her arms, then she squawked when Zerrex grit 

his teeth and narrowed his eyes in frustration. “Fuck, yes, sir, right away, sir, let me lead the way 

for you sir!” 

With that, Cherry ran ahead to the door of the elevator, making a disgusted face as she 

slowly forced them apart. Goo ran down her hands, and she muttered something as the 

membrane clinging to the doors stretched before finally starting to tear, and the demoness 

reached up to rip the remaining gooey substance barring their way down, before she stared out 

down the hall and asked slowly: “Is that supposed to be happening?” 

The membrane of the nest here and there had turned ashen, and several of the ugly 

feeding tentacles covered in thorns had turned almost completely gray, unmoving and dead. 

Earwigs were stumbling back and forth, some of them dopily bumping again and again into 

walls, and others lay dead. A pod bug lay dead nearby, and as they watched, a larva crawled out 

of it... and immediately, an earwig staggered over and gobbled it up, ripping it to shreds as it 

gorged itself on the young of its own species. 

“They must be self-destructing… when we killed the Queen, it must have triggered some 

sort of autodestruct tendency in her brood…” Cindy said thoughtfully, and Zerrex and Cherry 

both looked at her dumbly. The female rolled her eyes, then she stepped out into the hallway, 

shouting a greeting to the earwigs… but they ignored her almost completely, some giving her a 

glance before they went back to their slow deaths. “Just like I thought. As long as we don‟t go 

near them, they won‟t harm us.” 



Cherry and Zerrex carefully stepped out of the room as well, the two looking far-more-

anxious than Cindy… but at her confidence, the two slowly began to relax, watching as she went 

the opposite way of the earwigs, towards a huge, armored shutter only a few feet away instead of 

down the corridor. She glanced at a set of switches on the wall, then pressed one of the buttons, 

and the massive shutter whirred before it slowly, haltingly began to rise up into the wall, bits of 

membrane falling off it and the ceiling. 

The three ducked under it once it rose high enough, stepping out onto a broken catwalk… 

but the distance was more than enough for Zerrex to be able to look up and easily spot the 

highest catwalk some twenty, thirty feet away. The Drakkaren rubbed at his face slowly, not 

feeling exactly in the mood to mistime a jump and fall on his face again… but he also knew his 

wings would take some time to regenerate, especially with his low energy. Great. The angle from 

here isn‟t too bad, though… “Hey, Cindy, how‟s your balance?” 

“Huh?” Cindy tilted her head, looking confused, but Cherry grinned as she realized what 

Zerrex was talking about. “It‟s alright, considering, I guess. Why?” 

Instead of answering, the male let his right arm return to normal as he swung his left out, 

and a tentacle shot out of it, wrapping around the limb several times before the end of it wrapped 

tightly around the railing of the catwalk above. Cherry immediately took the initiative, running 

forwards to hop easily onto the railing of the catwalk they were standing on, then she hopped up 

to land gracefully with one foot on Zerrex‟s arm, spinning around with her leg out and hands 

above her head, then she said solemnly: “I would like to perform for you today, my rendition 

of… Cherry‟s Nutcracker.” 

Cherry spun around on the tentacle on the tips of her toeclaws, whistling an off-key ballet 

tune before she hopped forwards several times, then she gracefully ran backwards along the 

tentacle as she arched her back, drawing her arms out far behind herself. After a moment, she 

threw them forwards, leaping ahead and landing smoothly with her feet spaced wide along the 

rope of flesh, then she slid backwards down it again on the sole of her foot, before she spun 

rapidly at the end of the slide. 

By now, Zerrex was looking at her sourly, and Cindy was gaping as Cherry pranced 

forwards again, her hands high above her head as she continued to whistle before she ran 

forwards and did a flip through the air… and the male Drakkaren groaned as all six orbs fell out 

of her belt. Cherry only grinned, however, as she reached out and caught two of them before 

throwing them high into the air even as she dropped further, swinging her hands out as she 

hooked her leg around the tentacle, and two more balls flew high as she dropped her arms out as 

far as they would go as she hung upside down… and her fingertips caught the last two spherical 

crystals. She blew Cindy a kiss, then swung her hanging leg forcefully up and over the rope of 

flesh as she grunted and twisted her waist upwards at the same time, and a moment later she was 

sitting on top of the tentacle with a leg hooked under it and the ankle over, and her other leg 

stretched out down the length of her tentacle, licking her muzzle as she grinned over her shoulder 

at Zerrex. 

The demon looked at her flatly as the four crystals spheres fell… but without looking up, 

Cherry tossed the two into her hands into the air, then swung her hands out, catching and tossing 

the spheres as they fell, easily beginning to juggle them all. Cindy‟s gape somehow grew wider 

as Cherry stood up, whistling to herself again as she took long steps, swinging her legs wide with 

each long stride… and as she reached the catwalk, she tossed each of the half-dozen spheres high 

into the air before forming a ramp with her arm and the back of her hand, and each of the 

crystalline orbs rolled down this one after the other, their momentum carrying them back high 



into the air above Cherry‟s head… and the demoness spun gracefully at the last moment as she 

raised her arms high and tented her hands, and all six demonic orbs landed back in the pockets of 

her belt, the demoness bowing deeply after a moment. “Thank you, one and all. That kind of 

balance.” A pause, then she grinned at Zerrex, winking as he continued to look at her sourly. 

“Oh, come on, I ground my cootch against your tentacle and everything!” 

The reptile didn‟t have a reply to this, so he just cleared his throat and mumbled… and 

then he looked over at Cindy, asking her clearly as she looked at him with bewilderment. “Ignore 

her. We‟re at enough of an angle that the incline isn‟t too steep… you can just crawl up it if you 

want, and I can thicken the tentacle some more… I think you should be okay though, Cindy. But 

if you want to get over there another way, that‟s fine too-” 

“I‟ll try this.” Cindy shook her head, looking at the black tentacle for a few moments 

before she sighed and approached him, and she carefully stepped up onto the railing before 

gently lowering her foot onto her father‟s arm. She looked at him worriedly, but he only smiled, 

and she nodded after a moment, looking reassured. Carefully, she stepped up onto the tentacle, 

taking a deep breath… and she held both of her hands out, keeping her head high as she walked 

slowly and carefully up the length of it towards the catwalk above. 

It was strange: Cindy knew from experience that this was harder than walking a 

tightrope, but it was far easier than running up a power line… and in her lifetime, she had done 

both, and even during combat. The highest of heights no longer scared her that much, since 

gravity held little power over her… and even now, she knew she was holding up better than both 

Zerrex and Cherry: angels had an easier time surviving on the mortal realm because, in essence, 

they were much more similar to mortals, and possessed only their single form. What she lacked 

in power, she made up for in solidity… demons, on the other hand, were like amphibians out of 

water: they could exist on solid ground, but they didn‟t always have the easiest time of it. 

But when it came to things like this, she was still a rookie compared to these two: she‟d 

seen and done her share of combat as a mortal, sure, and she‟d lived a strange life from which 

she‟d had to work to take as much out of as she could… but she‟d spent much of her time in the 

background instead of leading, like a grunt who went to war but spent the entire time in the base, 

never actually ending up on the battlefield. And in Heaven, she‟d learned more of the healing 

arts than anything else, and things that would help her advance her scientific research on the 

mortal plane… and even though Zerrex always said he admired her for it, she always felt… like 

the runt of the family. She knew her father loved her… but sometimes she‟d better serve 

everyone if she went back to building up her physical might instead of her brainpower. I‟m even 

stronger than Zerrex as it is… why do I focus so much on the mind instead of my muscles? Look 

at Cherry… she thinks with her muscles and she‟s more than happy all the time, she seems… so 

damn free… 

Cindy shook her head a bit as she finally reached the other side, hopping onto the 

catwalk… and Cherry slapped her on the shoulder with a grin as Zerrex leapt off the catwalk 

below, reeling himself upwards at the same time. “See, that wasn‟t so hard!” 

The angel only blushed and mumbled as Zerrex hauled himself over the railing, his 

tentacle coming loose and retracting fully into his arm. Cherry wrapped her arm around her 

shoulders, squeezing her firmly, and then she grunted as Cindy shoved her off, saying quietly: 

“Let‟s just get out of here, okay?” 

“Sure…” Cherry said slowly, glancing over her shoulder at the male, and Zerrex 

shrugged a bit, looking unsure himself. They followed Cindy nonetheless as she automatically 

took the lead, heading back down the way she had first led them… and the male couldn‟t shake a 



bad feeling as he looked back and forth at the mounds of dead earwigs, before he winced as one 

crawled out of the hole in the wall… but it ignored him as it paused for a moment before 

crossing the hallway as he passed and exiting through another narrow gap. 

There was no self-destruct, no combat, no last-moment monster as they reached Narrius‟s 

abandoned office, but there Cindy paused for a moment, looking at her father before she turned 

her eyes to the cavern, saying hesitantly: “What… what do you think, Daddy? We don‟t know 

what‟s in the sewers, but it could be safer… and although I didn‟t face too much resistance from 

the skeletons, that place… disturbs me.” 

“It does appear to be the ruins of an old warship.” Cherry added helpfully, then she 

dropped her head thoughtfully as Zerrex and Cindy both looked at her. “But hey. What if… I 

mean, it‟s kind of crazy, but isn‟t it possible there‟s another demon crystal in there, powering 

those undead?” 

“Maybe… but this whole area was sealed off, and these tablets look new… Wulfe 

Industries was probably trying to smuggle demonic crystal to sell to the highest bidder either in 

or out of Ire, and they probably thought stashing it in some abandoned military base would be the 

smart thing to do.” Zerrex replied, then the two looked at Cindy expectantly. She only grunted 

and shrugged, however, and the male made a face before probing: “Come on, you must have 

some thought on this. You‟re the smart one here, after all.” 

“I am not.” Cindy muttered, and Cherry and Zerrex exchanged an awkward look before 

she shook her head, heading into the caverns. “This is fastest, either way… we can head back 

and lock the crystals up in one of the unused rooms upstairs.” 

“Yeah…” Zerrex followed, reaching back to rest a hand on the hilt of the katana. He‟d 

stuck it in the belt and been pleasantly surprised that it had stayed in place above his tail instead 

of slipping and sliding, but now he just felt nervous. Cindy was acting oddly, and Cherry‟s belts 

were still holding up when they should have long since fallen apart… and he could feel the 

corruption from the crystals influencing his own body, making it harder for him to restrain his 

own demonic characteristics from coming out. 

The reptile therefore expected that the moment they got into the caverns, something 

would happen… but for once, he was gladly disappointed. No skeletons attacked them, and there 

wasn‟t a murmur from any of the remaining piles or the holes in the hull of the fallen ship. It was 

strangely unsettling, and Zerrex wondered for a moment if they had somehow managed to fight 

their way up the abandoned elevator shaft and invaded the house… but as they approached the 

empty shaft, two ropes descended, and Marina‟s voice echoed down tiredly: “No, Daddy… 

we‟re here. Everything‟s okay.” 

The climb up was longer than Zerrex wanted, Cindy and Zerrex climbing one rope, 

Cherry another as she complained about how old-fashioned it was and how sore her arms were 

and, of course, that no one was sharing a rope with her. Cindy spent much of the climb looking 

frustrated as hell, and Zerrex just wondered about what sort of effects the demonic crystals could 

be having on his youngest… but as he finally managed to grasp the lip of the elevator and he 

looked up to see the smiling face of Marina and Lone‟s worried and awkward features, he let the 

thoughts slide away for the moment as he let out a sigh of relief. 

 

After Zerrex had a long argument with Cherry – most of which Lone and Cindy weren‟t 

going to pretend they understood, since it had just seemed like a slew of childish insults thrown 

back and forth – the female had finally won and they‟d used magic to create a heavy metal gate 

inside the hidden doorway, to protect the house against invasion from any of the underground 



dwellers. Then Cindy had created a special chest to keep the orbs inside, shaped like a tacklebox 

but covered in all manner of magical runes, the two trays inside specifically designed for holding 

the crystalline spheres… and once they had been sealed away and the box placed for the moment 

into the “guest room” upstairs, Cindy had immediately started to act more like her old self, and 

the corruption in the air seemed to lighten. 

The Drakkaren currently sat at the kitchen table, finally finished his attempts to explain 

the events of the day to everyone and guzzling cup of coffee after cup of coffee. Lone was 

staring at him, hugging himself but at least now wearing a pair of pants – much too big for him, 

since he‟d shown some of his old Mahihkoish self and stolen a pair of Zerrex‟s – and Marina was 

looking moodily over at Cindy, who was ladling soup into bowls. Cherry was absent, but only 

because she was currently upstairs, cleaning up Zerrex‟s room and neatening the holes she‟d 

made in the walls with all her promises of television and satellite uplinks. 

The reptile was feeling better and more energetic, but at the moment, the biggest thing he 

wanted to do was either put a puzzle together while watching television… or perhaps just 

watching television would be enough, since he was in the company of family, after all. He 

smiled a bit to himself, then he glanced up as Lone asked curiously: “But what if the earwigs 

breed? I mean, those eggs… like… what do you do then?” 

“We‟ll ask some friends from Hell tomorrow about coming up and taking a look at it, 

since Cherry and I are going way down south for a little get-together.” Zerrex replied mildly, and 

Marina snorted, leaning back grouchily in her chair. “I wish you could come, Marina, but you 

know I don‟t want you exposed to too much corruption…” 

“I understand, Daddy… I just wish Cherry wasn‟t such a bitch about it.” Marina crossed 

her arms, looking defiant, and Zerrex smiled a bit at her despite himself. He wondered if she 

realized how much like she was when she had only been a baby, even after all these years, and 

Marina looked at him with quiet amusement in her sapphire eyes. “I am not. I‟d get in trouble 

when I said „fuck‟ back then, anyway, and you never used to have so many sexual thoughts 

about me.” 

“What the hell does she mean, „so many?‟” Cindy asked sharply, glaring at Zerrex even 

as she dropped a bowl of soup in front of him. The Drakkaren looked up at her awkwardly, and 

she asked in a deadly voice: “You had sexual thoughts about-” 

“Not when she was a baby, what the hell are you, sick?” Zerrex glared up at her, then he 

huffed and crossed his arms, looking both moody and embarrassed. “But… you know. I 

wondered what she‟d grow up to look like. What she‟d wear… who she‟d think of late at night… 

and hey, you were no good example yourself, as I remember, miss goody-two-shoes.” 

Cindy looked at him sourly, then she slammed a bowl down in front of Lone, the wolf 

wincing as some of the hot soup splashed out towards him. “Oh yeah? Well, at least I never 

thought about sleeping with her when she was just an innocent little girl! Unless you thought 

because she started using language like clit ring at such an early age took that away from her!” 

Zerrex snorted at this, standing and glaring at her as he shot back: “Oh really? Well, 

you‟re the one that always complained about that and brought it up! Personally, I‟ve never cared 

what she‟d said, just the way she acted and if she treated people with respect! Besides, don‟t 

think I ever forgot all the nights you and Marina spent together after she came back, or all the 

times we-” 

“That was when she was an adult, after…” Cindy broke off, looking flustered as she 

glanced back and forth embarrassedly, and then she added grumpily: “What about what she saw? 



Cherry was always showing her porn and shit, and fuck knows what she did with Marina even 

when she was just a kid.” 

The male narrowed his eyes, but Cindy glared back before Zerrex leaned in close and 

murmured something to her as Marina and Lone frowned, and then Cindy turned beet red before 

giggling behind her palm, and they traded a light kiss before the female bounced out of the room. 

Lone looked nonplussed, then the youngest daughter of Zerrex looked across at her father‟s 

benign expression for a few moments before she exclaimed: “Daddy!” 

“Well, it‟s true.” Zerrex said mildly as he looked across at her, and Marina huffed, before 

the Drakkaren took in Lone‟s expression and he winked. “I told her all this talk was making me 

horny and that Marina and I would be more than happy to tend to her needs later.” 

“Dude, I wish I had chicks who only needed shit like that to cheer them up.” Lone said 

sourly, and he leaned back, putting his paws up on the table… before wincing at Zerrex‟s sour 

look and dropping them back down to the floor, rubbing awkwardly at the back of his neck. 

“Sorry. But… like… I mean, I see you argue a lot. Especially with Cherry. But then things 

always get peachy-keen again… how do you do that?” 

Zerrex snorted amusedly as he tasted his soup, smiling a bit. Beef and potato. She always 

knows just the right recipe and just how much time it‟ll take to make… but I‟d never call her a 

housewife. “Oh, that‟s not Cherry and I arguing. Cherry and I almost never argue anymore, even 

if it seems like that‟s all I do… if we were really fighting over something, you‟d know it. And 

Cindy and I only argue occasionally… but a lot of the time it‟s stuff like that, and even though 

she gets so vehement – especially over things regarding you, actually, Marina – she‟s rarely ever 

really pissed off at me, and I never have much of a reason to be pissed off at her.”  

“Why Marina?” Lone asked stupidly, and Zerrex snorted in amusement as the wolf 

frowned, rubbing at his head. “What? I don‟t get it. I mean, like… Marina and her fight all the 

time… I get that Cindy‟s her mom, but… I dunno, you act like you hate her a lot of the time.” 

“I do not.” Marina said testily, looking sourly over at Lone, and the wolf shrugged, 

looking at her awkwardly. Marina looked back at him moodily, and then she sighed, shaking her 

head a bit and sulking as she muttered: “Just because you don‟t know what it‟s like to have a real 

family doesn‟t mean you should apply that same feeling to everyone else.” 

“Ouch, bitch.” Lone said in a hurt voice, then he huffed and returned his eyes to Zerrex, 

asking flatly: “And what‟s your story with these chicks, anyway? Marina worships you, Cindy‟s 

all normal, and Cherry‟s a whore with a wicked-ass mouth on her. I get that they‟re all normal, 

but… they all sorta sleep around too… hey, not that you guys are whores or anything!” Lone 

babbled, holding up his hands as Marina glared at him. “It‟s just that you know, you ain‟t by no 

stretch monogamous. Even when I was just Mahihko, his ass was everywhere out on the streets, 

looking for poontang. And you too, Zer, you go bouncin‟ around looking for pussy and ass all 

the time.” 

Zerrex sighed, looking exasperated. “Lone, I think I‟ve had this conversation with you 

before, and you ended up getting beaten up by Cindy, do you remember? But it‟s just… the level 

of trust we have between all of us. We… love each other deeply… and we have a level of trust to 

the point where we know we can share physical affections with other people, but at the end of 

the  day, it‟s each other we‟ll go back to, not some stranger.” The Drakkaren paused, lowering 

his head and murmuring: “Although it does get awkward when you find someone you wanna 

bring into the family… especially someone down in Hell.” 

“I don‟t mind, Daddy… I think you should be surrounded by hundreds of dedicated 

worshippers.” Marina said tenderly, and although her tone was romantic, Lone felt a chill creep 



along his body as he thought about just what she might mean by that. “And you know I don‟t 

mind most of my new sisters or brothers in Hell… so many of them are… so very fond of 

you…” 

She broke off, looking away… and Lone sat quietly for a few moments before he finally 

looked up and asked hesitantly: “You know… uh… Zer… about those crystals you found in 

Hell, does… does this mean that we…” 

“Yeah.” the Drakkaren answered softly, knowing what Lone was going to ask. The wolf 

swallowed thickly, and Zerrex smiled wanly: he knew the wolf‟s feelings on Tobias well by 

now, after all. Then he sighed and stretched before standing, looking at the two and finally 

saying quietly: “It‟s been a long day, and even though it‟s still early, I‟m going to head to bed 

and take a nap. I‟ll probably be up in a few hours, though, so don‟t worry if you hear someone 

wandering around during the night.” 

Lone and Marina both nodded, the latter blowing Zerrex a kiss as he left the room, and 

the aged reptile smiled at her. Soon after, he was upstairs, pushing through the door into his 

bedroom… and he sighed as he found Cherry hammering away at the wall dangerously close to a 

television she‟d installed. She brightened as she saw Zerrex, though, then almost flung the 

hammer at him when she turned around, wincing and changing the trajectory of it at the last 

minute so it flew past his head to crash into the wall, knocking a large, ugly crack through it 

before it clattered to the ground. “Sorry there, Boss, I got uh. A little overexcited. But look! I 

cleaned your room, and like, totally made your bed, and ta-da!” 

Cherry stepped to the side, gesturing with both hands at the TV… and Zerrex rolled his 

eyes before he smiled a bit despite himself, looking to the side to see a bed that was clean of 

debris but likely more-messy made than unmade. He finally beckoned to her with a finger, and 

the female grinned as she happily trod over to him, taking his hand before they sat in bed 

together. Before he could kiss her, however, she brought a remote up between their faces, the 

reptile wincing back as she exclaimed: “And it works, too!” 

She turned it on, then flicked through the channels before settling on cartoons, and Zerrex 

rolled his eyes but thought it was probably the best choice for now: with life so serious as it was, 

watching cop shows or action flicks had some appeal… but cartoons were best for unwinding 

and relaxing. The two smiled at each other, then Cherry leaned in for a kiss… and Zerrex 

headbutted the end of her muzzle lightly, making her huff before they curled up together in bed, 

Cherry resting against his body as Zerrex let his mind relax. 

He fell asleep some half an hour later, and Cherry turned off the TV before dropping the 

remote, turning around to snuggle deeper into his chest as she mumbled: “I‟m never telling 

anyone how much I enjoy you. I mean this. Oh fuck it.” She yawned, then murmured a 

goodnight before letting her own eyes slip closed, and the two slept. 

Zerrex‟s sleep was not dreamless, as it often was: instead, he dreamed of his family… not 

only his mortal family, but Selena, and Lily, and Sin, and all the children he had down in Hell. 

He dreamed about them coming up to live on the mortal plane, and everyone was getting along, 

and there was happiness everywhere… but whenever Zerrex looked at the sky, all he could see 

was a great dark blot, and something terrible was high above the clouds…  

The reptile sat up, breathing hard as Cherry snored loudly beside him, and the Drakkaren 

looked back and forth before he sighed and slowly relaxed, closing his eyes and rubbing at his 

forehead slowly. He hated dreams like that… they disturbed him both because they could be 

meaningless, but also because they could be premonitions. As Sin had explained to him once, 

Marina and some of his other daughters had psychic powers that likely stemmed from an ability 



in himself he wasn‟t able to access… some sort of recessive gene that didn‟t work because some 

other gene was interfering with it, likely his control over energy. And much as Zerrex admired 

psychic ability, he didn‟t want to give up the powers he was already familiar with and wasn‟t 

very keen on having experiments done on his body. 

Sometimes, though, he‟d have strange dreams that would give him a hint about what was 

about to happen, and his instincts had always been far too attuned and sharp. Perhaps it had 

something to do with his energy abilities… but perhaps premonitions of a sort were just leakage 

from whatever recessive genes were hidden inside himself, unable to express themselves in any 

other way. It was a thought that he didn‟t like in the slightest, so the reptile tended to just ignore 

these strange dreams even more than he had in the past, often not wanting to believe them or risk 

losing whatever treasured moments he was enjoying with his family. Childish… but it works 

sometimes. No need to get bent out of shape over what‟s probably nothing… even if later on, I‟ll 

beat myself up for not taking the time to prepare and perhaps even stop whatever may have 

happened… “Of course, if everything‟s fated, then… who cares, right?” 

“You don‟t believe in fate.” Cherry said sleepily, and Zerrex looked down at her in 

surprise as she reached up and wrapped her arms around his neck, pulling him down to rest his 

head against her enormous bosom. He smiled at her a bit, and she smiled faintly back, saying 

quietly: “Destiny, yeah. You believe some things are meant to happen, or maybe just that… only 

some combinations in life will work out. But we both know you don‟t believe in Fate… even if 

you believe that if a butterfly farts somewhere in Lailland, it‟ll have some ginormous effect over 

here in Ire and even echo all the way into the other planes. Fuck, I hope I‟m not the product of a 

butterfly fart.” 

“I don‟t know what produced you half the time.” Zerrex said dryly, then he winced as 

Cherry squeezed him firmly down against her breasts. “Oh, don‟t be a bitch. But hey… how are 

you feeling?” 

He looked at her softly, and Cherry coughed before shoving him off, mumbling: “Don‟t 

get all touchy-feely on me… stupid… asshole.” A pause, and then she sat up and rubbed at her 

head slowly, saying finally: “I‟m better, I guess. A little sore, but what the fuck else can you 

expect, right? What about you, you douchebag? You healed up nicely?” 

“Probably better than you.” Zerrex nodded as he jumped over her, glancing at both of his 

arms before he flexed his right hand, feeling the stuff moving beneath his hide of scales but not 

trying to force its way out, his arm bending and working normally. Or well, more like as if it was 

normal. It turns into axes when it‟s working normally. “Anyway, we‟ve got some hours to kill 

before sunrise. What do you wanna do?” 

Cherry grinned widely… and the next thing Zerrex knew, they were both in the oversized 

tub in the bathroom, naked and sweaty, the water as hot as the male could make it. Yet they 

weren‟t being sexual: Cherry likely knew that she could get as much as sex as she wanted at any 

time she wanted, and she wasn‟t pushing the reptile for it… perhaps strangest of all the things 

Zerrex had seen so far, she actually seemed to want to just spend normal time with him now that 

she‟d already gotten a good bang out of the male. 

Not to say he wasn‟t erect: he was so hard it was almost embarrassing, his huge member 

throbbing and the head of the shaft pushing up through the water and into the cooler air as Zerrex 

rested on one side of the tub, Cherry playing with her breasts teasingly on the other, and the 

reptile knew that her legs were spread, too, from the way she was resting. She was grinning at 

him, but she seemed content to see when or if either of them would snap and leap at the other, as 

she slid herself a bit closer to the Drakkaren, asking playfully: “Come on, let me give you a 



massage, Boss. I‟ll pay special attention to your special parts… no, no wait, I got an even better 

idea. Let‟s play with your tentacles, that‟d be fuckin‟ hot.” 

“Cherry, I‟m not a toy.” Zerrex said mildly, and then he blushed as the female suddenly 

slid up against his side and grasped his huge member in one hand beneath the surface of the 

water, the Drakkaren grunting as he wrapped one arm around the demoness‟s shoulders and 

reached the other up to grasp the side of the tub. “That is not a joystick!” 

“It sure as fuck is for me.” Cherry half-lidded her eyes seductively as she began to 

slowly, teasingly stroke his hard flesh up and down beneath the surface of the water, and Zerrex 

did his best to withhold any sounds of pleasure as she asked him playfully: “So, Boss, outta 

curiosity… who was your favorite daughter to fuck down in Hell, „cause I know with the big 

strong body you have… they must‟ve been all over you like sweet, seductive butter on a big 

hunk of hot lizard bread.” 

“I wish you made sense.” Zerrex muttered, then he grunted softly as Cherry slid her hand 

up to toy gently with the bulging, sensitive head of his black-fleshed cock, before he countered 

by carefully sliding a hand down her back, slipping it around her body to grasp a breast and 

squeeze into it slowly, Cherry giving an effeminate „eep!‟ of surprise. “Okay, okay, fine! It was 

probably Desire, you happy now? Gods, did her name ever fit her body.” 

Cherry grinned at this, then she turned a color that could only be described as cherry-red, 

asking playfully: “Does my name fit my body now, Boss? Or should I make it all the more 

appealing for you…” She winced as Zerrex pinched one of her nipples lightly, and then she 

groaned softly as she slid herself in front of him, reaching back to grasp his hips as she rose her 

tail to grind her firm, taut, and large buttocks slowly up and down against the front of his 

enormous member, but she refused to abandon her pretense of playful semi-chastity, asking him 

with a grin: “Why do you keep yourself so small, anyway? I know the full demon you and your 

full demon size, and I know you can do nasty, nasty things with those tentacles of yours, too… 

you might have all the experience you‟ll ever need to make me squeal like a girl at any point and 

time, but fuck, Boss, don‟t tell me you like being a little guy.” 

“My cock is almost three feet in length.” Zerrex said grumpily, grasping Cherry‟s breasts 

and squeezing into them hard enough to crush her body back against his, as he ground hard up 

against her rear, along the side of the base of her tail, and up her back, making her moan before 

she grunted, her eyes bulging and her legs kicking in surprise as the Drakkaren slid a hand down 

to squeeze firmly into her crotch, two of his fingers instantly delving into the passage of her sex. 

The Drakkaren grinned widely at this, feeling his solid member throbbing against her back, 

knowing he could do anything to her and she‟d never complain, that she‟d only beg for more… 

and then he leaned forwards, whispering teasingly: “Why, what do you want, Cherry?” 

This was one of his favorite games, and one that seemed benign and playful at first 

instead of how dark it could be: the Drakkaren found, after all, that most people begged for 

experiences they couldn‟t handle, and he enjoyed being the one to show them the error of their 

ways when his mood was right. After all, saying you wanted to experience pain with sex was one 

thing… handling it properly was another. And Cherry knew that, as she squirmed against him 

before blushing deeply as she whispered: “You know what I like, Boss… a giant cock, savagely 

ripping into me… both of us in our demonic bodies… you, godlike above me, your tentacles 

tearing into my mouth, my ass, as your savagely rip up my cunt with your dick…” 

“You‟re cute.” Zerrex softly kissed the side of her neck as he slid his hands down, gently 

hefting Cherry upwards, his shaft sliding slowly along her backside before she moaned softly as 

the head of his bulging member touched her rosebud… and then it tickled against the entrance to 



her sex, Cherry‟s blush growing deeper before her eyes bulged and she rocked her hips forwards 

against him with a groan of ecstasy as he slid himself slowly, inch-by-inch, along the entrance to 

her passage, his thick shaft grinding along the lips of her sex until she sat in his lap, her legs 

spread around the thick meat of his member. 

His muscles flexed as he grasped into her hips, and Cherry took his thick penis into both 

of her hands, stroking his long, hard cock slowly in the hot water, her breasts bouncing a bit as 

he thrusted in slow time with her movements, growling hungrily… and Cherry grinned widely, 

licking her own muzzle hungrily as the male worked his huge cock between her legs, grinding 

against her sex and between her thighs, the feeling of his rock-hard erection sending shudders 

through her body. The very texture of his flesh against her fingers was delicious, and the female 

moaned softly before she bowed her head back, saying raggedly: “You‟re a god… a monster… 

everything I‟ve ever wanted, Master… and I‟d sacrifice anything for you, my love is so deep… 

myself, my children, the world… all for you…” And Cherry shuddered as she realized it was 

true, not just nasty talk to work them both to higher heights of lust and sexual insanity. “Fuck 

yes… oh Boss, I wanna kill and rape and rip people apart with you again… I want to experience 

us both fulfilling our lust like the demons we are in their gore…” 

“Cherry…” Zerrex grunted, his muscles flexing hard against her, his teeth gritting as he 

began to thrust harder and faster between her legs. His member ached, begged for release, and 

the Drakkaren didn‟t bother to hold back as he thrusted between her thighs, feeling her sex 

rubbing against him, her labia burning hot, hotter even than the water surrounding his member 

and the hands tightly gripping and rapidly stroking his cock. He groaned hungrily, then he arched 

his back with a roar of delight as he suddenly experienced orgasm, his thick load gushing forth 

with enough power to rocket out of the water and splatter against the wall again and again, 

Zerrex groaning hungrily as water and seed dripped down the wall beside the tub as Cherry 

howled in ecstasy, riding his member and feeling like it was a bull beneath her and not simply 

the Drakkaren‟s cock, as she bounced up and down, her breasts making a sweet, wet slapping 

and her own muscles flexing as she milked the reptile‟s cock for every last sweet bit she could. 

Finally, it slowed… and Cherry grinned over her shoulder at Zerrex, asking him playfully 

as she squeezed his shaft with one hand and stroked him under the chin with the other: “Bit of a 

hair trigger on you lately, huh?” 

The next thing she knew, Zerrex grabbed her by the face and slammed her against the 

wall, her breasts smacking loudly into it and splattering droplets of water and  semen over herself 

as she cried out, and then the reptile leaned in close, his grip on the back of her head crushing, a 

dark grin on his face as his eyes burned, his massive member still throbbing and dripping… and 

Cherry moaned in lust and surprise as he ground her face against the tile, whispering to her 

softly: “I didn‟t hear you, bitch. I thought you said something stupid. You better make up for 

whatever you foul whore mouth uttered by putting it to work doing the only thing it‟s good for… 

licking up every bit of my load that splattered over this wall. And while you do that… I think I‟ll 

help myself to a piece of your ass.” 

He brought his other hand down, spanking her rear hard, and Cherry‟s hips bucked, the 

side of her head still pinned against the wall by the strong male‟s hand as she whispered: “I‟m 

not worthy, Master… you‟re so generous… I love you beyond any explanation, and worship 

both you and your godlike strength…” 

“I know…” Zerrex‟s tone was lofty and almost arrogant, and for whatever reason, it 

made Cherry feel all the hotter, her tight sex dripping not only with water as a tremble of bliss 

ran through her, and then she groaned as the male forcefully ground her face along the wall 



before he finally released her, grasping his shaft and guiding the head of his cock to press lightly 

against her tender rosebud… and Cherry slowly positioned her mouth against the wall, taking the 

first long lick against it, tasting seed and water and tile… and Zerrex murred softly, saying in a 

loving voice: “Good, bitch… that‟s good. Now here.” 

And without any other warning, the reptile grunted and shoved his hips forwards, and 

Cherry screamed as she felt him penetrate into her tight anus, almost half of his member pressing 

into her before he stepped forwards, his testicles slapping against her sex as he arched his back 

and sandwiched her forcefully into the wall, her breasts crushing painfully into the tile as her  

limbs splayed over it, gritting her teeth with a grunt of pain as her face smacked against the 

wall… and she could feel Zerrex‟s claws sinking into her hips as he hilted inside of her, groaning 

hungrily against the back of her neck before he drew himself back… and dragged her hips 

forcefully backwards with him, his shaft grinding against the walls of her passage before he 

began to thrust powerfully and quickly, growling with a cruel grin: “If you haven‟t licked that 

entire wall clean by the time I‟m done here, bitch, then I‟m going to gut you like a goddamn 

fish!” 

Cherry moaned and nodded, knowing that the reptile likely wasn‟t lying, and she quickly 

went to work, her head filled with the sound of his cock ripping in and out of her as his testicles 

smacked loudly again and again into her slick vagina, and the water splashed around their legs, 

almost boiling from the heat of their hot, rough sex. Cherry‟s tongue dragged over the tile as she 

moaned, every hard thrust sending her face crashing into the wall or slamming her nose against 

the cold, ugly tile, Zerrex growling behind her like an animal as he used and abused her… and 

even as she felt tears come to her eyes from her nose striking the wall so hard so many times, she 

loved every moment of it, loved being treated like nothing but a toy, loved the abuse, and 

cherished it as she cherished few other memories… and loved him more than she ever had before 

as they acted out their deepest, darkest desires together. 

Again and again he pistoned in and out of her, as Cherry‟s tongue dragged over the tile in 

long, hungry licks, never pausing as she clung into the wall, tasting the Drakkaren‟s seed and 

feeling some of it leaking down her chin and over her breasts, and she groaned as she leaned in 

lower, but behind her, Zerrex didn‟t budge, only grinning as he forced her to shove her face 

completely against the wall and use it almost like a sponge to get the last of his seed, her back 

arched and her breasts bouncing viciously as he dug his claws deeper into her hips, leaning 

forwards a bit over her as he spread his legs a bit wider, water splashing around them… and the 

lizard grinned cruelly as his eyes drew over the wall, Cherry‟s head shoving into it as she 

screamed: “Yes, Master, yes! I… I finished I… oh… oh fuck!‟ 

She screamed again, and Zerrex felt the muscles of her anus clenching around his 

pistoning cock as her vagina convulsed, unstimulated but hot and already leaking and dripping 

with water and her own juices, before she howled again in bliss, hips bucking wildly as she 

orgasmed. Her sweet nectar burst out from between her lips as they clenched and unclenched, 

spilling her stuff down her thighs as her head struck the wall again and again, and Zerrex 

growled at her before he snapped, despite the delight it gave him: “Did I give you permission to 

do that, whore? You stupid self-centered bitch!‟ 

Cherry looked back at him, and Zerrex swung a fist out, punching her surprising strength. 

Her head swung back as he slammed himself to the hilt in her at the same time, a bit of blood 

leaking out of her anus from the savage pounding he was giving it, and her face struck the tile 

hard enough to send cracks through it, blood bursting from Cherry‟s mouth and nose. She cried 

out, then blushed deeply as not pain, but pleasure spread through her form, not looking at him 



this time as she whispered: “I‟m sorry, my God, my Master… I am unworthy… please… do as 

you wish with me, punish me… oh… oh fuck… oh fuck it‟s so… it‟s so wonderful… I‟m so 

sorry I betrayed this… oh fuck yes…” 

She moaned lustfully, dropping her head forwards, and Zerrex‟s eyes gleamed before he 

whispered: “Fine. I‟ve got the perfect punishment for you, bitch… since you‟ve been begging for 

it so much, Master will just have to show you… and prove to you that you are nowhere near 

ready for his full power…” 

The Drakkaren slowed his thrusts, then halted as he rested inside of her for a moment, 

Cherry looking confused… and Zerrex closed his eyes, concentrating as he growled like an 

animal. His back rippled strangely… and a moment later, four thick black tentacles, all ending in 

not tips but bulging, rounded cockheads pushed out of his back, twisting their way forwards as 

Cherry glanced hesitantly over her shoulder before she gasped as one snapped around her neck, 

crushing her throat with enough force to kill a normal mortal.  

Another slid down between her legs, and Cherry wheezed before crying out weakly as 

she felt the penis-shaped head of the tentacle grinding lightly up and down the sensitive, 

blossomed lips of her sex… and then her eyes bulged as she gave a breathless shriek at the 

feeling of the tentacle tearing forwards, ripping down her passage, pushing into her depths, and 

seeming to go all the way to her womb as she cried out again, her hips automatically bucking. 

A second tentacle ground up against one of her thighs, as large and thick as the first, and 

then the head of it rubbed slowly over her belly before dragging down towards the lips of her 

sex… and Cherry whimpered weakly as the head of the tentacle wrapped around her neck 

pushed teasingly over her features, but she was unable to speak, the grip on her throat too tight… 

and then she cried out again, rasping more than screaming, before a real scream did tear from her 

as the tentacle buried inside her sex pulled viciously to the side and the second tentacle rammed 

its way forwards, bulldozing into her vagina as the lips of her sex first stretched, and then tore. 

Her legs kicked wildly, her head shaking back and forth in shock, pain, and terrible, lustful 

pleasure as she felt the second tentacle stretching her vagina insanely wide, ripping its way down 

her passage and towards her depths, where the other tentacle had curled into and was now 

resting… and she bucked wildly, moaning weakly before the cockhead that had been grinding 

against her face buried into her muzzle, the demoness gagging as the grip it had around her neck 

loosened just enough so it could force its way down her throat, her eyes bulging and tears 

running down her face as she felt the tentacle slithering around her neck like a snake. 

The final tentacle wrapped several times around her body, then around one of her breasts 

before it settled between them, and Zerrex laughed behind her as his horns emerged from his 

skull, his eyes glowing green as his other demonic characteristics slowly emerged, and Cherry 

felt her horns coming out of her skull as Zerrex‟s undeniable demonic presence filled the room… 

before her eyes widened again as she felt her body bulging, unable to look down but feeling a 

distinct push against her insides… and her belly was indeed bulging, her chiseled abs vanishing 

as the tentacles inside her ground against her. 

She writhed, kicking and splashing the water as steam filled the air around them, the 

water boiling from the sheer heat the demons were giving off… before Zerrex grinned as his 

muscles flexed, a growl coming from his throat as he slowly began to grow. Inch by inch his 

height increased as his size and bulk did the same, but inside her, Cherry felt his tentacles slowly 

thickening even further as the massive cock buried into her ass grew not bit-by-bit, but with 

much greater speed. She moaned around the tentacle buried in her maw, her eyes rolling wildly 

in her head as her body bulged from the sheer amount of demonic reptile buried inside of her, 



and then Zerrex growled, speaking in a vicious, hungry voice: “You‟re mine now, whore. All 

mine.” He paused, grinning darkly as he let go of her hips, and his tentacles ground against her, 

easily lifting her into the air to pull her against his muscular, enormous chest as he flexed 

teasingly, adding lustfully: “And I‟m going to turn this fantasy of yours into a nightmare.” 

With that, the Drakkaren reached up with one hand to grasp the breast not being squeezed 

by a tentacle as he sank his other into her side, and he began to thrust viciously upwards with a 

monstrous penis that had grown to nearly sixty inches long. Again and again it tore into Cherry‟s 

body, brutally pounding up into her as the demonic reptile‟s tentacles twisted, thrusted, and 

ground against her sides, their terrible flexibility teasing every inch of Cherry‟s insides as she 

tried her best to scream around the tentacle buried down her jaws, but as it was, she couldn‟t 

even breathe: she could only bounce, giving muffled moans and cries with every hard, fast piston 

of the reptile‟s monstrous penis, as he grinned viciously and used her like a toy. 

Her hips bucked, blood running from both of her passages and down her face from her 

nose, her eyes bulging with pain and a deep, horrendous pleasure she couldn‟t shake, tears 

streaming from her eyes as he did her best to fight her needs, but her lust and needs were both 

too great. She loved every second of it, feeling herself being used savagely as the tentacles tore 

all the way into her womb, her eyes bulging as her body burned with pleasure, Zerrex grunting 

and snarling like a beast behind her as she felt the powerful muscles covering his body flex and 

move, felt his claws sinking into her side and sensitive breast as the other was squeezed by a 

tentacle that ground itself through her bosom again and again at the same time. She was too 

stretched for her muscles to work properly in her sex, but she knew if she could, she would 

already be experiencing another orgasm: not only from the intense bliss, but the ecstatic pain as 

well. 

Zerrex, meanwhile, was experiencing wonderful carnal delight: pleasure flooded his body 

from everywhere, as he tilted his head back and roared to the ceiling, feeling power pulsing 

through every inch of his body. Again and again his thick ebony member pounded hard up into 

her tight anus, the reptile grinning widely as he felt blood running down his fingers, down his 

tentacles, down his monstrous cock, and he could feel the agony and the pleasure in Cherry‟s 

body as well, both fueling him to greater and greater exertions. He slammed himself harder and 

faster with each passing moment in and out of Cherry, feeling her kicking uselessly as testicles 

the size of beachballs slammed into his own tentacles and the stretched sex of the demoness, and 

he licked his muzzle slowly with a long, thick tongue as a bit of drool fell from his jaws, his eyes 

burning with bliss as he felt his body on the brink another powerful orgasm. 

And as suddenly as he‟d decided to take the game to a whole new level, he felt his cock 

stiffening and his tentacles become frenzied, their movements harder, squeezing Cherry‟s body 

tight enough to crack her ribs and the other around her neck throttling her as the cockhead buried 

down her throat rammed harder and faster, egged on by the feeling of itself crushing into itself 

with only a thin layer of Cherry‟s throat between them. His fingers ripped a gouge in her breast 

as it bounced, feeling her hard nipple against his palm as blood leaked down it and over his wrist, 

the other hand digging into her side almost deep enough for him to feel the tentacles squirming, 

writhing, and pistoning inside of her as his enormous member tore over and over up into her tight 

ass, testicles slapping with a fierce rhythm against her and his own appendages, and the water 

boiled and toiled beneath them as Zerrex spread his legs and Cherry‟s bucked wildly. Then 

Zerrex roared in pleasure again, this one shaking the foundations of the house as  Cherry 

somehow screamed, however muffled, around the member buried down her throat… and her legs 



kicked wildly, her body bucking and spasming as something tore inside of her before she felt the 

first gargantuan blasts of the reptile‟s load spilling into her form. 

Blast after blast shot not only from the reptile‟s thick obsidian cock, but also from his 

tentacles, filling every crevice inside Cherry‟s body before the tentacle throttling her pulled 

suddenly back, rearing over her to send burst after burst over her face as she coughed and almost 

vomited white load, semen spraying out of her muzzle in a great, almost volcanic burst as more 

of the thick stuff splattered over her bosom, her eyes bulging  as she managed a ragged shriek 

around the white goo leaking over her jaws as the tentacle ground itself almost viciously into her 

features as it released volley after volley of load. At the same time, the two tentacles inside of her 

body were spilling so much seed out that it was making her form balloon and bulge, the 

demoness flailing and spasming uselessly as Zerrex laughed viciously and continued to thrust in 

and out of her with a cruel grin on his features, his eyes burning with bliss… and Cherry took it 

as best she could, her hands uselessly gripping at the tentacle squeezing into her body as she 

moaned sharply with every movement, feeling the seed exploding from the reptile‟s cock filling 

her rear quickly and giving as much, if not more, as the tentacles had released… before 

suddenly, Zerrex released her, and she fell into the water, striking her head off the edge of the 

tub and sinking into the shallow pool as the demon grinned darkly and growled down at her, his 

tentacles slowly sliding away from her form to rise into the air around him, Zerrex looking back 

and forth as his fifty-eight inch cock throbbed with masculine power, so thick the demon could 

barely fit his own huge hand around the base of the shaft as it leaked the last of its load into the 

tub, the other tentacles dripping with his seed as he said darkly: “There‟s your fantasy, bitch. As 

you can see, I‟m not the one who‟s all talk here… you‟re the stupid slut who couldn‟t handle me. 

Now get up and clean your master, whore.” 

There was no movement, and Zerrex frowned… then he kicked at Cherry lightly, but she 

laid still at the bottom of the tub, and the Drakkaren swallowed, staring stupidly at the water. 

Blood and seed floating through the water made it impossible to see the bottom, but there were 

no ripples, no bubbles, no movement… and the reptile dropped character, reaching his tentacles 

down into the water like feelers as he knelt and felt along the bottom of the tub with his hands, 

until he grabbed her and lifted the demoness up, shaking her briskly… but her body was limp, 

the water and seed and blood dripping off her as she made no movements, limbs hanging 

uselessly and eyes closed, head dropped forwards. “C… Cherry? Oh… oh fuck, Cherry, Cherry, 

fuck, Cherry, answer me!” 

Zerrex stared, trembling weakly, wondering if he had just killed her during their game, if 

he‟d been too rough, hating himself, hating what he‟d become… and then Cherry opened her 

eyes and grinned, rasping: “Psych!” 

The demon gaped stupidly… and then Cherry leaned forwards, grabbed his mouth, and 

kissed him firmly. For a moment, Zerrex grinned… and then his eyes bulged as she coughed and 

a huge burst of his own seed flooded his muzzle. He flailed wildly, letting her go, but Cherry 

seized him by the hair, making the demon yelp and tug at her to try and get her off even as she 

forced more of his own seed down his throat. Finally, he punched her in the stomach, and she 

coughed again, Zerrex feeling more of his own load burst into his muzzle, but it made her flinch 

and he was able to drag her off his face, dropping her on her ass into the tub. 

She laughed stupidly as Zerrex spat out a large wad of his own seed, making a bit of a 

face as he rubbed at his muzzle slowly, mumbling: “I hate you. You had me so goddamn 

worried… and like, that‟s sexy in conservation, but too much is just too goddamn much.” 



“Oh, right, because you didn‟t fill me with so much I look like I‟m pregnant.” Cherry 

shot back, her throat bruised but obviously healed. She patted her stomach, then squeezed herself 

with a wince to flatten her stomach out somewhat, and Zerrex made a face and stepped back a bit 

as the water around her turned dull white. “But hey, don‟t look so pissy. That really was hot, 

Boss… I don‟t see why you aren‟t like that more often with me, unf.”  

“Because it makes me feel dumb. You don‟t need to be rude to be dominating.” Zerrex 

muttered, as he withdrew his tentacles into his body. He was still semi-hard, but he soon became 

flaccid as he forced his demonic characteristics to vanish back into his body, as he shrank back 

down to his normal size. It made Cherry pout as she crossed her arms, watching as Zerrex 

carefully stepped out of the goo-filled tub. “Wash yourself up.” 

“Fuck that shit! Get your ass back in here!” Cherry ordered, pointing at the water, and the 

reptile made a face at her… but less than ten minutes later, the reptile muttered to himself, the 

two sitting in relatively-clean water that was further purified by bubble-bath, Cherry cheerfully 

clinging to his side and whispering teasingly to him every now and then. With the way she acted, 

Zerrex often wondered if she was flat-out insane…but at the same time, she could get all soft and 

romantic, and it was sweet when she did, like now. 

They were both relatively-clean, thanks to rinsing each other quickly off, and the tub 

didn‟t take long to empty or long to fill: after all, no matter what the temperature of the water 

was, once Cherry got in she could heat it up however much she liked. It also made her rather nice 

to snuggle up with… and Zerrex smiled a bit, now feeling considerably better than he had earlier. 

Cherry still had a bit of a bruise around her neck, but that was fading too… and Zerrex hesitated 

for a few moments before finally murmuring: “I‟m sorry, for bein‟ too rough with you, Cherry. I 

guess I lost my head… my Lust side must have taken over.” 

“Bullshit, it was sexy as hell and I loved every minute of it.” Cherry said firmly, and she 

rested her head on his shoulder, closing her eyes as she murmured softly: “I think your problem, 

Boss, is that you let all these… rules of honor and etiquette and what other people think get in 

your way, and you forget to be yourself and let yourself go crazy every now and then. Look at 

me, I act like the most mentally-unbalanced retard in our whole fucked-up family, but the scary 

shit is, I‟m one of the ones who deals with their shit better than the rest of „em. I mean, look at 

Cindy and Marina. If there‟s anything Marina got from her momma, it‟s the way she throws one 

hell of a fit when she gets real pissed off.” 

“Like you‟re one to talk.” Zerrex said dryly, squeezing her gently against his body, and 

she laughed before smiling and nestling closer. They rested quietly together for a few moments, 

then Zerrex sighed a bit, rubbing a hand through his wet hair. “I dunno, though… I don‟t want to 

let myself go too much. There‟s too many dangerous things inside my mind… things like 

Ravenlight, and worse, buried deep inside my head…” 

“Yeah… like the Princess.” Cherry murmured softly, and Zerrex nodded slowly, looking 

down quietly. He remembered all too well what Cherry was referring to… he remembered how 

he had been forced to absorb the very soul of the Princess at the end of their great battle to ensure 

she couldn‟t crawl back out of some deep, dark pit to seek revenge… and he remembered even 

clearer millions of years back, when he had done an exercise under the guidance of the Four 

Sisters of the Judgment Cross, demigods of Hell who were among his most loyal companions. 

It had gone wrong, though, when Zerrex had found himself inside his own mind… and 

without a way out. He had wandered for what felt like hours in a maze of ugly metal pipes, red 

walls, and grated floors, until he found an ancient elevator leading down deeper into the 

catacombs… and not knowing what else to do, he‟d taken it down. 



At the bottom of the elevator, somewhere in the depths of his subconscious, the Princess 

had been waiting, preening herself on a throne of gold and platinum, sitting in a bright, wide 

spotlight. He had stared in horror, the walls made of Drakkai skulls and Drakkai bones, the floor 

Drakkai scales and the lights above shining from a hundred thousand dead Drakkai eyes making 

up the ceiling… and she‟d smiled coldly at him from beneath the golden mask that covered 

features Zerrex had only seen once… but it was a scarred and ugly face, just like his. And what 

scared him most… was that her eyes were the same green as his own, and although she was both 

lither and much taller, and a wingless Dragokkaren female… he saw far too many resemblances 

between them both. 

“It‟s good to see you finally came for a visit.” she had said in her imperious, cold voice… 

and her eyes had been filled with such anger, such hatred, but she didn‟t lash out at him. Zerrex 

had the impression she could attempt to hurt him if she wanted to, but she apparently realized 

that whatever nightmarish place his subconscious might be for him, it would work in hellish 

ways to defend its master.  

She did, however, have enough power to have made her own little tumor in his mind, a 

home away from home for her… a Goddess that was used to her own kingdom and her own 

terrible rule, now subjugated and imprisoned inside her worst enemy, born of an experiment 

gone wrong that had killed her when she was mortal. Once upon a time, thousands of mortal 

years ago, Narrius had been her Warlord, after all, killing all who opposed her… until she had 

tried to sacrifice him to increase her strength, and she had become another victim, sent down to 

Hell by her own beast. 

Not to say that the Princess was an insane mortal who proclaimed herself as a Goddess: 

no, she was ancient to the point she had once battled against God Himself, and powerful enough 

she had driven Him away, even if she herself had been made mortal during the conflict by some 

bizarre spell-gone-wrong. And in Hell, she had regained her glory… and been a member of the 

conspiracy that had lashed all the way to the Heavens and felled God, putting Narrius in His 

place as part of a vast plot to destroy the known universe and the planes of Heaven and Hell.  

And now this evil incarnate was being slowly but surely broken down inside Zerrex to 

fuel him and strengthen his spirit, even if she had managed to build herself a shelter and her own 

petulant kingdom. She had been all too glad to show him around the world she had created inside 

his mind, and she had rambled on and on about her struggle to survive… all while judging him 

and treating him like a disgusting monster. It had made Zerrex cringe and want to lash out at her 

in return… but he had held his temper, and that had seemed to piss her off even more. 

The Princess, of course, had tried to seduce him, tried to tempt him, and tried even simply 

asking for him to let her go, and Zerrex had clearly said no each and every time. It had made her 

more and more frustrated, until finally she‟d thrown up her arms and declared that he should 

leave, and he‟d been forcefully ejected from her little kingdom and his own mind, snapped back 

into reality. When he‟d shared what had happened, the Sisters had talked amongst themselves 

about performing exorcisms, sanctification rituals, and other such things, but finally they‟d 

settled on letting things go as they would. 

Cherry nudged the Drakkaren, bringing him back to the present, and then she kissed his 

cheek, asking gently: “Got anything on your mind you wanna share?” 

“I love you.” Zerrex said simply, and she‟d smiled before they shared a slow, quiet kiss, 

Cherry stroking over his face slowly as he hugged her tight against his body, their tongues 

dancing slowly and leisurely as they explored the familiarity of each other‟s mouths, before their 

lips parted reluctantly and Cherry curled up against him, grabbing one of his hands and guiding it 



to her breast. Zerrex had started to slowly and absently play with the swell, gently stroking his 

thumb along the nipple and nuzzling into her neck softly here and there, and they relaxed in the 

wonderful heat of the tub and each other, the water swirling and bubbling here and there around 

them as mounds of soap and bubbles floated by, clinging to their bodies and riding the small 

waves that rippled over the surface of the water. 

 

The next morning, Cherry went back to work in Zerrex‟s room as the Drakkaren 

wandered downstairs to find with surprise not Lone, but instead Mahihko, who was looking 

curiously around as he plodded along in Zerrex‟s pants. The Drakkaren sighed in exasperation, 

slapping his forehead, but Mahihko only beamed at him, easily able to wear the waist all the way 

up to his feminine breast and still have enough pantleg left over for his oversized paws to trip 

and walk all over them. He threw his arms out, then said proudly: “Look at me, I‟m an old 

person!” 

“There aren‟t many old people these days.” Cindy said mildly from where she stood by 

the coffeemaker, looking moodily at Zerrex. He looked back at her, then blushed deeply when 

she said accusingly: “Last night was supposed to be our night, you son of a bitch.” 

“For an angel, you sure do seem to want sex a lot.” Zerrex mumbled, walking over to 

pick up a mug and pour himself some coffee, and Cindy huffed before leaning in and kissing his 

cheek despite herself, and Zerrex sighed in relief as Mahihko sat down at the table beside a 

groggy-looking Marina. The reptile opened his mouth to ask how she was, but then he caught her 

eyes on him and the slow grin spreading over her features, and he leaned away somewhat, 

looking carefully around  instead. “So uh. What does everyone plan to do today?” 

“Don‟t you and Cherry have to leave for Hell sometime?” Cindy asked curiously, tilting 

her head towards him, and Zerrex made a seemingly-random gesture as he sipped at his coffee 

cup, but Cindy only nodded thoughtfully. “Oh, tomorrow, right. Three days, and then you go to 

Hell, you don‟t need to stop in on the third day. In that case, I guess I‟ll just go to work as 

usual… although I‟m going to bring Mahihko with me today, if you don‟t mind. Marina, myself, 

and Lone did some work together last night, and we think he‟s learned how to shift back and 

forth from wolf-to-wolf, and bring both personalities out. I‟d like to do some research on it… 

and that‟s if you don‟t mind, Mahihko.” 

The little wolf nodded brightly, looking happily at her before he blushed and asked 

Zerrex hesitantly: “That‟s if you don‟t mind, Daddy, and… and… and… maybe tonight, we can 

spend some nice time together, huh?” 

“Sure, wolf, that‟s fine with me… and I‟d be glad to spend some more time with you.” 

Zerrex said softly, and Mahihko smiled warmly across at him. Zerrex smiled back, then he 

turned his eyes to Marina. “And what about you?” 

“I think I‟ll spend the day with you, Daddy… I‟ve missed doing that, and it‟d mean a lot 

to me.” Marina said softly, then she stood up and walked around the table to lean on the counter 

as well, getting her own mug of coffee. The three reptiles leaned there as Mahihko happily 

bounced in his seat at the table, grabbing the large cup of milk he had and slurping at it. “You 

know, Daddy, maybe we could even go out and shop a bit. I have some more art supplies I need 

to pick up… and I know you like to mingle with the crowds, even if you don‟t like talking to 

people at the same time.” 

Zerrex grunted a bit, but he nodded as Marina rolled her eyes amusedly and Cindy did the 

same, mother and daughter unwittingly copying each other as Zerrex looked from one to the 

other. Then he laughed, and they both frowned at him, which only made Zerrex laugh harder as 



he walked over to the table and sat down in his chair, grinning a bit. “Nothing, nothing… just… 

you two, that‟s all. Much as you act like you hate each other sometimes and call each other 

sister, you really are mother and daughter, too.” 

Marina opened her mouth, and Zerrex winced as he hoped she wasn‟t going to say what 

he thought she was going to say… but then she closed it thoughtfully as she looked at Cindy. For 

a few long moments, she looked at her and Cindy looked back, as if they were really seeing each 

other for the first time… and then Marina said slowly: “You… are my mother. You are.” 

“Yeah… and I always have been, just like I‟ve said.” Cindy said softly, and she put her 

coffee mug down as she smiled softly at her daughter, standing with her arms loose at her sides 

so Marina could take a good look at her. There was a keen resemblance, and Marina had 

inherited Cindy‟s beauty, even if there was also a clear touch of her father‟s features in her face. 

For a few moments, Marina almost looked confused, and then Cindy stepped forwards and 

hugged her quietly to her body, and Marina froze up before Cindy said softly: “And I have 

always loved you, even in the worst moments… even when we argued and acted like we hated 

each other.” 

Marina rested her head quietly against Cindy‟s neck, then she hugged her tightly back, 

and the two stood together as Zerrex looked quietly at them, wondering if finally, after so many 

years, the wounds separating mother and daughter were finally healing… and then Marina 

cleared her throat as she stepped away, mumbling something and sitting down in her father‟s lap. 

She hugged him tightly and clung to him, and Zerrex shrugged a bit as she looked at Cindy… but 

the female only smiled a bit and shook her head slowly, crossing her arms as she said ruefully: 

“She always has been your daughter, Zerrex… even when she was a baby, she clung to you just 

like that and loved you most of all of us.” Cindy softened after a moment as the two looked at 

her, Mahihko awkwardly rubbing at his head and looking down. “But I‟m  okay with that, I 

think… you two bring a bright light to each other‟s eyes even in times there should only be 

darkness, and seeing that makes me happy.” 

“Thanks, mom.” Marina said quietly, and Cindy smiled warmly as she met her daughter‟s 

eyes. Then the mortal female looked up at her father, asking curiously: “Should I spend some 

time with her today, too?” 

“I think so, yeah. Cindy, why don‟t you take Marina into work with you today? She can 

help you out with some of your experiments and the Lone and Mahihko work, and we both know 

she‟s smart enough on her own even without leeching off you.” Zerrex said thoughtfully, looking 

over at his angelic daughter. She made a bit of a face, probably about to bring up security 

concerns and the fact Marina didn‟t know any technical mumbo-jumbo, but the Drakkaren 

quickly preempted her. “You can say she‟s going to assist in your research with Mahihko today, 

and if you can get that little… person… in, then you can sure as Hell get Marina in. Besides, 

she‟ll be in close proximity to you the entire time, and I‟m pretty sure it won‟t be too hard for her 

to leech off you what she has to, right?” 

“That‟s right, Daddy. Although I prefer the term „borrowing.‟” Marina replied, poking his 

nose lightly as she gazed up at him, and Zerrex rolled his eyes in amusement. Whichever way 

you phrased it, Marina‟s telepathic talents allowed to her see and understand, on a basic level, 

everything someone else knew. As the mind retained almost all of the information it came 

across, even if a person didn‟t remember it, Marina was easily able to read through a person‟s 

memories like a book… except with a speed and precision that took literally only seconds for her 

when she was able to concentrate and was close to a person. It meant that any formulas or 

theories Cindy knew, Marina would instantly be able to know as well… even if within hours, if 



not minutes after she was finished using the information she needed to know, she forgot 

everything she had just „borrowed‟ from her target,  to use her turn of phrase. 

Cindy sighed after a moment, realizing she was going to lose if she argued, so she finally 

nodded, rubbing at her face slowly. “Alright, but the hours are going to be long… and I know 

that sometimes your attention wanders. There‟s also a lot of sensitive experiments and a few 

rather dangerous demons, and I‟d rather we not have to show off today… as it is, they like to 

pretend I‟m a mortal just like everyone else, no matter how many times I set off their scanning 

equipment.” 

“Life is full of hypocrites.” Zerrex remarked, and Marina nodded against him, curling up 

childishly as the Drakkaren looked down at her softly. Even with the lifespan of the average 

Drakkaren – a hundred and twenty long years, and up to two hundred for a Dragokkaren – 

Marina had become a mature adult at a very early age. He knew that there were still many scars 

on her mind that would likely never go away, though… and whereas Mahihko liked to act like a 

child, Marina, in many ways, still was a child. It was good in many ways, he thought… but in 

others, it worried him. Despite how much he loved having her all to himself, he sometimes 

wondered if she‟d ever find a good boyfriend or lover… and then she looked up into his eyes 

with a soft smile, stroking his face as her voice whispered in his mind: I have, Daddy. You‟re all 

I ever will need, my father… 

Zerrex only looked at her quietly, then he finally cleared his throat as he looked over at 

Cindy, asking curiously: “So when do you go, anyway? I think I‟ll walk with you guys, but I‟d 

better let Cherry know we‟re leaving or she‟ll think I‟m playing hide and seek and rip the entire 

house apart looking for me.” 

Cindy rolled her eyes, then she looked at the clock as she took a long drink of coffee, 

before making an awkward gesture over at Zerrex. The reptile nodded as if she‟d spoken, then he 

rubbed at his muzzle absently. “An hour and a half from now, then, okay. I‟ll go see what she‟s 

up to.” 

“Carry me, Daddy?” Marina looked up at him hopefully, and Zerrex smiled a bit despite 

himself before he looked over at Mahihko, who looked at them jealously. Then he paused as he 

realized he had a good excuse, and now Marina pouted as her mental fingers tickled through his 

mind. “Oh, come on, you can climb that ladder with no hands if you wanted to.” 

“Yeah, but I‟d rather not, „cause I‟d probably whack my head off the ceiling.” Zerrex 

rubbed the back of his head awkwardly, and Marina grumbled before sliding out of her father‟s 

lap, looking sourly at Mahihko instead of Zerrex. The little wolf only smiled contritely back, 

however, and then he giggled and clapped as Zerrex ruffled his headfur as he walked past. “Go 

get some real clothes on, wolf.” 

Mahihko nodded, then bounded off past the Drakkaren, Zerrex leaping a bit to the side 

before he winced as he came down a bit heavy on his right leg, and he paused as he grasped at it, 

rubbing slowly at his knee. Cindy and Marina were both looking at him with concern, but the 

moment the Drakkaren opened his mouth, Marina shook her head vehemently. “Bullshit, Daddy, 

you can‟t lie to me and you know it. Cindy, it‟s his leg again… it‟s hurting, and he thinks its 

similar to how it used to when he was mortal.” 

“It‟s probably an effect of the mortal plane…” The female mused, starting forwards, but 

Zerrex immediately ran for the ladder and bounded up it, Cindy cursing under her breath as she 

charged after him, shouting: “This is pointless, Zerrex, I freaking live with you! Get back here to 

get checked out!” 



Cherry immediately stuck her head out of her father‟s room to see what was going on, 

and Zerrex barreled into her, knocking them both sprawling as the demoness asked stupidly: 

“Are we playing naughty nurse? Or is the Boss trying to skip out on some medical shit again?” 

“The latter, unfortunately.” Cindy muttered, and as Zerrex tried to get up, Cherry grabbed 

him and flipped him over before seizing him in a full nelson on the ground, the Drakkaren 

cursing as he flailed a bit before the angel grabbed his bad leg, glaring at him. “I swear to God, if 

you kick me, I‟ll rip this leg off and examine in somewhere else.” 

The reptile calmed with a wince, and Cindy huffed before she carefully rolled up her 

father‟s pant leg past the knee. She examined the crescent-shaped scar there, mumbling to herself 

as she gently tapped over his leg, and then she finally said: “Well, it doesn‟t seem like there‟s 

anything physically wrong with you… but… I dunno, I can‟t place my finger on it, but it seems 

like there‟s something that isn‟t quite right…” 

“Yeah, and it‟s the bulge in Cherry‟s pants. Were you masturbating while pretending to 

be a guy again?” Zerrex asked flatly, looking over his shoulder at Cherry, and she coughed and 

grinned stupidly. “And no, before you ask, I don‟t want to help you out with that.” 

“You totally did already, „cause what I‟m thinking of is if you‟d taken me as a guy last 

night. Triple penetration by one big demon dude with tentacles is hot.” Cherry grinned stupidly, 

and Zerrex rolled his eyes as Cindy muttered something under her breath. The demoness perked 

up however, peering at Cindy… and then her grin stretched wider. “Dude, you‟re totally 

jealous!” 

Cindy blushed deep red, and Cherry cackled before Cindy punched Zerrex so hard in the 

gut that Cherry‟s breath wheezed out of her. The male, however, rolled off Cherry, not even 

breathing as his eyes bulged out stupidly, and then Cindy kicked the demoness in the crotch, 

where there was indeed an obvious bulge… but the bulge quickly deflated after a moment as 

Cherry‟s eyes bulged with agony. “And that‟s what you two get for being such assholes!” 

She stomped away, and Cherry asked in a high-pitched voice: “So did you come up here 

for a reason?” 

“I‟ll let you know when my insides finish rearranging themselves.” Zerrex rasped in 

return, and Cherry nodded stupidly after a moment. For a little while the two lay together, 

mumbling as Zerrex hugged himself around the waist and Cherry held her crotch gingerly, and 

then the male finally said dumbly: “I wanted to let you know that we‟re going to walk Cindy to 

work. Even though now I‟m too scared she just punched me in half to get up.” 

“At least your balls don‟t feel like they‟re up in your throat. Fuck, and I made my dick 

vanish and I can still feel pain in my testicles. Which are somewhere in my throat.” Cherry 

finished raggedly, and she groaned in pain as she slowly sat up, wincing visibly. “Boss, I love 

Cindy and all, but why the hell is she such a cunt sometimes?” 

“I dunno, obviously neither of us are chicks.” Zerrex replied tiredly, and Cherry 

glowered, then paused and shrugged amiably. “But seriously, I think it‟s because she feels left 

out lately… or something like that, I dunno.” 

“I don‟t get it.” Cherry said plainly, rubbing at her head slowly as she held her crotch 

with her other hand. “Dude, she‟s the strongest and smartest person like, ever. She don‟t got 

much battle experience, no, but like. She could punch a planet into another planet. And bounce 

them both into the sun or some shit like that.”  

“Awkwardly true. I still can‟t feel my insides. Or my abs in general.” Zerrex mumbled, 

poking his own stomach lightly, and then he looked across at Cherry, who was sitting morbidly 



on her rear with both hands once more holding her groin. “Do you have to do that so obviously? 

It‟s like you‟re trying to draw attention to it.” 

Cherry opened her mouth, apparently trying to come up with a good comeback, and then 

she settled for huffing at the Drakkaren and mumbling something. Then Zerrex stood with a 

wince, reaching down and scooping Cherry up, and he walked over to the bed, settling her down 

on it between a scattering of wires and tools as he asked: “So how much more work you gotta do 

on that uplink?” 

The demoness squirmed back and forth until she apparently found a comfortable enough 

position, and then she shrugged a bit, saying mildly: “I should be able to get it done before we 

have to go down to Hell today. You should have enough time for that walk with Cindy, too.” 

Cherry said absently, then she tilted her head when Zerrex slapped his own. “What?” 

“Crap, I thought that was tomorrow…” The Drakkaren shook his head, making a face as 

he muttered: “Time‟s still all screwed up for me. I‟m not used to the way things work on the 

mortal plane, still. This is all too goddamn confusing.” 

“Don‟t hurt yourself, Boss.” Cherry grinned a bit, nudging him lightly as she added 

playfully: “I think you‟re just scared of going back down to Hell and seeing all your family. It‟s 

been a long time since everyone‟s been in one place, hasn‟t it?” 

Zerrex was quiet at this, and Cherry tilted her head, frowning slightly before the reptile 

finally smiled faintly, and he said quietly: “Yeah. You could say that.” 

“Oh, come on, Boss, everyone down there likes you!” Cherry grumbled and grabbed the 

lizard‟s face, and Zerrex was unable to stop himself from laughing as she shoved at him 

childishly, the Drakkaren pushing back as a hand settled on her muzzle and an enormous breast. 

Cherry squawked, then she finally huffed and relented, and the two looked across at each other 

before she said in a quieter voice: “Almost everyone, at least. I promise all the good apples‟ll 

show up, though, Zerrex, and I know that you have problems with some of your wonder-kids, but 

seriously, most of „em love you and are awesome. Believe me, dude, I‟ve worked my butt off to 

make sure that even Sparky shows up.” 

“I dunno. I think sometimes Driz hates me most of all.” Zerrex said morbidly, and Cherry 

grunted at him but didn‟t know how to argue. Driz – or Sparky, as some people called him to the 

demon‟s disdain – was one of Zerrex‟s more-powerful and more-important sons, born of Sin and 

Zerrex. Some people called him a Terror, because his body was composed entirely of negative 

energy… other people called him a nuisance, because it was hard for most people to get close to 

him and he was never very positive when it came to much of anything. 

Driz, however, maintained all of Hell‟s power systems by himself… and even though the 

job usually only required some fine-tuning every few hundred years, Driz preferred the company 

of himself over other people, and thus he spent most of his time inside the Central Spire and the 

various grid stations around Hell. And if there was one person in the world Driz disliked, it was 

his father, Zerrex… and he thought a lot of the reason for that was because he had never really 

found out about how much crap Driz was putting up with until it was too late. 

Zerrex swore he would have done more, done everything in his power, to help his son if 

he‟d known how much he‟d been hurting… but he knew it was too late now. He also knew that 

he often spent unfair amounts of time with his daughters, especially his favored children, and he 

knew that he never should have allowed himself to play favorites… but if people thought it was 

an easy mistake to slide into when you only had two kids, they had no idea how easy it was when 

you had a hundred and twenty four. The Drakkaren rubbed at his face slowly as he realized how 

many of them would be at this so-called party of Cherry‟s, then, and he looked at her awkwardly, 



saying finally: “Cherry, a lot of my kids have family… and many more of „em probably have 

children of their own and stuff like that now that it‟s… you know… been so long in Hell…” 

“Bah, five thousand years ain‟t long at all in Hell and you and I both know it.” Cherry 

said airily, waving a hand dismissively. “Besides, like… you were a slow breeder, Boss. It might 

seem like you had a lot of kids, but you had two Queens who wanted a shitload of kids and one 

bitch who might not have maternal instincts, but was competitive enough with the others you had 

to give her plenty of babies too. And only a hundred and twenty and change, over ten million, ten 

freakin‟ million years? Dude, that just ain‟t that impressive. Now stop your damn whining, lots 

of peeps down in Hell have to go to way bigger reunion things than you do, Boss.” 

Zerrex punched Cherry in the kidney, and she wheezed before falling over, mumbling 

something about abuse as the Drakkaren said flatly: “I‟ll be back in a while, anyway, Cherry. 

Please try to avoid breaking anything while I‟m gone, alright? I‟ve got some stops to make on 

the way back here, so you can probably take your time on that uplink, and then we‟ll leave and 

visit Hell, but only for a little while.” 

“I love how that translates to „about a thousand years.‟” Cherry relished, then she ducked 

when Zerrex picked a heavy book up and threw it at her. It missed, bouncing off the wall and 

falling open on the bed, and Cherry huffed as Zerrex opened his ugly wooden dresser to dig out 

some new clothes, before eying him as the Drakkaren quickly slipped out of his clothes. “Dude, 

you wanna do something nasty?” 

“I think you‟re probably still too bruised down there to do much of anything.” Zerrex 

replied dryly, and Cherry paused before mumbling as she slowly massaged her crotch, watching 

as the Drakkaren slid on a new pair of boxers and pants, before her eyes narrowed as the reptile 

winced at the pain of hopping around on his bad leg in order to get them on. “Oh, don‟t you start 

with that too now.” 

“You ass, you‟re a demon. You ain‟t supposed to feel pain like that.” Cherry beat on her 

chest with a grin, nodding fervently. “We are supposed to be the invincible gods of unnatural 

origin, the-” 

“Stop quoting comic books, or at least the ones I know. That‟s issue twenty-three of the 

Scarlet Avenger.” Zerrex said flatly, but he was grinning widely at her nonetheless. It made 

Cherry grumble and pout, and the male paused before he added: “In any case, we so are not. You 

still cry like a little baby every time your piercings break or fall out and you need to get new 

ones.” 

“That is totally different.” Cherry defended, shaking her head quickly as Zerrex sorted 

through his dresser, before he pulled out a shirt, looking at her mildly overtop it. “Like, 

seriously. My piercing holes frigging heal after the piercings are out of there for so damn long, 

and it is seriously not cool to have to get my pussy pierced again. You‟ve seen all those rings in 

my lips and my clit! Can you imagine what that feels like?” 

“I remember very well that one ill-fated night where you and my other stupidly-

vindictive wife convinced me to get piercings down there.” Zerrex said dryly, and Cherry 

grinned brightly. It had been one of the few times that she and Selena had gotten along… and 

even won an argument against Sin and Lily, although probably only because Carmen had been 

the one to do the piercings. “It did indeed hurt for a very long time. And personally, I feel it 

wasn‟t worth it. I don‟t like that much metal in me, especially my downstairs bits.” 

“That‟s „cause your whole dam n arm is metal. Get over it.” Cherry stuck her tongue out 

at him as Zerrex pulled his shirt on, and the reptile rolled his eyes before he pulled a leather vest 



out of the drawers, and Cherry paused at this. “Denim vests mean you‟re dumb and old. Leather 

vests mean you‟re gay.” 

Zerrex ignored her as he slid the vest on, patting the four pockets on the front, then he 

smiled slightly as he checked to ensure his tattoo was covered by the sleeve of his t-shirt: 

thankfully, only a bit of the green ivy was visible. “I think I can pull it off and still maintain my 

filthy ninety-ten bisexuality.” 

“Ha, more like seventy-thirty.” Cherry snorted, flexing her muscles and grinning at the 

way Zerrex‟s eyes wandered over her body, much as he obviously tried to pull away. “When you 

check out chicks, you dig on their muscles first, much as you claim to love the boobies. And 

when a hot guy passes, the order we stare at him is me and you, then Mahihko, then Cindy, then 

Marina. You‟re gayer than you claim to be.” 

“You like to be a hermaphrodite. In that case, technically everything you do is gay.” 

Zerrex shot back, and Cherry rubbed at her head thoughtfully. “Then again, I probably shouldn‟t 

talk, because I enjoy you most like that.” 

“Totally gay.” Cherry said cheerfully, and Zerrex shrugged and shook his head, looking 

amused as the demoness hopped to her feet. She walked over to him and kissed his lips lightly 

for a moment, and Zerrex returned it gently before she pulled away, patting him on the shoulder. 

“Have a good time, Boss, pick yourself up a new video game or some shit so you can hide in a 

corner while we prepare for the party, and meet me back here by three at the latest. Four if you 

get into trouble, I guess, since you probably will.” 

The lizard rolled his eyes at this, then he paused for a moment before swiping up a small 

music player and a pair of headphones from the dresser, Cherry squawking and flailing her arms 

as she yelled after him: “Those are mine, you douchebag! Now what the hell am I gonna do… oh 

yeah, TV.” 

Zerrex sighed, then he checked the battery as he hopped down to the first floor, landing 

easily on both feet and thanking whatever would listen for the lack of pain. He looked curiously 

into the kitchen, but no one was there… so instead, the Drakkaren headed down the row of 

rooms, before he found Mahihko‟s door open and the wolf struggling to get a large sweater over 

his head. 

The reptile walked in with a smile and tugged it gently on, and Mahihko‟s head popped 

through the hole as he smiled brightly up at his father, the ends of the large wool sweater 

concealing his hands as he clapped them together and said cheerfully: “Cindy said it was co‟ 

outside today, so I‟m wearing this new sweater I bought! It‟s kinda ugly, but look.” 

Mahihko flailed his hands, the too-large sleeves of the sweater swinging back and forth, 

and Zerrex realized after a moment it was supposed to be that way, since the body fit snugly 

around Mahihko‟s own. The wolf was also wearing a tight pair of blue jeans and a pair of 

matching blue leg warmers, and it made Zerrex smile ruefully: for someone who was 

flamboyantly gay, Mahihko seemed to take great pleasure it throwing all assortments of clothes 

on instead of arranging them into any sort of style, as he beamed up at Zerrex lovingly. Zerrex 

handed him the music player after a moment, and he said softly: “Here, this is low. Can you 

charge it for me?” 

Mahihko looked at it, then he nodded several times before he unplugged the headphones 

and handed them over to his father. Zerrex held them lightly as Mahihko wrapped both hands 

around the music player, and he concentrated for a moment before a bit of electricity fizzled 

around his body, puffing some of his fur out before it sizzled around his hands in an almost-



perfect sphere of blue lightning. A moment later, a final discharge covered the wolf‟s body, and 

he blushed a bit as he held the music player up to Zerrex. 

The Drakkaren took it, wincing a bit as a shock travelled over his body from touching the 

wolf‟s hand, and Mahihko blushed deep red as he mumbled an apology. Zerrex checked the 

battery, ignoring the lupine‟s unnecessary „sorry,‟ then he smiled and reached out a hand to 

ruffle the wolf‟s headfur, saying softly: “Just perfect, Mahihko. Good work, kiddo, you‟re 

getting more and more control over your powers with every passing day.” 

Mahihko beamed quietly up at his father with this, and then he blushed a bit as Zerrex 

patted him on the shoulder before the wolf lunged suddenly forwards, hugging Zerrex tightly 

around the knees. Zerrex smiled despite himself, and he leaned down to hug the wolf back as 

best he could, feeling his face pressing uncomfortably close to his crotch as Mahihko said 

quietly: “I‟m gonna miss you while you‟re gone, Daddy.” 

“It‟ll only be until tomorrow at most, since I‟m leaving today after all. You‟ll see me 

soon enough.” Zerrex said softly, patting the wolf on the head, and then he laughed a bit. 

“Besides, you‟ve got Lone to deal with, too… you better bring some clothes for him, too, just in 

case.”  

“Okay.” Mahihko nodded several times, then he headed back to his dresser as Zerrex 

turned and left, walking down the hallway before he paused as he opened Cindy‟s door quietly 

and leaned inside, gazing at her softly. 

She was standing with her shirt off in front of the small, cracked mirror on her wall, 

examining her body… and then she smiled softly at her father as he stepped inside and closed the 

door, watching as the lizard slipped the headphones around his neck and the music player in his 

pocket. “You‟re nice to Mahihko, Zerrex… I‟m really glad. Sometimes it‟s hard even for me to 

be nice to him, and I always wonder which of us has the worse history with him.” 

“Our bad history is with Lone, I think of it that way. Not his fault the poor kid has 

multiple personalities.” Zerrex responded softly, and he smiled a bit as he walked over to Cindy, 

reaching up to massage her shoulders gently as he looked down into her eyes. She gazed back 

up, resting her hands on his chest, and he asked quietly: “So what‟s wrong with you? It seemed 

like you were looking for something specific.”  

Cindy shrugged a bit, looking embarrassed as she gazed back at the mirror, and then she 

grasped Zerrex‟s hand before guiding it slowly down her body… over a breast… then to her 

side, and then slowly over her stomach. At this point, she pressed both her hands over his, 

looking up into his eyes… and Zerrex gazed back as she murmured softly: “I don‟t know. Maybe 

I just want another baby with you… even if I know it‟s dangerous, an angel and a demon having 

a baby. But it feels like something else… these parts of my body are… so hot, and the rest of 

me…” 

Zerrex frowned a bit as he reached a hand up to touch her cheek quietly… and then he 

stepped back, slipping his hands off her as he said softly: “Spread your wings for me, okay?” 

Cindy nodded after a moment, then she closed her eyes as her wings pushed out of her 

back, wincing a bit as they stretched wide across the room, proud and powerful… and a moment 

later Zerrex spotted it, as her body pulsed with holy light for a moment as they reached their full 

size. He concentrated, and after a moment, he could almost see a marring over Cindy‟s body… 

blackness like spilled ink over the body of one wing, and which left blots over the places Cindy 

had gently guided his hands along. The reptile made a bit of a face, then he closed his eyes, 

letting his vision return to normal before he opened them and approached her wing. 



She watched him nervously, biting at one of her claws as the reptile carefully massaged 

along the feathers, knowing how sensitive her wings could be… and then he finally pushed 

against a spot that made Cindy hiss in pain and draw back, her wings instinctively furling behind 

her back as she asked anxiously: “What is it? What‟s wrong?” 

“I think some corruption leaked onto you, but I can‟t say for sure… you‟ll have to run 

some tests on yourself.” Zerrex said quietly, looking over at her and not bothering to lie. She‟s 

the doctor here, after all… I just happen to have good eyes. “You got some special scanning 

equipment where you work, right? You‟ll have to calibrate it for microlevels and run it over 

either your wings or your body to find out more. It… might explain your uh…” 

“Mood changes?” Cindy smiled a bit as she tilted her head, and Zerrex coughed, rubbing 

the back of his head but nodding nonetheless as the angel‟s wings retracted and vanished into her 

back. “It‟s okay, Daddy, I know I‟ve been… a bit bitchy lately. And I‟ve been having… 

cravings…” Cindy shook her head slowly, then she finally nodded and said quietly: “When you 

go down to Hell tomorrow-” 

“Uh… today. I… screwed my scheduling up.” Zerrex said lamely, rubbing the back of 

his head, but Cindy only laughed and smiled amusedly up at him. “But don‟t worry, I‟m not 

going to forget about either the crystals or that ugly arm we found, believe me.” 

“Good. But do me a favor…” Cindy took one of Zerrex‟s hands, looking up into his eyes 

quietly. “I know it‟s irregular, but ask them if they can send up an artifact called the Golden 

Torch. It‟s said to be able to produce a resonance powerful enough to purify even lower-class 

demons over time. I‟d like to use it in my research.” 

Zerrex made a bit of a face, but Cindy only looked up at him with quiet amusement. 

“What, do you think I‟m going to turn evil on you and build some terrible holy doomsday 

device? Daddy, I‟m serious here, and I‟ll keep it under lock and key and give it back right away 

when I‟m done. But if I can find a way to reproduce that power, even minimally, by scientific 

means, or if I can even just study the way it changes the DNA or cell-structure with its 

„purification-‟”  

“Ugh, shut up, you‟re taking all the magic out of being a demon. And magic itself, too.” 

Zerrex said disgustedly, flailing his arms, but Cindy only grinned widely as she realized she had 

just won her father over. “Fine, fine, though. I‟ll see what I can do… just don‟t expect anything, 

it‟s not like I can just do anything I want.” 

“Thank you, Daddy, you‟re the best.” Cindy hugged her father tightly, and Zerrex winced 

as she squeezed him tightly around his still-sore body before he finally hugged her back firmly. 

She kissed his cheek gently as she pulled away, then she smiled a bit as she picked up her shirt to 

put it on, adding softly: “Marina‟s probably in the living room. Thank you, too, Zerrex for… for 

having faith in us. For letting me… love her as a daughter again, not just as a sister.” 

“It‟s what I think we all wanted, Cindy.” Zerrex said softly, stroking her face gently… 

and Cindy took his hand and kissed his three rings quietly before she looked at him softly. He 

gazed back at her quietly, a question rising in his throat but stalling at his lips, and he felt tongue-

tied for a moment… and Cindy smiled quietly at him. 

They were both silent, though… and finally, as Zerrex turned away, blushing a bit, as his 

handle settled on the doorknob, Cindy said softly: “I never stopped thinking of us that way, 

Zerrex. To me, you‟re still my husband, as well as my father. After hearing about how you… had 

so many other wives, and then Raze… well… I guess I was uncomfortable for a while thinking 

about that, about sharing you not just as a lover, but as… as a mate. But I know how much you 

hate the words wife and husband and life-partner and all that, how you hate that people try and… 



give it a value and a quantity, when it should be invaluable, when no word can describe that 

bond… and after seeing you with all those people, and after all you‟ve done, all you‟ve fought 

for… and after the way we… we all got along so well, even Cherry and Selena… I guess… I 

guess I just grew to accept it, and even feel comfortable with it.”  

Cindy looked at him quietly as Zerrex turned around slowly, and then she murmured 

softly: “I love you. I know you love them. I know they love you. You‟re right, you know… why 

must love be restricted to one person? Why do we feel… bad… when we don‟t follow these 

stupid cultural concepts? We feel bad, but not wrong… and how is it immoral to love a handful 

instead of one? You don‟t love everyone, you don‟t have sex with everyone, you don‟t lie about 

your feelings… and Zerrex, you‟re more than ten million years old and the demon High King of 

Hell. Yet… look at you. A shitty, battered M-Player you borrowed from Cherry, normal clothes 

and an old leather vest, your hair‟s all ragged and you talk like we talk, even after all your years 

of rulership… rulership that you grumble and bitch about, you never brag about. 

“Zerrex… you aren‟t normal. You aren‟t.” Cindy smiled faintly, walking over to him and 

taking his hands, gripping them both tightly as she looked up into his eyes. “You love order and 

familiarity, yet you‟re a wanderer. And somehow, you find the time for all of us… and I know 

that… even if you found… her… somewhere, you‟d still find the time to love and care for all of 

us, too, and all of your many children. You‟re a lover to us all… but a father to us all, too. You 

protect us, but teach us to fight our own battles… and you‟re kind and gentle even if you‟re also 

ruthless and cruel. I love you for all these things… but especially because you always do what‟s 

right. And I know you still worry that you‟re taking advantage of us, but… I‟m proud of you for 

what and who you are, Daddy, and I‟ll always be by your side, devoted to you… and even if 

everyone thinks you‟re a controlling, chauvinistic bastard because a picture of you would have 

you surrounded by all your wives serving you… what they never see is the way you let Cherry 

walk all over you, or the punches you take from me, or the way you built a stage in Hell just so 

Marina could practice her art recital in front of you… the way you read poetry to Lily, or the way 

you wrestle with Selena and don‟t cheat even when she does… or how your very first act was not 

to try and weasel out of your punishment or order everyone to serve you, but instead, to free Sin 

from her eons of pain and servitude… nor do they see the way you tuck Mahihko in at night, or 

how you made even Raze grudgingly accept his father into his life, much as you dislike Lord 

yourself.” 

There was quiet as Zerrex lowered his head, and then he looked up and whispered softly, 

his emerald eyes overbright. “But Cindy… I… I always want more. I‟m not worthy of it, or any 

of you, because of my greed…” 

“Sadness isn‟t greed, Zerrex.” Cindy took the Drakkaren‟s face quietly between her 

hands, then the two slowly dropped to their knees and Cindy hugged Zerrex against her bosom as 

she whispered: “That fault isn‟t greed… it‟s because you‟re looking for Allie… and none of us 

can ever take her place. Even after all these years, I know that wound hasn‟t healed, and all of us 

combined can only take so much of the pain away… and I‟m so sorry, Daddy… I can‟t imagine 

what it must have been like to lose her.” 

Zerrex clung to Cindy, fighting back his tears as he thought of his long lost love, of how 

he‟d scoured Heaven and Hell for any sign of her, but to no avail… and after ten minutes of 

clinging to Cindy, he finally murmured: “Maybe I just feel bad because I can only have sex with 

so many of you at once.” 

Cindy laughed quietly, shaking her head slowly as she stroked her father‟s cheek quietly, 

then she smiled a bit and said softly in return: “I don‟t think sex is that important to all of us… 



but hey, you‟ve got… what… me, Cherry, Sin, Mahihko, Lily, Selena, Raze, and I guess we 

should include Marina, too… that‟s eight people, and when you‟re full demon you‟ve got four 

tentacles downstairs and you can easily bring out six… that‟s still more than enough, Zer.” 

“I guess you‟re right.” Zerrex sat back against the door with a sigh, looking up at her with 

faint amusement. “But then there‟s my concubines…” 

“The point of a concubine is that they‟re there to please you however you want… I think 

sometimes you‟re too nice or too polite.” Cindy said with soft amusement, holding a hand out to 

him. Zerrex took it, and then Cindy said quietly: “And there is someone in Heaven who you 

should go and see sometime, you know. I hear she‟s been waiting many years for you to come 

and visit… and you never have. For all your etiquette, you can be goddamn rude yourself 

sometimes.” 

“I… I don‟t deserve to.” Zerrex said finally, and he looked down before glancing back up 

embarrassedly as Cindy just put her hands on her hips and gave him a flat look. “Look, Cindy, I 

know she‟s there… I just… I mean… everyone is still around, in some form or another…” 

“So after your family reunion, call a friends reunion. Or better yet, call everyone who had 

a big influence on you all together. Bring everyone into one place, Daddy, and see what happens. 

You might be surprised.” Cindy said quietly, and Zerrex made a face before she added darkly: 

“And if you don‟t, I‟ll punch a hole in you. And you know damn well I could, too.” 

Zerrex swallowed, wincing, and Cindy smiled primly before she spun her father around, 

opening the door with one hand before shoving him out with the other, saying politely as she 

leaned out: “Now if you‟ll excuse me, I have to clean up a little bit before we leave. Get the 

others together and make sure you‟re ready, will you?” 

Cindy slammed the door before Zerrex could say anything, and he looked at it grudgingly 

before grumbling and walking down the hall. Half an hour later, everyone was ready to go, 

Marina carrying a large, flat case under one arm filled with art supplies and Mahihko bundled up 

in his sweater with a pink scarf around his neck and a purple hat with a large pom-pom on the 

end of it on his head. Cindy was dressed in her uniform as always, but she had a pair of gloves 

on today as well, and she made a face at her father, who was dressed the same as ever, tossing 

his metal cane absently from hand-to-hand. “You know, winter‟s coming in hard and fast. 

There‟s no snow predicted as yet, but it‟s two below the freezing point. And you‟re used to the 

comfortable heat of Hell.” 

“In the places where Hell is hot, believe me, it‟s not comfortable. Besides, one of the best 

hiding places I ever found was in the Circle of Tragedy, and that‟s all snow.” Zerrex said mildly, 

as he checked his pocket for the fifteenth time to make sure he hadn‟t forgotten his wallet. 

“Anyway, let‟s just get going. Stop all your damn fretting.”  

“Yeah, get the Hell out of here!” Cherry‟s muffled shout came from somewhere above, 

and she stomped loudly on the floor a few times. Zerrex made a face at her, then he carefully 

thought about the floor plans before creating a sphere of energy in one hand. It flickered slowly, 

more transparent than his usual sphere as the others stared, then he threw it upwards, and it 

passed through the ceiling before there was a loud bang, and Cherry shrieked girlishly before she 

shouted furiously: “I‟m gonna kick your ass, Zerrex!”  

“You know what, I‟ll meet you guys outside.” Zerrex quickly ran through the front door, 

and a moment later, Cherry landed on the first floor and barreled towards the group, looking 

back and forth suspiciously over them before she glared at the open door. Her clothes were 

tattered, and she had several large singe marks over her body… and as the others stared, she gave 

a bloodcurdling howl as she threw her arms in the air before she stomped off towards the ladder. 



Cindy sighed and rolled her eyes as she walked outside, where Zerrex was hiding under 

the wreck of a broken car, before she crossed her arms and asked mildly: “Was that really 

necessary?” 

“She was being annoying.” Zerrex said dumbly, and the female sighed and rolled her 

eyes as Marina laughed and Mahihko covered his muzzle to hide a giggle. They ran up beside 

him, and all three of them looked at Cindy plaintively as the Drakkaren asked: “Forgive me?” 

“Fine.” Cindy muttered after a moment, then she took the lead on the walk. Thankfully, it 

was fairly pleasant, all of them content to be calm and quiet as Mahihko skipped along, his long 

sleeves swinging at his sides, and Marina held her father‟s hand and gazed at him lovingly, 

dressed to match him in tight black clothes and her own unzipped leather vest. Cindy walked at 

Zerrex‟s other side, and Zerrex was surprised at the looks they were getting: not nasty ones as 

they had so many years ago… but instead smiles and friendly nods, even „hellos‟ here and there 

from mortals and demons alike. To them, Zerrex realized, they looked like a small and happy 

family: mother and father, benevolent daughter, happy-go-lucky adopted son who was probably 

a war orphan that had been fortunate enough to be taken in. Zerrex marveled at it, at the 

amiability in the air… and for him, the walk was far too short as they finally approached the 

back gates, Cindy turning to her father and giving him a kiss on the cheek as she said softly: 

“You‟d better head off now, Zerrex… they‟ll want to scan us all, and you‟ll set off too many 

sensors for them to ignore. Marina and Mahihko should get by fine… Marina might have 

abilities, but she‟s still mortal… and I already talked to someone about bringing a demon in for 

research purposes this morning, and…” She paused to look at him for a few moments, the wolf 

smiling cheerfully as he swung his arms back and forth in time with the toque on his head, 

giggling. “Somehow I don‟t think they‟ll find him all that threatening.” 

“Alright, alright, I get the picture.” Zerrex kissed her forehead gently as he grasped his 

shoulders, then he smiled down at her softly. “And I think I‟ll take your advice, too, about Hell 

and stuff. You just make sure you get done what you need to do… and I‟ll do the same, and I‟ll 

see you tonight or very early tomorrow morning, I promise. Take care… and… I love you. All of 

you.” 

“I love you too.” Cindy said softly, and both Marina and Mahihko echoed it, the little 

wolf blushing a bit before he beamed as Zerrex patted him on the cheek gently, before the 

Drakkaren quietly nuzzled his youngest daughter. They traded hugs, then all three of them turned 

as Cindy gently took Mahihko‟s hand, the little wolf looking over his shoulder at Zerrex as the 

Drakkaren watched them go, hands in his pockets… and then he cleared his throat and turned 

around, heading towards the business district as he thought absently about finding Mary as well. 

He let his feet guide him, and he slipped through a broken fence and into an overgrown 

lot that still had a large, long-defused missile sitting in it, sitting next to a broken swingset. He 

passed several other children‟s toys… rusted horses on springs, the skeletons of long-fallen 

cardboard figures, a slowly-spinning merry-go-round wheel with a jagged, broken section. He 

sighed softly as he stroked his hand quietly over this, bringing it to a stop… and then he looked 

up as a breeze brushed past him, rolling through his hair as a few dead leaves rolled by from the 

old, gnarled trees and rustling the tall weeds he was standing in. 

But instead of musing on it, he was soon past, and he ducked through the trees to find 

himself facing a large hole in an ugly stone building that was likely long-condemned, and he 

walked slowly through the crumbling structure, looking back and forth as he sensed people 

above and behind the closed doors. He thought he saw a pair of eyes watching him, but he 

ignored them as he reached a broken, open door with a few loose pieces of wood hanging from 



it… but most of the things in this city that had been nailed shut had a tendency to come open 

again at any time. 

He emerged onto the streets, then he smiled slightly as he saw Mary sitting on the stairs 

of the large manse she lived in with her brother… but she looked far different from the Mary 

he‟d met yesterday. She wore a pair of heavy black leather chaps and a red skirt that only 

covered one thigh… not that it mattered with the chaps she wore, but it still had quite an effect 

on the Drakkaren. She also had a red belly-shirt on, exposing her smooth stomach… and black 

gloves that went all the way up past her elbows, also made of leather. Her more practical gear 

included the rawhide belt with a heavy clasp around her waist, holding several satchels on her 

waist… and the heavy battle boots on her feet, which probably offered better protection than the 

rest of her outfit. Her hair was also tied back, and she had a headband on to keep it out of her 

eyes… and Zerrex could swear it was almost like her features had changed overnight, and he 

looked at her thoughtfully as he approached and she stood nervously, spreading her arms a bit. 

“Do you like it?” 

“Interesting. You look like a comic book hero. Or maybe an action hero from a movie.” 

Zerrex said mildly, and Mary looked both entertained but also downcast. The Drakkaren only 

smiled at her, however, reaching out to squeeze her shoulder gently. “I didn‟t say I didn‟t like it. 

It just looks like it was a lot of work… look at me, I‟m the demon here and I just wear plain 

clothes most of the time.” 

“I‟m sorry… it‟s because of the code.” Mary said softly, and Zerrex tilted his head 

curiously. “I‟m supposed to make myself… visible, yet invisible. Since I‟m female, I‟m 

supposed to use my… feminine assets to gain trust and get information. Zanbrick has it easy… 

he gets the name that‟s been passed down for generations from son-to-son, and all the gear and 

stuff… and… I‟m sorry, I shouldn‟t be whining to my Patron like this, it‟s…” 

“Oh stop that.” Zerrex rolled his eyes, and Mary blushed and rubbed at the back of her 

head before he gently stroked under her muzzle, and she blushed deeper as he said softly: “I 

think you look very pretty, by the way. But tell me more about the code… at least that explains 

the difference between his name and yours.” 

“My mother named me… Zane is… Zanbrick the thirty-first, I think, I can never keep 

track of the generations.” Mary muttered, and she turned around, pushing the doors open, and 

Zerrex followed her curiously into the manse as she added quietly: “Good timing, by the way. 

Zane just left… probably to try and find you so he could yell at you some more, now that I think 

about it.” 

“Wonderful.” Zerrex rolled his eyes, and then he nudged Mary lightly as he fell into step 

with her, asking again: “But come on, tell me more about your customs and stuff. I guess I didn‟t 

pick that up in the mind meld. And bitch all you want, the least I can do is listen… and it tells me 

more about you. As your Patron, I should do what I can to aid you, after all.”  

Mary hesitated, then she nodded finally as they walked up the stairs at the back of the 

hall, and then she led him to the right. She didn‟t speak, but the reptile thought she had 

something to show him… and as they pushed through the door at the top of the short staircase, 

Zerrex saw he was right as they emerged into a massive, ornate hall that was nothing like the 

sterility of the entrance, the roof low and golden tables hanging on silver chains from it, the walls 

lined with painted portraits of the Clan‟s ancestors. “This is the Hall of Memory… all of these 

are our ancestors, going back to Zanbrick the First, founder of the Silver Wind Clan and who 

discovered the method of trapping demons into crystals. They say his Patron Demon was a 

Scholar of Hell… but no one knows for sure. 



“All of our traditions are based upon his teachings and a book he wrote…” Mary walked 

over to one of the golden tables, reaching out and quietly stroking her fingers over a glass case 

containing a book bound with what Zerrex recognized as dragon scales. “The Chalice, it‟s called, 

and it can only be read once a member of our Clan gains their Patron and the Demon‟s Sight, the 

ability we use to locate demons and see hidden things that most people can‟t.” Mary paused, 

looking at the book quietly, and Zerrex focused his eyes… and very faintly, he could see runes 

glowing on the cover of the book. “It‟s written in a common demonic script… I have no idea 

what you call it down there.” 

“Neither do I… I just call it common demon too.” Zerrex muttered, and Mary smiled 

amusedly up at him as the Drakkaren shrugged, before he smiled back at her and said softly: 

“Continue. This is all really fascinating… I‟d like to learn more.” 

She nodded, gathering her thoughts for a moment before she continued quietly: “I‟ve 

only read a bit of it, so far… I have my own copy in my room upstairs. It‟s interesting… but 

some of the traditions I… I find outdated, even though Zane would scold me if he heard me say 

that. He thinks we should exterminate all demons from the mortal plane, though, and that we 

should even preemptively attack them in Hell if they ever plan to strike at us… and he talks 

about demons like… savage monsters. I know that some of them are but… you don‟t seem to 

be.” She paused and smiled a bit. “Unless, of course, this is all some trick and you‟re just 

seducing me to your own ends.” 

“I wish.” Zerrex said mildly, and they both laughed before he shook his head, adding 

with quiet amusement: “I really am not that smart… and I do have to admit that yeah, there are 

some savage demons… but a lot of us are… we don‟t really care one way or the other. And now 

that the war games and forcible enlistments have been halted in Hell, a lot of demons have really 

calmed down. Sure, there was a lot of freak-outs at first, but after a little while they realized 

everything they could do with their lives, and most of them went about that even if some still 

campaign to reinstitute the old laws. But you know, that‟s… just like how it is in the mortal 

world. Traditions should be important… but sometimes we forget that as we develop as a people, 

as we grow to better understand the world around us… we might outgrow the usefulness of 

certain traditions, especially ones that denigrate or ostracize other peoples.” 

Mary blinked slowly, and Zerrex cleared his throat, rubbing at his forehead as he 

muttered: “Don‟t you ever tell anyone how intelligent I sounded just now, or I‟ll stuff you in one 

of Hell‟s volcanoes.” 

“I can see why all the girls down in Hell like you.” Mary said with soft amusement, then 

she shook her head as she poked his broad chest gently. “You shouldn‟t be so embarrassed of 

your mind and ideas, Zerrex… you‟re very intelligent. But okay, you don‟t have to give me that 

look of yours…” She smiled again, poking him once more. “I‟ll continue. 

“I don‟t follow a lot of our traditions… then again, neither does Zanbrick. But I still 

haven‟t found a weapon I‟m truly proficient in, and I‟m no good at using thrown weapons… the 

females of the Clan are all supposed to use silent and small weaponry, after all.” Mary nodded, 

and Zerrex snorted in amusement, earning a flat look from her. “What?” 

“Why don‟t you try a rifle, then, and a pole or similar weapon?” Zerrex asked mildly, and 

Mary followed him curiously as the Drakkaren headed back into the main hall, walking down the 

steps before his eyes settled on the art piece still hanging on the wall, heading slowly over to it. 

“We just had a talk about traditions, after all… I think most of all, you need to figure out what 

you‟re good at and what really floats your boat. Do you mind if I uh. Examine this?” 



Mary shook her head, looking thoughtful, and Zerrex picked up the sigil on the wall, 

looking at it for a few moments before he grunted and snapped it in half, causing Mary to yelp in 

surprise. Zerrex grinned stupidly, then he dropped it on the floor, saying childishly: “What a 

butterfingers I am!”  

“Zanbrick is going to have a fit!” Mary gritted her teeth, looking horrified… then she 

stared when Zerrex reached down, brushing a few broken bits of the artwork aside to pick up a 

small piece of glowing crystal: it was only a shard, but it definitely explained the sense of 

corruption in the room – although he guessed that Mary and Zane were both immune to the usual 

chill mortals got from demonic artifacts, since they were around the supernatural so often from 

birth. “What… is that?” 

“A demonic crystal… big enough to do some major magic work with before it ran out of 

juice. I‟d keep it in a safe place… but make sure you keep it sealed away from sight and touch, 

and don‟t sleep with it near your bed.” Zerrex said quietly, handing it over to Mary. She 

shuddered at the feeling of it, holding it at an arm‟s length but unable to take her eyes from the 

crystal until the Drakkaren gently grasped her chin and tilted it up to look into her eyes. “It‟s 

important, Mary. It leaks demonic corruption… you are your brother both have some natural 

resistance built up against it, but mortals who are exposed to demonic corruption for too long 

tend to feel some… nasty side effects after a little while.” 

Mary nodded slowly, looking up at him quietly, and then she asked as Zerrex turned for 

the doors: “Is… is that it for today? I was hoping…” 

“I‟m sorry, Mary, but… I have a reunion to go to in Hell.” Zerrex said apologetically, and 

Mary smiled faintly at this as the Drakkaren reached up to tip his hat to her, before he 

remembered it had already been destroyed. So instead he bowed slightly, saying quietly: “Sorry. 

I‟m no good at goodbyes. But I‟ll be back by tomorrow… see if you can come and visit me then, 

because I have some other things I‟d like to go over with you. And see if you can find a rifle or 

something big and heavy to swing around. I think we‟ve done a good leap forwards today 

anyway… just remember what I said about traditions, and don‟t limit yourself.” 

“Okay, Zerrex… good luck, then. And take care.” Mary said quietly, raising a hand to 

him… and Zerrex smiled as he turned and let himself out, carefully closing the doors behind 

him. He glanced back over his shoulder, and he was unsurprised to see Mary in the window, 

watching him… and it made him smile a bit as he faced forwards again, once more following his 

feet. And now… a bit of wandering. I‟ll check out the business district, I guess… I need to make 

sure I take enough time for Cherry to forget about revenge before I get home… except either way 

she‟ll probably pelt me with fireballs… 

He rolled his eyes a bit as he let his feet guide him, cane tapping lightly against the 

ground as he made his way through the crowd, pulling the headphones up and turning on the 

music player… and he winced at how loud the volume was turned up, dialing it down as he 

muttered to himself about Cherry. It was a good selection, at least, and he relaxed as he 

wandered absently towards the business district. 

The reptile browsed a few bookstores, humming to himself as he found nothing of 

interest in any of them. Of course, it was interesting to see that all of them had sections on 

demonology and the supernatural, and one bookstore held a whole section on angels… but the 

most amusing thing, Zerrex thought, was that all the writers of these books seemed to be mortals. 

So he disregarded them as mostly garbage, just as he disregarded the books on the Great War and 

Demon War… he had no recollection of anyone asking him what the hell happened, after all, and 

he thought he‟d contributed at least a little bit to both events. 



The electronics store was far more fun: Zerrex had awkwardly wandered around while a 

gang of young kids zoomed all over the store, yelling and causing all sorts of problems for the 

poor bastard who was stuck working today. He had examined a few games, then decided on 

picking up two for the game system they had… and one for himself and his own little portable 

game player that he took with him everywhere in Hell… and yet had forgotten down there, in all 

the hubbub. Thankfully, Sin had proofed it with the same spell that was used on any other object 

brought back from the mortal plane to prevent them from deteriorating: it meant that it should 

still work once he got back downstairs, unless Ixin got his grubby little hands on it.  

The reptile dared to think that today would be peaceful, as he left the store with the 

games in a bag, whistling the tune playing through the headphones as he walked down to a 

quieter street near the bus terminal, where several buses lay in abandoned ruin, the only two 

working buses idling at the station. Since the streets were more for pedestrians these days than 

anything else, he guessed the buses probably had different routes that went from one end of town 

to the other… but before he could muse any further on this, something huge, hard, and extremely 

painful smashed the Drakkaren in the face and sent him flying through the air, the reptile 

crashing through one side of an abandoned bus, then out the other through the windows, broken 

glass flying all around him before his body smashed through a wooden post and he rolled to a 

halt into another bus, blinking stupidly as one of the ancient bus shelters tumbled to the ground. 

People were screaming, and Zerrex reached up dumbly, his jaw dislocated and a large, ugly dent 

in his cheek… and then he snapped his jawbone back into place with a grunt of pain, moving it 

back and forth as the cut on his face slowly healed, the shattered headphones hanging around his 

neck by the cable, his cane nowhere in sight, and his games still held in the plastic bag… and 

Zerrex made a face before he balled these up, tossing them aside with a sigh as he realized they 

were likely going to get broken no matter what he did, ripping his headphones off and out of the 

music player to throw them to the other side as something he couldn‟t see barreled towards him, 

his vision blocked by the bus. 

Then he saw it as it leapt up and landed on the bus Zerrex had smashed through, crushing 

in the roof under its weight as it roared and beat on its chest with its huge, stony hands. It was a 

hideous monstrosity with a white, scaled underbelly that was muscled and powerful… but its 

back, and the back of its limbs were covered in hard, bristling rocks and metal, and its entire face 

but for the underside of its jaw and the front of its neck was all the same substance, with two 

dead-black eyes burning out of the broken rock. It roared again in rage and battlelust, holding its 

arms out and spreading its long claws wide, then it howled: “You will die, Lord Zerrex!” 

The creature leapt down and landed on top of the fallen shelter, crushing it to dust as it 

punched a hole in the pavement with one huge hand, and it grinned cruelly with teeth that were 

far too big for its mouth, sticking out of his maw in all directions and only adding to its deranged 

look. The monster straightened, and Zerrex looked up with distaste at the beast that was at least 

twice his current size, sexless but masculine… and Zerrex guessed it was some kind of mutated 

Wrath demon, obviously with an affinity in Earth, just like he was. “Look, I‟ll let the punch to 

my face go, just because I‟m not in the mood for a fight today. But you are really going to attract 

a lot of attention, being butt-ugly and all, so you should probably retreat before the mean old 

Scanners come and shoot you to crap. Besides-” 

The demon stomped forwards and swung a rocky claw out, and Zerrex was knocked 

flying like a rag doll, his shirt and vest shredded as blood burst from the long gouges it left in his 

body. He slammed into another abandoned bus some twenty feet away, blinking stupidly, and 



then he muttered under his breath as he stood up, pointing at the demon and shouting: “You are 

really trying my patience!” 

At the same time, he quickly looked back and forth at the terrain: the environment was 

definitely not in his favor, as all the buses were parked in small lots placed inside the circular 

island he was standing on, painted white and raised just a few inches above the huge road that 

encircled them. There was a small building in the distance, but there were people hiding inside of 

it – yeah, „cause everyone knows demons can‟t go through giant freaking glass windows – and 

the monster was between him and it anyway. He could run… but this thing would likely chase 

him through the city if he went any direction except to the right… but to the right was a train 

graveyard, and Zerrex felt he was going to have a hard enough time dealing with this thing 

without dealing with a catacombs likely filled with hiding demons and hobos as well. 

It was laughing at him, and although in the past this would have made Zerrex brashly 

charge, at the moment, he wasn‟t really more than a little bit irked. The beast could laugh all it 

wanted… it just gave him time to figure out a better strategy to use against him. Then Zerrex 

made a face as it yanked one of the lampposts lining the bus station out of the ground, the reptile 

asking plainly: “Isn‟t that overkill?” 

“Not yet.” the demon growled, then it charged at him with a snarl and swung the post 

down hard. Zerrex immediately sidestepped, then he leapt up on top of the post, running 

forwards before he made as if to punch the creature… and when it grinned and leaned forwards, 

its stony hide automatically bristling with small rocky spikes in defense, Zerrex instead pushed 

himself off the end of the post and flipped over it, grunting as his legs scissored through the air 

before he landed behind the creature and quickly dropped down, shoving himself off the ground 

to slide through its legs as it looked over its shoulder in confusion. 

Despite being so much taller than him, its legs were stocky and very short… meaning that 

Zerrex was able to bring both his legs up, then donkey-kick hard straight into its crotch, the beast 

shrieking in pain and staggering forwards as it dropped the lamppost, trying to turn around as its 

flat feet stomped against the ground, trying to crush Zerrex beneath them. The reptile had already 

slid backwards and managed a crouch, however, and he grit his teeth as he picked up the 

lamppost and cocked it back with a grunt of effort as the demon turned around… and its eyes 

widened a moment before the Drakkaren slammed it in a hard, wide smash as hard as he could 

with the lamppost, bending the huge metal cylinder like an old iron pipe and sending the demon 

flying in a high arc through the air before it crashed down into one of the old, unused buses with 

a gargling cry and a loud shriek of metal. 

The reptile wiped at his forehead, tossing the broken lamppost away with a grimace as he 

rolled his shoulders slowly, and then he sighed and muttered to himself as he heard the sound of 

sirens approaching quickly. Now he‟d have to deal with the Scanners… but before he could turn, 

a furious roar rose up from the wreckage of the bus… and then Zerrex‟s eyes widened as the 

Wrath demon tore its way out of the vehicle before it turned and hefted it up like it was a toy, 

snarling furiously before it stepped back, then lunged forwards as it hurled the bus at Zerrex. 

It flew through the air, flipping slowly, and the Drakkaren cursed before he braced 

himself and reached up at the last second, catching the bus against his palms and wincing as 

sharp metal cut into them, skidding backwards over the earth as the demon lumbered quickly 

towards him, every stomp sending a shake through the earth… and then Zerrex stepped forwards, 

grunting and muscles flexing as he threw the bus at the demon, and it gave a strange squeak 

before the huge vehicle smashed into it, rolling a few times along the ground and dragging the 

beast along with it as it howled in pain before it came to a screeching halt. Zerrex wiped his 



hands slowly, making a face, then he cursed under his breath as the demon stood up and lifted 

the bus once more… but now, to add to the problems, several huge armored cars and a long 

black limousine burst into the bus terminal, two of the armored vehicles circling around the 

donut surrounding the island to halt near the demons and one staying by the limo, which parked 

itself at the far end of the terminal near Zerrex, the Drakkaren muttering under his breath. Their 

vehicles couldn‟t do them much good, here… with the six buses taking up so much space, it 

made it hard to even see the demons, much less flatten them. The only open area is behind me… 

but that‟s where that goddamn limo is now… “Hey, if you guys are-” 

“Stay out of this!” roared the demon, and it stepped forwards before throwing the bus not 

at Zerrex, but past him, towards where the little girl was being helped out of her car by the 

chauffer… and the soldiers streaming out of the armored car screamed, some of them diving 

back into the vehicle and others trying to run out of the way before the bus smashed down on top 

of the troop transport, and Zerrex saw a single arm spasm against the pavement, a pool of blood 

spreading out around it from the owner, one of the unfortunate soldiers that had just been 

crushed under the huge vehicle. The Drakkaren snarled, then he glared at the beast as it howled: 

“Zerrex is mine! He will suffer, he will die by my hands, and mine alone!” 

It charged towards the Drakkaren again, but this time Zerrex ran to meet it… before he 

winced as the beast threw itself forwards and rolled in a deadly, spike-lined disc towards him, the 

Drakkaren leaping out of the way at the last moment. It shot by, then smashed through the bus 

like a toy, and Zerrex saw half of the limousine fly into the air before it exploded, chunks of 

metal showering down around them. The lizard leapt backwards on instinct as a particularly 

large piece seemed to fall towards him… and then a moment later it struck the ground, and 

Zerrex stared as not a chunk of metal, but the demon landed in a crouch in front of him, grinning 

widely before it lashed out its cruel claws towards him. 

The reptile brought his right arm up and blocked the blow, and the demon looked 

confused for a moment as his claws ripped away a wide swath of scale, but there was no blood, 

and no flesh beneath to rend… and then Zerrex‟s twisted arm burst into full existence as he 

stepped forwards and punched the demon across the face, and it staggered with a groan of pain 

before the reptile brought a foot up, aiming a high kick into its gut. Despite the apparent muscle 

lining its long stomach, its body was soft, and it grunted in pain, leaning forwards enough that 

Zerrex was able to stomp his foot down and swing a high knee into its face, and it howled in 

pain, body straightening like a board… and Zerrex ran up its chest before he slammed both feet 

into its masculine breast, and the monstrosity was knocked flat on its back limbs flailing 

uselessly at the air as it screamed in pain and terror, left vulnerable and unable to right itself with 

its stubby legs and unnaturally-thick arms. 

The Drakkaren grinned darkly as a blade shot out of his rocky wrist, his eyes narrowed… 

and then he glanced over his shoulder, making a face as someone shouted: “Don‟t move! You 

are surrounded, surrender and get on the ground, get on the ground, now!” 

There was a line of six Scanners behind him, all of them aiming their heavy rifles at 

him… and when Zerrex looked forwards again, there were two more Scanners with grenade 

launchers, likely filled with that goop he and Cherry had dealt with. He gritted his teeth, and then 

the demon on the ground laughed before it threw itself to the side, rolling onto its stomach and 

suddenly lunging forwards, crawling with disturbing speed on all fours as the Scanners fired 

grenades uselessly against its hard pelt, the goo splattering over the rocky substance covering its 

back but doing little to slow it. 



The other Scanners took this as their cue to open fire as well, however, and Zerrex roared 

in pain as all six opened fire into his back, electrically-charged rounds smashing into him and 

sending him staggering forwards as lighting raced over his body, half-turning as his warped arm 

morphed into a large size shield as the other two Scanners continued to uselessly barrage the 

other demon… and then it suddenly turned around, feet scraping against the ground before it 

lunged forwards and went into a roll, the goo flying off it in all directions before it struck one of 

the Scanners, the speed of the sudden attack and the terrible spines covering its body ripping his 

armored form to shreds, not even giving him enough time to scream as it shot past. Zerrex 

narrowly avoided it – more by accident than anything else – as he fell sideways, and instead it 

smashed through three of the Scanners holding heavy rifles, exploding two of them into pieces 

but only ripping off the arm of the third, sending him down in a fit of hysterical screams as his 

arm fell in pieces all around him like a miserable, cruel snow. 

The demon shot down the platform, then did a sharp U-turn as the surviving Scanners all 

fired uselessly into it, yelling and screaming… and Zerrex cursed under his breath as he righted 

himself, flexing with a wince to force the last electrified shells out of his body as his wounds 

healed but his mind still reeled from the wicked shocks, and then his eyes widened as he saw the 

creature shooting straight at him, creating a shield of energy in front of himself and holding up 

his rocky arm, but the demon plowed first through two more Scanners, then it easily shattered 

through Zerrex‟s wall of energy before smashing into his rocky arm enough force to crack it, bits 

and pieces of stony limb hailing down as it rammed into the lizard with enough force to hurl him 

high up into the air. 

It came to a halt with a grin, watching Zerrex fall with its black eyes gleaming… and 

Zerrex crashed a moment later down into the ruins of the bus that had landed on top of the 

armored car, hitting a sharp corner with a strangled curse before he bounced off it and landed 

with a splat on the cement. Immediately, he had four guns aimed at his head… but then a voice 

tiredly said: “You idiots, he‟s on our side… and you may all have very well cost us this battle. 

Zerrex, I presume… are you alright?” 

“I‟ve felt better.” the lizard mumbled, his ears ringing… and then he realized that it was 

just the laughter of the demon. He could feel heat, and when he looked up, he realized that the 

bus was crackling away, and part of the fence surrounding the bus terminal was on fire… and the 

Drakkaren rubbed slowly at his head as he looked stupidly around at the Scanners – one or two 

still nervously half-aiming at him – and then at the little girl and her chauffer, a tall, plain-faced 

otter who was standing as calmly as if he was waiting in a parking lot for his master to return.  

Then the reptile‟s eyes settled on the calm, quiet voice that had addressed him, the little 

girl… a little panda in a white dress, a faint smile on her face, but her eyes old and wrinkled… 

and Zerrex knew immediately that this was no demon… and no angel, either. “That‟s right… I‟m 

a mortal with a little genetic problem… the Forever Child, they used to call me. My name is 

Elenora, but we have no time for pleasantries, I‟m afraid… that stony chap is about to try and kill 

us all. I can‟t be of much use to you, but I think I‟m powerful enough to stop his rotation… if I 

do so, can you deal with him quickly?” 

“Of course.” Zerrex said mildly, flexing his rocky arm. He made a face at the large cracks 

that had spread through it, realizing it wouldn‟t be much use with how brittle it felt at the 

moment … but he thought he had a better method for dealing with this type of nuisance, anyway. 

“Just make sure your soldiers don‟t shoot me anymore.” 

With that, Zerrex leapt upwards, kicking off the ruined bus and landing on the other side 

of it in a flexed crouch, and the Wrath demon‟s laughter halted, the surviving Scanners peeking 



their heads out from where they had hidden behind a bus. “I thought I‟d finished you off… but it 

was too easy. After all, I expected a good workout from the legendary Lord Zerrex.” 

“Careful what you wish for.” Zerrex said mildly, and the demon snarled before it lunged 

forwards, immediately going into a roll… but then a pinkish glow surrounded it, and the creature 

hissed as its rotation and movements began to slow. Immediately, the reptile ran forwards, taking 

the chance… before his eyes widened as the beast halted itself and threw itself forwards, upside-

down with its back towards the lizard, and Zerrex barely managed to slide out of the way with a 

wince as it passed by, the aura vanishing from around it as it landed on its back… but with both 

the momentum and a convulsive twist of its body, it twisted around back onto its stomach, 

scuttling quickly forwards with a vicious grin. 

Zerrex winced, creating a sphere of energy, and the beast laughed as it continued to 

charge on all fours at surprising speed, shouting: “Go ahead, my shell can take anything you-” 

The reptile threw the sphere hard in front of it, and the ground exploded, knocking a 

crater in the earth that the demon charged straight into before it could stop itself, and it squealed 

as it landed headfirst at the bottom of the shallow hole, its arms pinned against its sides. It kicked 

wildly at the air, but its body was too heavy for it to easily back out, Zerrex walking over with 

his hands on his hips as its ass wriggled back and forth before it slowly managed to start walking 

backwards… but Zerrex only kicked it hard in the rear, knocking it back down into the crater, its 

heavy armored back and the anatomy of its body making it impossible for it to slide forwards up 

the other wall of the hole and its thick arms difficult to move anywhere but forwards as the 

Drakkaren said dryly: “You‟ve got a few design flaws. Now tell me who the hell you are and 

who sent you, and I‟ll send you back to Hell quick and easy. Don‟t tell me, and I might kill you 

slowly… or worse, leave you here for the mortals to toy with.” 

“You don‟t scare me!” the creature roared, and then it tried to roll forwards into a ball… 

but instead it squeaked as it only worsened its plight, eyes bulging in horror as it ended up on its 

back in the narrow hole, soft underside exposed… but as it brought its arms up to smash itself 

free, Zerrex stepped on its stomach and shot the blade out of his arm, and the demon swallowed 

thickly at the sight of this before it finally stuttered: “They‟ll do worse things to me than you if I 

talk… I… I can‟t… go ahead, send me back to Hell! You and I both know the mortals can‟t hold 

me, and I‟ll never tell you anything here… here you are weak, since even I was almost able to-” 

Zerrex snarled as he snapped his flesh-and-blood arm out, and four tentacles laced with 

deadly bone barbs shot out and wrapped around the limbs of the creature as his eyes glowed 

green, lifting the monster out of the hole and high into the air as it howled and flailed, Zerrex 

easily holding the beast above his head as blood dripped down from its limbs as the curved 

spikes of bone tore into the demon. “Do you really think I‟d dare use my full power on this 

plane?” The reptile turned, smashing the demon down onto his back, and it howled in pain before 

the Drakkaren spun to the side to slam the armored demon hard into the side of a bus. “It attracts 

way too much attention… and unlike you, I‟m not intent on killing. Now let me give you some 

incentive…” 

Zerrex‟s eyes glowed brighter, and a powerful ability he had learned long ago in Hell 

lashed out of him, a power whose name described it perfectly: Dominate. It made the creature 

quake, its black eyes full of terror, its head shaking back and forth as it tried to break eye 

contact… and then it slumped and drooled stupidly, and Zerrex allowed the tentacles to loosen 

from around its limbs and retract back into his arm, flexing his hand slowly as he walked over to 

it and put a foot on its chest, asking again: “Who sent you?” 



“The Miserable Ones… the organization of rogues… they wish to kill you and so they 

hired me…” the demon mumbled stupidly, staring vacantly up at Zerrex with a bit of drool 

falling from its jaws as the Scanners hesitantly approached. “They have a base set up somewhere 

in Ire… but I don‟t know where… only that they are supplied by greedy mortals who seek power 

and profit, content with the knowledge that even if they die, there is an afterlife in which they 

will survive…” 

“Good. Now sleep and don‟t wake up for a few days.” the Drakkaren said mildly, 

glancing up as Elenora approached. The demon meanwhile, nodded stupidly before it closed its 

eyes and fell into deep unconsciousness, and one of the Scanners carefully approached it and 

nudged it with the barrel of his rifle, before he bent and checked its pulse. “There, taken alive, 

even… and it should wake up in a few days. I recommend you make a custom cell for him, 

though… its some kind of Wrath mutation, not a common demon.” 

Elenora looked at him thoughtfully for a few moments, and then she snapped her fingers, 

and her otter chauffer accompanying her handed her a handheld computer. She tapped a few 

buttons on it, then finally looked up and asked calmly: “Would you happen to be the so-called 

High King we keep hearing so much about?” 

Zerrex looked surprised, and Elenora smiled a bit at him, continuing quietly: “That 

answers that question then. My good fellow, I thought you were supposed to be ruling Hell… 

were you exiled and deposed from the throne, or have you simply fled Hell? I see your surprise, 

but you must realize that ten years on the mortal plane is a very long time, and we‟ve grown very 

good at taking information from demons whenever necessary… and some people, on the other 

hand, seem to just like to talk and share with us everything they have to say, in return for a few 

trivialities here and there and the chance to live quietly among us silly mortals.” 

The reptile finally nodded after a moment, and Elenora nodded again, tapping a few more 

buttons before she said softly: “Then, sir, I have for you here an invitation to meet with the new 

leader of Ire… our good president is gravely interested in meeting with you. Would you, sir, 

have the time to attend this meeting of the minds and perhaps discuss things important for both 

Hell and our humble physical plane?” 

Zerrex nodded thoughtfully after a moment, rubbing at his muzzle awkwardly. It was a 

strange proposition… partially because it didn‟t involve him getting roped, tied, muzzled, and 

dragged forcefully to this meeting with an armored guard. It also seemed like he was honestly 

being asked… and finally he said slowly: “I have some things I‟d like to get off my chest 

myself… let me know where he wants to meet. It can be a bit… difficult for me to move around 

these days. Some of your Scanners are far too good at their jobs.” 

Elenora smiled a bit at this, but it was another tired smile… and Zerrex wondered for a 

moment just how little energy this poor girl must have. “Perhaps I can be of assistance then, 

High King Zerrex… if you should so like, I would be glad to requisition you your own private 

helicopter, but it may take a few days for the requisition to go through… but this, of course, will 

allow you all the time you need in order to get your priorities in order and prepare for the 

meeting ahead. Would you prefer this method?” 

“Greatly.” Zerrex said mildly, smiling a bit despite himself, and then he glanced back and 

forth before snatching his plastic bag of video games away from a Scanner carefully examining it 

and poking it with his rifle. The Scanner jumped, then looked guiltily at him from beneath his 

visor as the lizard asked mildly: “What, you don‟t think we demons enjoy mindless 

entertainment too?” A pause as he glanced around. “Hey, anyone see my damn cane? My leg 

hurts like Hell from that fight. And oh, right… hey, Ellie, thanks for the help.” 



“Elenora.” the girl said quietly, pursing her lips a bit, but the Drakkaren only grinned at 

the panda before she nodded politely to him. “And it was the least I could do, sir. If I can ever be 

of assistance again, do let me know… and if my soldiers can ever make up to you the difficulties 

they have caused you, say the word and I‟ll put them at your disposal.” 

“I think they‟ve already paid for that.” Zerrex said quietly, glancing at the remains of the 

dead and the single wounded soldier who was panting hard, his visor off as he tried not to cry, 

clinging to the ragged stump that was all that was left of his arm. The Drakkaren approached him 

after a moment, and the Scanner looked up at him with terror for a moment… then Zerrex knelt 

and concentrated, carefully and slowly pushing his energies into the soldier as he healed the 

stump as best he could, at least closing off the wound and taking away some of the pain, even if 

he knew he could never take away the pain of a severed limb. Thankfully, the fight had left 

Zerrex with plenty of power to spare, and he smiled a bit at the wounded soldier as he looked up 

at him with shock, saying softly: “See, demon or mortal… I think we‟re all allies when it comes 

to death. Few of us truly want to experience that, or his cousin pain, even if they‟re both natural 

and beautiful in their own right.” 

“You‟re a philosopher, as the demons have told us… in words more vulgar than that, of 

course.” Elenora said softly, but she looked impressed nonetheless as she handed her small 

computer back to the chauffer. “I must say, you‟ve left me with a most curious first impression.”  

Zerrex shrugged and grunted, but he smiled a bit nonetheless as he looked back and forth 

before a Scanner hesitantly approached with his cane, and the Drakkaren took it with a nod 

before he leaned on it, asking curiously: “So am I free to go, or do you guys want to try and take 

me in for questioning and ruin this beautiful moment?” 

“I believe we are indebted to you, and that we will have enough trouble handling this 

fetid creature as it is… perhaps instead, we should just part on these pleasant terms, and we shall 

see what the President has to say after you meet with him. You two should get along well, 

though, I do believe… he, like you, is a philosopher and a thinker.” Elenora replied, and the 

Drakkaren smiled slightly before the panda added mildly: “But do try and keep better company 

than the one who calls herself Cherry in the future, will you? Although she appears to have 

powers quite impressive, I must say her demeanor is… unpleasant.” 

“You might be surprised if you got to know her. She certainly gave me the wrong 

impression of you, after all.” Zerrex winked, then he reached up and tapped his forehead with the 

head of his cane before turning and striding away, leaving the panda in deep thought as the 

Scanners began to try and drag the humongous body of the Wrath demon away. 

It had been a strange encounter, to say the least, as Zerrex made his way thoughtfully 

back towards his home. He glanced down at the games, wondering absently if they had actually 

survived the battle, and then he made a face as he realized his rocky arm was still out… but even 

then, he still wasn‟t attracting too much attention. It was mostly curiosity… and his clothes 

might be bloody and ripped, but even that wasn‟t all that uncommon these days. People wore 

what they could find, and even with the rips, his clothes still looked pretty new. They probably 

think I‟m some punk-wannabe…  

He smiled a bit at this thought, then concentrated, lowering his head a bit as he felt his 

scales slowly crawling back into place over his arm as the rocky substance shrank, bits and 

pieces of it falling away. He just felt lucky that the bastard hadn‟t cracked his warped arm… 

even if it would grow back into place, it still wasn‟t exactly anything pleasant or painless for 

him. Then again, when he thought about the soldier who had lost his arm, he knew how lucky he 



was to have an arm that grew back even when it was removed. Even many demons can‟t heal 

limbs without magic… but then again… this is no normal limb, either. 

Zerrex shook his head a bit at this, looking faintly amused as he continued to move on 

autopilot, not really thinking about where he was going and once more simply letting his feet 

guide him, until ten minutes later, he found himself walking back towards his door. He pushed 

his way inside with a sigh, shaking his head slowly, and then he kicked his boots off and headed 

towards the kitchen, dropping his cane against a chair and tossing the games he‟d picked up on 

the table as he headed for the fridge… and before he knew what was going on, he heard a loud 

cackle before staring as several fireballs flew at his face. 

Still tense from the battle he‟d had earlier, Zerrex rose a hand with a snarl, the fireballs 

slamming into them as the reptile winced at the feeling of flame sizzling up his arm… and then 

down the other, forming into a pulsing sphere of flame before the Drakkaren threw it hard at the 

attacker. 

Cherry stared at this, then the fireball hit her and exploded, knocking her backwards into 

the wall. She let out a stupid whimper, then slid slowly down it before landing heavily on her 

rear, a bit of broken plaster falling down onto her head as Zerrex winced and rubbed at his 

forehead, saying dumbly: “Holy crap. I am um. Really, really sorry.” 

“Dude.” Cherry grunted as she slowly got to her feet with a grunt, rubbing at her chest… 

and then she paused, peering closer at him before she grumbled: “Oh, great, you got into another 

fight, and this time without me, you rat-bastard. What the hell happened this time, some… 

crazy… demon asshole see you in the store and try to blow you up? Or did you get into a fight 

for a video game on the shelf or some shit like that? Either way, now I feel guilty for attacking 

you, and grumpy „cause I can‟t take revenge on you right away for blasting me this morning 

„cause you‟re all beat to shit.” 

Zerrex rubbed the back of his head with a cough, then he finally grinned stupidly and 

reached out to grab one of her breasts, squeezing it firmly. Cherry looked at him blankly, and the 

male said cheerfully: “I just sexually harassed you.” 

Cherry huffed, then slapped him back and forth, and Zerrex grit his teeth, whining in his 

throat before he rubbed slowly at his sore jaw. The demoness looked like she was in a better 

mood almost immediately, however, then she poked at the large rip in his shirt and the mostly-

healed wounds beneath, asking again impatiently: “So what the fuck happened? Come on come 

on come on, tell me!”  

Zerrex rolled his eyes, then he went back to the fridge, opening it to grab two cans of 

cola. He tossed one to Cherry before sitting down in the chair, and the female leaned against the 

counter, tilting her head towards him as the reptile sighed and said finally: “Some assassin hired 

by the rogue group… the Miserable Ones, he called them. I wasn‟t aware they‟d finally 

organized themselves to have a name.” 

“They can‟t be the rogues forever. I think that name was taken about a billion movies 

ago.” the female replied mildly, and when Zerrex only looked at her with that odd expression of 

his that mocked a cocked eyebrow, she sighed and looked at him like he was an idiot. “Oh come 

on, dude. Seriously?  Okay, fine. The Rogue Squadron, the Rogue Warriors, the Law of the 

Rogue, the Rogue Combat Corps, the Rogue Squadron II… what? Dude, okay, do you know 

what I did without you around up here? I sat around all day watching movies when I wasn‟t out 

looking for tail with big cocks to fuck my insides until they became my outsides.”  

She looked defensive, but Zerrex only smiled a bit: to him, it was strangely sweet. After 

all, when he and Cherry were around together, they were usually either having sex, arguing about 



something, or they went off to get into trouble. So instead he let her dorkiness slide – especially 

since she could get undoubtedly make fun of my dorkiness in all sorts of ways in return – and 

continued mildly: “Anyway, I‟m ninety-nine percent sure the Miserable Ones are the rogues. The 

name fits, and the methods fit, as well as the description of them… the rogue angels and demons 

who are supplied by mortals. The only thing that bothers me is that we‟ve had more than one 

rogue group in the past attack us, and generally it was angels and demons working together.” A 

pause, then he made a face. “Bastard was tough, though, tough as a goddamn megatank. And I‟m 

not exaggerating, either… he threw a bus at me, he shattered my shield and nearly broke my 

fugly arm, and he did some serious damage to me. I have no idea where he came from, either… 

he came outta nowhere and slapped me into the bus terminal, and then I had to fight him off 

there. The Scanners came in and… well, let‟s just say they did not help at first.” 

“Did you beat their asses down afterwards?” Cherry asked curiously, then she paused at 

the look on Zerrex‟s face, tilting her head towards him and asking in a quieter voice: “Damn, the 

fucker killed them and dealt with you at the same time? How‟d you take him down?” 

“That little girl, uh… her name is Elenora. She showed up with the Scanners, and she is a 

powerful psychic. She tried to stop him so I could attack, but he seemed to expect to deal with 

her… he immediately changed his technique to break out of the psychic hold. It still stalled him 

long enough for me to analyze him and his body type, though, and I ended up getting him on his 

back in a hole in the ground. Bastard was built like a top-heavy armadillo, so he got stuck like a 

turtle.” He paused for a few long moments, then he dropped his head in a hand as he played with 

his cane, mumbling: “And… then I may have lost it a little bit.” 

Now Cherry was grinning, her sharp Zerrex-senses letting her know from his expression 

that it was serious enough he didn‟t want to talk about it, but not serious enough that he‟d get 

seriously pissed if she made fun of him for it. “What‟d you do? Did you rape him? I bet you 

raped him to death.” 

“I did not rape him to death. I used tentacles, but not for that purpose.” Zerrex said 

pettishly, and Cherry huffed but grinned wider nonetheless, leaning down towards him eagerly. 

The male made a face, rubbing slowly at his face before he finally sighed and mumbled: “I used 

the Wrath tentacles on him, and slammed him around a little bit. Once I had him restrained, he 

couldn‟t curl up and he was left vulnerable. Then I finally used Dominate on him and broke his 

will. He‟ll wake up in Scanner custody sometime in the future.”  

“Aww, come on, that‟s just disappointing.” Cherry snorted and shoved him lightly, and 

Zerrex rolled his eyes before he opened his can of Frost and took a deep gulp of it. “See, like, if 

you‟d torn off all his limbs, that‟d be hot. But the cruelest thing you did there was leave him with 

the damn Scanners. Personally, I would have at least beaten the shit out of him, but it sounds like 

you only bruised and scared the mofo. Nonetheless, you are pretty damn good at scaring the shit 

out of people when you want to… and that Dominate of yours is damn useful.” 

The Drakkaren shrugged a bit, taking another long drink of his cola before he sighed, 

saying mildly: “You know, Elenora called me a philosopher. But I don‟t think I‟m a philosopher 

at all… I‟m just a brute at heart. Look at how I like to treat you… how I treat all my close friends 

and family like property, how I-” 

“Oh, shut up.” Cherry groaned, and Zerrex looked up at her with surprise before she 

grabbed him in a headlock and ruffled his hair, the Drakkaren flailing before he shoved her off 

with a grunt, and she grinned widely at him. “If you were a brute, you wouldn‟t mope all the 

fucking time. I mean, for the love of shit, you just can‟t take a compliment… but when we leave 

for Hell soon, you‟re gonna damn well take a shitload of compliments, you assface.” She paused, 



then glanced at the clock, rubbing at her head slowly. “Dude, just do me one favor, okay? Don‟t 

go making things too damn awkward when we‟re down in Hell, „cause like. I‟ve seen the way 

they look at me, and then look at you. And I know that I ain‟t welcome in some places and even 

though I set up this party thingamajig, some of them peeps ain‟t too fond of me-” 

“Now who‟s being an assface, assface?” Zerrex asked mildly, looking up at her 

amusedly, and Cherry huffed before throwing a playful punch at him. The reptile dodged it with 

a grin, then he shook his head as he drank the last of his Frost, letting out a sigh of relief as he 

stood up and put the empty can next to the sink, adding: “Anyway, kids are kids, Cherry. I 

couldn‟t spend all my time raising them as I wish I could have, with how many I had, and how 

long in Hell a pure-born demon is considered a „child,‟ so it‟s hard for some of them to consider 

a demoness like you as a parental figure, even if you are the great and mighty Fifth Sister of the 

Judgment Cross.” 

Cherry crossed her arms, blushing and looking away as she muttered: “I don‟t wanna talk 

about that, Boss. Even if it‟s true, it doesn‟t make me… you know. I mean… shut up.” Cherry‟s 

blush deepened as Zerrex grinned at her, and then she burst out: “Well, how would you feel if 

you‟re just some slut all your life, and then suddenly these four crazy demons tell you they‟re 

your ancient sisters and you‟re some… crazy… capsule thingy for the powers of their… oldest-

eldest sister and… I‟m confused.” 

Zerrex sighed and rolled his eyes, but he couldn‟t really blame her. It confused him 

sometimes, and he didn‟t even have to suffer through the feelings that Cherry did. Then again, 

with the way he‟d been treated in Hell, he could understand… and he thought that was why 

Cherry put up with him teasing her about it and even talked to him about it. The Sisters, after all, 

were demigods that had existed first as servants of the Goddess of the Drakkai… along their 

insolent and oldest sister, the Sister who governed Light, while all the other sisters were 

attributed with the Elements of Creation: Fire, Water, Earth, and Air. 

The Fifth Sister, however, had been slain by the Goddess for daring to stand up to her… 

and her spirit and her energies had not manifested in Hell, but had somehow found its way into 

the Blossom bloodline, and had been passed from one daughter to the next, until they had been 

inherited by the daughter of Beatrice Blossom, Cynthia „Cherry‟ Blossom. With her damaged 

womb, however, Cherry had never born a child, and never passed on the powerful abilities of the 

Fifth Sister… and instead, they had fused completely with her. It meant in a way, that she was 

the reincarnation of the Center of the Judgment Cross… but also left her as her own person, even 

if sometimes she would mutter strangely in her sleep, and she sometimes grudgingly told Zerrex 

about memories that weren‟t her own, but that had still crept their way into her mind.  

The Drakkaren didn‟t mind, though… if anything, it made them an even better pairing, 

and Cherry finally walked over to him and sat down in his lap, making the reptile grunt as she 

tried to cuddle up to his chest despite the fact she was larger and bulkier than him, asking 

somehow both playfully and hesitantly: “So do you think I‟d make a good demigoddess? Or do I 

need more practice at being wrathful and merciful and shit?” 

“You‟re plenty wrathful. You might have to work on the merciful part, though.” Zerrex 

said mildly, and Cherry snorted and slapped his chest. The reptile smiled slightly at her, the two 

looking into each other‟s eyes… and then they both blinked as there was a crack, before the chair 

snapped under their combined weight and collapsed backwards, Zerrex landing with a grunt on 

his back and Cherry falling in a messy sprawl overtop him. She groaned, then put her hands 

against his body as she hefted herself up before peering down at him, and Zerrex looked up at 

her as he grumbled: “For someone who‟s precognitive, you sure lack grace.” 



“Shut up. Being graceful is too much hard work. I prefer to have big balls, a big ass, big 

boobs, and big muscles. What the fuck do I need grace for with that combination?” Cherry 

grunted as he sat up and crossed her arms, sitting on Zerrex‟s chest and looking content. The 

male rolled his eyes as he poked her, but she didn‟t move, only sniffing disdainfully. “So 

anyway, butthead. I figure we‟ll probably get to hell a day or two early, but I got the time down 

that we should leave at pretty damn well. Do you think that you‟ll be able to amuse yourself for a 

little while without getting into trouble? „Cause I really don‟t want no assassins showing up 

while we‟re having the party.” 

Zerrex snorted in amusement at this as he half-wrapped his arms around Cherry, looking 

up at her with entertainment. “Cherry, what assassin would be stupid enough to attack me in 

what could almost be a roomful of Marinas?” 

Cherry paused for a few long moments, then she grinned widely. “Okay, scratch that. 

Dude, I want some fuckin‟ idiot to try and bash your brains in, because I wanna see if they can 

tear the dude into enough pieces we can serve a bit of him with the cake. Oh, fuck, you weren‟t 

supposed to hear that. Pretend you don‟t know there‟s going to be cake.” 

“I already assumed there was going to be cake. Likely presents, too.” Zerrex replied 

mildly, and Cherry huffed before the Drakkaren rubbed the back of his head, unable to stop 

himself from asking: “So uh. What else is going to be at this party exactly, huh?” 

“Wouldn‟t you like to know?” Cherry grinned, then she grabbed Zerrex as she stood up, 

jerking him to his feet as she looked cheerily at him with a wink. “We‟ll just have to go and see, 

you big beautiful brutish bastard.” 

“I have a bad feeling about this.” the Drakkaren said morbidly, then he winced when 

Cherry gnashed her teeth at his face, the reptile flailing his arms a bit. “What the hell, you 

crazy… thing.” 

“I‟m wild, too.” Cherry said cheerfully, then she glanced over at the nearest clock, 

adding: “Come on, we should probably pick up you some sort of… little boy‟s bag and make 

sure you got whatever shit you need, then do the same for me. Fuck knows we‟ll probably be 

down there for a little while, after all.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, but figured she was right: it wouldn‟t hurt to double-check and 

make sure he had everything he needed. Then again, within ten minutes, the reptile was sitting in 

the living room in new, undamaged clothing, brushing down his boots on some newspaper, a 

small bag sitting beside him with his game, a few books, and a few recipes he‟d scribbled down 

out of Cindy‟s cookbook for Lily to try out: he‟d bring the entire thing, but if he lost or forgot it 

down in Hell, Cindy would probably kick the crap out of him, and he felt that was the last thing 

he needed at the moment. 

The Drakkaren glanced up as Cherry walked into the room, carrying one of the large 

demonic crystals, and the reptile rolled his eyes as she held up the orb, saying cheerfully: “Well, 

how else did you plan on getting down to Hell, huh? It ain‟t like I asked for no limo service, and 

opening a portal is goddamn hard work. I‟d prefer to use some quick magic over a long-ass runic 

ritual. „Sides, this is all your fault for closing all the Black Holes.” 

“And if we‟d left them open, we‟d still be dealing with the false Az‟Iriel‟s minions.” 

Zerrex replied, and Cherry rubbed at her head thoughtfully. “As long as they could move freely 

between the planes, they were far more than capable of survival.” 

“Yeah, and they still do survive today. Oh, don‟t split hairs, them and the Miserable Ones 

are the same damn deal.” Cherry huffed, and Zerrex rolled his eyes. The two glowered at each 

other, then Zerrex slipped his boots on and tied them up quickly as the demoness gave herself a 



quick check to make sure she‟d grabbed everything she wanted, before she paused and said: 

“Now okay. Remind me how a-” 

Zerrex rose his cane, and the eyes of the dragon head glowed before dark lightning 

sparked in the doorway, bouncing back and forth between it as reality visibly tore at itself until a 

dark portal formed. Cherry gaped, dropping the crystalline orb, and the reptile winced before 

leaning forwards, catching it as the female huffed and crossed her arms, muttering: “I should‟ve 

known your cane was all tricked out and shit. So what, it‟s got… holy super special warping 

powers?” 

“They enchanted it with a spell for creating short-lived portals so I could freely travel to 

and from Hell, since I can‟t use that level of magic myself.” Zerrex said mildly, as he picked up 

his bag in the other hand and headed for the portal. Cherry followed him quickly, grumbling to 

herself, and the two stepped through the portal a moment later, both of them seeing only twisted 

and crazy shadows for a moment as a wind seemed to rush by them despite the fact it ruffled not 

even their clothes, and a few seconds later, both of them stepped out the other side and into Hell 

as the portal shut quickly behind them. 

It was Hell just as Zerrex remembered it: dark, yet beautiful, and majestic in what it 

represented. He looked back and forth from where they stood, and the Drakkaren recognized 

where they‟d emerged after a few moments as Cherry took a long, deep breath. She was smiling 

widely, her eyes alight… and Zerrex could feel strength and energy flooding his body too. It felt 

goddamn good… and the Drakkaren smiled himself as he watched Cherry prance around in a 

quick circle around him through the tall grasses, looking up at the spiraling red-and-black „sky‟ 

above that formed the ceiling of Hell, with nothing but darkness beyond. “Fuck, it is good to be 

back downstairs, baby!” 

Zerrex laughed despite himself, shaking his head in slow amusement before he threw his 

bag over his shoulder, walking forwards as Cherry followed quickly, her whip jangling at her 

side and her sidepack stuffed with what was likely waste. Cherry never carried much of anything 

with her down to Hell, just as Zerrex didn‟t… they both had more than enough to sustain 

themselves in this realm, after all, as the demoness glanced curiously back and forth as they 

walked down a road full of snap-together houses, and a moment later she brightened as she said: 

“Hey, I know where we are! This is where you used to first live or some shit, right?” 

“That‟s right.” Zerrex said softly, nodding with a quiet laugh. They were in the Southern 

Province, one of the four vast expanses surrounding the Nine Circles of Hell. Past the immense 

Provinces was a terrible desert that surrounded all of Hell, and Zerrex knew from his own 

explorations that there were ruins scattered throughout this desert, as well as great deep cracks 

from which the souls of the dead were said to crawl free from… as if there was some lower Hell 

beneath Hell that demons went to when they died, and this was where they escaped if they were 

strong enough. 

Zerrex didn‟t know the truth to it: he only knew that if a demon was powerful enough or 

at least old enough, after many years it would crawl out of the desert, once more alive but weak. 

Then again, he didn‟t pretend to understand many of the secrets of Hell: despite all his years 

down here, many of them had been spent in rulership at the Central Spire, a tower that reached 

from the bottom of the Ninth Circle of Hell all the way up to the domed roof of spiraling sky 

above. Known to few others, it went just as deep into the ground, and into a place called the 

Undersea… but even fewer people considered that as a real part of Hell, with the terrible 

monstrosities that inhabited it. 



The Drakkaren glanced back and forth, wondering how many of these little homes were 

ones he‟d built himself, as he walked along the dirt road between them with Cherry toddling 

along behind him, looking curious. Now that he thought about it, they‟d never really walked 

along here by themselves… sure, they‟d been here before, but never when they‟d actually had 

free time or slipped in under the radar. A few demons were outside, mostly minotaurs and soldier 

demons – shouldn‟t call them that anymore, but I don‟t like calling them „lower demons,‟ either 

– but for the most part, everyone was inside their little homes, the base of them all a concrete 

cube that gave adequate shelter but most of them sporting all manner of expansions and 

offshoots. Even Hell had luxuries, after all… and Zerrex smiled a bit as he passed a construction 

team at the end of the road putting together the housing for what Zerrex guessed would be one of 

the new generator systems Hell would be using, three minotaurs and a megataur – a much larger 

minotaur, to put it simply – arguing over a schematic sitting on top of a pile of materials they 

had. 

The lizard laughed a bit as he walked off the end of the road and into a field, and Cherry 

grinned, asking him curiously: “So like… was that your idea?” 

“No, the perpetual motion power system was Sin‟s idea… and Selena helped with it too, 

actually, when we were stuck on figuring out an initial power source.” Zerrex replied quietly, as 

the two walked through one of Hell‟s many fields. The Drakkaren paused, then knelt in front of 

some pink flowers, plucking one gently and standing up as he looked at it curiously. “Selena was 

the one who pointed out we could just use one good magic boost to start the system… and we 

worked it so that it would require very little maintenance afterwards. Besides, the mages aren‟t 

doing anything, anyway, so they‟re just lucky I don‟t force them to sit at these machines and 

make sure they work all the time.” 

The reptile paused, then he held the flower out to Cherry, and she grinned a bit as she 

took it, looking pleased. Zerrex rolled his eyes, then he said mildly: “Someone transplanted that 

from the mortal world, it‟s not a flower I‟ve ever seen in Hell before. Not that I‟m complaining, 

of course… ever since someone smuggled some different grains down here, we‟ve been able to 

produce all sorts of delicious little goodies that were originally very hard to get in Hell. Good 

food makes for a happy populace.” 

“Or a fat one, if you‟re mortal.” Cherry said thoughtfully, then she sniffed the flower 

before stuffing it in her muzzle and chewing it up, and Zerrex rolled his eyes. Then she choked 

and gargled, but the reptile only looked at her flatly before he winced as she sneezed and bits of 

flower came out her nose, the female making a face and blinking owlishly several times. “Ugh, 

goddammit, I‟m going to be blowing pollen out my nostrils for… like… years.” 

Zerrex muttered a cleansing spell and grabbed Cherry‟s head, and she flailed at him 

before mumbling a „thank you‟ in return as the bits of flower vanished out of her nose. Then she 

turned around to look towards the Central Spire, little more than a line in the furthest distance, 

and she asked softly: “Amazing how you can see so damn clearly down here, ain‟t it?” 

“Well, the ground‟s flat and there‟s little weather.” Zerrex shrugged a bit, following her 

gaze. His own eyes trailed downwards after only a few moments, however, taking in what he 

could see of the different Circles of Hell: little kingdoms of their own, each governed by a 

different ruler who answered only to the Four Thrones and the High King, which, unfortunately, 

was still him. Then the reptile finally looked moodily over at Cherry, asking finally: “So when 

exactly is this party supposed to be held, anyway?” 

“Soon.” Cherry said mysteriously, before she coughed at Zerrex‟s look and cleared her 

throat, shouting: “Sin!” 



Nothing happened, and Zerrex looked at her flatly. “Cherry, for the hundredth time, Sin 

only answers when…” A pause, and then he glared at her as she grinned and winked at him. Oh. 

That was low. “You tricked me, you bitch!” 

Cherry cackled and danced out of his reach, but before Zerrex could give chase, a dark, 

oval-shaped  portal appeared and Sin stepped out of it, smiling warmly. She paused long enough 

to bow slightly to Cherry, then she made her way over to Zerrex and took his hands lightly, 

looking up at him softly. “Hello, Lord Zerrex… I heard you call my name and I couldn‟t resist 

coming to see you. I hope you don‟t think I‟m trying to shirk my duties as High Princess…” 

“Yeah, „cause the Boss is always real strict about shit like that. We all know how much 

he loves to do his own duties each and every day.” Cherry said cheerfully, then she yelped when 

Zerrex pointed at her feet and the ground erupted upwards, knocking her flat on her rear as she 

huffed. “Okay, that one caught me all like… off… kilter.” 

“Center.” Zerrex connected absently, then he smiled at Sin, adding softly: “And I could 

never think little of you… you should know that by now.” He kissed her forehead softly, and Sin 

blushed a bit before she hugged him quietly, and he squeezed her tightly around the waist as he 

gazed into her eyes with quiet amusement. With her height, it was a little bit awkward… but 

Zerrex didn‟t mind awkward in the slightest, as he asked curiously: “So how‟ve things been 

going?” 

“Very well, Zerrex… Selena, Lily, and Amiglion have all done well with you gone as 

rulers… although Selena pines for you in her way and Lily has missed you greatly herself.” Sin 

smiled a bit. “But then again, I think all of us have missed you, however long or short these 

several thousand years have been… although, Miss Cherry, I thought you were bringing him a 

day or two earlier than this… the party is tomorrow, and we were starting to worry you wouldn‟t 

arrive in time.”  

“Dude, I totally calculated when we should leave like… to the fucking second. If 

anything, we should be early „cause numb-nuts there never told me about his fancy-ass cane‟s 

fancy-ass portal power.” the demoness replied, frowning a bit and scratching her head. Zerrex 

frowned as well at this, but Sin only nodded slowly, looking down contemplatively. 

After another moment, she spoke, looking at Zerrex with worry in her soulful violet eyes. 

“It‟s like I feared, Lord Zerrex… although it is only slight and almost imperceptible at the 

moment, with the difference being a few days, the time between the planes seems to be aligning 

itself with that on the mortal plane. That is to say, it seems that in a matter of eons… or perhaps 

only mortal years… eventually the mortal plane and the supernatural planes will lose their time 

difference, and a single mortal day will be a standard day for Heaven and Hell as well.” 

Zerrex frowned at this… and then Cherry slapped the back of Sin‟s head, making the 

Naganatine wince as she lost her glammer for a moment, instead appearing as a demon with a 

dragon-like head, a black, Mohawk-like mane, and faintly feline features, although the black-

purple coloration over her scales turned the same, even if they seemed to change color in her 

embarrassment. Then the strange ability of the being Zerrex thought was beautiful in her own 

right came back into place, and she clenched her hands into fists, fuming silently as Cherry said 

cheerily: “Fuck that shit! Come on, we‟re all supposed to be having fun here, right? So like, get 

it on, let‟s have some fun and worry about this shit later!” 

“Miss Cherry, must you be so impetuous and rude?” Sin rounded on her, glaring at her, 

and Cherry immediately shrank back in fear, her eyes wide and round as plates before Sin 

cleared her throat, composing herself and looking embarrassed. “I… I‟m sorry, I didn‟t mean to 



be so rude… it‟s the stress of everything weighing down on me, but you‟re right, there‟s no need 

to concern ourselves with this sort of thing yet…” 

“You talk too much like Elenora. And look, lemme show you something.” Zerrex said 

mildly, as he put an arm around Sin, and she tilted her head curiously before the Drakkaren 

threw a hard kick into Cherry‟s crotch, and the demoness gargled and bounced on the spot, 

grabbing herself before she fell to her knees… but at Sin‟s horrified look, Cherry threw her arms 

wide with a loud „ta-da!‟ “Remember, Cherry‟s precog lets her see pretty much anything before 

it happens… but she likes to play along, and she doesn‟t mind risking a good hit now and then. 

So go ahead, beat on her all you like, and Cherry will play along with it… it‟s good practice for 

her, good stress relief for me, and we both get a huge kick out of it. I think you‟d enjoy this, too.” 

Sin shook her head, mumbling and blushing beet red… but Zerrex only gave her a look 

as Cherry stood up and crossed her arms, huffing. “I am totally insulted, you bitch. Come on, hit 

me. I‟m… Zerrex, uh… what am I again? It starts with… fuck. We had an awesome name for 

me that one time, you remember it?” 

Zerrex looked at her for a moment, then he frowned and rubbed the back of his head 

thoughtfully, one arm still around Sin as he muttered: “Yeah, that‟s right… uh… yeah, I 

remember we were surprised, because Cindy called you it first, right?” 

“And it sounded stupid at first. But it was really sheer genius. Um.” Cherry sulked a bit, 

hammering a fist against her skull, and then she finally brightened: “The Second Bitchfaces! The 

Shit-Eating Cunt Of Nine Different Bitchfaces!”  

Zerrex giggled stupidly as Sin looked back and forth between them incredulously, then 

she finally said: “But… but that isn‟t funny at all, it‟s not even that intelligent… I don‟t 

understand just-” 

“Lighten up, babe!” Cherry slapped Sin on the back of the head again, once more 

surprising her and causing her glammer to vanish, and Cherry gave a donkey laugh, pointing at 

her. Sin glared at her, then she finally threw one long, lithe arm in a hard punch into Cherry‟s 

gut, and the breath wheezed out of the demoness before she toppled backwards, raising a finger 

and rasping: “Did not see that one coming.” 

With that, she sprawled out stupidly on the ground, groaning in pain, and Sin gasped as 

her illusionary shell snapped back into place, looking terrified as she covered her mouth with 

both hands… but Zerrex only laughed and hugged her tightly around the back, causing her to 

blush deeply as he half-lifted her off her feet with a grin, looking up at her as he asked: “So, feel 

better now?” 

Sin blushed deeper as he set her down, then she finally mumbled: “Maybe a little.” An 

awkward pause, then she scuffed a foot against the ground, looking down at Cherry and asking 

hesitantly: “Are you alright? Is there anything I can do to make you feel better?” 

“I‟m good.” Cherry‟s voice was weak and stupefied, and then she finally sat up with a 

groan after a moment, Zerrex snorting laughter as she said dumbly: “Fuck, bitch, you pack one 

hell of a jab. Last time I got hit that hard was… uh… this morning, but that was a kick to the 

gonads.” 

“My apologies.” Sin offered her hand, and Cherry took it after a moment, allowing the 

Naganatine to pull her to her feet. “I didn‟t mean to hit you so hard… I just… have this thing 

about being touched.” 

“I‟ll remember that.” Cherry muttered, then she paused, examining the closeness between 

Sin and Zerrex before she said suspiciously: “Wait a minute. Then why is he all but groping your 

ass and shit? Whatever he gets to touch, I wanna touch too! I‟m his second, after all.” 



There was a contemptible snort, and then the three looked to the side as Selena appeared 

out of another portal, wearing her full leather outfit as she said irritably: “Second? Try more like 

second-last. And I‟d know, „cause I‟m the one he favors most.” With that, Selena walked 

forwards, grabbed Zerrex by the face, then kissed him roughly and passionately, making a show 

of her hungry movements as she twisted her fingers into the reptile‟s hair, Zerrex barely able to 

return the forceful kiss as his arms hung limp at his sides, before she suddenly pulled back and 

wrapped her arms around his neck, looking content as Zerrex dropped his head on her enormous 

bosom, his limbs still hanging limply as he grinned stupidly. Selena smiled down at him 

lovingly, stroking slowly through his hair, before she glared at the other two females with all the 

fury of a territorial predator. “He‟s mine!” 

“My cock‟s bigger than your cock!” Cherry shouted, pointing at her, and Selena blinked 

before snarling: if there was one thing the two shared, it was their love of being able to produce 

certain male parts with their shapeshifting abilities… and when Selena dropped Zerrex – the 

Drakkaren wincing as he hit the ground and then staring at Selena stepped over him, wondering 

abjectly how things could get so bad so fast – Cherry looked at Sin and winked at her before her 

eyes darted to Zerrex, and Sin gave the slightest of nods. 

“You wanna go, bitch? Fine, let‟s go!” Selena charged at Cherry, and the two fell into a 

brawl, swinging and wrestling with each other as they rolled away from Sin and Zerrex. The 

latter climbed to his feet, sighing… but then Sin tapped him on the shoulder as she created a 

portal, and the Drakkaren smiled a bit at her as they went through it to emerge into what the 

reptile recognized only a moment later as his private quarters at the Ravenlight Estate. 

He rubbed slowly at the back of his head… but Sin shook her head, her long dress 

swirling around her as she began to automatically tidy up the room as the portal closed, saying 

softly: “Don‟t worry about it, Lord Zerrex… we all simply have our own special way of showing 

how much we missed you…” She paused, then turned around and smile at him softly, adding as 

she laced her hands together in front of herself with an embarrassed blush. “I missed you a lot, 

by the way. It‟s been a long many years… and I have to admit, it was starting to feel like old 

times, when I could get no… physical comforts.” 

Zerrex coughed and rose his hands, looking amusedly across at Sin as he said plaintively: 

“Now hey. We‟ve got the party tomorrow. And if we wanna show up, we probably shouldn‟t 

have sex. Because I still remember that first time you dragged me into bed.” 

Sin laughed at this, relaxing a bit more… before, to Zerrex‟s surprise, she picked up a 

pillow and threw it at him. It bounced off his chest, and the reptile caught it automatically as she 

said amusedly: “Lord Zerrex, I know I wore on you quite a lot… but… that was because I had 

gone so long without any sort of physical affection. How would you act if you went for eons 

without sex?” She paused, then blushed a bit at the look she was getting, asking quietly as she 

laced her fingers together: “What is it?” 

“It‟s like you‟re blossoming right in front of me.” Zerrex tossed the pillow aside, smiling 

as he walked over to her and grasped her shoulders gently, and she blushed a bit as he said softly: 

“You used to be so cordial all the damn time, remember? Wouldn‟t even touch me, everything 

had to be organized and perfect… and now here you are, starting pillow fights and already trying 

to get me into bed with you.” 

Sin only smiled at him, however, and then they hugged again, Zerrex feeling her body 

pressing tight to his through her long dress as she murmured softly: “You make me feel… good, 

Lord Zerrex, in a way I haven‟t felt since I was in Heaven with God, before the rebellion of 

Mephistopheles. Sometimes I wish those days had never passed, those terrible days… but other 



days I am glad for it, because now I‟ve met you… and you‟ve shown me that I can… open up 

and be myself, and people won‟t hate me for it. Won‟t see me as the… as the monster I was 

scared so many of them believed I was…” 

She stroked slowly under his chin, gazing into his eyes quietly… and Zerrex shook his 

head with a faint smile, saying softly: “Well, us freaks have to stick together, Sin… although 

sometimes I think you only like me because Mephistopheles‟ power is stored inside me 

somewhere.” 

“But you‟re nothing like him.” Sin blushed a bit and nodded, then she quietly kissed his 

cheek before she led him over to the bed, sitting down with him and quietly lacing her fingers 

with Zerrex‟s own. She smiled at him, and he smiled back before she finally added softly: 

“Maybe you and Cherry have more to teach me on the subject of… friendship and mortal 

interaction, however. I must admit… the way you two act has always been fascinating to me… 

and… I‟ve always envied her, even more than you, for the way she acts so… so wonderfully free 

and uncaring of what anyone thinks of her… and her loyalty is truly outstanding…” 

Zerrex nodded, laughing quietly as he said softly: “Cherry is a wonderful person, Sin… 

even if she acts like a royal bitch sometimes. But I think that‟s part of her charm and allure… 

and like, I mean, frustrating you takes a special sort of talent, too, so that‟s gotta count for 

something in itself, right?” 

Sin laughed a bit herself and shook her head slowly, looking at him with entertainment 

sparkling in her eyes. Then she and Zerrex fell back on the bed with twin sighs of relief, still 

holding hands tightly and staring up at the ceiling before the Drakkaren said softly: “Cherry will 

never admit to it, but she cares deeply for everyone around her… Selena does, too, but she‟s 

territorial and clingy, so she expresses her feelings in… a bit of a different way. I think you and 

Lily are the most normal ones of the whole group, but you‟re still a nymphomaniac.” 

“I am not. I haven‟t had sex with anyone since you‟ve been gone.” Sin replied in a voice 

that would have been pettish if it wasn‟t so polite still. Zerrex rolled his eyes, but then she smiled 

and half-rolled towards him, gently guiding one his hands to her stomach as she murmured 

softly: “Not that I didn‟t think about it, of course… but as it is, I worry that… you would be 

upset by it, however slightly.” 

“I would not. I‟m not Selena-possessive-like.” Zerrex said mildly, rubbing slowly up and 

down Sin‟s taut belly, and she closed her eyes with a soft sigh of pleasure: of all the places on 

her body, her stomach was the most sensitive… most likely because for countless eons, she had 

been without one, as part of a punishment on her head Zerrex had felt was far too harsh. His first 

act had been to remove it from Sin… and that, he felt, had finally made Sin realize just how 

much he cared for her. “You should be enjoying yourself, Sin. You‟re a ruler of Hell now, and 

your period of punishment is over. I understand that Lily does most of the administrative work 

for everyone, but I know for a fact that you‟re in charge of the Scholars, the new order of 

Scribes, and the mages of Hell… and what fun is there in idolizing someone if that someone is 

perfect all the time? Then you don‟t have to work to ignore the fact they scream at the press or 

anything like that, much as everyone hates the paparazzi.” 

Sin looked confused, but Zerrex only rolled his eyes in amusement. “Nevermind. I‟ll 

figure out a better metaphor… but uh… look, hey. What I‟m saying is that you‟re important, and 

you should strut a bit every now and then. You don‟t have to still stay in my shadow, pretending 

that you‟re like… just my advisor, or something.” 

“That happens to be what I like, though.” Sin reached up, stroking along Zerrex‟s face 

softly before she motioned around the plain room: it only had a large dresser, a bed big enough 



for Zerrex and several other people, and a few knickknacks on a small table. “I could say the 

same to you though, Lord Zerrex… look at this room, how plain it is for-”  

“There you are!” Zerrex leapt out of bed, and Sin blinked before she sighed, looking 

flatly at the Drakkaren‟s back as he scooped an oddly-shaped device up off the table, grinning in 

triumph before he coughed and awkwardly looked over his shoulder at the exasperated 

Naganatine. “I‟m sorry, I uh. Was looking all over for this thing.” Zerrex paused, then he cursed 

irritably as he realized Selena must have knocked his bag out of his hand when they‟d been 

fighting, before he snapped his fingers and created a small portal at shoulder-level with himself. 

The Drakkaren reached through this, concentrating and mumbling to himself… and then his eyes 

brightened as he drew his hand back and his bag with it, saying cheerfully: “See, I knew I‟d get 

that spell down sometime. Approximate portals really do come in handy.” 

“Stop being a… geek?” Sin said hesitantly, and Zerrex nodded, smiling slightly despite 

himself at the Naganatine. Her attempts to use mortal lingo were often adorable, even though 

most of the time she did it was in an attempt to insult him… but that, too, was nice to see. It 

wasn‟t that Sin lacked backbone, or confidence… it was just that she had trouble not being 

docile and polite around Zerrex, since the only thing she seemed to fear was upsetting him. 

“Okay. I think I‟m getting it better… but Miss Selena was laughing at me the other day because I 

called her a „pork,‟ and she said the word I was looking for was „dork.‟” 

“Pork is pigs.” Zerrex said mildly, and Sin nodded with a grave expression. It made the 

reptile laugh again, and she looked confused before the reptile grinned. “You‟re a dork.” 

Sin made a face, then her eyes flicked skywards and she sighed and stood, saying softly: 

“I‟m sorry, Lord Zerrex, but I have to leave… I hear Lily ringing the Great Bell. I don‟t 

supposed by any chance you‟d want to come with us to meet with the monarchal families of the 

Western Province to discuss tariffs and trading rights, would you?” 

Zerrex coughed as he dug in his bag, then he held up his game, saying plainly: “Sorry 

there, Sin, but uh. I‟ve got to… „discover the secret that started it all.‟” Zerrex shook the game 

case lightly, and the Naganatine rolled her eyes before the Drakkaren walked over to her and 

kissed her chastely on the lips, making her blush and smile a bit. “Tell Lily to stop by here 

tonight, okay? I‟d like to see her before tomorrow.” 

“I‟m sure she‟ll be delighted to see you too. Take care for now. If you need me, call.” Sin 

bowed to him courteously, then she turned away and vanished through a portal, Zerrex shaking 

his head with quiet entertainment. Over the last ten million years, Zerrex had barely managed to 

get her to loosen up… but he thought he was making okay progress, considering how long she‟d 

been alive for. The Drakkaren turned around, opening the new game he‟d bought and trading it 

out with the one in the player, then he turned it on as he created a portal and walked through it to 

emerge into a wheat field he was familiar with in the Circle of Lust, walking through the tall 

grains to sit down by a well and hum to himself, relaxing with a sigh. 

He wondered absently if Cherry and Selena were still fighting, as he played his game, 

close enough to a rural road to hear people pass but far enough away no one could hear him or 

his game, as long as he kept the volume low. Not that he had to worry about using up the 

battery… he‟d long ago replaced it a shimmering crystal Sin had made for him, and it provided 

nearly eternal battery life and the crystal itself could be recharged by his own energies… a 

perfect gift for a nut like me, in other words. Ugh, I‟m such a nerd but they drove me to it… how 

the hell else am I supposed to get any peace and quiet around here?  

Zerrex played for about ten minutes before he realized something was wrong… that the 

silence was too silent, that the shadow covering him was too dark… and the reptile turned the 



game system off, lowering it into his lap as he lowered his head and said quietly: “Hello, 

mother… I didn‟t think we‟d run into each other so soon.” 

“My son… don‟t tell me you‟d forgotten about me.” Celestial Narrius almost purred 

behind him, and he could hear the smile in her voice even before he stood up and turned around 

to see her standing on the covered well. She was clothed only in a tattered black robe that floated 

strangely around her, seemingly weaved of darkness and shimmering black fire… and her hands 

were long and dexterous, her visible body supple and beautiful, her form curvaceous and her 

features beautiful. Her eyes, however, were blood red… the color of Narrius‟s eyes, and Zerrex 

knew that based upon her moodiness, they would change from their original beautiful emerald to 

that terrible crimson. Not that they can always be trusted… there have been days when they‟ve 

been red and she‟s been perfectly sane… and when they‟ve been green and she‟s been 

completely mad. “I‟ve missed you, Light… give me a hug.” 

Zerrex hesitated, but when she stepped forwards and floated more than hopped down to 

him, he wrapped his arms automatically around her, and she sighed in pleasure as she curled 

herself half-over and half-around his body, looking delighted. Zerrex hated to think that it was 

likely mostly because she fed herself off his body‟s energy… but he knew nonetheless that was a 

good part of the reason. Celestial, after all, was no demon… she was something far more 

powerful and far more terrible all at the same time. 

The wife of Narrius on the mortal plane, she had died at his hands, killed in front of her 

own beloved son… but even in Heaven, she had still been in love with Narrius, and had waited 

many long and fruitless years for him before she‟d given up on ever seeing him again, and she 

had left the divine plane to fall all the way to the Unworld: the dark place where all things went 

at the end of the road, where even the most willful of souls were broken down into energy, 

completing the cycle of life and death. Even there, however, her spirit had lingered long past the 

time it should have been destroyed… until fragments of Narrius had floated down through the 

Unworld, and she had greedily gobbled up his energy and chased after whatever other bits of her 

husband she could find. 

In the end, Celestial had become a Broken: a being godlike in power, yet tragic in 

creation. Her personality was half her own, but half that of the beast that had called itself Ifret 

Narrius, and her strength was unmatched even by Sin. Zerrex was always saddened by her plight 

when he saw her… but she scared him as well. If he ever did the wrong thing, treated her the 

wrong way… it might very well spell his own demise, after all. 

But for now, she seemed happy enough just to see him, and she laughed when he spun 

her around before gently settling her down. Then she kissed him softly, and Zerrex kissed her 

quietly in return… his mother, after all, had been his first. It was another long story, however, 

and Zerrex‟s mind was already reeling with memories… and he could only look at her quietly for 

a few long moments before she took his face between her hands and said tenderly: “My 

wonderful little boy… I‟m so very glad to see you. They still don‟t accept me here in Hell, after 

all, so I spend so much time, too much time, alone in the Rift… but I felt your energy today and I 

couldn‟t resist coming out to see you…” 

She paused, then slowly leaned forwards, and Zerrex swallowed thickly as she licked 

slowly up the side of his neck, all the way past his cheek, and she growled softly at him, 

hungrily. “Such energy and such power… and yet you repress it, don‟t you? Of course you do, 

you‟re always so humble… but I‟m sure those children and wives of yours want to feed you 

more, but haven‟t been giving you enough. Then again, I know you resist, too…” She smiled 



slightly, stroking his face gently. “But oh, listen to me going on and on. You know, I hear there‟s 

a party tomorrow… am I invited, to meet all my grandchildren?” 

Celestial tilted her head curiously, and Zerrex opened his mouth as he tried to think of an 

excuse… but she quickly covered it, laughing and shaking her head. “No, no. I know, I know… I 

may scare some of them, and I don‟t want that. Perhaps instead I‟ll have a little party for you 

myself, with all our family…” She looked dreamy, her eyes losing some of their ruby glow. 

“Yes… a little family gathering, for all the adults, in the Rift… you can introduce me properly to 

some of your family, and we‟ll be… all family again… family…”  

She tasted the word, then pushed herself against her son, nuzzling into him slowly as 

Zerrex grasped her arms gently, breathing softly as he lowered his head… and then she pulled 

away, laughing quietly as she gazed at him with a grin. “But come and see me soon, Zerrex, and 

we‟ll talk more on it… before you leave Hell, in any case.” A pause, then she halted and slid 

forwards again, whispering softly: “One more kiss, a goodbye kiss, for Mommy…” 

Zerrex nodded, unable to take his eyes off her… and then they slid closed as he met her 

muzzle in another kiss, their tongues dancing slowly and gently, their mouths working first 

almost hesitantly, before it became more passionate… and Celestial murred softly into her son‟s 

mouth as one of his hands rubbed slowly down her side, the other grasping lightly into her 

shoulder. Her own grasped into his hips, and she ground her body forwards for a moment before 

she pulled away, and Zerrex‟s breath sharpened as he chased her for a moment… but she only 

laughed quietly before vanishing, and the reptile blinked stupidly a few times as he looked back 

and forth, feeling awkwardly aroused even as a chill passed through his body. Then he closed his 

eyes and clenched his hands into fists, shaking his head slowly as he murmured: “Goodbye… 

mother…” Please… stay gone. Much as I love you… stay gone. You‟re poisonous. 

He shivered a bit as he sat down against the well, looking down at his game player… but 

suddenly he didn‟t feel like any video games, as he tucked it carefully into his pocket and instead 

simply sat, getting his breathing under control as he balled his hands together in his lap. He‟d 

forgotten that things could get complicated, even while down here on Hell… but perhaps that 

was because the few days he‟d spent on the mortal plane had been so different from the usual life 

he‟d lived for the last ten million years, that everything had seemed exotic and strange. And yet 

within a day… I felt comfortable up there. 

He shook his head slowly, not wanting his mind to sink into a deluge of complex 

thoughts… and instead, he grimaced a bit as he looked up, rolling his shoulders slowly and doing 

his best to relax. After all, he had a party coming up that apparently Cherry had gone through the 

trouble of planning for him, and he felt he should at least try and enjoy it a little bit… and the 

reptile smiled a bit to himself as he leaned back against the well, murmuring softly: “It‟s not like 

I can honestly say it‟s not something I‟d enjoy, after all… I mean, the only time I‟d get to really 

see my family was in the Cuddle Room at the big Palace.” 

The reptile smiled amusedly at this: the Cuddle Room, as he affectionately called it, was 

really the only reason he‟d even consented to buying the „big Palace,‟ as he lazily called it. 

Despite the fact that most monarchs – even lesser monarchs – in Hell usually owned a variety of 

properties, Zerrex always argued that he was perfectly happy with just the Ravenlight Estate… 

that in fact, it was far more than he wanted, which was very true. He held onto it mostly because 

it had once belonged to Sin‟s siblings Azazel and Astaroth… but instead of keeping the entire 

estate to himself, he had sectioned parts of the ridiculously-enormous, further-magically-

enlarged mansion off, allotting different rooms to different family members. 



It was far more than enough, since he didn‟t exactly have many family members visit 

here all that often: the Cuddle Room was far better for that. It was an immense room at the Castle 

of the Hundred Golden Arches, magically enlarged and carefully structured to best suit the 

comforts and pleasures of a large group. Zerrex thought the castle itself was pretty goddamn 

dreary… but the Cuddle Room was one hell of a wonderful place. 

One entire wall was a half-dome of glass, while the rest of the walls were made of 

beautiful marble, with all variety of artworks painted over it. The room itself was circular, with 

three indistinct levels: there was only a single step between each, making it seem like there was 

only one solid purple-stone floor. From one marble wall fell a synthetic waterfall, which poured 

into a bubbling pool… and from this pool ran a river that curved back and forth from one small 

heated pool to the next along one wall, until it came to a halt at a deeper, larger pool that sat 

against the glass wall. 

It was a beautiful setup… and the circular room was literally more than three hundred 

feet in diameter, with a height of over a hundred and fifty feet at the center. And all over the 

room were stacks of differently-colored pillows and various-patterned blankets, adding to the 

comfort level of the Cuddle Room… and Zerrex had to admit, the fact that at some point or 

another, someone had installed an enormous throne that would comfortably seat him when he 

was at full demon size didn‟t hurt either. Then again, usually I‟d just lay down on the mattress 

they put underneath it at the size I am now…   

The reptile smiled a bit to himself at the thought, and then he glanced up curiously as a 

portal opened, and Lily stepped through with their eldest daughter, Desire. Lily was dressed in 

her formal robes, tall, gemstone-incrusted tiara, and the silver formal armor she wore overtop the 

robes that had little actual combat value, but looked beautiful nonetheless. Lily had that 

expression of amused exasperation on her face only she could make, while Desire was blushing 

and clutching something to her stomach, dressed in far-less formal simple cloth wraps that went 

around her bust and her groin, with a white and gold-edged loincloth hanging down to her knees. 

Desire bore a great semblance to her mother, except unlike Lily, her true body really was 

that of a golden-scaled Drakkaren. She was lither and shorter, with a toned, smooth stomach, and 

her eyes were the emerald of her father‟s. In the mortal realm, she could easily pass as a young, 

exceptionally-beautiful mortal girl… but in reality, Desire was not sixteen, but many millions of 

years old, and when she took on her full „Expression‟ body, she was truly terrifying to behold. 

But that didn‟t matter to Zerrex; what mattered was that whatever form she was in, 

whether it was this youthful form she favored or her full demonic body, she was sweet and 

innocent, with a very quiet and almost shy personality. She preferred her father‟s company even 

over that of most of her sisters… and in Hell, demons were often raised as if their family was the 

only people they could trust. Then again, Lily and I spent almost all of our time with Desire… 

meek little beautiful girl of mine. And the only thing Lily was more obsessive over than her job 

was her children… “How‟d you find me?” 

“We felt a disturbance… Mom was heading the council meeting, but when one of the 

Monarchs said he had to attend to some business and left, she decided to leave herself and… 

have a word with him.” Desire smiled a bit, gazing up at her mother affectionately. “But she 

stopped by to let me know first and see you…” 

“Not just „cause I missed you, either, you jerk.” Lily said softly, punching Zerrex gently 

in the shoulder as he stood, and he laughed before he hugged both of them tightly, Lily 

squeezing him firmly around the neck as Desire pushed her head against his chest with a content 

sigh. Then she shook her head slowly, stepping back with a look of soft amusement as she 



continued embarrassedly: “Now, I know I‟ve asked you this before, but… how exactly am I 

supposed to keep them in order when they won‟t listen to me?” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes at this, and then he patted Desire on the shoulder, asking her with a 

smile: “How do we keep the uncivil civil leaders in order, daughter?” 

“We enforce civil penalties, or in the worst case scenario, make a clear show of power, 

either personal or imperial.” Desire answered immediately, and she blushed when Zerrex nodded 

and Lily rubbed at her forehead slowly. “It means, Mom, that you should either fine them, 

threaten them with prison time – following out that threat if they do continue to disobey you – or 

demonstrate the kinds of power you have by taking away their privileges or scaring them.” 

Lily made a face, rubbing at her head slowly before she said dumbly: “Zerrex, I‟m no 

good at that. I don‟t like to be mean, just because I have the power to… they need to learn, like 

you say yourself, and settle their arguments verbally...” 

“And we‟re getting there.” Zerrex said soothingly, reaching out to rub Lily‟s arms slowly, 

and she looked awkwardly down, looking a bit upset with herself. The Drakkaren guessed it had 

been a long day for her, though… especially since Lily liked to work countless hours before 

taking a break for only one or two days. “Look at how many of the monarchs will put up with 

your long-winded speeches now, and now most of them pay attention instead of sleeping. But 

there will always be the bad apples who need patience and tolerance, but also a firm hand that‟s 

not going to be lenient with all of their antics.” 

“This is why you‟re good at the job. You‟re a real asshole sometimes.” Lily muttered, but 

she was smiling up at him nonetheless as Zerrex sighed and rolled his eyes, looking at her with 

dry entertainment before he glanced down curiously as Desire nudged him and held up the object 

she was carrying: a large, green and black-spotted egg, and Zerrex blinked at this. Lily‟s 

abjectness turned to amusement as she patted her daughter on the shoulder. “Well, go on, take it. 

Desire worked for a long time to find this for you. She wanted to wait until tomorrow, but… it 

seems that it‟ll have to be today.” 

The Drakkaren looked confused as he took the egg, tilting it back and forth curiously. It 

was warm – okay, more like hot – in his hands, and he frowned a bit before staring as the top of 

the oval egg cracked. More spread through it, and Zerrex stared before the top of the egg simply 

shattered, bits and pieces of it falling down around his hands as a small head waved back and 

forth through the air before peering up at him owlishly, and Zerrex looked awkwardly back down 

at the little creature. 

It was a miniature dragon, with a long neck and black scales… and it gave a sound that 

was more squeak than anything else as it looked up at him with big, round dull-red eyes. Zerrex 

looked back, and he cleared his throat after a moment before the little dragon sat up on its 

haunches, half-spreading wings that were bony and too thin, the webbing between them still 

transparent as it yawned cutely, a long pink tongue stretching out for a moment before it closed 

its jaws and squeaked again. 

“It‟s so adorable!” Desire gushed, and Lily giggled a bit behind a hand as Zerrex 

mumbled something before he winced as the little dragon leaned forwards, digging its tiny claws 

against his scales as it scrambled up his body: it was perhaps just under two feet long and four 

inches tall at the shoulder, and it settled happily around his shoulders as it stretched its wings 

again, mewling and then chewing at his hair curiously. “Ooh, it must be hungry! Daddy, you 

better feed it… oh, right, you don‟t even know what it is!” 

“I know it seems to like my hair.” Zerrex said flatly, as the little dragon contentedly 

continued to chew at his hair, and the reptile reached up, gently trying to nudge it away. It 



squeaked, then it turned its attention to his fingers, gnawing lightly on them with tiny teeth that 

were just pushing through its gums, and then it crawled its way up onto the Drakkaren‟s head as 

Lily and Desire both covered their muzzles, giggling. “Why the hell did you buy this thing for 

me?” 

“Oh, come on, we both know you like it.” Desire said brightly, and Zerrex made a face 

before he was unable to stop a smile as the tiny dragon dropped its head to look at him inversely, 

squeaking, before Zerrex flailed as it ran down his muzzle. He dropped the egg, and the sound of 

it cracking as it hit the ground made the little dragon jump, but the Drakkaren caught it the 

moment it toppled off him and the little beast purred, immediately curling up in one of the 

reptile‟s strong arms. “But that, Daddy, is a pseudodragon. It‟s created by breeding toy dragons 

together… they‟re very rare, but they‟re said to have very powerful magical abilities, and they 

attune themselves to their masters. Of course, they‟re intelligent, so they only accept certain 

people as masters, but…” Desire coughed and looked away innocently with a grin as the little 

dragon cheerfully gnawed on Zerrex‟s hair before it purred happily and snuggled into Zerrex‟s 

chest. “I think it likes you plenty, Daddy.” 

“I hate you two.” Zerrex said sourly, and Lily and Desire both laughed before the 

Drakkaren glanced down, scratching the tiny dragon beneath the chin to elect a pleased squeak 

from it. He paused, then looked curiously over at his daughter, asking softly: “So does it eat, 

then? And how fast does it mature?” 

Desire laughed softly, then Lily cleared her throat politely and interjected: “Much as I 

don‟t want to ruin this moment, I have to go and deal with some… unpleasantness. I‟ll see you 

tonight, though, Zerrex… I‟ll meet you at the Ravenlight Estate, alright?” 

“Alright, Lily… and thank you.” Zerrex nodded to her, and she smiled softly at him 

before kissing her fingers and gently tapping his forehead.  The reptile laughed a bit, then he 

watched as she portalled out… but Desire stayed, looking up at him bashfully, and Zerrex tilted 

his head as he asked softly: “So you have the answers to my questions?” 

“You know how much I enjoyed hanging out at the stables and with the breeders… they 

taught me all kinds of things, Daddy.” Desire responded softly, nodding a bit and smiling up at 

him lovingly, before she reached a finger out to gently stroke over the pseudodragon‟s features. 

It purred at the attention, then licked her finger, and Desire giggled a bit. “But well… it needs to 

be fed for the first few days of its life, and you need to keep a litterbox for it inside until its body 

develops to full maturity. Then, like all our breeds of Hell dragon, it will cease to produce waste. 

It eats almost anything, but I hear that they‟re most fond of beef, from the… cow? Cows are 

beef, right?” 

Zerrex nodded, looking softly amused before he smiled as the pseudodragon nuzzled 

gently into his neck, and then he tilted his head curiously as he looked down at the small 

creature, as it squeaked up at him a few times. “It seems very friendly and very intelligent 

already… as a magical creature, it must mature rapidly, right?” 

“Sometimes as soon as within a week… it all depends on how well it‟s taken care of.” 

Desire said softly, then she walked over to Zerrex‟s other side and clung to his arm, pressing 

herself against him and smiling brightly up at him. “I think yours will mature quite quickly, 

Daddy… he‟s clung onto you already, after all, just like all of us seem to.” 

“Not everyone.” Zerrex said mildly, then he winced when Desire smacked his bicep 

firmly with a fist. “What? But hey, why don‟t we head back to the Estate, since no one‟s trying 

to make me work today. We can feed this poor little bugger and see if anyone‟s around… maybe 

your sister Cypress is looking for some company.” 



Desire smiled up at him and nodded as she created a portal large enough for them to pass 

through, and although the dragon gave a hesitant growl at first, with a gentle squeeze, it seemed 

to nod and it curled up comfortably in his arm as they walked through the portal. They emerged a 

moment later into the enormous entrance hall of the Ravenlight Estate, the Drakkaren looking up 

towards the high ceiling, then he kissed Desire‟s forehead softly. “Why do I put up with this 

gratuitousness?” 

“Because you secretly like all of it.” Desire replied with a slight smile, gesturing at the 

enormous suits of armor standing silent sentinel against the support pillars at the sides of the hall, 

spaced evenly between various works of art. Zerrex made a face as he looked up at the golden 

chandeliers hanging from the ceiling, then another at the red-carpeted floor beneath his feet, and 

Desire sighed and rolled her eyes in exaggerated exasperation as she said: “I know, I know, 

remind you to have it all torn down tomorrow. But you‟ve been saying that for the last nine 

million years, Daddy, and I wish I was exaggerating.” 

The reptile huffed, then Desire patted him on the shoulder before she leaned up to kiss his 

cheek lovingly, saying softly: “Let‟s set him up in your room so he can be close to you, Daddy. 

I‟ll go get a serviceable litterbox and some blankets and food. I‟m sure he‟d like that.” 

“As long as he doesn‟t smell too much.” Zerrex said mildly, and then he winced when the 

pseudodragon growled and nipped his cheek. The reptile glared at it, and it glared back before 

Zerrex sighed, and it licked his cheek sloppily as the demon muttered to himself and walked 

towards the staircase at the back of the hall, Desire already gone off on her self-appointed 

mission. “Everyone around here‟s a power freak. And what the hell am I going to call you, 

anyway, tiny? Maybe something ironic, like Titan. What do you think, any suggestions?” 

The tiny creature just looked up at him curiously, and then it looked slowly around, 

seemingly awed by the change of scenery. As Zerrex reached the top of the stairs and the hall 

leading to his room, he figured he was probably safe… and then he winced as Selena stepped 

through a portal behind him, and Cherry a portal ahead of him. 

He looked back and forth stupidly, caught between the two females, who were both 

bruised, bleeding here and there, and looked furious… and Selena adjusted her ripped leathers to 

try and cover up an exposed breast as Cherry brushed herself off, mumbling something about 

magic. She wasn‟t nearly as scuffed-up as Selena, but she did have a nasty cut in her side she 

was still bleeding from, and her own whip had been tightly tied around her body… likely causing 

her pain every time she moved. 

Zerrex coughed as they both turned glares to him… and then he held up his dragon above 

his head, and it looked curiously from one demoness to the other as he said plainly: “Look what 

Desire gave me.” 

“It‟s a pseudodragon!” Selena stared at it in wonderment, covering her mouth with both 

hands, and Cherry gaped at the thing before she snorted in amusement as both it and Zerrex gave 

her an almost identical look. And just like that, the situation was defused… at least for the 

moment, anyway. It made Zerrex smile in amusement as both of the females walked up to him 

and looked curiously down at the hatchling, as it curled up against the Drakkaren‟s chest and 

squeaked as it looked from one to the other nervously… and then Selena finally said softly: 

“Amazing. These are very rare indeed… you only find one every few millennia. Desire must 

have paid a fortune for it.” 

“That‟s Desire, always tryin‟ to show us bitches up.” Cherry said morbidly, and Selena 

grunted agreeably, before she glanced up and blushed a bit as Cherry jangled the chain whip 



wrapped around her, adding flatly: “By the way, care to remove the binding you put on this 

thing? It‟s uh. Chafing. Just a little bit.” 

“Aw, shit, I‟m sorry Cherry. I guess I have a bit of a temper.” Selena said grudgingly, 

reaching out and touching the chain, and it glowed purple for a few moments before fading out, 

and the chain whip slipped free from Cherry‟s body to clank around her feet. Cherry rubbed at 

the marks it left on her body, and then Selena mumbled to herself before finally offering: “You 

know, if you want, I could heal you…” 

“And what, do more damage to me than you did when you were trying to kill me?” 

Cherry asked stupidly before she could stop herself, and Selena glared at her before lunging 

towards the female and throttling her, Cherry gargling and flailing her arms wildly as the furious 

demoness jerked her head back and forth by the neck. Zerrex sighed, then carefully walked 

around the two, heading for his room and ignoring the loud crash and a yelp of pain from Selena 

as Cherry cackled. 

Zerrex pushed through the door and into his room, closing it to muffle most of the sounds 

outside: the soundproofing throughout the building was one of the bonuses Zerrex really did 

enjoy about the building. He gently set the pseudodragon down on the bed, then he dropped onto 

his knees, elbows resting on the mattress as he looked at it curiously, and it looked back at him 

before looking down as it padded lightly around on the blanket, testing its claws and feet against 

the bed with a curious squeak. “So what exactly am I going to call you… Dino? Fido? Mr. 

Dragon?” 

It snorted at the last name, then paused before burping loudly as it released a small gout 

of flame that burst over the reptile‟s muzzle. He flailed his arms in more surprise then pain, then 

fell awkwardly on his back with a loud grunt, rubbing at his head slowly and glowering up at the 

pseudodragon as it stuck its head over the edge of the bed to squeak down at him. “Maybe I 

should call you Dork?” 

It huffed at him, then leapt forwards and fluttered its little wings weakly: nowhere near 

enough to fly, but more than enough to carry itself forwards so it landed on Zerrex‟s head. It 

turned itself around several times, clawing at his head lightly, and the reptile winced a few times 

before he reached up to grasp it lightly and pull it free, but it squeaked in protest and clung 

harder into his scalp. The reptile sighed after a few tries, then he muttered to himself and crossed 

his arms, saying darkly: “You know, you won‟t be able to get away with this forever.” 

Its long tail slapped lightly against the back of his head in response, and then it curled up 

securely on top of the Drakkaren‟s head, purring a bit to itself. Zerrex rolled his eyes, but he 

smiled a bit despite himself as he stood up and sat on the bed, listening absently to the sounds of 

battle outside before he said thoughtfully: “Maybe I should call you something simple. Then 

again, I don‟t even know what sex you are.” 

He glanced up as the door to the room opened, and Desire pushed into his room with a 

deep tray filled with what Zerrex guessed was litter and a blanket over one arm, and a plate in 

her other hand with an assortment of food. She put down the tray, then glanced up at Zerrex with 

a slight smile as she set up the blanket in a corner of the room and put the plate down on the bed. 

“It‟s a male… and so you know, Cherry and Selena are still fighting out there, and I‟m a little 

worried Cherry‟s going to choke Selena to death with her whip.” 

“Let them work it out one way or the other, they‟ll settle down eventually.” Zerrex said 

mildly, waving a hand before he looked at the dragon as it hopped off his skull, watching as it 

sniffed warily around the plate of food. The reptile smiled slightly, then he picked up a piece of 

meat off the plate from the variety of small snacks Desire had made, tossing one to the 



pseudodragon. It caught it and gobbled it down greedily, almost choking itself on the cube of 

meat, and the reptile snorted in amusement and rolled his eyes. “Don‟t eat like me, now… ugh, I 

still can‟t think of a name, Desire. It‟s not like with you… you know, when Lily and I first saw 

your beautiful face, we both agreed on your name right away… well, the first name, at least.” 

The golden-scaled lizard smiled lovingly up at him, taking one of his large hands gently 

in both of her own as she murmured softly: “Desire Emana Pal Vrias Celest Narrius. Or, as you 

taught me in the mortal tongue, Desire Narrius, the Beauty of the Lost Celestial Sky. You were 

too kind to name me after your lost mother, Zerrex Ravenlight Narrius, High King of Hell, my 

mighty and honored Father.” 

“Your mother insisted on mixing both demonic and mortal names together.” Zerrex said 

softly, then he smiled slightly as he squeezed her hand gently and pulled her up under the chin 

with his other hand to kiss her forehead softly. She smiled brightly, then leaned up a bit further to 

kiss his lips, sharing the soft, gentle affection with her father for a few long moments before he 

added with a slight smile: “I‟ve always been glad for it, too, I have to say.” 

The two gazed at each other softly, and then the pseudodragon snatched another cube of 

meat off the tray before scrambling up on top of Zerrex‟s head, and it chewed contentedly there, 

Desire laughing as Zerrex rolled his eyes in amusement. “Maybe I should call you Fatty. You 

certainly seem to be scarfing that food down fast enough, after all… or well… okay, okay, 

nothing so ridiculous.” He huffed as the dragon clawed lightly at his scalp and squawked at him. 

“If you‟re so smart, help me out then. Do you like names like Jimmy, or names like… Acorn?” 

The dragon didn‟t reply, it only shook its tail back and forth a few times as it settled itself 

on the reptile‟s head, and Desire shook her head in entertainment before Zerrex finally said 

thoughtfully: “I think I‟ll call you Sammy. I‟m sure I‟ll think of something better and awesomer 

soon, but Sammy can be your first first name… although I don‟t think you‟ll get a second first 

name, we‟ll just stick with the first first name, at least at first.” 

Even Desire looked confused by this, and usually she at least managed to understand the 

Drakkaren‟s weird logic. The dragon, however, leapt off Zerrex‟s skull as the reptile laid back on 

the bed, and it settled comfortably into his lap as he kicked his boots off. Desire rolled her eyes 

in entertainment, moving the food tray over to the table and coming back with two chocolates 

and a cube of beef in one hand, and she lovingly fed one of the chocolates to Zerrex before 

giving his pseudodragon the meat cube, and popping the last candy into her own mouth with a 

smile and a look of pleasure on her features: chocolate, after all, was considered a delicacy in 

Hell. 

They rested comfortably together, the little dragon purring a bit as Zerrex absently 

stroked down the back of its neck, and it sighed contentedly as Desire cuddled herself up against 

her father‟s chest with a bright smile, looking up at him adoringly. The Drakkaren gazed back 

down at her with soft entertainment, enjoying the way their relationship worked: after all, in 

Hell, it wasn‟t entirely uncommon for children to become competitive to the point of being 

murderous with their parents. 

But Zerrex felt he was lucky: almost all of his children had turned out well, even if a few 

of them had also been born Terrors. Sin and Zerrex hadn‟t realized that she had still been 

hardwired so that it would still produce Terrors, as it had when Mephistopheles had first taken 

her as his property and breeding queen. The gruesome experiments he had done on her body, 

although they left no outside mark, were still working her insides… and Sin had been forced to 

imprison some of her own children in pocket dimensions and Abyssal dungeons until they 

learned to control themselves and their abilities… Zerrex could only think of one child he‟d had 



that had wound up being truly evil, after all, but no one dared to mention his name around either 

himself or Sin; not because they feared anger, but because of the sorrow it always brought them 

both. 

Zerrex knew he was lucky, luckier than any former monarch, perhaps… but he also 

thought it was because of the way he‟d chosen to raise his children. With only a few of them 

being born within a few years of each other, he was able to devote great amounts of attention to 

them while they were young, and he never shirked at sharing his own experiences and stories 

with them. Demons matured quickly, and in Hell, there was no point in censoring his life with 

the excuse that they wouldn‟t understand… whether they did or not, a lesson learned was a 

lesson learned.  

The reptile thought quietly about his kids, and then he looked down at Desire, knowing 

she wouldn‟t lie to him as he asked softly: “How‟s Driz doing? Is he going to come to the party 

tomorrow?” 

Desire hesitated… and Zerrex smiled faintly, knowing what that meant even before she 

said quietly: “He says he‟s too busy… me and Cypress talked to him about it a few times, but he 

finally got angry and said he… really just doesn‟t want to see you. I think… I think maybe it 

might help if you go and see him.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly… then he stroked the pseudodragon gently before he picked it up 

and put it on one of the pillows at the head of the bed, and it looked at him sleepily for a moment 

before yawning and going back to sleep. He shook his head with a soft laugh, then the Drakkaren 

stood up and rubbed quietly at his forearm as Desire curled up a bit on the bed, gazing up at him 

softly. “Good idea… I think you might just be on to something there. Keep an eye on Sammy for 

me while I‟m gone?” 

Desire nodded a few times, then, as Zerrex created a portal, she added: “Don‟t be scared 

of him, Daddy… and don‟t be scared of hurting him, either. Despite how much he acts like he 

doesn‟t like you, I think maybe standing up to him might just do the trick.” 

“Thanks for the advice, Desire. I‟ll keep it in mind.” Zerrex said softly, then he stepped 

through the portal and emerged into a bright white room that was small and spherical, the roof 

only twenty feet or so above Zerrex‟s head and a large chair floating in the rough middle of the 

room. Several large white cylinders were floating around this, filled with a strange yellow 

lightning and a handful of strange black dots that seemed to act as conductors, and the reptile 

looked back and forth curiously. He couldn‟t see Driz anyway… and then he noticed that one of 

the circular doors leading to one of the secondary power control stations was standing open, and 

the reptile walked over to this before awkwardly scrambling up the wall, grunting as he hauled 

himself into a long white wall with rounded walls and floors. “I wish I had antigravity powers… 

or that there were at least ladders in this sci-fi space station.” 

“Go away.” A rough voice shouted irritably, and Zerrex paused for a moment, hesitation 

as he idly played with the three rings he wore. A bit of fear went through him, and then he 

cleared his throat and continued forwards as he took a deep breath, emerging into a tall room 

shaped like a cylinder. It was only five or so feet in diameter, but it was at least forty feet tall, 

and in the center of the room was a huge white pillar with a glowing purple core: it hung from 

the ceiling by several steel supports, and around it Driz floated upside down. He cast a single 

disparaging glance down at his father, then he grit his teeth, already looking angry: of course, 

that was a slight improvement from how he used to act. “Oh great, it‟s you. Pissed off I didn‟t 

get you an exotic gift like the rest of the family?” 



Zerrex gazed at his son quietly: he was a very powerful, very particular demon made 

entirely of dark energy, black lightning flickering around his body. He looked thin and toned, 

and his teeth seemed solid, even though they were bright ivory, like his glowing eyes and the 

four long, thick tendrils of „hair‟ that floated from his head and down around his back. The 

ability to control energy was a trait inherited from his father… but unlike Zerrex, he could only 

control negative energies, and yet to a point where he could make contact with other people 

without hurting them, even though his appearance was obviously unsettling. 

Driz flipped his body through the air, then floated lazily down to the ground, his hair 

swirling around him and his eyes glowing as he looked coldly at his father. He landed after a 

moment, glaring down at him from his ten feet of height, and then he spat at Zerrex‟s shoeless 

feet, asking darkly: “What, you expect me to lick them or something?” 

“You know I never treated you that badly.” the Drakkaren replied in a quiet but firm 

voice, and then he continued: “Look, Driz, you were my first son and…” 

He broke off as Driz snorted and crossed his arms, looking away in disgust, and the 

Drakkaren realized he was going into the same old speeches: excuses, more or less, for his own 

behavior, and patronizing. He‟d never treated his daughters like that… and then Zerrex finally 

sighed and bit his tongue as Driz floated up towards the energy core again. He watched for a 

little while instead, as Driz touched the core here and there to send a charge of his dark energies 

into it, causing the purple power rod inside to glow stronger and adjusting the energy the core 

radiated. With Zerrex‟s plans, Driz was more than simply a cog in his great opus to power all of 

Hell without the need of crystallized demons or trapped and bound Terrors, constantly sucking 

out their life force to supply all of Hell with energy… Driz was the only person at the moment 

who could adjust and control the main generators and control rods such as these, which not only 

controlled the output from the power generation stations, but also controlled exactly where that 

energy went and how it was spread out throughout the urban and rural areas of all of Hell. 

Driz really only needed to adjust the rods every few hundred years, as the magic that had 

formed them also helped regulate them… but Driz was fanatic when it came to his work, 

although Zerrex thought that going from generator station to generator station and keeping them 

all perfectly in line was less because of obsession or compulsion and more because it helped get 

his mind off things. Finally, Zerrex looked down, then back up and he said softly: “Driz… I… 

Raven Narrius.” That earned the reptile a surprised look, since Zerrex so rarely used Driz‟s real 

name instead of the nickname he‟d picked up: Driz, after all, meant „Shadow‟ in common 

demonic slang. “I never told you the reason why I treated you so… so goddamn distantly, did I?” 

Driz dropped down to land quietly in front of Zerrex, looking evenly into his eyes with 

his own solid-white ones, and he said finally, sounding almost hesitant: “No, you never did. But 

don‟t think anything you could say would ever excuse the way you made me feel, Zerrex. You 

ignored me. You kept me always at an arm‟s length, never even treated me like a child until it 

was too goddamn late for it to mean much of anything… and you‟ve always favored all your 

precious daughters over me, especially the ones that wanted to have sex with you.” 

“Well, I am half-Lust.” Zerrex smiled a bit, but Driz only looked at him distastefully. It 

made the reptile roll his eyes before he sighed and rubbed a hand through his hair, clearing his 

throat again and mumbling a bit, then he finally looked up and said quietly: “Driz… you know 

all about Narrius. You know that I took the Throne because I fought off a Calamity that no one 

else ever faced. But what I never told you is… Driz, that Calamity was named Crow, and it was 

my first son.” 



Driz snarled at this, saying disgustedly: “So you lied to me about me being your first son, 

that was never-” 

“I never rose him. I never knew about him. He was born from Celestial, after she… 

tricked me.” Zerrex looked away shamefully, but Driz only continued to look at him with 

disgust. “I do deserve your hatred in some ways, because I did treat you like crap, and I have lied 

to you… and that was dishonorable, too, which I am… doubly-ashamed of. And your form… 

you look very similar to Crow. And… I was scared of you. I was scared that you would turn out 

like him.” Zerrex looked up at him quietly, feeling vulnerable and sorrowful before he looked 

down and murmured: “It was hard to kill Crow, and I was scared you‟d turn out like he did, 

because… the evil might be in my DNA, not any fault of yours. 

“Even more, I was scared I‟d be a failure as a father to a son… which… ironically, that 

fear made me.” Zerrex laughed dryly, shaking his head slowly. “I have failed you, Driz, and I 

don‟t deserve another chance. But I want one anyway… goddammit, I never did understand what 

it… this… would feel like until I finally did. You might not believe me, but… I did, I do love 

you. I have always cared for you, and you have always been one of my favorites. Look at you, 

doing work for the benefit of Hell, throwing yourself into this cause created by me, who you 

probably hate more than anyone else in this miserable world, and… and I‟m out of gas.” Zerrex 

slumped a bit, rubbing slowly at his head as he looked quietly up at Driz. “I‟m sorry. That‟s all I 

know to say anymore, it‟s that… I‟m sorry.” 

The demon looked back down at him, looking furious… and then he closed his eyes and 

turned away, pressing his hands against the white walls and dropping his head forwards. Zerrex 

looked at his back, then he hesitantly reached a hand forwards to grasp his shoulder… and when 

Driz shoved that off, Zerrex grabbed him and spun him around, the male looking shocked before 

Zerrex seized him in a hug, squeezing himself against the male‟s body as he said roughly: “I do 

love you. Fuck, I do care about you, Raven, you are my son, and I have never been disappointed 

in you. I‟ve always hated and been disappointed far more in myself than in you, Driz… I wish I 

could say you reminded me of me but… the way you‟ve acted, the path you‟ve taken in life, is 

far more constructive than the path I took in my life, and I was a mortal then… not a demon who 

was encouraged, if anything, to be wicked.” 

Zerrex held on to Driz for a few more moments as the male stood there… and then he 

finally cleared his throat and stepped away, rubbing at his eyes as he muttered: “Sorry. And I 

don‟t care if it makes you hate me more, you ever tell anyone about this, I‟ll punch your stupid 

face in.” 

Driz snorted, then he covered his mouth and looked awkwardly away, mumbling to 

himself. The two stood in silence for a few moments, then he finally said in a grouchy voice: 

“Get your stupid emotional ass out of here and… and I might think about showing up at the party 

tomorrow. Don‟t expect me to bring a present though, especially since I know I‟m probably the 

last stop on your list of misfit sons.” 

“No, you were my first and only stop… but now that you mention it, I think I‟ll go and 

check on my other kids, too, and see how they‟re doing. It‟s been a good while.” Zerrex said 

softly, glancing away, and Driz nodded with a grunt before he hesitantly reached out and patted 

the reptile on the shoulder. The Drakkaren smiled at him, and Driz grunted and leapt into the air, 

floating up to go back to work on the pillar. The reptile hesitated a moment to look up at him… 

and then he finally opened a portal and stepped through it to end up in what looked like an 

empty, circular dirt lot surrounded by undeveloped, wild fields. 



He looked back and forth, clearing his throat and rubbing at his eyes again as he 

composed himself, and then he walked towards the center of the field before kneeling down and 

pressing his hands gently into it, concentrating. After a few moments, a circle of demonic runes 

appeared, following the curve of the circle, and then they spiraled slowly inwards until they 

formed a solid circular metal covering in the exact center of the field. 

The reptile reached down and gently grasped this by the pair of handles inset into the 

runic covering, and he hefted this lightly with a grunt, putting it aside and leaping down into the 

empty shaft behind. He freefell through the air for a few moments, then landed quietly on the 

enchanted floor at the bottom of the shaft, the strange-textured ground morphing itself to match 

his landing and soften it before returning to its normal shape, and Zerrex stepped out of the 

square, empty shaft and into the circular room beyond, which was filled with all manner of 

glowing runes and several specially-shaped crystals. 

Most of it, however, was taken up by a gigantic demon: it was trapped by massive, heavy 

chains that were glowing with purple ruins tattooed over the entire length of each restraint, and it 

wore a heavy collar and shackles over its wrists and legs, with only a dirty, torn and ancient 

loincloth hanging loosely around its waist. Much of its body rested in a large indent in the 

rounded walls, the surfaces here not cement, but instead some sort of heavy brown stone that the 

ends of the chains had been somehow melted into, but it was so gargantuan that its leaning-

forwards pose on its knees made it seem to take up over half of the circular room. 

It looked up in surprise at Zerrex‟s footsteps, then it roared furiously and leaned forwards 

with a snarl, foaming at the mouth: it seemed half minotaur and half-dragon, its body covered in 

scales and form reptilian, with a thick tail trapped and chained between its legs… but the 

moment its black eyes settled on the Drakkaren, it suddenly calmed, snorting from its nostrils as 

its bull-like features smoothed out, looking handsome but also childish. It breathed softly as 

Zerrex approached, not cautiously, but quietly and calmly, reaching up a hand to gently stroke 

down the massive muzzle between its eyes, its brown-scaled body flexing, huge muscles bulging 

against scale as it tried to make itself more comfortable even as it lowered itself with a quiet 

whine and a whisper of: “F-Father…” 

“Hello, Atlas… my son who carries the weight of Hell on his shoulders.” Zerrex 

murmured softly, then he closed his eyes and stepped forwards to hug him gently around his 

thick neck, which by itself was easily wider than Zerrex‟s not-unimpressive form. Atlas smiled, 

revealing vicious, yellowed teeth, and then he whined softly again as his shackles jangled, trying 

to hug his father back but unable to.  Zerrex felt his odd, tangled mane of thick fur brushing 

gently against him as one of his gigantic, bull-like horns brushed against the reptile‟s skull, and 

then he sighed softly as he held on for a moment longer before he stepped back, gazing at him 

quietly, taking in the details of his body, from the thick, dirty-yellow fur that surrounded his 

wrists, his waist, and his ankles, to the small cuts in his body and the dried blood on both his 

form and the floor… and  he said softly, as he stepped back: “You‟ve tried to escape again, huh? 

It looks like you‟ve been in pain, though, and not just from your muscles.” 

“Bad Ugly made hurt things drain more… Mommy and Gold Mommy fix it, though, and 

hurt Bad Ugly lots for doing it.” Atlas nodded a few times, and Zerrex snorted in disgust, 

knowing who and what he was talking about. That son of a bitch… if I catch him around Hell, 

I‟ll beat his face in… this entire system was designed to hurt Atlas as little as possible while 

keeping him and Hell safe, and permitting him to contribute to Hell‟s safe running. 

Atlas was a Terror born of Sin and Zerrex: he was not very intelligent, but he possessed 

not only insane physical strength and the ability to increase both his size and power, but also 



complete control over the Earth, able to cause earthquakes with but a single stomp of his hoof 

and turn gorges into gigantic mountains with a raise of his arms. The problem, however, was that 

Atlas could not completely control his powers… and after a particularly-destructive rampage, 

they had finally been forced to imprison Atlas here. 

He was often aware and awake as he was now, but Sin regularly came down to not just 

visit him, but heal his body and cast spells on him that would nullify the pain and atrophy in his 

trapped limbs. Sedating him was nearly impossible, however, because of his intense strength… 

but this was regulated, at least, by the chains. They constantly drained Atlas‟s energy, and yet he 

always produced more… it was why a collar regulating his energy had not worked to allow him 

to control himself, as he had quickly burnt the magical device out. This meant that Atlas actually 

powered most of the Southern Province from the energy drained out of his body by these chains 

and converted into electricity after it was run through the control stations Driz worked in… and 

Zerrex knew it was cruel, but Atlas had told him several times he didn‟t mind… although he 

wasn‟t very smart, Zerrex knew he was certainly intelligent enough to make his own decisions, 

and it made Atlas happy to know that his energy was going towards powering the machines and 

homes of Hell.  

Atlas was no monster, and no failure: the only fault he had was that he was unable to 

control the insane power constantly surging through him and growing in his body. He wasn‟t too 

bright, he was a bit clumsy, and he had always tended to hug a bit too hard… but he was loyal, 

and he was loving, and he cherished his mother and father and all his brothers and sisters. And 

Zerrex renewed his promise to himself as he grasped Atlas‟s huge face between his hands, the 

male whimpering softly. I will use my own powers to find a cure for you, Atlas. I swear it.  

The reptile stepped back after a moment, sitting down on the floor as he looked up at him 

with a faint smile, asking softly: “So how have you felt lately, Atlas? Would you like me to 

loosen your chains a little?” 

“I don‟t know… I worry I do something bad.” Atlas said hesitantly, and Zerrex smiled 

faintly as the enormous demon jangled his chains. “But I no wanna do anything bad…” 

“Then I think we can loosen them at least a little.” Zerrex said softly, and the Drakkaren 

stood up and walked over to the wall, knowing that he was going to get in trouble for this if 

anyone found out but not really caring all the same, as he placed one hand against the wall and 

concentrated, closing his eyes. Over the length of the wall, several symbols glowed while others 

faded out, and then the lengths of chain that fed out of the wall trembled before they glowed and 

slowly lengthened, pushing themselves out of the surfaces they were connected to slowly but 

surely. 

Atlas shrugged after a moment, and then he let out a bit of a sigh of relief as Zerrex 

headed back in front of him, before he squeaked as the giant managed to reach a hand out and 

squeeze him lightly, pulling him close to his body in a sort of hug as the Drakkaren wriggled a 

bit. “Thank you, Father, you nice to me!” 

Zerrex wheezed, then Atlas gently put him down, looking at him affectionately as the 

lizard stumbled in a circle before he fell on his rear heavily, grunting and looking awkwardly up 

at his son as he giggled a bit and carefully adjusted himself with a grunt, gazing down at his 

father with a smile. “You silly, Father.” 

“No problem.” the Drakkaren said after a moment, waving a hand, then he watched for a 

few moments as Atlas flexed and stretched out. It made him smile a bit as the huge male 

obviously relaxed bit-by-bit. The reptile wondered, on the other hand, what they could talk 

about… but Atlas seemed happy enough with just his presence, even in the silence.  



It wasn‟t awkward, Zerrex realized, as Atlas looked shy but also comfortable: but then 

again, he‟d been forced to spend so long without anyone around that it was more than 

understandable, the reptile thought. He looked quietly up at the great beast that was his child, a 

demon that was under most definitions a Terror… but to him, it was only his son, his poor, 

unlucky child. 

Eventually, Zerrex stood with a sigh and gently patted Atlas on the nose, and he 

whimpered a bit as he asked: “Is Daddy leaving now?” 

“I need to visit your other brother… Firenze, you remember him.” Zerrex said quietly, 

and Atlas nodded after a moment with a bit of a smile, looking at his father with soft love and 

affection. “I‟ll come back and visit soon, though, I promise, Atlas. I promise you that… you 

really are important to me, and to your mother, too.” 

“I know, Father… thank you.” Atlas said quietly, and Zerrex nodded to him before he 

reached up and stroked his face gently. The huge creature whimpered a bit, then the Drakkaren 

smiled faintly and stepped forwards, hugging him around the neck as Atlas gingerly hugged him 

back as best he could… and then he stepped quietly back as the gigantic demon stared after him 

with a whine, watching as his father turned away and approached the ladder built into the back of 

the long, square shaft. 

Zerrex climbed up a few paces, looking back despite himself at his son‟s soulful and lost 

eyes… and then he sighed as he continued upwards, hanging his head quietly and closing his 

eyes. The climb was long and monotonous… but it was exactly what the reptile needed to calm 

himself down a bit, hating himself for how he‟d chained him up in there and left him vulnerable 

to the whims of greedy demons like Halpas… an ancient demon Zerrex had killed once before, 

but who had crawled out of the deserts like so many other demons had. 

The Drakkaren, of course, had wanted to kill him again… but if he wanted to maintain 

order, he had to show that no one was above the law, including him. So they‟d put Halpas to trial 

instead, and when he was convicted, thrown him into a Pit of Torment for ten thousand years of 

pain and suffering before putting him through one of Zerrex‟s education programs. Halpas was 

also banned to possess or manipulate any mechanical parts for several million years… and for a 

good while, he‟d behaved himself properly, even during the punishments he‟d been put through. 

But teaching anyone new ways of behaving was a slow process: most people were very 

closed off to the initial ideas of the education programs, and the reptile knew it was more than 

just stubbornness… people didn‟t like to change at all, they preferred to think that the world 

would change to suit them. The programs had been designed with this in mind, so they were 

down-to-earth and calm, focusing on understanding first, then how to change one‟s own 

behaviors later… but there were still plenty of kinks to be worked out. 

Zerrex was no psychology expert, but what he did know, he knew from his own 

experiences: and being one of the most stubborn people in existence, as his family often asserted, 

he felt that looking over his own lifetime and exactly how and why he‟d changed from 

Ravenlight into… whatever the hell he was now, could give him some good insight into how to 

help other people change as well. At the same time, however, he realized that he could only 

change people who were ready and willing to change… and anyone who showed tendencies that 

were too dangerous to themselves or others would have to be locked up in some place or another 

until the time came when they were ready to at least pretend to go through with the experiments. 

The reptile knew that giving people freedom was paramount… but ensuring the safety of others 

came even before that. 



Finally, he emerged from the hole, and the strange light of Hell brought him back to his 

senses as he made a bit of a face before covering the entrance to the dungeon. Either way, he was 

planning to hunt Halpas down and have a word with the rat bastard about what he‟d done to his 

son… demon lord or not, Halpas had to learn he couldn‟t get away with the same stuff he used to 

be able to pull when he was building illegal war machines for the Princess and the Warlord both. 

He sighed, then finally rose a hand and closed his eyes, concentrating as he created another 

portal to his last destination for today. 

He stepped through it and into an immense white room that was shaped like a dome, the 

floor solid and warm beneath his feet. The walls and ceiling, however, were of a spongier 

material and seemed to be neither warm nor cold… and Zerrex knew it was because the walls 

were designed to block all energy signatures from passing through it… not just to better hide this 

secret bunker, but also to ensure that its occupant didn‟t suffer or have an accident. 

The occupant was currently seated in his couch: he also had a television, a small shelf of 

movies, a table and some chairs, and every other amenity Zerrex could think of. There was also 

an object known to most as a Teleport Stone: a large, runed single plate of stone that was sitting 

on the table, and could be used to send in various objects to and from the outside world without 

any interaction between people from either side. The only way in and out of this bunker was 

through portals… and a single hidden door for emergencies, leading into an airlock and to a 

science installation beyond. 

Zerrex quietly sat down in the armchair, looking at the television before he turned his 

eyes back to the Drakkaren sitting silently in the couch. His scales were navy blue, as were his 

eyes… sad, and sorrowful eyes. His build was lithe, his body showing little tone but little flab as 

well, and he was dressed in a single long white gown, like the kind hospital patients wore. It was 

part of the agreement Zerrex had to make with the people who allowed him to use this facility… 

as were the heavy manacles that weighed his son‟s arms down, ugly steel things with blood-red 

runes covering them, and a matching collar with small studs that turned into cruel spikes if 

anyone tried to take it off. These were never removed, and if he was lucky, the male was 

permitted out once a month, usually to shower a bit… not that it mattered. The room was airtight, 

and there wasn‟t a speck of dirt in it other than what Zerrex brought in with him… but the reptile 

could almost feel the cleansing hum of the medical gas they pumped in here on a regular basis to 

keep everything clean and fresh. He knew there was a secret vent somewhere that was hooked up 

to the machine or magical device or whatever they used… but he was damned if he could see it. 

“I‟m sorry.” the lizard finally whispered, and he closed his eyes as he turned his head 

away. “I really am…” 

“It wasn‟t your fault, so don‟t say that.” Zerrex replied quietly, looking across at his son. 

Firenze was probably his most tragic child… and the most dangerous. Zerrex wanted to get close 

to him… but part of him was scared of what would happen if he did. Not that it would be his 

fault, though… which is what makes it all the more painful. 

Firenze was another Terror, another child of Sin, and his abilities were similar to 

Zerrex‟s, yet as different as could be. Firenze naturally absorbed all energy in the air around 

himself… but unfortunately, he was unable to fully-control this ability, and so much energy 

would trigger a metamorphosis. Firenze‟s body would shape itself to match the qualities of that 

energy… and in Hell, surrounded constantly by demons, it meant Firenze‟s humble and quiet 

shape would mutate out of control into that of a raging, goliath monster unable to control its own 

mind, constantly pulling in more energy and thus constantly morphing and warping itself as it 



gained more and more abilities. When Firenze had gone out of control, he had been even harder 

to take down than Atlas… and in some ways, it had hurt far more. 

The restraints Firenze wore were similar to Atlas‟s, in that they dispersed Firenze‟s 

energy into the air: unlike Atlas, however, Firenze‟s energy could not be harvested, as he did not 

generate it himself, but instead gained it through proximity with others. It was why Firenze had 

to be sealed away in this specially-designed facility, because otherwise he would pull energy 

even from the ground itself… and the same bindings that worked on Atlas might have worked in 

reverse for the sad and downtrodden demon. 

Zerrex quietly got up from the armchair and sat beside Firenze, and immediately Firenze 

grabbed a pillow and hugged it quietly to his chest, almost beginning to hyperventilate as he 

panicked… but the father gently squeezed his son‟s shoulder, saying softly: “Remember the 

practices we‟ve done. Remember about control. I have faith in you.” 

The younger reptile looked down quietly, then he finally nodded meekly, breathing 

slower and quieter… and then he smiled weakly as he looked over at Zerrex, saying meekly: 

“I… I think I‟m beginning to understand it better, Father. I don‟t feel… the pull so much, or my 

mind getting so… hazy. I think having you and Mother and the Sisters working with me has been 

paying off.” 

“I‟m glad to hear it.” Zerrex nodded, then he quietly wrapped his arm around his son‟s 

shoulders, and Firenze closed his eyes as he bowed his head forwards, keeping his hands in his 

lap. He looked uncomfortable… but when Zerrex made as if to pull away, he immediately 

looked up pleadingly with his blue eyes, likely even more starved for any sort of contact than 

Atlas was. “Okay, okay…” A bit of a smile. “So how have you been feeling, kid?” 

“Better these days… a bit better. Lonely.” Firenze murmured softly, nodding slowly, and 

Zerrex nodded quietly back. “It‟s not as hard as it used to be… I‟m just… I don‟t know how to 

explain it. It feels almost like this is my life, now, as much as I don‟t want it to be…” 

“It won‟t be forever. You and Atlas both will one day be out of your prisons, I promise 

you that.” Zerrex said quietly, and Firenze smiled faintly at him. “Hey, don‟t give me that look. 

I‟m serious here.” 

“I know, I… know.” Firenze nodded, looking up at his father quietly. “Will you tell me a 

story, then, Dad? How about something from your own life… I like your stories. They always 

make me feel… glad that you‟re here for me, especially since… you don‟t lie about things. At 

least, not to us.” 

The reptile smiled a bit at this: he did do his best not to lie to his kids, that was true 

enough. In fact, he disliked lying at all… but it did sometimes save him a fight on the mortal 

realm or even down around here. “Yeah, but… honesty is something I envy. True honesty. I wish 

I could always tell the truth… and yet I know how much more complex life would be if I did, get 

it? But okay… maybe I got a story I could tell you.” 

Firenze smiled up at him, and perhaps it seemed childish in some ways… but despite 

Firenze‟s sterile surroundings, he had always been a bit of a war buff, and he was vastly 

intelligent when it came to matters of protocol, especially honor. Zerrex knew both of those 

things contributed to his enjoyments of the stories he could tell about the war, mortal life, and of 

course, all the things Zerrex had done that bent honor… but he admittedly had tried to keep away 

from the start of his life. Yet looking at Firenze now and those almost-naïve eyes, he felt that 

maybe the time was past to stop treating him like a child… by now, after all, Firenze was five 

million years old, and even if he had been forced to spend ninety-five percent of that time in a 

bubble, he was still no child by any means and not a… child like Atlas. I just… “Well. I guess I 



should tell you about the days before I really understood what honor was, then. Ugh, you make 

me feel like an old grandpa telling stories to his little tyke grandson, though.” 

“Well, you are twice my age and almost twice my size.” Firenze said softly, and he 

smiled a bit wider as Zerrex gazed down at him with soft entertainment. “You are in Hell, and 

we all know you were a mortal, Father… so you had to have done something bad to get here.” 

“I was… very bad.” Zerrex said lamely, then he cleared his throat as he tried to figure out 

how to phrase it best. “I… when I first joined the military, it wasn‟t just to… well, in no way it 

was to help the country I lived in, or more importantly, protect the people of that nation. It was to 

escape my uncle… and because it gave me a free travel pass around the world, which I used to 

rape, pillage, and slaughter to my heart‟s content. As infantry, I was always among the first on 

the battlefield… and the last to come off. But even back then, I had a thing for… getting up close 

and personal. Even if all they‟d let me take with me was a knife, I ended up with more kills with 

that by the end of my long and… distinguished career than my gun. 

“But… it was admittedly the fact I could easily rape a few people here and there without 

anyone in the Irenic Military giving a shit that really drew me in.” Zerrex looked away, feeling a 

bit embarrassed: this was always awkward to talk about with his family, however close they were 

to him. “Mostly girls… a few guys, though, when they pissed me off or… I was in a particularly 

predatory mood. Civilian females were always easier prey than a buff military male… but… you 

know my particular tastes.” 

Now it was Firenze‟s turn to look embarrassed… but he did, like all of Zerrex‟s family 

and most of Hell. There were few secrets around this plane, after all, and it was easy enough to 

bribe someone into spilling all sorts of personal information. Plus, like the children of any other 

plane, mischievous kids liked to find out everything they could about their parents that they 

weren‟t supposed to know… and Firenze and his playmates had talked often about their father 

and mother and other members of the family, sharing everything they knew. It had used to 

frustrate Zerrex to no ends… and he smiled a bit up at his father as he said finally: “Well, then 

you know that I know most of this already…” 

“But it has a different effect coming from me, huh?” Zerrex looked softly amused, and 

Firenze nodded quietly after a moment. It made him feel almost scared, that this huge male who 

was the High King of Hell was admitting to such wrongdoing, when he knew the Thrones were 

supposed to be above all law and moral standards… and yet, perhaps because of the way Zerrex 

had changed the laws of Hell, that was why things were working so well… and also because 

even as High King, he refused to rule solely by himself. “I do admit that… I miss it sometimes. I 

miss the excitement, the thrill, and the passion… and the power… 

“Ugh, but like I don‟t have enough power as it is, right?” the reptile asked drolly, and 

Firenze shook his head with soft entertainment. “Power, I‟ve discovered, is not the ultimate 

aphrodisiac, as many claim… it‟s just like any other addictive substance, sometimes helpful in 

smaller doses but toxic and deadly in larger ones. Nothing makes your dick wilt faster than 

having a lot of power and realizing there‟s nothing left for you to do with it.” 

Firenze made a face, blushing a bit, but Zerrex only grinned slightly as he squeezed him 

playfully around the shoulders. “Get used to it, this is how I talk to everyone else. You I usually 

baby, „cause… I dunno. You‟re my special little guy in some ways. Almost like the little gay 

wolf I adopted, but he‟s admittedly fuzzier and more playful than you. You‟re more like an 

unevolved cat.” 



“What?” Firenze looked at him blankly, and Zerrex laughed before shaking his head 

slowly, and he kissed his forehead after a moment, causing Firenze to blush deep red again, 

doubly-unused to such affections. “I… I… why… that‟s…” 

“I‟m not even hitting on you. Don‟t go misconstruing this now.” The reptile paused. “I 

think that‟s the right word. Anyway, you‟re just… cute sometimes, Firenze. And I‟m no good 

with sons: daughters I‟ve learned to deal with moderately-well, but sons I still don‟t know how 

to treat… I forget my own advice, that people are simply people: the bigger a deal we make of 

dividing the sexes, the more the sexes become divided.” 

“I remember that… you gave a speech about that one year.” Firenze said softly, and 

Zerrex looked surprised as the male glanced up at him quietly, smiling a bit. “You talked 

about… masculinity and femininity, and how we… work so hard to prove we‟re males or 

females instead of just acting the way we feel we should act. You talked about self-definition and 

responding to the outside world… all sorts of things. I remember it very well, Father… I don‟t 

see why that surprises you so much.” 

Zerrex looked down, then he smiled a bit when he looked back up, saying quietly: “It just 

means a lot to me, Firenze. You‟re smarter than I am… wiser, too. I shouldn‟t be the one telling 

you stories… you should be the one telling me them.” He stood up and quietly rubbed a hand 

over the male‟s head, and Firenze laughed softly before he hesitantly stood as well. The two 

looked across from each other, then Zerrex said quietly: “Keep up your exercises, and I promise 

we‟ll talk about moving you to a better facility, alright? I‟ll come and visit again with the Sisters 

soon… I have to make more of an effort to pay better attention to you, Atlas, and Driz.” 

“What about…” Firenze hesitated, and Zerrex looked at him quietly as he realized who 

he was going to ask about. For a few moments, there was an awkward quiet… and then Firenze 

asked softly: “Do… do you ever think that maybe your sons were the ones you did the better job 

with? I know how… offensive it might sound but… many of your daughters love you, and few 

of them dislike you. But they… I mean… but we… Atlas, me, Driz… him… we‟re all much 

more screwed up than any of your daughters. Maybe, despite our rebellions… you did an okay 

job with all of us, too. Even Driz doesn‟t hate you, after all, Dad… maybe what upsets him is 

that he feels like a disappointment.” 

The lizard looked quietly at his son for a few moments, and then he cupped his face 

quietly in his hands, saying softly: “Firenze, if I had to make a choice at this moment in time, it 

wouldn‟t be any of my other kids on the High Throne next… it would be you. You‟re amazing, 

and you‟ve earned so much more than my love and loyalty.” He hugged him tightly after a 

moment, and Firenze gasped in surprise before he closed his eyes and dropped his head against 

his father‟s neck… and as he breathed softly in and out, waiting for some terrible thing to 

happen… nothing did, even though he could feel his father‟s energy as much as his body 

pressing against his scales. 

Finally, Zerrex pulled away with a faint smile, and he nodded to him before creating a 

portal, saying softly: “Don‟t let despair weigh you down, Firenze. Don‟t give in. Because you 

have a great destiny ahead of you.” 

With that, he stepped through the portal and vanished, his last sight the tears beginning to 

fall down Firenze‟s face as he watched his father go. Zerrex, meanwhile, couldn‟t help but think 

on Firenze‟s words, as he stepped into the Ravenlight Estate‟s front hall… and then he smiled 

faintly, shaking his head slowly as he murmured softly: “Well, he is right, at least. Even if some 

of my daughters hate me, even the strongest of them haven‟t suffered the same painful fate as 

Atlas or even Driz.” 



“Yeah, but we ain‟t all a hundred percent happy, either.” said a familiar voice, and Zerrex 

looked up in surprise to see a green-scaled demoness sitting comfortably on the stairs, putting the 

finishing touches onto a wooden lute with her knife. She had a long, snake-like lower body 

instead of legs, a toned, smooth torso, good-sized breasts, and four powerful arms that ended in 

delicate, dexterous fingers. She smiled slightly as Zerrex approached her, and then she rose up to 

her full height of ten feet, with much of her snake-like body trailing behind her, and the Lamia 

slid her way over to her father, wrapping her arms over his shoulders and curling her body tail 

around his legs as he felt her hugging him tight while dropping both the knife and the lute into 

the small packs on either side of her waist. “Desire told me you were hanging around, and I 

thought I‟d see if I could find you.” 

“Hello, Cypress.” Zerrex hugged her close, and she smiled brightly down at him, her 

green eyes meeting his as she revealed a mouth filled with fang teeth that was both disconcerting 

and strangely arousing. She was one of his rare daughters born not from one of his wives, but 

instead a succubus he‟d had little more than a one night stand with. The succubus had left 

Cypress, only a baby, on his doorstep for him to raise and take care of… but of course, after 

Cypress had become an adult and a member of a political council, Cypress‟s mother had of 

course shown up and demanded to „have her daughter back,‟ to use her words. 

The confrontation had been ugly: Cypress had been taken in not just by Zerrex, after all, 

but Selena as well, and thus learned a very wide variety of curses and vulgarities. But the 

decision had been quick: she much preferred to stay with her father over going with her mother, 

and now here she was, clothed only in a loincloth and a cloth wrap around her breasts, golden 

bracelets on her wrists and a diamond chain around her neck. She was another one of his favored 

girls, just like her best friend and closest sister, Desire, and she, in her own way, reminded him 

greatly of Marina, even if he found it hard to put into words just why. 

She quietly rested against him, her breathing soft and even, her eyes closed and a smile 

on her face before she finally pulled away, taking his face into her hands and looking down at 

him lovingly. He smiled back, then reached up and stroked gently along the diamond chain, and 

each gemstone glowed a different color, a rainbow of enchanted crystals. “Who were you 

sparring with?” 

“Just a friend…” Cypress blushed a bit, hugging herself and swaying back and forth, and 

when Zerrex grinned a bit, she finally admitted: “Pallas. We‟ve got a bit of a thing going, I 

guess… he makes me feel sort of like you do, you know?” She hesitated, stroking the 

Drakkaren‟s face gently as she murmured softly: “You‟re so patient with us, and so giving… you 

know, any other noble with so many daughters would enslave half of them and make the other 

half those Iuratus you were talking about.” 

“The Iuratus are still slaves, remember… just ones of a special breed.” Zerrex replied 

quietly, taking her hand into both of his own, and then he smiled slightly as her three other hands 

folded over his. “You know, it‟s never going to stop freaking me out when you do that, four-

arms.” 

Cypress snorted, then shoved at his abdominals gently with her lower arms as her upper 

hands stayed clasped with his, Zerrex swaying a bit but keeping their grip tight as she slowly 

uncurled her body from around him. Then she leaned in close, resting against his side and 

closing her eyes, wrapping one of her arms around his waist as she continued to hold tightly onto 

his hand as they walked quietly up the stairs together, Cypress‟s long body moving slowly, 

lazily, and yet with a sinuous grace only her snakelike body could attain. “Tell me, my father… 

do you have any plans for while you‟re down here in Hell? Desire told me you went to see some 



of your sons already, and I guess Cherry ruined the surprise about the big party tomorrow… but 

is there anything else I can help you set up? I‟ve been getting really good at magic lately, from 

all my sparring with Pallas… and I‟m keeping up my physical skills too, you‟ll be happy to 

know.” 

“I am, Cypress. They‟re good for you mentally as well as you physically.” Zerrex replied 

softly, as they pushed through the door to the side hall leading towards Zerrex‟s quarters. “But 

well… I… someone suggested that I should visit some of my other friends who are down here. I 

mean…” He fumbled a bit, and then Cypress hugged him tightly around the waist and picked 

him up in her surprisingly-powerful arms, and the Drakkaren laughed despite himself, looking 

amusedly down at her as she cocked her head questioningly. “Fine, fine, fine. Don‟t be such a 

bitch. A reunion of sorts. I‟m supposed to-” 

“Desire!” Cypress shouted, and a moment later Desire threw the doors open from where 

she had been resting in Zerrex‟s room, skidding out on a heel and snapping to attention. “Do you 

want to take Heaven or Hell? Who all are we inviting, anyway?” 

“Hey, what the crap!” Zerrex flailed a bit, then he grabbed Cypress‟s face and she winced 

before dropping him. She grabbed him around the arms and waist with her own four limbs, 

restraining him as Desire bounced forwards and hugged him and her Lamia sister both, the 

reptile not-unpleasantly trapped between their bodies but still looking moody. “This is totally 

supposed to be my thing, not your guys‟s thing, you totally have to let me deal with this on my 

own!” 

“Isn‟t it amazing how with a little pressure, Daddy goes from talking to a monk to talking 

like a… what‟s the word the mortals use? A… a dork?” Cypress asked curiously, looking over at 

Desire, and Desire nodded back after a moment agreeably as Zerrex muttered unintelligibly 

between them, wincing as they squeezed him firmer between their forms. Ever since they had 

been children, this had been one of their favorite tactics when they were playing or arguing with 

him and trying to get their way. The sad thing is, it‟s because it works so well on me… ugh, 

bodily contact is my second-greatest weakness… 

“Well, it makes sense if you stop and think about it. You know how Daddy talks when 

you get down on your knees and suck his cock.” Desire said casually, and Zerrex turned beet red 

as they leaned in on either side of his head, both grinning at him before the golden-scaled 

daughter kissed his neck and his other daughter licked teasingly up his cheek with her long, 

forked tongue. “You know how Daddy treats us when we bow our heads to him in submission… 

when he‟s showing more of his true nature…” 

“You should never be ashamed of yourself… never, ever, ever…” Cypress whispered, 

and Zerrex closed his eyes, trying to tilt his head away as he felt more embarrassed, but with 

nowhere to go to escape the two. “Darkness… can be beautiful. Even suffering. You know it… 

we all, the ones who truly love you, know it… just as we know that you will always protect and 

pleasure us, even when we don‟t deserve it… which is why we live to serve you, our highest of 

lords and loves above all the other silly crushes we might have over our lifetimes…” 

Zerrex mumbled something, and Desire smiled slightly before she pulled away, looking 

into his eyes for a moment before she glanced at Cypress and gave a short nod. The Lamia 

released her father, sliding around him, and both of them gazed at him, Cypress sitting back on 

her long body tail and Desire half-kneeling, both taking his hands into theirs as Desire said 

softly: “Let us take the Iuratus test, Father, for you… as a gift for you, to show our loyalty to 

you, our High King, our Father, our Master… and then take us to Sin‟s Tower. Please. We want 



to be part of all of your life… we want to take care of you, as you‟ve taken care of us for so 

many years.” 

The Drakkaren gazed from one to the other, feeling the seriousness of the situation roll 

through him and cause him almost fear and panic, everything suddenly too loud, the weight of 

the decision making him tremble… before he closed his eyes and forced himself to look at them 

not only as his daughters, but as powerful demons of Hell, and in mortal terms… adults capable 

of making their own decisions. As pure-blooded demons, demons born in Hell and taught all its 

traditions, this is how they had been raised… while he was still stuck in mortal traditions he 

knew he despised but felt bound to anyway, the social norms always screaming at him in his 

mind especially when he disobeyed them. It‟s like how I have wives and a husband… from a 

society where you usually married a person and acted like mated animals, it feels almost painful 

when I stop and think about it, much as people tell me around here calmly that I have far too few 

and should look into getting more.  

It only took a moment to calm himself, and he reached his decision after a moment as he 

said quietly: “After the celebrations and the reunions… and after you let your other sisters know. 

You two are right: you‟re adults now, able to make your own decisions, even about things as 

serious as this… no, especially about things as serious as this. You can take the test… and we‟ll 

also visit Sin‟s Tower, and the catacombs beneath it.” 

Both of them smiled and nodded, but the looks were more businesslike than affectionate 

under the gravity of the situation. Zerrex smiled faintly in return, looking from one to the other, 

then he finally added quietly: “I‟m lucky to have daughters like you, who understand the right 

time to speak up and… who give me so goddamn much. Thank you both.” He paused, then 

smiled slightly as he looked past them, saying mildly: “What do you think, Sin?” 

The two looked over their shoulders in surprise to see empty space… but a moment later, 

a portal appeared and Sin stepped through it, blushing a bit as she laced her fingers together 

quietly. “I‟m sorry for listening in… I guess you felt my spiritual presence, Lord Zerrex. But I 

am proud of these two young girls for speaking their mind to you, and I think that they deserve 

the chance. If you  remember correctly, our first meeting was not the most pleasant, and I was to 

act as more of a spy than a servant… yet we have bonded closer than even the most loyal of 

angels to their kin. I can only imagine what they must feel for you, Zerrex.” She hesitated, then 

bowed quietly to them. “And I would be honored to share my shrine with two of your most 

lovely daughters… I‟d like to say, two of our most lovely daughters.” 

They both smiled brightly at this and bowed deeply and respectfully, but Sin only waved 

her arms, looking embarrassed. “None of that now… you don‟t have to treat me like I‟m some 

distant noble.” 

“Sin, now who‟s being an ass?” Zerrex asked mildly, and Sin snorted in amusement 

before she punched his arm lightly, looking almost embarrassed from the action, but it made the 

other three smile before the Drakkaren finally tilted his head as she twiddled her fingers, asking 

curiously: “What is it? Business crap?” 

“No, no… Lily‟s taken over the meeting, as she often does, and Miss Selena and Lady 

Cherry are both working together with her to… help keep some of the monarchs in line. It was 

quite a sight, actually… it puts their… „passion,‟ as Selena calls it, to good use. Lord Amiglion is 

also there, as are Judge Sabnock and Judge White.” Sin paused for a few long moments, then she 

looked from Zerrex to Cypress to Desire quietly before finally giving a small smile, saying 

softly: “I‟ve just been excused to tend to you and keep you busy, Lord Zerrex… you aren‟t to 

leave this Estate until the party plans are complete.” 



The reptile looked amused at this, crossing his arms and grinning slightly despite himself. 

“Gee, Sin, usually you‟re a bit more tactful than that… I guess they must be planning something 

big.” A pause, and then he looked morbid as both Desire and Cypress clung to one of his arms 

and pushed against his sides playfully, grinning widely themselves. “Really big. Oh for the love 

of crap, please tell me you guys aren‟t going overboard with this whole shindig.” 

“My shin is digging into you?” Desire frowned a bit, and Zerrex coughed and looked 

awkwardly away, trying to hide the smile on his muzzle. Immediately, she pouted a bit as she 

shook his arm firmly. “What, is it a mortal expression? Tell me, Daddy!” 

The reptile smiled at her with quiet entertainment, feeling a strange wave of affection roll 

over him as he gazed at her softly. “It‟s a mortal expression, yes. Pretty archaic by now, I 

guess… although not at all old in Hell terms, of course. It‟s just another word for party, pretty 

much…” He paused, then narrowed his eyes at Sin, asking suspiciously as she glanced away: 

“Wait. I can‟t leave the Estate at all? Sin, Hell is… Hell is Hell. It‟s huge. Why the hell couldn‟t 

I go wandering in say, the Northern Provinces of Hell? Or maybe the circles? What the hell are 

you guys up to out there?” 

None of them replied, Sin rubbing her head as she looked up at the ceiling and neither 

Desire or Cypress meeting his eyes, and the Drakkaren took on a distinctively-grumpy look 

before the golden-scaled demoness finally said cheerfully: “Look, Daddy, all we can say is that it 

will be something you‟ll really enjoy, honestly. So we‟ll… leave Sin to take care of you, while 

we go and uh… help out and make sure it‟s all ready as soon as possible.” 

Zerrex huffed and crossed his arms, and then he tried his best to resist smiling when both 

Cypress and Desire leaned up at the same time to kiss his cheeks before Cypress opened a portal, 

and the two vanished through it with a last wave to their father. The reptile looked after them 

morbidly, then he peered over at Sin, asking mildly: “So how exactly are you planning to keep 

me busy? Because um. While I normally enjoy crazy sex, you make me go marathons that are a 

little bit too much even by my standards.” 

“You‟re such a pervert.” Sin looked at him flatly, shaking her head, then she smiled a bit 

as Zerrex walked over and stroked a finger gently under her muzzle. “How about I make you 

some of that soup you like, Lord Zerrex? I‟ll prepare you a good meal, and then we can just sit 

and talk for a little while. And I think your pseudodragon has missed you.” 

“Alright Sin… that would be good.” Zerrex nodded, loosening up a bit as he rubbed at his 

head, and when she bowed, a particular gleam sparkled in his eye as he walked towards his 

room, adding over his shoulder: “I‟ll make sure Sammy‟s doing good. Now. So take your time.” 

Sin looked at him curiously for a moment, but then she only shrugged a bit and headed 

for the stairs, even as a slight smile came over her own muzzle, knowing full well what Zerrex 

was likely to do. It was admittedly a bit of an underhanded trick, but it would still be more than 

enough to let them finish off the preparations. 

Inside the room, Zerrex made a face at the stink coming out of the litterbox, and Sammy 

looked up at him curiously from the bed, squeaking at him. From what the reptile could see, he 

had actually grown a few inches, and his scales had taken on more of a red shade to them, even if 

they were still dark enough to look almost completely black. Its little body had thickened 

slightly, and it had already developed some small teeth, even if Zerrex thought they‟d be next to 

useless for self-defense here in the depths of Hell. 

He reached an arm out, and it automatically leapt onto the strong limb and scrambled up 

to Zerrex‟s shoulder, perching there and spreading out a large pair of wings that had developed 

somewhat, the leathery webbing between them looking firmer as it stood on its hind legs and 



released a little growl. The Drakkaren snorted at this, looking at it amusedly, and it glowered at 

him in return as the reptile said mildly: “You certainly aren‟t a grand dragon lord yet, Sammy. 

Just hold onto me while we uh… take a little look around Hell.” 

The draconic beast chirped at him like a bird as it curled around his shoulders, nipping at 

his hair, and Zerrex snorted amusedly as he created a portal, replying dryly: “Don‟t you start 

now. I don‟t like big get-togethers or parties, seriously. The last thing I need is some humongous 

celebrity party being broadcasted through all of Hell, or for today to be declared happy family 

friends day or something.” 

Sammy snorted at him, and the Drakkaren grumbled in return as he stepped through the 

portal to enter a shadier area of the Western Province. Zerrex glanced back and forth, then he put 

his hands into his pockets as he walked around the rotting stone hut he had appeared behind, 

walking out to a dirt path and looking ahead towards a massive pair of golden gates leading into 

the Barred City of Daemon Cuorue, a city the reptile loathed beyond all reason… which meant it 

was probably the place where they were planning the party. 

The reptile paused behind a large outcropping along the deserted road to peer over it at 

the huge gates, the little pseudodragon quickly climbing up onto his head to mock his expression, 

and it rumbled a bit at what it saw. The Drakkaren smiled a bit as he glanced up at him, 

muttering under his breath: “Yeah, believe me, I noticed. Another reason I hate this place… the 

monarchs have really worked to keep it as their own.” 

The enormous gates were guarded by soldiers wearing the same golden armor the elite 

Royal Guards of Hell wore, but the reptile knew they weren‟t actually Royal Guards: at best, 

they were guards that had been dishonorably discharged, or other mercenaries for hire that kept 

the gates running and the populace of the city in check, so the nobles and monarchs could live 

their lavish lifestyles without needing to worry about anyone trying to rise up or interfere. 

The reptile would have long ago quashed the city‟s laws and squished the nobles that 

lived inside it, except that the city was nigh-impenetrable. Many millions of years ago, Lily had 

challenged Zerrex to find a way inside, with or without help… and so many a time, he and 

Selena had tried to wiggle their way through all the magical defenses of the city, but they had 

never been able to find a way in without being foiled or caught by soldiers. Then again, Zerrex 

had always noted that most of these attempts to get in had been after the monarchs and soldiers 

had been warned ahead of time of a “training drill,” to avoid “accidents” from occurring, so it 

was like he was trying to sneak into a city that was on full alert. 

Zerrex mused a bit as he looked at the main gates again: they were massive, the bars thick 

as tree-trunks but twisted into various shapes so that the doors looked almost like a gigantic, 

golden butterfly… and then his eyes turned to the walls surrounding the city, which were made 

of red stone topped with an enormous, single golden bar that flattened out to become a walkway 

for soldiers, several of which were on patrol with both bows and modified mortal guns. The 

lizard noted this, since such technology was illegal for most people to possess in Hell… and 

although he didn‟t usually enforce it, any way to pick away at the city‟s standing was a way he 

was willing to use. 

Then again, the other reason he hadn‟t been permitted to simply order the monarchs to 

stand down was because of the large collection of magical artifacts stored inside the Barred City. 

Long before the nobles had moved in, after all, it had been a site used for magical practitioners of 

all sort and level to experiment and design all manner of magical objects and weaponry. If the 

monarchs chose to resist the High King‟s order to stand down, things would get ugly, and there 

was no telling just what might happen if a full-scale battle broke out. Besides, the reptile was 



well aware that there was another far-easier way to bring the city under his control… and all he 

had to do was successfully sneak inside. 

He paused as he knelt down behind the rock, looking at the pseudodragon as it ran down 

his arm and bounced in front of him, and the reptile asked curiously: “Tell me, Sammy, just what 

kind of abilities do you have yourself? I see your wings are at least strong enough for you to 

glide… and I know that when dragons bond with a specific rider, they often share certain 

abilities… what about you, you got anything special, or are you just a cute little pet?” 

Sammy huffed and then snorted fire at him, and the reptile looked distastefully down at 

the little dragon as it winced and looked up at him almost pitiably. Zerrex rolled his eyes, then he 

paused before holding a hand out, concentrating to create a sphere of energy before he closed his 

fist, forcing it to shrink down until it was only roughly the size of a pebble, the tiny dragon 

staring at this curiously before Zerrex muttered: “Just bear with me, I wanna see how you deal 

with this.” 

Slowly and gently, Zerrex pushed the small sphere of energy against the pseudodragon‟s 

chest, and it shuddered and gave a low whimper as the energy pushed through its scales and 

spread visibly over its body. It shuddered after a moment, and then its eyes glowed as it looked 

up at the Drakkaren, flapping its wings a few times and then popping up on its hind legs to 

bounce back and forth as the reptile groaned and slapped his forehead, smiling despite himself. 

Oh for the love of god… 

He sat back, watching as the draconic creature bounced around for a few more moments 

before it settled back on all fours and shook its head briskly, and the reptile tilted his own head, 

asking mildly: “So are you done now? At least it looks like my energy‟s able to mix with yours 

well enough.” 

The Drakkaren rested against the rock thoughtfully as he watched Sammy hop into the 

air, flapping his wings wildly but unable to stay up for more than a moment, and the lizard 

smiled a bit to himself before he paused, narrowing his eyes thoughtfully as the pseudodragon 

squeaked and leapt high, trying to straighten his wings out but landing with a flump in the dust. 

He shook his head as he straightened, shaking dirt off his body, and then Zerrex said musingly: 

“I think that‟s it… or at least part of the solution. You‟re a genius, Sammy, we‟ll attack from the 

air!” 

The pseudodragon stared up at him dumbly for a moment, then it shook its head firmly, 

squawking something in what sounded like denial. Zerrex snorted at this, then he replied mildly: 

“Don‟t get your horns in a knot, it ain‟t my favorite mode of transportation either, but I can fly 

goddamn well enough in the air, thank you very much. Just hold onto me and don‟t you dare 

chew and claw your way into me.” 

Sammy huffed at this, but he readily-enough hopped up on Zerrex‟s arm when the reptile 

offered it, the pseudodragon running up to curl around his shoulders as the Drakkaren turned to 

jog away from the Barred City. After all, if he decided to start flying around right here, then 

they‟d obviously spot him and that would be game over… but if he got a fair distance away… I 

can get high enough into the sky and then descend fast enough even the sharpest of demon eyes 

won‟t be able to catch much of a glimpse of me. 

The pseudodragon nipped at the side of his head, and Zerrex gave it a sour look before he 

rolled his eyes at the look it gave him, muttering: “I can‟t give you attention like, all the time, 

little ass. I really want into that damn city, and I really wanna know what the hell everyone is 

planning.” 



The pseudodragon growled at him, but it had an odd tone of concern to it, and the reptile 

shrugged a bit as he continued down the road, putting his hands behind his back and lowering his 

head thoughtfully as a few demons walked by. One of them glanced at him curiously, probably 

half-recognizing him… and the reptile knew that it was partially his own damn fault, since unlike 

the rest of the royals, he never wore his ceremonial mask. He was supposed to for reasons more 

than simply to keep himself anonymous – like that‟s even possible after all the mess I caused 

here that resulted in me becoming High King – but the Drakkaren simply didn‟t like stuff 

covering up his face. Even most helmets bothered him… it was just one of his many quirks. 

“Besides, since when have I ever needed head protection?” Zerrex said mildly, glancing 

over at Sammy as the lizard rapped on his own skull lightly. “It‟s not like there‟s a whole lot of 

brains in there, after all.” 

Sammy squeaked at him huffily, and Zerrex snorted amusedly as he reached a hand to 

stroke lightly along its back. “Oh, you‟ll get used to me and my ramblings sooner or later, don‟t 

worry. I don‟t really mean half the things I say, I guess, when I stop and think about it… well, at 

least half the things about me. Or maybe I do, I just don‟t take myself seriously… and of course, 

it‟s always possible I just have no self-esteem.” The reptile nodded musingly at this last notion, 

then he made a face as a black-cloaked figure seemed to fall from the sky to land next to him in a 

flexed crouch, a few motes of ashen dust floating down around it. “Oh great, and that, by the 

way, was serious sarcasm. What are you doing here?” 

“I wished to report a disturbance, sir.” replied the specter quietly, and the demon 

straightened, folding his arms into the long, wide sleeves of his cloak, shadows and ashes 

seeming to float around the being as it looked at Zerrex grimly with eyes that glowed bright red. 

The cloak kept the demon‟s features hidden as if by shadow as long as the cowl was up, but 

Zerrex thought he could almost make out a ridge of bone in the darkness. The reptile both 

loathed and loved these cloaks: loathed them because they made it a pain in the ass to know who 

you were talking to and they were a favorite of vagabonds of all kinds for obvious reasons, but 

loved them because they made for some really awkward and thus endlessly-entertaining party 

games. 

Unfortunately, the specter before him was not a member of any party game he was aware 

of, but instead of a private and elite force the Drakkaren had chosen and put together himself. 

They served and reported only to him, and their entire design was to act as a task force capable 

of taking on any mission and successfully completing any objective. The reptile‟s preferred sort 

of military unit, in other words: a minimum amount of people and the maximum amount of 

power and skill. “So… what‟s up, then? You know, I‟m kinda busy…” 

“We discovered a secret manufacturing plant in the lower Eastern Province, requesting 

permission to engage.” The specter kneeled in front of him, bowing his head, and Zerrex rapped 

the back of his skull firmly with his knuckles, making him wince as he looked up in confusion. 

The reptile only gave him a dry look in return, however, and then the demon sighed and let his 

arms slump, mumbling: “I think that the best course of action is a direct engagement.” 

“Then go ahead and order the attack, that‟s all you had to do.” The Drakkaren shrugged a 

bit as he walked onwards, and the specter quickly jumped to its feet, following him hesitantly 

and earning a curious look from the reptile. “What, you got something more to report?” 

“No, sir, I‟d just… like to request your input on the situation…” The cloaked demon 

spread his arms as Zerrex sighed and turned around, rubbing at his muzzle as he looked 

thoughtfully at the specter. “The manufacturing plant is small on the outside, but it may yet be 



deep… I‟m concerned that it may be a large-scale facility, and that a premature attack without 

further reconnaissance could be dangerous.” 

The Drakkaren nodded, then he motioned for the demon to go forwards as Sammy 

growled irritably. The cloaked demon stared across at Zerrex for a moment, looking lost, then he 

cleared his throat and said bluntly: “My high lordship, I recognize this is foolish of me, but why 

do you consistently order me to simply „follow my instincts,‟ as you say?” 

“Exactly!” Zerrex exclaimed, pointing at him, and the cloaked demon stumbled 

backwards, looking startled: it was a hell of a feat, considering everyone in the unit was a Reaper 

or similar demonic creature. The lizard cleared his throat and composed himself after a moment, 

and the cloaked demon – Zerrex was pretty sure by now it was Antipathas, he was the designated 

unit leader and the best thinker of the lot he‟d picked out – straightened himself, shaking himself 

off and then acting as if nothing had happened as his red eyes fixated on the Drakkaren. “You 

see, like. Well, you have a soul, don‟t you?” 

The Reaper didn‟t seem to realize it was an actual question, and after a few moments of 

awkward silence he patted himself over, then finally nodded hesitantly. Zerrex nodded back with 

a slight smile, then he said softly: “Have you ever looked at some units of soldiers, as in, really 

looked at them? They‟re almost like… almost like people in a prison. They don‟t think or 

function for themselves, they only follow the orders of the big boss of the place and they don‟t 

know how to react on their own, and often they don‟t even have causes or reasons to fight: no 

real true patriot love, no recognition of the meaning behind the concept.  

“Anyway, before I get off on a tangent. Look what you just did there. You questioned 

me. You, a Reaper aligned with Hell, who for Gods know how many millions of years it takes to 

make you dudes, used to follow law and order and rules without number, just questioned my 

authority.” Zerrex drew himself up to his full height, and Sammy reared up on his shoulder, 

raising his claws and spreading his wings wide with a growl as the reptile‟s eyes flashed 

emerald. “Do you have any idea what that means?” 

The cloaked demon quickly knelt, visibly wincing as it shook its head mutely, body 

trembling with terror… and then Zerrex shrugged absently, putting his hands into his pockets as 

he asked mildly: “Why so serious? It means this whole little experiment of mine is actually 

working. You guys are thinking for yourselves, among other things… and that‟s what I‟ve been 

after this whole time.” 

The Reaper looked up slowly, hesitantly, and the Drakkaren shrugged a bit, smiling 

slightly. “Well, one of the saddest things in the world are soldiers who have been turned into 

robots by their training… and are unable to react when the situation calls for doing something a 

little different from how they‟ve been trained. It happens a lot more often than you think, 

especially on the mortal realm… and I know, I know, I bring up this a lot, but when I think about 

the Goth Legion and what happened to War Dog…” 

“They‟re favorite stories of yours.” the demon said seriously, looking up at Zerrex 

solemnly, and the Drakkaren had an awkward feeling like he was teaching again. He didn‟t know 

whether to make a face or just to roll with it as Sammy chattered at him on his shoulder, nipping 

lightly at his hair. “Sir, I still don‟t understand, though… all I did was ask twice for orders and 

disobey the standard protocol, and seek your opinion on the situation at hand…” 

The reptile groaned, rolling his eyes a bit, but he had to admit that it was probably a good 

thing he was still being questioned – however hesitantly – by the Reaper. He looked at him 

thoughtfully for a few moments, and then he finally found the words for it, saying mildly: “I 

know I‟m tough to work for. I don‟t give a lot of input and I still expect to see things happen as 



I‟d like them to. The thing is, though, that if you can only follow my orders… you‟re of as much 

use to me as substandard lesser demons. The entire reason I created your unit was to act as my 

influence on the land, my law… without needing me to be there to actually give you the orders. 

If you‟re worried about responsibilities, though…” 

“Not at all, sir. I knew very well what your expectations were when I began this job.” the 

demon said firmly, nodding as his eyes burned out from under his hood. “And I appreciate every 

bit of input you give to me as well, my High King. I-” 

“Blah, blah, blah.” Zerrex waved a hand dismissively, and the demon made a bit of a 

flinch, the reptile grinning inwardly as he realized he‟d probably knocked a whole bunch of 

fragile nerves at once. He covered his muzzle for a moment, and then he paused, saying slowly: 

“Wait. I never ordered the Shadow of Hell unit into action. Under whose orders did you enact a 

patrol?” 

“Lady Sin, sir. We began the patrol of the province a week ago… I… I decided that she 

was respectable and trustworthy enough. You always seemed particularly close to her.” The 

Reaper was fumbling a bit for words, his red eyes betraying nervousness again. “I know we‟re 

supposed to obey only you, but since she seems to follow the same rules… and… I‟m sorry, my 

Lord, it was a misstep.” 

“No, not at all.” Zerrex rubbed at his head thoughtfully, wondering for a moment what 

Sin was up to: usually she left the military matters to Selena, who was the most experienced 

when it came to matters of combat… although of course, if she wasn‟t tempered by one of the 

other rulers or advisors, then she tended to be a little bit too aggressive and she‟d simply start 

yelling extermination orders. Sin hates the military, though, especially Hell‟s military… the 

forces still seem far too ingrained with the War Game mentality they still have, since our focus 

has been on rehabilitating the Inquisitors and fixing the damage the Princess did first… besides, 

thankfully, it‟s one of the few things we actually can postpone the healing process on… “Alright, 

in that case, return to your post and like I said, follow your instincts. If I didn‟t trust that you and 

your team could make it through any situation you might be presented with alive, I never would 

have hired you guys.” 

“Thank you, sir.” The Reaper nodded and bowed deeply, then he seemed to turn to a dark 

smog that floated away through the air, the Drakkaren watching this with quiet amusement 

before he shook his head and muttered something about showoffs. Sammy chirped on his 

shoulder in agreement, and the reptile absently stroked the underside of the little dragon before 

he blinked and looked dumbly back and forth, turning around and making a face as he realized 

he could barely make out the golden gates or the massive circular wall that surrounded the 

Barred City anymore. Crap, I got walking and talking and forgot what I was doing… 

The Drakkaren grumbled under his breath, then he finally took a long breath as he 

glanced around to make sure there was no one close by. He closed his eyes and concentrated, and 

a moment later his wings slowly spread out of his back, flickering and glowing, and Sammy 

growled softly up at him as the Drakkaren flexed his legs, saying quietly: “Hang on, little guy.” 

The pseudodragon dug his claws lightly into Zerrex‟s shoulders in response, and then it 

squeaked in surprise as Zerrex leapt upwards, flapping his wings hard to propel himself high into 

the air, the lizard looking straight up as he felt the wind tearing past him. And yet, despite the 

feeling of soaring into the air, of feeling free, of defying gravity… it was a feeling he never quite 

got used to or even liked all that much. 

His wings flapped, propelling him powerfully as they glowed a brilliant white before 

Zerrex made a face and concentrated as he shot towards the ceiling of spiraling black-and-red, 



and with a lightning-like shock of energy down the wings, they suddenly became almost 

transparent to the point where they seemed only like a twisting and bending of the air, like a 

mirage caused by intense heat. The reptile smiled slightly at this, and then he looked down, his 

emerald eyes glowing as he narrowed them and concentrated, forcing his eyes to focus in on the 

Barred City, which was now almost directly below him. 

The Drakkaren slowly arched his back, guiding his flight into a J as he let his momentum 

propel him upwards and bring him to a stop, and for a moment he seemed to float before he 

reached a hand up to securely grab hold of Sammy, his eyes closing before he fell backwards and 

immediately went into a steep dive, wings flapping hard once before curling inwards to launch 

him like a missile straight down towards the ground. His eyes snapped open as he shot down 

towards an empty, square rooftop on top of a squat building: the perfect landing space for him, 

and he grinned widely for a moment before his eyes bulged as he sensed something- 

The reptile crashed straight down into some kind of energy shield, and a golden, 

evanescent dome sparkled over the top of the Barred City before vanishing, only a faint golden 

glow surrounding the area where Zerrex‟s face and upper body had awkwardly crashed into the 

dome, and beneath where Sammy was laying, the pseudodragon on all fours and looking 

confused and stupefied more than anything else. Zerrex, meanwhile, was groaning in pain, both 

his wings burning bright white and twisted behind his back, his legs stuck in the air and his upper 

body feeling like it had just been forcefully stomped into the surface of the dome… aerial 

shielding… of course… A pause and a groan as an eye twitched, and then it popped out of its 

socket from the pressure buildup in the reptile‟s head, Zerrex looking at this dumbly with his 

other eye as it rolled a bit down the side of the shield, causing him quite a nasty amount of pain 

as it dangled by the optic nerve. Well. This is awkward.  

The lizard cleared his throat after a moment, making a bit of a face before he finally 

reached forwards, winced at the pain and sheer unpleasantness of grabbing his own eye, and then 

he carefully pushed it back into the socket, blinking stupidly a few times. The world looked ugly 

and dark for a few seconds to the reptile as he let his legs carefully fall forwards… and he 

grunted as he laid splayed-out on the shield, taking a long breath as Sammy walked over to him 

and examined his face with a few chirps of concern. 

Zerrex looked groggily back up, then he slowly pried his chest off the solid shield of 

energy, then he stared as he left behind not just a pool of blood, but a good amount of scale as 

well stuck to the dome of energy. The Drakkaren made a face as he rested back on his knees, 

groaning as he rubbed slowly at his head before looking down stupidly as a soldier appeared on 

the rooftop way beneath him, looking curiously up before it holstered its weapon and waved at 

him with a loud: “Hello, Lord Zerrex! May I be of service?” 

“Uh, I‟m good, thanks.” the reptile rasped and waved a hand absently, looking 

awkwardly down some hundred feet to where the soldier was. It continued to look up at him with 

interest, and the lizard sighed as he carefully forced himself up to his feet with a grunt, making a 

face and mumbling: “Teleport protected, portal protected, air defense, impenetrable ground 

defense… ugh I hate energy.” 

Zerrex kicked at the dome irritably as he felt his body healing bit-by-bit, rubbing at his 

bruised jaw and then over his damaged chest, trying to do an inventory of the various wounds he 

had over his body. After all, his legs felt shaky, it hurt to move, and he was pretty damn sure that 

some of his insides had turned to mush with the collision… and he hadn‟t even started on how 

retarded he felt at the moment. The Drakkaren swayed a bit on his feet, wincing as he steadied 



himself on the top of the dome protecting the city, and then he took a slow breath and held up a 

hand, creating a portal. 

The reptile made his way through this, Sammy bouncing along at his feet after him with a 

whine, and the lizard looked down at the pseudodragon mildly before he mumbled: “You think 

it‟s possible to actually puke out your stomach? Because that‟s sort of what I feel like doing at 

the moment.” 

“Lord Zerrex!” Sin said in a horrified voice, and Zerrex winced as he stepped out into his 

room, where the demoness was sitting and reading a book. She stared at him, and the Drakkaren 

coughed embarrassedly before he spun around and made for the portal… and then winced when 

Sin snapped her fingers and it vanished, staggering through the air where it had been to collide 

lightly with his desk and fall heavily on his ass with a groan of pain. “What have you done to 

yourself?” 

“Nothing, nothing… really, nothing… I just made a mistake trying to break into a certain 

city with an aerial maneuver…” the reptile mumbled in reply, and Sammy hopped up onto the 

desk in front of him with a bobbing of his head and a squeak. “I was not aware of their aerial 

defenses.” 

The Naganatine sighed as she walked over to him, gently grasping him by the armpit to 

heft him up as she put one of his arms around her shoulders, and she helped the lizard over to the 

bed despite his faint grumbling. She sat him down, then glanced over his body, touching the 

large red patches here and there where his scales had slathed off from the sheer force of striking 

and grinding against the shield. “I think we warned you about that a long time ago, but you 

weren‟t exactly listening to us… you shouldn‟t keep trying to slip into the Barred City, Lord 

Zerrex, it simply cannot be done. This isn‟t any mortal idea of impenetrability, after all… these 

are demons who have had millions and millions and millions of years to build up their defenses 

and ensure that from every angle, their city cannot be entered except by those they willingly 

choose to allow inside.” 

The Drakkaren grumbled something under his breath, and Sin rolled her eyes before she 

gently grasped his sides, the reptile‟s eyes bulging as his vision seemed to fizzle for a moment, 

whether because he was going in and out of consciousness or because his eyes felt like they were 

going to pop out of his sockets again, he didn‟t know. “Look at what you‟ve done to yourself, 

here. This damage is terrible… you must have struck the shield going full speed. The design of it 

is that it pushes back with the same amount of force you strike it with, after all… and while I‟m 

sure you put quite a strain on it, it likely did more damage to you than you did to it.” She paused, 

then reached up and grasped his forehead, muttering: “And one of your eyes is full of blood. 

Like you don‟t have enough damage to your body, Lord Zerrex.” 

“Shut up.” Zerrex mumbled, and Sin smiled a bit, shaking her head slowly as Zerrex tried 

to push her away before he jumped as something nipped him. The reptile looked down after a 

moment, and he was surprised to see Sammy sitting beside him and scowling up at him, as if to 

tell him off for something. He glared back after a moment, and the pseudodragon reared back in 

surprise before Zerrex rolled his eyes and ran a hand down its back, saying dryly: “This little guy 

seemed alright, at least. He‟s still being annoying as hell, anyway.” 

“The shield‟s quality, like I said… to you it was like striking cement, but to him it would 

have felt more like… thick water.” Sin replied absently, as she concentrated and began a healing 

ritual, tracing runes slowly over Zerrex‟s chest that glowed a faint white. They tickled against his 

scales, and the reptile took a breath with a wince as he knew what was coming, Sin adding 



quietly: “I know it hurts you, but it‟s like you‟ve been stampeded by a herd of Gigataurs. You 

need to let me do this.” 

The Drakkaren only mumbled in response, and Sin smiled slightly despite herself as he 

finally nodded and sat back a bit, Sammy watching curiously. He closed his eyes after a moment, 

taking a slow breath… and then he hissed as Sin completed the last rune and they all glowed 

brightly, white bolts surging over the lizard‟s body for almost half a minute as he grit his teeth 

and clenched his eyes shut, the pain and terrible feeling of something snapping itself back 

together inside of him ripping apart his body from the inside-out. 

Then it was over, and Zerrex fell back on the bed with a groan as Sammy chirped in 

concern again, running up onto the lizard‟s chest and looking down into his face, tilting his head 

back and forth… and the reptile slowly opened one eye, looking back up at it as Sin laughed 

quietly and shook her head slowly, taking one of his hands gently as she said: “You‟ve already 

bonded greatly with your pseudodragon, Lord Zerrex… I expect you two will be able to share 

quite a few abilities together. I just hope he doesn‟t inherit the less-pleasant parts of your 

personality.” 

“Screw you.” Zerrex looked up at Sin mildly as he opened the other eye, his vision fuzzy 

for a moment before it returned to normal, and he sighed with relief as he squeezed her hand 

firmly, Sin looking entertained now by the reptile‟s lack of tact. “Anyway, though, on a serious 

note… thank you. It means a lot to me that you still take the time to fix me up even after how 

many times I‟ve broken myself down here.” 

Sin nodded, then she leaned down quietly, squeezing his hand firmly in her own and 

putting her other hand on his chest as she kissed him, and Zerrex gladly kissed her back, his eyes 

sliding closed in pleasure before she drew away with a slight smile, eyes half-lidded. He gazed 

back up at her with entertainment, then coughed when she brushed Sammy off Zerrex‟s chest, 

knocking the pseudodragon rolling across the bed with an irritated squeak as Sin straddled the 

Drakkaren, grinning down at him widely. “Now, Sin…” 

“You have no idea how much I‟ve missed you, though… we barely worked the edge off 

my libido last time, after all…” Sin murmured, taking both of his hands into her own now and 

squeezing them firmly as she drew them back against her stomach, and she smiled in delight as 

his hands pressed through the cloth of her dress to run over the taut flesh beneath. “I love you, 

Zerrex. I truly do, more than I can say… and I‟m glad to be what I am to you, to share with you 

and aid you and give you strength… because you healed me. You saved me, when you never had 

a reason to…” 

“I never had a reason not to… and a hell of a lot of reason to make sure the first thing I 

did was help you, Sin.” Zerrex replied quietly, looking into Sin‟s violet eyes with a slight smile, 

then he squeezed their fingers together tightly before looking amused as Sammy leapt up to 

scrabble over Sin‟s body, the demoness wincing as he disrupted her glammer for a moment by 

attempting to crawl up onto her head, the Naganatine blushing a bit before the illusionary shell 

she protected herself with returned. “I dunno why you still keep that up, either.” 

“I know you like it. And it helps me when I‟m in public, especially… most demons don‟t 

recognize their own mothers anymore, after all.” Sin replied with a slight smile, and they both 

watched as Sammy jumped off Sin to land near Zerrex, gnawing at his hair curiously. “I‟m not 

like you, Lord Zerrex… I can‟t simply walk around, my face and heart bare for all to see.” 

The reptile shrugged awkwardly, looking lamely away for a moment, and then Sin gently 

took his face between her hands, gazing down at him softly as she smiled a bit and asked 

hesitantly: “Will you please… say that one word I like?” 



“Mother.” Zerrex said softly, and Sin smiled down at him quietly, laying herself down 

beside him to wrap her arms around him and hug him gently against her bosom. Zerrex willingly 

curled up with more, breathing softly and glad for the distraction, letting the feelings of this and 

that run through him so he could simply enjoy the comforts of being held and loved by a female 

he cared for both as a sexual partner and as a wonderful substitute for his own lost mother. I 

wonder just what would have happened some days, if she hadn‟t been killed… for all I know, I 

could have ended up seeing the Celestial side of her I see now… or worse… or better. Who 

knows for sure… 

He rested quietly with her, and Sin held him close for a long, wonderful time in quiet, 

Sammy curling up on a pillow nearby and snoozing quietly. After maybe an hour, maybe longer 

– Zerrex didn‟t know or care at this point – he looked up in surprise to see Lily push through the 

doors, muttering: “-supposed to keep Zerrex… well, I see you‟ve been busy.” 

She coughed and looked embarrassed and vulnerable, covering her mouth a bit as Zerrex 

peered at her, Sin sighing a bit and rolling her eyes. Lily, after all, had trouble keeping a secret… 

especially when it came to the Drakkaren. They had faced a problem in the past involving such a 

thing, after all, and Zerrex knew that with a few good questions, he could probably make her 

crack like an egg… but then Sin squeezed him firmly around the waist against her body, and he 

grumbled a bit. And Sin, of course, already knows what I‟m going to try and ask… then again, I 

could always just order her to tell me, and she would, but… where‟s the fun in that? “I-” 

“Did anyone tell you of the disturbance at the Barred City today?” Sin asked mildly, and 

Zerrex winced, the Drakkaren now quickly covering his face as he wriggled out of the 

Naganatine‟s arms, Sammy looking up and around at the three sleepily but warily. Lily, on the 

other hand, now looked serious instead of innocently-embarrassed, and then Sin smiled slightly 

as she pointed at Zerrex, who was now sitting up cautiously. “He tried to fly in at full speed, and 

from what I saw, must have hit the shield like… a bug on a… window?” 

She looked curiously at Zerrex to confirm the saying, but then Lily glowered as she 

stomped over towards the male, the reptile half-falling off the bed to scurry under it, the female 

snapping: “You tried to sneak into Daemon Cuorue without giving proper notification again? 

Zer, you could have been blown to bits! And that shield is close to indestructible, it‟s based 

around the same protection we High Monarchs have!” 

“It‟s so nice to have something cheap in my corner for a change. Well, other than my 

whores.” Zerrex commented, and then he yelped as Lily aimed a lucky kick under the bed and 

struck him in the shoulder, the reptile quickly crawling out the other side to glare over it at her. 

“Besides, every time I give them notice they cheat and go into full alert, full lockdown! And you 

won‟t let me use soldiers to attack the city to give me the time to examine the place and sneak in 

some other way-” 

“Because they‟d blow the soldiers away in a flash, even if they used that ridiculous… 

false ammunition you‟re always talking about. Paint… guns or something. Paint something. Like 

painting has anything to do with it.” Lily muttered, crossing her arms defiantly, and the 

Drakkaren shot her a sour look as he tried to think of a good counter to her counter. “When did 

he get back here, Sin? There was another little event that happened near Crystal Palisades that 

has his MO all over it.” 

Zerrex huffed at this, crossing his arms as he said grouchily: “I don‟t even go near that 

place anymore. It‟s fugly and I hate it.” He paused, then asked in a less-childish voice: “So what 

happened, anyway? Because I‟ll feel like a real jackass if it was destroyed.” 



Lily shook her head, sighing a bit as she began to strip off her body armor, answering 

absently: “Nothing serious… someone just ran off with a few statuettes and blew up a few 

others. I guess someone else has a problem with the neo-Princess art museum… but that‟s no big 

surprise. Even the guy who runs the place said he could care less; he‟s a Greed demon, so it‟s all 

about the profit margins for him, and people have been flocking in to see what was stolen.” 

The reptile grumbled at this, making a face: he didn‟t have the best of relationships with 

the Greed Circle, after all. “I guess we should check it out then… we got time, don‟t we?” 

“No.” Lily said stoically, crossing her arms, and Zerrex paused to leer at her as he 

realized she had stripped all the way down to just her loincloth, her arms crossed under her bare 

breasts. She paused, glanced down, then huffed and covered her bosom, the male immediately 

sulking a bit before he looked hopefully over at Sin, who rolled her eyes but smiled in 

amusement. “Can you get your mind out of the gutter here? We aren‟t going anywhere or 

starting big fights. We‟re not private investigators, or special forces soldiers, or anything like 

that… you‟re High King Zerrex, and I‟m High Princess Lily. Our job is to keep everything in 

order… and since I know you won‟t buy that, Cherry and everyone else here has been working 

goddamn hard to make the party in only a few hours‟ time the best celebration you could have, 

so you‟re staying right here in this damn room!” 

“Hey, take off your clothes and I‟ll even do my best to entertain you during our stay 

here.” Zerrex said mildly, and Lily rolled her eyes before turning and leaving. She paused at the 

doors, however, then smiled over her shoulder as she stripped her loincloth off, and Zerrex 

grinned and clapped a bit at the sight of her naked body before she vanished into the hallway, 

and the reptile huffed and made a bit of a face. “Oh sure, go into the halls patrolled by Ixin. Real 

genius move… I should be the one seeing her naked. And like, all the time.” 

“We all see each other naked plenty enough.” Sin said, tilting her head with a slight 

frown, and the Drakkaren coughed as he realized he‟d confused her. “In fact, you‟re the one who 

insists on such modesty in wearing your clothes and maintaining a curious dress code…” 

“It‟s uh… well. You know. I don‟t really want her always naked around me.” Zerrex 

paused to think about this for a few moments, rubbing at his head slowly before he finally 

decided it was true. If any of his girls were always naked, after all, it would cause way too much 

awkwardness… he just had to think about all the time he spent with Cherry to confirm that. 

“Besides, don‟t you find that… solving the mystery of what‟s beneath those clothes, even if it‟s 

for the hundredth time, adds a little bit more eroticism to it all?” 

Sin looked down at herself curiously, rubbing slowly at her dress, and then she glanced 

up at Zerrex with a smile as he climbed onto the bed, sitting across from her and looking down as 

Sammy crawled into his lap with a content growl, nuzzling against his strong, naked abdominals. 

“But you always show off your upper body… and Lady Cherry rarely wears much of anything. 

What mystery is there to solve? We see the slope of her breasts and buttocks clearly, we 

sometimes even see the cleft of her vagina or shape of her penis if her clothes are tight enough… 

and nipples are nipples, and genitalia just genitalia…” 

The Drakkaren snorted amusedly, rubbing at his head slowly before he smiled slightly 

and said softly: “Maybe it‟s a mortal thing… but did you ever wonder what the color of my penis 

was? How it was exactly shaped, if it had any scars, etcetera?” 

Sin looked at him thoughtfully for a few moments, then she quietly rubbed along her 

stomach, saying softly: “Then it must have been quite a surprise for you when you discovered 

what I was hiding myself… I worry that I wasn‟t attractive to you at all, back then…” 



“You know that‟s not true at all.” Zerrex stroked under her chin gently, then he smiled a 

bit, adding quietly: “Besides… you know I take pleasure in things… sicker, darker, and more 

twisted than you ever were. You were the one who suggested modifying your tower, after all…” 

The Naganatine nodded, smiling a bit herself now before she leaned in close, bowing her 

head and blushing a bit as she whispered: “I find I take such pleasure in those desires myself 

though, Lord Zerrex… and I wouldn‟t mind at all if we attended there sooner rather than later. I 

want to know if you‟re ready to build any expansions to it, yet… and show you some new… 

things I found.” 

The Drakkaren grinned a bit at this… and then they both looked up as Lily entered the 

room again, wearing plain jeans and a white t-shirt both imported from the mortal realm. She 

looked at the two with entertainment as she came in close, then she sat on Zerrex‟s other side, 

wrapping her arms around him and nestling with a sigh of pleasure against his chest, saying 

amusedly as the two both blushed a bit: “You two are sick. Sin, I can‟t believe you really did that 

conversion of your Tower for him… how the hell am I supposed to compete with that, after all?” 

She looked up at him with entertainment, then kissed his cheek before gazing down at 

Sammy softly, stroking a finger beneath its chin. It growled lightly up at her, then looked at 

Zerrex and stood up on its hind legs, putting its claws against his front chest as it stretched its 

neck up to nip at his hair with another long growl. The reptile looked down at him curiously, and 

then he looked over at Sin, asking: “Did you ever put on that soup? I think he‟s probably 

hungry.” 

“I‟ll go and get some right away… Miss Lily, would you like anything?” She shook her 

head, and the Naganatine bowed a bit. “Then please keep an eye on Lord Zerrex and stop him 

from doing anything too silly. I‟ll return in a moment.” 

“Too silly… you‟re too silly.” Zerrex muttered, and Sin rolled her eyes, looking amused 

as she pushed through the doors. He smiled after her warmly, and then Lily squeezed his bicep 

with a grin up at him, the Drakkaren looking down at her flatly: “What? Don‟t tell me you‟re 

going to give me that lecture on treating other people nicely; usually I only get that from 

Sabnock and the other grossly-parental figures in my life.” 

“You treat her so damn well.” Lily said softly, and Zerrex looked confused for a moment 

before she smiled slightly, taking his hand quietly and squeezing their fingers together firmly as 

Sammy ran back and forth between them curiously, hopping from one lap to the next. It was 

enough to distract the two as they laughed for a moment, and then she gazed back up at Zerrex as 

the pseudodragon curled up comfortably in her lap with a soft purr. “You‟re one of the only 

people in Hell that acts that natural with her. Even Selena‟s afraid of offending her, and usually 

Selena‟s afraid of no one… I think only you and Cherry treat her as normally as you do everyone 

else. And she really does love you… adore you perhaps, is an even better word. I would never 

dare to cross Sin as it is, but I‟m even more scared of what she‟d do if I slandered you in front of 

her.” 

Lily paused for a few long moments, then she stroked Zerrex‟s face, murmuring softly: “I 

want to say you‟re lucky… but not because you have this loving family, or rather, not just „cause 

of that. You never just… hoarded us all to yourself, after all. What you really did, was bring us 

all together and found the right knots to tie here and there, and the right strings to cut everywhere 

else. Selena and I get along like sisters, after all, and I sometimes think she only argues with me 

to keep up her tough front, even if she does try and jealously guard you from all of us. But all the 

family of yours… has become family of ours. Mortal, demon, or angel… and that makes me feel 

lucky, Zerrex. Lucky not only to have you, but this whole twisted web of a family we have. I 



never thought, after all, I could have something in my life even more important than the 

monarchy to me… or that I would find a family I could commit to closer than the family I had 

under my father.” 

She looked down quietly, then clung to him tightly, breathing softly in and out, and 

Zerrex held her close, rocking with her for a few moments and not knowing what to say. But he 

didn‟t have to say anything, and she seemed to appreciate the silence more than any words he 

might have been able to come up with, as she finally said quietly: “I want you to know, Zerrex… 

that although I‟m… a bit spoiled by you and my lifestyle… I‟ll still bow to your wishes, because 

I know if I asked you to do anything, you‟d do it in a heartbeat. I like the way you treat me, yeah, 

and I‟d be… scared if you started treatin‟ me too differently, but you do what makes you happy 

too, huh? And don‟t start with that crap about how I already make you happy as it is… I know 

it‟s true, but… I want to make you even happier. I want to help out more than I already do.” 

He nodded and nuzzled gently into her, then he smiled slightly, saying quietly: “It‟s that 

weight of responsibility getting to you a bit, huh? You‟re just too nervous or prideful to ask me 

to make some of your decisions for you.” 

Lily blushed a bit, looking away with a grumble, and the Drakkaren snorted quietly 

before he kissed the side of her neck gently. “Oh Lily. So damn selfish until the end, hiding even 

your need for me to run your gears in some fake altruism.” 

“I hate you.” Lily beat a fist against his chest lightly, looking up at him with 

entertainment and irritation, and then she snorted in amusement as Zerrex bit the end of her 

muzzle playfully and blew hard. “Don‟t be so damn weird, jerkoff.” 

“I‟d like to jerk off right now.” Zerrex said mildly, and Lily groaned and rolled her eyes. 

The reptile grinned widely, then he shrugged, saying cheerfully: “Hey, sometimes it‟s nice just 

to… sit back and appreciate the things you have in life. And sometimes it‟s nice to just feel that 

meat in your hand, how big and-” 

Lily covered her head and made a few nonsense noises, blushing deep red as Zerrex 

grinned widely at her, and she huffed and looked away, her eyes flicking every so often despite 

herself towards Zerrex as he slowly pulled her into his lap. She shivered a bit, then they both 

looked up, Lily releasing a sigh of relief as the doors opened and Sin came inside carrying a 

large tray that included bowls, a steaming pot of stew, and a teapot with matching mugs. “I hope 

I‟m not interrupting anything.” 

“I was just making Lily fidget, that‟s all.” Zerrex said mildly, and Sin shook her head 

with a look of entertainment as Lily slid to the side, taking the tray as her blush finally began to 

die down. Before the male could grab the ladle, Sin picked it up, carefully filling the bowls for 

them with one hand and showing a surprising amount of dexterity as she poured tea into the 

mugs with the other. “Sin, you really-” 

“I like this, its fine, Lord Zerrex.” Sin replied softly, and Zerrex gazed at her with a slight 

smile as she gave him an appreciative look. “Besides, haven‟t I always done this? You‟ve never 

been a problem to do things for.” 

“I wish you would drop the „lord‟ part from my name. I mean, it‟s hot in bed and all, but 

I‟ve also heard you call me things that would make Selena blush.” Zerrex said plainly, but Sin 

only gave him an amused glanced as she passed him both a bowl of stew and a cup of what 

smelled like the strong, sweet tea made from the apples in Hell‟s orchards. “By the way, Lily, 

since I remembered… what did you do about the mortal food laws and stuff?” 

Lily brightened, taking a quick sip of her own mug of tea, and then she cheerfully 

rambled for the next half hour between small questions here and there from Zerrex on the 



economic status of Hell and the various taxes, laws, and amendments she had made. It was 

amazing the things she could retain and how hard she‟d been working lately, and the reptile 

wondered absently why he didn‟t just hand the reins of Hell over to Lily. Most likely it was 

because despite her genius in handling the situations that came up, she still had that little 

problem with the monarchs… and then Sin cleared her throat, and Lily halted in the middle of a 

speech about her plans to reassess all major land deeds as the Naganatine said softly: “I think it‟s 

just about time.” 

Lily looked blank for a moment, and then she jumped suddenly to her feet, wincing as 

she spilled cold tea all over her shirt and cursing as Sammy hopped around her and leapt up onto 

Zerrex, glaring at her discontentedly. She looked embarrassedly over at Sin as she collected the 

bowls and mugs onto the tray before putting it aside onto the reptile‟s dresser, and the two 

females turned to look at Zerrex as he sat back on the bed, a short wave of anxiety passing over 

him as he held up his hands and said mildly: “Hey, I‟m not going to any party big enough that all 

the provinces know about it.” 

“You douchebag, that was a trick because we knew you would eavesdrop or try to sneak 

off.” Lily said flatly, and Zerrex gaped stupidly as Sin blushed and looked awkwardly away. 

“We knew if we said anything, you‟d run around the provinces and waste time looking for us… 

what we didn‟t know was that you‟d end up hurting yourself by running into a shield like a dumb 

bird into a window.” 

“Bird off a window is more correct than bug?” Sin looked at Zerrex querulously for a 

moment, and then she blushed when Zerrex simply looked at her sourly. “I… uh. Sorry, Lord 

Zerrex. But I do promise you will enjoy the party.” She paused, then created a portal as she 

asked meekly, holding a hand out to the Drakkaren: “For me?” 

Finally, the reptile sighed and nodded, looking morbidly from Lily to Sin as they both 

took an arm and led him towards the portal… and then Zerrex stared in shock as they entered 

into the Cuddle Room, and red and white confetti burst through the air as everyone assembled 

shouted: “SURPRISE!” 

Zerrex laughed despite himself as the portal closed behind him, then he wheezed as a pair 

of huge, furry arms wrapped around him and hefted him up into the air, the reptile‟s eyes bulging 

as Vampire called cheerfully: “Boss, Boss, Boss, did we get you, did we get you? Total like… 

fuck yeah! Happy ten millionth birthday bash again, you old fuck!” 

A moment later, the reptile fell heavily on his ass with a grunt as the wolf dropped him, 

grinning widely and clad only in a golden loin-plate that was part of his traditional Royal Guard 

armor… and Zerrex looked at him for a few moments before he said flatly: “You are so not a 

part of my family.” 

“I so am!” Vampire squawked indignantly, flailing his arms as Cypress and Lily came 

forwards with their arms around each other, laughing… and it seemed that every other child of 

his was here as well. He smiled warmly after a moment, then allowed Vampire to help him up to 

his feet, the wolf huffing at him bur grinning wide nonetheless to show off the fangs that had 

given him his codename. “Dude, like, I‟m totally your favorite son.” 

“Yeah, say that around Mahihko and see what happens.” Zerrex said mildly, and Vampire 

pouted as Zerrex turned his attention to the others, feeling a bit overwhelmed by everything as he 

found a swarm of daughters of all shape and size closing in on him, exchanging hugs, greetings, 

and everything else. Then another pair of strong arms seized him and turned him around, and the 

reptile found himself face-to-face with Raze, who was looking mildly back and forth at the 



others before his eyes settled on Zerrex, as the Drakkaren said dumbly: “I think I‟m drowning in 

a sea of my kids.” 

“Back off!” Raze roared over the chatter, and a few squeaks went up as the Drakkaren 

half-dragged, half- led Zerrex over towards the wall, Zerrex leaning against it with a sigh of 

relief. Vampire had toddled along as well, and the black-scaled angel snorted, muttering: “This is 

why I just see all these sluts as sex-objects.” A pause, then he added lamely, as Zerrex gave him 

a deadly look: “Sorry, Zerrex. I meant… females in general, not just… I should go.” 

Raze quickly slipped away, and the reptile rolled his eyes with a sigh, knowing that Raze 

would come back sooner or later. The white-haired lizard grunted as he stood up, and then he 

stared as Sammy ran through the crowd, looking terrified as he leapt high into the air to cling to 

Zerrex‟s shoulder, the pseudodragon whimpering a bit as Vampire immediately toddled in front 

of the lizard to stare at it with huge eyes. “Hey, Sammy, you okay?” 

“It‟s so adorable! I wanna pet him!” Vampire bounced back and forth on his paws, and 

then he sulked when Zerrex shook his head and gave him a glare. The little dragon, meanwhile, 

had wound itself tight around the lizard‟s shoulders, and it was shivering a bit… and Vampire 

leaned in a bit closer, remarking after a moment: “Dude, he handles people about as well as you 

do.” 

“Nah, Boss don‟t piss on the floor when he‟s scared.” Cherry‟s voice replied, and 

Vampire looked up with a grin as the female walked out of the crowd, followed by her son. 

Zerrex looked up with a slight smile, and Vampire licked his muzzle hungrily as he stared 

dumbly at Priest Narrius: a huge demon that most resembled a Dragokkaren, with a Mohawk of 

fins similar to Cherry‟s and gigantic, bulging musculature, a black, twisting dragon design 

tattooed across the front left side of his body over his huge breast and down his abdominals. His 

eyes were sea green, and his scales a brilliant hue of red that lightened over his chest… and he 

had that same look Cherry usually did on his face, the same kind of grin, and even the same kind 

of movements, his grace liquid but his body powerful, mighty, and huge, and then he traded a 

tight hug with Zerrex as Cherry sighed with pleasure and said: “Goddamn good to see my boy 

again.” 

“I hear you. How‟re you doing, Priest?” Zerrex smiled up at him as Priest drew back: he 

boasted a good three feet on Zerrex, and in his open black dragonscale jacket that showed off his 

chiseled chest and the matching black jeans and black boots he wore, he seemed a far more 

imposing figure… yet when he looked down at his father, it was almost like he was gazing up at 

him quietly at the same time. 

“I‟m doin‟ good, Boss, real good. I‟ve missed you, Dad.” Priest said softly, and then he 

smiled a bit as the pseudodragon looked at him apprehensively. “Hey, you got a fuckin‟ adorable 

pet there… I‟ll be damned, that‟s one of those pseudodragons! Shit, Desire‟s gonna show me up 

again!” 

Priest huffed and crossed his arms, and Cherry snorted, slapping his bicep lightly. “Hey, 

she will not. Zerrex cares about you all.” A pause as she caught the look Vampire was giving 

her, and she glared back at him. “Hey, fuck you, I‟m a good mother!” 

“Yes ma‟am!” Vampire snapped a salute, and the others laughed before his eyes caught 

sight of a pair of twin Dragokkaren females clad only in traditional Hez‟Ranna cloth wraps 

approaching: they were both beautiful and lithe, with strong, toned bodies and beautiful red 

scales… and the only difference between the two was that while one had a right green and a blue 

left eye, the other had them reversed. They both smiled slightly and nodded to Vampire as they 



passed, before both of them wrapped an arm around Zerrex to kiss his cheeks reverently, gazing 

up at him with adoration as Sammy awkwardly climbed up onto the reptile‟s head. 

“Lord Zerrex.” Mist said softly, and Shine, her sister, smiled warmly. Zerrex gazed from 

one to the other, wrapping his arms around their waists and looking with quiet entertainment at 

their only obvious demonic characteristic: the curling set of ram‟s horns they both had. “We‟ve 

both missed you more than we can say… and we‟re both ready to serve you however and 

whenever we can.” 

Zerrex nodded, then he kissed first Mist, then Shine‟s forehead: admittedly, he somet imes 

got confused who was who, since they were literally perfect twins other than their eyes. “Thank 

you two, then… but I think I‟ve got to circulate or something through this party.” A pause as he 

looked awkwardly around the little group that had assembled, Raze now hovering around the 

edges of it. “You know, as long as you guys will keep me some company.” 

“Oh, fuck off, Boss, it‟s your own damn family. Besides, I think Lily and Sin are 

probably wondering where the hell you are.” Cherry said mildly, jerking her thumb at the milling 

people as ambient music began to play somewhere, and she groaned and grabbed her head at 

this, Priest sighing and looking embarrassedly away. “Oh fuck, not that shit. I‟m going to go and 

put some good shit on!” 

“Mom, come on, you promised you wouldn‟t make much of a scene…” Priest followed 

Cherry off, trying to reason with her, but Cherry only spat a slew of vulgarities in return as 

Zerrex rolled his eyes before he winced as Mist and Shine dragged him forwards into the crowd, 

the two looking amused. The Drakkaren made a face, opening his mouth to give them a 

command, and then they were stopped almost immediately by a stern-looking demoness and a 

powerfully-built minotaur, who was looking awkwardly around before he winced at the sight of 

Zerrex. 

“Shelly, it‟s good to see you.” The Drakkaren extended a hand, then he coughed and let it 

drop when she didn‟t take it, her blue dress swirling around her as she brushed back the long 

white hair she had hanging in stylized bangs, her eyes irritable. The hair and the fact she seemed 

vaguely-reptilian – she had more colorful skin than scale, and her muzzle was short as was her 

tail – were about the only things she had inherited from her father… and for whatever reason, 

they never seemed to get along on anything. “Is that uh…” 

“Rufus, introduce yourself.” Shelly said mildly, then she looked at Zerrex and introduced 

the huge minotaur anyway just as he opened his mouth: “This is Rufus D‟aeos Steri, my 

husband. My second husband. Unlike the rest of my sisters, I‟m not interested in sleeping with 

you to get favors.” 

She jerked her thumb over her shoulder, and most of the females looked up and glared at 

her. Zerrex paused to examine the crowd behind her, and then he rose a finger, saying helpfully: 

“Actually, I think I‟ve only had sex with a few of them.” 

Rufus laughed a bit into his hand, and then he paled when Shelly glowered at him before 

she looked back at Zerrex, saying flatly: “Anyway. I came by to wish you a happy ten millionth 

year in Hell or whatever, and I hope you have a pleasant stay, since obviously you‟re planning 

on up and abandoning us, just as I‟d expect you to. I‟ll be by in a week to collect a few more 

things from my old room.” 

With that, Shelly huffed and turned, Rufus carefully walking along behind her as Zerrex 

groaned and slapped his forehead, then he looked back and forth at Mist and Shine, who both 

had deadly expressions on their faces. “See why I don‟t like these things?” 



“Daddy!” called three voices, and then Zerrex stared as Lily came forwards, smiling 

slightly with her hand resting on the outer shoulders of the group of three beautiful, voluptuous 

maidens. They were all Dius, a high-class Lust demon that resembled Drakkaren with long bull 

horns, and these particular three were triplets that had still resembled children when Zerrex had 

left for his visit to the mortal plane… but now they all looked like beautiful young ladies clad in 

shortened togas, gazing at him with their sparkling blue eyes, their scales all a wonderful 

goldenrod… and then Zerrex stared as he realized that all three of them had angelic wings folded 

behind themselves, and that their horns had an odd second branch to them  that paralleled their 

horns, then leaned slightly out away from their skulls as they thinned out to a sharp tip.  

“My little girls have grown up so fast…” Zerrex said softly… and then he laughed as 

Mist and Shine stepped away to let the three tackle him, clinging to his body, their own forms 

strangely warm as the reptile wrapped his arms tightly around them all to hug them tight to his 

masculine form. The three daughters all giggled and smiled, cuddling gladly against him as 

Zerrex looked over them, then he gazed up at Lily as he asked curiously: “Are they…” 

“A new species of demon, pure, untainted Lust. Andius… but we call them the Bloody 

Virgins.” Lily grinned, and the three girls looked up at him with fawning expressions as Zerrex 

gazed curiously down at them. “I‟ll let you find out why yourself, Zerrex… but they‟re still shy 

as ever and they‟ve been talking about you nonstop.”  

They were still quiet but for their giggles as they clung to him, the Drakkaren gazing 

amusedly down at the trio before he finally leaned down, kissing one forehead after another as he 

murmured their names, able to tell them apart not by any physical differences he could see, but 

out of both instinct and knowing that they always arranged themselves in the same order. 

“Lillian, Alexia, Xei… it‟s good to see you three. And I‟m proud to see you growing up so 

strong and well, my little girls.” 

“Daddy.” they said in unison, looking up at him adoringly… and then they giggled and 

kissed his neck before all three of them quickly took off, laughing as Zerrex shook his head and 

watched them go. He paused as Lily approached, and she shrugged a bit before the Drakkaren 

carefully leaned past her to see Selena sitting at the edge of one of the large pools of the cuddle 

room, her feet in the water, talking quietly with Driz. 

Zerrex made his way towards them… and then he paused as Driz looked up. Selena 

looked up as well, and she smiled and rose a hand before elbowing the male firmly, and the 

demon winced, then rose his own hand tentatively. Zerrex smiled warmly, and he waved to them 

as he approached… before he was bowled over by a massive grey blur and knocked flat on his 

back, feeling stunned. 

“Father!” shouted a booming voice happily, and a moment later Zerrex was picked up by 

a huge, grey-furred beast with gigantic arms, short, stubby legs, and a chubby stomach but 

gigantic, broad shoulders. The reptile gasped for breath as he was squeezed hard enough for his 

back to crack, and then he gazed down with a wince at Chuzkrow – or Chuck for short. Always 

so damned enthusiastic… “It‟s great to see you!” 

“Good to see you too.” Zerrex said weakly, looking down at his small head and huge 

black eyes, which were shining through a dragon skull he was wearing over his own. His 

features, after all, weren‟t very flattering even by Hell‟s standards… but Zerrex thought it didn‟t 

help all he ever wore was a little loincloth, and the pauldrons he‟d made for himself from 

weaved-together bones that sat on his shoulders. “Listen… uh… can you put me down?” 

“Whoops, sorry.” Chuck did so after a moment of embarrassment, and then he patted 

Zerrex lightly on the head. The reptile winced as he glanced over to make sure Driz was still at 



the pool… and then he made a face as he saw the demon was laughing his ass off at him, but it 

was far better than him leaving because he felt offended. “Listen, I gotta go talk to Driz…” 

“Driz is here? Wow, I didn‟t expect him to show up.” Chuck turned, looking back and 

forth, and then he spotted the demon composed of dark energy sitting by Selena, and he laughed 

before charging over, shouting: “Driz! Momma! It‟s me!” 

Zerrex slapped his forehead, then watched as Chuck inevitably ran into someone and 

tripped over her, the demoness – likely one of his daughters – squeaking as Chuck yelled and 

staggered, then fell into the pool, sending up a huge splash over the party guests. The reptile 

made a face, and then he walked over, standing on the other side of the pool as Driz sat up, 

looking discontent as water slid more through his body than over it, forming a puddle around 

him as it passed through the thick energy that made up his body before he suddenly vanished, 

becoming a dark bolt that arced over the demon sitting up stupidly in the pool that landed beside 

Zerrex, and Driz reformed, wiping at himself absently as he muttered: “I hate water.” 

“I hear you there.” Chuck looked up with a grin at Selena, then winced when she rapped 

her fist hard against his skull, glowering at him. “You know how affectionate he is, though.” 

“Yeah.” Driz nodded, glancing awkwardly at Zerrex, and then he smiled a bit as they 

walked away towards another pool together, people milling around them curiously. “I guess 

everyone‟s here then, huh?” 

“Not everyone.” Zerrex said after a moment, nodding and looking down thoughtfully, 

and then he smiled at his son, reaching up and awkwardly patting him on the shoulder, feeling 

the spark of the energies that made up his body roll down his arm. “It‟s good to see you are, 

though… I‟ve missed talking to you and spending time with you, and it means a lot to me that 

you showed up here.” 

Driz only grunted and nodded, looking awkward, and then they both looked up curiously 

as Cherry bounced over with a grin through the crowd, poking Zerrex lightly as she slung an arm 

companionably around Driz, then winced when she was zapped by his dark energies and he said 

mildly: “I don‟t like to be touched.” 

“I don‟t like your penislessness, but hey, I accept and love you for who you are.” Cherry 

retorted, fluttering her eyes at him, and Driz sighed and muttered something before she clung to 

Zerrex and grinned widely, pressing against him with a wink. “Dude, you see those three hotties 

over there, the triplets? Fuck, I wanna bang „em all so damn hard, but apparently they like, have 

scary vaginas and turn into monsters if you break their virgin barriers or whatever the shit they‟re 

called. I dunno, I was probably born molested.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, then he rose a hand to Driz as the male walked away before 

looking down at Cherry and grabbing her by her shoulders, whispering irritably: “I am trying to 

get back on good terms with him and-” 

“And freaking him out to shit with your touchy-feelyness ain‟t gonna be good for that.” 

Cherry interrupted, poking his chest accusingly, and Zerrex blinked before she huffed and stood 

up, crossing her arms. “Dude‟s just like you. He‟ll come around, but he needs time and space. 

The only reason I could get away with being touchy feely on you „cause I have tits and you 

needed someplace to bury that meatwagon you call a dick between your legs. Anyway, asstard, 

come on. You still got plenty more people to see before we start handing out gifts and really 

relaxing.” 

Zerrex made a face, but he found himself circulating again soon enough nonetheless. At 

some point, he realized waiters had also started circulating with drinks, but they were all very 

attractive males and females that he was familiar with himself on some level. He did manage to 



catch up with most of his family, however… or rather, all of the family that he could, but 

something still gnawed at him… and finally, Zerrex looked at Sin – she had joined the little 

group that was following him around at some point – and asked quietly: “The ambient energy in 

this room… it isn‟t too bad, right?” 

Sin looked at him for a few long moments, probably realizing what he meant to do right 

off the bat… and then she said quietly, taking his hands: “If you feel it‟s right, do it, Lord 

Zerrex… no one here would stop you. I do have to advise that… only for a little while, though, 

and then I‟ll take him home.” 

Zerrex smiled faintly and nodded, and Cherry tilted her head before squawking as Zerrex 

created a portal, but Mist and Shine grabbed her before she could dive for it. She glared at them, 

and Zerrex grinned as she flailed uselessly, then he promised as she calmed a bit: “I‟ll be right 

back.” 

The reptile stepped through and into the clean room, leaving the portal open as Firenze 

looked up in surprise at him… and Zerrex extended a hand, saying quietly: “Come on. I have 

faith in you… and I wanna see just how strong you‟ve gotten since the last time we tried 

something like this. It‟s all family and close friends… I think you‟re ready for this.” 

“Dad, no, I… I‟m scared…” Firenze looked at Zerrex for a few moments with his eyes 

wide, his breath coming quickly in and out… but when Zerrex only looked back quietly, he 

finally bit his cheek, then nodded slowly with a wince, murmuring: “Only… only a little while. 

And not like this, I can change really quick…” 

“Then we‟d best be quick.” The reptile smiled slightly as he walked over to the male, and 

Firenze blushed deeply as Zerrex carefully undid the gown before folding it up, leaving Firenze 

standing naked and covering himself embarrassedly as Zerrex walked over to his dresser, pulling 

out some plain clothes and offering them to the male as he said with soft entertainment: “Like I 

never see you naked.” 

“Still.” Firenze turned away, blushing a bit, and Zerrex rolled his eyes with a slight smile 

as he turned his back on his son himself, crossing his arms and listening to the scratch of cloth 

against scale. A minute or so later, he glanced over his shoulder to see Firenze carefully doing up 

the buttons of his tucked-in shirt, and the reptile rolled his eyes before grabbing him by the arm, 

Firenze yelping as he said in a panicked voice: “Wait, wait, wait, I‟m not ready, I feel-” 

Then they were through the portal, and it closed as people stared in surprise at Firenze, 

the male looking around with something like amazement at the immense Cuddle Room and all 

the people packed into it… and then Sin came forwards and hugged him tightly, and Zerrex 

smiled as he patted him on the back and said quietly: “Welcome home.” 

Firenze looked surprised as he gazed around the room, and his fear had turned to 

wonderment and joy at seeing so many of his sisters and brothers… and many of them came up, 

hugging him, laughing and exchanging all sorts of affections as the male smiled warmly, looking 

truly happy as some of the pallor returned to his face and the life to his eyes, and Zerrex was glad 

to see it as he stood back and watched. Then Sin came up beside him and kissed him quietly on 

the cheek, murmuring softly: “You‟re far too kind, Lord Zerrex… to me, and to him.” 

“Nah.” Zerrex waved a hand dismissively, looking softly at Firenze. “This is all 

selfishness. Hey, maybe I‟m just being a pervert and hoping to have sex with him one day, like 

Shelly often claims.” 

“Shelly‟s a fucking tool.” Selena said mildly, and Mist and Shine both coughed and hid 

smiles as Lily looked sour. The Dius grinned widely at this, Selena tapping one of her horns as 



she said cheerfully: “Oh, sorry, I forgot, she‟s your daughter. You and your defective womb, 

since it definitely wasn‟t the fault of Zerrex‟s seed with these other kids he‟s produced.” 

Lily‟s eyes narrowed dangerously, and then she took a long breath and calmed herself as 

Zerrex looked at Selena pointedly for a few moments. Then he shook his head a bit as he 

watched Driz and Firenze hug, then shake hands warmly, saying quietly: “I think all my kids are 

special in their own way… even the ones that didn‟t turn out right according to most demons.” 

Selena looked abashed at this, then Zerrex paused before pushing his way through the 

crowd towards another pool on instinct, joined by the others. Firenze glanced up after a moment 

curiously, but then he hesitated before looking back at Driz and continuing to talk animatedly, 

knowing his father would return to check on him in time. 

Zerrex, meanwhile, had stopped at the pool, where eight of his kids were sitting. Three 

males, five females, most of them looking a bit dejected and ignored… and then they brightened 

as their father approached, climbing to their feet as a thickly-muscled, draconic demon came up 

and hugged Zerrex tightly, saying warmly: “Father… father, I‟m so glad to see you… we 

thought you‟d… you know…” 

“It‟s good to see you guys too.” Zerrex patted the Salamander quietly on the shoulder, 

and Selena shuffled awkwardly: she hated that she had given birth to a soldier-class demon… 

and hated herself more for having such a hard time treating him like she treated her other kids, 

even if there was nothing especially remarkable about his demonic type. “Sapphire, how are you 

holding up?” 

The bright-blue scaled succubus looked up with a bit of a smile at the nickname, rubbing 

slowly at her mechanical arm: her real one had been withered at birth and they‟d been forced to 

remove it. “We‟re good… all of your little misfits are good, I think.” 

Zerrex sat down with a quiet laugh, grunting a bit as he rubbed at his leg: the bad one had 

become sore again, which he thought was probably a bad sign, but he was going to damned well 

ignore it for fear of Sin wanting to do some sort of horrible operation or cast some nasty-ass spell 

on him that would sting more than this did. “I‟m a misfit too, remember, so… don‟t worry about 

yourselves. Don‟t let your nastier siblings call you runts and shove you aside, huh?” 

“What can we do, tell?” asked another demon morbidly. He was huge and powerful, his 

body bulging with muscle and a large set of spikes down either side of his arms, his eyes a 

burning crimson but his head wolflike and covered in black fur on a body that was otherwise 

reptilian. More spikes went down the outside of a naked pair of legs that, like the end of his 

loincloth, were resting in the water… but despite his tremendous size and strength, Break was 

one of the rare demons born without the ability to learn any kind of magic… and it didn‟t help 

that he was blind in his right eye, which had been magically-seared when he had just been a child 

by a vengeful and angry brother he had made the mistake of picking on, who was not in 

attendance at the party. 

“Sure. Tell me or Firenze. We‟ll deal with them.” Driz spoke up, and Zerrex looked up 

with a slight smile as the male approached, Firenze smiling a bit as the others let out soft 

murmurs of surprise. “I get that it doesn‟t seem like the greatest thing in the word, but we freaks 

have to stick together.” 

The others talked between themselves nervously, and Zerrex gave a look of appreciation 

up at Driz, who gave him a bit of a smile in return as he sat down. Then Firenze laughed a bit, 

shaking his head slowly as he sat to rest with his back against his father‟s side, saying quietly as 

he gazed up at the ceiling: “Besides… they only taunt you because they‟re scared. Mellissa has a 

robotic arm that could crush a Crawler Tank, Break is stronger than a Gigataur, and Mercy can 



remember any kind of spell, even if she can‟t speak…” He paused to gaze over at the last, a 

plain-looking demoness who had her mouth sewn shut and a black, blossomed rose tattooed 

around one eye, the female looking away in embarrassment as she quietly tugged at the black 

dress with a silver clasp between her breasts that matched the black collar with a silver, heart-

shaped clasp that held it tight around her neck. Her arms were also covered from wrist to 

shoulder in black cloth… but only to hide the crisscrossing scars underneath them. “And I envy 

all of you. I might be powerful… but I can‟t control it. And that makes me an even bigger freak 

than Driz.” 

Driz snorted and shoved Firenze lightly, and Firenze only laughed… and Zerrex realized 

that any contact with Driz should have been setting the male off. But no, they had hugged, 

shaken hands, talked, teased… and Firenze was still acting normally, dealing well with the 

energy in the air and looking cheerful… and the reptile smiled warmly, closing his eyes and 

relaxing before Cherry kicked him in the kidney and said loudly: “Hey, time to break up this 

lovey-dovey bullshit. Come on Boss, can‟t spend all your time with the misfits. Well… not these 

misfits, at least. You gotta come with this misfit now.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, but he did so, leaving the others talking as Mist and Shine fell into 

step with him, both smiling warmly up at him. For the next little while, Zerrex wandered through 

the crowd, greeting all kinds of demons and marveling at how much variety there was here, how 

many were from some specific breed of demon, while others were unique beings that defied any 

sort of categorization… and then he made a face as he finally ended up in front of the gigantic, 

ornate throne at the head of the room, and Cherry clapped twice, but each clap was like a 

firecracker going off as a bit of smoke floated up from between her hands. “Okay people, the 

ones who wanna leave can get their asses going! That means you, Shelly, you she-bitch!” 

Zerrex groaned, slapping his forehead, and several portals opened up throughout the area, 

the reptile leaning back and forth to try and figure out who was leaving before he winced as 

Cherry walked over and slapped him on the back, turning him around and guiding him towards a 

pile of presents next to the throne, the reptile saying dumbly: “Hey, no, wow, wait, this is just 

way too much for any one person, especially me.” 

Cherry huffed at this, then she reached down and slapped his rear, making the reptile 

jump. “You aren‟t opening them yet, jerk. Now okay. The rest of you, time to better relax, 

right?” Cherry grinned, then pointed at Zerrex as he paused and peered awkwardly over his 

shoulder at the crowd. “Get him!” 

The group surged forwards, and Zerrex yelped as he saw Desire, Cypress, and the triplets 

heading the line, before he was grabbed and dragged down into a pile of pillows, laughing a bit 

despite himself as he felt his daughters – and a few of his sons – crowding in to try and snuggle 

up with him. He laughed again, smiling warmly, and then he coughed as he realized several of 

the more overeager had already removed some articles of their clothing, saying dumbly: “Now 

wait. Whoa. That would be one giant incest-driven orgy.” 

“I think that‟s hot.” Cherry said playfully, sitting nearby and leering, her shirt off and 

breasts exposed. Zerrex stared at her, and she winked as she grasped the large swells, showing 

off the rings pierced into her nipples. “I just got new ones, see! They‟re like. Striped black and 

silver.” 

“Cherry, no one‟s going to be able to tell that unless your nipples are right in their face.” 

Zerrex said mildly, and then he coughed as he saw Priest taking off his pants about twenty feet 

away, a few demonesses cooing and teasing him. “Your son-” 



“Our son.” Cherry corrected absently, then she glanced up and cackled, baring her bosom 

as Priest stared at her. “Hey, come over here, let momma show you how it‟s done!” 

Zerrex groaned, and Priest stared dumbly for a moment before he tripped over his pants 

and fell into one of the pools… but overall, once things settled a bit more, it was a wonderful 

experience. Despite his best efforts, there was indeed sex… but it was relaxed, and the 

Drakkaren had to admit… he‟d never had so many people not simply voyeuring but instead 

participating or waiting anxiously to get closer, so many hands touching him, so many different 

sounds of pleasure all around him. It was a scene impossible to describe now, and only a blur in 

the reptile‟s mind… and he didn‟t know how much time he spent there with his family, and how 

many of them he‟d ended up enjoying some sort of sexual pleasure with. 

As time wore on, people left… although sometimes they came back, and Zerrex 

admittedly enjoyed being naked for a change, as he laid sprawled out on a pile of pillows, Desire 

cuddled up to his one side, Cypress on the other, and the triplets all around his waist, the head of 

one on his abs as she cooed softly every now and then, her warm body feeling delightful as it 

cuddled lightly against his huge penis, and her sisters looking jealously at her as they clung to the 

reptile‟s legs. Lily was naked as well, massaging his head gently as she gazed down at him 

softly, and then she asked quietly: “So did you like this, Zerrex? It took us a long time to work 

out… and I know if there‟s one thing you like… it‟s getting your way. The sex part just kind of 

worked itself in… Cherry said you‟d act a bit huffy and prudish, but that the moment it started 

happening… you‟d definitely go along with it. Which… you certainly did.” 

Zerrex smiled slightly despite himself, then he asked curiously: “So how many days has 

it been? I know it has to have been at least two… but I‟ve been enjoying myself way too much to 

leave.” He paused, then added reflectively: “Do you know how people would view an orgy like 

this on the mortal realm? An orgy centered particularly around incestuous demons, most of them 

daughters, focusing on pleasing their father?” 

“You worry too much about what other people think of you.” Lily said softly, then she 

smiled slightly as she stroked his hair gently out of his eyes, adding quietly: “Besides, it 

definitely isn‟t just about sex… it‟s about love, and expressing our appreciation to you in the best 

possible way. Besides, look at us… most of us here are Lust demons, and you‟re a split 

Incarnation. It only makes sense that sex is the medium we best use to express ourselves… and 

unlike mortals, we don‟t bind up all our passions to try and pretend we‟re something we‟re not. 

You taught me that it‟s best to be who you are… and admittedly, I got a thrill from… watching 

and listening to you once you started to really get into it.” 

Zerrex grinned a bit despite himself, looking lame as his daughters all giggled and gazed 

up at the two with soft amusement. “Oh, now that‟s a whole different speech… you know I-” 

“Don‟t even start.” Desire said amusedly, reaching up to touch her father‟s muzzle, and 

the triplets smiled from one to the other wryly. “You aren‟t a beast, and you aren‟t a big mean 

monster. You are who you are. And you love us… and you never, ever, ever mistreat us. You 

protect and take care of us… and the last thing you do is exploit us sexually.” 

“If anything…” Lillian sat up, the first triplet rubbing her hands slowly up his body and 

over his chiseled, powerful abdominals, her eyes half-lidded. 

“We exploit…”Alexis arched her back slowly, pulling his enormous penis upwards with 

both hands to lick slowly along the flaccid length with a soft murr of pleasure, Zerrex grunting as 

his toeclaws twitched. 

“You sexually…” Xei leaned over, kissing first the thick cockhead, slowly working her 

mouth against it before she kissed her sister slowly and passionately, both of them giving soft 



sounds of pleasure before Xei lowered her muzzle, licking it slowly as she gazed hungrily up at 

her father. 

Zerrex‟s shaft twitched, but he fought against it stiffening as the triplets laughed softly 

and released him, all three sitting up at once and eyeing him as two of Cypress‟s hands tickled up 

over the male‟s rock-hard front, saying softly: “You took me in after my whore of a mother 

fucked you just to get pregnant… had sex with you without telling you about all the special 

fertility charms she had imbued and permanently scarred her own womb with, just to ensure your 

sperm would be potent. Most Lust demons, after all, can control the fertility of their seed and 

eggs… but she wanted me because I would be the perfect meal ticket. 

“Yet when she dropped you on your doorstep, you gladly took me in, and rose me with 

the same love you showed Desire or any of your other daughters. Any of my other sisters.” She 

gazed tenderly over them all, and they smiled warmly as Cypress‟s eyes looked up to Lily, who 

was still quietly playing with Zerrex‟s hair. “And I was treated so goddamn well. By you, by 

everyone. And you even agreed to let me stay, when my mother tried to fetch me… you saved 

me from a life I don‟t even want to begin to imagine. I love you, Father… and I would do 

anything for you, and gladly.” 

“Now stop ruining the moment.” Lily said with quiet amusement, and Zerrex snorted 

before he met her lips in a slow, passionate kiss, the other females watching and gazing at each 

other with slight smiles before the two parted, looking into one-another‟s eyes before the male 

glanced down at his gathered daughters, and Lily grinned a bit as she leaned down, stroking a 

finger quietly along the underside of his muzzle. “Now see how popular you are? All your other 

girls want to have a kiss too.” 

“You‟re all evil. But who am I to deny them?” Zerrex snorted in amusement, then he 

coughed as Priest and Vampire looked up from where they were, Cherry grinning inverted across 

her son‟s lap at him as he saw a veritable ripple travel across the room, and the reptile made a 

face after a moment, mumbling: “Oh crap.”  

 

After another day, the Cuddle Room finally emptied, and things resumed as normal, 

Zerrex absently helping tidy up the huge room. Sin and Cherry were here as well, although 

almost everyone else had gone home with the exception of the twins, who stated that their first 

job was always to look after their Master. The Drakkaren couldn‟t exactly disagree with them, 

since they were his Iuratus, after all… even though I do have other Iuratus who are wandering 

around Hell somewhere, but I guess that‟s because I set them off on their different little missions. 

The reptile finished his section, then he headed for the throne, preparing to throw himself 

down on the futons before he groaned as a specter appeared next to him in a kneel. Mist and 

Shine immediately both readied themselves, automatically reaching for the weapons they hadn‟t 

brought with them… and then the cloaked figure rose, and Zerrex held up a hand to call the two 

off as it said quietly: “Lord Zerrex, we‟d like to request use of a small battalion of Royal 

Guards… we are prepared to attack the manufacturing plant we discovered, but they have larger 

forces than first anticipated.” 

“You can take as many as you need from the Western and Southern branches of the 

Royal Guards… and take two or three mages with you, too, just in case.” Zerrex said absently, 

rubbing slowly at his muzzle. Never hurts to be careful, after all. “And before you even ask, you 

have clearance up to level two for equipment, but try to take them alive.” 



“Sir.” The soldier stood and gave him a salute, then he hesitated a moment before 

speaking up hesitantly: “I… if I may, sir, is it… really important to make sure they‟re taken 

alive?” 

Mist and Shine both glowered, then looked confused when Zerrex smiled, the Drakkaren 

looking at him thoughtfully. “I like to think that… almost all of us can be rehabilitated. While I‟d 

prefer that in a life-or-death situation, you and your soldiers come out alive over the enemy… if 

we can get away with some scrapes and bruises but with most of everyone‟s heads intact on their 

shoulders, I would greatly prefer that. Because maybe then we can teach them not just what they 

did wrong, but why it was the wrong thing to do… and while it might sound stupid, I think every 

life is important.” 

The soldier looked at him for a few moments awkwardly, but then he nodded after a 

moment and vanished, Zerrex watching the last sizzles of energy travel through the air before he 

glanced over at Sin, who was frowning a bit. “Speaking of which, I meant to ask you about you 

sending the Shadow of Hell unit on an unscheduled patrol… did you get some information in or 

just have a feeling?” 

“A bit of both… I‟m sorry I forgot to tell you.” Sin bowed her head with a bit of a blush, 

but Zerrex only smiled and shook his own, walking over to pat her lightly on the shoulder. “I 

thought it was important to act immediately, since I heard that something important was 

happening in one of the sectors off the usual patrol route… and since lately we‟ve been having 

trouble with mechanically-enhanced demons, I decided to send them out on a hunch that the 

information I was given by Ixin might actually be on the level.” 

“Well, if there‟s one thing Ixin hates, its technology.” Zerrex thought it was a bit odd 

nonetheless: Ixin was chaotic, after all, and often he preferred going after his own objectives 

rather than helping anyone else out. Yet then again, he and Ixin did get along fairly well – 

assuming Zerrex was relaxed enough to deal with him – and he knew that the immortal mage had 

a deep sense of honor well-hidden under his sheer idiocy, and he was the first person to stand up 

if anything threatened Zerrex‟s reign over Hell. “I think you did a good job, Sin, and made the 

right decision. I‟m glad I have you… that I have all of you here and more.”  

“And we are truly honored to serve, Lord Zerrex.” Mist said softly, and Shine nodded in 

agreement as they both knelt deeply to him. The reptile laughed quietly, rubbing the back of his 

head and smiling faintly, and then he glanced up as Sin touched him quietly on the shoulder, 

squeezing it lightly and gazing at him with a faint smile, blushing but proud herself: of them 

both, most likely, if not them all. 

“Enough of this shit!” Cherry flailed her arms, bouncing up and down to get the attention 

of everyone in the room, all of them glaring at her. “Like, come on, am I the only one with any 

balls anymore? For fuck‟s sake, all of are turnin‟ into real pussies on me these days. Anyway, 

Boss, like. Uh. I heard that you were having some other reunion thing in a day or two, and I was 

supposed to tell you um. Probably yesterday that it‟s tomorrow. Not as in, it‟s today, but it‟s in 

the day after today because it was yesterday that I was supposed to tell you it was the day after 

today and now it‟s not yesterday it‟s today which means it‟s not the day after today anymore by 

instead tomorrow, you get me?”  

Zerrex stared at her dumbly, and Cherry coughed and rubbed the back of her head slowly, 

looking embarrassed. “Anyway, Desire told me to tell you it‟s gonna be held tomorrow. She 

would‟ve given you more notice, but that was the best time she and Cypress could get between 

everybody… not exactly easy to gather a bunch of once-mortals up into one place, you know, but 

I guess it helps that you‟re you and shit. In any case, like, I‟m totally coming too and-” 



“Only if you promise to behave yourself.” Zerrex said flatly, pointing at her, and Cherry 

winced and held up her hands, looking injured. “Seriously, no… being your usual self, this is an 

important reunion for me, not a big party.” 

Cherry huffed at this, crossing her arms. “And just what the fuck was this then, some… 

thing nothin‟ better than a random sex brawl? Fuck, Zer, I went through a lot of work here!” 

The Drakkaren rolled his eyes, crossing his arms. “Yeah, except here you could behave 

like you always do, and it really did turn into a big sex party. Besides, I‟m pretty sure that all you 

really did was stay out of everyone‟s way and move heavy objects around. And there weren‟t 

even any heavy objects for you to move.” 

“Food crates are heavy!” Cherry retorted, looking at him sourly, then she paused before 

brightening and clapping her hands together. “Dude, hey, the place is like, clean and shit now, so 

we can totally go and visit Sin‟s Tower and-” 

“No.” Zerrex and Sin said together firmly, and Cherry snorted in amusement as the two 

exchanged a look before the Drakkaren bowed for the Naganatine to speak, the female wincing a 

bit as she rubbed the back of her head and looked over at Cherry. “Miss Cherry, it‟s not really a 

place for large groups of people to go… I‟m not comfortable with the idea of all of us crowding 

into that sort of place at once, especially if all you want to do is… visit…” 

“Oh, I‟ll do more than visit. You know Mist and Shine will too.” She grinned toothily, 

and the twins exchanged a glance before both gazed at Zerrex and nodded to him. “See? Come 

on, it‟ll be fun!” 

Zerrex grumbled and rolled his eyes, and then Sin paused before she looked over at the 

twins, asking them politely: “Perhaps you two would better enjoy restraining Miss Cherry here 

while Lord Zerrex and I visit the Tower alone? You can do whatever you like with her.” 

The male grinned at this and nodded as the twins looked up him for assurance, then they 

both turned to Cherry, their eyes gleaming with mischief. Immediately, Cherry shook her head 

and snorted, readying herself as she opened her mouth… but before she could start to speak, Sin 

had already led Zerrex through a portal, and she squawked before running for it as it began to 

close, going into a low skid to dodge past the twins and then leaping at it… but both of the 

females landed heavily on her back, and Cherry cursed, tapping a finger against the ground as 

she sulked and rested her muzzle on her other hand, saying flatly: “I am going to rape you two 

into the ground for this.” 

Sin and Zerrex emerged in a large courtyard filled with enormous dead trees, the 

blackened branches bending and creaking quietly, sometimes rubbing slowly over the mortared 

walls of the courtyard or scraping loosely against the clay shingles on the rooftop. Beneath them 

was a cobblestone path that led from a set of enormous metal gates to a single rusted metal door 

leading into the base of the immense tower, where it rested against a gargantuan cliff. 

The tower itself was made of grey and white stones, with a single barred window at the 

very top. The whole structure stood alone on a plateau high in the mountains near the desert that 

surrounded the edge of Hell, and it was the only structure for countless miles around, and few, if 

any travelers ever made it this far up the rocky heights. But for as tall as the tower was, it went 

even further down underground… and the two traded a look before Sin took his hand quietly as 

they walked towards the large, rusted door, saying softly: “I hope you don‟t mind…” 

“You know what twisted pleasure this brings me…” Zerrex responded with a slight 

smile, and Sin laughed quietly, shaking her head slowly as she opened the door and they stepped 

through, able to pass inside shoulder-to-shoulder without much difficulty. The outside of the 

tower was deceptively small: the room they stepped into was cold and empty, but it was also 



immense, with a spiraling staircase leading countless stairs up to the room above as magical fires 

burned in the spaced-out golden sconces here and there: Sin and Zerrex ignored this, however, as 

they instead walked to stand in the middle of the room, standing atop a beautiful golden 

illustration of a sun for a moment before the floor around them collapsed into a long ramp 

leading down. 

The two walked leisurely down it and into what they both referred to as the „warehouse,‟ 

a massive, concrete room that was full of ugly metal cages. A few of these were sitting in the 

corner and currently occupied, and one of the occupants was screaming loudly to be set free, and 

Zerrex tilted his head curiously as Sin blushed and smiled faintly, saying quietly: “While you 

were gone, I picked up a few more incurables, as you call them. Even after many years, none of 

them recognize the value of either life or anything but themselves, and they‟ve been 

troublemakers even here in Hell… I thought you could use some fresh meat.” 

Zerrex licked his muzzle slowly despite himself as the two stood in front of the piled up 

cages, and the reptile‟s eyes settled on the screamer, a furious-looking female. She was some 

kind of Wrath demon, not exactly ugly… blonde hair fell from her head, her features were 

vaguely feline, and she was covered in both toned muscle and orange fur, although her face was 

gray skin and her eyes black. She was wearing the rags of clothes, and as she howled at them, 

trying uselessly to break free of the magically-reinforced cage she was in, the Drakkaren asked 

Sin calmly: “So is she more than ten thousand years old? And did you and several witnesses 

listen to her story and get more than one view of it?” 

“Of course, Lord Zerrex. She‟s a vicious narcissist… would you like to play with her?” 

Sin asked quietly, and Zerrex rubbed thoughtfully at his muzzle for a moment before he shook 

his head, and the Naganatine bowed to him with a quiet smile. “Whatever you think is best. But I 

understand: you don‟t want to have to clean up too much for tomorrow.” 

“Let‟s go down, though… I want to check on the rest of the cells.” Zerrex said softly, and 

Sin nodded as they walked away from the piled cages, the female now shrieking something about 

revenge… but there never was any revenge, or even any chance of it. Zerrex wasn‟t an idiot, 

after all… and this place was his private playhouse for his most twisted of fantasies. When 

demons came in… it was his choice what to do with them and their lives, and no longer their 

own. 

The two stepped onto a black square of metal near a corner of the room, and it clicked, 

waiting for a moment before slowly descending down into the next area. This was an enormous 

steel ramp going down a long, circular shaft, filled with bloody cages with all manner of horror 

shoved away inside each, the sound of screaming, crying, and laughing filling the air. Zerrex put 

his hand behind his back, closing his eyes for a moment as he took a breath before walking 

forwards, and he looked into the cages as they passed: many of them were empty, but the 

occupants that were left inside were not exactly visions for the faint of heart. 

Here a demon had been literally skinned alive, the blood draining off it steadily flowing 

down through a grating in the floor… here, a demon was crying from empty sockets, naked and 

trembling as it tried again and again to feel ears that had been cut off long ago… and down 

deeper, as they continued to walk, a female screamed the moment she saw him, dragging herself 

backwards, her legs useless and her sex stretched and ripped so violently wide open that it 

seemed to gape, still bleeding from how many times she‟d been raped.  

Zerrex rubbed at his face slowly as they continued downwards, and then he asked Sin 

quietly, for the thousandth time: “Doesn‟t it make me evil, a sadistic monster, that I did this? 



What would people say if they saw these terrible things that I take such sick pleasure in… am I 

not a beast?” 

“Lord Zerrex… this is Hell.” Sin said simply, then she smiled faintly as she wrapped an 

arm around his shoulders, continuing quietly: “These people were given a million chances to 

redeem themselves, on the mortal plane and in Hell. They are the worst of the worst… rapists, 

murderers, thieves, people who knowingly caused suffering that… that can‟t be described or ever 

taken away. And then who even in Hell continued to do such things… and I know for a fact that 

often, mortals are so forgiving just because they think the people who cross them are bound for 

eternal damnation in the abyss.” A pause, then she said quietly: “But it just doesn‟t work like 

that. Hell is Hell, yes… but it‟s not Hell, if you understand what I‟m saying. What you‟ve done 

here is made a Hell beyond Hell… but like you so often say… even suffering and pain can be 

beautiful. And now these people serve a purpose, even if their only real purpose is to bring you 

pleasure. They are your toys now, your experiments, your… special dark things, and even if you 

know every life is sacred… you also know that sometimes, we need to sacrifice one life to 

protect that of many. 

“Besides, we‟ve made progress and found out interesting things about all sorts of 

demons, thanks to what you‟ve been doing down here…” Sin continued, as they paused at a cell 

where a babbling minotaur was circling around and around, laughing every now to himself as his 

eyes rolled in his head. Then he turned towards the wall, grasping his ears, a tattooed black rune 

seeming to glow on his back. “We‟ve found out how we can modify the regeneration process in 

demons… we better understand demonic psychology… and we‟ve discovered that sometimes 

pain and brute physical force over extended periods of time is the only thing that will influence a 

person‟s behavior, however positively or negatively. Cruel as you may be, Lord Zerrex, you are 

also very kind… although this is all a forbidden paradise for you, I also know that you watch 

their reactions and record anything that happens that‟s particularly interesting.” 

“I‟m as bad as Mengele.” Zerrex muttered, and Sin shook her head with a faint smile as 

they continued down the ramp towards the bottom, before he glanced away and asked quietly: 

“You know… if we‟re all just creatures based around primal, biological functions… then is it 

really wrong to rape? To murder? And what does it say if I get… aroused… by seeing others in 

such agony? That I take such pleasure in their pain… that it makes me feel not just powerful, but 

good, when I cause it?” 

“Then it means mortals don‟t have long to live.” Sin responded gently, and she patted 

Zerrex quietly on the bicep. “But thankfully, we all know that sometimes biology isn‟t always 

right, is it?” 

Zerrex made a bit of a face, but he didn‟t argue as Sin opened the door at the bottom of 

the ramp for him, and they stepped through and into a long, faintly-lit corridor. Water dripped 

from the rusting pipes overhead, and there was a long path made of cement that was walled on 

either side by grated metal flooring covered in dried and fresh blood. Above the grated floors 

were meathooks of all different size and shape, and hanging from several of these were demons, 

one of them dead, the eyes white and body beginning to rot. The others, however, were still 

alive, and one – a Salamander – was moving weakly, gurgling quietly. 

Zerrex paused in front of it, and then he reached up to grasp its shoulders, pulling firmly 

downwards and causing the hooks to sink deeper into its body, the creature howling in pain and 

then whimpering as it dropped its head forwards, panting as drool dripped from its jaws, eyes 

looking at the Drakkaren without hate: no, after awhile, as Zerrex knew from personal 

experience, you stopped even being able to hate your captors, and you only wanted freedom, or 



at least a brief respite from the pain. The lizard gazed up at the draconic demon for a moment, 

then he leaned up and kissed his neck quietly, tasting blood and sweat and fear, before he 

straightened and patted him gently on the cheek, leaving him dangling by no less than a dozen of 

the rusting, ugly metal hooks as he walked onwards with Sin, murmuring quietly: “I feel like 

such a coward at times like these…” 

“You‟re never a coward, Lord Zerrex…” Sin smiled faintly as she hugged him quietly 

from behind, and then she slowly rubbed a hand over the Drakkaren‟s abdominals, sliding her 

hand down to grasp his belt as the reptile paused with a bit of a smile, glancing over his shoulder 

at Sin, who blushed a bit as she whispered: “Sorry. But… this place… the smells… the sights… 

I…” 

“In the next room.” the Drakkaren said gently, and Sin blushed a bit deeper before Zerrex 

took her hand and they stepped out of the corridor, and into an octagonal room.  There were three 

doors leading out of it, including the one Zerrex closed behind them, and all along the walls were 

all manner of instrument that could be used for medicine or torture, and often both. And from the 

middle of the room hung roughly half a dozen meathooks beside a gurney… and the Drakkaren 

watched with a slight smile as Sin bowed her head forwards as she undid the back of her long 

dress, and then it slowly slipped off her body to reveal her naked back, as she strode quietly into 

the center of the room before turning around with a faint smile. 

She grasped two of the hooks as if they were rings and easily hefted herself up, the sharp 

metal cutting into her hands as she gave a soft sigh of what could easily be pleasure, her eyes 

closed and her head bowed forwards… and then she leaned back, arching her back and releasing 

a long groan as she lowered herself against the other hooks, Zerrex listening to the sound of them 

ripping into her flesh as her glammer flickered for a moment, blood running down her back and 

her limbs as her hands slid over the hooks so they instead dug into her wrists, and then she hung 

there, suspended by at least four hooks buried into her back and her taut buttocks, her tail 

switching back and forth as her legs kicked a bit, her small breasts heaving on her chest as she 

took long breaths and gazed at Zerrex with only the faintest hint of pain in her eyes, whispering 

softly: “I don‟t want you to go easy on me.” 

The Drakkaren shook his head slowly as he walked in front of her, and he wrapped his 

arms around his waist as he pressed his head against her stomach, feeling it move against him 

with each breath she took. He could feel her blood running over his arms as it spilled down her 

back, and it was all strangely erotic and wonderful… and it helped how she was hanging so high 

off the ground her hips were at level with his shoulders. Maybe it was sick and twisted… but 

they were both sick and twisted, and he knew that if anyone could handle this – and that if 

anyone didn‟t have a problem with it – it was Sin. 

He enjoyed the sensations for a few moments longer before he finally let go, gazing up at 

her with soft entertainment, and then he turned away to head over to the wall, musing 

thoughtfully before he picked up an ugly knife. It had a long, thick blade, and the handle was 

shaped so the reptile could best grip it so that it pointed backwards with the blade facing up: a 

specialty knife best used for jabbing at something on the gurney or, in this case… “Get ready, 

then, Sin…” 

The both took a breath… then Zerrex stepped forwards, swinging in a long overhand 

motion to jab the knife home between Sin‟s breasts, shattering her breastbone as she gagged, her 

glammer shattering to reveal her true body as her unguligrade legs kicked hard, her thin arms 

spasming and lithe chest inhaling spasmodically, and then she cried out of her draconic jaws, 

eyes going wide as Zerrex grabbed the handle of the knife with both hands and dragged 



forcefully downwards, eviscerating her as the knife ripped from between her breasts all the way 

to just above her vagina. Blood splattered down over the reptile as her guts spilled out of the 

wound, bits of bone falling down over him as the Drakkaren tossed the knife away, gazing at his 

handiwork… and then he smiled slightly and closed his eyes as her intestines slid like snakes up 

his sides, Sin‟s breathing returning to normal as a shudder went through her and her violet eyes 

blinked, the tall black Mohawk of hair she had swaying as her long draconic horns gleamed in 

the faint light that came from the magical crystals imbedded in the ceiling. “Oh… do me a 

favor… cut those…” 

“How about… I tear them instead?” Zerrex asked softly, gripping a coil of intestine, and 

Sin shuddered before arching her back with a low, guttural sound as Zerrex easily ripped it in 

half with his bare hands, spilling ichors and blood all over himself before he did it again to 

another length of her insides. And then, as he grasped another coil, her intestines suddenly 

wrapped around him with the strength of his tentacles, a few torn pieces of her gut falling out as 

she hefted him into the air with her insides wrapped around his waist and his arms, the last torn 

length of intestine stroking slowly along his face as she gazed into his eyes lovingly. “You‟re 

beautiful, Sin…” 

“And you are powerful, my lord…” Slowly, Sin released Zerrex‟s right arm, and then she 

stroked along it gently with a tentacle of intestine, and the reptile stared as his arm trembled 

before the warped, twisted true form of it revealed itself through the scale, peeling off as his 

hand became an ugly claw and blue light pulsed through the cracks along the limb. “You‟ve truly 

bonded with the strength of Mephistopheles… and your own power, your own desires were 

nothing paltry or unattractive to begin with. Thank you for… sharing with me… your power…” 

Slowly, Sin set him down, and she rolled her head on her shoulders with a quiet moan as 

her intestines writhed before falling slowly to the ground, and she grunted as she spread her 

arms, her ribs cracking as the scales of her body peeled back somehow, her insides clearly visible 

as she whispered in a ragged voice: “Please, Lord Zerrex… go ahead… and help yourself. I 

know you want to… I know how much you delight in it… and you know that I will only feel the 

pleasure of pleasing you…” 

“Sin…” Zerrex licked his muzzle despite himself… and then he nodded as he stepped 

forwards, grasping her hips as he leaned up and nuzzled into her guts, Sin gasping before 

moaning weakly again as he bit into one of her inner organs. Hot blood spilled down over the 

Drakkaren‟s face as he took a large bite of it, tasting raw, yet warm flesh and meat, and he felt a 

feral thrill run through his body as his muscles tensed and relaxed, his eyes shut before opening 

and glowing for a moment as he chewed ravenously, a lustful hunger overtaking him before he 

glanced down at her vagina, and he grinned a bit to himself as he said softly: “Let‟s start with 

dessert.” 

He leaned down and licked slowly up the Naganatine‟s sex, and he was unsurprised to 

taste not only blood, but her sexual fluids. Sin moaned loudly at this, her legs bucking as her 

eyes bulged, and then she trembled violently as Zerrex‟s tongue dragged hungrily again over her 

vagina, the reptile grasping lightly into her legs as he nuzzled slowly into her vagina. Her blood 

slid over his muzzle as her intestines coiled upwards, grinding lightly over his body, the 

Naganatine‟s own form exuding a brilliant heat as he pushed his muzzle harder against her 

blood-covered labia. 

He pushed his tongue forwards, dragging it slowly around her entrance before pushing 

past and into the passage beyond, the reptile growling softly as he closed his eyes and grinned to 

himself, at the same time mouthing her sex gently. It made Sin moan again and buck her hips, 



more of her juices spilling down her passage as she began to pant lustfully, and then she gave 

another sound of ecstasy as Zerrex slowly pulled his tongue free and moved upwards at the same 

time, nuzzling into her clitoris before he suckled slowly and teasingly on it, his teeth grinding 

against the sensitive nub and causing Sin to all but scream in pleasure. Pleasure, despite the 

things he had done to her body… or perhaps in part of it. 

Then Zerrex licked his muzzle hungrily as he drew back, before he leaned forwards… 

and Sin shrieked again, her hips rocking and eyes bulging as this time Zerrex bit hard into her 

vagina, his teeth sinking through the top of her labia and into her waist. He shook his head back 

and forth as blood ran down his jaws and sexual fluids burst from Sin‟s vagina, and then he tore 

hard and suddenly backwards, and the Naganatine‟s clitoris tore off with a large chunk of flesh 

and scale, the Drakkaren chewing loudly as blood ran down his jaws, grinning darkly up at Sin 

as she howled and bucked her hips several times, a deep blush suffusing her cheeks before her 

sounds heightened in volume as Zerrex leaned forwards and licked hungrily at her bloody sex, 

her legs bucking a bit before the Drakkaren grasped them and guided them up over his shoulders 

as he shoved his face between her legs, his claws digging into his buttocks as he began to 

hungrily rip at her crotch. 

Sin bucked with every hard tear of the reptile‟s jaws, the Drakkaren‟s teeth loudly ripping 

apart her vagina as he tasted blood and the nectar of her sex… a sex that had already been 

horrendously devastated, Sin moaning and screaming in what likely sounded like pain… but then 

she howled Zerrex‟s name as the reptile bit into the remains of her vagina, one lip of her labia 

already completely gone and the other hanging from what was mostly a ravaged, destroyed crater 

in her crotch, blood and gore splattered all over the floor beneath her and all over the 

Drakkaren‟s chest and muzzle.  Her hips bucked wildly, her head and breasts bounced, and the 

hooks buried in her dug in all the deeper to her form as she had an orgasm that shot her juices 

straight into the lizard‟s hungry mouth, Zerrex growling hungrily as his eyes flashed with 

victory, tasting blood and her juices as he paused to guzzle the sweet stuff bursting out of what 

had once been a vagina. 

It ran down his chin with her blood, and Zerrex felt crazy with lust and hunger and 

passion, his pants beginning to tear as his penis grew erect, his breath rushing in and out of his 

lungs before he threw his head back with a groan as the fabric of his boxers and his jeans finally 

gave way, and his rock-hard cock exploded upwards to full, massive size, throbbing powerfully 

as his pants fell around his ankles. The reptile growled hungrily, his muscles flexing, wondering 

which he should do… and then Sin moaned loudly and cried out: “Please… more… more, 

Zerrex, until you‟re full, until you‟re satisfied… go ahead, let me be your feast, and then you can 

fuck my remains until nothing is left of me!” 

The Drakkaren grinned at this, and then he let her legs drop, causing her body to jar and 

the female to shriek before his hands seized her sides as he shoved his muzzle up into her, 

hungrily ripping and biting at her insides, devouring her as if she was a rare steak and he hadn‟t 

eaten for days. To him, she tasted like the most delicious buffet he had ever eaten, as blood and 

gore and things he couldn‟t name dripped past him and onto his chest, onto his pulsing cock, 

onto the floor below… and slowly, her intestines rose up off the floor to embrace him as she 

hung by the hooks, screaming as every so often, Zerrex forcefully dragged her downwards so he 

could better angle his muzzle into her innards like a savage beast. 

Finally, a hook snapped out of her back as Zerrex yanked her down hard, ripping out a 

large chunk of her shoulder, and Sin‟s wrists came loose from where they were resting with a 

splatter of blood, meathooks swinging back and forth as she fell over Zerrex‟s face. The rest of 



her body tore loose, and she collapsed on top of Zerrex as he fell backwards with a grunt, sliding 

down his body and letting out a weak gasp as the gigantic shaft of the Drakkaren pressed 

between them and up into the empty gap in her body… and they gazed at each other for a few 

moments as her blood and guts fell against him, both of them panting, and then they kissed 

slowly and passionately as she brought her hands up to tangle through his white hair, leaving red 

streaks behind in the already tainted locks, their jaws working together hungrily as they nipped 

and bit like animals at the same time. 

Then they parted, and Zerrex wrapped his arms around her tightly, the female twitching 

as he cradled her close, and she curled up on top of him gladly, her breathing slowly becoming 

steadier, her body hot against the male‟s as his shaft throbbed inside her body cavity, snuggled 

up into her torn-apart organs. They lay together for a long time, until the Drakkaren had become 

flaccid and Sin had stopped bleeding, the Naganatine‟s supernatural regeneration already healing 

many of her wounds… and then Zerrex gazed at her quietly for a few moments, asking softly: 

“Can anything kill you?” 

Sin smiled faintly and gently touched his chest, then she said softly: “Only one thing… 

and that‟s losing you.” She curled up against him, and Zerrex blushed a bit, feeling flustered and 

deeply touched as she whispered: “Don‟t ever change, Lord Zerrex. There are so few people who 

would love the real me… the monster, the wicked slut of Mephistopheles… and yet you do. 

Even through everything, you‟ve always loved and taken care of me… dealt with my urges and 

my needs and everything else that‟s wrong with me… and it means more to me than I can say, 

since it‟s supposed to be my job to serve you. 

“I know that… in the aftermath of the hungers and the lusts… after you‟ve let yourself go 

and allowed those dark urges, those pieces of you that are pure Wrath and Lust take over your 

mind and body… you often feel scared or like a beast.” Sin stroked his face gently, then she took 

one of his hands as she breathed softly, her glammer returning over her body, looking once more 

like his mother: bloody and injured and with those black and purple scales that seemed to shift 

patterns back and forth, but clearly his mother nonetheless. “But you aren‟t. I asked for this… I 

was part of this mess, and as big a part as you were. If you‟re a monster, I am too, for enjoying 

the pain and the pleasure and the savagery of it all… your teeth inside me… it‟s… somehow so 

erotic, and the trust… the trust that we can do this with one another…” 

She broke off, then simply smiled as she rested on his naked chest, whispering softly: 

“It‟s like that first time we both took on our real bodies and took a good look at each other… 

demon to demon. Trusting that neither of us would freak out or want to run away. It‟s just like 

that in so many ways, and it means so damn much to me that we can do these sorts of things, 

when most demons would take the opportunity to kill or feast on the other demon‟s power.” Sin 

paused for a long moment, then she said softly: “But that‟s part of the reason why I like this… 

because it lets me share my abilities with you.” 

Zerrex shook his head, looking softly amused as he squeezed her quietly around the 

waist. “Nice try, Sin, but it‟s never worked… I may have absorbed some of your magic-related 

talent over many of these different little… meal-plays… but otherwise, it doesn‟t seem to have 

done much of anything. And there‟s no way I‟m eating a piece of your soul or something else 

equally-horrifying… I mean, like. I think the soul is kinda important to keep intact.” 

“I sometimes think you have too much soul.” Sin said with soft entertainment, and then 

she kissed his cheek quietly before grunting and rolling off him, closing her eyes and performing 

an incantation as Zerrex rolled on his side, watching her with a quiet smile as her hand glowed 



white and she slowly zipped up her stomach with the ease she‟d zip her dress back up. She was 

so beautiful… and then something moved in the corner of the reptile‟s eye. 

The Drakkaren frowned, looking up but not feeling any sense of impending danger: the 

Tower, after all, was nearly impossible to find or portal to, thanks to several displacement 

charms hidden throughout the structure and the courtyard. Anyone who tried to teleport or portal 

into the Tower or surrounding area would be violently repelled and tossed into some random 

location throughout Hell, and that could mean a lot of trekking to get back to civilization, if they 

landed in one of the many places that barred the usage of magic. Of course, Hell does have bugs. 

And bugs still make it down here sometimes. 

He glanced over the pipes on the ceiling… and then he stared when out of nowhere, a 

large pseudodragon suddenly popped into existence, sitting primly on one of the hooks and 

squeaking at him. It was obviously Sammy, and his scales were now half-black, half-red… and 

he glared angrily at Zerrex before swooping down to land on his muzzle, at least six inches 

added to his size as he leaned down and bit his forehead firmly. 

Zerrex flailed and yelped, and Sin laughed loudly as Sammy jumped off Zerrex‟s muzzle 

to land on the ground, his large talons clacking against it as he leaned upwards, squeaking and 

growling earnestly as if telling the Drakkaren off. The lizard stared dumbly at this, rubbing 

where the dragon‟s little beaky muzzle had torn a small gouge in his scales, and then he sighed, 

rolling his eyes as Sin said in an entertained voice: “It seems he was likely watching you this 

entire time, Lord Zerrex, and offended you didn‟t come looking for him.” 

“Well, when Desire left the party, she said she‟d tend to Sammy and check on him. Come 

on, I thought you‟d be eating, crapping, and growing during this whole phase of you… growing 

up!” Zerrex threw his arms out, and Sammy huffed and sat up on his haunches, the Drakkaren 

gaping as it crossed its small front arms and mimicked the grouchy facial expression Zerrex 

often made perfectly. “Okay, okay, I‟m a bad daddy for a growing dragonlet, I know. Forgive 

me?” 

Sammy peered up at him, then huffed before it paused as Sin picked up a small chunk of 

gore from the floor, holding it out to him. It sniffed at it, then snatched it out of her fingers and 

chewed thoughtfully, giving Zerrex another look as Sin said with soft entertainment: “He‟s 

grown into a mature adult now… and despite his behavior, I think he still feels very connected 

with you. He reminds me of you… and of my lost brothers and sisters.” 

Zerrex nodded, then he sat up and smiled a bit over at Sin as Sammy wandered over to sit 

on his lap, peering down at the Drakkaren‟s penis for a few moments and squeaking before it 

looked over at Sin, then it purred softly as the lizard quietly rubbed behind its head, saying with 

soft amusement: “Then you should give him his second name. Go ahead, call him anything… I 

don‟t mind.” 

Sin looked at Zerrex, then she gazed down at the dragon and quietly touched him under 

the chin. It blinked and looked up at her curiously, tilting its head… and she said softly: “Then I 

think we should call him… a mortal name, a nobler name than my brethren have taken on… 

because of us all, few of us have stayed in Heaven and fewer of us still have managed to follow 

my Lord God‟s true hopes.” She closed her eyes and shook her head, balling a hand up into a fist 

and hitting the ground quietly. “When I think about the past… it makes me so angry 

sometimes… 

“So I know.” She looked up with a smile at Zerrex, and the Drakkaren tilted his head, the 

two looking at her quietly as she said softly: “I‟ll call him my little future in the old tongue… 

Ch‟vrah Dovis Ti.” 



“Dove.” Zerrex said thoughtfully, looking down at the pseudodragon, and he gently 

stroked over its black-scaled back before he tickled the red-scaled underbelly, the young creature 

squawking as it spread its wings and stood up tall, but it looked positive. Damn thing is too 

goddamn smart already. “You know… doves have a lot of meaning on the mortal realm, because 

they‟re such a rare bird nowadays in Ire… but then again, in the mortal world, we see so few 

birds anymore… although I think the population is coming back now that so many cities are in 

ruins. 

“What I mean to say is that… I like the name, I like the nickname it gives him, I like… 

everything about it.” Zerrex paused, smiling slightly as he took Sin‟s hand, gazing across at her 

tenderly. “You know, so long as my future includes you.” A pause as Sin returned the look 

lovingly, smiling warmly. “But what I wanna know is… how the hell did Sammy get in here?” 

The dragon tilted his head curiously, and then Zerrex stared as it vanished before popping 

back into existence perched on the Drakkaren‟s shoulder, growling proudly and raising its head 

high. Sin laughed and sat back as she gave Zerrex‟s hand one last squeeze, then she looked over 

at the Drakkaren with quiet amusement. “He‟s bonded with you, Lord Zerrex… and it seems that 

at some point he picked up your distinct energy signature and whatever else he needs so that he 

can lock on to you and teleport wherever you are. I have to admit, it‟s quite a feat to be able to do 

that… but since this Tower was redesigned so that only a few people including yourself can 

portal to it, it means he must have tricked the magical charms into thinking he was you on the 

way in.” 

Zerrex looked curiously at Sammy as it nodded vigorously, and then the Drakkaren 

turned his eyes back to Sin as she stood up, casting a cleansing spell over herself to get rid of the 

dried blood, gore, and everything else. “Then how smart is the little bastard? It‟s like he‟s 

starting to understand everything I say, if he doesn‟t already.” 

Sammy chirped at this, then nipped Zerrex‟s cheek playfully before gnawing at his hair, 

the reptile rolling his eyes as Sin shrugged thoughtfully. “It depends… we‟ll know more when 

he‟s developed a bit more. He may have matured already into an adult body… but his abilities 

will take a little while longer to develop, and I‟m admittedly surprised as it is that he‟s grown so 

fast. But I‟ve never been too knowledgeable on magical creatures, especially the rare, specially-

bred kind… you should check with that nice male you used to work with at the stables.” 

“Oh, uh, Kent? I haven‟t seen him in forever, but you‟re right, he might know a thing or 

two about Sammy here… he seemed to know everything about every other creature that every 

came into the stables.” Zerrex paused, looking at Sammy thoughtfully before he rolled his eyes 

as the pseudodragon looked at him for a moment before it returned to chewing on his hair. “So 

how long until his body adjusts to the corruption and I don‟t have to worry about cleaning out his 

litterbox anymore?” 

Sin shook her head, looking quietly amused as she picked up her dress, ran a cleansing 

spell over it, and then slipped it carefully on, the long cloth billowing around her legs as she 

smoothed the fabric gently out. “Mortals and their habits are so strange… but feces is a side 

effect of the body, that‟s all. I recognize that it doesn‟t seem to smell the best and I can‟t imagine 

what it must feel like coming out, but the process is-” 

“It‟s gross.” Zerrex said flatly, and then he stood up, pulling his pants and torn boxers up 

as best he could as Sammy curled himself cheerfully around his neck, slapping the Drakkaren‟s 

chest gently with his long, flexible tail. “It‟s a mortal thing, then, I guess, Sin. Most of us really 

do not like it, to put it simply. Hey, would you do me a favor and fix this? I‟m no good at that 

whole repair spell thing.” 



“It‟s not a repair spell exactly…” Sin said absently, as she walked over and held a hand 

out above the reptile‟s crotch. She paused and gave him a look, a slight smile on her face, but 

Zerrex only rolled his eyes before she laughed softly, her hand glowing a faint purple as the cloth 

knitted itself back together and the button floated up off the ground to sew itself onto his fly, and 

then the zipper rose and his fly shut as she dropped her hand, Zerrex immediately grumbling and 

reaching down to adjust himself in his pants as he hopped a bit on one foot. “You‟ve really gone 

and twisted my mind, Lord Zerrex. Everything seems so much more sexual now than it used to 

be, comparatively. I don‟t think that I really mind all that much, though.” 

“I‟m glad to hear it… and thanks, Sin.” Zerrex wrapped an arm around her shoulders and 

kissed her forehead softly, and Sin smiled warmly as Sammy squeaked and peered curiously 

around. Then the reptile paused as he glanced down on himself, but before he could say 

anything, Sin cast a cleansing spell over his body, and his scales tingled as the dried blood and 

other substances vanished from his chest. “Hey, I totally could have done that.” 

She didn‟t bother replying, only shaking her head with a smile and soft laugh as she held 

a hand up and created a portal, and the reptile took her arm with his own, making her blush as he 

grinned before they stepped through together and into the main hall of the Ravenlight Estate, and 

immediately the reptile groaned as Ixin bounced over from where he had been defacing one of 

the paintings on the wall with a marker, the male grinning widely. 

He opened his mouth, then paused, peering at the pseudodragon suspiciously as it looked 

back at him, then it hopped up on top of Zerrex‟s head, the Drakkaren making a face as it spread 

its wings and growled at Ixin. The mage yelped, then he huffed and crossed his arms, snapping: 

“And what the fuck did I ever do to you? Hey, Zerrex, I already don‟t like your pet. Fuck, those 

things freak me out.” 

“You know about pseudodragons?” The Drakkaren tilted his head in surprise, and Ixin 

gave him the patronizing look that only he could somehow manage to pull off with a mere tilt of 

his head, making Zerrex glower. “Mage or not, I could bend you into a pretzel if I wanted to.” 

Ixin snorted, then he grinned widely as he struck a pose, flexing his muscles: they were 

deceptively large, since all-in-all, he didn‟t pack much of a physical punch: “Oh yeah? Then in 

that case, I challenge you to the deadliest form of mortal combat available: a breakdancing 

contest!” 

Immediately, Ixin flung himself into the air, flipping backwards before he arched his 

back to land on his masculine breast, and in a smooth, liquid motion, he slid himself upwards 

before he spun around on his hip, Zerrex staring flatly at the mage as rolled on his back mid-spin 

and grasped his thighs as he brought his legs up to his chest, continuing to spin like a top before 

he tried to roll over and instead flopped onto all fours, grunting and wincing as he continued to 

lazily spin even on all fours, looking dazed as he squawked: “I meant to do that, it was just a 

practice run to get your confidence up!”  

 Zerrex rolled his eyes with a sigh, feeling amused nonetheless before Sin glanced over at 

him curiously, asking: “Why is that called breakdancing? And how do people dance together like 

that?” 

“They don‟t… and well… uh… I dunno why, actually.” The Drakkaren rubbed the back 

of his head thoughtfully, then he glanced down at Ixin, who was unsteadily getting to his feet, 

looking dazed. “I think he just likes it because you do all sorts of weird things with your body.” 

“If you‟d only let me on the mortal plane, dude, I could bring in all sorts of hot chicks 

and bang-bang-bang all night.” Ixin made a few awkward thrusting motions with his hips, 

grinning widely, and then he slid backwards in a passable moonwalk, pointing at Zerrex with a 



wink. “And hey, I might even be some help tracking down mages, you know. Nothing finds a 

mage better than a better mage, you dig it?” 

“Not really.” Zerrex said mildly, and Ixin huffed, crossing his arms and glaring at the 

other male, before he paused and reached up with his free arm to gently grasp Sammy and pull 

him off his head, putting him down on the ground. The pseudodragon huffed and looked up at 

him sourly, and the lizard sighed, wondering who it was acting more like at the moment as Sin 

gently tugged on his arm and led him towards one of the side doors. “I have to go for the 

moment, Ixin. Please don‟t ruin any more of my artwork while I‟m gone, alright? Or I‟ll have to 

throw you into a Pit of Torment.” 

The mage huffed, looking pouty as he watched them leaving, Sammy trotting along 

beside Zerrex and shooting the mage a last sour look before the door closed behind them. The 

lizard glanced down at him with amusement, then he turned his eyed to Sin as they walked down 

the long corridor, asking: “So where are we going? You know the Estate better than I do, which 

is kinda twisted… I mean, in all my years here, I still don‟t exactly know where everything is.” 

“Well, it is a bit large… I know that even Azazel and Astaroth sometimes had trouble 

getting around here.” Sin said quietly, and she fell silent for a moment, looking down as she 

remembered her brother and sister. Zerrex remained quiet, giving her the time she needed as 

Sammy growled softly, and the Naganatine paused as they passed a redwood door, halting and 

looking over at the male as she said softly: “I think this is it.” 

She opened it, and the two entered into a large den after a moment, with a fireplace full of 

magical flame burning in one corner and a large round, wooden table in the center of the room, 

two couches on the east and southern edges of the table. In one of these sat Mercy, who was 

quietly knitting, headphones over her head as she rocked her head in beat to the music, wearing a 

ripped black shirt that showed off her belly and left her scarred arms bare, and torn black jeans 

that exposed a few of the scars on her legs. The two looked at each other, and then Sin said 

softly: “I‟ll go and get some food, Zerrex… why don‟t you see how she‟s doing?” 

“Good idea.” Zerrex said softly, looking over at Sin for a moment, and then he quietly 

walked up behind the couch and patted Mercy gently on the shoulder. The female started, 

looking up at him with surprise with her deep, dark blue eyes, and then she hesitated before her 

sewed-shut mouth hesitantly smiled at him. “Hey, girl. How‟re you holding up?” 

Mercy shrugged a bit, looking back down at her knitting and resuming it, but working 

slower so she could take glances up at Zerrex every now and then, as the Drakkaren walked 

around the couch and sat down beside her – not too close, but not too far, either. Mercy was a bit 

more nervous about close-contact than most of his family… and he looked at her softly before he 

asked her quietly: “So how‟s your magic study going these days?” 

She looked over at him for a few moments, then she half-shrugged again before she put 

down her knitting and held out both of her hands, and they glowed faintly as she closed her eyes 

for a moment in concentration. A large blue butterfly suddenly flew up from them, appearing out 

of nowhere, before it burst into flame… but as it fell away to ash, the ashes swirled back down 

into her palm and became a block of ice. This melted quickly… but instead of water dripping 

down between her cupped hands, it became a chain of lightning that zapped back and forth from 

finger-to-finger, before vanishing altogether as she gave a quiet sigh and put her hands down. 

She rubbed at her muzzle for a moment, looking up at him awkwardly, but Zerrex smiled and 

nodded, saying quietly: “You‟ve got a real mastery of the elements, Mercy… it‟s really 

impressive to watch.” 



Mercy shrugged a third time, but she blushed a bit as she went back to knitting, and the 

reptile looked down at it, realizing it was a little doll. She had already done most of the top of it, 

and he was impressed as always with the speed and precision she moved with, even when she 

was still looking up at him every now and then quietly, as if waiting for something. They were 

quiet for a few minutes, however… and then Sammy jumped up on Zerrex‟s lap, and Mercy 

started, staring at the pseudodragon for a moment as it squeaked at her before it suddenly ran up 

the back of the couch and carefully walked towards her, leaning in close and squeaking again. 

Hesitantly, Mercy rose a hand to stroke quietly along its neck, and it growled softly at 

her, closing its eyes and leaning towards her as it kneaded its toeclaws into the back of the couch. 

Zerrex smiled a bit, and then he said quietly: “I just call him Sammy for short. I think he likes 

you… there‟s been a few people he‟s already clearly disliked, after all.” 

Mercy nodded and gazed at the pseudodragon as she stroked quietly along it, and then 

she glanced at Zerrex, asking him a question with her eyes. Zerrex nodded in return, and Mercy 

smiled a bit as she slowly reached forwards and gently picked Sammy up, holding it up in front 

of her and examining him before she carefully hugged him close, and the little dragonlet purred 

softly, gently nipping at her muzzle. Mercy twitched, but she shook her head, silently laughing 

before she stroked along his back and put him down on the floor, watching as he scrabbled 

around the room, sniffing at things and squeaking at them curiously. 

She looked over at Zerrex, then smiled a bit to him before she patted the couch quietly 

beside her, and the reptile gladly slid a bit closer as Mercy put her knitting aside again to wrap 

her arms around his neck and rest her head on his chest. Zerrex wrapped his own arms around 

her body, and he slid her gently into his lap… and she blushed a bit, but the reptile only gazed 

down at her softly as he held her quietly close to his body, saying gently: “I still think you‟re 

beautiful, Mercy. And if you ever need to… if you ever need anyone to listen to, I‟m always 

here, as your father, and as someone who will love and take care of you. You‟re different, but… 

I like different. I like weird.” He gently kissed her sewn-shut muzzle quietly, and Mercy blushed. 

“I‟m not scared of you and not going to hurt you, ever.” 

Mercy nodded against him, and then she closed her eyes as a few silent tears flowed 

down her muzzle, and she trembled for a few moments as she simply clung to him, crying in her 

silent way. Zerrex held her close, not saying anything as he rubbed her back slowly and rocked 

her quietly in his arms, as her headphones fell around her neck and the music rose to Zerrex‟s 

ears, and he gazed at her with quiet compassion as he kept her cradled close to his strong form. 

After a few minutes, she settled down, and she reached a hand back to dig her music player out 

of her pocket and turn it off before she curled up tightly against him, breathing softly in and out 

through her nose as she rested her tear-streaked cheeks against his broad chest. 

Mercy had always been the odd-one out in his family: she was one of his older daughters, 

and her mother was Lily… a mother who was compassionate and loving, but who had still been 

raised with demon laws and who had been confused at first about what to do with a daughter 

who was mute. Demonic law, after all, said that Mercy would never be permitted into a truly 

high-standing or important position if she couldn‟t speak naturally or telepathically… and since 

so few demons were born with any sort of disability, usually they were exterminated to keep the 

folds „clean.‟  

Zerrex would not hear of that, of course, and he also didn‟t care Mercy was born with 

few demonic traits or abilities. She wasn‟t unique, but she didn‟t qualify under any demon 

species, either… the closest thing she was to was a Dius, except she lacked the sexual aura and 

didn‟t seem to be much in the way of a Lust type. If Zerrex had to put a guess forwards, he‟d say 



she was Wrath… she was certainly goddamn hard on herself, after all, but he thought that was 

because of all the torment she‟d received from so many other demons over the years. He thought 

it was like a sick joke, after all… if she could speak, then she would have instantly been assigned 

an ambassadorship to Earth and Heaven, since her few demonic characteristics meant that 

whether in full demon form or this shape she liked to stay in, she would have been a perfect 

bridge between demons and the other races. It was almost like she was a half-demon… but since 

she was born of Lily and Zerrex, perhaps she was more the product of the fervent wish of the two 

to live like mortals even in Hell. 

Mercy was untalented in physical arts, as far as it went for demons: with training, Zerrex 

knew she‟d become a dangerous expert at any sort of weapon she went with, but she was clumsy 

enough that she‟d have trouble even with a few mortals, and she hated training because she hated 

feeling stupid and useless. Zerrex had always tried to tell her she wasn‟t… but he knew that once 

you got something in your head, once so many people told you the same thing… it could be hard 

to get it out of there and focus on anything else. What Mercy was good at, however, was 

remembering incantations, spells, and charms of all level, although at first that had been useless 

to her… but now that she had started to master the art of casting without speaking, she was 

quickly becoming an adept sorceress, and Zerrex thought that if she kept up her hard work, she‟d 

finally have something she could show everyone, to show just how strong she really was. 

He knew that every now and then, she stopped practicing, though, because things became 

too heavy or the struggle just felt too useless in the face of the demons who still berated her and 

taunted her: it was weird to think about how a demon could be beaten down with words, how 

even a demon could get depressed and do stupid things, but there it was. But then again, 

sometimes words left marks fists couldn‟t… and Zerrex gazed down at her quietly, nuzzling her 

gently as he squeezed her close to his huge body, whispering softly: “It‟ll be okay… I promise. I 

know I‟ve said that before, but… you are working your way forwards, and you are one of the 

best damn mages I‟ve ever seen, Mercy… and you know I want to do anything I can for you to 

help you through things down here. You are all still my family, even if I want to return to the 

mortal world… and I just look forwards to the day when we can all be together.” 

Mercy nodded against him quietly, then she sniffled as she clung tight to his neck, 

squeezing him firmly. Despite their physical contact, however, unlike many of his other 

daughters, Mercy was one of his girls he had never been sexual with… but in a way, that meant 

he was all the more protective of her, since he knew she had never found much of a boyfriend 

anywhere else, either, and it made her seem all the more like his beloved little girl. He quietly 

nuzzled her as he continued to hold her close, and she glanced up at him quietly, before she 

blushed and pushed her face into his chest as she heard the door open… but as Sin stepped inside 

with a pot of tea, Zerrex said softly: “Don‟t worry… it‟s your favorite friend, that‟s all.” 

Mercy looked up hesitantly, then she smiled faintly as Sin sat down quietly beside them, 

patting her gently on the shoulder. She wiggled a bit towards her, then curled herself between the 

two, hugging her legs as Zerrex left a hand quietly around her shoulders and Sin gently stroked 

along her teary face, gazing at her softly. “I brought some of your favorite, Miss… I mean, 

Mercy.” She smiled apologetically, and Mercy looked at her anxiously: she hated being spoken 

to formally by Sin, one of the few people whom she saw as a real friend. “I‟m sorry, it‟s a force 

of habit. I still call your father Lord Zerrex even after all these years and… everything we‟ve 

been through.” 

“Sin‟s a bit more nuts about the whole politeness deal than even I am, it‟s a little bit 

weird.” Zerrex said amiably, and Sin shook her head, looking quietly amused despite herself. 



“You know, Mercy showed me some of what she could do… I was really impressed.” Zerrex 

wanted to mention something about her knitting, too, but he felt that putting her magic abilities 

on the same level as a mortal pastime might just take a little bite out of the female‟s morale. Then 

again, it‟s so hard to tell sometimes… why the hell do feelings have to all be so goddamn 

complicated? 

Mercy glanced embarrassedly up at Sin as she wiped at her eyes, and Sin quietly touched 

her cheek, saying softly: “You have no idea how hard she‟s been working, Lord Zerrex… and a 

lot of it to impress you, I might add.” She smiled a bit as Mercy turned beet-red, shaking her 

head quickly and looking immediately away from Zerrex as the Drakkaren looked down at her 

curiously. “She heard, after all, that even you have mastered some very powerful magic… and I 

think she‟d be very interested in seeing you perform some of that one day. Then again, I also 

think she‟d be interested in going with you, perhaps, to meet some of the people at this reunion 

you‟re having… and I would come too, if you‟d like, Mercy. All you need to do is ask.” 

The female looked down quietly for a moment, seeming embarrassed… and then she 

finally nodded and swallowed a bit, glancing up and quietly squeezing Sin‟s hand. After so many 

years with her, most of the members of the family had learned to understand whatever Mercy 

was asking with her expressive, almost-black eyes, and when Sin nodded, she turned the look on 

Zerrex, and she smiled a bit, glancing at Sin and saying with soft entertainment: “You‟re as 

troublemaking as Cherry is sometimes, you know that? But of course, Mercy… if only because I 

know that you‟ll fit in nicely with the rest of us, and I think some of the people there would like 

to meet you.” 

Mercy smiled hesitantly, and Zerrex patted her quietly on the shoulder before he laughed 

as she hugged him suddenly, and he hugged her firmly back, gazing down at her 

compassionately. “Alright, alright, no worries, huh? I‟ll be glad to have so many people in one 

place… but come on. What about you, me, and Sin take a little look around the Estate, huh? 

Maybe we can find something to occupy our time with, or you can tell us one of your stories.” 

Mercy smiled a bit, looking abashed: although she knew sign-language, it was something 

Zerrex had some trouble learning himself, even if he‟d mastered the basics… but they never used 

it, because Mercy was able to communicate almost anything to him instantly with a few basic 

gestures and the way her eyes always seemed to speak far louder to him than any gestures or 

words could. She had, however, picked up a special knack for telling stories with just her hands 

or small puppets, although sometimes it could get like a game of charades, which would frustrate 

her… but nonetheless, they were able to communicate and even converse animatedly between 

one-another for long periods at a time. Zerrex always enjoyed it, because Mercy was a lot 

smarter than many people would give her credit for, and she had his weird sense of humor… and 

he knew that she enjoyed it too, because it let her express herself and share with them. 

It took a bit of coaxing, but they finally managed to get Mercy to walk with them as she 

rubbed at her cheeks awkwardly, and the three lost track of time as Sammy bounced along 

behind them, squeaking and bounding around as Mercy made her gestures and Zerrex laughed 

and Sin smiled and nodded, looking as if she was having a casual conversation with anyone. 

Then, as they walked through the gallery full of pictures of the major enemies Zerrex had fought 

in his life and conquered – something Sin sometimes had a bit of trouble with, because many of 

the pictures on the wall were of Naganatine – Cherry suddenly appeared out of a portal and 

Mercy made a bit of a face, sliding back to half-hide behind Sin and Zerrex as the muscular 

demoness charged forwards and slid to a halt, grinning at Zerrex and spreading her arms as she 



said clearly: “It‟s time, dude. Come on, we‟re headin‟ uh… well… a little south of here. By 

which I mean we‟re going out to your backyard.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, feeling amused nonetheless: his „backyard,‟ as Cherry insisted on 

calling it, covered some thousand or so private acres, and included a gargantuan hedge maze, a 

small lake – Zerrex had given up long ago on referring to it as the „pond‟ – a full-size stables, 

and had a large area referred to as „the court,‟ which was used as a meeting place for large 

groups and soirees, since it was a mix of soft grass and beautifully-carved granite tile. He paused 

as Cherry peered suspiciously at Sin and Mercy, and then he said mildly: “They‟re coming to.” 

Mercy looked relieved at this even as Cherry huffed and grumbled, then she rubbed at her 

head, saying flatly: “You know, your other two bi… daughters, daughters, I said daughters!” 

Cherry waved her arms quickly, grinning stupidly as Zerrex glared at her irritably. “Your other 

two daughters are uh. Hanging around with everyone already, you know. And knowing Selena, 

that crazy bitch will probably show up at some point, and you can never tell with Lily. I think 

they‟re anxious to…” Cherry suddenly glanced away, swallowing, and Mercy and Sin both 

looked confused as the demoness took a moment to regain her composure, grinning weakly but 

looking anxious all the same. “Anxious to meet everyone, you dig?” 

“I dig.” Zerrex said quietly, then he reached out and patted Cherry on the shoulder before 

he knelt, and Sammy hopped up onto him, scrabbling over his back to land on his shoulder with 

a chirp. The reptile stood up as it gnawed lightly at his hair, and then he said softly: “Sin, do you 

mind doing the honors?” 

“Of course, Lord Zerrex.” Sin rose a hand, and a white portal instead of a black one 

appeared, large enough to accommodate them all. Zerrex stepped forwards, and then Cherry took 

his hand, muttering something to him as Mercy took his other, and Sin took Mercy‟s, the four 

walking forwards quietly as Zerrex took a long breath himself before he could let nervousness 

overwhelm him. There was no sensation of travel through this portal as they entered directly into 

the courtyard as if they had just walked through the grass, and it closed behind them before 

Zerrex could think about going back as his stomach did a flop, looking around at the milling 

people, tables here and there and people sitting at them as the conversation stopped, Cypress and 

Lily looking up from where they were talking with a little girl who looked like a china doll, and 

the Drakkaren smiled a bit as this little angel girl climbed up awkwardly onto a chair, the feline 

picking up a glass and tapping a spoon against it to get everyone‟s attention. 

The little girl in her pretty little white dress and matching white hat smiled back and forth 

at the silent guest, and she said clearly: “Everyone, let me introduce the host of this party and the 

Drakkaren who has affected all our lives in his long, long lifetime as a mortal. Accompanying 

him are Lady Sin, and a daughter of his whom I believe is named Mercy, and of course I‟m sure 

most of us know Miss Cherry, for either her mouth or her attitude.” A bit of a laugh went 

through the crowd, and Cherry huffed, then grinned and struck a pose, flexing her enormous 

biceps powerfully with a playful growl. “But now, allow a meager Prophet the pleasure of 

introducing Lord Zerrex Narrius… and Lord Zerrex, I will now bow aside to introduce to you the 

true guest of honor at this party.” 

The little girl bowed deeply, and the crowd parted to reveal three figures walking slowly 

towards them: a border collie who shone with a faint white light on one side, dressed in plain 

mortal jeans and a white shirt, her figure curvy and her eyes alight with happiness, the border 

collie‟s fur fluffy and seeming to float around her as she gazed happily at Zerrex… and on the 

other side of the figure in the center was a succubus who was grinning widely, the vixen‟s 

leathery wings furled on her back and her long horns standing tall and proud out of her skull, her 



eyes a burning black. She was dressed in long black leather gloves, a stylized leather corset with 

a thick belt around her middle, and a long pair of black stockings that left her taloned feet bare 

and connected up into the loincloth that hung down from her waist, a red R with a raven wing 

stretching out of emblazoned near the end of the hanging material. Sarah and Mel… and it didn‟t 

surprise him how they had both turned out, one a Benevolent and the other a succubus. 

But in the center was an angel… and the three figures halted about ten feet away as Sin 

and Cherry gently pushed Zerrex forwards, and the angel in the center came forwards herself. 

She was dressed in a beautiful golden dress that had a single strap over one shoulder, and it went 

well with her tawny fur… and she gazed up at him after a moment with her bright hazel eyes, 

almost the same color as the smudge of brown fur that circled one eye and covered one ear 

entirely… and then she reached her hands out and gently took one of the lizard‟s, saying quietly: 

“Hey, Zerrex… did you miss me?” 

“More than I can ever say, Mary.” Zerrex responded, and his voice felt weak, his throat 

scratchy and dry as he looked down into her eyes, his stomach twisting itself into knots as he 

gazed around at them: three girls from Baskin‟s Grove he had never, ever forgotten, no matter 

what they must think of him. “I‟m glad to see you… and yet I‟m sorry at the same time, more 

than words can say.” 

He dropped to one knee, holding her hand tightly and pulling it against his face as she 

looked down at him quietly, and Zerrex closed his eyes as he bowed his head forwards, 

whispering: “Can you ever forgive me for failing you? And Mary, Mary… you were right. All 

those years ago, you were right about me, and I‟m sorry for all the times I lashed at you… for… 

everything I‟ve done that‟s cost so many lives and brought so many people down here.” Zerrex 

looked around at the crowd, trying to hold in his emotions as he trembled a bit, feeling his heart 

racing in his chest before he gazed up at her with overbright emerald eyes, simultaneously 

wanting them all to stay and wishing they‟d go away, if only because he knew he was 

humiliating himself, and never out of any sort of anger against any of them. “I‟m so sorry…” 

“No… I‟m sorry…” Mary hugged Zerrex‟s head tight against her stomach, and she 

leaned over him, squeezing his hand gently with her own petite one, the five-foot-five feline 

doing her best to comfort the enormous reptile as she gazed down at him sympathetically. “I 

thought I knew everything back then, Zerrex… and that I knew you. Had I ever been able to even 

guess at everything you‟d be forced to, I never would have tried to push you so hard… and had I 

known just what Lone wanted, I would have fought instead of simply… giving up, even if they 

were all so much bigger and stronger and scarier than I had imagined…” She looked at Cherry, 

and the female blushed and turned away, looking humble and humiliated. “Get up, Zerrex. We‟re 

all here… for you.” 

“For you.” echoed Mel and Sarah, as the two walked over to his side and gently hugged 

his arms, and the three lifted Zerrex back to his feet, as the reptile quietly rubbed the back of his 

wrist against his eyes, and all of them smiled up at him faintly as they lined up in front of them. 

He gazed over all three of them, wishing now that he‟d brought Cindy, so they could see her in 

person… and then he smiled a bit as he instead half-turned and rose a hand to Mercy, as Sammy 

squeaked on his shoulder, staring down at Mary as if enrapt. 

“Let me show you my daughter, then… one of the girls I‟m proudest of.” Mercy blushed 

deeply at this, then she finally took her father‟s hand, and Zerrex pulled her forwards as he 

looked down at Mary with a faint smile. “This is Mercy of the Ages Narrius… she‟s very 

talented in magic, and she reminds me of you in some ways, Mary… very hard on herself but… 

innocent and beautiful, too.” 



Mercy fidgeted a bit, and then she smiled faintly as Mary bowed to her, bowing back 

quietly. “She looks beautiful… but please, Zerrex… don‟t let me hog you all to myself. We have 

eons to catch up… so long as you promise to visit, that is.” Mary gazed up at him with quiet 

entertainment, and Zerrex blushed deeply, looking away as a few people in the crowd laughed. 

“And really promise. Because… I‟ve missed you and your awkward charm and hearing your 

crazy stories. You‟ve visited my grave more often than you‟ve visited me, you know.” 

“I thought I‟d never see you again.” Zerrex said bluntly, and then he squeezed Mercy 

gently around the waist, murmuring softly: “But even if I went to Hell… I‟m glad that it exists, 

even with all the trouble I went through to get things back in order. I will visit, though, I 

promise… but look at you, an Angel, and a priestess by the look of it… it suits you.” 

“I‟m only an initiate…” Mary shrugged, blushing a bit as she gazed softly at Sarah, 

nudging her gently as the collie continued to simply gape and stare at Zerrex stupidly. She made 

a face, then struck her firmly with her elbow, and Sarah flailed a bit and staggered past Mercy 

and into Zerrex, knocking her head off his abs and falling on her rear before she flushed deep red 

and stared up at him some more. “Sarah refuses to try and get her wings.” 

Sarah mumbled, blushing some more, and then Mel slid sinuously forwards past Mercy, 

the female awkwardly stepping away before she traded a hesitant smile with Mary. “And I‟ve 

missed you… you have no clue how good it is to be sexy again…” She closed her eyes and 

breathed softly through her mouth, then she winked up at the Drakkaren, drawing a finger down 

his chest as she added softly: “I feel so open and free now, Zerrex. Maybe, just like old times… 

we could find some time to get together and have a good old-” 

“Get, get off him!” Sarah huffed as she stood up and pushed at Mel, and Mel pushed her 

back, the two glaring at each other before Sarah rubbed a foot against the ground and stared up 

fawningly, saying apologetically as the Drakkaren rubbed the back of his head: “Sorry about her. 

She‟s… let herself get a bit loose over the years, I guess. I‟m sure glad to be here, though.” She 

paused, looked around, then mumbled: “Well, you know what I mean. I‟m really sorry I wasn‟t 

there to help you out, but… well… the Hez‟Rannan Death Squads killed every Ginsbury in the 

phonebook, since I was supplying the rebels with food from the old grocery business after Daddy 

passed away. It really is a whole new world, though, huh? It takes the edge off dying… I just 

wish I was less of a klutz.” 

“You‟re still the same old Sarah… and I‟m glad to see that, klutz or not.” Zerrex patted 

her gently on the shoulder, and Sarah beamed up at him happily before the reptile looked around, 

then he stared at a Dragokkaren who was grinning stupidly at him, clad in dirty coveralls and 

with only a large pair of ram‟s horns coming out of his head as a visible demonic sign. “H… 

Huck?” 

“Zerrex, dude!” Huck exclaimed in old Hez‟Rannan, and then he ran forwards as the 

Drakkaren walked out to meet him, before the reptile yelped as Huck picked him up in a bear-

hug with a laugh, spinning around and then grinning embarrassedly as he put him down, rubbing 

at his head slowly. “Sorry there, but damn, it‟s good to see you! Hey, how‟s Albossatross doin‟ 

and Churchill and all the others? Fuck, it‟s been so goddamn long down here, but… well…” He 

paused, looking serious. “This is where all us faggots go, right?” 

The reptile groaned and slapped his forehead, and then he glanced curiously around the 

huge, well-built Dragokkaren. Huck paused, then he snapped an arm suddenly back and dragged 

out a slender Daius, the male squeaking and flailing as he blushed deep red against his blue 

scales, small horns almost jabbing Huck in the face every so often as the huge Dragokkaren said 

pleasantly: “You remember Hans, right? He‟s like my cute little bitch now. Except I‟m the one 



who makes dinner and does most of the chores, but I ain‟t a little bitch even if I am cute.” Huck 

batted his eyes at Zerrex, then he laughed and grabbed him in a headlock, squeezing him firmly 

to one side and Hans to the other. “Shit, it‟s been way too long! Everyone party!” 

“Hell yeah!” Cherry called from somewhere, and Zerrex and Hans looked at each other 

awkwardly before the Drakkaren managed to slip free, and he gently pried Hans out after a 

moment as Huck stomped over towards her waving wildly at her. Hans blushed and tried to 

stammer something out, and then he glanced over to Mercy as she nervously approached, before 

he blushed a deep red, staring at her. 

She looked back, looking hurt at first… and then she paused and looked closer at him as 

the demon rubbed at his naked, slender chest before he adjusted the waistband of his loincloth, 

stepping hesitantly forwards. Mercy looked over at Zerrex, and the reptile smiled slightly, saying 

politely: “Hans, I‟d like you to meet my daughter, Mercy. Mercy, this is Hans… during the Great 

Hez‟Rannan War, he helped me out quite a bit with a few different things. He‟s very sensitive 

and intelligent, so I think he‟ll be able to understand you clearly, so why don‟t you two get 

acquainted?” 

Mercy nodded with a bit of a blush, rubbing at one of her arms as Hans shifted 

awkwardly, and then he finally said in a rush: “Thank you Lord Zerrex it‟s good to see you Lord 

Zerrex thank you!” A pause, and then he coughed and giggled awkwardly, and Mercy smiled and 

shook her head. 

Zerrex glanced around, and then he caught sight of Sammy, looking disgruntled as he 

wandered around the reptile‟s feet before he finally leapt up with his surprisingly strong legs, 

flapping his wings a few times to land back on the Drakkaren‟s shoulder. Zerrex gazed at him 

with soft entertainment, and Sammy gave a nervous squeak, but then he calmed a bit when the 

reptile patted him quietly under the chin. “It‟s alright, they‟re all friends here. We‟re in good 

company.” Zerrex paused, then he smiled as he saw another angel approaching him, stepping 

forwards and picking the badger up in a one-armed hug. “Very good company, in fact… how are 

you doin‟, Tinny?” 

He dropped him, and the Tinman landed awkwardly on his feet, coughing and rubbing at 

his body as he blushed and looked up at Zerrex with a warm smile. He had an athletic build, and 

was wearing dress pants and a plain, long-sleeved dress shirt, all the buttons done up and looking 

as if he was going to some formal occasion. He squeezed an ear tentatively, then gazed up at 

Zerrex with his innocent, gold-ringed eyes, saying softly: “Fairly well… and what about you, 

Boss? It… it really is really good to see you, Zerrex, I mean, it‟s just been so long, and… I kinda 

missed you.” 

He shuffled a foot against the ground, and Zerrex smiled warmly before he stared as 

Vampire pranced up behind Tinny and hugged him tightly, making the angel yelp and flail his 

arms in surprise before he smiled warmly as Vampire spun him around and kissed his forehead 

delightedly. The huge black wolf gazed up at Zerrex, and the Drakkaren crossed his arms as he 

looked back at the scantily-clad male in his loinplate, the demon saying amusedly: “Hey, dude, I 

am totally from your old life. I fucked it up in more ways than I can count.” 

“You‟ve managed to sneak into every party I‟ve had so far. You really are a bitch, aren‟t 

you?” Zerrex said amusedly, and Vampire shrugged agreeably as he patted Tinman on the head, 

the badger sighing but smiling warmly nonetheless at the childish treatment. But it was true: 

Tinman and Vampire were both from the Goth Legion, although in those days, Vampire had 

been a homophobic, vulgar-mouthed asshole… but he had changed once down in Hell, and the 

causeless rebel had not just been knocked out of him, but he‟d been forced to realize everything 



he‟d missed and the pain he‟d suffered. Zerrex thought it was mostly pure luck and Vampire‟s 

own awkward need for friendship that had really blossomed him into what he was now – no pun 

intended – while Tinman was the same as he always was, even in that bloodthirsty group: loyal, 

friendly, and truly brave in ways few people would ever know. 

Then someone patted Zerrex on the shoulder, and the reptile turned around curiously 

before he stared with delight at a smiling, healthy-looking coyote and a bright-eyed vixen, the 

female wearing Royal Guard armor and the male a Benevolent like Sarah had been: a mortal who 

had gone to Heaven, yet not earned the special and rare privilege of becoming a true angel. 

Mortals aren‟t supposed to become angels except for rare circumstance, after all, even if Narrius 

corrupted that rule… but it looks like Mika here didn‟t go for the easy go, while Felicity… “You 

two look amazing. It‟s great to see you both, Felicity, Mika… how are you holding up in 

Heaven?” 

Mika smiled warmly at him, the coyote‟s brilliant silver eyes seeming to shine with 

intense light from within as he squeezed the fox‟s hand gently, gazing at her lovingly. “We‟re 

doing wonderfully… and well, I‟m okay.” He laughed, glancing down at his own plain black 

clothes and the heavy leather jacket he was wearing, before he looked up with amusement at 

Zerrex. “I got into the mortal import business up in Heaven and… afforded myself a few 

luxuries, but it‟s nothing like Felicity here.” 

“Shut up, jerk.” Felicity blushed as she squeezed Mika‟s hand lightly, then she let go to 

throw herself against Zerrex, hugging him tightly as the reptile smiled and hugged her firmly 

back, the golden full-body armor she was wearing clanking lightly, silver chainmail glinting 

between the heavy plates as she stepped back. She was a bit larger now than she had been in life, 

and her fur had almost become negative: black where the red had been and ghostly ivory instead 

of eggshell white. Two large ram‟s horns twisted out her skull, and she had two tiny, triangular 

horns just above her eyes, the vixen awkwardly rubbing at her head. “I was just lucky to have 

people like Captain Lazarus-” A pause as the offended male howled that his name was Vampire, 

not Drake Lazarus, and Felicity leaned slightly past Zerrex to flip the male off. “People like 

Captain Vampire to help me out once I became a full-fledged Wrath demon. Go figure, me a 

Wrath demon. At least I‟m not Envy, like that asshole Tank.” 

She muttered something about eviscerating him, and Mika coughed into a fist before he 

nudged Felicity gently, looking amused. Although he was still his same mortal height, Felicity 

had grown to almost seven feet tall, and Zerrex could see that she had the muscle to match from 

the shape of her armor… and she rubbed awkwardly at one of several of the piercings in her 

face, looking at Zerrex with a bit of a blush. “What? Not gonna make any jokes about me or shit? 

Say that I really should have been a Lust demon or… you know…” 

Zerrex shrugged amiably, and then he gave her a gentle hug around the waist against his 

body, and Felicity smiled brightly as she rested her head against his chest with a quiet sigh for a 

moment: when she had been a mortal, she had been a huge fan of his after all… and even if once 

they‟d fought, her dying wish had been for one last hard fuck, one final time that would kill 

her… and he had granted it. As these memories played out in his mind, he whispered softly in 

her ear: “You were never a slut like well… Cherry, or me, or a lot of people I knew, Felicity.” 

He paused, then added mildly: “And you were always a bit of an angry person.” 

The vixen huffed and smacked a gauntleted fist against his chest with surprising strength, 

and Zerrex snorted amusedly as he swayed backwards as Mika laughed and shook his head. Then 

they both stared as Sin stepped up beside Zerrex, and Felicity dropped to a kneel, bowing her 

head as she said respectfully: “My Lady. It‟s truly an honor…” She paused, then looked up at 



Sin, taking a slow breath as she stared at her for a few moments, and Mika did the same, still 

standing dumbly. “My…” 

“It‟s only an illusion.” Sin blushed, motioning for her to stand quickly as she looked 

embarrassedly at Zerrex. “Please, please show me only the respect you do Zerrex, treat me as 

you do him.” 

Felicity nodded and stood, looking at her for a few more moments before she shook her 

head a bit and looked instead at Zerrex, biting her lip and then suddenly blurting out: “So are you 

two really together?” 

Zerrex snorted amusedly, then as Sin looked down quietly, he gazed at her softly and said 

gently, as he wrapped an arm around her: “She‟s probably my favorite wife. Just don‟t tell 

anyone I said that, especially not Selena.” 

Sin brightened immediately as she looked over at him happily, and Zerrex smiled as he 

winked at Felicity, who was looking enviously at the two of them now. “What, aren‟t you and 

Mika together?” 

“We‟re brother and sister more than anything else, still.” Mika said mildly, then he 

squeezed Felicity gently around the waist, as she huffed and crossed her arms. “She‟s harder to 

get into bed than you‟d think, even if she doesn‟t have a whole lot of guys throwing themselves 

at her, her being all huge and everything.” 

“Oh, shut up.” Felicity grumbled, and then she stared as Huck appeared on Sin‟s other 

side. He looked at her for a moment as she looked awkwardly away, then she blushed when he 

leaned on her shoulder and winked at her, grinning widely as Zerrex winced a bit. Should I warn 

him or… 

“You are beautiful, babe.” He paused, and Zerrex felt Sin‟s body growing colder as Huck 

leaned in closer curiously. “What, you don‟t like me? Dammit, Zerrex, stop stealing all the hot 

chicks!” 

Huck huffed and leaned away, crossing his arms, and Sin smiled a bit and covered her 

mouth, but she looked happy nonetheless even as Felicity glared over at the male. Huck paused, 

then he leaned in close again, his eyes shining with interest. “Hey, you must be Lady Sin! Oh 

fuck, wow, this is an honor…” Sin suddenly looked disillusioned, and then it turned to surprise 

as he grabbed her hand, squeezing it in both of his as he rambled: “Oh wow, you‟re the one who 

built the Eternal Gyre, and who helped in the construction of places like Daemon Cuoure and 

even the Central Spire! Dude, dude, due, I mean, like, ma‟am, you really totally have to teach me 

your secrets, how you weave magic with the machinery!” 

He paused, then leaned past her to look at Zerrex mildly: “See, like, I‟m really good with 

the engineering stuff still, but I can‟t get magic worth a damn. Look at this babe, though! 

Frigging hell, she‟s a motherfucking genius!” 

“I never had a mother.” Sin said, looking confused as she pulled her hand awkwardly 

away, and Huck and Zerrex traded a look before both laughed, Mika chuckling and even Felicity 

smiling a bit as she rolled her eyes. Sin looked around at them with a wince, but then she only 

sighed and looked flatly at Zerrex. “You‟re going to hurt my feelings.” 

“I‟m sorry, Sin. It‟s just… you say the cutest things. And I don‟t mean that in a 

patronizing way you… really do have great comic timing.” Zerrex rubbed the back of his head 

awkwardly as Sammy squeaked nervously at him, and Sin grumbled a bit as she crossed her 

arms and looked at him sourly. “Yeah, I know, Sammy. My mouth gets me in trouble a lot.” 

The pseudodragon chirped agreeably, and then Felicity glanced over her shoulder and 

excused herself with Mika as Sarah approached, and Zerrex carefully slipped away from Sin as 



Huck began babbling again about all sorts of crazy things the lizard didn‟t exactly understand. 

He shook his head with a smile, walking onwards, and then he paused as he caught sight of an 

Angel who was sitting across from the angelic little girl who had first introduced him and having 

some intense discussion, both of them leaning on the table and sharing a large bottle of apple 

cider as Desire watched them both intently, seated in another chair and leaning on her arm as her 

eyes flicked back and forth like she was watching some kind of adrenaline-pumping sport. 

Zerrex quietly approached, and he smiled slightly as the little girl said seriously: “No, 

even in the furthest past that I know of, he‟s shown a remarkable amount of not just cruelty, but 

kindness, even if he never recognized it himself. It all centers around when he really developed 

that sense of rightness, and by that I don‟t mean holy righteousness or goodness, but his eccentric 

obsession with manners and mannerisms and politeness.” 

“Okay, I‟ll admit that yes, even when he first came to Baskin‟s Grove, he liked order and 

he was always respectful and polite, even when he was having a bad day.” The other figure said, 

leaning on the table. He was a chubby feline, his fur a faint orange and his eyes a calm, serious 

brown. His clothes were distinctive, an antique red vest overtop a white dress shirt, and a pair of 

dress pants; another person who looked dressed for a formal occasion, but then again, Elliot 

Meral had always dressed like this, even when he‟d been busy tending bar as a mortal. “But you 

know he was always a bit of a bastard, too… but then again, it was what helped him get the job 

done. I‟m not saying he‟s a monster, though…” The cat paused, glancing to the side and sliding 

the bottle of cider towards the empty seat, smiling a bit at Zerrex. “Just that he could be a bit 

unnecessarily rough.” 

“Never heard you complain about my methods when the work needed to be done.” 

Zerrex replied mildly, sitting down beside the cat and looking at him with quiet entertainment. 

The cat snorted as he rested back, and then the reptile turned to look at the little girl, smiling at 

her warmly as Sammy jumped off his shoulder and chirped curiously. “Thank you, Little Arcy, 

for the wonderful introduction, too. It meant a lot to hear you say that… and I suppose you‟re the 

one who organized this whole thing, huh, Desire?” 

“Cypress too… I think she‟s talking with some of the other guests.” Desire said warmly, 

and then she sat up as Zerrex poured some cider into a glass and slid it over to Sammy, who 

chirped and immediately stuck his head down into it, lapping up the liquid eagerly. “But it‟s the 

least we could do for you, Daddy… they can all tell such interesting stories about you, and if 

anything, their memories of you are all the clearer from the Death Effect.”  

Zerrex nodded, looking faintly amused: although some of his memories after dying were 

a bit fuzzy here and there, all of his memories as a mortal were clear as day, as if he had just 

experienced them. Apparently, it was one of the more-positive effects of dying… although 

admittedly it all still felt a bit strange to him, that death should make his life so clear. “You 

know, you guys don‟t have to mindlessly debate over me when I can just answer any of your 

questions myself. Besides, this is a reunion for all of us.” 

“But centered around you.” Little Arcy replied easily, pointing at him with a wink before 

she leaned back and added: “Besides, it was really Elliot who started it… he was talking about 

how he met you and we compared meetings, although mine was rather short… but you know 

I‟ve made studying you my whole life, and I‟m not about to let you swat my ideas aside when 

you barely know yourself.” 

“I know myself better than… shut up.” Zerrex huffed, crossing his arms, and the little girl 

laughed before the Drakkaren glanced over at Elliot, tilting his head towards him. “But what 



have you been up to? I know I‟ve come across you more than I have most of the people here, 

but…” 

“Yeah, I know, you still feel bad over what happened, but you shouldn‟t. I feel bad that I 

didn‟t do a better job of hidin‟ Marina… God only knows that a few more minutes might have 

stopped the whole Great War in its tracks.” Elliot responded grimly, and Zerrex shook his head, 

looking quietly amused. It was a debate they‟d had many a time before, about this and that and 

various what-ifs… and even if Zerrex knew it was pointless, it was still comforting in its own 

way. “So don‟t feel bad for anything.” 

The reptile grunted in return, and then he paused before glancing over his shoulder as he 

heard loud laughter, Cherry and Huck approaching with an arm around each other‟s and grinning 

widely as the female shouted: “Hey, see, Jimmy here agrees with me, you should totally take off 

your pants.” 

“It‟s Huck, not Huckleberry Jim! I mean… you know what I mean.” Huck said 

immediately, glaring at Cherry and shoving her, and then he squeaked girlishly when Cherry 

rammed him with her shoulder and easily knocked the huge Dragokkaren on his ass, wincing 

away. “Okay, okay, you‟re totally way too bignormous for me!” 

“I am Queen of the gays!” Cherry shouted imperiously as she flexed, stepping on Huck 

and striking a pose, and Huck hugged her leg, looking up at her with fawning eyes. Zerrex 

sighed, then he looked over at Elliot, as Little Arcy tapped a spoon against the tabletop dryly. 

The male feline, meanwhile, was looking at the two sourly, and then he finally shook his head 

slowly as he turned his eyes to Zerrex. 

“So how have you put up with her over all these years?” Elliot asked mildly, and Zerrex 

looked up thoughtfully for a few moments before he winced as Cherry grabbed the back of his 

seat and grinned over his shoulder, then she huffed as Sammy squawked loudly at her, the two 

trading glares as he stood up on his back legs. “I see your friend thinks as much of her as I do.” 

“Sammy, thankfully, seems to have some good tastes.” Zerrex replied mildly, and both 

Huck and Cherry huffed, before they both stared as Mel slid sinuously in front of them to wrap 

her arms around Zerrex‟s neck and press against him with a smile, closing her eyes and letting 

out a long sigh. The Drakkaren coughed, reaching up to gently squeeze one of her wrists as he 

added amusedly: “And… I‟m glad to see you, too, Mel.” 

She laughed and nuzzled him gently, gazing at him with soft entertainment. “Well, not 

half as glad as I am to see you, my darling…” The succubus paused, then she looked over at the 

pseudodragon and winked at it. “It seems you‟ve picked up some pets of a different nature than 

myself over the years, too… he looks like quite an interesting little creature.” 

Sammy squeaked at her suspiciously, then he hopped away, running over to Little Arcy 

and looking up at her curiously, and the little girl stroked gently down the back of her neck, 

looking softly entertained. Zerrex shrugged a bit as he squeezed the female‟s hand, and Mel 

pouted a bit as she watched it go before she said mildly: “Well, what matters is that you like me, 

not that he does. You do like me, isn‟t that right, Zerrex?” 

“Of course.” The Drakkaren nodded with a quiet laugh, glancing at her for a moment, and 

she smiled brightly before sitting herself up on the table, looking at him with entertainment in 

her eyes as she primly crossed her legs and licked her own muzzle slowly. Zerrex coughed, then 

he glanced awkwardly away towards where Little Arcy was tapping a finger against the table, 

looking a little more than displeased. “So what have you been up to in Hell, Mel? I thought I saw 

you once or twice around here, but I was never quite sure…” 



“I work a beat in a few of the cities… I‟m under protection of the Snakehead Brothel, 

which operates throughout the Eastern and Southern Provinces… it‟s a much more pleasant job 

than a lot of other people think.” Mel replied, leaning down on her elbows and gazing at him 

adoringly. “They took me in once my punishment had ended… I didn‟t end up doing much time, 

most of it was spent in Lust, learning to… deal with my urges…” She stopped, then sat up 

suddenly and cleared her throat, watching as Mercy approached and looking at her with her teeth 

grit, as if she felt threatened. “I guess I‟m not very fond of mages, though.” 

Zerrex glanced over his shoulder as Mercy looked darkly at Mel, and then she took her 

father‟s hand and gently pulled him up to his feet, nodding politely to Little Arcy, and then 

Elliot. They both nodded back, Elliot raising a hand to her mildly with the same calmness he‟d 

used to treat customers at his old bar with, and then Sammy squawked, taking a last drink from 

the cup Zerrex had poured him before he shot across the table to leap and scrabble up onto 

Zerrex‟s shoulder, giving a victorious look at the vixen. She growled at him in return, and 

Sammy squeaked and quickly curled around Zerrex‟s neck, chewing at his hair with a whimper. 

The Drakkaren let Mercy lead him over to another table, letting out a sigh of relief before 

he smiled a bit as he saw Mist and Shine sitting with another pair of siblings: two enormous 

males who looked awkward sitting in seats that were a little bit too small for them. One of them 

was almost fifteen feet tall, his body covered in black scales that had tiger-like stripes of red over 

his limbs and chest, his body that of a Dragokkaren and his eyes a deep obsidian. His 

musculature was enormous, and there were several large black spikes of bone that stuck out of 

his arms, while his head had an arch of five curved spikes from temple to forehead to temple. He 

was naked except for a pair of ripped black pants and a heavy leather belt around his waist. 

The older brother, on the other hand, was almost sixteen feet tall, with dark blue scales 

that lightened to faint blue over his chest and a muscular build that made his smaller brother look 

like a child. He was wearing armor that covered his shoulders, limbs, and his lower body made 

of heavy overlaid silver plates, leaving his chiseled chest, back and tail entirely bare. All down 

his spine were thick spikes that continued down to the tip of his tail, and the Dragokkaren also 

had a similar tiara of spikes to that of his slightly-smaller brother‟s… but his was slightly larger, 

and curved a bit further backwards. He was currently leaning against the back of his chair, 

looking morbidly across the table at a grinning Mist, before he frowned at the look on his 

brother‟s face before he glanced over at Zerrex, then he stared and dropped his glass, leaping up 

to his feet and then dropping to a kneel. “Lord Zerrex, I am truly not worthy!” 

“Lord Zerrex!” his younger brother exclaimed, and he jumped up before dripping over 

the huge body of his older brother, falling flat on his stomach before he winced and brought his 

ass up into the air, prostrating himself before the Drakkaren as Zerrex sighed and winced, 

rubbing slowly at his head. And to think, the last time we met I ended up beating them both 

down… “Please, please, forgive me for… I mean… it‟s so good to see you, sir!” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, and Mary walked over, smiling up at him and immediately 

drawing the Drakkaren‟s attention as he looked down at her, rubbing his head and saying lamely: 

“I really don‟t know why this keeps happening to me. Hey, Dray, Terrance, get your asses up. 

You‟re members of the Hezrow family, and last I checked on the mortal plane… wait.” He 

paused, turning to look at Cherry and asking loudly: “Hey, Cherry, does the name Hezrow still 

mean anything down in Hez‟Ranna?” 

“The fuck should I know? Can‟t see why it wouldn‟t.” Cherry shouted back agreeably, 

and then she paused before grinning widely, immediately shaking Huck off her to bounce over 

and slap Dray‟s buttocks, the smaller male leaping into the air with a yelp and then blushing 



deeply, before he watched in horror as Cherry jumped on Terrance‟s armored shoulders, the 

larger male gaping up at her stupidly as she asked impatiently: “Can I have him, can I have him, 

huh, huh, huh?” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, looking amused despite himself as Terrance unsuccessfully tried 

to shake Cherry off him, and then Dray cursed as he unsuccessfully tried to grab at the female, 

but she easily put a hand down on the huge Dragokkaren-demon‟s other shoulder and hefted her 

legs up in a scissors as she threw her other arm out, cackling as she spun like a top on her hand 

before shoving off him and flipping backwards to land neatly on her feet, bowing back and forth 

as Mary clapped with a laugh. Cherry turned to her with a lecherous grin, and then it froze on her 

face and she straightened, mumbling something under her breath as she looked awkwardly away 

before she finally returned her eyes to her, steeling herself visibly as she met the feline‟s gaze 

and said stiffly: “Thank you.” 

Mary reached out and gently patted Cherry‟s arm, looking around dumbly before she 

turned and fled off towards Huck, snagging him and hiding behind him. Zerrex sighed, rolling 

his eyes as he looked down at Mary, and then he said softly: “Sorry… she‟ll never apologize 

herself, at least not in public. I honestly don‟t think she ever would have done what she did if 

she‟d known, though…” He paused, watching as Vampire tried to creep past, looking at Mary 

nervously. “Of course, some of us were just assholes back then.” 

Mary glanced curiously over towards Vampire, and the black wolf yelped, jumped, and 

then trembled before he threw himself forwards, bawling as he grabbed her head and shoved his 

head against it and babbling apologies. Zerrex winced as Mary stared at him with shock, and 

then the reptile yelped as the male brothers both grabbed at his legs, pleading: “Lord Zerrex, 

forgive our impudence… I know that if you remember the past half as well as we do, you‟ll be 

offended, but give us both another chance, one last chance, please, your lordship!” 

“Dudes, I liked you more when you were being assmonkeys instead of… groveling 

losers.” Zerrex put his hands on his hips, glancing back and forth from one Dragokkaren to the 

next before he asked mildly: “Runts of the Hezrow family, right? Well just how would noble 

Hez‟Ranna feel to be seeing two of its nobles, now both demons that have lived for many a year, 

begging and puling in front of an old friend for forgiveness they don‟t need?” He paused, then 

looked at them both curiously, asking: “How the hell did you two die, anyway? Pretty sure the 

clone soldiers wouldn‟t attack you, after all.” 

“They didn‟t… we never put up much of a fight during the Great War, though…” The 

two looked up at him as Dray spoke, looking apprehensively at his older brother, but Terrance 

only shook his head and motioned for him to go on before he looked with a wince back up at 

Zerrex, as if he had been disrespectful. This is freaky. “Despite knowing it was wrong, our 

national pride compelled us to help our fellow Dragokkaren… and so we ran a supply and 

medical camp in Ire, even if we never picked up a gun. We never fought, we never killed a single 

Irenic soldier… and… the way the clones acted was so strange.”  

Dray fell silent, and Terrance took up the story now, as Mist and Shine came forwards 

and gently pried the two away from Zerrex, so they both sat back on their haunches. “You see… 

they weren‟t like the Irenic soldiers. They never shouted at you outside of combat. They were 

polite and cordial, even if… cold. Yet they left their own behind on the battlefield without 

hesitation, and they could be destroyed at any moment by a bombing run that the top brass 

ordered that would overlap a camp or battlefield… and even the non-clone Commanders treated 

them like garbage. 



“Talking to them was hard, because they were under strict orders to not fraternize with 

anyone… but of course, a few of them had… their own minds, they weren‟t just part of a 

terrifying machine. When things began to break down, they helped us escape before the 

Commanders could turn on us as lynching material.” Terrance hesitated as Dray sighed quietly 

and nodded silently. “Draylin, my poor brother, was killed in the old-fashioned barbed wire 

some days later by Irenic soldiers… we panicked when they started opening fire on us, laughing 

and chasing us like maddened beasts, and he got caught up, all tangled in it… and they just kept 

shooting him, even long after he was dead. 

“I… I ran away with a few clone soldiers.” Terrance hung his head as Dray quietly patted 

him on the shoulder. “But of course, they caught us. The Irenic soldiers crawled out of 

everywhere like cockroaches when they heard that the war was over, the chain of command was 

broken, that Patriarch Narrius and his ultimate weapon had fallen into oblivion. They shot at 

everything Dragokkaren and captured the remaining that they could. They threw me and my 

surviving… my friends, they became my friends in all that hardship and treated me better than I 

can ever say… they threw us in a truck and drove us to some resurrected containment facility.  

“It was terrifying… far more terrifying than the war had ever been, being stripped down, 

the soldiers… the soldiers always shouting orders at us, and answering our questions by shooting 

us in the limbs or striking us. They rushed us through some sort of shower, laughing the whole 

time… then chained us all up in one big open room and…” Terrance closed his eyes and 

shuddered, and Mist quietly squeezed into his shoulders, looking at him compassionately as he 

curled up quietly. “The things they did to us. They abused us in every possible way… beat us 

constantly… and then one-by-one killed us in all different ways, scientists conducting some sort 

of… sick experiment on our bodies, always guarded by soldiers with guns stolen from 

Hez‟Rannan units. They would only ever say they were following orders… and they had dead 

eyes, and looked at us like we were just animals.” 

Terrance halted, then he looked up quietly at Zerrex, saying meekly: “Lord Zerrex, I 

know how rude it is for me to ask this of you… but please. Please, you have to do something 

about these camps, about my brothers who are still in chains after all these years… I know they 

must still exist, and I know that demons, too, must be held prisoner on the mortal coil by 

whatever remains of Ire‟s sick forces, that they‟ll try to rebuild their regime with… genetic 

weapons and terrible devices…” 

“Ire‟s leaders are dead… most of the land has been ravaged by the Demon War and the 

old Ire has fallen.” Zerrex said quietly, and the two males looked up at him silently as he kneeled 

in front of them, Mary quietly touching the Drakkaren‟s shoulder. “We‟ve already found at least 

one abandoned facility that Ire could have inhabited, but it was in ruins… and I think I know 

what the biggest threat to us is at the moment, but believe me. I won‟t let this happen again. I 

won‟t let demons become slaves to mortal experimentation and I won‟t let the deaths of your 

friends and family be in vain.” 

The two males nodded quietly, and then Zerrex stood up as Mary quietly took his hand, 

looking into his eyes as she said softly: “I know you‟re speaking the truth, Zer… and see, you are 

a good person. Without a hesitation, I see you speak those words, ready to charge off into the 

fight by yourself… but you‟re a leader too now. Maybe you should try using the powers that 

rulership gives you instead of constantly putting yourself in danger…” Mary paused, then she 

smiled faintly, squeezing his large hand quietly with both of her own petite ones. “Don‟t think I 

don‟t know just what you‟ve been up to, after all. Historical data is freely available to all of 

Heaven and Hell.” 



“I should change that law.” Zerrex said dourly, and Mary laughed before she hugged him 

tight around the waist, and Zerrex threw his arms out in surprise, blushing deeply before he 

squawked as Dray and Terrance hugged him as well, Mary‟s eyes going wide as she was caught 

between the huge lizards and lifted into the air. The Drakkaren flailed a bit, and then he finally 

wheezed: “Hey, wanna let me down?” 

“Sorry, Lord Zerrex!” The two dropped him, stepping back embarrassedly, and the reptile 

landed on his back heavily with Mary on top of him. He looked up at her for a few moments, and 

then they both laughed before Terrance hesitantly extended a hand, saying meekly: “Lord 

Zerrex, if there‟s any way a humble Hez‟Rannan demon like myself can help… please, allow me 

to.” 

The reptile looked up at him for a few moments, then he took his hand, wrapping an arm 

around Mary and carrying her to her feet as she smiled faintly, the two trading a look before the 

reptile smiled slightly, squeezing Terrance‟s huge hand firmly with surprising strength as the 

Dragokkaren looked down at him with a wince, and then Zerrex said softly: “So is Hell 

everything that Hez‟Ranna said it would be?” 

Terrance traded a look with Dray, and they both smiled as the shyer younger brother 

shuffled awkwardly, then Terrance grunted at him as motioned for him to talk, stepping back 

from the Drakkaren. “Go on, tell him what you told me last night. You put it way better in words 

than I ever could.” 

Dray mumbled something, and Zerrex put his hands behind his back, watching him 

shuffle through the words before he finally said carefully: “We deserved this. The Circle of 

Minor Sins, the Outer Circle, is our home now, and a wonderful one at that… because it‟s just 

like the old Hez‟Ranna. Yet we also endured the punishments, and those we deserved to, as we 

became the Ascended Dragokkaren, the demonic angels of Hez‟Rannan lore. This is… a place of 

great joy to us most, though, because my brother and I are still together… and because all our 

friends and family are here as well, and because the Outer Circle is so like old Hez‟Ranna… but 

with a whole new and better world around it, where people live in joy but pay the tolls for their 

crimes. I know there‟s lots of sufferance here as well… bad things and unavoidable evils, as with 

every society and civilization. But it‟s like we‟ve come home all the same, and that‟s what makes 

me… and my brother, and my brother… so happy.” 

He halted and rubbed at his head, then blushed and smiled as Zerrex clapped, along with 

Vampire – who still had a few tears on his furry cheeks and was snuffling a bit – a grudging 

Cherry, and Mary, who was smiling up at Zerrex. He smiled back down to her, and then she 

slapped his back lightly, saying softly: “If I‟d know that Hell was where everyone but Cindy 

would end up, I think both me and her would have done more evil in our lives.” 

“Hey, I don‟t think you and her are capable of evil.” Zerrex said softly, nudging the feline 

gently, and they shared a laugh before the reptile blanched as he felt something squeeze his 

buttocks firmly, and then Mel leaned against his back as her hands roved slowly down the back 

of his thighs, the vixen grinning widely. 

“But I am.” she purred, then she slid around his side, eyeing him hungrily. Before she 

could speak again, however, Sin approached with Mercy, and Mel winced before backing 

quickly off. The Drakkaren made a bit of a face at this, but then he glanced up as Sin bowed 

towards him before she traded a smile with Mary, the two looking at each other for a long time 

as things seemed to quiet somewhat in the chatter around the area. 

Finally, Mary glanced over at Mercy, looking at her for a few moments before she asked 

thoughtfully: “Do you prefer offensive or defensive magic? What am I saying, you‟re right, 



defensive suits you more, and conjuration.” Mary shook her head, then she smiled slightly and 

held out a hand to her, the demoness looking surprised. “Come here, I want to teach you a few 

incantations. And Zerrex, don‟t you think about running off while I‟m gone, either.” 

Zerrex coughed and looked awkwardly away as Mercy quietly took Mary‟s hand and let 

herself be led away, the male rubbing the back of his head as Sin crossed her arms. “She knows 

you quite well, Lord Zerrex… I suspect she and Little Arcy probably have study sessions on 

you.” 

“Dude, I like being a topic of study as much as you do.” Zerrex said morbidly, and Sin 

made a bit of a face as she nodded. Then he glanced over his shoulder for the Dragokkaren 

siblings, but they had both been led away by Mist and Shine, the reptile asking curiously: “So 

tell me, Sin. How much do you know about the Hez‟Rannan religions?” 

“Only a little.” Sin confessed, and Zerrex looked at the Naganatine with surprise, as she 

smiled faintly and shrugged a bit. “It‟s a religion far older than even I am… and the zeal of its 

believers is unmatched. It‟s strange that so much of it circles around the Princess, when we all 

know how cruel and wicked she was…” 

“Not half as cruel or wicked as the Boss.” huffed a voice, and Zerrex looked up with 

surprise to see a tall, athletic zebra with a powerful, chiseled build standing nearby, a grin on his 

face. His long mane stood in a tall black Mohawk that went down his spine, and his eyes were a 

brilliant, burning red that was far more cheery than malicious. He wore patterned leather 

suspenders that would look ridiculous on any other frame, along with fingerless leather gloves, 

and around his waist was a steel belt with all variety of special metal pouches welded onto it: a 

gift from Tinny to another reformed member of the Goth Legion, Bondage. 

In life, the zebra had been chubby, weak, and had followed one of the cruelest members 

of the Legion, Gape, and taken to rape and vicious torture… but after Gape‟s death, he had 

started following Zerrex – then far better known as Captain Ravenlight – and although it hadn‟t 

improved his behavior much, it had given him a different icon to look after. Shortly after the 

Legion had been disbanded by the military, Bondage had been slaughtered in his torture lab, and 

he had been sent to Hell… and both he and Vampire had followed their Captain Ravenlight 

closely, first as a hobby, and then with greater curiosity and obsession as they watched Zerrex‟s 

changes and looked closely at their own former lives. 

Now Bondage was a Jailor of Hell, a specially-endowed soldier who did work for 

Inquisitors and patrolled the Circles of Hell on occasion, keeping things in line and working 

much like the police did on the mortal plane. He had a few peculiar abilities, one of his similar to 

Tinny‟s in the respect that he could shape materials into whatever he desired: the difference 

being that where Tinman‟s preferred medium was metal, Bondage was able to control the shape 

and texture of leather. 

“Dude, why was I not invited?” he looked back and forth, and Zerrex coughed, rubbing 

the back of his head he stared as Vampire tackled the zebra with a cheerful cackle, Bondage 

flailing before he finally managed to shove the huge wolf off him and climb to his heavy hooves 

with a grumble. “On the other hand… hey, is that Cherry?” 

Cherry paused from where she was berating Huck, and she turned around to peer at 

Bondage before giving a strange sort of squeak, prancing over to him and grinning widely as she 

began to inspect his body, leaping back and forth and touching him inappropriately every now 

and then as the male blushed deeply and tried to push her away. “Excuse me, I… Cherry, it‟s 

good to see you but-” 



“Butt, yeah, you got an awesome butt.” Cherry slapped the zebra‟s rump firmly, and he 

jumped, Vampire immediately catching the tall, powerful equine in his arms and grinning at him 

as he waggled his eyebrows. Bondage sighed and shoved himself out of the huge wolf‟s arms to 

land heavily on his rear with a wince, and then Cherry grabbed him and hauled him to his feet, 

looking over at Zerrex as she said cheerily: “So when‟s Silverfish and Ghost gonna show up? 

They‟re still alive, right? Tinny, get your ass over here, Legion reunion!” 

Tinman glanced up from where he was talking with Little Arcy, and then he sighed and 

walked over, looking somewhat nervous as he rubbed the back of his head slowly. Zerrex rolled 

his eyes, looking over at Sin, and she shrugged a bit before saying as if nothing had happened: 

“If you want information on the Hez‟Rannan religions, the best place to go is the Sisters… and I 

know you studied much of it already, since you‟re fond of staying at their monastery.” 

“It‟s a beautiful place.” Zerrex said softly, ignoring the chatter between Cherry and the 

others – or rather, ignoring Cherry yelling and catcalling as Vampire howled and Bondage and 

Tinman tried to edge away from them. “Plus, you know, it‟s quiet.” 

“Like you ever like quiet.” said a soft voice, and Zerrex smiled slightly as four arms 

encircled him, Cypress hugging him tightly from behind before she looked over at Sin with 

warm eyes. “I made something special for you two… let‟s go over to the food table and see if 

you enjoy it.” 

They looked at each other, but then Cypress smoothly moved between them and took a 

hand of either one, leading them past where Hans and Huck were chatting, the male helping 

himself to a bottle of cider. He rose this as Zerrex walked past, and the Drakkaren threw a half-

salute in return, before his eyes settled on a large cake that was decorated with a picture of 

himself and Sin standing together with a golden ring above their heads, and he glanced over at 

her before asking softly: “Did you realize it was our anniversary today?” 

“I‟d forgotten all about it.” Sin said softly, gazing at him quietly as Cypress gently 

wrapped her arms around their shoulders and waists, and then the two looked at her as Sin added 

quietly: “And this is the best gift I could ever ask for, Lord Zerrex. To not only spend time with 

you… but to meet so many people and learn their stories, even if I somehow expected more 

people at this reunion.” 

“Zerrex still has friends that are alive. It‟s amazing, isn‟t it?” Cypress said amusedly, and 

then the three laughed before the Drakkaren stared as Cherry dived past them to land head-first 

in the cake, sliding over the table and knocking it over to send plates and dishes scattering before 

she stood up, cake covering her face and breasts and she shoved it greedily into her muzzle. 

Most of the rest of the day Zerrex spent chasing Cherry around, throwing things at her as 

Huck stood with Vampire, the two holding bottles and sipping from them occasionally until they 

were finally joined by a bruised and battered-looking Cherry and Zerrex. Huck tossed them each 

a bottle, and then they stood, agreeing with each other occasionally and otherwise standing and 

drinking cider together. 

People began to filter out by „nightfall,‟ or rather when Hell became subtly darker: Little 

Arcy first, saying she had a meeting with Francis to attend, and then Bondage and Vampire, the 

latter grumbling about a disciplinary meeting. Then Tinman left, and one-by-one, the rest 

vanished as well, until finally Zerrex, Cherry, and Sin were left sitting at a table, Desire and 

Cypress cleaning up the rest of the mess around the area and insisting none of them did anything: 

Sin and Zerrex because it was supposed to be a special occasion, and Cherry because she‟d just 

break whatever she touched. 



Then Mary and Mercy came back, both of them looking happy and relaxed, and they sat 

down at the table as Mary looked curiously over at Zerrex and asked: “So how does immigration 

work from Heaven to Hell, or vice-versa?”  

Zerrex looked surprised at this, immediately looking over at Sin… but she only shrugged, 

and the Drakkaren hesitated before he turned his eyes to Mary, saying softly: “I don‟t think 

anyone‟s ever asked that before. Well… I‟m sure someone has, but… you know, it‟s been so 

long since Heaven and Hell have been at peace, and we just finished laying down trade laws… 

ten thousand, twenty thousand years ago?” 

“It was just before you left.” Sin answered, then she paused and looked at Mary, adding 

quietly: “Although angels and demons can live in each other‟s plane… Miss Mary, I have to 

advise you that if you stayed in Hell over a long-term period, it would almost certainly have a 

very negative effect on you. After all, the original demons were all angels at first, that were 

warped by Hell‟s corruption.” 

“I don‟t care.” Mary answered simply, and she looked quietly up at Zerrex, saying in a 

softer voice: “Or rather… I don‟t care what happens to my body as long as I keep my mind, 

because I don‟t trust Zerrex to remember to visit me every now and then if I‟m way up in 

Heaven, and he‟s in Hell or worse, the mortal plane. I want to be a part of your life, Zerrex, 

and… you never failed me. I don‟t want you dropping into despair… because I‟ve seen you dark, 

and I‟ve seen just how deep depression can drag you.” 

Zerrex shifted awkwardly, and then Cherry cleared her throat before she mumbled: “I uh. 

I. I think the chick‟s right. Besides, um. Like. How many souls were displaced during the Wars? 

Reapers from both sides were gathering all kinds of souls and dragging them up and down while 

they were floating through that crazy limbo shit or whatever happens to them. And only Reapers 

can enter that white space unless you got yourself some high-quality magic, so… I think it‟s time 

people were able to decide for themselves. I ain‟t saying everyone deserves to go to Heaven or 

Hell… just that chicks like this who know what the fuck they‟re doing, they… they uh… they 

deserve that chance.” 

Mary looked at Cherry for a few moments, then she reached out a hand and gently 

touched the back of hers, saying softly: “Thank you.” 

Cherry shifted uncomfortably, then she lowered her head and whispered: “No problem, 

babe. And… and I‟m real sorry… for everything that happened and me giving Lone the gun 

and… being the instrument of your death, pretty much. I don‟t know if you can be as kind as the 

Boss on this one, after all, so I won‟t hold  it against you if like, you know, you keep holdin‟ this 

against me… so like… yeah.” 

She stopped, then dropped her head against the table with a loud thump, and Mary gently 

patted her on the shoulder as Mercy looked around at the group. Zerrex looked at her, feeling her 

draw his attention as clearly as if she had just called for it, and he smiled a bit as she made a few 

basic signs at him, the reptile nodding and saying softly: “Sure, go right ahead and show us. You 

know you never have to ask, though… I love watching you do your tricks. It‟s goddamn 

amazing.” 

Mercy looked faintly amused at this, and Zerrex cleared his throat, saying apologetically: 

“I know they‟re not just base tricks, I‟m sorry. It slipped out, it‟s… been a long day, you dig?” 

He paused as Mercy nodded, gazing at him softly, and then he huffed and crossed his arms. 

“Hey, don‟t gimme that look, I don‟t need your sympathy, I‟m… ugh, you make me feel like… 

like a muffin.” 



The female laughed in her odd way, shaking her head back and forth and smiling warmly, 

the stitching over her mouth stretching slightly before she closed her eyes, took a deep breath, 

then threw her arms up, and a flock of white birds flew into the sky. Zerrex watched this with 

admiration, and then a sleepy pseudodragon poked his head up from under a table nearby, caught 

sight of these, and immediately leapt into the air, his now-strong wings propelling him upwards 

before he squeaked as they burst into an electrical net, and Mercy‟s eyes widened before 

lightning coursed over Sammy‟s body, making him shriek in pain before he toppled from the air 

in a smoking comet. 

Zerrex immediately leapt out of his chair and dived for him, but he didn‟t make it, 

landing on his stomach with his arms stretched out, fingers just scratching Sammy‟s wing as he 

slammed into the ground with a loud, ugly crunch. The Drakkaren winced, crawling quickly 

forwards and reaching out, and then he halted, taking a long, slow breath and instead of picking 

him up, quietly feeling for a pulse with one hand as he gently patted along his spine with the 

other, making sure it was safe to pick him up before he carefully did so, sitting back and cradling 

him to his chest. 

Tears fell from Mercy‟s eyes as she covered her muzzle in horror, and then she turned 

away, vanishing through a portal that slammed shut behind her as Sin reached out a hand, before 

she winced and made her way over to Zerrex. Cherry and Mary were already there, clustered 

around him… and Sin knelt down, looking quietly at the charred dragon as it whimpered weakly 

and twitched before giving a terrible gurgle, Zerrex whispering: “He‟s dying. He‟s dying, and I 

can‟t stop it. Healing spells can regenerate him, but the electricity‟s still inside him, I can feel it, 

and yet I can‟t draw it out… Sin, can you constantly regenerate him? I know it‟s selfish, but-” 

“It won‟t work… I‟m sorry, Zerrex.” Sin said quietly, gently touching his shoulder, and 

Zerrex looked up at her with eyes that were childish and anxious. She gazed at him with both 

tenderness and sorrow, and then she shook her head slowly as she looked down at the 

pseudodragon, asking calmly: “How much does he mean to you?” 

“A lot, Sin. It was a gift from Desire… a companion animal, a… an intelligent life. And 

if he dies, Mercy…” Zerrex shook his head slowly, banishing those thoughts before he looked 

over his shoulder at Cherry, ordering in a drier voice: “Cherry, track and retrieve Mercy. Desire, 

please go with her… do not treat her as hostile, do not engage her even if she panics, 

understood?” 

“Sir.” Cherry said crisply, and she looked over at the golden-scaled demoness, who 

nodded after a moment, trembling a bit: whether in fear or something else, Zerrex couldn‟t tell. 

Then Cherry created a portal and stepped through it, and Desire followed quickly, tossing one 

last look back at Zerrex as she winced. I‟m sorry, Desire, but… someone has to be there to watch 

Cherry.  

“What can I do?” asked Mary quietly, and Zerrex looked at her for a moment before he 

shook his head quietly, and then she grasped his arm, saying gently but firmly: “Let me help, 

Boss. Healing happens to be my specialty… I can at least keep him alive a bit longer and 

forestall…” 

“If Mary can keep him alive, Lord Zerrex, we can perform a life transfer between you 

and him.” Sin said quietly, and Zerrex looked up at her with a frown, tilting his head as he felt a 

faint ray of hope shine through. “You and he are already bound and connected… a creature like 

this isn‟t just a pet, after all, but almost the equivalent of a familiar to a spellcaster. If we transfer 

energy and life force between you two, it will connect you and your pseudodragon even firmer… 

even if, to be honest… part of me sees this only as things that must happen sooner or later.” 



“I understand, Sin… but… I can‟t help what I feel. A big tough demon Incarnate like 

me…” Zerrex smiled a bit, quietly stroking Sammy‟s back as he whimpered and Mary held her 

hands over the dragonlet‟s back, her hands glowing a faint white. “But if I let him die, even if his 

life is insignificant, even if we just look at him as a beast… Sin, if I let him die, I let Desire‟s gift 

die. I turn away from my beliefs. And this was just an accident… and we all deserve a second 

chance when we screw up chasing after something, whether it‟s food or a dream. Besides, you 

know yourself… he‟s not just a beast. He‟s almost like a child.” 

Sin nodded… then suddenly, she pushed Mary away, the feline falling on her back with a 

grunt as the Naganatine grasped Zerrex‟s head and Sammy‟s, and the Drakkaren‟s eyes bulged in 

pain before electricity shot over his body, the reptile‟s back arching as his hands helplessly fell to 

his sides, gargling a bit as Sammy squealed and flailed, Sin‟s glammer fading as her body 

glowed a terrible, dark green for a moment… and then suddenly it was over, the last few bolts of 

electricity fading around Zerrex‟s form as he fell backwards with a groan, a bit of blood leaking 

from his nose as Sammy twitched on his lap, lighting arcing around his neck before he shook his 

head and stood up on wobbly legs. 

The Naganatine stepped quietly back, then reached down and helped Mary to her feet, the 

angel staring at her as her glammer slowly came back into play before the angel quickly knelt 

beside Zerrex, shaking his shoulders gently. Zerrex groaned after a moment, then he cursed and 

quietly sat up, his head ringing as he muttered: “What just happened?” 

“I transferred the electricity and some of  the pseudodragon‟s energies into your body… 

just as I put your life force and energies into his.” Sin said quietly, knitting her fingers together. 

“I‟m sorry for the suddenness of it, but it works better that way. No hesitations, no regrets.” She 

paused as Sammy looked up wearily at her and chirped quietly, and then she smiled faintly. 

“You‟ll have to be careful now, though, Lord Zerrex… the link between you two is strong, and a 

double-edged sword. If any knowledgeable mage ever wanted to hurt you, all he‟d need to do 

would be to capture that little dragon. I can only hope the positives outweigh the negatives.” 

She stopped, then quietly bowed before turning away and vanishing through a portal, and 

Zerrex held a hand out after her before he dropped it with a sigh, and then he smiled faintly as 

Sammy crawled up onto his shoulder, looking around at Mary and Cypress as he said mildly: 

“Enough drama for tonight now, huh? Let‟s find Mercy and… make sure she‟s okay.” 

 

Cherry and Desire had failed to find Mercy, and when Zerrex went looking for her, he 

found nothing. A week passed, and Zerrex sent out other members of his family as he brooded in 

the Estate, walking slowly back and forth with the dragon perched on his shoulder, now fully-

grown. He had a large crown of four regal horns on his head, and a small row of spikes down his 

back… and his long tail had sprouted eight conical spikes at the end of it, and he was able to do 

surprising damage with this. His claws had also lengthened, and his body was simply thicker and 

stronger than it had been before, his eyes bright with intelligence as he communicated not just 

with squeaks and growls anymore, but by looking at Zerrex and sending him mental images 

when their eyes met. 

Two weeks passed, and there was still no sign of Mercy anywhere, and Zerrex had begun 

looking for her himself between aiding Lily and Selena with business at the Central Spire, the 

Drakkaren admittedly a bit more moody than usual. He thought that because Mercy was one of 

his „misfit kids,‟ he was more protective of her than the others… but he also just truly cared for 

her, and had a special soft spot for her because of the mental torments she faced day in and day 

out from other demons. He knew what it was like to hate yourself… and he wanted to make her 



realize her value as soon as he could. After all, in a way she had done him a favor… now he and 

Sammy were closer than ever, and the pseudodragon had shown off several very powerful traits 

and learned to not only share mental conversations with Zerrex, but also transmit him images of 

whatever he was seeing at the time, even if it only worked for short periods of time and the 

pseudodragon needed a period of rest afterwards. 

Three weeks after the reunion, Zerrex started double-checking the portal logs: his worry 

wasn‟t that Mercy had gone to Heaven, however, but that she had used one of the few portals set 

up around Hell that led to the mortal plane. He also knew that the easiest way there was through 

smugglers who had set up their own portal devices or simply hired powerful mages to cast spells 

used for dimensional travel… and the Drakkaren knew there was simply no way of knowing for 

sure. He knew that by now, they should have been able to find a trace of her somewhere in Hell, 

even if it was enormous… and he also knew that a demoness like Mercy would quickly be 

picked up in Heaven, and someone would let him know they had found his daughter. 

He did know at least, that she wasn‟t dead… Sin would have felt that. But she was a bit 

distant these days, although he knew it was only because she was wrestling with the difference 

between demonic and mortal emotions. She still showed up when she called him, but she 

seemed… humbled and embarrassed when she was around him.  

Zerrex sighed softly as he looked down, rubbing at his head quietly before he started to 

pace slowly back and forth again in his room, Sammy sitting on the bed nearby and watching 

him quietly. Then the Drakkaren stopped, putting his hands against the wall, before the little 

dragon growled softly, and the reptile turned around and said grouchily: “I know it doesn‟t help, 

but it takes my mind off things, okay? And goddammit…” The reptile winced, reaching down to 

rub his right leg slowly as it sent a tinge of pain through his body. “I can never get away from 

this, can I? Then again, everything bad seems to happen to this leg… maybe I‟m just a misfit 

myself though, right?” 

Sammy snorted, then he stood up on his hind legs and crossed his front limbs, looking 

back at Zerrex moodily. The Drakkaren rolled his eyes, and then he sighed and rested back 

against the wall, slowly sliding down it to a sitting position as he said flatly: “Okay. I know. 

Relax and all that nonsense. But if Mercy‟s on the mortal plane… well… that wrecks my 

chances of finding her. I‟m scared what she‟s gonna do, Sammy… scared for her, not of her, I 

wanna make that clear. And I know that because of her appearance, a lot of mortals would find 

her way more terrifying than a demon… the whole sewn-mouth thing really upsets people up 

there.” 

The pseudodragon tilted his head curiously, and then a question mark popped up in 

Zerrex‟s head, and the reptile smiled a bit as he said quietly: “When she was born and it was 

found she couldn‟t speak, they sewed her mouth shut, as is apparently the custom. Down here, 

they make the disability blatantly obvious… I think more to ostracize them further than to 

actually help them out in some way, though. It… it was hard for her, and it can‟t be removed 

except by someone with a lot of talent in binding rituals, like Sin maybe… but it grows with her 

and it doesn‟t let her do more than make facial expressions. I‟ve… I‟ve never seen her teeth.” 

Zerrex looked away for a moment, and then he looked back at the pseudodragon with a faint 

smile. “Weird, the things that really strike you, ain‟t it?” 

Sammy nodded, then they both looked up as a portal appeared and Sin stepped through. 

She looked down at Zerrex for a few moments, and then she said softly: “I think we both need to 

get some stress out, Lord Zerrex… how would you feel about a sparring session? I know you‟re 

usually the one to ask me, often when you‟re frustrated… but… today… I would like to ask you, 



if that‟s alright. Just you and me…” She smiled a bit as the pseudodragon, adding quietly: “I 

know we can get a bit rough, after all.” 

Zerrex hesitated for a moment, then he stood up and nodded before walking over and 

hugging her tightly. Sin blushed, then she hugged him quietly back, and her body went from 

lukewarm to hot against him as her claws dug lightly into his bare back: as always, Zerrex was 

wearing only a pair of heavy black pants and his combat boots, while she was in her usual long 

dress. They held onto each other for a few long moments, and then the reptile finally stepped 

back, Sin‟s hands dragging over his body as she whispered: “I envy you so much some days, 

Lord Zerrex… a demon‟s power, yet a mortal‟s soul…” 

“Yeah, well it confuses the hell out of me, so if you wanna trade, we can go right ahead 

and do that.” Zerrex said mildly, and Sin smiled warmly, gazing at him with quiet entertainment 

and that look in her eyes she always had when she knew he probably wasn‟t serious; the reptile 

loathed change, after all. “Anyway, where do you wanna spar? The arena?” 

“I was thinking the Great Fields in the Southern Province.” the Naganatine replied gently, 

and then she created a portal, smiling a bit. “Privacy and safety… and don‟t worry, Sammy, I 

promise not to injure him too much. If you would, Lord Zerrex…” 

“Of course.” The Drakkaren nodded before he tossed a wave to Sammy, then he stepped 

through the portal, and Sin followed before it closed. They entered into a massive field with 

knee-high grasses swaying back and forth as if in the wind, but there was no wind to speak of… 

and the reptile looked down at the rustling grass before he turned his eyes to Sin, everything for 

miles around dirty green with ugly brown trees here and there. “So why this location, Sin?” 

“I wanted to be away from everyone… I don‟t want them to see us when we actually put 

effort into our battle.” Sin replied quietly, then she turned towards him with a faint smile, saying 

softly: “If you get the chance to hurt me, then hurt me, Lord Zerrex… and I promise to do the 

same to you. No killing, no summoning, but let‟s be serious. I know that you‟ve always wanted 

to fight me on a more serious level… I know that before during sparring we always held back. 

But like you say, fighting someone lets you truly understand them… allows you to truly get to 

know them. So perhaps if we truly battle it out until one of us is defeated… then maybe we can 

really get to know each other and… understand one-another.” 

“I think we already do, Sin…” Zerrex paused, then he smiled a bit as he nodded 

nonetheless, saying quietly: “But it sounds good to me… except are we really going to fight at 

full strength?” 

Sin looked at him for a few moments, and then she smiled a bit, stepping away and 

holding up a hand in a ready position as she said quietly: “Lord Zerrex, I could never bear to 

truly hurt you… so why don‟t you stop pointing out the flaws in my argument and just do what 

you do best?” 

“Bring it on then, Sin.” Zerrex responded softly but firmly, and he set himself in a ready 

stance as Sin half-bowed towards him before she straightened, raising her own hands in front of 

herself. Slowly, she rolled her shoulders, breathing softly as Zerrex flexed his right arm, the 

scales falling away as rock and metal pushed up, the cracks in the terrible, warped limb pulsing 

with bright blue light. They both looked at each other, excitement in their eyes as they gazed at 

each other with looks that were almost electric… and then Sin shoved her hands forwards, 

shouting an incantation as Zerrex leapt high into the air and dived towards her. 

A beam of terrible red flame shot forwards, narrowly missing the Drakkaren‟s feet before 

Sin snapped it upwards, but the reptile rolled his body to the side in midair, landing in a low 

crouch with a grunt, right arm held out before he snapped it forwards, and a thick spike of dark 



metal shot off the twisted limb towards her. Sin‟s eyes widened as the beam of fire vanished, and 

she snapped a hand down with lightning speed, catching the spike as her hand glowed purple, 

and the twisted shard of metal turned to dust before she lunged forwards to meet Zerrex as he 

leapt at her. 

She slashed down with her glowing hand, leaving glowing purple and black motes in the 

wake of the swing, but the reptile dodged it easily before he performed a full splits as she shoved 

her other hand forwards with an incantation recited so quickly that the reptile could barely follow 

it, and a blast of steam issued out above his head from her hand in a short beam. He winced at 

the sheer heat he felt emanating from it, and then he slammed both hands down into the ground 

with a snarl, and the earth cracked around them before Sin was hurled backwards as the field 

shook and collapsed even as the ground around the reptile shot higher into the air, leaving the 

Drakkaren standing on a tower of earth as Sin picked herself up and brushed herself off, standing 

some forty feet below. 

Zerrex grinned… and then Sin punched the pillar, and it rumbled, the reptile trying to 

maintain his balance for a moment before it exploded upwards like a rocket, the reptile snarling 

as he felt himself buffeted by sharp rocks as his body spun out of control before he managed to 

twist himself and kick off a particularly-large stone to flip through the air and land at the edge of 

the crater, before he snarled as he felt something heavy smash into his back, staggering and 

spinning around before his eyes widened as he saw the rocks that had been blown into the air 

shooting down towards him. 

Rock after rock smashed into the reptile as he covered his face with his arms, piling up on 

top of the lizard as Sin‟s hands glowed, and she hesitated a moment as the last few large stones 

fell into place, leaving Zerrex covered completely in a pile of heavy rock. She wondered for a 

moment if she had gone overboard, as a few pebbles rolled down and everything else remained 

silent… and then the pile of rocks exploded, and Sin staggered backwards, creating a translucent 

magical barrier as Zerrex stood at the lip of the crater with a grin, his body flexed and his angelic 

wings extended fully, shouting: “Is that the best you‟ve got?” 

Sin smiled coldly, her eyes flashing violet before she rose her arms above her head, her 

dress billowing around her as Zerrex‟s instincts yelled at him, and the Drakkaren leapt high into 

the air a moment before the ground where he had been standing collapsed and metal spikes shot 

up throughout the field. He flapped his wings firmly to hover, then created a sphere of energy 

and threw this hard at Sin as she pointed at him, purple chains beginning to appear over his 

wings. 

The sphere of blue energy hammered into her and exploded, and Sin snarled as she was 

thrown backwards before she elegantly flipped her body, dress billowing out around her before 

she landed on her feet, her vision obscured by a crowd of dust and debris left behind by the blast. 

She looked back and forth… and then her eyes widened as two more spheres shot towards her 

out of the dust cloud, but this time she rose a hand in front of herself as the runes for another 

incantation shot through her mind, and a magical barrier flickered into being, the spheres 

exploding uselessly against the purple wall. 

She dropped it, then looked skywards, before she made a face at the sound of dirt and 

rock being crunched underfoot, and she flicked a wrist, a massive wall of fire bursting out of the 

ground in front of her and quickly spiraling outwards around her, Zerrex cursing as he covered 

himself with his wings as he shot through the orange-yellow firewall before slapping both his 

wings out, Sin staggering out of the way, her eyes widening as she was trapped inside her own 



barrier before Zerrex grabbed her, squeezing painfully into her shoulders as he rammed her 

backwards until he struck a wall. 

Sin winced as she was crushed back into the rock, before her eyes flashed violet as 

Zerrex drew a fist back, and the reptile was launched high into the air by a powerful telekinetic 

blast, flipping a few times stupidly as his head rang with pain before he straightened his wings 

out and flapped them firmly, gaining a bit of altitude and letting himself fall into a steep glide. 

Sin, meanwhile, had pried herself free of the rock wall and leapt neatly up out of the crater, 

watching Zerrex flight as she held her hands out to either side before she snapped both hands 

upwards suddenly as he twisted in a dive towards her, and a cube with silvery walls snapped shut 

around the Drakkaren, the reptile looking stupefied before he simply plummeted straight down 

out of the air to hit the ground below, bouncing back and forth along the walls of the cube 

painfully. “Goddammit!”  

He made a face as he stood up, feeling disoriented, and then he stepped towards the 

nearest wall and punched it as hard as he could, knocking it flying out of place. He let out a sigh 

of relief as he staggered out and back onto solid earth, and then the cube behind him simply 

exploded, huge chunks of shrapnel striking into his back and shattering his angelic wings as he 

flew bonelessly through the air to crash down some thirty feet away, rolling a few times until his 

smoking body finally came to a halt. 

He groaned in pain, rubbing slowly at his head before he forced himself up to all fours, 

vertigo tearing at his senses as he staggered up to his feet, and some part of his mind whispered a 

warning to him… but Zerrex ignored it for a moment, letting that whisper grow to a scream 

before he threw a hard, simple elbow backwards, and it struck Sin squarely in the face, causing 

her glammer to flash as she staggered sideways with a grunt, her hands losing their strange glow 

before the reptile stepped forwards with a roar as his warped hand became a hammer, and he 

smashed her hard under the chin with it, sending the Naganatine flying high into the air before 

Zerrex simply created a wall of energy above her head, and it shattered as she flew through it, 

howling in pain as the wall became deadly shards of energy that ripped at her as she passed 

through it. 

Sin‟s body lazily arched, and then she fell through the air before she landed heavily not 

on the ground, but instead a round, floating platform of silvery metal that appeared beneath her, 

the Naganatine sitting up on this with a brisk shake of her head before she winced as she grasped 

at her side, where she was bleeding heavily. Zerrex looked up at her, hesitating a moment, and 

then she smiled a bit, saying quietly: “We haven‟t even begun yet, Lord Zerrex. Besides, you‟re 

already a bit scraped up yourself.” 

Zerrex grinned a bit as his horns pushed slowly out of his head, cracking his neck as he 

flexed his warped arm, the limb slowly becoming a wicked claw instead of a heavy hammer once 

more. “Nothin‟ more than I get on the average day. Stop stalling for time, Sin, and just do 

whatever you‟re going to do.” 

Sin shook her head slowly, a slight smile on her face as she gazed down at Zerrex… and 

then she closed her eyes, dropping to one knee as runes glowed in a circle around her on the 

platform, before she stood up and rose her arms, her face etched in concentration. The ground 

beneath the Drakkaren quaked as he cursed, gritting his teeth as he looked back and forth, his 

emerald eyes flashing as he felt the energy in the air… before the earth began to crack apart and 

hump up as massive towers of crystal rose slowly into the air all around him, and the reptile 

snarled before he ran towards the nearest with a flat top, jumping up onto the plateau it offered 

for a few moments before another tower of crystal shot out of the ground nearby, rupturing and 



merging with it at the same time to cause it to distort as Zerrex leapt towards another tower, 

skidding over the rounded top and cursing as he slipped and his back smashed painfully down 

into it, falling forwards and creating a platform of energy beneath him to save himself from 

falling towards ground which had become crystal and littered with sharp daggers and razors of 

gemstone shard. 

Zerrex leapt away from his platform as the towers grew and grew and one of them half-

collapsed, passing through where the platform had been a moment ago as the Drakkaren landed 

neatly on an outcropping in one of the twisted towers, feeling it rumbling as it rose ever higher, 

the green, pink, and blue colored crystals continuing to twist towards the sky before several of 

the towers collapsed inwards, narrowly missing Sin‟s platform as they fell and struck other 

towers, then melded together to form crossbars and supports. The reptile made a face as he leapt 

up onto one of these, the gemstone towers still growing higher, perhaps sixty feet tall now and all 

of them growing in a circle, forming a gemstone cage around them and many of them twisting 

and warping to become a domed rooftop over their head… before Zerrex leapt in towards Sin as 

a blade sprung from his warped wrist, then he cursed as he struck a forcefield that knocked him 

flying. 

He winced as he flew through the air, arms pinwheeling before he squeaked instead of 

grunted as he landed against a crystalline pillar that cut viciously into his back, but he managed 

to get his feet braced against it and bring one hand back to hang off a tear in the edge of it. He 

cursed as it trembled, the crystal continuing to grow and warp around him… and then he grinned 

as he launched himself forwards towards Sin in another desperate attack, bringing back his left 

arm as he struck the forcefield again, and this time it glowed blue as he struck into it, and energy 

sizzled around and over his body before the reptile slammed his warped arm forwards, and the 

blade tore through the shield around Sin and cut into her shoulder, causing her to stagger and 

disrupting her concentration. 

The growth of the crystal halted, Sin staring at Zerrex as the forcefield vanished and he 

fell to his knees on the platform, and the two looked at each other for a moment before Zerrex 

lunged as Sin brought a hand back, a fireball appearing in it. She was struck hard in a full 

bodycheck just as she managed to cock it back to throw, and she howled in pain as she flew 

through the air, crashing against a crystalline wall before Zerrex followed up with a sphere of 

energy, and Sin threw the fireball weakly from where she was pinned, wincing before the two 

orbs struck each other in midair and went up in a massive explosion that knocked the plate 

Zerrex was standing on from the sky and sent Sin ripping through the crystalline walls. 

The reptile fell heavily towards the ground, then he cursed as he spun onto his stomach 

and threw his legs and arms out as if to catch himself against something, and a floor of energy 

appeared beneath him just above the floor littered with deadly shards of crystal, Zerrex letting 

out a sigh of relief before staring as the metal plate slammed into the earth only inches away, 

side slicing into the ground like a blade before it deteriorated. The reptile carefully stood up, 

rubbing at his head slowly as he looked at the hole he‟d made in the wall… and then he stared as 

the entire crystalline prison rumbled before it began to collapse in on himself, and he snarled as 

he looked up at the hole and then down at his position, hesitating… 

Outside, Sin had both her hands pressed against the wall, her dress in tatters and her 

violet eyes glowing as she looked up at the hole, waiting for Zerrex to emerge. She made a face 

as he failed to after a few moments, and so she increased the tremors running through the crystal, 

the structure beginning to collapse inwards as she watched the hole like a hawk, knowing it was 

the only way Zerrex could make it out… and then she began to breathe a bit harder, feeling a 



faint thrill of fear running through her body as the immense crystalline cage began to collapse in 

earnest, and she ran quickly backwards, watching it implode and nothing, no sign of Zerrex from 

the hole before the crystalline walls gave out entirely, and a great cloud of dust washed over her, 

seconds turning into minutes as it finally began to settle and she was left staring at a fallen ruin 

of crystal, covering her mouth as she asked weakly: “Lord… Lord Zerrex?” 

She walked towards the structure, stepping onto smooth and cracked crystal pillars, 

moving with such grace that even the sharpest of gems didn‟t cut into her feet as she dug through 

the wreckage a bit, looking for any sign of the Drakkaren… and she let out a moan as she failed 

to find anything near the top, closing her eyes and concentrating as she pushed her hands down 

against the closest pillar, searching for any sort of life beneath the crystal… and when she caught 

not even a flicker, she snarled and slammed both fists down onto it, and it shattered like wood, 

chips of crystal flying in all directions before she threw her head back and yelled: “Zerrex!” 

“Right here.” called a voice mildly, and Sin looked over her shoulder, eyes wide with 

surprise as she stared at the Drakkaren, his hands in his pockets and an amiable look on his face. 

She gaped stupidly, and the reptile shrugged, saying pleasantly: “Sorry to make you worry, just 

took me a little longer to escape than I thought it would… travelling underground is harder than I 

thought.” 

“Impossible.” Sin said dumbly, then she stood up, ran down the pile of crystal, and threw 

herself at Zerrex, hugging him tightly around the neck. The reptile laughed and hugged her back, 

and she gazed at him quietly for a few moments before blushing deep red. “I‟m so sorry for 

losing my composure like that, Lord Zerrex… but I was more worried about you than I can say. I 

thought you‟d escape out that hole…” 

“Well, yeah, that‟s the obvious thing to do.” Zerrex flexed his warped arm as he squeezed 

her gently around the waist with his flesh-and-blood one, smiling slightly. “And I knew you‟d 

have that covered. And I know that I can‟t blast through crystal without time to prepare for it, 

and since it was coming down, another hole might have triggered a complete collapse… and I 

could see the floor was crystallized, but I guessed there was rock beneath it. Since my specialty 

was earth, I was able to collapse the ground below and some of the crystal went with it, and then 

it was just a matter of tunneling to the surface, which was… a lot harder than it sounds.” 

“I thought I‟d killed you.” Sin stepped away, looking at him quietly for a few moments 

before she said hesitantly: “Maybe this isn‟t such a good idea… us going at this so hard…” 

“A little while longer, Sin… just a little while longer. I‟m feeling a lot more relaxed 

now.” Zerrex replied quietly, and Sin looked at him for a few moments before she finally 

nodded, and she held out her hand. Zerrex took it, and they smiled at each other before Sin rose 

her other hand… and the reptile gaped as a massive pillar of crystal floated into the air behind 

her, trying to pull away but caught in Sin‟s iron grip as her eyes flashed with mischief: “Hey, 

totally not-” 

The giant pillar floated forwards and snapped out like a baseball bat as Sin let go of his 

hand, and Zerrex was slapped some hundred feet away across the field, landing with his jaws 

gaping stupidly and a bit of drool and blood leaking out of them, stunned as reality flickered in 

and out. He shook his head after a moment with a groan, sitting up woozily, and then he winced 

at the large gash in his chest, rubbing slowly at it before staring as the same pillar shot through 

the air like a missile towards him. 

The reptile leapt out of the way, going into a roll that took him out of its path as it 

smashed down top-first into the ground and cracked in half, chunks of crystal raining down in all 

directions as it crashed to the field. Zerrex made a face at this, and then he cursed as several large 



fireballs arced through the air like mortars, his warped arm becoming a large, domed shield as he 

held it up over his head, realizing this was the perfect distance for Sin, especially in a place 

where she could see so clearly. 

The latter gave him an idea, as one of the magical mortars exploded nearby, the flames 

charring his shield lightly but the sound of the blast far more irritating. He ran forwards a bit as 

another mortar flew through the air, then he ducked and slammed a hand into the ground, 

concentrating for a few moments… and then grinning when the earth shook and several large 

mounds of rock and dirt rose up, the field looking like it had been taken over by giant moles after 

a few moments and effectively barring Sin‟s view of him. 

He knew it wouldn‟t hold for long, as he ran forwards with his shield-arm over his head 

to the first hill, resting against it as his arm returned to its normal warped claw. Sin knew almost 

every spell in Hell, and even if she felt hesitant to use the big guns against him, she could still 

pick him off at a distance with ease. And barring her sight would only work for so long: she 

would either destroy the hills or use another spell to improve her chances of hitting him. 

The reptile made a face as he ran quickly around the mound, and then he stared as he saw 

Sin standing and waiting some thirty feet away with a large chunk of ice floating in the air in 

front of her. She smiled at him, and Zerrex gritted his teeth before the huge rock of ice shot at his 

head, and the reptile stepped forwards with a grunt and slammed his warped fist into it, 

shattering it and then cursing when it released a great blast of fog.  

Sin swung her hand forwards with another incantation, and the fog became electrified, 

Zerrex yelping and cursing and shouting all manner of vulgarities as the electricity sizzled over 

his body, before he dropped to all fours and concentrated, bluish lighting surged over his body as 

the fog slowly vanished, the reptile using his abilities to ground himself and force the electricity 

to painlessly – well, almost – drain away into the earth and dissipate. He stood up after a 

moment, gritting his teeth as he looked across at Sin, who was standing ready… and then he 

charged forwards, but Sin swung out a hard punch that caught him in the face, and Zerrex‟s feet 

continued to try running forwards as he head snapped back before he fell heavily onto his back. 

He gargled dumbly on the ground, and then Sin reached down as her hand glowed purple 

and black, seizing his warped arm, and Zerrex cursed, gritting his teeth in pain as purple chains 

appeared over the arm, binding it from morphing before her hand slowly began to eat away at his 

bicep, chunks of metal and rock falling down before the Drakkaren hefted a boot up and 

slammed it into her gut, knocking her flying away with a surprised squawk of pain. The lizard 

kicked up to his feet as the Naganatine clutched her gut with a wince, breathing hard, and then 

Zerrex grasped his twisted arm as bits of it continued to fall off, one of his fingers snapping away 

like a twig and turning into ash before it hit the ground as he rasped: “No fair.” 

“You wanted it all-out.” Sin replied faintly, and then Zerrex clenched his eyes shut, 

falling to his knees as his arm gave a terrible scream before twisting and falling off at the 

shoulder, Zerrex grasping the blackened joint where his arm had once been as she got to her feet, 

saying quietly: “It‟s over, Lord Zerrex… you can‟t fight anymore.” 

Zerrex didn‟t reply, looking at the ground… and then his eyes snapped up with a brutal 

grin as he shot his left arm out, and a beam of blue energy blasted into Sin, knocking her flying 

backwards through the air as the reptile kept pumping more power forwards, the beam of energy 

tearing apart the center of her dress and gouging into her stomach as he shouted: “Don‟t get 

cocky yet, Sin!” 

Sin grimaced, her eyes bulging before she shoved her hands into the beam of energy, and 

suddenly the blue turned to green before it exploded into what could only be described as life, 



turning into vibrant ivy that wrapped harmlessly around Sin‟s body before the whole beam of 

energy morphed, and the ivy curled around Zerrex‟s hand and up his arm as his energy was 

greedily consumed and became organic, the reptile staggering backwards as Sin fell through the 

air, her own hands caught in the green stuff before she stared in shock as Zerrex coughed and his 

eyes bulged as ivy shot up out of his maw, the organic vines almost completely covering the 

Drakkaren‟s left side, tendrils of it twisting over the Drakkaren‟s scale and growing from his 

wounds and out of his jaws as he gagged and staggered stupidly back and forth. 

The Naganatine immediately pulled herself free from the ivy with a few hard movements, 

then she rushed over to Zerrex as he fell on his rear, giving garbled mumbles through the cluster 

of organic growing out of his jaws. She gently grasped one of these vines, then plucked it loose, 

and Zerrex winced in pain but nodded rapidly as she looked at him with a grimace, and she tore 

the other vines free, tossing them away as Zerrex retched and spat out a few leaves, bobbing his 

head convulsively until he finally coughed out a large brown spore. He looked at this dumbly, 

then he glared up at her, and Sin held up her hands. “All I did was combine your energy with a 

different source of energy… how was I supposed to know we‟d get the one-in-a-million chance 

where we created life?” 

“Oh, great, so it was life growing out of my mouth, ain‟t that wonderful?” Zerrex said 

dryly, then he flailed uselessly against the thick vines intertwining him. “Ugh, cut me free. And 

be nice about it because you cut off my freaking arm so I can‟t freaking free myself unless I 

breathe fire or something.” 

“Yes, Lord Zerrex.” Sin sighed, rolling her eyes as he flailed bad-naturedly against the 

vines, and she carefully tore his arm free from the thick vines wrapped around it before smiling a 

bit as the reptile calmed down, looking pouty still but in a better mood as he was able to help her 

tear off the rest. Then Sin picked up one of the vines, and she glanced over at him, saying 

hesitantly: “You know, I wouldn‟t mind examining a sample of this…” 

“Go ahead.” Zerrex said tiredly, and then he winced as his left shoulder bulged before 

dark rock and metal slowly began to grow out of it, twisting itself back and forth into the thin 

shape of a stick-like limb. His hand was only a ball at the moment, but the reptile could feel it 

returning bit-by-bit towards normal, as he looked over at her as she played awkwardly with the 

vine in her hands. “I‟m sorry I was short with you, Sin.” 

“No, you‟re right, it was my fault… don‟t worry about it, Lord Zerrex.” Sin paused, then 

she said softly: “Besides, this… this is truly fascinating. It means that your energy has the 

potential to create organic life… and yet most of the time your energy is used for offensive 

purposes.” 

“Yet it can pass through certain objects and sometimes people without harming them, 

too.” Zerrex pointed out, and he touched the vine, before wincing as it wiggled, and he leapt 

away as he pointed at it with the twig-like fingers his hand had finally spouted. “Dude, it wants 

to eat me.” 

“It doesn‟t want to eat you. It wasn‟t harming you at all when it had you intertwined, 

after all.” Sin said mildly, and Zerrex looked at her moodily before wincing as she held it out 

towards him with a smile. He twitched backwards, raising his arms in front of himself warily, 

and then she paused as she looked over him, at the bits of crystal and rock sticking out of the 

Drakkaren‟s body, how torn-up his pants were, and the burns here and there… not to mention the 

blood… on the reptile‟s already-scarred form. She made a face, then she said carefully: “Lord 

Zerrex… perhaps we should retire to somewhere where the healers won‟t ask questions… or 



better yet, to a quiet place where we can relax and restore our energies. You… look a bit 

thrashed, is that the mortal term?” 

“Yeah, from like. Years ago. You‟re so not hip.” Zerrex said mildly, and Sin sighed, 

looking at him flatly before the Drakkaren looked slowly over her, at how her dress had become 

a torn top that showed most of one small breast and a low-riding skirt that was barely caught on 

her hips, the bottom of it charred and burnt. Admittedly, Zerrex thought the clothes looked kind 

of cool… but she also had all manner of burns, splinters, and bloody rips through her body, 

particularly in the shoulder and the side, which had an ugly black bruise all around a deep, 

charred gouge. “But uh. You ain‟t so pretty yourself right now. You should totally keep the dress 

that way, though.” 

“I don‟t enjoy showing off my midsection.” Sin replied quietly, as she touched her 

stomach and gave him a sour look, and Zerrex sighed before she created a portal, suggesting 

softly: “How about we go to the Springs of Kal‟Eth?” 

“Good call.” Zerrex nodded with a slight smile, and then he followed Sin through the 

portal to step out into the inside of a mountain in the Northern Province, the rock all around them 

purple and the chamber they entered fairly small. Light shone down from a large hole in the 

ceiling, causing a large pool to twinkle like the night sky back home, full of stars… and Zerrex 

looked at this softly for a few moments, watching steam roll over the surface of the water as Sin 

slipped out of the remains of her dress and carefully wrapped the organic vines in it, putting it 

aside as she smiled a bit over at the male. 

The Drakkaren slowly stretched before he carefully pushed his pants down, watching as 

Sin stepped over the rocky edge and into the pool, letting out a quiet gasp and then sighing in 

relief as she waded in until she was up to about her waist, and then she sat down on a natural, 

hidden bench of stone beneath the waters. Zerrex followed her in after a moment, rubbing at a 

shoulder as he felt a strange tingle float over his body from the surprising heat of the water and 

the energy running through it, as he gazed at the carved skull from which water flowed down 

into the pool from the far wall, looking at it for a few moments before Sin said softly: “Come. Sit 

by me, Lord Zerrex.” 

“Of course.” Zerrex walked over to her, and Sin rested against him with a quiet smile as 

their wound slowly began to heal, their natural regeneration further accelerated by both the 

relaxing atmosphere and the energy content in the waters. These springs were a sacred place, 

after all, and few people ever managed to make the journey up to them… and Zerrex felt lucky 

he‟d been privileged enough to get inside and permitted to use them whenever he wanted. They 

were one of the several secret caves hidden on the Great Northern Volcano, where it was said 

that a great and powerful god slumbered… but Sin had said sadly, it was only a myth, and that 

the reason the waters had a healing effect was because, long ago, Lucifer had tried to destroy an 

ancient artifact of the Old Gods by throwing it into this volcano… but instead, it had only melted 

partially and was trapped at the bottom of the volcano, still draining its powerful energies into 

the surrounding land. She had always told him that the god story at least kept people from diving 

into the volcano to search for the artifact… the real story was kept secret for many reasons. 

But right now, Zerrex could only relax with Sin snuggling up against his side, his arm 

around her as the water twinkled radiantly from the many precious gemstones that littered the 

bottom and top of the cave. They flowed naturally every now and then from the mouth of the 

skull, born somewhere deep inside the volcano from the intense heat and pressure, and 

sometimes they would become dislodged from wherever they were before and travel the rivers 

that now populated the outside of the volcano‟s shell. As they sat, Zerrex absently reached down 



and picked one up, and he smiled at it: a sapphire the size of his fist, something that on the 

mortal plane could probably pay for his own mansion. 

He dropped it back into the water after a few moments of admiring its beauty: he had no 

need for more money, after all, and he already had a collection of pretty stones back home and 

could get more whenever he wanted. He sighed in relaxation instead, as he and Sin sat together 

for minutes that passed into a half hour of peace and quiet, their wounds healed and their bodies 

rejuvenated from the long sparring session: they had both used up quite a bit of energy, after all, 

even if Zerrex had built his own stamina to enormous amounts over the ten million years he‟d 

trained here with Sin. 

Then they both paused as a portal opened and Sammy popped through, whining loudly… 

and a moment later, Cherry appeared, gasping and panting, looking wildly around before her 

eyes settled on Zerrex. She pointed at him, her jaws working stupidly, and the Drakkaren stared 

at her dumbly before Sin asked with a frown: “Lady Cherry, what‟s wrong? Is it something about 

Mercy?” 

“How the hell did you get here?” Zerrex asked incredulously, and then he paused as he 

looked at Sammy, who was scrabbling at a collar around his neck, and he whistled sharply. The 

pseudodragon immediately looked up, cocking its head towards him, and then it scrambled 

forwards before hesitating at the water, whimpering a bit. The Drakkaren smiled slightly, 

beckoning two fingers at it, and the dragon grunted something before it carefully slid into the 

water, paddling through it and looking surprised at its own natural grace before it began to whine 

loudly again, and Zerrex reached out to pick it up with one hand as he snapped the collar off with 

the other, looking at the gemstone on it. “A tracking device.” 

“I knew he‟d pop over to you if I uh. Asked him nicely enough.” Cherry said dumbly, 

and Zerrex saw an image of the demoness charging at the dragon and roaring, the reptile glaring 

at her flatly. She only continued to look frazzled however, as she gripped her stomach and 

walked forwards, and then she said stupidly: “Boss uh. I‟m pregnant.” 

“What?” Zerrex and Sin both gaped, and Cherry let out a stupid giggle before she fell 

back on her ass, grabbing her stomach and looking morbid. They exchanged a look, and then 

Zerrex remembered a time not too long ago when he had taken her in the shower… not to 

mention the countless times over the course of this month, but she‟d need at least two weeks 

before she really knew, before… “Oh holy crap.” 

“That‟s what I said!” Cherry replied righteously, and then she cleared her throat as she sat 

back against the wall, saying dumbly: “I‟m totally not ready for this. Not right now. Not no way. 

I mean, sure, we got like. Nine hundred and ninety-nine years and eleven months left before we 

go back up to the mortal plane, but like. Another kid. Another freaking kid and like… wow. Do 

you remember how badly I handled Priest?” 

Zerrex knew she wasn‟t talking about raising him… she was talking about when she‟d 

been pregnant with him. It had admittedly been a trial even for him, with Cherry chowing down 

on whatever foods she could find, pregnant to the point where her already ridiculous breasts had 

swollen to truly ludicrous sizes and her belly had been so big and made her so front-heavy she 

could barely waddle around. And that wasn‟t even getting into how crazy her sexual urges had 

become on top of everything, and how territorial, protective, and moody she had been, clinging 

to Zerrex one moment and then howling angrily at someone the next. 

Of course, Priest had been a big boy, too, when he‟d been delivered, although even 

through the pain, Cherry had spent most of the delivery cackling about how she‟d already had 

plenty of practice at getting big things in and out of her little spaces. Zerrex had just been glad 



the Four Sisters had so readily agreed to take care of the delivery with Sin… even Lily would 

have likely been horrified by Cherry‟s behavior, especially since Lily had suffered quite a time in 

her deliveries. 

Zerrex rubbed slowly at his head, not knowing what to say anymore, and then Cherry 

looked across at him, rubbing her wrist against her eyes before she asked meekly: “Boss is… is 

that okay? I know we didn‟t mean for it to happen but… well… I guess… I know that as demons 

of Lust, it‟s not just about the egg and the seed and that biological shit. You have to want to have 

a baby to make a baby, which is why there ain‟t so many half-demon mortals running around as 

you‟d think there are from all the psycho raping Lust demons. I… I guess… I guess that means I 

really, really wanted another kid and…” 

“Cherry, you were barren when we were alive… and I had like, ten working sperm in a 

million.” Zerrex said quietly, and Sin murmured something about one in a hundred thousand, 

earning a sour look from him. “Or one in a hundred thousand, yes. And even with how much I 

pump out, that still ain‟t a lot. But now, we have the chance to have that family, and…” He 

looked down awkwardly, rubbing at his head slowly before he finally looked at her and said 

quietly: “I guess what I‟m trying to say is that… yeah. I think I did want another kid with you, at 

least one more, because… well… I have so many children with my other wives and… you were 

always my… second love.” 

They were words that some people would probably find insulting instead of romantic… 

but to Cherry, who had always valued her position as his right hand, his second-in-command, the 

warrior under the Boss, it was probably the best thing he could have said to her, as she blushed 

deeply and smiled warmly across at him. She fidgeted awkwardly, and then she finally looked up 

at him, saying quietly: “Me and you, and our two sons. That‟ll be awesome.” 

“What makes you so sure that it‟ll be a boy? You know, other than the fact you‟re so full 

of testosterone.” Zerrex said with quiet entertainment, and Cherry shrugged amiably, before the 

reptile said softly: “Plenty of room in here for you if you wanna join us.” 

Cherry shrugged awkwardly, blushing a bit, and then she finally nodded with a grunt and 

pulled off her top, tossing it aside before she kicked off her motorcycle boots and finally pulled 

down her pants, before she grinned brightly as she put her hands on her hips. “Look, no dick! I 

always wondered what‟d happen to the poor kid if I suddenly turned male, though… then again, 

shapeshifting is a lot harder when you got a tumor in your belly.” 

“He‟s not a tumor.” Zerrex said flatly, and then he cleared his throat as Sin smiled 

slightly. “I mean, she is not a tumor.” 

“Like you need any more daughters to fuck.” Cherry said dryly, waving a hand 

dismissively, and Zerrex coughed as Sin laughed behind a hand, blushing a bit nonetheless. 

“Make it a dude, a big hot dude you can rape the ass out of while he puts his big old dick up my 

cunt and makes mommy squeal for joy.” 

“You‟re so twisted.” Zerrex said flatly, and Cherry laughed as she sat down on his other 

side with a grin, before she kissed him firmly before he could speak again. The reptile‟s eyes 

widened in surprise, and then they slipped closed as he threw his arm around her, squeezing both 

Cherry and Sin close before the former female reached down and squeezed his shaft firmly, the 

Drakkaren grunting but doing his best to resist her touch. 

She let go after a moment, their tongues twisting together delightfully once before she 

pulled away, huffing a bit and grinning at him. “Bastard. You know we can still fuck for months 

before you have to keep that big black dick of yours outta my pussy. And even then you can still 

take me right up the ass. Sure, you might nudge the kid, but by then I‟ll look like a fucking hot 



air balloon.” Cherry looked morbid at this, rubbing at her head slowly. “Hey, maybe you should 

abort him. I dun wanna weigh a ton on a good day again.” 

“Cherry, most mothers wouldn‟t even be able to think about abortion, much less make 

sick jokes about it.” Zerrex said irritably, and Cherry shrugged with a grunt, looking at him with 

amusement. “That‟s twisted even by Hell‟s standards.” 

“Dude, chill. You know I ain‟t serious.” Cherry patted her chiseled abdominals, looking 

down at herself with a slight smile. “Ain‟t that right little dude in my tummy? I can get away 

with saying anything I want, so long as I don‟t really mean it, like always. And don‟t you go 

restrictin‟ me or shit, or I‟ll have to pound your face in „cause I need my outlets.” 

Zerrex sighed and nodded after a moment, and then he looked at Sin, asking her with soft 

entertainment: “So how many months do you think it‟ll take? I know that times can be a little 

screwed up when it comes to pregnancy down here in Hell.” 

“Let‟s see…” Sin leaned over and gently touched Cherry‟s stomach, and she huffed but 

allowed her to do so, mumbling something under her breath and only relaxing because Sin had 

served as midwife for her in her first pregnancy. “I‟d say the baby is doing alright. Not 

developing too quickly, but not at all too slowly. I‟d give her seven to twelve months at the 

moment… I know it‟s not a very good estimate but… I‟ll be able to narrow it down once Cherry 

starts showing more signs of pregnancy.” 

The female grumbled something, and then she curled up against Zerrex with a huff, 

pressing against his chest as her large fins nudged lightly against his face, the reptile rolling his 

eyes but feeling softly amused despite himself. “This is whack, I say. Pregnancy is stupid.” She 

paused, then that thoughtful look Zerrex always dreaded came over her face. “Imagine if I like, 

laid eggs and shit though. And then those hatched. Hey, Sunny, do demons lay eggs?” 

Sin blinked, then she frowned at this, looking down at Cherry as she leaned back in the 

male‟s arm. “We do not give each other nicknames like that here in Hell, Lady Cherry, it‟s not 

proper.” A pause, and then she sighed at the female‟s cheesy grin. “Yes, some demons do lay 

eggs. Both lower and upper class demons, and everything in between, from Plasmids to demonic 

lords; it also depends on the development cycle of the breed of demon, such as-” 

“Yeah, yeah, yeah, I got it.” Cherry said impatiently, waving a hand a bit, and Sin looked 

distastefully at her before she peered up at Zerrex. “Imagine if I laid an egg. Dude, do you know 

how hard it would be for me to not make that fucker into a giant omelet?” 

“Cherry, the eggs you eat are unfertilized eggs.” Zerrex paused at the female‟s 

nonplussed look, and then she said plainly: “They don‟t have a fetus growing inside them.” 

The female‟s eyes grew big at this, and she said after a moment in a stupid voice: “So… 

if I ate my own egg… there would be bits of baby boy in them? That is… totally revolting to me 

for some reason.” 

Zerrex sighed as Cherry gagged against his chest, and then he squeezed her firmly around 

the waist, asking flatly: “But for whatever reason, eating one of your own eggs isn‟t?” 

“Dude, what the hell else is supposed to happen to them?” Cherry asked plainly, and 

Zerrex found himself actually stumped by the female‟s logic as she continued in a serious voice: 

“We should all be able to lay eggs. Then whenever we‟re hungry, we can just like, eat „em. And 

then there‟d be no world hunger and… wait, we don‟t have world hunger anymore, do we?” 

“Because the entire world is hungry with how much of it has been destroyed.” Zerrex 

replied, shaking his head slowly, and Cherry mumbled something before he looked over at Sin, 

who was looking at them both with a tilt of her head. “I forgot… you don‟t catch too much news 

about the world above down here anymore, do you?” 



Sin shrugged a bit, saying softly: “Mostly military tactics, and the redevelopment of 

countries… we get the important things, but sometimes we… forget that mortals are mortal, and 

they have mortal needs. So there‟s little food on the world above, then?” 

Zerrex seesawed a hand back and forth beside her, sighing and shaking his head. “Well, 

they have enough for now… but the problem is the future food stocks. It‟s hard to farm dead 

land… it all has to be terraformed again or they have to design machines capable of producing 

artificial nutrients, but during the Great War, most advanced technologies were destroyed, and 

the Demon War killed off a lot of people and demonic corruption leeched into a lot of land.” 

“Only a few countries can say they lived through it… others just sort of survived.” 

Cherry added, and then she paused and said quietly: “And they say there‟s a few places that have 

like, gone completely out of whack. Way too much corruption for mortals to handle got into the 

land and never really went away. Seriously bad mojo, in other words.” 

“Mojo?” Sin tilted her head, and Zerrex smiled a bit as Cherry paused and made a face, 

punching herself lightly in the forehead. “Is that… not a good thing?” 

Cherry coughed, then she grinned, shrugging amiably. “Nah, it‟s just a fancy word for 

like, stuff. And shit. Don‟t worry your pretty face there, Sunny, you‟ll get wrinkles.”  

Sin glowered at her, and then she rolled her eyes and turned away so her back was against 

Zerrex as she muttered: “You‟re lucky you‟re pregnant, Lady Cherry.”  



Book II: The Devil  

 

Two weeks later found Zerrex sitting on a bench in the Circle of Tragedy outside a 

massive stone building, watching demons in blue uniforms walking in and out of the complex, 

many of them carrying logbooks. Occasionally, bounty hunters would walk by too, or the blue-

armored demons would lead in a shackled prisoner. 

The Hall of Justice behind him was massive, and had received quite a few donations from 

Zerrex‟s rulership over the years, since he was interested in building a stronger legal system here 

in Hell and better funding the officers and policing force who had before been rarely seen, 

everything left mostly to the monarchs and their kangaroo courts to decide. Nowadays, the legal 

system was being used more and more for everything from civil disputes to trials for homicide 

and soul-theft, although the legal system here ran far differently than it did back home. 

For example, a person caught red-handed at a crime scene usually underwent a memory 

scan, and if they were indeed guilty, there was no trial: they went directly to sentencing. The law 

that Zerrex referred to as the „do-not-pass-go‟ law seemed a bit unfair… but it kept the legal 

system from clogging up, and it stopped people from  abusing high-priced lawyers or doing 

anything else in an attempt to maintain the freedom they had thrown away themselves. Contrary 

to that, however, there were also special self-defense and provocation laws in place to protect 

people who were innocent, but who had been forced into a confrontation. 

But Zerrex knew that whatever the laws were, the trust laid in the judges to make the 

right decisions: and in Hell, very few people, if any, ever found the grounds for an appeal to a 

higher court. On the other hand, there was also another nasty little law in place to ensure fewer 

people would try to abuse the privilege: it maintained that if a higher court upheld the appealed 

verdict and found no problems in the ruling, then the defendant would receive twice as heavy a 

punishment. He knew that it might cause a few innocent people to suffer unduly… but he also 

knew that they were in Hell, and very few people here were innocent to begin with. Either way, 

the reptile favored orderly and tougher laws… and the fact that down here there were ways to 

read a people‟s mind and emotions meant that there would be far fewer screwups with a far-

larger number of people than any mortal court ever dealt with. 

Zerrex paused, then he glanced up and smiled as a grim-looking wolverine in a Judge‟s 

robe sat down beside him on the bench: although it was eternal winter here in the Circle of 

Tragedy and it was often snowing, the benches were always kept warm and clean by magical 

means. “I hope this is important, High King Zerrex.” 

“You‟ll never cease to be formal, will you Sabnock?” Zerrex asked mildly, and the 

wolverine cracked the faintest shadow of a smile at him. She was tall and lithe, the fur on the 

right side of her face gold and blue on the left, forming a pitchfork pattern where it intersected… 

and although her muzzle and neck were mostly gold, the rest of her body was evenly halved by 

the colors, her left hand blue and her right hand goldenrod. Her little breasts were almost 

invisible under the fabric of the expensive navy-blue business suit she was wearing, complete 

with a matching vest and red tie tucked neatly beneath this, and she looked up at him with mild 

interest as she crossed her legs and tented her hands, lacing her fingers together as he glanced 

down at her black shoes. “Those are imported mortal footwear. You got the permits for them?” 

“Don‟t take me for a punk, Zerrex.” Her black eyes were entertained, however, as she 

tilted her head towards him, the tiny little triangular horns on her forehead glinting against the 

snow. Her only other demonic characteristic was a pair of large blue wings, but Sabnock was an 



ancient devil despite her appearances, and far more powerful than many others he had met. 

“Shall we dispense with the formalities and get down to business?” 

“I have a runner I need you to make sure no one sends any hunters or assassins after.” 

Zerrex said quietly after a moment, and he glanced up as a light snow began to fall. It would only 

ever fall in this Circle, where it was deep and cold… and it seemed to fall from the air itself, 

since there were never any clouds in Hell, not this deep or not even high above the spiraling sky. 

“My daughter, Mercy. There was an accident… and because she may have used a smuggling 

portal, there‟s a slim chance she‟d be picked up on by any roving assassins…” 

“Slim for most people, but with your luck, a heavy chance.” Sabnock said briskly, and 

she flicked her wrist, a black logbook appearing it in a moment later. She produced a pen from 

her pocket after a moment, then flicked through the pages before jotting something down, saying 

mildly: “I‟ll have the message sent out this week, long before anyone on the mortal plane would 

have even a second to act on any… erratic impulses. Since moving between the planes is so 

much easier now, our assassins have only been tagging and bringing back particularly-

troublesome demons… is she in that category?” 

Zerrex shook his head slowly, then he closed his eyes for a moment, and a second later 

Sammy appeared out of nowhere at the Drakkaren‟s feet, holding something in his maw. He 

immediately leapt up onto the bench and clambered onto Zerrex‟s shoulder, and the reptile took 

the picture of Mercy from him, handing it over to Sabnock. She looked at it, and her eyes 

softened as she said gently: “I remember her now. Very quiet, very kind, but… different. If she 

didn‟t have that stitching, she‟d fit right into mortal society and I doubt even some of our Search 

And Retrieve Squads would be able to locate her. 

“Listen, Lord Zerrex, I believe your best bet at finding her is to stay calm and stay in 

Hell, at least for a little while. You‟re very sure she isn‟t here or in Heaven?” Sabnock looked at 

him pointedly for a few moments, and Zerrex hesitated, then he nodded. “Alright. Then stay here 

and make a plan. A complex, logical plan, because you have a good many years down here 

before too much time passes up above, and I doubt she‟ll get into a lot of trouble within a day‟s 

time. Hopefully, she‟ll either find a band of demons hiding out on the mortal plane, or better yet, 

they‟ll think she‟s a war survivor and someone else will take her in.” 

Zerrex nodded, rubbing slowly at his head before he said mildly: “You know, it really is 

hard not to just… leap through a portal and head back upstairs. It‟s a good thing dimensional 

portals aren‟t a spell I‟m any good at… I have to say that‟s probably half the reason I haven‟t 

gone back upstairs yet.” 

Sabnock smiled dryly. “Believe me, Zerrex, I am well aware of your… preferred method 

of action. Now, if I may make a suggestion…” She paused and looked at the reptile, and the 

Drakkaren nodded as Sabnock tucked the picture into her logbook and snapped it shut. “Go to 

your family. I‟ve heard High Princess Lily has been rather upset about this whole thing… try and 

get her to stop working, because even to me she seems to put too much effort into the rulership. 

Hell doesn‟t need her acting as High Princess every day, even with the changes that are going 

on… sometimes, change just has to be started, then allowed to happen on its own. I and the other 

members of the Grand Council have already had many monarchs however hesitantly approach us 

and negotiate settlements with us to give up some of their ages-old powers in return for a bright 

future, and only a few have opposed us… but only because they think this is tyranny, not unity. 

If you and her must work, I suggest you take a trip out to the far Northern Province and some of 

the little kingdoms there, and do that public relations thing you so seem to hate.” 



“Oh great.” Zerrex rolled his eyes, muttering under his breath. “Well, you know. Cherry 

is probably in the mood to foil some assassination attempts and be a total bitch while she still 

can… she‟s pregnant, you know.” 

“Well, congratulations to you, then, Lord Zerrex. I‟m sure it‟ll be a fine child.” Sabnock 

smiled, and then she tilted her head towards him with amusement at his look. “You don‟t even 

have to tell me you‟re the father. She may be a whore, but I‟ve seen the way she looks at you. If 

you weren‟t the father, then Hell would already be in an uproar.” She paused, then made her 

notebook vanish as she leaned forwards, speaking in a quieter, more-serious voice now: 

“Speaking of which, I need to ask you to do something else as well, Zerrex… as both a 

concerned citizen, and as a friend of not only you, but of Lily‟s as well.” 

“Anything Sabnock, just ask.” Zerrex leaned in, and Sabnock smiled at him faintly, and 

the reptile felt he knew what this was about as Sammy chirped quietly on his shoulder, leaning 

his head in as well. Oh no… I thought we‟d gotten rid of them all… 

“I recognize that Lilith is a very rare and very special sort of demoness… a Breeding 

Queen capable of producing new races of demon, and that she feels a motherly affection to them, 

however they turn out. But you must talk to her about the Brood Parasites. We‟ve located 

another clutch of them in the Circle of Lust… which either means Samson wasn‟t destroyed, or 

that a group of them escaped.” Sabnock said quietly, and Zerrex nodded with a sigh, rubbing at 

his head slowly. She looked at him with sympathy in her black eyes, even if her face remained 

impassive. “I recognize this isn‟t a good time to bring it up and that this must be very trying for 

you, but-” 

“No, no… I understand believe me, I‟ve dealt with worse. I‟m sure we all remember… 

what happened to Crow and my second son.” Zerrex said mildly, and Sabnock nodded after a 

moment, looking grim. Then he shook his head slowly, murmuring quietly: “Yet I was sure I 

killed them… I mean, I don‟t even think about them anymore, and there was no news in Hell for 

millions of years about them…” 

Sabnock nodded, rubbing at her head as she suggested: “They may have gone into 

hibernation, or perhaps one escaped and no one thought much of one, not realizing what they 

were and what they did. Do you remember killing Samson yourself?” 

“It‟s hard to say…” Zerrex looked down as the memories returned, about when Samson 

had been born, just a baby and harmless-looking… but within the course of a month, he had 

grown into a new type of Lust demon that was savage and hungry, raping whatever it saw. It had 

his head, and even his white hair… but the eyes had been vicious, and instead of muscle it had 

long, gangly limbs and legs, with an enormous, spongy penis that would cram itself into any 

crevice it could and moved almost like a limb. All Samson had wanted to do was rape, and he 

would rape anything he came into contact with… and even though they had locked him away, 

they had underestimated his strength and the flexibility of his narrow body, and he had escaped. 

When Samson raped, pregnancy always ensued, and it took less than a week for the 

victim to give birth to not one, but always at least three more parasites that were ready within 

another week for sex. The raped victim was usually cocooned in some horrible gunk during their 

pregnancy, and withered and died after giving birth, and they had often found these bodies 

partially, if not completely, eaten, likely by the young. Their tails, they quickly discovered, had a 

small bulge at the end of them, which could open and secrete the webbing they coated both their 

lairs and victims with. 

Zerrex, Lily, Selena, Sin, and Cherry had formed a squad that had gone in to destroy the 

bugs: the four females were immensely alluring targets to the mindless parasites, while Samson 



had been sentient enough to want to seek revenge on his father. Zerrex could remember how 

surprised he‟d been by Samson‟s strength… but his ruthless, mindless child had been no match 

for an angry, bitter, and sorrowful Drakkaren wielding an immense cleaver. 

After a moment, the reptile finally looked up at Sabnock and said honestly: “I was sure 

he couldn‟t have lived… I cut off one of his lower legs, and almost sliced him in half before I put 

a sword through his chest and left it there. The regenerative capacity of the beasts wasn‟t very 

high… and afterwards, we set the nest on fire and collapsed it. We were lucky to get away 

ourselves… and as far as I know, when they dug the place up, nothing went wrong.” 

“Then perhaps someone revived one of the demons or created one synthetically… it‟s 

been done before with minotaurs and the Lucifer‟s Eye project, after all.” Sabnock paused, then 

she gently touched his shoulder as Zerrex looked awkwardly away . “I know it still bothers you, 

Lord Zerrex, but you‟re nothing like any of the other demons we‟ve dealt with over the years… 

you may have artificially been made into a demon, but you‟re still developing as naturally as any 

of us did.” 

“Yeah, key word being still.” Zerrex looked down at his hands with a dry laugh, and 

Sammy squeaked quietly on his shoulder. “Look at me, Sabnock… almost the exact same as 

many millions of years ago physically. I‟m not mortal… but am I a true demon? Not really… 

I‟m somewhere trapped between, because the Princess threw me through that Lucifer‟s Eye 

without thinking about the consequences. I… it‟s strange, you know?” He looked at her plainly,  

then down at his own hands quietly again. “It‟s not like I want to become anything different than 

I am now… but yet… I‟m curious as to what I‟d look like if I became a full Split Incarnation, 

how much stronger I would become and… all that. Yet I‟m terrified of it, too… because imagine 

if I did become that, if I did gain all that power, if my body did change so I couldn‟t even 

manage to keep this mortal pretense I always walk around in, without even any horns to show 

that I‟m a demon…” 

Sabnock stood up, then she patted the Drakkaren gently on the shoulder, saying mildly: 

“Well, I don‟t know why I‟m even saying this, but you are what you are, just like you‟re always 

telling us with that dumb smile on your face, the one that defies all logic and comes out at the 

worst of times.” She paused, then leaned down to look squarely into his eyes, saying softly: 

“You are… what you are. Power to you may be a curse, and you do not enjoy the fact that you‟re 

a demon much as you enjoy our company… but I for one am glad both that you are in power and 

you are who and what you are, Lord Zerrex, and I have faith in you doing the right thing. Now if 

you‟ll excuse me, I have a court case to attend to.” 

With that, Sabnock walked off towards the Hall of Justice, and Zerrex smiled a bit 

despite himself as he watched her go, shaking his head slowly. He sat there for a moment as 

Sammy leapt down onto the bench, growling lightly and looking up at him curiously, and the 

reptile nodded after a moment at him, saying with soft entertainment: “I think she‟s right, 

Sammy. Besides, now we have our own problems to deal with… the Brood Parasites need to be 

exterminated, and we still need to figure out where Mercy went and how she got out of Hell… 

assuming she hasn‟t suddenly show Sin-level magical abilities and is just hiding under her bed in 

the Estate, of course.” 

Sammy rolled his eyes, then he squawked curiously up at the reptile, and Zerrex 

shrugged, looking down at him flatly as an image of the Estate came up in his mind. “Look, it‟s 

like, two hundred and some rooms large, and that‟s not counting the grounds. Even if we hunt 

through it room-by-room, she could easily have portalled all over the place. My gut tells me that 



she‟s gone up into the mortal realm, though, and… I don‟t think I‟m wrong about that, for some 

reason. She‟s not the kind to leave a note, after all… and…” 

Zerrex broke off, looking down and rubbing a hand through his hair slowly, and then he 

sighed, standing up and creating a portal, Sammy immediately scrambling to leap through it 

before the reptile followed, shaking his head with soft amusement. He emerged onto one of the 

balconies surrounding the top floor of the central spires, a pair of enormous Amazons standing 

guard and immediately saluting as the reptile appeared, throwing them a salute with a slight 

smile. 

The Amazons were enormous, most of them draconic-featured and covered in immense 

muscle, with a tiny – if it existed at all – bust and always clad in massive full-body armor. These 

two in particular were outfitted in the red full-plate mail worn by all of Selena‟s private guard, 

and both carried heavy lances that were at least twenty feet long: an impressive size even for the 

twelve-foot tall females. As the Drakkaren approached, one of them leaned down with a bit of a 

blush through her scales, rubbing at one of her tall, upside-down U-shaped black horns as she 

whispered: “Just so you know, High King Zerrex, High Princess Lily is in session at the moment, 

with High Princess Selena and High Prince Amiglion in attendance, as well as several nobles of 

the outer rim territories. They are known for being… a little bit aggressive.” 

“Well, I‟m a little bit stubborn.” Zerrex replied mildly, and Sammy leapt up and landed 

neatly on his shoulder, growling lightly as the Drakkaren shoved the enormous double doors 

open and walked inside, looking at the massive round table that dominated the room these days, 

with Lily, Selena, and Amiglion sitting in silver chairs that were larger than the ornate wooden 

ones surrounding the rest of the table. Zerrex glanced at his own chair, situated in the middle of 

the four silver ones: a huge, golden throne, even though the reptile had asked for either a leather 

seat or a mahogany chair with a nice cushion on it. Ugh, I look like such a hypocrite… “If you‟ll 

excuse me for interrupting, I‟d like to join the discussion here and see if we can resolve things 

quickly and peaceably. No need to get into one of those century-long debates.” 

“Who the hell is this?” asked one of the nobles, looking disgruntled as he stood up. He 

was one of five demons Zerrex didn‟t recognize, and dressed in military garb with a heavy red 

cape held on at one shoulder by a golden clasp. “I demand you explain yourself!” 

“Watch your tongue, that‟s High King Zerrex!” Selena spat across the table, slamming 

her palms down into the scarred wood in front of her. Like Amiglion, she was wearing a silver 

mask that completely covered her face but was designed to allow her horns to stick out freely, 

and her arms and legs were covered in heavy steel plate armor, hiding her identity while still 

displaying her body and valued leather garments. She and the Naganatine Zerrex referred to 

amiably as Ami were the only ones who followed the old traditions, however… although while 

Amiglion probably did it because he was embarrassed by the fact he felt he didn‟t deserve such a 

high place in the ranks, Selena enjoyed making it clear just how much power she held. 

The tall Naganatine nodded, rubbing at the heavy facemask he wore before he cleared his 

throat, absently rubbing his blue-scaled hands together. Unlike Selena, he wore only a long green 

robe with heavy pauldrons on his shoulders, a small golden chain connecting them and ensuring 

his robe stayed closed. Zerrex knew that somewhere around the hall, there was likely a scythe 

named Grim waiting expectantly for Amiglion to be done duty for the day, so they could leave: 

once upon a time, the Naganatine had been a Reaper of Souls, after all, and although he was 

labeled as a screwup and the weakest of all the Naganatine, with training, patience, and most of 

all, confidence, he had shown himself to be capable and intelligent even in the heat of battle. 



In mortal terms, Ami had been a dark horse: a come-from-behind choice for the position 

of High Prince, a surprise victor even to himself, since he hadn‟t even tried out for the role, 

likely feeling that if anyone was unfit, it was him. He was the misfit Naganatine that had become 

the very first Death, dealing with souls that clung stubbornly and tenaciously to life long after 

they should have moved on. Despite how he acted, Amiglion knew about almost every world 

that existed: not just the planet Zerrex was familiar with, but other planets that filtered somehow 

down into this Hell too, and he had told Zerrex all about many a wonderful different realm that 

maybe he would one day explore himself… mostly worlds smaller than his planet with far fewer 

life forms, but worlds with their own ecosystems and living creatures nonetheless. It fascinated 

Zerrex, how there really were aliens somewhere out in the depths of space, reachable at the 

moment not by technology and space shuttles… but instead magic and dimensional portals. Even 

now it still impressed him more than he could say, even if Ami treated it like everyday life.  

It had been one of the reasons the Drakkaren had selected Ami as his personal choice for 

the vacant throne: sure, getting Selena and some of the members of the Great Council to see his 

worth had been a little bit difficult, but the reptile thought the Naganatine had done admirably 

during the trials, especially considering the fact he wasn‟t used to combat. He was a good student 

considering his habits, however, and he had learned a lot from Zerrex about melee fighting… 

and although he showed an awkwardness around Sin because of their long, long past together 

and the War of the First Breed, he had also picked up a good few spells from her and finally 

learned to let the past lay in the far past. 

Amiglion finally sat back down hesitantly at the table, and Zerrex approached the 

uninhabited side of it, pulling a chair out to sit down and relax with a sigh as he held a hand out 

towards Lily. Immediately, Lily slid one of the notebooks piled up in front of her towards him, 

and the Drakkaren opened it, thumbing through it as the nobles inspected him disbelievingly. 

After all, he had no demonic characteristics, no formal attire, no anything… while they were in 

their fancy dress, obviously waiting for some resolution to pass in their favor. The reptile finally 

held up a finger, then he said read: “„Alleged failure to uphold stated agreements…‟ oh, I 

remember you guys now. You‟re from the Range, the furthest area of the Northern Province. 

Which means you‟re representatives from the… I believe there‟s a fortress and a large, sprawling 

military complex surrounding it, correct?” 

“Do not speak so lightly of Takashire… we have always trained the most powerful of 

demons for the War Games there.” one of them spoke up immediately, and the goat-faced demon 

hammered a first into the table a moment later as he added grimly: “And we haven‟t received 

compensation for the last century or so, for the soldiers you‟ve diverted from our military 

training program. Now, because of you, we have even more demons becoming Damned and 

Craven.” 

“There‟s no need for such harsh words.” Zerrex said absently, as he flipped through 

Lily‟s journal to check for notes on the meeting so far. He could hear Selena getting ready to 

explode nearby, and he thought it was probably time to defuse the meeting before she went and 

killed them: it wouldn‟t be the first time, after all. Selena handled these meetings the old school 

way, still… which the reptile didn‟t approve of but recognized there was sometimes a need for. 

“And anyway, to create more soldiers is pointless at this level… ever since the Eternal War 

Games of Hell ended, we‟ve had a vast excess of soldiers, and I need demons to become medics, 

scientists, and other non-killing-stuff-oriented people. For way too long, we‟ve spent too much 

time slaughtering each other instead of helping each other.” 



“This is Hell, not Heaven! It‟s our job to slaughter each other, to bring down God‟s 

wrath!” snarled another noble, and Zerrex sighed as of all people, now Amiglion leapt to his feet. 

“God was never like that, don‟t you talk about him like that!” Ami shouted angrily, and 

across the room, the reptile could hear the Naganatine‟s living scythe, Grim War, thrumming in 

matching anger. Maybe Selena won‟t be the first person to kill someone after all… “God wanted 

us to be loving, peaceful, and united… not to… to pointlessly rape and murder one-another just 

because we‟re all so sure there‟s no Lower Hell or Higher Heaven! The entire point of Hell was 

to be a place of redemption, and Lord Zerrex is attempting to do that now, to bring it to a new 

level of peace and prosperity… what we need is to work together now for the good of Hell, not 

the good of our own personal viewpoints and bias.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly at this, and Lily smiled, before she winced as the first noble in the 

long red cape stood up with his hands flat on the table, spitting: “Then God was a coward. We 

must continue to kill each other, as is tradition, to keep the filth in check… besides, if you 

haven‟t heard, High Prince, God was killed by the Red Beast. Perhaps if he hadn‟t been defeated 

by the Archangels, we would be looking at a far-better Hell now.” 

The noble sneered across the table at Ami, who looked shocked, and Zerrex closed his 

eyes, forcing himself to keep his temper before Selena said darkly: “I don‟t think you realize 

what lines you‟re crossing now. You might be a good fighter, but do you really think you‟re a 

match for any one of us?” 

“Two girls, the failure Naganatine and an old mortal?” The noble threw his head back 

and laughed raucously, and three of the others joined in, although one of the nobles carefully 

pushed himself away from the group and tried to make himself small. “We all know that ever 

since the Scribes and Scholars were cut down, your protection has weakened… the remaining 

Scholars have become old relics, worthless to Hell! We are the real leaders… we military who 

bow to nothing but strength!” 

Zerrex looked up mildly after a moment, and then he sighed and rolled his head back, 

asking the ceiling: “Why did it have to come to this today…” A pause as he looked over at the 

noble leader, and then he said flatly: “You remind me of someone.” 

“I am Kannoc Ungil, Lord of the Desert Fortress.” The noble drew himself up to his full 

height, his bristly gray fur seeming to shine in the light, the male‟s two eyes gleaming black pits 

in his ugly ursine face. His body was thick and heavy, and he was very tall, his only clothing the 

long red cape and a matching loincloth… although Zerrex guessed he probably had more than 

one weapon stashed on him somehow, somewhere. On one forearm was a heavy, spiked 

vambrace, and he had an ancient type of helmet on his head called a clutch: it was made of three 

large prongs of steel, covered completely in spikes, and worn so that one prong went between the 

others and the other two half-encircled the head, leaving much of the skull vulnerable but giving 

the wearer a fearsome appearance. They were forged in Hell for certain egocentric demons… 

and the reptile thought that even if Kannoc was a Wrath demon, there was very likely still plenty 

of Greed in his soul. “I command seventy-thousand troops-” 

“And I command your soldiers, you, and the entirety of Hell.” Zerrex said dryly, and 

Kannoc looked displeased at this before Zerrex stood and walked out towards the edge of the 

hall, continuing mildly: “I don‟t use the Scholar‟s Protection myself unless I recognize there‟s a 

lot of danger ahead of me… so, because no one will lift a finger to stop you… why don‟t you 

take your best shot at me, Kannoc?” 

Zerrex was surprised by the male‟s reaction time: it was like he had just been waiting to 

be asked… or just an opportune moment, as he snatched a double-edged axe out from under his 



cape and threw it hard at the Drakkaren. The reptile only sidestepped, however, cracking his 

knuckles absently at the same time as Kannoc leapt onto the table with a roar, charging across it 

and jumping off as he pulled out a larger, uglier axe with a single huge, fanged blade, the handle 

snapping out like a telescope so he could grip it tight in both with bloodlust burning in his eyes, 

his body warping and growing. His feet became taloned, his body doubled, then trebled in size, 

and his jaws twisted into a distended grin with teeth far too bit for his mouth sliding over lipless 

cheeks… and then, when he roared and leapt forwards, the now-tiny cape fluttering around his 

neck as the rest of his gear grew with him, Zerrex only sighed and rolled his eyes as he swung 

down and the axe caught in the ceiling, now far-too-large to be properly used. 

Kannoc glanced up, and Zerrex walked between Kannoc‟s legs calmly as he created a 

sword of energy in either hand, making one single, elegant spinning attack to slice through both 

of his ankles. The gigantic demon howled and trembled, his eyes bulging in pain for a moment 

before he fell to his knees, leaving the axe dangling in the ceiling… and he looked over his 

shoulder in horror a moment later to see Zerrex standing behind him, his arms crossed and a 

distasteful look on his muzzle. “Size isn‟t everything: know your surroundings. That was a 

rookie mistake, great warrior… care to try again?” 

Kannoc snarled as he spun around and attempted to tackle Zerrex, and the others yelled 

and leapt away from the table as the Drakkaren jumped over the male‟s head and landed on his 

back, running along the humped, warped flesh before he leapt off to the side as the giant crashed 

through the center of the room. All four doorways opened, and Amazons appeared at each other 

them… but the reptile motioned for them to stay back as he lined himself up with another one of 

the doors, waiting for the giant to clamber awkwardly to his feet, snarling furiously. The room 

could easily accommodate his size, but Kannoc was unwieldy and awkward… and he roared as 

one of the other nobles tried to speak to him, slapping him away before charging towards Zerrex 

again… and the reptile ran backwards, watching him close before Kannoc swung a hand 

forwards, claws ripping through the cement, and Zerrex dodged to the side before he grinned as 

Kannoc‟s foot lashed out to try and kick him… and he caught this, grunting and twisting it to use 

the strength and momentum of the giant against him, the demon looking horrified as he hopped 

awkwardly out the doors before his leg smashed into the doorway and he fell forwards, 

screaming as he hit the banister and his heavy body dragged him over the edge. 

Zerrex stepped backwards, wincing as the foot kicked uselessly by his head, before he 

walked slowly out onto the balcony, the other nobles crowding quickly around him in shock to 

see Kannoc dangling by one hand, the rails of the balcony crushed to bits and leaving the male 

holding on for dear life from one of the highest points of Hell, a fall that would kill any demon 

below him. He trembled, staring up at them, and Zerrex looked down as Kannoc asked weakly: 

“Mercy? Or do you kill me now?” 

“Kannoc, we never surrender! We never beg for forgiveness!” shouted one of the other 

demons angrily, looking horrified, and the Drakkaren glanced mildly at him, causing him to 

quickly shut his mouth. The dangling demon, meanwhile, hung his head… and finally Zerrex 

sighed, shaking his own as he brushed past the nobles. 

“I‟ll let you decide what to do with him, then. If you‟ll excuse me, I have other business 

to attend to… I recommend you guys all go back to your province and take a long hard think 

about today, though.” the reptile said dryly over his shoulder, and then he motioned for the 

Amazons to close the heavy doors, shutting them out onto the balcony as he approached the 

center of the throne room. Ami was currently poking at the wreckage of the table, and Selena 

was standing with her mask in her hands, looking disgruntled as Lily only sighed. “What?” 



“You‟re so much goddamn trouble.” Lily muttered, and Zerrex gave her a look of 

amusement, shrugging absently. He still wasn‟t feeling his best, however, so he glanced down 

after a moment, thinking on her words… and Lily softened as she reached down and picked up 

Sammy as the pseudodragon ran by, the tiny beast flailing a bit before it finally curled up against 

her with a grumble. “What‟s wrong?” 

Zerrex held out a hand, and Sammy immediately jumped onto his arm, running up to his 

shoulder as he said quietly: “Sabnock got a report of a bunch of Brood Parasites somewhere in 

the Lust Circle… so either Samson is still alive or some of the little bastards survived.” 

Lily‟s face fell at this, and she sighed, rubbing at her muzzle slowly as she turned away. 

Selena and Ami looked nervously at each other, and then the Naganatine took off his own mask, 

revealing his boyish yet handsome features as he asked gently: “How about I take over here for a 

little while, and you guys can sort this whole mess out on your own time? I‟m getting real used 

to running this show, after all… and you know, the Great Council is a humongous help. It isn‟t 

like that democracy stuff up in some worlds, but… what we‟ve developed seems to be working 

out really well. What would you call it, Zer?” 

“I dunno. A democratic republic? A puppet monarchy?” Zerrex felt too morbid to really 

think about anything at the moment, much less politics, so he broke off and glanced away as Ami 

winced and rubbed slowly at his forehead. “It doesn‟t matter what it is, so long as it works and it 

serves in the interests of the people, and not ourselves. Democracy stopped working on our 

planet because it became about worshipping the almighty dollar and self-serving agendas… but 

even after all these years, you know, I still don‟t feel right in power. Then again, I don‟t feel 

particularly moralistic at any point and time these days… it‟s like my brain is insisting on telling 

me how everything I do is bad and wrong.” 

“Zerrex has anxiety disorders.” Selena summed up, and the male tossed her a dry look as 

Sammy whined a bit and nipped at his hair. Then she reached out and awkwardly patted Lily on 

the shoulder a few times, the golden-scaled female smiling faintly over at her. “Look, we‟ll find 

„em and uh. You know, I really wanna say kill them but that‟s kinda harsh, since… we‟ll put 

them down, we‟ll take care of the mess.” 

She paused, then added hesitantly: “Lily, you know… you‟ve been through a shitload 

lately. This, Mercy, all the work you‟ve been putting into the rulership… maybe you should go 

and help Cherry. I mean, she ain‟t that pregnant yet, but… I hear she‟s been a little anxious 

recently.” 

“Why do you think Sin isn‟t here?” Zerrex said morbidly, and he made a mental note to 

check in on Cherry after he finished his business here. And there is no way she‟s coming with us, 

either… last thing I need is for something to rape her and cause an abortion. Not just because I 

care about the kid and Cherry, but because Cherry would go berserk, and that‟s never pretty. 

“I‟m sure she‟d really appreciate the help, though, Lily… and you could still help us by keeping 

track of all the information we come across.” 

Lily shrugged a bit at this, looking back and forth at them, and then she curled up her 

hands in front of herself and said weakly, in a voice on the verge of tears: “No, no, I have to 

help, I have to be a part of this… Zerrex, if anyone has to do this, it‟s me and you.” 

Zerrex sighed after a moment, then he shook his head when Selena opened her mouth. 

The Dius made a face, but she closed it after a moment, looking away and grumbling something 

to herself, and then Ami said comfortingly: “It‟s gonna be okay, Lily. It‟s a big-ass mess, but 

you‟ve got your shit together and we‟ll keep everything in gear so you and Zerrex there can go 

and take care of business, how about that?” 



He patted her gently on the back, and Lily burst into tears a moment later and clung to 

him, Ami looking awkwardly at Zerrex, his arms stupidly at his sides, and the reptile made a few 

wild gestures with his hands, wincing. Ami looked at him dumbly, and then he finally carefully 

hugged Lily, as if she was made of glass… and she bawled harder as she clung to him, Zerrex 

looking relieved nonetheless and knowing that it meant she was at least getting the poison out. 

She always cried harder when she was trying to feel better, which was strange but true… and 

then he allowed Selena to pull him aside, the female taking his hand and playing absently with 

the rings on his fingers as she said seriously: “Look, Zer, we‟re in deep shit here if those things 

are loose. They‟re bad for your image, they‟re bad for Hell, they‟re especially bad for the people 

they infect with their spoor, since when they give birth, it‟s fucking ugly what happens to them. 

And so far as we know, that dick of theirs is really just an egg-laying tube… so they might just 

be able to lay their eggs anywhere, and if they‟ve evolved or learned anything at all from when 

we messed up their hive…” 

“I never even thought of that…” Zerrex shook his head, rubbing a hand through his hair 

before he grimaced, hating what he was about to ask but hating what it might mean if the idea 

he‟d just had was right. “Do we still have that dead body that our researchers dissected? I want 

them to take another look at something in particular.” 

Selena frowned, then she nodded slowly: “I think so… why, you wanna check if samples 

of it was taken for some sort of resurrection technique? Shit like that is really heavy stuff, not 

just anyone could do it…” 

“No, I have a different worry.” Zerrex replied quietly, and then he sighed, saying 

carefully: “Just tell them to look at the sexual characteristics and the interior organs of it very, 

very carefully. I know it sounds weird, but trust me on this. We didn‟t research a lot of that 

because we were busy looking for a way to kill the goddamn things.” He paused, then finally 

looked across at Lily, who was calming down now. On his shoulder, Sammy gave a quiet chirp, 

and Zerrex leaned over to Selena to kiss her cheek before he walked quickly over to Lily. 

Selena watched them with a frown, but then she sighed, and by the time Zerrex looked 

over his shoulder – Lily clinging to him now, and sniffling a bit still – the demoness had 

vanished. He sighed a bit himself, then turned his eyes back to Lily, asking her quietly: “How are 

you feeling, huh?” 

“I‟m okay.” Lily rubbed at her eyes slowly, and then she shook her head a bit, glancing 

over at Amiglion with a faint smile. “I think I‟m going to retire with Lord Zerrex for now. I 

believe you‟re more than capable of handling the rest of today‟s tasks yourself… although once 

more we‟re going to need a new table and some repairs…” She glanced up with a frown at the 

huge, ugly battle axe still stuck in the ceiling. “Why can‟t you be like Selena and just make the 

nobles explode? It‟s much less mess.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, looking a bit amused nonetheless as he held out a hand and created 

a portal, and Ami waved to them with a smile as they left. The two stepped out into Zerrex‟s 

private quarters in the Ravenlight Estate… and both of them stared at Cherry, who was 

mumbling to herself and laying sprawled on his bed, Sin looking frazzled as she stood nearby 

holding a tray with a pot of tea, a bottle of cider, and a large bowl of some horrible-smelling 

substance. “Get… get out of my bed. And your boots are still on, even!” 

“Hey, you walk around in bare feet sometimes and throw those in your own damn bed.” 

Cherry said reproachfully, but she huffed and kicked off her boots anyway, one of them landing 

on the Drakkaren‟s dresser and spilling dirt over a few of his notebooks. Cherry grinned stupidly 



at this when Zerrex glared at her, but before he could even threaten her, she grasped her 

abdominals and whined: “I have a baby in my belly!” 

Zerrex sighed and rolled his eyes, and then he walked over and slapped one of her breasts 

firmly, Cherry‟s eyes bulging as she sat up and grasped her bosom through the over-tight bra she 

was wearing. “Holy fuck that hurt! Shit, they‟re starting to get all sensitive and stuff… oh, this 

fucking sucks so hard. Hey, hey, Sin, uh. Gimme some of that soup.” 

“That‟s soup?” Zerrex stared at the black, bubbling goo, and even Sin made a disgusted 

face as she held the tray out to Cherry, leaning away. Cherry immediately snatched it up, licking 

her lips, and then Lily seemed to recognize what it was as her eyes bulged and she turned away, 

making a retching noise. Zerrex looked stupidly back and forth, and then he gaped when Cherry 

dug the spoon in, and something alive squealed, little tentacles flailing back and forth as she 

lifted the spoon out: now blood, and there was… is… is that an eye? 

A few ant-like bugs crawled along the spoon, and then Cherry shoved it into her muzzle 

and smacked her lips loudly, looking cheerfully over at Sin as a centipede flung itself halfway 

out of the bowl, the… „soup…‟ still squealing loudly. “That is some delicious stuff there, Sin… 

it‟s Wyrmwrot. It‟s a bane wyrm‟s heart boiled for fifty hours after being seasoned with all kinds 

of bugs and a few local plants inside its own stomach lining, until it becomes all mushy and the 

eggs hatch, the bugs fatten up, and then most of them die from… hey, dude, why do you look so 

sick?” 

Zerrex staggered away, then he stared in horror as Cherry took another spoonful of it and 

ate it contentedly. She paused, then the reptile shook his head, unable to shout in horror as her 

jaws rose… then her teeth crunched something loudly, and the reptile felt his stomach heave 

before he threw himself out into the hallway, Lily following him. A moment later, Sin came out 

as well, calling over her shoulder: “We‟ll come back in ten minutes or so.” 

She closed the door, then sat down against it with a sigh as Zerrex sprawled in the middle 

of the hall and Lily sat beside him, even the pseudodragon that was now curled up on the 

reptile‟s chest looking nauseated. Then the male finally asked weakly, as he looked over at Sin: 

“Aren‟t bane wyrms endangered and poisonous?” 

“Poisonous yes. Endangered, no, ever since the preservation initiative.” Lily paused, then 

added faintly: “We might have screwed up in not letting those things be hunted to extinction, 

however. How the hell can she eat that stuff?” 

The Drakkaren only closed his eyes and grunted, since they all knew the answer to that 

question. Combined with her mood swings, it meant Cherry‟s pregnancy was going to really start 

showing changes in her… and where mortals had it tough enough, Cherry would likely start 

losing some of her preternatural abilities to help divert her energies towards the baby inside of 

her. The last time she had been pregnant, for instance, Cherry had lost the ability to shapeshift 

into whatever she liked, even if she could still go full-demon… but during the end of her 

pregnancy, she had also lost her ability to control fire, which had been both good and bad: good 

because it meant she wouldn‟t set any of them on fire during the delivery, bad because it meant 

she lost her best method of defending herself from a distance from attackers. 

They had taken doubly-good care of her from then on, as much as it had made her 

huffy… but thankfully, things had gone… as smoothly as possible, all things considered. Now, 

however, since Cherry was into the stuffing her face with food stage… it also meant the 

vomiting would start, as well as leaking downstairs on occasion. Both were difficult, since there 

were very few bathrooms in Hell… and Zerrex thought about getting one installed to deal with 



the next few months of torture before all three looked up as Cherry howled: “Holy fuck, what the 

fuck am I eating?” 

A pause, and then there was a very ugly retching sound, followed by a sick splatter… and 

Zerrex rubbed at his forehead slowly as the three of them listened to the sound of her vomiting. 

A moment later, Lily looked up, and then she muttered: “Serves her right. All the times I was 

pregnant, I never ate anything like that.” 

“You‟re a pregnancy machine, Lily. Like Sin there.” Zerrex said flatly, as Sin half-

opened the door to nervously peer inside. “You two barely even got sick. Hell, Sin looked almost 

like her everyday self, just with a big belly with a big life inside of it.” He paused, then grinned 

at her as she closed the door, looking across at him curiously. “You remember Atlas?” 

Sin smiled at this, rolling her eyes a bit. Atlas had been a very, very large baby… and her 

stomach had grown to such a size by the end of the pregnancy that she had barely been able to 

move around. When she had given birth, they had been forced to improvise, because Sin couldn‟t 

even rip wide enough for Atlas to come out… so they had snapped one of Hell‟s specialty pain-

to-pleasure conversion collars on her and sliced her open from vagina almost to her breasts, and 

finally pulled Atlas out of her that way as she writhed on the table, feeling ecstasy instead of 

agony but still the uncomfortable terror of being almost completely disemboweled. Even if she‟d 

become used to that during her too-long-suffered punishment, it was still horrifying even for her 

to be thrown back into. 

Lily smiled a bit from one to the other, then she leaned forwards, saying softly: “Even the 

triplets for me wasn‟t as bad a time as Cherry had with Priest, I guess I can admit that. You‟re 

right… I am a Breeding Queen, so my body can handle being pregnant often, even if I still get a 

bit moody…” 

Zerrex laughed a bit, shaking his head. Compared to Cherry‟s fits, Lily had been 

easygoing… at worst, she‟d cry every now and then at the smallest provocation, but that had 

been the worst of it. Then he paused as he caught the way she was looking at him, and he held up 

his hands, saying mildly: “I am totally not making you pregnant again. Especially not right now. 

Remember when you and Selena were pregnant at the same time?” 

“That was different, that was Selena.” Lily huffed, crossing her arms before she hesitated 

and said quietly: “Look. I know that… we had a bad pregnancy once. That I gave birth to a 

monster that you can‟t even call a son… that I can‟t even call a son, because it was just an 

animal, less than that even… a parasite. But there were also so many good ones, and new, 

brighter species, like the Andius.”She reached out and took his hand quietly, and then Sammy 

walked over and hopped up to put both his front claws on theirs, the two smiling a bit. “See, even 

your pet thinks we should have another kid.” 

“I don‟t want to flood Hell with my children. We‟re going to run out of room down here 

eventually.” Zerrex said mildly, and Sin and Lily both laughed. The reptile knew it wasn‟t much 

of an excuse himself… after all, Hell was far larger than the mortal world he came from, and not 

simply a planet, but instead an entire plane: a vast expanse with no real space above it, flat 

instead of round, and likely terminating somewhere into the same nothingness that was above the 

black-and-red, spiraling sky. And he had seen what was beyond the Desert for himself, as well… 

once upon a time, he had travelled across it and found another Hell, full of stranger creatures 

than he had seen in this one. But that Hell had been smaller and crueler, and he had left back for 

his own after a small scuffle with the demons that inhabited it. 

The reptile looked thoughtfully at the ceiling, and then the door behind them finally 

opened before he could speak, and Cherry walked out, looking pale and rubbing at her muzzle 



slowly. “Okay. I cast a bunch of cleansing spells, but like. I can‟t look at that bowl, and I 

couldn‟t get that shit out of there. Sin, I blame you for letting me eat that shit.” 

“You were clamoring for it all day. And you ate plenty of other things today, too… 

personally, I‟m glad that you‟ve suffered a little after all the food you ate.” Sin made a face as 

she got to her feet, and then she bowed to Zerrex, saying quietly: “I‟ll only be a few minutes. 

Shall I leave the tea behind?” A pause, then she smiled slightly. “It‟s only green tea, don‟t 

worry.” 

“Then please do.” The reptile nodded, and Sin left as he climbed up to his feet, rubbing at 

his back slowly. The trio waited a few moments as Sammy circled Zerrex‟s feet a few times, 

squeaking loudly, and then they walked forwards, the pseudodragon automatically falling into 

pace with its master as they returned to Zerrex‟s room. 

Three teacups had been laid out neatly on the tray by the teapot, which now say on the 

dresser, and all of Zerrex‟s notebooks had been organized and Cherry‟s shoe thrown away. The 

reptile looked at this thoughtfully, then he poured them each a cup of tea and passed them out 

before scattering his books over the dressertop again with one hand, looking pleased with 

himself. Lily rolled her eyes, and Cherry snorted in amusement, some of the color coming back 

to her face as she took a long sip of tea. “You know that‟s only gonna take her like, five seconds 

to fix, right?” 

“The point is made.” Zerrex replied mildly, and he walked over to sit on the bed as 

Cherry did the same. Lily stood for a moment longer to look at the different books, then she sat 

herself on the other side of Cherry as Zerrex asked curiously: “You feel the baby inside you 

yet?” 

“I feel him, yes.” the female said stoutly, touching her belly, and then she paused before 

adding: “Dude‟s gonna be another big boy like Priest, I bet.” 

“I bet it‟ll be a big girl myself.” Zerrex retorted, and the two glared at each other as Lily 

sighed and rolled her eyes. Then she glanced away as the Drakkaren added quietly: “Speaking of 

which, we have another child problem.” 

“Shit, the bastard didn‟t escape, did he?” Cherry asked sharply, and Zerrex winced before 

he shook his head quickly. She frowned at this thoughtfully, then she blinked as she looked 

stupidly over at Lily, asking: “Samson? No fuckin‟ way. Zerrex, I saw you terminate the bastard, 

and me and Selena blew that cave to shit!” 

Lily shook her head with a sigh, and then Zerrex said quietly: “The report came in from 

Sabnock, and you know she‟s never wrong when it comes to intelligence… I… Cherry?” 

Cherry snuffled a bit, trembling, and then she burst into tears as she dropped her teacup 

and clung to Lily, who looked shocked as the female babbled: “I‟m so sorry, it‟s so bad and 

like… fucking shit, this always happens to you too, Boss!” She threw an arm around Zerrex‟s 

neck, then pulled them both close, continuing to bawl loudly. “Why the fuck does this always 

have to happen to us, huh? Just why the fuck is this all happening?” 

Lily and Zerrex winced as they looked at one another, and then Cherry cleared her throat 

above them and let them go, hopping off the bed and crouching by her shattered teacup as she 

used a cleansing spell to get rid of the tea, before casting another spell to force it to repair itself, 

adding flatly: “By the way, if I ever really start freaking out on you, please just go right ahead 

and slap my face like you‟re spanking my ass after I‟ve been a naughty girl. Thank shit for the 

asshole, by the way, „cause it means you can still fuck me like crazy while I‟ve got this rumbly 

in my tumbly.” 



Zerrex sighed and rolled his eyes, and Lily coughed a bit as Cherry walked over and 

poured some more tea in her repaired teacup. “Anyway, that‟s real fuckin‟ swell on top of Mercy 

missing…” A pause, and then she glanced upwards wistfully, and Zerrex knew this time she 

wasn‟t exaggerating the sadness he saw on her face. “Fuck I miss that girl. Boss, I know I can‟t 

leave Hell, but just let me send someone, anyone up there to tell Cindy or Marina about it… I 

can‟t stand the thought of anything happening to her, and even if like… it takes years here to 

make minutes up there, I‟m still damn worried about her showing up in the wrong place at just 

the wrong time. Or even worse, the right time.” 

The reptile traded a look with Lily, and she hesitated before blushing deeply as she said 

firmly: “I think you should send Raven.” 

“Driz?” Zerrex and Cherry both looked at her with surprise. “But… Lily, he‟d be a dead 

giveaway as a demon up on the mortal realm!” He softened, then added quietly: “It‟s not that I 

don‟t have faith in him, it‟s just that… even water disagrees with him, and he gives off such a 

powerful energy signature, the Scanners are sure to lock on to him and cause him trouble. Lily, 

they caused me and Cherry trouble, so just imagine for him what it would be like, being chased 

through the city…” 

“But Zerrex, I was thinking about this… and you know how Driz can transfer himself 

through the power grid here because of his energy makeup? What‟s to stop him from doing the 

same on the mortal realm?” Lily tilted her head, and Zerrex paused, looking at her thoughtfully 

as he motioned for her to go on. “I know that mortals use electricity to power their homes, and 

that in the mortal realm, much of the power lines have been restored. Power lines are what you 

call them, right?” When Zerrex nodded, she smiled and continued: “Driz has done it before, after 

all, especially with his affinity with electricity… and if he rides the current, so to speak-” 

“He would stay almost completely hidden, and move fast enough to check every sector of 

the city before the Scanners could stop him.” Zerrex said thoughtfully, and then he rubbed at his 

head slowly. He still felt hesitant about it… but finally, he nodded, and Lily smiled warmly as 

Cherry shrugged thoughtfully. “I‟ll let him know myself, then. I just hope he doesn‟t think I‟m 

trying to get rid of him.” 

Cherry snorted, then she created a portal for him as she winked, the reptile looking 

amused as he climbed to his feet. “Like he‟d have any reason to think that. Stop being an ass and 

get in the portal before you wimp out or some shit like that, we‟ll be here when you‟re done.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, then he walked forwards through the portal to step nervously out 

into a sterile white room beyond. He looked back and forth through the cubical room, then his 

eyes settled on a doorway as the portal closed, before jumping as something squeaked beside 

him. 

The reptile looked down in surprise to see Sammy sitting peacefully at his feet, his head 

tilted and his eyes curious as he looked up at Zerrex. The Drakkaren smiled after a moment, then 

he held his hand down to Sammy, and the pseudodragon gladly hopped up, catching himself on 

the reptile‟s hand and using it to boost himself all the way up to his shoulder as his wings gave a 

single quick flap. Then they furled behind him again as he sat with a pleased look on the 

Drakkaren‟s shoulder, and Zerrex looked back and forth for a moment before he headed for the 

circular metal door he‟d spotted earlier, saying mildly: “I hope he‟s not too busy at the moment.” 

Zerrex grasped the circular handle on the door, then he spun it once before grunting and 

pulling it open to reveal a long, cold stone passage beyond. The reptile walked down this, 

looking back and forth as he called: “Hey, Driz, you here? It‟s me, Zerrex.”  



He thought that was probably a friendlier way to refer to himself than as „your father,‟ 

and he looked back and forth as he reached the end of the tunnel, peering into a large room 

shaped like an immense, thick coin laying on its side. On the other wall, gears twisted and spun 

lazily, and Zerrex wondered if Cherry was even right about Driz being here… before the black-

energy demon formed from out of the gears, rubbing at his head as his white hair twisted around 

his face, and he floated slowly down to hover in front of Zerrex as he said mildly: “I‟m a little bit 

busy with this regulator today, Father. I‟ve adjusted it properly but it doesn‟t seem to want to 

work at an accelerated rate…” 

The reptile looked past Driz at the gears, which he thought were already spinning plenty 

fast… and then he shrugged before creating a sphere of energy, throwing it past Driz and at one 

of the large gemstones set inside one of the gears. It was absorbed instead of exploding, and the 

gears clanked loudly before blue lighting zapped over them and they began to spin even faster, 

the large gemstone on the gear glowing as Driz snapped: “That‟s very sensitive machinery, you 

could have caused a massive overload!” 

“Sometimes a little brute force goes a long way.” Zerrex said plainly, and Driz looked 

nervously over his shoulder at the machinery before the Drakkaren finally said casually: “I‟d like 

for you to do me a huge favor and go up to the mortal realm, to look for Mercy.” 

Driz grunted something in reply, then he did a double-take, asking stupidly: “I… I… me? 

Go up to the mortal realm? Are you crazy, anyone hunting for demons would instantly see me 

and start gunning for me!” 

“Believe me, that‟s what I said.” Zerrex replied with a shrug, looking amused as Driz 

glowered at him. “Lily was the one who thought you should go, and Cherry didn‟t seem to have 

any objections to it either. If you travel using the power lines and stay at my house with my 

family, you‟ll be fine, she seems to think. Even the Scanners can‟t penetrate the wards on my 

home, anyway.” 

“I wouldn‟t fit in.” Driz said finally, looking awkwardly away after a moment, and the 

Drakkaren smiled faintly as he looked down himself, not speaking for a moment. He knew what 

that feeling was like… and he couldn‟t help but remember his own life: running away, joining up 

with the military because he knew they‟d hire anyone, staying for the killing but never making 

friends with anyone. They said that soldiers grew close, that their platoons and units became like 

family… but back then, he had still always been the odd one out… partially his own doing, but 

also partially because no one had really accepted him. 

Then came the Goth Legion, and there he‟d made awkward alliances and twisted 

friendships… but once that had been disbanded, he‟d been alone again. Moving from town-to-

town, feeling lonely and in a word, unhappy, never able to find a job or friends… so instead 

lashing out by raping and causing mayhem where he pleased as he followed subtle clues he had 

only now realized were all pieces of the puzzle that had led him to Baskin‟s Grove. The Mayor 

Anthony Reinhold had left them, spreading bits of information here, dropping something that 

would act like a lure there, until finally Zerrex found himself in the split-apart town… but 

instead of adding to the chaos or bending to the almighty dollar, the reptile had taken on missions 

for pay in strange and varied forms from the citizens of Comfort Town, to help them in their 

struggle against the rich and famous. 

Zerrex had always loathed the quiet lulls between the biggest events of his life, until 

Marina had been born: then he‟d been more than happy to stay at home with Cherry and his 

daughter while Cindy tended bar for Elliot, taking care of the baby‟s every need. It made him 



feel like less of a shiftless loser… and then the Great War had happened, and again, he‟d been 

propelled into action. 

Afterwards, he knew he‟d only found work because they‟d suffered an apocalyptic event: 

just as he knew the bookstore was only in business because lots of people came in, looking for 

the crappy history texts Ire wrote. They sold and supplied the university, as well, and the only 

reason Zerrex got the job was because so many people overlooked the store as something that 

could last even through the nightmare economics of post-Armageddon… after all, it was one of 

the only stores in town, and there were still plenty of people that wanted to read… especially 

since you couldn‟t just go online anymore and find an article or story there. The internet had 

been mauled, many a server across the world destroyed, and many more simply without power: 

people had put too much faith in technology, at the end of the day. 

The reptile himself knew what it felt like to not belong far too well: he‟d only felt truly 

like he belonged when his whole family was curled up in the living room, Cindy reading and 

Marina painting, Mahihko doing… gods knew what and Cherry either watching TV or snoring 

against him as he rested in his favorite armchair… or here, in Hell, where the rules for 

everything were different, and even when his mortal teachings rebelled against it, every other 

part of him agreed with what went on. So he reached up a hand quietly and touched Driz on the 

shoulder, and the demon looked at him uncertainly as Zerrex said softly: “You‟ll fit in just fine.” 

Driz looked at him for a few moments, then down at the hand gripping into his shoulder, 

dark energy playing along Zerrex‟s fingers before he finally nodded and cleared his throat, and 

the Drakkaren stepped back, looking at his son with soft entertainment. “Anyway, no rush. Leave 

whenever you‟re ready and I‟ll delegate someone else to make sure everything here is up and 

running… take as long a time up there as you need, and I‟ll probably be returning to the mortal 

world soon enough myself, anyway. Cindy and Marina both know who you are and I‟m sure 

they‟ll be thrilled to see you, and so will Lone and Mahihko.” A pause as Driz tilted his head, 

and the reptile cleared his throat awkwardly. “It‟s a long story, believe me, you‟re better off just 

seeing it with your own eyes. 

“Anyway, I have to get back to… either Cherry, or some other problems that have come 

up in Hell.” Zerrex sighed and slumped his shoulders, grumbling something before he hesitated, 

then added quietly: “And thank you for doing this for me, Driz. It really means a hell of a lot to 

me. I know we… don‟t always get along, but you are my son and I am proud of you.” 

“I think you said that last time.” Driz crossed his arms, but he refused to meet Zerrex‟s 

eyes for the moment, looking at the wall. Finally, he uncertainly looked into his father‟s irises, 

and responded awkwardly: “I‟ll… I will watch out for Mercy. Not just for you, but for Mom and 

everyone else and especially for her. I know that… I know she‟s had an even rougher go of it 

than me, and… well… one thing I gotta say is that at least you were always there for her, Dad, 

even if you‟re still an asshole.” 

Zerrex smiled and shrugged agreeably, and Driz shook his head after a moment, 

muttering: “I think the thing about you that always pissed me off most is how hard it is to get you 

upset. I used to think you were too scared of defending yourself or shit… now I just realize how 

goddamn frustrating talking to you can be.” 

“I‟ll try harder to be more of a jerk in the future then.” Zerrex responded drolly, and Driz 

snorted before the Drakkaren created a portal, adding: “Just one last word of advice: be careful 

what you say about Marina. She‟s… she‟s a little touchy.” 

Driz shrugged, looking at his father critically for a moment before he finally nodded with 

a sigh. “Yeah, yeah, „cause your favorite little girl could really knock me for a loop.” 



“You uh. You might not want to underestimate her.” Zerrex said touchily, but Driz only 

grunted and turned away, even though he suddenly looked a bit nervous. The reptile looked at his 

back, then he finally stepped through the portal, saying quietly: “Good luck, kid.” 

With that, he vanished, and there was the usual whirl of darkness, the feeling of travel, 

before he stepped back into the Ravenlight Estate and his personal quarters. Cherry was once 

more laying sprawled on the bed, and she was snoring loudly as Lily sat on the floor, her hands 

in her lap. Sin, meanwhile, was carefully wiping the muscular, pregnant female‟s forehead with a 

wet cloth, and she looked up as Zerrex entered, saying mildly: “I‟ve never failed to be amazed by 

just how fast she can go to sleep.” 

“It‟s always been a… special talent of hers.” Zerrex said flatly, then he clapped his hands 

together firmly, but Cherry didn‟t react, only continuing to snore. “Sleepiness, now… she started 

slow but now she‟s barreling right into all the same symptoms she had last time.” A pause and a 

snort of amusement as Zerrex sat down on the floor across from Lily, looking from her to Sin 

with entertainment. “Symptoms. Does anyone else find it weird we talk about pregnancy like a 

disease?” 

“It pretty much is a disease to mortals, though… or a sexually-contracted infection.” Lily 

replied dryly, and Zerrex tilted his head curiously as she held up a hand and rattled off: 

“Glandular swelling, pains all throughout the body, sudden changes in body temperature and 

mood, abnormal cravings, changes in eating habits, hysteria and depression and glee, all these 

things and more. Plus there‟s the vomiting, which I find thoroughly repulsive and almost as bad 

as this… urination issue. And then the pain of childbirth, which is apparently extremely severe in 

most mortal species… no wonder so many of them thought procreation was something that 

incurred God‟s wrath.” 

“Used to? Some of the hardcore Unity believers still do. Except after they‟re married, of 

course.” Zerrex made a face, shaking his head a bit. “Religion worries me now even more than 

before… Hell was never built to serve religions, and religions aren‟t designed to serve Hell or 

Heaven… and with demons and angels now known to exist on the mortal plane, well. Now 

religions have lost even the hope aspect to them and become completely about keeping people in 

check and in control.” 

“I know what you mean… recently, we had several of our assassins bring back a group of 

demons who had been hired by a religious fanatic to declare that his religion was the true 

religion, and they would be waiting in Hell to punish all nonbelievers.” Lily rubbed at her head 

slowly, saying quietly: “And the people who die now come down here with certain expectations, 

and it makes them harder to handle… plus we‟ve had an influx lately. I mean… now that people 

know that Hell and Heaven exist, there‟s very few people going straight into the breakdown 

phase or limbo anymore.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly; the whole fact that Heaven, Hell, and other planes did actually 

exist had not only modified, destroyed, or empowered certain existing beliefs, it had brought 

Heaven and Hell and how they could exist in separate but parallel planes to the mortal plane – or 

physical plane, to use the term broadly – had also caused many former nonbelievers to start 

logically working out their existence. When a soul died, after all, it was not just the beneficent 

and malicious actions over life it had done that judged its placement, but also the beliefs it held: 

if a person believed, to the core of their very soul, that Heaven and Hell existed, then it went to 

either Heaven or Hell at death. But if a soul believed that after death there was simply nothing, 

then instead it fell into the Unworld, where good and evil, and even right and wrong ceased to 

matter or exist. The Unworld was the terrible and final plane, worse even than the rumored 



Nothingness between them: the Unworld was where all things and all souls were broken down 

into energy that was released back into the other planes, the energy that made up the building 

blocks of even atoms, the base foundation that could not be broken down any further. 

Since now it was a fact that Heaven and Hell existed, however, only the most focused of 

nihilists and nonbelievers ever went straight into the breakdown phase that awaited even the gods 

after their demise. All those that had once believed the only logical conclusion to life was to rot 

in the ground had now been forced to see that the afterlife existed, and even if they fought to 

logically explain it and failed, they still recognized its existence, and thus their souls still floated 

either up to Heaven or down to Hell at the moment of their death. It meant that more than ever 

before, more souls were coming down to Hell… just as more were being pumped into Heaven. It 

was both a good thing and bad… good, because souls and faith in the existence of the 

supernatural planes was part of what gave Hell and Heaven their power; bad, because more souls 

meant more people to deal with, and Zerrex had enough of a hard time as it was. 

He shook himself out of his thoughts as Lily said something, and he gave her the usual 

dumb look he did after he‟d been sinking into thoughts way too complex for him to entirely 

understand, and she rolled her eyes before repeating in a slow voice: “So did Driz say yes?” 

Zerrex huffed a bit at her tone, then he nodded before saying dryly: “Yeah. And you 

know, I‟m not retarded. I just… get a bit lost sometimes in my own thoughts. You knew that 

when you married me.” 

“That doesn‟t make you any less of an ass.” Lily replied, and Zerrex rolled his eyes as 

Sin smiled a bit, before Cherry grunted in her sleep and rolled over. The Naganatine sighed, then 

she picked up the wet cloth as Lily looked over her shoulder at her. “Sin, I think you‟re putting 

way too much effort into taking care of Cynthia. She‟s-” 

“She would totally kill you if she heard you call her that.” Zerrex interrupted, looking 

nervously at the muscular female as she grumbled something even through whatever strange 

dreams plagued her head. Lily looked at Zerrex sourly for a moment, then the reptile held up a 

finger, saying flatly: “Think about how Cherry normally responds to someone using her real 

name. Then think about her current state and her mood swings.” 

Lily paused, then she cleared her throat and said lamely: “Maybe we should all leave 

Cherry here to sleep. She‟s still more than capable of getting up herself when she needs to.” 

“Alright. Just let me do one last thing.” Sin carefully rolled Cherry onto her back, and the 

muscular female grumbled and swung a hand out before the female gently wedged the blanket 

out from beneath her, and she tucked her in after a moment, Cherry mumbling something about 

pie as Zerrex and Lily stood up and gazed at her with matching smiles. Sin looked at them, then 

she blushed a bit as she adjusted the blanket, one of Cherry‟s arms still sprawled over the pillows 

as she rolled on her side. “She should be kept comfortable. And we need to take care of that child 

inside her anyway.” 

Zerrex laughed a bit as the three of them left the room, before he slung an arm around 

either female and pulled them close, saying softly: “We all know how well Cherry takes care of 

her kids.” A pause, then he kissed first Lily, then Sin on the cheek, the two blushing a bit as he 

added softly: “Look at me here, a monarch with two queens and an arm around either one, and 

another wonderful butch bitch layin‟ in his bed, sound asleep and carrying his child. It‟s at times 

like these I feel like the luckiest demon in Hell, whether I‟m a full demon or not still.” 

“You‟re full-demon enough for me.” Lily said softly, and she leaned up and kissed his 

cheek and Sin rested her head on his shoulder with a smile, leaning against his side as they 

walked down the hall together. Then the golden-scaled demoness sighed, looking a bit quieter as 



she added in a forlorn voice: “But if you were really so lucky, Lord Zerrex, we wouldn‟t have 

that Samson issue to deal with…” 

“Well, we need to deal with it quickly, then.” Zerrex replied, and the three stopped in 

front of the doors leading out to the main hall as Lily wiped at her face slowly. “We have a lot of 

other problems to try and tackle at the same time… everything from finding the rogue group to 

whoever‟s discovered and been using the method for turning demons into crystal.” He paused, 

then shook his head slowly as he said quietly: “But first Samson, or whatever parasite has 

become the alpha.” 

He paused, then glanced down at the rings on his hand as one of them became suddenly 

warm, and the reptile reached down to touch it gently. It glowed for a moment, and the three 

looked up as a portal opened and Selena stepped through, still wearing the armors over her limbs 

but her noble wear long gone, her features serious and almost pale. Zerrex looked at her with 

concern, and she gazed back at him before asking in a half-whisper: “How the hell did you 

know?” 

Zerrex shook his head quietly, a chill of fear running through him. “I need to know what 

you found, Selena. Whatever it is, it was just a lucky guess on my part.” 

Selena nodded, winced at Lily‟s expression, then she rubbed her head and hesitated as 

she looked at three. Finally, she said weakly: “Look. When we first examined the physiology, we 

made a huge mistake: we assumed it was male for… obvious reasons. But on closer examination, 

the… rear… of the male doesn‟t have an asshole. It has a vagina.” She stopped at the stupefied 

look on Lily‟s face before she said in a strained voice: “We took a closer look at its dick, and 

guess what we found?” 

She looked squarely at Zerrex, but the reptile only shook his head, and she said weakly: 

“It was an egg-laying tube. They‟re… they‟re more like those fugly bugs you find in the swamps 

of Hell, the ones that stab you with what you think is a stinger but then they lay eggs in you. The 

egg-sac we thought was just an egg sac was actually a womb. It took some very close 

examination, but… there was a tube we missed leading from the… well… the vagina right to it. 

We never examined that part of it in detail because we were just checking the dead body for 

vulnerabilities, though, and we focused too much on the eggs themselves, because we thought 

they began life self-fertilized. We stopped all research when we killed the hive because we had… 

we had so damn many other things to deal with. Fuck, we… we fucked the pooch on this one.” 

Lily cursed quietly and turned away, striking the wall, and Zerrex grasped her shoulder 

gently as Sin asked: “But what about Samson? When he raped people he… left the same eggs. 

But no one ever had sex with him.” 

“I think that was part of what threw us off.” Selena said quietly, shaking her head slowly. 

“Samson was… he either somehow fertilized the eggs himself inside his… her… womb, or he 

was hermaphroditic. Fucked if I know though and… god, Lily, I‟m so damn sorry.” 

“I… I‟m just…” Lily shook her head as she rested against the wall, closing her eyes 

tightly as Zerrex looked at her back quietly. “It‟s…” A pause, a deep breath, and she drew 

herself up to her full height as she half-pressed back against Zerrex, both of his hands moving to 

quietly grip her shoulders for a moment. Then she turned, facing Selena and meeting her eyes as 

she said calmly: “It means that Samson must have either survived, or been resurrected. But 

Zerrex says he killed him, and I know and trust him to be able to tell when he‟s made a kill… 

and the hive was collapsed entirely and the site was eventually redeveloped into a halfway house. 

“I think it means one or two of them must have survived… and their offspring either 

developed the ability to impregnate each other, or someone else has been doing it for them.” Lily 



shook her head slowly, then she looked down at her feet, asking quietly: “Zerrex… we need to 

form a hunting party. I won‟t wait anymore on this, and I want to bring whoever‟s been 

powering these abominations to justice.” 

Zerrex wanted to argue with her… but a moment later, the doors at the end of the hall 

flew open and Cherry walked, cracking her back as she yelled: “Hey, I heard something about 

killing shit! We talkin‟ about… yeah, we are.” She cleared her throat as she approached, looking 

embarrassed before continuing stupidly forwards anyway, even as Selena glared at her. “Look, 

you guys are gonna need me on this one, I‟m top flamer around here-” 

“I‟m the best pyrokinetic, thank you.” Selena said darkly, and Cherry stuck out her 

tongue at the other well-built female. Selena immediately snarled, and then Zerrex cleared his 

throat as Lily shook her head slowly. 

“Cherry, you have to sit this one out.” Zerrex said quietly, and when Cherry opened her 

mouth to protest, the reptile reached up a single finger and rubbed over the collar she wore 

before gently using the same digit to push her muzzle closed, and she stayed quiet as he met her 

eyes. “I‟m not putting you, or our child, to risk out there. Stay here, stay quiet, stay safe, and you 

can still join me on any other missions that might come up before you start becoming really 

pregnant, okay?” 

“You‟re a sweetheart… but I‟m pretty sure my son could already take whatever those 

parasites would lay in me, assuming they could even get close enough to fuck me.” Cherry beat 

on her stomach with a grin, but then it toned down to a faint smile as she said in a softer tone: 

“But okay, Boss. Me and the kid‟ll stay out of this fight, but you better damn well make it up to 

me later, asshole.” 

“I‟ll do my best to, one way or the others.” Zerrex replied quietly but firmly, and Cherry 

nodded with a grunt before she threw an arm around Selena, who looked at her distrustfully. 

“You take care of him out there, and you better goddamn well light the place up if the 

Boss asks you to light the place up, got it?” Cherry poked her firmly several times in one of her 

large breasts, and Selena grunted and shoved at her, but the muscular female wasn‟t so easily 

detached as she reached out and squeezed an armored bicep, adding flatly: “And babe, work on 

the muscle beneath your pretty armor, „cause for guns they only be little pistols. These are guns!” 

Cherry flexed as she walked backwards, away from the group, to show off her massive 

musculature… and then she winked before turning and walking away, and Zerrex shook his head 

a bit as Selena muttered to herself irritably, rubbing self-consciously at herself nonetheless. He 

knew that despite the female‟s front, Cherry was probably pretty damn upset about not being 

allowed to come on the mission… but he knew there wasn‟t a whole lot he could do about it at 

the moment, either, so instead he glanced over at Sin and asked quietly: “So Lily, Selena, and I 

are already going… what about you? And do you have any other suggestions?” 

“Of course, Lord Zerrex… I‟ll never leave your side, especially when you‟re in danger.” 

Sin nodded and half-bowed, and Zerrex smiled faintly as Lily shook her head with a quiet laugh. 

Then the Naganatine paused as she looked over at Selena, before asking her curiously: “Is your 

warlock friend still around?”  

“Who, Hasen? Yeah, but he‟s at the Warlock‟s Guild right now, doing some teaching, 

and believe me, they gossip like little girls and probably would refuse to let him out of work, 

even if we went to war with Heaven again.” Selena looked disgusted, before she tossed a glance 

at Zerrex and rubbed her chin slowly, saying thoughtfully: “You know, Zerrex does have a lot of 

chick friends, though, and I think if we‟re gonna lure these creatures out… we need as many 



chicks as we can.” A pause, and then she rubbed at her head, asking awkwardly: “Chick is… the 

right term, right? For females?” 

“Yes, it is.” Zerrex looked at her with quiet amusement, and then he shook his head 

before looking over at Sin, who shrugged a bit. “But well, with that logic, I guess I can ask Mist 

and Shine… does Vampire count as a girl?” 

“Yeah, but I meant physically, like with boobs and stuff.” Selena replied, grasping her 

own and jiggling them a bit, and Lily smiled faintly as she rested her head against Zerrex‟s chest. 

The reptile wrapped an arm around her and squeezed her quietly close, looking down at her 

softly, and Selena said gently: “Look, you don‟t have to come if you don‟t want to… this is…” 

“This is my duty. This is important to me.” Lily said quietly but firmly, and then she 

added: “And… even though I know it‟s dangerous, I agree. They always seem to target females 

over males, even though the few males we‟d found, the eggs took in until they were… laid.” She 

made a face, then looked up at Zerrex. “I wish Carmen could come… but I guess she‟s still on 

her pilgrimage through Ire, huh?” 

Zerrex nodded with a quiet laugh, then he shook his head before saying softly: “Mist and 

Shine should be more than enough, though, especially with all of you around… we‟ll inspect the 

area around the old hive, first, then ask a bit around the Circle of Lust for any sightings. Sabnock 

didn‟t give any position in particular-” 

“Then we‟ll search the whole circle top-to-bottom if we have to.” Lily said grimly, and 

the others looked at her quietly before she finally said softly: “Let‟s get going, Zerrex. You go 

find your Iuratus, and we‟ll gear up and wait for you to meet us at Rose‟s Tavern. We can use 

that as our base of operations.” She paused, then smiled a bit as she pulled away from him, 

patting him quietly on the chest. “No long speeches this time… let‟s just get moving.” 

 

Four days later, Zerrex stood in tight black clothes at the top of an abandoned mining site, 

the long handle of a massive, single-edged cleaver held tight in one hand. The handle was at least 

two feet long and made of smooth black bone, a red cloth tied around the bottom of it where the 

end of the bone formed a natural pommel where a white gemstone had been inset. The blade, on 

the other hand, was made of demonic steel, solid and plain and at least six feet long, and at the 

top it had a shark-fin barb and a cruel backwards hook, while the bottom possessed a long, thin 

extension to the blade that acted as a hand protector.  

Mist and Shine were crouching nearby, both wearing their standard white loincloths and 

wraps around their breasts, refusing to wear any armor despite the risks it meant for them. They 

both had Hez‟Rannan cleavers of simpler design to Zerrex‟s on their backs, held tight in place by 

a simple strap of rawhide. They both peered over the steep edge of the cliff they stood on, then 

Mist asked quietly: “Do we attack?” 

“Not yet… give Selena and Lily a little bit more time.” Zerrex responded, shaking his 

head as he looked down into the deep, unnatural gorge that had been torn into the ground. There 

was a long, curving dirt road with a few ancient wooden rails that led up from the bottom of the 

deep quarry and into an abandoned mining camp, and the two were currently making their way 

through the area, checking all the empty cabins for any of the other creatures, while Sin was 

already waiting at the eastern cliffs. Zerrex took a quick look over his shoulder, and he nodded 

after a moment: archers in Royal Guard armor were faintly visible in the distance, accompanied 

by minotaur infantry, forming a perimeter around the mines. This time, they wanted to make sure 

no Brood Parasites escaped. 



For the first two days, they had searched the Circle of Lust with little rest, returning to 

Rose‟s Tavern every now and then only to take short breaks. Rose herself was an old friend, a 

scarred Dius who ran a club that catered to a specific and twisted delight: specially-prepared 

meals made from the insides of other people, eaten while they were still alive and usually while 

they wore collars that would turn pain into pleasure. Of course, it also tended to other carnal 

lusts… and Zerrex was admittedly delighted to have a „meal‟ of Rose herself during one of their 

long breaks, Selena licking her lips and fidgeting awkwardly even while some of the other 

patrons of the Tavern looked ill. 

On the third day, they‟d heard rumors about this place… and as they had scoured 

locations and partnered up to go on different stakeouts at places where attacks had been reported 

in the highest frequencies, Sin had spotted one of the Brood Parasites with her own eyes carrying 

an unconscious body quickly away. They had followed it back here… and then they had 

returned, even though Lily clamored at first to attack directly; it had only taken a little bit of 

reasoning to get her to agree to bringing in the soldiers and checking for information about the 

mines, however. 

Now they were all lined up, and from the behavior of the three visible Brood Parasites 

skulking around the bottom of the gorge, relatively sure that every living Parasite was inside the 

mine. They seemed to be mostly nocturnal, even if night had little meaning in Hell… but since 

many people followed the same habits they had when they were alive, it did at least mean that 

most people preferred to be home during the night than outside wandering. 

Zerrex glanced up as something caught his eye, and he finally saw Selena and Lily 

kneeling near an upturned mining cart. Lily was wearing silver full body armor, complete with a 

crown-shaped helm, and carrying a Smiting Rod: a terrible weapon of Hell that looked like the 

bastard child of a sword and a mace, with a long metal handle and an enormous blade with four 

large flanges: from the top, it looked like an addition symbol… while from the sides, it simply 

looked terrifying. It was heavy, but Lily could wield it well… and the blade was laced with so 

many curses and blessing that a single strike would mean death for many demons. 

Selena, meanwhile, was still wearing the same armor and visible corset as before, and she 

only carried a leather whip at her side. It was still not a weapon to underestimate, as Zerrex had 

learned from Cherry, and learned again with how Selena had enchanted her own weapon so that 

it would work with her pyrokinetic abilities. She was nothing to underestimate in close combat 

herself, but Zerrex thought he was still worried most about her: she was more a spellcaster than 

anything else, and physically she was more vulnerable than she would let on. 

Then he shook his head quickly as Shine nudged him quietly, and he nodded, saying 

softly over his shoulder: “Get ready. We‟ll kill those parasites and make some noise, see if it 

lures more of them out. Aside from the entrance they‟re around, there‟s three caves in the wall, 

one where they used to store supplies and two that lead down into the mine, so be prepared for 

attacks from all sides.”  

The two nodded, then Zerrex concentrated and created an almost-translucent sphere of 

energy, throwing it high into the air. It arced slowly into the sky, then exploded with a bang and 

a faint puff of light, the three Brood Parasites immediately leaping to their feet with snarls the 

reptile could hear even from where he was standing, and he scowled before snapping two fingers 

forwards, and Mist and Shine tore their cleavers off their back as they leapt off the cliff with 

matching, cold grins, landing at the bottom of three-hundred foot drop on hard rock in low 

crouches, enormous swords held out so they crisscrossed before the two looked up at the same 

time and charged forwards. 



As the three Brood Parasites immediately charged at them, Selena stood up with a fireball 

held in both hands, and she threw this forwards a moment later, sending it flying like a missile 

into the back of the one lagging behind. A massive explosion went up, and the legs of the thing 

were flung high into the air, still trying to run as chunks of its upper body hailed down in all 

directions, and the other two were thrown with shrieks… before both were sliced neatly in half 

as Mist and Shine leapt forwards and then landed at the same time, one low to the ground with 

her cleaver in one hand and the other standing tall with the handle of her sword gripped tight in 

both, her eyes closed and blade above her head. Zerrex looked down, watching and waiting… 

and then a Brood Parasite charged out of one of the caves below he had spoken about a moment 

later, howling with fury, but the reptile leapt outwards, arms spread as he let himself freefall, and 

the creature perked his head before looking up a moment before Zerrex half-flipped and dropped 

on top of it like a wrecking ball, his sword slashing outwards to sever its head from its body in a 

single graceful strike. 

The misshapen head bounced along the ground, and the reptile looked at it with disgust: it 

had a face vaguely similar to his own, and ugly whitish hair that Zerrex had trimmed neatly with 

his guillotine slice, the ragged ends of the long locks floating towards the ground as the reptile 

stood up with a grimace. He looked over his shoulder towards the open cavern behind him, and 

then returned his eyes forwards as howls sounded from the two caves in the wall opposite. Brood 

Parasites slunk out of these, snarling and hissing, and Zerrex snorted as he walked forwards to 

join the twins, who were standing ready with their blades held outwards. 

Sin appeared a moment later at his side with a crackle of energy, and Zerrex smiled a bit 

at her as he remarked mildly: “I wish I could teleport.” 

“Well, I think you could if you tried hard enough.” Sin replied quietly. She was still 

wearing her long black dress, holding no weapon… but despite her casual look, she was their 

strongest mage and certainly nothing to scoff at in terms of her close-combat ability, either. The 

group was joined by Lily and Selena after another few seconds, Lily growling and Selena 

wincing as she saw no less than a dozen of the tall, gangly beasts stalking out of the caves, some 

on all fours and others lumbering along on their feet, their stingers between their legs somehow 

even more terrifying now than when they had just been rape-hungry males… and Sin said softly 

after a moment: “Lord Zerrex… I believe we‟ll have a much harder time if we have to deal with 

multiple entrances to the same area. May I?” 

“Go right ahead.” Zerrex smiled slightly, stepping back and bowing to her, and Sin 

nodded before she walked forwards a few paces and held out a hand, palm aimed towards the 

beasts. One of them roared at her, even as they hesitated in charging with their targets at such a 

distance away, and then there was a loud rumble before the earth where the monstrosities were 

standing ripped up into a forest of long, deadly spikes, giving them little more than enough time 

to shriek before all fourteen or so of the parasites were left dangling on the thin, tall spikes of 

rock, a few of them still twitching. The cave entrances were both now effectively blocked by the 

thick fence of enormous spikes… and then Sin murmured an incantation before she snapped her 

fingers, and a terrible, massive sound rang out, Zerrex wincing at the vibrations he felt run 

through the air and staring at the perfectly-domed crater now in the wall… before cracks spread 

from it all throughout the surface above the two caverns, and a massive rockslide ensued, the 

cliff face collapsing in on itself and crushing the dead and dying beasts as the rocks crushed any 

hope of escaping the two tunnels beyond at the same time. 

A cloud of dust slowly began to settle as Sin rubbed her hands together slowly, then she 

returned to the group, Zerrex staring at her before she shrugged and smiled a bit. “That should 



lessen our problems, Lord Zerrex, but it won‟t be long before they start making their way up the 

main shaft… what do you suggest we do?” 

“The mine is too deep for us to simply send a wave of fire or anything else down there, 

and count on it killing everyone inside.” Zerrex said quietly, glancing around at the others as 

they turned towards him. He paused to make a quick hand gesture, and Mist and Shine stepped 

towards the outside of the group, turning away from him to watch for intruders, although he 

could tell they were still listening close to him all the same. “Our best bet is to go in ourselves. 

Remember the hive? They hated us intruding, but they also were lured by well… you girls. 

Samson, on the other hand, went straight for me, out of pure hatred… he even ignored Lily to 

attack me.  

“If Samson is in there, he‟s going to be even more pissed-off than before, and we can 

count on him doing the same thing again, since I doubt he‟ll have brightened up any.” Zerrex 

made a disgusted face, and even Lily snorted in contempt. “We‟ll have to make sure we explore 

every inch of those mines, or at least everywhere we can safely go… afterwards, we can send in 

a cleanup crew to take care of double-checking everything and bringing it down.” 

The others nodded, then Lily said quietly: “In that case, Selena and I should be the first in 

line, you and Sin in the middle, and Mist and Shine at the back… we want to appear most 

appetizing to the enemy, after all.”She glanced at Zerrex for approval, and he nodded hesitantly, 

making her smile a bit. “Thanks, Zer. Don‟t worry… I know if something really bad happens, 

you‟ll save us somehow.” 

“You sound like Marina.” Zerrex said softly, and Lily laughed quietly, shaking her head a 

bit. “But alright. Anyone got a problem with that?” 

The others shook their heads, then there was a roar a moment before Mist shouted: 

“Enemies incoming!” 

Zerrex cursed as he brought his sword to a ready position, watching as the others spread 

themselves quickly out as Brood Parasites scrambled quickly out of the hole in the ground, 

hissing and snarling. Three were already on the ground, charging towards the twins… and then 

Mist slammed her cleaver into the ground, and the earth beneath the three monsters ruptured, 

causing them to stagger before Shine threw her cleaver forwards. It spun like a helicopter blade, 

screaming through the air, then tore the three in twain at the waist, cutting off a chunk of limb 

here and there with them. 

As another pair approached, trying to twist in from the left flank, Selena created two 

fireballs and threw both at the beasts: they both dodged the first, but the second struck the front 

Parasite squarely, blowing away most of its front and sending it crashing down on its back as the 

second creature was thrown through the air with a howl, landing and rolling several times. The 

Dius snarled, then followed up with a third fireball as it scrambled to pick itself up… and the 

creature‟s head was blown completely away, the body half-flipping awkwardly to crash down on 

its back, the remaining neck and shoulders charred from the explosion. 

More of them flooded upwards, storming towards the group… and as one of them leapt at 

Lily, she swung her Smiting Rod in a downwards arc and crushed it out of the air, the creature 

shrieking even as it died. Another tried to swipe at her, but Lily simply swung the Rod 

backwards to knock it into the air as if it were a ball, and the parasite flailed uselessly with a 

scream of its own before she grunted and batted it as hard as she could, and the beast was not 

simply knocked flying, but instead it exploded into chunks of gore that splattered all over the 

comrades behind it, causing them to scream as they were blinded by the blood of their former 

sibling. 



Mist and Shine were both dancing through the horde with a strange elegance, their backs 

almost together as their cleavers gleamed in the light, slicing here and there through limbs and 

bodies as if they were straw. Somehow, they always seemed to cover each other perfectly, and 

Zerrex smiled grimly as he smashed his way through parasites with much less grace, doing his 

best to keep Sin protected as she fired bolts of electricity at monsters that came too close, 

knocking them sprawling on their backs with dead eyes glazed. “There‟s so goddamn many of 

them!” 

“We‟ll be fine, Lord Zerrex. We always are.” Sin said softly, and yet Zerrex still heard 

her clearly even over the screams and hisses of the creatures and the angry roars of both Selena 

and Lily, before she paused and pointed at a Brood Parasite about to pounce on Zerrex‟s back. 

Instead of leaping , it staggered forwards, grasping its own throat as it glowed blue and gargled 

uselessly, and then it simply fell over dead. “But it is a surprise.” 

Zerrex nodded with a grunt, then he turned and slashed hard downwards at another 

Parasite that charged towards him, slicing through its collarbone and deep into its chest, blood 

spurting from the wound as it howled before he kicked it off the sword. Then he winced as one 

of the Parasites nearby exploded, blood splattering over his face, and he wiped it slowly off as 

Selena grinned at him embarrassedly. 

One of the parasites ran towards her, and she grasped the handle of her whip before 

snapping it out and sidestepping as the creature lunged, and the long leather tail wrapped tight 

around its throat as it passed. The Parasite landed on its knees, howling and grasping at the whip, 

and Selena‟s eyes turned solid back before she jerked back, one hand on the handle and the other 

grasping tight into the base of the weapon‟s long tail as she snarled: “Fuck off and die!” 

The whip burst into bright flames, and the Brood Parasite howled before it slumped 

forwards as its eyes exploded and smoke billowed out of its jaws and the now-empty sockets. 

She snorted, then jerked her whip free as she looked over her shoulder, watching as Lily ran after 

a parasite that was attempting to flee before she smashed it hard in the spine, and there was a 

loud crack that made even the once-Inquisitor wince as the monster bent backwards with a 

wheeze and a whimper in a way that should be impossible, legs jittering as it collapsed 

backwards. It gargled for a moment, trapped on its knees and shattered upper back with its hips 

thrust obscenely into the air, then Lily snarled and rose her Smiting Rod before she smashed the 

creature hard between the legs, and its „stinger‟ exploded as its pelvis crumpled inwards as it the 

monster convulsed before laying on the ground in a broken, bloody pile. 

Lily wiped at her forehead slowly as she looked back and forth with her Smiting Rod in 

the other hand, breathing hard in and out as she looked over the shattered corpses that littered the 

ground around them. They had made quite a mess, and killed at least twenty of the beasts… but 

Zerrex was somehow sure there were still plenty of parasites waiting for them inside the mine. 

He shook his head slowly as Lily looked down quietly, suddenly seeming embarrassed… and 

then she cleared her throat as her eyes settled on the crushed corpse of the beast at her feet. 

“So… Selena, come on. Let‟s not waste time.” 

“Alright.” Zerrex nodded after a moment, and Selena tossed him a worried look before 

she sighed and tromped towards the open shaft. The others assembled with her after a moment, 

looking down towards the bottom of the shaft not far in the distance below… and Lily looked 

over at Selena, before Zerrex suggested: “Maybe we should send down a test first, to make sure 

nothing‟s waiting for us just below.” 

“I got the perfect one.” Selena said mildly, then she created molten, golden-tinged fireball 

in her hand and dropped it down the tunnel before anyone could protest. The moment it hit the 



ground, however, it turned into a wave of flame instead of exploding, an eerie light shining up 

from the shaft and a few golden flames continuing to crackle here and there over the floor. 

Selena tapped her foot a few times, whistling to herself as Zerrex stared at her and Lily frowned 

as she looked down into the tunnel, and then the five stared as the Dius simply leapt forwards 

and landed at the bottom of the shaft. 

She turned around in a slow circle, then finally looked up and called: “It‟s clear down 

here! There‟s a few dead bodies on fire, but… well… I think they‟ve been here for a while.” She 

made a face, then paused before adding: “There‟s a shitload of webbing down here, too… now 

will someone else get down here before I go crazy with fear?” 

Lily sighed, then she hopped into the shaft next, making a face… and the others followed 

shortly after, until they were all clustered in the large, open cave that made up the first room of 

the mines. Zerrex noted that the ladder leading back up to the shaft was mostly in tatters, so 

they‟d have to climb up the wall to get out… but otherwise, things seemed like they were in 

better shape down here than he‟d expected. A few of the supports were a bit charred from fire, 

and there were bodies and clumps of webbing here and there in flame… but it didn‟t seem like 

either Selena or the Parasites had done much damage to the mines. I just hope things haven‟t 

deteriorated deeper inside.  

“We should check out the two ruined tunnels first…who brought the map?” Lily tilted 

her head as she glanced over her shoulder, and then Selena held up a hand with a grunt, using the 

other to tap her leg firmly and open a tiny, hidden compartment in the armor she was wearing. 

She pulled out a smooth obsidian stone from this, and then passed it over to Lily, who held it out 

with a murmured spell on her palm. It glowed, and a moment later, a three-dimensional map of 

the mines shone up out of it, illustrating their position and even the tiniest of passageways. 

“Alright… so the red dot is us, and there are four passageways leading out of here… which 

means we should break into teams of two to quickly search the collapsed tunnels here and 

here…” Lily indicated them first on the map, then pointed at two large archways that had been 

heavily buttressed. “And to ensure maximum coverage for our push downwards, so we don‟t let 

any of the parasites slip by.” 

Zerrex felt uneasy, but then Sin said quietly: “In that case, we need to organize ourselves 

in the most efficient way possible. Mist, Shine, and Zerrex are our melee experts… Lily, you are 

talented in both fields… and Selena and I do our best work at a distance, with spells. Much as I 

know this is awkward, I‟d like to ask Mist and Shine to split up so that Selena can go with Lord 

Zerrex and Lily and I will still have a close-combat fighter, in case of ambush.” 

Mist and Shine both hesitated, and then Zerrex put a hand on Mist‟s shoulder and 

nodded. She looked glum, but nodded back, and she and Shine traded a short hug as the two 

groups automatically split themselves accordingly, the male looking nervously from Lily to Mist 

as Shine stood beside Selena, looking across at her twin sister quietly. Lily clenched her hand 

shut around the stone, and the image died out as she tucked it away into a hidden pouch under 

the lip of armor near her neck, and she hesitated before pointing at one of the collapsed tunnels, 

saying quietly: “We meet back here in ten. I‟ll take that one, you can take the other tunnel next to 

it. Be careful with your magic, Selena, the caves near the surface will be unstable.” 

Selena nodded… but when they broke off their separate ways, they found the travel to be 

uneventful. Zerrex killed a single parasite that had a shattered leg, the thing not even trying to 

struggle but only whimpering, and Shine looked distracted, as she stared at the wall… and 

Zerrex patted her on the shoulder, knowing her sister was on the other side and smiling a bit 

supportively. The twins were never separated, after all, and Zerrex didn‟t know if it was such a 



good idea… but he also couldn‟t argue with Sin‟s logic. Unless they get messy… then we‟re 

better off with a group of spellcasters and a group of melee fighters. 

They met and shared their findings back in the main cave, and Lily reported that they had 

come across only a few dead and dying themselves, which she and Mist had taken care of. The 

sisters traded another quick hug, before Lily instructed them to continue deeper into the tunnels: 

she noted that one group would reach the next large cave before the others, and to wait at the 

entrance if things inside looked bad, since one of the tunnels was straight and the other curved 

slowly and awkwardly in from the side. 

Zerrex, Shine, and Selena took the straight route, even though Lily knew that the curved 

one had a higher chance for encounters: it passed by a natural bubble of empty space in the rock, 

after all, and undoubtedly Parasites would wait inside if they could. Then his worrying thoughts 

halted as he saw something ahead, and the Drakkaren motioned for the others to stop, frowning a 

bit as the figure shuffled forwards and Selena held up the blue fire she was carrying to light their 

way… before his eyes widened as a demoness collapsed out of the shadows onto her stomach. 

She crawled towards them, trembling… and then something in the darkness beyond 

screeched before grabbing her feet, and Zerrex snarled as he ran forwards… but struck a magical 

barrier of some kind, bouncing off it and falling heavily on his ass as translucent waves floated 

through the air. Beyond, the demoness was screaming in agony… before there was a loud 

crunching sound, and the screaming stopped. 

Zerrex stood slowly up, readying himself as he glanced around for the runes or demonic 

machinery that would power such a barrier… and then he winced and leapt backwards as 

something huge through itself forwards, only to strike heavily off the barrier and fall to the 

ground in the low light, snarling balefully: it was like some sort of Brood Parasite that had been 

fattened up, its muscles bulging and enormous but lacking in definition, its body thick and 

barrel-shaped to a waist that suddenly thinned out, and puny little legs that seemed like they 

would barely support it. The tail was again thick, though, and very long… and its arms were 

gigantic, far too big for its body and ending in ragged claws.  

The face of the thing was hideous: Zerrex thought it was like someone had taken an old 

picture of him, cut it into pieces, then jumbled it up crazily, putting an eye in the forehead and 

another in the cheek, the jaws giving a twisted, ghastly grin that went from one side of the face  

and down to the end of the muzzle, then suddenly stopping, the other side of the muzzle and 

cheek smooth except for two visible nostrils. It roared at him as it put its claws up onto the 

shield, and Zerrex made a face as he glanced down despite himself and saw that it was very 

likely male… before he said quietly: “We never killed anything like this before. Selena, we need 

you to bring down that barrier.” 

Selena hesitated, then Zerrex glared over his shoulder at her and she nodded a few times, 

holding a hand up with a sigh. She extinguished the light in her hand, and everything went from 

shadowy-lit to visible but dark, the colors all a bit off and no shadows visible: the reptile‟s 

demonic nightvision. He knew that he and Shine‟s eyes were glowing faintly in the dark… but 

Selena cursed and muttered as she threw her hands out and walked forwards, grumbling: “If I‟d 

known all those years ago that I‟d be walking around in the dark so often, I wouldn‟t‟ve been so 

smug about being able to conjure light whenever I needed it… eyes are so goddamn weak in the 

dark now that I can barely see my own fucking hands.” 

“Wait, shut up.” Zerrex muttered, reaching out to grab Selena‟s wrist, and she did so, her 

stature strangely docile as she tilted her head and closed her eyes. Zerrex and Shine, meanwhile, 

both watched as the male parasite hissed and clawed at the shield, then snorted and hesitantly 



tried to push itself at the translucent wall, as if unsure anything was beyond it. A moment later, it 

slowly turned around, and they watched as it walked a few feet away  before sitting heavily on 

its haunches and snorting. “I don‟t think it can see very well in the dark.” 

The parasite‟s head snapped up, and it glanced back and forth with a growl before slowly 

settling itself back down, and all three were quiet before Zerrex carefully pulled Selena forwards, 

guiding her until she could touch the shield. She paused, her hand tapping it a few times, and 

then she leaned her head forwards as she rested against it, murmuring: “Type two noncombatant 

force wall, meant to be used while examining experiments or analyzing wildlife. Very durable 

against physical attacks, but vulnerable to certain kinds of magic, powered by runes that are 

probably in the ceiling. You can probably shatter it by putting some of your energy into it, 

though, Zerrex, or I can fireball it.” 

The Drakkaren quietly took up place beside her as he put his sword down, then he closed 

his eyes as he pressed his hands flat to the translucent wall, before he nodded a bit. Yeah, I feel 

the energy flow now… so… A long breath, and then a faint blue glow rose in the caves, becoming 

stronger as Zerrex pushed energy into the wall, and the parasite jumped up to its feet with a snarl, 

spinning around and hauling itself forwards to smash into the wall as cracks spread through it- 

Zerrex was knocked to the ground as the wall shattered and the thing landed on top of 

him, reaching down to seize his throat and sending Selena crashing off to the side… and then 

Shine leapt forwards with a snarl, slashing viciously into the monster and sending it staggering 

backwards as it brought its humongous forearms up to try and protect its face, squealing in pain 

as blood splattered in all directions. Zerrex shook his head with a wince, then he leapt to his feet, 

picking his own sword up and charging forwards to ram it through the monster‟s belly as Shine 

cut deep into one of its arms, and the parasite squealed before Zerrex twisted his blade, then 

yanked hard to the side, disemboweling the creature. It wheezed and groaned, hands dropping as 

both he and Shine stepped back, and then it fell forwards, distorted face smashing heavily against 

the ground as it almost immediately began to rot away to nothingness. 

The two looked at each other, before wincing and blinking their eyes a few times as a ball 

of light appeared in Selena‟s hand and filled a large area around them with artificial sunlight. She 

looked from one to the other dryly, then asked morbidly: “Can we get moving now? This place 

gives me the fucking chills, and I shudder to think of what‟s going on if the others have run into 

these rat-bastards. We need to get to the rendezvous point, and fast.” 

Zerrex nodded after a moment, then he and Shine began to jog lightly down the tunnel as 

Selena followed behind them with a sigh, morbidly carrying her ball of light before she winced 

as two more of the huge male parasites appeared, this time accompanied by several female Brood 

Parasites. They all hissed and roared, but Zerrex only charged into the fray as Shine slid to a halt, 

cocking back her cleaver, then throwing it straight forwards like a spear with a grunt, and it 

sliced through the head of one of the males, causing him to howl before he collapsed onto his 

back, dead, even as three females shot with uncanny speed towards Shine. 

The Drakkaren male, meanwhile, cocked his sword back with a grunt as the male Brood 

Parasite tried to defend itself with its huge forearms… and Zerrex simply slashed outwards and 

cut both of them off, wincing as his sword dug into the wall before he used it and the howling 

form of the male parasite to his advantage, holding onto the handle and using it like an axis as he 

ran forwards and up the male‟s body, narrowly avoiding a tackle from one of the other parasites. 

He kicked off it at the last moment, and the Brood Parasite was thrown to the ground as Zerrex 

went into a single-handed handstand on the handle of his sword, cursing under his breath before 

he allowed himself to overbalance and fall backwards as one of the parasites stood up with a 



roar… and a moment later its skull was crushed in as Zerrex struck it firmly with his heels, 

landing on its broken skull as the remaining parasite hissed. 

The three parasites charging at Shine, meanwhile, were repelled as she threw two palms 

into the chests of the first two to reach her, then knocked the last away with a hard kick, before 

she glanced over her shoulder as Selena threw a fireball. Shine‟s hand snapped up, and she 

caught the attack, Selena staring at her stupidly before Shine crushed the fireball in her grip, 

snarling as she drew her hand back… before the three charged again, leaping in to try and drown 

her beneath them, and her fist crashed into the chest of one of them before a focused explosion 

tore through the air and shook the walls of the cave, the three parasites flying backwards in 

charred pieces as Shine winced and grabbed her wrist, her hand smoking lightly as she muttered: 

“Fucking bastards…” 

Zerrex winced as the explosion shot by, holding up the final Brood Parasite by the throat, 

and he snapped its neck briskly after a moment before dropping it and looking over at her with 

concern, as the light faded from the passage and they were left in darkness again. Selena 

muttered as she staggered her way over to them, and Zerrex yanked his cleaver out of the wall as 

Shine walked forwards and tore her own free from the broken skull of the male parasite, before 

she gave it a hearty kick. She only sighed afterwards, however, looking quietly over at Zerrex 

and saying softly: “They all have that similarity to you… but it‟s like they‟ve become wicked 

jokes. Twisted jokes played by some evil soul… and it hurts me to the core to see this, just as I 

know it hurts my sister.” 

She shook her head, then smiled a bit as he wrapped an arm around her to squeeze her 

quietly, saying softly: “Then let‟s finish this quickly, because the more I look at these things, the 

sicker I feel myself.” He halted, then glanced down at the body again, saying slowly: “They look 

almost like Gluttons, from this angle…” 

Selena frowned in the darkness, then she created a blue flame in one hand so she could 

inspect one of the dead male bodies, tapping over it lightly. She shook her head after a moment, 

then sighed and quenched the flames, asking mildly: “You know, Zer, you‟re right. But who the 

fuck would cross a Glutton with these bastards? Who would even have that kind of 

transfiguration power, and hate you enough to do so?” 

Zerrex shook his head slowly: he honestly didn‟t know. Then he finally motioned for 

them to continue forwards, and the others followed as they made their way down the passage. As 

they walked, they came across more webbing on the walls, and a few dead bodies… before 

Zerrex motioned for them to stop as a Brood Parasite walked towards them. 

This one was moving on all fours, and a bit smaller than the others, leading the reptile to 

think it was either a runt or a juvenile… but as they watched, the end of its tail split open to 

reveal a stinger-like protrusion, and a semi-liquid substance squirted out of this, striking the 

ceiling before it carefully navigated its tail to touch the wall, and it snapped off somehow, the 

strand solidifying after a few moments of seeming to slowly melt. The Drakkaren looked at this 

thoughtfully, then they watched as it busily began to string another strand across the tunnel. 

“Let‟s kill it quietly. Selena, can you see well enough to do it?” 

Selena nodded, then she stood up and focused as she murmured a spell before holding a 

hand out, and the juvenile parasite twitched and hissed as black lightning shot over its body, 

before it rolled over onto its back with a last few spurts of webbing from its weird tail, the stench 

of charred flesh filling the air. The Dius sighed as she sat back, rubbing at her head slowly… and 

then Shine paused, frowning a bit before she winced, and a long cut appeared on her cheek, 

bleeding slowly as she whispered: “My sister…” 



Zerrex reached up and touched the wound, frowning, before Shine groaned and her body 

shook, another slash mark appearing on her shoulder, before she snarled, eyes blazing. “My 

sister is in trouble! Lord Zerrex, please… let me go to her… I ask not only as an Iuratus, but as a 

friend…” Shine looked up at him with tormented eyes, trembling violently as she shook her head 

quickly back and forth. “I know this is rude of me beyond measure, but… but my love for her is 

second only to my care and respect for you…” 

The Drakkaren hesitated, then he glanced up, realizing the end of the tunnel was in sight 

before he said quietly: “Fine. From the webs, though, we‟re about to enter either a nest or the 

start of it…” Goddammit, am I ever sick of dealing with gross parasite and bug-things by now… 

“Selena, that means I want you to do what you do best, and cause trouble.” 

“Fuck trouble, I‟ll cause havoc.” Selena grinned darkly as she nodded, and her eyes 

turned black as she held her hands up, creating a fireball between them that turned a terrible, 

pulsing red. “You two cover me and I‟ll charge this thing up for use in the nest.” 

Zerrex and Shine both nodded, then the female cursed as she fell to one knee, the reptile 

reaching a hand down to grasp her shoulder in concern. She quickly climbed back to her feet, 

however, then she said raggedly: “No time! We have to go now!” 

Without waiting for an order, Shine bolted forwards, and Zerrex cursed before following 

her, watching as she slashed her way through a thick web ahead. Out of nowhere, a Brood 

Parasite appeared, lunging at her back… but Zerrex held up a hand, and energy crackled through 

the air before a blue sphere appeared around the creature, ensnaring it and holding it in place. It 

squealed and flailed inside the sphere, striking the walls hard and shrieking as Shine skidded to a 

halt and staggered backwards, swinging her blade upwards in an awkward but heavy strike as 

another Parasite dropped out of the webs with a growl… before it screamed as  the top half of its 

chest was severed, and then she stared as Zerrex rammed the sphere of energy and sent it flying 

down the rest of the tunnel, ripping apart the webs and dislodging several other Brood Parasites 

before shattering, sending the creature trapped inside hurtling away into the open cave beyond. 

A terrible cacophony of shrieks rose up, and Zerrex winced as he ran past Shine, patting 

her on the back as he did so, and she closed her eyes, blushing in humiliation as she stayed back 

beside Selena. The Drakkaren, meanwhile, smashed a Brood Parasite into the ground with the 

flat of his sword, killing it instantly before he stabbed forwards and twisted hard to the side to 

impale another before flinging it into the oncoming group, the reptile wincing as he shouted: “I 

don‟t know if we‟ll be able to make it to the lip of the cave!” 

“We have to!” Selena roared in return, and now the fireball between her hands looked 

like a miniature sun, flaring up now and then as it glowed balefully. “Shine, come on, we need to 

move.” 

Shine nodded, panting hard as she dragged her sword behind her, the cleaver screaming 

against the rock and sending up sparks as blood dripped from wounds covering her body. Ahead, 

Zerrex winced as a huge paw of one of the male parasites slammed into him, and he staggered to 

the side before another parasite snagged his right arm… but immediately, the scales tore away as 

it exploded into full warped and rocky being, ripping apart the sleeve of his t-shirt as he swatted 

the Brood Parasite irritably away… then he howled in pain, his eyes bulging, as another simply 

chomped into his bad leg, sending up a flare of agony and causing him to flinch before at least 

ten of them piled on top of his body, screaming and clawing. 

Selena cursed, and Shine growled as she prepared to charge… and then Zerrex crawled 

quickly out from beneath the pile of writing bodies, covered in small cuts and missing his sword 

as the beasts continued to flail and claw at each other in their search for the Drakkaren. Then one 



of them looked up and howled, but the Drakkaren snapped his left arm out as several of the 

creatures left at him, and three long tentacles covered in barbs and spikes of bone lashed out, the 

cruel hooks on the end of them catching into two of the parasites as the others were knocked 

away. 

The unfortunate pair that had been snagged by the hooks were crushed against the wall, 

and Zerrex growled before he snapped the tentacles outwards again, swinging them like spiked 

chains to rip apart the face of another parasite and send it down in a heap. The Drakkaren 

carefully advanced as the tentacles slithered and snapped around him, his shirt torn around both 

shoulders now as he muttered: “This was supposed to be routine. No one was supposed to get 

injured. Now look at this mess.” 

There were still seven parasites left, and the large male… and then Zerrex made a face as 

one of the braver Parasites roared at him and charged stupidly forwards, and he snapped all three 

tentacles out to wrap around it. The cruel bone spikes tore through its flesh, blood splattering 

around the other Brood Parasites, and then Zerrex simply pulled in three different directions with 

the three powerful tentacles, and the body of the creature was ripped asunder, screaming as the 

tentacles uncoiled to let limbs and ugly chunks of flesh drop free. 

The Brood Parasites hissed and backed off a few feet, and then Shine screamed in pain, 

grasping her skull as she dropped her cleaver, and Zerrex cursed as he realized they really were 

out of time, even as the Iuratus panted hard and forced herself back to her feet, picking her 

cleaver up in trembling, bloody hands. The Drakkaren closed his eyes, then he withdrew his 

tentacles as he ran forwards, left arm out at his side as spines of bone withdrew into tentacle 

flesh, which withdrew into the reptile‟s body.  

The parasites eagerly ran out to meet him, screaming for blood… and Zerrex‟s eyes 

snapped open before he punched straight down through the skull of the first, crushing its head 

beneath the warped claws of his right arm before his forearm almost instantaneously became an 

axe blade, as he swung hard upwards and tore through the cheek of another, sending its head 

flying as his left arm snapped out and caught a Brood Parasite by the throat. He snarled as he 

slammed it into the ground, crushing the life out of it before another leapt at him, and the 

Drakkaren swung his axe arm hard upwards, ripping a deep abyss in its chest and sending it 

flying over his head as blood hailed down, before he slashed back and forth as he continued to 

force forwards, knocking the arms of the male Parasite aside before he slammed the axe arm 

down through its head, and then he readied himself as his muscles flexed, his eyes burning as he 

looked for the others… but they were already laying dead, Shine‟s eyes glowing as she stood by 

three ravaged bodies, blood dripping off her cleaver and her body as she said raggedly: “No time 

left.” 

Zerrex nodded as he scooped up his sword in his left hand, and they ran past the lip of the 

passage and into a massive cavern: it was filled not only with webs, but cocoons which held 

dozens of dead bodies… as well as nests full of parasites and juveniles. They howled, and Zerrex 

could see no less than ten males – some in the act of mating with the females – and the entire 

nest came alive with movement as Zerrex scanned the wall for another cavern opening… and 

then he pointed to a dirt ramp leading up to a carved archway, and the reptile shouted: “We run 

for it! Selena!” 

“Not yet!” Selena shouted, and the orb between her hands glowed, looking almost like a 

glass sphere filled with magma and starlight. Zerrex winced, but he nodded after a moment, and 

then he stared as Shine somehow ran past him, roaring as she sliced down two parasites without 



stopping, and he followed as Selena caught up, adding darkly as she grinned and her eyes glowed 

black: “You‟re gonna like this one.” 

“I better.” Zerrex grunted, and he dropped the flat of the cleaver against his shoulder as 

his right arm became a large claw, batting a parasite out of the air as it leapt at him. “I just hope 

it doesn‟t get worse than this down here.” 

Shine staggered ahead of them, then she leaned forwards and vomited blood, Brood 

Parasites closing quickly in on her… and Zerrex looked at his sword before he cursed and threw 

it aside, dropping it in favor of catching Shine before she could fall to the ground, a warped blade 

snapping out of his twisted wrist as he slashed his arm outwards to knock away another parasite. 

He charged up the ramp as Selena followed, and then she laughed, reveling in the chaos for a 

moment, before her eyes glowed as she stopped near the top of the ramp and drew a hand back, 

calling: “Goodbye, motherfuckers!” 

She threw the sphere, and it sailed through the air before striking the ground… and the 

earth shattered where it hit as it bounced once before exploding in a furious blast, and as flames 

rent the air a wave of lava shot from the center of the room like an aftershock, the ground 

shattering in several places and rocks collapsing from the ceiling as steam and lava vented 

upwards through the room, turning the floor into a pool of lava as the webs and anything that 

could burn caught fire. Zerrex winced, hoping beyond hope that the supports would somehow 

survive… but the heat was getting too much for him and Shine was starting to tremble, holding 

her cleaver tightly by the handle against her body, as if it were a shield and not a sword. He 

cursed, then ran into the passage, Selena quickly following and grinning as two Brood Parasites 

caught fire and collapsed at the edge of the ramp, and a moment later, the lava filling the room 

swallowed them. 

They ran down the tunnel together towards the sounds of battle, before Zerrex winced as 

they turned a corner to run into several Brood Parasites… but Selena drew her whip and snapped 

it around the neck of the first, choking it before she dragged it to the ground as she snarled: “I‟ll 

deal with these fuckers, you get your ass moving and save Mist and Shine!” 

Zerrex nodded, quickly hopping over the fallen parasite, and they hissed at him as he 

passed before Selena dragged the one she had ensnared towards her and simply stomped on its 

head, crushing its skull and snuffing the life out of it. She snapped her whip back up to a ready 

position, and it glowed red as the two parasites were drawn towards her, growling as she snarled 

back like a feral animal. “Come and get me, motherfuckers.”  

The Drakkaren ran down a long, damaged passage towards the sounds of combat and 

monsters, dodging back and forth past large rocks that had fallen from the ceiling here and there 

before rounding another bend… and then he slid to a halt as his eyes widened at the sight of Sin 

and Lily standing protectively around Mist, who was sitting between them and covered in 

wicked wounds that mirrored the ones Shine had on her form: the same, but going in opposite 

directions. Just like their eyes… 

Zerrex looked at Shine for a moment, and then he carefully put her down as he examined 

the parasites and the problem: Sin had put up a dome-shaped barrier around them that was being 

harried every now and then by at least twenty parasites, and six of them were aggressive males 

that were hissing and slashing at the shield. There were also several smaller groups of parasite 

sitting and simply watching, and one of these groups had their back to Zerrex: another male and 

two of the smaller female parasites. He could also see Lily trying to ignore the parasites, some of 

her armor damaged but her focus on Mist, as she attempted to heal her… but it didn‟t seem to be 

working. Zerrex made a face at this, then paused before gently setting Shine down, knowing it 



was dangerous but leaving her alone for the moment as he rubbed his right arm slowly, raising 

the blade carefully as he approached one of the females first. 

He grabbed her around the neck and put his blade through her spine, dragging her quietly 

backwards as she spasmed once, then he set her down, staring at the back of the huge male and 

the other female… and then he took a long breath before leaping forwards as he snapped a 

smooth tentacle out of his left arm, the last female giving a choke of surprise and the male 

howled in shock, before it turned to a gargle as Zerrex slammed the blade down through the back 

of his head. 

The reptile kicked off the fat, ugly body of the male as he retracted his tentacle, and the 

parasite came with it, screeching and howling before the Drakkaren slammed his blade through 

its stomach. Then he cursed as he saw he‟d attracted the attention of a good few of the Brood 

Parasites, and they were charging for Shine‟s unconscious body… and then they were sent 

scrambling backwards by a bolt of flame that struck the ground and sent up a gout of fire, 

startling the beasts to a full stop and giving Zerrex the time he needed to get back to Shine, 

kneeling by her as Selena appeared at her other side with a grin, her whip glowing with unnatural 

flame as she said darkly: “I thought I taught you better than that, Zerrex… never leave an ally 

unprotected.” 

“You‟re unprotected.” Zerrex muttered in return, and then he created a sphere of energy 

in one hand before he flung it into the crowd, and one of the creatures exploded, causing them to 

shriek amongst each other. Then he looked down with surprise as something grasped his ankle, 

and Shine smiled faintly up at him. “At least that‟s one bright side.” 

“Please… I need to get to my sister.” Shine whispered, and Zerrex looked at her, 

hesitating for a moment before he nodded at her look. She closed her eyes with a sigh, and then 

grunted, her face contorting with pain as Zerrex carefully picked her up. 

Sin and Lily were looking towards them past the crowd of parasites, and Zerrex made a 

face, putting his odds on a desperate charge as his best option. Killing them all would take too 

long or too much energy… and he finally grit his teeth before he set himself, a dome-shaped wall 

of blue energy appearing in front of his body before he simply charged headlong into the crowd. 

Parasites bounced off the wall as they leapt at him, only a few scrambling out of the way 

as some even clung to the wall with shrieks of fury, the full group trying to converge on him as 

claws lashed at his back and parasites bit and tore at the shield itself… and even as Selena 

covered him at a distance as best she could, he could tell her reserves were beginning to run out. 

The only positive side was that she had a clear escape route… and then Zerrex winced as his 

shield cracked after plowing over a male Brood Parasite, but a moment later the dome-shaped 

shield around Sin and Lily vanished as the Naganatine closed her eyes, before the air seemed to 

ripple all around them. 

Suddenly, the Brood Parasites were moving in slow motion, and Zerrex stared before 

they all stopped in place for a mere moment… then were slammed backwards as if by cyclonic 

winds, striking against the walls and ceiling with enough force to shatter bone. Screams echoed 

through the cavern as Sin winced, and then Shine and Mist looked at each other as Zerrex finally 

reached the others, letting his shield drop… and Shine leapt out of his arms and Mist jumped to 

her feet. 

Their bodies struck one-another‟s, and they melded together as easily as water being 

poured into a still pond, and Sin and Lily both stepped quickly backwards as Zerrex stared and 

watched as their mixed bodies warped and distorted, turning different colors before it grew into a 

strange, tall shape… and a moment later, Zerrex was left staring at an immense Dragokkaren 



with two pairs of breasts, one larger and one smaller just beneath, and two enormous, muscular 

arms, her body massive and powerful, her head oddly perched forwards on her shoulders and her 

back slightly humped up. She was covered in vibrant red scales that became purplish over her 

inner body, and her features were beautiful, the same as the twins, with a pair of proud, tall 

draconic horns that curved only slightly and stood out from the back of her skull as she said in a 

quiet voice, as she opened a pair of beautiful blue eyes: “Thank you, Lord Zerrex. We are 

humbled.” 

She paused, then turned slowly around to survey the hissing parasites around them… and 

Zerrex stared at her back, where another face was, positioned just below the other head so their 

skulls merged together, the horns on the back of the first skull from this position seeming much 

more-fierce and as if they belonged to this head. The head‟s eyes were closed… but when they 

opened, Zerrex was unsurprised to see they were a vibrant green… and a pair of smaller, lither 

arms stretched out of the lower back with a creak, coming loose from natural valleys in the sides 

of the huge female. “Yes, Lord Zerrex… we truly are indebted to you.” A pause, as her long tail 

flicked, and then the head added softly as the huge, front arms of the behemoth reached out, 

picking up the two cleavers of the twins in either hand with ease. “We shall deal with this.” 

The now single-being moved forwards, the back head settling in and closing its eyes as 

the front head snarled, wading towards crowd… and the Brood Parasites hissed uncertainly, 

before one of them lunged… and the gigantic female easily slashed downwards and crushed it 

into the ground. Immediately, the rest of the parasites howled and surged forwards towards them, 

and Zerrex cursed, ducking a pounce before slamming his twisted arm up into its stomach with 

enough force to crush in its ribs, sending it back into the crowd with a death rattle. 

Lily was swinging her heavy Smiting Rod with ease, smashing apart two parasites before 

she snarled as her eyes settled one of the males charging at her with a snarl, and she stabbed the 

blunt end of the long weapon forwards, knocking it backwards with a grunt before she spun the 

Smiting Rod to the side, accidentally crushing in the face of another parasite before bringing the 

rod down in a death strike to the skull of the male Brood Parasite. Its head was simply destroyed, 

the monster collapsing forwards before Lily half-turned, holding her bloody weapon in one hand 

as she fired a glowing white bolt from her palm and into another beast, knocking a large hole 

through its chest and sending it staggering before it collapsed soundlessly backwards. 

Sin recovered herself after a moment, just in time to watch as one of the huge males 

attempted to bring a claw down on top of her… and then Zerrex stepped in front of her, blocking 

the attack with his right arm before he slammed a punch from the left under its jaw, knocking its 

head backwards as his warped limb twisted with a flourish and tore out its throat. Blood gushed 

down the monster‟s chest, and it gargled before toppling onto its back… and Zerrex gave a grim 

smile to Sin as he held a hand out to her, glancing to the side to watch as the Twins, in their 

single form, slashed their way through several more parasites with ease. “I think we can relax a 

bit now.” 

“Never relax on the field of battle, Lord Zerrex.” Sin said softly, then she paused and 

added quietly, as she pointed at a parasite and caused it to glow blue before it simply died and 

collapsed: “I‟m sorry for my recommendation to separate the twins. I made a grave error in 

judgment.” 

“Not at all… we just didn‟t expect such strong opposition.” Zerrex made a face as a 

mostly-dead parasite clawed weakly at his foot, and he crushed its head quickly with a sigh, 

flexing his warped arm as Selena approached. The parasites had mostly been weeded down now: 

Lily and the Twins were dealing with the last of them, and the Drakkaren rubbed at his face 



slowly as he watched Lily first crush one of them under the Smiting Rod, but then blast the other 

with a bolt of pure magic, disintegrating its skull completely. “I think Lily‟s the one taking things 

hardest.” 

“Shouldn‟t we be helping them?” Selena asked mildly, and then she winced as she 

watched the Twins perform a windmilling attack with her two huge cleavers, reducing three 

parasites to kibble as Lily leapt at the last one, knocking the male‟s feet out from under it before 

she slammed the Smiting Rod once, twice, thrice into its spine. “Yeah, okay, point taken. For the 

love of fuck, I don‟t think I can take much more of this.” 

Lily and the Twins approached, and the huge being closed her eyes for a moment before 

her body slowly shrank, and then she split apart into the two Iuratus, the girls standing back to 

back with a cleaver in either hand and their wounds gone, as they lowered their heads and sighed 

in unison. Then Mist – or is that Shine? – glanced up and said quietly: “We‟re… we‟re sorry for 

our failure, Lord Zerrex… can you ever forgive us, for our weakness and our impertinence?” 

The two lined up to drop to their knees in front of him, as Lily shook her head slowly, 

and Zerrex held up his hands, saying quietly: “Of course… but we don‟t have time for all this 

right now. First, we have to figure out where the actual nest is… although Selena already took 

out what may not have been the main nest, but was certainly a nest.” 

The others looked at him, and then Lily pulled the map stone out of her secret pouch, 

holding it out as it glimmered into life. “This is not good… we‟re still near the entrance, and 

even if that cave ahead is completely clear… there‟s four different offshoots that all have 

branches of their own. We simply can‟t investigate them all in one go… we‟re…” Lily hung her 

head as she said quietly: “I… I‟ve worn us all down with this constant searching over the last 

few days, and I underestimated coming in here just… how many of these bastards there would 

be. Zerrex, I‟m sorry… I need you to lead.” 

She looked up at him quietly, and the Drakkaren sighed softly, rubbing a hand through 

his hair before he said softly but firmly: “Lily, you are not a failure. Not at all. And we all agreed 

this was best… so we have to make do with what we can.” He paused, hesitating for a moment 

before finally saying quietly, much as he loathed it: “Let‟s call in reinforcements, then. We‟ll 

move down to the nesting chamber, and Lily, you can go and find out what soldiers we have at 

our disposal and how many pyromancers we can deploy. I don‟t like it because it increases the 

risk of casualties greatly, but…” 

“No.” Selena said abruptly, and the others looked at her as she gritted her teeth before 

finally looking at Zerrex and meeting his eyes. “We aren‟t bringing anyone else into this. We 

have to do most of the job ourselves, „cause that‟s just how it works. We… hell, you, have been 

through a lot worse and survived. These things are just freaks, just worthless little parasites we 

can plow our way through if we stay focused. Look at how easily we‟ve been takin‟ on groups of 

them if we stick together. 

“See, we‟ve been splitting our numbers apart, and Lily, much as I wanna empathize with 

you, it is not a good idea to sacrifice safety for speed down here.” Selena said flatly, and Zerrex 

made a bit of a face himself as Lily looked away, rubbing at her own. He hoped that this wasn‟t 

just Selena taking a dig at Lily because she had a chance to prove she had screwed up. Then the 

Dius hesitated, before rubbing at her head and mumbling: “Look, I know I‟m a bitch, and this 

ain‟t the time for it. But what I‟m trying to say is that we all have to move together on this one. If 

we stick together, I think we‟ll be just fine, no matter what we encounter… now come on. By 

now, the lava will have cooled, and I can deal with whatever‟s leftover. I just hope that it hasn‟t 

blocked any passages off.” 



With that, she turned and walked off, and Zerrex rolled his eyes, smiling a bit despite 

himself as he fell into pace next to Lily, who was looking despondent. Sin was also quiet, and 

Mist and Shine stayed near the back, heads bowed… and Zerrex wondered if he should tell her 

that they had all screwed up, but he didn‟t want to come across as sounding patronizing. That 

would just add more insult to injury… so he settled for squeezing her shoulder quietly as they 

walked along, his eyes scanning the walls and passage ahead nervously as Selena held up a blue 

flame to light the way. 

They emerged into the nesting cavern, and there was still a bit of magma bubbling here 

and there… but Selena easily walked down the ramp as she closed her eyes and took a deep 

breath, drawing her forearms in, and Zerrex felt the air steadily cooling as her body absorbed the 

heat directly from the lava and the few crackling flames, the latter quickly dying out as the 

former slowly turned to brittle rock. Finally, Selena hesitantly strode out onto the mounds of 

ugly stone and ash left behind, and she said quietly: “Everything‟s cooled and I don‟t sense any 

Parasites… which way should we go from here?” 

Lily glanced down at the map stone in her hand, then she held it out as she reached the 

bottom of the ramp, looking at Zerrex plaintively. The Drakkaren glanced back down at her, and 

he hesitated before sighing and looking at their position with a grimace. We really are still 

damned high up… and most of us are already either wounded or running down. We came into 

this one half-assed. “Hey, what‟s that?” 

Zerrex tapped a long, straight shaft that dropped straight down to some cave near the very 

bottom of the deep mine, and Lily examined it before she said quietly: “I think it‟s probably 

either a quick-access shaft… or it leads to a mass grave where they‟ve been throwing miners and 

prisoners who haven‟t been working out.” She sighed and shook her head slowly, then added 

quietly: “It looks far too narrow to fly or glide down, but it might be climbable… and if it‟s an 

express shaft leading to a vein, there would be an old lift of some kind.” 

The Drakkaren nodded slowly, then he examined their other routes down: it was a long 

and winding tunnel, otherwise, but the express shaft – he hoped to a vein, and possibly a nest – 

was within easy access, and there were several other long tunnels branching out from it that met 

up with an assortment of caves. It was like a catacombs… but the reptile could see every cave 

had more than one way out, and they all eventually connected back to the surface. Just in case 

we can‟t portal… “We‟d best take that then… if we burn the main nest and drive the Parasites 

out, they‟ll be easy targets for the archers stationed outside.” 

The others nodded at this, and then Zerrex looked at the map again before asking dumbly, 

as he pointed to a half-collapsed cave on the right: “It‟s that tunnel over there that leads to it, 

right?” 

“That‟s right.” Lily smiled a bit as she closed her hand around the stone, and the map 

vanished before she tucked it carefully back into her hidden pocket. “We‟d better be careful, 

though… this whole place doesn‟t seem very sturdy.” 

The travel to the shaft leading down wasn‟t long or difficult: a few parasites tried to 

attack them, but they were quickly disposed of. Thankfully, the tunnel itself wasn‟t difficult to 

traverse, either… there was a large demonic machine waiting for them at the end of the tunnel, 

looking a bit rusted, but impressive nonetheless. 

It was composed of a large, rounded cabin with cracked wooden floors caked with dirt, 

and a cobwebbed access panel. The cabin itself was protected from above by a roof covered in 

large, conical black spikes, and from the bottom of it hung the enormous drill that had obviously 

been responsible for making the smooth tunnel in the first place. It was not on a rail system or 



any sort of treads, however, but instead had six enormous steel legs that extended from the base 

of the cabin and were dug deep into the walls, and the reptile paused as he looked at this before 

asking Sin uncertainly: “Is this safe?” 

“It should be.” Sin nodded after a moment, Selena and Lily already inside the cabin and 

wiping off the controls. Zerrex looked at Mist and Shine, and they offered smiles before the 

reptile sighed as he followed Sin into the mining vehicle, and Selena pulled a lever, a metal 

shutter slamming closed over the doorway as the machine came to life with a rumble. 

Then, slowly, it began to descend the tunnel, clanking loudly and moving quickly but 

somehow smoothly, the Drakkaren rubbing at his head as he rested back against the wall with a 

wince. Still, despite the speed, it took twenty minutes of movement before Selena glanced up 

from the static-riddled screen by the control panel, adjusting the movement lever slightly as she 

called: “We‟re almost at bottom, so get ready.” 

“Mist, Shine, get on either side of the doorway. Sin, if you would be so kind…” Zerrex 

motioned to her, and she nodded, easily walking to the center of the cabin to act as bait for 

anything that might be lurking outside. Zerrex, meanwhile, crouched behind her, his warped arm 

at the ready as the machine slowly ground to a halt, shuddering before the heavy shutter slid 

easily open. 

Sin stood for a moment… and then she slowly walked forwards, Zerrex frowning as he 

climbed to his feet and following as the others fell into line with him, and before he could ask, he 

saw it too. They stared as they walked out onto cold, ugly stone… and not at a floor beyond the 

narrow passage into the cavern of the same substance, but instead at a smooth, cold metal floor, 

security runes glowing at the end of the tight passage and encircling a heavy-duty trapdoor. 

Selena snarled as she started forwards, but Zerrex held an arm out to stop her as he glanced down 

at the runes only a few feet away, asking quietly: “Are those alarms?” 

“No, they‟re meant to keep people away… they‟ll electrify anything that tries to step over 

them.” Sin said quietly, and Zerrex wished absently for Mahihko before they watched as a 

glowing blue ball floated slowly by, a spotlight beneath it scanning along the metal floor. 

Willowisps… “Those may be trained to trigger alarms, though… or they may simply attack 

whatever they see.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, and as he looked out into the cavern from his narrow vantage 

point, he recognized there were a few more floating by. Then he paused as he noted a parasite 

walking slowly towards the trapdoor, looking back and forth… before a willowisp shone a 

spotlight over it, and a moment later at least thirty of them converged quickly upon the parasite. 

It screamed and staggered quickly backwards, shaking itself wildly back and forth, but a moment 

later all that was left of it was a charred corpse, the Drakkaren wincing to himself as Sin said 

quietly: “They‟ve been powered up by something… I‟ve never known them to be so aggressive 

and so powerful before.” 

“Can you break the rune sequence?” Zerrex asked, and Sin smiled a bit before she simply 

pointed a finger at the glowing runes, and the color faded out of them before cracks ran 

throughout each of the symbols, electricity sparking once through the air above. The Drakkaren 

looked hesitantly at this, and then Selena shoved past and walked forwards, stepping brazenly 

out past the line and onto the metal flooring, before her eyes bulged and she leapt forwards, 

covering her face as a willowisp floated by, the spotlight just missing her. 

The others watched in surprise as Selena straightened, looking dumbly back and forth, 

and then she gave a cheesy grin, reminding Zerrex all the more of Cherry for a moment. “Come 

on, they‟re retards. This shit ain‟t meant to keep people out, obviously.” 



Zerrex grunted in response, but he made his way forwards, carefully watching for a 

spotlight before heading out onto the metal and motioning for the others to follow. Mist kept her 

eyes skywards as Shine looked back and forth, her sword raised, and Lily nervously glanced up 

every now and then as they carefully made their way towards the guarded trapdoor. It wasn‟t 

nearly as hard as the reptile thought it would be, thankfully: despite all the willowisps in the air, 

the cavern was a huge area to cover and the spotlights they shone down were very small.  

Sin disarmed the runic circle easily, and Zerrex grasped the trapdoor by the top handle 

before he grunted and hefted upwards, wincing at the strength it took to lift. His huge muscles 

flexed and bulged, then Lily and Selena grasped either end of it… and finally, they managed to 

pull the door completely open. Zerrex nervously glanced down inside… and then he leapt in to 

land in a sterile white hallway with black piping along the ceiling, frowning a bit as he glanced 

back and forth before motioning for the others to come down. 

They did so quickly, all of them looking around the hall: a dead end some five feet to one 

side, and a long hall with a turn that could go anywhere and a single metal door to the opposite. 

Zerrex frowned as he rubbed slowly at his forehead, and then he carefully made his way down 

the hall, Mist and Shine following close behind as Sin, Selena, and Lily spaced themselves 

carefully out. 

The Drakkaren peered around the corner, but there was only a massive pair of steel-gray 

double doors. They were heavily armored, and when the reptile tried them, he could barely 

budge it… before he looked at the black squares that could be one-way windows, or could just be 

painted-on black squares as he muttered: “I think it‟s safe to say that someone probably knows 

we‟re here.” 

“Over here.” Selena said quietly, and the others turned to see leaning in through the now-

open doorway at the end of the hall. “Zerrex, come and explain this to me. Now.” 

The Drakkaren frowned as he joined her… and then he stared in horror as he stepped into 

what he instantly recognized as a biogenetics laboratory, six large stasis capsules full of green, 

bubbling liquid dominating the room in two rows of three, with some sort of sealed generator 

between them inset with six demonic crystals, each the size of Zerrex‟s fist… and the reptile 

snarled as he looked into the tubes: they were all Brood Parasites, the ones closest to them male, 

the ones furthest female. 

“Look at this…” Selena said quietly, as the others filtered into the room, and Zerrex 

walked over to where she was standing by some glass showcase… except the reptile realized the 

moment he touched it, it was an incubator. Inside were at least two dozen eggs, and a nest of 

webbing had been carefully arranged… and Zerrex shook his head slowly as he noted the 

machine had a demonic crystal inset into this too, powering it. He paused as he walked past the 

stasis capsules, leaving the others for a moment, and he stepped past the large black separator 

that left only a narrow opening on either side of the room to enter into another… but the capsules 

here were all empty, the machinery powered down… and against the wall, instead of an 

incubator, were heavy steel crates piled up and labeled „WULFE INDUSTRIES‟ overtop the 

outlined white profile of a wolf‟s head. 

Zerrex snarled, then he slammed a fist into the separator, cracking it, and he stomped 

back into the room with the capsules. Sin and Lily both looked distressed, while Mist and Shine 

were furious, and Selena was visibly horrified by what she was witnessing… before she frowned 

as Zerrex inspected the generator, asking: “Are you trying to shut it off? But… what will happen 

if you shut it off? What… what are these things that we‟ve been fighting, is… is mortal 

technology really capable of this, of magic on this level?” 



“It‟s not magic, Selena, it‟s genetics… genetic manipulation, cloning, and 

experimentation. No wonder we didn‟t see any of these monsters for so long… someone was 

building themselves a pretty little base here and growing themselves some pets…” Zerrex 

paused, then he checked the side of the generator and smacked the Wulfe Industries logo once he 

found it with a snarl. “I knew it. Our problems are all overlapped… the same bastard who‟s been 

supplying this technology has something to do with the issue we‟ve been having with demonic 

crystals as well. We need to capture and interrogate whoever‟s running this facility.” 

“But first…” Lily rose her Smiting Rod as tears came to her eyes, and the others backed 

quickly away as she snarled and smashed in one of the capsules, crushing the body inside as the 

machinery began to blare. She stomped to the next and crushed it as well, and Zerrex winced as 

he backed quickly off to the other side of the room, Lily smashing the base of the last capsule to 

cause the glass cylinder it held to tilt and groan, the liquid bubbling and the body inside shifting 

before Lily smashed it in half, and it fell to pieces with the dead body it held to the floor, green 

liquid splattering all over the sterile white tile before she let out a scream of rage and pain, 

smashing her Smiting Rod down into the base of the machine again as she leaned forwards, eyes 

clenched shut. 

Zerrex looked at her quietly… and then he straightened as he heard a scratching sound 

behind him, and he spun around to see the three female Brood Parasites in their own capsules 

clawing and hissing, trying to free themselves… before Selena held up her hands, concentrating 

as she grit her teeth. A moment later, the bubbling liquid began to boil, and the creatures 

spasmed mindlessly, eyes rolling in their heads before they finally stilled and sank, and Lily fell 

to a kneel as she began to cry loudly against the wall. 

“Come on, this isn‟t the time for this!” Selena shouted, dropping down and grabbing 

Lily‟s shoulders, and then she winced as she was simply shrugged away, Zerrex glaring at her 

before she bit her lip, then she said quietly, in a more reasoning tone as the male walked around 

to quietly take Lily‟s hand: “Look, Goldie. The sooner we find this asshole, the sooner you can 

crush him, the sooner we can all go home. I don‟t mean to be mean, but like. If this guy‟s been 

making them, who knows what else he‟s been doing?” 

“Mist, Shine, scout ahead… I think I saw a door in the next room.” Zerrex instructed, 

then he looked at Selena as Lily wiped at her eyes, snuffling quietly. “You, stay here. Sin, do me 

a favor and check around here for a freezer unit, or any kind of body part that could be from 

Samson or any other Brood Parasite. 

“Lily… I need you to get up now.” Zerrex said quietly but firmly, and she nodded, 

wiping at her eyes slowly, and the Drakkaren said softly: “Lily, go ahead after Mist and Shine.” 

He paused as she didn‟t seem to respond, and then felt immense relief when she nodded a bit 

firmer and swallowed, picking up her huge weapon and making her way past the separator. 

Zerrex watched her go, then he turned his eyes to Selena, who had her arms crossed and was 

glaring at him… although he knew that was just her way of protecting herself when she was 

scared she was about to get a lecture. “Selena, can you burn these corpses away? I don‟t want 

any samples in easy access in case whoever or whatever‟s been working on this tries to make a 

run for it.” 

Selena looked surprised, and then she nodded hesitantly, and Zerrex nodded as well 

before he headed over to the generator, carefully pulling one of the demonic crystals out. It was 

faded and little more than glass by now, however, so the reptile tossed it aside, and it shattered 

on the floor, giving a last sizzle of light before the energies that had been left in it faded forever. 



The Drakkaren shook his head slowly, then he finally looked over towards Sin, who shrugged 

quietly before she asked softly: “Do we take those with us as well or leave them be?” 

“We‟ll leave them.” Zerrex said quietly, glancing down at the crystals. “I know I could 

just create a portal and toss them through it one-by-one, but… I think it‟s best that we leave 

them. Unless…” He paused thoughtfully, then snapped his fingers… and a moment later, a small 

portal appeared and Sammy hopped through it, the pseudodragon chirping before it nuzzled into 

him, gazing at him with eyes that were concerned. 

He smiled faintly, and Sammy glanced towards the corpses burning on the floor, giving a 

worried squeak before Zerrex said quietly: “No, don‟t worry. You aren‟t old enough for combat 

yet… but what you can do for me is gather up all the crystals like this.” Zerrex reached down and 

pulled another of the orbs out of the generator, showing to Sammy, and the little dragon nodded 

slowly. “Bring them back to the Estate, but be very careful to keep them separate. If any of my 

kids are around, and you show this to them, they‟ll know what to do… so will Ixin, even if you 

don‟t like him that much.” 

The pseudodragon growled a bit, looking at him nervously, and Zerrex shook his head. 

“Don‟t worry about me, just worry about you, okay? And in this kinda situation, you might find 

that some of the people you hate most can really be your best of friends.” He shook his head 

ironically, then cleared his throat before looking over at Sin and motioning for her to search the 

next room, and she bowed a bit before heading off. “I have one last thing I want you to keep in 

mind before I go, Sammy. There are bad things here, very bad things. If you see anything or 

anyone you don‟t trust in this place, you are to vanish immediately… and no exploring, got that? 

Think of this as your first big mission… so don‟t muss it up.” 

The Drakkaren poked Sammy‟s nose, and the pseudodragon nipped his finger with a 

growl before it nodded with a softer sound, and the reptile petted the little beast quietly before he 

headed for the separator, Selena heading into the next room with a nervous look. “Once you‟re 

done, stay at the Estate… and stay away from those eggs in the incubator. They‟ll kill you.” 

Sammy tossed a look over his shoulder, and he shuddered a bit, flapping his wings once 

before Zerrex tossed him a last wave, and he sighed as he stepped out into the next room. Sin had 

already opened up one of the crates in her search, and she frowned as she held up one of the 

strange art pieces Zerrex had been seeing everywhere around Valise… and the Drakkaren made a 

disgusted look before he took it from her, cracked it in half, and pulled out a demonic crystal, 

calling: “Sammy, there‟s more crystals in here, too, once you‟re done out there! Just be careful!” 

Sammy chirped loudly back at him, and Sin shook her head slowly with a nervous look, 

saying quietly: “Lord Zerrex… I feel… like this is leading up to something terrible. Even from 

what you‟ve told me about mortal engineering and tampering with demonic souls, this is far 

beyond anything I could have expected… this is beyond even what many mages are capable of 

performing, and we‟ve talked often on how magic has almost always trumped science…” 

“It‟s unnatural.” Selena added darkly, as she picked up an empty vial and looked at it 

distrustfully, before simply tossing it on the floor. It shattered, and she looked at the empty 

capsules, touching one as she murmured: “This is like the Lucifer‟s Eye project, yet somehow 

even more wicked… because it‟s like they‟re able to force whatever they want to come into 

creation, to just… appear. It‟s not like magic… magic, at least, comes from within. It doesn‟t do 

to tamper with nature… even many gods know that to offend nature is to guarantee your own 

demise.” 

“I don‟t think I‟ve ever heard you this philosophical before.” Zerrex said dryly, and 

Selena tossed him a glare as the Drakkaren tore the lid off another crate. He reached down 



inside, then paused as he lifted out a security camera. “Well, that‟s some bad timing on our 

friend‟s part, then.” 

Selena rolled her eyes, and then she and Sin followed as Zerrex walked towards the open 

doorway, stepping out and looking back and forth, examining the other side of the armored door 

he‟d been unable to open earlier. He tried pushing on it, and found he still couldn‟t move it… but 

he left it alone when Mist called: “Lord Zerrex, we‟ve found the target!” 

Zerrex immediately turned around and ran down the hallway, Selena and Sin following 

quickly to where Lily was snarling and hammering on a pair of armored double doors with her 

Smiting Rod. She had made a sizeable dent already, but they hadn‟t yet even budged open… and 

behind one of the clear metal windows, Zerrex could see the face of a Wentaku glaring out at 

them.  

It had features that were somewhere between crocodile and wolf with ugly, mottled gray 

skin over most of its face, with the remaining covered by patchy orange fur; particularly, along 

its felid ears and neck. It had three eyes, and it snarled as these settled on Zerrex, the demon 

shouting through the heavy doors: “You were never supposed to find this place… get out of 

here! Get out, you pathetic… genocidal maniac!” 

“What the hell are you doing here?” Zerrex shouted, as Lily stopped hammering on the 

doors to slump and pant quietly, growling herself. The Drakkaren made a face as the Wentaku 

only laughed, however, and then he asked darkly: “Why the hell are you helping out Wulfe 

Industries?” 

“I‟m not… all I‟m interesting in helping are the endangered species that have been so 

threatened by Hell‟s prejudices!” the Wentaku snapped back, and Zerrex narrowed his eyes as 

the male hiding behind the doors added in a disgusted voice: “All it took to get that mortal fool 

who sold me this technology and the crystals I needed to power it, was some gold and what he 

called a „genetic sample…‟ the price was infinitesimal for what I plan to accomplish here! Now 

get out, and stop hindering my plans… the Brood are only the first of many species I shall 

revive!” 

“The Brood Parasites are dangerous! They were a mistake!” Lily shouted furiously, and 

she drew the Smiting Rod back before she roared, and the weapon burst into golden flame before 

it smashed into the door, and this time it rattled them. The next strike sent a large crack through 

the metal, and the next actually crumpled them slightly before Lily fell to one knee, and the 

Wentaku hiding behind them gave a cracked laugh as Zerrex snarled, Mist and Shine grasping 

Lily‟s shoulders and pulling her backwards. 

Then the insane laughter died down, and the demon said in a voice that was cruelly 

rational: “We call them parasites because they use our bodies… but if we were forced to either 

give birth and die, or place our children in someone else‟s body and watch them writhe in 

anguish before they were killed by the birthing… we would do the same as they do. We call 

them monsters because they rape and slaughter, but many of us rape and slaughter for pleasure… 

while they do it as a biological imperative, only because it is what their psychology and 

physiology drive them to do. How does that make them evil? How does that make them 

monsters? They‟re only doing what they are programmed to do… while you, you and their 

mother, you and all your filthy friends worked to kill them all, starting with the original and sole 

alpha male! 

“But now I‟ve brought them back into life… and I‟ve ensured that now they no longer 

have one sole king to breed with, but now they will give birth to powerful males as well that they 

can breed with, making them unstoppable. Even if their mother gives birth to the brood and 



dies… she will still give birth to at least four of them, meaning their reproduction is 

unstoppable.” 

He broke off into laughter again, then he snarled at them through the cracked-open doors,  

saying darkly: “You may have ruined my facility, but you can‟t stop me now, because I‟ve 

already portalled clutches of eggs all throughout Hell, so many that you can‟t stop them. They‟ll 

become like any other Damned species… they will propagate and conquer with numbers, and 

you‟ll never be able to exterminate all of them. 

“I may never be able to spread any other species throughout Hell…” The Wentaku began 

to laugh insanely again, as he walked slowly backwards into the room, and the reptile felt a chill 

run down his spine as he motioned for the others to step away. “But I can at least show you the 

power of another long-dead type of demon that you all thought was gone forever many years 

ago. You‟ll see… you‟ll all see!” 

There was a scuffling on the other side of the doors, and then a gargle, followed by a 

scream… and then silence. Zerrex frowned, then he focused himself, feeling a terrible energy on 

the other side of the room but unable to figure out just what it was… and then he stared as what 

he thought at first was ivy crawled slowly through the crack in the door. It twisted up and down, 

like fleshy, pink webbing… and then Sin shouted: “Zerrex, get back! Selena, firewall!”  

Zerrex leapt backwards, and Selena looked surprised before she put her hands out… but 

then both of the doors were blasted off their hinges, and the male Drakkaren grunted in pain as 

he was slammed backwards, bowling over Selena and knocking them both flat as he rolled a few 

times. The other door bounced off the ceiling, then clattered along the ground as a thick, pink 

mass of tentacles and an ugly, web-like gunk pulsed and tore its way forwards, releasing a 

whistling howl as something like a hideous eye opened in the bulging flesh, before arms ending 

in thick, blunt fingers tore out of the semisolid, fleshy stuff, and Sin cursed before holding up a 

hand, creating a wall of white flames. 

Immediately, the thing screamed, and the fleshy vines and webbing that was slowly 

crawling along the walls burst into flame for a moment before dissolving almost immediately to 

ash, and then a wall of fleshy tentacles lashed forwards and dropped on top of the firewall, 

suffocating them. They half-dissolved as they struck the ground, and that terrible webbing 

immediately started spreading towards them and over the walls as the huge, ugly beast forced its 

way forwards, the hideous arms coming out of its body lengthening and grasping into whatever 

surfaces it could before Sin said sharply: “We need to leave, now!”  

Zerrex nodded, before Lily let out a curse… and he shot a look over his shoulder to see 

with horror that some sort of energy field had appeared in the doorway. Sin cursed, then she 

looked over her shoulder at the armored doors, but the reptile knew that was almost hopeless, as 

the thing continued to squeeze towards them, howling and screaming… before he asked, as that 

ugly webbing spread over the ceiling above them: “What the hell is that thing?” 

“It‟s called the Great Engulf… it‟s an ancient plant created by mages as a weapon of 

war…” Sin said darkly, as the terrible thing roared shrilly at them and continued to try and drag 

itself forwards inch-by-inch. “Watch your feet and your head… the webs can try to drag you in 

and it can‟t be struck physically. It attempts to eat and absorb its victims over long periods of 

time and it uses those victims as its power source…” 

“I got it!” Zerrex said suddenly, and then he grinned before charging forwards, and Sin 

called out to him in shock as the huge creature‟s arms shot forwards and seized the Drakkaren, 

before it dragged him inwards as the eye vanished so that it could instead open a hideous, 



monstrous mouth… but the Drakkaren only winced, not even struggling before he was pulled 

inside and devoured. 

Selena screamed and shook her head, falling to her knees before she snarled, her eyes 

turning dead black… before they stared as the huge, fleshy thing began to jerk and bounce 

awkwardly. It wheezed after a moment, and then it screamed before Zerrex was vomited free, his 

white wings of energy ripping a large chunk out of the face of the beast as its vines and tentacles 

lashed back and forth as the arms coming out of the fleshy lump rotted and fell away, and the 

group looked down stupidly to see Zerrex wiping ooze off himself with a look of disgust, tossing 

the dead body of the Wentaku to the ground as he said flatly: “That was gross.” 

“What the hell did you do that shit for?” Selena shrieked, and Zerrex winced and ducked 

as she threw a fireball at him, and it flew over his head before hitting the fleshy plant mass and 

exploding, chunks of pink monster hailing down in all directions. The thing screamed, and it was 

enough to draw Selena‟s attention away for the moment as it tried to retreat back into the room 

beyond… before Sin brushed past them both quickly. 

She almost ran towards the room… and then tentacles suddenly exploded out of the 

webbing beneath her feet, wrapping around her body as the pink mass shot forwards with 

horrendous speed, squeezing immediately into the cracked doorway with a howl as it opened its 

jaws wide to engulf her… but before it could lunge, Selena threw another fireball hard into its 

open maw before she held both hands out, and the explosion was further enhanced by the 

pyrokinetic powers of the demoness, and most of the living plant was reduced to ashes. 

Its tentacles slipped, and Sin tore her arms free before she arched her back and closed her 

eyes, and the webbing beneath her feet disintegrated as the ground shattered, before golden 

flames burst up around her, filling the hall and spreading into the room beyond as whispery 

howls from the planet filled the air for almost half a minute, the others simply staring as Sin 

stood, sweat rolling down her scales, her glammer flickering in and out of existence around her 

body before it finally faded with the flames, and she fell to a kneel with a quiet grunt of exertion, 

looking winded and tired. Zerrex and Selena traded a look, and then they both walked quickly 

forwards to kneel by Sin, as she asked tiredly: “Is all of it gone?” 

The Drakkaren stood up and carefully walked into the circular room beyond, looking 

slowly back and forth… and even though he could see a few sample jars here and there and even 

some files sitting out on a damaged countertop, there was  no sign of any organic, either… or 

that there had just been a purging golden fire to destroy it. The reptile nodded after a moment, his 

eyes tracing over the bare ceiling above before he said quietly: “That‟s that, Sin. I think we‟d 

better take this as a victory and get the hell out of here, though…” A pause, and then his eyes 

turned towards the sample jars as he added quietly: “Or rather… I think you should get out of 

here. Let me take one last look through here for any logs on Wulfe Industries dealings.” 

“Then I‟m staying.” Sin winced as she forced herself up to her feet, Zerrex looking 

surprised as she smiled faintly and staggered over towards him, saying quietly: “I don‟t think any 

of us want to miss the fruits of our efforts, after all.” 

Lily shook her head with a faint laugh as Mist and Shine both nodded quietly, and all six 

of them crowded into the room, Zerrex looking curiously at the sample jars before Lily let out a 

grunt of surprise, and he glanced over to see her standing beside an attaché case she‟d opened. 

When he walked over, he saw the remains of an ugly hand, and then he read the label clearly in a 

quiet voice: “„Samson…‟ Selena, would you do the honors?” 



“You got it.” Selena made a disgusted face, then she held a hand over the sample, and it 

burst into flames, quickly beginning to burn away to nothingness as she muttered: “And good 

riddance to that too. Now we just have to find out where the hell all those other eggs are…” 

“We‟ll put a warning throughout Hell…” Lily said tiredly, shaking her head slowly as 

Sin leaned on a counter nearby, and then she watched quietly as the hand burned, half-reaching 

for it before she let her arms drop, and instead she watched as Zerrex turned away to read 

through the files with a grimace. “Mist, Shine, do you think you can figure out how to open those 

armored doors? You two experienced things like this with Zerrex before, haven‟t you?” 

“We have.” Mist said softly, nodding and smiling a bit as Shine approached what looked 

like a crudely-designed control terminal for the entire facility. She began to fiddle with it as Mist 

looked slowly over the bits and pieces of technology the room had been outfitted with, adding 

quietly: “But to be honest… this is more demonic machinery than it is mortal technologies. And 

some of it is very confusing.” 

“I think I found it, though.” Shine said thoughtfully, and she pulled a lever. Mist left the 

room to take a look, and then shook her head even before her twin sister came back, muttering: 

“No, that was the energy field… but at least that means we can get in or out if we have to. This 

panel is designed so strangely… it must have all been custom-built, right here, by that 

Wentaku…” 

“Too bad we can‟t question him…” Selena shook her head, then she leaned in towards 

Zerrex, who was frowning and mumbling to himself every now and then. “So just how bad are 

things? What have you learned?” 

Zerrex shook his head after a moment as he said quietly: “Not much, but enough to be 

disturbing. It looks like he was working on some sort of heavy duty research project, and it was 

through another demon that he heard about Wulfe Industries and their willingness to trade any 

kind of technology and schemata with demons, so long as they got some money and usually 

some kind of demonic sample or information in return. It‟s strange… it talks a lot about how 

they were after a few very specific samples, and that the guy was going to deliver them to a 

Wulfe Industries dealer sometime next week, in mortal times… right at their home base, too, in 

Lunis, not any of the other branches.” 

Zerrex shook his head slowly, then Selena leaned in, looking down at the list as she 

muttered over his shoulder: “They wanted… a Red Plasmid sample, from the Northern Wastes 

specifically… a sample of any half-demon and then a genetic sample from the same subject after 

it had become a full demon… that must have taken some convincing.” 

“I just want to know how all this stuff was smuggled in without setting off any alerts. 

Especially the demonic crystals.” Zerrex sighed and shook his head, then he glanced up as Lily 

grunted. “What?” 

“Easy. The magical scanners are calibrated to detect items leaving Hell… not to detect 

magical items entering Hell.” Lily responded, and Zerrex made a face as he rubbed at his head 

slowly. “If they‟re making demonic crystals on the mortal realm, however, then we‟ll have to 

send demons to check that out immediately.” 

But now Zerrex grunted, and when Lily looked at him curiously, he said quietly: “Bad 

idea. Our assassins might be able to move through most mortal crowds quietly, but they‟re still 

picked up by Scanners, and they won‟t be able to infiltrate a high-security installation like Wulfe 

Industries, especially in a country like Lunis. Tobias Wulfe himself lives and works in his 

corporate tower there… he‟ll be better protected than most countries at this point.” 



Lily made a face, and then Selena said drolly: “Sounds more like you want to go and 

cause a mess there yourself. For the love of fuck, Zerrex, you‟re the High King. You shouldn‟t 

be doing this sort of shit anymore, you should be ordering other people to do it. I know, I know, 

don‟t get me wrong, I much prefer having the occasional… adventure… like this with you 

myself, but… we‟re all rusty from sitting on our asses and ruling for so many years now, and 

without us, Hell would fall apart. I mean, you might not like it, but… Hell needs you.” A pause, 

and then she quietly said: “I need you. Lily needs you. Sin needs you.” 

“And that‟s why I want to work things out on the mortal realm.” Zerrex said softly, 

looking down at her and grasping her armored biceps lightly, as Selena looked away with a 

blush. “Look. If I can work things out on the physical plane, then we will be able to move freely 

back and forth… and that‟ll make things easier for a lot of people.” 

“It does take away from the meaning of death, though.” Sin said quietly, and Zerrex 

looked at her with surprise as she shrugged a bit, smiling faintly. “Now people will die… only to 

come back a few days later as demons or angels, to visit their loved ones. We can‟t afford that to 

everyone, Zerrex… sometimes we do have to all move on. The mortal world should be left for 

mortals… but… sometimes I question even that basic principle. Ever since the Princess and the 

Warlord and… Narrius… turned everything into such a terrible mess… the laws, the rules have 

all become different. Hell was never supposed to invade the mortal realm… just as angels were 

never supposed to meddle in the affairs of demons, and vice versa. But now we‟ve all become so 

intermixed and intermingled, and…” 

Sin broke off for a moment, looking down as she said quietly: “I‟m confused, Lord 

Zerrex. I think a big part of me is jealous. I know that what you meant to do isn‟t to let people 

travel back and forth however they please, but to regulate travel and bring mortal comforts to 

Hell while bringing demonic comforts to the physical plane… and I know that death cannot so 

easily be pushed aside. When a demon dies, after all, we often come back out of the desert… but 

yet, we never feel quite exactly the same as we did before. You recognize… that there really are 

forces out there far more powerful than any of us can ever hope to be. 

“I know you mean the best for everything, and you‟ve helped maintain a necessary peace 

between Heaven and Hell.” She halted, then smiled faintly as she rubbed tiredly at her face. “I 

think that I‟m getting too old for all this, Lord Zerrex. Have you ever wanted everything to be the 

same as it is now… and yet somehow the same as it was many years ago?” 

The Drakkaren nodded after a moment, and Sin laughed faintly, shaking her head slowly 

before she stood up with a wince and bowed quietly towards him. “I‟m going to take my leave 

and get some rest, I think. I‟ll check on Lady Cherry and take care of any demonic crystals I find 

on my way to my rooms, though. It was good working with all of you again…” She paused, then 

nodded to Selena, adding quietly: “Thank you for helping to save my life.” 

With that, she created a portal and left… and Zerrex rubbed slowly at his own face with a 

long sigh as a long quiet ensued, the reptile wondering just what he should be doing next… and 

if I should really interfere even more with the rules of old… 

 

Zerrex didn‟t go back to the Ravenlight Estate right away: instead, he retired to the hot 

springs, deciding to wash himself off in the energy-laced waters to heal some of his wounds and 

see if he could fight off the wave of tiredness that had washed over his body. He yawned as he 

stripped naked, knowing that by now Lily and Selena were organizing cleanup crews together 

that would be prepared for the Parasites before being sent into the mines to completely eradicate 

every bug they could find… and they had also decided that afterwards, they would seal the mines 



closed to prevent any curious wanderers from going in and perhaps even making it all the way 

down to the facility in the deepest caverns. 

The Drakkaren yawned again as he stretched out a bit before stepping into the spring, 

looking exhausted as Sin‟s words weighed on his mind. He knew that well… he didn‟t really 

know what he was doing, and he was admittedly nervous himself about making Heaven and Hell 

and life and death all seem like trivial things… but he knew that part of what Sin was worried 

about was him going to the mortal plane and never coming back. And he also knew it was a bit 

of a lecture about him never letting go of anything, but he still didn‟t feel anywhere near mature 

enough to… and he smiled a bit, sliding down into the hot water until only the top of his muzzle 

and head were sticking free of the water. Then again, if I refused to let go of anything, she and 

most of the other people still in my life would be dead.  

He laughed a bit to himself, then tried to push the thoughts out of his mind as he 

wondered absently how Mist and Shine were doing. It had been a long time since he‟d seen them 

combine together like that, and he was still a bit shocked that they had done so… mostly because 

he‟d  never seen them manage to do it while they were both in such abysmal condition, or so 

quickly. But as the years had worn on in Hell, Mist and Shine had stuck ever closer together… 

and in some ways it had made them both even more into one instead of two distinct entities. 

Zerrex mused a bit on the whole phenomenon, then his thoughts broadened to demons in 

general: the abilities they developed and the strange transformations and mutations they often 

underwent as they went from being mortal to becoming something else, something… different. 

In a way, when a person became a demon, it was like their bodies became a reflection of their 

soul… but in other ways, perhaps it was what drove them into becoming demons that also 

warped and shaped their body. The punishments they endured, the corruption that ebbed and 

flowed throughout all of Hell, the mortal lives they had lived and the suffering they had 

endured… and that was all without getting into pureblood demons. They, after all, had never 

been mortal… and thus they did not so much reflect the way they had sinned as they did 

personify a particular sin they were often driven towards committing.  

He thought for a moment about what the Wentaku had said, about biological drives, and 

he wondered absently if that meant no Wrath demon could really be blamed for its violent acts, 

and no Lust demon could be blamed for its sexual hungers and rapes or manipulations. Then he 

made a face, muttering as he splashed the water childishly: “Well, I want to act like a two-year 

old all the time and spend all day in the Cuddle Room, but I don‟t. I feel a huge urge every now 

and then to like, rape something or beat something down, but I don‟t. Hell, I often do the 

opposite. I think I can understand to a point but… I think it‟s also becoming more and more 

important for us to learn discipline and self-control.” 

“You think too much.” A voice said softly in return, and Zerrex looked in surprise to see 

Celestial smiling and standing on the ceiling, her shadowy robe flickering around her as she 

gazed down at him, defying gravity in every possible way. Her eyes were emerald, but the 

Drakkaren thought he could make out thin cracks of red throughout her irises, as she said gently: 

“You haven‟t visited me yet… you should come and see me soon, Lord Zerrex my son… oh, 

how I‟ve missed you…” 

She laughed a bit as she turned right-side-up, then she sank slowly down through the air 

until she touched the water, standing on it as if it were glass. Veins of darkness spread out from 

her feet as Zerrex sat up higher in the water, wincing a bit before he felt the shadows crawling 

over him as the entire pool turned dead black. “It‟s so strange to see how you‟ve grown, how 

philosophical you are… oh, I feel so lucky when I look at you…” Celestial smiled, walking 



forwards towards him, and Zerrex felt like the water had turned to cement around him, barely 

able to even bring his arms out at his sides before he withheld a whine as she leaned down to 

stroke his face delicately. “You‟re nothing like me… and nothing like your father. You are your 

own handsome person… you somehow conquer love, pain, and every other emotion and feeling 

imaginable. And you have grown into a strong Incarnation of Hell, even if you worry as you do 

that you are no full demon yet… but I can help with that.” 

She knelt down in front of him, grasping his shoulders before she kissed his forehead 

softly, then she leaned back as her eyes flashed to blood red, whispering: “Yet you always reject 

my gifts. I don‟t know why… I will never understand why. Power, Zerrex Ravenlight Narrius, is 

the only thing truly important in life. Power… that‟s what living is all about. Becoming the most 

powerful, gaining control, taking over the lives of others and savaging them until they obey only 

you and your whims… that is what‟s important.” 

Zerrex looked at her for a few moments, and then Celestial shook her head, closing her 

eyes as she straightened and crossed her arms. Her eyes opened, and now they were emerald 

again instead of ruby, far calmer and quieter as she mumbled: “But I know that is not your way.” 

A long pause as she glanced away, clearing her throat. “I… I‟m sorry, Light. My mind is… 

lately, everything is so strange, and it‟s like I cannot control my mouth… oh, how I wish we had 

lived together, forever, as mortals…” 

She sighed softly as she stepped backwards, then she smiled faintly as she fell to her 

knees and quietly tapped the black water, and it rippled as Zerrex looked down to watch as an 

image formed on the surface of the hot spring, of a small house away from everything else. Then 

he saw himself standing with his mother, her in a long dress and him in plain clothes, holding 

hands… before the image vanished as Celestial sighed quietly again and shook her head. 

“Strange. Strange… the feelings we have after death. All my life I loved you, my son, as one of 

the most precious things I had ever possessed… but still, I lusted for Narrius‟s companionship 

almost more than yours once I had passed. And now he is gone, and you are still alive, and I find 

that I do not miss him in the slightest… instead, I feel gratified that he is gone.” 

A pause, then her eyes flickered as she looked away, clenching her hands into fists as she 

snarled: “And the hatred! The anger I feel for that scum, Crow, that betrayed you and me and 

Narrius, that did us the favor of devouring Ifret but also tried to kill me, me, me, his mother! I 

was the one who saved the draggled fetus from the Unworld, I was the one who took him into 

my body, I was the one who gave him the strength and godlike powers he had… and he turned 

on us all, all of us who fed him our powers and energies…” 

She shook her head in disgust, and then rose a hand in front of her face: for a moment, 

Zerrex saw a terrible claw of ivory bone instead of scale, but then he blinked, and her hand was 

normal again and her eyes were soft green as she looked down at him benevolently. “But you 

killed him. Destroyed him, sent him back to the Unworld, and dissolved his very soul. You 

proved your strength and took over the rulership of Hell… you slew a monster even more terrible 

than the Red Beast and earned a just reward that at the same time, was a cruel punishment. 

“I should go now, my son… the voices…” Celestial shook her head after a moment as 

she rubbed at her head slowly, and then she smiled down to him, whispering: “Come to me. Love 

me. See me. I‟ll be waiting for you.” 

With that, she simply vanished, and the darkness slowly faded from the hot spring… but 

the reptile felt cold now instead of warm and comfortable, swallowing a bit as he looked 

anxiously back and forth. Sometimes, Celestial would appear again out of nowhere, or worse, 

didn‟t actually leave… but after a few minutes of nervousness, he finally climbed up to his feet 



and stepped out of the water, using a cleansing spell on himself to get rid of the excess water 

before he quickly climbed back into his boxers and pants. 

The Drakkaren stretched carefully before he created a portal, picking up his dirty, bloody 

shirt and glancing over his chest, making a bit of a face as he muttered: “This is all getting too 

damn complicated again. I really wish that… things would just work out nicely for once. Or you 

know. That maybe like, we could go a few years without having to worry about all sorts of 

horrific problems.” 

Zerrex shook his head slowly, then he created a portal before stepping through it and into 

his room… and a moment later he squawked as Cherry greeted him with a bone-crushing hug 

that lifted him into the air, the reptile‟s eyes bulging as he flailed his arms stupidly at his side 

with a wheeze. “Boss, fuck, there you are!” 

“Yeah, I am.” The Drakkaren winced, before he finally relaxed with a groan as she set 

him down, rubbing at his head dumbly as he looked across at her. She looked embarrassed, then 

she grinned stupidly as Sin sighed from the other side of the room, where she was reorganizing 

Zerrex‟s books. “Hey, you haven‟t been causing trouble for Sin, have you? Because we‟ve all 

had a pretty stressful day and I‟ll have to beat you if you have.”  

“No, I‟ve been behaving. Damn tummy hurts.” Cherry pouted a bit and grasped her 

stomach, before she made her way back to Zerrex‟s bed to sit down with a grunt next to several 

crumpled, empty bags of chips and a few empty bottles of cider. She coughed at the look Zererx 

gave her, then quickly brushed these off the bed, saying genuinely: “Well, it‟s no big deal, right? 

I mean, you guys can just cast a cleansing spell, easy as pie, and get rid of any litter… right?”  

“I don‟t think that‟s the point of the matter.” Sin said mildly, as she picked up a book 

from the reptile‟s dresser, then she walked towards Zerrex and bowed her head with a bit of a 

blush, murmuring softly: “I‟m sorry if I spoke out of turn earlier, Lord Zerrex… and that I 

haven‟t finished cleaning up here. The room was quite a mess when I first came in and I figured I 

should clean it up right away.” 

“You worry too much.” Zerrex patted her quietly on the shoulder, then he gave her a 

gentle hug, and she sank against him, closing her eyes and resting her head on his chest for a 

moment. “Go get some rest, Sin. I‟ll come by and see you once I get a chance to get away from 

Cherry and whatever mess she tries to pull me into.” 

Sin nodded with a faint smile, then she kissed Zerrex‟s cheek quietly before she headed 

for the door, letting herself out as Zerrex turned his eyes back to Cherry with a glower. The 

female winced, then she leaned quickly backwards, saying quickly: “Hey, I‟m pregnant, you 

can‟t do anything to me!” 

“I can do plenty, just not physically.” the reptile huffed, then he pointed at her, saying 

flatly: “Like not giving you sex. And I know that when you‟ve got a baby in your belly, there‟s 

only a few other people who are all mostly too scared of me who you‟d screw too.” 

“That sentence totally made no sense.” Cherry retorted, then she paused and pouted as 

Zerrex walked over, gathering up the empty chip bags to shove them into the trash basket, before 

he made a face at how it was already overflowing, the reptile sighing as he picked it up in his 

other arm. “Anyway, that‟s totally playing low. I know that you don‟t bang half as many chicks 

as you like to think you do, anyway… the only reason you ever got so popular in Hell in the first 

place was „cause of that propaganda shit the Princess spread around. Sometimes I think you 

killed her because less people know you now than they did when you‟d first stepped foot in 

here.” 



“I‟m old news, and I like that.” Zerrex replied morbidly, then he created a portal and 

stepped through it. Cherry grunted, hopping to her feet and quickly following, and as they 

entered a utilities hall together, he asked mildly: “By the way, did you see Sammy?” 

“Oh, yeah, I saw the little bastard. He was carryin‟ some crystals so I made him a portal 

to the magical artifacts room. Figured he was too small to disturb any of the real crazy shit you 

keep locked up way down in there.” Cherry said absently, and Zerrex grunted in half-agreement 

as he approached a sliding panel on the wall, opening it and then pouring the garbage down into 

the incinerator below, before the demoness added morbidly: “Are you throwing me in there 

next?” 

“Oh, stop acting like Mahihko.” Zerrex said flatly, and Cherry looked offended as the 

Drakkaren rolled his eyes. “Well, you are.” 

She mumbled something as she crossed her arms, then huffed and glowered at him as the 

male turned around, looking back at her dryly. For a few moments, they glared at each other, and 

then she finally said sulkily: “Why do all the other pregnant chicks get babied and you just like. 

Treat me like I‟m getting fat and… wrinkly?” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, then he stepped forwards and hauled her up over one shoulder, 

creating another portal as Cherry squawked and flailed her arms wildly as they emerged back 

into his room, and he dropped her unceremoniously on the bed, the demoness glowering up at 

him moodily and apparently still waiting for an answer. So Zerrex rolled his eyes after a moment 

and sat down beside her as he cast a cleansing spell over the mattress, saying finally: “Because 

I‟m tired. Because… you and I function best when we‟ve got a bit of friction between us. 

Because I worry a lot, I guess, about us both… and, you know, you‟re grouchy enough when you 

aren‟t pregnant.” 

“I am a serene image of serenity. Motherfucker.” Cherry shoved Zerrex firmly, and he 

snorted amusedly before she hugged him tightly around the neck, half-choking him as the male 

flapped his arms. “Anyway, Boss, I get what you‟re saying, don‟t you worry about that, at least. 

Even if you are batshit insane, I appreciate that weird, weird way you care enough for me to treat 

me like a dirty ho, oh pimp of pimps.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes as he managed to pry her arm free from around his neck, and then 

he sat up, clearing his throat and rubbing a hand through his hair slowly. “Well, I‟m glad you do, 

Cherry. But in any case, we need to set you up a better room than mine that… is not mine. 

Because I have the feeling I‟m going to want to retreat to some personal space every now and 

then during your little mood swings.” 

Cherry snorted at this, laying back on the bed and sprawling herself out stubbornly as she 

said mildly: “Oh hell no. I‟m staying here, and there ain‟t no way I‟m moving out. Your room is 

like… perfect. It‟s got books and shit for me to read, and personal stuff for me to meddle through 

when I get bored of that, and the bed is big and comfy and I can totally rearrange this place to 

suit my every need. You can go room with Sin or one of your other bitches, but I demand that 

you stay with me as much as possible, fucker.” 

Zerrex looked at her for a few moments, then he attempted to quickly leap to his feet and 

escape, but she shot a hand out and snagged his tail, jerking him firmly back towards the bed 

before she pulled him on top of her and wrapped her legs in a vise around his waist, grinning as 

she put her hands behind her head and winked, the reptile squirming a bit as he was held in place 

on top of her body. “Boss, you got a real pretty mouth. It‟s too bad I can‟t shapeshift so much 

anymore, „cause otherwise I‟d put it to real nice use.” 



Zerrex winced, then he coughed when Cherry shoved him off suddenly, holding up a 

hand as she asked clearly: “By the way. You mind goin‟ down to the kitchen and makin‟ me 

some food? I‟m getting hungry again and I wouldn‟t mind something to chew on. You should 

feel free to make yourself something while you‟re down there too or whatever, I ain‟t in no 

rush.” 

“I hate you.” the Drakkaren said flatly, but Cherry only shrugged and looked at him 

benevolently. The male crossed his arms, but then, as she squirmed her way to sitting up against 

his pillows, he finally sighed and nodded, heading for the doors and letting himself out as he 

called: “I‟m going to check on some things then, and I‟ll come back in a little while.” 

“Don‟t be long!” the female shouted, and Zerrex rolled his eyes as he walked down the 

hallway, pausing to knock quietly at Sin‟s door before letting himself in. He smiled a bit as he 

saw the Naganatine glance up curiously, sitting on her bed and reading with a Seethe Hound 

sitting near her feet, panting a bit as it looked up at her adoringly. The demonic hound was 

quadrupedal, but sitting as it was it was still large and powerful enough to come up past Sin‟s 

waist, with glowing eyes, big teeth, and spikes standing out of fur that was had mane of grizzled 

gray around the neck, the same-colored fur much shorter and stubbier over its face, and yet an 

ugly gold that was riddled with streaks of grey over her body, long and shaggy. 

Once upon a time, four of these creatures had inhabited Sin‟s body, eternally puppies and 

ripping and eating their way through her insides, a terrible, severe punishment upon her for 

siding with Mephistopheles and allowing him, at the beginning of time, to use her as a breeding 

experiment. When her punishment had been ended, they had left their body and matured… and 

now all four of these rare demonic beasts answered solely to Sin, and they were capable of 

devouring anything in their path if they were called into action, but Sin treated them more as pets 

than as battle-partners. 

Zerrex stepped into the room, and the canine beast looked up at him and growled for a 

moment, before it sniffed at his hand as he held it out and licked it, leaping up with a bark of joy 

to place its paws against his chest and push him down to the ground. The reptile grunted in 

surprise, and then he laughed as it licked his face sloppily, Sin laughing even as she called the 

Seethe Hound off in an ancient tongue of demonic Zerrex could barely make out, let alone 

understand. “I‟m sorry, Lord Zerrex… they‟re all just very fond of you.” 

“It‟s perfectly fine.” Zerrex laughed quietly as he sat up, reaching out and rubbing the 

huge beast affectionately behind an ear, before he recognized the crescent slash of black over one 

eye. “Basil, it‟s been a while since I‟ve seen you or your siblings… I hope you‟ve all been well.” 

The Seethe Hound barked and seemed to nod as it licked his hand, and the Drakkaren 

laughed softly as he climbed up to his feet and gazed at Sin with soft affection. She sat with the 

book closed, her eyes warm as she looked at the reptile, wearing her long, but now tattered and 

dusty dress… and then he leaned in and kissed her forehead gently, murmuring softly: “How do 

you get more beautiful every time I see you?” 

“You‟re more charming than you like to say.” Sin said softly, as she put her book aside. 

Zerrex sat down beside her, and their fingers locked together as she gazed across at him, asking 

quietly: “So Lord Zerrex. What can I help you with today? Or are you just here because you have 

something you need to get off your chest?” 

“I dunno.” Zerrex said after a moment, and then he closed his eyes as he rested his head 

on his shoulder, adding quietly: “I guess your words have been weighing on me a lot. It‟s 

strange, but… I have to admit, it is true. I don‟t want things to change… I don‟t want to let go of 

the past and I don‟t want to move on. And I don‟t understand why it‟s such a bad thing… to want 



to stay young, to want to be able to always be there for my family, my loved ones… and I‟m so 

confused.” He paused, shaking his head quietly. “I mean, after everything I‟ve done and been 

through… and at the same time, with everything I‟m told by so many different people.” 

Sin nodded slowly, then she squeezed his hand as she rested her head against his own, 

saying quietly: “I have my biases too, Lord Zerrex, despite how infallible you think I am… I 

have my lusts and needs and many terrible sins weighing upon my soul. I think… I think, 

though, sometimes I get scared… because of this.” 

She squeezed his hand quietly, and Zerrex looked down as his arm slowly became 

warped, the scales peeling off, the metal and rock pushing silently, slowly forwards, as a faint 

blue light pulsed in the cracks between the stony substance. “Mephistopheles, or rather, what is 

left of his power, resides inside you. So does the Princess… so do many other terrible things that 

you have destroyed and absorbed bits and pieces of over the years. I can only imagine what 

nightmarish powers are in your body… and I fear that one day, they‟ll use your wistfulness 

against you. Even if Mephistopheles is dead, even if he has completely vanished… his powers 

are vast, and vast powers tend to have a mind all their own. And power attracts power.” 

Zerrex nodded quietly, and then Sin squeezed his hand again and his arm returned to 

normal, bit-by-bit. She shook her head after a moment, before she finally she smiled a bit over at 

the Drakkaren. “You know, I worry we still have secrets from each other, after all these years. I 

know I‟ve never told you many of the stories about my life, even if I‟ve shared my lusts with you 

in improper ways that you nonetheless seemed delighted by… and you have yet to tell me many 

things about your past, Lord Zerrex, and exactly why you and Lady Cherry are always so 

nervous around one-another when it comes to love, and not just kindness. Yet you‟re so 

affectionate with the rest of us… so willing and glad to curl up here in my arms or hold any one 

of us tight to your chest, protective and compassionate… but deep inside…” 

“There is darkness.” Zerrex said quietly, looking down as he rested against Sin, and she 

pulled him a bit closer as the Seethe Hound whined softly in its throat, before it looked up 

curiously as Sammy appeared out of nowhere on the bed and hopped quickly up to land on the 

Drakkaren‟s shoulder, nipping at his hair quietly as he smiled a bit at the little beast. “We have 

company now.” 

“We do… and you have many people waiting for you, Lord Zerrex, anxious to see you 

healed as much as you can be.” Sin paused, then she glanced down, saying softly: “Maybe we 

are all just like bandages. We can never totally heal you and your wounds… we can only stop the 

pain for a little while every now and then. I understand that… I can never totally understand that 

rip in your heart of hearts.” 

The Drakkaren nodded after a moment, and then he sighed softly, standing and stretching 

a bit, his fingers still laced with Sin‟s for a few seconds before they slid free, and they looked at 

each other as Zerrex said softly: “But you do help me, and in ways I can‟t begin to express my 

gratitude for. I‟ll come back soon, Sin, but for now, well… I have to go bring a meal to Cherry.”  

He grimaced, and Sin smiled a bit, nodding to him quietly as she picked up her book and 

began to read again, the Seethe Hound barking a few times as he exited, and Zerrex threw this a 

wave too before the door closed behind him, and he was left standing in the hallway with only 

Sammy on his shoulder. The dragon squeaked at him quietly, then the reptile asked softly: “So 

did you put them in the proper storage unit, then?” 

Sammy nodded, and a moment later Zerrex saw an image of an egg-cart like box with 

runes covering it, the lid propped open and some twenty or so crystal orbs sitting inside it, 

glowing with various intensities in their own perfectly-shaped holders. Then the vision faded, 



and the Drakkaren nodded, gently stroking the pseudodragon‟s chin as he said softly: “That‟s 

excellent, then, Sammy. Thank you very much for doing that for me… it means I can count on 

you for larger tasks in the future.” 

The dragon chirped contentedly, curling up around him as the reptile made his way 

through the Estate, passing servants every now and then who helped tend to the household and 

nodding courteously to them, but otherwise doing his best to avoid conversation or any 

interaction at all. He felt tired and out of sorts, as he reached the enormous kitchens, ignoring 

demonic and mortal machinery both as he made his way towards the walk-in pantry, murmuring: 

“You know, I always wanted to live in a log cabin, not a giant house. I admit it has its 

advantages… but having to portal back and forth if you want to prepare something as simple as a 

small snack quickly gets draining pretty fast.” 

The pseudodragon nodded on his shoulder, and Zerrex sorted his way through the various 

goods on the shelves, finally picking up a loaf of bread, a few cans of soup, and a box of 

crackers. He shook the last to make sure Cherry hadn‟t already gotten into them, eaten them all, 

then put them back, and then returned to the empty kitchen, marveling for a moment at how large 

it was and how little it was actually used by anyone other than Sin. Then again, I get the 

munchies every now and then myself for something or another… and Cherry‟s certainly in that 

kind of state where she devours everything in sight… “Here, Sammy, I‟ll teach you how to work 

a microwave. Thank Gods these things actually work in Hell.” 

It took the reptile roughly half an hour to get everything in order, from finding bowls and 

plates and a tray to actually preparing the food. Then he created a portal, not quite daring to walk 

through the catacombs of the enormous mansion while laden down with three bowls of soup, two 

sandwiches, and the box of crackers, and he stepped through it to appear outside of Sin‟s room. 

He glanced at the pseudodragon still sitting on his shoulder, and Sammy twisted his long, 

flexible tail outwards to rap firmly on the door three times with the heavy end of it, before he 

leapt off Zerrex‟s shoulder to cling to the handle with his front claws and twist his body, opening 

it. 

Sin was still reading on her bed, the Seethe Hound now snoozing quietly beside her, and 

she looked up with a smile when Zerrex entered, saying softly: “I made you a bowl of soup and a 

sandwich. Just some plain meats, nothing from the mortal realm, but I hope you like it 

nonetheless… and take some crackers, too. You know, because Cherry will eat everything else 

that you don‟t take.” 

“Thank you, Lord Zerrex.” Sin nodded to him, gazing at him softly as she gladly picked 

up one of the sandwiches and a bowl, putting them aside on the small table beside her bed as she 

looked up at him fondly. “You‟re too kind to me.” 

Zerrex only smiled slightly, then he murmured: “I‟ll be back soon.” before he stepped 

back into the hallway, Sammy walking along beside him. The door leading into his room was 

half-open, and the Drakkaren booted it lightly, stepping inside… before he stared at Cherry, the 

female grunting on the bed with her legs spread and a grin on her muzzle, her shirt and bra pulled 

up so her breasts were exposed, one hand on them and the other between her legs. 

Then her head tilted towards Zerrex as her eyes half-opened… before they bulged as she 

stared in shock, almost convulsing as she rolled to the side and fell off the bed with a grunt. 

Zerrex rolled his eyes with a groan, and Cherry stood up a moment later with a huff, saying in a 

strangled voice as she did up her pants: “Goddammit, knock next time, Boss! I could‟ve been 

jerking off in here!” 



“I thought you already did.” Zerrex said dryly, and Cherry coughed, glancing away 

awkwardly as she pulled her bra and shirt down, wincing as she adjusted her breasts beneath the 

fabric, her features flushed. “Besides, haven‟t you lost that ability?” 

“Uh. Only major shape-changing. I can still bring out a cock pretty damn easy, which 

makes me glad „cause nothin‟ says masturbatin‟ better than jerkin‟ your own big thick dick in 

your hand.” Cherry responded with a grin, before her eyes lit up and she bounced over to take the 

tray away from Zerrex, licking her muzzle hungrily as the pseudodragon growled distrustfully at 

her. “But sweet, food! The only thing I want right now more than sex. You are way too kind to 

me, Boss.” 

The Drakkaren shook his head amusedly, walking over to pat her on the back as she 

dropped the tray on a dresser she had cleared off and dragged over to the bedside: Cherry hadn‟t 

been exactly shy about rearranging his furniture to suit her own desires. It was cute, though, 

because the reptile could see her awkwardly rubbing at her „II‟ collar with a blush, as she almost 

gingerly tasted the soup before giving him a bright grin, and he knew that in a moment, if he 

asked, she would gladly return to the role of his bitch, no matter what pain it would cause her or 

how she would have to fight those weird maternal instincts of hers. In some ways, he knew she‟d 

be glad… because he knew when Cherry started getting bitchy or bossy, it was just her way of 

hiding how embarrassed or undeserving she felt. Yet she does deserve it… just as she deserves to 

have the children she was never able to have on the mortal realm…  

“Stop staring at me.” Cherry said after a moment, peering at the Drakkaren distrustfully 

over her soup. The male coughed, rubbing at his forehead, and the female huffed before she 

tossed her spoon aside onto the tray and greedily brought the bowl up to her muzzle, slurping 

loudly as she drank it down hungrily. Zerrex rolled his eyes at her behavior, and then she 

lowered the bowl and grinned stupidly again at him, soup dripping off her muzzle. “This is some 

seriously good shit though.” 

“It‟s just microwaved beef stew.” The reptile looked at her with faint entertainment, and 

Cherry shrugged before she drank down the last of the stew, then grabbed the sandwich off the 

tray and gobbled it down in three massive bites, crumbs flying everywhere as Zerrex stared. 

Then she looked at the last bowl, then awkwardly glanced at the reptile before he rolled his eyes 

and waved a hand, smiling despite himself as Sammy leapt up onto the bed beside him, huffing 

but nodding a bit as well. “Go right on ahead, since you seem to like it so damn much. It isn‟t 

salty enough for me.” He paused, looking morbid. “I miss salt.” 

“Me too.” Cherry grunted as she picked up the bowl, and then she daintily placed the 

spoon aside before going to work at guzzling down the soup. The reptile watched thoughtfully as 

she did so, wondering how any salted foods would affect the baby in her belly; salt, after all, 

worked well as a basic demon and spirit repellant. Higher-tier demons such as himself and 

Cherry could still ignore such barriers – unless fortified further by runic magic and other 

methods – but eating it, on the other hand… well, too much salt in their bloodstream could 

weaken them and make them nauseous and feverish. 

Zerrex had discovered this after one fateful day of gobbling a… large quantity of rock-

salt chips with Cherry, until Sin had stopped them with a horrified look on her face. The two had 

then spent most of the week either puking or mildly delirious, random bits of their demonic form 

popping out now and then. They‟d both recovered fully… but it was certainly a lesson neither of 

them would ever forget. 

The reptile decided to strike all salty foods off Cherry‟s diet from now on, to protect the 

baby, since it would likely take a much-lower salt quantity to make it ill… and he knew he‟d also 



have to find a room in the house to redecorate for the baby. And all of a sudden, it hit him, that 

he and Cherry were going to be parents again… and even though it was his hundred and… 

something… son, and his second child with Cherry… it still felt like it was the biggest moment 

of his life. 

He smiled at her quietly, as she wiped her muzzle with the back of her hand before 

belching and patting her belly… and then she paused as he caught his look, blushing a bit and 

seeming awkward. He coughed after a moment, then glanced at him and asked hesitantly: “You 

uh. You okay there, Boss?” 

“What are we gonna name my little girl?” Zerrex asked gently, as he touched Cherry‟s 

belly almost gingerly. His fingers ran over abdominals that were powerful and chiseled, that 

formed a protective, solid wall that sheltered the developing fetus inside… and Cherry leaned 

back with a wide smile, a faint smile spreading over her face even as she tried to keep her 

expression stony. 

“Dude, it‟s going to be a little boy, for one thing.” Cherry snorted, reaching out and 

snagging Zerrex‟s shoulders, and then she dragged him down beside her. His hand left her belly 

for a moment, but then she caught his wrist and gingerly guided it back down, as she closed her 

eyes, nestling her head against his neck and breathing softly as she whispered: “And either way, 

we‟re gonna give this kid a kickass name, „cause it‟s gonna be a kickass little kid. You saw how 

Priest turned out, after all…” She paused, hesitated, then said suddenly: “I want Priest to be here 

with me. I want him to… I want him to help out. I trust him, just like I trust you and Sin and 

Lily… and well… Selena too, I guess.” 

She added the last grouchily, and Zerrex smiled a bit before he nodded, asking curiously: 

“Where‟s Priest stationed, anyway? He‟s taken after you and he‟s working with the Special 

Infantry, isn‟t he?” 

“Oh fuck off.” Cherry snorted and bit at him lightly, and Zerrex winced before Sammy 

leapt up between them, fluttering his wings before he curled up next to the male‟s head. His tail 

swung out and lightly slapped Cherry‟s cheek, and she huffed before sitting up, muttering: 

“Well, I sure as hell ain‟t giving you oral now, little pet freak thing. But yeah… he‟s working 

with the mortal weaponry, picked up a real knack for engineering and modifying it, and he ain‟t 

a half-bad sniper. I think he‟s staying at the Silver Ridge… that is, if he isn‟t in the Barred City, 

much as you hate that place.” 

Zerrex grunted at her in return, then he sat up, absently reaching a hand out to pet the 

quiet pseudodragon before he looked into Cherry‟s eyes with a slight smile. “Could be worse, at 

least… he could be in one of the renovated bases at the Northern Province.” He paused, then he 

gently rubbed a hand along Cherry‟s side as she leaned in against him, closing her eyes and 

mumbling something. “What?” 

“I said, shut the fuck up. We‟ll deal with getting him once I start turning into a fatass.” 

Cherry responded, mumbling a bit as she slid closer and curled herself against him, closing her 

eyes with a bit of a smile. Zerrex looked down at her with amusement as he encircled her waist 

with an arm, and she wrapped her own around strong, muscular  limbs around his shoulders, 

saying quietly: “Priest was one thing, Boss. But this is a whole different ballgame… we never 

talked about this, we both just… apparently wanted it badly enough that it happened. Fuck am I 

ever scared, really really damn scared. How do you deal with this, Zer?” 

“You take it as a blessing.” Zerrex replied quietly, kissing her forehead gently, and 

Cherry muttered something about naivety, making him roll his eyes. “Cherry, look. Priest  is a 

Hez‟Rannan Luskopa D‟atree, a Nature devil… pretty much a demigod. Here in Hell, they use 



pretty much the same name for him, an Elemental Archfiend. If anyone could have become 

corrupted with power or gone crazy-evil, it was him. But he never did.” The reptile stopped, then 

he said quietly: “Maybe if I was as good a parent as you were, Cherry, Marina would be better-

adjusted to the world… and we never would have been forced to deal with my evil offspring.” 

But the female shook her head at this, snorting amusedly. “Fuck that. Who was the one 

who was always ready to talk shit out with Priest? Who was the one who got him interested in 

crazy shit, and helped him out when he needed it? It was you, Boss… I admit, I protected him 

from a lot of stuff, but I was never no good at the whole talky-thingy. And you can‟t blame 

yourself for Marina… or for Aether.” 

Zerrex closed his eyes at the name of his son: a son who had not just gone insane, but 

gone evil and turned against everything that he believed in. And Aether had been powerful, and 

caused all manner of havoc and destruction in Hell before he‟d finally been stopped by Sin and 

Zerrex fighting together… but neither of them had been able to bring themselves to kill him, and 

so instead, Aether had been sealed away forever in a pocket dimension, where even to this day 

he was left alone to rot, for more than nine million years. 

Cherry nudged him quietly, and then she murmured softly: “You gotta stop livin‟ in the 

past, Boss… it ain‟t healthy for you, and it doesn‟t help anyone else, either. I know, fuck, I know 

that you feel guilt and all sorts of shit about what happened, but it ain‟t your fault at all, and nor 

is it Sin‟s fault.” She paused, then kissed his cheek quietly. “You fixed me, after all, and I was a 

goddamn douchebag in the past.” 

The reptile nodded a bit, and they sat quietly together for a few moments before both of 

them glanced up as Sammy growled at them before nipping Cherry firmly in the base of her tail, 

and she yelped and half-jumped in the air as Zerrex laughed and shook his head. The female 

huffed as she slid off the bed, then the demoness grinned a bit as she hopped up and down and 

threw a few punches lightly through the air. “You know, I‟m still healthy enough to spar and 

shit, and my powers ain‟t totally gone… what do you say that we have ourselves a little fight? Or 

hell, maybe just go to the shooting range and blow shit up?” 

“I think I‟m kinda tired of that for the moment, Cherry… besides, Sin is feeling pretty 

down and low on energy, and I could admittedly use some sleep.” Zerrex paused at Cherry‟s 

downcast look, and then he said softly: “How about this? You can go and get Vampire and some 

of the others together, and we‟ll form ourselves a little hunting party to see if we can track down 

where this Wulfe stuff-” 

“What?” Cherry looked at him sharply, and Zerrex that no one else had filled her in on 

exactly what had gone on: Sin had probably given her some broad details after some nagging, 

and he‟d planned to tell her about it after he stopped feeling so goddamn tired… but now she 

walked over to him, asking in a serious voice: “Tell me what happened. Don‟t leave out a 

goddamn detail.” 

The reptile looked at her for a few moments, and then he nodded as Sammy leapt up into 

his lap, stroking slowly over the pseudodragon‟s lap as he began to speak quietly. He stumbled 

here and there with his words, but Cherry was a good listener when it came to things like this… 

and like it or not, Zerrex could recount a story fairly well, if only because he‟d done it so many 

times.  

He told her about the Parasites being mostly females, and he went into detail about the 

males they had found and just what they looked like; he told her about coming across the barrier, 

and how it had been so out of place… and he told her about the nest, and the great battles. She 

was enthralled with Mist and Shine‟s combined form, even though she‟d seen it in action 



before… but the fact that the Twins together could become such a powerful singular being never 

failed to amaze. 

And of course, he told her about the drama, too… Cherry was always entertained by their 

arguments and planning sessions gone wrong and when Selena and Lily had a bitch-fight. Then 

he talked about the machinery… and he went into great detail about the research facility, which 

made Cherry become serious again, listening intently. 

He talked about the capsules, how they had been modified HC-21 units; very close to the 

same kinds of capsule, in other words, used to make Dragokkaren clone soldiers. He also made 

sure to mention the Wulfe crates and all the crystals they had found, and he did his best to 

remember his conversation with the Wentaku before it had unleashed the plant beast on them. 

Cherry was disgusted by this last part, and when he ended abruptly, there was silence except for 

her slow pacing in front of him. 

Then she finally looked up and said darkly: “Dude, this is some serious shit. Genetic 

samples and production of crystals outside of Hell… that stuff is real dark magic, and it ain‟t 

supposed to even work on the physical plane without a special setup. Like… how the fuck did 

big bad Mister Wulfe even find out about this? And fuck, what the fuck are we gonna tell poor 

little Mahihko? He and Lone, it‟ll break their goddamn hearts!” 

“I don‟t think there‟s any chance of a tearful reunion happening, anyway…” Zerrex said 

mildly, and then he sighed and shook his head slowly, rubbing a hand through his hair. “Look, 

you are… still healthy enough to help out, and you‟re a huge asset to us. And you‟re probably 

my best friend.” Zerrex looked up at her plainly, and Cherry looked surprised before she blushed, 

fidgeting awkwardly as she rubbed at her huge biceps. “This is pretty sensitive information, so 

the first step is to put together… a hunting party. Me, you, Vampire, some other people we can 

really trust… goddamn me for wanting to say we should just get everyone else from the Goth 

Legion. I mean, we certainly can‟t trust most of the bastards, but on the other hand…” 

“Ain‟t no one who can keep a secret for money better than Ghost and Silverfish.” Cherry 

looked disgusted, nodding slowly as she crossed her arms. “Bastards are mostly useless 

anyway… I mean, Ghost would be swell, but Silverfish spends so much time lazing around and 

fencing illegal imports that he‟s gotten fat and sloppy. I say we pay his casino a visit one day and 

bust the fucker‟s operation, just because I don‟t like his face.” 

“I‟ll think about it.” Zerrex murmured, rubbing at his head slowly, then he glanced up 

and added quietly: “We can‟t bring in any of our big-league crew, though. It would look too 

suspicious if Lily and Selena and Sin tagged along. I want this to look like an actual hunting 

party… hell, I want to do some actual hunting in whatever area we go to, just to really throw 

anyone who might be watching or listening off the trail.” 

Cherry grinned at this, winking at him as she rubbed her belly slowly. “Well, here‟s two 

people you can trust.” A pause, and then she coughed and blushed, adding awkwardly: “Not that. 

You know. I‟m already attached to little kiddo here or anything. Hell, fetuses aren‟t even people. 

They‟re tasty delicacies you whip up in a blender or serve southern-fried. I ain‟t sensitive or 

caring or compassionate at all.” 

“Not one bit.” Zerrex said amusedly, shaking his head slowly before he leaned back, 

adding mildly: “Of course, the other thing you can do to me is go down to the Greed Circle and 

check out the usual backwater places for someone willing to spill the whereabouts of any big 

import operations for some cash. You‟ve always had a knack for finding the right people and 

making them squeal.” 



At this, the female grinned widely, punching the palm of her other hand as she winked at 

him. “Now you‟re just flattering me… you always know just the kinds of things that help me de-

stress.” She paused, then rubbed at her belly slowly, adding mildly: “And not to be a bitch or 

anything, but like. I just wanna say that… you know. Me and Zerrex Junior here are only gonna 

be able to do so much for so long. Once my belly starts bulging up, I think my protective 

motherly side is going to kick in and I‟m going to start wanting to stay in bed all day.” 

The male snorted amusedly as Sammy leapt up onto his shoulder from his lap, and then 

he tickled the pseudodragon gently under the chin. “Like you don‟t already, unless it involves 

hurting someone else. Thanks though, Cherry… report what you find to Selena, Lily, and Ami, 

and then you can go find a good hunting crew. If Sin and I are still asleep when you get back 

here, feel free to wake us up whenever… and make everything look casual. Considering how 

fresh the last shipment looked, it‟s probably only been a few minutes up on the mortal plane 

since they were brought down, and I want proof that they‟ve been shipping in illegal goods, 

wherever and whoever they are.” 

Cherry nodded firmly, then she threw Zerrex a salute before creating a portal and 

jumping through it. It stayed open, and then Cherry ducked her head back through, saying 

mildly: “By the way, Boss. Thanks for lettin‟ me do this.” 

With that, she withdrew back through the portal, and it vanished as the reptile laughed 

quietly and shook his head slowly. To most, it probably seemed stupid… sending the pregnant 

chick out to dig up information in the seediest clubs in the most crime-riddled Circle… but even 

if Cherry had to deal with some very dangerous individuals, Zerrex knew she was more than 

capable of protecting herself. Besides, Cherry was no simple girl – she was a muscular 

behemoth, and in full demonic glory, an unstoppable wrecking machine. If the reptile felt sorry 

for anyone, it was the people who dared to cross her. 

He stood up and stretched, yawning a bit as he walked towards the door, Sammy cooing 

lightly to him before he nibbled at his hair. It made Zerrex smile as he exited into the hall, and 

then he let himself into Sin‟s room without knocking this time, and was unsurprised to see her 

laying on the bed in black lingerie that covered her breasts with tight cups, a silky black fabric 

hanging down from this and the strap around her back that held it in place to just past her thighs, 

like a miniature dress. He looked at her and wondered for a moment if there was anything 

beneath that fabric… but he was too tired to find out, and Sin gazed up at him as she curled 

herself against a pillow, her glammer gone and the Seethe Hound snoring on the floor. 

Sammy leapt down from the reptile‟s shoulder to inspect the huge, snoring animal, and he 

sniffed at it daintily before nipping gently at its fur, and the Hound barely stirred in its sleep. 

After a moment, the pseudodragon curled itself up against the huge beast comfortably… and 

Zerrex shook his head with a quiet laugh before he headed to Sin‟s bed, climbing in beside her 

with a long sigh of contentment, looking into her eyes as they rested with their noses almost 

touching, and then she said softly: “Sweet dreams, Lord Zerrex… and thank you.” 

“No… thank you, Sin.” The Drakkaren leaned forwards, resting his head against Sin‟s 

small yet comfortable bosom, and he breathed softly as he automatically curled forwards against 

her as they both reached down to grasp the blanket, pulling it up over their warm bodies. As it 

settled, the reptile already felt himself falling asleep, as Sin wrapped a leg around him and they 

took on a pose that was almost sexual… but before he could even remark on it, he was asleep. 

 



Zerrex woke up alone, frowning a bit as he looked back and forth, confused and lost… 

and after a few moments of taking in his distorted surroundings, he realized he wasn‟t in reality 

any longer, but instead, somewhere else. Somewhere… likely inside my head. 

He slipped carefully out of the small bed he had awoken in, and a hand shot out from 

beneath it, grabbing his ankle as red eyes glared from the darkness and something slavered and 

snarled… and as Zerrex leapt back in horror, everything went silent and the hand and eyes 

vanished like smog, the reptile breathing a bit harder before he shook his head and concentrated, 

muttering quietly: “No, it‟s a nightmare, that‟s all. I just have to wake up. Gotta wake up, wake 

up… goddammit, wake the hell up!” 

But nothing happened… and he was still here, in a room that had swirling black and red 

walls and a single solid wooden doorway leading out… and it swung open as Zerrex looked at it, 

and he saw himself walk slowly by before pausing, sharpening a katana in one hand, the heavy 

black combat armor he was wearing glinting in the light. But the face was young and 

unscarred… handsome, callous, and cruel, the same and yet so very different from Zerrex‟s own 

features. “The fuck are you waiting for?” 

“Are you going to try and kill me again, Ravenlight? Gods above, what the hell did I ever 

do to deserve a shattered brain on top of everything else?” Zerrex looked at the ceiling, and then 

he turned his attention back to the doorway, but Ravenlight only snorted as he finished 

sharpening the sword, tucking it away in a black steel sheath at his side. Two swords, and two 

handguns… Ugh, I‟ve always been so damn showy. “Well, where‟s the snappy comeback?” 

“Listen to me, jackass.” Ravenlight snarled at him, then he pointed down the hall, 

towards something Zerrex obviously couldn‟t see. “You‟ve got a real nasty tenant in the 

basement. She‟s a huge bitch, and she‟s fucking with me and your brain in ways you can‟t even 

understand, because you‟re too fucking retard to even notice them. Listen, you… we… have got 

to deal with her and her psycho power trips. Either get her in line, or rip what remains of her to 

shreds, but for fuck‟s sake, do something about her!” 

“You brought me here to tell me that?” Zerrex cocked his head, looking sourly amused. 

“You know, when there‟s a problem in my brain that needs solving, it‟s one of the others that 

calls on me… or should I say, the other chemicals in my brain induce a reaction that creates a 

delusion in which I have to solve a problem or-” 

“The delusion is that scientific bullshit.” Ravenlight shot back, scowling. Then he 

snapped his fingers, and something smashed into Zerrex‟s back before he was knocked outwards 

and into the hallway, whacking his head painfully off the wall to leave a large dent in the plaster, 

before he fell heavily on his ass with a grunt and a glare. He looked over his shoulder after 

Ravenlight only looked at him with disgust, and he was unsurprised, somehow, to see that even 

the doorway had vanished. “Look, shithead. Here‟s the simple explanation. If you live, I live. If 

you die, I die. If she takes over your brain, I die. Call me egocentric, but I‟m really big on 

staying alive and all that bullshit. So seriously. Go and deal with her.” 

The moment Zerrex got to his feet, Ravenlight shoved him hard towards the other end of 

the hallway, and the reptile glared at him before Ravenlight simply shrugged and stalked away, 

going through another door that promptly vanished when he slammed it. Zerrex shook his head 

slowly with a sigh, and then he turned around, wondering just what the hell the Princess was up 

to in his brain if it was so urgent that even the nasty-ass third of his split-up mind was calling on 

him for help. Usually it‟s my more pleasant side… ugh, if we look at this all… psychologically 

and crap… is Ravenlight my ego, my id, or my superego? Or is he just a freeloading douchebag 

from my past? 



I heard that. Ravenlight said sulkily in his head, and Zerrex rolled his eyes before they 

settled on the ancient-looking elevator at the end of the hall. He approached it slowly, then 

grasped the iron gate in front of it and rolled it slowly open, before he stepped onto the brown 

flooring of the lift beyond. The control panel was enormous, but it had only one button lit up, the 

others either dark or missing… and that button was „B.‟ 

“A fitting place for a bitch like her.” Zerrex muttered, and he pressed it… then stared as 

the lift warped around him, the wooden walls becoming metal as they shattered, the cubical 

format becoming an ugly dome, and a huge gate slamming over the open front before the 

elevator began to clunk its way downwards, shaking badly enough to knock the reptile jouncing 

back and forth like a pinball. 

Finally, it came to a halt, and the reptile landed heavily on his knees, wincing as the gate 

slowly slid open… and from inside, the Princess laughed loudly, the tall, lithe Dragokkaren 

adjusting her golden bird-mask as she said in a playful yet sinister voice: “No need for 

formalities, Lord Zerrex… do come inside and sit down.” 

Zerrex‟s face tightened as he stood up, stepping onto a floor he thought at first was 

marble… but he realized a moment later the tiles were made of ivory, just as the walls were 

made of bones and skulls. Two large chairs made out of femurs and other longer bones sat in 

front of a raised platform of – who would guess? – bone, and her throne that sat upon it was built 

entirely of skulls. Her „home‟ was larger than Zerrex remembered, however… and there were 

sparkling gemstones floating through the air that glowed with energy, and strange cracks in the 

walls that pulsed a soft blue every so often. It was all more than enough to make Zerrex 

nervous… and he made a face as the Princess half-bowed to him mockingly, her long white dress 

flowing around her as she stood beside her throne on the platform. “So I take it you got my 

invitation?” 

“I didn‟t know Ravenlight worked for you, now.” Zerrex said mildly, and he glanced at 

one of the bone-chairs before sitting down in it, knowing full-well it could be a trap. Nothing 

happened, however, and the Princess‟s emerald eyes glowed with delight as he looked slowly 

back and forth. “There‟s a lot of energy here.” 

“I like to experiment.” The Princess paused, before she narrowed her eyes as she added 

softly: “And yes, Lord Zerrex. I can put you in very real danger… and even trapped inside you, 

whether this is your mind or your soul, I can destroy you utterly… or better yet, possess your 

body and force it to destroy all those people you hold dear. Only fools have so many friends, 

Lord Zerrex… they‟re all just people I will be delighted to use against you.” 

“Maybe it was your lack of friends that made you into such a bitch.” Zerrex retorted, but 

he could see the Princess‟s smile in her eyes as she only chuckled softly. Then he closed his eyes 

and calmed himself down, before he opened them, meeting hers and asking coldly: “If you can 

do all this, why haven‟t you?” 

“I could ask you the same question… despite all my threats and my efforts to annihilate 

you and those you hold dear, why haven‟t you destroyed me?” The Princess tilted her head, and 

her amusement faded as Zerrex only smiled and put his hands behind his head. “You know what 

I am. I am the Goddess. I am your Goddess. And I was powerful enough to drive God back up 

into his filthy Heaven. Even among the other Old Gods, I was strong… and you, you are nothing 

but a reject, a half-breed Drakkai that became a demon through experimentation gone wrong, and 

still hasn‟t achieved the greatness or fulfilled the legacy of his demonic heritage, like the other 

Incarnations. Compared to the true Incarnations, you are weak and pathetic.” 



Zerrex looked at her for a few moments, then he held up a finger, saying plainly: 

“Doesn‟t that make you more pathetic and weaker than me? Because I kinda killed my way 

through the entire Central Spire to get to you, beat not only a Terror but Beatrice Blossom – who, 

by the way, was an Incarnation herself – and then I kicked the ass of… who was it…” Zerrex put 

on a thoughtful frown, whatever anger he‟d had awakened vanishing at the utter hate and rage he 

could see the Princess bristling with, before he brightened and said: “Right, it was you! The uh. 

The Duchess!”  

“I am a Goddess!” she thundered, slamming her hands into the arms of her throne hard 

enough to shatter them, and then she leapt to her feet and jumped off the platform, a magical, 

silvery blade forming in her hand before she held it up to Zerrex‟s throat as she leaned over him, 

her eyes glowing like green spotlights down at the Drakkaren as he leaned back with a bit of a 

wince of distaste… and then she recovered herself, stepping backwards as the blade vanished, 

closing her eyes as the arms of her throne reformed as if they had never been damaged… and 

then she said in a quiet, dark voice: “Don‟t push me, Lord Zerrex… or I‟ll throw my theories to 

the wind and crush you out like a bug. I have always had the power to do so, and you very well 

know it… when I ruled Hell, for hundreds of thousands of years, you feared me… you were 

terrified of me. And you served me as loyally as a pet.” 

The Drakkaren only shook his head slowly as he stood up, however, looking squarely 

into her eyes as he said calmly: “My father was your pet. And he tore your throat out at the end 

of the day, when you tried to sacrifice him. A betrayal for a betrayal, Princess… and to me, you 

are no „goddess.‟ God wounded you and you fled, don‟t forget that… you were made mortal, and 

you died like the filth you are. And even here in Hell, after you slipped the chain and bided your 

time until you killed Tir‟Vanna and pretended to be her for all those long years… you were the 

one hiding. What kind of goddess hides? Not the kind I‟d ever worship…” Zerrex snorted in 

disgust, then he reached suddenly up, and it was like his arm lengthened or she was pulled 

forwards, because a moment later his hand seized her mask before he tore it off, and she 

screamed as she covered her face and staggered backwards, the reptile throwing the golden full 

facemask to the ground as he shouted: “And you can‟t hide how weak you are any longer or use 

your stage magic to intimidate me!” 

The Princess slowly turned back around, her hands dropping away from a face that was 

ugly and torn, covered in scars and burn marks, her scales dull and listless and bruised, and then 

she leaned forwards, snarling with a mouth that was missing several teeth. What remained was 

yellowed and ugly, set into rotten gums that were black and bright red. Then she recovered 

herself, looking grimly down at him as she said darkly: “I will never forgive this insult, Zerrex 

Narrius… now give me back my-” 

The Drakkaren stomped on her facemask, crushing the helm portion under one foot and 

hopelessly warping the muzzle section, and the Princess shook with fury before she suddenly 

rose a hand, and the floating crystals above glowed before everything went dark. Zerrex looked 

back and forth blindly, shocked… before something smashed him across the face, and he felt 

agony before he stumbled into a wall, clutching at his bloodied muzzle as the Princess 

whispered: “I‟ve had enough of you. I‟ve already figured out how to manipulate some of your 

basic senses, oh mighty Lord Zerrex… let‟s see how well you fight blind!” 

The Drakkaren shook his head with a curse, and then he quickly dodged away from the 

voice before he heard a loud clatter of footsteps, followed by a hissed spell and a grunt. The 

reptile immediately went into a dive, but he struck the platform in midair and collapsed with a 

groan – fortunately, however, the fireball the Princess had thrown exploded past him. The reptile 



felt the heat of it, heard the boom… but then he heard a different sound, before he threw a foot 

out on instinct in a wild kick. 

The Princess cursed angrily, staggering… and a moment later Zerrex swung his leg 

around and hooked her heel with his own, and she screamed as she toppled backwards, crashing 

loudly to the ground. Immediately, Zerrex got to a kneel, feeling out the platform and building an 

image in his mind as he hid behind it, hearing the whistle of several things flying through the air 

and the crunch of them smashing into the wall above his head, and he took the moment to put his 

hands together, concentrating and remembering all the training he‟d done… not just in Hell, but 

in his mortal lifetime, with Requiem. 

And when he thought of Requiem, discipline suddenly took over and wiped out the shock 

and the panic, and Zerrex quickly slipped around the other side of the platform as the rain of 

whatever-it-had-been stopped and the Princess shouted in his general direction: “Stop hiding 

from me and just die, scum! Oh, I‟ve waited so long for this moment… I‟ll kill you inside your 

own mind, and you‟ll never wake up again. Oh no, I‟ll be the one in Sin‟s arms… and I‟ll rip the 

traitorous bitch to shreds before I hunt down your whore and tear her baby out of her stomach 

before I kill her in the most delectable way I can think of…” 

Hearing. Touch. Taste. Smell. And even though I can‟t see, I still have my inner sight… 

from touching this platform, I can build an image in my mind… and I remember the room… 

Zerrex concentrated, and simplistic black and white images, like drawings on a chalkboard, 

appeared in his head. I don‟t know if she‟s right or not about me dying if I die here… I don‟t 

know if I even can die here, since this is my turf. But even if she‟s turned out the lights… maybe I 

can still give her a surprise. 

But the Princess was approaching now, even if she was trying to be quiet, and Zerrex 

knew before he tried anything big, he‟d have to stun her or pin her down first. He also knew that 

between her magic and her sheer ruthlessness, she was not a foe to be underestimated… but if 

she came in close enough, he was pretty sure he could give her a hell of a surprise. So instead of 

reacting to her presence, he simply glanced back and forth stupidly, muttering nonsense words to 

himself before she screamed triumphantly: “Got you!” 

Somehow, he knew what was coming… and he swung both hands up to snag her wrist as 

she tried to smash in his skull with a death blow. She let out a shriek of surprise, and then Zerrex 

twisted her arm upwards before he slammed his fist into her elbow… and she struck herself hard 

in the stomach, screaming in pain. It made Zerrex grin as he felt blood splatter over his face, 

feeling her double-over as whatever magical enhancement she had added on top of the strike 

work against her… and then he leapt into the air, arching his back before he slammed both feet 

into her stomach, sending her flying through the air to crash into a wall with a scream of agony. 

He landed heavily on his back with a grunt, then he rolled quickly behind the platform 

before kneeling and pushing both hands into the ground, concentrating hard and ignoring the 

howls of the Princess. Then, bit-by-bit, his vision began to fade in… and in the air above him, a 

gemstone shuddered violently before cracks spread through it, and it exploded into pieces that 

hailed down over the reptile, making him wince as the crystalline shrapnel pelted him, but then 

grin when he opened his eyes and he found his vision had fully returned. So that has something 

to do with it. So obvious I never even wondered what the hell they were…  

“I‟ll kill you!” The Princess snarled as she stood up, her eyes blazing with fury. Her 

anger, however, was outweighed by the terrible wound in her stomach: her dress had been torn 

away there, and her insides were hanging out of the gaping, twisted hole in her body. She 

clutched her side weakly below the wound, panting hard as she rose her other hand, and lightning 



twisted over her arm before she fired a blue bolt of lightning at the Drakkaren… but Zerrex 

simply rose a forearm, wincing as the electricity contacted with it and drained harmlessly into the 

ground, the reptile feeling like his body was sizzling before the magic drained away, and the 

Princess coughed hard before she vomited blood and fell over, her expression suddenly weak and 

dazed: “W… why…” 

“You‟re nowhere near your full strength.” Zerrex paused, then he created a sphere of 

energy and threw it hard at one of the floating, glowing gemstones. The resulting explosion was 

enormous, blue light filling the room for a moment before it faded slowly away, and the Princess 

moaned in disbelief, shaking her head weakly. It was an almost pathetic display… and the 

Drakkaren snorted quietly before he quickly disposed of the other gemstones in a similar 

manner, making her scream in outrage and denial. 

Finally, he walked over to her, then he glanced up with his hands on his hips as several 

bones fell out of the wall and ceiling, a rumble shaking the room before the environment seemed 

to flicker… and then another rumble shook the area before several large tendrils of ivy ripped 

their way through the walls, the ivory tiles of the floor shattering as ferns and small trees tore 

upwards, several of the trees growing so high that they pieced through the rooftop. It made the 

Princess shiver… and then she looked at the ground, whispering: “It can‟t end like this… it just 

can‟t. I have lived since the dawn of time… why is it that when I die… I always die at the hands 

of my own… failed experiments… playthings that I should have easily been able to control… 

why is life so cruelly ironic, why is Fate so wicked?” 

“Life sucks.” Zerrex shrugged a bit, feeling a strange sense of compassion for the once-

superior being before he extended a hand to her… and she looked up at him with surprise, then at 

his hand. She hesitated, then finally took it, and Zerrex helped her up, the Princess grunting 

quietly as she grasped his shoulder and leaned heavily on him, closing her eyes in pain. She 

trembled, and then half-shoved herself away from him with a grimace as he said quietly: “You‟re 

dying, Princess. Do it with some dignity.” 

“What dignity is there in death? In becoming…” She shivered in distaste. “Part of you 

and your wretched soul? I‟m being absorbed into you, my worst of enemies ever since Narrius 

fell… and you will inherit powers that you do not deserve.” She looked at him with disgust, 

before she held out her hands, asking harshly: “If we traded places, tell me, oh benevolent Lord 

Zerrex… how would you handle being so weak, and this fate far worse than annihilation?” 

The Drakkaren looked down thoughtfully, and a long few moments passed before the 

Princess grunted and waved a hand at him with disgust, walking past him to a chair of bone: the 

only chair of bone left, Zerrex saw, as the other seemed to have been destroyed during the fight. 

She sighed as she sat down, but now her wounds were healing, and she gazed at him with disgust 

as she said darkly: “Since this is Hell and we‟re supposed to be famous for our deals, let‟s 

negotiate. You call back your damnable… tentacles that are seeping into my domain, and I‟ll 

share my powers with you instead of binding them so tightly that when I die, you‟ll be given 

nothing.” The Princess‟s eyes burned, and she smiled coldly as she leaned forwards, tenting her 

fingers. “It‟s a deal you can‟t resist, Lord Zerrex… not only because of your thirst for power… 

but you know how much abilities like mine can help you in your… idiotic quest for justice or 

whatever you‟re searching for.” 

Zerrex looked at her squarely, and for a few moments, the only sound in the room was 

their breathing: his measured, and hers pained, rough pants. Then he looked down at his hands, 

whispering softly: “I have enough power as it is, Princess… and you and I both know that when 



you do dissipate completely, even you can‟t bind yourself tight enough that none of your powers 

seep into my being. 

“I don‟t want any part of you in my spirit.” the Drakkaren said finally, looking at her 

darkly, and she snorted with disgust, looking away… before she glanced back with surprise as he 

said: “But alright. I‟ll keep you alive… and you‟ll give me some of your abilities. But if you ever 

try to kill me again, then I‟ll drop the nice-guy act and rip you into shreds, Princess. I will kill 

you.” 

She looked at him for a few moments, judging his words… before she finally nodded, 

looking around with a grim smile as Zerrex closed his eyes and concentrated, tilting his head 

upwards. Bit-by-bit, the ferns and trees vanished, leaving only blue, pulsing cracks in the bone 

that made up the surfaces of the room… and then when he opened them, he found himself staring 

at the Princess as she grasped his skull and leaned down, saying softly: “Maybe you‟ll find 

yourself in my position one day, Lord Zerrex… because you may find that powers like these… 

twist your whole world view around.” 

And before he could react, the reptile‟s back arched, the lizard‟s hands convulsing 

uselessly at his sides as his eyes bulged in agony, purple lightning zapping over his body… and 

then the Princess leaned down into his face and shouted: “Wake up!”  

 

The Drakkaren snapped awake, breathing hard as he sat up and looked wildly back and 

forth, and Sin looked up at him in alarm before she sat up herself, gently settling a hand on his 

shoulder as she asked quietly: “What‟s wrong, Zerrex?‟ 

The reptile touched his forehead, breathing hard in and out, shaking his head slowly… 

and then he grunted and winced, clutching his skull with one hand and the blankets with the 

others as purple lighting zapped over his form for a moment, before he fell backwards onto the 

bed with a groan as Sammy leapt up to the bed with a worried squeak and the Seethe Hound 

whined in concern. Sin looked at him nervously for a moment, and then she held a hand out over 

his body, murmuring a spell as she closed her eyes… and then Zerrex opened his own blearily a 

few moments later, mumbling: “My head is going ouch.” 

“Lord Zerrex, what happened?” Sin asked urgently, taking one of his hands quietly… and 

she blinked, tilting her head upwards for a moment before turning her eyes down to meet his, 

saying softly: “There‟s… a different energy signature here. One from a long time ago… the 

Princess…” 

“Power does seem to have a mind of its own.” Zerrex mumbled, and he shook his aching 

skull – which proved to be a mistake, from the angry throb it gave – before he sat up slightly 

with a groan, rubbing a hand through his hair. Then he let his arms drop as Sin gently touched 

his skull with two fingers, before she cursed under her breath and flinched away, and the 

Drakkaren looked up at her with stupid surprise. “Are you okay?” 

“I‟m fine…” Sin said quietly, rubbing at her own head now, then they both blinked as 

Sammy crawled onto Zerrex‟s chest, peering down at him and squeaking. Then he nipped the 

Drakkaren‟s nose before he leaned down towards one of his eyes, squeaking loudly again before 

yelping as Sin gently scooped him up and put him aside, saying softly: “Not at the moment, little 

pseudodragon. Wait until later… Lord Zerrex needs his rest.” A pause, then she added something 

in ancient demonic to the Seethe Hound, and it nodded before pawing over to the door, which 

opened as it approached before it closed as it left and sat down outside. 

Zerrex looked at her nervously, and Sin shook her head quietly, saying softly: “We can‟t 

do with interruptions at the moment, Lord Zerrex… I need to see exactly what the Princess did to 



you, but I‟m being repelled at the moment. I take it she made a deal with you of some kind… 

more power for her life?” 

The Drakkaren didn‟t exactly like the way Sin was looking at him, and he made a face 

before muttering: “Something like that. She attacked me first… it was a nasty little battle. Then 

she said she‟d give up some of her powers if she was permitted to continue to live, and I said yes, 

because I don‟t really want her mixing into my soul the wrong way…” He stopped, then looked 

down, saying quietly: “There‟s nothing worse than being given a whole slew of powers you can‟t 

control, I‟ve seen. It‟s better to play her games, but learn to use whatever abilities she has piece-

by-piece. I hate power… but I‟d rather not go insane again.” 

Sin smiled faintly at this, even as she looked away embarrassedly… and then she finally 

turned her eyes back, saying softly: “Then let me just scan your head, Lord Zerrex. Let me see 

into your mind, at anything she may have… „adjusted‟ when she gave you her abilities. We can‟t 

have her modifying your brain to her own ends, after all, and I don‟t trust her even when she 

does something to save her own life.” 

“She would gladly die just to spite us at this point.” Zerrex admitted, and then he sighed 

before laying back, looking morbid as he asked: “Can‟t we at least wait until my headache goes 

away? I mean, it‟s just going to make things harder for you, anyway.” 

“That might be part of the ruse, though, and I don‟t want to take any chances.” Sin 

responded quietly, looking at him nervously again, and this time Zerrex gave her a flat look that 

made her turn beet-red, as she held her hands half up before resting them against his chest, 

asking finally: “For me, Lord Zerrex?” 

“Fine, Sin. Let‟s do this.” Zerrex finally said, and he made a face as he leaned his head 

forwards slightly, the Naganatine reaching out to carefully grasp the sides of his skull in both her 

hands as he added flatly: “But if anything happens and my head blows up, I‟m blaming you.” 

“Agreed.” Sin smiled a bit after a moment, and the two looked at each other for a few 

moments before she closed her eyes, and Zerrex felt a strange burning sensation run through his 

skull for a moment before he and Sin were standing together in the reptile‟s recent memories, 

and Ravenlight was busy yelling at… well… him, as he looked stupidly through the door. 

“What‟s going on? Where‟s the Princess?” 

Zerrex looked over at Sin, then at the himself from the past and Ravenlight, before he 

rubbed at his skull: it was aching all the worse now, before he muttered: “I get pushed through 

the door… and then I saw the Princess. A few minutes later, after a bumpy elevator ride.” 

Sin nodded, and she held up a hand, making a dismissive gesture that caused the 

memories to flicker rapidly by before she halted, and now Zerrex could see himself and the 

Princess arguing in her room of bone, their voices strangely muffled, their movements slightly-

slowed. Sin watched intently, and the reptile couldn‟t help but ask dumbly: “So hey, tell me. 

How the hell did I experience all this myself, and see it all in third person, if these are memories 

inside my dreams?” 

“All your memory information is taken by my spell, and my knowledge of you as another 

person is combined with that to replicate the memories as if they were being watched by 

someone else, taking into account your other senses and assumptions to fill in gaps here and 

there.” Sin responded mildly, and Zerrex looked at her stupidly as he rubbed slowly at his skull. 

Well, that just makes it ache worse. She sounds like a computer sometimes. “Wait, what just 

happened?” 

Everything had gone black and white… and Zerrex shrugged absently before he said 

mildly: “This must have been when she turned off my sense of sight. Which… doesn‟t make 



much sense in my head, you know, since it wasn‟t really my vision that was being affected, just 

my visual interpretations…” 

“And you think I make your head ache.” Sin murmured, and Zerrex coughed and glanced 

away awkwardly. He‟d forgotten that at the moment, their minds were linked, so… thinking was 

tantamount to talking. “I can‟t reconstruct these memories very well… they‟ve been interfered 

with. I‟m not sure if that means she did something here, or if she simply didn‟t want you to know 

how exactly she was controlling your vision… but I can see we got at least the basic idea from 

your other senses.” 

Zerrex nodded, and then he glanced up and watched as everything returned slowly to 

color, and a gemstone exploded in the air… and Sin frowned as she looked up at these, but didn‟t 

say anything. They watched the rest of the events in quiet, as plants tore through the bone and the 

Princess made her deal… and then Sin froze the memory at the point where the Princess had 

grasped Zerrex‟s forehead and everything else in the environment went blurry. “She may have 

simply tried to kill you there.” 

“I don‟t think she had the energy left.” Zerrex replied, rubbing the back of his head and 

making a face at how naïve he sounded. “Anyway, Sin, her big thing is manipulation. She‟s no 

good at hand-to-hand combat and I already know her magic, and she can‟t go full-demon inside 

my head. So all she‟s got left is trying to trick me into doing this or that… but I don‟t think she 

had time to figure out what to even try and trick me into doing. I think she was honest with that 

last dealing… not because she wanted to be, but because she thought it might lead me to, I 

dunno, wanting more of her powers.” 

Sin nodded slowly, and then the memories vanished, and instead Zerrex was back in 

reality, looking across at Sin as she held onto his head tightly. He could still feel her working on 

something in his mind, however, and it admittedly made him a little nervous that she was still 

fixing something in his brain while he was left outside… and after almost a minute, she opened 

her eyes and said softly: “Sorry, Lord Zerrex. I didn‟t think it would take so long…  but I guess 

that‟s mostly because I really expected to find something.” She smiled a bit, shaking her head 

slowly and frowning past him worriedly. “But I didn‟t find anything… no traps or tricks or… 

anything else. It bothers me… it bothers me a lot.” 

She looked down, then sighed softly as she rolled over to lay on her back beside him, 

staring at the ceiling as she murmured: “The Princess is dangerous… that‟s all I know for certain 

about her. Her personality and her… everything else… is wretched and wicked, and the Four 

Sisters loved you for destroying her… loved you even when you simply stood up to her. 

Absorbing a soul like that, a being capable of sticking, by itself, in your mind and refusing to 

come out… it‟s like… a tumor, or a parasite. It needs to be destroyed… and while I understand 

why you‟re hesitant to do so… making deals with her can only lead to more pain.” 

“I know how you feel, Sin, but… I…” He stopped, knowing that he couldn‟t beat Sin in a 

logical argument, so he smiled a bit as he reached a hand over to grasp her shoulder quietly, 

saying finally: “I have to trust my instincts.” 

Sin sighed… and a moment later, Sammy leapt back up on the bed, the pseudodragon 

squawking before it tackled Zerrex‟s face and bowled him over. The reptile yelped and fell 

backwards, whacked his head off the bedframe, and then he finally half-fell off the bed with a 

loud thump on his back. He let out a loud groan of pain, looking stupidly at the ceiling… but 

before Sin could ask him if he was alright, they both looked up in surprise at a loud rumbling at 

the door. 



A moment later, it flew open and the Seethe Hound flew inside, crashing on top of Zerrex 

in a stunned heap, and Sin let out a growl of outrage before she stared in surprise at the sight of 

Cherry barging in, covered in minor bite marks and with her clothes torn-up, as she shouted: 

“Where the fuck are you, Zerrex? And Sin, baby, next time you wanna keep a door closed, put 

all your Seethe Hounds on duty. That little bitch barely put up a fight… oh, don‟t look at me like 

that, I didn‟t beat on him that badly before I flashed him. And not with my dick, either. Fuck I 

wish my dick was actually out. And… oh great, of course.” 

Zerrex kicked a leg dumbly, his lower limbs stuck in the air against the bed and the only 

things visible with the rest of his body covered by the five-hundred pound spiked canine laying 

on top of him, and Cherry seized one of these as she stomped over, then she hefted him easily 

out from under it and into the air, saying mildly to his stupefied features: “Come on, Boss, I 

found out some info you‟re gonna just love to death. We need to go right now and find Lily, and 

you should come too, Sin… and… that is a hot little number you are wearing!” 

Cherry grinned widely, leaning in close… and then Sin rose a finger and pointed at her, 

and Cherry looked confused for a moment before her entire body suddenly went rigid, her 

fingers releasing Zerrex before she keeled slowly over onto her back, her eyes looking back and 

forth in shock. Zerrex groaned as he landed on his head beside her feet, and then he crawled 

slowly up onto the bed as Sammy leapt down on top of Cherry, climbing her mountainous 

breasts and gazing down at her with a growl as the male Drakkaren asked tiredly: “Temporary 

paralysis?” 

“An old favorite spell of mine, for dealing with… problematic people.” Sin replied 

quietly, and she sighed as Zerrex stood up, rubbing at her head quietly. “We were only asleep for 

three hours… if you sent her off on a mission, I have to admit I‟m impressed by how fast she 

works.” 

“Glug blue.” Cherry blurted, and she began to wriggle back and forth, even if her 

movements were waxy and her body didn‟t seem like it wanted to move very much. Zerrex 

rolled his eyes, then he leaned down and picked her up around the waist as if she was a piece of 

lumber, carrying her out the door as he waved a goodbye to Sin, who was looking down at the 

bed with worry on her features. 

He tossed Cherry down in the hall as Sammy followed along in their footsteps, and she 

burst into life the moment she collided with the rug, sitting up and staring stupidly back and forth 

as Zerrex closed the door to the Naganatine‟s room. He looked down at her mildly, putting his 

hands on his hips, and she looked back up with an embarrassed grin before she turned serious, 

looking back and forth nervously before she said quietly: “The same major import ring that‟s 

been bringing in Wulfe products has also been shipping demons out of Hell… and I got reason to 

believe they shipped Mercy out into the mortal world, too.” 

“What?” Zerrex looked down at her with surprise, and then he shook his head slowly as 

Cherry jumped to her feet and rubbed her hands over her tattered clothing. “Who‟d you get this 

from?” 

“Some dregs in one of the casinos… I told them I was interested in working an angle and 

getting some imports of my own shipped down from the mortal realm.” She paused, then added 

meditatively: “Then again, once I tossed two bags of gold their way, I instantly turned into their 

best friend. They even gave me some shipping manifests, which I already dropped off at the 

Central Spire. Lily, Selena, and Amiglion are in some high-ass council meeting right now, 

though, with White and some of the others… the Amazons wouldn‟t let me barge in, so I hid 

them among the mounds of paperwork in Lily‟s office instead.” 



Zerrex nodded slowly, then he murmured: “It‟s probably about the Parasites… what 

about the hunting party?” 

“This part you‟ll like. Me, you, Vampire, Bondage, Priest, and I was gonna get Mist and 

Shine, but I figured they‟d been through enough as it is, so instead I‟m subbing in Desire and 

Cypress. Those two ain‟t half-bad, you know… and I think they‟re taking that whole Iuratus deal 

seriously.” Cherry added on their behalf, and Zerrex nodded a bit after a moment as she looked 

at him pointedly. 

“I‟ll think about it.” he said finally, and Cherry looked pleased with herself before she 

became serious again as he asked quietly: “Seven‟s a large number… will we still be concealed 

as a hunting party?” 

Cherry nodded after a moment with a snort, looking entertained. “Just coverin‟ your 

bodyguards and a few friends, you dig? And seven ain‟t a bad number at all when we have to 

head to the northeastern Sloth Circle… as I remember, there‟s one particular species of beast 

there that gets very rowdy when disturbed.” 

Zerrex frowned for a moment, and then he snorted and shook his head, looking at her 

with disbelief. “You want to hunt down a Great Conch? Cherry, those things are massive, 

armored, and extremely grumpy when you wake them up. And what the hell are we gonna do 

with it after we kill it? The meat‟s barely edible even for demons!” 

“We‟re gonna put the shell to use as a tank.” Cherry said blithely, and Zerrex tilted his 

head curiously before they both looked up as Sin emerged in her long black dress, her Seethe 

Hound glaring furiously at Cherry as it followed her. “Hey there, sweet stuff. Sorry about  the 

whole… you know. And you too, little doggy! I uh. Hey, here‟s a treat!” 

Cherry rummaged in her pocket, then she produced a baggy with a chunk of meat in it, 

taking this out and tossing it to the Seethe Hound. It snatched this out of the air and chewed it up, 

still looking at Cherry distrustfully even as it swallowed, and then it snorted disdainfully at her as 

Sin said dryly: “Lady Cherry, please. They aren‟t stupid animals, like you encounter on the 

mortal plane. Now if you would, I‟d like to get going myself… have you filled Lord Zerrex in on 

any necessary details we can share at the council?” 

“Apparently that‟s locked down at the moment… Cherry couldn‟t get in, which means 

that you or I would likely even have trouble getting inside.” He paused, then added meditatively: 

“Even worse would be Lily‟s rage, since she‟s probably still just working on what we told her to 

do… and Sabnock is probably going to be a little pissed at how we handled things too. There is 

something you can do for me, though, Sin…” 

She tilted her head curiously, and Zerrex smiled a bit, saying quietly: “I‟m very 

unfamiliar with the Circle of Sloth, and we need to head there to check out some kind of 

smuggling operation. But I need to draw attention away while Cherry and I try to figure out 

where the operation is, so I‟d like you to organize a raid on one of the other known smugglers… 

uh… let‟s hit that rat-bastard Halpas‟s „secret‟ operation in the Northern Province, I know 

there‟ll be plenty of political lash-back but I‟m through playing games with the asshole. I‟d like 

you or Selena to head the raid, and I‟m going on a „hunt‟ in the Circle of Sloth for a Great 

Conch.” 

“It‟s elaborate.” Sin said mildly, and Zerrex looked at her flatly. Cherry frowned a bit at 

the friction between the two, before the Naganatine blushed and bowed her head forwards, 

mumbling: “I‟m sorry, Lord Zerrex, I must have… awoken on the wrong side of the bed, is that 

the term?” 



“It‟s okay, Sin. We all woke up tired today.” Zerrex replied with a faint smile, and Sin 

nodded to him before she created a portal and stepped through it, the Seethe Hound following 

her, and Sammy gave the huge beast a friendly nip as it disappeared through the portal before the 

pseudodragon ran back over to curl back and forth between Zerrex‟s legs. He looked down, 

watching it for a few moments, and then he laughed a bit and said softly: “To be a pet, huh?” A 

pause, and a slight grin up at Cherry. “It seems to work well for you, after all.” 

“Dude, you have no idea.” Cherry responded with a grin of her own, and then she 

hesitated before asking: “You uh. You and Sin okay? Seemed like she almost got bitchy at you 

for a minute, and like. She ain‟t ever bitchy with you. Hell, I‟ve only seen her bitchy with me 

before, and that‟s saying something.” 

Zerrex shrugged a bit, and then he tapped on his skull, saying quietly: “I had a little run in 

with the Princess. Kicked her ass, and she traded some of her powers to me for her life. I-” 

“Bad. Ass.” Cherry said emphatically, and she waved her arms before asking with a grin: 

“So like. Can you control shit with your mind now? Or do you have super magic powers? Or 

like, maybe you can do that whole… time… control… shit, the shit she used to do where she 

fuckin‟ like… you know. Broke something, then restored it, you were always talkin‟ about that 

and it looked badass when I saw some of the old history logs and she broke that wine glass, then 

restored it and all the wine floated back up into it…” 

“I wish you‟d stop watching those.” Zerrex said morbidly, and he sighed as she shrugged 

amiably, before asking quietly: “So is the group readied to go? You seemed a bit anxious to land 

running with this one.” 

Cherry nodded, her grin fading a bit as she fidgeted a bit on the spot. “We‟ll be ready 

soon, yeah, so sort of. Everyone knows now, and Vampire is showing off his „orders to protect 

the High King‟ to everyone and babbling about what an awesome hunt they‟re going to have, 

and all this nonsense. If anyone can spread a rumor, it‟s that gossipy old lady.” She snorted 

amusedly at this as Zerrex smiled slightly, and then the female added: “Everyone else is arming 

up. We‟re going to meet in two hours in the great hall of this place. I figured that‟d be best.” 

“Then I‟m going to go to the Central Spire and see if I can get a quick word in with 

Selena and Lily. I‟ll make a formal request so I don‟t have to deal with more people trying to kill 

me.” Zerrex shook his head a bit, and then he headed for his room, Cherry tagging along behind 

him. “Do you remember the access codes for the Vault in the basement?” 

“Hell yes.” Cherry nodded a few times again, her eyes lighting up as she began to dance 

on the spot like an overexcited child. “Does that mean I can go grab whatever I want down 

there?” 

“Help yourself, just don‟t-” But Cherry was already gone, and Zerrex rolled his eyes as 

he approached his armoire, opening the doors to pull out a bright green robe that was edged in 

gold, slipping it quickly on as he muttered: “I hate it when she does that. And I hate this stuff, 

too. Where‟s my… there it is.” 

The reptile reached down and picked up a pair of golden pauldrons that looked almost 

like deformed, ornamental bowls, and he carefully put these on over the robe, muttering at how 

long it took to attach them manually when they could have simply been sewn into the robes or 

glued on by magic. He paused, looking at the dusty crown and facemask he never wore stuffed 

away in the bottom shelf, and then he closed the doors of the armoire and created a portal, 

mumbling: “I already feel stuffy enough as it is. Stupid everything.” 

Zerrex stepped out into a large circular room a moment later, with only a single pair of 

double doors leading out and a pair of enormous Royal Guards standing beside them… and they 



both stared at the Drakkaren as he rose a hand, and they saluted immediately. He smiled a bit, 

then the reptile said clearly: “Why don‟t you both go on break? And do me a favor… find 

whoever‟s working on messenger duty today and tell them to send a message to Princess Lily or 

Princess Selena. I wanna see one of them within two hours‟ time.” 

“Sir!” the two demons saluted, and then they both vanished through separate portals, 

leaving Zerrex standing alone in the circular room. He glanced back and forth at the coats of 

arms and flags that now hung on the walls, remembering that long ago, this was where he‟d 

fought Beatrice Blossom… and he had defeated her, even if he hadn‟t managed to kill her. That 

honor, however, had gone fittingly to Cherry… and Zerrex was glad for it for many reasons. 

Even if in another way, it‟s saddening… 

He glanced at the only object in the large, circular room, and he smiled a bit as he 

approached the huge glass showcase, resting his hands against it quietly as he looked at the 

broken weapon resting on red velvet, not needing to read the little plaque to know perfectly what 

it was. Broken into more than a dozen shards and a dark handle with a ruby pommel, a chunk of 

shattered blade still standing out from the hilt, was Blackheart: his treasured weapon that had 

been destroyed in his battle against his first son, Crow. 

Zerrex shook his head a bit, and then he glanced to the side as he sensed a presence, 

smiling faintly at the sight of a small Dius wearing a green robe similar to his, with light blue 

scales and tall, antler-like horns… as well as a pair of white, braided pigtails that fell past her 

shoulders, her hair neatly parted. “Don‟t you have library duty, Blueberry?” 

She laughed a bit at this, and then his daughter reached up and squeezed his shoulder 

gently, saying in her soft, sweet voice: “Didn‟t you hear, Daddy? I‟ve been moved to the 

research department… so I decided to take some time off from my research on magic to come up 

here and well… research on you.” 

Annabelle „Blueberry‟ Child-of-the-Waves Narrius looked up at her father lovingly for a 

moment, and then she pressed her hands quietly against the glass, gazing down at the weapon 

with reverence. She was one of his youngest daughters, inquisitive and lovely as Zerrex 

remembered, but he knew that a lot could change over the few mortal days he‟d spent above… 

and if he was glad to see anyone, it was her. His younger children, after all, would miss out on all 

the time he‟d been able to spend with the others… and he reached an arm out and wrapped it 

amiably around her, as he asked softly: “Well, what do you want to know?” 

“Why don‟t you re-forge this sword, for one thing… it‟s a beautiful weapon, even for a 

mortal one.” Blueberry nodded, looking up at him with her bright sapphire eyes. “It‟s so simple, 

yet that‟s part of what makes it elegant… at least… that‟s what I‟d think if it was back together.” 

“Blackheart and I were almost friends… no, we really were, once upon a time.” Zerrex 

said softly, squeezing the much-smaller Dius gently against his side: unlike most, she was only 

some five feet tall, even though she was fully mature by now. “But that time has passed, 

unfortunately, Blueberry. What made the sword so special was that, after the first time it was 

shattered, it was rebuilt with my own energy inside of it… making it not a living weapon, but 

one that responded to me almost like it was an extension of myself. But when Crow shattered it 

and picked it up, his own energy overrode and corrupted mine… the sword won‟t respond to me 

anymore. Hell, it even hurts me when I hold the handle for too long… and it feels like betrayal.” 

Zerrex knew that the last bit didn‟t make much sense, but Blueberry took his meaning 

anyway as she nodded slowly, looking up at him and murmuring softly: “Oh Daddy… but I think 

you could fix it if you really wanted to, and I think you‟d feel better with that in your hands… I 



know how you switch from your cane to a cleaver to all manner of other weapons, but you‟re 

always looking at this sword with such… yearning in your eyes.” 

The Drakkaren smiled down at her, and then he nodded after a moment. There was a 

quiet pause, and then she asked softly: “Can you tell me more about Crow?” 

“I… don‟t know a lot about him.” Zerrex hesitated, but then he went on as he squeezed 

Blueberry gently against his side, saying softly: “Crow… was originally… in my daughter 

Marina. He was the son of Narrius, who had… raped her.” The words were hard for him to say, 

but… as he spoke, he felt… like he was getting a release from these pains that had infested him 

for literally millions of years now. “When I found Marina, she was very, very pregnant. They 

were probably about to extract the baby from her… and so… I had sex with her and… killed the 

child.”  

He stopped, looking at her with a bit of a blush, but Blueberry only nodded, looking calm 

and serious but not surprised or even disgusted. The reptile reminded himself this was Hell after 

a moment, and that the morals were different… and then he took a breath before continuing: 

“Crow must have fallen to the Unworld, as the souls of most too young to have sinned or to  

understand the concepts of Heaven and Hell and limbo do… but there, he was picked up by 

Celestial and… taken into her body somehow. Celestial… my mother… Narrius‟s wife… she 

had sex with me… often enough to get enough energy from my body to revive Crow… and 

when she gave birth to him, she gave birth to a monster. We know that Crow absorbed much of 

her energies… and he absorbed all of Narrius.  

“Crow killed my daughter, Cindy, on the mortal plane. He banished Cherry to Hell. He 

almost killed Marina. And he would have killed me, too, if I hadn‟t dragged him down to Hell in 

the body I was possessing.” Zerrex said softly, looking at Blackheart and watching as not blue, 

but dark energy seemed to sizzle along it, from hilt to broken blade tip. “He broke my sword and 

used it against me, and he hurt a lot of people I cared about when they all came to help. Finally, 

he was forced down into the Unworld by a group binding, and I followed him there to finish him 

off… it was a long and ugly battle, but… I did kill him. But if I hadn‟t had help, I never would 

have managed it.” 

Blueberry nodded slowly, resting against her father‟s side before she asked quietly: “So 

how did you feel when fighting him? Did it hurt you?” 

Zerrex smiled a bit, looking down thoughtfully before he patted her gently on the back. 

“There was definitely no instantaneous, unconditional love for him the moment I saw him and 

found out he was my son, that much is for certain. I… don‟t know if love really is conditional or 

unconditional, either, but… that‟s a whole different story. It… hurt to know that I had a part in 

his creation. But I was glad to see him die… because he was twisted and lunatic.” A long pause, 

and then he hung his head as he rubbed a hand down the glass, murmuring: “It was nothing like 

when Sin and I fought Aether.” 

The small Dius nodded silently, and there was quiet for a little while, before she finally 

looked up and asked gently: “Do you ever stop blaming yourself for what happened with him?”  

“Not really.” Zerrex admitted after a moment, and Blueberry nodded before she hugged 

him tightly, closing her eyes as she rested her head against his powerful abdominals. Zerrex 

quietly grasped her shoulders, lowering his head a bit as the memories of Aether stirred up his 

self-loathing… but the hug from his youngest child gave him renewed happiness for what he did 

have, and everything that had gone right in his twisted-upside-down life. 

“Tell me about yourself, though, Blueberry… I haven‟t seen you in well… many a year 

for you, and I wanna know what‟s been going on with you.” Zerrex smiled a bit as he took her 



hands when she slipped away, and she laughed softly, gazing up at him affectionately. “You‟re 

still my little girl, after all… at least for a little while.” 

Blueberry nodded, and she talked happily for more than an hour about her life, Zerrex 

only needing to nod a bit here and there as he smiled and listened. She had developed nicely… 

and the reptile could still remember clearly like it was yesterday, her in diapers and sucking on a 

pacifier, too shy to play with the other kids as she tried to stack her runic blocks up high. The 

reptile had kept those blocks for countless generations, passing them down from one child to the 

next… and even after they got too old for them, the reptile still kept them in his office in the 

Vault of the Ravenlight Estate, and he‟d play with them when bored, loving how the runes lit up 

when he spelled simple words or made patterns with them. 

His little girl was all grown up now, though: she had a good job as a magical researcher 

and biographer, and she still saw her family whenever she could. She had her own little house, 

where she lived with a roommate who was part of the Sisterhood and worked at a chapel in the 

Circle of Minor Sins. She enjoyed her work, and over the years, she‟d worked hard on learning 

the mortal languages and how to write in the common mortal scripts… and she had also done 

plenty of magical training, even if she wasn‟t a fighter like most of the family. Her talent wasn‟t 

in healing, either, but in academic studies… and she blushed a bit when she said this, but Zerrex 

only nodded and patted her gently on the head. Much as they weren‟t for him, he knew that at 

least some of the stuff she could learn was useful… and since her specialty was magical research 

and history, it meant she‟d probably be able to teach even him one or two useful things one day. 

Besides… it‟s important to learn from the past. Then again, I also think we should work harder 

at immortalizing evil than good… if only because then we‟d be able to better remember why we 

don‟t commit genocide or other not-very-socially-acceptable acts. 

The Drakkaren shook his head a bit, and then looked down as Blueberry stopped with a 

blush, grasping her own muzzle lightly. “I‟m sorry, Daddy, I‟ve really talked your head off… I 

guess I‟m just really glad to see you after so long.” 

“I am too, Blueberry.” He kissed her forehead gently, and she laughed a bit and smiled up 

at him, and they traded a hug again before Zerrex looked up as Selena appeared through a portal, 

looking tired and disgruntled. “Looks like I‟ve got to get back to work though… take care of 

yourself, and feel free to stop by any time, huh?” 

“I will, Father. Thank you. Goodbye…” Blueberry leaned up to peck his cheek gently as 

the Drakkaren leaned down, and then she turned and created a white portal, stepping through it 

as Zerrex watched before he turned his attention to Selena, who waved at him absently to take all 

the time he needed as she sat back against a wall and slid slowly down it… a little different from 

the impatience he had expected. 

He walked over to her, tilting his head, and she mumbled: “Dude. Lily is the most boring 

person in the universe. I don‟t see what you see in that chick, even if she is a good friend when 

her mouth isn‟t yammering away.” She paused, then opened one eye to look up at him. “So what 

the hell did you want, anyway? Take your time, I don‟t wanna go back to the council meeting 

until Lily‟s done her damn speech.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, and then he said quietly: “We may have found where Mercy exited 

Hell. There‟s a smuggling ring set up in the Circle of Sloth, and Cherry and I are going with 

some old friends to check it out. I‟ve asked Sin to lead an attack on Halpas‟s Northern Province 

operation to distract everyone while we make our move to infiltrate and destroy the Sloth ring. 

I‟m also going to send someone through the portal to see if they can snag Mercy, since she 

shouldn‟t be more than a few steps away.” 



Selena looked up at him for a few moments, and then she sighed before shaking her head, 

saying quietly: “Happy as I am everyone‟s together… goddamn do I miss the days when it was 

you and me against Hell. I never meant to care about you, you stupid son of a bitch, and then all 

of a sudden I did, and it was wonderful every time we went and busted some skulls or stood up, 

just you and me, against someone else… fuck. Fuck this shit, these emotions.” She stood up, 

then looked at him shamefully as she rubbed at one of her eyes, saying softly: “I know we gotta 

function as one-for-all, all-for-one, even if I ain‟t good at that… so let me help out. Please. I… I 

want to feel that I‟m still useful to you.” 

The Drakkaren looked at her quietly… and then he finally smiled faintly, saying softly: 

“Yeah. Maybe you can help, Selena… even if the job‟s dangerous as hell and-” 

“Dude, don‟t you dare make a joke about me going to get you coffee or staying here to 

watch over Lily and Ami, even if they are both retards in combat sometimes.” Selena said 

darkly, her eyes turning black before they returned to normal, as she winced and rubbed at her 

head. “Well. Okay, after what I saw Lily do last time, maybe she ain‟t totally hopeless.” 

“Kill or capture Halpas.” Zerrex said mildly, and Selena gaped at him before he added, 

despite his own misgivings and worries: “Or are you a big fat chicken?” 

“What the fuck do chickens have to do with anything, I still don‟t understand that.” 

Selena muttered, but she looked offended nonetheless; it wasn‟t exactly a hard thing to do, on the 

other hand. “But okay, sure, yeah, I‟d be up for a little challenge. I uh. I get to take some dudes 

with me to help me out with his gang, though, right? The dude‟s got his fingers in a lot of pies 

and he‟s a major player here in Hell… I remember when you fought him, even you had trouble.” 

“Yeah, because he so many cybernetic upgrades.” Zerrex replied, feeling oddly wounded. 

Then he cleared his throat, looking at her mildly as he added seriously: “Look, Selena, if you‟re 

too tired, or you can‟t do this, you don‟t have to. Sin won‟t attack until I say so, and you can take 

all the time you need… I‟d like the Royal Guards to start mumbling rumors about the attacks 

long before they occur, after all. It might make it more dangerous when they strike at whatever 

base he‟s set up, but on the other hand…” 

“They‟ll have Sin with them. Dudes‟ll be scared shitless.” Selena said mildly, shaking her 

head a bit before she smiled slightly. “And if I can kill Halpas, you lose a major political 

adversary, and we prove to a lot of people you don‟t take crap from anyone, even if all these 

years you‟ve been letting him continue his operations because he‟s got a lot of ties with the 

Barred City locals. The only problem I see with this plan is if the Barred City rises up… bastards 

could cause us a lot of problems.” 

Zerrex shook his head slowly, saying quietly: “We‟ll deal with them when we have to. 

For now, we need to focus on starting a more-serious attack on some of these sites. We don‟t 

need another huge mess like we had in Ire on our hands, after all… and Wulfe Pharmaceuticals 

can‟t be permitted to ship any more of their products here into Hell.” He paused, then looked 

morbid, rubbing at the back of his head. “I swear to whatever gods are above, this whole time-

change is going to drive me insane. It‟s been what, months? And up above that translates to… 

minutes?” 

Selena shrugged, looking back at him with dry amusement. “Why the hell do I care? I 

just know the basic principle that a lot of years here equals just one day up in the physical world, 

and that‟s all that‟s ever mattered. You worry too much about things in the far future, Zerrex… 

see, right now, I know Mercy is out in the mortal world, and maybe already in danger… but I 

don‟t worry because I know that even if it takes years, we can still save her before anything 

seriously bad happens.” Selena met his eyes, adding quietly: “I‟ve learned to be a bit patient, 



Boss. Might be surprising, but I guess if you taught me one thing… it‟s that nothing is 

impossible.” 

Zerrex smiled a bit at this, then he glanced down to his feet as Sammy popped out of 

nowhere with a huff, looking up at him and clinging to his leg as the Drakkaren said quietly: 

“Hey, you‟re too little to come with me on this mission.” 

“Nah, he ain‟t.” Selena said immediately, and Sammy looked at her with surprise as she 

grinned and crossed her chiseled arms, winking at Zerrex‟s sour look. “That isn‟t a cute little 

house-pet, Zer. That‟s a pseudodragon. That little beast of yours is probably already capable of 

killing most minor demons by itself, if you‟d only train the little bugger. And Sloth is the perfect 

place to get in some of that training… everything there gets too tired of running after about ten 

seconds, so it‟s not like it‟s hard to escape.” 

“Yeah, except Cherry wants to hunt a Great Conch.” Zerrex said flatly, and he reached an 

arm down automatically as Sammy chirped, and the pseudodragon bounced its way up to curl 

around his shoulders contentedly. “Even I have trouble breaking through a Great Conch shell.” 

Selena looked at them thoughtfully for a few moments, and then she walked over and 

tickled under Sammy‟s jaw as she whispered to Zerrex softly: “Someone taught me that 

sometimes it ain‟t size that matters… it‟s will and determination. And if this little bastard takes 

after you… well… he should have more than enough of both to get the job done. Now if you‟ll 

excuse me, I gotta go get bitched at by Lily, but I‟ll pass the message along to the council and 

summon Sin to the meeting.” She created a portal, then paused as she looked back at Zerrex, 

adding mildly: “Take my advice for once, huh? You might actually be pleasantly surprised.” 

Zerrex watched her as she left, rubbing at his head slowly… and then he grumbled 

something under his breath, looking at Sammy as the little dragon twisted its head around on its 

long neck to look back at him, before he asked plainly: “So do you wanna come with me?” 

It nodded and chirped, and the Drakkaren sighed, rubbing the back of his head slowly. 

“Well… I guess that‟s okay then. Just don‟t get yourself killed, I sure as hell do not want you 

dying on me after everything we‟ve been through.” He paused, then turned around to look at his 

sword quietly for a few moments, before he asked softly, not even realizing he was speaking: 

“What about you, old friend? Did you turn your back on me because you were corrupted… or 

because I‟ve given up on ever holding you again?” 

Dark energy sparked over the sword… and Zerrex rested both of his hands on the case as 

he closed his eyes and bowed his head forwards. Sammy leapt down to it a moment later, 

chirping at him and nibbling at one of his hands… and the reptile opened his eyes with a quiet 

smile, patting him softly on the head. “You know, I come here a lot when I want to be alone. 

This is a sacred place in the Spire… it‟s not only a battleground where the blood of two 

Incarnates was spilled, and it‟s not only the place I redecorated so that the flags of not only 

Heaven and Hell but the mortal realm hang all in one place… but it‟s sort of a shrine. To the 

defeat of the Princess, to the defeat of Crow, to the defeat of Narrius himself… and when I stop 

and think about it, I don‟t know which one of those three were the most dangerous.” 

He stopped, looking back down at his sword as Sammy nodded a bit and tapped quietly 

along the glass, peering down at the weapon as well… and then he jumped when black electricity 

zapped along the broken bits of blade, causing them all to stir in their spot as Zerrex sighed and 

shook his head slowly. “To think. All this power I have, and now I can‟t even hold my own 

sword… and you know, Sammy, swords aren‟t actually the weapon I‟m best with.” He smiled a 

bit as he looked at the pseudodragon, which tilted its head curiously. “The weapon I‟m best with 

is the pole… a simple quarterstaff or the like. Swords I tend to screw up with, and well… with 



cleavers, it doesn‟t take a lot of style or technique to hack an enemy in half, with the sheer 

weight and power of the weapon.  

“Blackheart and I always worked together well, though, and I miss it.” Zerrex crossed his 

arms over the glass, leaning against it and sighing a bit as he rested his head on them, looking 

mildly up at the pseudodragon. “Believe me, I‟ve had lots of weapons over the years and most of 

them are broken or have been passed on. But Blackheart I‟ve always missed. For me, this feels 

sort of like… I‟m sitting next to a friend in a coma. An… angry coma, at that.” 

The Drakkaren made a face as dark energy zapped through the blade again, and he finally 

straightened and walked away from the case to instead examine the various flags and crests on 

the wall, murmuring: “It only does that when I‟m around… Sammy, do you think if something 

has energy in it, it‟s alive? Then again, everything possesses energy… and we‟re all built up of 

the same stuff. Trees are alive, too, and in Hell, plenty of objects are animated… but what is 

life?” He made a face, and Sammy chirped at him as he hopped off the showcase to bound over 

to Zerrex‟s feet, nipping at his robes. “I wonder how alive Blackheart is…” 

Sammy nipped more insistently at him, and Zerrex looked down after a moment before 

the dragon hopped up to his hind legs, craning his head upwards. Zerrex met his eyes, frowning a 

bit… and then he winced as a vision entered his still slightly-achy head, rubbing at his skull 

before he made a bit of a face, saying mildly: “A ball? Bit late to play fetch, kid.”  

The dragon rolled his eyes, huffed, then gave Zerrex the same kind of look he gave 

Cherry when she was being an idiot. Then he glared again, and the Drakkaren rubbed at his skull 

slowly as the vision faded in once more, this time in brighter colors that made his skull ache… 

before he brightened as he said stupidly: “Oh, I get it, you want me to use the crystals!” 

The vision vanished, and Sammy dropped down to all fours with a prim nod and a look 

that asked plainly: „was that so hard?‟ The lizard favored the little pseudodragon with a sour 

look, and then they both glanced up as a portal appeared and Cherry emerged into the room. She 

paused for a moment before turning to Zerrex to mutter and half-salute his broken sword, as she 

always did, and then she turned her eyes back towards him, saying mildly: “You got your shit 

together yet Boss? The gang‟s almost ready to go.” 

“Have not even started yet. I was waiting for you or Sin to show up.” Zerrex paused, then 

he cleared his throat and said loudly: “Sin, I‟m sending Cherry to see you!” 

Cherry snorted amusedly, rolling her eyes… and then she jumped, looking back and forth 

with an expression of horror as Sin‟s voice called, as if from some great distance: “Yes, Lord 

Zerrex… I‟ll await her at Legion 452.” 

“Dude, like. What the hell.” Cherry shivered a bit as she hugged herself, looking 

suspiciously back and forth. “I‟ve heard of throwing your voice, but that‟s like… catapulting 

your voice or some crazy shit. Sin is some crazy shit.” A pause, then she whispered: “She didn‟t 

hear that, did she?” 

The Drakkaren rolled his eyes, and then he said mildly: “I guess you‟re going to find out. 

Anyway, I need you to carry a message to Sin for me… tell her that Selena is going to take a 

squadron to defeat Halpas, and I‟m going to leave shortly for the hunt. Selena and Sin should 

coordinate the attack between themselves for maximum effect, and it can‟t take place for at least 

twenty hours. I want our hunting trip to look as natural as I can.” 

“Got it. It‟s gonna take us that long to find a Great Conch anyway.” Cherry said mildly, 

grinning a bit as she winked at him, and then she walked over and slapped him firmly on the 

shoulder. “I‟d gear up if I were you though, Boss. We‟re gonna need to get our asses moving 

shortly, and you‟re still in that stupid-ass robe.” 



Zerrex nodded, glancing down at himself with a bit of a face, and Cherry laughed as she 

winked before creating a portal, saying mildly: “By the way, don‟t touch the shit in what I‟m 

now calling my room. That‟s my shit for the duration of this mission here. You can go get your 

own shit from down in the Vault.” 

The reptile rolled his eyes as she vanished through the portal, and then he glanced down 

at Sammy, asking mildly: “See why I don‟t like her that much sometimes? She‟s a bossy little 

bitch.” 

The pseudodragon chirped in response, and then Zerrex extended an arm to it, and the 

little beast leapt quickly up his strong limb to his shoulder before the Drakkaren created a portal 

of his own, tossing one last look at Blackheart before he stepped through and entered into a small 

cement room, an automated turret in the corner of each clicking on and aiming at him for a 

moment as a central camera over a huge, hydraulic door locked in on him, whirring as it locked 

onto his face. 

Then the red light on the camera binged blue, and a moment later the huge, pneumatic 

door in the wall hissed as several large valve handles spun rapidly around and locked into 

different positions. Zerrex walked forwards as an alarm beeped three times, and he grasped the 

lowest handle before grunting and slowly pulling it open… and a moment later he stepped into 

the Vault, which was also known as the Ravenlight Estate‟s Museum of Arms. 

The hall was some forty feet wide and at least a hundred and fifty long, and the first thirty 

feet or so of each long wall leading towards the back of the room was taken up by shelves-upon-

shelves of ammunition – both for mortal and demonic arms, from boxes of bullets to arrows, 

from rockets to explosive bolts. In between these shelves were tables strewn with all manner of 

gear not kept in any real order: combat vests, jackets, bandoliers, quivers, sidepacks… and 

Zerrex absently stripped off his robe and pauldrons to toss these onto an empty table nearby, 

which had an ugly, handmade sign hanging from a chain over it that said: “LAUNDRY.” 

He stretched slowly as Sammy jumped down to gaze back and forth with surprise, 

chirping quietly as they passed the shelves stocked with ammunition to pass the walls covered in 

weaponry: the lowest point, near the floor, always held some form of knife or small weapon, but 

for the first few dozen feet, the walls were covered in mortal weaponry… guns of every shape 

and size, most of them „taken as evidence‟ from illegal import bases. The Drakkaren had quite a 

collection… and then he paused to walk over to one of the many stands that dotted the center of 

the long hall, gently stroking a finger along the body of a massive RPG launcher as he said with 

quiet entertainment: “See this thing here, Sammy? It shoots what‟s called a rocket… well… a 

rocket-powered grenade, technically… and these are little projectiles that make big explosions. I 

need to install something like this in your mouth at some point.” 

Sammy rolled his eyes, then he leapt up on top of the RPG and strutted along it, 

stretching out his back as he looked imperiously at Zerrex. The Drakkaren snorted in amusement, 

then he headed onwards, and Sammy leapt down to follow him closely, as they went from racks 

of guns to racks of swords, spears, and every other kind of weapon imaginable, with plenty of 

different holders sitting in the middle of the hall. 

Zerrex, however, continued to ignore everything they passed, even as they walked past 

shields and other armors… and Sammy tilted his head curiously before watching as the 

Drakkaren walked up to a huge golden shield on the wall, shaped like an oval… and the reptile 

twisted this upside down on whatever holder it sat atop, and the pseudodragon squeaked in 

surprise as a large section of the wall sank slowly down into the floor, shield and all. Then 

Zerrex winked over his shoulder at Sammy before walking into a room lit by a glowing blue orb 



placed in the ceiling, and the tiny dragon quickly followed Zerrex into a plush red office, with a 

large oak desk and a beautiful wooden chair with a red-cushioned backing. 

On the wall were two swords: a serrated blade with a hilt shaped to protect the hands of 

the user, beautifully and ornately designed… and beneath it, a plain steel blade that Zerrex could 

buy anywhere for a handful of gold… but it had been Selena‟s first gift to him, and he treasured 

it mightily. On the desk sat a few other odds and ends, and the Drakkaren walked around this to 

first reach down and open the top drawer, pulling out a pair of keys… and an ancient pair of .52 

magnum handguns, made of gleaming purple steel and designed to perfectly fit Zerrex‟s hands. 

They had become a bit battered and worn over the years, but they still looked polished and 

brilliant… and Zerrex spun these on his fingers before he tossed both of them up into the air and 

caught them with a flick of his wrists, chambering a round into each and aiming them forwards 

as he said softly: “No safeties, minimal recoil, maximum firepower. Engineered by mortals, 

enhanced further by demons.” 

He put them both gently down on the table after a moment, then he pulled the holsters 

and a thin leather belt out of the drawer. A few moments later, and he was wearing the holsters, 

the belt cinched tight around his waist and the guns sliding home into the black leather… and 

Zerrex smiled a bit to himself as he shut the door and opened another to pull out six clips, 

tucking three into the small loops on the front of each belt as he murmured: “With a gun like this, 

it‟s too dangerous to use reality-altering magic to make the bullets regenerate as they‟re fired… 

but there‟s something magical nonetheless about using guns in combat and reloading them the 

old-fashioned way…” 

He laughed a bit, shaking his head slowly and smiling as he picked the pair of keys up 

from the desk to bounce them lightly in his hand, and then he walked around the desk as Sammy 

watched curiously, and the Drakkaren felt carefully along the smooth red walls of the office 

before he touched a flaw in the wall, and he raised one of the keys to this, sliding it into the hole 

and turning it… and a straight crack appeared in the wall that the Drakkaren slid his claws into, 

sliding the wall open like a pair of closet doors and looking thoughtfully into a personal closet he 

kept, Sammy leaping up onto the desk to stare with a squawk of amazement as Zerrex looked 

over his shoulder with a grin. “Sin‟s good to me. She set all this up…” A pause as he reached 

into the closet, pulling out a black shirt made of tightly-woven wyrm scales and a thick pair of 

dragon-leather chaps, before he leaned down and tossed out a pair of polished combat boots as 

well, Sammy ducking with a squawk as they flew over his head. “Now watch this.” 

The Drakkaren closed the doors, and then he removed the key before he tabbed through 

the keyring, and inserted another. The pseudodragon sat back on his hind legs curiously, and then 

he let out a surprised squeak as Zerrex opened the doors again not on a clothes closet, but instead 

a small metal locker full of weaponry, and the reptile grinned over his shoulder, imitating a 

raised eyebrow. “Pretty cool, right?” 

He turned his attention back to the weapons locker, and he reached inside to pull out a 

long, single-edged sword, closing his eyes as he let the black-wrapped ivory handle rest against 

his features for a moment. The metal sheath of the sword seemed to pulse for a moment, and then 

the Drakkaren turned around and gently placed the seven-foot sword down on the ground, 

murmuring quietly: “Fell Tempest, Sword of Sorrow. A gift from my kids that‟s some eight-

million years old now… another sword I share a bit of a brotherhood with, even if the blade is 

always sad.” 

Zerrex laughed quietly, then he turned back to the weapons locker, picking up a simple 

combat knife and tossing that onto the table… and Sammy watched as the Drakkaren closed the 



closet doors and locked them, the wall becoming simply a wall again as Zerrex dropped the keys 

back into a drawer before he nodded to the little dragon, saying softly: “We‟re almost ready to 

leave, Sammy… just got to suit up now.” 

Five minutes later, Zerrex was finally adjusting Fell Tempest against his back, the sword 

resting diagonally across his back by means of a clip that fell over his shoulder… and the reptile 

leaned down to brush some dust off one of his combat boots before he checked his knife, 

ensuring all his gear was comfortable but tight against him. Then he reached up and squeezed the 

handle of the sword gently, and it almost seemed to sigh despondently as Zerrex said dryly: 

“Now stop that, you‟re going to make me depressed. Go back to sleep.” 

The sword seemed to settle, as Sammy chirped at him and they left the office, and the 

Drakkaren felt a chill run down his spine, something brushing through his mind. He shook his 

head quickly, and then he muttered: “No. No, for once, everything‟s going according to plan, 

let‟s just do this, and-” 

He was interrupted as an alarm blared through the room, and the reptile looked up in 

shock before he heard the automated turrets outside whirr into life, opening fire on something… 

and then there was a pair of explosions, and a terrible scream of fury. Zerrex winced, then 

readied himself, grasping the handle of the sword as he looked at Sammy and shouted: “Hide!” 

Sammy shook his head quickly and set himself instead with a snarl, and Zerrex winced: 

he could probably boot the pseudodragon across the room, but that likely wouldn‟t help conceal 

him very well. Then his attention was drawn away from the pseudodragon as something clanked 

once, twice, against the doorway… then smashed into it with the force of a mighty battering ram, 

once, twice, three times… 

And then the door exploded off its hinges, the foot-thick, armored-and-runed doorway 

flying backwards to smash apart several tables and skid slowly backwards, knocking over a few 

more stands of weaponry as Celestial floated inside through the smoke, snarling furiously, her 

eyes blood-red and her robe a burning black fire over her body and arms as she screamed: 

“Zerrex, what is the meaning of this?” 

“Mom?” Zerrex said stupidly, and then his eyes bulged and he leapt to the side as 

Celestial threw a ball of dark flame at him, the fireball hitting the wall behind him and not 

exploding, but rapidly eating away at what it struck like acid. He cursed, then stared as white, 

terrible things flickered in and out of existence over Celestial‟s face and hands fast enough that 

he could barely even see their shape, and she hissed furiously at him before she stopped some 

fifty feet away, hovering in the air as he asked in a strained voice: “What… what do you want?” 

“Why haven‟t you visited me?” Celestial shrieked the question, then she brought both 

hands forwards, and Zerrex gargled, grasping at a white band that appeared around his throat, 

eyes bulging and feet kicking as he was dragged into the air… and Sammy shrieked in pain, 

falling over and convulsing as Zerrex smelled his scale and hair charring, burning… and then 

Celestial floated up close, grinning insanely, her head tilting to the side as a hand stroked over 

his face… but it was not a flesh-and-blood hand now, but instead a bony, twisted claw as she 

rasped: “I know just how to make you stay with me for all eternity, Zerrex…” 

“Boss!” shouted a voice, and Celestial looked away in surprise before a spear slammed 

into her face, and she winced, knocked backwards through the air by a foot or so… but then she 

simply gave Vampire a disapproving look as Zerrex fell to the ground. The blow might not have 

done damage, but her concentration had broken… and the Drakkaren cursed, grasping at his 

burnt throat as the huge demon wolf picked up another spear off the wall, looking terrified but 

managing to yell: “You… you stop that right now, you big stupid-head! I‟ll… I‟ll stab you!” 



“Smooth.” Cherry muttered, as she portalled in at the other side of the room, and then 

Priest and Bondage appeared through other portals, and Celestial looked back and forth with 

distaste, one of her eyes twitching before she rose a hand as another portal opened… and then it 

snapped closed in a blast of dark lightning, before terrible darkness flooded over the walls and 

floors like an ugly mist, the room slowly darkening as Cherry shouted: “Boss, get the hell away 

from her!” 

“Celestial, I‟m busy, I have to find my daughter! I don‟t have time for this!” Zerrex 

shouted, as he looked up at the thing that had once been his mother, and the floating specter 

looked shocked as she floated slowly down, Zerrex looking at her pleadingly as he said quietly: 

“Don‟t you understand?” 

“I do… I understand perfectly.” Celestial landed, looking back and forth as she tented her 

fingers in front of herself… but the reptile realized they were still bone claws, and when instinct 

screamed at him, and he saw the snarl that crossed her face, he ducked under a vicious slash of 

her claws as she screamed: “I have an ungrateful ingrate for a child, that‟s what I understand! 

Weak and pathetic, put aside your emotions, your filthy love for a pathetic, weakling child, and 

accept and love and follow me and my path, for power, for infinite energy!” 

Zerrex cursed, then he leapt backwards as the others began to close in… and then 

Celestial was simply there, right beside him, as a horrendous triangular crest of bone appeared 

over her face, her features now a mask of ugly, exposed bone and her eyes glowing red, her 

fanged mouth snarling as her hands closed around his throat: “I‟ve humored you long enough. 

Forget your friends. You‟re coming home with me!” 

And then a sphere of terrible darkness rose up and consumed them both, a powerful force 

knocking the others backwards as the vile mist that covered the room was sucked into the sphere 

at the same time… and Sammy somehow leapt in with a shriek nonetheless, passing through the 

sphere before it exploded in a crackle of dark lightning. Inside, Zerrex felt the whirl of travel, 

heard Celestial screaming and laughing, vertigo lashing at his mind… 

He blinked a few times as he found himself laying on sick, fleshy ground, and he 

breathed hard before he looked quickly around. He was in a circular room, the floor made of 

bones and skin that bled pus and blood here and there, the walls pure darkness that was undiluted 

and obscenely opaque… and he swallowed thickly as he stood up before staring upwards in 

surprise at a scream of rage and fury. 

Celestial was hovering in the air, twisting back and forth, her robes dark fire and her 

hands wicked, twisted claws, her true, monstrous face exposed… but she was spinning back and 

forth, clawing at her spine, before Zerrex saw Sammy clinging to her back, biting savagely into 

the back of her neck with his small fangs as she howled: “Let go of me, you filthy vermin!” 

Finally, she snapped both her hands forwards, and her wrists detached before her hands 

flew behind her back and seized the pseudodragon cruelly, and he screamed before he was 

thrown away… but Zerrex leapt to the side, catching him as Celestial floated backwards and 

downwards, facing him with a snarl of fury as her hands floated beside her, just below her arms. 

She was terrifying, cruel, and seemed infinitely powerful as light shone down from a hole in the 

dark ceiling above… and then she laughed viciously, throwing her arms wide as she screamed: 

“Welcome home, my lovely son! Now, I‟m going to make you part of my home… forever!” 

She laughed raucously again, and then stared in shock when Zerrex curled Sammy into 

one arm and reached up with his other hand to draw Fell Tempest off his back with a snap of his 

wrist, the blade releasing a burst of dark fire. Images engraved all along the single-edged sword‟s 

length depicted his defeat of Crow on one side, and of Narrius on the other… and Zerrex leaned 



forwards as he said darkly: “This has been a long time coming, Celestial… and I‟m not scared of 

you anymore. You‟ve taken too much of Narrius into you… you‟ve gone from being my mother 

to the thing I hate most. If I have to fight you to get back home, I will… if I have to kill you, I 

will.” 

“You arrogant little piece of shit.” Celestial hissed, and her eyes burned crimson before 

she lashed one of her claws forwards, her hand shooting towards Zerrex like a missile with bony 

fingers outstretched… but Zerrex stepped forwards, twisting Fell Tempest to block the strike, 

and the hand bounced backwards, Celestial‟s eyes flashing with what seemed like surprise as she 

was repelled as she hissed: “How dare you…” 

“How dare I? How dare you! How dare you do this to me when I‟m trying to find my 

daughter!” Zerrex shouted back, and then Sammy leapt down out of his arms, snarling and 

baring his teeth at the reptiles feet as Zerrex took Fell Tempest‟s handle into both hands, and the 

sword gleamed as the blade seemed to laugh quietly. “Enough, Celestial! Enough is enough!” 

Celestial snarled, then snapped a hand forwards in answer, but Zerrex ducked on instinct, 

and the collar of white energy formed above his head instead of around his neck, the monster 

hissing before she dived forwards, creating spheres of dark energy in both hands… but Zerrex 

leapt up to meet her, and he swung Fell Tempest upwards in a lightning-fast strike that slashed 

into her dark body, repelling her, causing her to scream in fury before she threw both spheres at 

him. 

Zerrex arched his back, and the spheres missed before they collided in midair and 

exploded, and the blast sent him hurtling awkwardly down into the ground, the Drakkaren 

cursing as he bounced hard against the fleshy floor to send up a geyser of pus and blood. Then he 

howled in agony, arching his back as Celestial landed on top of him and dug both her claws into 

his back, screaming: “I own you! You are my son, you are mine! You will not betray me!” 

Then she howled in fury and arched her back as Sammy leapt onto her and clawed 

savagely into the darkness of her robed body, and she half-spun to knock him off with a curse, 

sending him sprawling on the floor… but when she turned back towards Zerrex, he threw an 

elbow hard backwards, catching her under the chin and snapping her head back with a grunt 

before he dropped his sword to reach both hands up and seize her by her ridged and lengthened 

skull, jerking her forwards and flipping her over to slam her down on her back in front of him. 

Celestial grunted again, then her hands snapped upwards and dived towards Zerrex, 

harrying him like vicious eagles and causing him to curse, staggering backwards as Celestial 

floated slowly back up into the air and righted herself, twisting around with a snarl… before 

Zerrex managed to grab one of her hands as it shot back. It twisted back and forth in his grip, 

dark energy burning into his hands and sending agony through his body… before it glowed blue 

as he charged it with energy, and the bony claw convulsed wildly before it suddenly arched as 

Zerrex forced too much of his energies into it, and Celestial rocked backwards with a shriek of 

shock as her left hand exploded in the grip of the reptile, bony shrapnel flying in all directions. 

The female slumped backwards as her other hand instantly returned to her wrist… and 

she snarled at Zerrex as she rose it, her hand open and fingers stretched towards the Drakkaren… 

and three thin, black blades of metal appeared in the air before they shot forwards, but the reptile 

quickly brought his right arm up with a wince, and they slammed into the solid, rocky metal 

beneath the scale, trapped uselessly before slowly melting away. The reptile grinned a bit as his 

arm became warped and rocky… and then Celestial pointed at it and shouted furiously: “Let‟s 

see how you like it!” 



White energy appeared around the reptile‟s limb, and he looked down at it with shock 

before shaking it wildly, stumbling backwards as it burst into white flames… then several large 

cracks appeared through it, the energy inside turning white instead of blue before his arm simply 

exploded, and Zerrex howled as he fell on his side, clutching at it with agony. Celestial laughed, 

then she lunged forwards, a collar of white appearing around Zerrex‟s throat and a chain attached 

to it flashing into existence in her hand, and she hefted the Drakkaren easily into the air before 

beginning to spin him wildly around, cackling insanely the whole while. 

She slammed him down into the ground a moment later, and Zerrex felt sharp bones rip 

upwards like spikes into his body as he howled in pain, feeling his energy being drained at the 

same time… and slowly, another hand formed at Celestial‟s side, and her eyes glowed with red 

light as she grabbed the chain in both hands and sent a terrible blast down it, white electricity 

shocking over Zerrex‟s form and causing him to convulse in agony, his eyes bulging in pain.  

Sammy squeaked at him uselessly, wincing as white lightning shot over his own form… 

before he howled as Celestial twisted and yanked on the chain to strike the pseudodragon with 

Zerrex and crush it against the wall. She grinned widely… and then her eyes flickered in surprise 

as she saw Sammy clutching into Zerrex‟s body with his claws, the dragon raising his head 

gamely with a snarl… and a moment later Zerrex grinned as the white energy over his body 

rolled into the pseudodragon‟s, and Sammy cocked his head back with a long inhale before he 

leaned forwards and roared as he shot the terrible energy back straight into Celestial‟s skull-face. 

Celestial‟s crimson eyes bulged, and then she howled in agony, twisting back and forth in 

the air as the chain and collar vanished from existence, and Zerrex leapt to his feet as Sammy 

was blown backwards from the magical recoil, coughing smoke as the Drakkaren snarled and 

charged forwards, picking up Fell Tempest as he ran towards Celestial, who was convulsing as 

the magical energy shot over her. Then she fell, her body smoking, and Zerrex leapt upwards, 

meeting the middle of her backwards with a hard rising slash, her spine cracking loudly as her 

limbs and burning-robe lower body spasmed… and then he roared as he flipped over and slashed 

hard down at the same time, the dark energy over her body turning blood-red for a moment 

before she was thrown down into the pus-covered, bloody ground. 

She immediately tried to sit up… and Zerrex landed on top of her, stabbing the sword 

hard downwards with his own arm… and he breathed hard as he stood there, and Celestial stared 

straight ahead, unmoving and silent, her hands laying on the ground nearby… and through her 

skull and buried into the ground behind her, was the blade of Fell Tempest. For a few long 

moments, there was silence… and then Zerrex twisted the blade hard, and dark energy sizzled 

down it, through her skull, and into the ground… and Celestial screamed, her body arching 

uselessly, pinned beneath one of Zerrex‟s booted feet before her robes and ugly, bony skull both 

exploded into pieces. 

What was left behind was a naked Drakkaren, who lay with the back of her head against 

the sword. She was beautiful, but her body was marred here and there by dark moss, and blood 

was running down her face from a cracked skull. Her hands had both been cut off… but when 

she opened her eyes, they were emerald… the same color as her son‟s. 

She smiled faintly, and the ground beneath them became tile instead of flesh, that for a 

moment was beautiful… and then cracks ran through it, as the walls turned from darkness to 

cement that rumbled, bits and pieces of it beginning to fall inwards… and she looked down at 

herself before gazing up at Zerrex, whispering softly: “Thank you, my son… for releasing me 

from that nightmare…” 



She slid slowly downwards, and Zerrex wrapped an arm around her shoulders, breathing 

hard as he gently settled her to the ground, suddenly feeling guilty, horrendous… but then she 

looked up and smiled faintly into his eyes, and she whispered: “I loved him too much. He 

corrupted me… and I can still feel that darkness deep inside me. Please, Light… my wonderful, 

handsome boy… please. Kill me. Kill me, before I become that vicious thing again… before 

your father‟s essence twists its way back through my mind…” 

“I… Mom…” Zerrex trembled hard as he knelt over her, shaking his head weakly, 

swallowing thickly as he stared down at her… but then she leaned up, moaning in pain, and 

kissed his cheek softly. Her arms lay useless at her sides, and the reptile looked down at them, 

the bones visible at the ends of the wrist… and he reached down and squeezed her forearm 

slowly, earning a smile from her.  

He tried to think of an argument. Of a reason. Of some way to appease her otherwise… 

and then he lowered his head slowly as he stood up, his right arm slowly growing back into place 

as Sammy walked up beside him silently, sitting and watching… and when he looked down at 

her, she nodded and whispered: “I have always loved you.” 

“I love you too, Mom… I‟m… I‟m sorry.” And because he didn‟t want that to be the last 

thing he ever said to her, he added weakly, as he jerked Fell Tempest out of the ground and 

slowly brought the tip of the sword between her breasts: “Sleep well, Celestial… and thank you. 

For everything you did for me. For being my mother.” 

He stabbed hard downwards as he clenched his eyes shut for a moment, darkness twisting 

along the blade of the terrible weapon… and it seemed to whisper a prayer as its terrible energies 

ripped their way through Celestial‟s weakened, frail body, not attacking merely her physical 

form, but her very soul, eradicating any chance of her reviving herself, even with her tremendous 

powers… and then Zerrex opened his eyes as a tear ran down his cheeks, and he watched as 

darkness consumed her body, before it seemed to become so many black roses… and they 

blossomed before the petals floated slowly skywards, until nothing was left but the sword in the 

cracked ground. 

The world around them trembled… and Sammy squeaked in surprise as Zerrex wiped at 

his eyes, snarling as his right arm thickened, and he looked down at it, flexing his claws as he 

sheathed Fell Tempest quickly on his back and said urgently: “We need to find the way out… 

this pocket dimension is going to collapse in on itself without Celestial‟s energies to hold it up!” 

Sammy nodded quickly, then he shot off like a rocket towards a broken archway in the 

wall, and the Drakkaren followed a moment later, cursing under his breath as he ducked through 

it and followed the pseudodragon quickly up a damaged, cracked staircase. All around him, he 

could hear things cracking, could almost see reality itself starting to fall apart… and then he 

stumbled out into a dining room, and Sammy ran across the table before leaping into the next 

room… and the lizard let out a grunt of surprise, his eyes bulging as the floor shattered and fell 

away, the walls and ceiling dissolving next, but the table floating strangely in the air… and 

Zerrex leapt up onto this, doing his best to only focus on the archway that was also floating 

oddly, feeling the last of the pocket dimension giving up as it became the terrible Nothingness 

from which there was said to be no escape. 

He leapt off the table and landed awkwardly in the next room, his leg twisting under him 

as he fell forwards to collapse with a thud on his chest… and he found himself staring down into 

a void, Sammy already at the bottom and hopping up and down urgently on a perfectly-round 

platform. Energy crackled and boomed, a staircase and a huge clock floating by… and Zerrex 

muttered as he leapt first to the broken, floating circular staircase in the torrent of Nothingness, 



before he let himself drop to a large chunk of concrete that was twisting awkwardly through the 

air, half-stumbling, then letting himself fall to land painfully on all fours on the circular platform 

next to Sammy some twenty feet down. 

The pseudodragon squeaked, then he leapt onto a thin, long concrete walkway, Zerrex 

scrambling to his feet and following quickly after, wincing as it began to crack apart under his 

feet… and then Sammy leapt towards a wall, Zerrex raising a hand in shock before he saw the 

ring of purple runes on it, and the pseudodragon vanished as a portal opened, and the Drakkaren 

charged forwards before diving through himself. 

He fell out of a sphere of twisting purple darkness, landing heavily on his chest on a 

plateau high in a mountainous region of Hell, and Sammy squeaked loudly beside him, looking 

at him with concern as the Drakkaren lay sprawled there, shaking his head stupidly and then 

groaning as he rubbed at his head. He blinked a few times dumbly, then he finally sat up and 

looked above as the spherical portal in the air fizzled a few times before it vanished in a final 

burst of energy, and Zerrex looked down quietly as the sword on his back murmured soft, 

unknown words, and Sammy walked over to quietly put a claw on his leg, looking up at him and 

chirping what to the reptile sounded almost like a quiet condolence. 

The Drakkaren reached a hand out with a faint smile, patting him quietly on the head as 

he shook his own slowly, murmuring softly: “Thank you. I‟m… impressed beyond words, 

Sammy. You kept up with one of my… most dangerous adversaries… very well, and probably 

saved my life.” He nodded quietly, looking away. He hated to think of Celestial like that… but 

he knew that was what she had become, and that with her gone… Hell and the mortal world both 

were much safer places. She was… more frail than I thought she‟d be, though. That battle, so 

many years ago with Crow, must have sapped all the strength she‟d built up over the years… I 

only wish it had taken away her madness instead. “You know, there‟s a tradition in Hell, and 

many other cultures. Prove that you‟re an adult, perform a task, a rite of passage… and you earn 

yourself a true name.” 

He looked down and laughed a bit, patting the pseudodragon quietly again and then 

stroking along his neck slowly, murmuring softly: “You‟ve been named by me… by me, blessed 

with a name by Sin… and now you‟re a warrior. So much over so little time… and… we worked 

together goddamn well there. I didn‟t know you‟d inherited my conduction abilities… when you 

absorbed that energy out of my body and shot it back at her… that stopped her dead in her tracks. 

“Sammy Ch‟vrah Dovis Ti, the Dove… as High King of Hell, I have decided that you are 

worthy of being proclaimed as an honored member of Hell‟s Royal Guard Force.” Zerrex 

proclaimed suddenly, and then he reached down and patted Sammy firmly on the head, the 

dragon looking up at him stupidly. “Congratulations, Knight Dove. You‟re now my personal 

bodyguard.” 

The little dragon chirped at him dumbly, and Zerrex snorted in amusement before he 

scooped him up and smiled tiredly at him. “It‟s the least I can do, pseudodragon. I‟d declare you 

a royal steed but you‟re a little tiny… and well. I gotta start treating you more like an adult, 

Dove. Although, you know, you‟ll still always be little Sammy to me, that little hatchling that 

grossed me out to all hell at first.” 

Sammy huffed up at him, and then he settled after a moment and nodded, looking up at 

him… and Zerrex stroked gently down his spine with soft entertainment before he stood up, the 

pseudodragon automatically leaping up to his shoulders and curling around them as Zerrex said 

mildly: “Well… we better get home. I‟m sure the others are freaking out by now and with Cherry 

pregnant, she might have beaten Vampire into mush.” 



The Drakkaren created a portal and stepped through it, and he stepped out into the Vault, 

making a face at the fact that Celestial must have completely trashed the protective runes… and 

then he was tackled by Vampire, squawking as all the injuries on his body burned with agony 

and Fell Tempest mumbled wordlessly on his back, and the huge, demonic black wolf covered 

his face in kisses, asking in a concerned, semi-hysteric voice: “Hey, Boss, Boss, fuck, Cap‟n, are 

you okay? What happened? Where is she? Did you escape? Did-” 

Then he yelped loudly as Cherry roughly booted the enormous demonic male off Zerrex, 

grumbling something under her breath before she reached down and hauled him to his feet, 

Sammy still clinging to his neck and looking as horrified as Zerrex as she asked quickly and 

seriously: “Is Celestial coming?” 

Zerrex‟s pain was lost in a wave of sudden guilt and sorrow… and he looked down 

quietly as the others – including Selena and Sin and Lily now, all of them looking ready for 

battle – before he finally glanced up and announced quietly: “Celestial DePries Narrius is dead. I 

killed her.” 

There was silence for a long few moments… and then Cherry cleared her throat as she 

looked around pointedly. A few of the gathering backed quickly off, and then Desire leapt out of 

the crowd, hugging him tightly around the waist and clinging to him as she whispered: “Oh 

Daddy…” 

“We need to go forwards as usual.” Zerrex finally said in a roughened voice, and Desire 

looked up at him with surprise before he finally wrapped an arm around her and squeezed her 

quietly close, murmuring gently down to her as Cypress approached his other side, squeezing his 

arm quietly: “Thank you two for your support. But… let me deal with these other matters first. 

And then when we‟re organized… we can go.” 

“You should rest.” Cherry said firmly, and she patted his chest, making the reptile wince 

with a grunt before she asked mildly: “Have you looked in a mirror yet, dude? You and the little 

guy both look like you were thrown through a fuckin‟ garbage chewer.” 

Zerrex looked at her mildly, but before he could protest, Selena rose a hand all of a 

sudden and declared: “In the event that the High King is severely injured or absent, the Four 

Thrones will take over all duties.” She paused, then crossed her arms with a grin as the reptile 

looked at her sourly, saying mildly: “The votes gonna be a lot against one, Zer. You need 

healing, and you‟ve lost a crapload of energy. Let Cherry and her friends there deal with the 

base, and you can go and snooze some while we get someone else to watch over you.” 

The Drakkaren felt a surge of anger and something like betrayal… but then his vision 

blurred, and he swayed a bit on his feet. He rubbed a hand through his hair instead, lowering his 

eyes… but before he could either concede or argue, Cherry said carefully: “Come on, Boss. Let 

me help you out. Up to your room.” 

She took his arm, and the reptile felt her tap her fingers twice against his strong bicep. It 

made him almost smile a bit, but he kept it down as he finally sighed and nodded, and he could 

hear the crowd beginning to argue… and as they walked away, Cherry muttered: “Sometimes 

they‟re way too overprotective of you. Come on, we just gotta make it out of the Vault.” 

Zerrex knew that the chance of this dumb ruse working were very close to nil, and he 

could already feel Sin‟s eyes on his back, even if Selena was probably proudly thinking she had 

actually won an argument against him… but then they were through the broken Vault doors, and 

Cherry created a large portal, half-carrying Zerrex through it as Sammy clung to him quietly. 

They stepped out into a soporific forest, the trees here bent and curled as if asleep, the 

ground covered in soft ferns and vines… and Cherry gently rested Zerrex back against the tree, 



the Drakkaren making a face as he sat down against it and the female began to check over his 

wounds. Several of them were still bleeding and refusing to heal, and she muttered under her 

breath before standing up, and Zerrex said softly: “Step back. Lemme take a good look at you.” 

She seemed surprised by this… but then she grinned a bit and did so, stepping back and 

spreading her legs a bit, putting her hands on her hips as she posed for him, asking in an amused 

voice: “What, Boss, you so struck by my brains and beauty you just gotta get a whole new image 

of me in your head?”  

Zerrex snorted amusedly, but he smiled as his eyes drew over her: a tight black exercise 

top that showed off most of her enormous bust, blue jeans that were worn and faded, and metal 

motorcycle boots that were black and silver, covered in small spikes. She had armed herself with 

her old chain whip hanging from one hip… but at the other was sheathed a short, double-edged 

sword in an ornate white and gold case, with a chain from the pommel attaching into a heavy 

manacle wrapped around one arm. The chain lengthened and shortened by itself with Cherry‟s 

movements, giving her more than enough freedom to move as she pleased… and then winked as 

she drew a silver revolver that was holstered behind one hip, kissing the barrel of it lightly as she 

asked him playfully: “Am I badass enough for you? Or should I go get me some more guns?”  

“I think you‟re more than badass enough.” Zerrex replied with a bit of a smile, and then 

the two looked up in surprise as a portal opened and Sin stepped through it, crossing her arms 

and tapping one finger lightly against a bicep, her gaze sour. Cherry coughed and slowly edged 

away, and Zerrex rose a hand to her dumbly, saying stupidly: “Oh look. Cherry uh. Redecorated 

my room.” 

“Lord Zerrex, you‟re incorrigible.” Sin sighed, looking exasperated, and then she walked 

over to him, bending down and quietly beginning to inspect his wounds as she added to Cherry, 

who was peering over her shoulder: “And you, Lady Cherry, need to learn to better respect the 

orders of the law. You‟re supposed to be a role model, not someone whose base enjoyment is 

helping Lord Zerrex out with all his schemes behind the backs of the rest of Hell‟s monarchy and 

rulership.” 

“Yeah, well, what can I say? Old habits die hard.” Cherry shrugged, grinning widely and 

lamely, and then she coughed when Sin tossed a sour look up at her. “Chillax, babe, seriously. 

Besides, I don‟t see you rushing him back to his room.” 

Sin paused for a few long moments, and then a bit of a smile edged in on her muzzle as 

she carefully probed a wound, making the lizard wince. “Perhaps Zerrex is better suited to doing 

good out in the field… over sitting with bureaucrats and trying to manage the intricate workings 

and gears of Hell. Not that he isn‟t perfectly capable of it… but simply put, he seems to prefer… 

working with his hands, so to speak.” 

“I‟m sitting right here.” Zerrex interrupted, and then he winced when Sin poked a finger 

into one of the larger cuts on his body, cursing under his breath and half-flailing at her. “What 

the hell are you doing?” 

“Checking for Unworld residue.” Sin replied in a murmur, her eyes focused before she 

muttered a spell. Her fingers glowed a soft white after a moment, the light pulsing slowly as she 

began to trace out one of the deeper scars, and Zerrex winced and tilted his head back, gritting 

his teeth as pain tore through his body and a terrible black smoke rose from the wound, before it 

slowly began to stitch itself back together. “You have some very serious injuries, Zerrex, even if 

you don‟t feel them… I know how agonizing it is to have the Unworld essence forcefully 

withdrawn from you, but if we leave it in… well… you know what‟ll happen.” 



The reptile grumbled as Cherry leaned on the tree, making a bit of a face. It was true: 

even if his wounds felt numb more than anything else, eventually the poisonous stuff of the 

Unworld would spread through his body, eating away at both his spiritual energies and his 

physical form like acid until he was a shell of his former self. And it wouldn‟t take him long to 

get sick with that stuff in him, either… and the longer he left it alone, the more entrenched it 

would get. It sucks how deadly the very touch of things from the Unworld are… “Just do it quick 

then, okay?” 

Sin nodded, smiling a bit, and then she went about the task of checking and purifying the 

rest of his wounds, Zerrex mumbling and cursing every time it was done. Cherry stood nearby, 

watching curiously for a little while as she did her work on the Drakkaren; twenty minutes later, 

however, found her laying spread-eagled in the grass, staring at the sky and absently waving her 

limbs back and forth as if making a snow angel, before she asked irritably: “What the fuck, come 

on, dudes. It‟s magic, it‟s supposed to be like. Impossible and fast and all that shit.” 

“It‟s a lot harder than it looks.” Sin muttered through grit-teeth, while Zerrex bit into his 

own wrist to resist screaming, as the Naganatine carefully extracted a large shard of bone out of 

the reptile‟s back. Then, finally, she pulled it free and clasped a hand over the wound, her palm 

glowing green and rapidly healing the bloody gash before she drew it back, shaking her hand out 

and muttering: “Give me at least fifteen more minutes. But I‟d need an hour if I wanted to be 

really sure.” 

“Ten minutes, then I‟m totally leaving with or without you.” Cherry warned, looking over 

at Zerrex sourly. She rolled onto her stomach, then began to do pushups, mumbling her count to 

herself but half-keeping one eye on the reptile, despite her disdain. 

The Drakkaren, on the other hand, was breathing hard, his arms now wrapped around the 

tree and squeezing into it hard enough to crack the bark, his face grinding against the segmented 

wood while Sin drew another shard of bone out of his spine. Part of the reason it hurt so much 

was because the goddamn thing was deep in his body… but the other part was that it was leaking 

that terrible non-energy into him, which made it feel like it had barbs roughly two feet long 

embedded throughout his body. It had been a long time since he had to deal with pain on this 

level… and while pain in battle was one thing, pain while out of battle he tended to be a bit 

whiny about. “Son of a whore!” 

Sin tore the shard free, then she tossed it away with a sigh, looking tired as she healed the 

wound it left. “I know it hurts, Lord Zerrex, but we‟re almost done. Just some shrapnel now and 

a basic heal-over… and then I think I‟m going to have another nap, because I‟m too tired to 

lecture you.” 

Eight minutes later, and Sin was done, stepping away and rubbing at her forehead with 

her wrist as Zerrex got shakily to his feet, looking a bit unsteady at first. He rubbed slowly at one 

leg as it sent a throb of pain through him… and then he straightened and shook his head quickly, 

mumbling: “Thanks Sin. Cherry, you better take the lead for the moment. I feel a bit woozy 

still.” 

“Got it, Boss.” Cherry nodded, then she slapped Sin on the shoulder, the Naganatine 

looking surprised and flinching away from the contact as her glammer flickered, before the 

demoness winked and grinned brightly at her. “And hey, thank you, babe, for bein‟ so good to 

him and all that shit. I totally owe you one.” 

“It‟s the least I can do for Lord Zerrex.” Sin murmured in reply, bowing her head a bit 

before she gave a hesitant smile, and then she created a portal, half-stepping through it as she 

added softly: “Take care of each other… Zerrex, try to come back in one piece for a change.” 



And with that, she stepped the rest of the way through and vanished, and Zerrex shook 

his head with soft entertainment before he glanced over at Cherry, steadying himself carefully. 

Cherry‟s eyes swept over him, and he winced at her quick analysis before she said slowly: “Hey. 

You‟re acting like you used to, Boss. Something wrong with your leg there?” 

“Just hurts a bit. It‟s nothing important, we have to go.” Zerrex muttered, glancing away, 

and Cherry narrowed her eyes at him, that overprotective-motherly look coming on to her 

muzzle. “Don‟t… don‟t look at me like that. Now seriously, let‟s get moving: we got a base 

camp or meet area set up yet?” 

Cherry huffed after a moment, but then she grunted and crossed her arms. “Should only 

be a short walk from here.” A pause as she softened, asking quietly: “You want me to make a 

portal, Boss? We can just do that. Figure they‟ve probably got a lean-to set up by now, too, so 

you could rest a while there if you wanted.” 

“Stop treating me like a spoiled toddler.” Zerrex shoved her lightly, and Cherry snorted 

amusedly and shoved him back before they began to walk side-by-side together, the male 

looking at her with dry amusement. “Since when the hell did you get so nice, anyway? Last time 

I checked, you were a mean butch bitch.” 

“Yeah, well, fuck you too. It‟s that motherhood shit acting up again. It‟s like a fucking 

mental disease, makes me go all soft and shit in the head for some reason.” Cherry looked 

awkwardly away, rubbing at the back of her head as they stepped onto a faint trail through some 

tall grains. She paused, then pulled out her revolver and spun it absently on one finger, adding: 

“Anyway, like. You think we‟re gonna see a lot of action at the place we attack? And what about 

that Great Conch, like, you think my idea will work?” 

“I don‟t even understand what your idea is yet. And since when do they ever work?” 

Zerrex replied flatly, and then he rolled his eyes when Cherry glowered and poked him a few 

times in the stomach with the revolver. “Stop that. Do you understand any safety rules?” 

“Condoms were never my thing.” Cherry answered amiably, and then she threw the gun 

high into the air before she caught it and holstered it, rubbing her hands together in front of her 

as she grinned at him. “They were never yours either, Boss. Much as I always cackle over the 

image of you with a little piece of plastic wrapped around your big old dick.” 

The Drakkaren sighed and rolled his eyes, and then they emerged from the grains and 

into a field, a ramshackle fence and a run-down home sitting nearby, both long-dilapidated. The 

two exchanged a look, then both shrugged as their curiosity got the better of them, walking 

quickly like small kids towards the half-collapsed house and peering in through the nearest 

window, heads pressed together as they absently shoved against one another for room. 

The inside of the house was dusty and long-unused, most of the furniture missing and 

some hay piled up in one corner as a makeshift bed, a few empty bottles laying around. Zerrex 

guessed it was probably being used by squatters… and he and Cherry exchanged another look 

before the male shrugged, saying mildly: “Might as well keep going. Doesn‟t look like there‟s 

anything interesting in there.” 

“We could go and have sex.” Cherry said hopefully, but the reptile only rolled his eyes 

and she huffed, muttering: “I‟m totally going to have an orgy afterwards, and like. Not invite 

you. Or even worse, invite you, but make Vampire ram you like a fucking… um… ram.” 

“You‟re so creative.” Zerrex said dryly as he walked down a beaten path between the 

house and the fence, and Cherry grumpily punched him in the shoulder before she jumped on his 

back, and the reptile rolled his eyes as she clung to him, wrapping her arms around his neck and 

legs around his waist. “You know, I get enough of this from Mahihko.” 



“Yeah, but the little fag ain‟t here, so like. You know. Keep goin‟ the way you‟re 

walking, pretty sure it‟s just up ahead.” Cherry replied mildly, and she snuggled herself close, 

adding after a moment: “And if you tell anyone I‟ve been cuddling with you like this, I‟m gonna 

kick you in the balls so hard that you‟ll be the one having the baby instead of me.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, not even bothering to try and respond to her, but then he reached 

up and squeezed one of her hands, and she smiled quietly, her huge bosom pressing against his 

back as her powerful muscles flexed, then relaxed. The Drakkaren knew it was just her way of 

trying to be close, if not romantic, and he was glad to put up with it… and as they walked 

through the field, he felt her fingers quietly intertwine with his, and she murmured softly: 

“Maybe one day, everything‟ll be all real nice and shit. And we can be farmers and have twenty 

kids and grow the most fuckin‟ amazing corn ever.” 

“See, that‟s why I love you.” Zerrex said softly, and Cherry laughed a bit before she 

cleared her throat and leapt off his back, shaking herself briskly off. The reptile tilted his head, 

and then she said gruffly: “Just up that hill, let‟s move, asshole.” 

He snorted amusedly, rolling his eyes as they crested the hill… and then he smiled 

slightly at the sight of Vampire busily setting up a tent, Bondage and Priest both sharpening their 

weapons as Desire and Cypress prepared the nets and other hunting gear. Then Vampire let out a 

squeak as he looked up and saw the two reptiles approaching, and he tripped over the tent, 

knocking it down and getting himself caught up in it as Cherry sighed and asked mildly: “That 

look familiar?” 

“Yeah, except last time he was running away from me.” Zerrex replied in an amused 

voice, shaking his head slowly; some things never really changed. Vampire might be a twinkly 

gay faggot now instead of a macho homophobic stud, but he was still as clumsy as ever… but I 

still like him. I dunno why, but we‟ve always sorta been friends. “Hope you don‟t mind the time 

we took to get here.” 

“Nah, it‟s good to see you in one piece, Dad.” Priest said warmly, as he looked up from 

the harpoon he was sharpening before he put it down and stood. They traded a tight hug, and 

then he grasped his father‟s shoulders gently, adding quietly: “I‟m sorry to hear about Celestial. 

But you did a good thing, I think… not just for us, but for her, too.” 

“Thanks, Priest.” Zerrex felt strangely touched as he patted his son quietly on the side, 

and Cherry nodded with a grunt of pride before the Drakkaren turned and shared a hug with his 

two daughters. Then he winced as Vampire grabbed him around the back of the neck, giggling 

stupidly as he ground himself against Zerrex: made extra awkward because the only thing the 

huge, muscular black wolf was wearing was his golden loin-plate. “Get… get off me.” 

Vampire huffed, but he did as he was told, then he yelped when Cherry kicked him hard 

in the ass and chased him over to the fallen tent. Bondage rolled his eyes, but then he and Zerrex 

clasped hands as Desire and Cypress stepped away, and he said in a cheerful voice: “Good to see 

you, Captain. I heard we were hunting more than big game, but I‟m not sure which I should see 

as more dangerous.” 

“Probably the Great Conch.” Zerrex admitted, then he cleared his throat loudly, and 

instantly he felt all eyes on him, loathing how they always made him make all the decisions but 

grudgingly accepting that everyone was going to stare at him for orders anyway, so it was better 

to get it over with now. “Listen everyone. Line up first, I wanna do an equipment check.” 

They nodded and did so, Cherry proudly taking up her place behind Zerrex, her hands 

behind her back as she stood tall… and the reptile looked thoughtfully over them all. He had 

seen the spears, javelins, and the pair of harpoon guns sitting on the ground with the other 



supplies… but everyone also was carrying their personal weapons and dressed for combat. From 

Cypress with her four katanas and in a silver, lightweight breastplate and chain mesh over her 

body, with more of the latter strapped down her long body-tail, Desire with a cleaver and in 

classic golden Royal Guard armor… to Bondage and Priest, both of them with large-size 

handguns holstered at their sides, the former with an additional leather whip and the latter a stun 

rod. Vampire, of course, just had his spear and a quiver of javelins thrown over his back almost 

carelessly… but he knew the wolf knew what he was doing. Besides, the bastard‟s nearly 

invulnerable… “Alright. I see you‟ve prepared not just for the Conch, but for the melee we‟ll 

probably encounter as well.” 

“And we already tracked a Conch to near what we‟re pretty damn sure is the location.” 

Vampire added brightly, before he coughed at Zerrex‟s sour look. “Sorry Boss, sir, Cap‟n. I uh. 

I‟m excited. But like, seriously. Only a few klicks from here, but the problem is it‟s one of the 

real big fuckers. Not the matured adults, but like. I guess this one must be at least a few millennia 

old, you can probably see him from here.” 

Zerrex glanced in the direction that Vampire pointed… and even though the hillier lay of 

the land and the copses of trees here and there made it difficult to see too far ahead, he could just 

make out the blue-and-white, twisted top of something in the distance. He nodded after a 

moment, and then he glanced to Cherry, saying mildly: “Cherry here had an idea.” 

Cherry coughed, rubbing the back of her head as all eyes turned to her, and she mumbled 

something about getting revenge before she said awkwardly: “Like. If we can kill it without 

damaging its shell too much then um. Like. We can pretty easily rig it so it looks like the thing is 

just sort of… wandering towards the base. You know, an illusion spell or two, and the rest of us 

inside carrying it since I think between us it shouldn‟t be too hard, and once we get close enough, 

we‟ll probably be able to tell what kinda security and shit they got and shit. I doubt they‟ll attack 

us because… you know. Most people don‟t like to fuck with these things and it ain‟t like they‟re 

aggressive unless you provoke „em.” 

Zerrex nodded thoughtfully, then he looked around and asked: “Show of hands, who 

agrees? Actually, we‟ll make it easier: who disagrees?” When no one rose a hand, the reptile 

nodded and smiled slightly over at Cherry. “Looks like one of your half-baked ideas might 

actually work.” 

“Shut the fuck up.” The female huffed, and Priest sighed and rolled his eyes, slapping his 

forehead. There was a pause, and then Cherry added mildly: “I guess we gotta find something to 

do until later, though. Anyone got any suggestions or should we just like totally have an orgy and 

shit?” 

The Drakkaren sighed again, and Priest rubbed awkwardly at the back of his neck before 

Desire said mildly: “I think we still have to prepare some of the equipment, actually. You know, 

we want to take this seriously, after all.” 

“We‟ve got twenty… or like… eighteen, nineteen hours before Selena and the others 

move in!” Cherry whined, and then she grumbled as she sat down, crossing her arms and looking 

sulky. “Zerrex, go and tell Lily and Selena and all them to speed things the hell up.” 

“Patience, Cherry.” Zerrex replied mildly, and Cherry glared at him before the reptile 

shrugged, looking amused as the others dispersed to go about their duties. “Seriously, be patient. 

We‟re almost there… and we could all use with a bit of a break between the action.” A pause, 

and then he softened, adding quietly as he sat down beside her: “We‟ll find Mercy soon.” 

“I hope so.” Cherry looked up at the sky… and for the next twenty-two hours, they 

busied themselves with setting up camp, finishing preparations, and testing the gear they‟d need 



to bring down the Conch. Zerrex knew that after they killed the Conch, they‟d have to check to 

ensure they weren‟t being watched before moving in towards the smuggling base… and he 

looked up as Vampire trotted back up the hill, raising a hand to them. 

He‟d already been told that the battles had started: Selena had engaged Halpas some time 

ago, and Sin had led a full-out assault on his smuggling operation in the Northern Provinces. A 

lower-level demon servant Zerrex could trust named Jason had run a few messages back and 

forth before the Drakkaren had sent a last message along informing the other monarchs that he 

was getting ready to move on his own mission, and now it looked like the time had come, as the 

lizard asked quietly: “Is it go time?” 

“When you say the word, we‟re all ready to move in.” Vampire nodded firmly, picking 

up one of the harpoon guns and grinning a bit, despite the fact he looked somewhat nervous 

nonetheless. “The big fucker‟s asleep right now, and we can leave our camp set-up here… and as 

to any other demons, well… I noticed one or two watching me, and they probably followed me 

here.” 

Vampire half-motioned with his head in the general direction behind himself, and Zerrex 

nodded, resisting the urge to look as the demonic wolf continued in a milder voice than his usual 

boisterous tones: “I don‟t think they‟ll stay once things start getting messy. I think it‟s just a 

scout or two making sure we ain‟t looking to lay a direct assault against their base. Things seem 

peachy-keen so far.” 

“Don‟t say that, you‟ll jinx us.” Zerrex said flatly, and the demonic wolf grinned widely, 

shrugging a bit as the Drakkaren climbed to his feet from where he‟d been sitting by the fire pit 

he‟d dug. The others approached, and the reptile looked back and forth, saying clearly: “Cherry 

and I will lead, with Priest, Desire, and Cypress in the center, then Bondage, then Vampire will 

cover our rear.” A pause, and a sigh as Vampire giggled stupidly, the others glaring at him before 

Cherry giggled dumbly as well, earning a few sighs of exasperation. “Formation is loose, the big 

bastard doesn‟t seem to be in an active phase from what Vampire told me. If anyone gets 

trampled by it while we‟re closing in, blame him.” 

“Oh, fuck you too.” The huge demon wolf huffed and crossed his arms, and Zerrex 

shrugged amiably before he motioned for them to move in. The others quickly picked up the last 

of their gear, spreading it amongst themselves as they‟d already discussed, and then Zerrex and 

Cherry fell into step with each other, Cherry looking suspiciously back and forth already. 

“Cherry, this is supposed to be a friendly hunting trip. Act natural.” the Drakkaren said 

mildly, and then the female peered at him with an acrid look on her face, her muzzle wrinkled up 

in distaste. “I mean, more natural than usual.” 

The demoness huffed at this, and Desire snorted in amusement behind them, making 

Cherry flail her arms as she howled: “You‟re making me look like a laughingstock, you 

asshole!” A pause as the line stopped, the others staring at her, and she coughed and said 

dumbly: “Sorry. Hormones. Seriously, can‟t control that reflex.” 

Zerrex only took it in stride, however, waving a hand mildly for them to continue 

moving. He let the group chatter a bit, wanting things to seem easygoing and to put on a bit of a 

show for who- or whatever was watching them, but as they stepped carefully through a section of 

sleepy trees towards the Great Conch, he motioned for them to quiet down, and they did so 

gradually, a few whispers exchanged from behind them as they lined up at the edge of the bushes 

concealing them to all get a good look at the creature half-dozing in the meadow. 

It was massive, simply put: there was a faintly-visible, faintly-crustacean red shape 

hiding inside the enormous white-and-blue outer shell that covered it, which was nearly the size 



of a mountain, twisted and turreted. It looked, simply-put, like a giant seashell, and there were 

red speckles and even tan-white sand lodged in it here and there… and Zerrex knew that despite 

its size, it was also extraordinarily light… even if it was also extraordinarily durable and hard to 

break. 

It meant, however, that the monster half-asleep inside it would be exceedingly large as 

well, and likely difficult to kill… and Zerrex made a face as he pointed at Vampire and Priest 

and motioned for them to come forwards. They did so, both holding the large, simple-looking 

harpoon guns, and the reptile muttered: “Those are enchanted, right?” 

“Yeah, and so are the twenty or so harpoons I have.” Priest murmured, and the black wolf 

nodded vigorously. “They should fire with enough force to break the Great Conch‟s body 

armor… but they still won‟t do jack shit against the shell. And the rope we got is widoweave, but 

that thing will probably be able to cut through it no problem.” 

“A few seconds is all I ask. Listen, it seems to be sleepy, so you two should slip forwards 

now, see if you can aim inside its shell.” He paused, then glanced over his shoulder, saying 

quietly: “Desire, Cypress, get around to either side of it. When it either gets dragged or comes 

willing out of its shell, aim for its sides. The softest points on its carapace are nearest to the 

connecting joints at the… shoulders or hips, I guess, I dunno what you‟d call them, where the 

legs connect to the body. Anyway, hit it there and it won‟t be able to back into its shell. 

Bondage, I want you in front as well with Vampire and Priest… you can shield them if necessary 

and use your particular ability to get another rope on the goddamn thing and try to drag it out. 

“Cherry, you get the most fun job.” Zerrex looked at her with a slight smile, and she 

groaned after a moment as she realized what he meant. “Go around the back of it, wait for the 

others to attack, and then climb up on top of it and stay there. It‟ll have to come out of its shell 

eventually… when it does, plant a few bullets into its brain. But the thing‟s probably going to 

buck and move like crazy while we‟re attacking it-” 

“Hey, I‟m the one with the precognition, after all.” Cherry muttered, but she nodded 

nonetheless, making a disgusted face. “I dunno if this is like, the most out of the way position 

you could put me in… or if like, this is the worst job ever, because it‟ll be hard even for me to 

aim while on top of the fucker. But what about you, what are you going to do?” 

Zerrex glanced hesitantly towards the creature, and then he said finally: “I‟ll stay back 

with the main harpoon group. Just in case the thing decides to charge, and I‟ll be ready to finish 

it off if the headshots don‟t. Everyone, get ready to move.” 

Cherry nodded, and then Zerrex rose two fingers and made a swift cutting motion, and 

immediately the others began to move into position, the three demonesses seeming to vanish as 

they made their way around the field, while Priest and Vampire both ran out into clear sight of 

the thing, each dropping to one knee with the harpoon gun raised and ready. Bondage was a bit 

slower getting into position, but Zerrex clapped him on the shoulder as he knelt behind the 

others, drawing Fell Tempest as the sword whispered a recrimination to him, and the Drakkaren 

smiled tiredly. Yeah, shut up. Hey, wait… where‟s Sammy? 

The reptile looked back and forth, then he closed his eyes and concentrated… and a 

moment later, he saw the tents and the fire pit, as if through his own eyes. A glance back and 

forth that made his head wobble, before he heard a squeak… and the reptile realized he‟d left 

him back at the camp by accident, after he‟d calmed the little dragon down and sent him off to 

sleep in the torn tent.  



Zerrex took a long breath as the vision faded, and then he thought as clearly as possible to 

the little beast: I‟m fine, go back to sleep. We‟re just hunting now. It‟s a big target so please stay 

back. 

Then there was a squeak beside him, and the reptile looked down stupidly to see Sammy 

resting his front claws on his leg, looking up at him sourly. The Drakkaren looked awkwardly 

away, and then the little dragon hopped up onto his shoulder before Priest said clearly: “I see 

Desire and Cypress in position, Dad.” 

“Which means Cherry probably is too. You three got a clear shot?” The Drakkaren tilted 

his head, and the three in front of him all nodded, Bondage‟s hand squeezing tightly into the 

handle of his whip, arm flexed and drawn far back. Zerrex smiled grimly… and then he said 

quietly: “Go.” 

Two harpoons launched forwards and Bondage snapped his whip with a crack, the 

material lengthening and distorting as it shot through the air as quickly as the two steel spears 

that trailed a thin silver string behind them… and then the two harpoons collided with the red 

shape beneath the lip of the shell as the impossibly-stretched whip snapped around something, 

and there was a howl of fury from the creature within loud enough to shake the ground. Zerrex 

winced, and then he watched as the three males in front of him all dropped to their knees, 

Vampire and Priest‟s harpoon guns discarded as they yanked hard back on the thin-but-strong 

strings attached to the harpoons, and Bondage turned completely around, his muscles bulging 

and flexing as he half-snarled with exertion. 

The Great Conch tried to scuttle backwards, the shell trembling and rocking… and then a 

huge, monstrous form burst forwards out of it, and three males fell in a sprawl as the rope and 

leather went limp, the huge, crablike creature opening its circular jaws with a raspy roar. A pair 

of massive claws clanked open and shut as four eyes glared at them: two dead black marbles in 

its red-plated face, and two beady obsidian pupils surrounded by sick gleaming white on short 

stalks, the latter gazing wildly back and forth. It scuttled on six legs that all ended in sharp 

talons, and the red-plated beast roared again, then shrieked as two javelins slammed into one side 

of the creature and a larger spear ripped into its other. 

It looked back and forth, then hissed when Priest got to his feet, yanking hard on the rope 

to take up the slack… and immediately, the Great Conch swung a claw down almost absently, 

catching the ropes on the back of it and jerking the three males high into the air with mixed 

yelps, Bondage losing his grip on his whip and the leather falling uselessly to the ground as 

Vampire was thrown high into the trees, and Priest landed hard on the ground before the zebra 

fell on top of him, knocking the wind from the demon. Then the Great Conch glared to either 

side, before its stalks twisted all the way around to stare at Cherry, who had somehow scampered 

all the way up to the top of its shell… before she yelped and flailed wildly as it bucked hard 

forwards and launched her off. 

Four shots rang through the air nonetheless, and Zerrex saw clear, watery blood burst up 

from between the stalks and one of the eyes, the stalk it was on collapsing as one of the smaller 

eyes turned to mush and goo, and the beast howled in pain before Cherry flipped gracefully and 

landed with a thud in a crouch next to Desire, snarling as she turned around and fired the last two 

shots into its other eye-stalk… but it roared in more rage than pain now, and Zerrex saw the six 

large legs stomping up and down against the ground, cursing as he realized it was about to 

charge… and he sprinted in himself, darkness leaking from Fell Tempest‟s blade before he 

slashed hard through one of its legs. 



It screamed, and the distraction was enough that it turned and slapped Zerrex across the 

field, losing interest in Cherry and Desire… and then Priest and Bondage both opened fire from 

where they were standing, bullets pounding uselessly into its thick carapace as the Drakkaren 

slowly hauled himself to his feet, watching Cypress try to slip around its side… but only to be 

knocked flying as it backed suddenly up and twisted to strike her with its hard shell. The giant 

beast was completely awake now, and Zerrex wondered for the umpteenth time why the hell he‟d 

let Cherry talk him into this, as he ran forwards again… before skidding to a halt as he watched 

the huge crab monster stalk forwards and slam a claw down hard enough to leave a huge crater in 

the ground where Cherry had stood only a moment before, Desire uselessly slamming her 

cleaver into it before she shrieked as it slapped her into a tree. 

Bondage and Priest switched to javelins, and Zerrex closed his eyes, forcing himself to 

breathe slowly. They had gone into panic mode, and the crab was raging, fuelling itself on pain 

and confusion… and slowly, the Drakkaren sheathed Fell Tempest, the sword whispering a 

compliment to him as the reptile pulled the blade off his back and put it down in front of himself, 

crossing his legs and resting his hands on his knees. He lowered his head, and he heard Vampire 

yelling crazily at him, and Cherry‟s lunatic cackling as she fired shot-after-shot uselessly against 

it, and all other manner of sounds that added to the cacophony… and then everything became 

muffled, and the reptile forced himself to focus on his energy. 

He pictured it swirling in his body, chaotic… but he forced the maelstrom to compact 

itself, drew his energy into his chest as he took a long breath… and as he let it out, he felt his 

limbs begin to tingle lightly, and the sounds grow even more distant and unimportant, even when 

something rumbled the ground he was sitting on. And then he visualized his energy smoothing 

out… and he felt his focus and mind sharpen suddenly as it seemed to do just that in his body, a 

surge of strength that was nothing like the adrenaline spike he‟d just had go through his form… 

and when he opened his eyes, he saw the crab, watched as it scuttled its feet, snarled and hissed 

before beginning a terrible charge towards its greatest nuisance: Bondage and Priest, who 

happened to be somewhere behind Zerrex, leaving him in its path. 

It suddenly moved forwards with a burst of unnatural speed as Zerrex reached down and 

grasped the handle of Fell Tempest, and as the reptile climbed calmly to his feet, it was in front 

of him, only feet away… before it suddenly stopped, its claws raised, jaws dripping drool… and 

then it staggered drunkenly back and forth before it fell backwards, legs collapsing beneath it and 

its neckless head falling forwards, and Zerrex stood with his head bowed, Fell Tempest 

unsheathed and raised high in the air… and the reptile smiled a bit as he spun the blade once 

before wiping one side of the blade slowly against the sheath… and then he slammed it back into 

place as Vampire gaped stupidly at him, dropping his own weapon as Cherry slapped the demon 

wolf on the back, saying amiably: “Told you he knew what he was doing. You totally owe me 

ten bucks.” 

“What the fuck was that?” Vampire finally spluttered, as the others approached, and 

Zerrex shrugged, still feeling Zen and pleasant, everything seeming both in sharp focus and 

unimportant… and then Cherry grabbed him in a headlock and ruffled his hair, and the reptile 

flailed as he lost his calm and shoved her off, glaring at her. 

“It was a martial focus technique they taught me back at the monastery when I trained 

there with the Four Sisters, built off things Requiem taught me…” Zerrex looked sourly at 

Cherry, and then he flexed his hand, which felt a bit numb. “It enhances focus, and lets me move 

with a bit more grace than usual.” 



“Just a bit.” Vampire said ironically, and the Drakkaren gave him a sour look before he 

coughed and held up his hands, laying his ears back meekly. “Dude, please don‟t slice me in 

half. But uh… now… what do we do?” 

Zerrex looked thoughtfully at the crab… and then Sammy leapt down from around his 

shoulders, walking forwards and around it to nip lightly at its flesh. It chewed a bit 

thoughtfully… then it spat it out and staggered backwards, growling in disgust. “I guess we can‟t 

exactly eat it… stuff is bitter as hell. But I bet we could sell the carcass… the carapace isn‟t too 

damaged and it makes good armor, and they can probably grind up its flesh to feed prisoners or 

something.” 

“That stuff tastes like a fucking war crime. That‟s just mean.” Vampire muttered, and 

then he poked the dead head lightly with a spear, adding flatly: “Don‟t we have to pry its shell 

off now? Who‟s going to do that?” 

Everyone looked at the wolf… and he stared before muttering and slumping his 

shoulders, stomping over towards where its body slid out from beneath the shell before Priest 

and Desire joined the sulky lupine. Zerrex, meanwhile, headed over to Cherry, grasping her 

shoulder as he asked mildly: “So are we being watched?” 

Cherry shrugged absently as she looked over at him, before she grinned a bit. “Let‟s just 

say that if we had an audience, they got the shit scared out of them and ran off, probably about 

the time the giant fucker started charging around. I think we‟re in the clear, Boss, because it ain‟t 

like most people take on a Great Conch unless they really-really got to.” 

“Point taken.” Zerrex replied mildly, and he glanced up absently, rubbing slowly at his 

forehead. “I feel kind of bad for killing it now, though.” 

“Oh fuck, here we go again.” Cherry muttered, and the Drakkaren shot her a sour look 

before they began to childishly push at each other, as she said flatly: “Killing is fun, and fun is 

not wrong. Therefore killing ain‟t wrong.” 

Zerrex snorted at this, then he tried to shove her against the crab‟s face, but she deftly 

avoided him with a cackle, grabbing his hair and yanking on it to make him yelp before he spun 

around and poked her nose firmly: “Cheating… girly-girl! And you totally have a big freaking 

logic error, by the way.” 

“You‟re a logic error, I hate you.” Cherry replied smartly, and then Zerrex rapped her 

firmly on the nose, and she grabbed her muzzle with a huff, narrowing her eyes at him sourly. 

“You‟re a big bad fart-headed fart.” 

“Is this really how you two always act?” Cypress asked from nearby, where she and 

Bondage were attempting to drag the body backwards, and the two looked at each other 

embarrassedly before they moved to help, as Vampire yelled something in a strained voice. After 

ten minutes of pull and shoving, the finally got the lobster-like lower body of the enormous 

crustacean out of the shell, leaving it for them to use however they pleased: the only thing Zerrex 

hadn‟t accounted for, however, was the sheer reek of the goddamn thing. 

He made a face as he walked into the tall opening, looking back and forth: the shell was 

only perhaps six inches thick, but Priest was having a hell of a time jamming javelins into the 

walls to use as makeshift handles, the gigantic demon grunting as he finally forced one into 

place. He then grasped it and lifted… and blinked in surprise at the ease with which the shell 

came off the ground, saying dumbly: “Damn thing‟s real light.” 

Cherry snorted, slapping the Dragokkaren on the arm as she said fawningly to her son: 

“Maybe you‟ve just been working out, handsome.” A pause, and then she grinned and shook her 



head at the look on his face. “Yeah, they‟re light as hell. Haven‟t you ever come across one of 

these shells before? Fuck, and I thought you‟d done the whole tour of Hell.” 

With that, she walked away to bother someone else, and Priest looked mildly over at 

Zerrex, asking him flatly: “How the hell is it she can be sarcastic, condescending, and awkwardly 

flirty all at the same time?” 

“Practice. She has lots of practice.” Zerrex replied with a slight shake of his head, and 

then he patted Priest on the arm. “Good work, though. Can you put in another three handles like 

that? That way, I can have four of us move it while three of us stand ready with guns, just in case 

they have someone who can see through our illusions.” 

Priest nodded with a smile, and Zerrex smiled back, before he glanced up as Desire 

reappeared through a portal with a thumbs-up, saying clearly to him: “I gave our approximate 

location to a cleanup crew, and they‟ll send someone here in about an hour to pick up the 

carcass. Said they‟ll use it at the forge or something, and what they don‟t they‟ll grind up to feed 

the mounts.” 

Zerrex nodded, feeling a bit better now: as long as they were using the corpse for 

something, he didn‟t so much mind killing a giant monster to use its shell in an attack operation. 

Then he paused at Desire‟s hesitant look, and he tilted his head before she said softly: “We still 

haven‟t heard from Selena yet, though… and Sin‟s been having trouble on her front, too.” 

“They‟ll be fine. They‟re strong.” Zerrex said softly, and Desire nodded a bit at this. She 

seemed comforted by his conviction as he patted her gently on the shoulder, and she smiled 

faintly up at him before the reptile glanced over towards Cypress, who was carefully sharpening 

one of her katanas with a dismal look on her face. “What‟s up with you?” 

“I just expected a bit more of myself than I got, that‟s all.” Cypress murmured, and 

Desire gave her sister a soft, sympathetic look before the Lamia smiled faintly, tilting her head 

towards him. “Sometimes I think you really are even stronger than they say, Daddy… which 

makes me question why we‟re even here at all.” 

“Even the strongest fall to numbers, Cypress… it never hurts to have someone watching 

your back.” Zerrex replied softly, and he walked over to gently take her sword from her and 

sheath it at her side, the female blushing a bit as he squeezed her arm quietly. “Your blade‟s 

sharp enough as it is. It‟s the mental edge you need to get back.” 

She nodded, taking a breath and clearing her mind, and Zerrex tended to the others as he 

organized them mentally. Since Cherry, Cypress, and Desire had the best range, he wanted to put 

the three females in the center… but Cherry would probably call him all kinds of names for 

having an all-female core, and he didn‟t want Cherry holding the illusion over her body, because 

she was pregnant and her mood swings were eating even at the stoic seriousness she usually had 

in battle.  

By the time Priest managed to get the four makeshift handles into place, however, Zerrex 

had clearly decided the order, and he said mildly as the others gathered beneath the massive 

shell: “Here‟s how this is going to work. Bondage, Priest, you get the two rear handles, and 

Cherry and I will take the two front. Vampire, I want you at the front of the pack, and you‟re 

going to act as the catalyst: Desire, I‟d like you to generate the illusion, and match Vampire‟s 

body language.” A pause, and then he slapped his forehead when Vampire sucked in his cheeks,  

dropped to a squat, and rose his hands in the air, opening and closing his hands as he scuttled 

back and forth until Cherry kicked him over. “Actually, new plan. The Great Conch can scuttle 

while still fully protected by its shell, so… let Vampire be engulfed in the illusion, but have 

Cypress be the main body of the spell and have it follow her body language.” 



Desire nodded as Cypress looked up in surprise, and then Zerrex shrugged mildly as 

Vampire climbed to his feet, looking morbid. “In simple terms, Vampire‟s impenetrable. Only 

high-grade magic will tear a hole in him, and it won‟t last for very long at that. But… Vampire‟s 

also a bit of an idiot.” He paused, but the black wolf only nodded agreeably as he shouldered his 

spear. “So he‟ll provide cover for you two while you concentrate on controlling the illusion and 

Desire projects it.” 

Cypress finally nodded after a moment, and then she sighed, rubbing at her head quietly. 

“Okay. I‟m… I‟m ready, then.” She looked around at the others, then murmured softly: “I won‟t 

let any of you down.” 

“Get in position!” Zerrex called, and the others did so before the Drakkaren added: “And 

drop all nonessential gear! We go in light, we strike hard!” 

The others nodded as they moved into position, some of them shedding extra weight as 

Bondage, Priest, Cherry, and Zerrex all took the makeshift handles firmly, then lifted at the same 

time to bring the shell a few feet off the ground: then the white-haired Drakkaren nodded to 

Desire, and she took a long breath before she closed her eyes and murmured an incantation as 

she held both hands out, and the air around Cypress ripped before a semitransparent image began 

to grow and form. 

It was difficult to see, and Zerrex winced as he realized Vampire would now have a 

second duty… but the demonic wolf took to it with ease as he called: “Okay, I totally call 

navigation. Shrink the illusion down a bit, it‟s too… yeah, there you go. Cypress uh. Figure out 

what does what.” 

Cypress mumbled as she moved her arms around, barely visible, and the Drakkaren 

thought that it was like being caught in the way of a powerful projector: he could make out vague 

shapes and bright lights of different colors, but that was all. Vampire, however, he could see 

fairly clearly, even if from his angle he looked blood-red instead of black, and the wolf was 

nodding vigorously. “Perfect, perfect, yeah, okay, you got it babe. Let‟s try moving forwards two 

paces and see what happens.” 

Movement, as it turned out, was far more difficult: partially because Cypress had no feet 

and found it harder to fall into natural „pace‟ with the others, and partially because they were all 

different sizes, and Priest‟s single stride was worth at least two of most of theirs. With some 

practice on the way towards the location, however, they managed it… although now they were 

confronted with the painful process of moving around little copses of trees here and there, which 

a normal Great Conch would have simply plowed right over. 

After a short side-trip, however, they managed to come out onto a dusty plateau that had 

been stripped barren of trees and grass, and they paused for a moment as Vampire whispered 

over his shoulder to the group: “There‟s some mountains ahead, and a definite structure of some 

kind… big-ass walls, turrets, ain‟t nothin‟ friendly about it. Turn twenty degrees to the left and 

move about thirty feet forwards, do it real slowly.” 

The others nodded and followed Vampire‟s instructions carefully, and the demonic wolf 

leaned carefully out of the rim of the shell, taking great pains to stay inside the illusionary Great 

Conch. “Yeah, we got a pair of big-ass metal gates… and mounted weaponry on the walls. 

There‟s a few grunts patrolling with what look like crossbows, they‟re giving us a look but they 

don‟t seem all that intimidated or worried, and I don‟t really blame them… gates are so goddamn 

tall that they‟re almost the same height as this huge-ass shell. Let‟s turn thirty degrees to the right 

and approach for… forty feet, then hunker down.” 



Again, they moved carefully… until finally Cypress drew slightly backwards as Vampire 

ran towards the back of the shell, the others putting down their makeshift handles. They stood for 

a moment, Cypress still facing the front and Desire breathing quietly as she maintained the 

illusion, and then Zerrex walked towards the opening to look out at the tall metal walls and 

barred, heavy-duty gates. There were indeed a few demons – low class soldier demons that 

didn‟t look in the best of shape – that were walking back and forth along the tops of the walls, 

and they didn‟t seem overly concerned with the shell… but then they were joined by another 

demon for a moment, before all three vanished. 

“They might be changing the guard… the gates are probably runed or shielded, and 

they‟re nestled in the steep cliffs of a mountain range… probably well-protected from all sides, 

with a few escape tunnels here and there.” The Drakkaren paused, then he winced when the huge 

gates swung slowly open, and a pair of large buggies rolled out. “Crap, we got mortal technology 

and demons coming at us-“ 

“Move it.” Cherry half-shoved him out of the way as she cocked the hammer of her 

revolver back and rose it, and she took aim at the first: a minotaur holding a long lance out that 

was sparking at the end, riding in the little four-wheeled vehicle and quickly driving towards 

them with his partner behind. Then she grinned, and whispered: “Perfect.” 

Cherry‟s first shot took out the minotaur‟s front tire, and he lost control of his vehicle, 

flying into the air and flipping over with a yell… before her second shot rang out – horrendously 

loud inside the shell, Desire gritting her teeth as she fought to maintain concentration – and hit 

the bottom of the lance‟s handle as the minotaur flew through the air, and it was knocked out of 

his grasp, flying backwards to skewer his partner through the chest before the minotaur crashed 

into the ground with a loud grunt… and a third and final shot blew away the back of his head and 

kept him down as Cherry winked and spun her revolver rapidly. A pause as she looked around at 

them all, and then she glanced dumbly upwards as the humongous gates opened wider and a 

Wentaku appeared between them, yelling something angrily as demons stormed out and several 

others immediately ran for the turrets. “They uh. They probably heard that, huh?” 

“Come on, charge, before they start destroying evidence!” Zerrex shouted, and the 

Drakkaren shot forwards, followed quickly by the others as Desire let the illusion drop, staying 

back for a moment to gather her wits about her. Cypress hesitated, then she went quickly back to 

stay with her sister instead of charging into combat with the others, and the females traded a faint 

smile before Desire nodded, the two bringing up the rear. 

Zerrex pulled Fell Tempest off his back and snap-drew the blade, cutting down two 

demons like hay as the sword sighed softly, and three more of the soldiers for the facility 

immediately fled as their ranks were met by the superior power of the Drakkaren‟s handpicked 

team, Cherry‟s whip and Vampire‟s spear ripping through opponents as Priest and Bondage 

covered their flanks with gunfire. Then Cypress and Desire joined the battle, and the Lamia shot 

ahead of the crowd, easily deflecting the attacks of the spiked, ugly lizard demons known as a 

Swamp Spine before she stabbed two blades down through it. 

A Salamander charged in with a maul, cocking it back as it aimed at Cypress‟s vulnerable 

left side… and Desire leapt over her sister, chopping cleanly through the draconic demon and 

bringing it down before she swung outwards, gritting her teeth and meeting a minotaur in mid-

swing. At the doors, the Wentaku who appeared to be acting as some kind of field commander 

was yelling more orders… and then he stared in shock when Zerrex seemed to appear out of 

nowhere in front of him, before the reptile sliced Fell Tempest upwards and cut the demon into 



halves before he could even begin a spell, and the Drakkaren snarled as he caught the first 

glimpse of the courtyard beyond.  

It was a wide, cement area filled with crates, walled-off by buildings that were end-to-end 

on either side… and at the very end of the courtyard was a huge, silver-runed ring that had a 

flickering white rift spiraling slowly between it: a dimensional gate. Mages were standing in 

front of this, yelling at each other… and then one of them saw Zerrex and yelped, and he yelled 

something as demons ran for several pairs of large sliding barn doors Zerrex thought probably 

led to escape hatches… and then the doors were blown off their hinges, and demons scattered as 

Zerrex winced and shouted over his shoulder, to where the others were just finishing cleaning up 

the scattered group: “We got Combat Armors!” 

“Shit!” Cherry snarled as she joined Zerrex, the two charging towards the dozen or so 

hulking, ugly steel devices: they were low-grade in design, but both reptiles had no doubt they‟d 

be extremely dangerous nonetheless, and probably enhanced by demonic magic on top of the 

threat they already posed. The design for them was simple enough: a large pair of metal legs and 

arms that locked shut over a person‟s own limbs, with a heavy, thick clear metal shield that 

closed from the top over the main body. 

As mortals, they had dealt with these kinds of war machine plenty of times… and Zerrex 

noted that these ones, at least, were less well-armed. A minigun for one hand and a sparking, U-

shaped taser claw for the other… and the reptile grinned coldly as Fell Tempest murmured in his 

hand: it was almost too easy. 

Then the machines opened fire, and while Cherry danced and slid back and forth through 

the hail of bullets, Zerrex covered his face and cursed as he was knocked backwards by a 

hailstorm of searing hot bullets. Behind him, Desire tried to cover herself with her cleaver as the 

bullet storm tore past her as well, ripping small gouges in her scales, and then she shouted an 

incantation that created a magical, greenish wall in front of her that deflected the rounds. 

“Golems! Magical machinations!” 

“Nah, they‟re just the machine part!” Priest called as he ran up beside her, and he created 

a ball of fire in one hand before he threw it hard into the crowd. It struck one of the armors and 

exploded, and the exoskeletal suit staggered backwards before falling heavily to the ground, 

Priest making a disgusted face. “Come on, we need to-” 

He was cut off by two loud thuds, and the pair both looked up just in time to catch sight 

of two large rockets flying through the air, fired from the rooftops. They crashed into the 

greenish shield and exploded, dissolving it and sending the two flying backwards, and Cypress 

snarled as she joined the fray, even as Bondage ran over to help Desire up with one hand, the 

other firing his handgun wildly in the direction the rockets had come from. 

Zerrex, meanwhile, had been joined by Vampire… and the two were plowing through the 

machinery as some of them swung and others fired randomly even at their own allies, the 

Drakkaren slashing the katana as easily through the metal as he swung it through the air and 

cutting off limbs as he dodged strikes from the heavy, awkward claws: the bullets, on the other 

hand, weren‟t so easily avoided, and he was bleeding heavily from one leg. Vampire had done a 

hell of a job of covering him, though… and as an armor tried to sneak up behind him, the 

demonic wolf leapt on top of it and stabbed his spear straight down through the clear metal 

shield, cracking it and impaling the operator, and the machine continued to stagger dumbly 

forwards as Zerrex looked over his back before he rolled out of the way as Vampire performed a 

graceful backflip off the Combat Armor. 



It rammed into a fellow device as the machine swung its claw outwards to try and stop it, 

and instead both metal exoskeletons were electrocuted for a few moments before they both went 

up in a gout of flame. Then Vampire and Zerrex traded a high-five and a grin as they ran in 

opposite directions past the burning wreckage, Zerrex heading for the last two nearby and 

Vampire running over to help Cherry. 

The female had taken down two war machines on her own, already, and had one arm of 

the third wrapped tightly in her whips and twisted up behind it, the metal bent in ways metal was 

never supposed to bend as the operator inside screamed as the others pummeled him. In Cherry‟s 

other hand was her revolver… and as the three Combat Armors left all ceased to fire for a 

moment, she spun out from cover, firing off the three rounds left in the revolver into one 

pneumatic leg of a machine, and it toppled stupidly forwards before Cherry grabbed the second 

armor by the body before she roared as she twisted around, metal screaming against metal as her 

whip threatened to rip off its arm before it sailed into the air as she threw it hard at one of the 

other remaining war machines. 

Both armors crashed over in a pile of useless metal, one of the riders crushed beneath 

several tons of steel and the other pierced by awkwardly-broken chunks of metal, with one arm 

hanging by mere strings from his body… and the last armor staggered backwards before it tried 

to turn around and run, but a moment later, a spear tore through its vulnerable, open side, killing 

the rider before Vampire drew the weapon quickly back as the minotaur‟s body rapidly began to  

rot, falling away to ash and bone within moment as he grinned at Cherry… but she only snorted 

and rolled her eyes as she snapped the revolver open with a flick of her wrist and produced a 

speed loader, snapping it into place before she drew it away… and six bullets appeared not only 

in the gun, but in the empty-for-but-seconds speed-loader as well, as she tucked it back into her 

pocket. Then she said conversationally: “There‟s another wave coming, by the way. Hey, Desire, 

Cypress, Priest, get your asses over here! And where the hell‟s Bondage?” 

Priest pointed at the rooftop, and Cherry looked up to see the zebra grappling with 

another demon near the edge before the latter was thrown off, and he fell with a scream, limbs 

flailing before he hit the ground with a sick crack. Then Bondage vanished, and she snorted in 

amusement before her eyes flicked to Zerrex, who was running quickly away from an open 

doorway as bullets tore out of it with a whistling whine. “Well, that‟s our cue. I got an idea, how 

about you guys try it out this time? They ain‟t so tough.” 

Even as they got into position, the others glared at her: Priest slowly creating a fireball 

between his hands, Cypress with all four swords at the ready, Desire holding up her cleaver as 

her eyes glowed. Cherry grinned widely, and then she tucked her revolver back in its holster 

before she drew the sword at her side slowly, holding it up as the chain dangled loosely from it, 

rolling her whip up to attach it absently back at her side. “Let‟s see if I still got the moves.” 

Zerrex was in less of an entertained mood than Cherry: he was also sporting far more 

bruises, and he made a face as he headed for the mages that were still arguing beside the portal, 

ignoring the approaching second wave of Combat Armors for the moment. They looked up at 

him as he came in close, and one of them rose his hands, as if to try and ward him off with some 

weak spell… but the Drakkaren easily sliced him in half, instantly turning him to ashes before he 

snapped the blade down to just slice into the second mage‟s shoulders, the black-robed skeleton 

giving a squeak as he roses his arms and babbled: “Don‟t kill me!” 

“Where‟s the head of this facility? I need answers, and now!” Zerrex grabbed him by the 

collar and hefted him into the air, and the skeleton yelped before pointing wildly at the doors 

through which no less than nine more Combat Armors were now trying to emerge… but they had 



already been engaged by most of the group, as another demon plummeted off the rooftops thanks 

to Bondage. 

Zerrex hesitated for a moment, wondering what to do with the mage… and then he 

grinned before he turned and threw him at the portal, and he vanished through it, Zerrex figuring 

that would at least keep him out of the way for the moment. Then he grasped Fell Tempest in 

both hands… before he stared stupidly as one of the doors to the side building was kicked open 

and a goat-headed demon in full plate mail emerged, a rocket launcher already aimed at the 

lizard. 

He fired, and Zerrex considered dodging for a moment before the rocket struck him and 

exploded, sending him flying backwards to hit the wall with enough force to stick into it, 

concrete shattering around him like glass, limbs spread-eagled and huge sword still in his hand. 

Desire had flinched, a long gash on her muzzle now from the sword catching her in the face… 

and then she looked up with a snarl at the goatling as he shook the rocket launcher, apparently 

not understanding that it couldn‟t be reloaded before she rose a hand, and the goat demon‟s eyes 

went wide before golden flames burst up into being around it and consumed it in a matter of 

seconds. 

Zerrex peeled off the wall and fell to the ground, head-ringing and looking stupefied… 

and he staggered slowly to his feet with a groan, before watching as Priest literally punched over 

a Combat Armor before he set the driver inside on fire, circuitry sparking and the machine 

smoking as the demon wearing the armor screamed and writhed in agony. Then the huge 

Dragokkaren demon looked over at him, asking him a question he didn‟t understand… before 

Cherry ran up, tagged Priest, and sent him towards the open doorway even as she almost absently 

lashed her weapon out to spear straight through the shield and into another driver‟s heart. 

His suit collapsed uselessly on its haunches as she tore the weapon, the Great Diviner, 

back to her hand, catching it with the ease of a talented child catching his yo-yo… before she ran 

up to Zerrex, who was standing with his hair burnt and his body covered in char marks. She 

slapped him, and he blinked before glaring at her… and she poked his chest accusingly, shouting 

over the sound of another demon screaming: “That was stupid!” 

Zerrex snorted, then he glanced over his shoulder as a nearby door was jerked open and a 

demon came running out… and he rose his arm almost absently, clotheslining the Swamp Spine 

that tried to sprint past him, and he fell dazed on his back. “Yeah, well, I didn‟t know where 

everyone behind me was! People hesitate, Cherry; I‟m a people, not a superhero like you.” A 

pause as he stomped the Swamp Spine in the stomach, knocking all the fight out of it with a 

wheeze. “The others are handling the Combat Armors goddamn well.” 

It was true: they were down to three, and they had all taken on minimal wounds… and 

working together, Zerrex knew the rest of the armors would fall quickly. Then he shook his head, 

bringing himself back to his senses as he said clearly: “Cherry, investigate the buildings here, 

send Bondage to the other side when he gets down from the roof and do what you will with the 

others. Vampire, you‟re with me!” 

Vampire immediately perked up from where he was trying to get a shot in against the 

machines… and the moment he looked over at Zerrex, the war machine swung at him, his neck 

cracking loudly as his head spun to an awkward position, and he fell over on his side with a yelp. 

It left the legs of the device vulnerable, however, and Desire immediately cut one of the legs 

clean off… and whatever fight had been in the operator went out of him as he screamed in 

agony, blood gushing from the wound as his minigun fired wildly into the air. 



Then Vampire climbed to his feet as Zerrex ran by in a low crouch, wincing at the bullets 

sailing wildly in all directions… and the black wolf joined him as they ran past piled combat 

armors and into a large, open warehouse. More armors stood silent sentinel, and there were large 

piles of crates  - some open and all manner of mortal junk spilled out onto the ground – and 

Zerrex made a face as he walked over to one, noting that someone had gone to great lengths to 

try and scrub away the company logo. 

Vampire looked back and forth as he rested his spear on his shoulder, rubbing at his neck 

absently as the wound in his body visibly healed, a few bullets popping out of him: regeneration 

had been his greatest ability in life, and now as a demon, it made him almost on par with an old 

enemy that had troubled Zerrex on several occasions. He paused after a moment, then he leaned 

forwards and asked mildly: “So tell me, Boss. What do we do about those other demons in 

here?” 

Immediately, one of the hiding demons squeaked, and someone else shushed him 

violently… and Zerrex sighed, rolling his eyes as he shifted through the junk, ignoring the 

sounds of combat and Cherry‟s yelled orders outside. “Leave them alone. Easier on them if they 

surrender, after all… they should know by now that I‟ll follow anyone I caught mixed up in this 

level of mess to the ends of Hell.” 

He crouched by an open crate, picking up some music CDs… then he tossed them down 

with a look of disgust before pointing at an open door ahead, and Vampire nodded, giving a pair 

of buggies that were sitting next to a rusted mortal car a strange look as he passed them. Zerrex 

followed after a moment, marveling at the sheer amount of mortal junk they‟d stuffed into the 

warehouse and confident that the hidden demons wouldn‟t attack… and then they both stopped 

in the doorway as they looked out at some sort of inner courtyard, lit from above by a huge hole 

in the ceiling, several ramps leading up to open archways in the walls, the ground beneath tiled 

and flat as a voice Zerrex recognized after only a moment shouted: “You promised safety! 

Security! What the fuck, dude? I can‟t have this asshole find out that I‟m mixed up in all this.” 

“That hurts my feelings.” Zerrex said loudly, and the two that had been arguing looked at 

him with surprise: or rather, one of them looked horrified as the other snarled in disgust. The one 

on the right Zerrex didn‟t recognize… but the left one, oh, he knew exactly who the huge badger 

was, as he staggered backwards, his jaw working wordlessly. 

Tank began to shiver violently as he rose his hands, waving them back and forth. He was 

shirtless, showing off huge muscles that looked insignificant nonetheless with how terrified he 

was, a pair of small triangular horns on his head. Tank, who had killed Tinny, caused Felicity‟s 

death, and performed countless other atrocities… who had wanted to capture his daughter and 

kill him in a deathtrap while he was off fighting Requiem. Zerrex had killed him by mistake in a 

battle years later, when Tank had literally attached himself into a mobile turret in a second last-

ditch attempt at murdering Zerrex… and now he looked as scared of him as he‟d ever been, as he 

babbled: “Boss, hey, look, I‟ve changed… it was his idea, him, he‟s the leader of the Rogues!” 

He pointed wildly at the other figure that Zerrex didn‟t recognize, and the male snorted in 

distaste as he flicked his long, multicolored hair. It hung down in stylized tendrils, the locks thick 

near the top and thinning out after several feet, and each had a main body of white… but also a 

streak of gold and purple. He was taller than Tank, but shorter than Zerrex at seven feet… and 

his fur was a glossy black that made his dark eyes almost invisible, his features prim and 

pretty… a face that could be insanely jealous or coldly furious in a moment, but from his 

disdainful yet measuring expression… a face that had never known happiness. 



His body was lithe, but it was hard to tell: he wore a five-layered belt around his waist 

that went all the way up his abdominals, and a tight bandolier that crisscrossed an athletic chest. 

Black, expensive pants on his lower body, and a huge, stylized trenchcoat that covered most of 

his form… purple on the inside, edged with gold, the rest of it spotless, pristine black leather that 

had a massive K-shaped double collar he wore in such a way as if to try and give his face a 

mysterious look, but it only made him look pretentious instead. Hands in fingerless gloves that 

had buttons of gold that were literally pure gold, and feet in stylish black boots with platform 

heels… Zerrex couldn‟t help but grin. All that pretty, custom-made gear probably costs more 

money than Hell‟s banks have in reserve… and they‟re about to get all ruined. 

“Hey, you‟re the dude that killed Tinny, ain‟t you?” Vampire said after a moment, 

frowning thoughtfully, and when Tank paled and swallowed, the black wolf leapt forwards, 

shaking a fist and raging: “Only me and Cherry and the Cap‟n get to abuse Tinny, you little piece 

of shit! I‟m gonna kick your ass to Hell… I mean… I‟m going to make you eat your shoes!” 

Since Tank wasn‟t wearing shoes, this made as much sense as the first statement… but he 

got the gist of it and screeched as he ran for the gatling gun sitting on a crate nearby, and he just 

managed to grab it before Vampire got in behind him, cocking his spear back and swinging it 

hard enough into the badger‟s ass to knock him into the air with a screech. He landed on one of 

the ramps on all fours, and he immediately began to scramble for the doorway as Vampire 

called: “I‟ll get him good, Cap‟n! You take care of that fop!” 

“Fops can be dangerous, Lord Zerrex… especially when you don‟t know who they are.” 

The being – Zerrex hesitated for some reason to call it either a demon or angel, and he didn‟t 

know why – reached down and pulled a hexagonal piece of metal off his belt, smiling 

vindictively. His dark eyes burned in his skull, and then he held it out… and Zerrex‟s eyes 

widened as he saw the purple rune on the metal glow before three hellhounds materialized out of 

nowhere, the quadrupedal demons snarling and leaking magma and smoke from their jaws, their 

eyes red and wild and their bodies black and not furred, but instead covered in slick, bumpy skin 

that glistened in the light emanated from their own hellish maws. 

Then the otter bowed deeply and elegantly, but he didn‟t take his eyes off Zerrex even as 

his long hair curled over his face, saying calmly: “Excuse my manners, High King… my name is 

Loki, and I am an Emissary… a bringer of a sacred word.” He said the last with no small amount 

of sarcasm, rolling his eyes before he straightened and brushed himself off, rune still in hand as 

he smiled coldly and pronounced: “Get him.” 

The hellhounds immediately all leapt forwards, snarling… before they were knocked 

backwards with mixed yelps as Zerrex swung Fell Tempest out easily, and the sword murmured 

in disapproval as the three demon dogs lay on the ground, two of them moving weakly and one 

of them dead, its body dissolving back into nothingness as Zerrex said mildly, Loki looking 

shocked: “You don‟t have a lot of experience with people like me, do you?” 

Tank, meanwhile, had set himself near the top of the ramp, his gatling gun firing wildly 

into Vampire… but the demonic wolf simply kept stomping forwards, snarling and holding his 

spear up and at the ready even as he flinched to one side or the other now and then, most of his 

stomach missing and his ribcage visible… and then he lunged forwards and stabbed through 

Tank‟s stomach, and the badger howled in agony before he was lifted up into the air by a 

triumphant demon wolf, Vampire shaking him back and forth and dislodging the gatling gun 

from Tank‟s hand before he spun around and smashed him down into the ground. 

Tank‟s body bounced once, and Vampire grunted as he stabbed downwards, pinning the 

badger as the spear tore through him and sank into the earth, Vampire vaulting gracefully over 



his body, then landing with a wince, his intestines sagging half-out of his body before they curled 

quickly upwards, the demonic wolf cracking his neck as he stood up and crossed his arms. “You 

killed someone real precious to me, asshole. Now I‟m just gonna have to show you why we 

remember our manners „round people we don‟t know.” 

Loki and Zerrex, meanwhile, were staring with distaste at each other… and then the otter 

snorted before he held up his rune again: before he could complete the summoning, however, 

Zerrex leaned forwards and slashed Fell Tempest smoothly outwards, and Loki flinched 

backwards, the hexagon flying from his hand and the rune on it slashed neatly in half. The otter 

grasped his wrist with a look of surprise, and then he snarled furiously as  the hellhounds 

attempting to crawl to their feet in front of him vanished from sight, the Drakkaren saying 

quietly as he leveled his long sword at the male: “You don‟t scare me in the slightest.” 

“I should.” Loki said darkly, and then he crouched before throwing himself into the air, 

the Drakkaren staring as he somehow flew all the way up to the opening hundreds of feet above, 

landing smoothly on his feet across from Bondage… and he fluttered his fingers in a little wave 

with one hand before he lashed out with the other, and a psychic whip of energy wrapped tightly 

around the zebra‟s throat before Loki jerked him forwards and into the gap. 

Bondage fell as Zerrex cursed, leaping into the air as his angelic wings burst from his 

back, and then the lizard smiled grimly as Bondage spun around and created a parachute out of 

leather, holding tightly onto the straps for dear life, and the Drakkaren twisted around him before 

flying up through the gap. He was surprised instead when he saw Loki fleeing, a pair of white, 

angelic wings extended from his own back… but as Zerrex shot forwards, he realized the wings 

didn‟t connect to him, and they were only semisolid: it was like somehow, the simple vision of 

wings was giving the male the ability to fly. 

The otter looked over his shoulder in shock as Zerrex approached… and then the reptile 

slammed an elbow down through the strange, semi-illusionary wings to smash him in the middle 

of the spine, and Loki fell from the air with a howl, spinning violently before he flipped around 

and crashed into the dusty ground. Zerrex dropped to the ground several feet away, wincing as 

his wings furled and vanished from sight, a few feathers of energy floating around him before 

they too turned to nothing but motes of energy as Loki snarled at him, his pretty features warped 

by the expression as his hair fell over his eyes, disheveled clothes looking even more ridiculous 

on him now than they did before. “Lord Zerrex… back away. You have no idea what you are up 

against…” 

“I never do, yet I usually come out on top.” Zerrex said mildly, and the Drakkaren 

straightened as he faced off against the being, before he asked quietly: “What the hell are you?” 

“I am a demigod, Lord Zerrex… a mere paltry shadow…” Loki stood and spread his 

arms with a dark smile, and the Drakkaren readied himself, raising Fell Tempest in front of him 

as the sword whispered encouragement, a bit of dark energy dripping from the blade like blood. 

Demons and angels were one thing… but Zerrex had dealt with gods on few occasions, and it 

rarely worked out well for him. But he‟s underestimated me so far… and I don‟t want to 

overestimate him.  

Gods, unlike what many mortals still thought, were mostly unconnected with Heaven and 

Hell. Gods did exist there, and many were even worshipped… while others were mere shadows 

of their former glory, doing paperwork and errands and muttering about the old days before 

they‟d been struck down. And Zerrex knew that once upon a time, when God had been alive… 

there had also existed terrible Old Gods like the Princess that was trapped inside him: beings of 

formidable, surrealistic powers that he knew he‟d be lucky to survive against alone. 



He also got the sense Loki wasn‟t lying: he didn‟t exude the might of a god, but his 

powers were still beyond that of any normal demon or angel, and there was a special aura about 

him. As a demigod, however, it meant that one of his parents was anything from a mortal to any 

supernatural being… and Zerrex carefully observed him as the otter stood and wiped himself off, 

visibly working to calm himself down before he gave that smug smile again. 

Then he slammed a hand suddenly down into the ground, shouting an incantation… and 

Zerrex‟s eyes widened in horror as three massive Gigataurs appeared in front of him, all of them 

carrying gigantic stone hammers. Gigataurs were greatly-evolved minotaurs, over sixty feet tall 

with fangs and jagged teeth, huge horns, and covered in bulging muscles. Demonic commanders 

and titanic heavy infantry, they were difficult to stop once they got going… and Zerrex had the 

sense that these three would give him a run for his money. 

He snarled as they approached, before ducking under a hammer strike as they roared, the 

reptile rolling away from another as he saw Loki – running away? That doesn‟t make sense, he 

should know that I can‟t- 

Zerrex cursed as another Gigataur stomped forwards and swung his hammer down, the 

reptile bringing his sword up to block the attack… and the hammer passed right through him, the 

Drakkaren looking confused before he snarled as he realized they were illusions. Immediately, 

he started to run after the demigod… but before he could catch up, Loki grinned and spun 

around, pointing at him, and the Gigataurs exploded into fireworks, the lightshow blinding 

Zerrex temporarily and leaving behind a thick cloud of smoke that choked him and burned his 

eyes, his nose clogged with the stench of magnesium and sulfur. 

After about ten seconds, he managed to stagger out of the cloud, waving Fell Tempest 

back and forth as the sword sighed in disappointment, and he opened his teary eyes to see that 

Loki had vanished from sight. It didn‟t surprise him… and Zerrex made a disgusted face as he 

sheathed his sword, realizing he‟d lost a valuable target. If Tank was telling the truth – which 

was a fifty-fifty chance, but by now Vampire had likely persuaded him to be a bit more honest if 

he hadn‟t killed him yet – then he could have taken out a serious threat right here and then… and 

instead, it had slipped through his fingers like so much dust. The Drakkaren sighed quietly as he 

shook his head slowly, muttering to himself, and finally he trudged back towards the 

encampment, figuring they could at least dig some information out of the survivors. 

Ten minutes later, and they had all the survivors in the courtyard, most of them missing 

limbs and splattered with blood, a few of them looking shellshocked, as if they‟d just survived a 

bombing strike. Demons, after all, despite all the legends about them, were often just soldiers 

and people too… and even though a good number did exist that were even crueler than any story 

could say, many more were pureblood demons who had never done more than toil away at their 

average, day-to-day jobs. 

The reptile walked slowly around the group they‟d captured, looking thoughtfully down 

at them before he finally settled on a Wentaku, who winced away when Zerrex leaned down. The 

Drakkaren wasn‟t exactly a pretty sight, after all… covered in blood, dust, and weapons, and 

feeling grouchy, he probably looked like he wanted to gut something and had settled on a victim. 

“Where does that portal come out?” 

“It… it changes every few hours.” the Wentaku said finally, and the Drakkaren‟s eyes 

narrowed: that was not the answer he‟d wanted to hear. The mage seemed to catch his drift, and 

he screeched: “It follows a schedule set up by the mortals, the portal changes when they want to 

shift something through or when we‟re supposed to send people to the physical plane to provide 

slaves for their camps!” 



What? Mercy! “Tell me everything you know, now!” Zerrex‟s eyes glowed emerald, and 

when the Wentaku only screamed, he felt his Dominate ability lash out as their eyes met: their 

wills battled for a moment, and then the Wentaku surrendered, a bit of drool falling from his 

mouth as he gaped stupidly up at Zerrex before the reptile asked softly: “I am looking for a 

young female, could easily pass as mortal except for the Mark of Silence on her muzzle. Tell me 

where she went.” 

“We aren‟t told the destinations… she passed through the portal with a large group. On 

the other side, they use trucks to haul them away… most of the destinations are in the countries 

called Ire and Lunis, however.” the Wentaku said slowly, as if fighting lethargy. “We‟re told that 

they‟re taken to special facilities that no demon can penetrate. They‟re building something for 

the mortals… and in return the mortals provide the Miserable Ones with equipment and 

crystals…” 

Zerrex nodded, then he stood, looking around at the others: Cherry was a bit bruised and 

dirty, but that was the extent of her injuries… while the rest had wounds varying from scratches, 

to a broken arm in Cypress‟s case. She was bearing up well, though, as Desire carefully set the 

limb before healing it, the Lamia gritting her teeth but not flinching as Desire worked with a 

stoic expression on her bloody muzzle. She caught her father looking, and then offered him a 

smile before he tapped her cheek and said quietly: “I‟m sorry about that.” 

“You took a rocket for me. It‟s nothing.” Desire replied quietly, and she had true respect 

in her eyes. Then she grasped Cypress‟s broken limb firmly in her hands, and the Lamia hissed 

in pain before it turned to relief as the limb glowed and the damage healed. “There. Best I can do 

for now.” 

Cypress moved her arm with little discomfort, and Zerrex thought they had all done 

extremely well: they‟d captured some dozen and change enemies, as well as the import base. He 

could easily set a squad of Royal Guards here to capture the next few shipments before anyone 

would even have a chance to go to the mortal realm and warn whoever was sending the gear in… 

and then he glanced up and smiled grimly as Vampire came down with Tank, tears streaming 

down the badger‟s face as he didn‟t dare move a muscle: the demonic wolf had wrapped Tank 

neatly up in his own intestines. “Well, look who we have here. Up to your old tricks, I see.” 

“Fuck you.” Tank croaked, and Zerrex rose a hand when Vampire rose the butt of his 

spear to strike him. He settled for giving the badger a deep grimace, and the male gritted his 

teeth, rasping: “Some good guy you are… down here in Hell with me and the rest of the scum. 

Ellie must just love that.” 

“Felicity is here too. I‟m sure she‟ll be real glad to see you, Tank. She‟ll probably even 

give you a telekinetic hug.” Zerrex said mildly, and Tank paled, shaking his head in denial as the 

Drakkaren looked at him with dry amusement. “Oh, so in that case, you‟re going to cooperate 

with me a little bit?” 

Tank only mumbled in response, but the reptile figured that probably meant a big yes. He 

smiled a bit, and then he walked over to look down into his eyes, asking calmly and coldly: 

“What do you know about the Miserable Ones?” 

“Full protection, or you don‟t get jack shit.” Tank immediately whispered, and then he 

added in at trembling voice: “And you get that fucking psychotic monster away from me and 

untangle me.” 

Zerrex thought for a moment about hauling him into the air by his guts and seeing how 

long it took for Tank to spill his guts; either literally or figuratively, the Drakkaren knew that 

both would likely happen in fairly quick succession. But then he calmed himself, before a 



familiar squeak sounded at his feet, and the reptile looked down to see his pseudodragon looking 

up at him with a tilt of his head. 

Before the battle, the reptile had sent Sammy away, despite the tiny pet‟s protests… but 

he thought it was pretty likely Sammy hadn‟t gone very far. The two looked at one-another for a 

moment, and then the Drakkaren sighed, giving Tank a mild look. “I‟ll put you in a safe place, 

Tank, let‟s put it that way. And here, I‟ll deal with these right now.” 

Zerrex reached down and pulled his knife out of his boot, and Tank‟s eyes bulged before 

he screamed as the lizard slashed through his intestines, freeing him but also spilling his innards 

all over the floor. He hugged himself, trembling and crying as he fell on his knees, and then he 

looked up, asking weakly: “Haven‟t I suffered enough?” 

“Tank, I want to fix people like you.” Zerrex replied quietly, and the badger blinked a 

few times before the reptile went on, as he held the knife point-down into the male‟s nose: “But 

some people like you can‟t be fixed, and instead have to either be put in a place where they can 

no longer hurt anyone, like the Abyss… or simply destroyed, for the safety and security of Hell 

and others. Petty crime is one thing, Tank, petty crimes will always be around, and hell, even 

passionate murders… but cowards like you with lukewarm blood at best who continue to try and 

manipulate the system to their advantage, one day I hope they‟re either all fixed or all gone. You 

don‟t deserve to live… and you don‟t seem to realize how many people you‟re putting in danger 

by joining with the Miserable Ones.” 

“It seemed like a good idea at the time?” Tank pled, holding his hands together as he 

looked up at him with a tremble, and Zerrex closed his eyes as the male looked around for 

support. Cherry only looked at the badger with disgust and hatred, and Vampire had utter 

loathing in his black irises… but then he finally looked up at Bondage, who was shaking his head 

in pity. “Hey, hey, you… do you know what I‟m saying?” 

“I used to. But now I realize how senseless those words are.” Bondage said quietly, 

before he looked over at Zerrex, adding softly: “Let‟s put him in a prison for the time being, with 

full guard… not a Pit of Torment. I get the feeling our friend here is going to squeal soon and 

we‟ll want him alive for that.” 

“I will, I‟ll tell you everything I know, everything!” Tank babbled, losing all traces of his 

usual machismo attitude in the face of death. He looked back and forth in terror, then finally 

broke down crying, covering his head as he begged: “Just don‟t send me back to the 

Inquisitors… not no more, not no more!” 

Zerrex finally looked down at him, feeling a bit of pity tugging at his chest despite 

himself. He shook his head slowly, then he finally glanced over at Cherry, asking her quietly: 

“Can you take him to the Arctic Penitentiary in the Circle of Tragedy without killing him? It‟s 

got the best guard.” 

Cherry grunted, but then she nodded before saying darkly: “Just gimme one thing.” A 

pause, and then she kicked Tank hard in the side, and he screamed in pain, clutching at his 

broken ribs and looking up at her with teary eyes that begged for mercy, but got only cold hate in 

return. “That‟s a bit better. Get up, shithead. And no tricks. I am not in the fucking mood.” 

Tank crawled slowly to all fours, and Cherry grabbed him and roughly hauled him 

upwards, the male whimpering in pain before she created a portal and stepped through it, looking 

moody and vicious. Zerrex thought she would probably keep Tank alive, however, if only 

because she had been ordered to… before he looked around at the rest of his motley crew and 

shook his head, saying quietly: “Time to clean up and get out.” 

 



The Drakkaren sat quietly in the center chair in his ceremonial robes, brooding and 

tapping both hands against the table. The entire Throne Room was empty and quiet, and the 

repaired table seemed a horribly lonely place… but he had just finished being lectured, briefed, 

and debriefed, and he was in no mood for anything jolly. 

It had been almost ten hours since they had finished scouring the site for illegal imports; 

it had been quick work after bringing in two platoons of Royal Guards to aid in the operation and 

take up the posts. While they had been working, some mortals had tried to smuggle in several 

large crates of stuff… and they had been captured easily and were currently being interrogated, 

as was Tank. He‟d arrived badly-beaten at the Penitentiary, but he‟d arrived alive, and that was 

what mattered. 

Cherry had likely gone to bed, and the rest of the crew had been dismissed as well, back 

to their usual duties. Lily had berated him and Sin for a while with most of the council present, 

and the Drakkaren felt humiliated, even though he knew he‟d done the right thing. Selena still 

hadn‟t reported in… but Halpas‟s dead body had been discovered, missing an arm, his lower jaw, 

and charred almost beyond recognition, so Zerrex knew Selena was alive somewhere, possibly 

hiding out somewhere to avoid being caught by any of Halpas‟s goons who wanted revenge for 

permanently cancelling their chances at promotion. 

Zerrex did not like feeling humiliated: it was the worst feeling in the world, and Lily 

should know better by now, whether she was worried or not about Selena and Mercy. So now he 

sat here still, trying to rein in his anger and control himself, wanting to be alone to the point 

where even Sin had been glad to tend to Cherry and leave him alone. 

Finally, Zerrex stood up, thought about throwing a tantrum and smashing everything to 

bits, and he resisted the urge. He wanted to go somewhere and be alone, but he was too tired to 

think of any spot in Hell that might offer some privacy even while he was in these robes. So 

instead he simply paced slowly back and forth, trying to sort things out in his mind and get 

himself focused on something, so his other feelings would dissipate some. 

He settled after a few moments on Sin‟s operation, but he realized too late it was a bad 

choice: after all, she had been half-congratulated, even if she‟d been yelled at too for taking too 

many risks with the battle. There had been few casualties, however – I had no casualties, how 

the hell did I do worse? Goddammit! – and she had successfully exterminated the outpost and 

crumbled Halpas‟s entire smuggling operation. Zerrex had been proud of her… still was proud of 

her… but he felt aggravated as well, and bitter that he had been yelled at so much by someone 

who had supported the operation until now. 

Finally, he turned around… then made a face when he saw Sammy sitting on the table, 

waving his long tail back and forth. He sighed as he walked over to him, and then he said quietly 

as he sat down, stroking his head gently: “I‟m sorry, but I‟m not very good company right now. 

Lily embarrassed me in front of the entire council… and… I really don‟t like that.” 

Sammy made a monstrous face, baring his teeth and squinting his eyes… and Zerrex 

smiled a bit, nodding even as his features remained tense. “That‟s how I felt, exactly. See? I‟m 

not cut out at all for this job… I don‟t take criticism well and I get all childish and bitchy about 

the most inane things. Goddammit, I really want to be free of all these responsibilities… or at 

least… congratulated that I managed to do something… something good. Is it so wrong that I 

want to find my daughter so badly I‟m willing to take a risk or two? Everyone made it out fine… 

even I survived, and usually I‟m beaten to hell by the end of things.” 



Sammy nodded a few times, then he leaned up and nibbled at Zerrex‟s hair for a moment, 

before he tilted his head to the side as a quiet voice said: “Congrats, Zer. Especially on the whole 

„staying alive‟ part.” 

Zerrex turned around with surprise to see Selena standing there, looking battered and 

worn, but whole. Her arm was in a sling and the lower limb wrapped in a golden, metallic cast, 

and she had a few nasty scorch marks over her form… but she had a bit of a smile on her face, 

and she was still wearing her leathers, even if now they were tattered to Hell. Then the reptile 

glanced up to see that the top part of her horn had snapped off… and the Drakkaren said quietly, 

as he walked forwards and stopped in front of her: “That doesn‟t usually heal.” 

“So what? You got that, I got this.” Selena reached out and traced around his burnt eye, 

and then she hugged him tightly, and he hugged her back, squeezing her gently against his strong 

chest as she closed her eyes, breathing softly. “Fuck you for sending me on a crazy-ass near-

suicide mission.” 

“Fuck you for accepting.” Zerrex replied quietly, and Selena smiled slightly up at him as 

she leaned away, poking his chest a few times. The Drakkaren only shrugged however, laughing 

dryly. “What? I‟m in a bad mood.” 

“Must be. Usually the worst I hear coming out of your mouth is „bastard‟ or „bitch.‟” 

Selena remarked, and then she took his hand as they walked over towards one side of the Throne 

Room. They looked at the grey wall together, and then she gazed at him, saying quietly: “We 

need some art up here, you know that?” 

“Yeah. Now what happened with Halpas?” Zerrex tilted his head, and Selena gave him 

that grouchy „give me a second‟ look she often did. So he sighed in exasperation, but he could 

feel his anger draining away in both concern and faint entertainment at the Dius and her casual 

behavior. “You look like crap, by the way.” 

“Fuck you double, asshole.” Selena muttered, then she shook her head before beginning 

mildly: “So okay, like. The dude had a shitload of artillery, and he wasn‟t welcoming visitors. 

When I got to him, he had a pair of big-ass Gigataurs out, and a whole lot of infantry, which I 

dealt with mostly by myself… although okay, okay, I brought a contingent of Royal Guards 

along, too, and they held up good for their part of the deal. It was like… Halpas knew I was 

comin‟ to kill him, though, and the fucker really put up a hell of a run, then a hell of a fight. 

“I chased him all over the place, finally cornered him inside the dining room, and he 

decided to fight instead of flee. Which was bad, „cause the bastard had mechanical implants out 

the ass.” Selena made a face at this, then she glanced down at her arm, murmuring: “He got me 

with some kind of gas, dunno what. But… it was so goddamn cold, and it froze my arm 

completely… and then he fireballed me, which is normally like, useless, but the explosion 

shattered by arm and… fuck it was nasty.” 

“I had to hide out for a few hours, rest myself up. He was searching for me the whole 

goddamn time, trying to sniff me out and shit. My healing powers are worth jack, as you know, 

so all I could do was strategize. Finally, I saw my chance, and I managed to bind him in place for 

a moment. He broke out of my spell pretty quick, but it was just enough for me to get in close 

enough to grab the one arm of his that was all weird and tear some cables out of it. Whole thing 

backfired on him, blew up and knocked us both the hell out.  

“When I came to a few minutes later, he was trying to crawl away, all burnt-up and 

shit… but I managed to tackle him, and we grappled before I set his face on fire and that was 

pretty much the end of it.” She made a face, looking disgusted. “Real anticlimactic, I know. But 



he burnt… and he died, and the motherfucker ain‟t comin‟ back on his own this time. His spirit‟s 

gone and dead. 

“Me, I had to run to see some old friends of mine down in the Lust Circle, at the 

cathedral… and I‟ve been there for the last while, getting healed up before these became 

permanent.” She smiled a bit, looking down at her arm quietly and saying softly: “It ain‟t gonna 

work exactly the same as it used to for a few long years, but… I ain‟t complaining. Zerrex, I 

think when I fought Halpas… I kinda got a sense of the danger you throw yourself into. I mean, 

yeah, sure, we‟ve fought crazy stuff before. We fought Azazel and Astaroth, you remember that? 

That was a hell of a battle.” She laughed a bit, shaking her head slowly. “But I never fought on 

my own, no backup, knowing that if I screwed up, shit was going to hit the fan. It made me 

realize how…” 

She stopped and fumbled for words, looking awkwardly back and forth before she finally 

said quietly, looking squarely into his eyes: “It made me realize why you act the way you do, and 

how important you are to me. Yeah, you drive me insane because you‟re always… being you, 

and I‟m being me. Passionate, aggressive me. But I think with some practice, I could probably 

stop taking things so seriously and mellow out like you.” 

Zerrex smiled at her a bit, and she smiled back, as the Drakkaren realized what she 

meant… and the bitterness began to leave him slowly before Selena made a face as Sammy 

chirped for attention, looking up at her distrustfully, and she booted him lightly away, making 

Zerrex wince and sigh as the pseudodragon immediately glowered at her. “Get lost, this is a 

private moment.” 

“You do realize that he‟s pretty much the reason I was able to defeat Celestial, right?” 

Zerrex asked mildly, and Selena gave him a disbelieving look before the Drakkaren whistled, 

and Sammy stood proudly on his hind legs, crossing his front limbs and giving her a sulky look 

he‟d obviously adopted from his Drakkaren Master. “That‟s Knight Dove you‟re talking to.” 

“Well gee, my apologies.” Selena said sarcastically… and then Sammy glared at her 

before he spat something into her face, and Zerrex blinked dumbly a few times before she 

screeched and rubbed madly at her eyes. “Holy shit, that hurts! I‟m going to rip your lungs out, 

asshole!” 

“That‟s a new trick.” Zerrex said mildly, and Selena glared at him after a moment, her 

face looking swollen and sore now on top of everything else, her eyes a bit reddened even as 

they turned solid black and looked darkly down at Sammy. “I think you‟re either allergic, or 

that‟s poisonous, by the way.” 

Selena muttered irritably in response to this, looking sour and moody. “Forget everything 

I just said, you jackass. I don‟t understand you one fucking bit.” 

Zerrex shrugged amiably at this, knowing it would frustrate her more… and she sighed 

after a moment before Sammy bounded up and leapt onto Zerrex‟s shoulder, scrabbling at his 

robe for a moment before seating himself proudly and peering down at Selena. The two glared at 

each other, and then the Drakkaren glanced at the grey wall again, asking mildly: “What should 

we put on the wall?” 

“Art.” Selena grunted, then she walked over and grabbed the reptile‟s arm, pulling it 

around her shoulders and closing her eyes as she held onto his hand and leaned into his side. The 

Drakkaren smiled a bit, looking at her with soft entertainment, and then she finally half-opened 

one eye to look at him awkwardly: “So what the hell got you so pissed off, anyway?” 



“Lily.” Zerrex said after a moment, a frown darkening his features. He felt grouchy again 

almost immediately… and then Selena snorted in amusement, and the reptile shot her a look. 

“What?” 

“Dude, it‟s just so weird. Usually you and her get along like the best of friends.” Selena 

responded, shrugging a bit and looking at him thoughtfully. “The hell did she do to you that 

could get you so grouchy?” 

The reptile only muttered in reply, and now Selena frowned a bit, before he sighed and 

explained to her what had happened at the council. The Dius kept a serious expression on her 

face the entire time, knowing how much Zerrex loathed embarrassment of any kind, much less in 

front of other important people… and then she finally cleared her throat as he started in on a 

bitter tirade about etiquette, interrupting him. “Yeah, that‟s nice. Listen, why don‟t I go talk to 

her?” 

“What?” Zerrex looked horrified at this, and Selena looked at him without bothering to 

hide her amusement. “That would be… no, you can‟t do that! That‟s like… that‟s like… 

schoolchild level treatment, or a mother going to talk to some other adult that‟s scolded her 

spoiled-brat son; it‟s rude, and it‟s favoritism, and it‟s…” 

“It‟s what people do.” Selena said flatly, and Zerrex looked at her with a pinched 

expression, as if he‟d just bitten into a lemon. “You make the cutest faces, you know that? But 

no portraits on the goddamn art wall, I don‟t like portraits like you do.” 

“Then we‟ll have landscapes or tapestries.” the Drakkaren replied sourly, before he added 

flatly: “I will not stoop to such childish levels.” 

“Yeah, instead you‟ll brood about it for hours on end, break something, and then pretend 

everything is happy and normal until you finally snap.” Selena said dryly, and Zerrex tried to 

think of a way to protest that, but he knew it was true: he found it difficult to ever talk about his 

problems. “I‟ll go talk to her, you‟re my husband, she‟s another wife, we‟ll have girl-talk time 

and she‟ll see I‟m fine and everything will be good. Go away now, go see your whore or 

something.” 

Zerrex muttered, but Selena only smiled a bit and ruffled his hair, making him glare at 

her: but for whatever reason, she could always get away with patronizing him, however big or 

small the gesture. Then she turned and vanished through a portal, and Zerrex watched as it closed 

before he sighed and looked down at Sammy, asking him mildly: “Wanna see one of my 

hobbies?” 

The dragon looked at him distrustfully for a few moments, but it followed along when 

Zerrex created a portal, and they stepped out into the broken Vault. It had been cleaned up, but 

repair crews were busily fixing the complex gear systems that let the massive door work… and 

the door itself, of course, needed to be repaired and reattached, which would probably take quite 

a bit of time. The reptile‟s interest, however, was at the back of the vault… and Sammy followed 

him dubiously along to the not-so-secret room with its broken door that was also in need of 

repairs.  

He stepped through the charred hole, rubbing some ash absently off the entranceway 

before he approached his desk, mumbling as he dug for his keys in the drawer. Then he produced 

them and fiddled through them before turning to the secret closet, smiling down at Sammy, who 

had perched himself on the desk. “This is awesome.” 

Sammy grunted, as if to say he‟d judge for himself, and Zerrex unlocked the closet doors 

and threw them open to reveal a collection of old laptops, a pile of video games, and mounds of 

paper. The reptile dug through these, then he produced a larger, scarred laptop, putting it 



reverently down on his desk beside Sammy and opening it as he said: “Whenever I get really 

moody or bored, I come down here and write a little bit. Sure, I‟ve got the office upstairs and all 

that parchment, but, well… I don‟t like having stuff spread out, and this room is damned 

comfortable.” A pause as he glanced at the broken door. “Usually.” 

Then he turned the laptop on and sat down at the desk… and immediately began to tap 

his fingers impatiently, sighing as it booted up. Then Sammy nipped his wrist, and he glanced at 

the pseudodragon sourly, saying flatly: “Hey, this is my world, asstard. You wanna live in it, you 

gotta put up with me and my… thingies.” 

Sammy chirped at him, and Zerrex rolled his eyes before he carefully entered his 

password, mumbling about how big his stupid fingers were. It came back as an error, and the 

Drakkaren made a face before he entered it again, and this time it worked. “Oh come on, I totally 

entered that exact same thing the first time.” 

The pseudodragon snorted, and the Drakkaren glowered as his computer loaded up, icons 

scattered over a desktop that wasn‟t meant for general audiences. The reptile leered at this, and 

then Sammy bit his hand, and the reptile flailed before he shoved him off the desk. 

The pseudodragon squawked as he landed awkwardly on his side, then he huffed and 

quickly ran under the desk and leapt up into Zerrex‟s lap, twisting around so he could stand up 

and rest with his claws on the top of the desk, peering at the screen thoughtfully. The reptile 

rolled his eyes in amusement at this, and then he brought up a text program he‟d snagged for free 

somewhere – not even stealing, with how many of the computer companies had collapsed – and 

opened a few documents, saying in an embarrassed voice: “See, this is a biography I‟ve been 

working on and off on, you know… I know, shut up, the point form helps me remember stuff. 

And this uh. You don‟t want to read these.” 

Sammy chirped at him, insisting that he did, and Zerrex sighed before he switched back 

to the file, rubbing at his head lamely. “It‟s poetry. Some… romantic stuff, some whiny stuff, 

you know. Are you happy yet?” 

The pseudodragon shook its head firmly, then it pulled itself up onto the table, legs 

kicking a bit before it managed a grip. Sammy paused to examine Zerrex‟s hand when he tapped 

the down button a few times to get more of the page in view… and then he nipped the reptile‟s 

finger before carefully putting his own hand on the button and pressing experimentally. When 

the page went down a few lines, the dragon quickly lifted his claw… looked at the symbols… 

then tested out what the up button did. It seemed to frown a bit when nothing seemed to 

happen… before it pressed the down button again, examined the response, and brightened as it 

discovered the button‟s relationship to the little blinking cursor on the screen. 

Zerrex was admittedly impressed by how damn fast the little pseudodragon caught on to 

things… and then he paused when the thing seemed to snicker, sitting up and glaring at it before 

he looked at the poem and said in a huff: “Hey, that poem‟s about a pet who was eaten by 

Wendigo. You‟re a pet, too, and I could just as easily feed you to something big and nasty and 

not write a poem about you, how the hell would you like that?” 

Sammy looked wounded, and then he sniffed disdainfully before turning back to the 

screen, and Zerrex sighed before petting his back gently. The little dragon stretched against him 

with a purr, then he chirped as he looked back at the text, and Zerrex leaned in, saying absent ly: 

“Oh, it‟s because Selena used to want to be a knight… hey, wait a minute, you‟re actually 

reading these, aren‟t you? How the bloody hell can you read?” 

The pseudodragon turned around and looked at him squarely as it stood up on its hind 

legs, eyes serious… and then it shrugged its little shoulders, and Zerrex slapped his forehead and 



groaned, letting his upper body fall limply backwards against the chair as the little beast went 

back to reading. He wondered absently if this was how people felt when they dealt with him… 

and then he glanced up at a knock at the door, half-expecting it to be bad news. 

It was Sin, however, and she was smiling as bowed her head to him and came quietly 

inside. She sat herself quietly on the desk, and Zerrex stood up, walking around to sit beside her 

as she asked softly: “How are you, Lord Zerrex?” 

“I‟m… okay. Bitter.” the Drakkaren admitted, and then he smiled a bit at Sammy, who 

was still reading through his poetry. “The little bastard‟s catching on damned fast to 

everything… and he can read. I dunno how the hell how, but he gets what he‟s looking at.” 

“They‟re supposed to be very intelligent creatures… and perhaps that was part of your 

knowledge that was passed on to him.” Sin said softly, and Zerrex looked at her thoughtfully for 

a few moments before she blushed a bit, reaching up to rub her cheek quietly. “But that‟s not 

what I wanted to talk to you about… I‟m sorry to be so forwards, and I know you probably don‟t 

feel like talking much right now, especially to me… but you came across a demigod, Loki.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, and then he quietly reached across to grasp her shoulder, 

squeezing it gently. “Sin, I do want to talk to you. I don‟t blame you at all… if anything, I‟m 

proud of the way you handled things too, especially with how much I know you dislike 

leadership roles, especially military leadership. But you did amazingly well… and you took care 

of a big problem for us.” 

“No, I did little… it was Selena who did a lot.” Sin said softly, and Zerrex smiled a bit 

before she added with a look of faint entertainment in her eyes: “You know, I heard her and Miss 

Lily… talking.” 

“Talking.” Zerrex said mildly. Usually that was a good thing… but between him and Sin 

and a few others, they all knew that when Lily and Selena were „talking,‟ it probably was a 

euphemism for „they were screaming at each other.‟ He shook his head a bit, and then he sighed 

and mumbled: “I told Selena not to.” 

“Lord Zerrex… Lily loves you, and what she loves most about you is your mind and 

spirit… while Selena loves you for your stubbornness and your… mortality.” Sin almost 

whispered the last word, and Zerrex looked up with surprise… before he smiled at her, feeling 

touched. She always knew his deepest desires and wishes… and then she said softly: “So it‟s 

natural they clash. Lily enjoys your gentler sides, but Selena will defend to the death your more-

passionate sides. It‟s the classic battle of logic versus emotion.” 

“You‟re too goddamn smart.” Zerrex said simply, and Sin laughed, blushing a bit. Zerrex 

slid a bit closer… and she slid closer herself, so their sides pressed together as they rested against 

one another, and he closed his eyes as he said quietly: “But as to your other thing… yeah. I ran 

into Loki.” 

Sin nodded slowly, then she said in a more-serious voice: “I‟ve heard of him, Lord 

Zerrex… I heard that he was around even in God‟s time, and he may be a soldier for a more-

powerful entity. But he is also known as a trickster… but although many mortal religions see 

him as a happy fool, from what I‟ve heard… he‟s very sad. Always forced to play the fool, the 

joker, always supposed to be happy, people sometimes think of him and thus treat him as a court 

jester, not a dignified being.” 

The Drakkaren rubbed at his head slowly, murmuring: “I know what that‟s like. Keep 

your feelings inside, play a certain role in the community.” He made a face, shaking his head a 

bit. “No wonder he fell in with the rogues… and if he‟s a demigod, I can understand why they‟d 

see and treat him as a leader figure.” 



But now the Naganatine shook her head slowly. “I‟m not sure that… that badger… was 

telling the truth. He‟s one of the Envious, a lower-level demon based around Envy. His outside 

may look perhaps as impressive as it did in life, but his reflection in a mirror will reveal a very 

different, ugly form… he hates everything that has more than he does and is willing to sacrifice 

them for a pittance.” 

“A pittance. Don‟t usually hear that expression anymore.” Zerrex said quietly, rubbing at 

his muzzle, but Sin knew he was just trying to think things out and filling up the space in the air. 

“So does that mean we can‟t trust anything he says?” 

Sin hesitated, then she finally shook her head a bit. “No, that‟s… not it either. It‟s just 

that Loki is also known for lying… and the Miserable Ones have been relatively quiet. Perhaps 

they‟re planning something… or perhaps Loki is working for them as an assassin and 

information-gatherer, but I doubt it. Of the other thing Loki is known for… it‟s that he tends to 

underestimate the ferocity of opponents.” 

Zerrex nodded thoughtfully, and then he sighed, tilting his head back and saying dryly: 

“Of all the things I didn‟t need, Sin, it was for a demigod to get involved. I mean, that scares me. 

For all I know, he could end up working for another being like the Princess.” 

Sin smiled faintly at this, looking at him quietly as she said softly: “I don‟t think so. But 

even if he does, well… you dealt with her, and I have faith you‟ll deal with them.” A pause as 

Zerrex looked at her, touched. “But on another somewhat-related matter, I think Desire and 

Cypress are anxious to start serving you as Iuratus… and from what I‟ve heard of their behavior 

on the battleground, I think they may have earned a chance at the position.” 

The Drakkaren looked down thoughtfully… and after a moment, he finally nodded 

hesitantly. “It was their first real skirmish… not an exercise, not anything we really strategized 

out, not a battle where they sat on the sidelines and waited quietly until we sent them in against 

some opponent who stood no chance of winning. It was a fight, like the old fights I used to have 

in the Legion… and they held up well. I admit, that yes, they could have done better against the 

Combat Armors… but neither of them knew what the hell they were at first. Once they got the 

ball rolling, however, they dealt with the next wave almost by themselves… and that, admittedly, 

was impressive. And even when Desire took a nasty shot to the face, she only stopped for a 

moment…” Zerrex paused at the look on Sin‟s face, and he rubbed the back of his head, blushing 

a bit. “I uh. Sort of got hit by a rocket and she got cut by Fell Tempest when I went flying by.” 

“I suppose no battle can go perfectly.” Sin said with soft amusement, as she pressed 

herself a bit closer. “But yes. Lady Cherry gave them a spectacular review herself… she says 

they were even able to capture quite a few prisoners, which I know must have been difficult for 

them with what their instincts told them to do.” 

Zerrex nodded at that, having to agree: the rules in Hell were harsh, and when in combat, 

you were always supposed to kill an enemy, not take him alive unless absolutely necessary. They 

were rules that his children had grown up with, even if the Drakkaren had also tried to teach 

them the value of mercy, and how the rules weren‟t always right. “So do you want to bring them 

to the Tower, then?” 

“I think so, Lord Zerrex… although Mist and Shine will be jealous they‟ve never seen the 

Well.” Sin smiled a bit at this, and the Drakkaren rolled his eyes, looking quietly amused despite 

himself. “While I realize the Twins are already full Iuratus…” 

“I‟m sure they‟d be thrilled.” Zerrex said quietly, and Sin smiled softly at him before she 

kissed his cheek, the reptile looking softly amused. “One of these days, you people are going to 

see me for the loser and bigot I am, and then I‟ll really be in trouble.” 



“I doubt that.” Sin said softly, and then she stood up and bowed to him. Behind the 

laptop, Sammy looked up and chirped a goodbye, and the Naganatine waved to him with a smile 

that was almost bashful before she created a portal. “Call if you need me, Lord Zerrex. 

Otherwise, I‟ll take this time to tend to the wounded.” 

“Go ahead, and see if you can calm Selena down and heal her up first. The Sisterhood 

seems to be losing their touch, although I‟m pretty sure she doesn‟t get along with them 

anyway.” Zerrex advised, and the Naganatine bowed again before she vanished through the 

portal. Then the Drakkaren sighed and stood up, wincing a bit as he cracked his back before he 

turned his eyes to Sammy, who chirped loudly up at him. “Oh, bite me, you little bastard.” 

The rest of the day was peaceful: Zerrex eventually pushed Sammy aside to show him 

how to work the computer better, and they developed an odd form of communication, Sammy 

now capable of typing out a simple sentence or two in order to say exactly what he wanted. Then 

again, their old method worked fine… but it was nice to have something to fall back on, and they 

were both fascinated with it.  

Some three hours later, Sin brought Zerrex a few notebooks, and the Drakkaren 

complained for a little while, but then went to work at reviewing laws that had been written up 

and propositions, feeling sordid as Sammy read through his bibliography notes and any other 

files he figured out how to open up. It kept them both busy, although the pseudodragon was far 

more entertained and cheerful than Zerrex, who muttered every now and then about stupid 

monarchs… but he did take great glee in ripping up all of Halpas‟s new propositions, since he 

was no longer alive to present or defend them and the Drakkaren was more than happy to pretend 

that the bastard had never made them in the first place. 

Finally, he finished making his notes on the last law and closed the notebook: most of the 

stuff he‟d just flipped absently through, since it would all be presented later at the table, but the 

system was admittedly a good one. It let him see just what someone wanted to do, and put down 

his own ideas on it ahead of time instead of being forced to try and deal with it all at once… and 

if everyone pre-approved a law – meaning, if he pre-approved a law or motion and decided that 

whether or not anyone liked it, it should go ahead – then they would just pass over that vaguely 

in session before approving it. 

Zerrex rarely used his power to instantly move anything forwards, however: the others 

often had input he greatly appreciated on any situation and knew things that he still didn‟t, even 

after all his years living here in Hell… hell, ruling Hell. Especially Lily… and he absently 

rubbed at a notebook cover as he thought about how intelligent she was, and how she‟d saved 

him more than once from political pitfalls… and he could feel the bitterness in his gut finally 

beginning to simmer itself away.  

Finally, he shook his head as he piled the notebooks up at the edge of his desk, muttering 

about how much work everything took before Sammy squeaked at him, and the Drakkaren 

leaned down to see the laptop‟s screen popular, reading what he wrote. „I want to go and get 

something to eat.‟ Sounds good. “Sure, let‟s head up to the kitchens. I‟m getting a craving for 

chips myself.” 

Sammy chirped at him warningly, and the reptile rolled his eyes. “You‟re my bodyguard, 

not my personal trainer. Did I ever tell you about the time I had a personal trainer? Goddamn 

nightmare, dude kept yelling at me all the time about how I should be in miserable shape and 

everything.” The reptile talked naturally as he created a portal, and Sammy followed him closely, 

looking up at him curiously as they stepped out into the kitchens. “But see, I do work out, and I 

do what works for me, and some people just don‟t get that.” 



“I don‟t.” said a voice mildly, and Zerrex looked up to see Cherry standing by the sink, a 

box of eggs open beside her. She cracked one open, and the two stared as she poured the raw 

yolk into her mouth, swallowing it and licking her muzzle slowly as she tossed the empty shell 

into the sink and smacked her lips loudly. “Texture is horrible, taste is wonderful.” 

She patted her stomach, then she cracked another egg open, slurping down the contents 

before she brightened and picked another one up, offering it to Sammy. “Hey, you, dragon-thing. 

You want an egg?” 

Sammy made a face at her, and Cherry shrugged, saying mildly: “Your loss.” A pause, a 

crack, and then she poured this egg down her muzzle too, apparently relishing the contents. “I 

could eat these all day long, and I think I will.” 

Zerrex, meanwhile, was rummaging through the fridge nearby, and he came up after a 

moment with a grunt of success, holding two cans of Frost. He offered one to Cherry, and she 

looked at him with disgust, hugging her belly protectively as she asked sourly: “That‟s gross, 

dude. You wanna make me throw up?” 

“I can‟t wait until your cravings go away, seriously.” Zerrex said morbidly, and Cherry 

huffed at me as she picked up another egg, cracked it open, and grinned as the yolk fell into her 

muzzle… and then her eyes slowly opened and she looked horrified, before she gagged and 

threw the empty shell into the wall as she grabbed at her throat, jumping up and down in a circle 

before spitting the egg out into the sink, Zerrex watching as closed the fridge door and sipped 

contentedly at his own can of cola.  

Finally, Cherry wheezed and held out a hand, and Zerrex tossed the other can to her. She 

caught it easily, then popped it open and guzzled half the large can in one big gulp, slamming it 

down onto the table and splattering a bit of dark liquid around her as she gasped in and out, 

before she stuck her long tongue out and scraped at it with one finger. The Drakkaren grinned a 

bit at her, and then she glared at him, straightening and saying accusingly: “You did this to me, 

so I demand that you eat as many eggs as I did!” 

“Cherry, it looks like you ate the whole box.” the reptile said plaintively, and the female 

slowly turned to stare at the large carton, which was indeed empty. Slowly, she turned a very 

ugly shade of green, and Zerrex winced as he turned away, saying mildly to Sammy: “You might 

want to cover your eyes.” 

Sammy only tilted his head… and then he squeaked and leapt backwards, running away 

as Cherry vomited loudly in the sink, the reptile making a disgusted face and not bothering to 

turn around. It took a good long time, during which he slowly sipped at his Frost Cola. He didn‟t 

think it was so much the eating of the raw eggs that bothered her, but the fact she had eaten so 

many… and the very texture he imagined they must have had almost made him want to puke, 

too. 

Then Cherry was casting cleansing spell after cleansing spell on herself as she ran water 

in the sink, shivering a bit and looking disgusted as one arm stayed locked around her belly, 

before the reptile turned back around and leaned against the fridge, saying mildly: “That won‟t 

help too much, because the cleansing spell targets foreign substances to the main object: vomit, 

technically, isn‟t that foreign a substance when you think about it. It‟ll get rid of the big chunks, 

though.” 

“Shut up or I‟ll hurl on you next. Now come over here, I wanna use your hair as a hankie 

to get the puke out of my nose.” Cherry paused, then turned towards the sink, grasped her muzzle 

firmly as she inflated her cheeks, before she blew through her nose like a trumpet, and Zerrex 



covered his face: but too late to avoid seeing the gigantic unidentifiable chunk that flew from her 

nostrils. “Oh, there we go.” 

“Cherry, that is disgusting!” Zerrex half-shouted, but he firmly kept his hand over his 

eyes. Blood and guts he could deal with: but this was grossness for the sake of grossness. He 

heard Cherry cast another cleansing spell, and he carefully opened one eye a slit, peering through 

the shield of his fingers and throwing a random kick at Cherry when he saw her creeping close. 

“No way, get away from me.” 

“I just want a kiss!” Cherry half-whined, looking at him brightly, and Zerrex shivered in 

distaste before the female‟s eyes bulged and she grasped her stomach again, groaning. “Oh fuck, 

wait, wait. Need to sit down. Ooh yes. Sit right down.” 

Zerrex motioned for her to wait, and Cherry leaned against the counter as the Drakkaren 

walked across the room, grabbing a chair from the small table they kept in the kitchen before he 

came back and offered it to her, and she sat in it with a wheeze, her eyes half-bulging as she 

looked relieved. “Holy shit. Okay, that feels better, much better. Thanks Boss, I totally owe you 

one for that.” 

“Just don‟t kiss me for a little while.” Zerrex picked up Cherry‟s half-empty can, and she 

took it gladly, putting it between her enormous breasts to hold it. By now, it was perfectly natural 

behavior to them both, so the male didn‟t make much of a big deal about it as he turned off the 

water, relieved that at least everything had washed down the drain. Then he turned back around, 

and he pointed at her and said mildly: “No more missions for you now. We can go out and do 

some shooting when you feel better, though, but no more jobs. Now your job is to rest.”  

Cherry grumbled something under her breath, and then she looked up at him and asked 

mildly: “So like, you do realize how damn corny that sounded, right? And I really don‟t wanna 

be stuck here on my ass from now for the next like… who-knows-how-many-fucking-months.” 

“Well, too bad, „cause you are.” Zerrex replied dryly, and then he hefted himself up onto 

the counter, and Sammy carefully made his way back, looking suspiciously at the female before 

he finally leapt up beside the Drakkaren and sat down beside him, preening himself. “In any 

case, like. Shouldn‟t you be in bed?” 

“Yeah, bed sounds good, but I‟d like to sit here for a little while longer first.” Cherry 

finally said tiredly, and she rubbed at her head, making a bit of a face. “I think I‟m getting hot 

sweats too now. Fuck, it‟s all coming on so fast all of a sudden… shit, you don‟t think that  like. 

You know. This is all because I screwed up the baby with the fighting I just did, do you?” 

Zerrex smiled a bit, but Cherry looked dead serious – worried, even. She was going into 

full-out mommy mode… and since she hadn‟t had the healthiest of upbringings herself and was 

determined to prove that she could be a better mother than her own, it meant she often became 

overprotective and… naggy. “Cherry, the baby hasn‟t even really started developing yet… and 

you and I both know that demonic children are a lot harder to hurt than your average kiddies. It‟s 

probably just started in earnest today…” A pause, as Cherry only gave him a dark look, 

obviously not comforted by his words. “Fine. Want me to get Sin to do a scan of you?” 

“Only if she won‟t hurt the baby.” Cherry said meditatively, hugging herself around the 

stomach, and Zerrex snorted in amusement before the muscular, powerful female pouted, 

mumbling: “Okay, okay, okay. Well, fuck. How can you blame me for worrying?” 

“Pretty easily.” The Drakkaren shook his head a bit, looking quietly entertained as 

Sammy chirped beside him thoughtfully. “You trusted her last time well enough and everything, 

and we all know Sin is an excellent healer and she knows anatomy inside-out. Don‟t forget all 

the work she‟s put into… well… everything in Hell over her long, long life.” 



“I know, I know, she‟s second only to God or something.” Cherry rolled her eyes, 

looking ruffled instead of soothed. “Don‟t get me wrong, sweetheart, I like her and she did damn 

good with Priest. But there are some things she totally needs to improve upon, like handling a 

newborn baby. You see the way she measured Priest? She held him up by the goddamn ankles!” 

Zerrex sighed and rolled his eyes, looking at her morbidly. “Cherry, when Priest was 

born, he never cried. He was peaceful and quiet, and even when he was measured, he had enough 

strength to keep his arms at his sides. The kid was standing by six months and walking by seven. 

Do you know how odd that is by most mortal terms?” 

“He would have been walking at six and a half if you guys hadn‟t always made him take 

it slow.” Cherry accused, pointing at Zerrex, and the reptile rolled his eyes, not bothering to point 

out the paradox Cherry was beginning to create. She was in full motherhood mode, and that 

combined with her mood swings meant she would probably say a lot of things that pissed him off 

but he had to remember he couldn‟t blame her for, whatever else he thought or did. “But fine. If 

you‟re so intent on it, control that part of my life too, and we‟ll go with Sin.” 

Zerrex slapped his forehead, and the female glared at him a moment longer before she 

suddenly covered her mouth and blushed deeply. She gave a shrug and a cheesy grin after 

another moment, but the reptile only looked at her flatly before she finally said meekly: “Sorry, 

Boss. Blame my stupid brain. It‟s been hotwired by my goddamn womb.” 

“Yeah, yeah. I‟ll let it slide.” Zerrex replied sourly, and they both sat for a moment in 

quiet before he gently petted Sammy, looking down at the pseudodragon as he said: “We still 

need to settle on names, and what we‟re going to do with her room.” 

“His.” Cherry automatically corrected, then she looked at him mildly, holding up a 

finger. “But on the off chance it is a girl, I totally wanna name her Belinda. I think it‟s an ugly 

ass name that no good comes from, and like. She‟ll probably be hot as like… fucking in church. 

So I‟d love that name body-paradox. It‟s like naming an ugly loser bimbo… well… Cherry. 

„Cause I‟m one hot milf.” 

“Belinda can be shortened to Bell, and that‟s a pretty name.” Zerrex said absently, and 

Cherry stuck her tongue out at him before he rubbed at his muzzle slowly. “I think we should 

name her… well… I‟ll get back to you on that.” 

“Too long.” Cherry said automatically, and Zerrex sighed and rolled his eyes, looking 

sour. “Well, gee, don‟t you have the biggest smile in the world today. But okay, okay, uh… 

when it‟s born a boy, though, we totally gotta name it Sketch.” 

“A, Sketch is a nickname, and B, you could call a girl that, too.” Zerrex said dryly, and 

Cherry grinned widely before the Drakkaren glared at her. “We are not naming our child Sketch. 

Nicknames come when appropriate, too.” 

Cherry sniffed, then she sat back, looking thoughtful before she glanced up and asked: 

“Jeff? Peter? How about something stupid, like uh… we‟ll pick a random celebrity, or one we 

both really like, and we‟ll name him after that.” 

Zerrex sighed, wondering if Cherry got the entire point behind this whole naming 

process, and then he said finally: “No. We aren‟t having a celebrity baby. We‟re just going to 

have to think of a name we can both agree on, so stop… grabbing random names out of the air. I 

know you‟re going to call it whatever the hell you like anyway, but I can at least stop you from 

naming it something like Bubbles and putting it through a long and humiliating life until he can 

get a name change.” A pause, and then he winced and said quickly: “I meant she!” 

“Ha!” Cherry stood up and pointed at him with a grin… and then her eyes bulged and she 

lurched by him to vomit in the sink, and Sammy squeaked and scampered quickly away as 



Zerrex half-fell off the counter to avoid being splattered by goo, landing on all fours and wishing 

morbidly that the vomiting part just happened with mortal pregnancies. 

 

A week passed without much note: Sin and Selena finally dragged Zerrex and Lily into 

the same room together, and they both stubbornly ignored one-another until Lily finally 

apologized and Zerrex stopped pretending she didn‟t exist. The Drakkaren then went on to be 

pissed off at Selena and Sin for treating them like children, but that thankfully lasted only a few 

hours, during which he stormed around the Vault looking for something to do until he finally got 

tired of being angry and hesitantly decided to find something to snack on.  

Cherry‟s belly began to curve outwards, even if her abs were still visible, and Sin ran the 

first of many scans on her to test the baby‟s development and check what progress it had made so 

far. The demoness herself was going on to full motherhood mode, and was grouchy, irritable, 

and gleeful almost all at once, making her difficult for anyone to be around, and Zerrex knew 

he‟d have a hard time restraining his temper over the coming months. 

He also knew she would probably cause him a lot of frustration when it came to 

designing the room: while Cherry normally cared very little about what gender a person was and 

what they liked or disliked, for Priest she had become very strict about making it all a boy‟s 

room, demanding this and that and shunning anything that could be defined as girly. Zerrex 

hadn‟t really cared… but admittedly, once they‟d gotten past the planning stage, it had been fun 

enough to sit back and watch Cherry go ballistic on the builders every now and then when they 

dared use an improper shade of blue here and there. 

They also finished closing down the smuggling sites they had attacked during this time, 

and an inventory had been completed: in total, there were some hundred Combat Armors, 

thousands of mortal weapons, and all manner of odds and ends, from random knickknacks to 

high-tech computer equipment. Nothing so serious as what they‟d discovered in the abandoned 

mine, but nothing Zerrex felt was used for any good purpose, either. 

Now Zerrex sat in some far-flung corner of Hell under a shady tree that was grumbling 

every now and then, across from a pair of old stone benches. Behind him, there was a deep 

gorge, and he could vaguely hear running water somewhere within if he listened hard enough… 

but at the moment, the reptile was engaged in playing his portable game player, mumbling to 

himself about „stupid ninjas.‟  

Sammy was chasing bugs back and forth through the grass, and Zerrex was waiting for 

him to finally catch one, since it would probably come as a nasty surprise for the little bugger. 

He thought some things were better learned on one‟s own, though… and then Sammy chomped 

on a particularly-large grasshopper-like bug, and it squealed before it exploded into flames, and 

Sammy yelped and spat it out, spitting a few more times as the little bug turned quickly to ash. 

“Told you so.” Zerrex said mildly, not looking up from his game. Sammy squawked at 

him irritably, but then the pseudodragon straightened, craning his neck through the tall grasses as 

something rustled in them. The Drakkaren sighed, recognizing it was too big to be a bug, and he 

saved his game before turning the player off, standing up and putting it into a pocket before he 

clacked his scuffed boots together absently. “I need me some magic boots or something. You 

ever hear that story, Sammy?” 

Sammy was growling now, though, and Zerrex frowned a bit, standing up: the only 

person Sammy ever growled at was Ixin, and by now Ixin would have shown up in a flash of 

magical colors, if he wanted to bother his „only real friend in Hell,‟ as he sometimes called him 

companionably… and then he made a face as a Plasmid skulked out of the bushes, hissing and 



snarling. The lowest of low-demons, the Plasmid was a creature of the Damned: a monstrosity 

that had been cursed by its own sins and warped by Hell‟s terrible energies until it became only a 

shadow of its former self. This one had once been a wolf of some sort… but now it was more 

insect, with an upper chest that had patches of leathery skin visible through shaggy, unkempt fur, 

bug-eyes and instead of hands, huge blades like that of the Praying Mantis… and its waist 

connected into a bug‟s thorax, and its lower body possessed six segmented, scythe-like legs and 

a rounded, elongated abdomen. 

They rarely travelled alone and usually attacked with much greater vigor… and then 

Zerrex noted the wounds, as he stayed by the tree and smiled at his pseudodragon, who was 

hissing but backing away, his tail raised and his wings spread as he tried to make himself look 

big to this monster, as drool dripped from its jaws. “You can take this bug no problem, Sammy… 

what, you scared of an overgrown insect?” 

Sammy growled uncertainly, wincing a bit as he looked over his shoulder at Zerrex… 

and then he scampered backwards quickly as the low-level demon leaned forwards and slashed a 

claw awkwardly at him, almost falling over. It was missing a front leg on one side and a middle 

leg on the other, making it unstable with its strange, amalgamated body… and then the 

Drakkaren leaned down as Sammy ran over to him, the Plasmid looking at Zerrex for a moment 

and hissing again. They were stupid demons, and ninety percent of what they saw they 

considered food… but ten percent were predators, and he knew that in its current state even the 

bug wasn‟t dumb enough to pick a fight with anything too big. “Go ahead. If things look like 

they‟re getting real bad, I promise I‟ll step in and take care of things, okay?” 

Sammy looked at him with a whimper… but then he finally nodded and turned around, 

scampering over towards the little beast. Zerrex crossed his arms as he leaned back against the 

tree, watching with a frown and rubbing at his scarred face lightly. Of course he was worried for 

the little guy, but well… he also knew that he couldn‟t protect and spoil Sammy all the time. 

Most of the time, sure… but Sammy had shown some incredible potential during their battle with 

Celestial, and Zerrex knew that if he wanted the pseudodragon to be able to stay alive and stay 

with him, then he‟d have to learn how to fight. Still, though… it worries me.  

The little dragon bared its fangs at the Plasmid, and the thing chittered: whatever else, it 

had lost any mortal intellect it may have once had. Zerrex didn‟t think this one had been bred in 

Hell like many of the bugs, however – they bred almost uncontrollably, making them a huge 

nuisance in cities and settlements – and so he figured that it might be a bit stronger than the 

Plasmids born in the hives these beasts set up… Plasmids that had once been mortal, after all, 

usually had some faint memories of their mortal life. 

Then it lunged forwards, swinging both claws outwards and staggering drunkenly, 

knocking itself off balance… but Sammy only dodged, he didn‟t lunge forwards when it left 

itself wide open, both claws going down to catch itself before it could fall. Instead, the little 

dragon hesitated… and then when it did move forwards, the thing easily swept it backwards, 

knocking Sammy on his ass but not injuring him. It scared him, though, and the pseudodragon 

immediately bolted towards Zerrex… but the reptile sighed and shook his head, saying quietly: 

“Don‟t let panic take over. Then you freeze up, move too slow, and run away too quickly. You 

can do this, Sammy. Go back in there, try again.” 

Sammy dropped his head, looking pitiable as he whined loudly, trembling… but Zerrex 

shook his head again, and finally it turned around, looking over its shoulder as if betrayed and 

making the reptile wince internally. But dammit, if his training was ever going to work out… 

Sammy needed real battle experience, not just practice at jumping hoops. 



Now the little dragon bared his fangs, looking miserable instead of convicted, and the 

reptile knew it would greatly degrade his battle performance. Sure, he could yell something, but 

even encouragement would piss the little guy off at the moment… and Zerrex knew that Sammy 

was still, for all intents and purposes, little more than a child, even if he was a full adult in body. 

Quick development was not always a bonus… and Sammy still couldn‟t fly and often got  too 

cocky when it came to training… and now that he was faced with a challenge that offered real 

danger instead of the false danger of some of the target-dodge spells which were the most he‟d 

been faced with up to this point, his entire ego had just imploded. 

But Zerrex kept thinking back to the fight with Celestial: his first battle, and Sammy had 

fought wonderfully against an enemy that was fearsomely powerful, even channeling her spell 

back at her with minimal damage to himself… and he watched as the Plasmid threw both claws 

forwards and leaned down to try and bite the dragon, and he avoided it, skittering backwards 

before he lunged and slapped it in the cheek with his flail-like tail. Zerrex smiled a bit as the bug 

screeched in surprise, a bit of disgusting blood bursting from its face as its cheek tore, and this 

time it quickly backtracked, shoving itself along and leaning heavily forwards on its arm-claws 

as Sammy looked surprised. The reptile knew there was a lot of strength in the long tail, 

though… and then the pseudodragon turned to look at him stupidly, and the reptile shrugged. 

“Told you so. Again.” 

Sammy looked at him flatly, then he turned his eyes back to the Plasmid… but Zerrex 

knew he was feeling more confident in himself now. The Drakkaren himself was smiling 

slightly, but he didn‟t let himself erupt into cheering like he wanted to: he had to make sure that 

Sammy‟s ego was bolstered a little bit at a time, and that it didn‟t rise to the top all at once, all-

of-a-sudden, and make him arrogant. Everything required a bit of patience and hard work to do it 

properly, after all… and the reptile needed to make sure he stopped, took a deep breath, and gave 

Sammy all the time he needed. 

The pseudodragon watched as the Plasmid came forwards again, hissing and chittering, 

its greenish body glinting in the pale light of Hell… before it lunged suddenly, and Sammy ran 

forwards, getting underneath its body. It bucked immediately, staggering back and forth as it 

looked beneath itself for the little dragon… and then it released another growl when the little 

dragon leapt up onto its back, looking wildly back and forth as it began to try and shake him off, 

the little beast clinging on to its abdomen for dear life as his claws dug through the plating over 

its form. 

Then Sammy leapt forwards suddenly and landed on the somewhat-furred back of the 

creature, biting into its neck as his claws sank into its body… and the Plasmid let out a keening 

wail, staggering back and forth as the pseudodragon bit over and over again into its throat, blood 

splattering down and Zerrex somewhat surprised by the fierceness of his pet. He frowned a bit, 

watching as the Plasmid fell forwards, its claws settling into the ground as its head hung low, 

drooling stupidly as blood flowed from the wound… and Sammy leapt proudly off its back. He 

stood erect, his head high and an overconfident look in his eyes… and then he squeaked when 

the Plasmid behind him gave a death rattle even as it lunged forwards with its jaws open- 

Zerrex was past Sammy in a moment, foot up under its chin before he gracefully twisted 

his body and slammed the same combat boot into its cheek, shattering most of its face as the 

bug-creature was knocked flying through the air, flipping awkwardly once before it hit the 

ground and rapidly rotted away to nothing. He made a face as he let his leg slowly fall, and 

Sammy shivered as he stared up at him in shock, curling his tail downwards and hanging his 



head in shame as the Drakkaren said quietly: “Until you‟re sure the enemy‟s down… never let 

down your guard.” 

Sammy nodded glumly, and then Zerrex knelt in front of it, quietly lifting his maw with 

two fingers as he met his eyes. “And I know that you don‟t have much choice other than to use 

your teeth, Sammy, but… what separates us from animals and beasts, and even worse, filth like 

Tank… is discipline. The discipline to control ourselves in battle, even when we fuel ourselves 

by emotion, and the discipline to control ourselves through our lives, to avoid hurting others 

emotionally or physically. You and I are not animals, Sammy… we are people. And I include 

you in that category because you‟re intelligent and a very fast learner.” He smiled a bit, and 

Sammy hesitantly smiled back with a quiet chirp. “That‟s right, I think a lot of you. That‟s why I 

want to teach you and why I‟ll be hard on you when I have to.” 

The two looked at each other, and then Sammy leaned forwards and nudged Zerrex with 

his muzzle, and the reptile laughed faintly, bringing a hand down to quietly pet his head. “You 

did conquer it, though… but don‟t get too cocky, it was wounded and weak. Next we‟ll have to 

find a living Plasmid, or something similar…” The Drakkaren paused, then he sighed as he 

absently held an arm down to the little beast, and the tiny dragon gladly leapt up and ran along it 

to curl around Zerrex‟s shoulders, nibbling at his hair quietly. “There‟s a lot of Damned in Hell 

these days, though, and plenty of half-demons too… it makes me nervous.” 

Sammy chirped, and Zerrex shook his head a bit. “No, that thing you fought was once a 

mortal… probably guilty of some nasty sins, and he was thrown somewhere in Hell where he… 

was left in a bad condition. Either all alone, or in one of the Lost Settlements where people just 

don‟t give a rat‟s ass about each other, and even the Inquisitors try to avoid… and after so long, 

being alone or having no one around you can do strange things in Hell not just to your mind, but 

your body, too. There‟s also a rumor that somewhere in Hell, there‟s a pocket dimension called 

the Realm of the Damned… a place where any demon can be warped and twisted until it reverts 

to nothing more than a Plasmid or a similar creature. My guess is that it‟s probably a place where 

a lot of corruption settled and got sucked into somehow way back when Hell was first created…” 

He paused, then looked at Sammy amusedly. “We could go take a look around for it, if you 

want.” 

Sammy chirped thoughtfully at him, and Zerrex smiled a bit before he created a portal, 

and the Drakkaren gladly stepped through, and they emerged somewhere in the Western 

Province at the edge of a vast desert. The reptile had trekked around in it before, but it was no 

use portalling in to his last remembered location… mostly because he had no idea where that 

location was in the desert. “This is the Huge Sigh, and probably the only reverse-desert like, 

anywhere. Since there‟s no sun in Hell, the temperature is pretty much the same all the time… 

which I‟d call „room temperature.‟ It only gets colder when you go deeper in the ground, and 

hotter when you get near one of the many volcanic veins throughout Hell. 

“Where we are, however, is in Geryon‟s Crater… a place where an ancient demon of 

formidable power accidentally killed himself and countless other demons in a failed attempt at 

ripping a hole in the fabric of space-time to escape Hell.” Zerrex said quietly, smiling a bit. 

“Geryon was a Naganatine who wanted to follow Mephistopheles out of Hell… but he couldn‟t 

quite manage it. He figured that a powerful enough blast would literally destroy the fabric of 

Hell, however… and while the corruption was still strong, he put together a spell that dug this 

crater.” 

Zerrex rose his arms, and when the pseudodragon looked around, he chirped quietly. Far, 

far in the distance, there were humongous stone cliffs, many of them covered in crystal… and 



then the reptile shook his head slowly, murmuring quietly: “You see, it might have worked… but 

he miscalculated the force, and instead of causing a space-time breech in a small area, it spread 

the explosion out over a massive area. Apparently all of Hell was lit up by a pillar of fire for two 

days… and then when it died down, this Crater was left behind. Geryon was annihilated… but 

just like on the mortal plane, there‟s a little tourist village around here somewhere with a statue 

of him and a museum and all sorts of other trivial nonsense, and they rake in more gold than 

some of the actual cities around Hell.” 

Sammy chirped and half-motioned towards the desert with a claw, and Zerrex smiled a 

bit, patting the pseudodragon lightly. “Okay, okay. So we‟re actually quite deep in Hell‟s crust: 

almost as deep as the eighth circle, I‟d say, but it could be as shallow as the sixth. The desert 

itself, however, is cold instead of hot… and the further you journey inside, the colder it gets. 

There‟s no ice, no snow… just a lot of sand, for miles and miles. It gets confusing very 

quickly… because the deeper you go, the harder the sand gets, until it‟s like walking on glass.” 

The pseudodragon tilted his head at this, and Zerrex shrugged as Sammy looked forwards 

again, putting his hands in his pockets. “I dunno what‟s in there. I‟d say that‟s likely where the 

Realm of the Damned is, though… especially because there‟s a very high concentration of 

Damned in this area. That little village I was talking about is protected from them by a powerful 

runic circle… they certainly know their stuff, I have to give them that.” He paused, then shook 

his head and sighed, mentally estimating the time… something he‟d never gotten too good at. “I 

think we‟re probably running late, though, and Cherry‟s going to get bitchy. Come on, we have a 

room to help design. And yes, I include you because you‟re part of this family and you know that 

the baby‟s going to pull your tail a lot.” 

Sammy growled at this, and it sounded almost like Zerrex‟s muttering, making him roll 

his eyes and smile a bit as he created another portal. They stepped out a moment later in his 

room… and Zerrex stared at Cherry, who was knitting on the bed. She looked back at him, 

horror in her eyes… and then she slowly cleared her throat and put the yarn down, saying 

dumbly: “I was making… um… drugs.” 

“I wish. When the hell did you learn to knit?” Zerrex tilted his head, and Cherry turned 

beet-red, looking away before he asked: “How long has this gone on without me knowing?” 

“Only a month or so… Sin thought she should teach me something to get my mind off 

things.” Cherry mumbled, and the Drakkaren rolled his eyes, looking amused despite himself. 

Then she held up a pair of malformed booties, looking horribly vulnerable as she asked: “They 

aren‟t too bad, are they? Like. Seriously. Be honest.” 

Zerrex looked at her, then at the booties… before he finally said carefully: “I think… 

with a bit more practice, they‟ll be perfect.” 

Cherry looked at him for a moment, and the reptile wondered if he was about to get a 

large needle in the eye… and then she smiled and said softly: “You know, Boss, you got some 

real good tact when you need it.” 

Zerrex smiled back, looking relieved… and then Sammy leapt off his shoulder and bit 

into one of the booties, shaking it violently back and forth and causing it to unravel as Cherry 

squawked and slapped at him. He ducked quickly away, then yelped when she scooped him up 

and threw him hard at the Drakkaren, the reptile wincing and stumbling backwards as he caught 

him before the ball of yarn flew through the air and knocked Sammy hard upside the head, the 

little dragon squawking loudly before he scrambled over Zerrex and jumped over his shoulder 

just in time to avoid a sewing needle from hitting him in the ass. 



The Drakkaren ducked away, covering his head… and then Cherry looked despondently 

at what had once been her bootie, but was now only a pile of loose, abused yarn. She looked at 

the other one and shook it a few times… and then it popped apart, and she sighed, looking 

morbid as Zerrex sat beside her and wrapped an arm around her, saying mildly: “You know, you 

can‟t be good at everything.” 

“Oh fuck you.” Cherry half-shoved him, but then she dropped her head against his 

shoulder, closing her eyes and adding flatly: “By the way, I totally should be good at everything. 

I have super precognition powers that let me know when I‟m doing shit right. But I guess that. 

You know. Sometimes even superheroes like me get fucked over by the simpler things in life.” 

Zerrex grunted, and they were quiet for a little while as Sammy looked out suspiciously 

from under the dresser, and then he settled himself to the ground as Zerrex said mildly: “You 

know, Sammy made a kill today all by himself. A wounded Plasmid.” 

“Gee, good for him. When I was seven I choked a boy to death.” Cherry replied mildly, 

and Zerrex sighed and rolled his eyes as she blushed and cleared her throat. “Sorry, sorry. Bad 

memories are not needed on top of bitchiness, I know. Anyway, like. Good for him, though… 

„cept by the look on his face, sounds like he got an assist.” 

“He made a little mistake and I just kicked it in the face, but the thing was dead and 

making a final lunge.” Zerrex admitted, and Sammy mumbled and dropped his head to the floor 

in embarrassment, before the reptile changed the subject quickly, before Cherry could open her 

big mouth again. “So I think we should go with a floral pattern for the girl.” 

“It‟s gonna be a boy.” Cherry responded flatly, and Zerrex rolled his eyes before she 

added: “And that‟s way too… gender-bias. I don‟t like it at all, Boss, it sounds fuckin‟ prissy. 

But don‟t you dare suggest no cars or shit either, that‟s for boys.” 

“Dude, even if it is a girl, it‟s probably going to end up looking and acting exactly like 

Priest.” Zerrex said flatly, and Cherry gave him a horrible glare, the reptile leaning backwards 

and paling as he rose his hands. “Hey, that‟s… that‟s a good thing, because he‟s a great kid and 

you‟re a really good parent and stuff and… yeah!” 

Cherry looked a bit mollified by this, but she still glared at Zerrex distrustfully every now 

and then. “Fine. But okay then, smartass. What other bright ideas do you have? And I don‟t want 

plain wallpaper, the baby will get bored looking at it all day.” 

“I don‟t think babies can get bored. Everything‟s new to them and you‟ll be carrying it 

around night and day anyway.” Zerrex pointed out, and the female didn‟t even respond this time 

as she reached down and rubbed her belly slowly, looking moody. “What about horses? Animal 

patterns?” 

The female leaned back and forth, making a face. “Kinda clichéd… I dunno.” A long, 

awkward pause. “Okay, but if it‟s a girl, it should be ponies, kittens, and puppies, in that order, 

repeating patterns both vertically and horizontally, you dig what I‟m saying? As in, I want them 

going in that order downwards, and goin‟ in that order sideways, too. And oh, it has to be 

multicolored wallpaper, as well. I wanna go with sky blue, navy blue, and mauve, those specific 

colors in that specific order.” She paused, then frowned. “No wait, that‟s for a boy. And make it 

violet, not mauve, violet is a better boyish color. And his wallpaper has to be horses, wolves, and 

lions, all adults, all unevolved, do you understand me?” 

Cherry looked at him pointedly, pressing a finger into his nose… and Zerrex reached up 

and tapped her „II‟ collar twice, looking back into her eyes mildly. And in a moment, Cherry 

turned bright red, slumping meekly and grabbing her skull as she muttered: “Holy fucking shit. 



I‟ve gone from the crazy fun slut everybody loves to the mommy from hell. Er. Well. I guess I 

am, but I mean… in the bad way. Shit, Zer, sorry.” 

“You‟re better than most.” Zerrex hugged her lightly around the waist with one arm, 

smiling at her as he added with soft entertainment: “Besides. Most monster-moms wouldn‟t go 

back to being your friendly neighborhood bitch with just the tap of the right button on them.” 

“They would with a punch to the clitoris, though.” Cherry muttered, looking darkly back 

and forth before she pointed at Sammy, adding: “And don‟t you go telling anyone I get like this 

either! I gotta preserve my goddamn reputation.” She paused, then sighed, looking at him 

morbidly. “Who am I kidding, they all know the way I get when I‟m preggers from when I had 

Priest. Shit shit shit. Just do me a favor, Boss, and don‟t let me get too outta control, huh?” 

“You always come back to your sane mind eventually.” Zerrex replied with quiet 

amusement, kissing her forehead, and Cherry rested against him, crossing her arms over stomach 

and closing her eyes as she bowed her head forwards. “But I‟ll do my best to remember your 

orders, mistress.” 

“Fuckin‟ better.” Cherry grumbled, and she smiled a bit before she continued mildly: “So 

like. I wanna go with a soft carpet on the floor, too. To keep his little feet warm… and we‟ll 

probably put down an additional rug or two, too. And I want a soft color, too, but not blue, 

because if we put too much blue in his room it‟ll make him sad.” 

“We‟ll go with green. Earthy color, natural to see it on the ground even in Hell.” Zerrex 

said, and Cherry opened her mouth, before closing it and finally nodding grudgingly, making the 

Drakkaren grin a bit. “What, now you‟re pissed off you‟ve got nothing bad to say to me?” 

“Fuck off and die, I got that to say to you.” Cherry retorted, then she grunted and rubbed 

her belly, adding in a miserable voice: “I‟m gonna get so goddamn fat. Look at me stretching 

already, shit. My abs are gonna go whoosh, too.” 

“Then keep doing ab workouts or something and you can look like a mega-musclegut 

freak or something.” Zerrex said absently, and Cherry grinned stupidly at this idea, making the 

reptile sigh in exasperation. 

“Hey, you know it would be kinda hot.” she accused, and Zerrex kept his mouth shut, not 

wanting to admit that it probably would, in a weird, exotic way. Then he made a face when she 

elbowed him lightly. “Anyway, enough of this bullshit for now. Come on, let‟s go shoot some 

guns.” 

The reptile had no objection to that, so he nodded and stood, offering her a hand… and 

she glared at him before she half-rolled backwards and sprung off the bed on her hands, almost 

brushing the ceiling as she landed neatly on her feet and created a portal, bowing to him almost 

mockingly: “After you, cripple-butt.” 

“I‟m just dead, not crippled.” Zerrex replied pompously, and then he strode through the 

portal regally, Cherry bouncing quickly behind him, and the two laughed as they emerged onto a 

shooting range in the enormous “backyard” of the Estate. Since it encompassed more acres than 

Zerrex cared to think about, he preferred to try and forget it was there and left it for other people 

to use. 

The shooting range, for example, was his to use as he willed… but it had actually been 

built by an old friend of his, a contractor named Feldstone who had given Zerrex his first job in 

Hell and continued to be an acquaintance. He ran the business, but was rarely there… but his 

staff consisted of gun fanatics and a meathead named Targin Bloodstone, who was currently on-

duty and looking miserable. 



The male was a massive, black minotaur, with a nosering – and a scar on his nose Zerrex 

knew well, since he‟d been the one to give it to him by ripping the ring out – and a few ugly 

scars over his body. He had worked for a long time under Feldstone as a heavy lifter and a 

security guard of sorts, but then he‟d eventually been shifted to watching the shooting range 

because of his sheer unpleasantness and his bad habit of kicking around the rookies and anyone 

else smaller than him. It was probably ironic that here at the shooting range he could do less 

damage… but he was clumsy when it came to guns and much preferred to beat on enemies with 

his fists. 

He didn‟t really look up as they approached, continuing to lean on the counter on his 

hand, the booth built much like a shop in a plaza square: open at the front, the wide counter with 

a few registration papers laid out over it and piles of flyers he never bothered to hand out, and 

enough room for a second person and a door leading out the side… but there was no one else on 

duty. Zerrex cleared his throat, and Targin only muttered under his breath before he stood up, 

crossing his muscular arms and glaring down at Zerrex as the reptile looked at the tattoo on the 

sixteen foot behemoth‟s left arm, saying mildly: “You know, if you behaved yourself better, I 

might try and get you your old job back.” 

“Don‟t want it.” Targin said moodily, rubbing at his arm and betraying that he probably 

did: he was just too damned prideful to admit it. Once upon a time, he‟d been a Royal Guard at 

the Southern Palace, long before Zerrex had come to Hell… but he‟d been kicked out for selling 

gossip to Hell‟s newspapers, which is why the giant wasn‟t doing the military work he was 

obviously better-suited to. “Anyway, what do you want, Zerrex? I see you brought your bitch 

bodyguard with you… I forget, are you a guy or a girl?” 

“Look at my tits and tell me!” Cherry grabbed her exercise top and bra, jerking both up, 

and Targin gaped as Zerrex sighed and dropped his head back, slapping his forehead. Then she 

tried to pull both down, grinning… before muttering as her breasts refused to cooperate, the bra 

not sliding as smoothly down as it did up. “Gimme a second.” 

She turned away, adjusting herself for a few moments, then turned back, Targin rubbing 

awkwardly at his chest before she leaned on the counter and winked up at him, saying pleasantly: 

“So you got an open spot for us to shoot some shit?” 

“Lane six is open.” Targin said finally, then he turned around, picking up two rifles that 

were hanging off the hooks at the back and slamming them down on the table. He paused for a 

moment, then looked at Zerrex pointedly as he said slyly: “But I don‟t want you guys laying any 

bribery charges on my good friend Feldstone, and I know how he lets you use this shit all for 

free… I think you better pay for your bullets.” 

“Targin, baby, come here and let me give you a good reason why you should.” Cherry 

said in a sweet voice, beckoning with one finger as she gazed up at him with half-lidded eyes… 

and Targin leaned in close with a stupid grin before Cherry seized him by the neck and jerked 

him over the counter, twisting him over her body and slamming him flat on his back before she 

grabbed his nosering with her other hand, glaring down at him and shouting: “I am pregnant and 

very angry, now gimme my bullets, you little bitch!” 

Targin squeaked loudly and nodded rapidly, and Zerrex rolled his eyes as he walked 

around the side of the shack, letting himself in and gathering some clips from under the wide 

counter, while Cherry pretended not to hear the minotaur as she yelled at him and jerked 

threateningly on the ring. The reptile watched her for a few moments, and then he finally hopped 

the counter again and tapped Cherry on the shoulder, and she looked up at him in mid-shout, 

pouting a bit: “I was having fun.” 



“Well, let‟s go have fun in a different way now.” A pause, and a leer from Cherry that 

quickly turned into sulking when he added dryly: “Not that way.” 

“Loser.” She straightened, letting go of Targin and kicking him lightly in the side, and he 

grunted before she pointed and ordered: “Return to your post, soldier, and serve them customers 

good and righteous, or I‟m gonna beat the fucktarts out of you!” 

Targin mumbled as he rolled over, slowly crawling to his feet with a wince: huge or not, 

he was probably used to this abuse by now, since he almost always tended to piss off someone 

bigger than him. The two reptiles gathered their rifles and the clips from the counter as he pushed 

through, and then Zerrex dug in his pocket and put two gold coins down on the counter, saying 

mildly: “For old times‟ sake.”  

“You‟ve always been an asshole.” Targin shook his head, looking at him sourly, but he 

pocketed the coins nonetheless: in Hell, a few coins could go a long way, after all. Then he sat 

back down on his stool and resumed his former position, looking even grouchier than before and 

ignoring the dribble of blood coming from his nose. 

They walked away, going past the shack and towards a row of ten lanes, three of them 

occupied; the borders of each were marked by flags and chalk, and at the end of each was a skeet 

launcher. The machine had been modified by Hell‟s mages, however, like most mortal 

technologies, and the plates inside the machine regenerated after a few moments, making the 

supply, for all intents and purposes, endless. 

The guns, too, were modified: instead of an echoing boom, they only gave a small puff 

when fired. The shooting done here was rarely competitive, after all, and there was another range 

a fair distance away where people brought their own guns, also built and operated by 

Feldstone… but that was an indoor range, and this outdoor one had a friendlier atmosphere to it. 

Plus I think even Cherry enjoys a simple aim-and-shoot every now and then… 

“This place blows.” Cherry said immediately, but Zerrex ignored her as they continued 

forwards: he knew by now when she was just trying to get his attention or tick him off, after all, 

and this was likely a combination of both. She pouted at him after a moment, as the Drakkaren 

pulled a clip out and slapped it into place, and then she said mildly: “Those could totally be 

empty, you know.” 

“Do you want to shoot something or not?” Zerrex asked mildly, and Cherry huffed and 

grumbled, but then nodded after a moment as she sat down in the grass, tossing her rifle down 

beside her as she meticulously began to check her own clip and ensure it had all seven bullets 

present. The rifles weren‟t exactly all that big or pretty, and the ammo capacity sucked… but 

they were at least accurate. 

Cherry finally slapped her own clip into place, and then she sat and watched as Zerrex 

walked down to the end of the lane, the reptile kneeling by the machine and mumbling as he 

turned it on and adjusted it. It began to hum lightly, thrumming a bit, and the reptile set the time 

interval for the plates to launch every thirty seconds or so: more than enough time. The height 

was automatic, at around fifty or sixty feet, depending on the machine… but Zerrex didn‟t want 

to get too competitive, especially with the female, since invariably she‟d win… through either 

her abilities or cheating, whichever came first. 

Then he set the program to start, and he jogged quickly back down the lane, Cherry 

standing with her rifle resting on her shoulder as she asked mildly: “So like. Have you come up 

with any girl names yet?” 



“How about Rebecca?” Zerrex asked, and then he watched as a plate launched itself into 

the air… and Cherry glanced casually up at it before she rose her rifle and blew it apart. Then she 

gave Zerrex a disapproving look, and he rolled his eyes. “What?” 

“I killed a Rebecca once. We‟re not supposed to name our kids after anyone we‟ve 

killed.” Cherry said sternly, before she paused and added: “Your shot.” 

Zerrex sighed, inwardly keeping time as he checked his rifle over, then he turned down 

the lane, raising his rifle and waiting patiently as he replied: “That kinda limits the choices then, 

Cherry. If you stop and think about it, we‟ve killed a lot of people.” 

“Yeah, well. People suck. I was thinking more along the lines of… Dixie.” A pause, and 

Zerrex shot her a look before the plate launched into the air, and he turned his attention quickly 

to it, pausing a moment to get a better angle before Cherry coughed loudly behind him and the 

reptile winced, his shot only winging the plate and causing it to spin wildly through the air before 

it crashed to the ground and shattered. “Bad luck there, Boss.” 

Zerrex only muttered under his breath, then he jerked his head for her to take the shot, 

Cherry grinning a bit. There was silence for a little while, and then the reptile said mildly: “We 

could always name her after one of your dead sisters.” 

Cherry cocked her head at this, refusing to be put off her game… and then she said 

thoughtfully, as a plate fired into the air and she blew it up before it could even reach full height: 

“That‟s not bad, Boss, not bad at all. And here I thought that I was the brains of the operation.” 

“Gods know why you‟d ever think that.” Zerrex replied mildly, and Cherry glared at him 

as he rose his rifle, waiting. As expected, Cherry coughed again loudly, but this time the reptile 

hit the plate dead-center at the top of its arc, blowing it into pieces as he grinned at her… then he 

made a face when she continued to fake-cough loudly, before beating on her chest with one hand 

and looking at him innocently. “Got something in your throat?” 

“Ain‟t a dick, unfortunately.” Cherry replied amiably, then she grinned over her shoulder 

at some other shooters, who were awkwardly looking at them every now and then a few lanes 

over. “Hey, wanna make a bet?” 

One of them, a goat demon, looked up in surprise: from his plaid outfit and sweater-vest, 

he either just come from golfing… or he‟d somehow mixed the two up, since he was having 

trouble reloading his rifle using the bolt. “I… sorry, miss?” 

“A bet.” Cherry said slowly, sounding out the second word like a preschooler. Then she 

grinned brightly, Zerrex rubbing at his forehead slowly as it began to ache a bit, wondering if he 

was going to manage to keep his sanity over the next coming days. “You know, like. Whoever 

can hit the most targets.” 

The goatling looked nervous… and then Cherry made a face when his machine spat a 

plate into the air at almost the same time as hers, and she rose her rifle, blasting apart plates in 

both lanes in one smooth strafing movement. “You‟re no fun, loser.” She muttered something 

under her breath, then looked at Zerrex and whined loudly: “I‟m bored!” 

Zerrex looked at her flatly for a few long moments, and then she finally rolled her eyes 

and held her hands up, saying seriously: “Hey, you know you‟re gonna have to put up with that 

kinda shit once the kid‟s born. You spoil them goddamn rotten.” 

“And you don‟t.” Zerrex said dryly, turning and aiming at the plate as it fired out of the 

machine… and again, Cherry shot it and blew it to pieces, and the reptile closed his eyes before 

he slowly turned towards her, opening them to glare at her sourly. “That was my shot.” 



“No way.” Cherry paused, then rose the rifle and blew apart another plate in the first lane, 

making someone yell angrily. “That wasn‟t yours, either. Technically, they‟re the property of 

this  magical shooting-place here. And now they be broke. Fucking dead. Shitcanned. Etcetera.” 

The Drakkaren rolled his eyes, and then he rose his rifle when Cherry grinned and rose 

her own… before she blinked stupidly as her gun refused to hire, and Zerrex let out a little „ha!‟ 

of triumph as he blasted apart the next plate, the female making a face as she tried to work the 

bolt… and then she cursed, muttering: “Fucking gun is jammed. See? These weapons be shit.” A 

pause as she tried to eject the clip… but it would only jiggle a bit in place, and she gave it a look 

of frustration as she shook the weapon wildly back and forth, several patrons yelping and hitting 

the ground and Zerrex wincing and ducking under a swing of the barrel before she finally snarled 

and snapped the rifle in half, breathing hard in and out. 

Then she glared at Zerrex and grabbed him by the collar, pulling him close and shouting: 

“I wanna do something awesome and fun and shit! This is boring!” A pause, and then she turned 

a fine shade of puce before adding in a strained voice: “Wait just one minute.” 

With that, Cherry turned and bounded away… and then she fell over and vomited, and 

Zerrex sighed, rolling his eyes before he glanced up as a plate fired into the air, and he shrugged 

before bringing his rifle up and hitting it as it fell: not a clean hit, by any means, but a hit 

nonetheless. Then, just as he was about to head down the lane, Cherry trudged back, saying 

faintly: “You know, uh. Let‟s just shoot shit. „Cept I‟m gonna sit down.” 

They took turns with the rifle, Cherry indeed sitting down and less-talkative now but also 

less-moody, looking vaguely disoriented and exhausted as her stomach gave horrible gurgles 

every now and then. They spent at least half an hour like that, until Cherry‟s pallor began to 

return to normal… and then Zerrex walked down to the end of the lane to turn off the machine 

when she asked what else he had planned for the day. 

When he turned around, Cherry was grinning and aiming the rifle at him… and Zerrex 

winced and rose his hands before she shot at him… and the reptile closed his eyes tightly before 

he blinked and gingerly felt over his body. There wasn‟t a mark on him, however… and then he 

reached up and touched his head as something felt amiss, and he realized a moment later she had 

shot a bullet right between his bangs as she winked and leaned on the rifle, saying mildly: “See, 

that time, I totally didn‟t shoot you.” 

“Good, because I was beginning to think it was going to turn into a tradition.” Zerrex said 

flatly, and then Cherry gurgled and covered her mouth, the rifle falling… and when her eyes 

went wide, Zerrex frowned at her before the gun went off and a round blasted into his shin. He 

winced, then slowly looked down and sighed morbidly, muttering under his breath before he 

leaned carefully down and pried the small-caliber round free with a grunt, leaving an ugly, 

bleeding pockmark in his scales: the main reason Cherry had always used to shoot him was 

because these probably wouldn‟t‟ve penetrated his body even when he was mortal. “Well, I 

guess your gut thought it should put a bullet in me anyway.” 

“You assholes done yet?” They looked up as Targin trudged towards them, jerking a 

thumb over his shoulder as he said in a flat voice: “I got numerous complaints. And oh fuck, you 

shot him again… much as I like that about you, I need to say for the umpteenth time you ain‟t 

supposed to shoot each other on the premises. Now get the hell gone.” He paused, then looked at 

Cherry, who still had a hand over her mouth and was clutching her stomach, and he frowned, 

tilting his head. “What the hell‟s wrong with you, babe?” 

Then Cherry leaned forwards and vomited all over the front of Targin‟s pants and his 

shoes, and the minotaur yelled something angrily as he stepped backwards before Cherry grinned 



stupidly up at him, and Zerrex winced as he ran quickly over to Cherry, grabbed her, and 

dragged her sideways as he created a portal, the two vanishing through it before it could even 

come completely into being. 

As they stepped into the Estate, the first thing Cherry did was cast a cleansing spell over 

herself several times, and then she turned away as she made a horribly-disgusting noise… and 

then she turned back, saying flatly: “I totally could have taken him, sick or not.” 

“I know, Cherry, but… we‟re trying not to beat up Targin these days, remember? 

Besides, it‟s kinda comforting to have him around.” Zerrex replied mildly, and then he sighed 

and rubbed at his head lightly, before looking at her dumbly: “So now what do you wanna do?” 

Cherry shrugged and looked at him with dry amusement, crossing her muscular arms: 

“Not vomit, for one. But other than that, how the fuck should I know? What the hell do you 

wanna do, Boss? You‟re the boss, Boss, after all, Boss.” 

“You‟re in that repetitive mood again, huh?” Zerrex looked at her with mild amusement, 

and then he sighed and rubbed a hand through his hair, saying thoughtfully: “Lemme think. I 

need to mentally check my to-do list… Gods know I‟ve sorta been ignoring it as of late.” 

“Yeah, but I like that about you.” Cherry walked over and took one of his arms, grinning 

at him playfully. “Hey, we should totally like, crash some party somewhere or something. Or I 

dunno, go get into some trouble somewhere… hey, where‟s your pet, anyway?”  

“He‟s at Kent‟s right now… that stablemaster I used to work for.” Zerrex responded, 

smiling a bit. Zerrex didn‟t know anyone better in Hell to talk to about domestic animals, of any 

shape, size, and variety, and Kent had certainly been glad to help when it had come to the 

pseudodragon… although Zerrex thought that was mostly because he was bored. After all, ever 

since he‟d given the stablemaster a big donation and shiny reward for all the help he‟d provided 

over the years, Kent was able to spend a lot of time doing the things he loved… and better yet, he 

had his own stables now, instead of being forced to work out of a military base in Wrath. 

When Sammy and Zerrex had first shown up – Kent in his suspenders and heavy gloves, 

the bear carrying several large bales of hay around the barn while his three helpers fed the wyrms 

and hydras he looked after – the male had been glad to see him… but had told him that training a 

pseudodragon was simply impossible, because they were notoriously known for being loners and 

unresponsive to most people. Then he‟d noticed not just Zerrex, but Sammy had looked 

downcast… and when he‟d asked to know more about the little guy, Zerrex had mentioned 

Sammy‟s near death and the spell Sin had used to save Sammy‟s life… and that had gotten 

Kent‟s attention immediately and caused him to brighten up, a rare thing indeed to see in the 

usually calm and stoic bear. 

Kent had gone into great detail about pacts and how magical beasts like the pseudodragon 

could be tamed only by a person who they felt not only indebted, but kinship to… and it had all 

been very interesting, especially with Zerrex‟s former training from the stables, where he‟d 

learned to train royal steeds for combat and special clients. And Sammy really was more of a 

friend than a pet now… and Kent finally said he‟d be glad to look after the pseudodragon 

personally for a few hours every day, and even if he couldn‟t necessarily train the little bugger 

himself… he could still run him through some exercises to see what he was capable of learning. 

So Zerrex had started sending Sammy to see Kent for about six hours every day, and the 

pseudodragon seemed happy enough with it. Today was his third day… and when Zerrex had 

stopped in yesterday – feeling too much like a doting parent – he had been glad to learn that 

Sammy was excelling the old bear‟s expectations. He hadn‟t said much else, though, wanting to 



wait until Sammy was ready to show Zerrex himself… and the bear added mildly, as he gestured 

to his stablehands, that the little dragon was probably smarter than they were. 

Cherry peered at Zerrex, and finally the reptile shook himself out of his memories before 

she asked slowly: “So like… you‟re gonna what? Get him his own little armor gear or something 

and start using the little fucker in combat? Boss, you know how they say „size matters?‟ Well it 

don‟t just apply to the dick. And don‟t start in on that bullshit about how you can beat up guys 

ten times your size, you‟re a freak of nature.” 

“Well, I can. Anyone can.” Zerrex said blandly, as he and Cherry walked towards the 

main doors of the Estate and let themselves out, still arm-in-arm as they made their way down 

the path towards the main gates and the dusty road beyond. The Estate was well out of the way, 

in what Zerrex called the snobby part of Hell… well-spaced along this road were many a 

beautiful and enormous – and overpriced – mansion, with his as the largest. “Size might be 

important, as is strength… but ingenuity and determination win out every time, Cherry. 

Furthermore-” 

“Blah blah blah.” Cherry pantomimed talking with her other hand, and then she clung 

closer to Zerrex, warily eying a few demons that smiled and waved to the Drakkaren as they 

walked by, and the reptile rose a hand in return, feeling a bit embarrassed. “And dude, like. Poor 

people creep me out.” She paused, then blanched when Zerrex glared at her. “Not poor, you 

know, like… not poverty, poverty‟s cool… not cool, I mean, not cool! You… I‟ll shut up now.” 

“These people are homeless and I have an Estate the size of a small moon. The least I can 

do is take them in for a few nights.” Zerrex replied reasonably, gesturing at a small family: an 

old demon and a succubus, their little boy laughing as he ran by, kicking a ball.  “There are good 

tents that can be pitched in the yard for some privacy, and a few enlarged rooms inside where 

they can sleep, and often my girls are ready to serve them a meal… not all of them are mean 

bitches like you, after all.” 

“You‟re just trying to make a better image of yourself.” Cherry accused, and Zerrex 

shrugged before he smiled a bit, and she softened. “Oh fuck off, you know I didn‟t mean it. I see 

how much you give to charity, especially the ones for abused slaves… I know that as much as 

you try to hide it, you got a big heart.” 

“Shut up.” Zerrex muttered embarrassedly, rubbing at his head as they walked through 

the gates to emerge onto the roadside. They walked along in quiet and peace for a few minutes… 

and then the reptile finally asked: “So when are we gonna have that „union‟ or whatever it‟s 

called? That thing we throw in Hell when a monarch has a kid.” 

“I ain‟t no monarch.” Cherry said stubbornly, and then she sighed, throwing her head 

back with a loud groan. “Can we please just do something quiet at the monastery? That was real 

nice of everyone. And I really don‟t want no big party.” 

Before Zerrex could respond, there was a poof of various-colored sparks in front of them 

as a column of smoke rose to the sky, and then Ixin skidded to a halt through the veil of smoke, 

grinning and pulling a top hat off his head, his hat in his other hand as he exclaimed: “Did 

someone say big party? Ladies and assholes, have we ever got a fine product you‟ll just love to 

hate and need to have!” 

The two gaped stupidly, and then Ixin somehow grasped the still-sparkling cloud of smog 

and jerked it aside, smoke and sparks vanishing completely to reveal a Combat Armor… except 

Ixin had modified it so that the cockpit had become an aquarium. The limbs had been similarly 

modified, in Ixin‟s insane fashion: one arm had an industrial coffeemaker visible inside it, and 

ended in a tap, and the other arm ended in a blender. Zerrex stared, watching as a few fish swam 



peacefully around inside it, and then Ixin leapt on top of the combat armor and balanced on one 

foot, the other leg sticking out to the side as he put the top hat back on and pointed at Zerrex with 

the flute. “Tired of always wanting coffee but never having it in reach? Tired of the same old, 

same old surroundings every day here in bleak and boring Hell? Well, then, sir, what you need is 

my patented Nanny Bot, and all for the low-low price of two-ninety-nine! Wait, but there‟s 

more!” 

And then Ixin hopped down from the top of the machine… and Cherry booted him in the 

gut, the mage falling over with a wheeze and clutching his gut even as a baritone voice narrated 

from… seemingly everywhere around them: “For a limited time, get not one, but two Nanny 

Bots when you order from our trusted service. And, if you call within the next fifteen minutes, 

we‟ll halve the cost! That‟s right, not one, but two Nanny Boys for a quarter of the price! This 

offer is not available in stores. Order today!” 

Ixin was still spasming on the ground even as the voice finished, and then he finally sat 

up with a groan, resting back against the Combat Armor and looking sour as he said: “I hate you. 

You‟re lucky I hate these goddamn infernal machines more. Technology is for losers.” 

“Hey.” Zerrex glowered at him, and Ixin puffed his cheeks out, pouting. The Drakkaren 

decided after a moment he wasn‟t worth arguing with, and even Cherry didn‟t look like she was 

up for fighting with him… so instead, the reptile asked mildly: “How the hell did you steal one 

of those, anyway?” 

“Oh, easy as cake. Transmutation and phasing, that‟s all.” Ixin waved a hand absently, 

hopping to his feet as he slid his flute back into the holster at his side, before he crossed his arms 

over a chest that was powerfully-built but hid the frailty of the mage as he grinned and leaned 

forwards, winking. “I figured I‟d visit you for a while, oh mighty Lord Zerrex, since no one else 

seems to like my company very much. Come on, I heard you two were bored! And I‟m like the 

fucking djinni that shows up when peeps be bored!” 

“Djinni are not something to be taken lightly.” Zerrex said flatly, and Ixin scoffed, 

waving a hand again as Cherry muttered something irritably. “I thought you were busy 

conducting magical experiments, anyway. Sin put you back to work in the Spire or something, 

didn‟t she?” 

“Yeah, well, I got bored.” Ixin said pompously, and then he fidgeted for a few moments 

before slumping and admitting: “I got kicked out by the other mages. They‟ll let me back in later 

when they got a problem they can‟t solve, but seriously, they have no sense of humor. Even 

worse, they‟re big dumb wimps… they don‟t like my proposal for the Lucifer‟s Eye project.” 

Ixin paused, then snapped his fingers, becoming serious for a moment. “That‟s what I wanted to 

talk to you about! But then I got so wrapped up in the gag I totally forgot for a minute.” 

Zerrex frowned, tilting his head, and even Cherry looked curious despite herself, as the 

mage sat down cross-legged, looking back and forth before he said quietly: “I think I‟ve 

discovered the flaws in the Lucifer‟s Eye that originally transformed you… the reason why you 

not only went out of control, but why you‟re still an incomplete demon. I need some funds to 

complete my research though, „cause even in Hell nothing comes free or cheap… but what I can 

tell you so far is that my analysis of the „ooze‟ Feldspar used in her program was not properly 

prepared. There‟s a lot of stuff wrong with it… but like I said, I got no funds and you know I 

can‟t get the mage council to agree with anything I say.” 

“Could be because your sense of humor gets a little homicidal every now and then.” 

Zerrex said mildly, and Ixin coughed, carefully looking away as he adjusted the three belts 

around his waist. “The fact that you massacred a good number of former members way back 



some billions of years ago in Hell probably also doesn‟t look good on your part… but I‟ll trust 

you, Ixin. I‟ll allocate forty-thousand to you out of the treasury and provide what… „donations‟ I 

can. I‟ll also clear your access to the Experiment Holding Cells… a lot of the demons that were 

created by the Lucifer‟s Eyes way back during the war with the physical plane have gone 

mutant.” 

“I heard.” Ixin looked grim, shaking his head slowly. “They started turning all… blotchy 

first, some of „em, right? And the others got big and ugly… well, that‟s the kinda shit that 

happens when you fuck up complicated alchemical processes. Demons aren‟t meant to be like, 

manufactured, anyway… especially not like that.” 

Zerrex nodded, then Cherry grunted and pulled on his arm, looking at him flatly, and the 

reptile smiled a bit before he glanced down at Ixin. “Apparently I have to go, though… but come 

see me later tonight. I‟ll give you the money and the access pass, and we can talk some more.” 

“Good.” Ixin tilted his head up arrogantly, then he pushed one hand against the ground 

and grunted as he straightened his legs, going easily into a single-handed handstand, other arm 

out for balance as he said pleasantly: “I totally knew that you would. Ninja skills, activate!” 

And in a puff of smoke, Ixin and the Combat Armor both vanished completely… and 

Cherry looked at Zerrex sourly, saying: “He‟s a liar, a showboat, and  a bit of a prick… and 

yeah, sure, he‟s fun at parties and shit… but I still don‟t trust the bastard.” 

“I do. I sorta have to, if I ever wanna know what‟s happened to me… he was the one who 

developed the Lucifer‟s Eye projects originally, after all.” Zerrex said quietly, and Cherry 

grunted, looking unnerved nonetheless. Then he smiled and squeezed her quietly around the 

waist, saying softly: “Sometimes people surprise you, Cherry. You certainly did, after all.” 

She snorted in amusement at this, then she grinned up at him and nudged him lightly as 

she pulled him along, saying mildly: “I am just full of surprises though, Boss, so you better 

watch your pretty ass. But come on, motherfucker, Momma Cherry wants to walk some more 

and see the sights of Hell, so get your ass moving.” 

 

Weeks passed… and as they did, Cherry‟s belly bulged up more and more, as her mood 

swings became more frequent and her body reverted to its demonic form instead of her mortal 

one. Nonetheless, Cherry was still Cherry… and she completely took over Zerrex‟s room, piling 

her clothes up in it and forcing either Priest or Zerrex to be with her at all times, if not both… 

and the reptile was almost glad when, every now and then, he was dragged off to a council 

meeting or some royal gathering: it was a break from Cherry‟s constant bitching and 

complaining, much as that quality in her amused him. 

Cherry also kept a gun with her at all times… and only two months into the pregnancy, 

she already looked as swollen-up as your average mother at the breaking-point. Her breasts, 

furthermore, were huge to begin with… but now swollen up with milk, they were simply 

enormous, and the female could no longer fit into her usual clothes… which made her bawl 

uncontrollably when she tried to get on an exercise top for about twenty minutes, until she‟d 

finally snuffled to a stop, then frowned and suddenly returned to normal, asking what the hell 

was going on and why her cheeks were wet. 

So they‟d substituted in the plain, traditional cloth wraps of Hez‟Ranna, which were easy 

on her breasts… except without a bra on, her lactating bosom sometimes ended up leaking 

enough to make a visible see-through stain on the white material, which Cherry for whatever 

reason found atrocious. And so, all at once, Cherry wanted to go maternity shopping, with Priest 

and Zerrex in tow… and Lily came along to offer advice and try to help the demoness out with 



more private things; of course, that meant in reality, dealing with things that Cherry would 

otherwise drag Zerrex along to do and attempt to scar him for life with. 

So now they wandered through Hell‟s version of a big box store, Cherry holding her 

rotund-yet-solid belly, her womb still protected not just by fat but by muscle… and she had a 

moody look on her features, her toned arms kept tightly at her sides as she refused the help of 

either her enormous Dragokkaren son or Zerrex, her lover, master, and father-figure. A loincloth 

hung around her waist, but it didn‟t do much good… her thighs and rear had both thickened up 

slightly, and Sin had said mildly after an examination it was another carried-over trait from 

mortal pregnancies she sometimes saw… and that it also meant the baby inside Cherry had gone 

into rapid development and could be born anywhere from six to ten months. 

Zerrex had seen things he‟d never wanted to see with Cherry‟s pregnancy: unlike most 

females, Cherry did not want other motherly figures and females „interfering‟ with her. Instead, 

she wanted Zerrex around to help her out, order her to do things, and keep her from overexerting 

herself… but to be present for every step of the way, whether he liked it or not. And of course, 

with Cherry‟s trust issues further magnified by whatever the psychotic hormones were doing to 

her demonic nature… well… getting her to even listen to Sin was a bit difficult at times. 

As they walked down the sterile aisle of the large store, a few demons ducked out of their 

way, likely at the look on Cherry‟s face… and then Lily quickly ran ahead, squeezing by Zerrex 

– who was very glad they had made up their differences – to pick up a cute little maternity 

blouse, saying warmly: “Look, this would look good on you!” 

Cherry turned her hawkish eyes on the female, and Lily flinched before Cherry snatched 

the blouse, peering at it for a few moments. Then she grumbled something and tossed it away, 

and Lily winced, picking it up to put it back on the rack as Cherry said flatly: “I want something 

plain. And fuck, I need me a good bra. These tits are hurting like a motherfucker.” 

She reached up and squeezed them lightly, her grasp ginger and delicate: if she squeezed 

too hard, after all, they might end up squirting milk out. Whatever else, her breasts had gone into 

overdrive on the lactation… and Zerrex winced a bit before he grabbed a large, black-cupped bra 

off a discount table, inadvertently snatching a pair of maternity panties with them. “What about 

this?” 

Cherry frowned, taking them both… and she examined the cups slowly and carefully. 

With breasts large even by the standards of the Lust Circle, Zerrex knew they should be looking 

at specialty stores, not… wannabe-commercial shops that were pretty much renovated barracks 

painted medical-lab white. But thankfully, Cherry nodded after a moment as she felt the panties, 

saying blatantly: “These look like they‟ll help with my dribbling issue, too. Not sure if it‟s piss 

or something else, but it keeps coming out of me before I know it.” 

“Mom, please…” Priest winced and covered his face with a hand: Zerrex felt for the poor 

kid, since he‟d had to endure quite a lot of Cherry over the last while. 

“What, it‟s true.” Cherry replied flatly, looking oblivious to everyone else before she 

finally grabbed Zerrex around the arm, the reptile wincing as she dragged him off and called 

over her shoulder: “You asses go and pick me up some more shit like this and meet me in a few 

minutes, Zerrex and I are going to go and see how they look!” 

“Oh Gods help me.” Zerrex mumbled, and then Cherry dragged him rudely past a couple 

of milling shoppers before she opened the door to a change room on one wall, glaring at an 

employee in a semi-uniform who rose a hand with a wince. Immediately, the demon paled and 

ran away, and Zerrex was flung inside before Cherry followed him in and shut the door. 



It was cramped, especially with the small shelf on one side of the little stall… and then 

Cherry sighed, losing much of her bossiness as she turned around and asked in much softer 

tones: “You mind undoing me, Boss?” 

“Not at all.” Zerrex untied the knot that held the cloth wrap around her breast, before he 

reached down and did the same for the loincloth: in a few moments, both were off, and Cherry 

smiled a bit as she turned around, stroking over Zerrex‟s chest, pressing her fingers through the t-

shirt she wore as her belly rubbed against his abdominals, whispering softly as it ground against 

the fabric. 

Her huge bosom moved a bit with her breaths, resting atop her gargantuan belly as she 

gazed at him quietly… and then she leaned forwards, bumping against him a bit harder as her 

hands rubbed up to his shoulders, wrapping slowly around his neck as she said quietly, a bit of a 

smile on her face and mischief in her eyes: “You know, there‟s more than one reason I wanted 

you in here with me… room might be cramped, but I think there‟s more than enough for you to 

satisfy one of my needs… fuck, I feel so needy right goddamn now, and I know that if you 

scratch my itch… I‟ll do the same for you…” 

“Cherry…” Zerrex said warningly… but then her hands slid up under his shirt, rubbing 

over rock-hard muscle, and he made a bit of a face, looking at her awkwardly as she rubbed 

along his chest, her hands feeling wonderful against his tense form, emerald and sapphire eyes 

locked as he said finally: “This is so not going to end well, you know…” 

“I think it‟ll end great.” Cherry grinned widely, her eyes alight as she licked her muzzle 

slowly… and then she leaned forwards, grinding her belly against him as she kissed into his 

neck, and Zerrex reached up to grasp her sides… but her hands suddenly pulled out from under 

his shirt to grasp his wrists and guide them instead to her bosom, and he fidgeted a bit, his hands 

settling on them and feeling the wetness as well as the hardness of her nipples, as she whispered: 

“Maybe, at least… help with my tits… they‟re so swollen, so full, and that milk needs to go 

somewhere…” 

She guided his hands slowly around her huge swells, grinning into his eyes as he began to 

fondle them slowly… and then he squeezed one, and a bit of milk squirted out, dribbling down 

her swell and over his hand as she moaned softly, closing her eyes in delight. Zerrex released her 

bosom to guide his hand to his mouth, and he licked the liquid slowly off his scales… and it was 

both warm and good, leaving a pleasant tingle on his tongue. 

Cherry‟s hands grasped his shoulders, and Zerrex leaned in, abandoning his reserve as he 

settled his mouth around one breast… and one of the female‟s hands immediately moved up to 

tangle in his hair and grasp the back of his skull with a moan, his jaws settling tight around a 

swollen and sensitive bosom and suckling greedily on it, and her milk spilled into his jaws as his 

tongue teased and flicked against her hard nipple, her body half-convulsing against his as her 

legs trembled, as if about to go weak. The pleasure was intense for her as Zerrex swallowed her 

milk, and it was delicious… and his other hand squeezed firmly on the swell, and the dribble 

became a flow down his hand and over his wrist, falling to her belly to slide slowly over the 

ridge in all directions… some dripping to the floor, some absorbed by the fabric of the male‟s 

shirt as her bulging front pressed against his muscular one. 

It was delightful: he growled hungrily as he nursed at her breast, and then he drew 

suddenly back, a bit of her milk dripping from his jaws as it dribbled from her nipple… and 

Zerrex rubbed a hand slowly over her belly as his mouth settled on her other breast, his eyes 

closing as he worked his jaws teasingly against it for a few moments this time, before his mouth 

settled over her nipple and his hand squeezed into the enormous swell like it was a bottle, and 



Cherry grunted, pulling at his hair as her fingers threatened to rip a hole in his shirt, her body 

grinding forwards against his with enough force to make his back hit the other side of the small 

stall as her legs almost gave her, and the whole structure rattled before Zerrex pushed back, 

grunting quietly as her milk leaked out of his muzzle. Cherry groaned, and she didn‟t bother to 

conceal it as her eyes rolled up in her head in pleasure… and then finally, she gasped: “Enough, 

enough, no… ooh fuck… shit, it‟s too much…” 

Zerrex grinned as he drew away, half-lidding his eyes as he licked at his muzzle, before 

his tongue dragged up one leaky breast with a loud slurp, making her shiver in delight. “What, is 

the magnificent Cherry already that close?” He reached down a hand boldly, grasping her firmly 

between her thighs… and she moaned loudly as he felt a hot wetness, her groin pulsing against 

his palm. “You really are…” 

“Fuck you, it‟s been so goddamn long and I so fucking badly need some sex, any kind of 

sex…” Cherry responded in a half-rasp, then she pushed him back against the wall, the reptile 

grunting before she felt down to her knees, closing her eyes in relief as she sat back on her 

haunches. “Oh, that‟s better…” A pause, and then her hands reached up and tore Zerrex‟s fly 

open, the male looking down at her in shock as she grasped his waistband to jerk down his pants 

and boxers, his huge, flaccid member falling free of its restraints to lightly smack her muzzle, 

and she licked her lips slowly as she grinned up at him, adding hungrily: “But that‟s even better.” 

She shoved her face forwards, burying her muzzle first into his testicles, inhaling the 

male‟s scent with a groan, his heavy, thick penis falling over the slope of her muzzle as Zerrex‟s 

claws scratched lightly against the wall of the stall, the reptile grunting as he looked down at her 

with lust and surprise… and then it turned to pleasure, the male groaning quietly as her tongue 

slid out and stroked teasingly along his testicles, her mouth suckling playfully at one before she 

pushed forwards further, breathing his smell in and out as she whispered hungrily: “God damn, I 

need you…” 

Her hands slid up his body, one grasping into a hip as the other began to lightly stroke his 

thick shaft against her own features, her eyes seductively as she gazed up at him even as her 

tongue slithered out to lap up between his testicles and against the base of his obsidian 

malehood… and the Drakkaren arched his back a bit against the wall, looking down at her with a 

half-grin as he said lustfully: “Well, it looks like you‟re going to get it whether I like it or not… 

but that means you‟re gonna get it too, Cherry…” 

“Yeah, I know I am.” Cherry replied, and she closed her eyes in bliss at the feeling of the 

huge shaft hardening against her features, as it went from thick and elastic in her hands to 

bulging and solid as steel, bit-by-bit… and she drew her head back slightly, rubbing the 

hardening cock against her face with a look of delight as her hand worked up and down the solid 

length, her tongue twisting and dragging here and there against the black meat as it slowly 

reached its full size of thirty-two solid inches. 

She grinned a bit, her eyes flashing as she took it in both hands and began to stroke it 

slowly, leaning back and timing her movements so she could lick along the underside of the shaft 

at the same time, her breath hot even against his burning-hot member as she stared up at him 

blissfully. Zerrex looked back down, his own hands still grasping into the back wall as if for dear 

life, his eyes alive with hunger… and then, slowly, she pulled down on his member until the 

huge shaft was horizontal to the floor, and she grasped the base in one hand as she stroked gently 

along it with the other: yet her hand couldn‟t wrap all the way around the girthy member, and so 

the other side she teased by rubbing her muzzle slowly up and down it for a few moments before 

her tongue slid out to lick along the black cock inch-by-delicious-inch. 



She knew it was something that got the Drakkaren off… and he groaned softly as he 

watched, his eyes half-closing as a growl of delight and hunger rose in his chest, a tremble of 

pleasure going through his strong body… and then Cherry finally stopped near the tip of his 

cock, before she closed her eyes and opened her jaws wide as she grasped the base of his 

tremendous length with both hands… and she brought the bulging, thick head between her jaws 

before the first several inches of his length sank into her throat, and her muzzle sealed closed 

around the enormous shaft as she began to bob her head hungrily up and down the great length, 

Zerrex grunting softly as his muscles flexed powerfully, spreading his legs out a bit further as he 

reached his hands forwards to grasp lightly into her antler-like horns. 

She grinned around the huge shaft buried down her jaws, as she began to bob with a bit 

more fervor, one hand rubbing up his muscular chest beneath his shirt as the other stroked 

teasingly along the base of his shaft, and Zerrex grunted in pleasure, his hips thrusting a bit 

despite his best efforts not to as her tongue teased him in ways he could barely believe inside her 

muzzle, his head pounding with his heartbeat and his whole body feeling alive with pleasure 

from the sensations running through him… before suddenly, Cherry drew back and released his 

shaft, and the Drakkaren‟s cock swung upwards and slapped lightly against his shirt-covered 

chest, the reptile looking down in surprise as his shaft stood throbbing, painfully-erect and 

dripping saliva, some of it running even down over his huge, pulsing testicles as Cherry slowly 

stood up… and then she turned around and rose her tail, flicking it playfully back and forth as 

she put her hands against the other wall, saying hungrily: “You might be too big to shove into 

my cunt and not hurt the baby… but my ass is still fair game. Show me what a bitch I am and 

pound me ragged, you big bastard… fuck me, I need it…” Her voice went from sultry but 

commanding to almost pleading, taking on a ragged edge. “Fuck me… fuck me… oh, come on, 

please… fuck me!” 

Zerrex growled amusedly… and then he licked his muzzle as he walked up behind her, 

grinding his hard shaft against her rear and then up the middle of her back past the thick base of 

her tail, Cherry wincing and grunting in quiet pleasure as his hands reached down to grasp her 

buttocks… and then she moaned and gladly leaned back against him, wrapping an arm around 

his neck when his whole body flexed and he lifted her easily, her legs raising in the air as he 

half-guided her with his movements until her feet were resting up on the shelf opposite, Zerrex 

looking over her shoulder and supporting her by the rear and his slightly-arched body, his 

breathing hot on her neck as he whispered: “This position should work for both of us, while I rip 

that ass of yours apart…” His fingers squeezed firmly into her huge, round buttocks, and she 

groaned, flushing a bit as she felt her hot sex dribbling some of her fluids down to the floor 

below, her labia swollen and sensitive, blossomed and leaking like a loose faucet. “Get ready for 

it…” 

“Yeah… yeah…” Cherry moaned softly as she felt him lift her, his biceps and forearms 

flexing powerfully, scale rippling with his muscle as she felt his huge shaft grinding against her 

again, this time going down until his fat cockhead was pressed against her anus, settling against 

it between her spread buttocks as her thick tail rested against Zerrex, the muscular, well-built 

female and her large, pregnant belly trembling a bit… before one of the Drakkaren‟s hands slid 

up to grasp her hip instead of her rear, and he pulled down as he pushed upwards, grunting as she 

threw her weight back against him and stepping a foot backwards to anchor himself firmly as 

Cherry shrieked in not pain, but pleasure, her eyes rolling up in her head at the feeling of her rear 

being penetrated, sending a spark of sexual delight through her enough to almost instantly ignite 

the fires of orgasm in her loins as her legs bucked once, twice… and then she howled in bliss, 



her eyes half-closed and jaws gaping open in either intense pleasure or pain as her breasts 

bounced on her chest, her hips thrusted again, and a spray of her sweet fluids burst out of her 

vagina, splattering over the wall and floor beneath her. 

Her teeth grit as she bucked again and again, and Zerrex grunted, grinning widely, her 

rear passage contracting with each hard contraction of her vagina and her hard bucks working 

herself further and further down his huge, solid length of cock. She finally moaned as her 

movements slowed and her fluids stalled to a leak from her blossomed, bloated sex, then grunted 

as she rolled his hips… before she cried out again as Zerrex thrusted upwards hard, and seized 

her hips in both hands, and she flushed deeply as a last spray came forth from her sex, the female 

panting hard as she threw her head back with a groan of pleasure and a grin, her fins pressing 

against Zerrex‟s shoulder and head lightly, bending a bit before she whispered raggedly: “Fuck, 

if only I had a cock… I would‟ve shot hard enough to blow a hole in the wall…” 

“We‟ll make due with what we got… just hope I don‟t shoot hard enough to blow a hole 

in you…” Zerrex replied in a roughened voice, and Cherry murred loudly, before she groaned 

softly as one of the reptile‟s hands slid over her leg and began to rub teasing up and down her 

vagina, making her tremble a bit, her eyes closing in delight as the reptile revolved his hips 

slowly to grind his huge, throbbing shaft along the insides of her passage at the same time. “So 

goddamn tight… I need to remember how great your ass is more often…” 

“Fuck me…” Cherry whispered… and Zerrex was more than glad to comply, as he 

started a solid but slow thrusting, his body flexing and his muscles bulging as he held her easily 

in air, emerald eyes burning with pleasure as the fingers of his other hand slid slowly into her 

vagina, making her moan in ecstasy. They moved in and out, thrusting in time with the reptile‟s 

drawn-out but strong movements, Cherry rolling her hips with every deep penetration and 

moaning when he lifted her and dragged his shaft more than halfway out, taking his time 

thrusting all sixteen inches back and forth as he breathed hungrily over her features. At the same 

time, Cherry groaned, her eyes clenched shut, moving eagerly back against him as she felt 

shivers rolling through her body, one arm wrapped around the reptile‟s neck and the other 

clutching her own, huge belly as her swollen, leaky breasts bounced atop her pregnant front. 

The reptile began to thrust faster and harder after only a little while, feeling pre leaking 

into her as Cherry cried out quietly, her sex releasing a steady stream of her own liquid around 

his fingers as he began to move three in and out of her vagina, stretching her sex and rubbing at 

her sensitive inner walls. His testicles bounced a bit, as every time he hilted into her the female‟s 

huge buttocks pressed against his abdominals with her thick tail-base, and Zerrex growled softly, 

grinning at the feeling and loving the sound of his muscular body thudding into that wall of meat 

and the jiggle to her rear and her thick thighs, as her toeclaws twisted and her feet kicked lightly 

on top of the shelf in bliss, her stomach bouncing a bit more with every movement: but even 

though they moved powerfully together, they both knew their current limits… and neither one of 

them wanted to hurt the child as they fulfilled their lusts. 

Countless wonderful minutes passed: usually when he and Cherry fulfilled their lusts, it 

was hard and fast, over and over again… but knowing they had to be careful made them go 

slower, made it draw out all the longer as the demoness all-but-drooled in delight, a long stream 

of her own breastmilk down her body from one of her swells as her belly continued to bounce 

with every movement, and Zerrex thrusted harder and faster into her ass while still supporting 

her carefully, his fingers continuing to move in and out of her sex… and finally, after what felt 

like hours, he felt his orgasm rising as Cherry moaned again and again, her breathing hard and 



fast pants between sounds of bliss that were almost mewls, her eyes closed tightly as her hips 

bucked against Zerrex‟s fingers. 

His huge obsidian member slammed in and out of her rear, his testicles swinging hard 

with every movement as his muscular body flexed, sweat staining his black shirt and running 

down his naked scales as he grunted, his testicles pulsing as they begged for release… and 

finally, the Drakkaren slid his fingers free from the female‟s vagina with a slick popping sound, 

some more of juices spilling out as she cried out loudly with pleasure before Zerrex rubbed a 

hand over her solid, somehow-muscular stomach as Cherry flushed in ecstasy, and then he 

leaned forwards, their bodies fitting together like spoons as her feet braced the wall as best she 

could, her eyes bulging as he slammed into her hard enough to shake her body, and she grabbed 

his hand – wet with the juices of her sex – as he felt his shaft stiffening up inside of her, his 

testicles throbbing powerfully and eagerly as he began to ram his solid shaft in and out of her, 

beyond the point of no return. 

Cherry let out stuttering moans, her hips helplessly swinging back against the reptile‟s 

movements as her eyes rolled in her head in bliss, her large rear smacking into him with a sound 

like music as his huge cock penetrated to her depths over and over and over, until finally, she 

screamed in bliss as Zerrex groaned loudly before he grit his teeth, snorting like a bull as his seed 

blasted up into her with tremendous force. Over and over and over again, his load flooded up 

into her, and the demoness‟s legs kicked as her body bounced uselessly, her jaws agape with 

pleasure as she cried out again and again. Volley after volley of his seed blasted up into her, and 

Cherry could only react, as her own hot, throbbing sex soon became overloaded with pleasure, 

and another orgasm squirted out of her as she shook her head back and forth with primal cries of 

bliss. 

Her hips bucked and rocked, and Zerrex thrusted and thrusted, his seed leaking and 

dribbling back down around his hips as his muscles flexed and bulged, his body full of raw 

pleasure and animal lust… and when someone kicked open the door as the two were in mid-

orgasm, they both simply glared, snarling like monsters, and who-or-what had dared to disturb 

them quickly fled and slammed the door of the stall, before they both roared their pleasure to the 

skies as Zerrex slammed to the hilt in her, and Cherry‟s yawning jaws twisted back to meet 

Zerrex‟s and kiss him hungrily as their fingers intertwined on her belly, her other arm staying 

tightly locked around his neck as his own fingers squeezed firmly into her hip. Their tongues 

danced, their bodies traded sweat and seed as they ground together, their forms moved in time 

and well-practiced rhythm… and then slowly, their mouths parted, and they both panted hard, 

smelling and tasting each other‟s breath as they looked with half-lidded eyes at one another. 

Then Cherry grinned weakly, laying herself back against the male as he reached both 

hands down to gently grasp her buttocks, supporting her as his muscles flexed against clothes 

that he‟d accidentally torn with the sheer power of his form… and of course, the rest of 

everything else in the stall was splattered and juicy. They both breathed hard, Zerrex feeling not 

only pleasure, but protective and dominating, his muscles feeling strong and bulging with raw 

power, his eyes burning instead of bored… and Cherry looked peaceful and relaxed for the first 

time in forever, both her arms falling to rest over her belly and grasp lightly into her crotch, as if 

she had become an entirely different person… and then she murmured softly: “Holy fuck we 

have to do this again sometime.” 

Five minutes later, the two emerged from the stall, looking disheveled: Zerrex‟s clothes 

were ragged, and Cherry hadn‟t put her cloth wrap back on properly, so it tied off at one side 

rather than at her back. They looked around at the crowd that had gathered, and Lily and Priest 



both glared at them as Zerrex stood with his arm around Cherry, before she said cheerfully: “I 

got dicked in the ass. And now I feel good.” 

And with that, she cheerfully brushed past the two as Zerrex groaned and slapped his 

forehead, a blush rising in his cheeks as all the glares turned to him for some reason, and he 

wondered morbidly just how the hell it was Cherry always managed the upper hand on him, one 

way or the other. 

Thankfully, the store manager was too terrified of them both to ask them to leave: 

instead, he tried to spy on them, looking unnerved from whatever he‟d seen in their eyes. Zerrex 

had to admit, once his testosterone calmed down, that during sex he always got… excited in 

more than one way… and when he got excited, his darker nature tended to come out and want to 

play with anyone who screwed with him. Cherry, at least, was pleasant for the rest of the trip, 

even thanking Lily for her suggestions and not embarrassing Priest… so the two eventually 

started treating them normally again, if only because whatever they‟d done in the closet had 

calmed Cherry the hell down and made her act a bit less like a complete bitch. 

They finished their shopping with a good amount of stuff for Cherry to wear, and paid at 

the front desk – they didn‟t have checkout lanes, just the desk, which Zerrex reflected probably 

impeded them from being treated seriously as a major corporate store-type thing – before leaving 

and heading back to the Estate. The Estate itself, thankfully, was quiet: no Ixin, no Selena, and 

surprisingly, no Sin… it made Zerrex wonder if an emergency council meeting had been called. 

They brought Cherry back to her room, and then Lily attempted to leave… but then Cherry 

shouted at her to wait, and she turned around hesitantly. 

“Lily, wanna help me design my kid‟s room?” Cherry asked cheerfully from the bed… 

and Lily winced before looking at Zerrex, who gave her a pleading look. It made her sigh after a 

moment, but when she nodded grudgingly, Cherry looked at her son and said mildly: “You can 

get outta here if you want, Priest. Zerrex and Lily can take care of my fat ass.” A pause and a 

morbid look at a mirror she‟d insisted on having set up in the room, despite Zerrex‟s loathing of 

them. “I am such a fat ass.” 

“You are  not, Mom. You‟re pregnant, not a glutton.” Priest said quietly, patting her belly 

gently, and then he smiled. “If you keep talking like that, you‟re gonna make my baby brother be 

born fat.” 

“Sister.” Zerrex said absently, and then he ducked when Cherry picked up her gun and 

threw it at him instead of shooting, Lily and Priest both staring at her with surprise but the 

Drakkaren only sighing and looking at her mildly as it hit the floor and bounced once, the 

revolver popping open to spill cartridges all over the floor, as she gave him one of her best 

scowls. “Remember what happened last time you dropped a gun?” 

“Yeah, but that gun I dropped, exactly.” Cherry said brightly, as if she‟d only thrown a 

pillow at the reptile‟s head. Then she turned back to Priest… but he‟d already slipped away 

through a portal, and she huffed and crossed her arms on top of her bulging belly, asking sourly: 

“Am I really that bad company?” 

Zerrex shrugged amiably, then he turned around and began to gather up the loose bullets 

and the revolver, as Lily asked her carefully: “Do you really think it‟s a good idea for you to 

have all… this… in this environment? You‟re an expectant mother, Cherry… and that overrides 

warrior queen and slave whore both.” 

Cherry made a face at Lily, then looked around at the room, which she‟d turned into a 

half-maze of waist-high furniture, most of them smooth-topped and piled high with bullets, a few 



guns, and knickknacks. In the corner sat her rifle, and her whip hung from a hat-rack… while her 

clothes were simply piled here and there. “What‟s wrong with my room?” 

“You mean, other than the fact it‟s my room? Cherry, you even have a room here.” 

Zerrex pointed out, and Cherry picked up a clip this time and threw it… but Zerrex caught it, 

then threw it back. Then both Lily and the male stared when Cherry angled her body and sat up 

quickly, and she cackled when she caught it between her swollen breasts. “That…” 

“Was awesome.” Cherry finished, and she fished the clip out from between her huge 

bosom before she put it aside, and then she added in a sulky voice: “Besides. My room is way 

down the goddamn hall, on the other side of the mansion. The fuck‟s going to happen if I need 

something all of a sudden and you ain‟t nearby? At least if I stay here, I know that you‟ll show 

up sooner or later. And this bed is more than big enough for two, or three…” She grinned and 

leered at Lily. “You know. If you ever get lonely.” 

“I‟ll keep that in mind.” Lily said slowly, leaning away from Cherry a bit as the female 

rubbed her large belly slowly, before she asked dumbly: “So what about this kid‟s room?” 

“Well, Cherry has some big specifics… but she wants to know what furniture is 

childproof, who makes the best cribs, etcetera.” Zerrex said mildly, and Lily nodded thoughtfully 

after a moment as she sat at the end of the bed. “She‟s uh. Very particular when it comes to stuff 

like this, too… safety is the top priority, but it should also match the child‟s room and it has to be 

the correct color.” 

Lily looked confused at this, then she rubbed at her muzzle slowly; she and Zerrex had 

already had plenty of children together – more than he‟d had with Sin, even – and she tended to 

remember the small details that Zerrex didn‟t: for him, raising the children from babies had been 

almost a blur, and Lily had taken on most of the planning herself… except unlike Cherry, she‟d 

been open and friendly about things, more a director than a taskmaster. “Uh… a lot of what we 

got were custom orders from an old friend of mine, he made us a beautiful black crib that I‟d be 

happy to-” 

“No black! Black is not a proper color for a baby‟s crib.” Cherry snapped immediately, 

and Lily stared at her with shock as Cherry crossed her arms, looking petulant. “The only 

acceptable colors are classic white and a few of the soft, pleasant colors, but they have to pieced 

together properly. I want a crib with rounded corners, tall rails with no latch, low-slung to the 

ground and extra-soft matting inside.” 

“Why… don‟t you just hire someone to build it, then?” Lily asked mildly, and Cherry 

looked at her for a few moments like she was dumb. “What?” 

“Ask a stranger to build my crib when they don‟t know what it is I exactly want? 

Ludicrous.” Cherry huffed and shook her head, looking at Lily with something like 

disappointment. “I really expected better of you. Next you‟ll tell me that you let Selena babysit 

your children around here… this whole Estate is a possible deathtrap for a baby, without even 

considering how dangerous Selena can be and how much she exposed her own children to.” 

“Hey.” Zerrex looked flatly at Cherry, and she coughed and pulled at her collar as she 

realized she‟d crossed a line. “I can‟t punch you in the stomach but I can still punch you right in 

the face. Selena might not have been the best mother, but she kept her kids safe and protected, 

even Brez, and you know how she felt about him being born a Salamander.” 

Cherry nodded, looking uncomfortable before she finally said quietly: “Okay, okay, so 

maybe I‟m getting a little psychotic again. Tell you what. You and Lily can show me that crib, 

and if it looks okay… we‟ll just paint it white.” She paused at their looks, frowning from one to 



the other. “What? Black is totally not a suitable color for a baby. Black is death. Except in the 

case of your cock.” A pause, then a wide grin and a leer at Zerrex. “Usually.” 

“I‟m going to slap you so damn hard.” Zerrex said morbidly, and Lily grunted something 

in consent, shaking her head a bit, before he glanced over at Lily, asking quietly: “You okay with 

that?” 

“Yeah, sure. Even if she paints it, it‟s still a fine crib… in case we have any more kids 

one day ourselves.” Lily reached out and took Zerrex‟s hand quietly, and they smiled at each 

other for a moment before Cherry cleared her throat loudly, holding out a hand of her own but 

unable to reach them from her current position. They looked at her… then turned back to each 

other, Lily saying softly: “You know… despite everything, Zer… I think this could all turn out 

pretty good. Cherry‟s a bitch, but she‟s a protective bitch… and as long as you‟re there to make 

sure the kid can breathe between her mommy-hugs, she should turn out okay.” 

“He, it‟s going to be a boy!” Cherry stormed, flailing her arms, before she glared from 

one to the other. “Next you‟ll tell me to use a dresser with corners on it for my child.” 

“We‟ll just use that special barrel-shaped one we had with Priest, it‟s in storage 

somewhere in one of the basements or the shed.” Zerrex said mildly, squeezing Lily‟s hand once 

before dropping it, and Cherry huffed at this, but didn‟t argue. The golden-scaled demoness 

smiled a bit, covering her muzzle, and then the lizard looked over at her mildly, asking: “And 

before Cherry gets to this… do you know a tailor who can work with Heaven‟s Fleece? It‟s 

expensive stuff, I know… but Cherry insists that the baby‟s blanket be made of it.” 

“Maybe…” Lily made a bit of a face, looking at Cherry like she was crazy. “You do 

realize, though, that this is Hell, right? Most babies don‟t even get blankets, other than rags… 

and Heaven‟s Fleece is a very valuable, very-rare material.” 

Cherry looked at Lily for a moment… and then she sat up in bed, shouting: “Zerrex, I 

feel a cause coming on!” With that, she bounded out of bed, grunted and grasped her pregnant 

belly, then began storming around the room, looking for clothes as she tore her current ones off 

and making Lily slap her forehead as she averted her eyes from the female‟s pregnant ass and 

bosom. “Come on, get ready to go!” 

Zerrex dropped his head in his hands with a groan… but ten minutes later, they were 

walking outside on the front yard, where a few large, green tents had been pitched. He could see 

several of his daughters – Blueberry and Sapphire among them – ladling out bowls of stew at 

long tables… and Cherry‟s eyes watered at the predicament of many of these demons. From the 

large hydras leashed nearby and the large wagon they were pulling, Zerrex guessed that it was 

probably a group of demons who‟d been forced to move by either economics or politics: the wars 

might have ended long ago, but there were still battles now and then between nobles… personal 

vendettas, or simply arguments over political views that erupted into something far more. 

Zerrex watched as Cherry rubbed awkwardly at her eyes, trading a look with Lily… and 

then Cherry held up a finger, looking ridiculous in her stretchy, blue maternity pants and the 

bikini top she‟d thrown on, declaring: “To the warehouse!” 

With that, she created a portal and walked through it, and Lily and Zerrex looked at each 

other again before they both followed. They stepped out in front of the store they‟d been at 

earlier, and Cherry was already trundling towards it, moving at a quick pace and waddling in a 

way that was both endearing and amusing. The male shook his head, Lily already quickly 

jogging up to try and slow Cherry down… but immediately, Cherry began to argue with her 

about how she was doing something more important than watching her speed. 



Zerrex let them argue for a little while, as they entered the store… but then, Cherry 

suddenly broke off the conflict… and the reptile stared as he realized she was heading straight 

for the „Comforts‟ section of the store, where demons went to buy things they didn‟t need, but 

that reminded them of the mortal plane or simply helped them relax in a world where relaxing 

wasn‟t supposed to happen. Lily and Zerrex found her a few minutes later scooping up as many 

blankets as she could, and the puzzle pieces clicked together in Zerrex‟s mind as he said mildly: 

“You want to buy blankets for all the babies who don‟t have any.” 

“And the kids too!” Cherry added, huffing a bit as she fought to pull a large comforter 

down into her arms, and then she cursed when it fell over her head and covered her entirely, 

making her look like a portly ghost. She grumbled and flailed beneath the blanket, and Lily 

snorted laughter as Zerrex coughed and did his best to contain his own, then Cherry said blandly: 

“Okay. Maybe some of these we can cut smaller.” 

Zerrex burst out laughing at this, and then he walked away with a grin as he searched for 

an employee. He found one after a minute or two, a narrow-faced, low-class demon of some kind 

wearing a vest with a few old stickers on it, and the reptile said pleasantly: “Excuse me, but I‟d 

like to purchase your entire stock of blankets.” 

“I‟m sorry, come again?” The demon tilted his head, looking up at him with a dark 

expression that said he was in no mood for practical jokes. 

“I said, I‟d like to buy your entire stock of blankets. Did I stutter?” Zerrex paused, 

glancing down the aisle to where Cherry had fallen on her ass and was loudly complaining about 

it. “Better make it quick, too.” 

“You‟ll have to talk to the general manager about that.” the demon said after a moment, 

still looking suspicious. Zerrex sighed but shrugged and nodded, and the narrow-faced male 

produced a small walkie-talkie: radio signals didn‟t exactly work in Hell like they did in the 

mortal plane, but demons were inventive… and a device meant for communication like a radio 

was very easy for an experienced mage to charm into working properly. “Yes, I need the top 

manager out here right away, there‟s a person here who apparently wants to buy all the blankets 

in the store…” 

Zerrex waited a few moments, tapping his foot absently… and then the demon who had 

walked in on him and Cherry showed up, looking grouchy and finally letting Zerrex get a good 

look at him: a Swamp Spine of average build and a taxed look on his face, wearing the same vest 

all the other employees were wearing and looking tired… before he stared and covered his eyes, 

then stupidly peeked through them as he said dumbly: “Oh god, oh god, sir, I never meant to… I 

mean, you shouldn‟t‟ve been but then I mean… I didn‟t-” 

“This guy wants to buy all the blankets in the store.” the narrow-faced demon said, 

apparently unbothered by his boss‟s behavior and still looking like he was waiting for the 

punchline. He looked back and forth, then repeated: “All the blankets.” 

“Forget about earlier. I want to buy every blanket you have in the store.” Zerrex said 

mildly, and since he felt things always worked better on a bartering system, the Drakkaren dug in 

his pocket before he produced a platinum coin with an ancient royal seal on it, and instantly the 

jaws of both demons dropped: such coins were worth more than a thousand times that of the 

standard gold coin, not because of the precious metal they were made from, but because they 

bore the seal of Lucifer and there were very few in production. They weren‟t used as merely as 

money, because of their value… but as bartering chips and shows of good faith in trades. “I‟ll 

give you this to show you that I can easily afford whatever price you put together… just give me 

a good deal, huh?” 



Zerrex flipped the coin into the air… and the Swamp Spine dumbly held out his hands 

and caught it, staring down at it with disbelief before he looked up at Zerrex, saying weakly: 

“I… sir… I only have maybe a thousand in stock, a few dozen on the shelves and the rest in the 

back…” 

“I‟ll take what you‟ve got.” Zerrex said mildly, then he sighed when Cherry came 

stumbling out with Lily, both of them with their arms loaded down with blankets. “I‟d appreciate 

some help lugging them back to my home, too. One of these ladies is pregnant.” 

“Of course sir, right away!” the manager babbled, and then he shoved the narrow-faced 

demon towards the aisle as he grabbed his radio from his belt, adjusting it and babbling: “All 

employees report to the warehouse to begin mass-loading of all blankets…” 

“Zerrex and Cherry can help out front here… I‟ll go in the back and help there.” Lily said 

pleasantly, and she gently led the manager away, as she asked: “Is there a portal alarm or 

blocking device in the warehouse?” 

“We… have to carry the blankets outside and portal from there.” the narrow faced demon 

said, but he still looked suspicious, despite the fact he was also visibly stunned. He also had only 

two blankets in his arms, while Cherry was carrying at least seven, and she was busy favoring 

him with an ugly glare he was doing his best to ignore. “There‟s a security alarm over the 

building that will go off if anyone attempts to portal out of here.” 

“Fair enough.” Zerrex walked into the aisle… and over the next hour, the reptile and a 

group of demons emptied every blanket from the store and the connected warehouse at the back 

of the building, before the manager he‟d spoken to earlier approached him with an estimate. The 

reptile felt it was a fair price, considering how nice some of the blankets were… and he not only 

produced a bag of gold coins, but tipped each of the workers and thanked them for their help, 

feeling a bit pompous. 

They filtered back to the store, the manager looking stupidly cheerful as he vanished last 

through the portal, leaving Zerrex, Lily, and Cherry sitting in a pile of blankets… and then 

Cherry hugged Zerrex tightly, her belly pressing firmly into the reptile‟s front as he squawked 

and she said cheerfully: “You‟re the best Boss ever!” 

For whatever reason, Cherry took her crusade seriously… and over the coming weeks, 

even as her belly grew even larger – making her look now like she was carry a pair of fat twins – 

she worked tirelessly with Lily, Zerrex, and a few others. As they worked, Zerrex wondered 

absently how much money he was going to have left by the end of all this, but he felt 

lighthearted: after all, even if Ixin‟s research was costing him horrendous amounts of money, and 

Cherry‟s plan also promised to be expensive… he thought they would both lead to good things. 

On the one hand, he would learn a lot about the Lucifer‟s Eye project, himself, and the other 

demons created by it… and on the other, he was giving to the community at large, even if they 

could only help so many families. 

Finally, when Cherry was five months pregnant, they held a charity event at the 

Ravenlight Estate, in one of the large ballrooms in the interior of the building: all of the High 

Thrones were present, but it was Cherry who hosted, and thus Cherry who sat in the highest seat, 

with Zerrex and Lily beside her. Nobles showed up, as did the Sisters of the Judgment Cross, and 

Sabnock and White… two people who often acted like they cared only about logic, but Zerrex 

knew both to possess compassionate hearts. 

There were also angels present: Raze, who looked unmoved and unimpressed by the 

whole thing, and Tinny, who was beaming with happiness as he sat beside Vampire, who was 

grinning widely, the demon standing out like a sore thumb at the table where otherwise only 



angels were present but not being kicked out. Francis, the Captain of the 13
th

 Vanguard in 

Heaven was there as well, looking curious about the whole thing as he stood at the back of the 

room beside Little Arcy. They had fought beside him long ago, and he was an awkward friend of 

Zerrex‟s… but a friend nonetheless, and a skilled and proud warrior. 

It was what Cherry titled the “Blankets for Babies Benefit Ball,” and although she didn‟t 

give much of a speech – it mostly consisted of a few summarized statements, before she sat 

down to awkward applause, hugging her huge belly – she made her idea clear enough. She 

wanted every baby in Hell to have a blanket, to have at least that comfort, no matter the other 

conditions… and Zerrex thought he understood what she was going for. It might seem like she 

was aiming to create only the smallest of gestures… but the smallest of gestures could create an 

enormous avalanche of help. 

The ball was a success: Zerrex shared a spotlight dance with Cherry, and they both 

smiled, Cherry pressed with her back against his chest, the two moving slowly and leisurely 

despite the demoness‟s huge, protruding belly, and she never stumbled once, as the long, 

transparent silk petals that hung down from the waistband of her stretchy maternity knee-shorts 

floated around her beautifully. Her huge breasts were tucked away beneath a white top that 

covered her shoulders and hung with two tails down her back, edged in gold, while her arms 

were covered from bicep to wrist by long sleeves, matching white-with-gold-borders like her top. 

Her belly, however, was left bare for all to see… and she got a surprising amount of 

compliments that night, not just about how well she was handling herself, but about how 

beautiful she looked… although Zerrex could wholeheartedly agree with both. 

Zerrex, of course, wasn‟t in any sort of formal robe, but a dress shirt and with a black suit 

jacket overtop, and matching black pants… but as always, his combat boots were present, 

although this time at least polished. He figured he could get somewhat dressed up for the 

occasion, and Cherry had hounded him about it anyway… but he had to admit, it was all turning 

out to be goddamn beautiful, and really showed just how caring even Cherry could be at times. 

Which, of course, is quite a surprise, considering the way she usually behaves… I blame the 

hormones. 

He smiled a bit to himself as he mingled with the crowd, looking over at the table where 

they were collecting donations of both money and blankets: soon, very soon, they would be 

sending teams of demons throughout all of Hell to deliver them to families that needed them… 

and Zerrex thought it really was a beautiful gesture, and not just because he was still getting over 

the shock of Cherry‟s sudden interest in helping Hell‟s babies. He snorted in amusement to 

himself as he leaned on his dragon-headed cane, and then Sin touched his arm gently, asking 

curiously: “Something funny, Lord Zerrex?” 

“You mean, you don‟t find any of this weird or out of place?” He cocked his head, and 

Sin hesitated, then smiled a bit up at him. “Exactly. Cherry, one of Hell‟s biggest pains in the 

ass, organizing a whole charity ball pretty much by herself just so we can deliver blankets to 

babies to help keep them warm at night.” 

“A blanket, however, is a young child‟s fortress…” Sin said softly, and Zerrex looked at 

her in her beautiful black dress with soft entertainment. “They hide beneath it to escape both the 

arguing of their parents and their monsters both… and curl up in it for comfort and compassion. 

It‟s a very thoughtful gesture upon Lady Cherry‟s part… although I do admit I am somewhat 

surprised she was the one who came up with it.” 

“I‟ve learned that if there‟s one thing life‟s full of, it‟s surprises.” the Drakkaren replied, 

then he winked as he tossed his cane up to catch by the neck and tap her lightly on the nose with, 



making her blink. “Anyway, you‟re one of the people who taught me that, so don‟t look so damn 

surprised.” 

“Lord Zerrex.” Sin gave him an amused look, but the Drakkaren simply grinned a bit and 

shrugged, and she squeezed him firmly on the arm as they both looked around. The ball was 

going marvelously… and Cherry was sitting down, her belly enormous, her breasts even more 

swollen… but her features bright and cheerful, and even if she couldn‟t move around too much 

without quickly tiring herself, she had still been amazing during the spotlight dance… and 

Zerrex knew she‟d continue to show off just what a strict regimen of psychotic workouts could 

do for the body as time continued to pass. 

As always seemed to happen in Hell, however, good things never could last… and as Sin 

and Zerrex stood admiring the crowd, the doors suddenly burst open and a Royal Guard 

staggered in, bleeding heavily and clutching at an eye that had been burnt out of his skull, and he 

rose his other hand and screamed: “Attack! Evacuate the area! We‟re under attack!” 

Then he gargled and fell forwards, and his remaining eye went glassy as several demons 

armed with rifles stormed into the room… but the moment the weapons were raised, Sin rose a 

hand as her face went cold, and the three were trapped in purple cubes before these simply 

blinked out of existence. Zerrex snarled as he looked immediately over to Cherry, the room 

descending into chaos as nobles yelled, ran through portals, and tried hiding under furniture… 

but as the Drakkaren began to sprint across the room, the side wall of the building exploded as 

three enormous, tri-armed grappling hooks slammed through it and continued out the other wall, 

propelled by some insane force capable of penetrating not only the mansion‟s many layers, but 

its magical guards as well. 

The reptile snarled in fury, looking at the two massive holes the three hooks had left 

coming in one wall and exiting through the other: one that stood alone, and another that looked 

stretched, the entire section of wall between the hooks collapsed and gaping wide. Hellhounds 

stampeded inside only moments later, at least twenty of them… but with the nobles either gone 

or hiding, it left behind a small army of powerful demons that Zerrex didn‟t think the enemies 

outside were quite prepared to face. 

Two hellhounds leapt at him… and Zerrex smashed one out of the air with his cane as he 

caught the other by the neck, and he snapped it in a single, brisk motion before he slammed the 

body into the ground, and it exploded into ashes. At least five of them made for the head table… 

but Selena, Amiglion, and Lily kicked it over, immediately leaping to Cherry‟s defense: before 

they could do anything else, however, the Four Sisters of the Judgment Cross surrounded the 

small pack of hellhounds.  

They looked only like Drakkaren with red scales and toned, lithe bodies, almost 

completely normal by mortal standards except for their large, leathery wings and the tall, proud 

black bull horns that stood up from their skulls. They wore traditional Hez‟Rannan loincloths 

and wraps around their bodies, dressed the same, looking exactly the same… but each had one 

defining item on her body, although they were known to trade these between themselves from 

time-to-time. A blood-rusted cleaver, a cloak with golden tassels, a shining golden amulet and a 

tiara made from a perfect, delicate rose and its thorny stem… but from their personalities and the 

way they held these items, Zerrex could easily tell who was who. 

Fire‟s savage grin, Water‟s look of dark entertainment, Air‟s cold eyes and Earth‟s 

nervous seriousness… and right now, Fire was one holding the cleaver. She roared as she lunged 

forwards and snapped it outwards, and it released a blast of flame into the pack of hellhounds, 

before it turned into a tornado of fire as Air shoved her hands skywards, cloak fluttering around 



her, and the beasts were lifted, yelping and struggling uselessly, high up into the ceiling… and 

Water didn‟t look up as she stroked her amulet, and the tornado turned from fire to solid ice, 

before Earth cocked her fist back, looking the most delicate in her tiara… but proving her 

strength as she slammed her fist into the frozen cone, and it shattered like glass, pebbles of both 

ice and frozen hellhound raining down around them and quickly dissolving. 

The other hellhounds had already been dealt with: Raze was wiping his hands off on the 

plain mortal clothes he was wearing, looking disgusted, and Francis stood nearby, flexing the 

talons at the end of the greaves that covered his lower legs. Tinny was rubbing at his head as 

Vampire growled, looking back and forth furiously, and then Zerrex and Sin exchanged a look 

before the reptile glanced at his fellow Thrones and close friends, running towards them as he 

said clearly: “Protect Cherry.” 

“Fuck that, I wanna go and kick the fucking shit out of whoever just crashed my party!” 

Cherry shouted angrily, trying to stand up… and then she grunted and fell back on her ass, 

looking miserable as she clutched her belly, Selena, Lily, and Amiglion all wincing. “Well. Get 

me a wheelbarrow first. Then I‟ll kick their asses, and I‟ll do it with this goddamn belly of 

mine.” 

Zerrex shook his head slowly, making a face: but when he glanced to the side, he could 

see a pitched battle going on, and he knew he didn‟t have the time to screw around. He paused, 

then glanced around, and his eyes settled on Francis as  the group naturally gathered around him, 

angels and demons both awaiting orders. Mist, Shine, Desire, and Cypress were here as well… 

as was Elliot, although he couldn‟t really fight, and the reptile knew that Felicity was in the 

Royal Guard detail outside… and then his eyes settled on Mary, who looked serious but hadn‟t 

fled. He almost wanted to ask her why she was here, why she was risking her life… and then he 

forced himself to go back into combat mode, saying firmly: “Francis, I‟m putting you in charge 

of securing the… I think it‟s the eastern perimeter. The way the hooks went through, that 

wall…” Zerrex pointed at the three exit holes, and Francis nodded, the mouse looking serious. 

“You and Raze need to secure that area. If they made it halfway, we can assume they made it all 

the way through the goddamn house. Tinman, Vampire, Little Arcy, Sabnock, and White, secure 

the mansion, turn on every protective rune and security system you come across, seal the 

building as best you can with the holes we‟ve got.”  

Zerrex felt awkward giving such forceful orders to the last two: Sabnock had been his 

boss for a long time, and White, on the other hand, was just plain imposing. Wearing western-

style dress clothes, a classy broach at his neck and a hat, the badger wasn‟t that big, wasn‟t even 

a demon… but had a cold look about him that made even Zerrex hesitate. But they both nodded 

curtly, just like the others, and Zerrex felt relief course through him before he said firmly: “Sin, 

you and the Four Sisters come with me. Everyone else, stay here, and protect both Cherry and 

yourselves.” 

There was no time for argument, as everyone quickly went to their task: and Zerrex ran 

through the larger hole that had been made in the wall, looking with distaste at the thick, glowing 

chains that connected the hooks to a hulking device he could see outside. The Four Sisters kept 

easy pace with him as they ran through wrecked room after wrecked room with Sin following 

closely behind, but the Drakkaren was surprised to see no other invading soldiers… and his 

instincts told him this was to lure either him or someone else important out to play. 

They emerged onto the side lawn, and Zerrex made a disgusted face as he pointed at the 

machine that had launched the grappling hooks. It had three distinct, flat layers, and the bottom 

was the one that had been equipped with massive launchers that the hooks had been fired from, 



and heavy-duty treads… while the middle layer sported the control chamber, a large dome of 

rune-covered glass in which sat a demonic operator. The top layer, however, was covered in 

missiles and cannons… and the reptile looked at the Four Sisters, asking: “Can you handle that?” 

Three of them simply shot towards it as Fire stood back a moment, resting her cleaver on 

her shoulder with a cocky grin as she asked him mildly: “What, don‟t you trust us, Lord Zerrex?” 

She paused, then glanced over to her other sisters, as Air called down a massive lightning strike 

that not only tore a huge hole in the top of the machine and destroyed many of its weapons, it 

created a sparking, crackling field of electricity around the device, causing several of the 

weapons to go haywire as Earth slammed her hands into the ground and sent massive spikes of 

rock jutting up through the treads to stop its escape. “We‟ll handle it. But I sense someone‟s out 

for your blood.” 

“Figures. Someone always is.” Zerrex muttered, and he watched as Fire ran off to join the 

fight, the others easily distracting the behemoth machine as he looked over at Sin, then out at the 

wide fields surrounding the Estate, watching as Royal Guards fought against both demons and 

angels. “It‟s the rogues. They finally staged an all-out offensive against us… but why? They 

knew the Thrones would be here, sure… but they should have been able to guess that the 

assembly of demons would include more than just nobles.” 

“Something powerful and dangerous is here…” Sin shook her head slowly, then she rose 

two fingers to her mouth and whistled, and a moment later her four Seethe Hounds appeared 

beside her. She leaned down and said something to them in old demonic, and they immediately 

shot off like rockets, one of them leaping on top of a horrified-looking minotaur… and then the 

upper half of his body was simply ripped away from his legs, which trembled and dissolved 

before they could even fall. “Why aren‟t we moving, Lord Zerrex?” 

“Because I‟m waiting for our antagonist to reveal himself…” The reptile paused, then 

glanced up, and he made a disgusted face as he saw Loki standing on the wall, easily defying 

gravity and grinning widely, his eyes cold, black pools of hate. “Except it seems he‟s been 

waiting for us to come out and play this whole time.” 

“I‟m supposed to just observe and not interfere… but I can‟t resist a good fight.” Loki 

shrugged, putting a friendly look on his face before he held out both arms, saying pleasantly: 

“Lemme show you this magic trick I‟ve been working on.” 

He rolled up the sleeves of his strange trenchcoat, then rolled his head slowly on his neck 

before he waggled his fingers… and then he snapped one arm out to the side, and in a poof of 

smoke, Sammy appeared, hanging by the neck and choking as he clawed uselessly at the otter‟s 

hand, the demigod‟s eyes burning with entertainment as Zerrex snarled and Sin looked up at him 

with disgust. “Ta-da! Now you see him…” A pause, and then Loki‟s eyes and face went cold as 

he created a ball of blue flame in the other hand. “And now you don‟t.” 

He swung his hand towards the pseudodragon‟s face… and then Sin rose a hand and 

pointed at him, and Loki froze in place for a moment, a shocked-look on his face… and it was 

just long enough for Zerrex to leap up and kick off the wall before he slammed a foot into Loki‟s 

gut in a hard bicycle kick, sending him flying through the air with a yell of pain before he 

smashed into the ground and rolled several times, his strange hair falling over his face as Sammy 

fell to the ground and squeaked… 

Then he bounced and squeaked again as he fell on his side, and Zerrex landed beside him 

in a kneel, looking surprised before he reached down and picked him up… and stared. It was just 

a toy… and Loki laughed loudly as he sat up, clutching his stomach and crossing his legs as he 

grinned widely, and Zerrex closed his eyes for a moment, calling the little dragon with his 



mind… and Sammy appeared on his shoulder only a few seconds later, snarling at the demigod 

as Loki stood and brushed himself off. “Well, since you don‟t like my parlor tricks… perhaps we 

should get down and dirty to some real magic!” 

Loki snatched a hexagonal piece of metal off his belt, and a rune glowed brightly on it as 

he held it skywards; a moment later, a small pack of hellhounds faded into existence around the 

demon, and Zerrex narrowed his eyes at him as he immediately turned and ran away, laughing. 

Something told the reptile that Loki wasn‟t running away this time, though, as he headed straight 

into the battle… and then his thoughts were abruptly cut off as the hellhounds charged… 

Only Sin waved an arm outwards and muttered a spell of her own, and the hellhounds 

froze for a moment before they blew away like dust in the wind, Zerrex looking at her with 

surprise as she said coldly: “Simple creatures can easily be banished. We need to catch up to 

him.” 

“Yeah, I love traps myself.” Zerrex said mildly, and Sin gave him a look that was both 

entertained and irritated as they ran into the battleground. Zerrex recognized a few of the Royal 

Guards they passed as they fought against rogue demon warriors who often lacked training, but 

had instead fanaticism to help them in combat… and Zerrex winced as a pair of minotaurs with 

axes and mechanical parts jutting crudely out of their bodies charged at them. 

Zerrex ducked under a swing of an axe and bull-rushed one of them, grabbing him around 

the middle before he hefted him into the air and threw him down onto his back, and he grunted in 

pain before the Drakkaren stepped on his chest and kicked him hard in the face, breaking his jaw 

and knocking him out. Sin, meanwhile, simply incinerated her opponent with a blast of fire… 

and then the two continued after Loki, who had breasted a small hill and turned to watch the 

battle, his arms wide as he laughed long and hard. 

They stopped halfway up the hill, and the pseudodragon still perched on Zerrex‟s 

shoulder hissed at him as the demigod looked down at them with contempt, before he smiled 

darkly as a short wind blew past, ruffling his coat and causing his tendrils of hair to twist and 

dance before they fell perfectly back into place. Zerrex‟s emerald eyes glanced back and forth, 

the reptile knowing that in Hell, wind wasn‟t natural… and then Loki said quietly: “This is all 

going so perfectly, Zerrex. You two fell for my ruse… and since you attacked me… I‟m well 

within my rights to fight back.” He paused, then tossed the hexagonal rune to the ground, 

stepping on it and crunching it underfoot. “Let‟s discard the trivialities, shall we, and we‟ll get 

right to the main event!” 

He crouched, then slammed both hands into the ground… and the earth beneath their feet 

trembled, Loki rising up on a pillar of rock as the hill rolled backwards like a wave, Sin and 

Zerrex both leaping off it to land on their feet and quickly backstepping, Zerrex wondering how 

the hell the Naganatine could move so swiftly even in her long dress despite the sheer power he 

felt ripping at his senses… and then he stared in shock, Sammy whimpering beside him, as three 

massive figures made of stone and earth rose up out of the ground, Loki standing on the head of 

one of the sixty-foot creatures as red crystals glowed for their eyes, all of them wearing 

manacles, collars, and broken chains of metal as ugly mouths opened and roared, flat faces 

carved with lines of hatred… and the demigod spread his arms, saying pleasantly: “Allow me to 

introduce some friends of mine who were locked away for quite a while… the Titans. These are 

not failed gods, as the foolish and misinformed do believe, but instead, they are primordial 

beings of the earth in origin. Not elementals, my dear darling Sin, so your silly disenchantments 

won‟t work on them… but I dare say that you two… or three, if you want me to include the 

vermin on your shoulder… are no match for me and these monstrosities.” 



“Yeah, „cept you have one big problem.” Zerrex said coldly, and Loki frowned as the 

Drakkaren created a blade of energy and slashed his own arm open, blood dripping from the 

wound. “I have some friends of my own.” 

The Drakkaren closed his eyes and released his cane, concentrating… and before it hit 

the ground, it floated back into the air, trembling violently as runes glowed down its length 

before a terrible portal opened… and a figure as tall as the massive Titans stepped out of it, 

giving even the monsters pause. It was emaciated and scarecrow-like, wearing torn rags and a 

hood over its face, which was covered in shadow… and upon one shoulder it held a thick 

wooden beam that looked rotted and worn, perhaps almost as long as the thing‟s body; dangling 

from the end of it by an old, rusted hook attached to a simple ring, was a huge iron bell, covered 

in scripture neither angel nor demonic, with a single large crack going up one side. 

Zerrex ignored the pain that surged through his arm, as the being held a hand out to the 

side, and a stream of blood flowed from the cut and crystallized into a red sphere in its hand… 

and then the Drakkaren bowed to Loki, who was staring in shock as the reptile said quietly: 

“This is my good friend Dust Toll, an understudy of Thanatos. Even you should know and 

respect that name, Loki… the God of Death is one of the few gods who live up to his 

reputation.” 

“You struck a deal with the soul collectors? But your blood would be valuable to them… 

energy is what they feed on, after all, is it not?” Loki snarled, then he said darkly: “But a single 

Great Reaper can‟t fight three Titans at once, even if he‟s brought some toy along for the ride-” 

Sin closed her hands and concentrated, and a moment later a second enormous portal 

opened, and a monstrous, three-headed Seethe Hound stamped out, collars around all three heads 

and scars covering its behemoth body, and Sin said quietly: “No, but now the odds are evened, 

Loki… Lord Zerrex, we‟ll keep the Titans busy. You may have the pleasure of dealing with our 

courteous friend.” 

“I wouldn‟t have it any other way.” Zerrex said darkly, and Loki winced before he turned 

and leapt off the Titan‟s head, yelling something, and the giants of tan stone and earth 

immediately charged forwards with matching roars. Zerrex didn‟t bother with a detour, running 

forwards himself and wincing as he dodged past a Titan‟s fist, surprised by its speed… but 

before the monster could think about attack again, Dust Toll threw a hand out and easily shoved 

the Titan that had been chasing Zerrex backwards, causing it to look surprised… before rage 

carved itself into those stone features and it charged immediately at the Great Reaper with both 

stone hands held out. 

Cerberus slammed itself bodily into another Titan, staggering it… but it immediately 

slammed both fists down into the giant canine‟s back, and the Seethe Hound howled pityingly, 

trembling before the giant reached down and picked it up as if the forty-foot Seethe Hound were 

light as air, the demonic quadruped limp in its grip… before all three pairs of eyes snapped open 

and all three heads grinned, and its body suddenly broke apart into three different, enormous 

Seethe Hounds, one of them tacking the Titan‟s head and the remaining pair each seizing a huge 

stone arm and biting through it as easily as their jaws would tear through meat, and the Titan 

screamed in pain and panic as it charged stupidly into the field, looking almost comical as it 

waved its stony arms wildly. 

The last Titan laughed at Sin… and then the Naganatine threw her arms wide as her 

glammer shattered, her dress tearing as her body morphed and warped, her demonic side taking 

over. Her horns lengthened and thickened as her upper body bulged, becoming sexless and flat 

before it turned rapidly masculine, enormous muscles bulging as her size trebled, her feet  



vanishing into her tail as she fell to her knees, leaving her small legs visible even as her tail 

turned into an elongated, snake-like body, spikes ripping out of the top of it and forming a 

protective ridge, as larger spikes tore out of her back, becoming bigger as they followed her 

spine until they became gargantuan, upwards curving spikes near her shoulders. 

Skeletal wings with long, twisted spines jutting from them but no webbing tore from her 

shoulderblades as the Titan stared in surprise, and then Sin roared, shaking her head back and 

forth as she shoved hands with rakelike, huge claws down into the ground, her form massive and 

the end of her body tail swinging back and forth as she hissed, her violet eyes glowing with all of 

Hell‟s might as massive, muscular arms flexed. She slowly rose herself up as her tail curled 

forwards, and then she suddenly lashed a claw out, and it easily sliced through the Titan‟s chest, 

causing it to yell in anger before it ran forwards… and Sin flexed her body, and the giant literally 

bounced off her as her purple and black scales glowed blueish-white for a moment.  

With the Titans distracted, it didn‟t take long for Zerrex to catch up to Loki, as the reptile 

clicked his tongue at Sammy and gave him a quick mental order… and the demigod winced 

before he spun around, raising both hands and unleashing a torrent of pure magic at the 

Drakkaren, who winced as the evanescent energy buffeted him backwards and tore at his clothes, 

Sammy squeaking as he leapt away from the Drakkaren to sprint to a safe location… but then he 

simply shook his head and rubbed at his chest as he anchored himself, glaring at Loki, who had 

only managed to shove him some ten feet back. The otter cursed under his breath, and then he 

held a hand out as he rose the other one, Zerrex grasping the neck of his cane in both hands as he 

said darkly: “Shouldn‟t you be trying to find a weapon?” 

“I prefer to fight unarmed.” Loki replied mildly, and then he grinned, asking callously: 

“Or after all these years, have you gone soft and weak? Doesn‟t honor mean anything to you?” 

Zerrex snorted, then he tossed his cane aside… and when Loki dived for it, the reptile 

made no move to stop him, only taking off his dress jacket. The otter scooped it up… and then 

he screamed as the cane glowed white and the runes on it stood vibrantly out, and he 

immediately threw it to the ground, his hands smoking and burnt raw as the Drakkaren tossed his 

jacket to the ground, saying quietly: “Funny thing about that cane. It wasn‟t a trivial toy made for 

me by just anyone… everyone from Sin to the Four Sisters to Lucifer himself have put their 

mark and enchantments on that weapon, and a few other supernatural beings as well. It has the 

same runes on it as the Spear of Conquerors in Heaven… a weapon that reacts violently if 

anyone other than the pure of heart touches it… or me.” 

“Why?” Loki hissed, looking down at his hands with tears in his eyes… and then he 

closed them, and they glowed green for a moment as they healed rapidly. Then he threw his arms 

wide and howled: “Odin damn you! I took my father‟s eye and I‟ll take your life as well!” 

“I‟ve had a lot of time to bone-up on my so-called mythology… and I assume you aren‟t 

talking about the wound on his face.” Zerrex said mildly… and Loki snarled before he forced his 

composure back, and the reptile smiled slightly as he took up a ready position, beckoning to 

Loki. “So were you serious about the hand to hand thing, or-” 

Loki vanished in a burst of dark energy, then he reappeared instantly beside Zerrex, 

slamming an elbow into his face and stumbling him, the reptile shocked at the male‟s strength 

before he slammed a fist into his kidney… and the lizard staggered, swinging out wildly, and 

Loki vanished again… but this time, when he reappeared behind him, the reptile was ready, and 

he half-spun as he brought his left arm down, snaring the otter‟s wrist between his thick body 

and his strong forearm, and Loki‟s eyes went wide with surprise before the Drakkaren slammed 

his own elbow into the male‟s jaw once, twice, then thrice. 



Loki slipped free with the third strike, staggering away as blood ran from his mouth and 

his nose, and he fell heavily on his ass… but as Zerrex stepped forwards, the demigod grinned, 

and a circle of fire erupted into life around him, forcing the Drakkaren to leap back with a curse 

as he shook red flames off his body. He looked down, and made a disgusted face to see his scales 

bubbling where the fire had touched, and he grasped his left arm, flexing his finger slowly as 

Loki stood and wiped the blood off his face, flicking it from his arm with a disgusted look as the 

fires vanished. “Goddamn mortal-lover…” 

“Eternal joke.” Zerrex shot back, and Loki‟s face tightened, stopping cold in mid-saunter. 

Their eyes met, the demigod daring the lizard to say more… and then he grinned, tilting his head 

as he said darkly: “What‟s wrong? You forgot to bring along a resume for me, in case your plot 

fails and you have to apply to be my new court jester?” 

“Motherfucker!” Loki howled, leaping forwards as his hands glowed with red flames, and 

he threw strike after strike at Zerrex, the reptile dodging and leaping backwards before Loki 

vanished in a burst of darkness… and then he reappeared behind Zerrex, seizing his shoulders 

and forcing him to his knees as he grinned insanely, leaning his head forwards as he whispered: 

“I‟ll show you a real good joke, then, when I make you disappear!” 

Before Loki could do anything more, Zerrex suddenly dropped on his back… and the 

otter staggered before Zerrex kicked both feet squarely up into his face. The otter‟s mouth and 

skull cracked sickeningly, and he straightened, his arms out at his sides and a stupid look on his 

bloody mess of a face… and then Zerrex rolled backwards and added a second hard double-kick 

to his stomach, knocking him flying before he vanished in midair and reappeared on top of a flat 

rock some thirty feet away, screaming in agony as he clutched his mushy features, one eye 

glaring with pure hatred at Zerrex. 

“I‟ll show you yet! I‟ll show you yet!” he raved… and then, amazingly, he was back on 

his feet, snarling even as his face snapped back together piece-by-piece, Zerrex watching with 

something like amazement. Regeneration on this level he‟d only seen a few others do… but it 

verified exactly what Sin had said: Loki was not a force to be taken lightly, and he was truly the 

spawn of a god… and a powerful one at that. 

Loki‟s Titans were fairing better than their Master: although Sin‟s physical strength was 

exponentially magnified in her demonic form, she still was barely strong enough to resist or 

damage the primordial monster seriously. They seemed to draw their power straight from the 

earth, so although it was having trouble hurting her with the magical protection her body 

possessed, they were caught in a stalemate: they could scratch each other up, but neither could 

find a weak point to injure in the other. 

Cerberus had rejoined itself together, and was currently on the Titan‟s back: however, 

every time it fell to the ground on its front, it seemed to absorb even more power from the earth, 

healing the damage the mother of all Seethe Hounds had done and giving it the strength to leap 

back to its feet and fight savagely again. When she split apart, the Titan was easy to confuse and 

even to panic… but only when her body was joined together did she have the raw strength 

necessary to damage its armory main body. Limbs she could tear off easily… but they 

regenerated with terrible speed. 

Dust Toll was the only one making any progress: the silent soul collector had put a 

binding spell over the body of the giant, and bit-by-bit, black metal chains were tightening over 

its form, ripping through it slowly and leisurely as the Titan attacked again and again with equal 

mercilessness. It was driven by pain and fury, jangling the manacles on its body as it charged 

towards the lithe Reaper… and it easily swung out with the rafter on its shoulder, striking the 



being with a bell and creating a distinct gong as waves of sound travelled through its body, the 

Titan staggering as chunks of rock and sand collapsed away from its form. 

Only fifty feet away, and yet somehow entirely separate from the battle, Loki and Zerrex 

were grappling, the otter now trying to use sheer brute force to overcome Zerrex. He brought a 

leg up to try and kick him in the stomach, but Zerrex only grunted when the foot collided 

painfully with his solid abdominals, knocking some of the air out of him and letting the demigod 

take the advantage for a moment… but within seconds, the Drakkaren regained his stance and 

pushed hard back, before Loki tried slamming his head into the other male‟s… and the otter was 

the one who felt pain this time, looking surprised and dizzy as his eyes crossed stupidly, and 

Zerrex grinned widely. “Dude, there‟s nothing up there to damage.” 

Then the lizard leaned forwards and slammed his head into Loki‟s own, and he groaned, 

looking shocked as his head tilted up just enough… and the reptile slammed his skull down again 

into the end of his muzzle, as if he was trying to force the demigod to bless his forehead with a 

kiss, and the otter‟s front teeth shattered and he quickly shoved himself backwards from Zerrex, 

eyes watering in pain as he held the end of his muzzle before the Drakkaren ran forwards, 

kicking a foot into his chest as his other snapped upwards and smashed him across the face, the 

reptile spinning gracefully once through the air with his arms out before he landed neatly on his 

feet… and the demigod crashed hard down onto his back, gagging and coughing blood as he 

rolled over before snarling over his shoulder, his eye twitching and new teeth already sliding into 

place as his muzzle realigned itself with his face. “I‟ll fucking kill you!” 

Loki leapt to his feet and charged… and then a long knife popped out from the otter‟s 

sleeve, and Zerrex winced as Loki leapt with a scream, stabbing viciously downwards towards 

Zerrex‟s face… but the reptile brought up his right arm, blocking it, and the blade snapped off as 

Loki continued to move forwards… and Zerrex batted him roughly away, looking disgusted as 

he reached down and easily plucked the blade from his not-flesh, the demigod staring in shock as 

the lizard‟s arm warped and tore apart the sleeve of his dress shirt from wrist to shoulder, 

becoming rocky and metallic as he rose his ugly claw. “So now weapons are okay, huh?” 

Loki‟s eye twitched… and then he grinned psychotically, his eyes full of hate and 

anguish as he held a hand out, and a huge, ugly single-edged sword that was somewhere between 

a katana and a cleaver appeared in it, the dark-grey blade of the weapon some six feet long. He 

breathed hard in and out… and Zerrex could tell now that the wounds on his body were healing 

slower, and that the demigod was losing his energy bit-by-bit, as his behavior became more and 

more desperate. 

His cloak fluttered around him as a wind blew again in what should be a world without it, 

and Loki suddenly looked to the sky, screaming: “No, not yet, he‟s mine! Do you hear me, I‟m 

going to kill the fucker!” A pause, and then he looked back at Zerrex, nodding to himself as he 

muttered: “Rip him apart… completely destroy him… I am no one‟s fool…” 

Loki snapped his free hand out, and an ugly axe appeared in it, edged in silver but with a 

thick crescent blade and ashen wood handle. Then he grinned, shaking his head to get his 

streaked hair out of his eyes as he looked across at Zerrex, both weapons raised as he asked 

tauntingly: “Aren‟t you going to grab your precious cane?” 

Zerrex replied by grasping his right arm as an ugly blade burst out of the top of his wrist, 

and Loki narrowed his black eyes at him before he charged forwards, roaring and overeager as a 

child as he slashed the sword down first, keeping his other arm crossed over his body as Zerrex 

leapt backwards… before the demigod through the ugly hatchet-axe at him, and the Drakkaren 

threw himself into the air, the axe spinning violently beneath and past him before it vanished in a 



burst of darkness and reappeared in Loki‟s hand, the demigod throwing it hard again, still in his 

crouched position with his sword flat on the ground… and Zerrex leaned to the side even as he 

reached up, and he got the axe by the handle as it spun by, Loki looking stunned before the 

reptile snapped the axe-head off, then crushed the metal in his hand, tossing both pieces away 

like garbage as Loki visibly trembled with rage. “You can‟t win… I know you used up a lot of 

energy just bringing your monsters out to play, and you can‟t kill me physically. You just don‟t 

have the skills.” 

“We‟ll see about that.” Loki growled, and then he vanished before trees tore out of the 

ground around the Drakkaren, Zerrex looking surprised as rocks flew in all directions and he 

leapt quickly away… and then he snarled as Loki slashed through his back, leaving a long, ugly 

diagonal rip before the lizard instinctively ducked low as the otter tried to stab him… but then he 

vanished by the time Zerrex reached up, and the reptile realized the trees had vanished as well. It 

had been an illusion… and a moment later, he saw Loki standing some twenty feet away, 

grinning as he slammed his hands down into the ground, and the earth shattered and rumbles tore 

through the air as it rose up… but the reptile closed his eyes, and as real as it looked and 

sounded, he felt no vibrations in his feet. And the monster‟s roars were trying to block out 

something else… 

The lizard spun around and reached a hand forwards as he saw Loki, the otter looking 

shocked as the reptile dodged his attempt to impale him on his sword… but his hand passed 

through his throat and closed only on thin air, and then Loki grinned as other clones of the 

demigod faded into existence all around the reptile, and they all said in the same sardonic voice: 

“Now what will you do, Lord Zerrex?” 

They laughed… and then they charged, and the reptile looked back and forth, feeling 

panicked as he swung wildly through illusions… and something slashed at him here, then tore a 

chunk out of his shoulder there… before he felt Loki‟s sword slam into the back of his leg and 

trip him up, knocking him flat and ripping apart the back of his knee, causing the reptile to howl 

in agony. It felt like his old bad leg again, and the pain that flared in it was intense, even more 

intense than it should be… and he looked up in shock as he saw all different copies of the otter 

raising their swords in different ways to kill him, and one of them was real… and the reptile 

closed his eyes and curled up in shock before a voice snapped in his head: Stop being a child!  

Requiem‟s voice… and Zerrex immediately rolled as the swords all swung down, and the 

many Loki – is it already plural? Goddammit, focus! – all cursed as Zerrex tried to figure out 

some way he could negate the clones without expending a lot of energy. A shockwave, or a 

powerful spell would knock the real Loki sprawling and likely destroy his concentration… but he 

didn‟t know how much energy the godling had left in his body. 

Then don‟t trust your mind. Trust your instincts. Trust your body. Requiem‟s voice said 

softly, and Zerrex forced himself to breathe slowly in and out as the Loki clones all surrounded 

him again. Even as one charged, he closed his eyes… and the blade slashed harmlessly through 

him, the reptile raising both of his arms in a battle stance as they taunted: “Giving up so soon?” 

He could almost feel Loki‟s energy when he concentrated, as he breathed slowly in and 

out… and he focused on this, on the somehow-sad essence of the demigod, hidden among the 

physical and the transparent, the meaningless… and then he snapped a straight palm out, eyes 

still closed, and Loki‟s head snapped backwards as he dropped his sword and fell stupidly to the 

ground. His illusions all vanished, and the otter stared in shock up at Zerrex, as his emerald eyes 

opened… before he rose his clawed hand, and Loki screamed in shock a moment before it swung 

down. 



Zerrex withdrew the blade at the last moment, and instead merely punched him with 

enough force to knock over an armored truck… and Loki‟s breath whooshed out of him as the 

male gagged and trembled… and then the demigod collapsed, sprawled out and weak, the cuts 

on his face no longer healing and blood flowing from one of his ears, his clothes ragged and torn, 

one of his belts halved and dangling uselessly. He moaned and tilted his head back and forth, and 

foam burbled out of his lips as Zerrex knelt by him… and Loki looked up at him tiredly, the hate 

gone from his black eyes and replaced only by sadness as he whispered: “Finish me off.” 

The Drakkaren looked at him for a few moments, and then he smiled a bit as his warped 

arm slowly became normal again. He stood up and held his hand out as the wicked claw became 

scaled fingers, and the otter looked at him with genuine surprise as Zerrex said mildly: “You put 

up a good fight. Come on, stand up.” 

Loki reached a hand up… and then he snarled and created a blast of energy, and Zerrex 

was thrown high into the air before the otter snapped his fingers, and a shockwave blasted 

through the sky above the Drakkaren, sending him crashing down into the earth. The reptile was 

left stunned as Loki grinned darkly and slowly staggered to his feet, panting heavily… and then 

he reached down and picked up his sword, dragging it towards the reptile‟s prone body. “No 

one… will laugh… at me… anymore…” 

Dust Toll sensed Zerrex‟s distress: and whether he cared only about honoring his deal or 

collecting more of the Drakkaren‟s blood, it didn‟t matter. He slammed the butt of his warped 

rafter into the face of the Titan, and as it staggered backwards, the chains on its body now with 

hefty gouges ripped into its form, the Great Reaper turned the rafter around so the enormous bell 

hung in front of his emaciated body. His other hand rose high in the air, and a matchstick-shaped 

rod appeared in it a moment later… and the Reaper struck the bell hard with this, making it 

swing wildly back and forth and ring clear and true. 

The remaining Miserable Ones on the battlefield all staggered, screaming and covering 

their ears before many collapsed into death or coma, the reverberations not only of the tolling 

bell, but of screams and the madness of the many damned and wicked who had been „collected‟ 

by the Great Reapers rang through their skulls. At such close range, the Titans themselves all 

collectively groaned as the earth around Dust Toll rotted and warped, and they were suddenly 

starved for their energy source, as Cerberus and Sin both winced… but then redoubled their 

attacks. And in front of Dust Toll, the Titan charged at him… and the Great Reaper waited a 

moment until it was close, before it swung the reverberating bell into the monstrosity and it rang 

out with a massive, terrible cry, and the Titan‟s howl turned into a shriek that rapidly climbed to 

the highest of octaves, before the creature simply disintegrated into dust. 

Sin wrapped her powerful body-tail around the Titan she was dealing with, pinning it and 

rising above the beast as it grabbed her and tried to pull her coils off, but she was strong and it 

was weakened… and then she grabbed its shoulders, and cracks spread through the Titan as its 

eyes melted, golden fire springing up from its rocky sockets, its open, mossy jaws, and its ugly, 

shattered body, before it suddenly imploded, becoming slack… and Sin squeezed tightly as her 

hands seized its rocky head, and she tore its stony skull free from its stony shoulders as she 

crushed its body like a tin can. 

Cerberus split into three Seethe Hounds that surrounded the last Titan, and it looked back 

and forth in confusion before all three leapt at different parts of the creature… and one smashed 

into its rocky body and knocked it backwards as another tore literally through its lower leg, 

ripping it to gravel, and the last dived over its form as it fell and ripped off a raised forearm. It 

crashed onto its back, and the three Seethe Hounds quickly circled before they leapt upwards… 



and once more they became Cerberus, which dropped heavily on top of the Titan, and it lay 

sprawled and broken, staring up with a loud roar not of anger but of panic before all three sets of 

jaws of the Seethe Hound snapped down on it and ended its existence. 

The sonic vibrations and screams of the damned didn‟t bother Loki, only making him 

wince as he hurried faster… but they were enough to make Zerrex‟s head throb painfully despite 

being an ally, climbing to his feet… and then he looked up in surprise as the otter rose his sword 

with a senseless yell before it turned to a squeak when the Drakkaren simply tackled him to the 

ground. Immediately, Loki shoved his hands up and unleashed a blast of pure magic at the same 

time, knocking Zerrex flying into the air, and he crashed heavily on his back some twenty feet 

away. This time, however, he rolled quickly to a crouch, a hand out as energy crackled down his 

arm and he created a sphere of blue energy… and then he threw it as Loki leapt to his own feet, 

and the otter had a moment to look surprised before the ball of energy collided and exploded, 

knocking him flying through the air before he landed in a broken heap, his body bruised and 

whatever fight had been left in him drained. 

Zerrex stood up and looked over his shoulder… and he rose a hand with a grim smile to 

Dust Toll as he shouldered his rafter and turned to leave. It paused, however… then nodded ever-

so-slightly to Zerrex as it walked away, before simply fading out of existence. Cerberus, 

however, stayed with Sin, snarling as the now-gigantic demoness approached in her full demonic 

glory… and she smiled grimly. Showing off her demonic form was something Sin rarely did… 

and Zerrex figured the Titans must have indeed been formidable if she‟d been forced to resort to 

using her full power. “Is he dead?” 

“I don‟t think so… but he is down for the count.” Zerrex replied quietly, as he walked 

over to the demigod. He booted Loki gently in the side, and he was rewarded with a moan… and 

then Zerrex carefully flipped him onto his back using his boot, and the otter looked up at him 

weakly, coughing twice before he vomited blood over himself, looking miserable… and Zerrex 

offered his hand a second time, saying mildly: “I suggest you don‟t screw with me this time 

around.” 

Loki looked up at him disbelievingly, and then he shook his head slowly, whispering: 

“But I tried to kill you… all of you.  And you know when my strength returns, I will come and 

destroy you…” 

“Blah blah blah. Stop talking and get up.” Zerrex replied mildly, and the otter made a 

disgusted face at him before the Drakkaren said in a softer voice: “I‟ve taught you a lesson today 

you won‟t soon forget, Loki. And I know that even if you do attack me again… it won‟t be for a 

long while, until you‟ve got some major backup. Your offensive here resulted in the slaughter of 

the Merciless Ones-” 

“Miserable Ones.” Loki corrected, looking up at him with distaste. “And yes. I‟m sure 

that by now, you‟ve even killed the ones planted inside your mansion… but don‟t think this is 

the end, Lord Zerrex. There are still plenty of corrupted angels locked away somewhere for me 

to exploit…” 

He halted as he realized Zerrex was still holding his hand out to him… and then the otter 

snorted and rolled over, forcing himself to his feet as Sin and Cerberus both snarled… and then 

Zerrex held his arm out to them, shaking his head slightly. Loki muttered to himself as he looked 

with disgust at the others, and then he finally turned, hugging his bruised and bloody stomach as 

he staggered away. A white portal opened in front of him a moment later, and the otter 

stopped… and then he looked over his shoulder, saying acidly: “It was said once, and never been 

said better. A storm is coming, Lord Zerrex… a storm few peoples, mortals, gods, demons, and 



angels alike, know of. But it will come soon… and I only pray that the tides of it don‟t wash you 

away before I get another chance to destroy you and all you care for.” 

With that, he turned away and staggered through the portal… and it closed behind him a 

moment later, the Drakkaren looking where Loki had stood with a frown on his face. The 

demigod had proven to be stronger than he‟d thought… not because of his magic or physical 

skills, but because of his near-indestructibility… and the reptile wondered just what kind of 

storm could make even an arrogant demigod like Loki bow to its will. 

A moment later, a gentle hand touched his shoulder… and Zerrex smiled faintly at Sin, 

who had returned to her mortal form. She didn‟t seem at all embarrassed to be standing naked 

beside him at the moment… and she asked quietly: “Do you think it‟s really wise to let Loki 

escape? He‟s a threat to us all…” 

“And somehow I got the feeling he‟s just a pawn.” Zerrex replied quietly, shaking his 

head slowly. “I‟d rather not kill a pawn, Sin… besides, now I know what I‟m dealing with. If he 

comes after us again, I can take him down. Now we‟d better assess the wounded and…” A pause 

and then he made a face. “Deal with Cherry.” 

The Naganatine sighed, looking morbid, before she looked up at Cerberus and said 

something in a kind tone… and a moment later, the huge, three-headed Seethe Hound barked and 

nodded, before vanishing through a portal. Then she paused, looked down at herself… and after 

a moment, created a small portal with a bit of a blush, reaching into it and pulling out a black 

dress that was almost an exact copy of the one she had been wearing before. “My apologies, 

Lord Zerrex. I got… excited.” 

“I understand.” Zerrex smiled a bit at her, watching her put on the dress… and as she 

smoothed it out over her body, he added softly: “I like you when you‟re excited.” 

She laughed a bit… and then they slowly made their way back to the mansion, Zerrex 

looking back and forth with a quiet look on his face as he examined the wounded and dead they 

passed. A lot of Royal Guards had been injured… and then he tilted his head in surprise as he 

saw Felicity sitting against the wall near the large, gaping hole, her spear in the ground and her 

eye bruised and blackened, her armor dented… but she smiled a bit nonetheless when she saw 

Zerrex. “Hey, Boss.” 

“Felicity.” Zerrex said softly, and the muscular vixen smiled a bit at her name, standing 

up… but not saluting, and instead hugging him tight. He was glad to return the embrace… and 

then the Drakkaren looked up in surprise as the Four Sisters emerged from the holes, all of them 

covered in drying blood but sporting few wounds. “And you four… you know, it makes it hard 

to tell you apart with the way you trade things back and forth. I never even knew you did that 

until what, a few million years ago? All this time I‟ve been calling you each by the wrong 

name.” 

“Not always… you were more often right than wrong.” Earth said softly, blushing a bit. 

Earth was the shy one, an ardent admirer of not only him, but of Cherry as well… and the 

gentlest of the group. “Besides, we became curious one day to discover what would happen 

when we traded our Materials back and forth. The Goddess never allowed us to, but as Sisters, 

we always wished to share everything… and we discovered that in each other‟s hands, our 

Materials have very different functions.” 

“Do you like what we did to that machination?” Air asked, smiling at him as she gestured 

to the ruined hulk that was now sitting on its head, the chains attached to the harpoons it had 

launched through the mansion shattered. She brushed herself down, adding mildly: “It is mostly 

demonic in manufacture… but we found a power core that was designed by mortals.” 



“It used crystal, and was hooked up to devices that demons couldn‟t build… because of 

the… corruption, the way it affects machines in this world unless they‟re insulated.” Water 

added, nodding. Zerrex was always amazed by the way the Sisters could act as one being, almost 

the same way Mist and Shine could. “We did our best not to damage it, since we figured you‟d 

want to take a look at it.” 

“Should I go get it?” Fire grinned, grasping the handle of her cleaver, and then she 

shrugged, looking entertained when the Drakkaren shot her an amused look. “Hey, I can be 

gentle. But if it means so much to you, we‟ll let Earth and Water take care of it… they‟re the best 

for the job, and more than just because of their powers.” 

Zerrex nodded after a moment, frowning a bit at the wrecked hulk. “Yeah… that sounds 

good.” He paused, then blushed as he realized he was still holding on to Felicity, who was 

grinning a bit and looking quite pleased, before he coughed and stepped backwards, blushing and 

rubbing the back of his head. “Uh. Sorry. Kinda… got caught up and… hey, you could help, too, 

especially with your powers and all.” 

“Believe me, I didn‟t mind.” Felicity said in an amused voice, then she punched Zerrex‟s 

arm lightly, the black-furred vixen adding softly: “Could do with bein‟ invited to your place 

more often, you know. I still look up to you as a role model, Boss… and am I ever goddamn 

impressed with what you did in Hell.” 

Zerrex mumbled something, and then Sin bowed and said with a slight smile: “Miss 

Felicity, with the current problems in Hell, perhaps we‟ll ask you and another trustworthy person 

such as Captain Lazarus to watch over Lord Zerrex as his personal guard. I don‟t think anyone 

would object, correct?” 

Zerrex gaped, and Felicity grinned, before Sin pushed Zerrex through the hole, the vixen 

blowing the Drakkaren a kiss before he glared over his shoulder at Sin, falling into walking 

beside her as he asked dryly: “Since when did you start playing matchmaker?” 

“I‟ve been doing it for a while, Lord Zerrex… I just do it more prominently when you‟re 

obviously putting up a fight against being social.” Sin replied with soft amusement, and then she 

gestured at the wreckage they were walking through, adding in a more serious voice: “Besides, I 

thought that was obvious that you may need an extra bit of protection for the next little while… 

and please, if not for your sake, then for Cherry‟s.” 

Zerrex made a face, and then he nodded a bit after a moment, saying finally: “Alright. 

That much I can appreciate, at least… and Vampire and Felicity are good company.” He paused, 

rubbing at his face slowly as they heard yelling ahead, and Zerrex muttered: “Oh great. Sounds 

like she‟s been throwing a temper tantrum this whole time.” 

“Wait.” Sin said suddenly, and Zerrex stopped, actually listening… and at the crash of 

metal, both the Naganatine and the Drakkaren rushed forwards, running through the last few 

rooms to see Amiglion struggling against a suit of armor that had come alive, his scythe Grim 

War firmly clutched in both hands as several more suits of armor fought against Selena and Lily, 

who had at least both had the common sense to pick up their weapons at some point. 

A magically-animated suit of armor approached Amiglion‟s back, raising a sword… and 

then Zerrex created a sphere of energy and threw it hard, the blast ripping the armor into pieces 

and sending shrapnel scattering in all directions, Ami wincing and shouting over his shoulder: 

“Fuck, think you could have shown up a bit earlier? Holy fuck!” 

Zerrex cursed, then he jerked his head towards Cherry as Sin looked at him, and she 

nodded. Cherry was being protected by Mist and Shine, but she was struggling madly in the grips 

of Elliot and Mary, trying to get free as she yelled all manner of obscenities… but at least four 



armors were advancing on them. Zerrex looked at new holes in the ceiling and at the shattered 

doors to the ballroom, and he figured mages must have magically-animated all the armors in the 

goddamn mansion, from how many were laying in shambles on the ground. 

Sin rose a hand at the suit of armor closest to the damaged blockade of the table, behind 

where Cherry rested… and it clanked loudly before it simply fell to pieces, the magical glow 

fading from around it. Immediately, the three remaining suits of armor turned to attack Sin… but 

she rose her hands as her eyes glowed, and then smiled grimly as Mist and Shine leapt out and 

smoothly chopped another armor into pieces with their heavy cleavers. “The enchantments on 

them are crude, they should be easy to dispel!” 

“Babe, you go ahead and do that, then!” Amiglion squawked as the armor he was fighting 

against knocked him backwards and swung at his head, but he ducked and sliced it in half, and it 

collapsed into pieces as Zerrex ran by and simply punched the head off another before it could 

swing at him, the Naganatine looking relieved. “Dude, thank shit you‟re… fuck!” 

Zerrex looked up… and made a face as well as a dozen golems walked in, made of 

apparently anything the mages could find… and the Drakkaren snarled as he realized the last two 

huge lumps with limbs were carrying Desire and Cypress. No… not just carrying… 

These last two golems had been fused with his two daughters, their body entwining 

around them and the females thrusted crudely outwards as if shields or sacrifices, and the reptile 

couldn‟t help but notice that while the limbs of the others were simply vulgar, solid things made 

of all kinds of wreckage, these last two had limbs made from weapons bent and shaped in all 

directions. Their arms groaned loudly as they rose their limbs and pointed them at the girls… and 

four Wentaku slowly walked in, three of them in green robes and one in purple, and the apparent 

head mage said coldly: “Drop all weapons and surrender, or we‟ll kill them.” 

Zerrex snarled, looking desperately over his shoulder at the others, as the armors drew 

back a step and stood stock-still, almost as if ready to accept surrender… but the reptile knew 

that it was a catch-22. Either way, he was screwed… he could sacrifice his daughters for his 

friends and unborn child… but if I do surrender, they‟ll undoubtedly kill Cherry, or at least her 

baby, right on the spot.  

He closed his eyes… and then looked up in surprise as a figure dropped in through the 

ceiling, the mages looking surprised as Ashcroft Ixin grinned and spread his arms, his flute 

already in one hand… and then he called cheerfully: “Come on, people, this is supposed to be a 

goddamn party! We should be dancing!” 

Before the Wentaku could react, he brought his flute to his lips and began to play a 

tune… and instantly, every suit of armor and every golem raised one arm into the air, and Ixin 

somehow laughed and continued to play his flute at the same time as he started a cheerful 

riverdance, feet moving with surprising grace as the armors and golems formed a rough circle 

and began to dance around him, the head mage screaming for order as the other mages tried 

uselessly to control what had once been their puppets. But Zerrex smiled grimly as he crossed his 

arms and straightened, knowing that now they were in the hands of a master puppeteer and not 

any amateur mages who had started making soldiers out of desperation. 

The dance went faster and faster as several of the golems formed an inner circle around 

Ixin and the rest an outer circle… and as one of the mages tried to run, Ixin pointed at him, and a 

hail of weapons flew through the air and crashed down on the mage, thrown by the enchanted 

armors even as they continued to dance. It left the Wentaku pinned and dying, before his eyes 

bulged as the thrown weapons formed themselves into an impenetrable metal gate of weapons in 

the doorway, the other mages looking with terror towards Ixin… before he finished the short 



tune and the dance stopped, the soldiers stomping and throwing their arms wide, and Desire and 

Cypress both falling free from the golems they‟d been fused with, Desire coughing raggedly.  

Zerrex immediately forced his way through the two rings of construct to kneel by them, 

and then Ixin smiled and reached down to pat Zerrex on the head, saying soothingly: “They‟re 

fine, don‟t worry about that. But look at how rude we are, ignoring such honored guests…” He 

stood up and smiled warmly, but his eyes were terrible cold, filled with a maliciousness far 

beyond impish playfulness. “Boys, go greet our guests and make sure they feel welcome.” 

The suits of armor and golems all turned towards the Wentaku… and then they charged, 

even as the mages tried to flee: but then the golems and armors leapt into the air, coming 

crashing down atop their former masters and crushing them under their sheer weight as Ixin 

crossed his arms, before he paused and blew a single note on his flute… and the suits of armors 

and golems fell to pieces, a few moans of agony emanating from the pile from one or two 

surviving mages… but it didn‟t last long, as Ixin added mildly, pointing at the pile: “I‟ll send that 

to the dump for you.” 

A darkness spread over the wreckage… and a moment later, the gate of weapons, the 

remains of the puppets, and the Wentaku were gone, and Ixin threw his arms wide and stretched 

as Zerrex helped both Desire and Cypress to their feet, the mage smiling cheerfully as he said 

warmly: “If there‟s two things I love, it‟s helpin‟ a friend in need and a good party! And I like a 

workout too, but…” He paused, crossing his arms and poking himself in the chin with his flute. 

“That was far too easy. Hey, Selena, cutie-pie, wanna do an encore presentation? It is a party, 

after all, so we can play a bit, too!” A pause, then he huffed when she flipped him off. “Bitch.”  

“Asshole.” Selena growled back as she approached, and Zerrex closed his eyes, relief the 

only feeling in his body at the moment as his two daughters leaned against his body, and the 

Dius shoved her way past the mage, Ixin making exaggerated flailing motions with his arms 

before he fell on his ass with a grunt. Selena, however, ignored him completely, as she checked 

over the bodies of both dazed females. “They‟ve been seriously drained of energy, but otherwise 

they‟re alright… it looks like they have some minor injuries, but I could probably heal-” 

“No.” Zerrex said firmly, and Selena made a face at him even as she rubbed at an arm 

that still had a dark tinge to it, as if it had been soaked in ink. “Your healing powers suck. Ixin, 

thank you for saving my daughters.” 

“Hey, anytime.” Ixin smiled cheerily up from the floor, although his eyes betrayed a hint 

of surprise. “Besides, I was really just paying you back for the shit you‟ve done for me… you 

know, that whole freeing me thing, not killing me when we kicked the crap out of each other, all 

that fun nonsense. Speaking of which, why in the name of ballsacks didn‟t you kill that mofo 

outside when you had the chance?” 

“What?” Cherry yelled from across the room, and then she glared at Zerrex before 

motioning wildly for him to come towards her, since Mary, Elliot, and Mist and Shine refused to 

allow her to get to her feet. “Get your ass over here right now and explain yourself, you jerkface! 

That stupid fuckface ruined my fucking party, why the hell didn‟t you ruin his fucking face?” 

“Because he was already a fuckface?” Zerrex muttered under his breath, and Desire 

laughed a bit, shaking her head as her eyes fluttered open, and the reptile blushed a bit as she 

gazed up at him, eyes soft and tired. “Hey, you.” 

“Hi, Daddy.” Desire said quietly, and she grunted and reached up to touch her forehead 

as she stood straight, Cherry pausing in the middle of a tirade to watch as she pushed away any 

help to walk over to Cypress, taking her gently from her father as she murmured: “I‟m okay now. 



Tired, but okay. Mom, I‟m gonna go and… lie down. Maybe you could come help me with 

Cypress, Momma Selena?” 

Selena frowned a bit, but then she nodded, looking at Zerrex sourly for a moment before 

she finally leaned in and muttered: “While I agree with Cherry… I trust your judgment by now. 

Just expect me to yell at you later, too.” 

“Yeah, yeah, go away.” Zerrex said dryly, but the exhaustion in his voice was enough to 

make Selena hesitate before she nodded, only her dark eyes betraying a hint of sympathy and 

concern. Then the Drakkaren turned towards Cherry, ignoring most of her yelling, saliva flying 

from her muzzle… and he cleared his throat as he stepped in front of the barricade, the others all 

pausing and Desire looking up even as Selena created a portal for them, and they watched as the 

male reached boldly forwards – Lily was sure for a moment Zerrex was finally going to clamp 

Cherry‟s muzzle shut – and then he tapped her collar twice. 

Cherry slapped his hand away… then stared down at her own hand for a moment, before 

she grasped her belly and shouted angrily at it: “Stop fucking with my head! Next time you make 

me do something like that, I‟m reaching in there, ovaries or womb or whatever, and ripping you 

out, you hear me?” She paused, huffed, then turned beet-red as she realized everyone was staring 

at her… before Desire sighed and shook her head, she and Selena pulling Cypress through the 

portal before it closed and everyone else going back to resting, as other people began to trickle 

into the hall.  

Then Zerrex met Cherry‟s eyes, and she wilted under his gaze, clinging to her own belly 

as if for protection as he said quietly: “Discipline, Cherry. Discipline.” 

“I know, Boss, and I‟m sorry, really. I know I really caused a shitload of trouble for you 

even before this… and I shouldn‟t be yelling at you over what you did in a fight. You‟re a hell of 

a warrior… even here in Hell.” Cherry grinned stupidly at the pun, and then she dropped her 

head back when Zerrex gave her a flat look. “Okay, okay, okay. So… okay. I will seriously try 

harder to control myself, since I know you put up with enough of my calamitous bullshit over the 

little things, and you don‟t need me second-guessing your judgment on other shit. But like, and 

with all due respect… why the hell did you let that rat-bastard go?” 

“Because some battles aren‟t won by killing your opponent.” Zerrex said mildly, shaking 

his head slowly, and then he smiled a bit when Sammy ran into the room, ducking through 

Vampire‟s legs as the demon wolf tromped towards Zerrex and almost tangling him up, before 

he leapt up to the reptile‟s shoulder and leaned his head in close with a quiet squeak. Zerrex 

closed his eyes… and a flurry of images played out in his mind of the battle with himself and 

Loki, and he nodded slowly as he murmured quietly: “Excellent work, kiddo.” 

“What‟d he do?” Cherry looked utterly lost now, as Lily frowned… and the others waited 

intently, Zerrex making a bit of a face as he felt himself crowded from behind by curious faces as 

well. Much as he enjoyed actually having friends, and plenty of them… he didn‟t like being 

clustered in when he was trying to explain something. Cherry seemed to pick up on this… and 

she threw her head back and howled, surprising everyone and causing Vampire to yelp and fall 

over, almost squishing Tinny and White beneath his huge frame. “Stress on the baby, I need to 

get the fuck out of here!” 

“Lord Zerrex, let‟s take her to a safe place.” Mist suggested, and she gave the Drakkaren 

a knowing look as she took one of Cherry‟s arms. 

Shine nodded as well, grasping Cherry‟s other limb and helping her out of the seat as she 

added: “Somewhere safe, quiet, and out of harm‟s way.” 



Zerrex nodded, and then he looked at Lily, saying mildly: “I need you to take over 

operations here, is that okay? The Sisters will listen to you… and Ixin will too, so long as you 

remember that he‟s a person, not just a psychotic.”  

Ixin nodded rapidly at this, and then he vanished into thin air before reappearing behind 

Lily, grabbing her around the waist in a tight hug and grinning cheerily as he lifted her into the 

air, the golden-scaled demoness looking horrified at the violation of her personal space. “We‟ll 

be the best of friends, Zer, don‟t you worry a bit!” 

“Please put me down.” Lily wheezed, and Ixin did so, patting her gently on the head 

afterwards and smiling down at her benevolently. Lily glared at him darkly for a moment, and 

then she looked back at Zerrex as she added: “I already sent a Royal Guard to put all monarchal 

facilities on high-alert. And the rest of us can spread quickly throughout Hell and look after other 

important installations, if necessary.” 

White snapped his fingers, and a moment later, a sour-looking jackal in a wrinkled white 

suit appeared with a faint crackle of energy. He had a haggard look about his gold-lined eyes, 

and his pitch-black fur was stained here and there with darker splotches of ink… and 

immediately, he narrowed his eyes at Zerrex, squawking and interrupting the chatter among the 

others who had gathered: “You! Oh, how I hate you!” 

“Shut up.” White said coldly, as he pointed his customized revolver – a beautiful, 

polished weapon with a barrel as long as a rifle‟s – at the jackal‟s feet, and then he said to the 

once-proud god: “Anubis, a god has taken up a vendetta against Zerrex. Since you‟re not stupid, 

I‟ll assume you have nothing to do with that… but I do suggest you tell us anything you know 

about this god immediately.” 

“I don‟t know anything about Loki.” Anubis said staunchly, and then he paused and 

winced as White leveled the huge revolver at his face, adding weakly: “Whoops, you… didn‟t 

mention his name, did you?” A pause, and then he glowered at Zerrex. “But much as I‟d like to 

be part of killing you, no, I really don‟t have anything to do with him and… his kind.” 

Anubis spoke the last with disdain, making a face and looking disgusted enough for 

Zerrex to easily believe that he was telling the truth. When White cocked the hammer back on 

his revolver, the male quickly continued on, however, wincing and likely not wanting to feel the 

wrath of the badger. “Loki is from Odin‟s family, and just like the crime lords on your physical 

plane, godly families do not often comingle. And in Godly Families, blood relations mean 

moot… gods of similar origins, for example, are often known as siblings in godly families, or as 

parent and child if one god has a significantly greater strength. The families originally formed to 

protect themselves from the Old Gods, and many of us banded with God because… well… of his 

strength. But the families still often quarreled, which is why there ain‟t a lot of us left. 

“Loki, from what I know of him, is some twisted joker, exiled by Odin from where he 

lives in his own pocket dimension with some other gods. He‟s a little bit insane and he‟s 

probably gone schizo, because he‟s too goddamn arrogant to make friends. Much like someone 

else I know.” Anubis looked with distaste at Zerrex, crossing his arms. “Anyway, I was stronger 

than him and that cheating ass killed me.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, but then he replied mildly: “You, Anubis, were also more insane 

than him, too. And it took more than me to take you down, Sin helped as well.” 

“Apologies.” Sin added from beside Anubis, nodding to him politely, and the jackal 

winced and staggered quickly away from her, looking terrified despite Sin‟s honestly-remorseful 

tone. “And I hate to interrupt, but Lord Zerrex, perhaps you should take someone with you to 

help protect you.” 



Vampire puffed out his chest at this, not noticing Anubis hiding behind him to get away 

from White, who holstered his revolver with a shake of his head. Although Anubis had once 

been a proud god… now he was reduced to being White‟s secretary, since the badger had control 

of his Heartstone: an artifact created at his death that permitted White to not only revive him, but 

keep him under control with none of his powers. Zerrex knew White didn‟t do it to be cruel… 

but that the Judge of Death wanted to teach Anubis a lesson. 

Anubis, after all, had once been a Judge himself, determining the punishments of sinners 

and banishing those who committed the worst of crimes into the Abyss… but he had become 

arrogant and cocky after so many years, proclaiming himself as the God of the Dead and causing 

all manner of mischief in Hell. Finally, he was sealed in the Marquee Sur Noir… and it was there 

that he was left to rot, until he was killed in combat by Zerrex and Sin. 

One day, Zerrex knew, Anubis would get his powers back… but first he had to earn 

them, and learn humility. Like someone else I know… He paused as he looked at Vampire… and 

then he turned his eyes to Raze, who was standing at the back of the room and ignoring a lecture 

from Francis. “Raze, come on. We‟re going to leave with Cherry. Lily… good luck.” 

“Hail the High King!” Lily shouted in return, suddenly giving a sharp salute… and 

everyone in the room echoed it in return and gave their own salutes, the Drakkaren smiling a bit 

despite himself as the golden-scaled demoness grinned at him challengingly, and then she said 

quietly: “Good luck to you too, Zerrex… but it sounds like you might be the one who needs it 

more than I do.” 

Zerrex didn‟t reply to that as Mist created a portal, and Raze pushed his way through the 

crowd before he simply picked the table up and threw it aside instead of walking around it, and 

Zerrex rolled his eyes before the black-scaled godling grabbed him and strongarmed him through 

the portal after Mist, Shine, and Cherry… and when they emerged on the other side, the reptile 

was surprised to see Mary sitting and waiting for them, as they stepped out into Zerrex‟s private 

quarters inside the big palace. “Hey, what are we doing here?” 

His room was huge and dome-shaped, the roof made of gold and covered in silver, ornate 

runes that looked decorative but also provided a powerful protective charm that stopped any 

spirits, evil or benign, from entering the room while he slept. The doors were massive and oak, 

and all sorts of expensive maple furnishings were sitting around the room, although they looked 

long-unused… just like the humongous bed that sat in the very center of the area, with plush red 

blankets, pillows, and massive, rolled-up curtains hanging from the high pillars that made up part 

of the frame. 

The twins gently put Cherry down on this, and she let out a groan before making a face as 

Sammy leapt from where he‟d been quietly sitting on Zerrex‟s shoulder to land on her huge 

stomach, standing on it and peering up into her face, and then she growled at him and he 

squeaked and leapt away, skittering quickly under the bed. Mist and Shine both sighed and rolled 

their eyes at the same time, and Raze crossed his arms, looking around impassively before 

Zerrex patted him on the shoulder and said gently: “It‟s okay.” 

“Shut up.” Raze muttered, and he looked awkward before he sighed and relaxed, his face 

losing its harshness as Cherry snorted in amusement. “What are you laughing at tanker-ass?” 

“Fuck you. Anyway, Zerrex…” Cherry paused to watch as Raze automatically slipped 

behind the Drakkaren, hugging him protectively back against his powerful, masculine frame, and 

she held up a finger, asking mildly: “Hey, wait, more important matters first. Isn‟t Zerrex the 

boss in your relationship?” 



“Yeah, so what? You got a problem?” Raze glared over Zerrex‟s shoulder at Cherry, 

protectiveness radiating from his eyes, before he smiled a bit as Zerrex gently squeezed one his 

hands. The reptile was content to rest back against the fellow male, however… and even if Raze 

didn‟t always show it, he knew Raze would do anything for him. At first, it might seem like Raze 

was holding him the same way a burly, possessive stud would cling to his girlfriend, who he‟d 

call his bitch behind her back and treat like dirt… but Raze would gladly do anything Zerrex 

asked, and even if they wrestled for the top position, Zerrex was the one who made the positions, 

who played the dominant in their relationship. The black-scaled Drakkaren didn‟t hold who he 

secretly called his beloved because he felt he needed to be protected… but because he wanted to 

protect and serve his best friend and lover. 

Cherry muttered something about touchiness, and then she laid back on the bed, closing 

her eyes and making a face as she reached up to grasp her stomach, Mist and Shine both 

carefully adjusting the pillows for her. As Zerrex‟s Iuratus, they were another of the few females 

that the pregnant demoness would put up with… while Selena was already not to ever disturb her 

when she was in bed and even Lily was on the bars, although Sin still came and went as she 

pleased to do her checks on Cherry, even if the female would become a complete mess while she 

was doing so. “So hey, Boss. Can you let me in on the big secret?” 

“Oh, right, sorry. I forgot in all the hubbub back there.” Zerrex said mildly, and he 

slipped easily free of Raze‟s arms… but the godling followed quickly behind him nonetheless, 

his arms crossed but his features much different: just like Cherry, Mist and Shine were being 

allowed to witness this side of him not because of any particular fondness towards them, but 

because they were Zerrex‟s Iuratus… and both of them were well aware that the twins took that 

position seriously enough that they would do great harm to anything that threatened to so much 

as hurt the feelings of anything Zerrex cared for. “Sammy observed the combat from a distance, 

and from multiple angles, to give me a better understanding of Loki‟s combat style, mobility, and 

magical abilities… and even though Kent and my own goddamn little pet-” Zerrex glared at 

Sammy, who stuck out his tongue at him in return. “-won‟t tell me just what kind of abilities 

they‟ve been developing, this one they showed me a little while ago when I went in for a 

progress report. We can share our memories… and since Sammy‟s smarter than you, Cherry, 

he‟s already pinpointed a few interesting things about Loki.” 

The others looked at him closely as Zerrex smiled a bit, then the Drakkaren said quietly: 

“For example. Loki‟s fighting style looks crude… but he‟s very capable and very good at 

adapting during combat to better take on his aggressor. I should have realized it from the start, 

that he wasn‟t just wildly hitting me with random attacks… but instead, he used a wide variety of 

attacks and patterns on me.” 

Zerrex rubbed absently at his leg, and Cherry‟s eyes shot to it before the reptile winced as 

she said clearly: “Mist, Shine, Raze, sit the bastard down and take a look at his leg.” 

“It‟s fine!” Zerrex protested, but within seconds he was sitting beside Cherry on the bed, 

the female grinning at him as she rubbed her enormous belly slowly, the male sulking to himself 

with his arms crossed and his pants already on the floor. Mist examined his leg carefully as Raze 

held onto one of the Drakkaren‟s shoulders, to prevent him from getting up… and then Shine 

made a face when she saw a subtle twitch on Zerrex‟s features when Mist poked a particular part 

of his knee, near a crescent-shaped, ugly scar.  

Mist immediately prodded the area harder, and all three of them looked at Zerrex when 

he gritted his teeth and grunted, and Cherry grinned widely as she closed her eyes with a long 



sigh. “The sweet smell of victory. It smells like big sweaty males who wish they could ball me 

right now.” 

“I wish you‟d just go away.” Raze muttered, and then he looked at Zerrex, asking him in 

a serious voice: “How much pain are you in?” 

“A little.” Zerrex finally admitted, and then he looked down at his leg, saying finally as 

he touched his knee quietly: “I thought… I thought that if I ignored it, it would just go away. 

That I wouldn‟t have to deal with all this again, but…” 

He broke off, and then Mist stood up, looking at Raze as she said softly: “We should 

leave these two alone for the moment, Lord Raze. Perhaps you‟d like to accompany us to see 

Miss Lily?” 

“I wouldn‟t mind crushing some demons right now.” Raze muttered, and then he paused 

before he leaned over and kissed Zerrex firmly and passionately for a moment, blushing a bit at 

the leer he got from Cherry and the surprised looks on the faces of twins before he took Zerrex‟s 

hand and squeezed it, saying quietly: “I‟ll come if you need me.” 

With that, he created a portal and quickly walked through it… and the twins both bowed 

deeply to Zerrex before they followed, smiling a bit at each other before the portal closed. Zerrex 

sighed as he stared at the ceiling, but there was a faint smile on his features as he rubbed slowly 

at his muzzle… and Cherry looked at him as he laid down beside her, bringing his legs up onto 

the bed before she rolled over, and her enormous belly half-fell on top of him, the Drakkaren 

grunting as she looked into his eyes and said mildly: “Look on the bright side, Boss. I can‟t reach 

your dick now with that in the way.” 

“That‟s supposed to be a bright side?” Zerrex asked mildly, and they both laughed after a 

moment before the reptile put an arm around the female‟s shoulders, and the demoness snuggled 

a bit closer into him as he felt her belly‟s surprisingly-heavy weight on him… but he didn‟t 

mind. If he could, he‟d gladly carry the load for her… but then thoughts of the Brood Parasites 

flashed through his mind, and he shook his head quickly to try and clear it. The last thing I need 

is to be thinking about old ghosts like them, too…  

“So Boss. We still haven‟t decided on a name for him.” Cherry said finally, and Zerrex 

groaned, slapping his forehead, but she huffed and glared at him. “It‟s totally going to be a boy, 

you asshole. And furthermore, this shit is important shit. I don‟t want the poor little fucker to be 

born nameless into the world!” 

“You named Priest on a whim after two days.” Zerrex pointed out, and Cherry huffed and 

looked awkwardly away, even as she clung to him with her muscular arms. He rolled his eyes, 

then rubbed a hand slowly over her belly, making her smile a bit as he said softly: “We can name 

it Cynterra or Carmen if it‟s a girl though, right?” 

Cherry was quiet for a moment, and then she said softly: “Yeah. But I‟m leanin‟ towards 

Cynterra. Not that my poor baby sister don‟t deserve the honor… it‟s just that, all-in-all, I think 

that Carmen died painfully but quick while Cynterra suffered a whole lifetime of torment.” She 

stopped, then smiled a bit, adding with dry entertainment: “But it ain‟t gonna be a girl, 

unfortunately, much as I‟d love me a daughter. She‟d be like my personal understudy or some 

shit. You know, could take up where I‟d end up leaving off. I could make her the top slut in the 

entire world, doodle-fast.” 

“Doodle-fast?” Zerrex looked at her irritably, surprised at how unsurprised he was to hear 

Cherry talk about how she‟d treat a possible daughter and not entirely sure if she was being 

honest or not. She has spent way too much time in Hell. “And what if our daughter doesn‟t want 

to be known as a big whore, what then?” 



“Then she totally ain‟t the kid of you and me.” Cherry said blandly, and Zerrex felt like 

punching her… before he made a face, but before he could speak, she was already shaking her 

head, looking at him with a grin. “Hey, it ain‟t an insult, really! We‟re big whores and we got 

great lives and shit, and we‟re pretty happy apart from the… uh… you know, people trying to 

kill us bit. And the fact they ruined my fucking charity.” She suddenly looked dark and vengeful, 

rolling with a grunt onto her back and smacking her fist into an open palm. “Damn am I ever 

going to mash that son of a bitch Loki if I do see him again. Now I‟m glad you left the shithead 

alive… it means I get a chance at creaming his corn. And I‟ll cream his corn real good.” 

She muttered grouchily in that vein for a little while, and then she finally resumed the 

conversation as if she‟d never broken off, continuing cheerfully: “Look, if she really was 

someone like… Blueberry, or god forbid, that horrible Shelly bitch.” She halted, then covered 

her mouth and winced… but Zerrex only mumbled disconsolately. “I‟ve uh. I know this is a little 

bit awkward, but like. Why the hell has she always been so horrible to you and the others? And 

why the fuck is she like some crazy spawn of that stupid Lunata retard?” 

“I dunno… I guess because she was always really into her academic studies, and she was 

always… embarrassed of the rest of us.” Zerrex said slowly, feeling uncertain about the whole 

thing himself as he shook his head a bit and stared up at the roof of the bed. “Way back then, I 

never really used to know how to deal with that… and it didn‟t help that Lily and I were busy all 

the time. But Lily‟s always been a good mother to her, while I… I guess I didn‟t spend enough 

time with her when she was a child, and when I did, we never really… got along with anything. 

Either I was bored, or she was bored when we tried to do an activity together… and when she 

moved out, well, she never really wanted to spend any time at all with me, and you‟ve seen the 

way she is now.” 

He broke off, rubbing at his head again as he glanced down, and Cherry nodded slowly, 

muttering: “I guess some of us are just born whacked. Listen, though, Boss… you did great with 

most of your kids. I mean, look at like… well… look at me. You took me in as a daughter, and 

well…” She rubbed the back of her head slowly, then grinned at him stupidly. “Dude, if it hadn‟t 

been for you, I would‟ve been downstairs here a long time ago, sucking demon dong for beer 

money and just „cause I‟d need it so bad. But you…” She looked down, suddenly seeming 

vulnerable as she murmured: “You helped me control those urges. You helped me deal with my 

past, and my needs… and turn them not only into weapons, but turn me… normal.” 

Zerrex gazed down at her softly, and then Cherry cleared her throat before she paused 

and huffed. “Anyway, the point is that like. You‟re awesome, and I‟ll be fucked if I let you talk 

down about yourself just „cause a few of your hundred and some kids don‟t get along with you. 

Averages are against kiddies liking their parents anyway… and yet you got plenty of „em who 

are more than willing to die for you, and who would fuck you dry even without an occasion.” 

She paused thoughtfully. “Then again, since… you‟re the High King, you‟re loaded in the wallet 

and the crotch and the muscles – the three big important places – and you‟re pleasant and 

easygoing whatever you try and say to the contrary… like. Who wouldn‟t want you in their 

bed?” 

“Cherry, go away.” Zerrex said mildly, and the demoness huffed as the Drakkaren sat up, 

looking amused despite his best attempts not to. He rubbed slowly at his head, the female‟s 

heavy belly resting in his lap… and then he stroked her face gently with the back of his hand, 

asking her softly: “So do you think we have everything ready for when the baby comes this 

time? And do you think we‟ll be able to keep him safe in case something attacks?” 



“The Estate might have been attacked, Boss… but if anything, I think it made for a 

goddamn good emergency drill.” the demoness said after a moment of serious consideration, 

obviously fighting both her hormones and her natural tendency to crack a joke about any 

situation. Then she took a breath, before adding hesitantly: “But maybe we should beef it up a 

little bit more for the next little while… I mean… I know some other genius is gonna go „oh 

well, those demons failed but I totally bet I could do it‟ or something like that.” 

The reptile nodded with a sigh, and he wished for a moment that he had kept security 

tighter while they had been running the charity event… but he‟d figured that even in Hell, there 

would be some respect for a charity, and one that gave to babies of all things. Then again… it 

was also not exactly a bad time to stage an attack: they might have had high-security, but 

everyone had been relaxed… and all the high-priority figures of Hell, almost everyone Zerrex 

cared about, had all been in one place, at one time. Perhaps if Loki had better coordinated his 

attack and used the demonic tank he‟d built to fuller potential, and if they had been a little bit 

more unlucky on Zerrex‟s side… then those giant grappling hooks might have smashed some 

very important people clear out to the other side of the building instead of plowing harmlessly 

through the walls and only managing to scare everyone, instead of kill anybody. A few nobles 

had apparently suffered some trauma, but thanks to their quick reaction speed – and the fact that 

Loki had only been interested in drawing Zerrex out, and thus hadn‟t stationed soldiers at the 

other side of the building – they had saved their lives… and even these often-twisted politicians 

seemed to feel indebted to Zerrex for that. 

He knew that Cherry was right. They had almost been caught with their pants down… 

and the reptile sighed before both he and Cherry looked up in surprise as Mary appeared, smiling 

softly as she walked over to the bed and quietly sat down on it. Cherry looked away with a bit of 

a blush for a moment, and then Cherry reached out and touched her shoulder as Zerrex sat up and 

gazed at her quietly, almost reverently. “I thought I‟d bring you two some good news… despite 

our setback… Lily decided to summon a few old friends of hers and some soldiers, and they‟ve 

begun distributing blankets throughout Hell, Lady Cherry. Despite everything well… we‟re still 

going to start our deliveries today, and Lily‟s promised a task force with the funds we‟ve 

collected enough to last for an entire week, and she estimates we should be able to give away at 

least ninety percent of our stock to individual families… and whatever‟s left over, that‟ll go to 

the orphanages… along with some monetary donations, of course.” 

“Mary… I… holy shit.” Cherry sat slowly up with a grunt, Zerrex quietly grasping her 

shoulders and helping her as the Drakkaren grasped her belly, looking surprised. Then she smiled 

warmly, rubbing at her eyes with her wrist for a moment before she mumbled: “Shit that‟s… 

that‟s fucking beautiful…” 

“It really is…” Zerrex squeezed her shoulders quietly, then he gazed across at Mary, who 

smiled a bit from the foot of the bed before she blushed as Zerrex quietly patted the spot on his 

other side. She gladly slid up to sit beside him, resting her back against him and closing her eyes 

when his arm gingerly slid around her… but then her body relaxed, and she smiled quietly as 

Zerrex smiled faintly as well, Cherry looking a bit tense for a moment before the male glanced 

over at her and said softly: “We have some friends who are truly blessed and innocent, don‟t 

we?” 

“Fuck dude, if Mary here was any more good, she‟d be up for sainthood. Am I ever 

goddamn glad you didn‟t become no corrupt angel.” Cherry patted her lightly on the shoulder, 

and Mary smiled warmly at her. The female relaxed a bit more, rubbing at her belly slowly 

before she added quietly: “And Lily too. Lilith might be a demonic sex object queen to most 



people… but I‟ll be goddamned if she isn‟t among the best and brightest and gentlest of us. Just 

like Sin… and I know I‟ve treated all of you like shit, but I gotta make sure I bow my goddamn 

head and thank all of you the moment I get the chance.” 

Mary shrugged, then she quietly reached out and touched Cherry‟s belly… and 

miraculously, Cherry didn‟t try to bite her hand off or something, instead just closing her eyes 

and smiling a bit. “I‟m not just doing it because you have a surprisingly-sweet side, Cherry… 

I‟m doing it for these babies. When you gave your little speech today, you said enough words to 

turn my heart into a well-played harp, from how many emotional strings you pulled… and Lily 

looked about ready to give the order anyway, even without me nudging her a bit towards things. 

She‟s a darling indeed… I almost envy her confidence.” 

“I‟ve been lucky in Hell.” Zerrex said quietly, and then he bowed his head forwards, 

murmuring softly: “Mary, it‟s just… so damn wonderful to see you, to have you here…” 

The feline only shrugged a bit, though, tilting her head forwards as she rested back 

against him, and she murmured softly: “Zerrex… I‟m just glad that… you‟re talking to me now. 

I know you felt so… so upset over my death, and even though it proved that you have a good 

heart… I hated to see you in so much pain. Yet you‟ve always fought the right fight, and not just 

the good fight… but I‟ve seen you do things terrible, and wonderful… evil, and good.” She 

glanced up at him, then smiled slightly. “And you‟ve got a lot of wives, which sounds immoral 

to me with my Unity upbringing and my continued… learning… in Heaven. Yet, you know… I 

wouldn‟t change you for the world.” 

She poked his muzzle gently, and Zerrex laughed a bit before she gazed at Cherry, who 

immediately flushed and tried to look away… but the feline reached out and touched her muzzle, 

meeting her eyes as she said softly: “And since you don‟t seem to understand… I forgive you, I 

more than forgive you, Cherry. Because even though you never lost your heart of darkness… 

you turned it from evil to an enveloping comfort. You fought alongside Zerrex even when it hurt 

you and scared you… and for that, you‟ve earned another chance at maybe… being a friend.”  

“I totally don‟t do the friend thing.” Cherry muttered, looking awkwardly away… but 

when Mary only laughed, she fidgeted awkwardly, then looked over at Zerrex with a wince, 

asking him stupidly: “Hey, Boss, so like… uh… when the shit are we going to… you know. Do 

that… stuff… we… have… to do?” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, and then he patted Mary gently on the shoulder, smiling at her a 

bit as he said softly: “What Cherry is trying to say is that she‟s very deeply touched. And so am 

I… you‟re as gentle as my daughter Cindy is on her best of days.” 

Mary laughed a bit at this, and for a little while, there was peace, quiet, and calm… the 

three curled up on the bed and Sammy beneath, snoozing quietly away in the gentle glow that 

came after the storm they had just survived. 

 

The charity was a whopping success: in the end, they gave away some ninety-two percent 

of the total amount of blankets they had collected to families, and the last eight to various 

orphanage and child-care facilities around Hell. And the effect it had wasn‟t just positive for the 

lucky families who got the blankets… it created a huge surge of support for Zerrex and his 

family, although that had by far not been expected. After all, in demonic politics, it was almost 

always the strongest and the most-cold who got the highest amount of votes, instead of those 

who showed they were capable of performing good, kindhearted gestures for others. 

Cherry, now at more than six-months‟ pregnant, had seemed to plateau off a bit more: her 

mood swings didn‟t abate much, but it seemed like having successfully made one of her strange 



little dreams become reality had done something for her that had at least made her much less of a 

bitch. Every night she‟d read to her belly, these days, and she was walking around in clothes that 

were surprisingly-conservative, especially for her, keeping her belly warm and covered… and 

looking surly whenever Zerrex asked just why the hell she had turned into a mega-mom all of a 

sudden. 

Their child‟s room had also been built and completed, although Zerrex knew that it 

would be a good while before Cherry actually let the child use it for anything other than short 

naps: Cherry wanted to spend most of her first few months, or up to a year, staying at the Palace 

instead of the Estate, since it provided higher security and had a gym, a pool, and a few other 

things she‟d want to put to use the moment she was back up on her feet and ready to start 

exercising her belly fat away. Her belly still was strangely-muscular, but once the baby was born, 

those muscles would likely separate… and there was no magic in the world that could bring her 

stomach quickly back from being stretched out to the size it was at now and back to the old taut 

thickness that made her look like a tank instead of a weather balloon. 

They were actually staying in the Palace at the moment while the Estate was being rebuilt 

and the security measures there upgraded, and while there was a full Hell-wide search for Loki, 

Zerrex knew there was little chance of actually discovering him. Admittedly, he wouldn‟t be 

surprised if Loki was still trying to nurse his wounds in some pocket dimension somewhere… 

Zerrex had done more than simply break his body, after all: he had severely injured the 

demigod‟s pride, which was often far-more-devastating. The others insisted that they at least 

order an in-depth scan of Hell to keep the demigod from showing his face for a while, however, 

and Cherry was more than happy to add her own two cents every now and then on how she 

thought Zerrex was retarded for letting him get away in the first place. 

Cherry, of course, was getting almost as bad as their old friend Alastor, the King of the 

Circle of Wrath and a powerful demon who was also immensely paranoid. Although he‟d gotten 

better and didn‟t live in his clean room anymore, it was still a pain in the ass getting him to do 

anything or go anywhere… but he‟d certainly been plenty embarrassed when he hadn‟t gone to 

the charity drive and it had been attacked, and he‟d promised to make up for skipping out on a 

party where he could have been a major help by coming up with a great gift for the baby. Zerrex 

only waved it off, however, saying it was no big deal… it wasn‟t like he‟d really expected the 

recluse to pop up, in any case. 

He hadn‟t expected Cherry to already start being a pain in the ass about going outside, 

however… and she was acting almost agoraphobic, refusing to do this or that and spending as 

much of her time as possible in the Drakkaren‟s quarters at the Palace. They had actually been 

forced to throw their impromptu little „union rites‟ there, which was part of some ancient Hell 

tradition about ensuring that a child of Hell would be born under a good sign… and it was one 

thing Zerrex didn‟t exactly mind, since the focus was more around Cherry than him, and 

everyone brought gifts for either her or the baby. It was sort of like a baby shower for mortals… 

except a little bit more pompous and with a lot more tradition behind the whole thing. 

Of course, that didn‟t mean the female liked it, although he let her choose who to invite. 

Surprisingly, she‟d permitted Selena and Mary to show up… and of course, Lily, Sin, and the 

Four Sisters… and even Elliot and Vampire and Tinny. Ixin had tried to pop in unannounced, 

and Zerrex had been forced to drag him out of the room after Cherry threw a fit on the bed… 

although the reptile did agree with his sentiments on how the mage just did not understand 

females, especially pregnant ones. The last person she allowed in, albeit grudgingly, was 



Amiglion… but she muttered that mostly it was because he was a High Monarch and an old 

friend of Zerrex‟s more than anything else. 

Zerrex spent most of the party sitting in a corner, Selena standing beside him and 

drinking something as she looked moody, while Lily and the Four Sisters all making a huge fuss 

over Cherry‟s belly as Sin quietly stood nearby with a smile on her face and Cherry looking 

somewhere between happy over the attention she was getting and horribly-paranoid about 

everyone crowding in around her. The male, at least, had brought his little video game player… 

and Selena told him he was an idiot, but it didn‟t stop her from trying to awkwardly peer over his 

shoulder as he hummed a bit and played one of his less-skill-testing games that he could stop 

quickly if necessary, asking him questions every now and then about it and mortal pastimes in 

general. Sammy, meanwhile, ran back and forth in circles around them, as if trying to decide 

whether Selena was a friend or foe, until he finally tired himself out and curled up at Zerrex‟s 

other side. 

Cherry had been lavished in gifts, especially from the Four Sisters, who had all then 

gushed about how they wished Carmen was here: while Cherry was known as the Fifth Sister 

and treated as their eldest sibling – even though often Cherry just looked at them like they were 

odd and didn‟t visibly return a lot of the friendly affection – she and Carmen got along far-too-

well for Zerrex‟s liking. He knew if she wished anyone was here, it would be Carmen… and 

probably Cindy, too, since she was the only person other than Sin that Cherry would have dared 

let treat her body even while she was pregnant. 

The gifts, of course, would have probably horrified a normal Cherry… and even in her 

pregnancy-altered state of mind, she still looked a little bit sick to her stomach at some of them, 

and with others it was sort of like her mind visibly warred with her womb about what she should 

say or how she should react. Zerrex was glad that at least she liked his: a small magical orb that 

could project different images that Sin could help them program into it. Sometimes, magic was 

wonderful indeed… and not because of the important things it could do, but because of pleasant 

trivialities it could perform. 

Other things she took less-well too, like the tiny suit of baby battle armor that Vampire 

gave her, cooing over how now they could bring the kid anywhere and it would always be safe… 

but then again, Vampire and Cherry had always had their distinct little… not rivalry, but 

antagonism between them, mostly on Cherry‟s side. Even Tinny‟s gift of a set of different metal 

toys she tried to find a problem with, however… but Zerrex thought it was probably on an 

upsurge of hormones. After all, he was amazed by the detail and the hard work the little badger 

had put into the toys… they were beautiful little figurines that he wouldn‟t mind a collection of 

himself. 

Thankfully, the „union‟ and the ceremonies they performed during it – a few blessings, a 

rite of acceptance, and a few other things – went smoothly, all-in-all. Sure, maybe Cherry was a 

little bit resistant towards things… but no worse than Zerrex had expected her to be and she 

certainly still seemed to stay in a good enough mood, even as day wore into night with people 

still nagging at her from where she lay on the bed with her head propped up by a bunch of 

pillows. Zerrex thought she might even be doing better than he was, since by the end of the night 

he was starting to feel a little bit more than bitchy, and he was trying to figure out a polite way to 

get them all to leave. 

The ceremony ended some ten hours later, and everyone went home, leaving them in 

peace and quiet with the gifts piled up around the room… and Zerrex went through a few of 

these as Cherry shifted awkwardly back and forth, looking a bit relieved as she called: “Get your 



ass over here, Boss, Momma Cherry wants to cuddle up and ignore the rest of the world for a 

few days.” 

“So you were getting tired of them, too, huh? And here I thought you were enjoying 

Vampire giggling like a little girl and poking your tummy.” Zerrex replied mildly, and Cherry 

huffed as she awkwardly rubbed at one massive, swollen breast. “I was amazed that he didn‟t 

even make a single comment about your tits tonight.” 

“And they totally are seriously the size of fucking mountains by now. Crispy crap, 

they‟re a little bit more than ridiculous, even for me.” Cherry looked morbidly down at her 

bosom, poking at one absently and wincing a bit. “But maybe I‟m only sayin‟ that „cause I keep 

leaking everywhere and they‟re so fucking sensitive. Not even sexual sensitive anymore, painful-

I‟m-gonna-hurt-you sensitive. Fuckers.” 

“Maybe they‟re taking revenge for all the times you‟ve let strange males and females 

and… other things fondle them up so roughly.” Zerrex said absently, as he picked up a 

motherhood guide and popped it open, before making an ill face when he came across a cross-

section about demonic menstruation and its journey through the body. He slapped it closed, then 

looked over his shoulder, asking hesitantly: “You like. Never bled downstairs, right?” 

“You know I didn‟t. Thank fuck for it, too. Kinda ironic, when you consider that the 

whores are the ones who are supposed to have the big bloody periods.” Cherry replied with a 

serious nod, and then she rubbed at her face, peering up at the ceiling. “You know. I been 

thinking, and I realized I‟ve been preparing myself a hell of a lot for a son. Like… a hell of a hell 

of a lot so. Do you really think I‟d do okay with a son?” 

“Cherry, you‟d do okay if it was a Plasmid.” Zerrex said with a slight smile, walking over 

to her and sliding into bed beside her, and Cherry laughed as she curled against him, tracing a 

finger slowly over his stomach as she gazed up at him softly. He gently stroked her face with the 

back of his hand, and then he said quietly: “Just get some rest now, Cherry. Sin said you‟re 

close… the child‟s been developing very fast, and its development slowing down means that it‟s 

almost ready to come out of you. I just need you to take care of yourself now… and you know, to 

stop being such a needy whore.” 

“Fuck you.” Cherry rubbed her head against his chest, and then they both closed their 

eyes as they curled up… before she snorted as Sammy leapt up onto Zerrex‟s head and chewed 

at his hair, the Drakkaren barely even flinching as he only sighed. “And I‟m supposed to be the 

needy whore.” 

The next few days were spent organizing the room and going through the gifts: some of it 

was taken to the Estate, and others stayed here, as they set up a crib next to the bed that would 

likely get very little use. The bed was more than large enough, after all, for them to sleep with 

the child… and Cherry would greatly prefer to have the child curled up protectively between 

their bodies then leave it in a crib where she thought it may very well choke itself to death. 

Zerrex, of course, rolled his eyes at her sentiments… but privately agreed that for at least the first 

while, he‟d prefer to keep the baby with them in the bed. Like mortal babies, of course, it would 

need to feed regularly and it would sleep a lot… but depending on how much of it had developed 

in Cherry‟s womb, it might not have to worry about certain waste functions… although Zerrex 

knew they probably wouldn‟t be so lucky as to avoid diaper duty. Demon babies were 

complicated… and no two were alike, but he could be sure of one thing. It would still probably 

be hard as hell to take care of properly… but would be more than worth it even from the first few 

minutes of it coming into the world. 



And, at seven and a half months, as Zerrex was helping Cherry wander the palace 

grounds carefully and leisurely, settling her mind about everything… she suddenly looked up, 

before there was a great gush of liquid from between her legs that easily soaked through the 

loincloth she was wearing… and her stomach gave a horrible rumble as her knees when weak 

and Zerrex grabbed her, supporting her as she mumbled: “Oh shit, this is gonna hurt like hell. 

Holy shit.” 

“Her water broke! Sin, Lily, Mary!” Zerrex shouted to the air, as Felicity and Vampire – 

the latter dropping a muffin he had been eating all over himself and looking stupid, the former 

wincing but there at his side in only a moment – both stared at Cherry. The Drakkaren glared at 

Vampire, and he yelped, but Felicity already had things covered as she closed her eyes and rose a 

hand, lifting Cherry into the air with her telekinetic powers to cause her the least discomfort 

possible as Zerrex created a portal, saying curtly: “Cherry‟s wish was to give birth back in my 

quarters, Sin and the others will meet us there. Vampire, go and put the Palace on lockdown and 

high alert… no one goes in and out for the duration that Cherry‟s giving birth, understood?” 

“Sir yes sir!” Vampire saluted immediately before he ran off down the hall, and Zerrex 

sighed in relief: if there was one thing Vampire could do, it was follow orders, at least. I just 

hope nothing happens… Cherry giving birth will be ugly enough as it is. 

Cherry, of course, was already rolling her eyes in her skull, looking disgusted as she kept 

her arms at her sides… and then she snapped at them, even as they walked through the portal and 

stepped out into the large, circular room: “What, does it look like I wanna float around all day? It 

might feel like a fucking… cannon is ready to come out of me, but don‟t think I can‟t still kick 

both your asses!” 

“She‟s a pleasant one.” Felicity muttered, and Zerrex grunted in agreement as the vixen 

carefully put the demoness down on the bed, easing her gently onto the mattress. Cherry 

immediately relaxed a bit, her expression becoming more grouchy than anything else even as her 

legs spread automatically as her stomach gave another loud sound, amniotic fluids still trickling 

out of her… and then Felicity looked up as Sin, Mary, Lily, and the Four Sisters paraded in 

through a single large portal, muttering quietly: “It looks like it‟s about to get very crowded in 

here… I should go.” 

“Find Priest Narrius and please bring him here.” Zerrex said to her quietly, and she 

nodded and bowed a bit to him before quickly heading off to do this, and then the Drakkaren 

glanced to Sammy, who was sticking his head out curiously from under the bed. The reptile 

smiled a bit and dropped to a kneel, and he said quietly: “I know you and Kent still don‟t want to 

show me just what you‟ve learned… but I know you‟ve got a few very important skills you can 

put to use for me nonetheless, Sammy, and I could use „em right now. So do me a favor, and 

patrol the hallways of the Palace… I need to know just who‟s wandering around inside here right 

now, and if there‟s anyone I should go and do something about.” 

Sammy chirped and leapt up on his hind legs, nodding quickly before he turned and ran 

off to do Zerrex‟s bidding… and the reptile shook his head a bit with a slight smile before he 

sighed and headed over to stand beside Cherry. One of the Sisters immediately brought him a 

chair to sit on – the reptile didn‟t even know from where – and Zerrex gladly sat as Cherry took 

his hand in one of hers, asking in a babble that was suddenly afraid: “What if I push too hard? 

What if I squeeze him with my vagina and kill the poor little bastard? What if I hurt him? What 

if he‟s dead?” 

“He‟s fine, Miss Cherry.” Sin said softly, from where she was setting up a portable pair 

of stirrups at the bottom of the bed for her to rest her legs in, as the Sisters busied themselves 



about the room and Lily and Mary looked dumbly back and forth, apparently not knowing what 

to do with themselves at the moment. Sin and the others were professionals at this, however… 

and Sin had delivered many an important child, both frail and strong, and she was giving Cherry 

her utmost attention as she said softly: “Lord Zerrex, please help slide her down here. You too, 

Miss Lily, she won‟t mind your touch.” 

“Just be gentle.” Cherry rumbled, and although Lily winced as if she was about to try 

shoving an angry dragon off its hoard of gold, she nonetheless helped out. Cherry, thankfully, 

didn‟t bite, only looking moody, as they carefully maneuvered her body down the sheets until 

she was laying at the end of the bed… and then Zerrex carefully snagged a few of the pillows to 

help make her comfortable, before the demoness looked up at him and said mildly: “Take off my 

clothes, I wanna be naked.” 

The reptile rolled his eyes as he grabbed his chair to pull it closer, asking dryly: “Are you 

sure about that, Cherry? I don‟t think we all want to look at your breasts right now.” 

“Fuck you. And get that loincloth off me, too.” Cherry huffed, and then she glared when 

Lily reached out and her hand brushed against the „II‟ collar, her whole body bristling angrily. 

“Back the hell off, bitch! That stays on, no matter goddamn what!” 

Zerrex sighed at Lily‟s horrified look, and then he did as Cherry requested, helping her 

take her clothes off, as Sin carefully laid down a sheet and slipped it beneath Cherry‟s thick, 

large rear, and then she adjusted a weighted clamp over Cherry‟s tail to keep it in place during 

the delivery, her expression serious and her glammer fading around her body. She had already 

gotten Cherry‟s legs up into the stirrups, and when Zerrex removed her loincloth, she leaned 

forwards: neither she nor any of the other demons had much use for modesty, although Zerrex 

admittedly wouldn‟t mind them throwing a sheet up over her legs like they did in all the mortal 

doctor shows, since the way her body and vagina were both throbbing was kinda scaring him… 

and of course, what scared him even more was how it was strangely erotic. “Alright, Miss 

Cherry… I don‟t need to remind you of this, I know, but I should at least inform the others that 

this will take quite a while.” 

“Mom!” Priest appeared in the room before Cherry could reply, and she smiled up at him, 

relief obviously flooding her features as he ran over to her side, kneeling by her and taking her 

free hand. He pressed it gently against his cheek, looking at her worriedly as he asked: “Is… is 

the pain okay? I never saw a birth before… I mean… especially… mom, are you okay?” 

“Of course.” Cherry said softly, and she gently stroked his face, showing off the maternal 

side she rarely revealed as she murmured quietly: “Momma‟s gonna be fine, Priest. You go over 

there with your father… and just listen and try to relax, huh? I‟m probably gonna be a real bitch 

even for me every now and then over the next few days, but don‟t you worry about a thing, and 

you do everything Sin tells you to… she‟s a real good person.” She paused, then added quietly: 

“Thanks for being here. That means a lot to me.”  

“It‟s the least I can do, Mom…” Priest squeezed her hand and hesitated, as if he was 

scared what would happen when he let go… but then he did, and he carefully made his way 

around to the other side of the room, Zerrex smiling at him and patting him on the back as one of 

the Sisters brought him a stool to sit on. He looked at Cherry‟s hand, but she had Zerrex‟s in a 

vice-grip already… and he laughed a bit as he looked at his father, asking quietly: “Is this what it 

was like when I was born?” 

“Way worse.” Zerrex said easily, and that got a few other laughs as they sat together. For 

the first hour, it was all set-up, Sin focusing very little on Cherry‟s bother even when she winced 

every now and then… instead putting down runes, sterilizing her equipment, and cleansing every 



inch of not only the room, but everyone in it… in short, doing everything she could to make sure 

that the birth of this new child would be a healthy one. 

Then she went carefully over the breathing techniques she wanted Cherry to use, as 

Cherry continued to hold Zerrex‟s hand tightly, her other arm crossed protectively over her belly 

as it visibly twitched and moved every now and then. She nodded, breathing hard… but so far, 

her labor hadn‟t been hard. Yet Zerrex knew that it would start in earnest soon enough… right 

now, that new demonic child was probably just rolling around in Cherry‟s womb, getting ready 

to come out to see the world for the first time… but her muscles hadn‟t started working in 

earnest to push it out yet. Just the same way it had been with Priest… although of course, with 

Priest they‟d also been forced to do a little bit of cutting work in order to get him all the way out, 

even if Cherry had laughed her way through most of the process in that scary, psychotic, pain-

defying way of hers. 

So the only way Zerrex could tell that the contractions had really started were through 

two things: one, the expression on her face, the way her eyes bulged and her mouth curled up… 

and two, her body began to sweat. Her legs didn‟t buck, however, and her stomach made noises 

and rumbled in strange ways… but it seemed no different than it had even before her water had 

broken. Yet Zerrex could tell it was different… and he immediately glanced over at Sin, who 

was across the room and chatting with Lily as they cleaned her devices, Mary sitting on Cherry‟s 

other side and reading quietly up on demonic anatomy. “Sin, she‟s started.” 

Sin looked at Cherry and walked in close as Cherry muttered something about him being 

a tattle-tail, and she nodded as she crouched between her legs, reaching forwards and doing 

things to her vagina the Drakkaren wasn‟t going to pretend to understand as Priest looked 

shocked, immediately looking up at his mother‟s face. “You‟re right… first thing Cherry, is not 

to push. Pushing will only drag out the process at this moment… as much as it hurts, you have to 

relax your body and let the baby enter the birth canal naturally. You‟ll obviously feel very 

stretched… but thankfully we have some resident healers who can help you with the pain if 

necessary.” 

“Fuck that, I know what I‟m doing.” Cherry grumbled, then she squeezed Zerrex‟s hand, 

making the reptile wince. “Anyway, it was this loser who got all you assholes worried about me 

when I‟m perfectly goddamn fine. Fucking hell, I do gotta say though, that this little bastard 

already feels bigger than Priest… holy shit, Sin, and to think, sometimes after nine months on the 

mortal plane chicks give birth to anorexic babies with little… tiny… everything. This one feels 

like fucking Atlas.” 

“Be careful what you say, Lady Cherry… Atlas wasn‟t easy even for me to give birth to. 

I think you‟re just too competitive for your own good.” Sin replied mildly, although there was a 

bit of a smile on her muzzle as she stood up and quietly touched Cherry‟s stomach, and after a 

moment its rumbling subsided. Cherry looked at Sin distrustfully, but she only shrugged, saying 

softly: “Sometimes all you really need to do is let the inside world know the outside one isn‟t 

hostile.” 

Cherry mumbled something, then she pointed at Sin and said flatly: “You‟re as fucked as 

him sometimes.” She pointed at Zerrex as she spoke, then winced and squeezed his hand firmly, 

adding dumbly: “Hey, Priest, can you go get me something to drink?” 

“No fluids, no food.” Sin said immediately, shaking her head, and Cherry glowered at 

her. “I know it‟s difficult, Miss Cherry, but with the state of your body you‟ll likely just end up 

vomiting it all over the place. Besides, I‟m fairly certain that soon enough, food and drink will be 

the furthest thing from your mind.” 



“Blah-blah-blah, I‟m the baby mystic.” Cherry huffed, and then she looked around the 

room, where the others were staring at her, and whined: “And why the hell are there so many 

people here? The Sisters, Mary, Lily… the fuck are you all doing here?” 

They looked awkwardly around, none of them answering, before Earth stepped forwards 

and said in a meek voice: “Because, big sister, we all care about you… and if you end up 

needing help, we all want to be here to give it to you.” 

Cherry looked at her suspiciously for a moment… and then she grunted and nodded, 

saying finally: “Then… good, I guess. Yeah. Ugh, fuck, feels like your cock just rammed up into 

my lungs, Boss, „cept there ain‟t the usual pleasure that goes with that.” 

Zerrex coughed and rubbed at his head as he glanced away at the looks that got him, but 

Cherry didn‟t seem to much care, as she looked back and forth before continuing flatly: “This 

little dude‟s a fighter, I tell you that much. „Cept he probably has my brain, too, „cause he feels 

like he‟s… ugh… trying to punch his way out of me…” She paused, gurgled loudly, and then her 

expression paled as she wheezed loudly, before it turned into a pained groan. “Holy shit, that one 

stung. Sin, can‟t you just reach up there and drag the little bastard out by the heels? He just 

punched me right in the sweet spot.” 

“You don‟t even know where the sweet spot is.” Zerrex muttered, and Cherry didn‟t reply 

as she writhed a bit on the bed instead, breathing hard in and out. He felt compassion for her, 

though, and knew she was just dealing with this as she dealt with everything else… but all the 

same, he didn‟t like that all they could do was wait and listen to Cherry spout bad one-liners as 

she laid around in pain. Not that she‟d ever accept more help than she needed… well, hell, not 

even that she‟d accept the help that she did need. It‟s gonna be a long labor… 

And it was indeed: the labor seemed to last forever, as Cherry‟s pain grew more and more 

intense until she was trying her best not to scream, even as Mary blocked out as much of her pain 

as she could using the magical abilities she‟d developed in Heaven… and Lily assisted Sin, as 

Sin told Cherry firmly to keep pushing, after so many hours of Cherry doing nothing. Every push 

Cherry made seemed to cause her agony to treble, however, but she refused to cry out as she 

grunted and snarled like a beast, her eyes bulging in her head and her grip on Zerrex‟s hand 

painful and strong enough to bruise it. Priest was pacing back and forth, looking horribly-

unnerved and rubbing at his head every now and then… and then he jumped backwards, almost 

knocking one of the Sisters over as she walked past with an armload of bloody sheets they had 

just traded out. 

Cherry was bleeding heavily already from the vagina, too, and her body had taken on 

more of a stretched look… just as her abdominals had visibly torn apart from the inside, and her 

stomach was covered in bruises and her scales were cracked. Another of the Sisters was 

sponging off her body, keeping her clean and at the same time reporting to Sin the level of 

damage she was dealing with. 

And so on it went, until Cherry finally tilted her head back and shrieked, before it turned 

to crazed, semi-hysterical laughter as she grinned at Zerrex, sweat beading down her face even as 

another of the Sisters carefully wiped it off with a cloth, and she flailed at whoever it was weakly 

before she rasped: “Hurts like shit… but I‟ll be damned if it‟s anything worse than you put me 

through, Boss, you big fucking bastard. I just want the kid outta there now… oh fuck, 

goddammit… that baby must be the size of a goddamn freight-train…” 

“Hold in there, Cherry, you‟re doing wonderfully.” Zerrex said quietly, leaning forwards. 

His hand hurt, his butt hurt, and concern for Cherry was making his mind feel strained… but he 

was damned if he was going to complain about any of those things with the pain he was 



watching her go through, as Priest, behind him, alternated between looking pale and looking ill. 

He was holding up well, all things considered, though… and he knew it didn‟t help that his 

mother was sweaty, her body looked like it had been run over by a tank, and she was naked and 

vulnerable in a way that was scary even for Zerrex. “I mean, we gotta be more than halfway 

through, right?” 

“Yes, we‟re getting closer. I want to cut into Cherry‟s body, however, and… manually 

widen her vagina. It will cause some more severe rippage and it will hurt terribly… but it will 

also allow us to get the child out of her faster, and it might be the best course of action in the 

long run.” Sin said quietly but firmly, before she motioned at Mary, who was seated and looking 

tired but game, done with whatever magic she‟d been performing. “Mary can completely block 

Cherry‟s pain sensors for a short time, and the Sisters can help her-” 

“Fuck that, just cut me up and be done with it.” Cherry said, half-sitting up with a snarl of 

disgust and agony on her face, and the others looked at her in surprise as she pointed at Sin and 

said firmly: “Bitch, I ain‟t no china doll. You do what you gotta do and fuck the drugs and the 

magic and the bullshit, got that? I ain‟t about to subject my body to any more magical mayhem… 

let‟s do this the old fashioned way.” 

“Cherry, even for you, the pain will be unbearable…” Sin said in a confused voice, 

frowning a bit… but Zerrex only looked at her pointedly as Cherry let out a grunt and then glared 

angrily at Sin again, and the Naganatine looked helplessly around the room before she finally 

nodded hesitantly, saying quietly: “So help me, I will. But if I have to, I‟m going to knock you 

out completely and remove the child in a full operation. Water, Fire, please hold down her 

arms…” 

“Dad and I can do it.” Priest said immediately, and Sin looked at him for a moment 

before she nodded, and the two Sisters nodded themselves in return, Fire patting Priest on the 

back as he walked by but staying close, just in case. Zerrex continued to hold Cherry‟s hand with 

one of his own as he grasped her arm with the other, and he smiled a bit across at Priest… who 

looked back at him with an ill look on his face, but his eyes told the Drakkaren that he at least 

felt he was ready to help out in this way, that he felt he had enough strength to handle this both 

physically and emotionally… and Zerrex only hoped he was right. Priest might be a demon, after 

all, and their son… but it‟s a whole different ballgame than the usual kinds of battle we‟re used 

to, to hold down someone you love so damn much as one of your friends cuts her goddamn 

vagina apart… “I… ready. We‟re ready, right Dad?” 

“Right.” Zerrex said quietly, nodding firmly as he swallowed a bit… and Sin hesitated for 

only a moment before she nodded as well, holding a hand out to Lily, who immediately handed 

her a long, thin blade that glinted dangerously in the light. Sin rested her hand against Cherry‟s 

huge, bulging stomach as she inspected her vagina closely and likely felt out where the baby was 

positioned… and then she took a long breath before she moved the tool forwards, the knife 

glinting in the light as Cherry‟s belly bounced and her hips bucked and heaved once before 

settling, the female groaning in pain… 

And then Sin carefully made an incision up into Cherry‟s belly, and the demoness 

screamed in pain and anguish as she threw her head back, her teeth gritting and her eyes bulging 

horribly in her skull as blood gushed out of the wound in her vagina. Sin had been careful to 

avoid any major veins or arteries, but even despite her knowledge of anatomy, Mary immediately 

stepped forwards, muttering a spell that slowed the flow of blood from Cherry‟s waist even as 

the demoness snarled: “I said I‟d fucking do this on my own!” 



She flailed a bit in the bed, but husband and son held her down as the stirrup held her legs 

in place, and Mary said in a tired voice: “It‟s just stopping the flow of blood… or would you like 

your son to be born and for you to die of blood loss, of all things?” 

“My son…” Cherry‟s eyes glistened with tears, and she grinned stupidly as she tilted her 

head towards Zerrex, saying in a triumphant voice: “See? I totally win.” 

“Oh fuck you, this can wait.” Zerrex said flatly in return, and Cherry‟s hysterical laugh 

turned out a loud scream as she bucked her hips, and Sin took another instrument from Lily, 

doing something else to her vagina as she howled: “Holy shit, it‟s tearing me apart! Get that little 

bastard out of my cunt!” 

“Mom!” Priest said in a shocked voice, and his grip on her arm weakened for a 

moment… and then he winced as she reached a hand up and grabbed his collar, glaring at him 

and dragging him down in front of her face. 

“I am stressed and trying to deliver a baby that feels like a small car!” she howled in his 

face, and she shoved him backwards, two of the Sisters wincing and catching him as Fire leapt in 

and tackled her arm, holding it down as Cherry arched her back as her hips gave a mighty heave 

and buck, and something squelched and tore loudly at her vagina, the demoness shrieking loudly 

in pain. “What the fuck is coming out of me?” 

Sin didn‟t answer as she threw her tools away, yelling at Lily… and immediately Lily 

handed her some sort of clamp, and Sin applied this to Cherry‟s ripped vagina, pulling it open 

wider and causing Cherry to pale as she screamed again in pain, blood spurting out of her and 

sweat coursing down her body as she looked at Zerrex, wheezing in and out… and then she 

turned her eyes downwards as Zerrex snarled, fighting to keep her arm pinned as her hand 

squeezed tight enough on his hand to make his fingers feel like breaking off. And instead of 

seconds, minutes passed… until finally, twenty minutes later, Sin shouted something, covered in 

Cherry‟s blood – as was Lily, who was looking pale herself as she came forwards with a pair of 

large scissors… and as Cherry‟s belly trembled and began to collapse like a circus tent, her hips 

bucking wildly as her screams turned into roars, as blood gushed all over the sheets and stained 

her red scales even deeper crimson, tears running down her pale face all the while… another 

sound finally entered the room, a sound of crying. 

Cherry‟s breath caught in mid-scream, as something came out of her with a hideous 

ripping… but it was like the pain didn‟t matter, as her struggles ceased. Even as Mary and two of 

the Sisters came forwards to perform all manner of healing incantations, it was like time slowed 

as Zerrex saw Sin lift a child – it had to be a child, it was too big to be a baby – free of Cherry‟s 

body and cradle it in her arms, looking down at it with amazement and reverence as Lily‟s hands 

trembled, trembled, then steadied the scissors she was holding as she brought them forwards to 

cut the umbilical cord not around its belly, but instead that fed into a sort of „mask‟ that was 

locked around its jaws, feeding it air and nutrients. Many demonic children were born with such 

strange „masks,‟ which were neither parasite nor symbiote, and yet still some strange „other‟ life-

form that helped connected mother-to-child… and after the cord was cut, the strange tentacles 

wrapped around its jaws slowly withered and peeled back as Sin grasped it and pulled it off, two 

long tubes coming out of the baby‟s jaws as it coughed and flailed its arms, awakening as if from 

a deep sleep… and it breathed slowly as its eyes opened, Cherry‟s beautiful blue glowing out of 

its face. 

It was a little reptile, like they were… Dragokkaren in nature, chubby, and with no 

demonic characteristics Zerrex could really see at the moment… and it didn‟t cry as it said 

something in gibberish, before Cherry grinned weakly and widely, tears running down her face 



as she half-sat up, finally releasing Zerrex‟s hand as Lily wrapped it in a blanket… and she 

looked over at Zerrex before she said happily: “Look, look, look at that big bad bastard, Zerrex! 

Look at the size of that fucker, holy hell, he‟s my baby alright… and your baby too! Wow, we 

have another… another son?” 

It was almost hesitant… and then Sin nodded as she smiled softly and handed it down to 

Cherry. Her crotch looked like it had been destroyed, her belly was withered and her muscles 

damaged and gone, and her body was still somewhere between pale white and red… but Zerrex 

had never seen a happier expression on her face as she took the baby into arms that were still 

strong, pulling him close to her chest, and it looked up at her for a few long moments before it 

reached up and touched her face… and then closed its eyes and curled up in her arms, going to 

sleep as she whispered: “My little baby boy… my little baby… Markus.” 

Zerrex looked at her with surprise… and she smiled up at him, looking every bit a mother 

as she said softly: “What, Boss, you think I don‟t pay attention? That is… if you don‟t mind.”  

The Drakkaren swallowed and nodded after a moment… and then he slid into bed with 

her, wrapping an arm around her body as Priest got down on his knees beside the bed, and the 

others slowly began to clap as Zerrex lowered his head beside Cherry‟s, smelling her sweat, her 

blood, her frenzy-turned-joy… and seated here, he felt truly happy… and like he was ready to 

handle anything that came his way, with his wife-who-was-more-than-a-wife, and his new son, 

Markus Narrius.  

 

After they got cleaned up and managed to get Cherry to at least pull the blankets up over 

his body, everyone, of course, wanted to see the baby. Cherry was presented with a short list of 

exactly who that she went over while Zerrex held onto the baby boy, who was calm and quiet in 

his arms, slowly moving his little limbs and surprisingly heavy. Sin had weighed him in at no 

less than 52.12 pounds… a weight that even for a demonic child was unsettlingly-large. It 

certainly explained why Cherry had gotten so gravid, though… and of course, why she had been 

so bitchy. I don‟t think I could take seven and some months with a giant like you in my belly… no 

offense, kiddo. And to think… the normal baby is what, eight pounds, a few ounces? But you 

developed in even less time… and you weigh more than five times more. No wonder we decided 

to go with Markus Angelus Narrius… and you‟re so damn quiet and calm, too. 

“Okay, I don‟t want a lot of people today. Selena, well… I hate her, but sure. She can 

come in, she gave me that real nice blanket and that awesome little set of one-pieces for the 

baby.” Cherry said seriously, looking more like a director setting up audit ions than anything else. 

“Vampire and Tinny can come in together, but as long as Vampire doesn‟t get too close. He 

sheds like an unevolved longhaired dog in summer, or even worse, like one of Sin‟s stupid 

Seethe Hounds. No offense, Sin.” 

“None taken, Lady Cherry.” Sin said mildly, from where she was folding out laundry. 

She had already done her examination of Cherry and the baby, and she had been profusely 

thanked by both… but ever the professional, she was still taking care of the little tasks here and 

there as the Sisters floated around the bed. Priest had gone home, looking stupefied and amazed 

at what he‟d just witnessed – although also a little like he was going to vomit – and Lily and 

Mary had retired to another room to rest as well. Mary had used up a lot of her energies… and 

Lily, meanwhile, had witnessed an impromptu caesarian section and assisted with it, and it was 

apparently more than the birth-streamlined female could take at the moment. 

Zerrex still felt dreamy, as he held Markus in his arms… and then he looked up, saying 

mildly: “You‟d better let Felicity come in and see too… she‟s not as big on babies or anything as 



the others are, but I think she‟d really like it. Plus, she‟s been the one watching out for us for all 

this time… I think she deserves to see the little treasure she‟s been protecting.” 

“You asshole, already attributing monetary value to our baby.” Cherry huffed playfully, 

and then she grinned a bit as Zerrex looked at her with mild amusement. “Well hey, what do you 

know? I already feel good enough to make jokes. Fuck, I just hope these hormones are draining 

out of my system already… and you know, I feel big and empty, but like. I don‟t know what the 

other whiny mommies be bitching about. After getting that big bastard out of my guts, I feel like 

I could float right the hell away.” 

“I think other mothers deal with emotional emptiness more than physical emptiness, 

Cherry, in post-partum depression.” Zerrex said mildly, as he walked over to her… and he traded 

her the list for the baby, glancing over it and seeing that she hadn‟t checked off many more 

names. “Cherry, we‟re letting Sabnock in here, it‟s rare for her to show any kind of mortal 

emotion at all and I wanna see how she reacts around a baby… and come on, Alastor isn‟t a risk, 

he‟s just neurotic.” 

“Fine, fuck, have it your way. Control freak.” Cherry looked at him with cheerfulness in 

her eyes, however, grinning widely as if she was enjoying being chastised… which she probably 

was. “Just space the visits apart, huh? I don‟t wanna disturb our little boy too much…” She 

paused, then added softly, as she gazed down at Markus‟s clean face and his whitish-red scales, 

which would probably become a different color as time passed: “And you know, I don‟t see how 

any mother could be sad after giving birth… but maybe I‟m just lucky to have so many people 

around me who actually give a rat‟s ass. This ain‟t nothing like the gypsy caravan where I grew 

up… they could be some wicked people, and more likely than anything else, they‟d just cut the 

chick open, take out her baby, and if they survived, they survived… whichever didn‟t, they‟d 

throw away like garbage.” 

“Gypsies?” Sin looked up curiously, tilting her head… and Cherry nodded quietly, 

glancing away. This was the first time, Zerrex realized, she‟d spoken so openly about her past to 

people other than him… and he admired her strength of character for doing so. “What are 

gypsies? Are they a certain religion?” 

“You could say that.” Cherry said mildly, looking dryly amused despite herself as she sat 

up a bit with Markus in her arms, keeping him cradled close against her immense bosom. 

“Gypsies are nomads… lots of bands were pretty much glorified carnies, harmless even if they 

were a bit creepy, but the band my family was part of was still into the old bloody ways… 

thieves more than vagabonds, their own strict laws, and everything was based around magic and 

power and money. It was an ugly place…” 

She stopped, then shook her head a bit, kissing Markus‟s forehead gently and gazing at 

him softly. “But those times are over now, thankfully, and instead I‟m in a better place now. My 

psychotic mother is dead and gone, most of the rest of the Blossom clan never survived for very 

long in Hell, and I‟ve got a hell of a good little family around me here, from the Boss to Priest, 

and you guys here looking after me too and givin‟ me some real nice fuckin‟ help. I couldn‟t 

ever ask for anything more than that…” She laughed a bit, gazing tenderly across at Zerrex now, 

her eyes warm before she glanced down at Sin and winked. “Anyway, what the fuck are you still 

doing here, anyway? Why aren‟t you somewhere else, getting some good rest after this crank 

shift you‟ve pulled?” 

“What?” Sin looked confused for a moment, and the male coughed a bit as he looked 

away as Cherry snorted in entertainment. Then the Naganatine sighed, looking at them with dry 



amusement. “Please, Miss Cherry, this is truly no problem for me… it‟s a pleasure to see you so 

calm and placid after how used I am to you being so… moody over this last little while.” 

Cherry rolled her eyes, looking entertained despite herself as she retorted: “And believe 

me, from my point of view, everything‟s been sunshine, lollipops, and big bouncy titties and 

dicks. You‟re such assholes, all of you.” She paused, then looked down at Markus, saying in a 

baby-voice as she nuzzled him lovingly: “Except for you, except for you, my little baby boy.” 

“You know, it‟d be really nice if you could maybe let someone else hold the baby, like 

one of the Sisters.” Zerrex said mildly, and Cherry huffed at him before the male frowned as he 

glanced back and forth. “Where the hell did you send them off to, anyway?” 

“Oh, you know, just to uh. Do a few chores.” Cherry gestured a hand absently in some 

vague direction, and Zerrex looked at her flatly as she grinned stupidly at him, keeping Markus 

held protectively close. “Hey, this first week or so be bonding time. Just feel fortunate I let you 

hold him, Boss… and by the way, you owe me twenty bucks and a coffee.”  

The Drakkaren looked away, ignoring the last part as Sin sighed and finished 

reorganizing the tools she‟d brought in with her, looking over at them with faint amusement. “I 

don‟t know if you two are exactly being serious about this whole thing or not, but I suppose that 

I can overlook your outwards behavior, knowing you as I do. In any case, Lady Cherry, I am at 

least glad that you‟re already feeling so much better… and I think I will take your advice for the 

moment and leave you two alone. The Sisters, I‟m sure, are ready to answer your every beck and 

call… and of course, if you need me at all, Lord Zerrex, you know what to do.” She bowed 

deeply to them both, then said quietly as she straightened: “It‟s been an honor, Lady Cherry, 

Lord Zerrex.” 

“The honor‟s been all ours.” Zerrex replied softly, and Cherry smiled a bit behind him 

and nodded. Sin gazed at them affectionately, and then she came forwards and gently kissed her 

fingers before pressing them against Markus‟s forehead… and the baby cooed a bit before Sin 

turned and left without another word, vanishing through a portal. A moment later, Sammy 

popped into existence on the Drakkaren‟s shoulder… and the reptile glanced down at him before 

his eyes went to Cherry as he noticed her fuming. “Now what?” 

“Dude, the hell did she get a coo for? He ain‟t cooed for me yet and I‟m the one who 

squirted him out my vagina.” Cherry rumbled, before she paused and peered at Sammy, who 

chirped at her and then leaned down curiously towards the baby: an action that made Cherry lean 

away with distaste, half-protecting her child. “And hey, asshole, you better not be like no angry 

kitty or something. You lay one claw on this kid and I‟ll strangle the life out of you and Zerrex 

both.” 

“She‟s a little overprotective.” Zerrex replied mildly, and Sammy grumbled something 

before he looked at Zerrex, and the Drakkaren saw a few simple images pass through his head: 

locked down hallways, patrolling Royal Guards, and Felicity standing just outside the doors, 

Vampire sitting on his ass nearby with a spear loosely held between his legs. He nodded after a 

moment, and then he murmured: “So we‟re under good guard… where else did you go?” 

Sammy chirped again at him, and Zerrex got the basic meaning even without any 

imagery: the pseudodragon had taken a little nap, since he hadn‟t been allowed back into the 

room right away. Zerrex thought that was more than a fair compromise, all things considered… 

and he stretched and yawned a bit himself, looking with dry amusement at Cherry, who was now 

mumbling to her baby in a conspiratory voice as she tossed little glances outwards now and then. 

“So, you haven‟t gone totally bonkers yet, have you?” 



“Not yet.” Cherry admitted, looking up from Markus, before she half-thrust the baby out 

towards him, making Zerrex wince as she demanded: “Tell the kid a bedtime story. Now.” 

This was Cherry‟s parenting method: ninety percent of the time she‟d be way too 

overprotective and she‟d spoil the hell out of the kid… but ten percent of the time she‟d be a bit 

too rough, or she wouldn‟t stop to consider that a baby by any other word was still a baby. 

Zerrex gingerly took Markus, who was snuffling a bit now – although still not crying, thankfully, 

since that would have likely set off Cherry into a lunatic fit of mothering – and cradling him 

close, as Sammy stuck his head curiously down towards the baby‟s face. Cherry growled as the 

pseudodragon‟s head craned in perhaps an inch or two too close, and Sammy squeaked before he 

looked up in surprise and fell backwards off Zerrex to thud to the floor, and Zerrex sighed before 

he paused, settled on a story, and began to speak in calm, measured tones, surprised by how easy 

it was to fall into old fables. 

If there was one thing Cherry envied in him, he knew, it was the fact that he could 

always, for one reason or another, somehow easily remember just the right children‟s story and 

how to tell it. Even if he stumbled now and then, he didn‟t need picture books or anything else… 

while Cherry had problems reading Markus a story and balancing both him and a book at the 

same time. Not that he thought it was any spectacularly-stunning talent… here they were in Hell, 

after all, surrounded by creatures that could literally warp and bend reality to their likings with 

their minds. 

But with Markus cradled in his arms, and the three of them together – four, counting 

Sammy, who was sitting at his feet and listening intently – he really did feel good… and he 

really did feel like a real family, and like the greatest power he ever had was the power that let 

him make this little baby gurgle and coo in apparent happiness. His eyes were so bright, and he 

was huge but so damn cute… and Zerrex smiled a bit as he rocked him slowly back and forth, 

leaning down to kiss his forehead gently near the end of the story and making Cherry huff as the 

baby reached up and grabbed at his muzzle loosely. 

Not long after Zerrex finished the story, just after he handed the baby back to Cherry, the 

Four Sisters came back from whatever chores they‟d be sent off to do… and when they stood at 

either side of the bed, looking expectantly down at her, Cherry seemed loathe to hand them 

Markus… but eventually she relented, and watched moodily, grasping the sheets in her hand and 

wringing them discontentedly as the Sisters inspected the baby and whispered soft words to him 

in their ancient language, holding him close for a few moments each before they passed him to 

the next Sister, until finally he was handed back to Cherry, and she snuggled his sleeping form 

close again. 

“He‟s not a damn potato, you know. What‟s wrong with all you chicks, always wanting 

to hold them damn babies? I never wanted to hold no damn baby. Hell, I could let go of Markus 

any time I wanted and hand him over to Zerrex right now.” Cherry said clearly, glowering 

around at the Sisters, and Zerrex coughed a bit before she said flatly, glaring at him: “You ain‟t 

getting to hold the baby right now, Mommy-Zerrex.” 

“Oh, go to hell.” Zerrex said flatly, not really caring about how senseless the remark was. 

“You‟re just being a pain in the ass today, I think. But hey, why don‟t you get some sleep, 

Cherry? Even you should be tired after today‟s events… and I can put the baby in the crib or… 

okay, okay, you can just hold onto him then.” 

“Damn right I will.” Cherry rumbled, looking darkly at Zerrex before she huffed and 

patted the bed beside her, saying mildly: “And you get in here, too. It might stink of blood and 

sweat and stuff you can‟t imagine, and I might not be the prettiest thing in the world right now, 



but you‟re gonna damn well lay beside me and help protect our baby and damn well like it. And 

your pseudodragon thing is not allowed on the bed until I say so, either. You hear me Sammy, 

wherever the fuck you‟re hiding? You pop up on here and I‟m gonna boot you across the 

goddamn room.” 

Sammy huffed from under the bed, but he didn‟t argue: Zerrex wouldn‟t really be 

surprised if the dragon didn‟t know how to even argue with the post-pregnant female, and didn‟t 

blame him. The lizard himself certainly didn‟t, as he sighed and slipped into bed beside 

Cherry… and she gently placed Markus between them as they looked at each other for a moment 

over the baby with the Four Sisters around them, before one of them spoke up in a gentle, loving 

voice: “We‟ll finish cleaning up around here then, Big Sister… you should just rest your head, 

and let us deal with things at the moment.” 

“It really is our pleasure… the irony of the situation, after all, is in the fact that you can 

bear children, while barren in life… and we, as the eternal beings we have always been, 

cannot…” added another, whom Zerrex was pretty sure was Water, as she stroked a hand down 

Cherry‟s arm. And Zerrex thought it really was a strange irony… but so many things in Hell 

seemed to operate on strange ironies that he at least wasn‟t all that surprised to hear about it. 

“Please, get your rest now, though… and you too, Lord Zerrex… we‟ll take care of everything.” 

“Everything and anything.” added Earth, blushing a bit as she nodded and smiled down at 

them, and another of the Sisters – Zerrex didn‟t see her, but figured it was Fire – grunted from 

behind him, as she adjusted the sheets over his body at the same time. And then there was 

quiet… and in only a few moments, the Drakkaren felt his eyes slipping closed, as he saw Cherry 

and Markus but didn‟t really hear anything else, as if his mind had been overloaded… and then 

his eyes were entirely shut, and in only moments more, he was down, down, down into 

darkness… 

He found himself, moments later, standing in a quiet meadow inside his mind… and 

when he absently touched his chest, he realized he was wearing simple, plain clothes, although 

they felt strangely-thick. The Drakkaren glanced back and forth with a bit of a frown before he 

looked down at himself, and he realized that his clothes were made of animal hide… and then his 

eyes flicked up as he heard the sound of a flute playing: his first thought was that it was Ixin, but 

then he realized that the style was completely different: it was cruder and simpler, yet also 

happier… it lacked the melodrama and undercurrent of madness that Ixin‟s music tended to hold. 

Zerrex walked through the meadow towards the sound, and he found a slope leading 

down into a valley… and the Drakkaren paused for a moment at this before he put his hands on 

his hips, smiling a bit as his eyes settled on a version of himself that was smiling and happily 

playing away at a simple wooden flute. Unevolved animals surrounded him, all of them looking 

curiously onwards as squirrels danced around his feet and birds fluttered in nearby, thin trees… 

but the moment Zerrex stepped down towards himself – or rather, the part of his mind he knew 

simply as „Good‟ – it was all swept away into darkness, and instead Zerrex found himself 

standing in the throne room of bones owned by the Princess, her last little fortress in his mind. 

Strangely, however, he didn‟t detect a vibe from her, and she looked tired, her mask on 

but the emerald light in her eyes faded. There was a strangely self-satisfied look about her all the 

same, though, as she rested her arms on the arms of her throne… and then she leaned forwards, 

saying in a quiet, clear voice: “While I realize this isn‟t the most opportune of times… I wanted 

to offer you my congratulations. It‟s not often a child is born with such high hopes in Hell… and 

something like Markus occurs every few millennia. But more importantly, it seems that your 

body and my abilities have become… shall we say… properly-mixed? In short, your body has 



adjusted to my tremendous powers… and now I‟m ready to teach you just how to use those 

abilities. Of course…” She sat back, examining her claws as she said softly: “If you‟re 

uncomfortable learning how to use what gifts I‟ve bestowed upon you at the moment… go ahead 

and say so, and we shall save them for another time. After all, I‟m sure you think this is all some 

big trick, and that I‟m just trying to lash out at your baby… but believe me. Some levels even I 

would never stoop to.” 

Strangely, the contempt in her voice told Zerrex she was likely being honest… but he 

also caught a different message in her tone as well, and he leaned his head forwards slightly as 

he said softly: “But there‟s something about Markus, isn‟t there, that… impresses you? Is it 

because Cherry‟s body is mixed with that of the Fifth Sister?” 

“The Center of the Cross… my strongest Daughter…” The Princess looked down, 

tapping her fingers slowly against one arm of the throne and suddenly looking… strange. Zerrex 

couldn‟t quite put his finger on it… but was it jealously? Scorn? No… it was strange because it 

wasn‟t the usual hostile emotions he was used to sensing from her. It was more like bitterness… 

and maybe a bit of sadness as well. “Priest and Markus are genetic anomalies, aberrations even 

by Hell‟s standards… they‟re children of prophecy, assuming there was ever a prophecy written 

about them. No. I wouldn‟t hurt either of them… they are… they fascinate me. And their 

strength, in time, will grow until they make your powers look childish in comparison, which 

believe me, does grate on my nerves somewhat… I‟d much prefer to have died at their hands 

rather than to have been captured by you and trapped in this melancholy world you call your 

soul.” 

She snorted and threw her arms wide, then made a disgusted face when as the throne 

room rumbled and a few shards of bone fell down from the ceiling. “What a mess this whole 

experiment has become… what a failure you turned out to be.” She spoke in a voice that was 

more entertained than disgusted, however, as she leaned forwards, her eyes burning into his eyes 

as she said softly: “Delightful, isn‟t it, though… you and I share so much, Lord Zerrex Narrius, 

child of my traitor Warlord. It seems all things I support turn upon me… I have been betrayed 

over many centuries by many thousands of my disciples, until here I sit today… but believe me, I 

will not be forgotten… and I think that is something even you can sympathize with and 

understand.” 

“Maybe a bit.” Zerrex said carefully, looking across at her as he crossed his arms and 

asked mildly: “So what do you want? Just to talk? To know that Markus Angelus Narrius is a 

beautiful bouncing baby boy? Or did you just want to feel like you had a bit of an ace in your 

sleeve, that now I‟ll hesitate to fight you if I have to if only because your powers have mixed into 

my body?” 

“I am no lowly criminal scum, Lord Zerrex.” the Princess said tersely, and then she 

rubbed slowly at her mask… before she flinched with a hiss as the golden surface of it cracked, 

leaving an ugly scar over one cheek as the Drakkaren‟s eyes narrowed. Then she sat back slowly 

in her throne, tenting her fingers as she said softly: “No. If anything, I fear that all your greatest 

foes… will fall and die in only the first act. Celestial, myself, and Loki… we were all no match 

for you. Not because of your „talents,‟ but because of your goddamned incorrigible 

perseverance… and that endurance of yours is like a poison in my veins now, trapped as I am 

inside you. For all my knowledge, for all my wards and magic… I‟m being crushed slowly out of 

existence simply by your enduring spirit, which wears away at my glorious hovel like water 

against rock.” 



Slowly, she stood, their eyes meeting… and then she held out a hand to him, saying 

mildly: “I know that if you could, Lord Zerrex, you would forget me, and gladly. You would 

make it so I never existed… and that would be far more humiliating than any defeat at your 

hands. So instead, I will teach you how to harness my powers properly… so that one day you 

will have to thank me, even if I am dead and gone, and that will be my ultimate victory over you. 

But leave me now… I am tired already, and I need to conserve what energy I have left. Just be 

warned… I will never let you forget me, or the effect I have had on your life.” 

She pointed at him, more grim and cold than any reaper of souls Zerrex had ever met… 

before darkness tore at his vision, and in another moment, he opened his eyes to find himself 

looking at Cherry, who was sitting up in bed and quietly breastfeeding Markus. The reptile sat up 

after a moment, rubbing slowly at his head… and without looking up, Cherry said softly: “Bad 

dreams, huh?” 

“The Princess.” Zerrex shook his head slowly, and Cherry‟s eyes looked over at him 

softly, as he rubbed at his skull and muttered: “She‟s playing mind games… but not her usual 

mind games. If you want the truth, I think she‟s running quickly out of steam… no other soul has 

ever lasted so long inside me, after all.” 

“You‟re like a fuckin‟ Venus Fly Trap of spiritual energy.” Cherry remarked blithely, and 

Zerrex sighed, looking at her flatly before she grinned a bit, tilting her head towards him. “By the 

way, you know… don‟t think too much got by me, even when I was being a pregnant freak of 

nature. I know, for example, that you put off Desire and Cypress a lot these last few months… 

and that even if you and Sin did do a few impromptu Iuratus preparations with them, it wasn‟t a 

whole lot. So tell you what. I can hold down fort here for a few days… get lost, go out to Sin‟s 

Tower with them and Mist and Shine and whoever else, and do your thing with the Iuratus. Then 

we can trade off… and I‟ll let you take care of Markus here while I start getting this body of 

mine back into shape and do all the shit I put off these last seven and a half months. Then our kid 

really notices both of us and we… do that thing where we… leave a mark on him without 

beating him…” 

“You mean, where we… dammit, now you made me forget the word.” Zerrex said flatly, 

and Cherry shrugged amiably before the Drakkaren sighed and nodded, his eyes softening. “You 

sure though, Cherry? You know it can wait…” 

“Yeah, but we‟ve had enough shit happen because we waited too long this last while.” 

Cherry said softly, and Zerrex nodded slowly after a moment, hating to agree but knowing it was 

true nonetheless. “I mean, it‟s already been a good long time here in Hell… and we still need to 

find Mercy, find out more about this Wulfe Pharmaceuticals bullshit, and deal with whatever else 

we haven‟t dealt with yet that I‟m too tired-ass to remember at the moment. Sure, we gotta spend 

like, what, a century or so longer in Hell to make sure Markus grows up good and proper… but I 

tell you what, I sure as fuck am ready to get my dancing shoes on and take care of the shit I 

promised my other daughter. I ain‟t forgetting about Mercy, after all… just as I ain‟t forgetting 

any of my other promises. Plus you got some other crazy shit to take care of on the mortal plane, 

ain‟t that right?” 

“Keep piling it on Cherry, that‟s real nice of you.” Zerrex said mildly, and Cherry rolled 

her eyes with a snort of amusement before he smiled a bit and wrapped an arm around her, 

kissing her cheek quietly. “But you know what? I think I will… and while I‟m there, I think I‟ll 

get the Princess to talk to me and show me these abilities, whether she likes it or not.” 



“Just you be careful. Bitch be wily.” Cherry paused as Markus shifted off her teat, and 

she picked up a soft cloth from nearby, Zerrex watching in amusement as she lovingly brushed 

down his muzzle before she held him up in front of Zerrex, ordering: “Kiss him goodbye.” 

Zerrex leaned forwards and gave Markus a gentle kiss on the forehead, and Markus made 

a childish sound at him as the reptile leaned back, gazing at the male‟s body. His scale colors 

were staring to fade in now, becoming more of a blue speckled with a darker, almost-black… 

and the Drakkaren stroked his son‟s face quietly as he murmured softly: “See you, Markus. I‟ll 

be back soon, though… but Cherry‟s right. We have lots of responsibilities to deal with at the 

moment… and not least of all is making sure I keep my word to my daughters.” 

“I love you.” Cherry said suddenly, as Zerrex slipped out of bed… and the reptile looked 

over his shoulder in surprise before she smiled hesitantly and repeated quietly: “I love you, Boss. 

You take care of your ass, got it?” 

Zerrex nodded, rubbing at his face slowly… and then he said softly in return: “I love you 

too, Cherry… and I promise that I will, so long as you do the same. Watch our son close, huh?” 

“Baby ain‟t getting out of my sight.” Cherry nodded firmly, watching as Sammy bounced 

out from under the bed to leap up onto Zerrex‟s shoulder, and the little dragon chirped at her, the 

demoness huffing. “Bitch, please. Don‟t you start, now, or I‟ll slap you into next week.” 

Sammy snorted in return, and then Zerrex created a portal, rolling his eyes and pausing 

only to raise a hand to his wife and child before he vanished through it… and a moment later, he 

emerged in the courtyard of Sin‟s Tower, looking up at the tall, imposing structure. He wondered 

for a moment if Sin was here… before the Naganatine appeared beside him, bowing her head 

politely as she said softly: “Excuse my impertinence, Lord Zerrex, but I felt your presence 

here… and I thought you might be looking for something.” 

“Cherry suggested that I bring Mist, Shine, Desire, and Cypress here… and that we go 

through the Iuratus process now.” Zerrex said softly, and Sin smiled a bit, nodding thoughtfully 

after a moment. “How long has it been, though? My internal clock feels like it‟s slipped a notch.” 

“Two days.” Sin replied gently, and Zerrex looked shocked, figuring he couldn‟t have 

slept for that long by himself, especially since Cherry had seemed tired enough to have just 

woken up herself. “Hell took a short pace forwards… barely enough to register, but a blip 

nonetheless. I think it has something to do with the fact that time is… slowly shortening for us, 

or perhaps lengthening on the mortal plane.” 

Zerrex remembered: so long ago, they‟d spoken about that… how now it took a few less 

days of Hell time to equal one less year of mortal time. Nothing that seemed to big at first… but 

if it kept happening… “Then there‟s one more thing to look into, wonderful. But at least it 

doesn‟t seem too serious just yet. Do you think that you could get the others for me, though, 

Sin?” 

Sin nodded, bowing politely to him with a smile… and she vanished after a moment 

through a portal, leaving Zerrex standing in the courtyard. He walked around in a slow circle, 

stretching out a bit and sighing as he wondered for a moment if this was the right decision, 

reflecting on the fact that just because Cherry said it was did definitely not necessarily mean it 

was… but then, when Sin appeared with the Twins and his two daughters who were officially 

Iuratus-in-training… he decided there was no time like the present, as he looked across at them 

all and said softly: “Hey girls.” 

“Congratulations, Lord Zerrex.” Mist said warmly, stepping forwards and hugging him 

tightly… and she kissed one cheek, as Shine kissed the other, adding her own arms around his 

body. 



“We‟re so proud to hear of what happened… truly, it‟s an incredible blessing.” Shine 

added delightedly, before they both blushed and stepped backwards. “Not that we mean to be 

impertinent…” 

“It‟s more than welcomed from you all…” Zerrex laughed and smiled, opening his arms 

as he looked at his daughters… and immediately, six pairs of arms wrapped tightly around him, 

Cypress and Desire curling in close with bright smiles. “And later, we can all go together to see 

Markus, my son. He‟s already quite a big boy, though… so you might be a little bit surprised.” 

They nodded, gazing at him lovingly as they all offered more congratulations and kind 

words… before Zerrex stepped back, and Sin cleared her throat, the four falling into line in front 

of the Drakkaren and looking rapt. For a moment, the reptile was without words… and then he 

cleared his throat and said quietly, letting himself just speak as he would: “I… in the bottom of 

this Tower, is a private secret of mine, that I‟m sure a few of you have heard rumors of. A place 

for ultimate punishment… and a place where pain is treated as beauty and studied as well as 

enjoyed. It‟s sick and twisted and depraved but… the people here know no remorse, will never 

get better, and thus they are punished in the same way they would make others suffer, if they had 

the chance… although this is no true justification.  

“But even further down, is a special room… where an ancient ritual can be used to create 

the ultimate bond between Iuratus and their master. Although I never felt it was necessary for 

Mist and Shine, with their pure devotion… they have been invited to participate anyway because 

I also don‟t want to make them feel as if they are any less of deserving of what awaits ahead. 

And you, Desire and Cypress… for you two, this will solidify your bond to me as Iuratus, and 

not just daughters. It‟s a hard life, where you will have to give things up… but a worthy life, too, 

I think.” He gazed affectionately at the Twins, who both blushed and bowed their heads towards 

him. “Warrior slaves… something that isn‟t understood throughout most of the world, nor is the 

nobility in it, and the devotion. Mist and Shine are among the best and brightest Iuratus I have 

ever seen… and you‟re fortunate to have them with you to learn from, girls.” 

He paused, looking down a bit, before he finally nodded and smiled at Sin, meeting her 

eyes quietly. “I think it‟s time for us to lead us down, Sin… and just be ready for the things you 

all may see as we go deep into the catacombs beneath this tower.” 

Sin nodded… and their journey began a few moments later. Mist and Shine were calm 

and quiet, although Shine every so often reached up to squeeze the handle of her cleaver slowly, 

as if taking comfort in the weight of it when they passed the cells of some of the more violent 

patients… and Cypress was quieter than Desire, but Desire also seemed more unnerved, even as 

she tried to keep herself humble and calm. Sin and Zerrex, meanwhile, paid little attention to the 

surroundings, from the loading bay above to the deeper catacombs below… although they did 

pause for a moment in the room with the rusted, bloody hooks, and they smiled at each other in a 

strange, affectionate way that made Desire and Cypress exchange a confused look. 

Then they left through a side door, and they took another elevator downwards, getting out 

at a long passage that spiraled even deeper, these cells full of demons that were mutated, 

monstrous, or so completely covered in restraints that they could barely be identified… and as 

they made their way slowly towards the bottom of this passage, Zerrex said quietly over his 

shoulder: “These demons are all from the Abyss… be careful not to approach too near the cells. 

If you think they‟re excited now, you haven‟t seen what happens when they get a whiff of fresh 

flesh… and the walls may be clear metal covered with protection runes, but that doesn‟t mean 

they‟re indestructible.” 



The others nodded slowly, and they continued downwards, walking in pairs: at the end of 

the passage, Sin and Zerrex both approached keypads on either side of the door, and they traded 

a look before the two entered a simple, three-digit code, then pulled the keypads open and 

pressed their hands against the square metal plates beneath. They glowed for a moment… and 

then the heavy-duty, armored door between the keypads clanked and opened slowly, and they 

stepped into another elevator that turned itself on, the others piling inside as Sin said softly: “The 

Well.” 

The elevator descended after a moment, making noises that were creaky and rusty… but 

Zerrex wouldn‟t‟ve changed it for the world. It was all part of the strange, twisted ambience of 

this warped Hell-within-Hell where he was lord and master… and he smiled a bit to himself as 

he exchanged a look with Sin, who blushed and glanced awkwardly away, shifting a bit. He 

could almost feel the heat radiating off her body… and then he looked up as the elevator came to 

a halt and opened into a smooth metal hallway, and Zerrex and Sin took the lead again, the others 

following as they walked to a steel doorway at the end of the passage and they stepped out into a 

large, octagonal room, the rooftop domed and the floor slightly-sloped downwards, with a large, 

ugly hatch in the center of the room. 

There were eight pairs of shackles on the wall… and from four of these, spaced equally-

apart, hung four females. As the others stared in surprise, Sin stepped forwards, pointing at each 

in turn as she said softly: “A mortal virgin, not yet demon… yet vile and wicked enough to use 

her body to prey on the stupid and the vulnerable, promising them sexual favors, then killing and 

mangling them in horrible ways. A demonic virgin, who willingly sacrificed herself as part of an 

ancient ritual… her lust for power making her foolish. The last two are also virgins… but one is 

a pure of heart angel, who has been kept here as long as the others and bled for that time, but in 

her sleep she is given the sweetest of dreams instead of terrible nightmares… while the mortal 

opposite her, you see, is ugly on the outside… but she is good and innocent, and is treated to the 

same pleasures as the angel. 

“I‟m sure you‟ve felt it already… but there is little corruption in this room, meaning 

magic doesn‟t function properly without those crystals.” Sin now pointed at the eight crystals, 

each one resting like a plaque above the shackles that would hold their captives tight to the wall 

by the limbs and waist. “There are hidden vents in the floor that drain the corruption downwards, 

into the Well… the Well where Zerrex will be placed shortly, after you four are placed on the 

wall. The four places already taken up we refer to as the Feeders… while you will be in the 

Trade Winds positions. Lord Zerrex will be given your energy… and in return, you shall receive 

bits of his.” She paused, then smiled a bit as she reached out to touch Sammy‟s nose, the little 

pseudodragon trying to hide in plain sight on Zerrex‟s shoulder. “You can‟t go in with him, I 

fear.” 

“So it creates a symbiotic effect…” Desire said slowly, and she smiled a bit at her father, 

gazing at him lovingly as the reptile nodded. “You feed off their corruption, their pain, their 

nightmares and innocence… and it enhances your demonic corruption. This is more than simply 

for us to become Iuratus… this is an antidote to the incompletion of the Lucifer‟s Eye.” 

“You‟re smart.” Sin said softly, looking at her with soft entertainment, and Desire 

lowered her head with a blush. “Yes… it has a twofold effect. You four will aid in that process 

as well, but for the most part, you will each be connected with Lord Zerrex… and 

physiologically, it may change you. But more importantly, the exchange of energies will be 

experienced by each of you in a unique way… and you will all develop an intense connection to 



him. But you can never go back once this is completed, and you will always feel a compulsion to 

obey even the lightest of orders given to you by your master… our master, perhaps I should say.”  

Sin gazed quietly at Zerrex, and he laughed a bit as he shook his head slowly, reaching up 

to stroke the Nagantine‟s face gently as he murmured softly: “You‟re older, stronger, and far 

wiser than I am, Sin… if anyone‟s the boss around here, it should be you.” He paused, then 

kissed her cheek gently, and she smiled as she bowed her head forwards respectfully, before his 

eyes travelled quietly around the room. “Last chance to back out now.” 

“We are ready.” Mist said softly, and Shine nodded, as the twins pulled off their cleavers 

and laid them down on the ground as they knelt deeply in front of Zerrex. “Not only for our own 

selfish desires to be the best Iuratus we can be to you, to serve you in every way we can… but 

also because we both wish to help you…” 

“To let you achieve that which has been denied you, and worries you so often…” Shine 

continued, gazing at him with tender affection. “The antidote to the mistakes made by the 

Lucifer‟s Eye.” 

Zerrex nodded with a faint smile… and then he glanced to the side as Cypress added 

firmly, clenching her hand into a fist: “I‟m not backing out now either. Let‟s do this, Father… 

I‟m as ready as they are to prove my loyalty to you… and my love for you.” 

“I‟ve always wanted this… and I won‟t back out now.” Desire finished softly, bowing her 

head deeply towards her father before she looked up at him, her eyes unwavering as she smiled 

faintly at him. “Now is the time to prove that, I think, more than ever before… now I‟m ready to 

show you that I‟m not just all talk.” 

“Then Sin will take care of you… and each of you will be put into a deep sleep for the 

next few days. It won‟t be dreamless… but don‟t panic at whatever comes to your mind.” Zerrex 

said softly, gazing around at them all before he smiled a bit, glancing at the hatch on the floor. 

“And me, well… I get to go down deep in the well…” To… ferment in the pain, to sleep myself, 

as our energies join and I feed like a goddamn emotional vampire… not anything I‟m exactly all 

that proud of, but… well… I trust Sin‟s judgment. “And I‟ll be there, until the process is over.” 

The others nodded… and things were strangely quiet as Sin went about the duty of 

hooking up the Twins and the soon-to-be-Iuratus, Zerrex wondering quietly as he stood beside 

the hatch whether or not this cheapened the whole experience. After all… it was sort of like he 

was almost giving them a handicap by forcing their bodies and minds to obey him, instead of the 

old-fashioned ways of Mist and Shine, who were psychologically-trained towards it but not 

actually under his total control… and yet the Twins looked enthralled. It was as if they viewed 

the entire experience as a chance to know their master all the better… and he wondered if he was 

just looking another gift horse in the mouth and complaining about things he really didn‟t need to 

complain about, as he rubbed at his muzzle slowly, watching as the four were hooked up to the 

walls. 

When it was done, Sin came over to the hatch… and then she absently brushed Zerrex 

backwards when he reached down towards the valve handle, saying softly: “Allow me.” A pause 

as he glared at her, but she only smiled a bit in return as she easily spun the valve handle and 

opened it, saying with quiet amusement: “No, Lord Zerrex… let me serve you… and Knight 

Dove, if you would, you‟ll have to wait outside.” 

Sammy squeaked in a melancholy voice on Zerrex‟s shoulder, looking at him sadly… but 

Zerrex nodded to the pseudodragon, and it chirped again before jumping off his shoulder and 

heading towards the door, before it turned around and sat to watch as Zerrex looked down into 

the well. There was a short ladder leading down into a bubbling, dark liquid… and the Drakkaren 



stared at this for a few moments before Sin said softly, as the others hanging on the wall 

watched: “We all wish you luck.” 

The others echoed this sentiment one way or another… and Zerrex smiled around at them 

all faintly before he turned around and descended the ladder, letting go of it as his feet touched 

the ooze, and he sank down into it. It didn‟t feel like he was getting wet, even as it coated his 

body… it was more like he was surrounded by warmth, a warmth that ignored his clothes and 

seeped through his scales like he was as permeable as air… and even as it flooded his muzzle 

and nose, even as he wrapped his arms automatically around himself and opened his eyes, it 

wasn‟t like liquid, as he stared into a darkness even his demonic vision couldn‟t penetrate. 

And bit-by-bit… he felt a tiredness take over, as some strange glow he could better see 

with his eyes closed than open flooded the area around his body… until slowly, he descended 

into a deep slumber, as the corruption that was so thick he literally floated inside it flooded 

around his body, as energies of all different kinds twisted around his body, flowing down from 

the virgins on the wall as the four of them began to bleed slowly from between their legs and 

down through gratings beneath them, their virgin innocence and sin flooding into the well and 

adding to the energy in the chamber, as the four other females on the wall moaned and tilted their 

heads back and forth… before they all slumped as Sin closed the hatch and the crystals glowed 

dully above them, the Naganatine looking down at Sammy as she said softly: “And now we 

wait.” 

 

Three days passed… and then the hatch opened, and Zerrex opened his eyes in the dark 

essence he was floating in, swimming easily to the top of the well and pulling himself out as he 

took a long breath of air. He could taste the corruption in his jaws… and fresh in his mind were 

images of pain and love, hate and joy, affection and destruction… imagery that was beautiful, 

sorrowful, and desolate… and his form pulsed with power, as the black stuff left on his body 

quickly vanished into his scales as he climbed the ladder up and pulled himself into the room. 

The four virgins were gone: Zerrex frowned a bit at this, but Sin shook her head slowly, 

the Naganatine saying quietly: “I placed them in the quieter block for rest… but your girls, 

well… they seem to be holding up fine. They are all Iuratus now… although all of them are 

tired.” 

She motioned around the room, and Zerrex smiled faintly as he realized that yes, they all 

did look fine indeed, even if they were all slumped against the walls in seated positions, looking 

exhausted. There were no big changes he could see at the moment… but when he gazed over 

each of them, they reacted to the simple glance of his eyes as if he‟d touched them, their own 

irises fluttering and Desire even raising her head towards him with a faint smile… before Zerrex 

glanced down as Sin closed the hatch and then picked up Sammy, who was curling around her 

feet and looking curiously at Zerrex, sniffing at him. “And your pet wouldn‟t leave me alone at 

all… he‟s missed you greatly, it seems.” 

Zerrex laughed a bit, shaking his head and looking softly entertained as he reached a hand 

forwards and tickled quietly under the pseudodragon‟s chin… and although Sammy hesitated at 

first, a moment later he leaned forwards and nipped Zerrex‟s finger, and then it chirped at him 

cheerfully before wiggling out of Sin‟s grip and using his wings to flap powerfully once and land 

on the Drakkaren‟s shoulder, nibbling affectionately at his hair. “Yeah, it‟s still me. I just must 

reek of corruption to you… but I don‟t know how much of an effect the concentrated formula 

had on me. Ixin suggested this would work, but… well…” 



“Ixin treats magic like absolute science.” Sin said with soft entertainment, looking at 

Zerrex with a bit of a smile on her face. “Like it has rules and laws, and he forgets sometimes 

to… look at a broader picture. Not that he isn‟t brilliant… but he still… has flaws he refuses to 

recognize in himself.” 

Zerrex nodded, then he flexed a bit, glancing down at his hands thoughtfully. His body 

felt more powerful, and he felt stronger, that was true… but strength wasn‟t exactly what he was 

after. What he was after, was finding out the truth about himself… and whether or not he was 

supposed to even be an Incarnation, or if he was a real demon at all, considering the way 

Feldspar and the Princess had abusively used the Lucifer‟s Eye technology long before it was 

ready for anything as advanced as what they‟d tried to do to Zerrex. He didn‟t want to be 

stronger… and if he could reverse the effects, he knew he gladly would, if only so he could let 

Hell‟s essences take up a natural flow and change him towards what he was supposed to be… 

but then he made a face as he looked upwards, saying softly: “Well, we can let him take a look at 

me, anyway. I‟m sure this‟ll be pretty damn fascinating to the bastard… and what about you 

four, how are you doing?” 

The Iuratus all murmured to him varying degrees of „good,‟ and the Drakkaren shook his 

head with soft amusement before he said quietly aside to Sin: “Make sure they all have plenty of 

rest, alright? Set them up at the Ravenlight Estate… and tell them to come see me only after 

they‟re recuperated. I‟ll be busy at the Palace… much as I want to stick around with them.” He 

paused, then said in a clearer voice to the four females, who were now all looking at him 

ardently: “You all did me proud… and you‟ve all given me something I can never pay back. I 

appreciate it more than I can say, and you‟re all worthy of my deepest respect… now listen to 

Sin, girls, as you‟d listen to me… at least, if you want to call yourself truly Iuratus.” 

“Sir!” came the reply, in a surprisingly-strong chorus, and Zerrex laughed softly, looking 

over them all before he nodded and patted Sin on the back. She looked at him with a blush and a 

smile, then kissed his cheek softly, and Zerrex gazed at her with soft love for a few moments 

before he turned around and created a portal. 

He stepped through this to emerge back into his quarters at the Palace… and then he 

winced immediately as he heard Markus bawling, Cherry walking around the room wearing a 

large robe and mumbling as she tried to get him to settle down, before she looked at him and 

grinned widely, bounding over to the Drakkaren and holding Markus out as she said cheerfully: 

“Great to see you, sorry, gotta run, gonna be late for my… baby… not… shower.” A pause, and 

then Zerrex took Markus, staring at her disbelievingly before she dashed for the doors, the Four 

Sisters all sighing as Cherry bounded out and knocked both Felicity and Vampire sprawling 

before she spun around and pointed both fingers at Zerrex, saying cheerily: “Have a good time, 

Daddy-Zerrex! See you in an hour before I actually leave for shit!” 

Then she was gone, and Zerrex quietly rocked Markus in his arms as his crying raked at 

his head, wincing a bit at the lungs on the kid. But he was a handsome boy, and as Zerrex looked 

down at the male – now covered in blue scales, with deeper navy over his chest and a few 

speckled spots still over his body – Sammy suddenly leaned in and chirped. And immediately, 

Markus blinked his blue eyes a few times, before he tilted his head and stared in fascination at 

the pseudodragon, as Sammy peered at Markus with a strange sort of wonder on his own little 

face as well, before he looked at Zerrex and squeaked quietly.  

It made Zerrex smile as he nodded, heading over to the bed and gently settling the baby 

down on the pillows in the middle of the large bed, between a few stuffed animals… and then he 

tucked him gently in under a golden baby blanket, and Markus seemed content to rest like that as 



the Drakkaren said softly: “Yeah, he‟s a hell of a kid… and go ahead, Sammy, take a look at 

him, just be gentle. I don‟t need Cherry trying to make good on her promise to strangle us both, 

after all.” 

Sammy squeaked, then he began to curiously inspect the baby as Zerrex sat down in the 

chair beside the bed with a sigh… before he looked up as the Four Sisters surrounded him 

curiously, poking at him and murmuring about corruption, and a few other things he didn‟t quite 

catch. Then Vampire and Felicity entered the room, and as Vampire inhaled a breath to probably 

shout some greeting that would scare the crap out of the baby, Felicity immediately covered his 

muzzle as she said in a warm but soft voice: “Hey, Boss. How are you doing?” 

“I‟m good… just got back from solidifying my bonds with my Iuratus. Cherry wanted me 

out for a few days so she could really imprint on the baby…” That‟s the damn word we were 

both looking for… “And now it sounds like Markus has been driving her nuts.” 

“I think she‟s exaggerating.” one of the Sisters said with soft amusement, and Zerrex 

looked up at her with a smile as  the others began to tend back around the room, getting things a 

bit more organized and cleaning up bits of mess here and there: towels, sheets, bloody clothing 

and discarded… unknown objects. “Lady Cherry took a lot of reassurances before we convinced 

her it would be okay for her to leave… I think she just wants to give you your time with the 

baby, and she wants to start dealing with her responsibilities other than the baby… lovely and 

gentle as he is.” 

“Not that he doesn‟t have a pair of powerful lungs on him… but I think he was just 

getting tired of Cherry clinging to him constantly.” added another Sister, probably Fire from the 

fact she kept trying to reach up to touch the handle of a cleaver that wasn‟t on her back, while the 

others all had their own items on. “Not that she‟d listen to us… and he seems to have taken very 

well to your pseudodragon, Lord Zerrex. It‟s a good sign.” 

And not just that, but Sammy seemed to have taken well to Markus, gladly letting him to 

cling to his long tail near the heavy ball at the end of it… and he looked up at Zerrex and 

squeaked softly as the baby cooed and kicked his legs a bit. Markus was growing fast… and 

Zerrex was again amazed at the sheer size of the kid. He looked like he‟d already put on another 

good few pounds… and the Drakkaren shook his head with a soft whistle as he said quietly: 

“Just look at that thing.” 

Vampire nodded, looking at Felicity with a grin as he said mildly: “Not that tough-as-

nails-bitch here would ever admit it, but she got a big soft spot for that kid, you know, Cap‟n.” 

He paused and laughed as Felicity muttered and shoved at him, stumbling a bit and grinning as 

he came over to the bed and dropped onto his knees, resting his elbows on the mattress and his 

chin in his hands. “He really is so damn cute, though! He‟s like… he‟s like those things you see 

in the zoo, the little unevolved animals you wanna just squeeze and hug right to death!” 

“Vampire.” Zerrex said warningly, but the black wolf only snorted and shrugged, looking 

defensive. The reptile didn‟t really have a good argument prepared, anyway, he realized… so he 

only sighed and rubbed at his head slowly before he glanced around at the Sisters, asking quietly: 

“Hey, have you guys had any rest at all?” 

“We‟re happy to serve, Lord Zerrex… this is a momentous occasion for us.” said Earth 

softly, as she blushed and gazed over at him with reverence. “The birth of another child to 

Cherry… it sends chills through all of our bodies, I think, and makes us all glad we could live to 

witness it… and Markus is an amazing child.” 

Markus is indeed… Zerrex thought for a moment back to the Princess, and the way she‟d 

behaved inside his mind… and he rubbed slowly at his head for a moment before he leaned 



forwards, watching as Markus closed his little eyes and went slowly off into dreamland… and 

then he shook his head a bit and smiled faintly, glancing around the room as he asked quietly: 

“So do we have any baby formula on hand, while Cherry‟s gone?” 

“She‟s been bottling her breastmilk… it‟s been a strange sight.” one of the Sisters replied,  

as she shook her head and carried a pile of cleaned and folded sheets over to one side of the 

room. “She had us store it all in the fridge, ready to be warmed for when the baby is ready to 

feed… and she gave us very explicit instructions on how to heat it and how hot it should be. I 

never thought Big Sister would be so… protective of her child, to be honest.” 

Zerrex nodded, looking quietly amused as he looked over at Vampire, who was shaking 

his head in entertainment. “Yeah. Vampire, you and I remember those old days well, huh, where 

Cherry would just as gladly eat a child as save it from some fate worse than death. But she really 

has changed… we all have.” 

Felicity nodded, adding softly: “I remember I was lucky enough to still be lucid when 

Marina was born… and I remember how much she doted on that child and loved it. She was a 

strange parental figure… but she was still motherly in her own way. They‟re some of my last 

memories, but also some of my happiest… but if only we could all be so lucky.” 

She shook her head after a moment with a soft laugh, probably thinking of her own 

parents, before she smiled a bit at Zerrex, tilting her head as she asked in a playful voice: “So, 

speaking of which… can you make any lucky girl pregnant?” 

“Go away.” Zerrex said mildly, and Felicity and Vampire both laughed before the black 

wolf slapped her on the back, making her grunt and wince. “And Vampire, don‟t you start 

thinking any dirty thoughts, either. Besides, we all know you‟re gayer than the holidays.” 

Vampire sniffed disdainfully at this, crossing his arms as he sat back on his rear like a 

child. “I still bang chicks. Maybe sure, my preference is a little more towards guys, but what can 

I say, Boss? Ever since I got me some male-ass, and ever since I found out just how great it can 

feel to have a dick in your rear, well… I wanna see if I can take even Miss Bitch Cherry herself 

on for „most cocks had,‟ if you get my drift.” He grinned and winked, tapping at his nose, and 

then he paused and said thoughtfully: “That was a little direct, wasn‟t it?” 

“Yeah, and you better start watching your language about Markus. Only Cherry‟s 

allowed to say things like that around her baby once he starts developing the ability to memorize 

words.” Zerrex replied mildly, and Vampire snorted in amusement. “Hey, don‟t look at me, I 

don‟t make the rules when it comes to the baby. That‟s all Cherry‟s department.” 

“You guys are so weird.” Vampire said with a strange hint of relish in his voice, and then 

he held out his hands, giving Zerrex big eyes. “Can I hold the baby?” 

“No.” Zerrex said flatly, and Vampire huffed, although he didn‟t put up any argument. 

He probably recognized that he likely couldn‟t be trusted to hold a newborn anyway, but had just 

been unable to resist asking. 

They sat around for a few more hours together as Markus napped peacefully, Cherry 

coming back in after a few hours and looking refreshed, even as she hid her stomach under the 

long house-robe she was wearing: if there was one thing that did embarrass her, it was the 

current state of her stomach, which had gone from pregnant-yet-solid to almost-dissolved, 

hanging in flaps and wrinkled folds, with her scales torn and her body in a condition she found 

much-less-than-desirable. It wasn‟t just Cherry‟s vanity speaking, either, in this case… it was 

Cherry‟s self-health obsession, and although she could certainly put up with her stomach being a 

little bit out of whack for a few days, Zerrex could tell already that it was starting to seriously 

bother her, although he could only hope that she wouldn‟t already start pushing herself too hard 



towards exercising. Then again, she was already on her feet and running around like an idiot, 

when any other pregnant female would be snoring peacefully in bed… and then he winced as she 

chased Felicity and Vampire out of the room, before she glared at Sammy where he was on the 

bed… but then she mumbled something and blushed deeply as she looked away, and Zerrex 

pointed at her and accused: “You think it‟s cute!” 

“Shut up!” Cherry whined, flailing her arms, but her face reddened even further 

nonetheless, and Zerrex grinned a bit: admittedly, however, the sight of Sammy and Markus 

snoozing together was indeed adorable, the chubby little newborn in his diaper – as yet unused, 

thankfully – and the pseudodragon resting his head on the chubby body of the big baby. He 

wondered for a moment if he could blackmail Cherry with this… and then she huffed as she 

slipped out of her robe and the maternity clothes she was wearing beneath, keeping her back to 

Zerrex as she rooted through some clothes the Sisters had put out from her as they continued to 

fiddle around the room, before she keeled slowly over and fell on her back with a grunt, staring 

stupidly at the ceiling as she mumbled: “I think I hurt myself.” 

Zerrex wasn‟t surprised… and he came over and helped her into her clothes, ignoring her 

wrinkled belly. Sure, it was kind of horrifyingly distended at the moment, but it was to be 

expected, with how big she‟d swollen up. She still seemed embarrassed, however, mumbling at 

him and resisting him occasionally… but he still managed to help her into her plain, still-stretchy 

clothes, and then he helped her up to her feet as she smiled a bit at him despite herself, 

mumbling: “Stop being such a goddamn gentleperson.” 

“Shut up.” Zerrex replied mildly, and he helped her put her robe back on, the female 

looking tiredly-pleased despite herself as he slipped it over her shoulders. “Someone‟s gotta take 

care of you around here… and since it isn‟t going to be you, I guess it might as well be me.” 

“Fuck you, Boss.” Cherry replied, but then she kissed him on the cheek and gazed at him 

affectionately, grasping his shoulders and looking into his eyes as she said softly: “Can you spare 

me two days, now? I‟ve left more than enough booby-juice behind to get Markus through double 

that, and I do feel really-really bad about taking off… but I wanna go see Priest and hang with 

him for a little while, and get some of my old sexy figure back, or at least start on the way 

towards that.” 

“Cherry, most chicks don‟t worry about their stomach looking a little deflated until, I 

dunno, three months after they‟ve given birth.” Zerrex said mildly, poking her gut, and Cherry 

winced visibly as she hugged herself, huffing. “And furthermore, you aren‟t going anywhere 

without a full guard… Sisters, may I trouble you for a moment?” 

They shook their heads, and Cherry winced, holding up her hands… but Zerrex quickly 

said: “If you could, I‟d really like it if you could accompany Cherry to see Priest with her… I can 

hold down fort here, especially with a little help from Selena and Lily and some other mother-

figures like Vampire, and I don‟t want any idiots like the rebels we‟ve been dealing with getting 

any ideas if they see Cherry out and about and vulnerable.” 

“Bitch, I ain‟t vulnerable.” Cherry huffed, holding a hand out and creating a spark… and 

then she made a face at her hand, flicking her fingers a few times, then shaking it wildly, but then 

souring when all she managed to do was creating another small puff of smoke. “Okay, maybe 

I‟m a little vulnerable. And my ass does admittedly still hurt, which is weird, „cause the thing 

came out of my pussy. My stretched, scarred pussy, which looks like you raped me at full size. 

Oh, shit tacos.” Cherry peered back and forth despondently, crossing her arms and mumbling to 

herself. “Maybe this is post-partum whatsis.” 



“You aren‟t depressed. You‟re just a moody bitch.” Zerrex said flatly, and Cherry gave 

him an offended look before she shrugged thoughtfully and poked at his face a few times, 

making him wince. “Anyway, get out of here now, shoo. The Sisters can watch you, and that‟s a 

fine enough negotiation, since I know you‟re going to go and do something stupid anyway.” 

She huffed, but didn‟t really disagree as she turned around, before the Four Sisters all 

hugged Zerrex quietly, whispering both „thank-yous‟ and „good lucks‟ before they gathered 

around Cherry reassuringly, but she only looked at them distrustfully. Finally, she turned her 

eyes to the Drakkaren, pointing at him and saying flatly: “You just take care of my boy there, 

and don‟t try to set your crazy whores on me again. Yes, I get they‟re uh… extended family of a 

sort, but. Still. They‟re your whores. You‟re all whores, I hate you all.” 

“We love you too, Big Sister.” Earth said tiredly, and the others nodded, Fire muttering 

something as she slapped the back of Cherry‟s head lightly, before she winced at the deadly glare 

she received. They all shifted awkwardly, and then Zerrex rolled his eyes as Cherry finally 

created a portal, pointing at her eyes, then at her nose, and then at Zerrex before she clenched her 

hand into a fist, and with that, she stomped through the portal and vanished, followed shortly 

after by the Four Sisters of the Judgment Cross.  

The Drakkaren wondered for a moment if it had really been a good idea to send them 

along; it was sort of like a disaster waiting to happen, after all, but he finally comforted himself 

with the idea that things would only be worse if Cherry was left to her own devices. Priest, after 

all, could only stop her from so much… but at least the Sisters could restrain her between them 

and heal her if she did anything overly-retarded. Which… she‟ll probably do. 

Then he headed over to the bed, climbing in next to Markus and gazing at his son quietly, 

before Sammy looked up and blinked a few times, chirping gently… and Zerrex smiled and 

scratched his head gently, saying quietly: “Hey, looks like we lucked out. Kid‟s asleep, his body 

seems to already be adjusting to Hell‟s corruption, and he‟s probably going to develop into quite 

a strong little demon right off the bat… but most important, the kid got out safely, and 

everything actually seems okay for once, and not like it‟s all going to go to Hell.” He paused, 

waiting for something to explode… and when nothing did, he cocked his head towards the 

pseudodragon, saying mildly: “Maybe I should stop testing Fate though, huh? By all accounts, 

she‟s a pretty mean bitch.” 

Sammy squeaked at him… and Zerrex smiled as he reached out and patted the 

pseudodragon‟s cheek, adding with soft amusement. “But hey, you should head off to see Kent, 

too, and tell him what‟s up. And you better tell him I wanna know exactly what you can do soon, 

too… I‟m getting real damn tired of waiting to see what you guys have been hiding from me 

after all these months.” 

The pseudodragon nodded as he stood up and carefully pried his tail free from Markus‟s 

grip, and then he bounced over to the edge of the bed, spinning in a circle once and squeaking at 

Zerrex, before he vanished from sight… and the reptile rolled his eyes in amusement, shaking his 

head slowly. The little dragon sure as hell was cute, he had to give him that… and he did seem to 

be growing more confident, although the Drakkaren really wanted to know why Kent was 

keeping his tutelage such a secret. He was almost tempted to head on down to the stables 

himself… but if he left Markus in the care of someone else, Cherry would probably skin him 

alive… and worse, if he actually dared to take Markus out of the safety of the Palace, Cherry 

would probably skin him, then boil him in a pot of acid. 

Then again, Zerrex certainly didn‟t mind just spending time laying around with his 

newborn son, enjoying the tranquility and the calm as he half-snoozed beside him on the bed… 



and it was also nice to have an excuse that even he couldn‟t argue too much with to spend some 

time sitting quietly around without reprimanding himself for doing nothing. Because time with 

Markus wasn‟t time doing nothing… it was time he spent diligently looking after his little boy, 

and he smiled a bit as he thought of the kindness Cherry had done him in choosing the boy‟s 

name. Markus… my uncle would be so damn proud. 

He shook his head a bit after a moment with a sigh: memories of Requiem could still 

sting a bit, but they certainly didn‟t hurt as much as they used to… and with the name this child 

had taken on, it felt even less painful as it did before… but the reptile still wished that Requiem 

could be here to witness this baby and give his blessing. He rubbed slowly at his forehead as he 

laid back… and then Markus shifted a bit and opened his eyes, and he looked at Zerrex for a long 

few moments as Zerrex gazed back at him, before the baby cooed quietly and began to move 

around a bit. 

Zerrex picked him up and gently cradled him in his strong arms, carrying him over to the 

doors before he lightly booted one… and Felicity carefully opened it a moment later, looking in 

at him with a smile before her eyes lit up as she gazed down at the baby, leaning in and saying 

softly: “You‟re an adorable big boy, aren‟t you? Gosh, I can see you‟re already taking after your 

Daddy…” She paused, then glanced up at him, asking softly: “What can I get you, Boss?” 

“A bottle, please… there should be fairly strict instructions all over the kitchen 

downstairs on how to prepare it, knowing how obsessive Cherry gets.” Zerrex said mildly, and 

then he leaned around the doorframe to look at Vampire, adding: “And do you mind finding 

Selena or Lily or both? I could use someone to help me change the sheets on the bed… I just 

realized from the stink that Cherry probably hasn‟t really let the Sisters change them or anything 

for a good while.” 

“No problem, Boss.” Vampire said immediately, looking happy to be of help. He 

bounced up to his paws and quickly ran down the hallway as Felicity blew Zerrex a kiss, 

following at an easier pace… and Zerrex shook his head with soft warmth as he headed back to 

the bed, keeping his son snuggled gently close. The baby seemed very content to be held, 

although Zerrex figured he should probably get some clothes on him other than the diaper, 

finally… and he wondered for a moment how Cherry had ever become such a good mother, and 

he the father of a baby that already had such a peaceful and passive nature. 

Felicity returned shortly with the bottle, and Vampire came back with both Lily and 

Selena… and Zerrex was more than glad over the next few days to have not only them, but his 

new Iuratus supporting him, when Desire, Cypress, and the Twins made their appearance with 

Sin, who announced that they were all ready to serve. They looked the same… but there were 

subtle differences in their stature and their treatment of him, although it was much more obvious 

with Desire and Cypress: it was like the girls had grown up a bit more, as if they had become 

more serious and mature and lost a bit of that playfulness… but at the same time, it was so 

minute that Zerrex was able to only mourn it in the slightest of ways. A loss of innocence, 

however, was still a loss of innocence… and he knew that even if it had to happen eventually, he 

wasn‟t made any happier by it. 

Sammy and Kent made a surprise entrance while Zerrex was feeding Markus, cradling 

him easily in one arm as Lily and Selena argued with each other even while they changed the 

sheets on the bed, and Mist and Shine took over for Vampire and Felicity: they had gone on 

break, while Desire and Cypress patrolled the Palace and Sin went to report to Amiglion and 

help him out with the daily duties of Hell‟s Thrones. They had come in through the main doors, 

Mist and Shine looking dubious but amused at the sight of the rustic bear and the proud-looking 



pseudodragon, and the ursine had offered his congratulations before he‟d said: “Now, why don‟t 

you all just sit down on the bed, and we can give the little boy and his father a show of just all 

the things Sammy has learned. I think you‟ll both appreciate the lightshow we‟re gonna put on, 

even though I‟ve asked the little dragon to dial it down a few notches so he don‟t disturb his 

newborn majesty.” 

Zerrex smiled slightly at this, as Sammy chirped and jumped on his back legs, dancing 

around a bit in a strange hopping motion… and Kent sighed, slapping his forehead and 

muttering: “Some things you just can‟t train out of people… come on Sammy, get your act 

together. Now show Zerrex the fireworks.” 

Sammy nodded after a moment, and then he leaned back and spat into the air… except 

instead of fire or smoke or acid, he released a short burst of three incandescent blue lights that 

floated upwards, then popped quietly, turning into flower-shapes… and in Zerrex‟s lap, Markus 

suddenly kicked his legs a few times and bounced, giving a giggle that was obviously in favor of 

the display. Zerrex was surprised, as were Lily and Selena, as they both suddenly beamed in a 

very-motherly way down at the baby: the development of the child was exponentially fast, after 

all. 

But as expected, Markus did fall asleep, exciting as Sammy‟s showcase was: the 

pseudodragon showed off the ability to fly, to create small platforms of energy solid enough that 

even Kent could climb safely up to stand on top of them next to the little beast, and he breathed a 

narrow laser of scorching fire from across the room with enough accuracy to burn up an apple in 

Kent‟s hand without even singing his fur. He also displayed a surprising agility, teleportation 

beyond what Zerrex had expected Sammy to be able to display, and a strange, chameleonic 

invisibility that let him blend gradually with his environment, as long as he moved slowly… and 

a few other tricks that left Zerrex deeply impressed. He wasn‟t able to clap, but his warm smile 

made Sammy look giddy as he bounced around, dancing on his hind legs and chirping 

cheerfully, and the others clapped and laughed until Markus broke into grouchy tears at being 

awoken from his nap, but Zerrex was able to settle him down quickly, before he thanked Kent 

and promised him a bonus that the bear only waved off, saying mildly that it was a pleasure to 

work with Sammy… and that he was glad to keep up a few lessons now and then, but that now it 

was mostly up to Zerrex training his pet and partner himself. 

Sammy, after all, had shown abilities very similar to Zerrex‟s own control of energy… 

except that Sammy didn‟t seem capable of building up the raw power needed to channel most of 

Zerrex‟s kinds of attacks. After studying what he knew about both the Drakkaren and the 

pseudodragon, however, Kent had deduced that Sammy might be able to focus energy abilities 

through his body like an amplifier, but that only time and training would tell… and Zerrex 

himself would have to do that training, since Kent had few magical abilities to work with, and if 

Sammy bore his abilities because of his distinct connection with Zerrex, then his powers would 

only work when he and Zerrex were able to coordinate their abilities together. 

Some of it admittedly went over the Drakkaren‟s head… mostly because Markus spat up 

a little bit on him during the middle of the bear‟s speech and Lily insisted on wiping it up off his 

chest with a cloth even while Kent continued to talk in his simple drawl, looking unfazed. But he 

thought he understood the point the bear was trying to make, and that he even knew just what 

he‟d have to do… and even now, as he lay in bed, late at night with everyone gone off to their 

own bedrooms but all ready to respond at the slightest call of the Drakkaren, Markus snoozing 

beside him and clinging to his baby blanket… he thought curiously about the connection he‟d 

developed. Mercy‟s accident in hurting Sammy had perhaps been a blessing in disguise… 



because he was pretty sure that if not for the transfer they had performed, then Zerrex and 

Sammy would never have developed the depth of friendship and companionship that was 

between them now. 

Sammy, meanwhile, was tuckered out and snoozing peacefully on Markus‟s other side, 

looking as protective of the baby as he would be of a younger brother. It made Zerrex smile… 

and he carefully got up out of bed, stretching slowly and sighing as he walked slowly around the 

room. His body felt sore, and he was already getting listless, missing Cherry and wondering what 

she was up to… but whenever his eyes turned to Markus, he always felt better. At least, 

mostly… his damned leg was still hurting, and he knew he still had to go and talk to Ixin at some 

point… but whatever the Well had done to his body, he felt pretty much normal again now. Even 

those feelings of strength had vanished… and he wondered if they had all just been part of a 

strange dream that had faded fast enough from his mind to go unheeded by it the moment he‟d 

awoken… but left enough of a residue behind to make him feel as if he had experienced 

something far more grand than he actually had. 

The Drakkaren neatened a few things sitting on a dresser, and then he checked to make 

sure he had clean diapers: thankfully, Markus still hadn‟t shown any need to be changed, but 

since he had already puked a little on Zerrex, the reptile felt that the baby might just be saving up 

one big crap for him. It wasn‟t uncommon, after all… the body took a long time, even in the 

most pure-blooded of demons, to adjust to Hell‟s corruption and develop to the point where it 

would no longer need to worry about certain bodily functions and needs… although often it 

would be slowed and less-active than in mortals. That would at least be a blessing… he still 

remembered changing Marina‟s diapers, and how that experience had made him cringe. Sure, in 

the romance movies, parents could still make all sorts of faces even while changing a poopy 

diaper… but life was definitely not like a romantic comedy, at least most of the time. 

Zerrex shook his head with a bit of a smile: here he was, already being negative. He 

walked back over to the bed, then got down on his knees beside it instead of climbing in, resting 

forwards on his arms to look lovingly at Markus… and he only hoped Cherry wasn‟t driving 

Priest or the Sisters up the wall at the moment. He laughed a bit at the thought, then finally 

climbed back into bed and closed his eyes as he whispered: “Goodnight, son… I… love you, 

Markus Angelus Narrius.” 

And beside him, Markus cooed quietly and contently in his sleep, as if he heard. 

 

Days became weeks… which became months… which faded into years. Cherry, of 

course, behaved herself around Markus in a way that could sometimes be shocking, and other 

times simply seemed horrendously overprotective: after all, when Markus turned four, he was 

already running happily around, a giant of a child at five and some feet tall and with a muscular, 

thick body. Almost all of his baby fat was gone, and instead he had a toned, powerful physique 

from training with Cherry and Zerrex… the former of whom was back in tip-top shape, and the 

latter glad to be working out and losing the last of any rust that he‟d gained over so many years 

of peace-times. 

Markus still had a few speckled, darker patches over his scales, but Zerrex thought they 

gave him character… and he was fast and strong, and even if he wasn‟t the brightest, he had a 

strange, passive wisdom. He rarely reacted to being bullied by the other children, and he was 

glad to attend a local academy, with his classes supplemented by private tutoring from the 

Sisters, Sin, and a few other teachers… and even if he rarely brought home anything higher than 

a C or the occasional B by Hell‟s standards, Zerrex felt proud of his son. His smarts didn‟t shine 



through in math, science, or even literature or languages… but they sure as hell showed in how 

he dealt with life, and his easygoing attitude and friendly demeanor. It almost didn‟t make sense 

who his parents were, with how happy he was to share and how he dealt with any problem life 

threw at him… and Cherry wondered sometimes out loud if Markus was really her child, or if 

aliens had replaced the baby in her womb with some sort of genetically-enhanced super-being. 

Zerrex sometimes wondered the same himself, with how he saw Markus bear up under 

the treatment from some of the other kids in his classes: kids could be kids, after all, and kids 

tended to be cruel, especially to someone who was not only different, but who was privileged 

and didn‟t spend every five minutes trying to use that to intimidate other people. But his teachers 

all said that Markus was a team player, honest, and very loyal… and they all gave him good 

reviews as a person, if not as the smartest in the room. He also wasn‟t exactly talented when it 

came to any of the magical arts, but Zerrex didn‟t think that was important… Markus, like most 

of his classmates, still wasn‟t showing many demonic characteristics, apart from the leathery 

blue wings that had started growing out of his back. Thankfully, a lot of demonic children looked 

„normal,‟ even by mortal standards… a few, admittedly, looked like they were from no mortal 

species that ever did or would exist, but they were much-more normal looking than their parents, 

to say the least. 

It wasn‟t that Markus was without his vices, though… of course he got argumentative 

sometimes, and he could be almost disturbingly-quiet… but Zerrex figured that was no fault in 

itself. Markus was a bit shy, even around his parents… and Cherry tended to embarrass him 

sometimes, since she could go from treating him with respect and dignity one moment to wiping 

down his face with a wet cloth and lecturing him in front of everyone and anyone on anything 

from eating habits to her own experiences as a kid; the latter, of course, often leading to a lot of 

stares of shock, since her experiences hadn‟t exactly been normal. But Cherry was a loving and 

doting mother, and she wanted the best for her son… even if she and Zerrex could still get in 

childish fights now and then over what they were going to feed him for breakfast or whether or 

not he should be allowed outside to go visit his friends without a platoon of Royal Guards. 

Of course, the last four years had also been… surprisingly quiet. No attacks, which was 

unexpected… and all of Hell had seemed pleased that their High King had given birth to such a 

strong and large young child. They probably saw him a successor… and Zerrex didn‟t know if 

that was good or bad, considering that Markus was a perfect vision of a demonic child, with his 

rapidly-developing body… but calm demeanor and friendly attitude, traits not the usual in a 

demonic monarch. Then again, he thought that either way it worked out for the best… and if 

Markus continued to grow up as well as he was now, then he truly would make a fine choice for 

the Throne when the time came. Not that I wouldn‟t give it up now if I had the chance, though… 

if not to Markus, then to Firenze or maybe one of my daughters who I know I could really trust to 

do good with it, like Blueberry or… Mercy… 

Zerrex paused where he stood… and then a ball bounced off his head, and Markus 

winced a bit as Zerrex staggered backwards, blinking stupidly a few time as his son called: “I‟m 

sorry, Dad! I thought you were paying attention!” 

“Sorry, I drifted!” Zerrex rose a hand, looking embarrassed, and Markus smiled at him, 

looking abashed himself. The two were standing in the yard at the back of the Ravenlight Estate, 

just throwing a ball back and forth as Cherry guffawed from the sidelines, grinning widely… and 

Zerrex glowered at her before he reached down and picked up the ball, watching as Sammy 

curled around his legs and looked up at him with a dry look. “Yeah, go ahead.” 



With that, Sammy vanished… then reappeared behind Cherry and bit her tail firmly, and 

the female yelped before the pseudodragon teleported away to a safe place up in a tree, Cherry 

rubbing at her ass and glaring as Markus giggled behind his hands. Then he smiled as he looked 

over at Zerrex, ignoring his mother‟s vulgarities as Zerrex tossed him an easy, long throw… and 

he reached up and caught it in one hand with a natural grace Zerrex knew he could never have 

matched at that young an age. “Good throw, Dad!” 

“Better catch.” Zerrex replied with a smile, and he caught the ball when Markus tossed it 

back in a simple overhand, squeezing it gently as he looked at his son, dressed as he was in jeans 

and a white, silk shirt. Cherry always made Markus wear the best… but he didn‟t think Markus 

minded all that much himself. His son had a thing for nice clothes and nice toys, but nothing to 

the point that it was unsettling, at least… Markus was just as glad to toss a ball around as he was 

to play with the various enchanted toys he had, many of them more-expensive than imported 

mortal technologies. 

He threw the ball back, and the child – who most resembled a Dragokkaren, especially 

with his wings – easily stepped backwards and caught it… before he paused as he saw Sin and 

Priest approaching. Priest had moved in with them for the last few years, under Cherry‟s 

orders… and she still hadn‟t let him leave, insisting that Markus needed an older brother in his 

life. Their youngest son certainly didn‟t seem to mind his older brother being around, and in 

Hell‟s standards they weren‟t actually too far apart in age, considering the eons that some 

siblings had between them… but he and Priest still were a bit awkward around one-another at 

times, as the tall, powerful male knelt down and asked mildly: “How‟re you doing, squirt?” 

“Good.” Markus rubbed at his face slowly, and he smiled a bit as he looked at his older 

brother cheerfully, holding up the ball. “Dad and I were just playing catch. Do you wanna play?” 

“Sure.” Priest smiled amusedly, nodding as he reached out to pat Markus on the head, 

and the not-very-little four year old grumbled and slipped away as Priest laughed, shaking his 

head and grinning. “But first I think Sin here has your lunch or something. Little demons gotta 

eat well if they wanna grow up big and strong, after all.” 

“Okay. Thank you, Miss Sin.” Markus smiled up at the Naganatine brightly, and Sin 

nodded to him respectfully as she handed him the tray she had been carrying. He easily took it 

and retreated under the shade of a tree, near where Cherry was trying to poke Sammy out of the 

branches, and Zerrex watched with soft amusement as Markus began to eat while Priest went 

back to arguing with Sin about something, and Cherry continued to mutter things under her 

breath no mother should say near her child, the reptile reflecting on what a strange but beautiful 

portrait his family made. 

Then Sammy popped into existence on his shoulder, and the little pseudodragon chewed 

at his hair for a moment before it mumbled in a mimic of Zerrex‟s voice: “Cherry‟s a bitch.” 

“I know, I know.” Zerrex rolled his eyes, as Cherry peered at the tree branches for a few 

moments before glowering around. In the last few years, Sammy had learned a few distinct 

phrases and how to mimic different people‟s voices… even though for the most part he still 

chirped and squeaked, and preferred using images to speaking sentences. But it still did come in 

useful when Sammy wanted to get a particular point across… although Zerrex wished that it 

wasn‟t his voice he felt he had to mimic when he was talking about Cherry, generally in some 

negative connotation. “But hey, look on the bright side. At least she‟s so obsessive over Priest 

and Markus she loses interest in chasing you around pretty fast.” 

Sammy chirped at this and nodded thoughtfully, curling up around Zerrex‟s shoulders 

contently. Over the years, Sammy had put on a bit more size, but not much… but he was still 



working hard with Zerrex to better learn how to use their powers in conjunction with one-

another‟s, and they were always developing some new ability together – or at least when they 

had the time to. And Zerrex smiled a bit, figuring that they all had changed a little, as he glanced 

down at one hand… or maybe I just like to think that. 

Cherry had certainly regained her former glory: her abilities had come quickly back to 

her in the weeks following Markus‟s birth, letting her resume walking around in her butch mortal 

body and set things on fire as she pleased – something Zerrex had to discipline her about once or 

twice. And in the time it would get a normal mother up and moving around on her feet, Cherry 

had managed to get her distended stomach all the way down to a wrinkled paunch, and had kept 

working at developing her body back into shape with enough fervor that soon enough, she‟d had 

her rock-hard abdominals back and harder than ever, cheerfully walking around and half-

ordering people to punch her in the stomach or smash things against her just to show off. And 

then, of course, she‟d wanted to start training with Zerrex… and not just for her own benefit, but 

for Markus‟s as well, and Zerrex had admittedly been glad to do so. 

But after all these years, and after so many talks with Ixin and examinations… Zerrex 

was no closer to unraveling the mystery surrounding the way the Lucifer‟s Eye had affected him, 

and his body seemed to be in the same sort of condition it had been before, with the mysterious 

pains in his legs kicking on every now and then. Ixin himself was stumped, requesting access to 

Feldspar‟s old labs and equipment… and after a bit of arguing with Selena, who had taken over 

the Garden of Salt – Feldspar‟s old home and personal laboratory – she had finally allowed him 

to start going through the logs in the basement and deciphering just what the hell Feldspar had 

done, right or wrong, in her designs. Zerrex knew, of course, that Ixin wasn‟t just doing this for 

Zerrex‟s benefit: Ixin needed to solve the puzzle that Feldspar had created, and moreover, needed 

to prove that he was the better mage. The Lucifer‟s Eye had originally been his pet project, 

however, and it probably hurt him to see it bastardized as much as it frustrated Zerrex to not 

know what was going on with his own goddamn body. 

Even Zerrex‟s home had changed slightly: the Ravenlight Estate had been upgraded, new 

security countermeasures had been built in, and the outer walls had been fortified so it would 

take a tremendous amount of force to penetrate them… ensuring that no one would be able to 

punch holes through the whole building with the ease Loki‟s tank had managed. Cherry had also 

laid out a few other ideas… and most of them Zerrex had agreed to if only to shut her up. After 

all… it‟s not like this is the easiest place in the world to break into, for anyone or anything… but 

I guess it never hurts to be prepared for the worst. 

But even with all these changes… it wasn‟t like nothing else had remained the same, 

either. Things were still moving along at the same pace they always did in Hell: if not very 

quickly, then very slowly, which was the way time had always turned in the lower planes. It 

wasn‟t like Markus‟s birth was a big deal to everyone in Hell, after all, and nor would it be the 

first or the last big thing to happen for many of those to whom it was… it simply was, and that 

was all it was. Then again, it was hard in a lot of ways for Zerrex to accept… but he thought that 

was mostly because of his pride as the father to the amazing little boy. 

He smiled a bit as he shook his head slowly, then glanced up in curiosity when Cherry 

approached him at an easy jog, dropping to a squat in front of him and grinning as she winked at 

the reptile. Sammy gave her a dour look, but she ignored him completely as she asked mildly, 

swirling her hands through the tall grasses: “So Boss, what do you think our next move should 

be, huh? I know we ain‟t supposed to mix business and pleasure, but well… I can‟t help bringing 



up a little bit of business. „Sides, it looks like Priest is gonna take Markus out somewhere or 

something… we got time for a little bit of a war talk.” 

Zerrex nodded after a moment, then he exchanged looks with Sammy, and the 

pseudodragon chirped softly at him, imitating a shrug with his lithe shoulders. The Drakkaren 

sighed as he rubbed at his face a bit, and then he finally looked over Sin and his two sons as he 

said quietly: “I dunno, Cherry. I guess you have a point but… well, over these last four years, 

we‟ve made a lot of progress. We took down a few major smuggling operations that were 

moving Wulfe Pharmaceuticals goods, and we destroyed a high-powered cloaking system. 

Mercy is on the mortal plane, though, and we‟ve got our family problems here and lots of other 

things to deal with… and I‟ll be damned, but it‟s still so hard to get used to thinking: „Just 

another century, and when I get back home, it won‟t even be tomorrow.‟” 

“Yeah, well, hey. You‟re the one that lived in this shitty place for like. Eons or whatever. 

Me, I‟m just a wanderer and a random visitor.” Cherry replied mildly, shrugging a bit before she 

looked over at Priest and Markus benevolently. “I‟m like a fuckin‟ salmon or shit. I swim way 

upstream to lay me my childrens, then I go back home after I know they can fend for 

themselves.” 

“Cherry, stop being weird.” Zerrex said mildly, and the female huffed and rolled her 

eyes, grinning a bit nonetheless as she stood up and stretched with a loud sigh of relief. The 

reptile thought that even after the years that had passed, she was still reveling in the fact her 

stomach had gone back to normal… not that he could exactly blame her. Then he paused and 

added in a quieter voice: “Anyway, can‟t we talk about this later? We‟ve done so much as it is… 

we‟ve fought so hard to try and clean up the messes we‟ve found here, and there‟s been no sign 

of Loki, and even the Miserable Ones seem to have been disbanded… and any other rebel forces 

have gone to ground.” 

“Believe me, Boss, for once, I‟d love to just sit back and let someone else take care of it. 

Markus is my big boy, and the little dude makes me happy.” Cherry replied with a strange 

compassion in her voice, as she shook her head slowly and gazed quietly over at her son, who 

was gobbling down the food that Sin had brought. “But look at him. Do you want him to end up 

growing up in our world? Or can we make him a world that‟s even just slightly better than the 

place we knew growing up?” 

“You‟re a romantic.” Zerrex said with soft amusement, and Cherry huffed and glowered 

at him, crossing her arms and looking moody. “Oh, don‟t give me that crap. I know you‟ve got a 

soft side to you, you just like to pretend you‟re covered in barbed wire and scarier than a nuclear 

bomb. I understand though, Cherry… except what else can we do?” 

At this, the female paused and looked stumped for a moment… and then she finally 

shrugged, grinning at him and saying awkwardly: “Well… ain‟t it worse to do nothing?” 

“Change for the sake of change only promotes chaos.” Zerrex replied quietly, and then he 

made a face when the demoness gave him a look and a grin. “Go away. I hate you.” 

“I hate you too.” she replied with a flutter of her eyes, and then she bounced off in 

Priest‟s direction, likely intent on badgering him some more on something or another. Zerrex 

rolled his eyes with a sigh… and then he smiled a bit when Sin approached, the Naganatine 

gazing at him with soft affection. 

They were quiet as she came in close, then they traded a hug… and she clung to him for a 

moment, saying softly: “Your son is growing up well and strong… but I have to admit that Lady 

Cherry is influencing him in ways that are… a bit less-than-respectable even by Hell‟s standards. 



Not that I mean any disrespect myself, Lord Zerrex… only that perhaps you should talk with her 

about being a bit more…” 

“You know Cherry.” Zerrex shrugged a bit, but he understood: after all, Cherry discussed 

things with Markus that most adults would never discuss with each other, let alone their possible 

children. “But don‟t worry, we already had the meeting with the academy professors… they were 

a bit less-than-thrilled when Markus used some words in his science presentation reserved for 

older, wiser demons in uglier, less-academic settings.” 

Sin nodded a bit at this, the Naganatine looking quietly entertained before she looked 

skywards, at the vortex of red and black slowly spiraling forever above their heads. Then she 

sighed and glanced at the Drakkaren with a look of affection, taking his face in her hands as she 

said softly: “You‟re drained, Lord Zerrex… you need to rest and relax a bit. You‟ve been 

pushing yourself too hard these last few weeks, if not years… trying to keep up with Lady 

Cherry, and young Markus, and the duties of the High Thrones and this endless search for import 

rings… even you don‟t  have boundless amounts of energy.” 

“Well, I need to try.” Zerrex said reasonably, shrugging a bit… before he smiled and 

grasped Sin‟s shoulders, kissing her forehead as he replied in a softer voice, when she only gave 

him a faint frown: “Don‟t worry about me. When I need a rest… I‟ll find a place to take a rest. 

All that matters right now is that Cherry and I raise Markus right… and of course, that we find 

any other clues we can to where exactly Mercy vanished off to. I still miss her, you know… 

she‟s… I dunno.” 

Zerrex couldn‟t phrase it right: even in the hubbub of everything that had happened, the 

Drakkaren had never forgotten about her, had never pushed her aside… and he thought she stood 

out so firmly in his mind not because he feared for her or that she was weak, but because she was 

one of his children who had proven to be among those he was the most proud of, because of her 

ability to strive forwards even when things seemed desperate and impossible. After all, she had 

been born mute in a world where there was little tolerance for the different or the handicapped… 

and yet she had done more than simply survive in a corner, but had finally started to blossom. 

The reptile reached up and quietly stroked along Sammy‟s side, and the pseudodragon 

gave a quiet squeak as he looked down guiltily. As the little beast had matured, Zerrex knew he 

too had begun to feel pangs of guilt for what had happened, even though it had been a complete 

accident: just the wrong jump at the wrong time, that was all. Yet that was all it took to cause an 

avalanche, or even less… and Zerrex shook his head after a moment, clearing his mind as he 

murmured: “Stupid thoughts.” 

“See? You need rest.” Sin said softly, gazing at him a bit more stubbornly now. Their 

eyes met for a few moments, and then Zerrex finally relented, nodding hesitantly, and Sin smiled 

at him, looking relieved as she created a portal for him. “Good. Go and relax, Lord Zerrex… get 

some sleep, and I‟ll keep everyone else away from you. I think Markus and Cherry can do  

without you for a day or two.” 

Zerrex grunted at this, but he walked through the portal after a moment, to step into his 

room… and Sammy jumped off his shoulder to land on the bed and climb up onto a large, fluffy 

pillow the Drakkaren kept specifically for him, the pseudodragon curling up and looking pleased. 

Mature and intelligent or not, Sammy was still easily pleased by the simple things in life… and 

Zerrex reflected on this, wishing he could be a bit less fickle himself as he kicked off his boots 

and swung his feet up onto the bed, muttering: “I‟m not that tired, not really… if anything, I 

haven‟t been pushing myself enough.” 



But then tiredness was pushing at his eyes… and when Zerrex laid his head down, he fell 

asleep, one hand resting on his chest, the other sprawled out at his side. His mind went dark, and 

his sleep was dreamless at first… but soon enough, the reptile found himself standing in a 

cement hallway, and as he looked back and forth, he realized this wasn‟t merely a dream… 

except he also had no clue what had brought this about in his mind, either. It felt like an outside 

presence… and he wondered for a moment if there was something else trying to invade his mind, 

before a shape flew through an intersection ahead. 

The Drakkaren almost gave chase, but he stopped himself, gritting his teeth and forcing 

his feet to stay still before he concentrated and pushed his hands out, telling himself none of this 

was real… and then a moment later, reality wavered around him, and he found himself instead 

standing somewhere in the top floor of the Ravenlight Estate. For a moment, he thought it was 

still a dream… and then he looked first at his hands, and then at the walls, before hitting himself 

in the thigh… and the consistency, everything, seemed too realistic for it to be any kind of 

illusion. But… how did I get up here? 

“There you are, Boss.” Cherry‟s voice said from behind him, sounding relieved… and 

Zerrex turned around, before he frowned a bit as he saw no one was there. It made his mind 

bend… and then she spoke from behind him again, saying in a milder tone: “Fuck, I mean. Hey, 

you awake? Seriously, wake-up call was a few freaking years ago.” 

Zerrex turned around again, and Cherry still wasn‟t there… and his mind hurt, hurt 

horribly. He grasped at his skull, clenching his eyes shut… before he saw a gray, formless shape 

move in the sides of his vision again, and he instinctively fell away from it. And instead of 

striking any solid surface, he only fell into darkness, into a never-ending void, as that shape 

swirled around him, as if trying to reach into his mind… and Zerrex covered his face- 

He thudded to the ground, and the Drakkaren blinked stupidly as he sat up and looked 

back and forth. He had just fallen out of bed after some kind of nightmare… and he groaned as 

he rubbed slowly at his skull. It felt like it was splitting in half… and his goddamn leg was 

throbbing again, too. The reptile muttered about Sin‟s suggestion to rest, wondering what time it 

was as he crawled slowly back into bed and sprawled out on his stomach… and Sammy chirped 

quietly as he looked into his master‟s face with concern, the reptile looking tiredly back up at 

him as he half-threw his blankets over himself. “I feel like a truck hit me. Or something bigger 

and worse.” 

Sammy squeaked quietly, then he climbed onto Zerrex‟s back and curled up on top of 

him… and the reptile didn‟t know if the gesture was affectionate, protective, or just the little 

pseudodragon looking for a good, comfortable place to take a nap. He made a face against the 

pillows, but didn‟t move… and admittedly, it was a sort of nice gesture on the pseudodragon‟s 

part. Sort of. He paused, then grumbled as he slid his hands beneath his head, sighing a bit and 

adding mentally: I‟m a demon and I have a headache and a leg-ache. I‟m like, the worst demon 

ever. 

After a few hours, the headache abated, and the pain in his leg died down until it was 

barely noticeable… but that made it somehow only all the more disturbing to the Drakkaren. He 

only moved once, to lay on his back… and of course, Sammy had moved with him and was now 

snoozing on his abdominals, the Drakkaren absently rubbing his back and wondering to himself 

what it would be like to live the life of a spoiled little pet. That‟s right, I‟m thinking at you, 

Knight Dove. Some knight you are. I bet none of Lucifer‟s knights curled up on his stomach at 

night… but then again, that‟s just an awkward thought. 



Zerrex snorted to himself in soft amusement… before he blinked as a portal opened and 

Cherry popped through it, peering at him distrustfully. The Drakkaren gave her a nonplussed 

look as the portal closed, and then he realized her expression was serious as she said sharply: 

“We‟ve been infiltrated by spirits. Level ten Possessions, high-rank demons with lots of 

experience doin‟ this kind of shit. I need you and Sammy… the little guy can‟t be possessed, 

right?” 

Zerrex nudged the little dragon, and he squawked tiredly before he jumped to his feet and 

shook himself off. In a single look, the Drakkaren let the little beast know what was going on… 

and Sammy nodded and chirped, sitting at attention as Zerrex said mildly: “We have a 

connection between us… if he was Possessed, I‟d know. That may damn well explain my 

dreams, though… but how the hell could they get inside here?” 

“Only one way… they‟d have to be inside the Estate somewhere.” Cherry tapped her 

nose a few times, then she grinned a bit as she winked at the Drakkaren, earning herself a sour 

look. “Hey, it‟s just like old times, Boss… hunting the hunter before they hunt us down and… do 

what hunters do.” She looked lame for a moment, and Zerrex wished absently that he could 

pretend evil spirits had taken her over, just so he could stuff her in a closet somewhere quiet. 

“Come on, though… Markus is safe with Priest and Sin, but like. I don‟t want anything trying to 

get near my kids.” 

The Drakkaren nodded, and then he followed Cherry out into the hall, Sammy running 

along at their feet as he asked mildly: “Where are we headed first, in that case? And how did you 

detect the spirits?” 

Cherry shrugged, looking nervously around at the walls and ceiling: Zerrex knew if there 

was one thing that freaked her out, it was Possession… because even with her powers, it was 

hard for her to detect. “Dunno, Sin figured it out, you know her crazy-ass powers… she 

suggested the „balustrades‟ or some shit… what the fuck is a balustrade, anyway?” 

“She means the gallery.” the Drakkaren responded, nodding as he created a portal and 

making a face: it was the perfect place to hide out, assuming that someone not only got inside, 

but knew the right places to sneak into. As they entered the long hall upstairs where Zerrex kept 

not only his prized collection of art, but a small gallery of portraits of people he had defeated in 

the past, he pointed towards the roof… and Cherry stared dumbly at the system of arches and 

supports that formed an intricate maze above their heads. “See?” 

“The fuck is all that for?” Cherry asked flatly, and then they both stared as something 

above sparked, before flickering out of existence. Immediately, the demoness was on it, leaping 

high up to catch one of the support pillars and jackknifing onto it… but then she cursed angrily, 

kicking a used-up crystal down to the floor, where it shattered at Zerrex‟s feet. “Shit, shit, shit! 

Fuck, we got detected like… fuck, we look like idiots!” 

Zerrex watched Cherry‟s tirade for a few moments, admittedly feeling a bit less-than-

pleased with his own performance: now, not only had someone successfully snuck into the Estate 

to try and Possess someone to either steal information or cause havoc… they had just screwed up 

in his capture. The Drakkaren looked down at Sammy, who was growling and sniffing the 

broken magical crystal… and the lizard knelt by it a moment later, realizing there had been runes 

engraved in the body of the crystal. “They must have picked us up on this… or been waiting to 

do something with it. We need to bring this to Sin for analysis.” 

“Yeah, yeah… sorry Boss.” Cherry jumped down from the high pillars, rubbing at her 

face before she cursed again and punched the wall, snarling… and Zerrex watched her with 

sympathy and a strange sort of tenderness. He knew she wasn‟t just angry because they had been 



outplayed, after all… she was pissed off because someone had threatened the safety of Markus, 

and she wouldn‟t stand for that. But then again… I‟m sure professional pride has a lot to do with 

it, too. “Fuck.”  

Zerrex couldn‟t find a better sentiment himself, so he simply nodded as he knelt down to 

gather up the pieces of broken crystal, wondering quietly just how this piece of the puzzle locked 

into everything else going on in his strange, interesting life. 

 

On the one hand, the Drakkaren was proud to see Markus take up an old family hobby: 

beating people up. But on the other, Zerrex thought that the atmosphere of the fighting ring was 

far too uncivilized for the sixteen year old male, who was built more like the Dragokkaren he 

was named after when he had been in his prime, and fought with a calm and contemplation that 

made his father envious. 

Standing at nine feet tall and covered in bulging, powerful muscle, Markus still had those 

odd speckles here and there over his body of darkest navy blue that gave him a strange, patchy 

look that was nonetheless somehow attractive. Small, cone-shaped fringes of spikes had 

developed on either side of Markus‟s head and down his spine, although for the most part his 

body lacked visible demonic characteristics… but during the rare times when he grew angry, 

other, much-more imposing manifestations of his demonic side would show very clearly through 

his body. 

Markus was a demon of Wrath, although he showed very few similarities to the sin itself: 

he was loving, gentle, and exceptionally-kind, often refusing to fight even the most meager of 

enemies to try and instead reason with them. Nonetheless, violence and the thrill of combat did 

still attract him… along with what Zerrex understood to be the tactical dance and the aspect of 

intellect it took to become a truly proficient fighter, especially in the competitive fights like 

today… even if they usually only offered up overeager, muscle-bound fools that Markus easily 

made a joke out of when he fought seriously. 

Zerrex, Cherry, and Priest currently sat near the front row, all of them dressed plainly and 

mixing easily with the crowd of cheering fans, students of the Academy, and other relatives and 

friends who had come to watch the matchups. They had all squished themselves in – often sitting 

uncomfortably close – in order to gather around the large, hexagonal-shaped arena with a heavy 

chain caging around it to add to the claustrophobia and experience of the fighters, and currently, 

Markus was standing at one end of the cage… with a huge demon at the other who already 

dwarfed Markus in size and height, even if he couldn‟t be much older. They were both dressed 

only in loincloths, although Markus had wrapped his fists and feet in tape as well… and both 

were waiting anxiously for the referee to signal the fight to begin, as the crowd around them 

cheered and yelled expectantly. It reminded Zerrex of the old arenas back home where Cherry 

had taken up street-fighting to earn some money and even teach a few lucky students who could 

understand her particular methods, and he smiled a bit as he sat back as the referee in the cage 

signaled the fight to start, backing quickly off to the side as the huge, rhino-like demon roared 

and immediately charged Markus in a full-out bull rush. 

Markus waited until the last moment, and then he swung a palm up to knock the demon‟s 

head back, stunning him long enough for the Dragokkaren to slip in close and slam his fists into 

his opponent‟s abdominals in fierce, precise blows… and when the huge demon fell to his knees 

with a groan, Markus grasped his skull for a moment, as if about to throw a knee into his chin… 

but then he instead simply shoved him backwards, and he toppled to the mat, visibly dazed. The 



referee began to count, but the demon climbed quickly back up… and Cherry flailed beside 

Zerrex, shouting: “What the fuck?” 

“He doesn‟t want to kill him, that‟s all.” Zerrex said mildly, leaning towards Cherry, and 

she snorted and muttered that it wouldn‟t be a big deal. Admittedly, Zerrex knew that there were 

a few accidental deaths every year in the ring, especially with these younger fighters who were 

just learning to control and inherit their demonic heritages… and that was part of the reason he 

didn‟t like this place. But Markus, for some reason, preferred to do his fighting as part of the 

Royal Associated Academy‟s open-sparring club, and not in a more professional setting… 

probably because he doesn‟t want a lot of attention. Few talent scouts ever come here… it‟d be 

like going to a little league game to find the next big hitter. 

He paused, then smiled a bit despite himself at the term he had chosen to use, watching as 

the huge demon tried to pounce on Markus… and Markus ducked beneath him and caught him in 

midair before throwing him hard back into the cage walls, the demon looking stupefied as he fell 

heavily on his ass. “Then again, sometimes you get surprised… some kids can hit pretty damn 

hard.” 

“Kid‟s on fire today!” Priest exclaimed, and he and his mother exchanged grins before 

they both jumped to their feet, cheering loudly as Markus rammed a shoulder into the rhino-

demon as he stood up, and it caught the giant in the solar plexus, knocking the wind out of him 

and sending him to the ground in a stunned heap. Zerrex was admittedly impressed by the speed 

and precision Markus showed on the battlefield even with such simple attacks… but he thought 

Priest and Cherry were simply enjoying watching Markus kick the snot out of some poor demon 

bastard who had probably been used to tyrannizing smaller demons his entire life. Sometimes, the 

Cherry really does just bounce out of his personality… “Yeah, go little bro!” 

“Kick his ass!” Cherry hollered, earning a few glares from some of the other people, but 

she blew a loud raspberry at the nearest, twiddling her fingers at the same time before she 

watched as the rhino-demon made one last desperate swing… and Markus blocked it with his 

arm, getting inside the blow and hammering a hook under his chin with enough force to finally 

knock the goliath out and send him down on his stomach, the referee stepping forwards as 

Markus quickly backstepped. Cherry and Priest both cheered, and Zerrex clapped, feeling deeply 

impressed as Markus didn‟t dance around, only stood and half-bowed politely to his fallen 

competitor, displaying a professionalism and confidence that was beyond the level of most 

professional fighters. Kid‟s got style… and he certainly didn‟t learn it from me or Cherry. And 

the way he took the guy down… minimal damage to his whole body. He‟s careful and gentle even 

when he fights… goddamn, Requiem would be proud. 

The Drakkaren relaxed as people continued to cheer, content to be swallowed up by the 

crowd and analyzing his son closely, the way he behaved, the way his muscles moved, and how 

he held himself… and he smiled a bit. Sure, he could see himself and Cherry in the kid at times, 

but right now he only saw good qualities in the boy… and if there was one thing he and Cherry 

did not have in surplus, it was good qualities. 

After another few seconds, Markus was led out of the ring, and Cherry sat down with a 

huff as Priest cleared his throat and tried to take on his normal composure, but he was fidgeting 

more than a little bit. Zerrex shot them both a sour look, and the demoness shrugged, before she 

asked in a loud, whiny voice: “Can we go now? I wanna see my kid.” 

“There‟s only three fights left.” Zerrex retorted, holding up the roster for the day… and 

Cherry bad-temperedly pointed at it and set it on fire. The Drakkaren only rolled his eyes, 

however, letting it burn down a bit before he clenched his fist tightly around the paper, and the 



merry flames were smothered by the smooth scales of his hand. “Come on, one of the fighters is 

that kid he‟s always talking about, you know… his new best friend or whatever. We might as 

well stay and watch.” 

Cherry grumbled and dropped her face on her palm… and the reptile admittedly wasn‟t 

as impressed as he‟d hoped to be by the last three matchups, and wasn‟t able to pick out which of 

the fighters was Dai Faulkner, the only person Markus ever really talked about. Even sitting here 

at the front, after all, there were still plenty of parents who had left the stands to flood into the 

area around the cage… and by the end of the fights, they were treating it more like a bar battle 

than a children‟s sparring competition. Zerrex wondered mildly if it was because they were in 

Hell, or if it was because they were dealing with parental issues that were unrestrained by the 

mortal society‟s conventions against violence. 

The fights, at least, were fast, and Zerrex, Cherry, and Priest slipped their way out 

through the mingling crowd to make their way out of the school building. Markus had promised 

to meet them out in the front, near Hell‟s version of a parking lot: a place where steeds could be 

saddled and people could portal in and out freely without setting off any magic sensors. It‟s like 

their version of cars and smoking. “Will you two stop pouting?” 

“Dude, totally barely worth it.” Cherry replied acidly, waving one of the rosters at Zerrex. 

“Markus is so way above their levels and like… bullshit, just like, bullshit. I can‟t believe they 

paired him up with the giant dork, too… we really gotta get him into a better program or 

something, something where he can show off.” 

“Cherry, showing off isn‟t the only thing important in life.” Zerrex replied flatly, and 

Cherry put on a shocked face at this, grabbing the sides of her head. “Stop being a whore. And… 

what, you actually agree with her, Priest?” 

Priest shrugged a bit, looking embarrassed as they made their way out of the building‟s 

main doors, a few demons bustling by them: normal Academy classes weren‟t in session, but just 

like in mortal schools, there were plenty of after-school activities for the children to get involved 

with… and a good amount of demons attended special night classes at this place, too. “I dunno… 

I mean… well… I know Markus could be doing better, that‟s all. I think he‟s just scared of 

moving up to a new grade and not being the big fish in the pond anymore… maybe if you guys 

helped him out some, though, or encouraged him-” 

“Hey, I am the big mother of encouragement.” Cherry snapped immediately, glaring at 

Priest and pointing a finger at him threateningly, making the huge Dragokkaren rear back as 

Zerrex slapped his forehead. Here we go. “If you want to blame someone for not encouraging 

him, blame the hairy bastard over there. Your father is that bastard, and yeah, I know, he wants 

Markus to go along at his own level…” 

Cherry continued to rant, and Zerrex let the sound fade on her as he turned away, 

watching as a few other families walked away and some of the other fighters talked and argued 

with each other. A few of them had some nasty bruises… and as the reptile watched them walk 

onwards, he wondered quietly how many of them were fresh, and how many of them were old… 

and how many of them weren‟t the product of these fights at all. He knew that on some level, 

Cherry understood that Markus wasn‟t like these other fighters in every way… Markus, for all 

his positives, had never had a truly grueling experience growing up, while some of these kids 

were probably beaten every day. 

Not that it was a positive quality: only that it made their experiences different. Zerrex 

knew from his own personal experiences growing up that life could be vicious, and that was part 

of the reason he‟d triumphed in the military… he‟d been hardened by his life to the point where 



doing something remarkably stupid and suicidal like charging at a tank with nothing but a 

grenade was just another day‟s work. But the child who grew up blessed by his parents, who 

joined the military because it was his dream, sometimes was the same soldier who fell apart on 

the battlefield… because he had never been surrounded by anger, guns, noise, and yelling, even 

if he‟d trained for it all his life. Training was one thing, however… and experience was another 

entirely. Even virtual training never properly simulated all the feelings that came with doing the 

real thing. 

The Drakkaren glanced over his shoulder, and he saw Cherry was still ranting, although 

now he was pretty sure she was pissed-off at Priest. When she started on a tirade about 

something – especially about Markus – Cherry would sometimes seem to start off by talking 

about what a horrible parent she was or Zerrex was… and then somehow, usually about halfway 

through her rant, the actual focus of the sarcastic ramble would become clear. In this case, Zerrex 

was pretty sure she was lecturing Priest on her parenting abilities – even with her kids she was 

sensitive about that – and how Markus might be more interested in gaining hand-to-hand 

experience before he went on to something bigger, if he ever did at all.  

Then the reptile let out a sigh of relief as he saw Markus exit from one of the side doors, 

dressed in jeans and a pressed shirt; just like when he‟d been a kid, he still loved a certain kind of 

clothing. The huge Dragokkaren smiled warmly at his father as he approached, and Zerrex 

crossed his arms, looking up at him with soft amusement, the giant of a child easily carrying a 

heavy pack over one shoulder, likely loaded with different kinds of weights and his change of 

clothes. “You did good today, kiddo… how you holding up?” 

“Shut up, Priest.” A loud smacking sound, followed by a grunt of pain from the 

Dragokkaren, and Zerrex rolled his eyes before Cherry shoved him aside, almost knocking him 

over as she grinned at her son and put her hands on her hips, inspecting him. It made Markus 

blush slightly as Zerrex and Priest looked at each other, and then she declared: “Come on, we‟re 

gonna go out for dinner tonight. My kid did good.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes and sighed… but he knew that it was just an excuse for Cherry to 

spend time with the family, and that she thoroughly enjoyed the idea of having this little family 

all to herself. Admittedly, he didn‟t mind it as much himself… but what did bother him was the 

way Cherry usually chose to behave when they were out in public together, getting a meal or 

doing anything else. Either way, Cherry had already started preening over Markus, dancing 

around him and giving him advice and looking over his huge, thick body, and Zerrex created a 

portal before he stuck a foot out and tripped her, and Cherry squawked, pinwheeling her arms 

before she was thrown easily through by the Drakkaren, who motioned for Markus to go next 

with a slight smile up at him as he gave an embarrassed look in return. “Go on ahead. I‟m sure 

she‟s going to chase you around all day either way.” 

“Thanks, Dad.” Markus nodded and murmured, and he and Priest went through next 

before Zerrex followed last, stepping out into the main hall of the Ravenlight Estate and 

immediately wincing and ducking when Cherry tried to tackle him. She flew over his head and 

hit Priest instead, and he fell on his back before kicking her hard off… and Cherry‟s arms flailed 

before she landed on her back with a squeak, her eyes bulging as Markus stared in shock at his 

three closest relatives. 

Priest pointed at her and laughed as he jumped up to his feet, and Zerrex rolled his eyes 

as he walked over and kicked Cherry lightly… and she peered up at him for a moment before she 

rose a hand, saying dumbly: “I think I may have landed a little bit awkwardly. Help me up.” 



Zerrex did so after a moment, rolling his eyes… but when he and Cherry looked up, 

Markus was gone and Priest had also run off somewhere, a portal just closing behind him. The 

two exchanged frowns, still absently holding hands as the muscular female rested close… and 

then she said slowly: “Markus doesn‟t know how to portal, does he?” 

“No, he hasn‟t really learned any magic at all, yet…” Zerrex replied quietly, glancing 

back and forth. For some reason he suddenly felt watched… and he wondered if this was a prank 

that Priest had dragged Markus along on, or if he was just being paranoid. And then he and 

Cherry traded a look before they stepped away from each other, the male making a face as he 

brushed his hair back. “Either way, it‟s your fault.” 

“Fuck you.” Cherry said absently, cracking her back loudly and wincing a bit at the 

sound. “Holy hell, that one stung. So where the hell did those two rat-bastards go, anyway? Do 

they like. Not like my dinner ideas?” 

“Usually when we go out to dinner you make an ass out of yourself, Cherry, that‟s the 

part of the idea they don‟t like.” Zerrex replied with a bit of a smile over his shoulder at her, and 

Cherry snorted… but both of them still looked nervous. The events of about a dozen years ago 

now still shone brightly in the heads of both, when nasty demons capable of possessing others 

had gotten into the Estate. Cherry had broken what amounted to pretty much just a simple luck 

charm, and Sin had spent weeks analyzing it before saying it was really nothing of importance… 

but for whatever reason, that haunted feeling had never left the Estate since then. Maybe it was 

because even with all their security… people who want to get in are still going to get in.  

Cherry finally shook her head, muttered something like „this is stupid,‟ and headed for 

the stairs… although she paused at the foot of them, looking over her shoulder at Zerrex and 

saying mildly: “What, aren‟t you coming? Markus always drops his shit off at the weight room 

and stuff first, right? So let‟s go there, see why he and Priest left in such a hurry.” 

“Priest left because you kept hitting him.” Zerrex muttered, and Cherry grunted 

something in return, but he joined her nonetheless. They made their way through the Estate on 

foot, and as they passed a few people and the familiar pictures and paintings and furnishings, 

Zerrex began to feel a bit more at ease, and Cherry visibly relaxed beside him. Things felt like 

they were going back to normal… but at the same time, Zerrex felt strangely unsurprised when 

they found the weight room empty… just as Markus‟s room was devoid of stuff in it, too. 

Priest they caught up to in his room, tinkering with a mortal gun design… and he told 

them openly and honestly he hadn‟t seen his little brother at all. Cherry, by now, looked like she 

was about to throw a temper-tantrum… but the reptile knew it was her way of trying to hide how 

concerned she was. The Drakkaren, meanwhile, was a bit worried but not exactly overly-so… 

after all, the Ravenlight Estate was a massive place, and even he still got lost in it every now and 

then when he wasn‟t watching where he was going. 

So he turned down Cherry‟s manic idea of a search party, and instead reached outwards 

with his particular ability to control energy, sensing and in a way, touching at the other energies 

in the building… and he hadn‟t been surprised when he‟d felt a familiar energy signature moving 

around on one of the lower floors. When they‟d arrived there, they‟d found Markus looking 

embarrassed, his gym bag torn and his stuff all over the floor… and Zerrex realized he‟d just 

been running armloads of the stuff to his room. 

A simple explanation… but it didn‟t get rid of that strange feeling in the air. Cherry, of 

course, just acted smug… but the moment she and Zerrex were alone, she clung to him, muttered 

that he‟d better never tell anyone about what she was doing, and then finally asked him to look 

over the security of the Estate again. She couldn‟t bear to let anything happen to her son… and 



Zerrex understood what she meant. Markus might be exceptional in many ways, but he was still 

no match for any serious demon that wanted to do real harm to him… and the Drakkaren 

promised to look into the Ravenlight Estate‟s security countermeasures again. 

Still, something was off. Zerrex felt that, although he couldn‟t place his finger on it for 

almost two weeks… and by then, Cherry had completely forgotten about what had gone on with 

Markus and was busy badgering him about joining one of the more-professional competitive 

fighting groups in the local area. At the moment, she was out dragging her youngest son around 

to different arenas, and Zerrex was simply wandering the Estate with Priest… before he paused 

as they walked along the third floor, looking down and kneeling to pick up a quill off the ground. 

“Surprised no one picked this up… Markus must have dropped it, it‟s got the Academy logo 

written on it. Who the hell puts a logo on a feather, anyway?” 

“Why was Markus up here?” Priest asked curiously, tilting his head as he and his father 

began to walk forwards… and Zerrex paused and turned around with a slight frown, and the 

huge Dragokkaren shrugged, rubbing the back of his head. “Well, it‟s kinda out of the way, 

that‟s all. His room‟s on the second floor and he likes to do his exercising either outside or in the 

training rooms in the deep basement.” 

“You‟re right.” Zerrex said slowly, and he walked back to where he had found the quill. 

The Drakkaren looked at this in his hand for a moment, and then he tucked it into the pocket of 

his pants as his eyes settled on the door he had found it in front of. A few weeks ago, they had 

found Markus up here, after all… and the Drakkaren opened it carefully, as a sense of cold 

foreboding washed over him. 

It opened on one of the few empty rooms sitting around the Estate… and Priest rubbed at 

his head slowly as Zerrex stepped inside, the Dragokkaren saying curiously: “So what, he came 

up here for… quiet time or something? Everything‟s covered in sheets… I thought you put all 

the rooms in the Estate to use.” 

“I did.” Zerrex said softly, and he grasped one of the sheets before he pulled it back… 

and he winced away at the sight of a dead, beaten body. Zerrex couldn‟t even tell what kind of 

demon it was anymore, and it had long ago putrefied, flecks of black falling to the floor as the 

Drakkaren leaned in close, trying to find any distinct mark at all on it… before he shook his head 

slowly, kicking the couch it was laying on with disgust. “Shit.” 

“Fuck, what the fuck…” Priest said weakly, and he closed the door behind them, looking 

back and forth fearfully before he grasped another sheet-covered object… and when he pulled it 

off, he unveiled only a small shelf with a few books stacked inside it. Immediately, he gave a 

semi-hysterical, weak laugh… but then Zerrex motioned for him to inspect the book, and the 

Dragokkaren looked at him dumbly for some ten seconds, as the Drakkaren went about the cold 

business of looking through the rest of the room. 

It had once been a den… but now there were no less than five putrefied bodies piled up 

inside it, along with a few bottles of some sort of cleaning solution – to deal with the smell… – 

and a large bucket full of congealed blood, ashes, and bones. Priest was almost retching in a 

corner, looking ill and pale as he clutched a book in his arms… and Zerrex looked at him quietly 

for a few moments before the Dragokkaren said finally, in a weak voice: “I don‟t think he knew. 

I really don‟t. Dad… I…” 

He finally held up a book, and Zerrex took it, flipping through the pages before he settled 

on one that had been clearly marked, and his emerald eyes settled on the bold chapter title: 

„Advanced Transfer of Physical Traits.‟ “I think I understand…” 



“Come on, Boss… you… you know that…” Priest forced himself to his feet, looking at 

Zerrex pleadingly, his hands outstretched… and Zerrex closed his eyes, barely able to take that 

image on top of everything else wrenching at his heart right now. “Look, okay, I get it. But… 

maybe… Possession? Control? Suggestion? Shit, don‟t do this!” 

“What choice do we have?” Zerrex asked tiredly, as he closed the book before looking at 

the rotted corpses, and then he turned around and created a portal, adding quietly: “Front hall. 

We‟ll let Cherry and Markus…” 

“Don‟t say it like that.” Priest almost begged, and he followed his father quickly through 

the portal, looking, in a single word, scared. It was a strange expression on the giant‟s face, as 

they stepped into the main hall, and Zerrex walked over to quietly sit on the steps as Priest 

leaned on the railing, lowering his head and saying in almost a whimper: “Don‟t do this, Zerrex. 

Forget what you saw. Maybe it wasn‟t him…” 

“No, we know it was…” Zerrex said quietly, and the words felt heavy… everything felt 

heavy. It made sense though… the Dragokkaren, after all, was enormous by even a demon‟s 

standards, and had immense strength… but more and more over these last two weeks, he‟d 

become reclusive and had vanished on more than one occasion, for hours at a time. The haunted 

feeling made sense now, more than ever… and he sighed quietly as he rubbed at his face slowly, 

thinking of the children he‟d had over the years… and hoping that Markus was more like Atlas 

or Firenze then his son who‟d gone bad in the worst of ways. 

For a long while, they sat together in an awkward silence, neither speaking and neither 

even knowing what to say… until finally Priest lowered his head, murmuring quietly: “You 

know how protective Mom is… when you tell her… when she finds out…” 

“You‟ll see a very different side of her.” Zerrex said quietly: because while he was 

unsure of what to expect from Markus… he was fairly sure he knew what to expect from Cherry. 

After all, the chances of an evil child being born to them with their mixed heritages was pretty 

high… and he smiled grimly as he curled his fingers together, murmuring: “This means we can‟t 

deny our sins though, doesn‟t it?” 

Priest looked at his father for a moment with something like horror… and then he simply 

closed his eyes and shook his head, saying quietly: “I don‟t think so, Boss. They were dead, 

yeah, and pretty badly beaten up… but it looked more like Envy or Greed or Pride than Wrath. 

Wrath is hateful and violent and sudden… sins of Wrath are often sins of passion. Maybe I‟m so 

damn upset because… it wasn‟t a sin of passion, it was… fuck, Markus…” 

Priest dropped his face in his hands, and Zerrex glanced over his shoulder at him with 

quiet love and respect and so much sorrow… and then he looked forwards when a portal opened, 

Cherry coming through with a laugh and a grin and Markus smiling… before the smile froze on 

his face as Zerrex threw the tome he‟d found forwards, his eyes cold as he asked in a soft voice: 

“Care to explain?” 

Cherry frowned, looking up at Zerrex and Priest… and then she looked across at Markus, 

before her eyes widened as he shoved her hard away, and she fell on her ass, not even bothering 

to catch herself, only looking shocked and stupid as Markus rose a fist and yelled in an angry 

voice, his features suddenly filled with anger: “I knew you wouldn‟t understand! I knew it! Just 

like Faulkner said, you are elitist, you and her and him, you all think you know what‟s best for 

me but when I go out and start building my experiments, then it‟s horrible and wrong, while you, 

I know all about you and your sick and twisted-” 

“Shut the fuck up, Markus!” Priest leapt to his feet, looking furious as he jumped 

forwards and swung an arm out, and Cherry simply continued to look stupefied as Zerrex closed 



his eyes… but he could still see them in his mind, their family falling apart right in front of him 

and the Drakkaren unable to turn away. “Necromancy and transmogrification? And on yourself? 

What the hell is wrong with you? Those were good, living demons… what the fuck were you 

thinking, you‟re already-” 

“I need to be bigger, stronger, better… I need to be better, so I can rule Hell one day!” 

Markus declared, spreading his arms wide and looking insane now, his calmness gone in the face 

of lunacy, before he snarled and pointed a finger at Zerrex, shouting: “And what are you going to 

do about it? You‟re already so embarrassed about what happened with Aether-” 

And then Cherry was on her feet and her fist was raised, and Markus flew through the air, 

gargling as blood shot out of his jaws, a few pieces of tooth flying from his muzzle before he fell 

heavily on his side, and Priest gaped as Zerrex touched his forehead, his eyes half-open to watch 

as Cherry pointed at the blue Dragokkaren on the ground with her own eyes glowing with fury 

and anger and hate and self-loathing, as she shouted: “No one talks to Zerrex like that, you 

understand me? And if you know what‟s good for you, you‟ll keep your goddamn muzzle shut 

and up your ass until I tell you to speak!” 

“Cherry, enough.” Zerrex said quietly, and Cherry turned around, wiping at her face 

furiously as she snarled, her muscles bulging and her demonic characteristics beginning to push 

through… and as Markus lay on the ground, rubbing at his bloody face in horror, the Drakkaren 

asked: “Why, Markus? A bright future… so much ahead of you… why would you throw it all 

away? You‟re sixteen… not even a full demon yet. You have no reason to commit these crimes 

to boost your strength when your strength grows every day…” 

“I wanted their powers…” Markus grasped the rug, squeezing his claws into it as he 

leaned forwards, snarling like an animal… and Priest automatically stepped back, looking 

revolted as Markus hissed: “Magic makes physical strength look worthless in comparison but 

physical strength can crush the bodies of the frail and weak who devote all their time to the study 

of spells… but there are supernatural abilities, too, and so often I hear you and others talking on 

genetics… if I implanted myself with their genetic material, maybe their powers would develop 

in me… maybe I would reach my true strength even faster, and-” 

“Enough.” Zerrex stood up and walked forwards, looking down at his son with sorrow 

and pain and contempt… but when he glanced up to Cherry, she nodded, even as tears spilled 

down her face. “Self-gain. Weakness. Pride. Markus, I thought the world of you… but you are… 

just… a foolish child. You‟re more like me than I thought.” 

He looked down, hating how painful the last phrase was to say… and then his eyes met 

Markus‟s as he said in a heavy, slow voice: “Markus Angelus Narrius… you‟re committed a 

crime. And in Hell, we all pay for our crimes and our sins… as will you. I‟m going to send you 

to a private prison cell for a little while-” 

“No!” Markus leapt up and grabbed his father‟s shoulders with surprising strength, before 

he turned and threw him hard backwards, the Drakkaren slamming into Cherry before the 

maddened, blue-scaled demon looked back and forth for some way out… but then Priest charged 

forwards and tackled him, knocking him to the ground. Immediately, the two locked in combat… 

and even as Cherry scrabbled to go forwards, Zerrex stopped her, shaking his head quickly as he 

met her teary but vengeful eyes, and knowing full well how Cherry‟s mind worked… and how 

her love could be curdled into a hate so dark that she wouldn‟t stop to think before she killed her 

own son. 

Priest and Markus wrestled on the ground, rolling back and forth like children… then 

Markus got a foot up against Priest‟s abdomen, except the older brother managed to twist his 



body out of the way just as the male kicked, and instead Markus‟s foot flailed uselessly into the 

air as Priest slammed his own knee up into the blue-scaled reptile‟s crotch. He groaned in pain, 

his eyes bulging… and then Priest managed to pin Markus down by the shoulders and shift his 

weight upwards, straddling his chest as he threw several hard punches down into his younger 

brother‟s face. 

It was over in less than a minute, Priest keeping the male pinned by the chest as Markus 

covered his face with his hands, crying like a mortal child… and then the older sibling slowly 

stood up, shaking wiping his arms off and visibly resisting the urge to kick in Markus‟s side, 

looking down at him with disgust. He didn‟t speak, even though he looked like he was trying to 

say at least something small… and then he finally turned and walked away, shoving his way 

through the front doors of the Estate as Zerrex and Cherry walked over to tower over their son, 

who was curled up on his side and crying still, beaten and bloody. 

Zerrex finally murmured a name, and Sin appeared a moment later. She didn‟t need to be 

filled in, as they stood there: she had seen that look on Zerrex‟s face before, and she simply 

nodded mutely before she created a glowing purple cube around Markus… and she vanished a 

moment later with him. Zerrex knew she‟d take him to a high-security, solitary cell somewhere 

to await trial, and that she‟d send Sabnock or another judge to come and gather evidence, but for 

now he was alone with Cherry… and a moment later, they clung to each other, both fighting 

back tears as she asked him raggedly: “Why… goddammit… why?” 

He had no answer for her… so all he could do was continue to hold her, their bodies 

supporting each other as they stood in the empty and haunted hall. 

 

Markus was sealed away in a private cell deep inside the Goldstone Detention Center, a 

facility built next to a Pit of Torment and designed for special offenders. Zerrex knew that 

throwing Markus into a Pit of Torment wouldn‟t be the smartest thing to do… it was too likely 

that he would be killed by some vengeful demon, and he was so young that it would probably 

only reinforce the wicked behaviors he‟d apparently been developing. The GDC was a nice 

second choice… he would be put through different rehabilitation exercises and programs over 

the next few hundred years, while he served out his sentence… but Zerrex was nonetheless 

concerned about what growing up in a prison would do to him. 

Not that it mattered, in the end: the Drakkaren knew that he hadn‟t had much of a choice 

between hiding what he‟d done and bringing it out to the light. He wanted to be a hypocrite as 

little as possible, even if now Priest was being distant with him… but that was understandable. 

And once he‟d handed Markus over to the Royal Guards, then Hell‟s clanky justice system had 

taken over… and he‟d been given the maximum sentence for his crimes when he plead guilty to 

them, with a possibility of a few years off only if he properly behaved himself in prison. 

A year had passed now, since their grisly discovery, and Zerrex was sitting quietly inside 

a square room with white, thick metal walls and a security camera in one corner, watching what 

was going on at the small metal table. Four officers were placed around the room, and sitting in 

the only other chair, across from his father, was Markus. 

He was wearing a white prison uniform, his wrists and ankles in manacles, a heavy, runed 

collar around his neck, and several thick chains wrapped around his tail attached to the shackles 

on his body. He had grown even larger over the last year, making him almost as big as Priest 

now… but he had also grown edgier, breathing through his mouth, his old calm demeanor 

vanished… and his eyes were sad and empty, especially today. “What do you mean, Dad? What 

do you mean, she doesn‟t want to visit me?” 



“Cherry‟s still angry at you… so angry, she wants to leave Hell.” Zerrex said quietly and 

calmly. He was admittedly acting a bit distant from Markus, but… he knew a big part of it was 

not only because of what Markus had done, but the way he had acted afterwards. For the first 

few months, he‟d rejected every attempt to visit him and tried to pretend that he didn‟t have 

parents… and then suddenly, he‟d realized how alone he was and craved company, but it wasn‟t 

until today that Zerrex had really gone in on a visit. He didn‟t want to cut ties with Markus – at 

least, not yet – but on the other hand… maintaining them brought an ache into his heart. “So 

we‟re going to go away for a while, tend to some business on the mortal plane. When we come 

back, you‟ll be long out of prison… assuming you don‟t get into trouble again.” 

Markus shook his head quietly, offering a bit of a smile as he held his palms out and open 

towards his father. “Clean, I‟ll stay clean, Dad, I promise. But then… then where do I go when I 

get out? Who will take care of me… what about Mom, is she ever going to forgive me?” 

Zerrex shook his head a little bit, laughing faintly as his eyes roved over a scar on 

Markus‟s muzzle: the mark left from Cherry‟s fist more than a year ago, and he could tell that 

those teeth had never grown back into place. “I don‟t know, Markus. And you‟re going to be an 

adult… but I guess Priest will set you up at the Ravenlight Estate or somewhere, until you can 

get back on your feet.” 

Markus nodded quietly a few times… and then Zerrex lowered his head for a moment as 

he mentally estimated the time, before he stood up and held a hand across the table, saying 

quietly: “Sorry, kid. Gotta go now… Cherry wants to leave sooner rather than later, and there‟s a 

few things I need to clean up at home.” 

“I‟m sorry, Dad.” Markus took his hand gently with both his own huge ones, looking at 

him with eyes that really were sorrowful… and Zerrex wondered if the child‟s foray into the 

darker arts of Hell had been a one-time thing, or if he still held an interest in them that needed to 

be cured. As his son squeezed his hand gently, however, the Drakkaren did realize one thing: 

Markus was sorry for himself and for hurting his family, but he still needed to learn to be sorry 

for killing those demons. “I‟m… I‟m gonna miss you.” 

“I‟ll miss you  too, Markus. Take care.” Zerrex said quietly, nodding to him as he pulled 

away… and then he turned and left the room, stepping out into a waiting room of sorts in the 

Detention Center, as a few officers and assistants ran by him. The whole place was busy, busy, 

busy… and the Drakkaren shook his head slowly as he headed through a pair of double doors 

and into a public hallway. As he walked past a few arguing demons, Mist and Shine appeared at 

his side, both of them dressed in Royal Guard gear… and Zerrex smiled faintly from one to the 

other, as he said quietly: “Been a long year.” 

They nodded silently… and Zerrex reflected that Markus hadn‟t been the only one to go 

bad, which was probably why he still felt so miserable down here and also why he agreed to go 

with Cherry to find Mercy. A daughter of his – I don‟t know if it‟s good or bad that my sons 

aren‟t the only ones who cause trouble – had been caught stealing artifacts, and it had caused a 

bit of a scandal… although in Hell, the media‟s power to influence the populace were greatly 

reduced. Being in the afterlife tended to kill one‟s interest in celebrities, after all… and even 

though Zerrex and the High Thrones ruled all of Hell, the monarchs and nobles still had enough 

control that people were much more interested in trying to suck up to them than to the big 

bosses. 

There had also been another attack or two on his person, hence Mist and Shine… but it 

wasn‟t anything serious. Zerrex had easily handled the first attack by himself, even if he‟d killed 

the assassin more through accident than skill when he‟d swung a fist out and caught him in the 



side of the neck instead of the face, and the second attempt had been faulty from the beginning. 

Someone had tried to deliver a few bombs to the Estate… but because of the way radio waves 

were distorted in Hell, they hadn‟t been able to set them off, making it more of a malicious prank 

than anything else. 

The lizard was glad for the company, though, and Mist created a portal for them when 

they exited the building, Zerrex smiling faintly at her… and then they stepped through and into 

the main hall of the Ravenlight Estate. Cherry was already waiting impatiently, dressed up in 

new mortal clothes, with several packed bags beside her… and she huffed when Zerrex tilted his 

head towards her with a dryly-amused look. “What the hell‟s this?” 

“Shit.” Cherry mumbled, kicking one of the bags. “You know. Some odds and ends 

and… shit. Hey, Priest, get your ass out here, I don‟t want this to take all fucking day!” 

There was no response… and Cherry looked back and forth before she grumbled when 

Selena, Lily, and Amiglion appeared, glancing down at her wrist and tapping a foot impatiently. 

Sin appeared a moment later behind Zerrex, and Desire and Cypress from another portal… and 

soon enough, the whole room was full of people giving goodbyes and trading hugs and affections 

with Zerrex and Cherry both, even though Cherry tried her best to look tough and ignore them 

all, as she mumbled about Priest taking his sweet time. 

Finally, the Dragokkaren appeared as Zerrex stood beside Sin… and the reptile looked up 

curiously to see his son holding a present, looking tired but smiling at him for the first time in the 

longest time. A hush fell as Zerrex looked at the golden-wrapped box, and then Priest finally said 

quietly: “I originally gave this to you way back at the party, but since you didn‟t want to open 

any of the gifts… I took it back, did some more work on it. It‟s a modified mortal machine we 

found on one of the battlefields… some experimental prototype. Now it‟s powered by magic and 

uses mortal nanotechnology, so… I figured you should take it with you before you go. You 

might find it useful.” 

The Drakkaren took the box, and he was surprised to find it so light, as he looked at 

Priest and asked two different questions, one with his voice and one with his eyes: “So should I 

open it?” And are we okay? 

Priest looked at him meditatively, and then he smiled a bit and nodded, answering both 

positively. It lightened the load on Zerrex‟s heart, and he smiled in return before he shredded the 

wrapping and tore the lid off the box… and then he lifted out the object inside, taking it into both 

hands and tilting it back and forth curiously as he murmured: “Now that‟s something.” 

The device was gray and shaped like a manacle that would fit perfectly on his arm… his 

left arm, he assumed, since on the right it would be destroyed when it morphed. When Zerrex 

slid his arm inside after a moment of hesitation, the machine clicked, and he felt it almost clamp 

into place and seal against his scales, the reptile looking at it with surprise as he held his arm 

out… and a protruding, disc-like structure on the top of the shackle buzzed and spun a few times 

beside a flexible keyboard that was polished and clean. Zerrex stared, amazed by the level of 

technology… and then he carefully poked the disc-shaped structure, and it buzzed at him a bit as 

Priest reached up and squeezed his shoulder, saying softly: “Hope you like it, Dad. It‟s got a lot 

of different uses to it… but one of them is…” 

Priest leaned carefully past his father, tapping a few buttons on the keypad… and the disc 

on Zerrex‟s arm buzzed before the Drakkaren stared, stumbling back a step in surprise as a 

darkness began to spread up his scales. He winced, but he didn‟t sense anything malevolent 

about it, or even that it was alive… and only seconds later, he was left gaping as the darkness 

became the perfect shape and texture of a tight leather shirt over his body, feeling perfect against 



his scales. As he looked over it, he thought about what Priest had said about nanotechnology… 

and then Cherry and Vampire both came in close, looked at each other, and then grinned at 

Zerrex. “Dude, imagine if we had that shit in the Legion!”  

“Imagine what we can do with it now!” Vampire replied excitedly, clapping his hands 

together, and Zerrex rolled his eyes as Cherry brightened and nodded rapidly, looking at Zerrex 

with a lecherous expression in her eyes. “We could probably program any kind of thing into 

that… what else does it do, Priest? Lemme try it out, Cap‟n!” 

“It‟s formatted to Zerrex‟s body type… it won‟t listen very well to you.” Priest replied 

mildly, and Vampire huffed and grumbled as Zerrex flexed against the shirt, feeling stupidly 

mesmerized as he glanced down at the armlet. “It‟s not really intelligent, but it recognizes 

repeated commands and it can display stuff and… things like that. But I made sure that if there 

was any AI at all, it would be low… the last thing we need is some nanotechnological nightmare 

on top of everything else.” 

There was a squeak… and then Sammy popped into existence on Zerrex‟s shoulder, 

looking moodily back and forth. The Drakkaren glanced up at him in surprise, and then he 

realized with a sting of guilt he hadn‟t decided on exactly what he was going to do with the poor 

little bastard… when Cherry said loudly: “Okay, we‟re going now, so scram, assholes! The Boss 

and I wanna get out of here quietly for once!” 

Vampire whined loudly as Priest sighed and rolled his eyes, and then Lily came forwards 

and traded a tight hug with Zerrex, murmuring quietly up to him: “Take care of yourself, huh?” 

“I will.” Zerrex promised, and he traded hugs with Cypress and Desire next, before 

Selena approached him… and their eyes met before she kissed his cheek quietly, mumbling 

something to him embarrassedly. She, like Priest, had been surprised at how he‟d handled the 

events with Markus… but unlike Priest, she treated him now with something more like fear than 

resentment, as if she was afraid what he was going to do to her one day. He thought what she 

was really scared of, however, was being left behind… even if it didn‟t make sense the way she 

was handling it. Then again, when do people ever make sense? Goddamn emotions. 

Sin and Zerrex traded a firm hug as well… and then Sin walked over and hugged Cherry, 

making her squawk and flail as she blushed embarrassedly before she managed to pry her off, 

and Sin smiled despite her own blush and half-bowed to her before she retreated to the side of 

the room. Amiglion also tried to get a hug, giving her a grin… and Cherry huffed before she 

grabbed the Naganatine and kissed him firmly, and he looked giddy and stupid, falling on his ass 

as they gave their last goodbyes for the last time… and then Zerrex picked up some of Cherry‟s 

luggage, deciding to let Sammy ride it out with him since no one was making a big deal about 

the pseudodragon currently clinging to his master‟s shoulders. 

Cherry grabbed the last two bags of stuff herself, then she glared at Zerrex and reached 

out to snag one of the bags he was carrying, the two pulling back and forth on it and almost 

tearing one of the handles off before she finally wrenched it free, and she immediately trotted 

through the dimensional portal Sin opened, cackling stupidly. Zerrex sighed, wondering if every 

goodbye was going to be as awkward as this… and he gave Sin a bit of a smile before he stepped 

into the portal himself. 

It was like walking down a spinning tunnel of white and grey, and the Drakkaren kept his 

eyes forwards as Sammy clung to him with a terrified squeak… but the reptile only shook his 

head, murmuring: “Then close your eyes. It‟s hard at first but we‟re almost there… just a few 

more seconds of this and we‟re home free.” 



Sammy squeaked again… and then Zerrex emerged beside Cherry back inside the 

house‟s kitchen, and the two looked at each other dumbly as the rift behind them crackled close, 

releasing a soft boom that shook the walls of their home. For them, it had been almost eighteen 

years… and yet that space of time had been only minutes here in the mortal world, on the 

physical plane. 

Cherry looked back and forth… and then she dropped her stuff on the floor and struck a 

pose, her fingers laced together by her cheeks as she said in a bright voice: “Gee, it‟s like it never 

happened at all! Maybe it really was all a dream… but maybe if I click my heels together three 

times, then-” 

“Shut up and put our stuff away.” Zerrex dropped the bags on the floor, and Cherry 

glared at him, but the reptile merely shrugged and wandered away as Sammy leapt off his 

shoulder, quickly bounding off to explore the house and squeaking excitedly at everything. “I‟m 

going to figure this armlet thing out. And I need to talk to Cindy and check my schedule… I‟ve 

got a lot going on these next few days, if I remember right.” 

“Asshole.” Cherry muttered, but she didn‟t follow or argue, instead going about the 

simple task. As she worked, it soothed her… and Cherry sighed as she brought one of the bags 

up to Zerrex‟s room, sitting quietly on his bed as she opened it and took out his cane and a few 

other odds and ends, putting them anywhere that looked good to her… before she picked up 

Markus‟s baby book as she glanced back and forth, wiping at her face with one hand before she 

reached down to quietly grasp her stomach, murmuring as she looked at the face on the baby-

blue cover: “How the hell do some things that are so right go so goddamn wrong?” 

She hated it: she hated that her son had turned into a criminal, and she blamed her own 

goddamn genes for it happening. After all, what had she been at sixteen? A slut who loved a 

pounding from as many soldiers as could get in on her, while she stole money, food, and guns, 

following the military around and only accepted by them because she served as a good chew-toy 

for the rowdy soldiers and she was more than happy to kill someone if asked to. She clenched the 

book tightly, making it groan… and then she dropped it aside and reached down to pick up 

another object from the past that seemed both so far gone, and so near she could touch it… a red 

sweatband. 

Markus had used to wear it to keep sweat out of his eyes… and Cherry vividly 

remembered the day he‟d finally decided it was stupid, and how she privately had agreed with 

him. But she‟d do anything to go back to those days, when he was young and strong and happy, 

when he was into all those things he probably thought was stupid now, when he gave a rat‟s ass 

about other people‟s lives instead of being so willing to kill no less than six demons to try and 

transplant their strength into his… and she brought the band up to her forehead, rubbing her skull 

slowly as she murmured: “Shit, shit, shit. Get it together, you‟re supposed to be a bitch, not a 

crybaby. Fuck off, Cherry, get back on the horse.” 

But it didn‟t work… and tears rolled down her cheeks as she threw the band aside and 

dug quickly through the bag, before she picked up a pacifier. She looked at this for a few 

moments, taking in the shape and size of it… and she remembered how Markus had once been 

tiny compared to the size he was today. Or at least, the size she heard he was… and she cursed 

herself as she flung the pacifier across the room, before she grabbed Zerrex‟s pillow and she 

rolled over, clutching it to her bosom and squeezing it close as she rested on his bed, his smell 

still faintly lingering on the sheets and the feeling of him all around her, even if he was 

somewhere downstairs… but she didn‟t want him seeing her like this. 



Cherry cried quietly until she fell asleep… and Zerrex came up to find her holding the 

pillow, tears still drying on her cheeks, an hour or so later, after he‟d put away the rest of their 

things. He‟d noticed that there were more than a few reminders of Priest and Markus in the 

bags… and he sighed a bit as he crawled into bed with her and wrapped his arms around her. 

And even asleep, she gladly relinquished the pillow and turned around to cling to his chest, 

whimpering a bit… but the Drakkaren held her close, still wearing his armlet but his chest bare, 

keeping her as close to his body as he could and protecting her with his form and presence. 

Half-an-hour later, Cherry woke up, looking blearily up at him… and then she cleared her 

throat and sat quickly up, brushing herself off as she sat with her back to Zerrex, a blush in her 

cheeks as she reached up to quickly rub her face down. “Holy shit, Boss, you scared me a bit 

there. I uh… I… shut up.” 

She said the last more to herself than Zerrex, and she fell back with a sigh against his 

chest, the Drakkaren grunting a bit before he laced his arms around her as she closed her eyes 

and curled up on top of him, looking moody. “I don‟t think we should have any more kids. Kids 

suck and are a pain in the ass.” 

“You don‟t mean that.” Zerrex said with soft amusement, but he felt a bit of worry as 

well… and Cherry shrugged, making a face as she shifted awkwardly on top of him. He stroked 

her cheek gently, and she closed her eyes as she dropped her head against his chest… before they 

both looked up as Sammy nervously edged his way into the room, squeaking quietly. “Besides… 

some kids turn out good. Just look at Priest… and even Sammy there.” 

“Sammy‟s a pet.” Cherry said petulantly, and the pseudodragon huffed and bristled, 

which made her roll her eyes before she sat up and grabbed the nearest light object she could find 

to fling it at him. The little dragon yelped and ducked under the clock, and Zerrex rolled his eyes 

before he grabbed her when she made to find something else, making her huff. “You spoil the 

uppity little bastard. Ugh, fuck, I need to go do something, don‟t I?” 

“As long as it takes your mind off things.” Zerrex replied mildly, and Cherry grinned at 

him… and although the expression lacked most of its usual lust, it was still a step in the right 

direction, and the reptile laughed a bit as he shook his head and grasped her sides, squeezing his 

hands quietly into her. “I don‟t think so, you ass. You‟re not the only one who feels down.” 

“Fuck you, I can get your standing tall in ten seconds, tops.” Cherry said pompously, and 

then she hopped out of the bed, strutting across the room as she crossed her arms and leaned 

against the wall, looking thoughtfully at Zerrex. “But hey, Boss, wait. When the fuck are the 

chicks coming back? I was thinking that… well… you know…” 

She suddenly seemed embarrassed, shuffling and rubbing at her head… and when 

Sammy looked up at her and squeaked, she glared at him before looking back over at the 

Drakkaren and asking lamely: “Can we like, make a big family supper or some shit? „Cause I 

think that would be… you know. Nice.” 

Zerrex only stared at her… and Cherry flailed her arms before she flipped him off with 

both hands, glaring at him. “Well fuck you too! I‟m just trying to be thoughtful here, you know, 

and prove that like… I ain‟t all tits and muscles!” She paused, then flexed and grinned, kissing 

one of her massive biceps. “Just mostly tits and muscles.” 

“I think we have enough time.” Zerrex said mildly, before he pointed at the broken clock 

laying near Cherry‟s feet. “Although I can‟t tell for sure because you broke that. So while you‟re 

out getting stuff for dinner, why don‟t you pick me up a new clock, too?” 

“But I like your old cock.” Cherry said, keeping her face straight and passive… and then 

she cackled and ran out the door, and the Drakkaren rolled his eyes with a sigh, feeling both 



morbid and encouraged. On the one hand, Cherry acting insane was a bit more like her old, 

happier self… but on the other… Cherry is Cherry. 

Of course, part of the reason Zerrex thought he felt so nauseous at the moment was 

because that by now, literal decades had passed in Hell, and they had only been up on the mortal 

plane for a few hours. He‟d often heard demons talk about how mortals moved both frivolously 

and quickly through their lives, never slowing down… but the Drakkaren also knew that mortals 

had far-shorter lives than demons, and before the Demon War, most of them hadn‟t 

acknowledged the existence of Heaven and Hell as anything more than a concept. He sighed as 

he got up, walking towards the doorway as Sammy leapt up onto his shoulder, whining worriedly 

in his throat, and the Drakkaren said mildly: “It‟s alright… we just have to not waste as much 

time up here as we got to in Hell.” 

“You, waste time. That‟s a funny one.” Cherry‟s voice came from down the ladder, and 

Zerrex rolled his eyes before she jumped up, catching the edge of the hole and grunting as she 

hauled herself up with a grin, her legs dangling beside the ladder. “So Boss. Uh. I can‟t cook, so 

what‟s for supper?” 

“Well gee, that puts a dent in your plans.” Zerrex put a foot on her forehead, and Cherry 

blinked dumbly before he kicked her lightly down through the hole, the female squawking as she 

landed heavily on her feet and caught herself by the ladder, before giving him a sour look as the 

lizard leapt down and looked at her with dry amusement. “Okay, then, Cherry. Maybe we should 

organize ourselves a bit, and see what we can possibly make between us.” 

“Dude, I know you know how to make some simple eats. Back in Baskin‟s Grove, you 

had that nice kitchen setup and there was real food there.” Cherry accused, pointing at him, but 

then she made a face as she poked herself in the breast a few times. “Me, I just ate fast food all 

the time, although thankfully most of it seemed to go to my tits and my ass and just made them 

all the better. Then again, I blame all the burritos I ate as the reason you beat me up that one 

time.” 

“I‟ve beaten you up lots of times.” Zerrex said absently, as he walked towards the 

kitchen, and Cherry huffed as she followed along behind him, easily dodging Sammy‟s tail as he 

flicked it at her and giving him the finger in return. Then Zerrex paused as he rested against the 

table, frowning a bit as he looked around at what they have… before he stood up and turned 

around, saying firmly: “Pancakes. The one thing Cindy taught me how to make was pancakes. 

And even you know how to make bacon.” 

“Don‟t eat it raw out of the package, cook it until its crispy and shit, and don‟t pour the 

grease on people, right?” Cherry counted off these things on her fingers as she spoke, looking at 

Zerrex expectantly, and the reptile nodded, remembering one fateful day a long time ago when 

she‟d broken all three of those rules. “I hate this breakfast-for-dinner bullshit, though. I thought 

you did too. Wait, haven‟t we done this before? Dude, I don‟t wanna fuckin‟ repeat myself like a 

fucking… repeater. Of stuff.” 

Cherry looked lame, and the Drakkaren rolled his eyes, figuring that she was going to 

keep harassing him until he came up with a better idea. “Well, I can make a salad. And we can 

microwave some food, how about that?” 

She frowned at this, rubbing at her head slowly before she asked dumbly: “When did we 

start eating salads, again? That‟s so fucking girly. I ain‟t girly, I‟m a butch big badass bitch.” 

Zerrex slapped his forehead… and then a new idea dawned on him, and he headed over 

to a black jar on the countertop. He shook it and heard the jangling of change and the crumpling 

of bills, and then he held it out to Cherry, saying mildly: “Here. Take this, go to some… food 



place, wherever, and buy us… oriental food, or a pizza, or some goddamn hamburgers. Then 

come back here before everyone gets home, and take credit for making it.” 

“I like this idea.” Cherry grinned and nodded firmly, before she paused and peered at the 

clock on the countertop, and then she looked disgusted as she said: “Dude, it‟s just past noon! 

Cindy doesn‟t expect us back until late tonight, and she‟s got all the losers with her… I‟m totally 

going to bed.” 

With that, she stomped off, and Zerrex looked after her stupidly… before she suddenly 

reappeared in the doorway, asking in a hopeful voice: “Wanna play some one-on-one on the 

game thingy? I could do with some lighthearted massacring that doesn‟t make me look like a 

sadistic otherworldly monster.” 

“Yeah, what the hell.” Zerrex put the jar down, rolling his eyes but feeling amused 

nonetheless, and he followed Cherry to the den as he fiddled with his armlet a bit more. He sat 

down in the couch as she turned on the game system, the Drakkaren still fiddling a bit with the 

device… and then she slipped in close on her knees, peering at it awkwardly and making the 

lizard wince back. “Can I help you?” 

She grinned at him at this, and Zerrex looked at her sourly before she hopped up onto the 

couch beside him, swinging her feet up onto the table and resting in her favorite spot as Sammy 

ran around the room, sniffing at things and looking anxiously at the TV as it made noises from 

Cherry fiddling through the menus. “Totally. But did you figure that thing out yet?” 

Zerrex shrugged absently as he tapped at it a few times, and a moment later the disc-

shaped thing on top glowed and a holographic readout of Zerrex‟s body displayed, lit up in 

greens and slowly spinning around, noting various vital signs. Cherry gaped at this, then she 

looked down at the wireless remote in her hands and sulked. “And I thought this thing was 

cool… do you get cable?” 

“I wish there was a mute button for your mouth.” Zerrex said flatly, and Cherry huffed 

and crossed her arms, glowering at him, before the Drakkaren made the readout vanish. A 

moment later, he tapped another button, and a faint warmth spread over his body before it was 

followed by a rippling shade that covered him and became a thick grey-and-black bodysuit. He 

looked over himself, still feeling the clothes he was wearing tight beneath it… and then he 

pressed a button on the armlet, and in literally moments, the bodysuit was gone and he was left 

sitting in only his pants, looking at her mildly. “Priest is a genius.” 

“Sure as fuck he is!” Cherry said firmly, pumping a fist, and then she cleared her throat 

and suddenly picked up the controller, turning her attention back to the game system. Even 

though she and Zerrex both thought they were a bit ridiculous… the two also had developed a 

distinct taste for gaming, and enjoyed using it to not just kill time, but spend time together. After 

all, they weren‟t like any normal couple… and having a pastime between them that could almost 

be considered nerdy was actually something Zerrex thoroughly enjoyed. It feels nice to be 

normal. “Anyway, what game you wanna play? How about we shoot up some zombies?” 

“Works for me.” Zerrex said mildly, and then he glanced around before pointing at his 

controller, asking: “Can you get that for me?” 

Cherry looked at him for a moment in confusion… before she huffed as Sammy curled 

his tail around the controller Zerrex was pointing at and proudly brought it over, chirping at him 

before giving the female a distinctly-nasty look. Cherry glared back at the pseudodragon, and 

then she rose a fist, saying darkly: “You want war, I‟ll give you war, you little bitch. We‟ll see 

who‟s the favorite soon enough.” 



“You two competing is stupid for so many reasons.” Zerrex said flatly, as the game 

loaded and he toggled through the options. “Especially because if you two compete, it‟s just 

going to set off Marina. And then nobody wins.” 

Cherry and Sammy exchanged a look, the pseudodragon tilting his head, and then Cherry 

nodded after a moment as she reached down and grabbed him by the neck, making him gargle as 

she lifted him up and put him firmly down on the couch. He hissed at her, then tilted his head as 

she leaned in and muttered: “Dude‟s right, though. Bitch be a piece of work, much as I love her. 

If you think Hell was bad, wait until you see Marina on a bad day.” 

“Will you shut up and choose your character?” Zerrex asked plaintively, and Cherry blew 

a raspberry at him before she did so. For the next two hours, the pair played their game, Cherry 

whining every time she was attacked by something about her precognitive powers and how she 

totally would have done better in real life, and the Drakkaren telling her absently to be quiet 

whenever she started going off on a rant about something. 

It was a good way to spend a few hours together though, and Sammy was intensely 

curious about it all, examining both their controllers and the screen, and how it exactly worked… 

and when they quit, both Cherry and Zerrex watched as Sammy tried tackling the game by 

himself on the easiest difficulty. At first it was grueling… the little pseudodragon, after all, had 

to coordinate his movements differently than the hands of the demons behind him. But he got it 

down soon enough, and they left him to cheerfully play through some of the game, after Zerrex 

explained how to turn the system off, confident the pseudodragon would understand. 

Zerrex decided to do some reading, wondering absently what he was going to tell Cindy 

when she got back. For her, it would be hours… for him, years. He shook his head a bit as he 

climbed up to his room, sitting on the bed and fiddling with the armlet for a few moments 

more… and then he looked at his arm and frowned, something nudging at his memory… 

It came back to him a moment later, and he nodded, making a face. He‟d have to tell her  

what they discovered about that terrible arm they‟d brought down to Hell with them in their 

luggage, and the discovery of the crystals… and of course, there was something he was supposed 

to have brought Cindy, but he‟d forgotten about it, as he often did. The reptile rubbed slowly at 

his forehead, trying to think of it… but it eluded him, so he‟d figure he‟d just listen to Cindy‟s 

ranting later. 

He‟d almost forgotten about the arm, in fact… but since it had gone with them, Sin had 

quietly put it aside, as she always did, and studied it once she‟d realized what it was. Neither she 

nor anyone else had been able to make any kind of sense of it, however, or tell him who or what 

it was from… but the Drakkaren wasn‟t surprised. All they knew about it was that the energy 

signature was abnormal, and that meant it had once belonged to some twisted godling… but 

other things happened that… kinda drove thoughts about that arm out of my mind.  

Not that he even remembered all the details Sin had told him, it had been so long… but 

the one clear thing he did remember was that it had been placed into the Reliquary, and that was 

likely where it would remain. It might not exactly be an artifact, but it was still an ancient old 

thing that could hold tremendous powers… or was just really, really ugly and creepy. 

Zerrex fiddled absently with his armlet for a few more moments, and it buzzed for a 

moment at him before the Drakkaren rolled his eyes and tried to take it off. He made a face at 

how tight it gripped into his arm, and then he paused for a moment before he dumbly tugged at it 

again, then he asked in a mutter: “Oh come on, how the hell do I get you off?” 

It gave him no response… and Zerrex wrestled with the shackle for a few more moments 

before he gave up and threw his arms wide, looking sourly up at the ceiling. A few seconds 



ticked by… and then Zerrex was once more clawing at the manacle, trying to pry it off as he 

muttered irritably under his breath, not wanting to break it but not exactly keen on having to 

wear the device for the rest of his life, either. 

After some six or seven minutes of fiddling with it, Zerrex finally found a small pressure 

pad on the bottom that he squeezed into… and the back of the shackle loosened almost 

immediately with a soft hiss, letting him easily remove the shackle. The reptile inspected it for a 

few moments… and then he paused, looking back and forth before slowly inserting his muzzle 

into the open cuff of the manacle, just to see what would happen… 

It clamped down firmly on the end of his muzzle, making him squeak as his eyes bulged 

with the shock of pain, and he quickly felt for the button on the bottom, pulling it off the moment 

it began to loosen and letting out a sigh of relief. Then the reptile paused for a few long moments 

as he looked at the manacle again, tempted to try it out once more, just to see what would 

happen… and then he made a face and put the armlet aside, muttering: “I‟m not only dumb, I 

must be masochistic.” 

He grumbled something under his breath, and then he flopped back down on his bed, 

suddenly not feeling like reading. He wanted to do something, but not… read… or watch a 

movie… or play a game… or hang out with Cherry, but something, and he wasn‟t too picky 

about what. Zerrex paused at this thought, realized how childish he was being, and then he 

sighed and continued to be childish as he rolled over in bed, kicking his feet absently at the 

covers before he cursed under his breath at the pain in his bad leg, sitting up and rubbing at it 

slowly as he looked down at himself and asked quietly: “Why can‟t you just behave, huh?” 

No response… but it wasn‟t exactly like he‟d expected one anyway, although it would 

have probably been helpful. The Drakkaren tapped his hands against his knees, looking back and 

forth for a moment, and then he flopped back down on the bed, closing his eyes and putting his 

hands behind his head… but he couldn‟t seem to get himself comfortable now, and a few 

moments later he was on his feet, slipping the manacle back on over his arm as he asked himself: 

“So what the hell am I supposed to do now?” 

“Stop talking to yourself!” Cherry shouted from somewhere downstairs, and Zerrex 

rolled his eyes, leaving his room to watch as Cherry bounced quickly up the ladder to look up at 

him suspiciously for a few moments, before she rose a finger and declared: “I am going to go get 

us some awesome food. You stay put.” 

“Wait, I‟m coming with you!” Zerrex dashed back into his room, grabbing his cane 

before he headed quickly downstairs to join Cherry, figuring that he could at least take a look 

around with her to kill some time. 

 

When Cherry and Zerrex returned – loaded down with delicious, unhealthy fast food – 

they both sensed someone else‟s presence the moment they entered the house. The two traded 

looks, arguing with their eyes before Cherry took the lead, pasting her usual grin back on her 

face as she headed straight for the kitchen, Zerrex trudging behind her as she called: “You girls 

home? Or is it some other bitch?” 

“I hate you.” grumbled a resentful voice from somewhere, and Zerrex and Cherry 

exchanged a surprised look before they both hesitantly followed the voice, and then Zerrex 

managed to get a lock on where it was coming from as it called irritably: “What, weren‟t you the 

one who suggested I do this?” 



“Driz?” Zerrex asked stupidly after a moment, as both he and Cherry entered the den, and 

then the reptile rubbed the back of his head slowly before he brightened, pointing at him and 

saying emphatically: “Hey, I remember, I sent you up here to look for Mercy!” 

“And what have you guys been doing? Teaching the pet how to dance?” Driz asked 

waspishly, as he motioned to Sammy, who was still playing on the game system. At some point, 

however, the pseudodragon had figured out how to switch games, and he was now playing a 

slower-paced RPG that he seemed to be thoroughly enjoying, despite the black-energy reptile 

sitting nearly and looking hostile. “I hate this place.” 

Zerrex glanced over him, and then he realized Driz was almost-literally plugged into an 

outlet: his foot was resting on top of a power bar, which was sparking dark energy occasionally, 

and the dark mass that made up his body seemed translucent instead of opaque and thick. The 

Drakkaren tilted his head as he stepped a bit closer, but his son only held up a hand after a 

moment, looking at him with a faint, sour smile. “Don‟t bother, I‟m okay. Just… travel-lag, I 

guess. My body feels sore and I need to keep juicing myself up to keep stable… although at least 

riding the power lines up here aren‟t nearly as bad as I thought it might be.” 

Zerrex nodded, then Cherry grinned as she leaned on the back of the couch, saying 

cheerfully: “Well, come on, punk, maybe you just gotta eat something! You do eat, right?” She 

looked at Driz for a few moments thoughtfully, and the male returned her gaze almost 

indignantly… except he seemed too tired to muster up much past grouchiness. “Hey, just asking. 

You‟re like. Made of space and stuff.” 

“He‟s not made of space, that‟s what you‟re made of.” Zerrex prodded her in the side, 

and Cherry gave him an injured look before he returned his eyes to his son, saying quietly: “She 

might have a point though… eating a bit of food or maybe even just taking a nap or something 

might help you out a bit.” 

Driz grunted, and then Cherry vanished for a moment before she came back with a lava 

lamp, and Zerrex groaned and slapped his forehead as she held it up triumphantly. “Look, it‟s 

totally the perfect bed for you! I‟ll plug it in and it‟ll all be glowy and warm and shit, and you‟ll 

get a constant surge of the juice and you‟ll be uh… how do I put this… out of the way. It totally 

works for everyone.” 

“Fuck you.” Driz finally said, and then he rubbed slowly at his forehead, looking pained 

before he pulled his foot away from the power bar and turned his eyes to Zerrex, saying 

pointedly: “Don‟t let her do anything unnatural with that, alright? And wake me up in an hour, 

tops. I want to do another scan for Mercy before she gets too far.” 

“I don‟t think she‟s here in Ire… but alright, Driz, maybe we can work out a way to 

extend your range, anyway.” Zerrex said softly, and the male grunted and nodded before he lost 

his form, becoming a mix of dark lightning and mist as he twisted through the air before 

vanishing into the lava lamp. Cherry immediately grinned and leered at this, and Zerrex yanked 

it out of her hands, walking back to the outlet and plugging it in, and it began to glow moodily, 

the liquid inside tinged black as the muscular female nearby rubbed her hands together greedily. 

“He‟s not a djinni, Cherry, just because you stuffed him in a lamp. Now stop being a bitch.” 

“Fuck that, dude‟s in a lamp, he‟s gotta be a djinni. Now let‟s make him grant me three 

wishes.” Cherry made for the lava lamp, and Zerrex stood and caught her before he pushed her 

firmly backwards, making her huff before the two began to grapple. After a few moments, she 

managed to get him in a headlock… and then Zerrex grabbed her pants and yanked them down, 

and Cherry squawked and covered her crotch before she stood up and boldly thrust her hips 



towards the male… and Zerrex drove a knee up between her legs, causing her to wheeze and fall 

slowly over. 

The Drakkaren huffed before he left to set the table, and Cherry followed him out after a 

few minutes of writhing on the floor, the two continuing to childishly grunt at each other and bull 

into one-another‟s bodies. Finally, just as Zerrex thought they were going to end up in another 

fight that would wreck part of the house, they both looked up as they heard the door open, and a 

moment later Marina rushed into the kitchen and threw herself at her father, hugging him tightly 

as she said warmly: “Daddy!” 

Cindy and Mahihko came in shortly after, and since Lone was nowhere in sight, Zerrex 

figured the wolves were combined at the moment… and they were greeted warmly by all of 

them, Cindy looking surprised at the meal before she looked flatly at Cherry as the muscular 

female tried to kick the bags they had brought the food home in under the table. The Drakkaren 

knew that for them it had only been a day, but for him it had been years, and he was happier than 

he could say to see all their faces… before, as Cindy sat down at the table, she asked quietly, 

likely suspecting that something had gone wrong: “So what happened?” 

Cherry grinned for a moment longer, and then her face fell slowly as she looked at 

Zerrex, who shrugged a bit and looked back at her. A moment later, he felt Marina‟s fingers 

slipping through his mind, but he carefully pushed them back, letting her know he wanted to tell 

it himself… and her psychic tendrils retreated as she frowned deeper, asking quietly: “But 

Daddy… then I‟ll understand.” 

“Some things just need to be told the old-fashioned way, kid.” Cherry said dryly, as she 

sat down at the table. She cleared her throat after a moment, as everyone‟s eyes settled on her… 

and then she looked down in surprise as little Mahihko reached over and gently squeezed her 

hand, gazing up at her with those big, emotional eyes of his. “Fuck off, I got… I ate something 

bad.” 

“It‟s okay, Cherry.” Mahihko hugged her tightly around the waist, and Cherry flinched 

back, her arms wide as she gazed down at him with shock. “We‟re all here for you. Me and Lone 

like you very much, after all.” 

“I… thank you.” Cherry said finally, and she hesitantly hugged Mahihko back for a 

moment, closing her eyes before she grabbed his sides and hefted him up into her lap, and she sat 

him firmly on one leg as she looked across at Zerrex, saying flatly and motioning at him with 

one hand: “Well, go the fuck on, what the fuck are you waiting for?” 

Zerrex sighed and rolled his eyes, looking around the table at their expectant eyes… from 

Cindy, who was currently eating a buttered bun, to Cherry and Mahihko, both of them looking at 

him with childish eyes, even though Cherry herself was part of the story and she sure as hell 

knew it was a sad one. He looked down after a moment at his own empty plate… and then he 

finally said quietly: “It all started with the party… and there was one girl there, one daughter of 

mine, who I saw for the first time in a long time… and who made me easily as proud as any of 

the others there, but not because she had super-powers… because… she was special.” 

He spoke for what felt like hours, until the food went from hot to lukewarm at best… and 

then he cleared his throat, finished with the Mercy and Samson chapters of the story and ready to 

start on the final one about Markus. He looked at her, and Cherry only looked down, hesitating… 

so instead, he motioned at the food and made some silly little joke, and no one laughed but 

everyone served themselves. Mahihko, by now, was snuffling a bit, looking forlorn… but it 

didn‟t stop him from digging in heartily to anything near him that was edible. 



Zerrex had expected him to take it harder… but on the other hand, he thought the little 

wolf was bottling up some of his feelings, and that he‟d express them all in due time, when he 

was ready. Cindy, meanwhile, left the table for a moment… but came back to toss out a few 

different cans of Frost, before she asked: “So Driz is here?” 

“Yeah, and I‟m supposed to wake him up.” Zerrex didn‟t know if he wanted to or not, 

however: letting him rest might be the best choice, before he paused as he exchanged a look with 

Cherry. She shrugged after a moment, then slowly, carefully nodded… and he smiled a bit to her 

before Zerrex said quietly: “Actually, maybe he can spend some time with us. He might be 

interested in the story too. Excuse me, I‟ll be right back.” 

Zerrex left the table to head back into the den, where Sammy was still playing games… 

and the Drakkaren patted the little pseudodragon on the head, making him squeak and look up at 

the reptile with dumb surprise. The lizard only gave him an amused look in return, however, 

motioning for him to keep playing as he unplugged the lamp. “You can come and meet everyone 

later, Sammy… don‟t worry, I have some other things I‟m dealing with right now. Just get ready 

to be clung to, because I‟m sure Mahihko‟s going to think you‟re the same as a puppy or 

something.” 

Sammy grumbled at this, as Zerrex jiggled the lava lamp a little bit… and a moment later, 

dark energy sparked around it before Driz‟s form reshaped in front of the reptile‟s eyes, the dark-

energy being yawning and stretching as he asked tiredly: “So what time is it?” 

“It‟s… only been eighty or so minutes.” Zerrex was surprised at the time himself, and 

Driz opened his mouth – probably to bitch at him – but the Drakkaren shook his head, holding up 

a hand. “Come on, family‟s waiting in the kitchen.” 

“Your mortal family?” Driz looked at him mildly, and then he frowned when Zerrex shot 

him a look over his shoulder, absently rubbing a hand through the white tendrils on his head. 

“What?”  

“They‟re your family too.” the Drakkaren replied with soft amusement, and Driz looked 

thoughtful at this sentiment, before he followed his father to the kitchen. The others were 

chatting a bit more now, and they all greeted Driz pleasantly enough, as Zerrex took back his 

usual seat. 

The dark-energy being looked around at them all awkwardly, Mahihko temporarily 

distracted to gaze over him curiously: they had never really been introduced, whereas Driz knew 

every other member of the family, even if he hadn‟t seen most of them within the last million 

years or so. He leaned against a far wall, making it clear he didn‟t want any food or even to sit 

down with them, but he looked over them curiously nonetheless, as they ate a bit more… before 

Cindy asked, leaning forwards: “So about that arm… I wasn‟t sure if you remembered to take it 

or not, but I‟m guessing you did. What about that artifact I asked for, the Golden Torch, did you 

get that for me?” 

Zerrex coughed into his hand and leaned away from the table, and Cindy rolled her eyes, 

asking sourly: “So is that a „yes I forgot it‟ to one thing or both?” 

“Well, the arm Sin analyzed, but we… still don‟t know what it is.” Zerrex said lamely, 

and Cindy shook her head, frowning as she poked at her rice with a fork. “As to the Torch… 

yeah, I guess I kinda forgot.” 

“I hate you sometimes, Daddy.” Cindy said mildly, and there was a bit of a lull in chatter 

before she looked up again, her expression softer as she asked: “So are you going to continue the 

story now?” 



Zerrex finished off the last of his meal, and once again, he and Cherry traded looks before 

he nodded, saying softly: “So long as Cherry helps me, yeah, I think I‟ll be able to.” 

Cherry grunted quietly in reply, shoving her plate away and dropping her head on her 

arms… but when Zerrex began to speak, she listened intently, and picked up in the spots where 

he left off or went on her own tangents to explain this or that or anything else. From Mahihko to 

Driz, everyone forgot about what they were doing to listen to the two talk… and then Zerrex 

took over for the last part of the story, as he explained what he‟d found and what Markus had 

done. 

At the end of it, Cherry was stony-faced, looking moodily at her plate as Mahihko rubbed 

at his eyes, sniffling a little, and even Driz seemed quiet and sympathetic. Marina and Cindy 

both exchanged awkward looks, and then the younger female glanced quietly down at her hands 

as Cindy looked over at her father, the angel saying softly: “So… that‟s it?” 

“That‟s it.” Zerrex nodded after a moment, rubbing slowly at his head as he glanced over 

at Cherry, and she grunted in response before sighing and throwing her head back to stare up at 

the ceiling despondently. Silence spun out for a few minutes, as Mahihko picked at his food and 

the others sat and waited for someone to say something, anything at all… and then finally the 

male said quietly: “So we‟ve got to deal with this Lunis issue.” He paused, then added quietly: 

“I‟m sorry, Mahihko.” 

Mahihko looked over at him, and his eyes were teary now as he began to tremble, 

rubbing slowly at his face. “I… I know but… Daddy, Daddy, do we… do I have to go? Please 

Daddy… I don‟t wanna go to that scary place, with that scary person there…” 

Zerrex softened a bit as Mahihko looked down, trembling violently, and then he finally 

shook his head and said quietly: “No, Mahihko. You don‟t have to come if you don‟t want to… 

but you have a little bit of time yet to decide. I still have to meet with the President of Ire… and I 

still have a few other odds and ends here to deal with, too, including making sure that Mercy 

isn‟t anywhere in Ire.” 

“I can‟t get out of the city, unless you‟ve got some way to transmit electricity over long 

distances.” Driz said mildly, and the others turned their attention to him for the moment as he 

shrugged a bit. “There are other signals… wireless signals, but I can‟t ride wavelengths, I need 

an actual physical link… and the wires around the edge of the city and around the outside world 

are all heavily deteriorated. These cities are… self-sufficient, but I don‟t mean in a good way. 

It‟s like they‟re all supposed to be their own little ugly kingdoms.” 

“That‟s a good way to think of it.” Cindy shook her head slowly, then she frowned and 

lowered her head in thought. “Phone lines aren‟t all wireless, however… but they‟re deep under 

the ground now. They were redesigned with transmission accelerators to enhance communication 

efforts over the course of the war… I think if you could get into one of those, then you might be 

able to travel all the way around Ire.” 

“Phone cables. Phones are those sound things, right?” Driz tilted his head, and when she 

nodded, he sighed but shrugged. “Well, I guess it could be worse. I‟ll give it a try, anyway, and 

hope that things work out for the best. It shouldn‟t take me too long to get around all of Ire, and 

if I‟m passing through those accelerators, they should give me a power boost.” 

Zerrex frowned a bit as Driz headed for the door, standing up and asking quickly: “What 

about your head, how are you feeling?” 

“I‟m fine, Dad!” Driz called back as he rounded the corner, and a moment later, there 

was a crackle of dark energy in the air before the lights flickered… and then Zerrex had the sense 



that Driz was gone, as he sat back down in his chair and looked morbidly at Cindy, who only 

shrugged a bit in return. 

Then, as Zerrex opened his mouth to try and organize things on the Lunis situation again, 

Mahihko looked up and asked meekly: “If Markus went bad, does that mean all your sons go 

bad?” 

“Mahihko…” Zerrex looked at him with softness in his eyes as Cherry flinched, and then 

she grumbled something under her breath as the Drakkaren gazed at the little wolf, trying to 

figure out how to answer him and that scared, pleading look in his eyes. Sure, he and Mahihko 

weren‟t biologically father-and-son… but pointing that out would probably only make him even 

more upset… especially considering what it seems like Tobias Wulfe is up to these days… “No, 

Mahihko. Not all my sons go bad.” 

It was the standard grade-school level response… but Mahihko seemed soothed by it 

before he asked, still looking worried: “Has… has any of your other kids ever gone bad?” 

“Markus wasn‟t bad!” Cherry slammed a fist down onto the table, and she glared at 

Mahihko, who quailed, trembling violently, under her angry gaze. “He wasn‟t bad, he just… he 

turned up… he ended up doing something stupid, okay? Now shut the fuck up!” 

“Cherry!” Mahihko began to cry loudly, hugging himself as he shook his head violently 

back and forth, and Zerrex sighed as Cindy stood up and glared angrily from one to the other, but 

Cherry only shoved herself away from the table and stomped off. Cindy tried to cradle Mahihko, 

but he only pushed at her before falling on his back, bawling and kicking at the air before he 

began to yell for his father, and Zerrex sighed, rubbing at his forehead slowly as Marina joined in 

now, shouting at Mahihko not to be such a baby and not to drag their father into things. 

Zerrex picked up a plate of chicken balls steeped in sweet and sour sauce, and then he 

grabbed an egg roll and left the room, making his way to the den. Sammy was still tapping away 

at his video games, and Zerrex chewed reflectively on the egg roll as he watched the little 

pseudodragon play. He enjoyed watching other people play videogames… it was neat to see 

what other people did and how they behaved, and it made it sort of like a semi-interactive movie. 

Then again, it got plenty annoying when the other person was an idiot, but little Sammy seemed 

to have picked up a knack for gaming, and he was doing more-than-acceptably. 

The Drakkaren continued to eat, listening to the sounds dying down across the house and 

knowing that if he interfered, things would just get worse. Besides, he‟d just dealt with twenty 

years worth of crap, with the good only getting better so it could eventually become worse. He 

shook his head after a few moments, then he glanced up as Cherry walked in and plucked a 

chicken ball out of the tray, popping it into her mouth as she said mildly: “You can‟t bring all of 

us to Lunis.” 

Zerrex looked over his shoulder at her with surprise, cocking his head curiously… and 

she shrugged after a moment, before she picked up another chicken ball and ate it, munching 

loudly before she said mildly: “We‟re clashing personalities. We‟re a family that should not be 

allowed to be a family, you dig? Me and you, we get along great, but dude, I‟m a whore and 

you‟re my pimp. You even got a cane and everything… but then you throw in Cindy, and things 

go totally out of whack, „cause she‟s like… well… you know. Totally different from us.” 

“We three get along fine… even most of us get along fine together. It‟s when all of us are 

together and doing something other than killing things that we end up getting in trouble.” Zerrex 

said mildly, and then he leaned over to Sammy, muttering: “Use Tempest, its thunder, water, and 

wind.” 



Sammy squeaked at him irritably, as if to say he was just about to do that, and then the 

Drakkaren leaned back over to Cherry, who was still looking at him flatly. “But here‟s the thing, 

then, genius. How the hell do I leave any of you behind without offending you all?” 

“Just bring Dumb and Dumber. He‟s the only one who‟s got a real stake in the whole 

thing.” Cherry said plainly, and Zerrex looked at her suspiciously, making her glower at him in 

return. “What, it‟s totally true! I can totally be smart sometimes, don‟t look at me like that, you 

douchebag.” 

“Cherry, usually you‟re the first one who‟s begging to be taken along as an extra on a 

mission that will likely end in wanton bloodshed.” Zerrex said mildly, and Cherry shrugged 

agreeably, but looked steadfast nonetheless. “What‟s with the sudden change of heart? It‟s a little 

bit creepy, that‟s all.” 

The female hesitated for a few moments, arguing with herself as Zerrex ate a few chicken 

balls, and then she finally said in an embarrassed voice: “Because I feel bad for the little bastard. 

I dunno. Mahihko‟s sort of like my spare kid… I know, I know, he‟s the little boy you pretend 

ain‟t yours when you take him to baseball practice, and he‟s more likely to end up in retard camp 

than sex camp, but still. I still love the little bastard and wanna see this done right. And a bunch 

of us otherworldly chicks coming along will set off so goddamn many sensors even Marina 

won‟t be able to deal with mind-fucking everyone who sees us.” 

Zerrex nodded after a moment, sitting back against the couch as he picked up the last 

chicken ball… but Cherry swiped it out of his grasp and gobbled it before she grabbed the tray 

they had been in, slurping up the sweet and sour sauce still on it as the Drakkaren licked the last 

of the tangy stuff from his hand, looking at her sourly. “Asshole. Well. I guess you kinda do have 

a good point there, Cherry. And yeah, he is… charismatic, despite the fact he‟d probably look 

smarter if he was wearing diapers. I guess I‟ll just take him, then.” 

“And me.” Marina said clearly, as she entered the room, before she paused and smiled 

radiantly at the pseudodragon, which looked up at her with surprise. She leaned down, staring at 

it, and it chirped at her after a moment, making her giggle and smile radiantly at her father. “He‟s 

so handsome! Sammy, the Knight Dove… he‟s got a strong name, too.” 

Sammy chirped at this, standing up on his back legs and looking proud of himself as 

Cherry huffed and mumbled something about suck-ups, and then Marina shoved her backwards 

before she sat herself primly down in her father‟s lap, Zerrex automatically wrapping his arms 

around her as she kissed his cheek, her voice whispering in his mind: It‟s not your fault, anything 

that happened… I love you, and always shall… and I shall always be your servant as well as 

your daughter, nothing like the others who betrayed you… bring me with you… “Bring me with 

you… I can find Mercy easily…” 

“Babe, some things you just gotta do the old-fashioned way.” Cherry said mildly, and 

Marina didn‟t take kindly to the echo of the words that had been used before to get her to back 

off, glaring at her sister-figure. Their eyes locked, and sparks seemed to fly between them for a 

few moments before Cherry finally grunted something… and then she grinned and brought the 

slick, still-sticky tray up and threw it into Marina‟s face. 

It struck the end of her muzzle and splattered her with sweet and sour sauce before it fell 

slowly to the ground, and Marina looked horrified as Zerrex gaped… then he winced when his 

daughter leapt out of his lap and threw herself at Cherry, the two shouting things that made even 

the Drakkaren wince as he quickly evacuated the room, Sammy following him with a squeak of 

terror. He leapt up onto the male‟s shoulder as he made his way quickly back towards the 



kitchen, where Cindy was doing the dishes and Mahihko was sitting on a chair, trembling and 

sniffling… and she looked up as the Drakkaren entered, asking tiredly: “Are they at it again?” 

“Yeah. Not much of a father-figure, am I?” Zerrex asked mildly, as he rubbed at his head 

slowly, but Cindy only shook her head with a bit of a smile, before she tilted her head towards 

the pseudodragon, which was looking at her suspiciously. “Oh, this is Sammy, or Knight Dove. 

He‟s my… friend. Sammy, this is Cindy, and that‟s Mahihko.” 

Sammy chirped at this, and Cindy smiled and half-curtseyed to him as Mahihko looked 

up as the little dragon jumped onto the table, padding curiously over towards him… and then his 

eyes went big and round as his face cleared, and he held his hands out hesitantly. The 

pseudodragon chirped at him, tilting his head curiously as he came in close… and then Mahihko 

giggled and grabbed him up, Sammy squawking in surprise before he was cuddled close in the 

tiny wolf‟s arms, the lupine giving him a firm squeeze as he began to stroke along the top of his 

head firmly. “You‟re so adorable! Hello Sammy, hello! Hello Sammy, I‟m Mahihko!” 

Sammy wheezed a bit, and Zerrex looked at the two before he leaned against the counter, 

letting Mahihko continue to molest the pseudodragon and figuring they could attune themselves 

to each other better if he stayed out of it. Like it works with Cherry and Marina… “So Cherry 

made an interesting suggestion. She said I should just take Mahihko… or Lone… or whatever he 

is… with me, and leave the rest of you behind.” 

“Sure it was Cherry and not a hallucination? Because that same Cherry made that little 

wolf cry like a baby.” Cindy paused, then she looked at him sideways, asking in an amused 

voice: “You don‟t think she developed a conscience and feels bad about that now, do you?” 

“Nah.” Zerrex waved a hand airily, looking at his daughter with amusement before he 

continued amiably, as Mahihko rocked and cradled Sammy, burying his face against his back: “I 

think that she might be right, though. Lunis is bound to be crawling with Scanners of their own, 

and we won‟t be able to move effectively as a group. With just him around, people will pay less 

attention to me… and hopefully we‟ll be able to move directly against Wulfe Headquarters. I 

have a feeling that if we find out what Tobias Wulfe is up to… we‟ll find Mercy.” 

Cindy nodded slowly, and then she handed Zerrex a plate, and he automatically picked up 

a towel to dry it off with, as she asked softly: “And what about us? I mean, it‟s a good idea, and I 

even applaud Cherry for having it… but Cherry, myself, and Marina are still not exactly the best 

of buddies a lot of the time. We get along and all but… without you around things are…” 

“Strained.” Zerrex supplied, continuing to dry things whatever Cindy handed over to him. 

“I was thinking about that some, and well… I have no idea.” He paused, opening a drawer to  put 

away a few utensils, and then he said thoughtfully: “Maybe you three could do research for me, 

though… did I mention… oh, I‟m sorry, Cindy, I‟ve been rude, how did your work go today?” 

“Yes, because what I do in one day is far more important than the traumas you endure in 

twenty years.” Cindy said drolly, and then they both winced at a loud smacking sound before 

Mahihko began to cry again, holding onto his ear and rocking back and forth as Sammy 

scrabbled away, hissing at him and raising his tail threateningly. Immediately, Zerrex made a 

face and stepped forwards, stepping on the pseudodragon‟s tail gently but firmly, and Sammy 

squeaked before looking up at him embarrassedly, the Drakkaren pointing at Mahihko as he 

glared at the little reptile. 

Sammy slumped his shoulders, then sighed and mumbled something as Zerrex rose his 

foot, the little pseudodragon hopping back onto the table… but now Mahihko would barely even 

look at him, pushing himself violently away as he sniffled and whimpered in his throat. It was 

admittedly a little bit pathetic… and Zerrex rolled his eyes, putting down the plate he was drying 



as he walked over and gently patted Mahihko on the skull… and he burst into tears again, 

clinging to his father as he asked in a stuttering voice: “Why is everyone being so mean to me 

today? Why, why, why?” 

“I think the testing wore on him a little bit.” Cindy said embarrassedly, and she walked 

over and gently patted Sammy on the shoulders, saying clearly to Mahihko: “Look, see, he 

doesn‟t want to hurt you anymore… you just scared him, that was all.” 

Sammy chirped and nodded, standing up on his hind legs as he craned his head 

forwards… and Mahihko mumbled and buried his face against Zerrex‟s leg, the Drakkaren 

rolling his eyes upwards with a wince as he gently patted Mahihko on the back a few times, 

before the wolf mumbled in a surly voice: “No, he should go away, he‟s bad and mean like 

Cherry. I hate her, stupid Cherry. She‟s a bitch.” 

From the mouths of babes. Despite how often he agreed with the sentiment, however, 

Zerrex felt that while physical conflict he could put up with between his family – Cherry and 

Marina, for instance, usually were able to repair everything they broke between them and their 

fighting rarely turned into anything serious – putting up with nastiness, especially behind the 

backs of others, wasn‟t something he‟d allow. “Mahihko, stop that. And apologize, right now.” 

Zerrex pushed him gently but firmly back to sit on the chair, kneeling and letting him meet his 

eyes so the wolf knew he was serious, as the tiny lupine began to tremble again. “And no more 

crying tonight, not about these things. You‟ve already gotten away with plenty.” 

“That‟s not fair!” Mahihko burst out, and then he went quiet, sticking out his lower lip as 

a few tears ran down his cheeks. Zerrex looked at him steadily for a few moments, however, and 

Mahihko finally lowered his head in shame, mumbling: “I‟m… I‟m sorry.” 

“Good, see? Now go along to your room and calm down.” Zerrex quietly patted Mahihko 

on the back, and the little wolf toddled quickly off, snuffling and wiping his face against his shirt 

as the Drakkaren sighed and walked over to the sink, beginning to dry dishes once more as he 

asked Cindy gloomily: “So what were we talking about again?” 

“Our respective plans.” Cindy replied, shaking her head slowly. She drained the sink, 

then rinsed it out as Zerrex finished drying the last few dishes, then she glanced up at him and 

said quietly: “To be honest, I think it‟s more than just the day… Mahihko and Lone, that thing 

where they split… it seems to have a big impact on his energy levels and his mood. It‟s sort of 

like… I dunno… glue.” Cindy paused to bring her hands up, knitting her fingers together. 

“Pretend my fingers are energy. Now this is them together, my hands… they‟re one being. But 

when I pull them apart…” 

She did so, and then waggled her fingers and thumbs, looking across at her father intently 

to see if he got it, and after a moment, the Drakkaren did, nodding thoughtfully. “So… they each 

get half the total amount of energy.”  

“Minus what they expend to split, which isn‟t much, that‟s right.” Cindy smiled, then she 

pushed her hands back together… but this time, using only half her fingers. “The problem is, that 

when they combine again, it isn‟t like… four plus four equals eight. For Lone and Mahihko, four 

and four equals only four… maybe five if they‟re lucky.” 

“What, you‟re saying that… their energy stays halved? That‟s like one of them just 

vanishing completely, though.” Zerrex frowned, tilting his head towards her, and Cindy nodded 

grimly. “But why would that happen?” 

“They‟re obviously using up a much-larger amount of energy to combine… but I think it 

has something to do with not only the process they went through all those years ago with 

Mengele‟s experiments, but also because there was never meant to be Lone and Mahihko… there 



was only supposed to be Lone Wulfe.” Cindy shook her head slowly, meeting Zerrex‟s eyes. 

“One single being… but because of everything we‟ve gone through, he‟s become split, and more 

than just mentally. For Mahihko to have been born as Mahihko and not Lone Wulfe, for 

instance… that by itself was a miracle, because he was a repressed personality that… well… 

repressed his own dominant personality and somehow managed to get to the front. Ugh, I‟m 

sorry, I can‟t… phrase it right…” 

Cindy sat down at the table, rubbing at her head slowly, and Zerrex pulled up a chair 

beside her as he nodded a bit, saying quietly: “I think I get it nonetheless. Mahihko and Lone, as 

they are now, shouldn‟t exist… but Lone Wulfe should, yet he doesn‟t exist. So it‟s sort of like 

they‟re absorbing each other when they rejoin together, but that energy doesn‟t end up going 

anywhere…” 

“It‟s just used up.” Cindy shrugged a bit, sitting back in her chair and tapping her fingers 

on the table, as she looked at the boxes and plates of food still laying out on it. Then she sighed, 

climbing back to her feet to begin putting boxes away in the fridge. “I need to do more research, 

but I don‟t think I have the proper equipment…” 

Zerrex was about to respond, when he was cut off suddenly as Cherry shouted: “Hey 

Boss, you‟re on TV! It‟s that thing that happened!” 

“What?” Zerrex frowned, getting to his feet, and he and Cindy made their way to the den, 

where Marina and Cherry were sitting as far apart as possible, both a bit bruised but the room at 

least in good shape. Then he stared as a bus flew through the air, the image scratchy and blurry, 

to land on a figure that was probably him, and there were gasps and mutters as it caught it and 

threw it back at a very ugly demon, someone cheering and someone else muttering for the 

cheerer to shut the fuck up. “Oh great.” 

“The hell is this?” Cindy asked in a consternated voice, and Zerrex whistled a bit to 

himself as the „Top Story‟ headline appeared and a news reporter in a red dress suit faded in, her 

expression serious. “Zerrex…” 

“Our top story tonight is about a fight that broke out at the bus terminal. This, however, 

was no ordinary fight, but a battle of extraordinary powers that was captured by several brave 

young people who were passing the station at the time.” The reporter said, her voice deep and 

serious, but her eyes glimmering like she thought she was about to win some local news award. 

“More than a dozen officers have been reported dead and others severely wounded, and-” 

“Oh, there were like six who died, come on.” Zerrex said disgustedly, and Cindy shushed 

him before she kicked him childishly in the leg, and the Drakkaren fell over with a grunt, 

wincing and grumbling under his breath.” 

“-demons are not among the listed casualties.” A pause, and then a clip began to roll, 

with her reporter‟s voice overtop as they watched the bus get thrown at Zerrex again, and Zerrex 

throw it back. “The demons, as shown here, display supernatural strength… and while the cause 

of the fight is unknown, authorities said they suspected territory to be at the center of the dispute 

but urge-” 

Cherry snorted in disgust, watching as the demon was hit by the bus before she pointed 

and said clearly: “I would‟ve dodged that.” 

Someone told her to shut up, and Cherry huffed and crossed her arms as Zerrex sat up, 

making a face as the clip changed to another, this time of the demon‟s attempts to crush him 

under his spiked carapace. “-powers, and have been known to get into conflict from time-to-time. 

The battle was quickly halted, however, by the dedicated forces of the Supernatural Defense and 



Deterrence Squadron, better known as the „Scanners.‟ One demon is known to have been taken 

into custody, while the other may still remain at large.” 

A moment later, a hand-drawn portrait of Zerrex‟s face came up on screen… and 

although he looked even eviler than usual and they‟d gotten his scars wrong, it was still pretty 

clearly him, and the whole „having-hair‟ thing didn‟t help as the reporter began to read out 

estimates. Zerrex cleared his throat a bit as Cindy looked down at him sourly, and then she 

kicked him again before she asked flatly: “Why didn‟t you tell us about this earlier?” 

“I totally forgot. It‟s been two decades for me, remember?” Zerrex rose a hand, and 

Cindy paused before she sighed and grasped his wrist, hauling him to his feet as the lizard 

rubbed grudgingly at his rear. “You kick too hard.” 

Cindy didn‟t respond, only grumbling something in return before she turned and left, and 

Marina smiled up at her father before she followed her out, as Cherry looked up at the Drakkaren 

and asked curiously: “So what the fuck was that thing, anyway? I ain‟t ever seen a Wrath demon 

like that before.” 

“I have… somewhere.” Zerrex said lamely, but he‟d seen most of the different types of 

the wide varieties of demons that were in Hell. Not that he could place it any better now than he 

could twenty years ago… and he sighed as he sat down on the couch beside her, the two mostly-

ignoring the news as she leaned into him. “So I think I‟ll take your suggestion and take Mahihko 

with me and leave the rest of you behind… but what are the three of you going to be able to do 

while I‟m gone? It might be for days, or it might be for weeks.” 

Cherry shrugged, switching through a few channels on the television before she finally 

said mildly: “How about the usual? Cindy‟s got her research, Marina‟s got her art, and I can beat 

people up or some shit. I know it ain‟t exactly focused, but we‟ll survive… what, you worried 

about us?” She grinned at him, then snorted when Zerrex looked up at the ceiling. 

“Well, you know. Cindy‟s worried herself.” he said, and Cherry huffed as she crossed her 

muscular arms, glowering at him. This made him grin slightly as he tilted his head towards her, 

looking entertained. “What? You don‟t like that I listen to her concerns?” 

“Fuck her concerns, she‟s just mad „cause I actually came up with a good idea for once.” 

Cherry replied grumpily, and then she grabbed Zerrex and shoved him down, grinning widely at 

him as the reptile stared up at her, their muzzles pressed end-to-end as she said teasingly: “And I 

got another good idea for you, too…” 

 

Zerrex found himself laying in bed some hours later, not entirely sure of what time it 

was… and then he sighed when he checked the clock and saw it was nearly midnight. Not 

exactly late by his standards… but admittedly, a bit later than he‟d hoped it was. Right now, 

Cherry was out, prowling the streets, and Cindy was running a few tests in her room with the 

little lab equipment she had… and who knew what Marina and Mahihko were doing. 

Driz was sleeping in the lava lamp in the den: he‟d returned two hours ago, tired and 

moody, and he said he‟d been unable to find Mercy anywhere. Zerrex had felt something strange 

inside himself at the sight of his son looking so sad and defeated, and he‟d done what he could to 

comfort him… but words had only made Driz grouchier, and he had finally simply retreated to 

the lava lamp, muttering that it made a serviceable resting station for him for now. The reptile 

just hoped it would help him rest, whether it seemed a bit ludicrous or not… on the physical 

plane, Driz seemed to need a constant charge of electricity through his form to even come near 

the range of being comfortable. 



Zerrex absently tapped at the armlet as he sat up, wearing only his boxers… but in only a 

few moments, the nanomachines from the armlet spread over his body and took on the 

consistency, shape, and texture of the perfect shirt and pants. He flexed against it, and his 

muscles bulged… but unlike real cloth, instead of tearing, these clothes stretched even further 

and were able to reshape against his body in a way that even the special material produced for 

size-shifting Dragokkaren and other beings was unable to stretch and mold. 

He looked over himself with faint amusement, then he finally stood up and left his room, 

toying with the armlet‟s commands a bit more before he slid down the ladder and made his way 

into the kitchen. Mahihko had been especially impressed with the armlet when he‟d seen it… of 

course, the little wolf had thought at first that it was just a really big watch until he‟d been shown 

just what it could do. 

Sammy jumped up on the table, and Zerrex petted him absently, the pseudodragon 

chirping at him as the reptile opened the fridge and began to browse through it. He pulled out a 

box of shrimp after a moment, and a small, half-full tin of sauce, and then he sat himself down at 

the table as he opened the box and handed one of the shrimp to Sammy, who took it in his little 

claws almost solemnly. “You know, I think I‟m fat sometimes.” 

The pseudodragon nibbled at his breaded shrimp, then he squeaked before continuing to 

gnaw hungrily at it, apparently finding it to his liking as Zerrex sat back and began to eat again. 

He mused for a moment on all the things he could do with this food, how he should be giving it 

out to the hungry instead of eating it himself when he didn‟t even need to eat as a demon… and 

then he picked up another piece of shrimp, dipped it in the sauce, and munched it up, closing his 

eyes and relaxing a bit against the chair. We could have ended world hunger before it began if we 

really wanted to, though… but people are inherently greedy, and not only do some naturally not 

care about the world as a whole… we‟re trained not to care about anything outside of our little 

cone of compassion, which sometimes doesn‟t even extend all the way through our own goddamn 

families. I bet the angels are sometimes glad God isn‟t alive to see the state the world‟s in now… 

Zerrex leaned back in his chair, then he glanced over his shoulder curiously as Mahihko 

trudged into the kitchen, clinging to a stuffed doll of none other than Cherry. The Drakkaren 

smiled a bit at this, as the little wolf came up to his side, sucking on his thumb childishly and 

wringing the doll with one hand against his body, dressed in an old, discarded nightgown of 

Cindy‟s… and then his thumb popped out of his mouth as he gave the Drakkaren big, round 

eyes. “Daddy, I‟m not tired and I wanna play with Sammy.” 

Sammy snorted, looking moodily at Mahihko: over the course of the evening, the little 

wolf had been more than a bit rough with the pseudodragon, after all. Zerrex shrugged a bit… 

and then he paused, looking over his shoulder curiously as Mahihko sat down and Lone tromped 

into the kitchen, yawning and ignoring them as he made his way to the fridge. He grabbed a 

carton of milk, then made as if to chug from it… but at a glare from Zerrex, he mumbled and 

instead trudged over to get a glass, his tight boxers swaying around his thighs as he said over his 

shoulder: “Tell him to stop hogging the goddamn bed. It‟s fucking freezing in here, I dunno how 

you assholes stand it. We need more blankets.” A pause as he jiggled the carton a few times over 

his muzzle, adding: “And more milk, too!” 

Zerrex sighed and muttered under his breath about immature children, and Lone 

glowered at him before he guzzled his glass, letting out a sigh and wiping at his muzzle 

afterwards before he sat down in a free chair, shoving Sammy out of the way so he could steal a 

handful of shrimp from Zerrex‟s box. He grinned at him sheepishly when he gave him a flat 



look, then he reached out and snagged the sauce, saying mildly: “Hey, you don‟t want us going 

hungry, now do you? Things are crazy enough around here as it is.” 

Zerrex grunted, and then Mahihko reached up and tugged on his pants gently, and Zerrex 

looked down at him before the tiny, effeminate lupine asked: “Can you tell us a bedtime story? 

Lone snores a lot and I really don‟t feel tired at all.” 

“Then stay awake, and I‟ll stay in bed and sleep, and you can watch your… hug bears 

movie or something.” Lone said flatly, and Mahihko immediately began to pout as the wolf 

shoved two shrimp into his muzzle, chewing loudly. “Anyway, aren‟t you like, forty by now?” 

“You should know, you‟re the same age as me.” Mahihko muttered, and Lone looked 

stupid at this as Zerrex snorted in amusement. He offered a shrimp to the little wolf, and he 

beamed and took it before he crawled up onto his father‟s lap, looking up at him shyly before 

Zerrex nodded and allowed him to help himself to the food. “Thank you, Daddy. But when did 

you even come out, anyway? I didn‟t let you out.” 

“You let everything come out.” Lone muttered, and Mahihko blushed, rubbing at his 

muzzle awkwardly for a few moments. Then the larger, masculine wolf belched, and he cleared 

his throat, excusing himself as Zerrex wondered which one was worse: Lone thought he was a 

frat boy and Mahihko thought he was a little girl. “Anyway, fairy, we can join back together 

later. Cindy was talking about not doing it too often, though, so we should stay split apart for 

now.” 

“So what do you think of me inviting you two alone with me to Lunis, to take care of 

things?” Zerrex asked in a casual voice, and Lone immediately began to choke, hammering his 

chest with a fist as his eyes bulged, and Mahihko whimpered and curled up against his father‟s 

body. The reptile waited a few moments, and then Lone spat out a large piece of shrimp, and 

Sammy hissed at him before he flicked it hard with his tail. 

The half-chewed piece of shrimp exploded into fragments that rained down over Lone‟s 

face, and he screeched in pain after a moment, flailing his arms as he shook his head back and 

forth before making a mad stumble for the sink. “My fucking eyes! There‟s sauce in my eyes, 

holy shit, it fucking burns!” A pause as his cries were drowned out by him turning the water on, 

and he shoved his head under the tap before howling and whacking his head off it as steaming 

water shot down over his face. “Shit, hot!” 

Zerrex gently set Mahihko aside and stood up, adjusting the taps before he grabbed Lone 

firmly by the back of the neck. When the wolf flailed, Zerrex grabbed his wrist and twisted it 

behind his back, and the wolf yelped before he quieted and allowed the Drakkaren to guide his 

face under the running water, rubbing wildly at his eyes with his other hand. After a few 

moments, the lizard released him and stepped back, and Lone let his eyes rinse out a moment 

longer before he stepped away from the sink and straightened, picking up the nearest dishtowel 

and quickly wiping his soaking features with it. “Fucking dragons.” 

Sammy huffed at this, then he jumped off the table and left the room, looking offended. 

Zerrex shook his head, then he made a face as Lone brushed the crumbs out of his fur… before 

the white wolf looked sour as the lizard leaned back and pointed at the floor. “You think I‟m 

gonna… oh. Oh, you mean that, yeah, I can do that.” 

Lone cleared his throat after a moment, and Zerrex didn‟t even want to know what had 

been going through his mind… although he could certainly guess, as the wolf grinned 

embarrassedly up at him as he quickly picked up the bits of shrimp off the floor before he tossed 

them into the sink and washed them down the drain. Then he sat back in his chair with a sigh, 



rubbing at his head slowly before he pointed at Mahihko, who was quietly chewing on a piece of 

shrimp but still looking nervous. “Dude, we have to go.” 

“But Lone! I don‟t wanna go up against Father…” Mahihko whined, and then he looked 

awkwardly at Zerrex, wincing a bit as an ashamed look passed over his face. He fidgeted on the 

spot, then opened his muzzle as if he was about to speak… before he closed it again and simply 

whimpered, squeezing his Cherry doll close to his chest. 

Zerrex looked at this for a moment… it was one of Mahihko‟s treasured possessions, and 

a toy that was part of a set. For art class, Marina had sewn dolls of their entire family, designing 

them like stuffed cartoon animals so they were thick, durable, and snuggly. He smiled faintly as 

he reached down, picking it up quietly and examining it… and Mahihko leaned up, little hands 

grasping into the lizard‟s thick, muscular limb as he asked worriedly: “Is everything okay?” 

“Mahihko, there‟s a wolf doll that Marina made too… that means you‟re part of this 

family now. And I guess that means Lone must be, too.” Zerrex said softly, and Lone smiled 

warmly as Mahihko beamed, although he also still looked quite worried. “Your biological father 

will always be your biological father… but blood ties do not a father make, as I‟ve learned. It‟s a 

romantic notion that… families automatically care for their kin and offspring. But people still 

find each other and become families even when they have no family of their own. 

“Look. It‟s going to end up being your choice… but even if you want to stay, Mahihko, 

Lone still wants to go, and that means he‟ll have to… I dunno how you do it, but he‟ll have to be 

the one „out‟ during the Lunis trip.” Zerrex said seriously, and Mahihko whimpered a bit, 

looking at Lone and not seeming to like this idea. “But as far as I‟m concerned, Tobias Wulfe 

isn‟t the father of you or Lone anymore… now that‟s my job. And where I might normally 

hesitate to step between a child and his parent, however terrible… you two have given 

yourselves to me, and you‟re both far different and more mature than Lone… and even he didn‟t 

exactly think of his dear old dad with a whole lot of love and affection.” 

“He scares us.” Mahihko lowered his head, and Lone hesitated, but then he nodded 

quietly as well, looking down embarrassedly. “Tobias is dangerous.” 

Zerrex didn‟t doubt that: any corporate mastermind was usually plenty dangerous in their 

own right, but Tobias sounded like he was dealing in more than just corruption and greed these 

days. The Drakkaren only nodded, and then Lone looked up, saying in a pleading voice to 

Mahihko: “But don‟t you get it? That‟s exactly why we gotta do it… why we have to go to 

Lunis. 

“We need to… face him. I mean… what kind of father abandons their only son after all 

these years?” Lone shook his head slowly, murmuring softly: “Never returned a single phone call 

to Baskin‟s Grove, never kept in contact before, during, or after any of the Wars… never tried to 

find us, and locked himself away so deeply that it was nearly impossible to find out whether or 

not he was still alive. Even his attendants didn‟t care we were alive… do you remember that one 

day we phoned up the old Wulfe Corporate line, after the Great War, and they just told us to fuck 

off? Goddamn… I want answers. I know you do too… we deserve answers, goddammit.” 

Lone bit his lip, and Mahihko mimicked the expression, before the little wolf finally 

nodded, trembling a bit as he took a few long breaths before he finally looked up at Zerrex, 

whispering: “But only if you‟ll be there every step of the way… I… I can‟t do it alone.” 

“Maybe you can‟t.” Lone muttered, crossing his arms, but his eyes were looking at 

Zerrex with their own silent plea as well. The Drakkaren glanced from one to the other, and in 

that glance, he saw how similar they were despite how different their bodies and personalities 

seemed… and finally, he nodded a bit. 



They both relaxed… and then Zerrex asked Lone curiously, for some reason figuring that 

he would be the one who‟d know: “How well do you remember Lunis? And not the Lunis during 

the Demon War, the old Lunis? I hear they‟ve rebuilt a lot of it and if you still have the old 

Lone‟s memories intact…” 

“Too many of „em.” Lone grunted, making a face as he crossed his arms over his naked 

chest, before he glanced at Mahihko and ordered: “Go get me a blanket, my nipples are freezing 

off.” 

Mahihko gladly dashed off to do this, and Zerrex wondered if they would be able to bear 

the separation: the distance wasn‟t much, but the reptile did still clearly remember what  

happened the one time they‟d tried to part the two wolves. The little wolf returned seconds later, 

however, and Lone muttered a thank you before he looked sourly at Mahihko as he leaned up on 

his tip-toes with big eyes… and finally, the masculine lupine turned his head to the side, and the 

tiny, effeminate male beamed before kissing him on the cheek and bouncing back over to his 

father. 

Zerrex snorted in amusement as Mahihko curled up near his feet, and Lone muttered 

something under his breath as he wrapped the thick blanket around himself, shivering a bit as he 

looked back and forth. He was still gathering his thoughts, however, and for some reason, it 

seemed almost painful for the white wolf… and tempted as Zerrex was to make a crack about it, 

he kept his mouth shut, figuring patience would pay off better than insults with the tough-acting 

but sensitive lupine. 

And then Lone looked up and nodded after a moment, smiling a bit. “Yeah, I do 

remember it now, Boss, I remember it clear as day. The giant city, the streets, the districts, the 

underground, the honeys… oh, the sweet honeys…” Lone grinned a bit, half-closing his eyes as 

he daydreamed for a moment or two, before the sound of Zerrex clearing his throat brought him 

back to his senses and he nodded quickly again, saying dumbly: “I remember.” 

“Alright. Then you two need to look up information on… Tobias, as well.” Zerrex had 

almost said „your father,‟ but was glad he‟d managed to stop himself. Saying that could have 

very well caused either Lone or Mahihko – the latter half-snoozing on his feet despite claiming 

he wasn‟t tired – to flip out a bit. “You can use old sources to try and get information on him… 

although I‟d recommend that you be the one who talks to people, Lone, and Mahihko can do the 

tracking-down online.” 

“Why?” Mahihko frowned, looking up curiously from Zerrex‟s feet, and the Drakkaren 

wondered absently if the little wolf could hit and hold a high C note if he tried. Then the little 

lupine sniffed and stood up, yawning… and Lone yawned as well, reaching a hand up through 

the blankets to cover his mouth. Finally, Zerrex did his best to resist, but he also yawned, 

stretching widely… and Mahihko giggled before poking him in the jaws, saying warmly: 

“Daddy‟s got a funny mouth.” 

“Daddy‟s got a cute mouth.” Lone said lecherously, rubbing his hands together, and then 

he coughed at a glare from Zerrex, hopping to his paws as he mumbled something about the 

cold. Then he trudged over to Mahihko, grasping one of his shoulders as he looked down at 

Zerrex. “Hey, I know, me and the little guy will start our research now… then we can be ready 

for whenever you need us to be, so we ain‟t rushing around at the last minute or like.” 

The Drakkaren knew that Lone was kissing a little bit of ass here to try and make a good 

impression… but he wasn‟t about to complain, either, as he nodded and gestured for them to go. 

“Good idea. Let me know immediately if you find anything.” 



“Okay, Daddy!” Mahihko said brightly, and before Lone could say or do anything, the 

little wolf grabbed the larger lupine‟s hand with one of his own and pulled him towards their 

room, the Cherry-doll dangling from his other hand as he said excitedly, his voice fading down 

the hall: “We‟re going to have such a great adventure and learn so much, you and I! What do you 

wanna do first, huh?” 

Zerrex shook his head a bit, rolling his eyes and smiling to himself as he heard the door 

shut, and then he picked up the box of shrimp and shook it. One last piece of shrimp jiggled 

around inside, and the Drakkaren took it out… before Sammy leapt out of nowhere and snatched 

it, running across the table and then chewing it quickly up. Zerrex glared at him, raising the box 

to throw it at the pseudodragon, and then he settled for pointing at him instead, saying sourly: 

“Don‟t press your luck, punk. Food is a precious resource, and I am hungry.” 

Sammy swallowed, then he cleared his throat before he said in a perfect mimic of 

Cherry‟s voice: “How about you have yourself a nice tall glass of shut the fuck up?” 

“Sammy!” Zerrex did throw the box this time, and the pseudodragon squawked as he was 

knocked off the table, landing with a loud thump on his back. The piece of shrimp flew through 

the air, and the Drakkaren lunged forwards, catching it in his hand before he quickly gobbled it 

down as the stunned little dragon looked up at him, and the reptile pointed at him and 

pantomimed firing a gun, saying mildly: “And that‟s why I‟m the one in charge.” 

The pseudodragon mumbled on the floor, rolling up to all fours and shaking his head 

quickly, and then he walked over to Zerrex and chewed at his pant-leg, looking a bit 

embarrassed. The reptile looked down at it with soft amusement, and then he held an arm down 

to it, and Sammy jumped up to crawl up onto his shoulder, chirping quietly as the Drakkaren said 

with faint entertainment: “I think you‟re starting to learn too much from Cherry, however… so 

you‟d better start watching your mouth, huh?” 

The little beast on his shoulder chirped again, gnawing at his hair, and Zerrex laughed a 

bit as he made his way towards the ladder, putting his hands in his pockets and figuring that at 

least now he had things organized a little bit better… and that today he could get to work on 

figuring out the rest of things. 

 

Cindy left early in the morning, Zerrex barely getting the time to wish her goodbye 

before she was out the door, while Mahihko and Lone – still separated, still awake – decided to 

go out to the library to get some hard research done on the Wulfe corporation. Although most of 

the libraries across the world had been damaged during the Wars, they still kept a lot of 

information not just on microfilm, but other, more-advanced methods of keeping track of 

history‟s twists and turns, such as a process known as Deep Memory Screening. 

DMS systems ran by scanning a person‟s mind and extracting experiential memories 

from the brain: in short, it was a system that literally read a person‟s mind and saved it into a 

data file that could be either video or text, but without accidentally mixing up memories with 

dreams. Memories were also run through a filter and censorship system… and that way, multiple 

people could contribute their memories of a single event, without putting others to risk. Or even 

worse, of course, showing off memories that are a little or a lot bit embarrassing… or that could 

expose some very hefty security risks. And of course, there‟s always the couple who had crazy 

sex somewhere and wants to make that a part of history… 

Zerrex smiled a bit to himself as he sipped at his coffee, absently going over the little 

information Lone and Mahihko had picked up so far as he wondered who exactly produced the 

DMS system; he knew that it wasn‟t any corporation from Ire, but he was pretty sure as well that 



it wasn‟t a stolen Hez‟Ranna technology. An old enemy, whom he still thought of these days as a 

dear friend, would have called such public-access systems trivial garbage… but then again, 

Mengele Tstegi had been an artist when it came to genetic research, and his experiments his 

symphonies. It was sick and twisted that a person whom so many other people in the world still 

ardently hated could be thought of as a friend… but Mengele had helped Zerrex destroy Narrius 

and his Paradise during the Great War, and had been the one to not only free him, but give him 

his family back. 

The Drakkaren took another drink of his coffee, making a bit of a face after a moment: 

his never tasted as good as Cindy‟s. Here he was again, thinking about all kinds of things that he 

didn‟t really know enough about to be a judge of… serious things, when he should be sitting 

around relaxing, trying to enjoy this rare time he got by himself to plan things out. Even Marina 

was gone for the moment, off to her school to attend some classes, and Cherry was out again, 

scouting through the city to look for any stashes of Wulfe Pharmaceutical cargo. 

Much as he loved his family and appreciated their input, sometimes when the reptile sat 

down with the information, he worked better on his own, making up the plan by himself… and 

then refining it later, once he‟d figured out what everyone should be doing and where they 

should strike first. Having Mahihko pestering him every five minutes about what this or that 

meant could get irritating rather fast, after all, and Cherry could be even worse if she got bored 

and decided to try and „lighten things up‟ by making some mischief. Of course, on the other 

hand, Zerrex liked to work fast and get the crudest plans drawn up quickly, meaning he was 

already done and now just refining a few details, waiting for the others to get back with 

additional information and provide their own input and ideas.  

Lunis, after all, had been almost entirely rebuilt… and in fact, it had risen from the ashes 

like the legendary Phoenix to a potential past even its former technological glory couldn‟t match. 

Employing technology and the supernatural alike these days, Lunis had gone from a massive 

factory that had been torn to shreds during the Demon War back to its proud stance as not only 

the largest “single city” in the world, but also as a scientific leader… although now, with the 

mysteries of life after death unraveled, their eyes had turned to space exploration and the stars 

above. 

It was a fitting vision for a country named after the moon… and Lunis was the perfect 

place to build advanced space stations and spaceships of all type. The country itself was shaped 

like a disc, a massive island with sheer, dominating cliffs that made it literally almost completely 

unassailable by the oceans that surrounded it, and it was close enough to Ire to maintain safe 

trade routes while far enough away that they had some privacy even from vigilantes from the old 

Republic, who patrolled the shores in hopes of screwing up the relationship between the 

countries. 

In the Great War days, Lunis had posed a threat to the plans of Hez‟Ranna and the regime 

of Patriarch Narrius… but that threat had been cruelly and swiftly exterminated by a combination 

of ruthless juggernauts and a high-powered EMP bomb that had fried even the insulated 

circuitry, doing enough damage where it hit at ground zero to not only erase software, but cause 

hardware and even metal girders to explode from the sheer force of magnetism. Since the entire 

country was literally nothing but buildings, with a scattering of bio-domes here and there, 

everything had shut down… and Lunis had begun the slow process of starving itself to death 

when the ancient emergency generators in its underbelly had shut down and the “farmland” built 

literally under the city, grown in fake soil and powered by false sunlight and biological 

tampering, had become arid and dead. Unable to produce food, and blockaded to prevent any 



escape or trade, most of the population had either starved or gone insane… and that had made it 

an easy target for Ire after the war. 

They had turned Lunis into a gigantic sweatshop, rebuilding only what they felt necessary 

to keep control of the citizenry and forcing them to produce weapons, technology, and machinery 

that would be shipped all over Ire and the rest of the world cheaply and efficiently. Then the 

demons had attacked… and Lunis had once more been ravaged, and Ire had repeated history by 

setting up a blockade and trapping the remaining people inside the infected city, Ire‟s 

government handing down a death sentence on what was still recognized as an individual 

country without so much as a twitch. 

Zerrex and his family had put a stop to that mess: they had not only destroyed the Black 

Hole, the rip in reality demons were attacking through, but they had also taken down the 

Ophelia, Ire‟s prized flagship, and thus crushed the strength of the military blockade surrounding 

the island. The Drakkaren smiled a bit at the memories, swirling his coffee as he looked down 

into the inky liquid, and then he murmured: “And even if it was all part of some scheme… I‟d do 

it again, because it was worth it. And now Lunis is back on track… at least publicly.” 

Lunis did indeed seem to be prospering these days, and with the experimental space 

probes they were constructing – and had even launched, apparently, something no other country 

had gotten back to doing yet – he thought they were probably firmly under their own control 

now, too. It likely helped that Ire was still in shambles, the superpower finally crushed to the 

point where its representatives had to actually listen to the World Council‟s recommendations 

and even the old politicians of Ire‟s former glory days suffering from such a lack of power they 

could barely command their own security guards. But it bothered Zerrex that Lunis was also 

harboring people like Tobias Wulfe and the remnants of the Aztec Corporation… the latter had 

been producing ruthless Private Military Corporation soldiers and war technologies for both the 

Miserable Ones and the world as a whole, and gunning down demons, innocents, and anyone 

else that got in their way so they could become the lords of the wasteland the world had become. 

Aztec himself and the other masterminds behind the corporation were all long dead, but as 

companies tended to do, it had been taken over by new owners who had slunk off to some other 

country, to lick their wounds and try and rebuild their reputation and power. 

Zerrex tapped a black-and-white photo of the Wulfe Corporate Headquarters in Lunis… a 

humongous skyscraper all to itself standing in the rare open square, in a city that was otherwise a 

forest of towers. He shook his head slowly, making a bit of a face at the size of it… and the 

scary thing is, I don‟t even think it‟s a phallic symbol. It‟s not just big… it‟s well-defended, no 

one can approach it even in a crowd without being seen, and Tobias apparently lives on the top 

floor, where he can watch over the city and have total control over his territory. The bastard‟s 

going to be hard to reach. 

Then the Drakkaren looked up as he heard a knock at the door, and he made a face as he 

realized no one else was home before he got up to answer it himself. He opened it, coffee in one 

hand, armlet on his wrist and thankfully at least fully-dressed… and then he smiled as a pretty 

young doe gazed up at him warmly, dressed in a loose white blouse and a pair of comfortable 

jeans… and behind Mary, Zanbrick was sulking in his black uniform, looking moodily up at him. 

“Hello, Zerrex… my brother insisted on coming along today to talk to you, I hope you don‟t 

mind at all.” 

“No, come on inside. Can I get either of you coffee or anything?” Zerrex smiled as he 

stepped backwards, and Mary shook her head with a smile as her brother looked around with that 

bitter-lemon look still on his face. Then he wrinkled up his muzzle in distaste as Sammy padded 



towards them, Zerrex automatically heading for the kitchen and the little pseudodragon 

squeaking at the two curiously, and Mary laughed as Zerrex pointed and said: “That‟s Sammy. 

Sammy, this is Mary and Zanbrick. Mary‟s pretty cool and I guess Zane‟s okay once you get to 

know him.” 

“A familiar.” Zanbrick curled his lip in distaste, and Sammy huffed at this, before he 

turned away, flicking his tail up with a look of offense and walking away, and the deer turned his 

attention back to Zerrex after a moment, following slowly after the Drakkaren as Mary rolled her 

eyes, already sitting with the reptile at the kitchen table. “So this is what a demon‟s lair looks 

like… it‟s a lot more unpleasant than I imagined, although I‟m glad there‟s at least no blood on 

the walls.” 

“Check the den.” Zerrex replied mildly, and Zane shot him a dark look as Mary sighed, 

looking exasperated. Then the lizard rested back, drinking the last of his coffee before he asked: 

“So I know this is probably a social visit on your part, Mary, but what about your brother, here? 

You got something you want to talk to me about?” 

“These crystals…” Zanbrick swallowed his dislike to become serious, as he reached 

down past his cape and produced a shard, tossing it over to the Drakkaren… and Zerrex took it, 

examining it slowly in the light. “How much do you know about them? Where are they coming 

from? And what are they doing, stashed all over the place?” 

Zerrex motioned irritably for the deer to slow down, glad at least this shard Zane had 

found somewhere wasn‟t too big. Crescent shape, though, and smooth sides… it might have been 

a rune, but it‟s been broken, and that‟s bad news. “A company called Wulfe Pharmaceuticals has 

been importing them illegally… and not just to here, but to Hell as well. These crystals are made 

from demonic essence… and unless it occurs during a fight by accident, demons can‟t turn other 

demons into crystals, and even angels have lost the recipe. It was something mortal mages came 

up with… but it seems that someone, somewhere, discovered how to start doing it again. 

“Demon or mortal, it‟s bad news, so I‟m going to head to Lunis to find out what‟s been 

going on and to put a stop to it…” the Drakkaren paused, then he held up the shard, asking in 

return: “And where‟d you find this one?” 

Zanbrick didn‟t even bother with a smart-ass response, shaking his head and saying 

quietly: “It was inset into an old clock… they were shaping out runes, but not… real runes. More 

detailing, or decoration. I pried them out and took them before I did some looking around, but 

there were no others that I could find… but I agree, this needs to stop. People on the streets are 

becoming more-jittery every day, and more-afraid of demons… although your little stunt 

yesterday probably helped with that.” 

“Go to hell, I was defending myself.” Zerrex said moodily, and then he put the shard 

down and shook his head, rubbing a hand through his hair. “But since we‟ve got a mutual enemy, 

maybe we should work together a bit more, Zanbrick. While I‟m in Lunis, you and your sister 

can look around for any deposits of crystal… my family will be here to help you out, too, and 

even though I‟m very sure you won‟t like Cherry that much, Cindy should be able to keep her in 

line enough to be cooperative.” 

The deer‟s features curdled, and Mary sighed, looking at him mildly. “Oh, please, don‟t 

start on this, Zanbrick, you promised me you wouldn‟t.” She paused, glancing over at Zerrex to 

add dryly: “He‟s still not on board with the idea of me being a hunter, much less you being my 

Patron.” 

Zerrex shrugged amiably, and the deer sighed in disgust before he reached for his belt 

again. At first, Zerrex wondered absently if he was going to get shot… and then he tilted his head 



instead when the deer produced a roll of parchment. He quickly opened this as Mary sighed, 

looking both embarrassed and irritable… and then the Drakkaren stared when the deer unrolled 

the scroll and read in a clear voice: “Alliances between Patrons and their Chosen become null 

and void when said Patron fails to provide for said Chosen, whether that person is an icon, 

warrior, or other. In the instance of a nullified alliance, the ranking officer in the stance that 

aforementioned person was a part of, as in a predesignated unit or a former guardian or mentor 

figure – not excluding teachers, elder Clan members, and parental figures – may choose to take 

the person in for a short period and assist them in discovering a new Patron.” 

“Is that the code? I thought it was in a booklet or something.” Zerrex said dumbly, then 

he frowned as Mary pulled out her book and handed it over to the Drakkaren, making Zane 

squawk in horror at likely some breach of some rule or another. “Thanks.” 

The Drakkaren began to idly flip through it as Zane spluttered in shock, and then Mary 

said mildly, leaning towards the Drakkaren: “He thought that one of the original Scrolls of the 

Silver Wind Clan would have more effect on you. Something about demons respecting 

authority.” 

“That‟s devils. You should meet this friend of mine, she‟s an Ice Devil, real big on 

logic.” Zerrex said absently, as he continued to flip through pages, reading rules here and there 

and amazed by just how many of them there were. “And yet I almost always win arguments 

against her… mostly because my retard-logic trumps sound-logic any day. It‟s hard to argue with 

someone too stupid to understand you and too stubborn to care if they did.” 

“My sister does not have a summoning implement, you have not taught her martial skills, 

you have continued to let her… live her normal life!” Zanbrick interrupted, quickly rolling the 

scroll back up and putting it back in the case at his side, and Zerrex glanced up over the booklet 

as the deer jumped to his feet, his features flushed with anger. “You have disobeyed every law of 

the pact and… you don‟t even know what out Clan stands for, or even what we are! In our blood 

flows the blood of demons, diluted over the centuries until we can control our urges, but strong 

enough still that in us are supernatural abilities that permit-” 

Zerrex leaned over to Mary, asking in a conspiratory voice: “Does that mean if you hit 

him with one of those crystal thingies, he‟ll get sucked into it?” 

“No, that only works on full-blooded demons.” Mary smiled nonetheless, and Zanbrick 

glowered at Zerrex, as if blaming him for both the question and the answer. Then the doe cleared 

her throat, asking the Drakkaren curiously: “So did you plan on starting to teach me, soon?” 

“You already have some of my memories and we shared some abilities, right? The best 

way to learn isn‟t always with someone else… you need to learn how to harness some of those 

powers by yourself, in your own time.” Zerrex paused as Zane opened his mouth, and the 

Drakkaren closed the book in his hands loudly, adding clearly: “After all, your brother didn‟t 

exactly display the strongest powers out on the battlefield.” 

Zane shut up at that, looking suddenly embarrassed, and then Zerrex looked thoughtfully 

at Mary. “But you know what? I think I have the perfect place for us to practice a bit… and you 

can come too, Zanbrick, if you‟ll put up with me actually doing my job.” 

The deer only muttered, but at Mary‟s delighted look, his resolve weakened and he 

finally nodded. Zerrex smiled at this, and then the Drakkaren stood up, saying mildly: “Well, 

give me just a minute then… you two look like you need to talk a little, anyway, while I get 

some things.” 

Ten minutes later, Zerrex came back just as the siblings finished arguing, Zanbrick 

looking huffy but embarrassed and Mary smiling but a bit flushed. Then she tilted her head 



curiously when Zerrex handed her one of his old straight katanas, the Drakkaren saying softly: 

“This is an old weapon of mine, that my youngest daughter uses now. We‟ll start with this, since 

it seems you grew up around swords and I can assume you know the basics… then we‟ll move 

through other weapons. Not that I plan to get into weapon-uses right away, but where we‟re 

going, it might be dangerous, so I want one on hand just in case.” 

“Thank you, Zerrex.” Mary took it almost reverently, and Zanbrick muttered as he 

brushed at his own katana, before they both stared as the Drakkaren next held out a heavy, silver-

plated .45. It was a gun with plenty of kick, but he thought that she might just be able to handle 

it… and she took it carefully, gazing over it as if she‟d never held a gun before and asking 

meekly: “But isn‟t this against the code?” 

“So?” Zerrex shrugged, and when Zanbrick began to fume, he merely grinned at the deer, 

saying mildly: “Hey, I said I‟d teach her, not that I‟d follow any of your rules. Besides, it‟ll help 

develop your arm strength, and a few good .45 rounds to the face will take down even an angry 

minotaur. Now come on, both of you.” 

They followed, the male muttering about this and that, trying to dissuade his sister… but 

Mary seemed to have been deeply-touched by Zerrex‟s confidence in her, and she looked ready 

to follow him to the ends of the world if necessary, despite her brother‟s badgering. They both 

looked surprised when they ended up in front of a rusted, ugly metal door… and Zerrex yanked 

this off where they‟d placed it into the wall with a grunt, before he slipped the last item he‟d 

picked up off his shoulders and rigged it against the doorframe: a long rope with a heavy hook at 

one end, so the other two could actually make it down the shaft leading below the house. It 

seemed so long now since he and Cherry and Cindy had discovered the terrible secrets deep 

under the ground… and it brought a strange smile to his face as the reptile looked over his 

shoulder, saying mildly: “Most of the undead and… other nasty things we cleaned out, but there 

might still be other ugly creatures down here. Oh, before I forget… can either of you see in the 

dark?” 

“It‟s a standard trait passed on from demons to mortals because it only adjusts light 

perception and reception in the eyes, and thus has a low physiological impact.” Zanbrick said 

stiffly, and Zerrex looked at him stupidly as the deer snapped: “I spent my life growing up 

learning this, and I was schooled in a lot more than just the physical, Mister Zerrex. Are you 

ready to move or not?” 

“It‟s a big shaft, so don‟t leap like me. Use the rope, it should be pretty secure.” Zerrex 

said mildly, and then he grinned at Zane. “I said „big shaft.‟” 

With that, he turned and leapt into the darkness, and seconds passed before he hit the 

cracked cement, wincing a bit at the impact. The Drakkaren looked back and forth as he stepped 

out of the faint light shining down from above, still able to hear Zane arguing with his sister 

about something even as the rope hanging above his head twitched, letting him know someone 

was coming down… and then he reached down and tapped a few buttons on his armlet, deciding 

to see what else he could get working. 

After a few moments, the disc portion buzzed before it began to glow brightly, and it lit 

up a short area around him, giving the reptile a different view of the caverns than his nightvision 

did. He frowned a bit as he hopped the short trench onto the long, rotten ground… and although 

he didn‟t hear anything, the reptile also knew the undead could be sneaky. He turned the light off 

with the same command that turned it on, and then he tried a few other buttons, figuring the 

armlet had been built as a tactical device… and a moment later, a holographic readout appeared 



as the armlet released a loud ping, and several red dots appeared on what the Drakkaren guessed 

was a radar screen. 

The only problem was that the screen didn‟t have any measurements on it, and it also 

lacked a sensitivity meter. The blue dot at the center he figured was him… while the red dots he 

guessed were people or living things, and there were vague shapes in green lines that he guessed 

formed walls and surfaces, but they were very hard to make out. Zerrex shook his head after a 

moment, muttering something to himself before he turned it off, and he made a face: there were a 

lot of red dots below him, and only two above him… I just hope that those are giant unevolved 

rats or something, and not enemies. The last thing I need is a swarm of skeletons appearing… 

but I can‟t exactly take these two out sparring, especially with the city in an uproar over the 

whole „demon thing‟ from… yesterday. Yesterday being about twenty years ago. I hate time 

differences. 

The reptile shook his head a bit, and then he glanced over his shoulder when he heard 

Mary grunt, watching her kick comically at the air as she dangled from the rope. Zerrex smiled a 

bit despite himself, then he walked over to reach up and grasp her waist, gently setting her down 

and saying quietly: “Watch your feet, there‟s a bit of a jump to the… well… ground, I guess.” 

Mary nodded, and Zerrex took her lightly by the shoulder, guiding her forwards and then 

hopping with her to the earth-covered hull of the warship. She looked back and forth at the 

cavern, then hugged herself and shivered… and when the reptile looked at her, she only shook 

her head with a faint smile, saying quietly: “It‟s not cold, it‟s just… scary.” 

“There‟s a lot of demonic energy in the air… corruption taints this whole place. I guess 

this is your real lair, huh?” Zane asked sourly, as he appeared behind them. Zerrex was 

admittedly impressed by his stealth, but he was also half-tempted to shove him into the water: at 

best it was sewage, after all, and at worst it would probably turn him into a freakish comic book 

mutant. “The ground here is treacherous, too… and… and metal?” 

Mary frowned as Zanbrick knelt to dust at the earth, and Zerrex nodded, saying quietly as 

he gestured the length of the ugly tunnel: “We‟re standing on the hull of a ship… you‟ll have to 

watch your feet here. The only thing is, I honestly have no idea how the ship got in here… or 

why most of its crew were with it. A lot of them seem to have become the living dead, so be 

wary… they‟ll be drawn to me, because of my abilities.” 

Zane stood up, and suddenly the mighty Devil Hunter didn‟t look so sure of himself all of 

a sudden. “I… look, Zerrex, demons are one thing, but the undead are another… they‟re the bane 

of life, they hate the living and-” 

But Zerrex shook his head at this, saying quietly: “No, that‟s where you‟re wrong. A lot 

of them are angry, true, and a lot of them would sooner eat you than talk to you… but many 

spirits, and even a few corpses and revenants can be perfectly friendly under most circumstances. 

It‟s the living that shun death… death embraces the living. 

“The problems arise because we attack them… or, like this crew is, they‟re confused, 

angry, and want their lives back… or they‟re awoken from their slumbers, often to intense pain 

that they strive to take out on others until they‟re destroyed.” Zerrex gestured at the ship, shaking 

his head slowly. “A wicked person will become a wicked corpse… but a good person‟s positive 

karma leaves a mark on the body, just as evil does. You can‟t compel a person who was good in 

life to come back and do bad things… the best you can do there is instead bring the corpse back 

as a soulless puppet, and puppets dance to the whims of their masters, not themselves.” 

“How the hell did you learn so much about necromancy?” Zane asked darkly, narrowing 

his eyes distrustfully at the Drakkaren… but Zerrex only shrugged amiably and turned away, 



preferring not to talk about White. In life, after all, White had originally held the powers of 

Mephistopheles Thull, which were now imbued in Zerrex… but unlike the Drakkaren, White had 

become a member of the living dead, raised by the presence of Mephistopheles in the area. But 

that was a long story that had taken Zerrex years to nudge out of White, and the lizard didn‟t feel 

like telling it to these two… at least, not at the moment.  

Mary nudged her brother when he opened his mouth, and then she automatically fell in 

step behind Zerrex, stumbling a bit here and there as Zane did his best to try and help her along, 

and then the Drakkaren stopped partway down the long platform, at a smoother area that still had 

a few ugly pitfalls. “This will do for now. Alright Mary, let‟s see what you know… Zanbrick, 

you can stand back for now and watch. Do me a favor, keep an eye on those piles of dirt and any 

holes in the ground… the skeletons seem to be the nasty kind that can piece themselves back 

together when necessary.” 

Zane grunted, but he didn‟t argue, looking nervously back and forth as Mary blushed and 

nodded, taking up a very basic, very simplified ready stance… and the Drakkaren wondered how 

much the Clan had held back from teaching her… or rather, Zanbrick had done, likely to protect 

her in his backwards, roundabout way. He knew the feeling… but he also knew that in the world 

they lived in now, the best defense wasn‟t avoiding conflict altogether, but being prepared for the 

time when it would strike one‟s life. 

Training went smoothly, and it took a lot off Zerrex‟s mind: Mary was more than a 

willing student, after all, and she seemed to have picked up on some of his memories of combat, 

letting her learn certain techniques with a surprising speed. Even Zanbrick cooled down at bit as 

he watched Zerrex teach his sister, although every time the Drakkaren got too close, he‟d 

immediately step forwards and bark at him to keep his distance, like an overprotective father 

chaperoning a school dance. It was cute in its own way, though, and he thought Mary 

appreciated her brother‟s protectiveness, even if she hated his interference. 

They also practiced with the gun as well, Zerrex pointing at a dirt pile and telling Mary to 

shoot it… but more interested in how she‟d react to the sound in this echoing cave than her 

accuracy. As he‟d expected, the bang of the gun had shocked her, and she‟d almost dropped it… 

but Zanbrick had steadied her, even if he‟d been smiling a bit, too. When she tried again, she 

handled the recoil much better and kept the gun tight in her grips, but only two successive shots 

seemed to make her dazed, and she had to sit down for a moment to recoup. The Drakkaren 

could understand, though… suddenly being surrounded by gunfire when you weren‟t used to it 

was a hell of a shock on the body, since it wasn‟t like anything TV could get across. 

When they got around to sword training, Zanbrick wanted to take over, pompously 

drawing his katana and pointing it rudely at the Drakkaren… and Zerrex had slapped it out of his 

hand like a toy before punching him lightly in the nose, just hard enough to make his eyes water. 

Mary had covered her muzzle in shock, but he could tell that she was trying hard not to laugh 

nonetheless… and Zane had allowed Zerrex to take over after a moment, looking moody. 

She didn‟t pick up sword combat as quickly as she did hand-to-hand, but Zerrex wasn‟t 

surprised: much as everyone always seemed to want to use a sword, it wasn‟t always the best 

choice for a person. She did, however, better understand the concept of blocking and parrying 

with the weapon than Zerrex had assumed she would, and he was surprised by how she was able 

to pick up on defensive uses of the weapon extremely quickly, compared to her… rather low 

offensive ability. He‟d never met anyone who could use a sword like a shield before, and he had 

to admit, it wasn‟t something he‟d expected. 



But just as he wanted to expand on that, he heard a loud thud at the entrance to the tunnel, 

and he looked up in surprise to see Cherry now ambling towards them. Zane immediately looked 

tense and ready, bringing up his katana… but Mary seemed almost as relaxed as Zerrex even 

without glancing at him, and Cherry looked over the two curiously before she grinned and asked: 

“Hey, are we goin‟ to a kid‟s party or something as the entertainment? That‟d be kinda badass.” 

“Who are you, demon?” Zanbrick thundered, and then he squeaked as in a single, fluid 

movement, Cherry lifted him into the air. He tried to move his katana, but she had managed to 

trap it under her armpit, keeping it uselessly squeezed against her side… and she winked up at 

him before adjusting his hat on his head, looking thoughtful before she finally took it and tried to 

plop it on her own. 

She huffed as it simply dangled from one of her crescent-shaped fins, then she muttered 

and put it back on Zanbrick‟s head, still holding him by the throat as he clung to her wrist and 

wheezed air in and out, Mary looking a bit more unsure now as Cherry said flatly: “Next time, 

make me a hat I can wear. I do like the rest of your ensemble, though… capes are so in.” She 

tugged at this lightly, then finally dropped the deer, and he grasped at his bruised throat, gasping 

in and out as he sat back, and she grinned and put her hands on her hips, saying cheerfully: “My 

name‟s Cherry, though, but you can call me „hot demon babe with the big tits.‟ Hey, Boss, these 

two mortals?” 

“Technically speaking.” Zerrex glanced down at Zanbrick, who mumbled something to 

himself before he sheathed his sword, probably recognizing it was useless here, and then he 

gently patted the doe‟s back, saying softly: “This is Mary, a student of mine now. But what are 

you coming to report?” 

“Uh… fuck me, but there‟s like, a shitload of stuff stashed all over the goddamn city.” 

Cherry made a face, shaking her head slowly, and Zane looked up as Mary tilted her head with a 

frown. “I tried to check the marketplace, but people are going fucking bonkers there, dude. 

Corruption is pretty much ebbing out of some of the stalls but a lot of the Scanners are doing 

nothing… hell, the shitheads even ignored me, and I like… dude, I was totally offended. 

Anyway, even worse are some of the warehouses… and they ain‟t guarded just by mortals, 

either, some of them have demons posted around them and working inside them, as well as a few 

angels here and there. I snagged one and he told me that Wulfe Corp promised them amnesty if 

they did a few chores for them, dude even had a hell of a fake ID, I kid you not.” 

“Great.” Zerrex muttered, shaking his head slowly, and then he looked down at Zanbrick. 

“Think you‟d be able to work with her to take care of some of these places? I figure at least one 

or two of them must belong to smugglers… and destroying their bases on the mortal plane would 

be a lot more effective than destroying them down in Hell.” 

“I need my armlet restored… a real one, not the technological mumbo-jumbo I see you‟re 

wearing.” Zane sniffed disdainfully at Zerrex‟s nanotech armlet, and the reptile felt strangely 

injured as he hugged it to his chest. “But my goddess hasn‟t yet answered my prayers… yet 

without it, I can‟t control my summons.” 

Cherry grinned and leaned down over Zane at this, winking as she tickled under his chin. 

“You‟re so damn cute, but a mouthy little fucker. Maybe me and Cindy can pretend to be your 

summons for you, and I‟ll bring another real powerful little summon you can use. His name is 

grenade launcher and he likes to blow shit up.” She paused, then peered at Mary. “What about 

this bitch?” 



“That is my sister!” Zane said in an offended voice, jumping to his feet immediately, and 

Cherry reared back in surprise as he poked her chiseled abdominals several times. “You watch 

your tongue around her.” 

“You want me to make out with tongue with her?” Cherry asked dumbly, and Zane made 

such a horrible face Zerrex thought he might be having a stroke. Cherry, however, continued to 

only look stupid, as she rubbed the back of her head… and the Drakkaren had a certain feeling 

she wasn‟t faking her confusion. “Or does she not like too much tongue when she gets eaten out? 

Hey, are you two dating? „Cause that‟d be kinda hot.” 

Zanbrick muttered something as he rubbed slowly at his face, Mary turning red behind 

him, and then he said clearly and curtly: “We are brother and sister. Would you kindly step aside 

so I may leave?” 

“Uh, how about… no.” Cherry replied cheerfully, then she gently patted Zane on the 

head, dislodging his officer‟s cap as she looked at Mary and added seriously: “And like, 

seriously, babe, what can you do?” 

“She‟s got a bit to learn about combat still, but pair her with Marina or Cindy… she‟ll be 

able to get some good intel.” Zerrex said mildly, and Zane choked on his own tongue, looking 

horrified as Mary blushed and rubbed at her head slowly. “It‟ll be good combat experience for 

her… and I know they‟ll be able to keep her safe.” 

“I am not letting my sister be paired with… common demons! Dangerous demons, even, 

friends of a rude and arrogant one at that!” Zanbrick shouted, his voice echoing throughout the 

tunnel as he looked back and forth wildly, and Cherry whistled a bit, putting her hands in her 

pockets as Zerrex coughed into a hand. “And you, what are you, some… whore-demon here to 

appease his lusts?” 

“Yeah, but I‟m also his daughter.” Cherry said mildly, and then she grinned cheerfully at 

the expression on Zane‟s face before she added in a sincere voice: “And by the way, I think that 

Daddy-O here agrees wholeheartedly that he would never pair up Mary with his demon friends. 

Those peeps be his daughters too.” 

Zane rose a finger, then he dropped it as he turned around to Zerrex, who smiled slightly 

as he said calmly: “But hey, how about we stop fighting? I promise I won‟t pair up Mary with a 

demon, how about that?” 

“Good. Then we‟re agreed.” Zanbrick muttered, looking at him with narrowed, 

suspicious eyes, and Mary‟s face fell as Zane wrapped an arm around her, saying comfortingly: 

“Listen, it‟s for the best… you can come with me to look around the city, and we‟ll find you 

someone good to work with that I can be sure won‟t hurt you…” 

“No, she‟s still working with Cindy or Marina.” Zerrex said amiably, and Zanbrick 

blinked before his jaw fell as the Drakkaren shrugged. “Cindy‟s an angel and Marina‟s still 

mortal.” 

The deer‟s mouth worked uselessly for a few moments, and then Mary threw herself 

forwards and hugged Zerrex tightly, and he hugged her gently back with a laugh as she said 

warmly up to him, her eyes shining: “Thank you, Zerrex! I promise to do the very best I can, and 

I won‟t fail you at all!” 

“I know you will.” Zerrex gently stroked Mary‟s face, then he looked at Zane, who was 

shaking his head in stupid disbelief. “So why don‟t we all head back upstairs? You guys can go 

home since you probably have a lot to talk about but… come back later tonight, and you can 

meet the family.” 



Cherry snorted in amusement as Zanbrick nodded dumbly, likely not knowing what to 

even do at this point. He and Mary did follow his advice, however… both bits of it, the two 

coming back and Zane looking disheveled and still confused, as if he simply couldn‟t fathom 

what had happened. Mary, on the other hand, was bright and happy, wearing a jeans jacket over 

her blouse now and thanking Zerrex warmly again for the chance to prove herself. 

They walked into the kitchen to find everyone clustered around the table that wasn‟t 

exactly comfortable for all of them, but somehow Cindy had managed to bring in enough chairs 

to at least fit them all together if they scrunched in a bit. Zane looked almost horrified at the 

group, not seeming to want to believe his eyes: from Mahihko and Lone, two „normal‟ looking 

wolves sitting beside each other, one dressed like a girl and the other like a male trying his best 

to pretend he wasn‟t gay… to Driz, the demon‟s dark energy a bit more-reinforced now and his 

foot resting on a charger for a cell-phone that was plugged into the wall, a bottle of iron 

supplements open in front of him. Vitamins seemed to recharge his electricity a little, and Cindy 

was still trying to get him to at least try eating a bowl of soup, but he was hesitant to go through 

this whole „eating‟ process, something he‟d never had to do in Hell. 

Marina was absently doodling in her sketchbook, and Cindy offered the two tea as they 

sat down… but Zanbrick only took out a flask and drank slowly from it, while Mary smiled and 

nodded courteously. There was a murmur around the table as Zerrex sat, but then he tapped on it 

for quiet, as he said clearly: “Everyone, this is Zanbrick and Mary, of the Silver Wind Clan… 

they‟re the ones I told you all about earlier.” 

“Hunters.” Driz looked disgusted, as he poured a few supplements into his hand and 

absorbed them directly into his body, instead of actually eating them. Zerrex couldn‟t help but 

stare a little, watching the way they moved through his body as they were broken down, faintly 

visible inside the dark, semisolid arm of his son for a moment. “I don‟t know why we need 

them.” 

“Because of the Scanners.” Zerrex said mildly, and Driz didn‟t argue with that, shrugging 

a bit and looking down moodily. The Drakkaren looked at him for a few moments, and then he 

said softly: “Mary and Zane, I‟d like you to meet Cindy, Marina, Mahihko, Lone, and Driz. And 

of course, Sammy is running around somewhere, listening to this conversation, but you know 

him, and I‟m sure you remember Cherry.” 

“Yo.” Cherry rose a hand, winking at Zanbrick, but he only looked repulsed before she 

cleared her throat and tapped her fingers on the table, adding: “Before we start, like. Lemme just 

say that I will try and be as professional as possible, but if you start acting like an asshole, I‟m 

gonna break your fucking face.” 

Zane paled at this, likely realizing that Cherry could do it, and Mary gently squeezed her 

brother‟s arm: whether to comfort him or stop his mouth from saying something he would very 

quickly regret, the reptile didn‟t know. He figured it didn‟t matter, either, as everyone turned 

their attention to him… and Zerrex cleared his throat before he said quietly: “Alright everyone, 

here‟s the plan. 

“I have a meeting with the President of Ire, who I plan to discuss my concerns with.” 

Zerrex started, and Zane and Mary looked surprised – although the former also had a certain 

tinge of envy to his features, the kind that came with doing a thankless job and becoming 

resentful of those who managed to get recognized for their work. I know it well… I used to have 

that expression on my face all the time. Still haven‟t gotten over that bad habit. “Afterwards, I 

plan to get to Lunis as soon as possible… and I‟ll be taking Lone and Mahihko with me, for their 

knowledge of the city‟s structure. I realize it‟s likely changed greatly, but the way the country 



works should still be at least faintly the same… and they‟ll also provide me with access to the 

old Wulfe mainframes, assuming they‟re still intact.” 

The two nodded, Mahihko quietly hugging himself as Lone rubbed a hand at the black 

vest he was wearing over his otherwise naked chest. It was zipped closed over his masculine 

frame, and Zerrex thought the boisterous lupine‟s behavior was excessively shy tonight, as he 

didn‟t speak even when the reptile gave him the chance to. So instead, he continued on himself: 

“Cindy, Cherry, Marina, you‟ll stay here, and I‟d like Mary and Zanbrick to assist them in any 

way possible.” 

Zane‟s face tightened, but Mary quickly spoke before he did, stomping on his foot under 

the table at the same time to make him wince instead of talk. “We‟d be glad to, Zerrex… any 

way we can help, just let us know.” 

She glared at her brother, and he mumbled something, making the Drakkaren smile 

before he glanced at Driz, who was looking sourly away. “Driz… I need you to actually find the 

bases and disable as much of the security as you can. They may have secondary generators or be 

off the grid, however… and in that event, you can still act as a scout and provide all the 

information my… B-Group will need.” 

Driz turned his eyes to his father, and then he finally nodded, his mood improving even 

as he looked a bit sulky, saying dryly: “I‟d prefer a more-active role, but I‟ll take it.” 

“Good, because that is the most important part of the operation.” Driz frowned at this, 

and Zerrex shrugged absently. “Wrong information about an area, or a high-power security 

system could lead to casualties, and that‟s not something we can afford. Besides, if you can 

actually get inside their security system… I know you have the power to turn it against them, and 

that you can even slip inside secure vaults and possibly access technology and hidden stashes of 

crystals no one else can get to.” He paused, then added in a quieter voice: “Don‟t worry. I‟m not 

going to make the mistake of undervaluing your usefulness… and your worth. You‟re my son, 

after all.” 

Zanbrick seemed startled by this, but Mary only smiled warmly, looking touched… while 

Driz tried to keep his stony expression, although he seemed a bit humbled nonetheless as he 

nodded and grunted. Zerrex smiled at him, reaching up to squeeze his shoulder firmly, and then 

he sighed mentally as he looked at Cherry, who was grinning eagerly now. “Cherry, I want 

minimal kills on this mission, but… I‟m putting you in charge of making sure everyone‟s well-

armed. I don‟t want you to go crazy but… use whatever arsenal you can get and don‟t hesitate to 

blow up what you need to blow up.” 

“Fuck yes. I totally love you, Boss.” Cherry brought her hands up, twiddling her fingers 

together as she looked delighted. “Thermal charges are a go, in that case. I‟m gonna raid me an 

armory.” 

Zerrex sighed and muttered under his breath, then he looked at Marina, who was sulking 

quietly, her arms crossed on the table… but the moment her father‟s eyes settled on her, she 

visibly cheered up, as he said softly: “Marina, I‟d like you to go with Mary. You two can scout 

the outer area and slip past or silently eliminate patrols while Driz deals with the interior and the 

compound area. Plus you two can also move in the crowd and the Scanners won‟t detect you… 

meaning you have a freedom that none of us others have. I want you to use that freedom to its 

full power. You‟ll be going in ahead of even Driz, looking around for entrances and finding good 

starting points for the others, and during the conflict, you‟re our heaviest hitter, Marina.” 

Zanbrick looked confused at that, but Marina looked proud of herself as she nodded, 

whatever arguments she seemed like she‟d wanted to make earlier forgotten as she said warmly: 



“You‟re a sweetheart, Daddy… don‟t worry, I know exactly what you mean…” And I‟ll take 

good care of her. Marina‟s voice whispered in his mind, and the Drakkaren nodded, looking at 

Mary with a slight smile as she gazed curiously first at his daughter, and then at the father. 

“Your job is to stay alive, first and foremost.” Zerrex said softly, and Mary nodded, 

taking things seriously. She wasn‟t acting like a hyperactive rookie who was anxious to get out 

and kill or be in the middle of the fight… she seemed to recognize that gaining combat 

experience and seeing how the battle worked, easing her way into the middle of it, would be best 

for her. Zerrex didn‟t want to put her at risk, but at the same time, he also wanted to make sure 

she really realized what she was getting into… so he added softly: “But do what Marina tells you 

to do, even if it seems dangerous. I know she‟ll protect you, no matter what… and analyze the 

battle. If you get a chance to pick up something important, however, I suggest you take it. There 

may be more artifacts there than just demonic crystals.” 

Mary nodded, and Zane muttered something in her ear before the Drakkaren said mildly: 

“Zanbrick, I want you to go with Cindy and Cherry, as the main attack team. Cherry will be a bit 

rough on you, but as long as you listen to her and don‟t mouth off too much, you‟ll be fine, and 

Cindy can watch your back for trouble. I know your combat abilities aren‟t at… peak 

performance right now without your summons… but I think you can deal with a few soldier 

demons on your own.” 

“Just be warned, I‟ll be capturing the demons I can.” Zanbrick said icily, looking 

disgusted as he sat back in the chair at the Drakkaren‟s implications. It was true, though… he 

had been messy in combat, and Zerrex would prefer him a bit demoralized than charging in like a 

pompous idiot and screwing himself over again, like he had in his fight against the lizard. “And 

if my sister gets hurt…” 

“She‟ll be fine.” Marina said absently, sketching in her book again, before she looked up 

and added with a smile to her father. “He doesn‟t trust you or like you at all, but he‟s more afraid 

that Mary‟s going to fall for you than that you‟ll get her hurt, which is a good start, right, 

Daddy?” 

Zane winced, covering his head almost comically as Mary blushed, but thankfully Marina 

became enraptured in her art again instead of invading people‟s minds, and Zerrex felt relief 

spread through his body. She could have crumbled the whole meeting… but he knew his 

daughter had grown a bit more appreciative of keeping the peace over chasing her own desires, 

and he was glad of it. 

He paused, then looked at Cindy, who tilted her head expectantly. “Cindy, you‟re part of 

the attack team.” He paused lamely, not knowing how to phrase things without sounding 

repetitive. “I want you to assist Cherry, watch Zanbrick and… oh, use your abilities to get a 

surprise attack whenever you can. The faster we take them down, the better… and yes, you don‟t 

have to use lethal tactics.” 

“Thank you, Father.” Cindy said softly, smiling across at him, before she asked quietly: 

“What if I come across a research sample or advanced technology?” 

“You can study it or destroy it, I‟ll leave that up to you.” Zerrex wanted to say flat-out 

that everything should be destroyed… but he trusted Cindy to be able to contain any problems 

they might come across, and that she wouldn‟t let anything terrible happen. Besides, technology, 

whether built for ill or good, can provide answers to a lot of questions… especially if they‟ve 

been trying to harness the ability to create crystal with it. If we could figure out how they‟ve 

been making them… we can figure out how to put a stop to it.  



He shook his head, clearing away his thoughts after a moment, and then he looked over 

the group again, saying quietly: “All of you have to work together while I‟m gone… put 

conflicts and petty issues aside, and you all know how serious combat is. Especially you guys.” 

Zerrex added, looking at his family for emphasis, and they nodded slowly: they had all lost a lot 

to fighting, for as much as they had gained as well. “When you act, act as one unit. I‟m 

designating Cherry as the leader while I‟m gone, but don‟t be afraid to trust your own judgment 

as well. I know what that sounds like, but it‟s not insubordination if you follow your gut and it 

turns out to be the right choice. Learning when to follow orders and when to disobey them is the 

most important lesson you can all learn: sometimes things don‟t go according to plan, and we 

aren‟t the military, nor are we soldiers of fortune. We‟re a group of people who have come 

together to put a stop to an evil thing, an act of wrongness, and a corporation preying on demons 

and causing havoc in mortal society. 

“Cherry, you know what to do if things get out of hand… and Cindy, you know what to 

do if Cherry gets out of hand.” Zerrex smiled a bit at the two, and they both nodded before 

exchanging a look, Cherry grinning and Cindy looking calm and composed. Then Zerrex put a 

hand towards the center of the table, saying quietly: “All in.” 

Hands reached out and touched the top of his, gathering together… and only Zanbrick 

hesitated, before all eyes turned to him… and he finally nodded, putting his own forwards on top 

of theirs. Eyes looked back and forth, and then Zerrex said calmly: “For better and worse, we‟re 

trying to do what‟s right. For justice.” 

“For justice!” The others shouted, and their hands broke apart a moment later, Cherry 

pumping a fist in the air as her cackling took over the room. Then she grinned and leaned back, 

kicking her feet up on the table as Zerrex stood and looked solemnly around, thinking of how 

everyone was after their own personal justice, how so often it was wrong instead of right, how 

easily it could be corrupted and perverted… and then his eyes settled on Zanbrick, and he smiled 

at the contemplative look on the deer‟s suddenly-quiet features… and he thought that maybe at 

this time, they‟d follow the right path for a change. 

 

The talk was still in Zerrex‟s mind two days later, as he sat with Sammy in the den, 

tossing him popcorn and watching the pseudodragon catch them as he did tricks like a pet. It was 

a little bit patronizing… but then again, earlier the situation had been reversed, Sammy getting 

Zerrex to stand on his hands and trying to catch popcorn slung from the pseudodragon‟s tiny 

claws and whip-like tail, until he‟d finally taken one to the eye and fallen over. 

Cindy was out with Cherry, the two attempting to get access to some old military 

academy somewhere or something, although it was more likely they‟d just end up going to the 

gun store and buying a bunch of new hardware. They didn‟t exactly have a lot of money for it, 

but it was important they were well-armed… and Zerrex figured they could make the cash back 

quickly enough anyway. Marina and Mary were both out scouting together and getting to know 

each other… and Zerrex honestly hoped Marina would make a friend. She didn‟t have many, 

after all… even on campus at the university, she didn‟t like talking to people and he knew she 

could be icy with the other students. He didn‟t know if she thought she was above them or that 

they weren‟t good enough for her, but either way, she wasn‟t good at being friendly. 

Mary, at least, she got along with simply because Mary was so genial. Zanbrick she 

already loathed, but that was to be expected… although at least he was helping out too, by 

scouting different places. He knew Driz wanted to go out as well, but Zerrex had made him stay 

home and sleep for today, which he was doing as always in the lava lamp, and the Drakkaren 



wondered absently if it was the heat or the electrical charge that the demon found most 

comfortable.  

Mahihko and Lone were at the library again, although of course, Lone had to show off his 

new fashion statement to Zerrex first: fingerless leather gloves, his strong arms left bare by the 

black hunting vest he wore zipped-up over his powerful chest, and rugged black jeans that were a 

little bit used and torn. Zerrex had congratulated him absently while reading an article on demons 

in the newspaper, and Lone had gotten all huffy before leaving, his oversized, bare paws 

slapping loudly against the floor as he‟d stomped off with Mahihko. 

On the bright side, Lone and Mahihko had accessed the DMS system to get a lot of text 

and short video files on the Wulfe company‟s move to Lunis and its rise to power there, and a lot 

of information about the restructuring of hidden investments that had allowed them to take 

control of a large portion of the country‟s businesses. Although one needed special permission to 

add memory files to the DMS, anyone could access them at any time on one of the closed servers 

in the library… and Mahihko had also been able to dig up a lot of old newspapers and articles on 

microfilm about Lunis being rebuilt and the way it was structured now. Thankfully, they had 

restored the city instead of „enhancing‟ it, meaning that they had simply rebuilt everything the 

way it had been before… and that was an added bonus Zerrex hadn‟t expected, although he 

thought that the underbelly of Lunis was likely different, even if he prayed they wouldn‟t have to 

go down into the twisted catacombs beneath the towering country. 

The Drakkaren tossed a piece of popcorn at Sammy, and he leapt into the air and caught 

it, munching contentedly before they both looked up curiously as there was a loud knock at the 

door. They traded a look, then Zerrex got up and left the den, heading down the hall to the front 

door, and he tried to peer through the little eyehole in it before opening it… and finding himself 

face-to-mask with a black-armored Scanner, his visor down and a rifle loosely hanging across his 

back, a nasty-looking handgun holstered at one side. Behind him, parked at the curb, Zerrex 

could seen an armored truck… and the reptile immediately tensed as Sammy hid behind the 

doorway, bristling. 

The soldier reached down, and Zerrex readied himself… before he produced an envelope 

from his sidepack, with an old-fashioned wax seal on it as he said briskly: “Sir! I am here to 

inform you that you have been granted the use of a pilot and a JX2 helicopter, sir! I am honored 

to hand you this formal invitation from the president himself and extend his heartfelt greetings, 

sir! If I may say so, it is also an honor for me to meet you as well, sir!” 

The soldier bowed deeply but quickly, and Zerrex realized he was still holding the 

envelope out. He took it, then said dumbly: “At ease soldier, uh… the uh, pleasure is mine. 

Thanks. For that.” 

“Sir! Thank you, sir, I must now return to duty. Sir!” The soldier saluted smartly, and 

Zerrex automatically gave him the old Irenic salute in return, striking a fist against his own chest 

and then his shoulder. The black-armored trooper‟s body language relaxed immediately, as if 

they had just traded a secret handshake, and he bowed again – a bit slower this time – before he 

turned and headed for his truck, and Zerrex watched him climb in the passenger side of the 

vehicle as Sammy stuck his head curiously around the doorframe, before he looked up and 

chirped curiously as it drove away. 

The Drakkaren shrugged as he closed the door, and he looked slowly over the envelope, 

wondering if it was going to spew poison gas into his face when he opened it, of it there was 

some kind of toxin on the paper. Then he shook his head, muttering about spy movies before he 

finally opened the envelope and pulled out the letter inside… and he unfolded it, rubbing his 



fingers against the soft vellum paper as he read aloud in a murmur: “„Lord Zerrex Narrius, I have 

been informed of your meeting under unfortunate circumstances by Miss Elenora Vanderburke 

of what is cordially-known as the Scanners, and I would first like to extend my most sincere 

apologies for the events that transpired. I assure you, it will not occur again, and that we will do 

all in our power to stop the slandering of your name by the media, although it will be difficult 

with the current anti-demon hype. 

“„But please allow me to introduce myself: my name is Travis Balthazar, and I am 

currently the „elected‟ President of Ire, although I use the term loosely, since we all recognize by 

now I was placed here by global appointment.‟ At least he‟s honest, that‟s a start.” Zerrex said 

mildly, before he returned to reading the gently-curved, eloquent script. “„Although the world 

would like to deny it, I recognize that we mortals have a distinct relationship with Hell we must 

do our best to nurture and maintain, and I am deeply interested in meeting you and getting to 

know your side of the board, so to speak, and to begin negotiations and dialogues that should 

have been started many years ago by our predecessors. While I recognize that this may perhaps 

be overanxious on my part, I have placed a military helicopter at your disposal… and 

recognizing a distrust you may have in Ire as an upstanding government-‟ Yeah, that‟s an 

understatement. „-I have also informed the soldiers that you may be permitted to bring whatever 

security detail you would like to keep you safe, although I should also note that the helicopter‟s 

limit is that of sixteen strong troops, including the pilot. It awaits you at the Belmont Outpost, 

which is off Highway 632 West. 

“„The helicopter will take you directly to the Senate Building in the capital city, no 

questions asked, whenever you like. I believe you‟ve had some experiences in Ire‟s capital 

before, and I am ready to meet with you at any point and time… and I honestly do wish to 

reinforce that this is an open invitation, and not an order. While anxious to meet with you, I do 

not wish to come across as forceful or aggressive, or to be anything like my predecessors, with 

whom you had such difficulties. Be it tomorrow or a year from now, I will gladly meet with you, 

at your time and discretion.  

“„I am not your enemy, Lord Zerrex Narrius, I wish to state that clearly: please come and 

meet with me as soon as possible: although I fear now that I am revealing how anxious I am to 

get these talks underway. Please, always remember that you have an ally in me, even if we have 

not yet met. Your humble servant, Travis Balthazar.‟”  

Zerrex rubbed at his throat, looking thoughtful as his eyes traced over the letter. Formal 

but clear, long-winded but… it seemed genuine. He rested back against the wall, and then 

Sammy chirped at his side, and the Drakkaren smiled a bit down at him, saying mildly: “I guess 

I‟d better pack up some stuff and get ready to go.” 

Sammy immediately chirped again, jumping up and clinging to his leg, and Zerrex 

nodded with a bit of a laugh, reaching down to pat his head. “Yeah, you‟ll come with me… and 

for this first meeting, I think I only need one good bodyguard.” He paused, making a face. “You 

know, assuming that she behaves herself.” 

Zerrex shook his head a bit as he headed for the ladder, climbing up to the hallway and 

heading to his room to begin gathering a few things: necessities, like his dragon-headed cane, 

and luxuries like his music player and the portable game player. He grabbed his leather jacket as 

well, figuring he might as well get everything in one place, and checked his wallet: more than 

enough spare cash to buy a nice meal at some four-star restaurant. 

The Drakkaren took his stuff down to the den, arranging objects through his pockets 

before he sat down on the couch to await the return of the others, figuring he‟d leave once 



everyone got back. While he waited, he turned on the television, found some cartoons playing, 

and smiled a bit, not feeling like changing the channel. He let himself relax, let himself feel like 

a child as he tinkered with the high-tech armlet he wore, trying to figure out the other functions it 

had. 

He figured out how to make himself a pair of gloves, and even boots and a hat… and 

after a few failed attempts, the Drakkaren found himself covered in lightweight body armor, the 

lizard looking surprised as he glanced over himself. It was body-fitting, with cusps over his 

shoulder and plating over his stomach, groin, and lower legs… and although it was kinda cool-

looking, the lizard quickly realized that it wasn‟t strong enough to do more than slow blunt force 

or bullet, as he patted it over. The nanomachines could simulate materials, but they couldn‟t 

imitate their consistency precisely, meaning that creating metal was impossible for them. 

He wondered just how the nanomachines made their fabrics and materials, if they 

multiplied or sewed or forged or whatever. He tapped at his breastplate some more, and then he 

mused a bit to himself as he sat down and entered a few other commands, the nanomachines 

quickly dissolving the armor and reforming his plain black shirt and pants. Then he glanced up 

as he heard the door slam, and Cherry‟s brazen singing filled the house as Zerrex rolled his eyes. 

She stomped into the den, then looked at the Drakkaren‟s stuff curiously before he 

pointed at the letter laying on the table, saying mildly: “Look what I got from a military courier 

today, express post. And be gentle with the damn thing, I want to frame it later.” 

Cherry picked it up and read it quickly over, frowning… and then she tossed it back on 

the table, asking him curiously: “So when do we leave? „Cause, you know that like, I‟m coming 

with you, Boss. Ain‟t no way I‟m gonna miss out on meetin‟ the President himself.” 

“I figured.” Zerrex replied mildly, smiling slightly up at Cherry before he shrugged a bit, 

saying quietly: “Just you, though, this time around. I don‟t want to spook him… I‟d look stupid 

or arrogant going alone, but bringing more than you would show a lot of distrust or like I was 

trying to show off just how important and powerful I am. Just… please. Don‟t make a scene 

when I meet him. Or anywhere else.” 

Cherry shrugged amiably, putting her hands in her pockets. “Fuck you, I‟ll do fine. The 

others should be home soon, too… almost quittin‟ time for Cindy and I‟m sure Marina‟s already 

on the bus. Unless, you know, some demon chucked it at someone else today.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, and Cherry grinned widely as Sammy chirped. Within a few 

hours, however, Zerrex‟s little family was gathered at the kitchen table again, although Zanbrick 

and Mary were likely at home… and as the sun began to set, Cindy finally sighed and said 

mildly: “Have a good time, then, I guess. If you‟re sure I shouldn‟t go too…” 

“You need to stay here with Marina.” Zerrex said softly, and Marina blushed, looking at 

the table before the Drakkaren reached over to pat her quietly on the shoulder. “And you need to 

stay here to watch Cindy and keep her safe. If this is a ruse, they could attack here… but I know 

that you two alone could drive them away, while Lone and Mahihko look mortal enough that 

they won‟t be paid attention to, even if they set a few alarms off.” 

“I dunno whether that‟s a compliment or not. But sure, I‟ll keep these hot chicks 

company for you.” Lone grinned widely as he leaned back in his chair, winking at Cindy… and 

when they both glared at him, he winced before falling over, clattering loudly on his back. 

Mahihko shook his head, and then he looked mournfully at Zerrex, trying to wring his 

hands together through the sleeves of his far-too-big sweater. “Daddy, come back soon, „tay?” 

He gave him those big, soft eyes of his, and Zerrex smiled a bit before nodding, and the wolf 

nodded back, looking nervous but confident in his father. “Okay… I love you Daddy.” 



“You too, kiddo.” Zerrex said softly, then he gazed around at them all, adding: “I love all 

of you.” He paused as Driz mumbled something, and the Drakkaren smiled a bit at him, adding 

softly: “Hey, if there‟s trouble, you come and let me know, alright? There‟ll be phone lines you 

should be able to zip through… and we‟ll probably be staying in one of the five-star hotels, so 

you know where to look. I imagine you shouldn‟t have a problem accessing the registry.” 

Driz nodded, then he grunted something like „good luck‟ before he vanished into the cell-

phone charger to scout through the city, as Zerrex had asked him to do once they were getting 

ready to leave, just in case any big operations were going down, military or Scanner. The 

Drakkaren glanced around at everyone again, and then he finally sighed before standing up, 

saying softly as he rested his hands on the table: “Time to go, Cherry.” 

They prepared in awkward silence, Zerrex throwing on his jacket and resting his 

headphones around his neck as he double-checked everything, before he tapped his armlet to 

create a hat and put that on his head, resting on his cane. He slipped on his actual military boots, 

wishing he‟d given them a polish-over before they‟d left… but he‟d gotten preoccupied, and… 

now isn‟t the time to worry about whether or not I insult the host‟s dignity, there might be 

something else at play here.  

Zerrex shook his head quickly, agreeing with his own mental reprimand as he gave hugs 

to his family: Marina and Cindy clung to him for a moment, and Mahihko he had to pry off his 

leg… while Lone grumbled but buried his head against his chest nonetheless, mumbling 

something to him before he slumped as he stepped backwards, looking embarrassed. Zerrex 

wondered how long the two had been split apart now… before he looked at Cherry and nodded, 

and they headed outside, trading a last smile and nod to his family before the door closed. 

Cherry stretched, wearing her own leather jacket that concealed a pair of revolvers 

strapped to either side of her body, her whip hanging from one side of her hips and packs 

containing all manner of mischief-making materials on the other. She grinned a bit as Zerrex 

walked around to the narrow alleyway, kicking her spiked motorcycle boots against the ground 

as she said cheerfully: “Dude, it‟s been forever since we‟ve done a mission just by ourselves! 

And even longer since we got to ride double on your pretty black horsie.” A pause and a wink. 

“The other one, I mean.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes as he grabbed the handles of his motorcycle and maneuvered it out 

of the alley, easily mounting it and sliding his cane into the holder… and then Cherry jumped on 

behind him, wrapping her arms low around his crotch and leaning her bulky body forwards to 

grind against her back, huge breasts pressing into his spine as the Drakkaren slid the keys into 

place and turned the ignition. The motorcycle started with a roar, and Zerrex smiled a bit, feeling 

at ease as he rolled his shoulders to get his hair out of his face, Cherry saying teasingly beside 

him: “Gun it, Boss. Make me feel like old times.” 

Zerrex was more than happy to oblige, as he twisted the throttle and immediately shot out 

onto the fractured street, and the reptile brought a leg down and jerked the handlebars hard to 

spin the motorcycle around and shoot down the cracked, decimated road, easily riding the bumps 

and shattered street as people watched the two shoot by at a rate that seemed suicidal. Cherry 

laughed behind him, clinging to him even though he knew she didn‟t need to, spooning her body 

as close as she could… and she shouted warnings every now over the wind, her precognition 

turning the motorcycling into a game and adding to the high he felt building in his system, that 

he hadn‟t had in a long time. 

The ride was far too short: twenty minutes of biking across destroyed roads, bouncing up 

and down wonderfully like they were on a terrible sea, until they hit a wide dirt road where a few 



cars still travelled. It was a „highway‟ leading between cities, ground down and smoothed out… 

and Zerrex finally slowed as they approached the military outpost, the soldiers in black armor 

motioning for them to reduce speed… and then one of them gestured at the guard post, and they 

rose the gates. Zerrex rode through them only because it was a gesture of friendliness, noting 

there wasn‟t exactly a fence or anything else surrounding what was little more than some huge 

tents set up around a helicopter pad… and a soldier motioned for them to stop, clad in dark 

armor and with two gold bars on his shoulder to denote his rank. 

Zerrex tilted his head as he approached, and the soldier saluted sharply, Cherry looking at 

him moodily as she continued to cling to the Drakkaren like a girlfriend out on a date with her 

hot rod boyfriend. “Sir, your chopper‟s waiting for you at Pad 1! You can park your motorcycle 

in one of the sheds nearby, we‟ll keep it safe!” 

“Thank you, soldier.” Zerrex nodded, then he drove forwards again, moving carefully 

down the road… but soldiers cleared the way for him, and most of them treated him with respect 

in their body language. There was a wind out here, however, in these abandoned, dirty plains, 

and most of them had facemasks on… and as the two came close to the huge helicopter, the 

reptile could understand why, as its blades spun violently and stirred up the ground. 

The lizard slipped off the motorcycle as he spotted an open shed, a soldier motioning for 

him to park and yelling over the whirr of the blades… and he did so, Cherry still sitting astride 

the motorcycle until the last minute, and she huffed before grabbing the nearest soldier, shouting: 

“You damage that baby, and I damage your whole goddamn camp, is this understood?” 

“Sir yes sir!” came the garbled, high-voiced reply, and Cherry huffed and brushed herself 

off before she and Zerrex made for the helicopter, the reptile giving her a flat look that she 

pointedly ignored. They climbed inside, and a soldier ran up and handed them both headsets, 

looking awkwardly at Cherry‟s fins… and she looked moodily at the headset in her hand before 

she sighed and held it up to her ear as the soldier slammed the doors of the huge transport 

helicopter. 

The JX2, Zerrex knew, was one of Ire‟s newer models, developed during the Demon War 

by a contractor for the purpose of dealing with aerial demons. It was capable of moving in any 

direction in midair, and leans to even fifty-degree angles, thanks to the fact the blades were able 

to lean themselves slightly… and the helicopter‟s two stubby wings were equipped with over-

and-under rocket turrets that launched homing missiles tuned to seek out high sources of 

bioelectricity: in other words, supernatural energy levels. 

The pilot had already climbed in the cockpit, and Zerrex was surprised: true to word, 

there were no other soldiers with them. What made him suspicious, however, was that no one 

had tried to scan him or ask for ID… and he put the headphones on as the pilot looked back at 

them, saying clearly through the headsets as the sounds of travel were muffled around them by 

the thick armor of the vehicle: “Flight time is two hours, sir! If you ever want to stop, just ask 

and we stop!” 

“Understood.” Zerrex gave him a thumbs-up, and the pilot nodded, his features concealed 

by the visor he wore over his eyes and the heavy helmet. The Drakkaren had no sense of danger, 

however, and Cherry seemed to even be relaxing… and he took the headphones off, putting them 

on the bench beside him as he looked around. They sat on a bench with shaped contours on the 

bottom and back, matching the positions a person‟s body would naturally rest in to keep them if 

not comfortable, than seated for the long flight… and he took his own headphones and put them 

on, turning on his music and then handing Cherry his game player before she could even open 

her mouth to complain. 



They took turns listening to music and playing games for the next two hours and some 

minutes… and then Zerrex took the headphones off and put the other pair on his head as the pilot 

began the landing procedures, listening in as he said clearly: “-Fifteen seconds to full touchdown, 

we have the subject and one bodyguard, maintain radio silence and secrecy, over. Code Alpha-

Alpha-Theta-Gamma.” 

“Frequency change in ten seconds. You are cleared to land.” replied another voice, and 

Zerrex wondered absently how all radio operators sounded the exact same. He figured voice 

modulation, but he wouldn‟t put it past Ire to hire a bunch of people just for voice talent and put 

them in the military. “Five seconds to frequency change.” 

Zerrex counted in his head, and sure enough there was a buzzing, then silence… and the 

moment later, they touched down with a gentle bump, and the pilot toggled a few switches 

before he leaned over from his seat, giving Zerrex a thumbs-up and a smile before he exited the 

cockpit. Zerrex and Cherry exchanged a look, and then the doors opened as the chopper blades 

whirred to a halt, invading their ears for only a moment before they shut down entirely, and now 

all Zerrex could see was a dark sky above, a few clouds visible against the velvet glow of the 

night. 

Cherry handed him back his game player, and Zerrex turned it off before he stood up and 

hopped out of the plane with the demoness, and the two looked around. Four soldiers, all of them 

wearing Scanner armor… and they saluted as the pilot took off his helmet and threw it through 

the open door, talking with a male in a black uniform who quickly approached, the symbol of Ire 

on one breast and a bunch of military medals and credentials on the other. The canine nodded 

and the two saluted each other after a moment of talk, and then he approached Zerrex and bowed 

deeply, saying clearly: “Your majesty.” 

“Please, just Zerrex is fine.” The Drakkaren glanced over him, figuring he was a General 

or Admiral or something big and important. He extended a hand, and the dog looked at him with 

surprise as the reptile said mildly: “So, I have to say I‟m pretty impressed.” 

The black lab smiled, looking relieved, and then he took Zerrex‟s hand and pumped it 

firmly a few times: his grip was strong, but his palms were sweaty… although the reptile didn‟t 

blame him for being anxious. “Major-General Jonathan Fredericks, at your service, sir. I am glad 

to hear that my troops provided adequate welcome to you… but please, follow me. The President 

is very eager to meet with you, and he has some very high hopes for this meeting.” 

“So do I.” Zerrex nodded, then he and Cherry followed him, the Drakkaren realizing a 

moment later they literally were on top of the Senate building, as they headed for an elevator 

built into a large white dome on the roof of the structure. He remembered this place… and 

although a few additions had been added, it was still the same tall, self-righteous structure it had 

been when Zerrex and the others had snuck inside, on their search for the so-called „Sanctuary‟ 

where the Republic Council of Ire had hidden. There were bad memories here… especially since 

a lot of them led up to Zerrex‟s death. 

Two guards saluted them by the elevator, then both turned and slid card keys through 

electronic locks at the same time, activating it. The doors slid open, and the General bowed for 

the two demons to enter first… and they both did so before he followed inside, where another 

soldier in BAD gear was already standing. The General exchanged a salute with him, and then 

the armored soldier turned and slid his own keycard through another lock, the doors sliding 

closed and a button panel appearing. 

Zerrex looked thoughtfully at the soldier as he entered a code, looking over his armor: it 

looked thick and clunky, black metal overlaid with white plates and the BAD insignia in gold on 



the limbs and both front and back… but it was also very serious and very dangerous technology. 

The armor had a control system wired into their arms, and they were capable of hovering with 

cold thruster technology built into the boosters on their backs and feet, and of generating 

concentrated electrical charges in their hands that could be fired off like Zerrex‟s energy spheres 

and that could damage even demons. 

There was also another variation of the BAD that could full-out fly, called the ABAD: 

Aerial Battle Augmentation Devices. The Drakkaren wondered for a moment if there would be 

more BAD and their permutations, and wherever they were going… and then the elevator dinged 

and the doors opened, and the General led them out into a plush, red-carpeted hallway with 

golden walls and expensive paintings hanging everywhere, soldiers posted at every doorway… 

and even the doors themselves looked like they probably cost as much as Zerrex‟s house did. 

“Please, this way.” 

Fredericks led them around the gentle curve of the hallway, then he stopped and turned 

around to bow to them, gesturing with both hands at a door guarded by soldiers in full BAD gear. 

Zerrex nodded and bowed slightly in return, and then he opened it as Cherry followed close 

behind, stepping into a white room with walls that were made of metal, BADs posted at all four 

corners of the room and two scientists white uniforms at a computer terminal attached to a body 

scanner device. 

“For caution‟s sake, we‟d like to scan both of you… this will also let us know what 

weaponry you are carrying.” the scientist who was standing said mildly, looking down at his 

clipboard and jotting a note as Cherry looked back and forth with distaste. The other scientist 

was already tapping at the computer, and the scanner flickered before a green glow appeared 

between the bars. “Please, if you wouldn‟t mind? It‟s harmless, and we promise you we will not 

disarm you.” 

“Let me go first, Boss.” Cherry muttered, and she stepped in front of Zerrex, gently 

pushing him back and walking fearlessly into the scanner… and her eyes roved back and forth as 

the glow intensified and the computer beeped a few times. The scientists examined this and 

muttered to each other, and then the scanner beeped… and Cherry looked back and forth in 

surprise as the scientist gestured for her to step away. 

Zerrex stepped forwards without any hesitation, leaning on his cane… and when the 

scanning began, he felt a strange warmth on his scales, but also a buzzing almost inside his mind. 

Then it was over, and he stepped free… and the BADs standing by the doorway both turned and 

slid keycards through electronic readers, and the armored door opened to reveal a room beyond. 

Zerrex looked at the scientists, but they were muttering away and reading calculations out… and 

he shrugged a bit before motioning for Cherry to go ahead as she looked at him anxiously, 

obviously wanting to take the lead. 

They walked through and into a room with a low, gentle lighting, and there were security 

guards in here standing with earpieces and sunglasses on, wearing tight suits overtop buff bodies 

that were probably also clad in bulletproof vests. The room was shaped like a bottle, and they 

were walking down the hall that formed the neck, Zerrex looking at the hand-woven red carpet 

underfoot and the gold-and-brown patterned walls, then up to the ceiling, where beautifully-

shaped glass lights hung… before his eyes turned forwards again as Cherry was stopped by two 

large agents, one of them saying curtly as he gestured at a table: “Please put down all your 

weapons.” 

“Fuck you.” Cherry replied mildly, but they remained impassive… and when she looked 

at Zerrex, she sighed and muttered something as she took off her jacket, shoving it into one to 



make him hold it as he winced and stumbled backwards, before she drew  her guns and put them 

down on the table, followed by her whip. She crossed her arms, glaring up at the security agent, 

and the bear shrugged before he easily folded her jacket into a square and put it down. 

Cherry rolled her eyes, then she stepped past them to moodily stand with her arms 

crossed, leaning against a wall beside another agent as Zerrex glanced down at his cane, and the 

agents traded a look before the Drakkaren took off his jacket and put it down, revealing that he 

didn‟t have anything else on him. He stepped forwards, and the agents looked uncertain, one of 

them muttering into the microphone on his collar… but then a mild voice said, from behind a 

curtain of hanging beads: “What matters not is the weapons in the hands of the warrior, but the 

weapons in his heart. Let him through.” 

The agents parted, and Zerrex stepped into the widened, open space: the body of the 

bottle. He looked curiously at the curtain of beads that hung halfway across the room, making a 

neat divide guarded by two agents on one side… and on the other, two more in some sort of 

enhanced BAD gear stood next to a figure sitting cross-legged on a pillow, smoking a cigarette 

on the end of a long, straight black holder. He held it nimbly between two fingers, and when he 

cleared his throat, the agents in front of the curtain quickly drew it back, before Travis Balthazar 

stood and smiled, bowing his head politely to Zerrex. “It‟s a pleasure to meet you, Lord Zerrex 

Narrius… we‟ve heard a lot about you. Now boys, I‟d like to speak to the High King in quiet… 

you can all leave.” He paused, then added with a sideways smile to Cherry. “Of course, your 

lovely consort can stay, if she desires.” 

The soldiers looked at each other nervously… and then Balthazar motioned at them 

impatiently, adding mildly: “If he wanted to kill me, we‟d all be dead and none of you heroes 

could have laid a finger on him. Now please, get out, I‟m anxious to get down to business.” 

With that, the agents finally filed out, and Cherry released a sigh of relief, immediately 

walking over to the table to start putting her weapons back on her body and wrinkling up her 

jacket before she slipped it on, looking pleased with herself. Balthazar and Zerrex, meanwhile, 

sized each other up, before the elderly male ferret sat back on his pillow, puffing quietly at his 

cigarette pipe before he put it aside, and he smiled as he reached down to pick up the end of a 

beautiful, glass and gold hookah pipe that sat in front of him, gesturing at the cushions piled at 

the side of the room. “May I offer you a seat? And please, do join me if you like: the nargile‟s 

pleasures are much different from the sour tobacco of the cigarette.” 

“Boss, can we, can we?” Cherry looked at Zerrex with childish, hopeful eyes, and the 

Drakkaren rolled his own before he smiled slightly and nodded, genuinely surprised. He knew 

little about customs, but this one he figured was a gesture of friendship from wherever the ferret 

was from originally… and he sat down, gazing over the ornate, beautiful pipe and the twisting 

design it took on leading up to a half-domed top with what Zerrex wasn‟t sure was the entrance 

or the exit to the device.  

He soon realized the bowl structure held not tobacco, but some kind of herb, as he rose 

the end of what he supposed was the thing he was supposed to inhale through: it was on the end 

of a long, beautifully-decorated rose, shaped like a small pipe. Four of these sat around the pipe, 

one on each compass point, and the reptile noted there was also a little glass nozzle near the top 

of the bell-shaped pipe, where it led into that cyclone-shaped glass cylinder.  

He watched the way Balthazar aligned his fingers on his own tube at the end of his hose, 

as Cherry took a pillow and sat down at the side, before she put one across from Balthazar and 

Zerrex sat down there, putting his cane aside… and he wondered for a moment if he was about to 

be poisoned before he watched Balthazar inhale deeply, then sigh contentedly as he exhaled, a 



bit of sweet-smelling smoke filling the air. Cherry went next, sucking on her pipe with little 

reserve and causing her cheeks to puff out, before she coughed a few times and hammered on her 

chest, but the good-natured ferret only favored her with a softly-amused look, before she asked 

curiously: “Is this drugs?” 

“No, no, not at all.” Balthazar laughed as Zerrex rose the pipe to his own muzzle, 

inhaling curiously… and a sweet, strange taste flooded his muzzle, tangy and yet gentle. He held 

it for a moment, then exhaled through his nostrils, and the ferret nodded to him as the reptile 

looked across at the President with interest. “The nargile is not a bong, miss, but it is a device 

from the home country of my forefathers… and it is customary to invite new friends to enjoy its 

gentle pleasures. The herbs are very hard to come by, but the hours of enjoyment they can give is 

well worth the effort… not that I can complain, with the surroundings you find me in.” 

He laughed a bit, and like the rest of his temperament, it was a good-natured, soft but 

easy laugh… and Zerrex smiled as he took another inhale, Balthazar looking across at him 

expectantly before the reptile said softly: “It‟s a very pleasant taste… I‟m surprised to find out 

you aren‟t one of Ire‟s patriots, though, to be honest. And you‟ll have to excuse Cherry… she‟s a 

bit… excitable.” 

“Fuck you.” Cherry said flatly, then she went back to sucking greedily on the pipe, and 

Zerrex only hoped she didn‟t break the damn thing before his eyes went back to Balthazar. He 

was taking it well, though… and he didn‟t seem at all disturbed by her behavior, as he absently 

smoothed out some wrinkles in his off-the-rack dress shirt, before he adjusted his seat… and the 

Drakkaren guessed he had to be around sixty years old, from the wrinkles in his face… but he 

could be younger or older. Gods knew what public office did to a person, after all. 

“I don‟t wish to rush you towards business… Zerrex?” Balthazar said hesitantly, and 

when the reptile nodded, the President smiled warmly and nodded back. “Excellent. Zerrex, let 

us… take our time with things, if you have the time to spare. I can order us in anything you like 

as we talk to make negotiations more comfortable… tea, or coffee if you prefer, and perhaps a 

meal later on.” 

“That sounds good to me… besides, I like to get to know people.” Zerrex replied with a 

slight smile, as Balthazar took a slow inhale on the pipe. The reptile looked at his hazel eyes, 

seeing both wisdom and intelligence in them… and of course, calculation, but it wasn‟t of a 

malicious nature. “Tell me a bit about yourself… I heard you were a professor, for example.” 

“Yes, of socioeconomics… my specialty being cultural conflict, which is part of why I 

believe I was appointed.” the ferret said in his soft voice, nodding slowly. He took a slow draw 

on the pipe, held it for a moment, then continued on, a bit of a smile spreading over his features. 

“Teaching has always been my passion… well, that and my enthusiasm to… better the world. Of 

course, now that I am here, I find out that bettering the world is a very hard thing to do.” 

He chuckled a bit, shaking his head slowly. “But before I digress, yes. I was just finishing 

my degree when the Hez‟Rannan war broke out… and I ended up teaching at the university I 

finished my degree at, living mostly underground like many of the other scared students. Of 

course, once the war reached us, nothing could stop the Dragokkaren from tearing apart the 

tunnels like they were so much paper, whether the walls were stone or steel. We were all boxed 

up, I remember, inside our own university… the guards fed us regularly, and I did the only thing 

I could do to keep sane: I studied them, and studied the environment, and continued to teach. Not 

socioeconomics, of course, since such things in the time of war are interesting only to the 

outsider. That war taught me a lot, you see, Zerrex: it taught me that our academic study of wars, 

whether they be cultural, religious, or wars of simple, uninspired hatred… is crueler than the iron 



blade or even the fiery bomb. We have looked too long and too hard at war merely as the events 

which transpired once upon a time, that we can now analyze to gain „understanding‟ from, when 

it is not understanding we seek… but academic qualification of circumstance, to back our own 

essays and beliefs.” 

He paused for a moment to draw on the pipe, Zerrex taking his own slow pull before the 

ferret smiled at him again: it was a sad smile, however. “I must admit, that at first I tried to 

consider the social contrast, change in climate, and other variables… that I have notes I keep still 

to this day, in an old binder I found in those ghostly halls, that are purely academic and 

speculative… and I realize that back then, I was without reverence. I became too mixed-up in the 

value of… words over actions, and that I was justified in my thoughts because I could argue with 

strong rhetoric for or against a topic. Yet once I have heard it said, that a person who has the 

ability to speak, should always speak on behalf of what is good and just: he who uses his talent to 

speak against the innocent and twist the minds of others into unfit positions is himself, an unfit 

being. 

“Telling you that the Great War was caused by certain social paradigms that developed 

after the stigmatization of the Hez‟Rannan locale sounds intelligent. Saying that the Hez‟Rannan 

war was caused by a very bad person who did some very bad things, on the other hand, is a little 

more correct, and benefits from being simple.” Balthazar tapped on his temple, and Cherry 

grunted in agreement as Zerrex nodded grimly. “I hear from a certain auspicious friend of mine 

that you had some part in that war yourself, Zerrex… so I am sure you are well-aware of the 

conditions that Hez‟Ranna endured during that time itself, although I have seen from most of the 

old history books that Ire has… created a one-sided mirror on that issue.” 

Cherry snorted and grinned, leaning back as she exhaled a ridiculous amount of smoke, 

saying amusedly: “Yeah, that‟s putting it lightly. Dude, the Boss was the one who killed Narrius 

and dropped Paradise like the fucking bomb it was.” She paused and winced away at Zerrex‟s 

sour look. “He‟s uh. A little touchy about that sorta shit though. Yeah. Hey, continue, you‟ve got 

a nice voice and I feel all mellow and shit. I can see why people dig your drugs.” 

Balthazar didn‟t look the slightest bit perturbed as he nodded, then he glanced across at 

Zerrex with a bit of a smile. “So you see, in short, the Great War taught me something 

important… although I lost many friends, I gained a new insight into the world, and am careful 

to not overanalyze what is real. I am still told by my friends, of course, that sometimes I take 

movies and books a little bit too seriously… but I believe we all have our flaws, do we not?” 

“Flaws are what make people people.” Zerrex replied with soft entertainment, and he 

took another slow draw of the pipe as the ferret chuckled softly and nodded in agreement. So far, 

Zerrex liked him… and Balthazar didn‟t set off any of his usual alarms politicians or teachers in 

general usually did. 

“This is true. But after the Great War, I went back to teaching… not only my usual 

classes, but I also began to teach Dragokkaren from Hez‟Ranna about Irenic culture and how to 

adapt to the world in general. Although at first I was scared of them, I also wanted to make a 

difference… and furthermore, once I began to know them better, from a point of view apart from 

Ire‟s clouded glass eyes, I realized they too, were victims. Victims of a tyrant, oppressed and 

controlled… and so I became more confident in my teaching, and more steadfast in my want to 

improve their lives. 

“When the Demon War began, I was out of the danger zone… you see, Lochaber 

University is to the south of here, and when it was repaired and fortified after the Great War, it 

was built into almost a fortress. It was very safe, and now, of course, only the exceptional and the 



privileged were in attendance, and my classes were especially small, with the classes I taught .” 

He paused meditatively, adding softly: “Of course, I can only wish as a professor that my classes 

had been more the exceptional than those with disposable income… but sadly, that was not the 

case. So when the Demon War began, the parents of those children wanted their young progeny 

to be kept safe… and the university‟s defenses were built up and up and up. 

“Of course, mortal walls are of little use against a demon, as I am sure you know…” He 

smiled a bit, nodding to them with a look of soft entertainment. “But they made the students feel 

more secure… as did the security details that the university hired. Questionable people, with 

questionable principles… and only after the war did I discover they were private military 

soldiers, trained by corporations owned by the parents of several of the students, with the 

children of many more investors also in attendance at said institution. They were despicable 

people for the most part… and those whom did display a glimmer of goodness were, of course, 

summarily removed from duty by means I to this very day fear to discover.” 

He paused to take a gentle draw on his pipe, and Cherry frowned, tilting her head 

forwards as Zerrex played his pipe between his fingers, remembering how vicious those 

mercenaries had been. Then the ferret cleared his throat and looked from one to the other, saying 

softly: “The university became a military compound. Not true military, but a base for those 

PMCs… and when Ire turned upon itself like a rabid and hungry animal, thus did the PMCs turn 

on us. Those mercenaries destroyed countless works of art, ravaged the halls of what had once 

been a glorious place of learning, and subjugated most of us. There were more than enough 

rooms in the old dorms for all of us, professors and students both, and the dormitories became 

our prisons, often putting us in several to a single room despite there being space for a small city 

amongst all the buildings.  

“And from our plush and crowded cell, we were able to watch as they captured both 

demons and other people, as they took some of us out to kill and others to rape and others to 

simply beat when they were bored, and that became our life.” He halted, then shook his head 

slowly. “The barbarity of a savage animal has never left our bodies, I think some days… and 

ironic that those close to nature are the most civilized, while those who live in these 

technological marvels furthest from it that are among the most brutish.  

“At the end of the war, when all was lost for the corporations that had spent all their 

money building and training these raiders and barbarians, it was not just the military that saved 

us, but vigilantes… most of them demons. They stood up to the PMCs and their diminishing 

ammo supplies, and rescued us from what had become prison complexes before the slime could 

blow apart the entire university, campus to dormitories to anything else they could wire with 

explosives.” He shook his head in slow disgust, his eyes sad. “But all of us survived, and that 

was what mattered.” 

He stopped, and for a few moments there was silence before he smiled, looking up and 

saying softly: “But I cannot say it‟s been all bad, obviously… my occupation now is that of 

President, after all, and of Ire… a country that hated my kind and my people ever since my 

ancestors made their presence in the shifting sands known. My evolution to this position has 

taught me many things, and I discover now that every day, my fur grows a bit greyer as I try to 

figure out what to do with this once-proudly-intolerant country, to… if you will pardon the 

expression… bring mortal values to a place that was once hellish.” 

“You have a noble pursuit…” Zerrex said softly, and he nodded slowly as he sat back a 

bit, before he automatically rubbed slowly at his right arm. He paused, then rolled up his sleeve, 

showing the ferret the tattoo as he smiled a bit. “Once, I was a prisoner too, in Hez‟Ranna, of a 



person named Mengele Tstegi. This swastika is his signature… and although once a lucky star, a 

symbol of righteousness, the ancient and crumbled Nazi regime brought all that to an end. 

Whenever people look at me, the first thing they always think is that I‟m some kind of monster, 

just like if they find out I‟m a demon. But I‟m not going to scrape the scales from my arm and 

change who I am just to change people‟s assumptions about me… I am who I am, and that‟s that. 

This tattoo… it‟s… part of me now, part of my character. And why can‟t it mean good again? 

Many lives were lost… but many more lives than that were lost in the pursuit of the Unity 

religion, and the sacred cowl and their colors and their churches are still everywhere throughout 

the land. When I look at this, I remember those who suffered in all the wars I have fought… and 

when I look at this and see that it sits upon my body as well as the enemy‟s, I think about how… 

they have suffered too, and the cruelties we did them as much as the pain they have caused us.” 

The ferret nodded slowly, and then he said with soft entertainment: “You are every bit as 

Commander Albatross said you would be, Zerrex… a philosopher to the last, a warrior-poet and 

friend to those in need. I too, have seen suffering on either side… when I was only a child, I have 

seen my father beaten and my home burnt down by those who would blame us for the actions of 

a small few of my people, who did terrible things for terrible reasons that I do not and never shall 

agree with.” Balthazar paused, then he gestured at him, asking curiously: “If I may ask, how did 

you become the High King?” 

“In Hell, there‟s a place called the Central Spire… it‟s the dead-center of Hell, and it rises 

literally to our sky above.” Zerrex said quietly, smiling a bit. “At the very top of this spire, near 

the ceiling of the sky – because in Hell, the sky is like a rooftop, instead of space – there was a 

sealed Throne, the Central Throne. Whoever could break the pillar would become the High 

King… and I…” 

He stopped, trying to get his thoughts in order, and he inhaled some of the sweet stuff 

from the nargile, closing his eyes and making his thoughts align as the sweet smoke wafted 

through his nostrils. “I touched it, but nothing happened. But… when things… came to a head, 

and I fought and defeated the people who had started this whole war, and then a… my son, who 

had been born a ruthless killer with terrible power… I dunno. The pillar cracked apart the next 

time I touched it.” He shook his head, smiling a bit. “It all sounds so surreal and ridiculous. It 

was predicted by some prophecy, and…” 

He broke off, looking lame and rubbing at his head, but the ferret only nodded, saying 

kindly: “So in a way, we were both chosen for our attempts to better society as a whole, were we 

not? I feel that while you and I have great differences between us, we are also similar, Zerrex. 

Yet I also fear that you have a courage I do not understand… and that your strength of will, 

perhaps, is the characteristic that has carried you through many things I am very well aware not 

I, nor any other, could survive.” 

“Dude, I don‟t understand half the shit you say, but I‟m glad to hear you dig the Boss.” 

Cherry said amiably, sitting back and nodding before she rose the pipe to her muzzle, and she 

inhaled greedily again, before she let out a sigh of pleasure, looking giddy. “Holy fuck, this is 

some good shit, though. But hey, have you two ladies gotten to know each other good enough 

yet, or you gonna get down to business?” 

“Although she displays a… very particular use of words, I feel Miss Cherry makes an 

important point.” Balthazar said, giving Cherry a quietly-entertained look. “Shall we begin 

negotiations concerning the current list of issues confronting both the supernatural planes and the 

mortal one, Zerrex? I full well understand, of course, that you cannot speak for Heaven… but 



angels concern me less at this point than demons, by which I mean you no offense: it is only that 

angels are greeted more often with favorable responses than negative, while demons…” 

The reptile nodded, making a bit of a face. “No, no, believe me, I agree. I have some 

issues of my own I feel I should bring to your attention, though… concerning not only demons, 

however, but mortals as well.” 

Balthazar didn‟t look surprised, nodding as he sat up and said calmly: “I wish I could say 

that it shocked me… but after witnessing that which mortals are capable of doing to each other, I 

must say I would be more concerned if you had no qualms with mortals to discuss with me.” He 

paused, then smiled a bit, tilting his head towards Zerrex. “But I do not wish to be a rude host, 

either… shall I order us a small meal? Often, a discussion goes better with a light snack.” 

Cherry opened her mouth, and Zerrex held up a hand, immediately saying: “Not that I 

don‟t appreciate it, but demons don‟t need to eat-” 

“And I don‟t need to smoke, but I often feel far more comfortable when I do. It‟s no 

trouble at all, truly.” Balthazar replied eloquently, and Zerrex couldn‟t figure out a way to argue 

with this reasoning, before he smiled amusedly as the ferret added: “Besides, I‟m sure by now 

my security team is attempting to run all manner of illegal scans upon this fortified room. Much 

as I appreciate their concern, they are also remnants of Ire‟s old training program… and trust is 

something they used to work very hard at stomping out in their soldiers. If we order something, 

then they will have a chance to check up on us and their worries may be soothed.” 

“Fuck yeah they did.” Cherry snorted, then she shoved Zerrex over when he opened his 

mouth, the reptile blushing deeply at her behavior as she began to list things off on her fingers. 

“So we need coffee, burgers, something chocolaty, I really crave chocolate right now, uh… more 

of this shit right here, this is damn good shit, and uh-” 

“Pardon me, Miss Cherry, I was inquiring as to what Zerrex would like first.” Balthazar 

said gently, and the Drakkaren sat up and grinned at the expression on her face as she was so 

easily overridden by the soft but strong voice of the ferret; it was even enough to make him 

forget his embarrassment. “Shall I order us something light, then? Coffee and garlic bread, 

perhaps, to start with: we can always ask them for more later.” 

Zerrex nodded, smiling across at him before he reached out and grabbed Cherry‟s 

muzzle, shutting it firmly before she could do something stupid again. “That would be perfect, 

yes. Thank you, Balthazar.” 

“Balthazar… I haven‟t been called by my last name alone since high school.” The ferret 

looked at Zerrex with a quiet laugh, nodding as reached for a radio wired into the wall, taking it 

down and depressing a button on the side. “It brings back pleasant memories… pardon me, 

would you be so kind as to bring us up some garlic bread and coffee from the kitchens? And 

excuse me, Zerrex… would you like melted cheese as well?” 

The reptile nodded, and Balthazar affirmed this into the radio… and even before he could 

replace the radio in the wall, there was a knock at the door before two agents entered, one 

carrying a large covered tray and the other a large carafe of coffee and three mugs. They set both 

of these down near the President, then left as suddenly as they‟d appeared, closing the door 

behind themselves as Zerrex looked at the ferret, who shrugged and smiled, although there was a 

hint of ruefulness in it. “It happens to be my favorite snack, I must selfishly admit…” 

It would have been suspicious if Zerrex didn‟t know how Ire worked… and Cherry jerked 

a thumb at the door, saying hopefully: “Can I go see if they got more food out there?”  

“Go right ahead, Cherry.” Zerrex said mildly, knowing that would at least keep the 

guards busy… and more importantly, Cherry occupied. The demonesses nodded and leapt up to 



her feet, heading quickly for the door, and then the Drakkaren turned his eyes back to Balthazar, 

saying mildly: “I hope you don‟t mind. It‟s probably better for everyone if she‟s able to make 

mischief somewhere.” 

“It‟s understandable.” Balthazar poured two mugs of coffee, and then he held one of 

these out to Zerrex, saying apologetically: “Sorry. No cream and sugar. Apparently it‟s too easy 

to hide poison in them, and the bodyguards constantly fret about my safety.” 

“No worries. And I‟m surprised you don‟t… demons roaming the world, undead crawling 

out of graves, political activists making trouble and all sorts of crazy things abound in this 

world…” Zerrex sipped at his coffee, then he smiled slightly, tilting his head. “Or are you one of 

those people who‟s anxious to die?” 

The ferret simply shrugged at this, however, smiling placidly. “When I die, I shall die… 

and nothing shall stop that. But until I die, I plan to live… and I find that all these safeguards and 

bodyguards and such simply get in the way of permitting me to do that. I‟ve already spent too 

many years either as a prisoner of war or trapped inside a fortress, and I truly have no wish to 

continue to be a prisoner in my own home.” 

Zerrex nodded back at this after a moment, and then Balthazar cleared his throat, saying 

kindly: “But perhaps we should move on to business, while we have the room to ourselves. Since 

I was the one who called this meeting, perhaps you should put your business on the table first, 

and we can discuss them and work out a fair deal.” 

The reptile nodded, and for the next few hours, the two talked: they were half-interrupted 

some forty minutes later by Cherry coming back inside with a large assortment of different food 

on a plate, but once she saw they were talking seriously, she only sat back and didn‟t interrupt. 

Zerrex was glad that Balthazar‟s intelligence extended to his negotiating skills, and that was he 

was generous and kind… and although he asked a few things in return the reptile thought would 

be a bit difficult… he was willing to try and follow through with them, because he knew some of 

the things he wanted in return were probably a bit troubling. 

In return for demons obtaining travel papers and some kind of special license, Balthazar 

was willing to grant a limited amount of demons the freedom to move back and forth between 

the planes… but only on the condition that initially, only non-threatening demons be permitted 

through. Demons with limited abilities on the mortal planes and who didn‟t look exceptionally 

dangerous… but after a trial run, Balthazar said he‟d be willing to meet me with Hell‟s High 

Thrones, if only to demonstrate that they weren‟t dangerous monsters. 

The ferret also wanted a certain number of demons to return to Hell through the portals… 

and for Zerrex to take the demonic prisoners that the Scanners had captured back down to Hell. 

This last, he noted, wasn‟t just for the safety of the people, but for the safety of the demons 

themselves: he was well aware that in several areas of Ire, the Scanners had taken to using tactics 

that were not exactly in accordance with most world conventions.  

Zerrex had rules of his own he wanted to lay down, however, which included better 

monitoring and training of the Scanners, and he wanted to create a legal import-export ring, as 

Hell had plenty of crops and food and other goods it could share with the mortal realm in return 

for some electronic luxuries. Balthazar liked this idea, and they broke off on a tangent for a little 

while about farming down in Hell… and then there was quiet except for the sound of Cherry 

loudly chewing up a hamburger, before Balthazar asked him gently: “And was there an issue you 

mentioned you wanted to bring up? Something you had a personal stake in, I believe, but thought 

I would benefit from hearing about.” 



Zerrex nodded after a moment, rubbing at his forehead slowly before he sighed and 

shook his head. “Many years ago, mortal magicians found a way to condense demonic energy 

into crystallized format: by treating their bodies to a process, they were able to make these 

crystals that let them use demonic magic on the physical plane, and the art was never discovered 

by either demons or angels. It was thought lost… but now, here we are millennia later, and it 

turns out that someone‟s been making demons into crystal again, probably using technology to 

amplify the process or just speed things up. 

“Whoever‟s behind this is at Wulfe Pharmaceuticals… I‟ve found crates of their stuff all 

around Hell, and they‟ve been hiding crystals in pieces of crappy art, among other things.” 

Zerrex made a face, shaking his head slowly. “They‟ve also been shipping very sensitive, very 

immoral, and very illegal technologies way downstairs… cloning machinery, high-grade weapon 

systems, and a few other things demons shouldn‟t be playing with.” 

“Things no one should be playing with, it sounds like.” Balthazar said thoughtfully, 

tapping a finger against his cheek slowly. “Wulfe Pharmaceuticals… they‟re based in Lunis, 

correct? If Ire makes any sort of move against Lunis, even to blockade a company with a 

questionable reputation from making sales inside our borders, the World Council will come 

down on us with all manner of sanctions, whether we‟re correct or not. Too many wounds are 

still open, you must understand: no one is willing to forgive what our predecessors did.” 

Zerrex nodded, feeling unsurprised before he continued quietly: “Lately, we‟ve been 

putting a stop to smuggling rings down in Hell… not just items, but people and demons too. The 

rings we‟ve stopped have all had lots of Wulfe company stuff, from crates to weapons and 

equipment, and I think they‟re exploiting demons for cheap labor or just kidnapping them to turn 

their bodies into crystal. Either way, I need to get to Lunis quickly and quietly, and I was hoping 

you could help me with that.” 

Balthazar looked troubled, rubbing slowly at his chin. “Zerrex… that sounds more like a 

military operation than I like to think. These things take time, the consequences of our actions 

must be weighed, and I don‟t wish to appear like my predecessors to have a „shoot first, ask 

questions later‟ mentality. Lunis, in any case, is nearly inaccessible even for Ire… they would 

quickly discover you‟re a demon and we‟d all end up in a whole new mess.” 

The Drakkaren took a calming breath, and then he looked at the ferret and said quietly: 

“My daughter made a mistake, and hurt a little friend of mine… and she ran away, upset with 

herself. She went through one of the smuggling bases, and I need to save her. I want to do this a 

proper way instead of my ugly old-fashioned way, Balthazar… and you can help me. This is a 

personal favor, and I‟ll owe you big time… and this isn‟t just for me and her. This is for all those 

demons who‟ve been tricked into following the flashing lights right to the slaughterhouse. Can‟t 

we work this out?” 

The ferret took a few minutes to smoke quietly at the nargile, frowning in thought as he 

patted a hand quietly against his knee… and then finally, he sighed as he relented, saying across 

to Zerrex softly: “You‟re as difficult as Commander Albatross said you would be, Zerrex… 

bullheaded, childish, determined, and painfully right when it comes to questions of morals, 

whatever logic decrees otherwise. I am unfamiliar with military operations, however, so you‟ll 

have to guide me through this process… and much as I dislike the idea of them, I suppose as 

President of Ire, I should have a working knowledge.” 

“It‟s a simpler thing than you might think. I don‟t need much, just something with 

enough stealth to get us past the borders… or that will create enough interference their special 

scanning devices won‟t be able to pick us up.” Zerrex smiled a bit at the ferret, who still looked 



troubled. “If it bothers you so much, just patch me through to Albatross… it‟s been a while since 

we‟ve talked but he‟ll know what to do.” 

Balthazar nodded a bit, murmuring thoughtfully: “Hez‟Ranna and Lunis have developed 

a good relationship… it feels underhanded to abuse their trust, however.” He paused, looking at 

Zerrex for a few moments with a measuring draw of his eyes. “Tell me, Zerrex. Are things 

always so complex?” 

“We lie to avoid hurting the people we care about. Countries aren‟t a whole lot 

different…” The Drakkaren shrugged, looking faintly amused. “The problems are 

communication and control. Countries naturally don‟t trust each other, and politicians… at least 

in the past… have been delighted when they can blame another country for one of their own 

failings, since it means that they don‟t have to take the heat themselves. Terrorism, for 

example… it‟s easy to say: „all the terrorists come from Lailland, they harbor them there‟ when 

in fact we all know that terrorists following their own sects and beliefs and that they‟re often 

harbored by political extremists with money and power… or large-size corporations. Both of 

which, of course, provide them with all the money they need to purchase training equipment.” 

“And they frequently purchase their gear in the same country they‟re engaged in 

attacking, from companies looking to make a large profit from under-the-tables sales of 

equipment they can they get additional reimbursement from or treat as a tax write-off by saying 

it was stolen.” Balthazar continued calmly, nodding slowly. “Terrorist culture was what my 

original thesis was on for when I applied for my honors courses… most of it understanding that 

terrorists are not only people who believe very strongly in a religious or philosophical ideal, but 

often victims of manipulation from a powerful, charismatic leader whose interest isn‟t to actually 

propagate that ideal, but to fuel hatred and violence and use it as a means to gain power, 

affluence and wealth.” 

Zerrex nodded, then he said quietly: “But back to the point… see, if you told Lunis that 

you had discovered a serious issue with Wulfe Pharmaceuticals, and that you were sending two 

demons over to investigate their claims… Tobias Wulfe would lock his corporation down, 

summon his private military, and create a media storm that would make all of Lunis want to 

lynch us. Sometimes, when you‟re dealing with a disease, the best method is to move in quickly 

and quietly in order to exterminate it before the patient realizes what‟s happening. I don‟t want to 

put you in an awkward position, Balthazar… but equally, I… gotta do what I gotta do.” 

“I understand, Zerrex… and I only wish you all the best of luck in this endeavor.” 

Balthazar took another short inhale on his pipe, and he held it for a few moments in his mouth 

before he blew a smoke ring, and he smiled tiredly as he looked across at the Drakkaren. “You 

have the look of a person who feels that they have betrayed a friend on your face, Zerrex… but I 

myself feel like more like a hypocrite with every passing moment. Too afraid to do anything, and 

yet wanting always to change the world; I‟m beginning to fear I see the reason why I was put 

into this position of power.” 

“Don‟t be hard on yourself, Balthazar… this is a hell of a thing I‟m asking, and from 

what I‟ve seen, you‟ve done incredibly well with Ire, considering what you had to start with.” 

Zerrex replied quietly but firmly, and it earned him a small smile from the ferret before the 

Drakkaren glanced over his shoulder at Cherry, who nodded as she shoved a taco into her muzzle 

and chewed it up, swallowing with a wince as the male looked back at the President. “I think 

we‟ve taken up enough of your time, though… unless you have anything else to add, of course. 

We can always get back to things later.” 



“Then please, be my guests and stay the night here in the city… I‟ve taken the liberty of 

reserving you two rooms at the Burgundy Resort Hotel, the nicest place I could find within an 

acceptable distance.” The ferret stood up as Zerrex and Cherry did the same, and then he 

extended a hand, saying softly: “It was a pleasure to meet you, Zerrex… and you as well, Cherry. 

I‟m hoping we can continue our discussion tomorrow with better things in mind.” 

“Me too.” Zerrex took his hand gently and shook it, and then he motioned for Cherry to 

go ahead as he picked up his cane and turned around, smiling a bit as Balthazar reached up to 

grasp his shoulder amiably, walking with him towards the exit. The lizard snagged his jacket as 

they passed it, and then he added softly: “It‟s nice to see someone competent in charge for a 

change, Balthazar. I‟m sure you‟ll do fine with the nastier aspects of the job once you get to learn 

them.” 

“I hope not. I‟d prefer to only be good at the more-pleasant parts of it.” The ferret nodded 

politely to him, and Zerrex nodded ruefully, looking entertained before they paused at the open 

door, and Balthazar smiled a bit, saying with soft entertainment: “Well, Zerrex, I‟d best return to 

my padded prison cell before the agents grow suspicious. I‟ll see you tomorrow.” 

“Goodnight.” Zerrex nodded again as the ferret turned around, and then he threw his 

jacket over his shoulder as the agents glared at him, the reptile leaning a bit on his cane as he 

looked mildly around at them all. Cherry, thankfully, was already waiting at the open door 

ahead, whistling a bit but her eyes dark and suspicious of the Irenic bodyguards… and then the 

Drakkaren calmly strode past them and out into the hall, where another uniformed soldier was 

waiting for them. 

“Sir and madam, please, follow me. There‟s a car waiting out front for you.” With the 

cultured accent of his voice, Zerrex felt like he and Cherry were being led to a table by a waiter, 

despite his black uniform and the medals of honor on his chest… and Cherry was already 

grinning widely, her eyes full of mischief as they followed the serious-looking rabbit down the 

hallway. 

Thankfully, Zerrex managed to keep her from doing anything too stupid before they 

exited the Marble Dome, but he thought that the fact they both found it extremely weird to be 

walking down these front steps and be perfectly accepted by the BAD guards on either side of 

them had something to do with Cherry behaving herself. Neither of them wanted to tangle with 

platoons of soldiers at the moment, after all… even if that was mostly because it would be an 

insult to their generous host. 

Zerrex was somehow unsurprised to find that the „car‟ waiting for them was an armored 

limousine, and a driver in a pristine suit opened the door for them, his expression calm and 

serious and placid, as if this was just like every other job he‟d ever had. The two climbed into the 

back, and immediately, Cherry made for the television and mini-fridge, which was stocked with 

all manner of beverages. “Hey, Boss, you want a Frost?” 

“Sure.” Zerrex caught one when Cherry tossed it to him, and then she pulled out a bottle 

of apple juice. It made the reptile frown a bit, wondering what she was doing… and then he 

winced when she next pulled out a small box of cream from the fridge, and the Drakkaren 

snapped: “Don‟t even think about it!” 

Cherry looked at him defiantly… and then winced when he glared at her, quickly putting 

both away and mumbling about how he ruined all her fun before she finally pulled out a bottle of 

some sort of energy drink, closing the door and sitting on the floor as she began to poke at the 

television controls. The driver, meanwhile, rolled down the armored window that separated them 



as Zerrex leaned back to glance at the controls on the roof. “Twenty minutes to destination, sir 

and madam… would you like to make any stops on the way?” 

“Dude, let‟s go through a drive-thru!” Cherry looked up with a grin, and Zerrex tried to 

glare at her… but then he finally shrugged and nodded, feeling entertained. The driver ahead of 

them looked surprised at this… and then Cherry got up on her knees, grabbing the edge of the 

divider and grinning at him as she said cheerfully: “Come on, dude, take us to get some stellar 

coffee somewhere first, and then we‟re totally ridin‟ this thing through a Happy Burger or 

whatever.” 

“Well, you heard the lady. Or bitch, whichever you want to call her.” Zerrex said mildly, 

shrugging a bit as he reached down and checked his wallet. “What the hell, we might as well find 

the nearest Donut Republic. I‟ll even buy you a coffee.” 

“Uh… thank you, sir?” The driver looked confused for a moment, and then he smiled 

hesitantly when he realized the two weren‟t kidding, driving away from the Senate Building as 

he tapped something into the GPS on his headboard and saying clearly: “Fifteen minutes to 

destination.” 

The ride was smooth and pleasant, and the bloodhound driving them loosened up 

considerably as he expertly guided the limousine through the two drive-thru locations they 

settled on. In what felt like no time, the driver – Walker Parkers was his name, from deep 

southern Ire – Cherry, and Zerrex were all sitting placidly on the armored limo, parked in a 

parking lot across from the Burgundy Resort, where a uniformed guard standing by the golden 

doors leading in was watching them suspiciously. They were all munching on hamburgers and 

drinking coffee – and Zerrex had an extra-large cola nearby, while Cherry had a milkshake – and 

then Walker looked up, asking again with a grin: “So seriously, you guys are demons?” 

“Zerrex, do the tentacle thing.” Cherry said through a mouthful of food, and Zerrex made 

a face at her before he rolled his eyes. Then, instead, he held his right hand out in front of 

Walker… and a moment later, his scales fell away and peeled back as the thick, warped rocky 

structure of the stuff beneath emerged, forming into a twisted claw for a moment before it 

returned to normal. 

“Holy shit.” Walker stared, then he looked up at Zerrex, then over at Cherry, asking 

dumbly: “And you guys are important, right?” 

“My tits are important. Me, I‟m more like. Super-important. Awesome-important.” 

Cherry said proudly, then she winced when Zerrex reached out and flicked her fins, making her 

grunt and then huff. “Dickhead.” 

The Drakkaren shrugged, then he said mildly: “We‟re important enough. More envoys of 

Hell than anything else… you know, discussing stuff with the president, but not acting on a 

whole lot, just uh… laying a groundwork, that‟s the fancy catchphrase the politicians use, right?” 

He glanced over at Walker curiously, who just shrugged, still looking enthralled. “Anyway, 

neither of us is pureblood demon… we were both mortals a long time ago. Well… not that long 

ago in mortal years, but a long time ago for me and her.” 

Walker nodded a few times, then he asked bluntly: “So what do you do with people who 

go and do bad shit just so they can become demons when they die?” 

Zerrex paused at this, and Cherry cleared her throat and looked awkwardly away, before 

the reptile admitted finally: “We haven‟t really thought of anything good for that, yet… I mean, 

like. Everyone gets punished in Hell for doin‟ bad stuff, and that‟s enough for a lot of them… but 

its hard dealing with the really stupid ones, you know? The best we‟ve come up with so far is 



putting them into a prison or denying them demonhood… and it‟s not that it‟s all that 

complicated, it‟s just that it‟s…” 

“Like dealin‟ with someone who likes punishment, you don‟t know what the hell to do 

with them „cause yelling at them or slapping them just gives them that attention they want.” 

Walker supplied, and Zerrex nodded, smiling slightly as he finished up his cheeseburger. “I used 

to have a friend like that way back at home. People did everything they could to deal with him, 

but he was just a pain in the ass. Finally, an old priest came to town, on some pilgrimage, and 

when my friend messed with his saddlebag, all the priest did was pat him on the head, told him 

he wasn‟t mad, and walked away. And damn did that ever upset Hal, and he went chasin‟ after 

him, wanting to know what the hell that was for and all this stuff… so when the priest did talk to 

him, kid listened. He actually listened, and started feeling bad about what he did, you know? It‟s 

all about-” 

“Understanding.” Zerrex finished, nodding and smiling warmly across at Walker as he 

slapped his own knee lightly, ignoring the bolt of pain it sent through him and pretending it was 

due to the fact his hand was rock covered by scale, not because his bad leg was acting up again. 

“That‟s exactly it! You know… you might have a really good idea there. I‟m going to make sure 

I suggest we start doing treatments based around that with a sample group in Hell and see how 

they take to it… you have a hell of a head on your shoulders for a driver, Walker.” 

“Well, you know how it is… after the war, you take whatever job you can get.” The dog 

smiled at them, then he slipped off the hood of the limo and stretched, tossing his now-empty 

burger wrapper on the ground and wiping his hands together as he gazed over at Zerrex 

admiringly. “Thanks for the good time well spent, you two. I‟d better head back to work now, 

though, before they miss me too much… I‟m supposed to drive President Balthazar home and I 

wanna make sure I get back to the Marble Dome in time to pick him up.” 

Zerrex nodded, and the two rose their hands to the dog as they crossed the street, the 

reptile glancing back over his shoulder to watch as the bloodhound got into the limo and pulled 

after a few moments. Then they both turned their attention back to the attendant at the door, who 

was staring at them with horror as Cherry stuck her tongue out at him before proudly stomping 

past and shoving her way into the lobby, the Drakkaren sighing as he followed and absently 

flicking a quarter to the attendant as he passed. 

The lobby itself was grand and sprawling, with a completely unnecessary fountain near 

the middle of the broad, slanted rectangular room and several massive glass chandeliers hanging 

from a high ceiling. The two looked back and forth, and then a canine of some kind in a suit 

approached them, clapping his hands twice as he said distastefully: “We have a policy here about 

loitering…” 

Two burly security guards appeared beside him in moments, both of them wearing riot 

gear and heavy Kevlar helms, and Zerrex glanced over his shoulder as he felt the presence of two 

more behind them. They had guns in holsters at their sides, and one of them was beating the 

metal end of a stun rod slowly against a rubber-gloved hand… and then Zerrex said pleasantly, 

as a few of the milling, idle rich around them watched with interest: “President Balthazar made a 

reservation for us here… Cherry and Zerrex Narrius. Why don‟t you check the registry?” 

“Phillip!” The tuxedoed dog turned, grimacing at the youth in a similar suit behind the 

counter, who immediately turned beet red and quailed. “Phillip, check the registry for the name 

„Narrius,‟ and be quick about it!” He paused, then turned his eyes back to Zerrex, saying in a 

cold voice: “If you‟re lying, I‟d hasten out of here… my staff are very anxious to ensure this 

stays a five-star resort, and we don‟t need your kind around here.” 



“Dude, you don‟t even know what kind we are yet.” Cherry replied darkly, her eyes 

flashing… and then a security guard reached out and grabbed her shoulder, and she immediately 

slammed an elbow back into his stomach, knocking the wind out of him before she threw her fist 

backwards to connect solidly with his vulnerable muzzle, sending up a spray of blood as his eyes 

rolled up in his head and he collapsed in a heap. Immediately the other security guards went for 

their guns, but Zerrex reached out a hand and snagged the handgun of the soldier in front, 

holding it by the slide to stop the weapon from firing even as the guard tried to pull the trigger, 

as with his other hand he swept his cane out behind him to smash in the leg of another. 

He went down with a scream, his shin-guard shattering as he dropped to one knee and 

clutched at his broken leg, and then Zerrex twisted the handgun the other guard had tried to pull 

on him out of his hand and spun it easily around to point it at the tall dragon‟s face, the male 

holding up both of his hands instantly with a wince. Cherry, meanwhile, was grinning savagely, 

one of her revolvers shoved up into the throat of the other guard and his stun rod gripped in her 

hand, sending sparks of electricity uselessly along the female‟s arm as she grunted, making her 

fingers and muscles flex and spasm even as she held on gamely. “Shit like this just pisses me off, 

motherfucker… now turn it off before I rip your goddamn intestines out.” 

The canine in the tuxedo didn‟t look impressed… but there was fear in his eyes, as he 

backed up and muttered something into a microphone hidden in his collar, and Zerrex‟s own 

eyes sharpened before he made a face as armored soldiers streamed out of doors marked 

„Employees Only‟ within a few seconds, both himself and Cherry stepping backwards but 

keeping their aim on the security guards in front of themselves. The soldiers were all dressed the 

same, clad in tactical gear more police-issue than military… but all of them were holding heavy, 

cheap rifles, and they completely encircled the two as Cherry flicked her fingers a few times 

before she let her arm hang loosely at her side, black burns visible on the scale as she muttered: 

“Dude, I don‟t think we‟re welcome here.” 

“They are on the guest registry, sir.” Phillip, the little male at the desk murmured, but in 

the silence, his voice carried throughout the entire lobby… as did the hard slap of his boss, which 

was enough to knock the small male out of the chair at the desk. Cherry snarled at this, but 

Zerrex shook his head slightly, despite his own eyes visibly darkening: he wanted to bide his 

time and see what the tuxedoed canine did about this situation first. There are other ways than 

direct, indiscriminate violence to solve a confrontation. 

The canine composed himself after a moment, and then he turned towards them, leaning 

on the counter as he said in a calm, cold voice: “The Burgundy Resort reserves the right to refuse 

problematic clients to its establishment. You two are very obviously problematic, and I‟m afraid 

I‟m going to have to ask you to leave immediately.” 

“No. You attacked us. The problem here is with you… or do you make it a habit to 

assault your clientele?” Zerrex asked, he and Cherry still holding their aim at the disarmed 

security guards. With the dark blush that suffused the canine‟s cheeks at his words, however, he 

felt like he had more cards than the two obviously-expendable soldiers of fortune; and then he 

smiled grimly, glancing at some of the gawking rich people still watching the events unfolding. 

Much as he hated them, they were also powerful gambits if used properly… and he asked mildly: 

“How about you, ma‟am? I‟m on direct orders here from the President, and you saw what they 

tried to do to me. How long until they go after your fortunes?” 

“I never!” the female exclaimed, but simple-minded instincts were now kicking in: the 

lizard, however uncouth and rough he appeared to be, knew the President, which automatically 

made him important. And this important person just warned her about the far-scarier – at the 



moment, anyway – security guards and their nasty-looking boss possibly stealing her money. It 

made her suddenly seem apprehensive… and then she took off with several of the other rich 

people for the elevators, and Zerrex grinned as he recognized he‟d just successfully smeared the 

hotel. And to the canine, the hotel and its reputation was obviously everything, as he trembled 

with rage and snarled furiously at the Drakkaren. 

Then, before the reptile could plot his next move, the doors were thrown open and a cadre 

of armored soldiers with far-better equipment than the security guards marched inside, and the 

wolf stared in horror as two of them immediately ran up to the closest guards and grabbed them 

before slamming them into the ground, the other guards looking confused and shocked as the 

soldiers took aim at them as they flooded through the gap the first two assaulters had made, 

expertly forming a protective circle around the two reptiles. 

A moment later, the general they had met earlier at the Marble Dome walked in, and he 

quickly approached Cherry and Zerrex before striking a rigid salute to them, saying clearly: 

“President Balthazar sends his regards, sir! He decided a military patrol might be in order in this 

area to benefit your safety, and I am very glad to have arrived in time to offer you assistance, 

sir!” 

General Fredericks paused, then the black lab excused himself before he stomped past the 

soldiers to the tuxedoed canine, who was standing at the elevator and hammering the up button 

as hard as he could, before he paled when the General grabbed him by the lapels of his suit and 

shoved him hard back into the wall, shouting: “You disrespect your country, you disrespect the 

President, and you disrespect me by disrespecting those two! How dare you treat these 

dignitaries like trash, you elitist scum!” 

The tuxedoed canine yelped, and then the General spun him around and motioned to a 

soldier, who immediately approached and produced a pair of handcuffs, locking them around the 

male‟s wrists and taking him into custody as he flushed in embarrassment. He was immediately 

shoved off towards the doors, half-dragged past Cherry and Zerrex as they both relaxed and the 

former grinned widely, her eyes sparking in entertainment. The guards looked stupidly back and 

forth, and then Fredericks cleared his throat, saying clearly: “I am commandeering this facility 

until such time as a suitable replacement can be found. No military operations will be conducted 

in this area but soldiers will be patrolling the premises, to ensure your safety. Any retaliation for 

this takeover will not be tolerated and will be dealt with harshly: now, everyone, lower your 

weapons and back to work.” 

He glared back and forth, and soldiers and security guards both relaxed, the latter 

mumbling amongst themselves disconsolately as they scattered in all directions. Then the 

General smiled as he walked behind the desk and helped the youth to his feet, glancing at the 

registry before turning around and plucking a key from the cubbyholes. “Here, sir. And President 

Balthazar sends his regards and requests a meeting with you at eleven tomorrow morning. With 

any luck we won‟t have any trouble.” 

“Tell him I look forwards to it.” Zerrex took the key with a smile, then he added: “And 

thanks for the assist. It stopped things from getting messy.” 

“I‟ll deal with that pond scum myself later. For now, rest assured, the hotel‟s in good 

hands.” The General nodded, then he saluted them both and Cherry half-returned it as Zerrex 

nodded politely, the two heading for the elevator. The doors binged open after a moment, and 

they both stepped into the empty car with relief, Zerrex leaning on his cane before he glanced 

down at keycard for the floor number, and he tapped the six after a moment. 



He slipped the card into his pocket as Cherry flexed her hand slowly, her scales slowly 

returning to normal as she looked over at Zerrex with a slight grin. “So I guess that our powers 

really are a lot more limited on this plane, huh? But it looks like I still got enough juice left to 

take some nasty… juice.” She coughed lamely, clearing her throat after a moment. “Anyway, 

like. Seriously, that didn‟t hurt half as much as I thought it would.” 

“I think you make my brain hurt. You really had no reason to be such a tool.” Zerrex said 

flatly, and Cherry huffed at this, crossing her arms before the elevator paused and the doors 

opened, a tired-looking mouse getting in and pressing the button marked „G‟ before he walked to 

the back of the elevator. 

Zerrex hesitated to speak, but Cherry was glad to talk as if there was no one else around. 

“Oh, fuck you, Boss. You and I both know that the degradation from passing between planes 

shouldn‟t be shit-all for you and me, „cause we at least have mortal experience and had powers 

as mortals. Yet it kinda is, and even though powers we got that are suppressed in Hell are 

tremendously mondo-powerful out here, they‟re still like. Not up to par, you dig?” 

“Not really.” Zerrex said flatly, but he thought he might be beginning to grasp Cherry‟s 

concept. Then he sighed and shook his head, holding up a hand as he added mildly: “But think of 

it this way. You never technically died. I did, remember? And you have inherited abilities while 

a lot of mine are synthetic.”  

Now the mouse was staring at them awkwardly, but the two ignored him as Cherry 

pointed at the Drakkaren and retorted: “Your problem, Boss, is that you‟re a big pussy. Pussy 

pussy pussy. You never show off the stunts you can do, and you never really use your damn 

brain „cause you seem to think bein‟ dumb is the greatest thing in the world. But you ain‟t a fool, 

you‟re like… brainy and shit.” 

“I am not and we both know it.” Zerrex said flatly, as the doors opened on the sixth floor, 

and he stepped out as Cherry quickly followed behind him, the Drakkaren checking the keycard 

for the room number and muttering: “Come on, we‟re in the „Rose Suite Rooms.‟” 

“Sweet, romance.” Cherry said cheerfully, and then she ran on ahead as Zerrex rolled his 

eyes, before she found the door to the room and halted in front of it, booting it firmly. The reptile 

winced at the sound it made, but Cherry nodded approvingly, crossing her arms. “Armor plated, 

very nice. Dude, we‟re being treated like we‟re actually dignitaries and shit.” 

“That would be because we are.” Zerrex said flatly, looking at her mildly, and Cherry 

pushed a finger into her chin dumbly as she stared at him. “We‟re here representing Hell. Did 

you not get that from the fact we met with the President? And furthermore, we‟re both qualified 

for the job… you‟re the Fifth Sister and I‟m uh… kinda important, I guess.” 

He slid the keycard through the electronic lock, and the door beeped, Zerrex quickly 

twisting the handle and opening it. The argument Cherry was about to make was cut off as she 

stared past his shoulder into the room, and then the two entered, the Drakkaren kicking the door 

closed behind him before he took off his combat boots in the entranceway as Cherry stepped 

straight ahead into the beautiful dining room setup, mouthing wordlessly before she looked back 

and forth, then straight ahead towards two archways that led into a small kitchen and a cozy den. 

“Dude, this is better than our fucking house.” 

Zerrex walked into the dining room and he winced, touching the long, rectangular table, 

feeling morbidly that it was probably true. Then the two exchanged looks before going left and 

right towards the doors at either end of the dining area, and they both found themselves in 

bedrooms: they were almost perfect mirror images, including the private bathrooms both had, 



with the only difference being that the room Cherry entered had the television menu in it and 

numbers for private room services. 

She came back a few moments later with this in one hand and the phone in the other, 

grinning widely, and Zerrex looked at her sourly before wincing as she said cheerfully: “Hey, 

yeah, can you send me up a masseuse? I know it‟s kinda late, but I‟m just so in need of a good 

backrub…” She paused, then soured, saying flatly: “Well fuck you too, I know that they ain‟t 

prostitutes. Seriously, send someone up here.” 

Then she hung up before clearing her throat as Zerrex glared at her, Cherry saying 

dumbly: “Hey, I‟m sure Balthazar won‟t mind. And it‟s not like I‟m looking for a whore or 

anything.” 

“I wish you‟d stop causing trouble.” Zerrex said tiredly, and Cherry shrugged amiably 

before she took her jacket off and tossed it aside to where Zerrex had already thrown his, before 

she piled her weapons up as well. Then she watched as the Drakkaren tapped a short order into 

the keypad on his armlet, and the hat on his head vanished, seeming to rapidly decay before her 

eyes before it slipped back down to the machine that covered his forearm, and Cherry whistled 

through her teeth as the Drakkaren smiled a bit at her. “Thing‟s goddamn useful.” 

“Priest is a good kid.” Cherry said softly, and then she sat on the bed as Zerrex did the 

same, and there was quiet for a bit. Eventually, there was a knocking at the door… and Cherry 

brightened as she bounced over to it before throwing it open as Zerrex walked out, leaning a bit 

on his cane and favoring his bad leg as he watched a large elk in a white uniform wheel a 

portable massage bed inside, and once he saw the Drakkaren, relief flooded his features for a 

moment before Cherry lecherously slapped his rear, making him jump. 

“Dude, if you don‟t want to be treated like a prostitute, then maybe you should take up a 

different profession or make your body less appealing.” Cherry said in response to a glare he 

gave her , crossing her arms and looking huffy. 

“And here I thought you were probably a lesbian.” he muttered, and Cherry looked stung 

before the elk said dryly: “Stereotypes suck, huh? Anyway, my name is Richard McNeal. I 

assume you‟re Cherry, and you must be Zerrex…” He paused and double-checked a small plastic 

card that was dangling around his wrist, before he nodded and took it off, informing them curtly: 

“I charge by the hour and the service, you can pay me in cash now or as part of the overall room 

fees at the end of the visit.” 

He paused, looking sourly at Cherry as she giggled behind her hands, her eyes wide, and 

then she burst out into laughter, throwing her head back and holding her sides before she grinned 

and said cheerfully: “Dude, that‟s exactly what whores say! And believe me, I‟d damn well 

know.” She winked, then looked with entertainment at Zerrex ,waving a hand. “Anyway, dude‟s 

got a bad leg. Rub it or put some lotion on it or something.” 

“Hey, I‟m fine.” Zerrex protested, and the elk did not look amused as his eyes glanced 

over him, before the Drakkaren pointed at Cherry. “She‟s the one who ordered you.” 

“I have other clients, and I really want to go to bed. Either one of you gets on the bed or I 

go and lay a fifty dollar service charge on you anyway.” Richard said bad-temperedly, as he 

unfolded the bed, and Cherry threw her arms up dramatically, which only made him even more 

irritable. “I have to deal with people like you all the time. Now please.” 

“Fine, fine.” Cherry reached back and took her shirt off, and the elk stared before she 

undid her bra, letting her huge breasts hang free before she walked over and climbed up on the 

bed unabashedly, laying on her back and cross her arms under her head as she grinned and 



looked over her shoulder at him, saying teasingly: “Just pay extra attention to my breasts when 

you get there, huh?” 

The elk sighed as he adjusted the bed for her size and rolled it carefully to the side, 

muttering about the setup of the rooms before plucking some sort of moisturizer off the cart and 

applying it to his palms. Zerrex rolled his eyes and left the room, heading back to his own as he 

let Richard work in peace as Cherry made exaggerated sounds with every touch of his hands, and 

the Drakkaren busied himself with a video game for the next two hours, looking out occasionally 

to make sure Cherry wasn‟t attempting to rape the poor elk. 

She seemed to be thoroughly enjoying herself and the attention, however, and finally, 

when she got off the table – now naked except for her boxers, but she did have the courtesy to at 

least put her bra back on – she bounced over to Zerrex‟s room, grinning widely and saying 

brightly: “Dude, you gotta try this guy. Seriously.” 

Zerrex was pessimistic… but he went with it, stripping down to his boxers and feeling 

embarrassed at the way the elk inspected his scars more than he did the tattoo, especially when a 

subtle tremble travelled through the Drakkaren‟s right leg. Then he paused as he realized he was 

still wearing the armlet, and he took this off and handed it to Cherry, before getting up on the 

table with a grunt and laying down on his stomach. 

The elk went to work without saying much, his fingers strong yet gentle, pushing firmly 

in all the right places. At first Zerrex felt his body automatically tensing with every touch, 

wincing a bit and disliking the contact… but soon enough, he began to truly relax, and he just 

went with it. 

The masseuse did know his stuff, he definitely gave him that: Richard spent a lot of time 

on his bad leg, loosening up the muscles and tendons and inspecting the scars, mumbling to 

himself and acting almost like Zerrex was just a research study. Cherry, meanwhile, had 

vanished off to one of the rooms… and the Drakkaren just hoped she wasn‟t screwing around too 

much with the armlet. Then again, usually she was gentle enough with his things… at least when 

those things were gifts from his family down in Hell. And on top of that, it‟s a gift from Priest… 

but for all her precognitive powers, she can be goddamn clumsy sometimes. 

An hour and a half later, the reptile sat up feeling much better, the pain gone from his leg 

for a moment as Richard scribbled something on a pad… and then the deer tore two sheets off it 

and thrusted them at Zerrex, the Drakkaren blinking as he took both and the elk said mildly: 

“These are muscle relaxants and a special gel I want you to use daily for the next little while to 

try and do something about that problem with your leg. It feels a bit atrophied, and this will help 

with the problem. Now, if you‟ll excuse me, I need to get going.” 

“Uh… thanks.” Zerrex slid off the table, and the elk immediately went about the process 

of folding it back down into a cart shape before he pulled it towards the exit wordlessly, and in a 

few moments, he was gone as Cherry came back, looking curiously at the prescriptions in 

Zerrex‟s hand. He glanced over at her, and the two shrugged before the Drakkaren rolled his eyes 

as Cherry reached down, tapped at the armlet, and then promptly winced when it buzzed and 

zapped her. “Priest did say it was maximized for my use.” 

“Fucking thing.” Cherry huffed, then she pulled it off and handed it over to Zerrex, who 

gladly took it and slipped it on. He flexed as it locked into his arm, and then he tapped a short 

command line in, and almost immediately he found himself wearing coal-black pants, the 

demoness poking at these. “Bastard. So what are those? How you feeling, Boss?” 

The Drakkaren shrugged a bit, smiling slightly over at Cherry as he said softly: “Not too 

bad, actually… and well, these are apparently prescriptions. I‟ll get Cindy to look at them and fill 



them for me when we go back home… but for now, we need to occupy ourselves and I think it‟s 

only polite we come up with a proper plan for Lunis to present to Balthazar, in case he‟s 

interested in discussing that, and we think about the other stuff he was talking about and how we 

can make all of this tangible reality.” 

“Yeah, you do that.” Cherry snorted amusedly, still in only her underwear as she walked 

over to the dining room table and sat down with a grunt, sighing and lounging back in a chair. 

“Boss, see, you worry way too goddamn much. Balthazar‟s a good guy, the fucker could put up 

with me and make me feel like a stupid little numbskull student, so you know. Guy‟s got 

somethin‟ goin‟ on upstairs. „Sides, every time you make some big-ass fancy plan, shit happens 

and it turns out you really didn‟t need a big-ass fancy plan. Can‟t we just enjoy the luxuriousness 

of this fugly place for a little while and… I dunno… like… hang out?” 

Cherry gave him a look that was almost pleading, and Zerrex smiled faintly after a 

moment before he nodded, saying mildly: “You‟re almost as bad as Sammy.” He paused at her 

look, and then he shrugged, tilting his head. “What?” 

“Speaking of that little bastard, where the fuck is he? You were gonna bring him with 

you, right?” Cherry asked curiously, tilting her head… and then she narrowed her eyes at Zerrex 

when he closed his eyes and concentrated, stretching outwards with his mind. “The fuck are you 

doing?” 

A moment later, Sammy appeared out of nowhere on the table, and he squeaked loudly at 

Cherry, who yelped and flailed before the chair she was in tilted over and she fell, catching 

herself on the ground on her hands and going into a handspring that sent her across the room, 

landing neatly in a ready position with her fists raised, before a tic went off in her eyes as 

Sammy leapt up to his hind legs and bounced around in a circle, chirping cheerfully. Zerrex 

laughed, and then Cherry pointed at them and shouted: “You two shut the fuck up! Totally not 

cool!” A pause, and then she huffed, mumbling grudgingly as she relaxed and approached: 

“Okay, maybe a little cool… how the fuck did he do that?” 

“Sammy can teleport anywhere I am… it‟s called a homing ability.” Zerrex shrugged a 

bit as he reached down to gently stroke along the pseudodragon‟s back, making him chirp softly 

with an expression of pleasure on his features. “He also isn‟t slowed down at all by the lack of 

corruption… a lot of the „magic‟ abilities he has are just his own powers, meaning that he always 

has access to them, although I think that his teleporting is otherwise limited on this plane.” 

Sammy nodded, then he tensed himself before he vanished and reappeared at the end of 

the table, but then the pseudodragon slumped and panted a bit, looking dazed before he shook his 

head and quickly padded back over to Zerrex. He paused as he realized that Cherry was only in 

her boxers, looking from one to the other, then he cocked his head at the reptile, and Zerrex held 

up his hands, saying flatly: “It‟s not what you think, pervert. See, I even have the prescriptions 

here to prove it. We just got a massage… registered masseuse, thank you very much. He was 

very bitchy about that point.” 

The tiny dragon huffed, then he leapt up onto Zerrex‟s shoulders and curled around them, 

nibbling at his hair as Cherry looked at the two thoughtfully for a moment. Then she pointed at 

Zerrex and asked mildly: “So you‟re saying that you could like… pull off the greatest diamond 

heist ever.” 

“We are not using our superpowers for personal gain, Cherry. We‟re not even going to 

use them for good, either, unless absolutely necessary.” Zerrex said flatly, and Cherry huffed and 

mumbled under her breath, pouting as she crossed her muscular, powerful arms. “Anyway, like. 

Come on. Help me plan at least a little, and then I promise we can do whatever you want.”  



“Ugh, fine. But only if we get to do like… anything of whatever the hell I want 

afterwards.” Cherry finally relented, pointing at him threateningly. “Don‟t pull any of that „but 

we‟re supposed to be all polite and important‟ crap on me later when I say what I wanna do. And 

uh… I totally am not getting into little details with you on this shit, got it?” 

“Understood.” Zerrex replied with mild amusement, looking across at Cherry and 

shaking his head slowly with entertainment before he sat down at the elongated table, and Cherry 

sighed and did the same, looking at him with a visible frown of distaste. “Okay, first off, I think 

it won‟t be as hard as it seems to start regulating things… I think that some of the portals in-” 

“No specifics!” Cherry shouted, flailing her arms, and Zerrex winced before he looked at 

her acridly, and Cherry looked back with an equally-acidic expression on her face. “Dude, we‟re 

streamlining this shit. No super-duper plans.” 

“Fine.” Zerrex huffed, then he said mildly: “I think taking over some of the immigration 

portals is the first thing. They obviously already lead to bases that have likely can hold a 

multitude of people in them, and where they forge papers. We just have to kick out the criminals 

currently running the operations… you know, not because we want credit for it, because I don‟t 

want them shipping some unwitting demons off to get turned into crystal.” 

Cherry nodded, then she said pointedly: “A lot of the licenses these days that demons 

hold are fake. How the hell do we figure out which ones are real, and which ones aren‟t?” 

Zerrex looked across at her with faint entertainment. “I think once we open up a few 

portals back to Hell, a good number of demons will be glad to go back home. The mortal plane 

might not be the paradise they were led to believe it was… I think the big problem will be 

ensuring no mortals go down to Hell.” 

The demonesses nodded thoughtfully, then she asked curiously: “Okay then, genius. 

What about mortals that are cleared to go down to Hell? And like, Balthazar wants to meet the 

Thrones, which means dude‟s either gonna need to wear a special anti-corruption biosuit or risk a 

crapload of exposure to corruption, so how the fuck do we get the big four up here or him down 

there?” 

At this the Drakkaren grinned, and Cherry‟s face curled up as if she‟d bitten into a lemon 

when he said pompously: “No specifics yet, Cherry. We‟ll figure things out with Balthazar when 

it comes to that.” 

Cherry punched him in the shoulder, and Zerrex rocked backwards before Sammy 

squeaked and spat a short, thin blast of flame over the female‟s face, making her squawk and 

flail wildly for a moment before she glowered at them. It wasn‟t like the demoness could actually 

be hurt by flames, even on the mortal plane… but she still wiped at her eyes grouchily before she 

said dryly: “Okay, then what about this problem. Making sure no crazy-powerful demons sneak 

through the lineups and onto the physical plane.” 

“We‟ll have to set ground rules with Balthazar about that.” Zerrex said slowly, and at 

first Cherry looked like she was about to punch him in the crotch before she realized that the 

Drakkaren was being serious, as he continued: “See, the problem is this. Wentaku, for instance, 

can be insanely-powerful mages in Hell… but up here on the physical world, the most they can 

manage under normal circumstances is a few pathetic sparks that wouldn‟t even kill a fly. We‟ll 

have to make it clear that magic has a lot of limitations and that magic-users should not be a 

threat unless a corruption is created.” 

Cherry nodded at this, making a face. “I totally never even thought of that. So like. I 

guess what Balthazar really means is shit like Gigataurs, and demons like you and me… ones 

that don‟t need to rely on magic to do some whopping damage and shit. Then again, even some 



natural demonic abilities function differently on the physical plane, I remember, from way back 

when we fought in the Demon Wars… oh, those were some messy times.”  

Cherry was quiet for a moment, then she shook her head and smiled at Zerrex, looking up 

and poking his nose firmly. “It‟s a good thing you‟re back here with us, and that we know that… 

you know, even in Hell, you‟re okay. Me and your other chicks are like, pretty much worthless 

without you, after all… we don‟t get along, we beat each other up, and Cindy starts PMSing 

really bad.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, and Cherry shrugged amiably. “I dunno what else to call it. 

Anyway, like. Come on, that‟s enough bullshit for now. Let‟s go watch a movie… I‟ll meet you 

in your room, I wanna go snag shit from mine.” 

The Drakkaren didn‟t bother to argue, only getting up and shaking his head in amusement 

as he walked towards the open door, then he climbed into bed with a grunt, enjoying how relaxed 

his leg felt. He moved it around a little, and he was distinctly glad that Cherry had made him get 

that massage… and then he looked up as the demoness trundled back with an armload of 

blankets and pillows, dropping them on top of Zerrex before she said clearly: “You totally felt 

glad just now about something I did, admit it. My Cherry senses tell me so.” 

“Go away.” Zerrex muttered from beneath the blankets piled on top of him, and then 

Cherry tackled him back onto the bed, knocking Sammy flying with a screech out from under the 

blankets as the Drakkaren was flattened with a yelp. He wiggled his head free from the blankets 

after a moment to glare at her, but she had already snatched up the remote and was enraptured 

with the television menus. “I‟m going to-”  

“Oh, eat me.” Cherry grumbled, then she grinned down at him… before snorting when 

the reptile only continued to look at her darkly, turning her attention back to the television. 

“Fine, mister I‟m-too-good-for-sex. We‟ll just watch some porn… or… hey, that movie about 

the princess is on here, we can totally watch that instead!” 

“You mean the children‟s cartoon?” Zerrex wiggled himself enough to look at the screen, 

and Cherry glared down at him before he snorted in amusement. “What? I wasn‟t complaining. 

Sure, fine, let‟s watch that.” 

Cherry nodded approvingly at this, then she selected it and hit „Play,‟ and Zerrex hoped 

Balthazar wouldn‟t mind paying for all these extras as Cherry busily piled pillows up into a 

triangular formation against the headboard, then flopped herself down on them before grabbing 

the Drakkaren and pulling him onto her body, the reptile‟s head resting on her breasts as he 

blinked dumbly before she pulled all the blankets over him and curled one around her shoulders, 

effectively cocooning them both together as she wrapped her arms around his naked chest with a 

grin. Zerrex looked up at her dryly, and she shrugged amiably, nestling him closer against her 

huge bust as she said mildly: “What can I say? You‟re as cuddly as a… uh… something cuddly.” 

The Drakkaren sighed, but he didn‟t complain as he reached up to take her hand, and she 

smiled down at him before they settled in to watch the film. By the end of the movie, they were 

laying side-by-side, and Cherry turned off the movie when the credits rolled before she leaned up 

to order: “Little dragon thing, go turn off all the lights.” 

Sammy glared at her and growled, and then he squeaked sourly when Zerrex gave him a 

look and a shrug. The pseudodragon got up from where he‟d been laying on a pillow Zerrex had 

tossed him, stretched, then ran off to go and do this as the two curled up together and Cherry 

nestled herself against her master and father and lover, closing her eyes as she murmured: “You 

know, most of the real princesses were butt-ugly.” 



“I know.” Zerrex stroked her face gently, and Cherry smiled a bit as she curled herself 

closer, the two relaxing together in soft silence before he kissed her forehead softly. “Got 

anything on your mind?” 

“Nah, not really. I ain‟t tired, though, either, and this place gives me the willies. I think 

I‟ll probably end up laying here on you all night… not that I mind. I like the feeling.” Cherry 

glanced up at him with a bit of a smile, and then she kissed his cheek softy, murmuring: “We got 

so soft and gentle, didn‟t we, Boss? How the fuck did that happen?” 

“Years passed, years wore on us… so did our experiences. You can‟t love to hate 

forever.” Zerrex said softly, and he wrapped his arms tightly around her body, squeezing her 

down against him as he murmured: “I still wish I never really knew the meaning of fear, 

desperation, suffering… but I do. We all learn these things and… we can never unlearn them. I 

envy the normal mortal born in peaceful times… and I want to make a peaceful world for them, 

but I don‟t want to do it in the example of Narrius, or any other tyrant that‟s ever lived 

throughout Heaven, Hell, or any of the other planes…” 

“We‟ll make it happen. One way or the other.” Cherry said quietly, and Zerrex felt a chill 

run through his spine as he looked down at her. Her eyes were closed, however, and her head 

against his chest… but he could feel her claws digging loosely into his sides as she added softly: 

“I think sometimes Marina‟s right, you know, about everything…” 

“Marina‟s crazy.” Zerrex said with soft entertainment, but there was still a distinct chill 

of nervousness running through his body. Marina, after all, could become a little more than 

insane when it came to the subjects of peace and her father… and he wondered if after so many 

years of being around her, Marina‟s thoughts had somehow ebbed into Cherry‟s head. 

Cherry snorted in quiet entertainment, half-opening one eye to look at him with 

entertainment. “Dude, I know she is. But crazy don‟t mean wrong, dig? I dunno… I‟m babbling. 

Shut up, I should pretend to get some sleep.” 

Cherry shifted a bit, settling herself more firmly against the Drakkaren… and Zerrex 

looked down at her softly and quietly, wondering just what thoughts were dancing around in the 

muscular female‟s head. 

 

The next morning, they both got ready quickly: Zerrex dressed himself with the nanotech 

armlet and checked over all his things to make sure he wasn‟t leaving anything behind, and 

Sammy ran alongside the Drakkaren‟s feet and kept himself close, his body becoming next-to-

invisible as he blended naturally with the environment around himself, his scales rapidly 

changing colors as he prepared himself for the journey ahead. Cherry, of course, was the last to 

get up and the last to be ready, muttering about stupid meetings and stupid people before she 

glanced up at a knock at the door just as she finished holstering the last firearm on her body. 

She shoved Zerrex out of the way and walked over to answer it, keeping the handgun 

readied behind the door… and an agent looked impassively in on them both, saying curtly: “A 

car is waiting outside for you both. Please be advised that you have ten minutes to be ready. You 

will be escorted to a private meeting place on neutral territory.” 

Cherry reached out and gently took the sunglasses off the agent‟s muzzle before he 

realized what was happening, and he blinked stupidly as she said marvelingly: “You have such a 

pretty face, and such gorgeous eyes…” A pause as the raccoon glared at her. “Now they‟re ugly. 

But cool sunglasses.” 

Cherry turned and slammed the door on the agent‟s face as he reached a hand up, and 

there was a loud thud outside in the hallway a moment later, as Cherry fitted the sunglasses 



carefully over her own muzzle, holding them in place as she grinned widely at Zerrex… and he 

only rolled his eyes, which made her huff as she tucked them carefully away. “I‟m keeping these, 

thank you. I just need to have them adjusted for my muzzle, that‟s all.” 

“And the fact you have no ears.” Zerrex said flatly, and Cherry paused before her face 

contorted horribly as she blew her cheeks out, and a moment later, a pair of large dog ears 

popped into existence on her head, and she struck a pose with a wide grin as her eyes sparkled. 

Then she slumped and fumed when the Drakkaren said dryly: “Now you‟re just ugly.” 

“Fuck you.” Cherry gritted her teeth and winced, and then her ears simply fell off, and 

her eyes watered before she grabbed the sides of her head and screeched, running stupidly 

around and yelping in pain as she did a little dance of agony. “Fuck, fuck, fuck! Shit… 

goddamn… fuck!”  

Zerrex rolled his eyes, ignoring her as Sammy went over and sniffed disdainfully at one 

of the ears, before watching as they both rapidly decayed… and then Cherry drew her hands 

carefully away from the sides of her head, whimpering and the scales bruised where her ears had 

been. “So okay. That totally did not work out properly. Fucking shit… fuck. What the hell.  That 

totally hurt.” 

 “It was an unnatural transformation.” Zerrex headed over to the doorway now, slipping 

into his combat boots and wishing again that he‟d polished them the night before, as he tied them 

slowly and carefully up. “You never transform out of your species, and you don‟t naturally 

possess ears, so when you generated them, you created new nerve endings. And as we can see, 

when you tried to degenerate them, you promptly cut those nerve endings off because your body 

didn‟t know how to absorb them… and just dumped the extra tissue instead.” 

“Stop speaking in tongues!” Cherry howled morbidly, and then she huffed and crossed 

her arms, mumbling as she approached the doorway and slipped into her own motorcycle boots, 

waiting for Zerrex to carefully tie up his other boot. “And stop taking forever, we‟re gonna be 

late „cause of you and your stupid bad lacing habits. Didn‟t anyone ever teach you how to tie 

your shoes?” 

“No, actually. And it‟s not my fault, the damned laces are frayed.” Zerrex grumbled, and 

then he stood up, leaning on his cane as Sammy pranced around his feet. “So, bodyguard, you 

wanna go first?” 

Cherry nodded, brightening a bit as she threw open the door and walked out into the 

hallway, pointedly ignoring the dazed-looking raccoon who was laying on the floor with another 

agent kneeling beside him, a bit of blood trickling out of one ear. Zerrex winced, but Cherry 

simply strode onwards towards the elevator, and the Drakkaren sighed and followed as Sammy 

chirped and pranced over the guard, the two looking confused at the mass that seemed to ripple 

over the raccoon‟s body before it was gone, and they looked stupidly back and forth before the 

agent muttered: “He‟s the one who got hit, so why am I hallucinating?” 

The elevator wasn‟t crowded, which was good: Sammy was able to hide between 

Zerrex‟s feet for the entire ride, and the two weren‟t crowded by the grossly-rich before the 

doors opened, and Cherry headed immediately for the exit as Zerrex approached the counter to 

drop off the keycard. The youth from last night was working at the desk, and he stared as the 

Drakkaren approached before mumbling something as he took the keycard and slid a paper over 

to him, and the reptile looked down at this before he smiled slightly. 

Balthazar had already signed this paper at some point, his handwriting smooth, legible, 

and curling… and Zerrex signed his name beside it, to show that he had used the room and 

hadn‟t been charged for it or any other services. He made a face at his own signature – an ugly 



scribble that looked even worse next to Balthazar‟s – and then the youth wished him a good day 

before going quickly back to work as an angry rich female approached, yelling about her hot tub 

not working and waving a fist back and forth through the air. 

Zerrex winced and quickly headed to the doorway, and he and Cherry slipped out onto 

the streets: even though last night it had been ghostly, now they were busy and filled with life 

and wandering people on the sidewalks and over the cracked streets, and in the parking lot across 

the road cars were pulling in and out through the crowd to let passengers out and pick people up. 

The two reptiles made their way across… and they both recognized the driver from the night 

before, as he waved to them eagerly from the armored limo. 

Walker opened the door for them before he climbed quickly back into the driver‟s seat, 

sliding down the separator as he said cheerfully: “Gotta take you people to meet President 

Balthazar today at the Lagoon Lounge. I should warn you, though… place is going to be 

crawling with security, and I got the feeling from the President that you guys and his security 

taskforce don‟t exactly get along.” 

“Great, just what we need.” Zerrex looked mildly at Cherry, who cleared her throat and 

looked away innocently. “Don‟t cause a scene or start a ruckus, okay?” 

Cherry didn‟t promise anything… and thirty minutes later, they pulled up at a large, 

seashell-shaped building through the crowd of people, and Walker let them out before he blushed 

when Zerrex patted him on the shoulder and handed him a twenty with a thank you. As they 

approached the glass doors leading into what Zerrex guessed was a theme restaurant, two agents 

materialized at either side of the reptiles and held their arms out to blockade them, one of the 

saying curtly: “We need to scan you both to make sure you aren‟t carrying illegal weaponry.” 

“Cherry?” Zerrex said mildly, and Cherry grinned as she cracked her knuckles, the two 

agents exchanging a look… and then Cherry grabbed them both by their ties and jerked them 

hard together, stunning them both and sending them down on their asses before the muscular 

female half-yanked them both off the ground, one of them staring at them with horror with his 

sunglasses askew as the other tried desperately to undo his tie. “Cherry gets mad, you see, when 

people continually get in our way. Stop stalling us and let us through to see Balthazar, we all 

know he didn‟t approve this.” 

“We‟re demons, remember. We can see into your minds.” Cherry‟s eyes glowed as she 

leaned down, making a face that would have been comedic under any other circumstance… but 

both agents yelped, then scrambled out of the way when Cherry dropped them, one of them 

covering his head with a wince and the other sitting back against the wall, staring in horror as 

Cherry easily opened one of the double doors, holding it open so Zerrex could walk through. 

They strode down the hallway past an abandoned register and counter into the empty dining hall, 

and the two looked back and forth past silent tables, and then Zerrex pointed at a crescent-shaped 

staircase leading up to a large balcony on the second level. It was guarded by two agents… and 

Zerrex made a face as his eyes flicked around the room, catching sight of shapes through the 

huge aquarium tanks near one wall that were definitely not fish. “How many are we talking?” 

“Ten, maybe twelve out here… likely several teams of two hiding in the bathrooms and 

janitor‟s closest.” Cherry muttered, then her eyes flicked upwards and she added darkly: “Strike 

team positioned near the skylight and snipers already in place on the third floor. Messy job… I 

can see the ropes in place already at the skylight. And oh, yeah, there‟s someone watching us 

from the kitchen and probably a full tactical strike force in there.” 

Zerrex nodded, unsurprised as he started for the staircase, the agents remaining 

impassive. Beside him, he could hear Sammy running quietly along, still blending easily with the 



purple carpeting underfoot, and Cherry walked slightly ahead of the Drakkaren as she glanced 

back and forth warily. Then they stepped out onto the second floor dining area, a smaller, quieter 

rectangle where all the tables had been cleared away and a massive aquarium with all kind of 

tropical fish swimming around in the tank, and Balthazar sat at the one rounded table that 

remained, smoking a cigarette beneath a „no smoking‟ sign as a waiter nervously stood nearby, 

two soldiers in BAD gear lurking around the area.  

The ferret looked up and smiled tiredly at Zerrex and Cherry, standing and bowing to 

them as they approached, and the two nodded in return before Balthazar motioned impatiently at 

the BAD soldiers, who hesitated for a few moments before they both tromped off. The three sat 

as they left, and then Balthazar said mildly, as he half-gestured in the direction of the floor above 

them: “I suppose I don‟t have to tell you this, but there‟s a group of around fifty soldiers here, 

waiting for you two to do something terrible so they can descend on you like ravenous coyotes.” 

“Yeah, we figured that.” Cherry said mildly, before she looked at the waiter, who 

swallowed thickly as he pulled at his collar, Zerrex rolling his eyes as he shrugged his jacket off 

and hung it on the back of the chair. “Bitch, get me some tacos.” 

“We… we only serve seafood here, ma‟am.” the kangaroo said weakly, and Cherry 

huffed and crossed her arms, glowering at him. “I… I can… get you… here, here‟s our menu, 

would you like anything to drink while you think about it?” 

He handed out the three menus he was carrying fearfully, swallowing hard as he looked 

around at the three… and then he yelped when something brushed against his leg, looking down 

and glancing back and forth before Zerrex rolled his eyes, saying mildly: “Cherry and I will have 

Frost Cola, thank you.” 

“I think I‟ll have the same. Being fed on only the finest grows very tiring for me after a 

little while, back in my prison at the Marble Dome.” Balthazar said mildly, and then he added: 

“We‟ll be having coffee later, so you can prepare it now. I‟m sure that my soldiers are already 

making life difficult enough for you as it is, and I don‟t want them to have any excuse to make 

you any more miserable than you already are.” 

“Thank you, sir.” the waiter mumbled, and then he left quickly, as Balthazar opened his 

menu and glanced down at it. Zerrex did the same, and Cherry moodily flipped through hers, 

muttering something about wanting fish tacos. 

Without looking up, the ferret said calmly: “So I heard you had some troubles at the 

hotel… an incident last night and a story I admit I found very amusing from this morning, all 

over a pair of sunglasses.” 

“They were sexy sunglasses!” Cherry defended, huffing and crossing her arms, and 

Balthazar smiled indulgently over his menu at her, which only made her pout before she added 

flatly: “Great hotel choice though on your part. The fuckers tried to shoot our faces off.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, then he said mildly: “They were a bit more elitist than I 

expected… and the manager or whatever didn‟t take kindly to us being in his establishment, even 

with your reservation for us. I appreciated the help you sent along, though, and even more the 

room… thank Fredericks for me if you see him, huh?” 

“I will.” Balthazar took another drag of his cigarette, and then he put it out on an ashtray 

before looking surprised as he heard a squeak, glancing back and forth before looking down as 

Sammy approached his side, his scales shimmering back to normal… and then he laughed and 

reached down, plucking him off the ground with entertainment. “Well, what is this little fellow?” 

“That‟s Sammy…” Zerrex paused, rolling his eyes as the pseudodragon huffed. “Knight 

Dove, but we all just call him Sammy. I‟m sorry, I should‟ve mentioned him sooner… he‟s a 



pseudodragon, a little companion of mine who uh… came in last night. He‟s more friend than pet 

and more intelligent than he might seem at first.” 

Sammy looked proud at this, and Balthazar put him gently down on the table, before 

smiling as Sammy hopped up on his back legs and danced around for a moment before jumping 

up onto Zerrex‟s shoulder. Then the ferret made a face, reaching up to touch a bud hidden in one 

ear as he said clearly: “You shoot that delightful little friend of Zerrex‟s, and I‟ll permit Miss 

Cherry to shoot you back. Take no action and stop watching us, I‟m in the company of friends 

and allies and you‟re showing a severe lack of hospitality.” 

Balthazar paused, then he plucked the bud out of his ear and sighed, shaking his head 

slowly as Cherry leaned over the back of her chair and made faces at the third floor. “My 

apologies, Zerrex… but my security staff is a little overprotective. I don‟t think it helps that 

they‟re very much afraid of you two.” 

“Good.” Cherry grumbled, and then she slid away from the table and got out of her chair, 

beginning to pace around the table as Zerrex rolled his eyes and looked back at his menu, the 

female continuing sourly: “See, you gotta reign these bastards in. Show „em you‟re in charge, 

make „em your bitches. You gotta raise that voice of yours, Balthazar, really let them have it.” 

Balthazar made a face at this as he returned to his own menu, saying calmly: “It‟s just not 

my way, Miss Cherry. One day they‟ll understand… and they know well enough already to not 

go ahead with anything without my order. I think the very fact they aren‟t shooting at you shows 

some improvement however, does it not?” 

Cherry only grunted in reply to this, and then Zerrex glanced up as the waiter returned 

and handed out the round of cola, smiling and nodding before the male asked with a tremble: 

“Can I get you food now? I mean… what would you like to eat, sirs and madam?” 

“I‟ll have the seasoned pike platter, with a side order of breaded mussels…” Balthazar 

paused, then he looked across at Zerrex with a slight smile as he handed his menu to the 

kangaroo. “Their fish is excellent, to say the very least. Then again, seafood is their specialty, so 

I suppose it‟s of no surprise.” 

“I think I‟ll go with the lobster myself, with a side order of crab… and Cherry will have 

the full fish platter, extra fries, extra shrimp, garlic and spicy seafood sauce.” Zerrex said mildly, 

closing his menu and taking Cherry‟s to hand them over to the waiter as the muscular female 

brightened visibly, licking her muzzle hungrily. “I don‟t think we‟re in any rush, so take your 

time.” 

The kangaroo nodded numbly, then he headed quickly back for the stairs as Balthazar 

looked across at the two with soft entertainment. “Your dynamics are fascinating, if I may say 

so, Zerrex and Cherry. While I see very clearly who the leader is… there‟s always a power 

struggle at the same time between you two, that nonetheless you seem capable of settling any 

time you truly wish to have it settled.” 

“What?” Cherry looked confused, and Zerrex rolled his eyes, which made her huff and 

grab the salt shaker, immediately beginning to sprinkle it on Zerrex. The reptile winced and 

flailed, then his eyes bulged when the lid popped off the shaker and it streamed over his right 

arm, his shirt visibly tearing as steam rose and hissed up from his arm, the salt eating into his 

scales like acid as the Drakkaren leapt to his feet and cursed in pain, Cherry yelping and flailing 

as Sammy leapt off with a screech to run around their feet. “Oh shit, sorry, Boss!” 

Balthazar watched in shock as Zerrex shook his right arm back and forth, cursing angrily 

to himself as pain chewed its way through his body, until finally he was left with a large, gaping 

tear in the scales of his right arm, a line of agents standing with their guns pointed at the two as 



the Drakkaren clutched into his damaged limb, before the Drakkaren pointed at Cherry and said 

in a strangled voice: “Shoot her, she‟s the one who dumped salt on me!” 

“Shut up, jerk, it was an accident!” Cherry waved her hands wildly, and then she winced 

and ducked behind Zerrex as Balthazar sighed and sat down, before he motioned for the agents 

to go away even as two approached. They hesitated, then both left when the ferret gestured at 

them again, before she blushed crimson as the two males looked at her. “Okay, so. Bad move on 

my part.” 

“What happened?” Balthazar asked plainly, looking at Zerrex with calm concern and 

slight apprehensiveness, and the Drakkaren removed his hand from his arm as he pulled up his 

now-tattered sleeve, revealing an ugly gouge roughly a foot long down his bicep and several 

inches wide, the scales completely missing and the metal and rock beneath revealed: and around 

the edges of the wound, his scales had become yellow and ugly, flaking off with the slightest 

brush of his fingers. “That‟s… horrifying.” 

“It‟s nothing.” Zerrex shook his head, making a face as he poked at it absently. The rocky 

stuff beneath his arm felt a bit soft, but thankfully the salt hadn‟t eaten too much into the unholy 

material, as he explained: “Salt is a symbol of purification and serves as a tool to keep out evil 

spirits and demons… or rather, it used to, in the old days. Strong demons like me can ignore salt 

lines and stuff… but salt stings like a bitch when high quantities of it make contact with us. Sure, 

me and Cherry can still eat a bag of chips or something, but if we eat too much salt we get sick… 

just as if too much of it makes contact with us, it‟ll burn us like acid. Normally, wounds like this 

heal fast… but since salt takes a while to deteriorate… it‟ll take a while for this wound to be able 

to heal. It‟s sorta like poison.” 

Balthazar nodded slowly, leaning forwards and saying quietly: “So you‟re saying that 

salt… is one of the most dangerous things to even demons like you?” He paused when they both 

nodded, and then he shook his head in disbelief, leaning back against his chair as he rubbed at his 

forehead slowly. “Incredible.” 

“Lame.” Cherry replied mildly, and then she poked at the wound a few times before 

prodding at Zerrex‟s torn shirt, the lizard looking at her cuttingly. “I guess the nanomachines 

didn‟t like it either. Probably „cause they‟re fueled by demonic essence. Just feel lucky I didn‟t 

spill that shit on your crotch.” 

Zerrex grumbled something, then he rose his armlet and tapped a few buttons on it, and a 

moment later it beeped and the t-shirt he was wearing repaired itself. Balthazar tilted his head 

curiously, and the Drakkaren smiled a bit as he held up his arm, saying quietly: “A gift from my 

son-” 

“Our son!” Cherry interjected, then she grabbed Zerrex‟s arm and yanked it forwards, 

making the reptile wince as he held it out over the table for Balthazar to see clearer, Sammy 

squawking from the ground and glaring at her. “See, it‟s a nanotech armlet! He got it when some 

demon brought it back from a battleground on earth, it was being developed in a lab or 

something but Priest finished it off. My kid‟s a genius.”  

Cherry looked proud at this, letting go of Zerrex, and the reptile sat back and brushed 

himself off slowly before Balthazar said softly: “Children are a true blessing. They give me hope 

for the future… and speaking of our future and your children, we should get around to discussing 

your predicament.” 

The two looked across at the ferret as he took a sip from his glass, and then he smiled a 

bit as he said quietly: “Ire will not be helping you in this, but… a private interest has secured a 

very powerful, four-person helicopter back in your hometown, with stealth capabilities. It should 



be easy enough to pass through Lunis and international airspace undetected… and Hez‟Ranna 

has a floating landing platform near the island that you can land on, and you‟ll get further 

instructions from there. A… mutual friend of ours said that you‟ll find this whole thing ironic, 

however… he says you‟ve done cloak-and-dagger things like this before.” 

“Too often.” Zerrex made a face and nodded, smiling slightly across at the ferret as he 

said softly: “I can‟t thank you enough for this, Balthazar.” 

“You honor and thank me with only your presence, Zerrex… it‟s I who still owe you.” 

Balthazar nodded to him courteously, and then the two looked up as the food arrived, the waiter 

looking nervously back and forth before he laid the plates out and quickly retreated. “Let‟s 

indulge in our meal, and then on full stomachs we can discuss some of the other issues we need 

to, and with luck, solve a few problems.” 

The meal was wonderful, and the talk afterwards – over coffee and blueberry pie they 

ordered as dessert, one of Zerrex‟s favorites even after all these years – went smoothly, Balthazar 

generously accepting most of the Drakkaren‟s ideas and offering his own suggestions, advice, 

and criticism without ever seeming ass-kissing or overbearing. He was one of the few people the 

Drakkaren had ever met who could offer an improvement or counterargument without seeming 

like he was trying to one-up the other person, and who the lizard could actually bear to be 

corrected by. After all, despite his best attempts, being High King had gone a bit to his head… 

and he knew that even before then, his oversized ego had never dealt well with criticism. 

Eventually, their serious talk fell into idle chatting, Balthazar curious about the workings 

of Heaven and Hell and Zerrex wanting to know more about the government setup and the way 

corporations were being dealt with to start subtracting from their current levels of near-infinite 

power, and they spent almost three hours telling each other about their ideas, plans, and simply 

how things worked. It was far more pleasant than Zerrex had expected it to be, and he honestly 

enjoyed himself… and then, finally, an agent approached and muttered something in Balthazar‟s 

ear, as they finished their fourth round of coffee together, and the ferret sighed and shook his 

head with a mumble. “I‟m sorry, Zerrex, but I have to cut this off. Apparently the World Council 

is calling for me to join in their discussions at the UWC Headquarters. So if you‟ll excuse me, 

I‟ll pay for this meal and I have to insist on paying for an additional take-home platter for you 

two to enjoy… particularly you, Miss Cherry. And if not for you, then for your delightful little 

friend Sammy.” 

Zerrex opened his mouth, and Cherry immediately shoved him over in his chair and 

Sammy leapt up onto his chest, squawking at him, and the Drakkaren cleared his throat from 

where he lay on the ground, finally saying dumbly: “I guess that would be a yes, Balthazar. But I 

cover the next meal we have together, which I hope won‟t be too far away.” 

“A fair request.” The ferret smiled, then he bowed to them both as the lizard sat up with a 

grunt. “The best of everything to both of you… and remember, Zerrex, the helicopter is parked at 

the old Valise City Airfield, waiting and ready to go. I wish you the very best of luck… no one 

deserves to lose a child, much less because of a foolhardy mistake.” 

Zerrex nodded, then he rose a hand to Balthazar as he turned and left, and Cherry reached 

down and hauled the lizard up to his feet before she reached down and gobbled up the last of the 

pie, the Drakkaren sighing and rolling his eyes before she gave him a sour look, juice dribbling 

down her muzzle and off her hands. “What? I need to keep my blood sugar high or I get all 

bitchy.” 

“You‟ve been using that as an excuse for everyone‟s grouchiness these last few days.” 

Zerrex said flatly as he reached down and picked up his jacket to put it on, and Cherry shrugged 



amiably, licking at her hands childishly. “And you call me gross. You‟re gross. And even 

demons can get fat if they stuff their faces too much, you know.” 

Cherry looked offended at this, reaching back to slap her rear as she said firmly: “Only 

my ass and my tits.” She paused, then sighed and looked down at her blue-stained hands before 

she turned around, bending forwards and asking morbidly: “Is it as bad as I think it is?” 

Zerrex burst out laughing at the sight of the large blue handprints on her rear, and Cherry 

grumbled under her breath before she sat down on the seat and wiggled her butt firmly back and 

forth… but when she stood up, the reptile only laughed harder, the stains still clearly there 

against her black pants. Cherry grumbled under her breath… and then the two looked up in 

surprise at the sound of a loud clank, followed by laughter. 

Cherry homed in on the sound first, trotting over to a large sliding panel in the wall and 

opening it to curiously peer inside, and now the laughter echoed up, before there was an ugly 

slapping sound… and someone‟s voice said: “Now come on, make us a meal… bitch.” Laughter, 

and a whimper. “Fuck, what‟s taking so goddamn long? The President‟s gone right? Are the 

freaks still here?” 

“Dunno, send the faggot waiter to check.” grumbled another voice… and Cherry and 

Zerrex exchanged dark looks before they both looked down the dumb waiter. It was too small for 

them to fit inside… and then Zerrex motioned to Cherry to wait a moment as he beckoned at 

Sammy with his other hand, and the pseudodragon chirped quietly before he leapt up into the 

shaft, thin claws catching the rope and letting him agilely run almost straight down, and the 

Drakkaren knelt and closed his eyes, concentrating. 

A moment later, he was seeing through Sammy‟s eyes as the pseudodragon gently 

nudged at a small panel so his narrow head could fit through the crack… and he found himself 

staring at an armored back for a moment before the soldier moved aside. Two cooks were sitting, 

bound-and-gagged, and one was standing in an apron and panties, trembling violently as he 

stirred soup slowly. There were at least ten soldiers, all of them in black riot armor and all 

carrying rifles and strangely-shaped grenades Zerrex recognized after a moment as sonic 

charges: grenades that were designed to release short-ranged but powerful waves of sound and 

vibration that would cause all sorts of nasty effects, from inducing vomiting to loss of vision. 

They would hurt even demons like hell… and the Drakkaren made a face, shaking his own head 

slowly as Sammy‟s vision remained steady. 

The soldiers were equipped with helmets with large, octagonal cups that fit over their 

ears to filter sound and vibration, their body armor was thick enough to have padding as well as 

plating, and they had stun rods, handguns, and heavy rifles with boxes of ammo attached to 

them, likely filled with electrical rounds. Their gear was easily Scanner-level, but they were all 

of muscular, hardier builds… but Zerrex only smiled grimly as he sent a mental order to Sammy 

to keep watch, as he heard Cherry grab someone and muffle them. This‟ll be a challenge… 

Zerrex let Sammy‟s vision fade out of his brain as he opened his own eyes, standing up 

and shaking his head slowly before he looked at the waiter, who Cherry was holding against her 

body with a hand over his mouth. She gently released him after a moment and motioned for him 

to be quiet, and then the three walked down the stairs, Cherry gently guiding the kangaroo before 

she asked grimly: “So why the fuck didn‟t you ask for help?” 

“They… I… you…” He looked startled, and then he asked in a trembling voice: “Why… 

why would you wanna help us? You‟re demons, and the President… he‟s…” 

“He‟s not like the other politicians Ire has had the wonderful luck of dealing with.” 

Zerrex said mildly, as he grasped his cane by the neck and noted the lack of other guards: and 



when he looked up, even he could tell that the snipers had retreated as well. “And yeah, we‟re 

demons. But we‟re people too… and I don‟t like to see people in trouble. How many soldiers are 

in there?” 

“Twelve… they‟ve been making fun of us, making us… do things… and now that the 

President‟s gone, they‟ve gotten really rowdy… I‟m scared.” the kangaroo confessed, and then 

he sat down at a table and burst into tears, dropping his head on his arms. Zerrex and Cherry 

exchanged a look, and then he looked up, tears rolling down his face. “I… I don‟t want… I don‟t 

want…” 

He broke off into sobbing, and Cherry and Zerrex exchanged a look before she reached 

down for her whip, saying darkly: “I‟ll try not to kill them, honest, Zerrex… but that doesn‟t 

mean I‟m not going to maim the motherfuckers.” 

“Just secure the hostages first, don‟t let any harm come to them.” Zerrex said coldly, and 

the two headed for the swinging kitchen doors. They stopped in front of them, stepping to either 

side, and then Cherry reached out and shoved on one firmly, making it swing back and forth as 

they stayed rooted in place. 

Voices inside, irritated, and then one of the soldiers stepped out, immediately looking at 

the kangaroo at the table and opening his mouth to shout something… and then Cherry grabbed 

him and jerked him down into a headlock, yanking him to the side before she slammed an elbow 

into his forehead, just beneath the crest of his helmet. He twitched, his jaw falling open… and 

then his eyes slowly crossed as he slurred a curse before collapsing onto his belly, and Zerrex 

looked over at her as he mouthed irritably: „that counts as a kill.‟ 

Cherry mouthed: „fuck you‟ in return, and the voices inside the kitchen became angry 

after a minute passed, before two more soldiers pushed through, one of these holding his rifle 

nervously… and Zerrex snagged one by the shoulders, twisting him to the side and smashing him 

face-first into the wall to send him down in an unconscious heap with a broken muzzle and 

cheek, and Cherry grabbed the rifle out of the hands of the other before smashing him under the 

chin with it, sending up a spray of blood before she seized the barrel like a club in both hands 

and slammed it into his face like a baseball bat, shattering the stock and sending him down on 

top of his friend. Immediately, the voices inside the kitchen became panicked, and a moment 

later they opened fire on the doors, high-powered rounds slamming into the swinging panels and 

tearing them off their hinges, chunks of wood flying in all directions as the two reptiles winced 

from their positions on either side of the open archway, and then one of the soldiers shouted: 

“Who the fuck are you?” 

“Concerned citizens!” Cherry replied sardonically, her whip ready in her hand, and then 

she spun out and snapped it in a firm, underhanded strike, the whip rapidly wrapping around the 

barrel of a rifle before she spun back to safety as she snapped her whip hard, and the rifle flew 

far across the dining room to crash into a table, tearing the dining cloth off it and knocking over a 

chair. 

Again, rounds tore through the air before Cherry held up five fingers, then she made a 

gesture that told Zerrex „kneeling‟ and held up two fingers. Five standing, two kneeling… that 

left two unaccounted for. And then the Drakkaren heard a voice shout: “Grenade out!” 

The bullet fire paused for a moment as Cherry shook her head slightly at Zerrex‟s quick 

look to her, and then a grenade flew forwards and tinkered along the floor, landing near 

Cherry… and she immediately hooked a heel backwards and knocked it into the room, soldiers 

yelling and cursing before it exploded with a distinct crack like a jet breaking the sound barrier, 

the two wincing but not moving. The soldiers had their helmets on, after all… and then Zerrex 



heard a sick vomiting sound followed by a loud thud, and he guessed that maybe one of them 

didn‟t have their helmet on right after all. 

The reptile‟s head was ringing from gunfire and the sonic grenade, but he could still tell 

that the soldiers were muttering about something… and the Drakkaren made a face before he 

pantomimed a gun in his hand to Cherry, and she nodded as she pulled her revolver out, then she 

closed her eyes, concentrated… and then leaned out, aiming around the corner and firing off four 

shots in a blur, soldiers howling in agony before a hail of gunfire sounded back in return, and 

then someone shouted a name before a soldier staggered through the doorway, several fingers 

missing and his hands a bloody mess as he screamed before Cherry cold-cocked him with the 

revolver and then stepped in front of his body in a liquid motion, and she slammed a foot into his 

chest before he could collapse, knocking him back into two of the other soldiers and sending 

them down as she took aim at another and blew his helmet off just as he pressed the button on 

the sonic grenade to activate it. 

He stumbled backwards, his eyes bulging in shock… and then the grenade went off in his 

hand, and he dropped it and covered his ears, howling as Cherry ducked under a quick burst of 

gunfire. Zerrex immediately charged in, seeing two soldiers scrambling up from under the one 

with the bloody hands, pulling out stun rods as Cherry rushed the soldier still holding a rifle, and 

the Drakkaren ran past her to twist his cane around in an easy block as both stun rods descended, 

Cherry grinning as they stood back-to-side, her own revolver pressed so it held the rifle back 

against the chest of the other soldier and her gun barrel pushed up under his chin as she said 

darkly: “Fun‟s just starting, huh?” 

She slammed a knee up into the soldier‟s crotch, shattering the groin plate and making his 

eyes bulge before he fell over, and Zerrex easily twisted the two stun rods pushing against his 

cane to the side before he slammed a foot into the kidney of one of the soldiers, knocking him 

into his pal before he slammed his cane down into his head, shattering his helmet and sending 

him down in a heap. The second soldier slashed wildly at him with his electrified rod, but Zerrex 

twisted his cane around and snagged it in midair in the elbow of his cane‟s handle, and the 

soldier gaped at him before the Drakkaren shrugged, then simply slapped his cane forwards and 

shattered the brawny male‟s muzzle, sending him staggering before Zerrex finished him off with 

a simple butt of the dragon-shaped handle into his face. 

The soldier fell… and then Cherry shouted a warning as two soldiers jumped up from 

behind the counter, and the Drakkaren cursed as he created a shield of energy, reflexively 

wincing back as bullets and a grenade bounced harmlessly off it before the grenade went off and 

the sound waves cracked the shield and staggered Zerrex, the reptile covering his head and 

cursing as he lost concentration for a moment.  

Then Cherry grabbed him and dragged him quickly across the kitchen to crouch behind 

an island that had two enormous sinks and cutting boards on it, gunfire ringing out but only 

knocking the pots and pants that sat above it flying as she said urgently: “Look where those last 

fuckers are, right by the goddamn walk-in freezer! We‟ve taken out most of them out, but they‟re 

pretty secure in that area and since we don‟t see no hostages around… they must‟ve shoved them 

all in there when the ruckus started, and I don‟t think they‟re going to last too long with the door 

closed. We need to take „em out fast.” 

“Agreed.” Zerrex muttered, and then he winced when the gunfire stopped and a hail of 

grenades rained down towards them, but he quickly created a platform of energy as he ducked as 

low as possible and covered his head with Cherry, and a moment later they exploded, the two 



thankfully just out of range of the worst of the blast as the sonic grenades shattered the blue 

platform into motes of light that quickly vanished. “Goddamn, those things are strong!” 

Cherry grunted in reply, then she frowned as Zerrex paused before assuming a meditative 

stance, closing his eyes as he crossed his legs beneath him and rested his hands on his knees. She 

didn‟t say anything, however, as she reloaded her revolver from the speed-loader and rubbed 

slowly at the edge of the charmed rubber ring, watching as the bullets regenerated as she 

muttered: “You better be doin‟ something awesome, Boss.” 

In the dumb waiter, Sammy twitched, before he felt a mental message come in from 

Zerrex… and moving carefully, he nudged the panel in the wall open a bit more and slipped 

stealthily out to the counter, crawling over it before dropping to the floor and sitting on his 

haunches, curiously looking at the soldiers down the short hall formed by the island counter as 

they reloaded their rifles, the huge freezer door behind them. Zerrex nodded after a moment, and 

then he opened his own eyes as Sammy‟s vision faded from his mind, before he created a sphere 

of energy, charging it until it formed a brightly-glowing blue ball, and then he stood up and 

grunted as he flung the sphere not at the crouching enemies, but instead at Sammy, who stood up 

on his hind legs and staggered backwards when it hit him, blue lightning sizzling over his body 

as the soldiers stupidly looked at him before the dragon shrieked a piercing war cry as it opened 

its jaws wide and unleashed a brilliant beam of blue light that smashed both soldiers backwards, 

chunks of their armor tearing off from the force of the energy beam before they struck the wall 

bonelessly and collapsed in a heap, twitching stupidly as chunks of plaster fell from the wall and 

Sammy coughed smoke, and then Cherry slowly peered over the island at the little dragon as he 

shook his head stupidly before coughing a bit of smog again, and she looked at Zerrex, who 

shrugged with a grin as he walked around the island and over to the pseudodragon, picking him 

up and kissing his forehead affectionately before he put the tired-looking little beast on his 

shoulder.  

Sammy chirped softly as he nestled himself against the Drakkaren‟s neck, chewing at his 

hair tiredly, and Cherry walked over and patted him firmly on the back with a cheerful: “Fuckin‟ 

awesome.” before she headed quickly over to the freezer door. She tried it, then muttered at the 

fact it had a keypad lock, before she put her hands against the metal and closed her eyes, 

concentrating. 

The metal began to heat up, glowing red around Cherry‟s hands… and then the door 

cracked, steam hissing out of the shattered metal before Cherry stepped quickly backwards with 

a wince, rubbing her hands against her hips as several large chunks of metal fell to the ground 

with a hiss and a clank, before she seized the heavy handle and jerked it forcefully open, some 

mechanism in the pneumatic door snapping apart as she grinned and shouted: “So who the hell 

wants a warm sunny vay-kay?” 

She stepped aside to let the cooks run out, the last one wearing only panties and shivering 

violently, and all of them looked back and forth in shock as Cherry walked into the freezer for a 

moment before coming out, absently slapping the cooks on the back or shoulder as she walked 

by to spread a wave of heat through them with her abilities, making them all twitch before Zerrex 

said mildly: “Come on, let‟s get out of here. That freezer‟s going to go berserk and we don‟t 

want to be here for that… besides, all of you look like you could use some warming up.” 

The cooks nodded dumbly, and Cherry and Zerrex led them out into the dining room to 

rejoin their waiter friend, who burst into tears again upon seeing his friends alive from behind his 

barricade. Zerrex grabbed a tablecloth from one of the tables, upsetting everything on it – 

Cherry, of course, pulled a cloth off the table with a grin when nothing fell – and they both set 



the cloths around the shoulders of the trembling, panty-clad cook, who looked relieved and 

thanked them both in a raspy voice as he nodded weakly. 

They all sat down at one of the larger tables together, and Zerrex said softly but firmly, as 

he looked around at the trembling cooks and waiter: “You‟re going to have to report this to the 

authorities. As long as corruption doesn‟t halt it from going up the ladder, you have my word 

that President Balthazar will take care of it. He‟s a very good person, and a friend of mine now, I 

guess you could say… and look at me, I‟m a frigging demon.” 

“I… I don‟t know what to say.” said the waiter weakly, trembling as he held tightly onto 

the panty-clad cook‟s hand, as he snuffled and trembled with the blankets tightly wrapped 

around his slightly-chubby form. “But… you can‟t trust anyone but your friends these days… 

everyone‟s… these soldiers, they…” 

Zerrex shook his head slowly as Cherry sat back, tilting her head at this argument that 

both she and Zerrex often followed themselves… and then the reptile finally said in a low voice, 

looking around at them all: “The system failed… we all know that. Democracy failed, capitalism 

failed, the world failed. The law failed to protect us, the armies failed to stay in check and help 

us, the world leaders failed to do anything but look out for their own asses.  

“But you know what? The tyrants failed to rule, the monsters failed to kill us all, and 

even the selfish sons of bitches who built the mercenary forces that killed so many innocent lives 

failed to last for more than a few months before they were crushed too. And the game‟s changed 

now. The system‟s changed.” Zerrex shook his head slowly, saying quietly: “And it‟ll take a 

long, hard time… but how are we going to ensure that law and order and justice prevails if we 

continue to only rely on our own friends and revenge… rather than try to put it in the hand of a 

system that might, for a change, make things right? If we don‟t try, if we don‟t trust sometimes… 

then how can we ever know if it works?” 

“I‟m scared…” whispered the kangaroo, and the other cooks lowered their heads 

shamefully, murmuring agreements. Cherry snorted in disgust at this, getting up… but Zerrex 

only smiled a bit, shaking his own head slowly. 

“So am I. But hey, you just got your asses saved by two demons.” The Drakkaren 

climbed to his feet, looking down at them with sympathetic entertainment, and then Cherry 

snorted as she grinned a bit, her eyes glowing as Zerrex sketched a short salute to them through 

the air. “Demons that are ex-old Ire military, I should add. And if we can change, I think the rest 

of the world can change too. Good luck to you either way with what you choose to do.” 

With that, the two left the dining room, and Cherry paused by the counter at the entrance 

to pick up a plastic container with her name on it, before she shrugged amiably at Zerrex‟s sour 

look. “Dude, we just saved the cooks. I totally deserve me this pre-made, dripping-with-bad-

chemicals seafood platter.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes but didn‟t argue, before he winced when Cherry hopped the 

counter and helped herself to another plastic platter sitting on a rear shelf, and he groaned and 

slapped his forehead when she came back and easily jackknifed the counter with the platter 

cradled in one arm. Then she picked up the other platter and dropped it on the first, and she 

shrugged, saying cheerfully: “Victory spoils. Hey, I won‟t tell anyone if you want to grab one of 

those pies.” 

“Move on, handy-butt.” Zerrex replied dryly, and Cherry huffed, looking at him sourly 

before she quickly moved on out the door, followed by Zerrex. They looked back and forth, and 

then Cherry bounced over to an armored limo parked nearby and leaned down, shoving her face 

against the window as the Drakkaren slapped his forehead. I wish she‟d act normal just for once.  



“This is our ride.” Cherry said cheerfully, and then she headed to the back door and 

opened it for Zerrex, who slid inside and climbed into the back seat before Cherry followed and 

sat on the floor, her food platters in her lap. Then she paused when the driver opened the divider, 

and she asked before he could say anything: “So where the fuck are we going?” 

He made a face at this – Zerrex was somewhat disappointed it wasn‟t Walker – and then 

he said in as polite a voice as he could manage: “The Ire International Airport. ETA is forty 

minutes.” 

“I could totally have made it in twenty.” Cherry huffed, and then she waved a hand at the 

driver as he rolled up the divider, before she tilted her head back at Zerrex and grinned widely. 

“Guess it‟s just you and me for the next forty minutes.” 

Sammy huffed at being left out, and Zerrex sat back moodily, wondering whether or not 

he was going to survive this trip… and almost an hour later, the two climbed out of the back, 

Cherry looking abashed and the male Drakkaren looking grouchy. He gave the driver a five, and 

the uniformed male bowed to them both as the two demons walked towards a soldier by a private 

jet who was waving them over. 

He held up a satellite phone when Zerrex approached, then held it out as the Drakkaren 

looked stupidly at him. “Sir! As a parting token, the President wishes for you to have this, so you 

two can remain in contact at all times, sir! He says the government will pick up the bill for any 

and all calls, sir! Please have a pleasant flight, sir!” 

The soldier saluted sharply, and Zerrex and Cherry exchanged a look before returning the 

salute, and Zerrex took the phone the soldier was still holding out and tucked it into one pocket 

before Cherry ran up the ramp into the private jet, and the Drakkaren made a face but followed 

anyway. He found her inside harassing a flight attendant, who looked horrified for a few seconds 

before she had an obvious panic moment and grabbed a vial of something from her belt, spraying 

a thin mist into Cherry‟s eyes. 

The demoness howled and danced down the aisle in pain, and Zerrex sighed and rolled 

his eyes, shoving her into one of the large, cushy seats before he nodded politely to the 

stewardess and sat down in the chair opposite, as Cherry blinked a few times, muttering to 

herself grouchily as the flight attendant rushed by embarrassedly. She vanished behind a curtain 

ahead, and there was a scuffling and a short argument before she reemerged, saying in a nervous 

voice: “I‟m… very sorry for what happened, I was scared and…” 

“Shit happens.” Cherry muttered, waving a hand as she continued to rub at her eyes, and 

then she opened and closed them firmly a few times before she asked flatly: “Can I get me a wet 

cloth though, babe? And how about your name, while you‟re at it?” 

The flight attendant turned beet-red, and then the jackal vanished behind a curtain as 

Zerrex looked mildly at Cherry, pointing at her and saying flatly: “See, that‟s why you can‟t pick 

up chicks.” 

“Hey, I totally am a chick!” Cherry defended, and then she and Zerrex looked at each 

other for a few moments before they both burst out laughing, Sammy squeaking dumbly on the 

Drakkaren‟s shoulder before the two calmed, Cherry shaking her head and grinning. “Okay, 

okay, so like. Maybe I‟m chick-like. Anyway, seriously. The fuck do you know about picking up 

girls, you‟ve never managed to hold up a steady girlfriend other than me your whole damn life.” 

“That is not true and you know it.” Zerrex said pointedly, and then he paused before 

asking mildly: “Hell counts, right?” 

“No.” Cherry said cheerfully, before the flight attendant came back with a cold cloth, and 

immediately the female began rubbing at her eyes again, and Zerrex wondered how much of it 



was an act she was putting on: sure, he was sure her eyes actually hurt… but on the other hand, 

he was also pretty sure Cherry was used to getting maced by now. “Fuck this stings.” 

The flight attendant made a face, then she began to dab gently at Cherry‟s eyes, and she 

rested her head back as she let her work, a grouchy look on her face before she asked mildly: 

“Still don‟t got your name.” 

“I‟m sorry… it‟s Josephine. We‟re going to take off in twenty minutes, the pilot is just a 

bit late…” Josephine babbled, rubbing at her forehead and brushing back the long blonde locks 

that fell from out beneath the prim blue cap she wore. “If there‟s anything I can do…” 

“Sure, let‟s go on a date.” Cherry said bluntly, and Josephine blushed and squeaked 

before the demoness reached up and grasped her wrist firmly, grinning as she opened one eye 

and guided her hand to the other. “You know you want to, babe. I‟ll show you the time of your 

life… and you did totally mace me, you totally owe me.” 

Then the young female squeaked in fear as she scrambled at her belt again, and Cherry 

blinked dumbly before she was maced a second time, falling over in the seat and screeching 

about her eyes as Zerrex sighed and dropped his forehead in one hand, and Josephine threw the 

cloth at Cherry‟s face as she gave a half-frustrated, half-terrified cry and ran off in tears. Zerrex 

waited a few minutes for Cherry to right herself, her eyes now visibly swollen, and he said 

mildly: “Smooth moves, Casanova. You have a real way with people yourself.” 

“Fuck you.” Cherry mumbled, and then she brought the cloth up to her eyes, adding 

sourly: “Dude, this time I ain‟t bullshitting. I think the bitch actually blinded me with that 

fucking spray of hers.” 

“Well, that‟s what you get for acting like the tough punk out of some movie from the 

seventies.” Zerrex said flatly, and Cherry huffed, grumbling about something under her breath as 

she sulked and rubbed slowly at her eyes with the cloth. The Drakkaren glanced down to watch 

as Sammy hopped off his shoulder and sniffed at a bit of the stuff that had floated down to the 

table, before the pseudodragon wrinkled his muzzle with a squeak, and the reptile climbed to his 

feet, saying mildly: “Keep Cherry company, I‟m going to take a look around the plane.” 

Sammy nodded as Cherry grumbled to herself, Zerrex already walking down the wide 

aisle. There were only two other tables in the plane, with four chairs around each… and when the 

Drakkaren reached the back of the jet, he opened the door and let himself into a closed cargo 

hatch with only a few boxes of supplies in the otherwise wide-open room, which was large 

enough to haul a van, perhaps even two. He stood for a moment inspecting the room, and then he 

turned around and nearly bumped into a fellow lizard in a captain‟s uniform, who had a sour look 

on his face as he asked: “Is there anything I can help you with, sir?” 

“No, just looking around.” Zerrex said mildly, grinning stupidly up at the Dragokkaren: 

he did not like the fact he had to look steeply upwards to see the face of the very-burly, fourteen 

foot tall reptile. Then he coughed and pointed down the wide aisle the male was nonetheless 

blocking with his body, saying dumbly: “I‟ll just go back to my seat now.” 

“See that you do. And please try to keep your bodyguard under control. Even for the 

President, I won‟t excuse nuisances on my flights.” the Dragokkaren rumbled, and then he turned 

and walked away. Zerrex watched him leave and vanish behind the curtain near the front, 

making a face as he closed the cargo door before returning to his seat, muttering. Pleasant dude, 

really. 

“Was that guy a clone soldier?” Cherry asked in a conspiratory whisper, and Zerrex 

hesitated before he nodded. His scales were the right color, his height was the right approximate 

size… and his attitude was probably about correct, too. Zerrex knew he‟d be plenty bitter, living 



in a country as a refugee and probably still treated like crap even after all these years for being a 

synthetic soldier created for the purpose of war on the country he now resided in. “Dude, you 

don‟t see lots of them around anymore.” 

“That‟s because a lot of countries used the Demon War as a lynching excuse to kill them 

off.” Zerrex said mildly, making a face as he leaned out and shot a glance down the aisle. 

“Remember, after the Great War, they were everywhere… but then their numbers started to 

diminish because most cloned soldiers were male, and it was kinda hard for a lot of them to find 

a girlfriend who was naturally-born. And then during the Demon War, they were either killed in 

friendly-fire action because „I thought he was totally a demon‟ and they were put back to work as 

cheap soldiers by a lot of different places… and sent in as meat shields, for the most part.” 

“Fuckers.” Cherry said morbidly, still holding the wet cloth against one of her eyes, the 

other looking reddened and swollen. “And here I was thinking the world had changed.” 

“I think it‟s starting to, at least.” Zerrex said quietly, and then he smiled a bit when 

Sammy squeaked softly, petting him absently as he glanced out the window. I can always hope.  



Book III: The Tower 

 

 They arrived at the run-down Valise City Airfield after only an hour and a few minutes of 

flight, which was good: Cherry mostly recovered over the course of the ride on the jet, and she 

insisted on harassing Josephine – her version of courting – if only to prove to Zerrex that she 

could totally get a girl if she wanted. She failed miserably at the task, however, and they left the 

plane being chased by the angry yelling of the captain, hurrying quickly over to a transport truck 

with an open back, where two soldiers were carefully wheeling down Zerrex‟s motorcycle.  

 From here, Zerrex could see the helicopter they were supposed to take… and he glanced 

up at the sky, judging the time before he looked at Cherry and smiled a bit, and she softened 

before nodding after a moment. And with that, the Drakkaren told the soldiers to get the chopper 

ready to fly for an hour and a half, and then he and Cherry had left on the motorcycle, Sammy 

sitting in the Drakkaren‟s lap behind the windshield and squeaking in shock with every bump 

they hit – and there were a lot of bumps. 

 It took Zerrex thirty minutes to reach the house… and he left the motorcycle parked out 

front as he and Cherry let themselves in. They found Mahihko sitting by himself at the kitchen 

table, eating a bowl of soup in only a shirt that was too big for him, and he looked up in surprise 

when Zerrex said mildly: “You got twenty minutes to get yourself ready to go, kiddo.” 

“Daddy? Cherry?” Mahihko whimpered, looking back and forth in surprise before he 

shook his head and said quickly: “I don‟t wanna, I‟m too afraid! And you just got back, you 

should rest, we should rest and-” 

“Come on, kid, move your ass!” Cherry shouted, clapping her hands together, and 

Mahihko squeaked before rushing off to get dressed as Zerrex rolled his eyes, but he did have to 

admit it worked. Cherry dropped her slightly-squished platters on the table, and then she paused 

and reached up to yank Sammy off Zerrex‟s shoulder, the pseudodragon squeaking and kicking 

wildly before she squeezed him and said firmly: “You gotta stay here too, little dude. Boss can 

always call you if he needs you, and… oh, here.” 

Cherry tossed the little dragon down unceremoniously to the ground, and then she threw 

her jacket off onto a chair and quickly undid the holster for the revolver hanging at her side, 

holding it out to Zerrex with the autoloader as she smiled a bit, and he looked back at her with a 

bit of a smile as she said mildly: “You might need some hardware going in, and nothing beats 

infinite ammo, even if this shit is old as hell.” 

“Thanks, Cherry.” Zerrex slipped off his own jacket to put the holster on, slipping the 

autoloader into his pocket as he nodded to her, and she just grunted before the reptile looked up 

as he finished tightening one of the straps to hold the holstered gun tight against his side, 

glancing over his shoulder to see Marina standing in the doorway. “I gotta leave soon again, for 

Lunis.” 

“I know, Daddy.” Marina said softly, then she walked over and kissed him quietly under 

the chin, the Drakkaren smiling a bit before he hugged her close, and she hugged him tightly 

back, pressing herself to his body as she murmured: “I‟ll miss you, father… but I know you‟ll do 

a good job and come back safe. I have a feeling about things… and this time it‟s Mahihko I‟m 

worried about for a change. I know we don‟t all get along a lot of the time but… I do know that 

you value him, so I guess… I have to value him, too.” 

“Only a little.” Zerrex poked Marina‟s nose gently, and she smiled a bit before she 

pressed herself close, and the Drakkaren held her loosely to his body for a few moments before 

he stepped away, asking curiously: “Where‟s Cindy?” 



“At work still… but I‟ll let her know what‟s happened. Cherry, you can go rest, you‟re 

tired.” Marina added absently, without a glance in Cherry‟s direction as she opened her mouth… 

then closed it again, glowering at Marina. The younger female only smiled a bit, however, 

adding dryly: “I don‟t need my powers to perceive that you‟re running lower on energy than you 

want to admit, big sister. Your eye looks bruised, and bruises usually heal within seconds for 

you.” 

Cherry promptly covered her eye, asking scathingly: “Now what do you see?” She 

paused, then flipped Marina off, huffed, and brushed past the two, before she leaned back and 

added: “By the way, uh… Zerrex, you better check on Mahihko.” 

“Right.” The Drakkaren sighed and nodded, picking up his jacket and throwing it back 

around his shoulders as Cherry grinned at Marina, who glared darkly back at the other female. 

The male ignored them both for the moment, however, as he instead walked down to Mahihko‟s 

room and knocked twice… and he was unsurprised when he opened the door and found the little 

wolf in tears, half-dressed and with guns and toys all around him. “Mahihko… we decided on 

this already.” 

“I don‟t wanna go!” Mahihko wailed, and then he flung himself to the ground and began 

bawling loudly, trembling violently as he sobbed: “It‟s t-too soon, it‟s too s-s-sudden, it‟s so fast, 

I don‟t wanna go, no, no, no!” 

Zerrex half-wanted to yell at him, but he closed his eyes and controlled himself, before he 

walked into the room and bent down, quietly picking up a few things as he said softly but firmly: 

“I know, but we did decide on this. We have to go, Mahihko… I know that you‟re afraid, and 

that Lone‟s afraid… but you‟re only going to get more scared and more upset if we put it off. 

And you might have the biggest stake in this, but this is getting bigger than us both… if you 

don‟t come with me now, I‟ll have to go alone.” 

Mahihko looked up, tears streaming down his face as he shook his head violently. “No, 

you can‟t do that, you can‟t! It‟s not fair!” He burst into tears again, and Zerrex sighed, mentally 

checking the time but knowing they were probably starting to run short on it… but he gave 

himself the time to think by organizing through the wolf‟s things, picking through the bits and 

pieces of clothing to produce an old Hez‟Rannan military uniform in Mahihko‟s size that would 

be able to comfortably stretch to almost the maximum size the wolf could grow to, and then he 

snatched up a few articles of the wolf‟s “plainer clothes” for Lone to wear, including the stuff 

he‟d seen the wolf wearing before he‟d left, and shoved them into a pink carry-bag with a 

unicorn on it. It wasn‟t exactly nondescript, but it would do… and it was large enough that 

Zerrex could throw in a few other odds and ends, including a pair of large metal hoops, two 

handguns, and a small rifle when he broke it down into three pieces. 

He tested the weight, but he thought Mahihko could manage okay… except the wolf was 

still sniffling and tugging at his panties, wearing only a plain blue tank-top with „Baby Boi‟ on it 

and a rainbow. Zerrex sighed, slapping his forehead, and then Mahihko mumbled in a surly 

voice: “I don‟t wanna go. I don‟t want you to go either.” 

“Well, we gotta go.” Zerrex said in a sharper voice than he meant to, but he was running 

out of patience. Mahihko trembled at the tone, and then Zerrex said quietly: “Get dressed, come 

on. This is for you… not for me.” 

Mahihko looked like he wanted to argue… but when Zerrex crossed his arms and looked 

down at him, he finally nodded and trembled, crawling around the floor and moving horribly 

slowly, but he finally put on a pair of jeans before he picked up a denim jacket with all manner 

of buttons and toys on chains hanging from it, and Zerrex picked up his bag and took him by the 



hand like he was an errant child, leading him quickly out and towards the doors. He called 

goodbye to the others, but they were nowhere in sight… and the Drakkaren made a face as they 

walked out to his motorcycle, handing the bag to Mahihko and saying clearly: “Put the strap 

around your neck and hold the bag in your lap, keep it pressed between us, alright?” 

Mahihko didn‟t move, and Zerrex sighed, deciding that the best bet would be to ignore 

him, as he climbed onto the motorcycle and started it up, checking his cane was secure… and 

then a rock bounced off his back, and Zerrex looked slowly over his shoulder to see Mahihko 

staring at the ground, but his hands were behind his back. The Drakkaren closed his eyes, 

breathing slowly in and out… and then he finally said in a cold, serious voice: “Get on the 

motorcycle, now. Or I leave you here. And when I come back, you‟ll have to move out. Enough 

of these stupid games, Mahihko… you‟re not a child, you‟re older than Marina, for Gods‟ sake.” 

He paused, realizing dumbly that it was true, as Mahihko trembled and looked up at him 

fearfully. “Stop behaving like a toddler and let‟s move.” 

Finally, the wolf did as he was told, clambering awkwardly up onto the back of the tall 

motorcycle and pressing the bag between them as he clung to Zerrex‟s body, trembling 

violently… and Zerrex started for the Airfield, keeping his pace slower than he had with Cherry 

but still fast enough to make Mahihko squeak with shock at every hard bump. It took twenty-five 

minutes, but the reptile made it in almost perfect time, which relieved him… and the two 

dismounted the bike near a large green tent, Zerrex wheeling his motorcycle inside under the 

directions of one of the soldiers before he took the bag from Mahihko and they made their way 

quickly to the waiting chopper, Mahihko attracting dubious looks due to not only his clothing but 

his flushed, tear-streaked features and reddened eyes. 

Zerrex recognized this helicopter as another newer model vehicle, the entire front of the 

chopper folded open and instead of a single set of spinning blades, it had two massive turbines 

on either side of it, as well as cold-fire boosters mounted on the sides of the helicopter. The rotor 

at the back of the vehicle was also designed to turn and bend, and Zerrex wondered who the hell 

was piloting it, as he climbed into the passenger side and threw the stuff in back… and then a 

soldier knelt down by Mahihko, asking over the quiet whirr of the twin turbines: “Are you the 

pilot?” 

“I guess?” Mahihko said dumbly, and the soldier nodded before handing him a headset 

and a pair of goggles, and Mahihko took both dumbly before he blinked and said stupidly: “Wait, 

I‟ve never flown one of these before!” 

“Not a lot of people have.” the soldier replied, likely thinking that the tiny lupine was 

referring to the model of the vehicle instead of the vehicle itself. “It‟s not that hard, though… 

just use the main joystick for simple flight, while the right-and-left sticks control the right and 

left circular rotors for advanced flying. This model doesn‟t have guns, so you can ignore all the 

aiming systems, but it‟s pretty damn simple. The white button closes the cage, the blue button 

preps it for lift off or landing – we already got that going – and the red button activates the 

thrusters. The rest of the shit you can figure out on your own, just remember to stay low, and 

avoid too much pitch or tilt, you don‟t wanna start gyrating or set off any of the radar systems 

while you‟re passing by Lunis. Just remember, lower and slower is better.” 

Mahihko nodded stupidly, and then the soldier helped him up into the cockpit, and the 

wolf reached out and pressed the white button as the soldier stepped back and waved. Mahihko 

waved back, looking nervous, and then Zerrex frowned at the wolf in the driver‟s seat, saying 

dumbly: “Where‟s the pilot?” 



“I am?” Mahihko said meekly, and Zerrex stared in horror before the wolf fitted his 

headset on, looking over the controls and keyboard before he hit a button on a random guess… 

and he jumped as the windshield flashed before readouts began spreading over it in transparent 

gold and other colors, blocking up the wolf‟s vision before he yelped and hit another button, and 

the readouts shrank as they became more transparent as part of the windshield boxed itself off 

and outlined objects ahead of them in red. 

“This is ground control to Untraceable-01, on route to Lunis… you are cleared for liftoff, 

I repeat, you are cleared for liftoff.” said a voice clearly into the headset, and Mahihko looked 

dubiously at the red button as Zerrex frowned at him, before he winced as the wolf reached out 

for the red button, the reptile leaning forwards to exclaim something but a moment too late- 

The boosters fired as the turbines sped violently up, and the helicopter shot some twenty 

feet into the air, Mahihko and Zerrex both giving loud squeaks before the wolf reached forwards 

and grabbed the joystick, pushing it forwards and causing the rotors to tilt slightly and the 

helicopter to whirr as it flew forwards, before Mahihko instinctively followed a green arrow that 

appeared on the screen pointing right, until the rectangle itself turned green and indicated that 

they were on the correct course. 

Zerrex was squished back into his seat, looking horrified, while Mahihko was staring 

stupidly out the window… and then the voice of ground control said calmly in his ear: “Nice 

flying, Untraceable-01. Maintain course and minimal height, we are currently mapping you out a 

route and ceiling maximum that should allow you to reach your destination just after bingo. 

Good luck.” 

“Thanks. Copy that.” Mahihko said dumbly into the microphone, and then the 

computerized windshield beeped before several distance and height notes appeared in the top 

corner of the open rectangle, both currently green. Zerrex slowly relaxed as Mahihko looked 

back and forth, wondering where the natural ease he felt came from… and then he looked ahead 

again as there was a burst of static in his ear for a moment. 

This was followed by: “Ground control switching to coded frequency 8-0-8-1-0-1-2-4, 

red-blue-green. Maintain radio silence unless contacted, Untraceable-01. Over and out.” 

Then the headphones went dead, and Mahihko pulled the microphone on the headset 

away from his muzzle as he looked over at Zerrex, asking meekly: “Should I keep going?” 

Zerrex simply nodded dumbly, figuring he could yell at or congratulate the wolf later as 

he stared out the window, and he wondered just how much pain he would be in if the helicopter 

did end up crashing… but he figured after a moment he was likely better off not knowing for 

now, as they sailed through the skies only thirty feet above ground below that was mostly 

cracked, abandoned highway that was slowly being reclaimed by the wasteland that surrounded 

it. 

 

Zerrex relaxed in probably the last five minutes of the trip, murmuring a congratulations 

to the wolf that made him beam brightly and look a lot cheerier, as they slowly approached a 

huge, modified oil-rig that now served as a landing platform for Hez‟Ranna diplomats to refuel 

and rest. In the distance, Zerrex could see the massive cliffs of Lunis… and he shook his head 

slowly before watching as Mahihko slowed the helicopter to a halt some ten feet above a 

helicopter platform that was currently outlined for them, and the wolf looked nervously at the 

controls before he tapped the blue button. 

Immediately, the rotors began to slow, and the huge vehicle slowly fell out of the air as 

the thrusters fired for a moment before it dropped the last few feet, Zerrex and Mahihko rocking 



with the clanky landing that nonetheless got them down safely. Then the wolf bit his lip as he 

tried to remember the controls, before he pressed the white button, and the readings on the 

windshield blinked off before it swung open and upwards, and both wolf and Drakkaren climbed 

out, the lizard grabbing the lupine‟s bag and his cane before he made a face at the soldier nearest 

who stared at the travel bag. 

Zerrex tossed it as soon as he could to the wolf, who caught it with a grunt… then he 

beamed radiantly when the Drakkaren ruffled his headfur and muttered: “Good work, Mahihko.” 

He paused, looking across the steel platform… and then he smiled a bit as he saw a Dragokkaren 

in a casual black suit and cape approaching, leaning on a walking stick that was topped with a 

silver ball, his features aged but the violet eye and blue scales still as distinct as the eyepatch he 

wore, scars radiating outwards from beneath this. 

Commander Cole Albatross of Hez‟Ranna smiled warmly to his old friend, as the huge 

Dragokkaren bodyguards on either side of him knelt deeply… and then the Dragokkaren held a 

hand out, and he and Zerrex shook firmly before the reptile looked up in surprise as the blue-

scaled Dragokkaren hugged him quickly, saying warmly in Hez‟Rannan: “Zerrex Narrius, you 

look as old and ugly as the last time I saw you!” 

“Gods, you remind me of Huck.” Zerrex shoved him playfully backwards, and Albatross 

grunted before he grinned, shaking his head as he rested on his walking stick. Zerrex glanced 

down at this, then he held his cane up, saying mildly as he pointed the eyes of the dragon-headed 

handle at him: “Mine‟s better.” 

“Yes, but mine‟s serviceable.” Albatross said with soft amusement, and then he glanced 

down at Mahihko, smiling a bit as he knelt with a grunt and said softly: “And you haven‟t 

changed either, have you? I‟m glad to see that the Demon War and the crash that happened 

afterwards didn‟t take away your bond.” 

Mahihko blushed and scuffed a paw against the ground, and then Albatross stood, 

rubbing slowly at his leg as he looked across at Zerrex, saying mildly: “I think I understand 

better why you didn‟t go for the artificial knee, Lord Zerrex. They can prove a bit difficult at 

times.” 

Zerrex nodded, glancing down at his leg, and Albatross shrugged as he said softly: “Just a 

post-war battle wound. Ire isn‟t the only place that had trouble with PMCs, after all… and a lot 

of them tried to flee to the „wild countries,‟ like ours, as well as Lailland… one of our big allies 

these days. So we had to send in plenty of support to help them out, since their military forces 

are still weak and they‟re still very focused on rebuilding… after all, they were hit, arguably, the 

worst by the demonic invasion those ten years ago.” 

“I heard that the Warlord set up a lot of troops there… I also heard that you sent some 

exceptional soldiers in with Cindy and my kids.” Zerrex said softly, and Albatross smiled a bit, 

nodding in reply. “Thanks for that, Albatross… I know it‟s been a long time, but… I appreciate 

everything you did for my family, and for the world in general, too. It might sound high and 

mighty and pompous, but you and Churchill did some amazing things for the world and… I 

kinda envy that.” 

Albatross only smiled amusedly at this, however, waving a hand. “Politics, that‟s all we 

did. We sat back for the most part… and when I do finally go into combat, I end up getting hit by 

a demonic mortar and immediately dragged away by a medevac within the first twenty minutes 

of a four-day battle. Zerrex, I think you‟re fishing for a compliment: it was you that apparently 

saved Hell, after all.” 



Zerrex grumbled something under his breath, and then Albatross turned and motioned for 

them to follow, the reptile falling into pace beside him as Mahihko toddled behind the two, the 

blue-scaled Dragokkaren continuing: “From what President Balthazar described to me, it sounds 

like you have a serious issue to contend to in Lunis… and I owe you a lot of favors.” Albatross 

glanced sideways with his one eye at Zerrex, then rolled it when the Drakkaren simply mumbled 

and shrugged. “Same as always… but I figured, that for old times‟ sake… we‟ll run this just like 

one of those sabotage operations you always used to hate, do you remember that?” 

“Far too well.” Zerrex said dryly, making a bit of a face: it was a failed sabotage 

operation that flung them into this whole mess, after all, and that had resulted in Hell‟s invasion 

and Zerrex being killed. Well, the latter was more his own brash fault, but still… if he had 

succeeded, it never would have happened, and there might have been a happily-ever-after. 

Albatross seemed to sense Zerrex‟s fugue, so he continued in a clear voice that snapped 

the Drakkaren back to reality, as they approached the doors to a large cabin structure: “You‟ll be 

riding with several Hez‟Rannan officials… and fortunately, a few of these have their personal 

servants with them, which include a few mammalian creatures, so Mahihko will fit in fine as 

long as he clothes himself properly.” He paused to glance back at the wolf, who looked up 

dumbly, and Albatross said in a voice with only the faintest hint of an accent: “You can change 

into some more-fitting clothes in the amphibious carrier.” 

“You speak Ire‟s common tongue pretty damn well.” Zerrex said mildly, and Albatross 

shrugged a bit before opening the door, and they stepped into a large, low-ceilinged, square 

room, where Dragokkaren were conversing away, most of them dressed in robes or suits but a 

few Enforcer-armored soldiers patrolling the area as well. Zerrex also noted a door at the back… 

and he counted no less than four ambassadors here, all of them well-dressed. “Looks like I need 

a costume change. Lemme see…” 

Zerrex paused as Albatross tilted his head, watching as the Drakkaren rolled back the 

sleeve of his jacket to reveal the armlet… and then he muttered and tapped a few buttons before 

the clothes on his body changed into a black, casual suit with a white silk shirt and a large, black 

stone at the neck of the collar, the reptile making a face. He hated suits, they made him feel too 

much like Narrius… and Albatross stared before the Drakkaren shrugged absently, tapping his 

combat boots against the ground as he said mildly: “I got me a few nice toys over the years. This 

is a recent one upgraded and stuff by one of my kids, he gave it to me as a gift.” 

Albatross nodded, smiling a bit as he said mildly: “Hez‟Ranna was working on a device 

like that, but the prototypes were all lost or destroyed. But before I get off topic… the 

ambassadors are going to go through a security checkpoint, but there aren‟t going to be any 

Scanners present, so you and Mahihko should be safe. Afterwards, they‟ll be taking separate cars 

to a meeting… your car is number five, and your driver has orders to take you directly to Lunis 

Standing Towers. I reserved a room for you there under the name Jacob Kenneth. It‟s only 

fourteen blocks away from Wulfe Square.” 

Zerrex nodded, going over the information in his head before he crossed his arms and 

looked thoughtfully at Albatross, who looked back unflinchingly before the reptile asked quietly: 

“It‟s been a long time… why go through all this trouble for me?” 

“Because I believe in you.” Albatross said bluntly, and Zerrex looked taken aback before 

the one-eyed male reached a hand up and squeezed his shoulder with a faint smile, adding 

quietly: “Time doesn‟t kill friendship, Zerrex. Or at least, it doesn‟t have to. You did a lot for me 

and my friends and my country… and even my world. I have a lot of debts to repay you… and 

even if I didn‟t, I still would do this. Because you always do the right thing and you‟re trying to 



save someone very important to you, I hear. I‟m trying to show you that I want you to stay a 

friend: that I still value you as a compatriot and as a companion on this journey through life.” He 

paused, then added drolly: “And guilt seems to be the only thing capable of making you stay in 

touch.” 

Zerrex snorted in amusement at this, then he nodded and clapped Albatross on the 

shoulder, saying firmly: “I‟ll let you know how this turns out and do what I can to stay in touch 

then… maybe I‟ll even take a vacation down in Hez‟Ranna, and help you out in return with the 

country. I‟d like to see Churchill being competent, too… it‟d be a miraculous sight.” 

Albatross sighed at this, rubbing at his forehead. “Competent may not be the word I‟d use 

for it these days. He‟s gone from arrogant to panicky, and I‟m not sure which I prefer more. But 

go, Lord Zerrex…” He glanced up as a light above a door near the corner blinked green, and the 

ambassadors began to file out as it opened. “If you need to get in contact with me, you can do so  

by radio on the old RED frequency. You remember what that is?” 

Zerrex nodded, smiling grimly. “Dying makes your memories of a mortal life a hell of a 

lot clearer. Take care, Albatross… I‟ll radio you when I‟m done with Wulfe.” 

“I‟ll have the evac ready, so Lunis doesn‟t lynch you.” Albatross said mildly, and Zerrex 

rolled his eyes before he and Mahihko trundled off towards the exit, following the ambassadors 

into a huge hanger with a small walkway leading to a massive vehicle on a ramp. It was shaped 

almost like a spaceship, with a rounded hull and stubby wings and a tail… but the Drakkaren 

could see huge turbine propellers on both wings and enormous tracks beneath the slate-colored 

vehicle… and he whistled a bit to himself as he followed the ambassadors down a ramp and into 

a plush interior. 

A carpeted floor, pretty attendants in cloth wraps and loincloths carrying towels over one 

arm and trays in the other, and huge, rounded tables with circular, high-backed benches, all of it 

well-lit by golden, shining globes that hung from the ceiling… Zerrex liked it. He looked back 

and forth, and then a guard approached him, saying curtly in Hez‟Rannan: “Your thrall has to 

wait in the back with the other servants.” 

Zerrex looked at him mildly, and the guard frowned before he checked a small device on 

his arm… and then he coughed and quickly backed off, pointing at the swinging doors that 

apparently led to the servants quarters as he said dumbly: “My apologies. Lord Zerrex, clothes 

are prepared for Master Mahihko in the back. He may stay in attendance up front if he so desires, 

but he should leave with the other serfs out the compartment door with the luggage once we land, 

to keep up appearances, you understand.” 

“I can stay in the back, I‟ll be a big boy. But can you come with me first, Daddy?” 

Mahihko asked quietly, looking up at him nervously, and Zerrex nodded after a moment, giving 

him a soft look. He followed the little wolf as he toddled towards the swinging doors with his 

unicorn bag, pushing through them and then entering into a large, steel room with a few plain 

wooden benches and slaves who were being watched over by a guard, dressed in simple wraps 

but adorned with all kinds of jewelry, and they were singing along cheerfully to two other serfs 

who were playing a lute and a guitar. 

Mahihko looked a bit less-nervous now, and he put down the bag as a servant glanced up 

from the benches, then he grabbed a package nearby and ran over with a smile, the young fox 

gazing at Mahihko adoringly as she held the paper-covered package out to him. “Lord Albatross 

sent this along, for the grown-up child wolf. Here, take.” 

Mahihko took it, smiling back at her, and she bowed to him, her eyes kind and gentle 

before she rejoined the others, starting to dance to the music. Mahihko looked nervously at 



Zerrex as he pulled off his jacket and carefully removed the satellite phone from his pocket, 

tucking it into the pocket of the suit jacket that the nanotech had made for him – and 

intelligently, it seemed, since it was actually covering the holstered revolver resting against his 

side – before he tucked the leather jacket into the carry-bag, looking at the little wolf and saying 

softly: “It shouldn‟t be a long trip, and we won‟t be separated for too long. Be good, okay?” 

“Okay.” The little wolf nodded quietly, and then he smiled a bit as Zerrex patted him on 

the head before leaving, looking back and forth before he sat down at an empty table, glancing 

down at the nanotech armlet and absently poking at it. He mentally went over what they were 

here to do, and when a servant came over offering him a glass of wine, he refused before asking 

instead for rose wine, which the servant ran off to get. It was made from crushed petals and non-

alcoholic… and Zerrex sighed as he tapped his fingers against the table, musing for a moment on 

how some afflictions even death couldn‟t apparently cure. 

He looked back and forth, continuing to tap his fingers nervously against the table before 

the servant returned with a large glass of it, and Zerrex smiled and thanked her, making her blush 

before she asked if she could get him anything else. He only shook his head, and she left, looking 

almost disappointed as the Drakkaren sipped at the stuff, remembering how once long ago, he 

and Cherry and Cindy and Lone had shared a glass of this stuff… and he smiled a bit. Lone had 

then gotten them into trouble by throwing a temper-tantrum, and they‟d had to kick some ass… 

and he knew that now, they were heading into a whole new boiling pot of trouble. 

Tobias Wulfe was nothing like Lone Wulfe: he was wicked, calculated, and cruel, and 

obviously prepared to sacrifice anything for a profit, while Lone had always just been stupid and 

in search of the easy road to inflating his own ego and getting pleasure. Zerrex shook his head 

slowly, wondering just what they‟d have to face to get to him… and knowing that when it came 

down to confrontation time, it would be up to Mahihko… and Lone. 

He remained quiet, sipping occasionally at his glass and resting back against the 

cushioned seats in the corner of the room, ignored by everyone else except for the occasional 

servant, and twenty-five minutes later he felt the amphibious vehicle shake a bit as it trundled 

onto land, the reptile looking up stupidly. He hadn‟t even thought they‟d left yet… and when he 

stood up to look out one of the hatch-shaped windows, he saw they were passing into a security 

checkpoint, and Lunis soldiers in advanced, sci-fi-looking body armor halted them just long 

enough to check over their papers, before the huge vehicle smoothly rolled forwards. A few 

minutes later, they stopped again, and the door opened as a soldier announced: “We have arrived 

at the Lunis Trans-Oceanic Aqueduct!” 

The ambassadors all stood up as the soldier walked down the ramp that lowered to the 

cement ground, and Zerrex joined them as the last in line, looking back and forth. They had 

crawled up into the bowels of Lunis, and the Drakkaren could see they were in a tunnel virtually 

made of piping and machinery, steam hissing out of vents and small submarines parked nearby 

on small, wheeled platforms, ready for deployment as engineers polished the hulls. Behind them, 

Mahihko was walking along, carrying his bag and looking bashful in his simple loincloth, his 

many piercings and the bangles around his wrists at least making him fit in all the better with the 

other serfs, but the unicorn bag causing him to stand out a bit in the crowd. 

They turned through an archway made of stone guarded by several Lunis soldiers 

carrying shotguns, their gray-and-blue armor letting them half-blend with the machinery around 

them. They all wore visors that covered a single eye and latched on over the ear, and Zerrex 

wondered what other kinds of technological marvels they had developed as they approached a 

large elevator with two more guards by it, one of them pressing his palm against a scanning 



device that beeped green after a moment and retracted the huge steel gates that were guarding the 

enormous lift. 

It took them upwards for minutes, Mahihko taking his place beside Zerrex as the other 

servants walked over to their masters, and then they strode out in double-file when it halted and a 

pair of massive metal doors opened, Hez‟Rannan soldiers forming a vanguard ahead of them and 

Lunis soldiers automatically falling into line on either side as they marched across a walled-in 

airfield filled with advanced-looking helicopters and several VTOL jets. Their pathway was lit 

by a green line that guided them towards glass doors guarded by officers in dress uniform, and 

they saluted as the doors slid smoothly open for the line to pass through, the Lunis honor guard 

halting and saluting as well as the ambassadors strode into the side doors of the crowded airport. 

They walked through, past milling families, security guards that looked horribly stressed, 

and soldiers obviously placed there to protect the ambassadors and keep the peace as a few 

protestors and activists yelled at them and waved signs. Zerrex wondered if they were doing it 

out of hatred or if they thought they actually had good reasons… but he also knew that 

sometimes people protested just to protest and appear concerned with the world, or the welfare or 

some country or another… while in reality they had no idea what the hell was going on. Sure, he 

was all for people protesting bad laws or reforms, or standing up for their rights… but there were 

also plenty of people who just liked to see things disturbed and anarchic.  

Someone threw a tomato at him, and Zerrex reached up and caught it absently, a bit of 

juice dribbling down his palm before he tossed it easily into the nearest garbage can, and that 

caused a bit of shock to go through the crowd before he wiped his hands together with a look of 

distaste. He wondered why he was always the one who got stuff thrown at him… and then they 

were heading out the main doors as the reptile heard the sounds of protestors being loudly 

arrested behind them, and the Drakkaren‟s eyes immediately settled on a Dragokkaren driver in a 

Lunis uniform holding up the number five on a white sign, and Zerrex rose a hand to him as he 

and Mahihko approached. 

The Dragokkaren quickly opened the door for them with a smile, and Zerrex and 

Mahihko climbed in the back of the plain limo before the Dragokkaren closed it and hurried 

around to the front. He rolled down the window to look back at them with a smile, then he said 

warmly: “Lord Zerrex, correct? God, it‟s a thrill to meet you! My name is Jerry West, and my 

number is 540036.” 

“You‟re a clone soldier?” Zerrex tilted his head curiously as the Dragokkaren nodded, 

adjusting the mirror before he carefully pulled the limo out, his eyes attentive on the road but 

glancing into the mirror every now and then as they drove into Lunis‟s streets: and unlike Ire, 

these streets were not only filled with vehicles that whizzed back and forth, but clean and 

repaired. “So what are you doing here? It looks like you must drive more often than not for 

diplomats and ambassadors from Hez‟Ranna, and I‟m sure not all of them have been asses.” 

“Nah, they‟re good people for the most part…” The Dragokkaren nodded quickly, and 

then he smiled into the mirror, as he broke away from the limo procession with a smooth turn 

down another street, Zerrex glancing out the window and awed by the massive metal towers they 

were already passing, all of them with huge square bases and many with elevators on the outside 

that were zipping up and down the building at tremendous speed, pausing at this floor and that to 

let people on and off. “I can do good here, though, too. I like helping my country by making sure 

I can be around to drive them around, and they don‟t end up being driven by someone who might 

want to hurt them… Lunis doesn‟t have a lot of love or trust for the outside world right now, 

after all.” 



“They‟re going to have even less, soon…” Zerrex murmured, making a face as he 

glanced out the window at the people walking the narrow streets, and the Dragokkaren driver 

frowned a bit before the Drakkaren shook his head, asking curiously: “How do they treat you?” 

“I get by okay.” Jerry nodded after a moment, obviously not wanting to complain as they 

stopped at a red light… and again, when Zerrex looked out the window, he marveled at how 

clean everything was, and how it all looked like it had been almost perfectly rebuilt, the towers 

of the advanced city standing high and proud before the reptile gaped as a machine hovered over 

their heads, with a circular base with a powerful rotor keeping it in the air. Four bars extended 

upwards on an angle from this base to connect to a metal cube, which had a camera on top of it 

swiveling back and forth. The machine itself was labeled „Police,‟ and Zerrex wondered just 

when the hell they‟d started using and producing advanced ciphers for patrols. “They don‟t like 

people like us, obviously, but they accept us readily enough. Demons get the brunt of the 

slandering… but I think it‟s because the city is under so much corporate control.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly: he wouldn‟t be surprised. A lot of corporations had moved out 

here, and were probably puppeting several major parts of the government through bribery, 

blackmail, and generous „donations,‟ and he knew that their opinions would quickly become the 

people‟s opinions, out of fear of losing jobs and money. “Who‟re the major corporations around 

here?” 

“Uh… Wulfe Pharmaceuticals controls about forty percent of all of Lunis, they say.” 

Jerry said in a conspiratory voice, and Zerrex nodded as Mahihko visibly flinched beside him. 

“They have huge warehouses out in the industrial district, no one knows what‟s in them, but 

people say they see strange lights and hear screams at night. And recently, they unveiled some 

super-generator system that different sectors of Lunis and a few private investors are in a bidding 

war over… they say it produces more voltage than a nuclear power plant, is safer, and promises 

to never run out for a thousand years or something, either.” 

Zerrex didn‟t like the sound of that… it sounded like demonic crystal, and a lot of it. 

“Any other corporations?” 

“Oh, yeah. Aztec Corporation… but they don‟t have a lot of stockholders left, and they‟re 

supposed to be losing money. They were real big a few years ago when they sold the plans for 

and installed a super-railway system around the city, but they haven‟t managed to develop 

anything new for a while.” Jerry nodded as he made another turn, then stopped at another light, 

several large transports rolling by. “And there‟s a few old gun companies here trying to do 

business, but Lunis has private contractors that develop weapons and technology for their 

military. Apparently, they‟re building some superconductor that can amplify electromagnetic 

signals or something… but I dunno, I don‟t follow military stuff anymore. Oh, here we are.” 

Zerrex looked up as Jerry pulled carefully up in front of a pair of glass doors, and then he 

hurried out to open the door for the two. He paused, then saluted, and Zerrex saluted him back, 

making Jerry blush and smile brightly before he said firmly: “Pleasure to meet you, sir. 

Hopefully I‟ll drive for you again soon.” 

“Take care.” Zerrex rose a hand, then he approached the doors… and in the suit, even 

with the little wolf toddling behind him, the attendant quickly opened the glass door for him and 

bowed him inside, Zerrex grunting a „thank you‟ before he approached the main desk, where a 

black wolf was sitting, wearing an earpiece and a charcoal suit. He glanced up as the Drakkaren 

approached, and the reptile said clearly: “I have a reservation. My name is Jacob Kenneth.” 

The wolf glanced down at the registry, although the reptile didn‟t how he managed it: he 

was surrounded by three flat screens and three black keyboards, and he muttered something into 



his headset before he stood up and checked the cubbyholes behind him, saying clearly over his 

shoulder: “You‟re in room 415, which has been prepaid and includes two-hundred dollars of free 

room service. If we can help you in any way at all, just ask.”  

He plucked a keycard from one of the holes, then held it out to Zerrex, who nodded and 

took it before the black wolf clapped his hands twice, and an attendant quickly appeared, the 

wolf pointing at the bag Mahihko was carrying and saying curtly: “Attend to Mr. Kenneth and 

his servant, free of charge, of course. Room 415.”  

“Yes, sir.” mumbled the sour-looking mouse, and he half-tore the bag away from 

Mahihko as the little wolf pouted, before he headed for the nearest elevator, hammering the 

button and looking disagreeable. They waited awkwardly for it, and then another attendant 

bustled out with a cart full of bags, wheezing as a pompous-looking family of five followed him, 

and the mouse quickly walked onto the elevator as Zerrex and Mahihko followed, not speaking 

as Mahihko looked back and forth apprehensively. 

A grouchy-looking maid joined them from the second floor, and she stayed on the 

elevator as the others got off at the fourth, the mouse quickly walking to the room and waiting as 

Zerrex walked down the plush hall. He glanced down at the keycard in his hand, and he used it 

on the electronic lock as the mouse tapped his foot impatiently, opening the door… and 

immediately the attendant bustled by him to throw the bag down on the carpet, before he 

stomped back by and out into the hall, Mahihko and Zerrex exchanging a look as the door swung 

shut. “Asshole.” 

“He‟s probably just been working all day for rich snobs.” Zerrex said mildly, although he 

privately agreed. Then he tapped a few buttons on the nanotech armlet, and the suit he was 

wearing dissolved and became a pair of black pants and a plain black t-shirt, the Drakkaren 

rolling his shoulders slowly as he relaxed a bit and walked down the soft-carpeted hall and into a 

living room setup. It was pretty, with a single flower in a vase on a small square table, two 

couches and a recliner: to the left, there was a waist-high divider with stairs leading down 

through a small opening in the middle to a hardwood-floored den extension with a larger table 

and a flatscreen television mounted on the wall, and to the right, there was a similar divider, 

except with stairs that led sharply upwards to a small kitchen, with a fridge, stove, and 

countertop around the edge to prepare food on, as well as a small table. The entire wall along 

these three rooms was made of a single sectioned window, giving a view of the buildings 

outside… and the reptile already felt claustrophobic, looking out at those windows and watching 

as not birds, but ciphers and other smaller machines floated by.  

“Get dressed. We‟re going to get ready, then move out.” Zerrex said quietly, and this 

time Mahihko didn‟t argue, only nodding as he began to pull things out of the carry-bag. Then 

the reptile paused, and he added: “Lone should come out, too.” 

“Okay. I‟ll see if I can do it.” Mahihko said softly, and Zerrex took the time to explore 

the house, walking up the stairs to peer through a doorway in the kitchen into a bedroom. He 

walked into this and checked around in it, finding only a few abandoned books and a map he laid 

out over the bed… and with only a quick glance over it, he was able to see that getting to Wulfe 

Square would be an easy feat: it was getting into the building undetected that would be difficult. 

When Zerrex came back outside, he found both Mahihko and Lone getting dressed, the 

little wolf in his military uniform and the larger wolf in his vest and just doing up the fly of his 

black jeans. He looked at Zerrex with a weak grin, swallowing hard, and then he finally said: 

“Now that I‟m here, I‟m losing my courage.” 



“And that‟s why we‟re going to go and finish this now.” Zerrex said softly in return, and 

he rolled his shoulders, picking up his leather jacket from where Mahihko had laid it out and 

putting it on, making sure it securely covered his revolver. The other two wolves nodded, and 

then the Drakkaren added in a serious voice: “We‟re going to scope the place out first, but we‟re 

going to have to be careful getting there. I‟m sure those cipher things in the sky are scanning 

crowds for suspicious people…” He paused, then he slid his sleeve back to tap a code into the 

keypad on the nanotech armlet, and it whirred before producing a wide-brimmed black fedora in 

his hand that the reptile put on his head. “So we‟re going to have to avoid drawing attention to 

ourselves. That means the guns stay in the bag until we get inside the building.” 

“Because yeah, that doesn‟t draw attention at all.” Lone muttered, kicking the unicorn 

bag, and Mahihko‟s lower lip trembled before the wolf sighed and patted him on the back, 

looking at him softly. “Sorry, little guy. I know you‟re doin‟ your best, I‟m just scared as fuck 

right now. We both gotta suck it up and grow some balls, though.” 

Zerrex nodded, then he said mildly: “I think our best bet is approaching the building from 

behind. Did you two dig up any additional information you can share with me?” 

Lone nodded, replying with a wince: “Yeah, and behind is out, „cause there ain‟t no real 

back to the building. Because it‟s in that open square, there‟s security all over the fucking place. 

No one gets in or out without being seen or detected… not from the ground, not  from the air, not 

from the fucking sewer access tunnels. Place is locked down tight, and if we set off an alarm 

going in, they‟ve got the capabilities to freeze floor-by-floor or the entire complex, and open and 

close doors as they see fit.” 

“There may be one small vulnerability.” Mahihko piped up meekly, and Zerrex tilted his 

head, looking down at him curiously. “Remember, Lone? A long time ago, there was a car 

accident and a truck hit the right side wall of the building and blew up. When they rebuilt that 

side of the building, they didn‟t put in one of the cameras… so there‟s a very small blind spot , 

even though the other cameras swivel back and forth and patrolling ciphers have a constant view 

of the ground directly below them from above. With the right timing, though, you could get 

against that wall, and try to climb up… but you still have to contend with the ciphers. But against 

the wall at the base of the building, the cameras and ciphers can‟t see, because the ciphers are 

focused on the sidewalks and scanning the building walls. I guess then you could slip around to 

an access door… but those are electronically-locked and there‟s an intelligent eye that makes 

sure no one gets too close.” 

“Too bad we can‟t just EMP the whole fucking place, then it‟d just look like a massive 

power failure.” Lone said disgustedly, and then he frowned when Zerrex looked at the two with a 

slow grin. “What?” 

“You both have electrical powers, right?” Zerrex said pointedly, and Lone held up his 

hands, creating an electrical web between them as Mahihko simply nodded, tilting his head. 

“Maybe we can put those to use, then. If we can get to one of those employee-only or service-

access doors, you might be able to discreetly use your powers to zap our way inside.” 

“But what about the patrolling guards?” Lone asked, and then he coughed and cleared his 

throat when Zerrex frowned. “Yeah, because there‟s always a crowd around the square, there‟s 

always guards on patrol, too. Only two patrols, but big ones, and they don‟t let no one near the 

building and there ain‟t no shrubs to keep passerby from seeing us, either.” 

“I doubt they‟ll care.” Zerrex said dryly, but he also knew that meant extra trouble for 

them: a nosy or self-righteous person could completely ruin any and all of their plans. He shook 

his head slowly, trying to figure this out… and then he glanced at the windows, frowning a bit as 



he saw the light fading from the sky, but lamps outside immediately flicker to life. “What time is 

it?” 

“Only about five… but things get dark pretty fast, although their lamps mean that 

everything‟s always really well-lit.” Lone replied, nodding, and then he frowned when Zerrex 

walked over and sat down on the couch, tilting his head curiously. “Dude, I thought we were 

going.” 

“Not yet…” Zerrex shook his head slowly, thinking a bit to himself now instead of 

rushing in headlong, as he tilted his head back. “If we attack at night, there‟ll be less people 

present… and while security will be higher, since night comes on fast here, a lot of people will 

probably be in bed early, or at least won‟t be crowding the streets. We‟re going to be patient and 

wait a little while, and then we head out.” 

Lone opened his mouth to argue, but Mahihko patted his larger counterpart on the hip 

before he said in a gentle voice: “Okay Daddy. Anything you say.” He paused, then rubbed a 

paw against the ground as he added softly: “I‟m sorry for how I behaved earlier, too.” 

Zerrex nodded, smiling a bit at him… and then Lone huffed and walked down, mumbling 

about watching television. The Drakkaren could tell that he was relieved, however, and then he 

laughed a bit when Mahihko walked over and curled up in his lap like Sammy, and he stroked 

through his soft fur quietly as he gazed down at the little wolf, thinking about all the times he‟d 

faced Narrius… and all the times he‟d run away scared, knowing what the two were going 

through better than they might understand. 

When nine-thirty rolled around, the three were well-prepared as they left the room, 

Zerrex‟s cane tapping quietly against the ground and Mahihko carrying his large bag, since Lone 

utterly refused to touch it. Now, it was the smaller wolf who seemed determined and the latter 

who looked scared and pale, as they walked to the elevator and took it to the ground floor… and 

they were mostly ignored in the lobby, which was good, as they exited out onto the streets. 

Zerrex looked back and forth, then motioned for them to follow him: and indeed, the 

sidewalks were abandoned and only a single car passed during their walk down three blocks, 

before the Drakkaren motioned for them to turn down a side alley as a cipher floated quietly 

through the streets. They were difficult for Zerrex to hear because of the low buzzing… but 

Mahihko and Lone seemed to have no problem detecting them quickly, their ears always 

twitching as they locked onto wherever the sound was coming from, which let them quickly 

avoid detection. 

It took them almost forty minutes to reach Wulfe Square, because they had to keep 

ducking aside to avoid ciphers and waiting in alleys, or retreating to secondary streets and find 

their way back onto the right path… and then Zerrex stopped Lone and Mahihko two blocks 

away, and he motioned at a camera that was down the street, positioned high-up on a lamppost 

with a wireless antennae sticking out of it. It swiveled back and forth slowly, and the Drakkaren 

pulled the two down a side alley and past an elevator and an ugly sign that indicated where it 

stopped at, which had already been spray-painted over by punks: at least some things never 

changed, no matter where you went. “Security‟s worse than I thought.” 

Lone grimaced, then he inspected the elevator sign and asked with a grin: “Wanna stop 

for a pizza?” 

Zerrex tilted his head curiously… and then he smiled slightly when he realized what the 

wolf meant to do, and the three clustered into the elevator, and it rose quickly up a glass tube to 

the second floor. Then the elevator buzzed angrily, and a mechanical, smooth voice said: “Ivan‟s 

Pizzeria is currently closed. Please select a different floor.” 



The Drakkaren responded to this by reaching forwards and sliding his fingers into the 

crack between the doors, and then he grunted and tore them open, revealing the darkened interior 

of a closed pizza shop. It was a bit dusty and ugly, and the three looked back and forth as they 

walked quickly over to the other side, where Zerrex carefully slid open a window and then 

punched the screen out, and he slipped through to drop easily to the ground some twenty feet 

below. 

Mahihko tossed the bag down to him, and the reptile caught it and put it aside before 

catching the little wolf, and he put him aside. Lone looked down at him gloomily, hesitating… 

and Mahihko silently cheered him on before the wolf sighed and grumbled, then flung himself 

out into space, and Zerrex caught him too and put him down, the wolf looking up at him sourly 

before he mumbled: “Don‟t you ever tell anyone you did that.” 

Zerrex shrugged mildly but remained quiet as they carefully exited the alley back onto 

the main thoroughfare, just past the camera now as they walked down the street… and Zerrex 

could see more cameras as they approached the square, but thankfully they were facing inwards, 

keeping an eye on the front doors of the building and the street rather than the sidewalks. The 

square was so bright it might as well be daytime, however, and the structure of the building itself 

meant it seemed to glare down at them, the massive tower covered in hundreds of windows, and 

any idiot looking out of it could see them and spoil everything… and then the Drakkaren winced 

and motioned the two into a dark niche in the wall, hiding in the shadows himself as he watched 

a patrol of six soldiers pass by, all of them wearing heavy Lunis armor, all of them armed with 

enormous machine guns. 

The reptile leaned down, keeping count in his head and an eye on the building and the 

soldiers as he muttered: “Distribute the guns and get ready.” 

The two nodded, and Lone took the revolver, locking the holster into place below the 

pocket of his jeans as Mahihko assembled the rifle and put it on his back. Then Lone took the 

last gun with a shrug, tucking it into the back of his jeans, and Zerrex gave him a flat look. “Fuck 

you, it works for me.” 

He didn‟t argue, returning his eyes to the building and continuing to count quietly to 

himself, before he halted as the next patrol appeared, just after Mahihko had finished distributing 

the little ammo they‟d brought. Two clips and two autoloaders for Lone, one extra rifle clip for 

Mahihko… but the little wolf also had his hoops magnetically-locked together and resting on one 

hip, so he at least had a melee weapon to fall back on. Zerrex only hoped the guns they found 

they could use: with the advances in technology today, weapons could easily be wired with 

fingerprint safeties and other methods of ensuring the gun was used only by one person. 

They had a total of five minutes between patrols… assuming, of course, the patrols didn‟t 

stop. But they were moving almost like robots, and Zerrex knew that Tobias was paranoid 

enough to have them constantly going all night, likely with only one shift change… and he made 

a face as he waited for the next patrol cycle to pass, looking back at the others and muttering: 

“Follow my lead, and be fast. We have to make sure we don‟t get seen by any cameras, but also 

that we pass between the patrols, so our timing is going to need to be exceptional here, 

understand?” 

The two nodded, and Zerrex rose a hand… then motioned for them to move as he ran out 

onto the street, as the patrol began to turn around the bend. He ran quietly down the block, his 

cane held by the neck before he edged around the sidewalk to stay out of the vision range of the 

cameras, and then he hurried down the sidewalk, the two wolves keeping up with him well 



enough to let him focus his concerns on the fact the patrol was already halfway down the right 

side of the building… which meant the other patrol was halfway up the left side. 

The Drakkaren decided to push their luck, looking at the side of the building and 

muttering to himself, before he spotted a faintly-stained section of the building and he realized 

that was where the car had hit… and when he looked up to note the position of the cameras, he 

saw a plaster splotch where one had obviously been removed a long time ago, the others 

swiveling slowly back and forth but leaving a very narrow blind spot between the two. Zerrex 

winced as he looked up, and he saw a cipher pass slowly by… and then he looked forwards, and 

his mind told him to go-go-go, and he immediately sprinted stupidly across the street and almost 

plowed into the wall, wincing as he looked sharply to the right… but the patrol was just passing 

around the corner, and none of them seemed to have seen him. 

He looked over his shoulder to call to the wolves… and then he stared when he saw they 

were both right behind him, pressed up against the wall and each other, staring at him nervously. 

It would have been comical if things weren‟t so precarious at the moment… and Zerrex‟s mental 

timer was starting to buzz nervously in his head, and he grunted before motioning with his head 

to them, sliding quickly along the wall until he halted beside a gray metal door with an ID lock 

and a spherical camera, muttering: “One of you, do your thing.” 

Lone automatically slipped forwards, and then his hand sparked with electricity, as he bit 

his tongue and held it out… and then his eyes bulged as instead of a pulse, electricity was pulled 

into his hand, the others staring and Zerrex grasping at his muzzle nervously with a bit of a hiss 

as the camera sparked and the ID system gave a low whine… and then there was a clank as the 

round, intelligent eye went dead black, and Lone mumbled: “Oh shit.” 

Zerrex cursed under his breath as he slipped around and pushed on the door 

apprehensively… but the lock gave, apparently fried by whatever Lone had done, and they easily 

slipped inside. They exchanged stupid looks as they entered a dimly-lit concrete stairwell, and 

the Drakkaren looked up and back and forth for any possible security cameras as he closed the 

door quietly behind them. 

Mahihko ran to the stairs leading up as Lone looked at his hand stupidly, and then he 

squeaked when Zerrex glared at him, waving his hands wildly: “I don‟t know what happened, I 

just like… it just happened!” 

“Shut up, keep your voice down…” Zerrex hissed, wincing as he looked back and forth, 

and then he shook his head, muttering: “It worked, anyway… come on, we better get going. 

Tobias Wulfe is way up in the penthouse… and we need to find a way to get to him.” 

“Only his private elevator connects to the penthouse, and that‟s in his office.” Lone said 

helpfully, as they headed up the stairs. He paused, remaining quiet for a few flights, and then he 

asked stupidly: “Are we going all the way up?” 

“As far as we can go.” Zerrex said grimly, and Lone winced as he looked dumbly up. 

Concrete stair after stair, they climbed, flight after flight as they passed the third floor, fourth 

floor, fifth floor… and then, on the thirtieth floor, they stopped at the final landing, Lone 

wheezing in and out and Mahihko panting quietly as Zerrex rubbed at his bad leg absently as he 

peered through the small window through the closed metal door. 

Outside was a lobby area of some kind, with at least three soldiers by two elevators, and a 

few vases of pretty flowers and little oriental trees and other nonsense, the floor tiled and 

patterned. Zerrex motioned at the two wolves, and Lone nodded, his exaggerated tiredness 

vanishing as he drew his revolver, and Mahihko pulled his hoops off his hip and snapped them 

apart, holding one ready in each hand. The metal hoops didn‟t look like much, but they were 



very dense, and Mahihko‟s muscle was slight but toned: a good, solid hit had enough power 

backing it to break bone, and that was even without Mahihko enhancing his muscle and size. 

Then Zerrex pointed at Lone to get the door, and the wolf nodded, not arguing: it made 

sense, after all. He crouched down low, almost dropping into a runner‟s stance… and then he 

muttered over his shoulder: “On three… Lone, cover us both, Mahihko, take the left flank in case 

there‟s other guards out there. Now ready… one… two… three!” 

Lone tore the door open, and Zerrex shot out as if from a cannon, the first guard barely 

getting the time to look up before the reptile simply rammed him with his shoulder, the armored 

guard making a sick crunch as he was mashed against the wall before the Drakkaren shot almost 

instantly across the short gap between him and the next, swinging his cane low and taking out his 

shins to send him half-flipping onto his face with a scream, before the reptile spun gracefully as 

he continued moving forwards, his wrist flicking his cane at the last moment as he snapped it 

across the face of the final guard in line, and his head cracked sickly to the side as he staggered 

before falling to the ground, surprise etched on his face his final expression. 

Zerrex had been right about there being other guards in the room, however: across the 

wide room, three more guards were in parallel positions at two other elevators, although the 

furthest was already falling from Mahihko flinging one of his hoops into his face, his gun 

dropped in favor of clutching at a broken nose. The guard closest stepped forwards as he saw 

Mahihko coming, raising his gun… but then he winced, forced to deflect it as the little lupine 

swung his hoop forwards at his chest, knocking it away and trying to kick the wolf, but Mahihko 

easily dodged it before he slipped his hoop down around his ankle before he could draw his foot 

back, and the guard gave a stupefied expression before the tiny wolf twisted the hoop hard, and 

the guard was jerked half-into the air, flipping over with a yelp before he landed on his chest. 

Mahihko leapt forwards and slammed both knees down into his unarmored lower back, 

and the guard yelped in pain before the wolf shoved his head hard down into the cement wall, 

knocking him out as the last soldier rose his gun, snarling… but before anyone could react, Lone 

fired a single round from his revolver that went just beneath the helmet and struck his forehead, 

and most of the guard‟s head was blown off, his helmet becoming a grisly bowl that sailed 

through the air and bounced off the wall before falling to the ground. Zerrex and Mahihko both 

winced at the sound, and then the little wolf whined quietly at the sight of the dead guard, before 

Lone blew on the tip of his revolver as he stepped into the room, holstering it as he picked up the 

nearest rifle and checked it over, saying dryly: “Him or you, dude.” 

Zerrex opened his mouth to argue, but then he closed it slowly: starting a fight here and 

now would be pointless and counterproductive. So instead he only grunted as Mahihko trudged 

over to get his hoop, before he hit the call button for the elevator, and he only hoped they could 

get higher in the building before a patrol or hidden cameras caught sight of the mess they had 

just made. Within seconds, an elevator opened for them, however… and Zerrex stepped inside as 

he reached up to grasp the body of a camera and point it upwards, and Mahihko and Lone 

followed him inside, the latter shouldering the rifle as he hit the button for the 80
th
 floor, 

muttering: “Fuck, this tower is enormous.” 

Zerrex nodded a bit as he glanced up at the wolf-head logo of the company, „Wulfe 

Enterprises‟ emblazoned overtop. Sometimes he forgot they were in far more than 

pharmaceuticals… but it was because of his diversity that Tobias Wulfe had continued to thrive 

where other companies had collapsed. He shook his head slowly and sighed a bit, and then he 

crossed his muscular arms as he tapped a foot, feeling the anxiety in the air as he said quietly: 

“When the doors open, take out the guards by any means necessary.” 



The two nodded quietly, and when the elevator stopped after only a few minutes, Zerrex 

was sure they‟d been found out… but then it dinged and opened, and the Drakkaren lunged 

outwards, immediately running to the other side of the hall: the soldiers were positioned exactly 

as before, and they reacted with equal shock before Zerrex rose his fists and smashed the heads 

of the two back into the wall. 

The last one rose his rifle, staggering backwards… but Zerrex snapped his cane out, 

knocking the rifle wide, and when he pulled the trigger, the gun accidentally blasted one of the 

soldiers across the room, knocking him down in a fine spray of blood and sending the heavy rifle 

flying from the soldier‟s hand as he winced and grabbed his wrist, before the Drakkaren kicked 

him backwards. He hit the wall and fell stupidly forwards into a broken heap, and the reptile 

made a face at his prone body. Quantity doesn‟t mean quality, Tobias… 

The other two soldiers had already been easily taken out: Mahihko had slammed one 

neatly under the chin with a hoop, while Lone had grabbed the thigh of the other and electrified 

him. The two had been so focused on the Drakkaren they hadn‟t even noticed the wolves emerge 

until too late, and now Lone looked sour, tapping a paw as he said childishly: “Dude, you get all 

the fun.” 

“That, is not fun.” Zerrex replied sourly, pointing at the bloody corpse of the bullet-

riddled body, and Lone winced, visibly chastened. Then the Drakkaren shook his head slowly 

before he looked around the room: blue walls and brown tiles, organic colors. He wondered who 

worked up here, as he approached one of the closed sets of metal doors… and then he made a 

face as he found it was locked, glancing at the card reader set into the wall beside it. “Check their 

bodies.” 

“Here!” Mahihko piped up after a moment, and he ran quickly over, holding up a bright 

red card key with “B” clearly inscribed on it. Zerrex tried it in the lock, and a small green light 

appeared on the scanner as the doors beeped, and Mahihko opened them quickly with a grunt: 

thankfully, they were heavy enough that they didn‟t swing back shut, so they couldn‟t be locked 

in. 

The trio entered a long hallway, and Zerrex motioned for the two to try different doors, 

doing the same himself: they found only offices, however, most of them fairly lavish. At the end 

of the hall, they opened a door onto a staff lounge… and the Drakkaren frowned a bit before he 

pointed at an employee elevator, muttering: “Let‟s see where this takes us.” 

It required a key card… but the “B” card worked, and they were able to take the elevator 

to floor 90. When the doors opened, they entered into an empty lobby, with an abandoned desk 

for a secretary… and Zerrex guessed that the single oak door leading out probably led into the 

VIP offices. 

He was right: there was a narrow hallway, the wallpaper expensive and lush and every 

door locked, paneled with wood but obviously made of heavy metal… and Zerrex shook his head 

in slow distaste. There was no security here, but he figured there was no need: everyone was 

probably out of the office by five, and undoubtedly they likely thought that the excess of soldiers 

on floors below was more than enough during the night shift to keep the building secure. 

At the end of the hall, they found another elevator… and this time, the B-level keycard 

didn‟t work. Zerrex made a face, preparing to smash the doors in… but Lone shook his head and 

suggested meekly: “Can I try that thing again?” 

Zerrex figured it was worth a shot… so he shrugged and stepped aside, nodding, and 

Lone smiled dumbly as he stepped forwards and concentrated. His fingers sparked, and then arcs 

of electricity drained visibly outwards into his hand from the key reader, and it beeped, going 



berserk for a few moments before the doors to the elevator stuttered open, and Lone looked 

proud of himself… before the doors halted halfway and the lights in the elevator flicked off, the 

power supply visibly going dead. The Drakkaren looked sourly at the wolf, but he only coughed 

and rubbed the back of his head, saying lamely: “Hey, at least now they can‟t make the elevator 

explode or something.” 

“I‟ll make you explode.” Zerrex muttered, and Lone grinned stupidly before he winced 

when the Drakkaren glowered at him, before he turned back to the elevator and easily yanked the 

doors the rest of the way open. He stepped inside and looked up at the ceiling, then pushed the 

security hatch easily open with his cane before he motioned at Mahihko, saying quietly: “Come 

on, you and Lone first. Then I‟ll come up and we‟ll figure out how to get to the top floor.” 

Mahihko nodded, and Zerrex passed his cane to him before he hefted the little wolf up by 

the hips, lifting him above his head with a grunt and just high enough that the wolf could toss 

Zerrex‟s cane onto the roof of the elevator before he hauled himself up as well. Then Zerrex 

looked down at Lone, who gave him a sour look and pointed at his chest with his thumb. “Dude, 

I ain‟t Mahihko. Just give me a boost.” 

Zerrex sighed and laced his fingers together, and Lone awkwardly got up and clambered 

his way along the Drakkaren to the hole in the ceiling, the reptile making a distasteful face as the 

wolf half-ground against his cheek on the way up. Then he was through the hatch, and Zerrex 

jumped up and caught the ledge, hauling himself up with a grunt and picking up his cane before 

he straightened and looked up the dimly-lit passage, murmuring: “This must go up ten floors.” 

“You get that from the buttons inside the elevator or the labeling on the walls?” Lone 

asked flatly, and Zerrex glared at him as the white wolf coughed and looked awkwardly away. 

“I can leave you here for the security teams to find.” Zerrex threatened, and the lupine 

coughed again before Zerrex glanced at the walls, and he realized they were mounted on tracks. 

Then he paused as a thought occurred to him, and he pointed at the rails, saying mildly: “Lone, 

grab those and electrify them.” 

Lone didn‟t bother arguing, walking over to the rails and grabbing onto them, then he 

pumped electricity into them as he said mildly: “I don‟t see why b-” 

Then he screeched as he shot about thirty feet upwards with his hands stuck to the rails, 

his eyes bulging and his paws kicking against the wall, hanging stupidly in the air as Zerrex 

grinned and Lone stared down at him in shock, and then he shouted: “You‟re an asshole!” A 

pause, and then a whimper as he pulled at the rails uselessly. “Now get me the fuck down from 

here!” 

“Just slide up to the top!” Zerrex called, and Lone mumbled, whimpering a bit before the 

Drakkaren sighed and rolled his eyes as Mahihko giggled behind his hands. “Or do you want me 

to send the little wolf here up to do a proper job?” 

“I can get it!” Lone immediately shouted, obviously stung by this thought. Then he 

mumbled under his breath as he pushed his paws against the wall and walked up it quickly, 

lighting dancing around his hands as he added dubiously: “Maybe this isn‟t so bad…” 

Then he paused and looked down when he was some ten feet further up, and suddenly he 

said anxiously: “I can‟t go any further without Mahihko. Our bond…” 

Zerrex nodded, looking at the little wolf… and Mahihko smiled before he walked over to 

the rails and took hold, charging them and grunting quietly as he held his body in a T-position, 

his paws hanging down but the wolf easily rolling up the rails as Lone stared at him, and 

Mahihko beamed as he slid within a few meters of the other wolf, saying cheerfully: “It‟s not 

hard at all, Lone! It just takes a different amount of charge to go up and down.” 



“Shut up.” Lone said in a surly voice, and a moment later the two were gone as Zerrex 

glanced back and forth, and then he made a face before sighing and walking over to the side 

wall, checking the length of the passageway before he closed his eyes and tensed his body. 

Then he flexed and shot suddenly forwards, running up the wall before kicking off and 

spinning around in midair when he hit the wall opposite, and he shoved himself off to launch 

himself back upwards at an angle across the narrow elevator passage, swinging a hand out to 

catch on a narrow ledge. He let himself hang for a moment as he looked back and forth, and then 

he noted a ventilation hatch some ten feet up, and the Drakkaren snapped his left arm out as he 

launched a tentacle upwards. 

It wrapped around one of the bars going across the face of the vent, and the lizard grunted 

as he yanked backwards and tore it out of place. His tentacle slid back into his arm, and the 

reptile tensed himself before he managed to brace his feet against a narrow ledge: a moment 

later, he threw himself upwards as hard as he could and he caught the ledge of the ventilation 

shaft, sighing in relief. It was wide enough he could actually haul himself up to sit on the edge of 

it… and then a voice called from above: “Zerrex, how do we get the door open?” 

“Working on it!” Zerrex shouted in reply, and he made a face as he stood, before looking 

back and forth… and he grinned when his eyes settled on a thin service ladder next to the vent, 

the rungs almost too tiny for his large hands and feet. He climbed it up three floors, until it 

ended, and from there, the Drakkaren was able to see the ceiling… and when he spotted a large 

bumper sticking out from the ceiling like a beam, he sighed in relief as he shot a tentacle 

upwards, and it wrapped tightly around the metal structure before Zerrex reeled himself in with a 

grunt, wincing at the strain he felt himself putting on the strange flesh. 

He stopped in front of the doors to the tenth level, and the reptile looked over his 

shoulder at Lone, who was hanging by one hand from a rail with his paws braced against the 

wall, the reptile asking mildly: “Can you use a gun without it blowing up?” 

“Don‟t think so at the moment… this section of rails is still powered-up, my hands are all 

electrified right now.” Lone twiddled his fingers, and then he grinned a bit at the Drakkaren as he 

created a small globe of lighting in his hand. “But hey, I got your back still, Boss. Guns ain‟t the 

only thing I can do.” 

“Just don‟t zap me.” Zerrex muttered, and then he held his right arm out before he 

clenched his fingers tightly together, and they warped and distorted as the scales peeled away 

from his hand, as it became flat and thick like the head of a screwdriver. And then Zerrex 

slammed this ugly blade forwards between the doors, jerking back and forth before he managed 

to twist it and tear one open. 

Immediately, a soldier leaned into the doorway in shock… and Lone blasted with a 

stream of arcing electricity that zapped over his armor before the gun in his hands exploded, and 

Zerrex cursed and winced as a bullets and shrapnel tore at his body and chest, swinging 

backwards from the force of the blast… and on the forwards swing, he instinctively kicked his 

feet out as his tentacle retreated back into his arm, and the reptile half-fell through the broken 

doorway to stagger out into a circular waiting room, and immediately another guard smashed 

him in the head with his rifle. 

It made the reptile stagger… and then slowly turn baleful eyes on the staring, brawny 

soldier, as the blunt instrument his right hand had become slowly pulled apart into a warped 

claw. Zerrex rose this and grabbed his head, then he picked him up by it to lift him to eye-level 

as the soldier shrieked and dropped his weapon, leaning in close and asking darkly: “Do you 

want to die?” 



“No, no, please no!” the soldier babbled, legs kicking uselessly at the air, and Zerrex rose 

a finger to his lips, shushing him. The soldier took the hint, falling quiet as he clung to the rocky, 

twisted wrist of the Drakkaren, staring into his eyes with horror… and then the reptile 

concentrated, and his eyes glowed green before the soldier went slack in his grip, drooling 

stupidly. 

The lizard tossed him aside for now, then he approached the elevator doorway and tore it 

all the way open, glaring at Lone, who curled his tail between his legs and tried to shrink himself 

down against the wall. Then he yelped when a tentacle wrapped around his waist and tore him 

off the rails, pulling him easily past Zerrex to drop him on his rear in the room, and Mahihko 

followed a moment later by himself, anchoring his feet against the wall before kicking off, 

sailing through the passageway and then almost falling… but he just caught the ledge, and 

Zerrex easily reached down and hefted him up by the scruff of the neck, the little wolf beaming 

as he was set inside with a bit more gentleness. 

Zerrex‟s right hand slowly returned to normal as he motioned for Lone to shut up from 

where he was whining loudly, and then the lizard crouched in front of the Dominated soldier, 

asking him clearly: “Where‟s the President‟s office?” 

“Next floor up… but there are guards, patrols, soldiers…” the male mumbled, nodding 

stupidly before he looked up and added: “Only way up is by the stairs… but you need a key, and 

only the big guys have the keys…” 

Zerrex nodded a bit, then he murmured: “Sleep,” and gently pushed the soldier down on 

his back when he immediately began to do so. He didn‟t like the sound of what they were getting 

into… and he made a face before he headed for the only door leading out of the circular waiting 

room as Lone checked over his revolver anxiously, saying finally: “We‟d better get going. Keep 

your eyes out and ears open.” 

The lupines nodded, and they followed the Drakkaren quietly and carefully as they made 

their way through a twisting catacombs of hallways. The offices on this floor all belonged to 

very important people, Zerrex noted: VPs, CEOs, other combinations of capitalized letters he had 

never seen before… and then he winced when they opened a door at the end of a hall to a large, 

plush room where a patrol of five guards was standing, one of them looking up stupidly from 

where he was crouched by a vending machine. 

Immediately, the Drakkaren ran towards the nearest, slamming his cane down… but the 

soldier brought up his arms and blocked it with a strained grin, his arms hissing in a way that let 

the reptile know they weren‟t flesh-and-blood before he threw them wide, knocking the reptile‟s 

cane back before he punched Zerrex hard enough to stagger him, blood bursting from his nose. 

Another soldier immediately tried to tackle the lizard from the side, but Zerrex slammed his right 

elbow down into his head in mid-lunge and knocked him senselessly to the ground, before he 

flicked his cane forwards at the first soldier he had attacked: a grizzled-looking bear with a scar 

on his face and a white glass eye. 

The bear blocked it with his arm… and then Zerrex brought a kick up into the bear‟s 

stomach, but it barely fazed him, only knocking him back a step before he swung in close… and 

Zerrex dodged the punch, but then stepped forwards and slammed his knee up into his crotch, 

and the bear‟s real eye went wide as his features paled and he gagged, and Zerrex clutched into 

his shoulder as he muttered: “No substitute for the real thing there, huh? Well, looks like you can 

get one now.” And with that, he shoved him easily over onto his back. 

Mahihko had already entered into melee with another of the soldiers, hammering at his 

legs with multiple strikes of the hoops in his hands after easily disarming him. The soldier wasn‟t 



laughing at the little wolf anymore, wincing and cursing as he brought his arms up to try and 

defend himself from the small male‟s fury, and then his eyes bulged when Mahihko swung both 

hoops forwards and snagged him by the muzzle, one on either side of his maw and firmly 

pinching them together, before the little wolf tore them free as his large paws ran up the soldier‟s 

chest before one of them slammed into his chin as the lupine performed a full-rotating bicycle 

kick. 

Mahihko landed neatly in a crouch as the soldier fell on his back, before he looked up in 

surprise as another soldier aimed at him with a rifle, snarling… and then the soldier howled in 

pain when Lone grabbed him by the lower sides, funneling electricity into him and causing his 

body to jerk back and forth stupidly before he fell forwards, smoking a bit. And then Lone 

grinned, motioning at the two soldiers he‟d taken out and saying cheerfully: “Hey, their guns 

didn‟t blow up this time!” 

Zerrex looked at him mildly, but he didn‟t bother arguing: Lone was catching on fairly 

quickly to channeling his powers, and hopefully soon he‟d learn how to not kill the people he 

grabbed. Plus it was a pretty stupid maneuver: if they ran into anyone with a half a brain, they‟d 

shoot first and ask questions later instead of attempting to grapple with the masculine wolf that 

looked way too sure of himself. 

Then he shook his head, looking at the unconscious form by his feet and wondering if he 

should even bother checking the body… and he made a face before walking over to a sign posted 

on the wall, muttering the directions under his breath and then opening the double doors next to 

it as he called to the wolves: “This way.” 

They entered a long hallway… and Zerrex didn‟t bother trying to hide from the cameras 

that were swiveling back and forth slowly along the ceiling, figuring someone must have seen 

them by now. He looked back and forth with a frown as they made their way down the hall, 

wondering why they weren‟t facing more resistance… and then the door at the end of this 

hallway opened, and a Dragokkaren soldier in thick black armor rose a gatling gun towards 

them, and Zerrex winced. Yeah. That figures. 

The reptile created a thick wall of energy and immediately began to charge forwards as 

the Dragokkaren opened fire, anchoring himself as the gatling gun blasted round after round into 

the blue wall. Behind him, Mahihko and Lone both squeaked and cowered, and Zerrex winced as 

cracks spread through his shield under the constant fire of the huge automatic weapon, drawing 

his cane back in one hand with a snarl before the concentrated, and the wall of blue energy 

solidified as it shrank down to become a circular shield on his left arm. A few bullets flew past 

this, one of them scratching Zerrex‟s shoulder… and then the Drakkaren smashed the shield out 

to knock the gatling gun out of the Dragokkaren‟s hands as he stabbed his cane forwards towards 

his throat. 

The Dragokkaren caught it with a grunt, massive muscles flexing beneath his armor as it 

trembled, barely held in place only inches away from his neck… and then Zerrex threw himself 

forwards in a shoulder-charge that knocked the Dragokkaren back another step before he fired 

the disc of energy on his arm into his gut. It tore straight through the Dragokkaren, and the 

armored soldier staggered backwards before he fell mindlessly over, his helmet falling off to 

reveal dull eyes and a large, ugly scar that told Zerrex he‟d been implanted with a mind-control 

microchip. 

Another massive Dragokkaren was lumbering towards them already from around a 

humongous, ornate staircase, and Zerrex looked back and forth before he picked up a stone bust 

of Tobias Wulfe on a display stand and he threw it hard at the soldier. The twenty foot giant 



didn‟t try to deflect it, but the stone shattering against his face and breaking his cheekbone didn‟t 

even stagger him, and Zerrex cursed before a gunshot rang out beside him, and the Dragokkaren 

paused in mid-charge, taking a slow step backwards before he finally fell over with a large, 

gaping hole where his eye had been. The reptile slowly looked to the side, and he was surprised 

to see Mahihko, the rifle trembling a bit now as he worked the lever to chamber another round 

before slipping it back onto his back, and Lone stood up from where he‟d been pressing against 

the little wolf‟s back, anchoring him in place to avoid him from getting blown off his feet by 

firing the rifle. “Sorry, little guy.” 

“It‟s okay. They‟ve suffered since the Great War, probably… they didn‟t need to suffer 

any more.” Mahihko said quietly, and Zerrex nodded slowly, patting him gently on the shoulder. 

They had no memories, just programmed subservience that let them use and abuse their bodies in 

ways that would kill a normal person… and it infuriated and saddened Zerrex that still these 

servants were obviously sold on the black market like toys between corporations. They were 

relics from the Great War, Dragokkaren Enforcers who had displeased or failed Narrius… and 

who had been sentenced to a fate worse than death that left them as less than slaves. 

Zerrex figured these were probably some of the „big ones‟ that the soldier before had 

been talking about… and he knelt, checking the belt of the Dragokkaren he‟d taken down before 

he found a keycard, labeled „91F.‟ The reptile tilted his back and forth, and then he slowly 

walked around the dead body and up the stairs to a pair of ornate, gold-plated doors with the 

Wulfe logo emblazed on each in obsidian, „WULFE ENTERPRISES‟ in sprawling letters made 

of silver above the doors. 

The Drakkaren frowned as he realized there were two keycard readers, and he glanced 

down at Lone, saying quietly: “Go check that other body, will you? There should be another 

keycard.” 

Lone nodded, not arguing: it seemed like Mahihko‟s obvious gloom was diminishing his 

own cocky attitude greatly, and he quickly ran down the stairs to check the dead body as Zerrex 

examined the scanner system, and then he touched the huge doors for a moment before cursing 

and drawing his hand back, his fingers smoking slightly and a few charred scales falling off. Not 

only did they have a layering of iron through them, they were blazing hot… and when Lone 

came back up the stairs, the reptile just hoped the keycards worked. 

Zerrex gave his keycard to Mahihko, who looked confused for a moment before the 

reptile said mildly: “You two have to use the keycards at once to unlock the doors.” 

The two nodded immediately, and Lone grinned as Mahihko rose his card, the masculine 

wolf‟s own raising automatically as he said: “We‟ll have it open in just a second, Boss. Don‟t 

you worry your pretty… head.” 

He turned around and stared as his arm seemed to work on its own, whatever strings 

connecting the two working their magic as they slid the keycards through the scanners in perfect 

synchronization, and the doors beeped before both slowly slid apart into the walls. And 

immediately, they were greeted by four armored wolves that charged out, their fur shaggy and 

pure white and hanging out of their armor, all of them equipped with submachine guns and stun 

rods as two of them made immediately for Zerrex. 

The reptile leapt backwards with a wince: one of them had silver streaks in his fur, and 

the other an eye-patch; and the one who went for Mahihko had a cross tattooed upside down on 

his cheek while the one attacking Lone was lither and more-athletic than the others. Three of 

them, apart from Patch, were wearing scanners on their faces with the single visor over the eye, 

and Athletic had a stun rod in either hand and wasn‟t wearing the heavy vests and plates over the 



shoulders and upper arms, and instead he had suspenders on. All four of them, on the other hand, 

were wearing shin-guards and elbow-guards and oddly-shaped helmets, and when Zerrex‟s eyes 

roved over them again, as he slipped between the two trying to attack them to grab their heads 

from behind, he realized they were clones.  

Patch and Silver, however, easily twisted around, each gracefully grabbing the 

Drakkaren‟s wrist before they jerked him through the air with surprising strength and slammed 

him back-down into the stairs to crunch them inwards with his body and pin him, the reptile‟s 

cane flying from his hand before they both stabbed him with the electrical rods in their hands, 

and the reptile cursed loudly, electricity flowing through his body before he grabbed the shins of 

the wolves and channeled it back into them. They both howled in pain, and then Zerrex stood up 

and dragged the two into the air, spinning violently around with them before he slammed them 

both face-first downwards… and they somehow both caught themselves on their hands before 

both of them slammed a foot into Zerrex‟s chest, and he tripped over the crater he‟d already 

made in the stairs before falling backwards, and this time the stairs shattered completely beneath 

his body and he fell to the ground below with a grunt of pain. 

Athletic, meanwhile, ducked under Lone‟s simple grab and slammed the stun rods one-

two-one-two into his stomach, the masculine wolf gagging hard before Athletic spun around and 

leapt upwards, the stun rods windmilling under Lone‟s chin and knocking him flat on his back in 

a daze. He blinked and groaned, then winced when Athletic stabbed him in the gut with both 

rods… before he grinned as electricity flowed into him and restored his strength, and he 

slammed both paws hard upwards into Athletic‟s stomach, knocking him staggering backwards 

with a grunt of surprise before Lone jumped to his feet and slammed a fist forwards… then 

yelped and staggered backwards with Athletic blocked it by crossing the stun rods in an X, 

snarling at him furiously. 

Mahihko was down to only one hoop, the other on the ground below as he was backed to 

the edge of the balcony at the side of the stairs by Tattoo, who was snarling and leaning 

forwards, stun rod held with the point towards the ground before he blocked as Mahihko tried to 

slash inwards, and then he reached out and grabbed the hoop with a grin as he rose the stun rod 

like a dagger… and Mahihko immediately grunted and leapt forwards, swinging his lithe body 

on the ring like it was hanging from a rope instead of an arm, and Tattoo looked surprised as the 

wolf swung by him before Mahihko gracefully twisted his body as he reached the banister, 

kicking off it just as Tattoo let go and turned around and slamming bodily into the larger wolf, 

knocking him staggering backwards in surprise. The little wolf fell to the ground as Tattoo 

swiped viciously outwards, and then he swung a leg forwards in a hard sweep that knocked 

Tattoo over onto his ass, his head rapping painfully against the wall before Mahihko swung 

forwards… and Tattoo blocked the attack with his arm before he smashed Mahihko across the 

face, sending him down with a bloody nose as he screamed in pain. 

Mahihko whimpered, trembling as Tattoo got up behind him… and then the little wolf 

snarled before he turned around, and his eyes blazed as his body grew larger, Tattoo‟s cocky grin 

slowly fading from his features as the once-tiny wolf became a lumbering, fifteen foot goliath of 

muscle that was towering over him, the stretchy Hez‟Ranna uniform clinging tight to his body 

and making every chiseled muscle stand out in perfect definition as he snarled furiously down at 

Tattoo… and then he simply grabbed his shoulders and squeezed, and Tattoo screamed 

wordlessly, his head shaking back and forth before his collarbone snapped like a twig, and he 

trembled violently before going limp in Mahihko‟s hands, and the now-huge wolf roared as he 



hefted his body above his head before he threw him across the room to smack sickly against a 

wall and collapse dead to the ground below. 

Lone and Athletic were both gaping in shock… and then Lone looked stupidly back and 

forth before he simply grabbed the back of Athletic‟s head and pumped as much voltage into him 

as he could, and Athletic screamed, dropping his stun rods before he slumped in the wolf‟s grip, 

his eyes sunken into his head and smoldering as his mouth and nostrils leaked smoke. Then he 

dropped him with a look of distaste as Mahihko slowly shrank back down to normal size, and the 

big wolf immediately ran over to his smaller companion, asking quickly: “Are you okay?” 

Zerrex, meanwhile, had been pincered by the two beneath the stairs, the wolves standing 

on either side of him with dark grins on their faces… but then the Drakkaren swung his right fist 

out, and it shattered through the stun rod one of the wolves attempted to block with to smash in 

his cheek, Patch stumbling before Zerrex followed up with a hard uppercut from his left that 

literally lifted Patch into the air before smashing his skull against the ceiling, helmet shattering 

and knocking the wolf likely into coma as Silver staggered backwards in surprise, dropping his 

stun rod to go for his submachine gun. But Zerrex simply turned and lashed out his left hand, and 

a pair of bone-fanged tentacles shot out of his arm and wrapped tightly around Silver, 

constricting his arms to his sides as he howled in pain, and the Drakkaren lifted him into the air 

with a look of distaste before he snapped his left arm hard backwards, and Silver was flung 

literally through the stairs, smashing out of the hole Zerrex had made as the tentacles withdrew 

rapidly from around him, and he flailed wildly in the air for a moment before he fell to the 

ground with a sick crunch, and he twitched a few times before he ceased moving entirely. 

 Zerrex sighed as he retrieved his cane, and then he glanced up to see both Mahihko and 

Lone checking over submachine guns at the top of the broken stairs… but he wasn‟t about to 

complain. He made a face as he walked up the broken stairs, hopping the large gap in them and 

landing awkwardly on all fours, and then he crawled quickly forwards with a wince as another 

stair gave away with a groan. “Bastards were strong.” 

“No shit.” Lone muttered in agreement, and then he frowned when Zerrex ducked and 

carefully removed the helmet from Athletic‟s skull, saying sourly: “What, you gonna make fun 

of me for a cheap kill?” 

“Couldn‟t see either of you, I was busy getting my ass handed to me.” Zerrex muttered, 

inspecting the dead wolf‟s features. Same kind of build as… Vampire, actually, similar rugged 

look to the fur, but pure-white in coloration… no way… “Goddammit… these aren‟t just clones. 

They‟re clones of Arctic Dire Wolves, a dead species.” 

“They‟re clones?” Lone said stupidly, and then he blinked when Mahihko whimpered a 

bit, looking at him dumbly now. “What?” 

“Lone, that‟s what we‟re descended from!” Mahihko said quietly, and Lone blinked 

before he nodded with a slow frown, and the little wolf asked weakly: “Do you think…Tobias… 

is trying to make a better… better…” 

Mahihko broke off, and Zerrex didn‟t blame him as he reached a hand down to squeeze 

his shoulder gently, soothing the small wolf‟s trembles as he murmured: “We‟ll find out. I 

promise.” A pause, and then he said coldly: “Come on. We‟d better move in.” 

The 91
st
 floor, thankfully, was not all that complicated: there was the single hallway with 

doors on either side of it labeled things like: „Meeting Hall A-1‟ or „Primary Executive 

Boardroom,‟ and at the end of the hall, two massive wolf clones that were at least the same 

height as the gigantic Dragokkaren soldiers, both of them burly and covered in muscle, and 

grinning darkly as the others approached. They were wearing black suit jackets and dress pants 



with expensive shoes on their feet and gray silk shirts, and both also had scanning devices on 

their heads as the ragtag group of three stopped in front of them, and one of the massive wolves 

boomed: “Do you have an appointment?” 

Zerrex exchanged a look with both Mahihko and Lone, and then the two wolves rose 

their submachine guns as the giants looked surprised: this obviously wasn‟t the way it was 

supposed to happen, they obviously weren‟t supposed to resort to such a crude means of 

violence… and then the two small wolves opened fire into the faces of the clones, and although 

the rounds were small and the giants survived quite a few shots with the sheer density of their 

mass, neither got their huge hands up to protect their faces in time, and by the time the clips were 

empty, both of the humongous lupines were laying in their corners, blood-soaked and dead, and 

the door to the President‟s Office was unprotected. 

Mahihko and Lone tossed their guns down with looks of disgust as Zerrex pushed the 

door open, and they walked into a room with a forty-foot high ceiling, shaped like an enormous 

octagon. The walls were covered with shelves full of books, files, and reports, everything neatly 

organized chronologically and subdivided into alphabetical order, and the floor was white and 

black tile that was patterned to form the Wulfe Enterprises insignia. Curtains were drawn over a 

huge set of windows, and Zerrex heard thunder before lightning flashed outside, and he heard the 

sound of the rain pattering weakly against glass: no doubt in the city it was a hard rain, but up 

here they were so close to the clouds that there was little force for gravity to add to it. 

A desk sat alone, cold and desolate, near the windows and a high-backed leather chair 

that was abandoned… and on the desk, there was nothing but a control panel and a golden trophy 

of some kind. Zerrex let Mahihko and Lone wander towards it as his own eyes checked out the 

huge row of monitors that dominated one wall, with a control panel beneath this… but all the 

monitors were displaying at the moment was static. Beside the rows upon rows of monitors was 

a glass elevator, the doors standing invitingly open… and Zerrex knew they were expected, and 

instinctively that Wulfe would not permit security forces into his home… but that a trap was laid 

nonetheless for them upstairs. 

Lone sat down in the leather chair as Mahihko whimpered, but the masculine white wolf 

ignored him as he pilfered through the drawers, tossing stuff out onto the desk: files, charters, a 

calendar, a box of cigars… clutter, for the most part. Lone stuck one of the cigars in his muzzle, 

but when Zerrex looked at him darkly, the wolf spat it out and cleared his throat… and then he 

tapped a button on the control panel, and he smiled grimly when three monitors rose out of the 

desk, forming a semicircle before the desk in front of him flipped over to reveal a hidden 

keyboard. “Just give me a few seconds…” 

Lone tapped a few commands into the keyboard, biting his lip… and then he grunted and 

muttered: “My old access codes still work… they must have never been deleted from the 

network. It‟s a back door into their security system, I think I can get into Father‟s…” Lone 

closed his eyes tightly, and then he murmured: “Tobias‟s… personal files if I try to go through 

the decayed encryptions… yeah, here it is.” 

Lone tapped a few commands in… and then he brightened as he found a file before he 

said quickly: “Dude, video footage of their demon experiments, and there‟s a lot of it… here‟s a 

clip, I‟ll see… yeah, here we go.” 

Zerrex began to walk around the desk, and then the monitors on the wall flickered before 

they all began playing the same movie, showing several scientists clustered around eight genetics 

capsules plugged into some kind of huge machine. It whirred, and the two rows of capsules half-

lowered with a buzz, and the Drakkaren could see demons inside of them covered in wires as a 



cold voice said: “Experiment No. 5041-A. Docking procedure is completed and subjects have 

been anesthetized. Preparations are complete and we are beginning the experiment.” 

The three watched as the machine revved up… and then the demons all twitched and 

trembled before electricity shot over the machine, and the cables that were hooked up to it 

glowed and flooded towards another machine. It beeped, and several needles on meters began to 

rise quickly as a voice said gleefully: “It works, it works! Experiment is a success… we have 

marginalized the body instabilities created by bioelectrical gathering and we can now harvest 

demonic energy straight from their bodies… look! Look at how much power we‟ve gathered, the 

generator works!” 

Then the clip ended, and the screens became static again as Zerrex snarled, and Mahihko 

trembled in horror. They had gone now from harvesting demons to create crystals… to literally 

using them as batteries. The reptile looked at Lone, who shook his head in disgust, and then he 

asked coldly: “Can you transfer this to another network?” 

“No… it‟s all in a closed server.” Lone said quietly, and then he looked at the armlet on 

Zerrex‟s forearm, saying slowly: “But maybe… you wanna come over here?” 

The reptile did so, ready to do anything to get the information to Balthazar, and he let 

Lone tap in a command… and then the Drakkaren stared when the disc on the nanotech armlet 

whirred before a small compartment near the top popped open and Lone drew a simple cable 

ending in a USB connector out, grinning a bit as he plugged this into the desk. Then the armlet 

began to whirr again loudly, Lone whistling as he tapped commands into the computer. “Fuck, 

this thing is sucking up files faster than Mahihko guzzles dick. You got yourself  a hell of a toy 

there, Boss… all I had to do was ask it to do a file transfer and off to the races we went.” 

Zerrex grunted in agreement as Mahihko peered curiously at it, and then the little wolf 

looked down at his single hoop, saying embarrassedly: “Daddy, I left my other hoop behind.” 

“It‟s okay, Mahihko. We all lose things from time to time.” Zerrex said softly, and 

Mahihko blushed a bit as he nodded, rubbing a paw against the ground. Then the Drakkaren 

turned his eyes back to Lone, asking mildly: “How long is this going to take?” 

“Not long at all now… just wait a few more seconds. I‟m putting a few of the server‟s 

protocols into infinite loops that will cause it to crash or blow up once we‟re finished… the 

server will heat up until it literally goes to hell in a handbasket.” Lone muttered, tapping codes 

quickly into the computer before he nodded and unplugged the armlet, and the cable retracted 

immediately into the device and the compartment closed. For a few moments, the disc whirred 

loudly… and then it slowly halted, and Zerrex looked at it slowly for a few moments before 

Lone said quietly: “I‟m ready to go, Zerrex.” 

“Me too, Daddy. Let‟s go… see father.” Mahihko said finally, and the Drakkaren nodded 

before the three headed for the private elevator, as the desk sparked behind them before bursting 

into flames. As the elevator began to slowly ascend, they watched as the curtains caught, and 

then the files… and then it was out of sight as they reached the open main room of the Wulfe 

Penthouse. 

It was much like the office below, except there was a spiraling staircase on one side of 

the room leading up to another floor, and there was no Wulfe insignia underfoot, but instead a 

carpet. The ceiling was ridiculously high, however, and there were bookshelves on either wall… 

except the sectioned, gigantic window-wall here was not covered by curtains, looking out onto 

the rainy skies of Lunis and the city below, low clouds like mist sweeping over the enormous 

skyscrapers that had no hopes of ever competing with the monstrous tower they stood in now, 

looking instead like rocks and crags standing tall out of a sea, not a city. 



Standing behind a desk that had only a little more clutter on it than that below, was 

Tobias Wulfe. He was standing with his back to them, his gray-furred hands laced together 

above his tail, and then he slowly looked over his shoulder with disgust at Zerrex and the two 

lupines, turning slowly around. He wore a charcoal suit with broad shoulders, a crisp white shirt 

beneath the dress jacket and a crystal choker in the shape of the Wulfe insignia at his throat… 

and Zerrex snarled. It had a backing of platinum, but the crystal was undoubtedly demonic in 

origin. 

His eyes were cold and gunmetal grey: they had no compassion, no love, no brightness in 

them. They were the eyes of a person too damned to fear anything and too monstrous to care if 

he was, too self-absorbed to see the world from any point of view but his own. His fur shared his 

age, ancient and grey now instead of pure white, and his features had become twisted with his 

sins over time, part of his face looking frozen… but when he smiled, there was a hideous 

command to it, and his teeth were perfect and bleached white, as metal and fake as the rest of 

him. And then he said, in a voice filled with contempt, his tone strong and cultured: “Lone. Look 

at you, all grown up, and hanging out with demons and… what is that… thing by your side?” 

He gestured with distaste, silver cufflinks clinking, at Mahihko… and the little wolf 

trembled violently before he said in a weak voice: “Dad… it‟s me. I‟m…” He reached up and 

touched his own lithe, little chest. “I‟m Lone too, sort of. This is the body I was reborn in, when 

Zerrex saved my life… I tried to tell you, but they never would let me talk to you… Dad, tell me, 

what are you doing? Why are you doing all this?” 

“Oh, really?” Tobias tilted his head, narrowing his eyes… and then a cold smile spread 

over his face. “Yes, I remember now, my secretary sent me a note about it. You left her a 

detailed story I thought was all make-believe lies… but no, I see the resemblance in your faces 

now, and the signature grey eyes of our species… my species, rather, since you two are nothing 

but failures.” 

“I am not a failure!” Lone shouted suddenly, stomping his paw down hard on the ground 

as he looked at Tobias with teary eyes. “Why do you always call me that? Why did you always 

treat my sister and me like shit? Why did you do what you did to Mom? Answer me, you 

bastard! And treat me with respect for a change!” 

Tobias looked unruffled, but there was a slight tensing to his body as he stepped away 

from the window, walking over to sit down in his leather chair as he said in a calm voice: “Lone, 

your temper is flaring up again. Restrain yourself or I‟ll do it for you.” He paused when Lone 

snarled, and then he snapped his fingers, and six panels opened in the ceiling to allow turrets 

with short barrels large enough to hold anti-tank shells to take aim at them, lowering quickly 

from the roof. “And you are a failure. You were such a failure I had to send you out doing door-

to-door sales, and remove you from the company records and my own will. Of course, now that 

you‟ve destroyed my six Facsimiles, I‟ll have to create more… the first batch only serve as 

supersoldiers, but are far too inadequate to rule a corporation. 

“Do you see where you are? Trapped like vermin, after such a struggle to get to me.” 

Tobias said coldly, and then he shook his head slowly, saying in a distasteful voice: “And you 

did a sloppy job of getting in here, too. You triggered a silent alarm at the low-level employee 

entrance and you never stopped to wonder whether or not my soldiers were equipped with pulse-

rate monitors. One soldier‟s pulse acting up is likely a glitch, but two becoming erratic or dead is 

an event… and three is a security breach.  

“You came in here like children, clamoring for attention and making noise, and at any 

time I could have dropped my entire security force upon you and have you all torn to shreds.” 



Tobias said disgustedly, flicking his wrist, and a monitor descended from the ceiling in front of 

the bookshelf, showing security footage of the three in their fight with the wolf clones. “I 

expected my personal bodyguards to exterminate you… but… they showed a distinct lack of 

class and strategy. I am, of course, impressed by your abilities… but only to the point where I 

would prefer to take you prisoner than have you killed and dissected for further analysis and 

experimentation.” 

Zerrex shook his head slowly, but he didn‟t speak, as Mahihko and Lone looked at their 

father for a few long moments… and then Lone murmured finally, his lower lip trembling: 

“You‟re a coward. I hate you.” 

Tobias merely shrugged with a cold smile. “So what? You three are trapped. You can try 

to run, but my security forces are waiting for you… and you can try to hide, but these cannons 

will blast you to pieces long before you can fight back.” 

Lone and Mahihko both trembled violently… and then Lone drew his revolver and 

snarled, firing off five shots as Mahihko slung his rifle off his back and dropped to a crouch, 

blasting off three shots. The smaller wolf‟s rounds tore through the turrets, sending chunks of 

metal hailing down as one of them exploded and the other two whirred uselessly, and Lone‟s 

rounds slammed into sensors and ammo drums, a couple of rounds uselessly denting the steel of 

the turrets and hitting the wall, but most of them slamming home and turning the turrets into 

dented hulks. 

The last turret hummed as it prepared to fire on them, left undamaged in the wolf‟s 

assault, and then Zerrex flung a sphere of energy into it and blew it to pieces, Tobias making a 

face as he watched the barrel of the turret fly past his head and then shatter the window behind 

him, rain and wind blowing into the large room as he said darkly: “You‟re trying my patience.” 

“This is your fight. I won‟t interfere, even if things get bad.” Zerrex said quietly, and he 

patted both wolves on the shoulder as Lone‟s trembling hands fumbled to reload his revolver and 

Mahihko threw his rifle aside as tears ran down his cheeks, pulling his hoop off his hip. Then the 

two nodded in perfect timing as Tobias snarled in disgust… and then he stood up and pushed the 

chair away, stripping off his suit jacket. 

There were strange, glowing lights in his limbs through his crisp shirt… and then Tobias 

rolled the sleeves of this up, and Zerrex snarled in disgust. They were made entirely out of 

twisting coils of steel surrounding servomechanisms and glowing orbs of crystal that obviously 

powered most of the machinery that now made up his limbs, and then Tobias slowly stripped off 

the fur of his hands like gloves to reveal complex, perfect metal replicas of hands beneath… and 

then they clenched and flexed, and a terrible greenish electricity zapped over both his hands as 

the wolf said in a dark, vicious voice: “You think I‟m powerless? Then you‟re fools… I‟ve not 

only been stocking up on demons and demonic crystal for the times ahead, I‟ve been developing 

advanced technologies that I can comingle with the demon powers… to gain my own, 

everlasting strength. And like any good businessperson, I have allies who supply me with 

machineries that this world has never seen, and formulas like that which we use to turn demons 

into crystal… 

“No, I‟ll kill you two… and at least you won‟t be a failure forever, son, because I‟m draw 

out your essence and what little strength you have will feed mine.” Tobias clenched a mechanical 

hand into a fist, and then he grasped his desk and easily tore it out of the ground, lifting it above 

his head as he shouted: “Power and wealth are everything, and you won‟t take it from me!” 

He flung the desk hard forwards, and Mahihko and Lone leapt to either side, easily 

dodging it as Mahihko landed in a crouch and Lone slid to a halt against a bookshelf. Zerrex, 



meanwhile, simply caught the desk with a wince, stepping backwards before he shoved it 

down… and then he jackknifed it to sit back and watch the combat as Lone fired off three quick 

shots at Tobias‟s face with a wounded yell. 

The rounds simply bounced off a green, semitransparent shield, however, and Lone 

snarled as Tobias snorted in distaste, shaking his head in disgust. “Everyone has a gun these 

days, idiot. So of course I designed a countermeasure against them. I‟m invulnerable, Lone… 

and you, disgusting little midget. Just lay down and die now.” 

Mahihko trembled violently, and then he shook his head, even as he pleaded: “Please… 

don‟t you get it? It doesn‟t have to be this way, demons are people too, and-” 

“It‟s hopeless, he‟s nothing but a sack of shit!” Lone shouted furiously, even as tears ran 

down his face, and he charged forwards as he threw the revolver aside, electricity crackling 

around his hands before he leapt at Tobias… and the elder Wulfe easily reached up and caught 

him by the throat, Lone choking and gargling as the metal hand closed like a vise around his  

neck. 

“Demons are demons, and they can create a significant profit for me by being used as a 

naturally-occurring fuel resource.” Tobias said patiently, as if explaining something to a child. 

Then green lighting crackled over Lone‟s skull, and he went limp, his eyes staring at the ceiling 

as he hung from Tobias‟s fist as the ancient wolf‟s other hand crackled with green lightning, and 

he slowly began to bring it up towards Lone‟s face as he continued with soft venom: “The 

formula created a demand, opened up untold opportunities on the black market, and let me build 

facilities where demons are literally crushed down and converted into crystals, and now we can 

harness the bioelectricity of organisms to turn them into batteries… and demons, of course, make 

the very best ones. I created that, Lone. I created jobs. I rebuilt Lunis. But that doesn‟t matter 

anymore, because you aren‟t going to exist anymore now.” 

Tobias brought his hand up… and then Mahihko shot a blast of lightning he‟d been 

charging in his hand not at Tobias, but instead into Lone, who spasmed wildly before his eyes 

flickered open and he brought both paws up, slamming them into Tobias‟s face and sending him 

staggering backwards with a grunt, snarling as blood burst from his muzzle. He dropped Lone, 

who staggered away, coughing and grasping at his throat, and then Mahihko shot forwards, 

throwing his hoop hard at the staggered tyrant‟s features. 

Tobias easily caught it with a snarl, and then he grunted in pain as Mahihko literally ran 

up his body, grabbing the high-held hoop before he kicked off his chest and flipped through the 

air, Tobias staggering again before Mahihko spun around as he landed in a crouch and threw his 

hoop hard at the male‟s shin. His leg snapped backwards, and Tobias grunted as he fell forwards 

onto all fours… and then Lone stepped forwards and punted him hard under the chin, knocking 

him straight up on his knees for Mahihko to charge forwards- 

Tobias slammed an open palm out, and Mahihko was sent flying across the room before 

he turned and blasted Lone with green lightning, sending him some twenty feet away to smash 

into a bookcase and shatter the shelving, falling to the ground in a heap of heavy tomes. Then 

Tobias snarled in fury as he straightened, wiping at his dirty, tattered shirt as his arms flexed… 

and then Zerrex‟s eyes narrowed as he watched one of the crystals in Tobias‟s arm blink once 

before it faded out completely. Whatever else, the two wolves were using up his power supply… 

and Tobias seemed to recognize this as he tapped something into a panel on his arm, and a 

moment later he twitched before both of his hands burst into green fire, saying viciously: “Fine, 

I‟ll kill you both quickly.” 



“It‟s pointless…” Lone said raggedly, as he climbed to his feet… and Mahihko grunted 

as he did the same, but he was grinning painfully even as he clutched his ribs. “ Don‟t you get it, 

dear old dad? There will always be more of us… and if you kill us, our real father will blow you 

out like a fucking candle.” 

Lone looked over at Zerrex, and the Drakkaren smiled a bit… before Tobias turned his 

eyes to the reptile, looking infuriated. “That? That… disgusting old lizard sitting on the desk? He 

won‟t even help you in combat, and you call him father? I am your father, Lone, I am the father 

to both you and the miserable spawn you say is some … other you, and looks every inch the 

same failure you are!” He snorted, then he snarled as a sphere of greenish, terrible glow 

consumed his hand before he threw the green fireball at Zerrex, shouting: “I hold all the power 

here!” 

Zerrex made a face, and then he rose his right arm… and he winced when the fireball 

exploded, consuming the arm of his leather jacket and charring his shoulder and side and rapidly 

eating away at his scales… before he flexed the rocky, metallic substance beneath it, and a few 

chunks of rock fell away before the flames died out, and Tobias looked horrified as Zerrex said 

quietly: “Surrender, Tobias. There‟s no need for this cycle. They‟re your own offspring… he… 

is your own offspring. Stop now, and we‟ll treat you better than you ever treated any of the 

demons you lured in… I‟ve got a lot of questions I want to ask you, after all.” 

“Never. I just need a bit more power, that‟s all.” Tobias tapped at his arm controls 

again… and then he arched his back with a snarl, his fur bristling and his body flexing as his 

arms burst into green flame… but Zerrex saw another crystal flicker out as the wolf hissed before 

straightening, panting hard as he looked from Mahihko to Lone, who had both stepped back into 

the middle of the room, standing ready. “They promised me I had the strength to kill any 

demon…” 

“People lie.” Lone said quietly, and then he charged his own hands with electricity as 

Mahihko flexed before his size increased to match Lone‟s height, his muscles bulging against his 

uniform as more focused lightning glowed between his fingers. Tobias‟s arms continued to burn 

with eldritch flames, and then Mahihko and Lone traded a look, and Zerrex knew they had a plan 

before he watched as Tobias charged forwards with a roar. 

He clawed viciously at Lone, still intent on the wolf that looked most like his son… and 

Mahihko took the chance to get behind him and slam a fist into his back, at the same time 

unleashing a powerful electrical charge. Tobias shrieked in agony, but then he spun around and 

smacked Mahihko across the face, leaving a deep black burn on his cheek as the wolf stumbled 

away with a howl of pain. Lone tried to run in, but Tobias threw a fireball at him with his other 

hand, and the wolf dodged back before the flames struck the ground and created a wall of green 

flames, Lone cursing and covering his face. 

Mahihko staggered backwards as Tobias turned his full attention to him, and then he 

leapt and rolled to the side to avoid a savage claw, before Tobias grabbed a stone art piece off the 

wall. It burst into green flames when he touched it, and he hurled it at Mahihko… but the wolf 

lithely ducked despite his increased size, and it sailed over his shoulders and smashed out the 

window instead, becoming a green comet as it fell towards the ground. Rain and wind swept in, 

and static sparks burst off Mahihko‟s fur when the rain touched him, the wolf wincing before he 

picked up his hoop from the ground, and Tobias laughed before he reached forwards and seized 

it, then twisted and crushed it in his hand. 

The little wolf staggered backwards into the wet water, trembling… and then Lone 

shouted something from behind the eldritch wall of flame, and Mahihko looked down before 



punching both hands into the ground when Tobias stepped into the puddle. The wolf screamed in 

pain as lighting blasted up his loafer-covered paw and ripped over his body, and then he was 

slammed onto his back as Mahihko was hit by electrical recoil, cursing as it zapped over his 

body and he staggered out of the rain. 

Lone joined him, the eldritch flames gone, and Tobias groaned from where he lay on the 

ground, green flames licking the floor around him and spreading slowly before he stood up… 

and they flickered out as another of his crystals died. He looked down in shock at his arms to see 

only one crystal was left glowing… and he snarled, shaking his head in disbelief before he 

hammered the controls on his arms, and the green electricity faded completely away from them 

as he began to pant quietly and plain machinery kicked in, rasping: “Fine. We‟ll finish this like 

our ancestors did, with just our bare hands…  I won‟t let you stand in my way, not after 

everything I was promised…” 

Tobias straightened gamely, and Zerrex wondered what was powering the ancient wolf as 

he ran forwards… and this time Mahihko and Lone ran to meet him, and as he swung in hard, 

Lone ducked and slammed a fist into his gut as Mahihko grabbed his arm, and his hand settled 

on a rounded motor. Tobias tried to jerk free as he swung his other arm at Lone, but the 

machinery was no match for Mahihko‟s enhanced size and strength, and then he sent a jolt of 

electricity into the motor that fried it and caused Tobias‟s elbow to twist and buckle. 

He let out a howl of rage and despair, and then Lone jumped up into the air and twisted 

on his side before he slammed both feet into Tobias‟s ribs, and the old wolf was sent to the 

ground, skidding violently over the floor to smash into the wall amidst burn marks and a few 

weak flames. He trembled hard, breathing violently in and out, his one arm useless at his side… 

and then he snarled as he whispered: “You‟re just failures… pathetic losers… miscreants. You 

aren‟t even real…” 

“What?” Lone frowned as Mahihko stepped in close, and they both shivered at Tobias‟s 

grin, shouting at the same time: “Tell me!” 

“You were supposed to be perfect… but instead you were pudgy and weak…” Tobias 

whispered, as he pointed at Lone. “Don‟t you get it? How I hate you… you‟re worthless… and 

you were my son… and my most crucial experiment. In your mother‟s womb, we injected you 

with the cells of the ancient Dire Wolves… and only now you look like you should have… but 

yet it seems there was a division. 

“We used ancient genetic material recovered from the graves of their greatest heroes… 

heroes said to have supernatural powers. And I see now that there… it failed.” Tobias spat to the 

side, looking disgusted as Mahihko shook his head back and forth and Lone fell to his knees, 

whimpering weakly. “You‟re both demons… which means you, Lone, died. It‟s pathetic I didn‟t 

see it before… the genes were recessive, but genetic memory is absorbed into the soul and 

restored piece-by-piece when a person becomes a demon. My experiment failed because I see the 

weakling, disgusting, loser part of you has split away from the pure body that is nonetheless a 

failure… because I forgot to take into account personality and mind.” 

Tobias looked at them both, and then he looked at his damaged arm and he popped a 

hatch open to pull out the remaining functional crystal, and he clenched it tight in his fist as he 

grinned cruelly as green lighting sparked down his arm: “But it doesn‟t matter anymore, because 

now… we‟re all going to die together. This crystal has just enough energy left in it for me to 

trigger a self-destruct in my mechanical parts, and-” 

“Stop fucking talking!” Mahihko screamed suddenly, and his size doubled, then trebled 

as he tore his Hez‟Rannan uniform past its limits, the gargantuan wolf almost reaching the 



ceiling as he stomped a paw down on Tobias before he grabbed his mechanical arm and easily 

tore it off, Tobias shrieking in agony as Mahihko turned towards the window, and he flung it 

hard outwards, the whole window shattering as the arm flew through the air… and then exploded 

in a blast of emerald flame and light, lightning hammering the spot as the rain began to fall even 

harder… but the flames quickly faded as the electrical storm began to already wear itself out, the 

blasts steadily weakening. 

Zerrex climbed off the desk and walked slowly over to the wolves: the fight was 

undeniably over, as Tobias vomited blood and trembled weakly on the ground. His eyes rolled 

crazily in his head as his other mechanical arm hung loose and limp… and then Mahihko rose his 

arms with a roar to crush him, and the Drakkaren stared in shock before Lone shouted in a 

broken voice: “No!” 

Mahihko hesitated, Tobias screaming on the ground and shaking his head in denial as he 

kicked a leg weakly… and Lone lowered his head, tears falling from his eyes as he whispered: 

“No… no more killing. No.” He shivered, hugging himself tightly, and then he looked up at 

Mahihko and said weakly: “He‟s dying anyway… and… he might not be Dad, especially not 

anymore, but… but… can‟t we show mercy? Mahihko, don‟t become him… renounce him, 

denounce him, but don‟t become him…” 

Mahihko breathed hard in and out, his muscles flexing, his massive body bulging with 

muscle and his eyes glowing with hate… and then slowly, bit-by-bit, he shrank down, until he 

was just a small wolf again standing in clothes that had been stretched and torn, looking down at 

Tobias quietly before he gritted his teeth, booted him hard in the side, and then he ran past Lone 

to cling to Zerrex, shoving his face against his side and beginning to cry loudly. Lone looked at 

him silently, and then he pulled the handgun out of the back of his waistband, gazing at it silently 

before he looked down at Tobias as he coughed blood and looked at them with both fear and 

unrelenting hate. “It‟s over, Tobias.” 

“If I die… this company dies.” Tobias rasped, and then he snarled, adding viciously: “If I 

die, Lunis dies! And all the secrets go with me… it‟ll take years to reverse-engineer my 

machinery, and I‟ll die a martyr, a hero…” 

“No, you won‟t. And some things should stay secret… I‟m sorry…” Lone quietly took 

aim at Tobias‟s head, and the ancient wolf looked surprised for a moment before Lone 

whispered: “This isn‟t out of hate. It‟s to end your suffering.” 

A single gunshot. 

Lone closed his eyes, and he dropped the gun on the dead body of his father. Then he 

looked at Zerrex, who was gazing down at him quietly, and he asked weakly: “Did we… did I do 

the right thing?” 

Zerrex looked at Mahihko, who was crying harder now, and then at Lone… and he 

nodded slowly, murmuring: “He could never be helped or healed. He was dying… you didn‟t do 

it out of anger or resentment. And that‟s the right thing to do, because now he can‟t hurt anyone 

anymore.” 

“Was he my father?” Lone asked after a moment, and then he nodded slowly to himself, 

saying faintly: “Yeah, I guess he was… but… I guess that these days, that doesn‟t always count 

for a whole lot, huh?” 

Zerrex opened his mouth to reply… and then a mechanical voice announced: “Tobias 

Wulfe has been registered as terminated. This facility will self-destruct in five seconds.” 

The Drakkaren reacted immediately, wincing as he wrapped an arm around Lone and 

Mahihko, and he lifted them both easily into the air as he ran for the shattered window and leapt 



out into the air as the countdown reached two seconds… and exactly two seconds later, as Zerrex 

plummeted straight down the building, Mahihko clinging to him with clenched shut eyes and 

Lone‟s eyes wide as he howled in shock, there was a massive explosion above them before huge 

blasts rang out as both the top and the bottom of the building began to detonate at once, 

firebombs shattering windows and sending out enormous gouts of flame before the real 

explosions began in the subbasements, massive booms with little fire that turned even titanium 

into nothing more than dust. 

As the fiery explosions tore up towards them and raced down the building after them, 

Zerrex grit his teeth before his wings exploded from his back, and they flapped once before he 

arched his body hard, the strain immense as water sent ripples through the white energy that 

made up his angelic wings and he shot down the street, almost smashing into a cipher before he 

flew high, high, high up into the air as Lone whooped and Mahihko squeaked, both clinging to 

him as the little wolf stared and the masculine wolf forgot his sorrow for a moment with a gape 

of amazement, Zerrex only wincing as they shot through the air above the towering city and 

trying to lock on to a good place to settle down so they could find the hotel again… before he 

circled slowly as electronic billboards throughout the area flickered and the face of Tobias Wulfe 

appeared on all of them, and Zerrex circled a radio tower that had four massive screens mounted 

on it in all directions… and the reptile had no doubt that this was being broadcast on every 

television across Lunis at the same time. 

“People of Lunis, if you are watching this, then I have been assassinated by terrorists in 

my own building.” Tobias said calmly and coldly. “I know that they have set charges, but I do 

not know how powerful they are… but there may be a significant loss of life. As a precaution, I 

have wired security footage from my cameras into this recording, so you may see exactly who 

has perpetrated these crimes: I want them to come to justice, and even beyond the grave I will 

not rest until I know that you are safe from them.” 

“Fucker.” Lone snarled… and then the three watched as static tore the screen for a few 

moments before security footage began to play, but all that was visible was Tobias and a 

nondescript, shadowy head, the black and white footage not showing anything very clearly as 

Tobias said: “-nothing but failures.” 

The footage flickered to another camera, and they saw Tobias pick Lone up, but his 

image blurred when Tobias zapped him with electricity, and he started in on his monologue… 

and as they watched, they saw a miracle. Tobias‟s safety plan had failed, because of all his 

talking, because of his ego‟s need to make everything clear… and Zerrex smiled grimly as he 

looked down and saw a perfect spot behind an alley, even as Lone and Mahihko both closed their 

eyes as their ears rang with the sound of their dead father‟s voice… but they were comforted, at 

least, as the Father they had adopted slowly dropped towards the ground, until he landed and 

gently set them down, his wings vanishing. And when he looked from one to the other with 

concern and asked if they would be alright… Lone nodded quietly, saying finally: “Yeah… I 

think… we‟re going to be okay.” 

 

When they arrived at the hotel, it was in an uproar, people arguing in the lobby as the 

message from Tobias replayed again and again on television screens, and Zerrex and the two 

wolves were able to easily sneak to the elevator and ride it up to their room. Once there, Zerrex 

took out his satellite phone and looked over it curiously, wondering if he could somehow get a 

radio codec out on it… and then it rang in his hand, and the Drakkaren jumped before he looked 



at the screen for the caller ID, but it was blocked… and he hit the talk button as he extended the 

antennae, asking curiously: “Hello?” 

“Are you secure?” asked a calm voice, and Zerrex sighed in relief: it was Albatross, the 

one person he really wanted to talk to at the moment. The Dragokkaren on the other end 

obviously recognized the sound, and the Drakkaren could almost see him relaxing at the other 

end of the line as Albatross said flatly: “You did a really stupid thing.” 

“Had to.” Zerrex said mildly, and then he looked out the window: the streets below were 

in chaos, and ciphers labeled both „Police‟ and „News‟ were flying back and forth, taking 

pictures of the situation as they lynched an effigy of a wolf. “People seem a little bit upset. You 

got any news on the Wulfe warehouses and buildings? We seriously just got into the goddamn 

hotel room, took forever to get here through the mobs running around the streets.” 

“Lord Zerrex, one of the tallest structures ever built was just blown to pieces. The police 

forces are deployed all around ground zero, trying to keep people away…” He paused, and added 

quietly: “A lot of people died tonight.”  

Zerrex nodded slowly, looking down for a moment before he murmured: “I know, 

Albatross… believe me, much as I don‟t want to think about it, it just keeps coming to mind. But 

I need to know if they‟ve found Mercy, I… I need to know she‟s okay.” 

“Lunis military forces were deployed to the warehouses… several were destroyed, but 

they‟ve rescued a lot of demons. They‟re handcuffing them for safety reasons, but the military 

is…” Albatross paused as Zerrex walked towards the door. “You‟re about to do something 

stupid. I don‟t even have to be there, and I know you are.” 

“Mahihko, Lone, stay here. I‟m going to go get Mercy.” Zerrex said firmly, and the two 

wolves didn‟t even have a chance to argue as Zerrex left, reaching up to tear the left sleeve off 

his leather jacket so it now seemed more like a leather vest as he said darkly into the phone: 

“Albatross, that girl of mine is special to me. If anyone‟s laid a finger on her, I‟m going to rip 

their spleen out and feed it to them.” 

Albatross sighed on the other end of the phone as Zerrex stepped into an elevator, and 

then he said mildly: “Listen to me, then. Lunis‟s military was able to move in cleanly because 

most of the footage that‟s replaying is talking about the main building, and that‟s what blew up. 

People are rioting there and in the streets in the surrounding quadrants… but they aren‟t near the 

industrial district. To get to the warehouses, you‟ll need a vehicle.” 

Zerrex nodded, making a face as the elevator doors opened and he shoved his way 

through the crowd for the main doors. “Yeah, about that. I uh. Kind of can‟t drive a car all that 

well. I mean, I guess I could if I really had to, but… I just never learned.” 

“There‟s a parking garage beneath the hotel, find what you can drive there.” Albatross 

said dryly, and Zerrex nodded as he looked down, following the yellow arrows on the road 

around to a ramp that indeed was labeled „Underground Garage.‟ “You‟ll have to pass through a 

district waypoint, but from what I‟ve heard, a lot of them are abandoned at the moment. All 

police have been called away to help with keeping the crowds under control and from entering 

the building site, but there‟s so many people and the crowd‟s grown so thick and angry that even 

tear gas isn‟t working on them.” 

The Drakkaren grunted to show he was paying attention as he searched the garage, before 

his eyes settled on a motorcycle on the back of a pickup truck. Zerrex quickly yanked the gate 

down, then he climbed into the back and whistled as he inspected the motorcycle: red and white, 

a show-motorcycle with fortified parts and modified springs for big bumps and long jumps. He 

grinned as he turned it around, then he cradled the satellite phone between his neck and shoulder 



as he simply hefted the bike up, tearing it loose from the straps holding the tires in place on the 

back of the truck, and he walked out and hopped down to put it down and lean it against the 

vehicle. “Okay, got my ride, and got my instructions. Which way do I go from here?”  

“You‟ll be able to figure it out. I‟m getting a call from Lunis, I have to go.” Albatross 

said mildly, then he added: “Good luck, Lord Zerrex. I hope you find your daughter there.” 

“I‟m sure I will.” Zerrex murmured as the line clicked dead, and he closed the phone and 

turned it off as he approached the front of the truck, punching the window easily in and 

unlocking it and ignoring the alarm as he opened the door to lean inside. It mixed with the 

cacophony coming from outside, anyway, and he quickly yanked open the glove compartment, 

ignoring the small caliber handgun and instead settling his eyes on the keys to what he hoped 

was the motorcycle. When he returned to the motorcycle, he was rewarded with being right… 

and he grinned as it thrummed into life before he climbed onto the slightly-too-small bike and 

roared out and up the ramp. 

When he turned back onto the main street, he found Albatross was right: and forty 

minutes later, he passed through an empty checkpoint between city sectors. At first, he‟d lost a 

lot of time because people were crazed and shoved at him and refused to get out of the way of 

the giant lizard on the motorcycle… but here, the city streets were dead and empty. He ignored 

the alarms that went off when he passed through the scanner system, knowing the cops and 

military both had bigger issues to worry about… and then he simply followed the bright light 

that burned in the night. The rain had settled long ago, but the skies were dark and the lights 

were dim instead of bright in the industrial distract, where the buildings were only slightly 

shorter but often much wider: either warehouses stacked upon warehouses, or blacksmiths and 

other skilled laborers that were forced to practice their craft in this darker section of the country-

city that was Lunis. 

He twisted down a side street, and then he halted as three military officers held up their 

hands and approached him, all of them wearing heavy battle armor and carrying rifles. The 

middle frowned as he reached up to tap a button on his visor, and then he asked slowly: “What 

are you doing here?” He paused, then snarled and added shortly: “We have enough demons to 

deal with, thank you very much.” 

“And my daughter might be one of them.” Zerrex said coldly, deciding that he might as 

well be direct. He was in no mood for screwing around with rhetoric and lies, anyway. “She‟s 

supposed to be an ambassador, it‟s kind of a big deal that I get her back. Believe me, it‟ll go a 

long way between mortal and demon relations… and you help me here and I‟ll pay you back 

with whatever the hell you want, I just want to get in there and help, and see if I can find my 

daughter.” 

“Like I believe that for a second.” the middle one said, and then he frowned when one of 

the soldiers reached up and muttered something to him, and the soldier looked undecided 

suddenly. Zerrex glanced at the soldier on the left, and then the other on the right, who looked 

far-more-concerned with the explosions going on behind them then the demon on the bike… and 

then he finally shook his head and said firmly: “No. Go back.” 

Zerrex sighed, and then his eyes glowed green when he looked directly at the soldier, 

who blinked before he closed his eyes and shouted a warning. But then Zerrex simply grabbed 

his shoulders and slammed his head into the soldier‟s own, cracking his helmet and knocking 

him senselessly to the ground before he looked at the other two. The soldier on the right now was 

aiming at him, looking horrified… while the one on the left looked hesitant to bring up his rifle, 

and the Drakkaren glanced at him, asking quietly: “What would you do for your kids?” 



The soldier lowered his weapon, and then he nodded, pointing and saying curtly: 

“Captured demons are being corralled in warehouse six in the corner of this quadrant, near the 

stone wall. I‟d hurry if I were you.” 

“Thanks.” Zerrex nodded to him as he shot by on his motorcycle, and then he twisted the 

handlebars to the side and buzzed quickly down along a tall stone wall, his sharp eyes picking 

out a patrol standing at the corner of the back of a huge building. The reptile shot directly for 

him, knowing that there was no way the guard could miss seeing him coming… and then he 

skidded to a halt, the soldier looking stupefied before Zerrex shouted: “Where are the demons?” 

“Inside the building!” the soldier squeaked, obviously terrified out of his mind. Zerrex 

nodded, and then he paused and frowned as he looked to the side at a nearby explosion. 

“What the hell‟s happening over there?” he asked, and the soldier only shook his head 

before he tried to babble something, but the reptile simply reached down and plucked his rifle 

out of his hands, adding flatly: “Dude, don‟t even try. To me, you‟re just some nameless grunt, 

and I would rather not squish you, got that? So let‟s try this again… what‟s going on?” 

The soldier shook his head again, saying weakly after a moment as he looked up with 

panicked eyes: “They have… their weapons are too powerful. We know they don‟t have a lot of 

ammo but they‟re devastating our troops and… the demons, fuck, the demons, just look at 

them!”  

Zerrex frowned, and then he nodded slowly as he walked around the back of the building, 

glancing at a tall shutter before he bent down and grasped the edges of it… and with a mighty 

heave, he slowly forced it up several inches before lifting it slowly above his head, and when he 

let go, it slid down a few inches before locking into place, and the Drakkaren was left to look 

inside at all variety of shackled demons. 

He looked back and forth through the crowd of minotaurs, succubi, incubi, and a variety 

of other demons, so many of them in such horrible shape, covered in ugly wounds… and then, as 

he felt his hopes diminishing, he shouted: “Mercy!” 

He clenched his eyes shut… and then there was a rustling, and he looked up as his hopes 

flared before his eyes opened wide as Mercy staggered out of the crowd, wearing nothing but a 

ripped, patchwork dress, covered in bruises and new scars as well as old but smiling, she was 

smiling, and she threw herself at Zerrex, and he caught her and lifted her up and hugged her 

close, before he felt a tremble tore through him as he held her against him and she clung to him 

tightly, and he whispered raggedly: “Don‟t you ever run away again, little girl… don‟t you ever 

run away again. I‟m going to keep you safe now, though, I promise, I swear… and everything, 

everything is going to be okay…” 

He squeezed her close, gazing at her quietly and rocking her slowly in his arms… and 

then he opened his eyes again as she touched his face quietly, and he gazed out over the other 

demons: now that his pain was soothed, he could see theirs. He could see their scars, their 

wounds, and in a few cases, limbs that had been entirely removed… he could see how they were 

worn down and hurt and damaged… and then Zerrex looked at Mercy and he said quietly: “Wait 

here. I‟m through playing games, and I‟m going to go and show these bastards that demons look 

out for each other.” 

Mercy nodded quietly, and Zerrex left through the shutter before he passed the soldier. 

He paused, and then he said quietly: “Yeah, I looked at those demons. Now you look at them, 

and tell me when I get back whether they‟re monsters or if they‟re victims.” 

With that, he once more plucked the soldier‟s rifle out of his hands, and then he flicked it 

to full-automatic fire as he stormed towards the explosions, walking between the massive 



warehouses and ignoring the other soldiers that yelled at him but obviously didn‟t know what to 

do, until he reached the end of an alley where a dozen or so soldiers were hiding behind a 

makeshift barricade, most of them with broken armor and bleeding from various wounds. 

“Hey, who are you?” asked one of them, but Zerrex only grunted as he peered past the 

group towards the warehouse they were attacking. It was surrounded by a wall of flames, and 

Zerrex could see snipers in the windows with rocket launchers… and he made a face as he saw a 

multitude of dead Lunis troops scattered on the ground, many in pieces and most of the corpses 

on fire. He took a long breath as he looked at the building… and then he tossed the rifle aside 

and created a sphere of energy, the platoon of soldiers staring before the reptile threw it hard at 

one of the roosted snipers. 

It exploded, and then the sniper‟s rocket launcher went up, and the force of the blast 

knocked a hole in the firewall as a large chunk of the wall collapsed. Immediately, Zerrex leapt 

the barrier and ran forwards even as several minotaurs with robotic limbs and soldiers wearing 

Wulfe Enterprises uniforms stormed into the gap, and then he roared as his right arm warped and 

a blade exploded out of it, and the first minotaur in line staggered backwards in horror before the 

Drakkaren slashed him in half. 

In seconds, the reptile tore his way through the group and into the facility… and Lunis 

soldiers stared awkwardly back and forth in shock before white light exploded out of the crack, 

and there was a terrible, echoing boom, chunks of rock and metal hailing down from the sides of 

the building… and then Zerrex slowly walked back out of the gap, his left arm crackling with 

blue energy as he said coldly: “You can deal with whatever dregs are left, but that should take 

care of it… and now I‟m going to get my daughter and those demons and leave, is that 

understood?” 

No one argued… and Zerrex hopped the barrier again and brushed past the soldiers, the 

reptile looking back and forth as he headed back to the demons, and more importantly, Mercy: 

the daughter he‟d been waiting to save for so many years now, and now nothing was going to 

deny him making things as right as he could for everyone involved. Sure, he‟d sort of given his 

word he wouldn‟t squash any Lunis soldiers to Albatross… but he‟d still kick their asses if they 

got in his way. 

When the reptile returned to the warehouse, he circled back around to the open shutter 

and walked inside, and was promptly hugged by Mercy again. He hugged her back once more, 

glad to feel her body against him, the thick stitches on her muzzle rubbing along his chest and 

the chains around her wrists grinding against his scales, before he looked up at the other demons, 

who were nervously shuffling back and forth. Then he gently pushed her away and reached down 

to grasp the thick chain between the shackles on her arms, and he snapped it easily as he looked 

across at the other demons and said curtly: “I‟m going to get you all out of here. Mercy, how 

many of them are there?” 

Mercy looked at the group thoughtfully, and then she gave him a few numbers with his 

hands, and Zerrex nodded after a moment. About forty. “Do you think there‟s any others?” 

“Dead.” murmured a voice, and Zerrex looked to the side, at a goatling who was hanging 

his head low. He was wearing a torn sack around his waist for pants, and there were bruises all 

over his pale-skinned chest and arms, while his furred goat-head was ragged and unkempt. He 

finally swallowed and looked up as he said: “Most demons they captured they just put in the 

compactors or injected with something and put in the big batteries… us, they put to work as 

slaves until we were too weak, and then they threw us into the compactors too. They were 

making these…” 



The goat grasped at the bag around his waist, and then he slipped a hand through a ragged 

tear, the handcuffs around his wrists jingling before he pulled out a broken shard of crystal. 

Zerrex approached and took it, and demons murmured as he came in close, looking both nervous 

and exhausted as he examined the damaged crystal piece. He nodded slowly to the goatling, and 

then he said quietly: “I‟ll make sure these machines are destroyed, and anyone who‟s hiding is 

saved. But for now…” 

Zerrex muttered a short spell as he grasped the crystal shard tight, holding his other hand 

out, and a moment later his cane appeared in midair and the reptile easily grabbed it. Then he 

lowered it forwards and pointed it outside, even as a few Lunis soldiers poked their heads 

nervously around the open shutter, obviously not sure whether Zerrex was friend or foe… and 

then the eyes of cane glowed as energy crackled just outside, and a moment later it expanded into 

a dimensional rift, the Drakkaren saying clearly: “Go home, demons…” He paused, then looked 

at Mercy, who was smiling sadly despite knowing clearly what she had to do. “And you too, 

Mercy… you have to tell everyone what you saw here… and you‟re the only one I can trust to 

lead this lost flock to safety.” 

Mercy nodded, and then she dropped to a kneel… and the other demons did the same, 

Zerrex looking away before he said firmly: “Let‟s move, people, I can‟t hold this open all day!” 

Mercy stood, but she hesitated a moment longer before walking up and kissing her father 

on the cheek, the stitches on her lips rasping against his scales before she quickly headed towards 

the portal, and when she motioned to the others, they naturally followed. Zerrex held the portal 

open, feeling the strain growing on him by the moment even while using the staff, and he gritted 

his teeth, determined to hold on nonetheless until every demon was safely into the white vortex. 

Then, finally, he relaxed as the last demon vanished into the rift… and he sighed, 

slumping a bit as the Lunis soldiers hesitantly came inside, his eyes closed and his head lowered 

forwards… but when one of them started to raise their rifle, another quickly pushed it back down 

and hissed something at his companion, before Zerrex stood up and cracked his back, making a 

face. “What do you guys want? And why are you looking at me like I‟m supposed to be giving 

you orders or something?” 

“We uh… how are we going to explain this to the boss?” asked one finally, and Zerrex 

smiled a bit at this as he leaned on his cane, glancing at him with entertainment. “What?” 

“I don‟t think it‟ll be too much of a problem if you didn‟t see much of anything. Can‟t 

stop what you can‟t see.” Zerrex replied mildly, and then he simply walked out of the shutter and 

mounted the motorcycle, sighing as he looked up towards the sky and listening to the sound of 

distant gunshots as he murmured softly: “Everyone‟s got a duty to do, at the end of the day… but 

I‟ll see you soon, Mercy.” 

With that, the Drakkaren started the motorcycle and shot off back the way he‟d come, 

passing by a few soldiers and then tearing past the three on watch as he shot back out onto the 

road, his eyes half-closed as he drove through empty city streets. Since he highly doubted the 

police had managed to quash the rioters, he guessed that the mob was still centered around the 

collapsed Wulfe building… and he smiled grimly as he passed an electronic billboard that was 

torn with static instead of images of Tobias. They had managed to take that down, at least, and 

that would help some. 

The reptile was surprised to find that the streets were bare almost all the way to the hotel, 

however, and he made a face as he slowed in order to watch as three automated vehicles rolled 

by, all clearly labeled „Police.‟ The one in front had a huge, half-dome riot shield that was 

splattered with garbage and char marks, as well as three grenade launchers on arms on its back 



hooked up to a massive ammunition drum, and antennae and small radar dishes sticking out of 

the rear. The other two were smaller, about the size of the reptile‟s motorcycle, and balanced on 

three wheels instead of four: they both had some sort of large-barreled gun mounted on either 

side of their narrow front, which was shaped to withstand heavy blows or possibly to batter 

objects and people, slightly-rounded and flat as it was. They also both had intelligent eye 

systems instead of headlights, and these looked towards Zerrex and watched him for a moment 

as the reptile carefully turned off the road and headed back into the parking garage. 

He put the motorcycle back on the truck and closed the hatchback, figuring he might as 

well be nice… and then he winced as he realized he‟d left the keys in the ignition. He mumbled 

something about insurance, then awkwardly headed back to the streets… only to bump into one 

of the motorcycles, which asked in a robotic voice: “What are you doing?” 

“I was just… parking my motorcycle, so I can go inside?” Zerrex said dumbly, looking 

down at the machine. If there was one thing he hated, it was machines… and then he winced and 

flailed a bit when the motorcycle shone a blue light over him, scanning him quickly. “Hey, what 

the hell!” 

“Demon detected. Surrender peacefully or be terminated.” the motorcycle advised, but 

before it could signal an alarm, Zerrex stepped forwards and booted its smooth front hard with 

enough force to send it up on its back wheels, the machinery beeping in protest before the 

Drakkaren slammed a hard kick into its underbelly that visibly bent it and sent it flying into the 

wall of the building opposite, chunks of broken metal hailing down before the motorcycle tore 

loose from the dent its impacted had made in the structure and it fell to the ground. Zerrex 

huffed, then he winced and ran quickly around the corner of the hotel and fled inside. 

The lobby was stuffed with angry people, and Zerrex was jostled back and forth as he 

made for the elevator, the Drakkaren muttering under his breath about how he could kick the ass 

of a robotic motorcycle but he still got shoved around by a crowd of fat, rich, lazy people. He 

paused as he realized that wasn‟t entirely fair, and then he saw an opening that led towards the 

elevator and he quickly slipped through it, hammering the call button and slipping inside the 

moment the doors opened. 

He was surprised to find the hallway leading to his room was empty… and then his 

satellite phone rang, and the reptile looked down at his jacket stupidly before he answered it as 

he headed for the room, making a face as he realized he didn‟t have his keycard but patting at his 

pockets as if it would make it appear. “Hello?” 

“I heard you caused quite a stir.” Balthazar said mildly, and Zerrex cleared his throat a bit 

before the ferret asked in a gentler voice: “Did you find your daughter?” 

“Yeah…” Zerrex knocked at the door, looking back and forth, and then he leaned against 

it, adding quietly: “I helped her and… forty, I think we estimated, forty other demons get down 

to Hell. Not a lot, considering the expansiveness of the facility and the soldiers… but one of the 

demons said something about being compacted into crystal or used as batteries… and I‟ve got a 

lot of stuff here both you and Albatross will want to see.” He paused, then covered the phone as 

he shouted: “Mahihko, open the door!” 

“Room troubles?” Balthazar asked mildly, and Zerrex made an awkward sound, sensing 

the ferret‟s slight smile over the phone. “Not to worry. I heard that Hez‟Ranna will be picking up 

one of its… elderly ambassadors on the rooftop of that very same hotel shortly, as a security 

precaution with all the rioting. If I were you, I might want to get up there as soon as possible.” 

Zerrex nodded, and then Balthazar said in a softer voice: “But let me make one thing 

clear, Zerrex, just in case you haven‟t realized it yet. Lunis is a technological paradise, and 



Wulfe Enterprises made all the technology. Once those computers analyze that security footage, 

however damning it is of Wulfe…” 

“Oh crap.” the Drakkaren said stupidly, and Balthazar gave a sound of agreement. “Yeah, 

uh. I think I‟ll be on the rooftop. Hiding. Soon.” 

“Good. I‟ll meet you once you‟re outside of Lunis, Zerrex… good luck.” Balthazar said 

softly, and then the line clicked dead, and the reptile made a face as he folded the antennae down 

and closed it, slipping it into his pocket. Then he looked at the door and sighed as he felt at his 

pockets, muttering to himself before looking at his nanotech armlet and asking flatly: “Do you 

have a hacking device on there, by any chance?” 

The armlet beeped after a moment, then a soft mechanical voice murmured: “Voice 

command recognition activated. Initializing program… software found. Device manager 

detected and activated.” 

It started mumbling other things Zerrex didn‟t understand, and he sighed and muttered 

under his breath before the reptile brought a foot up and kicked the door hard, and the lock 

shattered as the door swung open and smashed into the wall, swinging back closed and hitting 

the reptile in the face when he stepped forwards and knocking him on his ass. He blinked 

stupidly, then mumbled under his breath as he got up and headed into the room, before he 

winced as he saw Lone laying unconscious on the ground. 

He hurried over to him and checked his pulse, looking around for Mahihko… but he was 

nowhere in sight, and since Lone wasn‟t dying, the Drakkaren decided that meant they had 

reconnected. But it had obviously taken a toll on their energies… and since their memories and 

emotions combined when they rejoined, he guessed that all the stress had knocked Lone for a 

loop. Zerrex was just glad it hadn‟t been Mahihko… and he headed into the kitchen to dig out a 

cheap plastic cup from the cupboards, filling it with water before he walked over and dumped it 

on the wolf‟s face. 

Lone leapt to his feet, looking back and forth in shock as his eyes bulged… and then he 

groaned and staggered, his legs trembling beneath him before he looked up at the reptile and 

mumbled: “Dad? Fucking shit. My head is pounding like… oh fuck.”  

“Come on, we need to get to the rooftops.” Zerrex muttered, and Lone nodded dumbly 

after a moment as the Drakkaren wrapped a steadying arm around him and guided him out into 

the hallway. They headed quickly down it to the elevator, and the Drakkaren hammered the call 

button, thankful that once more it opened quickly and was empty: he guessed that it would be a 

while yet before the lobby emptied of angry people, especially now with the automated patrols 

on the streets. 

They took the elevator to the highest floor they could, and then Zerrex led Lone through 

the plush hallways until they found a rooftop access: thankfully by now, at least, Lone had 

recovered somewhat, even if he looked mortified at being caught both unconscious and now 

without a weapon. They mounted the stairs quickly to a locked door, but Zerrex was able to 

easily snap the doorknob off, and when the locking mechanism fell out, the door opened on an 

empty helicopter pad. 

A cipher flew by, scanning the area as it began to lightly rain again… and the Drakkaren 

wondered if the helicopter would be able to land in this weather, but he figured that if Mahihko 

could drive one of the advanced choppers, a skilled pilot should be able to work in these 

conditions. He and Lone looked back and forth, Zerrex expecting something to go horribly 

wrong… and then he caught sight of a helicopter only a few blocks away: it used the same dual-



turbine system as the helicopter Mahihko had driven, but it had a longer body and much-larger 

thrusters. 

It touched down, and the doors opened, Dragokkaren soldiers motioning to them and 

shouting for them to get on, and Zerrex and Lone were all too glad to do so, wincing as they 

climbed out of the rain and it began to pour harder down. The chopper‟s turbines rotated 

furiously as it slowly lifted off the ground, thrusters working to keep them steady as the wind 

rocked the machine back and forth, and then they flew forwards low over the roofs of the 

massive skyscrapers that made up Lunis, and both Lone and Zerrex finally relaxed as 

Dragokkaren soldiers checked both of them for wounds, the wolf fidgeting and looking nervous 

but the Drakkaren recognizing the procedure and letting them go about their business. 

When they were done, they sat back on a bench at the wall opposite, looking a bit 

cramped as one of them said clearly: “Commander Albatross has instructed that we fly you 

directly to Los Paradiso, a resort town on the coast of Ire. There, you‟ll be meeting him and 

President Balthazar for debriefing.” 

Zerrex nodded, signaling an „okay‟ to the soldiers: he wasn‟t exactly in the mood to shout 

over the sounds of rain and wind whipping against the helicopter. Meanwhile, the armlet on his 

wrist was buzzing and clicking every now and then, and Zerrex only hoped he hadn‟t broken the 

goddamn thing… but by the end of the trip, it quieted, and the Drakkaren had to wake Lone up, 

who had fallen into snoozing quietly sometime shortly after departure. 

The helicopter landed in a place that was the opposite of Lunis: the pad they landed on 

was old, cracked cement that was layered with grass and beach sand, and when they stepped out, 

the only light was provided from the stars above. The soldiers offered flashlights when they 

jumped down, but Zerrex shook his head with a bit of a smile, although Lone took one if only so 

he could shine it over his face as he contorted it at Zerrex, and the reptile said flatly: “You‟re 

ugly enough as it is.” 

Lone huffed and muttered something, and then he shone the light ahead: they were near 

where grass become sandy beach, and the beach was long and obviously maintained, a few rakes 

standing out against the side of a shed marked: „Surf Gear.‟ Zerrex hated the beach… but he 

admittedly liked this place from what he saw, noting a few old surfboards stuck into beach and a 

bonfire crackling some ways down the length of the sand, surrounded by a few youths. He 

smiled a bit, then turned his eyes up the grassy path that led through… not what he‟d call a 

forest, but it certainly wasn‟t a field, either, and the reptile followed the two Dragokkaren 

soldiers along it, tossing a glance out at the ocean behind them, and then looking up at the stars, 

enthralled by their beauty and the mostly-full moon. 

They passed a few large log structures, a few lights still on in some of the windows and 

the overall look out front untidy but homey: Zerrex guessed it was probably the staff quarters. As 

they walked down the well-trodden path through the grasses, he looked back and forth and 

wondered how Marina and Cindy would like this place… Cherry, he knew, would have a fit the 

moment she found out what she missed. Not because she was big on nature… but more because 

she was big on anything that had to do with swimming, sand, and a resort with lots of people to 

terrify. 

They stepped out onto the road, and they looked up at the bright lights of a large resort, a 

bus parked out front and the massive, tall-standing tower of the resort shaped like a U, sitting on 

a base shaped more like a clover. Standing outside were Ire special agents and soldiers from 

Hez‟Ranna, the special agents doing their best to not look intimidated by the gigantic reptiles and 



their huge rifles as the pair of soldiers leading Zerrex and Lone turned to them and said: 

“Commander Albatross and President Balthazar are waiting inside the dining area.” 

Zerrex nodded, and as the two approached the double doors, both Hez‟Rannan troops and 

Irenic agents stepped out: immediately, they glared at each other, and then as the Ire agent rose a 

scanner, one of the Dragokkaren reached out and crushed the thick titanium device in his hand as 

if it was a paper cup, and the agent paled before he quickly retreated.. 

Then the Dragokkaren soldier quickly opened the door for Zerrex, smiling warmly at him 

as he bowed his head forwards at the same time, and Zerrex nodded to him as Lone grinned and 

waltzed into the lobby behind the Drakkaren. A few gawkers were standing around as Irenic 

soldiers patrolled the area ceaselessly, and huge Hez‟Rannan Elite stood silent sentinel, ready to 

move only if the situation called for it as Zerrex approached the open doors to the dining room, 

passing between Irenic troopers with a dubious-looking Lone. 

Albatross and Balthazar were seated together at a table, but they both rose as Zerrex and 

Lone approached, and they exchanged warm handshakes and friendly greetings before the 

Drakkaren introduced Lone to the two. The wolf, however, was already staring at the nargile on 

the table, and he asked dumbly: “Is that drugs?” 

“He reminds me already of Miss Cherry.” Balthazar said mildly, and Lone looked both 

proud and insulted before they all sat down at the table, and the ferret took a slow draw on the 

pipe before he blew out a smoke ring, and Albatross rolled his eyes with a smile. “Before we get 

down to business… there are some dozen snipers stationed above our heads, somewhere. 

They‟re absolutely terrified of the Hez‟Rannan troops… but I think our good friend Commander 

Albatross has this covered.” 

“Dragokkaren Enforcers posted on the floor above with anti-material rifles and thermal 

goggles, listening in on their radio transmissions.” Albatross said mildly, pointing upwards. 

“Those soldiers make one hostile gesture, and they‟re going to be dead before they know it.” 

“Sneaky old bastard.” Zerrex smiled a bit nonetheless, looking with entertainment at 

Albatross as he settled back into his chair, putting his cane across his lap as he said in a softer 

voice: “I‟m glad to see you both here. Gives me a little hope for the future.” 

“You‟re the one who first gave us that hope, back at Amaterasu.” Albatross replied 

gently, and then he looked over at Balthazar, who was relaxing back with his nargile. “Besides, 

me and him get along well, and he‟s pretty goddamn smart. His Hez‟Rannan could use some 

work, though.” 

“So could my politeness. Please, Zerrex, and Lone, go right ahead.” Balthazar said 

kindly, motioning at the other pipes coming out of the base, and Lone immediately grinned as he 

looked at Zerrex, who nodded and smiled a bit as he watched the little wolf begin puffing away. 

Then he looked up as the ferret asked softly: “Can you give us a rundown of what happened? 

And don‟t mind me if I begin to nod off a bit… coffee‟s on the way from the kitchens, but for me 

this is all very exciting and very late.” 

He paused, then tilted his head towards Zerrex, adding quietly: “Before I forget… I heard 

what you did to those soldiers of mine at the seafood restaurant… but more importantly, I heard 

what they did. It only goes to fortify my belief in mortal cruelty, yet… I also saw kindness in 

demons, and a willingness to intervene in a situation where you had no qualms or quarrel to save 

another.” 

“But I did.” Zerrex said quietly, looking across at Balthazar with a faint smile. “Someone 

was unjustly suffering… the weak under the hands of the strong, who should be protecting them 

so they can grow, develop, and give back what they can. That was wrong… so I did something 



that you could call bad to make things right again. I can honestly say I didn‟t mean to kill any of 

them… but I certainly couldn‟t talk to them, so I used brute force, which is… one of my 

shortcomings, perhaps, my reliance on violence.” 

Balthazar shrugged, looking philosophical for a few moments… but before he could start 

in on a ramble, Albatross leaned forwards and said easily: “You are who you are… and who you 

are saved a hell of a lot of lives a hell of a lot of times, even if you had to take some to do it. You 

don‟t go for that greater good crap, either, but you always talk about doing what‟s right… and 

that‟s you, Zerrex, and I wouldn‟t have it any other way. So come on, tell us about what 

happened with Wulfe Industries… and you said you had some information for us?” 

Zerrex nodded, becoming more serious… and he recounted the events and told them 

about what Tobias Wulfe had been doing, and that they had downloaded the files onto the armlet. 

At some point, a waitress came and served them all coffee, but Lone only stared at his as he 

automatically took up the story at some point, the two melding so smoothly no one noticed when 

Drakkaren stopped speaking and wolf did instead. 

It was emotional and grueling, but he made it through… and Zerrex took up the story 

again from there, talking about how he‟d stolen the motorcycle – earning a sigh and roll of the 

eyes from Albatross – and then how he‟d made his way to the warehouse area and found the 

demons, his daughter, and the chaos. He only mentioned briefly destroying the warehouse for the 

Lunis soldiers, but he did make sure to mention it: and he paused before talking about how he‟d 

sent his daughter home and that he expected some demons were going to be very, very angry 

about what had happened. 

“Just make sure Lunis destroys those machines… because worse than angry demons are 

demons who‟ll want to use them for their own gain.” Zerrex said quietly, looking at Albatross 

squarely, and he nodded after a moment with a face of distaste. “I‟ll send you both copies of the 

data by special messenger once we get it decoded and off the armlet.” 

Balthazar nodded, and then he sipped quietly at his coffee before he said thoughtfully: 

“Machineries of death… why can‟t we seem to make more machineries of joy in this world? 

Lunis, too… for all its glorious and noble past, its pursuit of exploration and construction instead 

of destruction… it sounds like Wulfe infected it like a virus, and that the people have become so 

used to getting their own way that when the charade ended, they all became animals.” 

“Reports from there are bad.” Albatross added quietly, shaking his head slowly. “Rioting, 

looting, vandalism, murder. The ground zero site has become completely swarmed by people and 

they‟re interfering with all rescue operations… not that there‟s much to be rescued. Some of the 

wreckage is so hot that its turned rock and metal into slag… we‟ll just have to wait things out 

and hope that they can get things back into order.” 

The others nodded, and the meeting ended shortly after, with promises to get in touch 

about other issues and to keep each other updated. Zerrex traded a handshake and quick hug with 

Albatross, then he patted Balthazar on the shoulder and smiled to him as he shook his hand as 

well, before they left and went their separate ways: Albatross headed for the helicopter pad, 

Balthazar got into an armored limo, and another armored car sat waiting for Zerrex and Lone. 

It took them back home: by the time they reached Valise, however, the sun was rising, 

and Zerrex only hoped that things were okay here: they had their own operation to carry out, 

after all. When they pulled up in front of the doors, it was just in time to see Cindy emerge, 

looking tired and melancholy… but the moment Zerrex stepped out of the armored vehicle, she 

brightened and threw her arms around him in a hug, then she smiled faintly at Lone when he 



came out. The armored car waited only a moment before it drove off, and Cindy gave him a 

gentle hug too before she asked quietly: “Is it over? Did you find her?” 

“Yeah.” Zerrex said softly, and the three went inside, Cindy muttering that work could 

wait. Marina appeared moments later to fling herself at Zerrex with a squeal of „Daddy!‟ and 

Cherry popped out of hiding with a grin, looking at the reptile with relief. Finally, Driz appeared, 

awakened by the commotion and seeming confused at first, and then Zerrex said quietly, as he 

looked around at them all: “Mercy‟s safe, along with some other demons that were with her, and 

she‟s taken them back to Hell to let everyone know what happened.” 

“Good.” Driz said tiredly, and he hesitated before finally smiling a bit at his father, 

nodding quietly to him as he murmured: “Thanks, Dad. You did good there. I‟m gonna go home 

and see her.” 

“Take care, Driz… do you need me to open a portal for you?” Zerrex asked, smiling at 

him, but the dark-made being only shook his head and smiled before he rose a hand and vanished 

in a burst of dark lightning and white sparks. The Drakkaren blinked, and then he rolled his eyes 

as the others looked at him, saying quietly: “He never was much one for long goodbyes. Now tell 

me how things went for you guys.” 

They all sat down at the kitchen table, and took turns telling their stories: the plan to lay 

in an attack against the warehouse facility had gone smoothly, and Zanbrick and Mary had both 

learned a few things about real combat situations and teamwork, among other things. Zanbrick, 

they all agreed, had been bitchy at first… but only Cherry thought he hadn‟t improved, and 

Cherry obviously did not get along very well with the snide little bastard. 

The facility itself had contained some very interesting samples, which was why Cindy 

was leaving so early: she wanted to analyze them at work, and see just what secrets they held. 

The machinery they had destroyed, and they had set free some fifty demons from where they had 

been left to rot in moldy storage containers until they were to be used for experiments. The battle 

had gone smoothly, with minimal damage to their side, and they had saved a lot of lives… but 

they had killed a lot of both mortals and mechanically-enhanced demons, and they‟d had to flee 

when Scanner forces had descended on the scene. 

They had also discovered a lot of demonic crystals, which were now safely stored for the 

moment in the empty room upstairs. As expected, however, the biggest problem they‟d had to 

face was in getting along with each other… which they‟d managed, although not at all 

spectacularly. Then Marina finally stood up and hugged her father around the neck, murmuring 

softly to him: “I love you, Daddy. I‟m going to make you something special… why don‟t you 

walk Cindy to work now? And you too, Cherry, go with them.” 

Cherry huffed and grumbled, but she nodded after a moment, looking moodily at Marina. 

Zerrex felt awkward tension in the air… so he simply nodded as well, looking at Cindy and 

asking softly as he extended a hand: “You mind the company?” 

“Not at all.” Cindy smiled and took it, and the three headed to the door as Lone looked 

stupidly around, but then she glanced over her shoulder at him and said warmly: “Get some 

sleep, Lone, you look like you could use it. Take my bed if you want, it‟s more comfortable than 

Mahihko‟s futon.” 

“Thanks.” Lone said dumbly, and he headed gladly off with a smile to Zerrex as he 

nodded to him. Then the three Drakkaren headed outside, and Cherry yawned and stretched, 

scratching her rear as she rubbed at a breast with the other hand and made a face. 

“Dude, it‟s been stressful.” she said finally, not seeming to mind that she was walking 

along in her bare feet in jogging pants and a charred exercise top, neither of which looked 



exactly complimentary on her. On Zerrex‟s other side, Cindy nodded firmly, and there was quiet 

as Zerrex imagined the stress the three put on each other: an angel, a demon, a mortal, all his 

daughters, all loving and devoted… but who all had personalities that ground against one 

another‟s. 

Then they rounded a corner on the now-familiar walk to Cindy‟s work, and she asked 

softly: “So should we wait until Lone‟s ready to talk about it, or…” 

“Give him a bit of time. Besides, you‟ll see what happened on the news shortly or hear 

about it at work…” Zerrex said softly, shaking his head slowly, and the two frowned at him as 

Cherry put her hands behind her head and Cindy touched his forearm gently, looking at his torn 

now-vest-once-jacket for a few moments. 

Finally, Cherry threw her head back and laughed, and the others stared at her as she 

grinned and slapped them on the back, saying firmly: “Dude, why the fuck are we so 

melancholy? We should be celebrating! The worst of this bullshit is over, Mercy‟s back, things 

are gonna go swell from here on out, you hear me? I mean, fuck, what else can happen?” 

She grinned brightly, and then the three looked up as a Dragokkaren approached them, 

obviously once a clone soldier, his eyes locked on Zerrex‟s tattoo as he smiled warmly and 

barred their way – whether on accident or purpose – with his large body, and then he held the 

flyers out, asking in a voice that was just begging to be listened to: “So have you three heard 

about the New National Socialist revolution, my compatriots?” 

 

Seven years passed, and for those seven years, Cherry was right: troubles were over, and 

it was time spent rebuilding, fixing old mistakes, and forging new bonds. Over those seven years, 

trade regulations were established, relations were constructed, and Hell and the mortal planes 

established a nervous, fragile bond… but the tenuous connection held even when the World 

Council made a misstep in trying to control Hell‟s ancient traditions, and they were told clearly 

and firmly that while Hell agreed to take part in the World Council and that demons on the 

mortal plane would follow their laws, Hell itself was its own world, its own dimension, and that 

they would not abide by their rulings. 

It took a bit of repair work, but the World Council relented and a new membership and 

position was established, designated as “special delegates” who handled mostly trade and 

immigration matters with Hell. Balthazar and Zerrex worked often behind the scenes, pulling a 

lot of strings to make things work smoothly, since oftentimes the delegates were too ingrained in 

the rules of the World Council and the mortal plane, and were horrified or offended the dignity 

of not only people of Hell, but people of Heaven, too. The problems with Heaven were harder to 

fix, but likely only because Zerrex was loathe to ask Lord for help, and Lucifer was too busy 

tending to Heaven‟s laws and other great gears of destiny to bother intervening with „pathetic 

mortal qualms,‟ as he termed them. 

Mercy was named the first Ambassador between Hell and the mortal realm: the fact she 

couldn‟t speak only made her an even better candidate for the job, because she was not only able 

to clearly communicate with the people of the world, she also embodied the thing that many 

mortals loved most above all – rising above one‟s own personal afflictions. She was selfless and 

giving, making her a wonderful role model for others, and she was able to talk both in sign 

language and with simple gestures and written word, and many of the delegates of the World 

Council found her far more endearing than the Wentaku, or any of Heaven‟s newly-appointed 

Metatrons, in their terrifying silver masks with their imposing, holier-than-thou voices. Not that 



Heaven was ready yet to ally itself openly with the mortal plane: it still held itself higher than the 

mortal world and its petty devices for law and order. 

Wulfe Enterprises was shut down completely, but Lunis didn‟t despair: ironically, in 

death, Tobias Wulfe had created new opportunities for many people. Almost every automated 

Wulfe Enterprises machine was recalled and destroyed, and thus every automated job had to be 

filled by manual workers… and many of the machines rebuilt and reconfigured and new software 

and hardware designed. In the end, adversity became opportunity, and the economy suffered not 

a depression, but a flourish. 

With the major controlling interest in Lunis destroyed, more noble companies took over 

in the place of Wulfe Enterprises, working hard on the construction of the space colonies… and 

several of them were actually launched, a global event that shook the world and made many 

people realize that they could do better than simply grovel in garbage and try to make their 

situation in this post-apocalypse livable: they could rebuild their hopes, their dreams, and search 

out new opportunities. All of a sudden, across the world, countries began to develop their own 

colonies with the help of Lunis technologies and scientists… and although even the ones that 

Lunis had launched were still being prepped to be ready, the other colonies were being built and 

developed at an amazing rate. 

As well as new interests, old ones flared up as well: one in particular that struck Zerrex as 

odd. National Socialism swept across Ire like wildfire, with a new belief foundation and a 

determination to show that just because in the past Nazism had failed and gone terribly wrong, 

they were open, accepting, and ready to try again. Now in some places, when people saw 

Zerrex‟s tattoo, they approached him cheerfully to try and chat about the Nazi party and what 

was going on, and what their leader, Fuehrer  Kafka, was up to. 

Now the Nazis embraced all religions and all people, and used this love of everyone as 

part of the basis of their campaign: because now almost everyone was a worker, everyone needed 

to be treated with respect and dignity, among other things. Zerrex wondered if it was because 

hatred of Nazis had been ingrained into people, or of it was something else, but even when they 

said those words, he felt nervous. They weren‟t like Neo-Nazis, however, their group not intent 

on sporting tattoos and using the party as an outlet for their hatred of other creeds and species 

and religions… but instead they were serious and dignified, and yet still… they worried him.  

Perhaps it was because Kafka had such a strong following already… although he noticed, 

at the same time, that most of his following were Dragokkaren, Drakkaren, and other lizard 

races. Maybe there was a bit of a superiority slant here, because Kafka himself was a tall, strong 

Dragokkaren, always in a Nazi officer‟s uniform and his age undeterminable, sometimes young, 

sometimes old, always carrying around a walking stick and wearing a cape and his armband 

proudly… but he also mingled with the people, talked about how in the past, the Nazis had 

oppressed his ancestors but how he wanted now to use their creed for goodness, how the 

swastika could be seen as a symbol of brightness again to lead them out of the shadows they 

were swallowed by now. 

But more important than the growing Nazi party was the growing acceptance of demons 

and angels in mortal society: despite their misgivings and worries, Zerrex and the four thrones 

openly met President Balthazar and several World Council representatives on a podium, in front 

of the first permanent dimensional gateway between the mortal realm and Hell. Until science 

could learn to duplicate a rift, the portal was powered by demonic crystals and in the shape of a 

massive ring, large enough for Zerrex to walk out of it with Sin, Selena, Lily, and Amiglion  at 

either side of him, all five of them wearing their royal masks to keep their identities hidden from 



the mortal realm. The very last thing Zerrex wanted was for someone to recognize him in Valise, 

after all, and for the paparazzi to descend on him and his family… and they‟d stayed for ten 

minutes, as long as they could bear, to shake hands and make nice with people before returning 

back to Hell, where things were in far less of an uproar than the Drakkaren had imagined they 

would be… although of course, by the time they got back to the throne, Lily was having an 

anxiety attack due to all the time that had passed in Hell without them present, and she needed to 

be calmed down before they resumed business as usual. 

Things prospered: Marina added many different faces to the mural she painted, and 

Zerrex often enjoyed the company of Mercy at his home on Earth, while going to Hell every 

week and staying there only for a century or so: very little time to a demon, but more than 

enough for him to appease even Selena‟s neediness. For a change, it seemed like everything was 

going to work out just fine. 

Zerrex smiled to himself, content in these thoughts as he sat : it had been quite a few 

years now since the last assassination attempt on him, and he was able to sit in the park with 

Sammy cooing quietly in his lap, watching Cherry playing with some toddlers in the sandbox as 

they built a sand castle together, the demoness grinning stupidly and looking just like an 

overgrown child. Mahihko and Cindy were playing Frisbee, and Marina was at home, preparing 

a nice dinner for them: even though she was the only one who actually needed to eat, she liked it 

when the others ate with her. 

The Drakkaren looked calmly back and forth, feeling placid and good. There were a few 

demons walking openly through the park, some with mortals, some without… and even though 

they were more visible, Zerrex also knew for a fact that there were actually a lot fewer demons 

and angels on the mortal plane than there had been before. Most had just been in hiding, too 

scared to show their faces in case the Scanners got them, but now the Scanners only stopped the 

occasional suspicious demon to check his ID and make sure he was permitted to be wandering 

the mortal plane. 

It was nice to actually be at peace with the world, and to see things working positively: 

hell, even the Nazi Kafka approved of Balthazar‟s methods of running things, and they weren‟t 

stirring up trouble even when their conventions and rallies were bombarded by angry protestors. 

As Zerrex looked back and forth, he thought that this was probably what a real break was like, a 

true vacation from the world‟s usual horrors… but of course, the cynical side of him wondered 

just how long it would last before something terrible happened. 

Then he glanced over at the sandbox again to make sure Cherry hadn‟t tried to eat the 

toddlers or anything, but she was behaving well with the kids, even if some of their parents 

looked distinctly terrified… but not scared enough, at least, to go and try to do anything about it. 

That would probably end in Cherry throwing a temper-tantrum and whining and yelling at the 

parents about taking away her “new little buddies” or something, and the Drakkaren shook his 

head in soft amusement. She had a surprising knack when it came to kids… he thought mostly 

because of the way she treated them… but in the last few years, Cherry had loosened up even 

more, after finally agreeing to see Markus. 

He was long out of prison in Hell, and although still banned from professional sports until 

he proved that he wasn‟t about to kidnap and maim any of the fighters, he was working hard on a 

learning program he‟d been placed into as part of his conditions for leaving and staying out of 

prison. He also wasn‟t permitted near his old school, and he had to clearly register with Hell‟s 

authorities whenever he moved: they didn‟t keep track of most people moving around, but 



anyone who had committed a serious offense was automatically put on a tracking list until they 

redeemed themselves… which in Markus‟s case would be a long time. 

Markus was living at the Ravenlight Estate, being watched over by Sin and Selena and 

learning magical and scientific concepts: harmless ones, for the most part. He wasn‟t a raving 

lunatic, and it hadn‟t taken him long – relatively – to adjust out of the prison lifestyle and turn 

back towards a more-normal kind of life… but he was still different, and he tried too hard to 

show that he was still the son of Zerrex and Cherry whom everyone had been so proud of, 

making him seem just a little bit strange to most of Hell‟s denizens, especially those closest to 

the family. 

He was big and brawny and strong as ever, and worked just like his father had during his 

first years in Hell at Feldstone‟s construction company, which helped him get out of the prison 

lifestyle and taught him about interacting with other people, at least on a simple social level. It 

was good for Markus either way… and it did maintain him a bit of income, since he was cut off 

from most of the Ravenlight funds other than a small allowance every month that would allow 

him to take care of basic necessities he had to. Zerrex had instructed Sin that if Markus ever 

wanted to move out of the Estate, to increase the funds he would receive monthly to be enough 

to let him pay for a small place, but Markus so far had shown no inclination to leave the Estate. 

When Cherry finally ran out of hiding places to avoid Markus and Zerrex dragged her to 

meet him face-to-face, it was awkward, to say the least: Markus wanted to hug, Cherry wanted 

ten feet of space, Markus wanted to talk, Cherry just wanted to grunt on occasion. The 

Drakkaren knew that the demoness still felt betrayed over what had happened, as well as a lot of 

guilt, self-loathing, and simple upsetness… but all of those things together were just working to 

make the female even moodier than usual instead of cooperative, and nasty even towards her 

own child. It was strange, considering how Priest she showed undying, nearly-limitless affection, 

and it wasn‟t like Priest was the best demon in Hell, either… but then again, he‟d never betrayed 

her trust so deeply as Markus had, and had never gone and killed demons for self-gain. 

It took a good few tries, but finally Zerrex got Cherry and Markus talking a bit more, 

knowing it would help them both recover a bit from the trauma of things that had passed… and it 

had been a good start. He had seen Cherry‟s mood improve considerably over the last while, and 

she seemed to… grow up a little bit more, was the phrase that best came to mind. Because after 

all, despite her age and experiences, she still tended to behave like an obscene, vulgar teenager 

with an attitude problem who relied way too heavily on being able to always have Zerrex around 

to take orders from. 

Cherry wasn‟t the only one who had improved, either: Mahihko had, too, although less in 

emotional terms and more in terms of his ability to split into Mahihko and Lone. By practicing 

and exercising their abilities together, Mahihko and Lone had both developed very distinct 

manners of manipulating their control over electricity, and when combined, these two different 

styles sometimes mixed together when their abilities were shown off… but thankfully, the wolf‟s 

elemental control was rarely necessary to use in these peaceful times other than to charge the 

battery of something or give Cherry a little zap when she was being a serious bitch about 

something. 

More importantly, the two had become able to split apart from each other with greater 

ease, and reconnect with less stress on their bodies. Zerrex didn‟t know whether it was because 

the ability perhaps used some brain-muscle that once exercised properly started getting stronger, 

or if it was because as they practiced it they were able to do it faster and thus use up less energy 

somehow, but he was just glad that whatever the reason, it was working out well for the two and 



he was able to enjoy the company of both from time-to-time, assuming Lone wasn‟t being too 

much of a douchebag and Mahihko wasn‟t sucking his thumb and watching cartoons too brain-

damaging even for the lizard. 

He turned his head to watch as the wolf leapt up to catch a high pass from Cindy, and he 

laughed as he fell on his back, looking brightly over at the female as she walked over with a 

warm smile on her face. Cindy, too, she was improving, just as Marina was… Cindy, an angel so 

pure and innocent she had all but given up life in paradise, a life where she would have easily 

become either a Priestess or a Prophet or even one of the warrior-angels of Heaven, to live with 

her father on this hole of a world that was nonetheless a place Zerrex preferred even over the 

infinite carnal pleasures Hell could provide. 

And Marina too was with them, and aging, but aging beautifully. She still looked much 

younger than she was thanks to her genetics, and her strength only improved… but Zerrex knew 

that in a few decades or so, she‟d start approaching the point where her physical body would 

weaken. She wouldn‟t be in her prime forever… and it scared him, to be entirely honest, because 

he knew that he couldn‟t live with her on the mortal plane forever with his family. One day, 

they‟d likely have to all move back down to Hell, and he knew he‟d end up back on the Center 

Throne, which was still vacant these days even though he was always telling Sin to look at this 

candidate or that candidate… 

But that wasn‟t something Zerrex wanted to think about, as he got up off the bench, 

Sammy leaping to the ground with a squeak and then circling his feet quickly as Cindy and 

Mahihko came over, and he ruffled the fur between the wolf‟s ears as he asked: “You enjoy your 

game, kid? You made a good catch there.”  

Mahihko beamed up at him, clinging the Frisbee to his slight chest, which was covered 

only by one of Cindy‟s open blouses: he was wearing shorts at least, however, to avoid drawing 

too much attention while they were out as a family, but Zerrex knew he‟d put on a skirt the 

moment they got home and prance around in it all gaily in so many senses of the term. “Yeah, 

Daddy, it was real fun! Cindy‟s a good Frisbee player.” He looked sideways at her shyly, and she 

patted him gently on the back, for once wearing plain old jeans and a t-shirt instead of her 

military-style clothes. 

“The kid‟s not so bad himself… speaking of kids…” Cindy looked meditatively over at 

the sandbox, where Cherry was finishing off an archway before she grinned widely as the other 

children clapped, their sandcastle completed and admittedly a quite impressive, three-tiered 

structure. “Do you think that‟s really safe?” 

“For her or the kids?” Zerrex asked mildly, and then he snorted in amusement as Cherry 

stood up and looked shocked as the group of little kids all hugged her legs, flailing her arms 

wildly as several parents glared at her, probably suspecting the butch female was a pedophile or 

some other freak… or likely just jealous that the total stranger was the one getting all the 

attention and affection and asking her for help instead of momma or poppa. “I guess probably 

her. Or maybe the parents. Then again, in the old days, the moment Cherry sat down in the 

sandbox cops would be dragging her away and locking her up as a pedophile.” 

Cherry pointed at Zerrex as she babbled something, and then she shouted and waved, 

despite being only twenty feet away: “Hi Daddy! Hi! Hi! Hi Daddy! Uh… are we going?” 

Zerrex sighed, rolling his eyes and already long prepared for this kind of embarrassment, 

as he looked at her mildly for a few moments before finally saying, as Sammy leapt up onto his 

shoulder to glare at her: “Yes, my darling, mentally-deficient little girl, we‟re going.” 



Cherry giggle-snorted at this, then slapped her hand against her own large bosom a few 

times before she bounced over to the group cheerfully, and she waved goodbye to the little kids 

as they exited the park and headed back towards town. By now, Marina would likely have 

whatever she was planning for them ready, and Zerrex felt they‟d spent a good day out, as they 

walked along a road that had been gradually but steadily repaired over the years and was now 

once more in cracked but serviceable condition, letting cars and other vehicles trundle along as 

crowds of people continued to walk along both the sidewalks and through the repaired roads, the 

cracked and still mostly-abandoned buildings, and the demons and mortals – both often armed 

and wearing ragged clothes – making it look like some sort of steampunk medieval setting. 

The group paused as they saw a cluster of people in front of one of the electronics stores, 

staring at the televisions, and at first Zerrex thought it was just because so many people were 

without TVs these days… but then he frowned as he heard excited whisperings and saw other 

people stopping to look, as even in the streets the not-uncommon cars moved either slowly or 

were pulled to the side to listen to broadcasts over the radio. He approached the group, his tall 

height letting him easily look over the heads of most of the people as he saw a news reporter and 

photographs of some kind of white dimensional rift and figures in front of it… except they were 

obviously not Hellish or Heavenly in origin. 

“They just came out of nowhere, they‟re saying on the radio!” whispered a voice 

excitedly, and Zerrex looked away from the television: the news reporter‟s muted babblings 

through the thick, bulletproof glass windows was relatively pointless, but the rumor mill on the 

streets always held a lot of precious information as long as you sorted the crap from the mostly-

true. “They‟re saying they‟re from another dimension!” 

“No, I heard they were aliens.” said another voice seriously, and Zerrex discounted this. 

Sure, he believed there was life on other planets, but he figured most of it was about as 

intelligent as life here, since in every other dimension he‟d heard about, most races seemed to 

somehow end up hating each other for some reason or another. 

“Aliens are stupid. Dimensional visitors makes a lot more sense.” said a demon 

immediately, and Zerrex wondered just when sci-fi became reality: Heaven and Hell, technically, 

were religious concepts… and whether true or not, whether in reality they weren‟t linked to 

religion but pure redemption and dark corruption, absolution and punishment… they were other 

dimensions, but not in the parallel universe sort of sense: they were disconnected but at the same 

time tied together with the mortal plane just like the moon revolved around the planet, which 

revolved around the sun. “I heard all kinds of stuff about other dimensions in Hell.” 

“Ever hear how to shut your mouth?” snapped some mortal in a ragged coat, and the 

demon huffed and grunted at him irritably. It was funny, how the greatest form of acceptance 

was visible annoyance with others. “Look, look at them, they‟re so damn weird.” 

“Let‟s get home.” Cherry said with quiet urgency, grasping the Drakkaren‟s shoulder, 

and he nodded after a moment as the dragon on his other shoulder chirped softly, making a bit of 

a face as he took one last look at the television screen to note the location: northeastern Ire, 

probably near the fields that had become the marching ground for the false Warlord, and where 

Zerrex had both died and exacted revenge after clawing his way up from Hell. 

As the group made their way quickly home, the reptile made a face: he felt tense and 

anxious, and something about this seemed simply wrong. The things that had come through the 

portal, the clothes they wore, their flat faces and skin… something about it all bothered him 

severely. Not to mention the fact that trans-dimensional voyages that interfered with or contacted 

another dimension‟s culture was forbidden across the board… Zerrex knew that only Reapers 



were supposed to have explicit knowledge of other dimensions, and that only they were 

supposed to be able to travel freely between them. Sure, gods could do it too, and certain pesky 

spirits had been known to be able to tear their way from one world to the next… but Zerrex had 

never heard of this sort of thing happening, ever. 

What little he did know came from Sin and Amiglion, and his own journeys across the 

sands of the Beyond to explore the others Hells connected to theirs: journeys that had always 

been short and often ended in him getting chased by angry, scared demons that thought he was 

some kind of Terror or something. But the First Breed were able to shed a lot of light on how 

other worlds had come to be, especially Amiglion, since he had been the first Grim Reaper to 

work for God. 

God had sown seeds of creation across space on his search for intelligent life and the 

answers to the many questions he‟d had about how he himself had come to be… but it had been 

their planet that he‟d taken a specific interest in, as theirs was one of the largest planets that had  

blossomed into the most perfect climate, and by helping the species out a tiny bit during 

evolution, God had hoped to watch this „experiment‟ play out and discover the secrets of life and 

godhood as mortals grew and evolved. It helped that the Drakkai species he had no part in 

creating intermingled with the intelligent life it already possessed, but God had occasionally left 

the planet to look at other worlds and see how they were coping with a more-natural evolution 

and selection of the species without the interference of any divine powers, except for the few 

angels stationed here and there. 

Worlds evolved and grew differently: and it was also known that other gods, perhaps in 

pursuit of the same wisdom God sought, or perhaps out of boredom, had created other worlds… 

and that some worlds were terrible, barbaric places, and others seemed dead… but had become 

in itself a living organism that ate starlight and floated through space like a monstrous blot, filled 

with parasitic organisms that only waited for the next meal. Some worlds had cultures that 

seemed civilized, but were in reality ready to destroy each other at the drop of a hat, while others 

had cultures that seemed savage and stupid, but were able to comingle with their planet in perfect 

balance with the rest of the natural ecosystem, with no need for technology or backwards 

societies. 

And there were the terrible doomed places: planets that had been torn apart, planets full 

of undead life that screamed for revenge, and terrible chunks of planet or asteroid that floated 

through space, full of dark life that when approached, stormed to the surface, banished and evil 

gods and monsters lurching forth to strike out at whatever dared approach them. Amiglion and 

Sin had both told him about how God had found all these planets, and how God Himself, thought 

by so many religions as the ultimate being, of ultimate glory… had been as scared as a child of 

some of the terrible, terrible things he had come across, and how other things had left him in 

sorrow so deep it had taken days to break him out of depression. God, sadly… had been a god, 

but he had possessed deep emotions, perhaps deeper than even mortals and demons with their 

raging passions had… and God had been lonely, and lost, and didn‟t know how he‟d come to be,  

and no one would ever know the extent of all his thoughts and experiments now, because of the 

treachery of Narrius: Narrius, who had done so much vileness and evil, who had crept like the 

tangled ivy of corruption through Heaven and who had tricked God and lashed his soul into 

Arodnap‟s Box, the Box That Held All Good, and scattered him in a thousand different 

directions throughout the universe. Narrius, the father of Zerrex, the vile monstrosity created by 

the Goddess that had looked like a Dragokkaren but had possessed no heart, no soul, no mercy, 

no love. 



Zerrex knew there were Old Gods somewhere out there, Gods that floated through space 

and time in mostly hibernation, and that had created things long before God had created 

anything… and he knew there might very well be some penultimate “God” somewhere that had 

created the entire universe… but he also knew that the universe may have started long before 

gods had come around, in the paradox of the big bang: that in the nothingness of the Void, 

something had appeared simply because there could never be pure nothing, because nothingness 

itself was something if there was nothing else there. 

The reptile made a face and rubbed at his head: his thoughts were getting way too 

goddamn complicated and he was giving himself a headache. Either way, the beings that had 

come through the portal made him nervous, as they approached the door to his home… and 

Marina opened it before he could reach for the handle, looking grim as she said quietly: “You‟ll 

want to see this.” 

They followed her to the den, sitting down around the television as the voice of the 

reporter filled the room. “-portal, they say that they are of a race called „humans‟ and worship the 

same divinities that we do. They speak a language similar to a dialect used throughout most of 

Ire, which they call „English,‟ and know about both Heaven and Hell and claim to have had 

dealings with them in the past. 

“Our correspondent on the scene, Meryl Nicolson, also had this to report: not only did 

President Balthazar rush to meet these humans and welcome them to Ire, known Nazi Party 

leader, Fuehrer Josef Kafka also arrived on the scene, which has been surrounded by Irenic 

military in order to keep the peace and stop both protestors and bewildered citizenry from 

flooding forwards.” continued the skunk in a brisk voice, looking serious. “Kafka, however, was 

welcomed by President Balthazar to join them, who wished to show that people of every culture 

and belief are tolerated and welcomed throughout Ire.” 

The reporter paused, then frowned as someone yelled at him off-camera, and he looked to 

the left for a few moments before he suddenly seemed started, shuffling through his papers 

before leaning forwards to very-obviously read off a teleprompter. “We have breaking news. A 

reporter from another network has just been permitted inside and is sharing the story with us. We 

now go live to meet the leader of the humans.” 

The screen cut off a few moments later, just as the skunk was getting out of his chair, and 

instead they were suddenly looking at President Balthazar and a tall, handsome Dragokkaren 

with streamlined, aged features that made him look almost regal in his full officer‟s uniform, a 

cape swirling around his shoulders in a strong wind coming off the ocean as he held his officer‟s 

cap in one hand, leaning on the cane in the other. The camera was static-riddled and wasn‟t 

picking up sound very well, but Zerrex wasn‟t surprised: the massive, swirling portal visible in 

the background was likely causing a hell of a lot of electromagnetic interference, as Cherry 

muttered: “Yeah, this isn‟t suspicious at all. Fuck, Boss, that‟s the Row of Skulls, I can even see 

the ruins of Az‟Iriel‟s castle in the background, even the sign calling it a historical battle site…” 

Zerrex opened his mouth to answer, but then another figure appeared on screen, flanked 

by priests or warriors: they wore long, huge robes and their white hands were bare and carrying 

what the reptile guessed to be bibles, with black bibs that had a golden cross on their chests… 

but they also wore rounded metal helms that completely covered their face, with only small 

grilles carved in the front to let them see through, and both had handles of swords sticking up 

over their backs… and in the center was the figure Zerrex guessed was the human leader. 

He had cold, almost albino features, with long white hair that fell down past his 

shoulders, neatly combed to either side and braided at the front where it fell over his shoulders, 



but left loose in the back. His face had no muzzle, was smooth and alien, and his eyes were icy, 

cold blue… his mouth small, his lips almost as white as the rest of his face, a protrusion that 

Zerrex guessed was his nose slightly curved and strangely arrogant. His body, at least, seemed 

the same as that of most people: two arms, two legs, but no tail, although the reptile couldn‟t be 

sure, since he was wearing long, flowing robes like the soldiers flanking him, except his were far 

more gaudy and he had a black metal breastplate on, as well as three plates that protected his 

hips and groin and heavy cusps over either shoulder. Every piece of armor had a golden cross on 

it… as did the hat he wore, which was conical and tall and ended in almost a rose shape, dead 

black other than the golden cross… and even though he was unarmed and his hands bare, the 

only thing holstered in the leather belt around his waist a bible, Zerrex thought he looked 

dangerous as he looked into the camera and smiled a smile that didn‟t reach his eyes. “Greetings, 

world. I am the Grand Inquisitor Animaxander… and I do not wish to create fear or unrest in 

your world, but instead quite the opposite. I am here on a divine, holy mission from the God of 

Gods… from the Greatest One, who created all that created us, to spread peace and prosperity 

with my teachings throughout every world I pass. With me come twenty upon twenty score of 

disciples, all of whom are dedicated and peace-loving people, and we will gladly turn back if we 

must… but I have heard from He Who Speaks that terrible things have happened in this land, and 

I have come to help. 

“I have met with your President Balthazar of Ire, of this great and noble nation of men 

and women… excuse me, males and females, of people… and also met this generous Fuehrer 

Kafka, who is a bright and positive role model, I believe, for cleansing the sins of the past and 

instead bringing forth a great and prosperous future from seeds that were sown by evil hands.” he 

continued, his voice ringing clearly even though the static. It was a cool, calm voice… the kind 

of voice Zerrex‟s instincts told him not to trust, whatever message he was spreading. “I am a 

traveler of worlds and dimensions, and I have heard of groups similar to the National Socialists 

in many different worlds, and wish to tell you that evil ideas and evil ways spread from one 

dimension to the next, like disease… but also so does good and greatness and love, as your 

religion Unity is very similar to our Papal message.  

“For instance, I know that you have never seen a human… but I have seen your species 

throughout many worlds I have travelled through.” Animaxander said calmly, as he looked from 

Kafka to Balthazar. “Ferrets, dogs, lizards, and others… in some worlds without your great state 

of evolution, in other worlds just like you, working advanced machinery, with the minds as 

strong as the greatest of men from my home world, Zion. And I have seen other humans… 

humans both warlike and evil, but humans good and who love God, as I do.  

“But it is not only God that I wish to teach and spread the word of. It is peace, and love, 

and prosperity.” Animaxander spread his arms, smiling warmly as the soldiers flanking him knelt 

and crossed themselves, bowing their heads forwards. “And if you will have me and my men, 

and allow us to stay here, we shall build a great monument, a great cathedral and home in 

memory of what we hear were two terrible wars that rent this world apart… and I will spread my 

missionaries throughout the land to give and help as they can in repairing your world, your way 

of life, and we will ask you nothing in return but for your acceptance and your open minds. We 

are hard workers, and we wish to meet your entire world and engage every one of your cultures, 

and show our love and compassion to you all.” 

Zerrex made a face, and then he shook his head slowly as Balthazar started to speak 

carefully, the Drakkaren recognizing that the ferret was nervous: Balthazar, after all, had 

developed an uncanny ability to read people, and he was probably caught between an instinctive 



worry and a need to show openness and compassion. “We… kindly accept you here, and I have 

to say that I myself am still… awed by your entrance…” 

Then Kafka suddenly overrode him, extending a hand with a warm smile towards 

Animaxander and stepping forwards… and Animaxander reached a hand out and took it, 

clasping the Dragokkaren‟s and shaking it firmly as they looked at each other… and Zerrex felt a 

chill as the Fuehrer said: “Then let me take over, President, and welcome him here with open 

arms and a kind heart. I know what it‟s like for people to lash out at you simply because you 

seem different, or revere something supposed to be terrible and wrong… and let me say, that I 

am glad indeed to have more help here and that I think I speak for all National Socialists when I 

say that we will be glad for your assistance, and in return to display our brotherhood with you by 

giving you any and everything you need.” 

“Looks like they‟ve met before.” Cindy said darkly, and Zerrex grunted as he watched 

the two shaking hands and smiling, as Balthazar stood back and let Kafka take over, probably 

analyzing the situation. Kafka, after all, had some seventy percent of Ire‟s population in his 

pocket with his New National Socialist Party… and although Balthazar was President of Ire, he 

wasn‟t a politician. At any time, Kafka could call for Balthazar to hold an election, since the new 

system permitted a President to remain in place until such a time as it was challenged… and it 

looked like Kafka was either looking to start a political battle with the ferret by making him look 

like a jackass or there was something much deeper and more sinister in the works. 

The problem was that Kafka‟s ideas actually worked: he had already been appointed to 

the Irenic Advisory Council beneath the President, that took care of many federal matters, and he 

had the approval of the World Council… although currently, the council still backed Balthazar 

for Presidency, since he had proven himself so capable of establishing responsible and 

economical policies in this post-apocalyptic world, and he was one of the very few Irenic leaders 

who hadn‟t tried to start a war or abuse his power.  

When it came down to it, Balthazar simply wasn‟t a politician. He was moralistic, never 

permitted himself to take on a position of power, and almost always appointed people from other 

political parties as his advisors or on councils, to maintain fairness and to give him someone 

who‟d be willing to argue against him and bring up different points of view. Hell, he even talked 

to Albatross calmly and openly about matters of economics and even national security, which 

showed a trust between the two no politician could ever attain, and while it technically put Ire at 

a lot of risk from Hez‟Rannan invasion… Balthazar obviously had little to fear of that actually 

happening with Albatross as such a close friend, and all his policies going towards helping not 

just the Irenic economy, but Lunis, Hez‟Ranna, the Northern Nations, and Lailland. Ire had gone 

from the world‟s Big Brother to the world‟s close confidante, no longer looming and throwing its 

weight around as a superpower but instead extending the hand of friendship wherever it went and 

showing positivity as the world rebuilt itself. One day, the planet would probably once again be 

at its own throat, nations shooting and bombing each other… but for now, war was minimal and 

nations were still too intent on reconstruction and developing ties with other planes. 

Kafka, however, was something more dangerous than a politician: unlike Balthazar, he 

played the political field well, but Zerrex felt like he had some ulterior motive, some personal 

goal. The Drakkaren wondered if Animaxander had something to do with that, as the 

Dragokkaren backed away and said something… but Zerrex had seen enough, as he stood up and 

tapped his cane slowly against the ground, looking thoughtfully at the table as Marina muted the 

television and asked quietly: “Do you think it‟s possible they‟re both demons or supernatural 

entities?” 



“Dunno. I‟ve never seen a human before… heard of them, but never actually seen one.” 

Zerrex said softly, shaking his head a bit as he looked at the screen, where Animaxander was 

once more in the center of the camera and giving some gasbag speech. “Trans-dimensional 

missionaries my ass. But the stuff he‟s talked about has been true.” 

“The idea shit, right?” Cherry looked up, and she grinned a bit, resting her wrists on her 

knees as she leaned forwards, Zerrex looking surprised. “What? I listen to you sometimes, 

dickhead. Anyway, that shit is dead on, so the fucker does know a little something about how 

dimensions work… and if he‟s able to create a portal that big, hold it open for that many people 

to get through that I see milling around in the background, and talk about stuff so clearly… dude 

probably has been to one or two other worlds. I just wonder what sort of state they‟re in.” 

“Too bad we can‟t get a reading on that portal… if we could, we might be able to reverse 

it and go back to whatever world he last came from.” Cindy said softly, and Zerrex looked at her 

with a slight smile, impressed. She gazed back at him with quiet amusement, then looked down 

when Mahihko tugged gently at her wrist. “Yes, little guy?” 

“Um… what idea stuff? I don‟t understand.” Mahihko said dumbly, and Zerrex softened 

before he looked at Cherry, who sat up and grinned from the floor, looking proud of herself for 

being the one to get to talk. 

“See, like… languages, huge-ass events like massacres and strong beliefs, and machinery 

ideas… sometimes they seem to come out of nowhere, right?” Cherry tapped her temple, and 

Mahihko looked at her curiously. “The thought is that some ideas, some beliefs, travel on 

„spiritual winds,‟ so to speak, and get blown through different dimensions. Like Hitler and the 

Nazis, and real important books. You know the Boss‟s favorite, Paradise Lost? They were selling 

a few versions of that at the book store down in Hell, each slightly different but obviously the 

same story, and they all came from different dimensions. Just like guns and cars, some 

dimensions they look a bit different, but lots they look almost exactly the same „cause the 

mechanics work the same in all worlds.” Cherry nodded seriously, and Mahihko looked 

surprised. “Just like the thought is that these „other dimensions‟ aren‟t actually other dimensions, 

but planets floating through space, sorta. They‟re all on the physical plane, but so far out there in 

the universe that they ain‟t nowhere close to us that we could reach by normal means, so we call 

„em other dimensions „cause of the ginormous differences between us and yet the similarities 

there still seem to be. It ain‟t known how it is, it just is, you dig? Ideas seem to travel around the 

world… I‟m sure you‟ve had an idea yourself that seemed to come out of nowhere, and seen 

almost the exact same thing somewhere else, after all.” 

Mahihko nodded a few times, kneading the Frisbee he was still holding between his 

hands before he looked at Zerrex and asked hesitantly: “Does that mean they‟re aliens? And… 

could there be other versions of us?” 

“Dude, they ain‟t aliens. And you are totally one-in-a-billion-million-trillion.” Cherry 

said amiably, and Mahihko blushed, looking happy before she paused and held up two fingers. 

“Make that two, „cause I forgot about Lone. So I guess you‟re like. Two in a big number.” 

The wolf blushed deeper, rubbing at his head slowly, before Cherry looked over at Zerrex 

and made a face. “But okay, so like. We got Nazis and sci-fi dimensional priest traveler dude. 

Both seem pretty harmless, but both also give you that constipated look on your face we all know 

means your Zerrex senses are acting up and telling you they‟re dangerous.” 

“Shut up.” Zerrex said absently, rubbing at his head as Sammy glared at Cherry from 

where he was still poised on the reptile‟s shoulder, but everyone was looking at him seriously, 

and he slowly nodded. “Yeah, they do. I think we have to wait for Balthazar or Albatross to 



contact us, though, and then talk things through with them… for now, we‟d better just continue 

life as usual and prepare for the worst, just in case… even though I don‟t know what the worst is 

yet, but… we‟ll have to wait and see if Animaxander‟s forces could be assessed as an invasion 

force, or if they really are just missionaries looking to convert.” 

The others nodded, and then Marina leapt to her feet, clapping her hands together as she 

said with a soft smile at her father: “Then come on, Daddy. I made us all a good meal, and 

maybe a bit of food will help you feel better.” 

“I am an emotional eater.” Zerrex said dumbly, and the pseudodragon on his shoulder 

rolled his eyes before jumping off, Mahihko squeaking as the little beast kicked off his head 

before hitting the ground and running quickly to the kitchen, the wolf adult-child yelling and 

chasing after it. The Drakkaren rolled his eyes, then he yelped when Cherry shoved past him, 

automatically chasing after Mahihko as she shouted something about not wanting to be left out. 

The meal was good at least: Marina had prepared a large salad and fish and chips, one of 

the reptile‟s favorites. Zerrex was always touched that she went through so much trouble for 

them even knowing that only she needed to eat, and he felt it said a lot about her… that despite 

how twisted she seemed at times, she was truly devoted and compassionate… and that she had a 

generous, gentle heart, from how she made food not only for him and her, but for the entire 

family. Of course, it was possible it was only because she knew he‟d feel bad if she only made 

the meals for the two of them… but Marina only smiled slightly up at him as he thought this, 

looking across the table to say softly: “And you call me a mind-reader, Daddy… but you‟re the 

one who thinks twenty steps ahead. Maybe I am just egotistic instead of altruistic… maybe I do 

only care because you care. Either way, though… I love you, and you‟re my father. And you‟re 

the master I‟m devoted to.” 

Cherry looked back and forth, making a bit of a face, but neither Mahihko nor Cindy 

seemed surprised: by now, they were all used to Marina‟s powers probing through their minds 

and her random replies to their thoughts, especially Zerrex‟s. The rest of the meal was eaten in 

quiet, however… and then Zerrex decided to go for a short walk, grabbing his cane and snapping 

the satellite phone onto his belt as he left the house, headphones firmly on and music player in 

his pocket, volume low enough he‟d be able to hear it ring and the nanotech armlet on his 

forearm. 

The little device had been upgraded and enhanced slightly over the years, and when 

Zerrex had gone back down to Hell for the first time after the events in Lunis, Priest had given 

him a bit of a tutorial on it and told him that he‟d managed to actually activate the voice 

recognition system. With a direct order to the armlet, he could now make it do various things, 

from creating and storing a map of the area by using echolocation technology and GPS systems 

to connecting and hacking into computer terminals and networks, thanks to the AI included in 

the armlet. It was a wonderful device… although he‟d also had to recharge it on his last trip 

down to Hell. Thankfully, Priest had anticipated that the battery life wouldn‟t be eternal, and 

they‟d recharged the demonic crystal inside the machine by simply placing the nanotech armlet 

into a special station Priest had been tinkering with over the years, and luckily, it had worked 

beautifully, even if it had also taken roughly a month to fully recharge and the systems to reboot 

and update. 

Priest also noted that he couldn‟t take full credit for the invention: a lot of the tech had 

been built into it when they‟d found it, the issue had mainly been the power supply for the 

nanomachine system and the microcomputer and processor, since it sucked up the power from 

even advanced battery cells way too fast. A specially-shaped demonic crystal and a few charms 



carved carefully on the inside of the walls of the device had worked wonders, however, and 

Priest had just enhanced what little he knew how to work with: since although he was a pure 

demon – and technically the son of a demigoddess and an Incarnate – Cherry and Zerrex had 

both introduced him to a lot of mortal culture even while immersed in Hell‟s teachings and 

society, and the effect was that he had an advanced understanding of both demonic and mortal 

customs and society. It was this that allowed him to quickly grasp both basic and advanced 

engineering concepts, and which let him substitute in demonic magic where mortal science 

failed, and vice-versa. 

Zerrex wondered absently if Priest would be able to upgrade either his phone or his music 

player the next time he went down to Hell so he didn‟t have to recharge the goddamn things so 

often, and then he paused as he passed an old playground at the back of an L-shaped apartment 

building, and he smiled a bit as he grasped the chain-link fence to look inside, somehow 

unsurprised to see a black-scaled dragoness sitting on one of the rusted, ancient swing sets, 

quietly sketching and deaf to the world. These apartments were mostly abandoned, but she had 

moved in here after her old building had started to collapse… and here she was, in her tight, 

faded leather jacket, her body a bit worn by time now. On her head were flexible scales that led 

down the back of her neck, becoming a bit stiffer and angular as they went down until they 

vanished when they reached her shoulders, and right now the loose ones at the front were falling 

over her dark sapphire eyes and moody features. 

The reptile figured that something had happened, and he hesitated to walk in on her, 

feeling inadequate and dumb. He wasn‟t much of a friend… much as he tried to be, much as he 

wanted to be, and he hung his head quietly before a voice grumbled in his head that he was the 

goddamn High King of Hell, he shouldn‟t be getting so stupid and worked up over just walking 

up to a friend and saying hello. Friend… such a strange, foreign word to him, for so long a 

foreign notion. He used to always feel he didn‟t have friends, which was probably why he‟d 

gotten so clingy, and gladly surrounded himself with the people who showed care for him and 

centered himself so tightly, nested himself so deeply in their comforting cradle… and then he 

leaned too hard on the fence, and he winced as it collapsed inwards and he fell over, landing in a 

sprawl on his face as his cane bounced once beside him. 

He coughed, then looked stupidly ahead to watch her combat boots approach before she 

said in a dryly-amused voice: “Hi, Zer. Nice of you to… drop in.” 

“Hello, Reia.” Zerrex said dumbly from the ground, and then he coughed and quickly 

leapt up to his feet, brushing himself off before she hugged him tightly, and he looked surprised 

before he closed his eyes and hugged her back. He didn‟t want to let go, and they held the 

embrace for a few moments before parting, and he smiled faintly down at her, saying softly: 

“Sorry I haven‟t been around or called much. It‟s been busy.” 

“Strange, usually you got  nothing to do.” Reia smiled up at him with quiet entertainment, 

and then the two walked side-by-side over to a metal bench, both brushing at it a bit before 

sitting down beside each other as she hugged the clipboard she‟d been drawing on close, penci l 

tucked between an ear and one of her pointy horns as she looked over at him with that old cocky 

expression on her face. “So saved the world recently?” 

“Shut up.” Zerrex said dryly, and the dragoness laughed and shook her head as he rubbed 

embarrassedly at his face. “No, I‟ve been just up the usual, looking after my crazy family and 

wishing sometimes I was normal. What about you?” 

“Not much…” Reia paused, keeping something to herself for a moment before she added 

dryly: “Had a thief in the apartment, kinda… pissed me off, I guess. Trusted the bastard…” She 



paused again for a long moment, and Zerrex sensed something else before she cleared her throat 

and looked at him with that dumb expression that reminded him of… well… him. “So uh. Yeah. 

That‟s… that‟s my life. Nothing big, really, I just-” 

“What‟ve you been drawing?” Zerrex interrupted curiously, before she could fall into a 

loop, and Reia looked down at the clipboard with a protective expression, before she sighed and 

handed it over, and the Drakkaren took it with a smile before he gazed down at the sketch. It was 

of the playground, the apartments clearly visible… but there were kids playing and parents 

standing around, and it looked just like it would have in the past before she snatched it back from 

him and blushed a bit as he said softly: “You‟re damned talented.” 

She only shrugged, then she smiled at him slightly as she glanced over him, the 

Drakkaren pulling his headphones off as she said with faint entertainment: “You know, you can 

hardly tell you‟re a demon these days. No evil pall of darkness, no looming terrible shadows, no 

horns on your head or nipple rings…” 

Zerrex looked at her sourly, and then he rubbed slowly at his face, wincing a bit at the 

memory. “You‟re never going to let that go, are you? Look, like I told you, Carmen put both the 

nipples and the rings on me.” 

“It was hot.” Reia said mildly, and when Zerrex looked at her for a few moments, she 

grinned at him and asked: “Now you‟re thinking about putting them back on, aren‟t you?” 

“Your face.” Zerrex retorted stupidly, and the two glared at each other for a moment 

before they both shook their heads and laughed quietly. Then the reptile became a bit more 

serious, asking quietly: “So what do you think of this Animaxander crap?” 

“Big news but… I don‟t care at the moment.” Reia replied softly, and Zerrex frowned a 

bit and tilted his head as she glanced away awkwardly, saying finally: “Stuff like this happens all 

the time these last few years and I prefer not to think about it anymore, because somehow you 

always get involved and shit always hits the fan, but then everything goes back to normal. I 

guess…” She looked down, saying softly: “I still think about when you first told me all this stuff. 

I guess it still takes me by surprise sometimes. I do worry and think about you, you big ass. I am 

your friend.” 

She punched his bicep quietly, and Zerrex smiled a bit at her, rubbing at it as he said 

softly: “You shouldn‟t worry-” 

“Like hell! Don‟t start that crap again, Zer.” she snorted and shoved at him, and when he 

didn‟t budge, she smacked his head with the clipboard, which made him wince and duck a bit, 

grasping his skull with both hands. “I‟ll worry about you if I damn well want to. And you should 

be worrying about you too.” 

Zerrex opened his mouth to reply, and then the satellite phone when off at his belt with a 

distinctive, high beeping. Reia softened as she looked at him, and then she cleared her throat and 

gave him that old amused look that didn‟t quite reach her eyes, as she said mildly: “Aren‟t you 

going to answer that?” 

The reptile glanced down at the screen, saw it was Balthazar… and then he simply hit the 

cancel button, and the beeping stopped as he looked at her squarely and said with a slight smile: 

“I‟ll get back to him in a few minutes. Hey, don‟t gimme that look… I don‟t wanna think about 

the stuff that‟s just happened either, but I‟ll deal with my responsibilities… but that doesn‟t mean 

I can‟t postpone them for five minutes to finish my visit with you.” 

Reia looked like she wanted to argue, if only for the sake of argument, but then she 

finally grudgingly nodded when the Drakkaren shot her a look. “Fine, fine. Just don‟t be a 

dickhead.” 



“You‟re a dickhead.” Zerrex said flatly, and the two glared at each other again before 

they both stood, and they hugged tightly. Zerrex breathed softly as he clung to her, and he closed 

his eyes, listening the quiet sound of music coming up from the headphones, feeling her body 

against his and hearing her breaths coming in and out… and then finally, they parted, and he 

squeezed her shoulder as he looked down at her and said quietly: “I‟ll be good, don‟t worry. You 

take care of yourself too though, got that?” 

The dragoness nodded, and the just visible above her shirt white scales on her chest 

reddened slightly, before she covered them with the clipboard, hugging it to her body and her fair 

bosom as she said mildly to him: “Yeah, but you worry about you, too, like I said. And I will 

damn well worry if I want to. Just… take care, huh?” 

Zerrex nodded again, and then he rose a hand to her as she headed for the doors and he 

walked out of the playground, and they both turned to look at each other for a moment, the 

Drakkaren standing on the sidewalk as a few people passed and the wind blew, and Reia at the 

doors, glancing back before she vanished into the building and he walked on, shaking his head 

and feeling his heart thud for a moment before he cleared his throat and picked up his satellite 

phone as it rang again, answering it with a rasp of: “What?” 

A long pause ensued, and then Balthazar said in a slow, gentle voice: “I can call back if 

the timing‟s bad, Zerrex.” 

A blush rose in the Drakkaren‟s cheeks, and he cleared his throat and shook his head, 

saying quietly: “No, I‟m sorry, it‟s my fault. Just… had an awkward meeting, that‟s all.” He 

paused, not wanting to discuss it, before he added with soft amusement: “Besides, I guess my 

problems and personal life aren‟t more important than the fate of the world, huh?” 

“But we‟re dealing with a matter of advice and etiquette, not the world… and sometimes 

a single person‟s life and passions can resound throughout the nation and bring the people to 

reason or to violence.” the ferret said with soft entertainment, and whatever pallor of gloominess 

hung over them both seemed to rise as he continued in his cultured voice: “You are a role model, 

after all… and think of what people would do if they saw you turn your back on the world for 

say… compassion, or love, instead of egoism. If you threw away everything you worked for to 

save one life: if the people saw you do that, I don‟t think they‟d riot or rise up against you… I 

think they would love you all the more for it and they may even realize themselves, that to save a 

single life may be worth a thousand hardships, and perhaps altruism… however egotistical it 

might ironically be at the same time… would reign throughout the land.” 

“So should I hang up on you now or later?” Zerrex asked mildly, as his feet automatically 

guided him down the road and past the downtown district, and Balthazar chuckled quietly on the 

other end of the line. “If you want my opinion on Anaximander and Kafka, it‟s to be careful as 

hell around them.” 

“Animaxander. Although you‟re right, it has a distinct similarity to that name.” Balthazar 

corrected softly, and Zerrex wondered if he‟d just brought up some ancient piece of history he‟d 

never actually learned and thus had no idea who he‟d just named. “But I did notice it. The 

familiarity, the openness. Kafka acts that way with many, but rarely is it returned or portrayed in 

a way that doesn‟t seem… plastic, if you will. This time, the alliance was distinct and immediate, 

like… two compatriots who haven‟t seen each other in a long time… just as Kafka had no 

reaction to seeing a human for the first time, while I admit myself I may have stared improperly 

for a few moments.” 



“Yeah, you‟re really an icon of rudeness, Balthazar. Believe me, I probably would have 

said something horrible…” Zerrex made a face, shaking his head before he added flatly: “And 

dude totally has my hair.” 

“It‟s not trademarked, Lord Zerrex. I believe they even made white wigs, among other 

colors, long before you were born, for nobility who wished to be clearly identified in a crowd.” 

the ferret replied with quiet amusement, before he became serious once more. “But while Kafka 

seems to be interested in PR and advancing the goals of his party, I must admit that Animaxander 

makes me nervous… history has taught that one of the most powerful techniques for invading 

and annexing land is to approach with the message of religious love and tolerance.” 

Zerrex grunted, nodding: now they were on a historical subject they were more familiar 

with. “And then start the Crusades, yeah. What does Animaxander have to say on the subject of 

demons? He mentioned he knew about them or something, didn‟t he?” 

Balthazar paused for a moment, and Zerrex felt a distinct drop in his gut before the ferret 

finally said quietly: “He wishes to meet with you, Lord Zerrex, to have a… discussion session, 

he called it, at the end of the week. I told him that I cannot speak for you, but he was very 

insistent… and Kafka was waiting nearby the whole time, undoubtedly listening in on our 

conversation, although whether to look for a vulnerability or for something more malignant I‟m 

not sure. I can arrange for the meeting to be on neutral territory, but I have to admit I am not 

entirely comfortable acting as a go-between… from what I know of religion, messengers have 

often been killed when they give bad news to the cardinals, and as Animaxander speaks of 

himself as a „Grand Inquisitor…‟” 

The Drakkaren made a face: they had horror stories about what some so-called mortal 

„Inquisitors‟ did to demons in Hell that would rival their demonic counterparts, whose job was to 

watch over and punish the exceptionally-wicked. “Yeah, that makes me nervous… so I won‟t 

give you any bad news to tell him. I‟ll meet him, Balthazar, if only „cause I‟m goddamn nervous 

about what the fruitcake might be up to… just like. No churches or citadels or anything. I hate 

religious places.” 

“Of course.” Balthazar said softly, not making any demonic phobia jokes, which Zerrex 

appreciated. It wasn‟t because he was a demon, after all… it was because the church his mother 

had been part of had refused to give her a proper burial and funeral, after her life as a porn star. 

Churches made him… grouchy, so to speak, and for good reason. And then Zerrex glanced up as 

Balthazar asked quietly: “What are you going to do if he betrays you? While I recognize that 

you‟re capable of handling yourself in most situations… you also have mentioned on more than 

one occasion the aversion to blessed powers you and most demons share.” 

“I‟ve gotten better at that over the years.” Zerrex said softly, looking down at his hand 

and flexing it a bit as he stepped off the sidewalk and crossed through an empty lot that had been 

mostly reclaimed as marsh, walking along a solid path of yellow dirt and carefully avoiding 

stepping on any of the soggy-looking, gunky earth surrounding it. “It still hurts like hell… ha, 

pun… but I can handle or divert holy energy. Banishment back to Hell, on the other hand, is 

another thing entirely… but I don‟t think he‟s in any position to do that right now, and it‟s too 

big a move to make, anyway. Not to sound cocky or anything, but I‟m turning into kind of a big 

deal on the mortal plane.” 

“So I‟ve heard.” Balthazar responded with a hint of a small smile in his voice, before he 

sighed, and Zerrex imagined him nodding slowly on the other end of the phone. “Very well, 

Zerrex. I‟ll set it up and you can see just what he wants… but I have this feeling that it‟s bound 

to go unpleasantly whether all you do is talk to him or if events more malign transpire.” 



The Drakkaren grunted, nodding a bit himself now as he crossed one of the older, less-

repaired streets in town, his feet taking him through a small alley as he said mildly: “Well, we all 

have a part to play, right? I just hope to play my part well.” 

“Then I‟ll do my best too. But for now I must leave, Lord Zerrex. I‟ll pass on your 

message, though.” Balthazar said softly, and then he added quietly: “Be careful, friend. There‟s 

worse things on the streets these days than even Animaxander and Kafka, I worry.” 

“Thanks, Balthazar. Take care of yourself, too, and don‟t let the presidency wear you 

down or Kafka get to you. You‟re still the favorite for leader.” Zerrex replied softly, and 

Balthazar gave a faint sound of agreement after a moment of hesitation. “Take care, Balthazar. 

I‟ll see you soon.” 

With that, the Drakkaren hung up the phone, then he snapped the antennae closed and 

tucked it back onto his belt, looking back and forth before he paused and slowly glanced down 

the road with a slight smile. He was unsurprised to see that his feet had led him out to manse 

owned by the last two members of the Silver Wind Clan. 

He put his hands in his pockets as he walked down the sidewalk, and one of the front 

doors opened a moment later, the huntress Mary walking out and leaning shyly behind it as she 

gazed warmly at her Patron demon. Zerrex looked back with a smile, rubbing the back of his 

head as he met her eyes: as soft and innocent as they had been all those years before, although by 

now she had toughened up and changed quite a bit. 

Mortals changed so fast… the reptile had almost forgotten, after all his years spent as a 

demon, just how quickly their lives passed and how malleable they were in the face of 

experience. With Mary‟s experiences, she had become strong and determined, and with the help 

of some demonic friends, several years back Zerrex had bestowed upon her a special bracelet 

made of gold and inset with a green demonic crystal that would allow her to exert control over 

minor demons and came with a few other neat little charms. It clung to her wrist like a living 

thing by three chains that seemed loose but would tighten if the bracelet was quickly moved or 

someone other than her attempted to remove it, and it was shaped like a golden scarab, with the 

green gemstone inset into the shell. 

Mary had found her own path, a different path than dictated by the Silver Wind‟s Clan 

coda, but a path all the same that was helping her do what she felt was right and letting her 

follow her ideas and passions. Even if she was different, she was also a true Devil Hunter, just 

like her brother Zanbrick, and her father and mother and her ancestors all the way back to those 

who had formed the Clan, and Zerrex thought she was right in being proud of herself, and that 

even Zane probably felt a grudging admiration for his sister. 

Zane, of course, still didn‟t exactly get along with Zerrex… but they were at least on 

moderate terms, and the hunter was interfering less and less with the Drakkaren training and 

educating Mary. It was possible he realized that Mary had great potential, and that Zerrex 

training her was for the best… but it was more likely that over the years, Zanbrick had just 

grown up and matured a little, and now that he‟d gained more experiences and a little bit of 

wisdom, he could be supportive and understanding as well as a controlling douchebag. 

Mary walked towards him, in just plain mortal clothes: not dressed to impress, not 

dressed to stand out in a crowd, not dressed like the females of the Clan in the past, and they 

traded a tight hug. A moment later, an imp appeared out of nowhere and tugged at her leg, and 

the yellow-skinned, dog-faced demon asked irritably: “What are you doing, hurry up, hurry up! 

The others are getting impatient for the feasting!” 



Zerrex glanced down at the Imp, with its smattering of hair over its head and tall, jackal-

like ears, and then he recognized the torn, makeshift little white robe it was wearing with the 

high red-and-blue shoulders, and he asked mildly: “How are you doing, Ishmael?” 

The imp glowered up at him, and then it vanished from sight in a puff, and Mary sighed, 

rolling her eyes as she crossed her arms. “Would you like to come in, Zer? And sorry about 

Ishmael, you know I can‟t control him very well.” 

The Drakkaren smiled slightly and nodded, understanding. While imps were usually 

claimed by mortal sorcerers to act as familiars or partners, he knew that in reality they were 

dangerous demons in their own right, and while their magical spells didn‟t function on the mortal 

realm, they could still teleport short distances and use minor pyrokinetic abilities, as well as sap 

the energies of mortals. They were mischief makers for the most part, but if provoked, they could 

become quite threatening… and Zerrex was admittedly honestly surprised that Ishmael had so 

readily agreed to work with Mary. 

Mary, unlike Zanbrick, didn‟t capture demons in Imprisonment Stones: instead, she 

summoned demons utilizing the bracelet she wore. She prepared these summons ahead of time 

by placing collars and bracelets around the demons she wanted to call out, which would create a 

link between her and the demon via the jewelry: and the demons themselves, she preferred to 

actually negotiate a partnership with instead of using brute force to capture them. It was a longer 

and more complex process than Zanbrick used to summon demons to his aid, but she also almost 

always got better results with her demons, no matter how experienced and powerful Zane‟s were. 

The doe gazed up at him fondly, and Zerrex stroked her face lightly before she laughed 

quietly, taking his hand and pulling him firmly inside as she asked in a soft voice: “So do you 

think this Animaxander fellow is going to pose a serious problem? The demons really don‟t like 

him… and even my brother is getting very tense over the whole issue. Maybe you could calm 

them all down a bit.” 

“When have I ever been able to calm Zane down? He hates me.” Zerrex responded flatly, 

and Mary rolled her eyes as she led him through the hallway, and Zerrex‟s eyes shot to the side 

as he smiled a bit, pretending not to see a bashful figure following them. “Anyway, I‟ll tell you 

and the others what I know then… is the feast actually a feast this time or are we going to just 

play party games again? I gotta say, I loved when we played board games that one day… real 

inventive on your part, even if no one really got the concept of half the games.” 

Mary laughed at this and shook her head, looking almost embarrassed as she replied 

easily: “It just came to mind, Zerrex, when you said that demons liked to be stimulated mentally 

as well as physically… and even though you meant that in your usual dirty innuendo, I think that 

combined with the idea that demons like experiencing mortal culture. I know that well… a few 

of them got scared a bit when we broke out the dominos, thinking they were runes and such… 

but I think it was a success myself. 

“Today, though, yeah, we‟re going to be experiencing an actual feast… I made up some 

mortal foods for everyone to try, and that‟s why Ishmael‟s so eager.” Mary continued, looking 

amused as she shook her head slowly, and Zerrex grunted in amusement. Despite having just 

eaten, he certainly wouldn‟t turn down Mary‟s cooking… since she‟d been raised so traditionally 

to be either a housewife of another hunter or a servant of the Clan, it meant that she was able to 

prepare a meal not only quickly, but especially well.  

He smiled slightly, gladly letting her lead him down a hall and through a hidden 

doorway, Mary easily sliding the bookshelf aside on a hidden rail system before they walked 

down a short staircase, and Zerrex leaned forwards towards the doe as he heard quiet footsteps 



behind them, asking softly: “So I take it that uh… succubus you „captured‟ is still being a bit of a 

handful, huh?” 

“She‟s improving. She just gets especially shy around you, and can you blame her?” 

Mary tilted her head towards Zerrex with quiet amusement, cocking an eyebrow at him. “I mean, 

you are the High King.” 

Zerrex huffed and mocked the expression – a somewhat impressive feat since he didn‟t 

have eyebrows. “Yeah, and so far today I‟ve already fallen on my face once getting all choked 

up trying to talk to a mortal girl.” He paused, making a face as he rubbed the back of his head. 

“Reia‟s never going to let me forget that. But yeah, I‟m a dork.” 

Mary sighed and rolled her eyes, then she said flatly, as they entered a large stone hall 

with a few demons already sitting at a long, rectangular wooden table: “Just be honest with her, 

your ass. Anyway, sit down here, I‟m going to go get the food.” 

“I can help!” Zerrex rose his hand as Mary walked away, but she only gave him an 

amused look over her shoulder as she vanished through a stone archway. The reptile looked after 

her grouchily, and then he sat down at the huge table on one of the long benches, glancing up 

and down the twenty foot length before he smiled awkwardly as a few demons scooted towards 

him, looking at him with wide eyes. “Uh. Hi.” 

A minotaur waved at him shyly, his body large and bulky but his horns broken off: a 

mark of great shame for the species and culture. Near the end of the table, Ishmael looked huffy, 

while his twin brother Shalimar was juggling a few fireballs, looking content by himself and 

obviously the good twin of the pair. Then he glanced to the side as a succubus sat down 

awkwardly beside him, her body clothed heavily by several layers of clothing and leaving only 

her face and hands bare: even her head was covered by a cowl, as she said with a blush: “Hello, 

Lord Zerrex.” 

“Hello, granddaughter.” Zerrex said with soft entertainment, and the crimson-scaled 

female turned even brighter red with a deeper blush as she covered herself: she was the daughter 

of one of his daughters, Maya… who happened to also be a good friend of Shelly, and the two 

had raised Maya‟s little girl together under firm standards and rules that even the strictest 

reverend of the most stoic religion would agree to. Maria of Everbright Starlight was brought up 

by a culture not Hellish or mortal or even Divine: she was brought up to fear bodily contact, fear 

sex, and most of all, to fear the Drakkaren she now sat beside and his perverted culture. 

Maria gazed at him affectionately, looking awkward as she kept a definite distance 

between their bodies, even while obviously wanting to close the gap. Zerrex let her move at her 

own pace, however, knowing she‟d make the choices that were right for her: after all, Maria had 

been the one to first point out to her mother, in her quiet way, that never getting to actually meet 

her grandfather was unfair to her, especially with who Zerrex was. And Maya had been forced to 

grudgingly agree with this point of view., and the reptile knew that even if they didn‟t exactly get 

along, the moralistic demoness was still a fine mother, if a little overprotective. 

So Maria and Zerrex had been introduced in the Throne Room: territory where they 

would be under watch from plenty of eyes and with Cherry absent, to avoid “corrupting her 

daughter.” Privately, Zerrex agreed: a dose of Cherry could be too much for the youthful, highly-

innocent little demoness. And he‟d tried to keep himself as civil and pleasant as possible as well, 

not wanting to scare her and to show Maya and Shelly he wasn‟t just all about sex. 

Maria was intelligent, pleasant, and well-mannered, all these things carefully bred into 

her along with a lot of different rules of courtesy and etiquette. On „causal days‟ she wore long 

flowing dresses with full sleeves and gloves, and often even a hat or bonnet, and on most other 



days she wore a robe or even a burka. She didn‟t like at all to be touched, and even bridging the 

subject of physical affection, much less sex, made her very uncomfortable. Yet somehow, she 

and her grandfather had hit it off, mostly because he recognized the culture Maya and Shelly had 

raised her by the standards of, and he was able to play off some of the concepts. 

He also thought it was because he asked Maria her opinion on things, and what she 

wanted, while Shelly and Maya he knew would be control freaks and their word and ideas were 

what they would push on Maya‟s daughter. Maya , of course, didn‟t like the idea that Maria was 

hanging around with Zerrex at all… but she agreed to it only after she made Maria start wearing 

a chastity belt, which Zerrex thought was retarded. Whether it was demonic steel or magically-

enchanted, he was pretty sure he‟d be able to get any device Maria might be wearing out of his 

way if he really wanted to, but he was also insulted: all he wanted to do was to get to know the 

members of his own family, not rape them all. 

But apparently Maria and her mother – mothers, if you included Shelly – had an 

argument one night that escalated until Maria left her home and stayed with a friend, and from 

there she registered for the immigration program. As a succubus that was terrified of sex and 

whose greatest talent was to be able to play the piano flawlessly, she registered as just about a 

zero on the threat level, and easily passed through a Gate and became a temporary citizen of Ire. 

From there, she‟d found out more about her father: she had only known that Zerrex often came to 

the mortal plane, but her mother always told her it was because he was a lout… she‟d honestly 

had no idea about the family he had on the mortal realm. 

When Zerrex had found out what happened, he‟d first lectured both Shelly and Maya – 

and whether they liked him or not, getting lectured by him still made them both look like 

miserable, chastened house pets – and then he‟d cut his visit to Hell short to go and find Maria. 

He‟d found her living in a shelter for demons, doing chores and playing music on off nights, 

looking a little more than a bit miserable from being on the receiving end of a lot of dirty talk. 

Zerrex had brought her out of that, and when she‟d said awkwardly she didn‟t want to go home 

but didn‟t want to impose on him, the reptile instinctively knew she was still working through 

her fears of him… and so instead she‟d brought her here. 

Maria was a misfit, there was little doubt about it… but thankfully, almost all of the 

demons Mary worked were misfits, and thus Maria fit in perfectly. She agreed to work with the 

doe, even though she‟d also made it clear she wasn‟t very useful in combat: she‟d never learned 

much more than very basic magic, and that was useless on the mortal plane. But Mary had been 

training her for a little over a year now… and Maria was finally starting to loosen up and show 

some ability. 

Now they sat here together, and Maya‟s daughter awkwardly rubbed at her face for a 

moment before she said in a soft, polite voice: “The weather outside seems very nice. I think that 

we‟re becoming overdue for a bit of rain these days, though… and rain is so awfully nice, it‟s so 

very different from the flat air of Hell.” 

The Drakkaren looked at her with quiet amusement for a few moments, and then he 

tapped his cane lightly against the ground as he asked curiously: “So how‟s your training 

going?” 

Maria didn‟t respond for a few moments, and Zerrex wondered if he‟d asked a question 

that was too personal to her: he forgot sometimes how sensitive and awkward he was. But then 

she finally smiled a bit, and then she said in a quiet voice as she looked at her hands, knitting her 

fingers together: “Mary and I are working very hard. Because I have no natural abilities, it‟s 

difficult… and since I‟m little stronger than a mortal, she‟s decided upon training me with a bow. 



Guns are frightful things and I don‟t like them, and the crossbow seems so vulgar, with their 

mechanical parts… but I suppose a bow has a nobility to it, and it is quiet and easy to work with, 

if not easy to aim.” 

Zerrex nodded, liking the way Maria assessed things. Admittedly, sometimes her old-

fashioned style of speech could grate on him a bit, but it wasn‟t something he could blame her 

for… and since Maria really wasn‟t much one for most forms of combat, training her to use a 

bow would be good, if only because Maria would be able to think of it as a sport more than as a 

means for killing someone, and he thought that would help. He knew his granddaughter was like 

Blueberry, not at all warlike or a fighter like him… and he didn‟t mind that, but he was also 

proud of her for staying here anyway and learning the ins-and-outs of combat, even if he also 

hoped that she‟d never have to use any of those skills. 

He paused, then glanced down the table as Maria fell into quiet, and he gazed with 

entertainment at a demon whom he‟d only met recently, but who was apparently an old 

companion of his daughters.  His name was Szar, and he was a Salamander: a brawny, draconic 

soldier-level demon, in the past used as storm troopers for Hell‟s armies. He had been 

„converted‟ by Cherry during a battle, and had ended up tagging along on the adventures of his 

daughters as they‟d sought both vengeance against Az‟Iriel and to seal the Black Holes to halt 

demonic invasions worldwide. 

Szar had almost died with the rest of them when the last mortal refuge of the Miserable 

Ones had been blown to bits by a missile strike, although he and his demon brethren had run in 

an opposite direction. Eventually, Szar had wandered back to Valise City, in the hopes of finding 

the girls… but instead, he‟d only found the empty house. It would be a long time until Marina, 

the only survivor of Crow‟s onslaught after the missile strike, would end up making her way 

back home. 

So Szar had instead gone underground, like many of his demon brethren, until Ire had 

started to settle, and he had only recently gotten in contact again with Cherry, who had gladly 

brought him around to the house. And now, the scarred, mortal-clothes clad demon was one of 

Mary‟s most useful demon friends, often walking around with her in town and helping her train, 

since his age and experience as a soldier meant he knew plenty of things she was just starting to 

learn, even after seven years of training with Zerrex. And whenever they weren‟t training, 

usually Szar was abashedly half-stalking Maria, trying to get close to her but mostly being 

ignored because Maria thought he was a „good, kind fellow‟ who never spoke to her wrongly or 

upset her… but of course, the downside of being such a gentleperson around her was that Maria 

pretty much ignored him, even if she thought he was friendly and courteous. 

Zerrex looked back and forth between the two, and he was about to say something when 

Mary came back pushing a cart loaded with food. She quickly began to place the various dishes 

out onto the table, which included everything from steak to hamburgers as asked the minotaur to 

help, and he jumped immediately to his hooves and was glad to pass out the dishes and then the 

glasses, as Mary finished by placing out several large bottles: one of wine, one of Frost, and one 

of milk. 

Then Mary sat down opposite Zerrex, nudging Szar with her elbow as she tossed some 

utensils into the middle of the table: by now, however, she was well aware that most demons 

would prefer grabbing with their hands over using a fork and knife, if only because they could 

get away with it, since Mary wasn‟t exactly the strictest person around. She looked back and 

forth, glared at Ishmael when he reached for a steak and pointed at him threateningly, and the 

Imp huffed and drew back as she said firmly: “First of all, let‟s all try to show a bit of class 



around Lord Zerrex. Second of all, take your time with the food… there‟s not a lot, but enough 

to go around if we all share. Now go ahead, dig in.” 

Ishmael grabbed at a plate of steak immediately, but Shalimar sighed and restrained him 

before he could take the whole thing, the twin brothers beginning to argue in their own form of 

demonic as Zerrex took a hamburger and Maria‟s brow knitted in a frown. None of the food 

present was exactly very ladylike… and then she blushed when Zerrex took a hamburger and put 

it on a plate in front of her, saying absently: “It‟s good, you‟ll like it.” 

“I‟m not supposed to eat that much meat… and anyway, eating food is simply a 

gluttonous act when one needs not do it.” she replied softly, shaking her head a bit and looking 

embarrassed, and then she blushed when Zerrex grabbed the bottle of Frost on the table and 

poured her a cup of it, before filling his own glass. “May I ask what this is, Lord Zerrex?” 

“Call me Zer. Just don‟t call me grandpa, makes me feel old.” the reptile said mildly, and 

then he paused and glanced at her with amusement when she fidgeted. “Oh, just eat, Maria. Not 

even Mary is very ladylike. And that drink is Frost cola, it‟s a favorite of mine. Even kids these 

days drink the stuff so I think you‟re safe in that regard.” 

“I don‟t know, children oft do very wicked things.” Maria said dubiously, looking at the 

bubbling, dark liquid, and then she shook her head a bit as her eyes moved to the hamburger. 

“And this is mortal food… mother always said that mortal foods were full of all sorts of wicked 

chemicals and disgusting slops.” 

“Mother isn‟t here right now.” Zerrex reminded her, as he took a bite of his before 

pausing and looking offended. “And hey, this was some of my favorite food when I was a 

mortal. And a kid. And… screw you.” 

Maria turned beet red at this, and Zerrex winced, rubbing at his head as he remembered 

she didn‟t exactly react to his peculiar sense of humor the same way other people did… and then 

she ventured a weak smile as she replied quietly: “So you… want me to lighten up, is that the 

correct expression?” 

“Yeah, that‟s right.” The reptile looked at her softly, and then he decided to throw caution 

to the wind, reaching out and brushing down her cowl to make her blush deeply before he 

wrapped an arm around her and pulled her closer to his side, smiling down at her as he said 

softly: “And you should show off your pretty face some more, too, kid. Believe me, you only 

look beautiful for so many years until you end up looking like me.” 

“Grandfather!” Maria blushed deeply, pushing a hand against his chest as she squirmed… 

but when he let go of her, she didn‟t slide away, instead simply gazing up at him and shifting 

awkwardly back and forth before she rubbed at her smooth skull: like most succubi, Maria could 

shapeshift and easily hide her horns out of sight, but with the very distinct lack of other abilities 

she showed, Zerrex always wondered just how well or badly her abilities worked. “I… okay. If 

you approve, perhaps I can work at… letting a bit more of myself be revealed and visible, and 

remember that… to be ladylike in all situations is perhaps not the most becoming of me.” 

The Drakkaren looked at her amusedly, and when she blushed and looked down, he shot 

a look at Szar. At first, the male looked shocked and winced… and then when Zerrex jerked his 

head towards Maria, he looked stupid for a moment before brightening and offering in a 

strongly-accented voice: “You are a very pretty girl, Maria. You should show that body of yours 

off more.” 

Maria gave the Salamander a look as Zerrex rolled his eyes and slapped his forehead, but 

then she smiled a bit and said courteously: “Thank you, Szar, I‟ll keep your opinion in mind.” 

She paused, then looked at her hamburger again before she took a tiny bite… and almost 



immediately she perked up, looking surprised at the taste before she said incredulously: “It tastes 

delicious!” 

“Thank you.” Mary smiled across at her amusedly, then she tossed a look to Zerrex, 

grinning a bit at him and shaking her head slowly. Zerrex looked back, feigning innocence, but it 

was hard to hide secrets from Mary, especially these days: as Mary had developed over the years, 

their bond had become stronger and stronger and the powers she possessed had become more 

focused, letting her better sense Zerrex‟s emotions and even whatever he had in mind at the 

moment. Because really, I need more psychics other than Marina around me. Huh. Two Marys, 

a Marina, a Maria, and a Maya down in Hell. Among other M-names. I‟m really seeing a trend 

developing here. 

Their eyes met, and he knew she was trying to read him, but then he simply winked and 

shielded his mind, making her glare at him. He ignored her cheerfully, however, and watched as 

Maria quickly finished off her hamburger before she grabbed the glass of Frost and drank from 

it, before she blushed again when she slurped loudly and she quickly covered her mouth. A 

moment later, her stomach rumbled, and she burped behind her hand, which made her look even 

more embarrassed as she yelped a weak: “Oh!” 

She looked back and forth, paling and grabbing at her cowl… but the demons at the other 

end of the table were engaged in their own conversation, Ishmael‟s hands dripping with steak 

juice and a bit of blood as Shalimar used a fork and knife to carefully and politely eat his food, 

while the minotaur had a glass in one hand and a hamburger in the other. Mary and Szar were 

both ignoring Maria pointedly as they half-talked, and Zerrex was the only one looking at her… 

before he simply stuffed the rest of his hamburger into his muzzle, chewed loudly, and 

swallowed it all with a wince, making her stare at him. “Babe, you might think you‟re something 

rude, but you got nothing on any of the rest of us.” 

Maria blushed deeply, rubbing slowly at her head, and then she nodded and sipped 

quietly at her cola, and Zerrex picked up his own glass, taking a slow drink of the dark liquids as 

he gazed at her thoughtfully, before he asked curiously: “So tell me, Maria… what do you think 

of the mortal realm, now that you‟ve been up here for a good while? Is it everything you thought 

it would be, or has it been a bit of a letdown?” 

“Oh, that‟s not polite to discuss.” Maria shook her head, rubbing at her face awkwardly… 

and when Zerrex tilted his head towards her insistently, she reddened a bit. “It‟s… different.”  

“Not exactly what you expected, huh?” Zerrex looked at her with soft amusement, and 

the female fidgeted awkwardly, mumbling something about ladylike behavior before he finally 

said drolly: “You know, you are free to express your opinion around all of us however you want, 

Maria. Besides, if you really were uncomfortable here, the only polite thing I could do would be 

to make sure to take you back to Hell or some comfortable place.” 

Maria looked at him with surprise, and then she shook her head quickly, babbling: “No, 

no, here, here is fine, I just… I mean…” She trailed off, blushing, and then stopped and visibly 

gathered her courage, breathing in and out before she murmured in an embarrassed voice: “It‟s 

really worse than Hell here in a lot of ways.” 

“I agree with that sentiment.” Zerrex said amusedly, looking over at Mary. “What do you 

think, girl? I mean, imagine if everyone here on the planet got punished for the wrongdoings they 

did. And furthermore, that they were all being watched over by some creepy force like the 

Scholars and Scribes and Historians.” 

“I thought you weren‟t supposed to talk about that.” Mary said with equal entertainment, 

tilting her head towards him, and the Drakkaren coughed and rolled his eyes, looking innocently 



up at the ceiling. “But you have a point, yeah… if everyone knew they‟d be punished, if 

everyone was watched over… then they‟d definitely behave themselves a little bit better, to say 

the least.” 

“Historians? I thought they were just a legend.” Maria said softly, gazing curiously at 

Zerrex, and then she blushed and covered her mouth when he looked at her. “My apologies, 

grandfather, I spoke out of turn.” 

“I told you not to call me that.” Zerrex huffed, then he paused and poked at his face, 

looking amused. “I guess I am more than a little bit old, though… and you know, in some places 

it‟s a sign of respect. But uh… yeah, I wasn‟t supposed to mention anything, but we‟ve been 

gathering up elders from across Hell… hermits, reverends, and magicians… and training them as 

Historians. It‟s been… moderately successful, I guess, but they certainly aren‟t anything 

compared to the Prophets of Heaven or the old Historians, I‟m told… but you know, I have a lot 

of faith in them, and they really have just started learning, by Hell‟s standards. 

“I guess as you all know, the original Historians were executed for high treason against 

the Princess, back in the days when she pretty much ruled Hell, and burnt pretty much everything 

related to them… but we recently found a book detailing the Historians‟ way of life, among other 

things, in an old tomb.” Zerrex said softly, looking from Mary to Maria. “It was probably 

secured there and left for someone to find after the Princess made it clear she wanted them 

removed from power. With them back in business, however, it adds a sort of… balancing effect 

to the new Scribes and Scholars being trained, since while they‟re both capable of manipulating 

the reality of Hell to some extent, the Historians act as watchdogs over the two groups and can 

undo the effects of some of their abilities.” 

Maria nodded slowly, and then she gazed up at him with a bit of a smile, saying quietly: 

“They do sound ever so interesting, Lord Zerrex… and it gives me a notion that Hell must indeed 

be a much better place than we take it for, despite how so many there are damned and in 

suffering.” 

Zerrex nodded, looking back at her softly. “The difference between here and there is that 

at least in Hell, most of the people suffering deserve it. There‟s still innocents who are in pain, 

too… but one day I hope to change all that, some way, some how… I‟m just not sure exactly 

how to do that yet.” 

Mary laughed and shook her head, and the two demons looked at her curiously as she 

nudged Szar, grinning a bit at the Salamander. “Looks like Zerrex is off on one of his moralistic 

power trips again.” 

“Oh, bite me.” Zerrex huffed as Szar and Mary both laughed, and even Maria smiled 

politely, although she was still looking at the Drakkaren with admiration in her eyes. And then 

the Drakkaren glanced back down at her, asking her softly: “So is there anything I can help you 

out with or do for you, Maria? I assume you‟re holding up well enough here, and not getting too 

much flack from Zanbrick?” 

Maria nodded, and then Zerrex looked up as – speak of the devil… can‟t believe I even 

still use that expression but there it is… – Zanbrick stomped into the room, looking back and 

forth distastefully before his eyes settled on Mary, and he walked over to her with an exasperated 

expression on his face. “Mary, this is a waste of food!” 

“You‟re a waste of food.” Mary muttered, and Zerrex wondered absently if that transfer 

all those years ago had made her start using some of his retorts as well as his abilities. “Zane, 

come on, go away.” 



The deer made a face, and he stood up, looking across at Zerrex. The Drakkaren looked 

back squarely, at the deer‟s now slightly-aged features: it made him more handsome for the most 

part, but there were already a few premature wrinkle lines around his eyes, and they weren‟t 

from laughing. “And of course you show up whenever there‟s something free on the table. Can‟t 

you ever just go away?” 

“Can‟t you?” Zerrex asked mildly, cocking his head towards the male, and he huffed and 

threw his cape around him, stomping down the length of the table and then sitting irritably in the 

tall chair at the end of it, leaning an elbow on the arm of it and his fist under his chin as he 

glowered over them all. “Hey, it‟s not our fault you‟re not into the whole „being nice‟ thing.” 

Zane didn‟t reply, only muttering at his new, silver armlet gleamed: several years back, 

he had finally earned his way back into the favor of his patron and been rewarded with an armlet 

that permitted him to control multiple demons at once, although his concentration only let him 

use three demons of moderate power at a time. Zerrex didn‟t totally agree with Zanbrick‟s 

methods for finding and capturing them, but if the reptile really strongly felt that a demon should 

be let free, it wasn‟t exactly like Zane was able to put up a good argument against it a lot of the 

time, and he usually ended up doing whatever the lizard told him to do. 

Then the reptile paused for a few moments before he glanced down the table as demons 

passed around the plates, absently putting another hamburger on Maria‟s plate and making her 

blush but taking nothing for himself as he asked in a more serious voice: “What are you thinking 

about this mess with Animaxander?” 

Now Zanbrick looked serious as well as the demons all stopped their conversation, 

Mary‟s own face becoming solemn too as Zane leaned forwards and said quietly: “Sources tell 

me that he is extremely fanatical. A few supernatural entities have entered his campsite… not 

demons or angels, mind you, but pixies and fey: naturally-invisible beings that can pass mostly-

undetected through just about anything. It helps that in the years past, the emergence of demons 

and angels have helped other hidden, supernatural races blossom… but I suppose you know all 

about that.” 

Zerrex wondered for a moment if he was being sarcastic, but he realized after a look at 

the hunter‟s eyes he wasn‟t, and so he only nodded; it was true. Beings of legend and myth were 

becoming more bold and multiplying, which was good… but on the other hand, so were the 

undead, which the Drakkaren knew was likely a side effect of demonic energies growing on the 

physical plane. Not corruption, but the simple existence of demons and even of angels: their 

presence often agitated the restless dead or corpses in the ground that had a spark of corruption 

in them from being killed by demons or other supernatural beings, and they would rise from their 

graves and crypts to attack whatever had bothered them in the first place, or even just the nearest 

living beings and inflict the pain they felt on others. Not that all undead were bad… Zerrex had 

met plenty that were good, or just lost and lonely, wanting to move on to the next world but not 

quite knowing how, or too scared to go in case they ended up in Hell… or worse, limbo. “What 

can you tell me? I‟m supposed to meet with him sometime, he was apparently very keen on it.” 

“No, please don‟t.” Maria said suddenly and urgently, and then she flushed when Zerrex 

and several other pairs of eyes looked at her, before she jumped up from the table, leaving the 

room quickly and putting a hand over her face. The Drakkaren started to rise, but Mary shook 

her head and got up instead, following her, and Zerrex sighed but sat down, knowing it was for 

the best that he probably give her time to get her thoughts in order… and figure out himself the 

battle plan for the times ahead. Dammit… 



Zane hesitated… but when Zerrex motioned at him, he nodded, leaning on his forearms 

and saying curtly: “It‟s going to be dangerous for you to meet him anywhere. His entire campsite 

is protected by anti-demon and anti-angel countermeasures… whatever he might be spouting, I 

don‟t think he likes Heaven or Hell, or at least not the Heaven and Hell we know. His 

„missionaries‟ set them up in literally six minutes tops after the interview, and apparently they‟re 

building him a massive cathedral as we speak. They have to be using magic somehow, because 

they‟re putting it together like it‟s a construction set, and everything‟s locking perfectly into 

place… whatever else, these humans are strong and very well-versed in magical arts, and I have 

no idea how they‟re making them function here. Animaxander also has a bodyguard, but I got 

little information on him except that he‟s dressed very differently from the others, and his tent is 

secure and heavily guarded by magical constructs as well as soldiers. These guys are scary, 

Zerrex. And much as I don‟t like you… if you really have to meet him, even if you meet him in 

Hell… promise me you‟re going to be careful. I don‟t think my sister would like losing you very 

much.” 

Zerrex smiled slightly, wondering if that was code for: „I‟ll miss you,‟ and then he said 

quietly: “Thanks, Zane. I will. I don‟t know when the meet‟s going to happen yet, but… I won‟t 

underestimate him. What about Kafka, was he there?” 

“Not that any of the spies noticed… but Animaxander coming here, it‟s big news across 

all the planes. Heaven, Hell, Astral, Ethereal…” He shook his head slowly, and his nervousness 

showed through his stoic features for a moment as he looked down, then looked up at Zerrex 

plainly, sighing softly. “Have you ever heard of something like this happening? Could he be 

from… I dunno, some sort of pocket dimension? Or maybe that nasty place you were telling me 

about, the dark place?” 

“Nothing escapes the Marquee Sur Noir if they‟re imprisoned there, of that I can assure 

you.” Zerrex said softly, shaking his head slowly. That was one of the darkest of all the pocket 

dimensions… but a place Sin had absolute dominance over, and he‟d never heard of anyone 

without exceptional magical prowess even moving in and out of the so-called „seats‟ of the 

Marquee Sur Noir. “But no, I haven‟t… and I‟ve never come across it in any of my readings, 

either. When I go back down to Hell, I‟ll ask around about it, or maybe I‟ll send Cherry to do it 

for me… but either way, this is very bad news.” 

Zanbrick nodded, shaking his head slowly. “I agree… and none of the stories of the 

Elders predicts or even hints at anything like this being possible. From what he said and 

promised, I know that I should be excited… yet all I feel is a chill when I think of him. What 

worries me even more is that I do believe him when he said he serves some higher power…” 

“Then that must be what opened the portal. I just hope we don‟t have to deal with that on 

top of everything else… gods know I don‟t need to fight another godling.” Zerrex muttered, 

shaking his head slowly, and Zane grunted in agreement for a change before the Drakkaren stood 

up from the table, adding quietly: “Now, if you‟ll excuse me, I‟m going to go find Mary and 

Maria.” 

Zane didn‟t respond, but that didn‟t exactly surprise the Drakkaren, as he headed through 

the archway they had both left through and entering into a narrow, smooth hall he had to stoop to 

pass along. He made a face, one of his hands tracing along the ceiling of the passage as he 

looked back and forth at a few carefully-inlaid doors that were barely visible… and then he heard 

soft crying ahead through the opening at the end of the hall, and he carefully walked forwards, 

wincing a bit as he stepped out into a room lit only by a few candles, the table covered in old 



pieces of parchment and Mary and Maria both sitting at it together quietly, as Mary shushed her 

and patted her gently on the shoulder, looking awkwardly at her. “It‟s no big deal…” 

Maria didn‟t reply, only continuing to cry quietly as she covered her face, and Zerrex 

walked forwards and gently put a hand on her back, making her start in surprise as Mary looked 

up at him with a bit of relief. “Hey, what‟s wrong, kid?” 

“I‟m sorry, Lord Zerrex…” Maria hiccupped, trembling as she wiped at her eyes slowly, 

and then she shook her head quickly, looking away from him and covering her reddened eyes. 

“You shouldn‟t see me like this, it isn‟t proper. I must look such a mess…” 

“Screw that.” Zerrex said flatly, and then he sat on the table and gently pried her hands 

off her face before tilting her muzzle upwards, adding quietly: “You look very pretty to me still. 

I‟m just worried about you, Maria… even here on the mortal realm, you‟d still be a few years out 

of date in the strictest of societies, unless you were part of one of the old religions that Maya and 

Shelly obviously got the burka from. 

“I know you‟ve been taught a lot of rules and etiquette… and well, I like that stuff too, 

but even I feel that I go overboard sometimes, and look at me.” Zerrex shrugged a bit, smiling 

faintly at her as he leaned back and added softly: “You need to find your own path, your own 

way… I get worried that you‟re still living too much in the shadow of Maya and Shelly. Much as 

I love my daughters, I know they… don‟t like me, and they can be a bit spiteful and controlling, 

and I‟m worried that they focused too much on trying to make you into their image of a perfect 

daughter instead of focusing on you and seeing that you‟re perfect no matter how you turn out or 

what you decide to do with yourself. I mean, you‟re scared of even coming across as rude and 

you‟re a succubus, Maria… that‟s no way for a demoness with a proud sexual heritage to be.” 

Maria looked down shamefully, and Zerrex shook his head, tilting her chin upwards 

again as he said quietly: “Maybe I phrased that wrong, because you shouldn‟t have that look on 

your face… what I‟m trying to say is… be yourself. Follow your instincts, your urges, and sort 

out for yourself the rules and traditions you should follow against the ones that are… wrong for 

you.” The reptile hesitated, then he leaned down and kissed her forehead softly, saying quietly: 

“You‟re my granddaughter. And grandparents are supposed to spoil their grandkids, right?” 

She laughed a bit at this, nodding quietly as she finally looked up at him, and then she 

asked in a soft whisper: “But what about mother and my dear aunt? Proper ladies are supposed to 

live together, to avoid falling to temptation and indulgence… and they always warned me you‟d 

tempt me like this, tell me these things, but to remain proper and true I should stay upon the path 

of virtue they have already set out for me…” 

“What does your heart tell you?” Zerrex asked mildly, tapping her chest gently, and she 

turned bright red before he rolled his eyes, looking at her amusedly. “Oh, come on, I didn‟t even 

go near your breasts.” 

“Lord Zerrex!” Maria looked shocked at the use of the word, and the Drakkaren 

wondered absently what she‟d say if he used one of the hundreds of far-more-vulgar words he 

knew. After a few moments she seemed to calm, however, looking at him quietly and then 

finally nodding as she looked down, saying softly: “I‟m sorry I made such a heel of myself 

today… mayhap tomorrow, if you aren‟t busy, I could visit and show my… new you to you, 

perchance, to see if it garners your approval?” 

“Mayhap.” Zerrex smiled slightly, and then he quietly patted her on the head, looking 

across at Mary and adding softly: “Take some tips from the beautiful young mortal girl here. She 

knows a lot about change and stuff… and we haven‟t even had sex yet.” He winked at her, and 

Mary rolled her eyes in amusement as Maria blushed deeply again, before he added softly: “I‟ll 



see you guys later, though. I need to report back home and… tell everyone what I‟ve learned 

about Animaxander, so we can start planning out how to keep me safe while I meet with the 

bastard. He worries me enough even I‟m not going to be stupid and try to go it alone.” 

The two nodded, and then Mary rose a hand to him and he rose one in return, the two not 

needing to say goodbyes to exchange them. As he left down the passage, he wondered if he‟d 

done the right thing back there, if he was just trying to change Maria for his own benefit to what 

he thought was best, just like Shelly and Maya had tried to change her… and he promised 

himself that no matter what path she chose, he‟d support her, as he quietly rubbed at the tattoo on 

his forearm and told himself that he would prove he was a better father than Narrius had ever 

been. 

 

Late that night, Zerrex was still awake with Cherry and Cindy, the two going carefully 

over their plans as Mahihko snoozed on the couch and Lone watched television. Since the 

wolves had gotten better at splitting apart, Lone was manifesting himself more and more often 

for seemingly-pointless reasons… but Zerrex had the feeling that the two wolves really were two 

people that were forced to share one body… or at least figured that was the easiest explanation, 

since his brain couldn‟t handle hard thinking about two subjects at once. 

Balthazar had called in the early evening to let Zerrex know that he‟d taken the privilege 

of setting the meeting up in a place that would suit the Drakkaren‟s obvious need for at least 

surveillance, at the ruins of an old weapons production plant. The facility had mostly been 

bombed to pieces, and the lot was still sitting and gathering dust, most of the metal and brick 

chunks carefully piled up in several massive heaps of garbage, and the three remaining support 

walls of the facility only some twenty feet high and held up mostly by chains secured to the 

ground and some patchy welding work. At one point, they had planned to rebuild it as a shelter 

for the homeless… but that had fallen through when it was discovered the foundation was too 

heavily-damaged, and no one was willing to front the money to have it stabilized. 

The support walls, however, formed a squareish U, and with the tallest of the ruined walls 

at about forty feet and the shortest at thirty, it meant that attack squads would have to break 

through the walls in order to get to them. Since the factory had been gutted, the floor was simply 

a big, open some hundred-foot rectangle… and the doors leading out through the walls and the 

holes in the floor had all been welded tightly shut. Balthazar said he was already sending crews 

in to set up tents, check the stability of the facility, and guard the gates to „make sure both sides 

played fair,‟ but the ferret mentioned that Zerrex would certainly be permitted to bring his own 

bodyguards in… although Animaxander would surely come with a cadre of his missionaries 

himself. 

Since one wall had been entirely removed, it was a double-edged sword: while 

Animaxander wouldn‟t be able to place soldiers in ambush with the instability of the perimeter 

walls and the openness of the structure – not to mention the soldiers already on patrol in the area 

– it also meant Zerrex wouldn‟t be able to do the same. And if an attack did occur, they would be 

boxed inside, although the Drakkaren had at least one trump card: if he had to make a quick 

escape for some crazy reason instead of staying to fight, he could always take to the skies with 

his wings, and the very sight of the angel wings on the demon might just make a few of the 

missionaries hesitate or freak out. Either way, Balthazar had already gone over every notion and 

contingency, and they would be in Valise City, on Zerrex‟s home turf. 

Cherry had drawn a crude map of the area when the Drakkaren had told her the 

approximate measurements… and while her art skills were a little bit lacking, she was quite good 



at maintaining the proper proportions, which was the main thing. So the two had been working 

over the squiggly rectangles and squares, marking areas here and there with mutters and going 

over every possible thing that might happen, writing notes here and there on the map to keep 

track of exactly what they had already covered. 

At the same time, they had an actual map of Valise laying nearby, all the possible escape 

routes clearly labeled in case of different emergencies, and a notepad next to it with a few jotted 

notes on it about each. They were both taking this extremely seriously, and even Cherry wasn‟t 

joking around as she muttered and tapped a pencil against the homemade map. “Okay, but what 

if they kill the soldiers and like… I dunno… assimilate them or some shit? You know, pretend to 

the be the dudes and walk around in their armor and hide the bodies in the garbage piles or… 

fucking eat them, who knows what these assholes would do to people.” 

“That‟s why we‟ll have Marina with us, she can do a scan of the area and let us know 

right away if something funky happened.” Zerrex replied calmly, and then he paused and looked 

at the actual map of Valise, muttering under his breath before he picked up a red pen and circled 

an area on it, Cherry frowning and tilting her head as he put a C inside the circle. “I got an idea. 

Even though it means my security detail will be significantly weaker, I want you to head to the 

rich district. It‟s only two kilometers away, and if you take a rifle and a powerful scope with you, 

you should be able to keep an eye on the meeting. Plus you‟ve got your own natural camouflage, 

meaning you‟ll be hard to spot on the building.” 

“It‟s been ages since I put on some camo clothing, too.” Cherry looked almost fondly up 

at the ceiling, and then she looked at Zerrex and nodded, not arguing with a slight grin. “Much as 

I hate you for it, I think it‟s a good call though, Boss. I could do some real damage with the right 

bullets, too… and we still got a few days before the meeting, but I can turn that into a few years. 

Lemme go down to Hell for a decade or so to prepare some gear, and I‟ll come back and I 

promise to only get gangbanged a few times while down there. Better yet, you come with me and 

you can take part in the gangbanging.” 

The reptile rolled his eyes, then he said to her flatly: “I‟ll give you five years. You can 

leave now, I think we‟re done with this stuff anyway… get Priest to give you one of the modified 

rifles, and see how many silver and crystal rounds he can make. Remember to remind him about 

jacketing the crystal rounds, though, it‟s brittle stuff even when enhanced by magic or tempering 

and we need them to be solid when they smack into the enemy.” 

“Yeah, yeah, I know.” Cherry rolled her eyes, waving a hand at him absently, and then 

she paused and looked embarrassed as she walked around the table, leaning forwards and asking 

awkwardly: “Can I have a kiss before I go? It‟s gonna be a long lonely time without you.”  

“And to think, up here I won‟t even have a chance to miss you while you‟re gone.” 

Zerrex said ironically, but before Cherry could huff, he kissed her lips gently, and they shared 

the kiss for a long few moments before their mouths parted, the reptile reaching up with a wink 

to pat her cheek lightly. “Bring me back something special.” 

“You got it.” Cherry picked up the Drakkaren‟s cane, pointed it at a doorway, then huffed 

and shook it violently when it didn‟t do anything. Then the eyes glowed, and she yelped when it 

singed her with holy energy, Zerrex sighing and rolling his eyes as he caught it on the end of his 

foot and tossed it back into the air to catch when it came up to chest level with him, Cherry 

looking at him morbidly. “Fucking showoff.” 

“Bitch.” Zerrex pointed the cane past the table, and energy sparked before it slowly 

became a white vortex, and Cherry vanished through it. The portal vanished after a few 

moments, and the Drakkaren toddled around the table for a few minutes, humming absently 



under his breath as he went over some of the ideas they had just laid out before a portal 

reopened, and Cherry came through with a grin, now wearing black chain armor that covered her 

upper and lower body entirely with long sleeves and long pants, with plates of silver over her 

breasts and shoulders and covering her groin and hips, and heavy silver motorcycle-boot-style 

greaves with spikes in a ridge up the back of them and spaced evenly along the sides, both with 

golden hellfire illustrations etched over the front. Resting on one shoulder was a massive rifle… 

and her other hand was resting on the back of Vampire‟s neck, who was wearing his Royal 

Guard armor and a heavy backpack, but was literally covered in ammo belts and strapped down 

with several large guns. 

Zerrex stared, and Cherry shrugged amiably, the Great Diviner holstered on the steel, 

scorpion-tail-stylized belt around her waist as she said mildly: “What? You said to bring back 

something special.” 

“Hi Boss!” Vampire said perkily, as the portal closed behind him, and then he held up the 

array of guns with a jangle of metal, adding cheerily: “I‟m a pack mule!” 

“You‟re a pack… retard.” Zerrex said flatly, and Vampire only giggled stupidly, looking 

at him fawningly as Zerrex slapped his forehead. “Like I don‟t have enough to deal with. Cherry, 

Vampire is a Level-7 Demonic Threat. Bringing him through breaks my agreement with 

Balthazar.” 

“Oh, like he‟s going to give a rat‟s ass. Dude is probably going to be thankful, 

Animaxander obviously scares him more than demons or even Kafka does.” Cherry retorted, and 

Vampire frowned a bit, looking thoughtful. Then she strutted forwards, spinning around once 

before holding her arms out with a grin, and Zerrex noticed that she also had a large, heavy silver 

sword holstered on her back, which made him instantly suspicious. “What do you think, Boss, 

huh? Do I not look sexy as well… Hell?” 

“Where‟d you get it?” he asked mildly, and Cherry cleared her throat and looked away 

awkwardly, which meant she‟d either stolen it, or there was some string attached he didn‟t want 

to know about. He poked her chain-armored stomach, and Cherry coughed before he asked 

sourly: “You know, to be able to work with links that small of metal tempered hard enough to 

actually be useful, you‟d have to have a goddamn good forge.” 

Cherry cleared her throat, and then she finally said meekly: “I may or may not have 

gotten it from the Sisters uh… and… I may or may not have promised them that in return, they 

can um. You know. Come. To the mortal plane. And see you. Sometime.” 

“Cherry, together, they‟re a Level-10 Threat!” Zerrex snapped immediately, looking 

consternated, but before he could go on, Vampire huffed and pouted, and the Drakkaren sighed 

as Cherry winced away and covered her head, deciding to let it go for now as he looked at 

Vampire and asked mildly: “What?” 

“Why the hell are they so special?” he asked sourly, and then he paused and narrowed his 

eyes at Zerrex. “What level is Cherry, anyway?” 

“She‟s a Level-9 by herself, Level-10 when the Sisters are around. The Sisters are a 

Level-10 because when they‟re together, they‟re capable of creating a special field around 

themselves that lets them use magic on the mortal plane.” Zerrex said mildly, and Vampire 

looked at her moodily, Cherry immediately preening herself and looking proud. “Don‟t worry, 

Vampire, you‟re still special. Otherwise, why would Cherry of all people come down and pick 

you of all people when she could have grabbed Priest or anyone else just as easily?” 



Vampire brightened a bit at this, and then Cherry added easily: “Besides, Zerrex there is 

only a Level-8 Threat, so don‟t feel bad. You‟re only really half a level below him, while I‟m the 

most badass in the family.”  

She grinned widely… then Zerrex glared at her, and she shrank back before brightening 

after a moment, and she pulled the silver sword off her back to present to Zerrex, who turned 

curious. “This is a gift from the Sisters, by the way… it‟s called Reminiscence, and they forged it 

as a divine blade instead of a wicked one. Apparently it absorbs energy from the people or 

objects it hits… not life force or souls, strictly saps their energy, so successive hits of the blade 

will make them tired or some shit while energizing you, I dunno how the fuck your powers work 

but apparently they got some kinda grasp of it.” 

Zerrex took the blade, looking curiously over it and realizing after only a moment, as he 

held it by the handle and one hand under the flat of the sword, that it stylized as a modified 

Blackheart, even though the Drakkaren could tell the metal was a different material just by the 

weight of it. It had the same kind of obsidian pommel, however, except the stone inset into the 

pommel was a sapphire… and the blade was thinner, although a bit longer at seven feet, and it 

had a long pattern of runes engraved from hilt to tip of the sword, the Drakkaren taking the 

weapon into both hands as he looked at it and read quietly: “„Darkness without makes Light 

shine brighter within, and as it is written, so shall it be.‟ It‟s exceptional, Cherry, and beautiful. A 

weapon obviously made not to attack… but to defend.” 

“Knew you‟d love it.” Cherry said cheerfully, as she helped Vampire throw weapons and 

ammunition onto the table, the noise loud enough to draw the two wolves who were still awake 

from the den, Lone and Mahihko both shyly standing in the doorway. Cherry paused as she 

caught Zerrex‟s look, and then she turned around to see the little lupines as Vampire threw the 

last of the gear onto the table and shrugged off the backpack with a sigh of relief, and then the 

demonic wolf grinned over his shoulder as Cherry looked at him amusedly: “Hey, show the gun 

freaks your new toy.” 

Vampire nodded rapidly, and Zerrex watched as the huge male shuffled through the gear 

on the table before he pulled out a monstrous-looking machinegun with a long, wide rectangular 

barrel that was nonetheless cylindrical on the inside, the metal of the gun thick, polished black 

and obviously heavily-weighted at the front, where there was an additional covered grip inside a 

heavy block of metal with a fold-out compartment, likely for ammo or storage of something else. 

The body of the gun was thick and made of hard, straight edges, just like the barrel, and the 

handle was obviously customized specifically for Vampire, the grip shaped to fit his fingers 

perfectly and with large, metal loops that his digits locked through to keep them in place against 

the handle of the gun. It also had a large, padded stock in an S-shape that would rest perfectly 

against one of the demonic wolf‟s broad shoulders, and when the huge lupine picked up a 

massive ammo box and slapped it into place, Zerrex realized it was a machine gun, as the wolf 

folded back part of the box‟s top to pull a belt of ammunition free… and then he stared at the 

size of the bullets before he realized they were shells, as Vampire cheerfully exclaimed: “It‟s a 

machine-shotgun! Not an auto-shotgun, not a semi-auto shotgun… this baby is a machinegun 

that fires shotgun shells, armor-piercing, narrow-cone .10 gauge, bitches!” 

“Vampire, the recoil from that must be insane.” Zerrex said flatly, and then he realized 

that was exactly why the demonic wolf was using it. Even with the vents and the weighted 

design of the machinegun, the rapid succession of shotgun blasts would quickly grind on 

anyone‟s body… but with Vampire‟s regenerative abilities, strength, and the way his whole body 

was capable of reacting to anything that happened to it… the wolf was likely one of the few 



people in existence who could use such a gun successfully and on full-automatic fire without 

risking it tipping upwards after only a few shots or breaking his shoulder. “You just like to show 

off, don‟t you?” 

“Dude, this thing is sexy.” Vampire retorted, cradling it easily in his huge, burly arms, 

and then he jerked his head at Lone and Mahihko, who were both staring in awe at the weapon. 

“Look, they like it!” 

Zerrex muttered about something else they liked, and Cherry giggled stupidly as Vampire 

grinned dumbly… then he paused and huffed, before putting the huge weapon down on the table. 

Immediately, Lone darted past him and tried to pick it up… and the wolf looked stupidly 

surprised at the weight of the huge gun before he fell backwards and accidentally fired a round 

into the ceiling, Zerrex wincing at both the sound of the blast in the small space and the sight of 

part of the roof collapsing down onto the table, as Lone squawked in pain and immediately 

dropped the gun to grab his shoulder. 

A few moments later, Cindy stormed into the kitchen, her goggles still on from whatever 

experiment she was busy conducting, before she paused as she saw Vampire, who was trying to 

hide behind a chair… and then she looked at the hole in the ceiling before she turned her eyes to 

Lone, who was wincing and rubbing his shoulder as Mahihko tried to jerk him to his feet with 

his other hand, and they both flattened their ears against their heads as Cindy glowered at them 

before she looked at Zerrex, saying flatly: “You promised this would be a quiet strategy session, 

not a… a gun orgy!” 

“Sexy.” Cherry grinned, then winced when Cindy looked at her. The angel blinked at the 

armor she was wearing, and Cherry struck a pose with her eyes shut and a wide grin on her 

muzzle… then squeaked when Cindy grabbed her muzzle and jerked her head in close, staring at 

the other female stupidly. 

“Listen, Cherry. Don‟t aggravate things further. I‟m working on a very sensitive 

experiment and I need you guys to all be quiet, got that?” Cindy glared around at them all, and 

they nodded dumbly before she left, stalking past Marina as she sleepily walked out towards 

them in just one of her father‟s old shirts. She ignored them completely as she walked to the 

fridge, then she opened it and pulled out a carton of milk, drinking from it loudly before she put 

it back and walked tiredly over to her father, giving him a tight hug. Then she yawned and 

walked out of the room, returning to bed with a mumble. 

Vampire coughed, and then he held up a finger, saying dumbly: “So where am I staying, 

since um. We should obviously. Quiet down and stuff.” 

“Sleepover?” Mahihko looked excited, then he winced when Lone stood up and struck 

him between the ears with a fist, pouting a bit even though Vampire looked giddy at the idea. 

“You three go off to the den, then, and Cherry and I will finish up here. Close the door, 

though, and keep the noise down.” Zerrex said after a moment, and Vampire and Mahihko both 

danced on their paws, clapping their hands together before they wrapped an arm around each 

other and pranced off, and Lone sighed and followed, mumbling grudgingly and looking sour. 

Cherry and Zerrex both knew he was far more excited than he let on, however… but they didn‟t 

bother harassing him about it, as the Drakkaren said mildly, gesturing at the pile of weapons on 

the almost-overloaded table as he rested the sword on his shoulder: “So what do we got?” 

Cherry became professional once more, straightening a bit as she replied calmly: “Six 

guns… Vampire‟s shotgun, my modified sniper rifle, two assault rifles, one grenade launcher, 

and one lightning coil. Everything‟s been modified by demons, revamped and loaded with the 

best ammo Priest could make in the years I was there, so we got plenty of rounds for the shotgun, 



about a hundred for my rifle, three hundred to split between the assault rifles, and the grenade 

launcher and lightning coil utilize demonic crystals as battery packs.” She paused at this, then 

smiled slightly at Zerrex. “I‟m sure you remember that bastard Icarus, right? This grenade 

launcher is done in the same style… it doesn‟t use standard grenades, but draws energy from the 

crystals to fire spheres of focused… I dunno, magic, at the opponent, to hurt the crap out of 

them. And the lightning coil is just plain wicked awesome.” 

Zerrex didn‟t bother questioning how Priest had managed to get his hands on a working 

weapon as complex and advanced as one of the lightning coils currently being given out only to 

the hardiest-trained of the Scanners. They were powerful weapons that released a constant stream 

of focused electricity against a target, rapidly subduing even the most powerful of demons and 

more than capable of lethality if the voltage was turned up. It was a space-age weapon that 

Zerrex was hesitant to approve of, but at the moment didn‟t disapprove of either… after all, the 

survival rate from the weapon was currently in the ninety percentile, and that was far better than 

the electrified bullets that Scanners had been using indiscriminately in the past to „tame hostile 

demons.‟ 

It was also rare that they came across something immune to a good jolt of electricity, at 

least on the mortal plane… part of the reason Lone and Mahihko were so useful. He figured he‟d 

want them both out for this mission, as he mentally divvied up the weaponry… and then he 

looked at Cherry, asking mildly: “So do you think it would be unfashionable to show up with a 

sword at the meeting?” 

“I think it would be unfashionable to show up without it.” Cherry replied in a serious 

voice, and then she added in a tone that was actually solemn: “You are going to go in armed, 

right? Because I‟d feel way better if you went in fully-prepared. I don‟t trust these humans… 

they seem way too much like old Ire for my tastes.” 

Zerrex nodded after a moment, saying quietly: “Yeah, I‟ll go in prepared, Cherry, and so 

will the others. I don‟t care if we come across as distrustful… this isn‟t like the meeting with 

Balthazar at all. At least we have him helping us with this… and for once, I‟m glad that the place 

will likely be swarming with Irenic military.” 

The female grunted in agreement, then she and Zerrex returned to the battle plans. They 

still had a long time before the meeting, but both wanted to be as ready as possible, as they 

sorted gear and decided on placements. Cindy came into the kitchen around five in the morning 

and was surprised to see them both still talking seriously, and she made them pause and take a 

moment to put the guns away when she saw how frustrated the two were getting. 

It helped to clear Zerrex‟s mind of all the worries he had, the simple manual task of 

hauling weapons up to the second floor‟s new addition: a full-size room to hold all their 

weaponry, since the guns and other objects they had found had been making quite a mess around 

the house. The room, outfitted with heavy lockers for the nastier stuff and with the rest hanging 

on display on the wall, was large enough to hold almost all their artillery… but they kept their 

personal weapons in their rooms, anyway, and Zerrex was able to finally put the sword rack he‟d 

been given so long ago to good use with Reminiscence. 

When he put it down, the sword seemed to thank him, and Zerrex looked at the blade for 

a few moments before he nodded slowly and left, wondering if it was imbued with intelligence 

as well as the energy-pull it had. Then he went back to helping Cindy, since Cherry was in her 

room, busy changing out of her armor and probably finding some place to put it and the Great 

Diviner. 



It was a nice little break, and when the three returned to the table, even Cherry looked 

much more at ease, wearing only a simple cloth wrap around her large breasts and a plain pair of 

ripped jeans, rubbing absently at her crotch as she looked from Zerrex to Cindy before asking 

plainly: “So you guys got any more ideas?” 

“I think you two have covered pretty much everything…” Cindy said after a moment, 

looking at their notes and seeming impressed as she read their shorthand script with only a little 

difficulty after getting used to the awkward scrawl of her father and the horrible, tangled weave 

of Cherry‟s handwriting. “Although you could still use some work in spelling, Cherry.” 

“Oh, fuck you, I was raised by gypsies. Spelling, math, shit like that… yeah, ain‟t so 

good at it. But I can totally spell every military abbreviation possible and like. Rape the shit out 

of someone with an anti-artillery cannon without knowing about… parabolas and… stuff.” 

Cherry said dumbly, and Zerrex rolled his eyes in amusement, not bothering to bring up her 

precognitive powers. “Anyway, you sure? We still haven‟t covered the possibility of aerial 

attack.” 

“It doesn‟t seem to me like they have wings or technology… but they‟ll likely cover the 

air themselves, if they know anything about demons and angels.” Cindy replied, and Zerrex and 

Cherry exchanged a look before the angel held up her hands before either could start speaking. 

“Don‟t even think about it. Zerrex, it takes a lot of force to break your wings, and Cherry, from 

what I see here you‟ll be far enough away to take out any other would-be snipers if things turn 

ugly. Here, let‟s roll this up and move on to something else, hard as it is for you two to just wait 

around.” 

The two muttered, but complied, cleaning up the maps and deciding to stash them in 

Cherry‟s room, since it was the safest place: Cherry herself only used the room to change or drag 

someone in to have sex with when other places were taken or just too far away, and no one else 

ever went inside for fear of Cherry throttling them over privacy issues. While the demoness 

found a good place to hide it, Zerrex and Cindy went to check on the wolves… but thankfully, 

they were just playing video games together, Vampire losing horribly and looking frustrated as 

he kept grumbling about how stupid this was, but obviously unable to bear the thought of giving 

up before either of the white wolves did. 

It meant the house was relatively quiet until just past six, when someone knocked on the 

door and Zerrex answered it curiously… only to find Maria standing outside, looking 

embarrassedly up in him. He looked at her for a few moments with surprise, then smiled, about 

to bow her inside before she asked as she caught sight of Cherry, who grinned at her brightly: 

“Can we… go somewhere? The streets are very quiet and peaceful…” 

“Sure.” Zerrex shot a look at Cherry, who huffed, and then he leaned over to her and said 

softly: “Sammy‟s sleeping upstairs in my room. If he wakes up before I return, let him know 

where I am, okay? Poor little bugger gets a bit clingy and temperamental sometimes, just like 

you.” 

“Got it, Boss.” Cherry said easily, either not understanding or choosing to ignore the 

insult, and then she leaned past him to wave at Maria, saying cheerfully: “Hey, girly-girl! Don‟t 

you worry, Zerrex can be gentle!” 

“He‟s very gentle.” Maria said politely in return, nodding her head forwards, and Zerrex 

marveled at how pure she was as Cherry‟s jaw fell open, obviously searching for something else 

to say, but before she could, Zerrex stepped forwards and offered his arm to Maria, who took it 

with a smile and quietly clung to it with both her hands, keeping some distance between them but 

at the same time not hesitating so much at the contact. And then Zerrex closed the door, Cherry 



still frantically searching for an insult before it was too late, and the pair went off down the 

street. 

They were quiet, and Zerrex did admit, it was very peaceful. Even the smell of the air 

was different, and all the vehicles were parked, houses dim with a few lights on here and there 

but no one heading to work yet… it was all very beautiful and pleasant. As they walked 

forwards, the Drakkaren wondered what to say, as he looked at her for a moment, looking 

exactly like a mortal in just her black dress shirt and a blue, conservative top that covered her 

bosom completely, jeans and a short skirt covering her lower body and a belt holding both 

securely up… and then she finally glanced at her grandfather and asked him in a soft voice: 

“Why does Mother hate you so much?” 

“I don‟t think she hates me, she… just doesn‟t like me.” Zerrex said after a moment, 

looking at the pavement before he glanced up and shrugged, then he smiled faintly at Maria. 

“See, it‟s… well, you know how Hell works. A lot of my daughters came to me for sex and 

pleasure… and Maya, like Shelly, was born close to her other siblings, and she… never stood out 

in ways that I could really… relate to, you know? 

“That sounds so bad.” He laughed a bit, shaking his head slowly as they continued 

quietly down the street together, Maria watching him closely. “And as she grew up, it became… 

harder to pay the right amount of attention and share things with her. They were both very 

strong-willed girls, and still are… their opinions are very firm and unyielding, and admittedly I 

can be as bullheaded as them, which didn‟t mix well between us. And when they saw how I 

favored the daughters who… had sex with me, or who were more affectionate physically with 

me… I think that‟s what really upset them, and upset often manifests itself in anger.” He shook 

his head again, murmuring softly: “I want you to believe, Maria, that I never meant for that to 

happen. I don‟t want a bad relationship with Maya, or with Shelly, or any of my other daughters 

or sons… but I‟m not as good a parent as I would like to be, and so much happens, so fast… and 

by the time I have a chance to correct or work on those problems, it‟s already too late and 

everyone‟s angry about this or that or well… you know. 

“I can‟t justify myself. I know I should have worked harder, reached out more… and I 

don‟t want to defend my actions or hurt you or hurt them or say bad things about my daughters, 

when the past is the past and… that‟s that.” He looked at her quietly, nodding slowly. “I… I 

don‟t think what I did was unforgiveable. I know we have to work through problems on both 

ends… but I think maybe one day we could. But you… I want you to be happy, and hell, I want 

everyone to be happy, to find their own path, to do what‟s right for them. I know how hard it is 

to open up and be yourself, but… the last thing I want is to be cut off from you, or worse, to use 

you or have you used against me as a weapon. I was thinking about my own selfishness in asking 

you to loosen up, and I‟m sorry for that, too, Maria.” 

“No, you… you were right about that.” Maria said quietly after a moment, patting him 

quietly on the arm, and she smiled faintly. “I am a succubus, after all… and I was raised in Hell. 

I can see now why all the children made fun of me in school and… why mother and aunt always 

had me kept at home, because of the culture, because of how they were raising me, and I‟m 

scared that… they‟ve gone the opposite way you did. In spoiling me, and teaching me so, 

perhaps they have made a gap between myself and them, and I feel a… a great sadness in my 

chest, but also a very unladylike anger… and I know, of course, that I am not supposed to be a 

lady.” 

She laughed a bit at this, looking up at the sky as she wiped at her eyes slowly with one 

finger. “Me, a succubus, scared of sex… but when I think of all they have ingrained into me… 



from my pretentious way of speech to my distaste for the physical aspects of life… I feel like I 

have become a sort of… experiment. Much as I work to suppress it, to stay chaste and ladylike, 

to be proper and prim and remember that as the child of Maya, I am of noble rank and heritage… 

and yet I cannot help but feel those urges burning inside me, however tight the damnable chastity 

device I was forced to wear clings to me with its terrible textures.” She shook her head slowly, 

looking disgusted. “To think after all these years, I still have it on, but I lack the key and it has a 

permanency spell upon it… so only by going home and facing down my mother, or by illicit 

theft could I free the key.” 

Zerrex looked at her with soft amusement, wondering for a moment if her accent and 

speech style had become more archaic because of the obvious anger she was withholding, and 

then she looked up at him with a faint smile, saying quietly: “You know, I suppose this is the 

part where I go and I say… „But you know, I have once kissed a male,‟ or something worse… 

and yet, I never have.” She glanced down, looking ashamed. “A succubus virgin, who hasn‟t 

even felt more than the gentle brush of your lips on my forehead… I know nothing about sex or 

affection, and I‟m two millennia old. Young, perhaps, for a demoness, but it‟s no wonder I have 

no friends and I‟m a laughingstock in Hell…” 

“Hey now. You have Mary and Szar and the demons back at the manse…” Zerrex said 

softly, and Maria smiled a bit up at him, before he added gently: “And I know it sounds corny, 

but I‟m your friend too, not just your grandfather.” He paused, then laughed. “I hate it even as I 

say it… then again, my whole close family is kinda messed up, too, so I suppose I‟m a lot of 

things to a lot of people.” 

“Then just be my friend.” Maria smiled a bit, then she tugged Zerrex quietly over to a 

bench at the side of the road, the two sitting down and the female hesitantly nestling a bit closer 

as she murmured softly, resting her head on his shoulder: “A friend you can tell all sorts of 

things you never can tell your family, is that not true?” 

“To me, the word friend has great weight attached to it… I don‟t like to throw it around, 

even though I do if only… for appearances‟ sake.” Zerrex said softly after a moment, looking 

down at her as he patted one of her hands gently. “A friend is… someone you can trust. Someone 

who will fight for you, who will make you their top priority when something goes wrong. A 

friend is someone who will drop everything and come to your aid when you really need it, who 

will listen without judgment, who will hold you and comfort you, who you can share affection 

with, physical and otherwise. A friend is complicated, but also simple… and I‟d like to be your 

friend, Maria, and I‟d like you to be mine.” 

“I agree.” Maria murmured, resting against him and closing her eyes, and they sat 

together like that, a bus slowing for them to pick them up… but Zerrex only waved it onwards, 

and it rumbled past after a moment, the succubus looking after it curiously as she opened one eye 

before she smiled faintly up at her grandfather. “Can you… tell me about what sex was like, your 

first time?” 

“Rough and violent.” Zerrex said after a moment, then he shook his head a bit, laughing 

quietly as he gazed down at her softly. “You don‟t want to hear about that, believe me. I lived… 

a very vicious life, and that‟s why I ended up in Hell. Fortunately, I turned myself around while 

still a mortal… but I still go in for one day a year whenever I‟m down in Hell, and they punish 

me for what I did. I don‟t enjoy it, but I owe a lot of people a lot of things… and until either I 

redeem myself wholly or I last out all the days of punishment I owe, then I‟ll finally be 

someone… at least neutral, because I don‟t think I‟ll ever be good.” 



Maria nodded, looking at him for a few moments before she wrapped her arms around his 

neck, and he blushed as she rose her muzzle up towards him, touching her lips as he asked 

quietly: “Wait… don‟t do this just for me, or because the lust in you is surging, Maria… or for 

my affection and attention. As it is, I already feel so undeserving, and-” 

“Be my friend.” Maria said simply, and Zerrex hesitated before he lowered his finger 

from her lips, and her muzzle rose to meet his, the eyes of the two slipping closed as he wrapped 

his strong arms around her small body, and they kissed slowly and gently in the dawn light, 

Maria giving a soft, breathy sound of surprise into his muzzle when his tongue slid forwards into 

her maw, and it twisted and danced with hers for a few long, wonderful moments that seemed to 

last forever before he pulled back, and Maria drew her head away and looked at his chest, a deep 

flush suffusing her cheeks. 

Then she gladly rested against him again, closing her eyes and licking her own muzzle 

slowly, as if tasting him still on her muzzle, and after a few moments she finally nodded to 

herself as she said with soft surprise: “It was a lot better than I thought it would be… and a lot 

different, too. Is it… always so… nice?” 

“Not always.” Zerrex smiled slightly, then he stood up and offered his arm to her, and she 

looked at him curiously as he said with soft amusement: “What kind of friend would I be if I 

didn‟t offer to take you out for some coffee? Come on, I know a great place, I just need to stop 

and pick up some money back at home.” 

“I have a little bit.” Maria said with a bit of a smile, and she stepped back as she reached 

down, blushing as she lifted her skirt to feel in the pockets of her jeans, and Zerrex looked at her 

with quiet amusement as she murmured: “Sorry, but it‟s… improper for a lady to wear pants, as 

they reveal the shape of her private parts and buttocks.” 

“Only if you wear them as tight as Cherry does.” Zerrex said mildly, watching as she 

fished out a single bill, and then she held it out on her palm with a blush, and the Drakkaren 

stared as he picked up the hundred, looking at it dumbly. I thought these were out of print. 

“Mary gave it to me for doing a good job with the chores around the house…” Maria said 

with an embarrassed blush, rubbing a sandaled foot against the pavement. “I know it‟s not a 

whole lot, but can it buy at least coffee?” 

“Uh. Yeah. It can buy a whole lot of coffee. And it sort of is a lot.” Zerrex said after a 

moment, looking at her with amusement, and Maria looked surprised. “Mortal money works 

differently than Hell money, you‟ll quickly find… but come on, then, I guess you got the change 

to spare.” 

Maria blushed happily and clung to his arm as they walked along, and when Zerrex took 

her hand in one of his own, she only smiled warmly at him. When they reached a café, the 

Drakkaren looked up at it, then he paused as he smiled slightly at Maria, saying with soft 

amusement: “This‟ll be a good lesson for you on… mortal stuff. Come on.” 

She nodded, following him closely in through the glass doors, and they walked past a few 

tired people seated at different tables, approaching the counter as the Drakkaren inspected it for 

any signs about not-accepting-such-and-such, and he knew he was about to feel like a major 

asshole as one of the workers yawned and came up to the register. “Can I take your order?” 

“Two extra large coffees, both double-double, and a large box of donut holes.” The 

reptile paused, thinking of how disgusting that sounded in retrospect, and glad he hadn‟t added 

„mostly chocolate.‟ He waited for the cashier to punch the amount in, and then he held up the 

hundred, which made the poor canine stare. “This works here, right?” 



“Lemme check.” The cashier opened the register, looking sourly at Zerrex, and then he 

paused and gave him a look, saying slowly: “Yeah, it works.” 

The Drakkaren shrugged and handed over the money, and cashier called the order out to 

another worker, who went about the process of making it, looking relieved to be doing 

something other than standing around. As she took care of that, the canine took out a twenty with 

a smug look, and Zerrex frowned before he winced as the cashier then took out two tens, then ten 

fives, and finally a very large handful of change. “Ninety dollars and eighty-six cents.” 

“Thanks.” Zerrex said flatly, and then he paused and asked dumbly, as the other worker 

put down the two coffees and the box of food: “Can I get a bag?” 

“Yeah, what the hell.” The canine grabbed a paper bag and tossed it to him, and Zerrex 

sighed before he shoveled the money inside, before the dog added pleasantly: “Have a nice day, 

huh?” 

“You too.” Zerrex said mildly, picking up one of the cups of coffee, and he and Maria 

walked over to a corner table, pulling the chairs out as the Drakkaren tossed the bag down on the 

tabletop, and then the succubus sat opposite him, looking at him curiously and then down at the 

coffee and box of food as she put both down. 

She was quiet a moment longer, then she watched when Zerrex tore open the plastic slot 

on the coffee cup, taking a drink of the liquid and sighing as he relaxed against the back of the 

small chair, saying amiably: “I like it black when I need to get myself really going for 

something, but the sugar adds to the caffeine rush. Go ahead, take a sip.” 

Maria nodded after a moment hesitantly, and then she did so… and she blinked before 

rearing her head back, saying thoughtfully: “It‟s a strange taste… but I don‟t really mind it too 

much, I don‟t think. What about this food? How can you eat holes?” 

This made Zerrex grin stupidly, but when Maria only continued to look at him, he cleared 

his throat and rubbed a hand through his hair, replying casually despite all the fun innuendoes he 

wanted to spout: “Just take a look for yourself. They‟re more like little balls, anyway.” Oh Gods. 

“Balls of dough, I mean, they‟re what… is left when they poke a hole in a donut.” 

“Donuts… have holes in them? Why?” Maria curiously craned her neck to look past 

Zerrex at the signs with pictures hanging above the counter, and she frowned as she relaxed back 

against the chair after a moment, saying thoughtfully: “I think those would be much better if they 

left them whole. Mortal foods are so strange.” 

“Yeah, but really good.” Zerrex said with relish, sipping loudly at his coffee before he 

reached out and popped open the top of the other box, and Maria watched as he reached in and 

picked up one of the pastry balls, frowning at the sight of it before he popped it into his mouth 

and munched loudly on it. “These are delicious. This one had raspberry filling. You like 

raspberries?” 

“I don‟t know what they are.” Maria said blankly, and she hesitantly reached into the box 

and pulled out one of the balls, looking at it almost suspiciously. It was sugar-coated and tan 

colored, and she seemed hesitant to try and eat it… but finally, she put it in her mouth and 

chewed carefully, and first she frowned, then looked almost confused, and then surprised before 

she finally smiled hesitantly and nodded. “I… that wasn‟t bad.” 

For the next half-hour, they sat together, Zerrex finishing his coffee quickly but glad to 

sit and wait for Maria to slowly work her way down through hers. It was a pleasure, and as they 

sat together, the female began to open up bit-by-bit, even if she didn‟t talk much: the blossoming 

was more a visual thing, anyway, in her expressions, her gestures, and her eyes. 



Finally, she and Zerrex left, and they walked together with the Drakkaren‟s arm thrown 

around her shoulders, holding her loosely against him as she smiled, her fingers laced in front of 

her as she gazed at him fondly. They walked in silence back towards Zerrex‟s home, and when 

they stopped in front of the door, she took both his hands in her own and leaned up to kiss his 

lips quietly.  

Zerrex smiled at the chaste kiss, and then he squeezed her hands gently as he said softly: 

“You know, I could walk you all the way home. It wouldn‟t be a problem. I‟m meeting 

Animaxander at the end of this week, so there‟s still two days, almost three, before anything 

really big happens.” At least, I hope. 

“No, I can find my way home… I think it‟s good for me to… face the world alone a little 

bit.” Maria replied gently, and then she smiled softly, reaching a hand up to quietly stroke 

Zerrex‟s face. “Thank you very much for this morning, my friend. I don‟t think I would have 

enjoyed it nearly as much with anyone other than you. I promise to find my way and do what I 

can for myself, as well, and I‟ll look forwards to our next meeting.” 

“Take care, Maria.” Zerrex reached up and stroked her face gently, and she grasped his 

wrist for a moment, pushing her hand against his palm and closing her eyes as she rested like 

that, before she finally smiled and slowly stepped away from him, holding onto his fingers even 

as she did so until they parted, and then she turned and left, walking quietly away. Zerrex 

watched her go, and he rose a hand in a wave when she looked back almost longingly… and she 

nodded with a bit of a smile before he turned and entered the house. 

Cherry immediately grinned and grabbed him, shoving him against the door with a wince 

and slamming it closed as she asked cheerfully: “Did you fuck her? Huh? Tell me, go on, I bet 

you fucked her right up the ass!” 

“Go away.” Zerrex said flatly, and Cherry huffed, then fell into step behind him as he 

headed for the kitchen, where Marina was eating a bowl of cereal, smiling at the sight of her 

father. He smiled back, then looked over his shoulder at Cherry, saying mildly: “We went out for 

coffee and we had a nice time together. I don‟t want to talk about it right now, I need to sort 

through my brain.” 

“Daddy‟s upset because he‟s doing that „I‟m-undeserving‟ thing again.” Marina said to 

Cherry, and Cherry rolled her eyes as she sat down at the table. Marina ate another spoonful as 

Zerrex rolled his eyes and left the room, and immediately she winced and leaned out of her chair, 

calling: “Sorry, Daddy!” 

Zerrex climbed the ladder up to the second floor, mumbling about getting some privacy 

as Cherry asked Marina flatly what the hell was wrong with him, and he figured she‟d do a better 

job than he could of explaining it. It wasn‟t just the whole feelings of guilt and like he didn‟t 

deserve to have so many people so glad to do things with him, it was that he knew this thing with 

Maria could make Maya and Shelly really start to hate him… and on top of the stupid 

melodrama, he had the serious issue of Animaxander and Kafka to contend with. 

The reptile muttered under his breath as he walked into his room, and Sammy squeaked 

at him from his bed, before he jumped up onto his dresser and chirped, tilting his head. Zerrex 

shrugged as he sat down on his bed, then he kicked off his shoes, mumbling about leaving dirt 

everywhere before he finally said gloomily, as he reached up to pet the dragon lightly: “Just soap 

opera issues, don‟t worry. On the other hand, you know… I seriously wonder what Maria would 

be like as a succubus. She‟s spent so much time learning pretty much how to be the opposite 

that… well… she might kinda suck at it. Maybe the reason her powers haven‟t really manifested, 



however, is that she‟s still a virgin… I dunno, could be that her whole tenseness about making 

sure she‟s a refined lady is holding her back psychologically somehow… I‟m confused again.” 

Sammy chirped at him comfortingly, and Zerrex sighed before he laid back on the bed 

and threw his hands behind his head, grunting when Sammy jumped down onto his chest to look 

down at him curiously. “All that nonsense aside, the Animaxander thing is stressing me out way 

more, I think. Two days of waiting… I‟m so sick of waiting. I want to do something instead of 

wait-wait-wait all the time…” 

The Drakkaren made a face, looking up at the ceiling for a moment, and then he returned 

his eyes to Sammy, asking him mildly: “So what‟s it like to be you, huh? I recognize you almost 

got killed once… well… pretty much did get killed… but look at me, I‟m a demon and I still 

look like I was tossed into a mulch machine, so you know how bad my mortal life was. And now 

I got all these crazy issues to deal with and people all over the place being assholes and… you 

get to laze around, play video games, and we‟ve been training hard to keep you in great shape.” 

He tickled down Sammy‟s side, and the pseudodragon chittered a laugh before he 

pounced playfully on Zerrex‟s muzzle, and the reptile laughed himself and brushed him off, 

looking amused as Sammy pranced around the Drakkaren‟s huge chest. “Yeah, yeah. I get it, 

you‟re cool. Look, I think I need a short nap to help me relax… I always feel better after a bit of 

sleep. Do me a favor and don‟t let Cherry or Vampire pounce on me, huh?” 

Sammy nodded and chirped at him as he curled up on Zerrex‟s chest, his eyes open and 

attentive, and the reptile yawned before he closed his eyes. It took a good twenty minutes, but 

then he was fast asleep, and he descended into a dreamless darkness for a little while. 

The darkness steadily cleared into first gray, then white, then solid shapes, however, and 

soon enough Zerrex found himself standing in a dank, mechanical hallway, pipes on the ceiling 

dripping black bile and blood and strange gauges on the walls humming away, steam venting 

here and there from metal grates with a soft, dangerous hiss. The floor underfoot was rusted as 

everything else was, made of bolted-together metal plates… and the Drakkaren started carefully 

forwards after a moment, making a bit of a face as he looked back and forth and muttered: “I 

really need to hire a redecorator for my brain, seriously. Great, I wonder what the hell is up now 

in my head…” 

It wasn‟t long before he reached a heavy gate, several-inch thick bars crisscrossed back 

and forth and spikes jutting out of each intersection to prevent someone from ramming it down, 

and the reptile carefully grabbed it and tested it as his eyes examined how it worked. He finally 

saw hidden hinges at one side of the gate, and on the other a lock… and the reptile grasped the 

bars as he slid to the side of the passage, pulling carefully before he grunted and jerked hard, and 

he tore the gate open before he stepped forwards into the archway, looking up and then down a 

long, empty shaft, wide but with sides covered in thorns and barbed wire. 

Then the gate suddenly slammed itself backwards, and the reptile staggered forwards a 

step, pinwheeling his arms before he cursed as he fell into the duct, flipping out of control for a 

moment before the Drakkaren spun himself hard, and he cursed in pain as his back and legs tore 

against the barbed wire and spikes, feeling them rip against his scales as he sped by in his long, 

seemingly-endless fall as he managed to right himself. He looked back and forth, holding his 

arms out and realizing with a grimace that even if he pulled out his wings, the force of the stop 

would likely cause him to hurtle right back onto the deadly walls… and the Drakkaren muttered 

to himself, trying to figure out a way to stop before he looked down and his eyes widened at the 

sight of a boiling pit of magma just past a jutting stone head of some kind of terrible monster 

beneath him. 



The reptile created three barriers of energy directly beneath him as he fell, and he 

smashed through each one with a wince, shards of his own azure energy flying past his face as 

they failed to halt him with the high speed he was falling at, but they slowed him enough that he 

was able to lash a hand out and grab the stone monster head, cursing as he felt like his arm was 

about to be torn from the socket before his grip slipped against the smooth stone, but 

immediately a tentacle lashed out of his arm and wrapped firmly around the outcrop, and he 

hung with a sigh some forty feet above the magma, the heat of the lava below still more than 

enough to make his feet feel like they were burning as he carefully hauled himself up onto the 

back of the stone neck as the tentacles slid back into his arm, and then he stepped off and into a 

wide opening leading into only darkness and a bright spotlight. 

The reptile knew what he was supposed to do… so he did it, entering the room and 

feeling unsurprised when a massive steel gate slammed down behind him, sealing his exit… but 

it wasn‟t like he could escape anyway. He continue forwards, sensing a vague outline to the 

room that gave it a circular kind of feel, and then he stepped into the light… and he stood there 

as a rumble went through the area, before two gleaming, glowing emerald slits opened in the 

darkness, and he looked up with distaste as his own face leaned out of the shadows, accompanied 

by the outline of his body… except this head was his fully-demonic side. 

The eyes glowed a terrible, sick green, and both sets of horns twisted out of the skull, 

huge and enormous… and the head itself was massive and monstrous, looming like a terrible 

specter by itself in the darkness before the ceiling above slowly opened and revealed them to be 

standing in a huge concrete basin, the mortal Zerrex facing his demonic alter-ego as the huge 

beast roared furiously down at him, now fully-revealed in the white light that shone down from 

above. 

Standing at more than a hundred feet tall, spikes jutting from his body and the warped 

arm massive and cruel-looking, it was a terrible sight to behold, with his gargantuan muscles 

forming a strange paradox to its emaciated body, the ribs clearing sticking through and the waist 

thinning before it broadened into the large, powerful legs, the knees bent backwards into an 

unguligrade stance on massive, hooked talons, a curving spike sticking out of each heel and also 

out of each knee to curve protectively around the joint. Three pairs of gargantuan, angelic wings 

stood out of its back, and its corrupt right arm was huge, far too large for its body and ending in a 

wicked, evil claw. Drool dripped from its fanged jaws, filled with wicked teeth too large for its 

mouth, and then a long, thick tongue slid from its maw as it leaned down, licking its own muzzle 

before it asked with a furious roar: “Why do you resist me?” 

“Where‟s your junk?” Zerrex asked meditatively, pointing between its legs at the flat 

crotch of the beast as he crossed his other arm over his chest to grasp his bicep, and it snarled in 

fury before it lashed its flesh-and-blood arm down at him, the spines on it standing outright like 

blades as thick, bone-covered tentacles tore from its forearm towards the Drakkaren. 

Immediately, Zerrex jumped backwards, watching the huge spikes at the end of each slam into 

the ground, and then the demonic Zerrex twisted its body to the side and lashed out with its 

spiked tail, the deadly spade-shaped harpoon at the end of it slicing through the air towards the 

Drakkaren before he quickly ducked and lowered his head. 

The tail slashed over Zerrex, but it sent a red flag up in his head before he stood, creating 

a sphere of energy and throwing it hard into the demon-him‟s face, and the blast rattled it, 

making it stumble backwards in shock as it grasped at its features, tentacles quickly retracting as 

the reptile shouted: “Who the hell are you? „Cause you definitely aren‟t any part of me!” 



The demon-Zerrex shook his head back and forth, ragged hair falling around his 

features… and then he laughed in a much-calmer, much-colder voice before he let his hands fall 

away from his features, the face the same but the voice different as it asked cajolingly: “But 

wouldn‟t that ruin all the fun if you knew?” 

Before Zerrex could reply, the demon stamped a foot down, and the earth beneath the 

Drakkaren exploded, launching him into the air before the not-him reached out and caught him 

easily in its massive, warped claw, squeezing him painfully tight as Zerrex clenched his eyes 

shut and snarled, and the demon brought him in close, whispering softly as his eyes slowly 

turned from pure green to white with black irises and glowing ivory pupils, reaching a single 

claw from his other hand forwards to stroke gently under his muzzle almost tenderly. “For 

someone with such a legacy, you sure were easy to capture… but your head is quite a vulnerable 

point for you, isn‟t it? With that shattered personality you have, you have such a hard time of 

keeping track of what in your head is part of you and what isn‟t… although I admit you did quite 

so well in figuring out so fast I wasn‟t part of you, even if you never found me out getting in.” 

The demon paused, then asked curiously, as if they were having a discussion over tea: “Just how 

did you figure that out, anyway?” 

Zerrex winced as he was squeezed firmly, and then he looked at him and finally managed 

out, as he struggled hard in the viselike grip: “I… never use… tail attacks.” 

“Right, oh, that‟s right! Because your own doesn‟t work so well, that is correct, correct?” 

The demon smiled down at him, a strange and terrible expression with how genuine it seemed. 

“Just delightful. But I do fear that I must make short work of you… you see… you may prove a 

hindrance to my plans if you live. I have others to destroy after I attend to you, as well, since I 

know very well I cannot trust my minions to do it… and since I cannot yet be there physically, I 

figured that destroying my targets mentally would be a fair start. And don‟t you worry about us 

being interrupted… I took a precaution and chained up that filthy-mouthed Ravenlight and that 

weakling Drakkai Goddess… am I ever disappointed in her crude behavior and even more 

disappointing performance, however.” 

He shook his head slowly, and then he finally sighed theatrically as he squeezed Zerrex… 

and then the Drakkaren gargled when he felt a multitude of massive spikes rip through his body, 

the demon‟s hand becoming a terrible Iron Maiden as he clenched his hand tighter, the 

amusement vanishing from his features as he said softly: “And now I kill you, and there will 

need to be no meeting with Animaxander and no dealings with any of my other servants. All for 

the Great Plan, all for those whom even I must serve and bow to. Die, Zerrex.” 

The Drakkaren felt himself being squeezed tighter, screaming in agony as the spikes 

became spears that tore their way through him, trying to wake himself up and yelling in his 

mental mind that this was all a dream, his mind, that he could beat this, that the pain wasn‟t 

real… and then suddenly he fell free as the demon stumbled backwards, wondering what 

happened for a moment as he clutched at his body, which was bloodless and woundless, the pain 

suddenly gone despite the fact he was kneeling a puddle of gore… and he looked up in shock to 

see the demon-him staggering backwards, his strange, reversed eyes looking back and forth 

before he stared in shock at something behind Zerrex, as a terrible shadow fell over him. 

The reptile looked over his shoulder to see Marina rise up: but she was even larger than 

the demon, shackles around her wrists connected to broken chains, and more massive iron chains 

wrapped and dangling from a body that was otherwise naked, covering her breasts and falling 

over her crotch like a loincloth of sorts. She looked up as she slowly let her arms fall to her sides, 



levitating in the air as her eyes glowed with power, and then she snarled in a terrible, dark voice: 

“Don‟t you ever touch my Daddy again!” 

The demon screamed as he staggered backwards, clutching at his head as waves of 

psychic force made Zerrex‟s vision go blurry, the Drakkaren staggering and falling to a kneel 

before the warped arm of the demon cracked, then twisted back and forth, suddenly losing 

consistency and becoming like a string of licorice, stretching and bending with ease… and then it 

tore off at the shoulder as it formed an ugly corkscrew that slammed into the demon‟s stomach 

and spun violently, ripping its way through his guts as he shrieked and clutched at it, the black 

and white eyes filled with terror as dark blood spilled everywhere, the cement walls around them 

cracking as the light falling from the sky fizzed in and out, and then the demon leaned forwards 

and vomited dark bile before his eyes melted out of his skull as he gurgled, and Marina made a 

disgusted swatting gesture that caused first his head, then his body to explode into dark gore that 

turned into a black rain, Zerrex covering his head as he yelled in shock before everything went 

quiet… and then the Drakkaren looked hesitantly up, and Marina was standing over him in 

normal clothes with a soft smile on her face, holding an umbrella up, and they were at a bus stop 

in front of what was simultaneously a forest of massive trees and a concrete jungle of buildings. 

He was kneeling on a sidewalk, and cars raced up and down a road beside him, but everything 

had a cartoony, twisted look to it… and the rain falling was normal rain, as Marina offered him a 

jacket, saying lovingly: “The pain is over, Daddy. Whoever he was, he‟s gone now… perhaps 

not dead, but he certainly won‟t try and hurt you again.” 

Zerrex hesitantly got up to his feet, looking back and forth as he breathed quietly in and 

out of his mouth, his throat dry, a strange terror still simmering in his veins even as Marina let go 

of the umbrella to slide the trenchcoat onto her father… and he stared as the umbrella simply 

floated, before she smiled warmly and clung to him, suddenly wearing her own matching jacket 

as she took the umbrella by the handle and said lovingly: “The mind is a wonderful place… a 

dream can last a million years, and you can feel every one tick by… and yet in reality, it will be 

but mere seconds… just as seconds can pass, and when you awaken, it‟s been hours… oh father, 

I‟ll never let anyone hurt you…” 

She squeezed tightly around his arm, and Zerrex looked back and forth before he finally 

murmured: “I… I don‟t feel good. I want to wake up.” 

Marina stepped back from him, looking up into his eyes quietly… and then she nodded 

slowly… and everything went dark before colors faded in, and Zerrex found himself staring at 

Marina‟s face. At first he thought he‟d upset her… but then he realized that it was self-reproach 

in her eyes, as she murmured quietly: “I‟m so sorry, Daddy… I didn‟t mean to go so far.”  

“I know, Marina… it‟s okay, I‟m… glad to be out of there.” Zerrex said finally, and 

Marina nodded, brightening a bit before Sammy jumped between them and chirped nervously, 

leaning in and nibbling at Zerrex‟s muzzle. The reptile laughed, rubbing at the pseudodragon… 

and then Marina reached a hand out and grabbed Sammy around the base of the neck, yanking 

him out of the way before the Drakkaren snapped: “Marina!” 

Marina halted immediately, blushing a bit as she held the little beast firmly around the 

neck, and then she put him down and the pseudodragon immediately squeaked and huffed before 

running behind Zerrex, trembling a bit in fear. Zerrex looked back at him for a moment, at the 

terror on his face… and then he looked back at Marina, who was blushing deeply and looking up 

at him as he forced his anger at her down, saying finally: “We‟ll… call that a push. Please don‟t 

do things like that.” 



“He got between me and you, Daddy. I don‟t care if he was concerned or  not… I don‟t 

like it when people push themselves between me and you.” Marina murmured embarrassedly, 

looking away quietly for a moment before her eyes returned to him, and Zerrex carefully slid his 

way out of the bed, the reptile sighing a bit and standing up as Marina stroked down one of his 

legs, gazing up at him softly. “I won‟t do it again, promise.” 

“Okay. Let‟s go tell the others what happened with that… thing in my head.” Zerrex 

shook his head slowly, offering a hand to Sammy, and the tiny dragon ran forwards and leapt up 

onto his arm, crawling up to his shoulder and curling up around his neck as he shivered a bit. The 

Drakkaren paused to glance over his shoulder at Marina, who was sitting quietly with her arms 

wrapped around herself, and then she finally nodded and got up, and the two left the room as the 

male wondered what was the bigger powderkeg at the moment: Kafka, Animaxander, or his 

daughter. 

 

The morning of the meet with Animaxander found Zerrex in his room, polishing his 

sword and prepping himself mentally. His nanotech armlet was on his left arm and activated to 

cover his chest, and his right only had a thin layer of nanomachine fibers covering it, letting him 

ready his twisted arm at any moment… much as he knew that opponents using divine weapons 

would be able to hurt even the warped material that made it up. 

A belt was cinched tight around his waist, holding a side pack and a flashbang, and he 

was wearing both black jeans and heavy dragon-hide chaps, which would at least stop him from 

getting a lot of scrapes and bruises if a fight started. On his feet were heavy combat boots, well-

polished and overlaid with heavy metal plates, and strapped to his back was a magnetic holder 

designed by Tinman many years ago, which would hold the sword tightly against his back. He 

wasn‟t going in with a whole lot of gear, but more than enough to get the job done nonetheless, 

he thought: the key idea was that everyone else would be well-armored and well-equipped, while 

he would be left to rely on his skill and the idea that if Animaxander betrayed them, he‟d be just 

as vulnerable as Zerrex was to attack. 

Vampire, Lone, and Mahihko would all be going in with him as the part of his honor 

guard that would follow him as far into the factory as Animaxander would allow: even though 

Zerrex wasn‟t keen on leaving any of his daughters behind, he also knew that the wolves were 

the best equipped for the job. Even though Lone and Mahihko were valid options as snipers, the 

lightning abilities of the two meant they would be more useful in a situation where they could 

both utilize both those electricity and ranged powers: besides, Cindy and Marina he needed to 

post at the entrance, where they would be surrounded by enemies but also where they could 

guard against and watch out for ambush. 

Sammy would also be coming along on this mission, but would be going in early with 

Cindy and Marina, who had agreed to meet up with Balthazar‟s troops at the entrance to the 

facility ahead of the meeting schedule in order to make sure that no ambushes or booby-traps 

could be detected. Of course, even if they had a time for a full search of the entire area, it didn‟t 

guarantee that they would be able to find anyone who might be in hiding… after all, even 

Marina‟s powers weren‟t perfect, and there was no telling how good the humans might be at 

cloaking their minds and hiding the presence of their bodies. 

Zerrex sighed as he stood up and finally put the sword on his back, adjusting it to make 

sure the handle was in an easy-to-grip position, and then the reptile cracked his neck and rolled 

his shoulders, double-checking his gear before he murmured: “Guess it‟s time to get going.” 



The reptile had anxious butterflies in his stomach and nervous bulls parading through his 

head, feeling far more out of sorts than he had with meeting Balthazar: at least then, he‟d had a 

good feeling about things, and Cherry had accompanied him there and kept him entertained the 

whole way. This time, he‟d be taking a military transport that Lone would be driving, and he still 

had an hour to kill before he met up with someone who, like the Princess, might be trying to kill 

him. Zerrex paused as he remembered after a moment what the thing in his head had said about 

tying up the Princess and his other personalities… and then he smiled a bit to himself, wondering 

if he had been serious. His brain, after all, had been oddly quiet… and the reptile carefully sat  

down after a moment, adjusting the sword to avoid it cutting into anything as he rested his hands 

on his knees and took a deep breath, closing his eyes. 

A few moments later, he was visualizing the inside of his own mind… and then all of a 

sudden, he was simply there, in an elevator going down before it halted with a rumble and the 

gate slid back, revealing the Princess‟s lair. It was now slightly-overgrown with vines, and sitting 

bound in her throne was the Princess herself, who looked at him with disgust as she struggled 

against the golden chains wrapped around her, snarling: “There you are! Were you just planning 

to leave me here?” 

“Sorry, I thought a mighty Goddess like yourself would have been able to escape… plus I 

didn‟t think that thing would leave lasting effects.” Zerrex paused, walking into the room as he 

glanced back and forth at the white bones that were decaying here and there: it had been a long 

time since the Drakkaren had actually been forced to be in here, and he was admittedly very glad 

of that now. “By the way, he seemed to know you… care to shed a little light on what 

happened?” 

The Princess snorted in distaste, but her emerald eyes frowned out of her mask at him 

when he approached and undid the chains easily, jerking them off and setting her free. Slowly, 

she rubbed at her bruised wrists and arms, then she looked at him squarely and snorted in 

displeasure, saying softly: “It was a very dangerous being, Lord Zerrex, and that‟s all you need 

to know. I‟d tell you more but I‟m sure your meeting today with Animaxander will give you a 

few details…” She paused, then snapped her fingers, and Zerrex winced as purple electricity tore 

over his body, cursing in pain before he blinked as nothing else happened, looking slowly down 

at his own palms as she added with dark entertainment: “A gift, for… helping me. You‟ll 

appreciate this one, don‟t worry, and it should be much faster-acting than the last ability I shared 

with you.” 

Before Zerrex could open his mouth to ask her what the hell she meant, suddenly he was 

back in reality… and the reptile looked dumbly back and forth before he glanced up as Cherry 

entered the room. She looked grim herself, in her full armor and with the Great Diviner‟s shackle 

around one arm and the sword resting at her side, her whip on her other hip and an ancient rifle 

with a heavy, polished walnut stock resting across her back, the female looking at him mildly for 

a few moments before she said quietly: “Time to go, Boss. Marina, Cindy and Sammy are 

moving in to position as we speak, and the wolves are all busy loading up the van. You been 

okay up here?” 

“Yeah, Cherry, I‟m fine.” Zerrex gazed at her with soft amusement, nodding, and then he 

paused and asked quietly: “Shouldn‟t you be heading out into position yourself, then?” 

Cherry grunted, then she rubbed awkwardly at the back of her head, saying finally: “I… I 

just wanted to wish you good luck today, Boss. I know it‟s going to be a hell of a… whatever it 

is that we‟re going to, and that either way, things are probably going to turn bad and the shit‟s 



going to hit the fan. So you know. Just… take care. Last thing I need is you getting your ass 

killed and being banished back to Hell for a few thousand years.” 

“Oh, don‟t worry, I‟m sure the weapons they‟re using are demon-killing.” Zerrex said 

blithely, and Cherry rolled her eyes before he stood up, and they both swung their hands out, 

catching each other‟s tightly and squeezing firmly as he looked at her squarely. “Watch your ass, 

Cherry. Last thing I need is something bad happening to you.” 

Cherry grinned a bit at this, bringing her other hand up to waggle a finger at him. “Do 

you know me at all, Boss? Don‟t fuckin‟ insult me. Now come on, get your ass in gear and I‟ll be 

watching your tight ass as much as my own, so don‟t fuck up yourself out there.” 

And with that, she pulled Zerrex in and firmly kissed him for a moment before shoving 

him back, and by the time the Drakkaren righted himself, she was gone. He shook his head in 

slow amusement, and then he slowly left the room, pausing in the hallway and going instead to 

the mural room first to open the door and look inside. 

Marina had done a wonderful job in here: he saw so many faces and bodies painted over 

so little time, and yet it didn‟t seem crowded somehow. He envied his daughter‟s talent and 

wondered just how the hell she managed to do so much in so little time… and he let his eyes 

trace over the faces of his sons, his daughters, his friends, his family… and then finally he 

backed out, and glanced to the side to see Vampire poke his head up onto the second floor, the 

big wolf looking grim even as he tried to grin. “You ready, Boss?” 

“As ever.” Zerrex said softly, and he walked down the hall as Vampire nodded and 

dropped out of sight before the Drakkaren jumped down, landing easily beside him and glancing 

at the huge black wolf. Instead of Royal Guard armor, Vampire was wearing leather pants and a 

leather jacket that was open to reveal his chest, bare except for two crisscrossing bandoliers, and 

a few belts of ammunition were wrapped around his body and waist, the machine-shotgun 

dangling loosely from one hand. The only backup weapon Vampire had was a pair of brass 

knuckles on his other hand, inscribed with the word: „Reason.‟ 

The two walked outside together quietly, where Mahihko and Lone were in matching 

military uniforms. Both had assault rifles dangling on shoulder straps and an additional gun on 

their back – in Lone‟s case, the grenade launcher, and in Mahihko‟s the lightning coil – but only 

Lone also had a handgun tucked into either boot. Mahihko, on the other hand, had plenty of 

ammo for his assault rifle clipped to his belt, while Lone had only one additional clip. 

The bigger wolf wiped his forehead slowly, a bandanna tied tight around this, while 

Mahihko was wearing a less-fashionable but more-serviceable headset that would let him keep in 

communication with Cherry and Cindy. The little wolf smiled hesitantly at his father, and Zerrex 

nodded to him before he climbed in the back, quietly reaching out to ruffle the tiny lupine‟s 

head-fur at the same time before he sat down on the metal bench against one wall. Against the 

other were several large boxes of ammunition, and several additional guns in metal crates, just in 

case things turned nasty and they needed some additional firepower. 

Mahihko and Lone closed the doors after a moment, and Zerrex listened as they both 

climbed into the front, before Vampire turned his black eyes to the Drakkaren and asked mildly: 

“So Boss, you think this‟ll be good and clean, or the usual fuckaree that happens when we try 

and plan for something?” 

“The latter.” Zerrex said absently, and he fidgeted a bit, pulling his sword off his back 

and putting it down across his lap as he began to absently run his fingers up and down the runes, 

keeping the tip pointed away from Vampire just in case. “You ready for the worst?” 



“I am the worst.” Vampire said pompously, as he patted his machine-shotgun and flicked 

the safety off, grinning a bit at the Drakkaren, who snorted and shook his head before the demon 

wolf added quietly: “It‟s a real honor to work with you again though, Boss, „specially since this 

feels like the old days… just without any of the bad karma shit, you get me?” 

“I get you too damn well.” Zerrex replied, and then he made a face when Vampire leaned 

in and sloppily licked up the side of his face, shoving his head away before he glared at him as 

the black wolf fluttered his eyes at him. “You‟re as bad as Cherry, seriously.” 

The black wolf obviously took that as a compliment, grinning stupidly before the 

transport started with a grumble, and then slowly pulled out onto the road, and he became solemn 

as Zerrex sighed and checked his armlet, tapping in a command to tune in on a specific 

frequency and listen for any broadcasts. While the armlet didn‟t act as a two-way communicator 

– there was some glitch that made everything very static-riddled if he tried to talk – it functioned 

fine on „listen‟ mode, and he wanted a good heads-up just in case Cindy and Marina came across 

any problems. They were a good twenty-five minutes away, and that would give them more than 

ample time to check the whole area, especially if the Ire soldiers cooperated… and right now the 

reptile was pretty sure they were way more scared of the humans than they were of demons. 

The ride was shorter than Zerrex expected, but there were no communications, meaning 

everything was going smoothly… and when they rolled slowly to a halt, Vampire became grim 

as he reached into his jacket before pulling out a pair of sunglasses, flicking them open and 

putting them on. He paused at the Drakkaren‟s look, and then he tilted them down and grinned at 

him as black eyes glinted overtop the dark frames. “You‟re just jealous that I‟m so badass.” 

The Drakkaren didn‟t bother responding as the vehicle pulled slowly forwards after a few 

moments, and then the transport slowed and halted again before it turned off this time. 

Immediately, Vampire got up and opened the doors, jumping out before he stood ready, his eyes 

flicking back and forth before he pushed his sunglasses back up his muzzle to cover them. Zerrex 

stepped out after a moment, putting his sword on his back and making a face as he rubbed slowly 

at his right arm, before he nodded slowly at the sight of the Irenic soldiers, most of them wearing 

lightweight Scanner gear and carrying either a heavy assault rifle or an assault shotgun. 

The debris piles had all been cordoned carefully off… and the metal fencing was being 

patrolled by a group of three soldiers, while three patrols of five each carefully walked in wide 

circles around the factory. At the open gate where they had come in, there were four more, as 

well as Cindy and Marina in Hez‟Rannan military outfits, the angel looking back and forth with 

a heavy cleaver on her back and the psychic carrying a lever-action shotgun, with a katana 

holstered at her side. When Marina sensed Zerrex was looking, she sent him a mental „clear‟ 

signal, even though he felt how dubious she still was despite everything. 

He turned towards the factory, where at least six more Irenic soldiers were posted, these 

ones in BAD armor… and backing them up were two Combat Suits, both equipped with missile 

pods on the shoulders and massive machineguns instead of hands. Balthazar really had gone to 

all lengths to make sure he‟d be well-protected… and he walked towards the lineup with his wolf 

honor guard after a moment before he frowned at the sight of the empty factory beyond, looking 

at the nearest soldier and asking quietly: “Where‟s the humans?” 

The BAD soldier looked taken off-guard, and he cleared his throat before he responded: 

“Sir! No idea, sir!” 

“At ease, drop the sir thing and the short sentences.” Zerrex said mildly, and the BAD 

soldier cleared his throat, looking embarrassed even through the facemask he was wearing before 



the reptile frowned a bit and looked at Vampire, asking him aside: “Ask Cherry if she sees any 

convoys coming.” He then turned his attention back to the soldier. “You got snipers posted?” 

The soldier looked back and forth, but the other BAD-armored grunts simply shrugged a 

bit before he said hesitantly: “Yeah…” A pause, but when Zerrex nodded in approval, he visibly 

relaxed, adding quickly: “The perimeter is covered and secure… and we‟ve even got psychic 

repressors set up, calibrated to the frequency we detected and analyzed at the human base in 

some covered trucks, ready to be moved in just in case.” 

The Drakkaren nodded slowly: admittedly, it was a hell of a good idea. It would probably 

mess with both his abilities and Marina‟s, too, but on the other hand… if there was one thing he 

was competent in, it was melee combat. If the humans turned out to be powerful magicians, 

taking that weapon away from them was far more important than avoiding some moderate 

irritation. “Good. I just hope we don‟t have to use them.” 

The soldier nodded in agreement, and then Cherry‟s voice rose up from the armlet, faint 

and tinny but there as he rose it automatically in front of himself. “Boss, Boss, we got 

movement, and there‟s a hell of a lot of the bastards… what the fuck are they riding… oh shit, 

this… convoy or whatever, parts of it are breaking up, they might be sending out cells or some 

shit throughout the city, that ain‟t good.” 

“You‟d better alert the rest of the troops.” Zerrex said mildly to the BAD soldier, who 

winced and nodded before he yelled something down the line, and immediately the different 

soldiers all smoothly began to send out alerts to various areas around the city, as the Drakkaren 

stood back and looked over at Vampire and Mahihko, who both looked nervous while Lone was 

trying to look stoic as he played with the firing selector on his assault rifle. 

“Sir, you‟d better go ahead on in… you can take one of your bodyguards with you, if you 

want.” One of the armored soldiers advised, and the Drakkaren nodded, motioning for Vampire 

to go ahead past the lineup before he turned to Mahihko and Lone, who were both looking 

anxious, the latter wolf having dropped his act. 

He smiled a bit to them, then he said quietly, looking from one to the other: “Don‟t get 

separated, don‟t get lost. Stay here with these soldiers, and if things get nasty, you know what to 

do.” A pause, then he patted Lone‟s shoulder before ruffling Mahihko‟s fur again, and then he 

headed into the gutted factory, unable to help himself from staring at the creaking walls for a 

moment before he shook his head and walked over to the large square table, where Vampire was 

already standing at attention. 

He stood himself, not wanting to sit until Animaxander arrived… and he didn‟t have long 

to wait, as strange carriages made of white-and-gold wood rolled of their own volition through 

the gates: at least ten of them, and each was more than big enough to carry at least half a dozen 

people… and the largest carriage came last, two huge white flags with golden crosses on them 

flapping in the winds on long poles at the end of the six-wheeled monstrosity, a massive unicorn 

figurehead at the front of the vehicle. 

It came to a slow halt near the transport, as did the others, and the reptile realized their 

transport had been completely boxed in, which would make it even more difficult to get to now if 

something did happen. He made a face, but then watched as Animaxander climbed slowly out… 

and although he was at least two feet shorter than the Drakkaren, he was still imposing somehow, 

a broadsword sheathed at one side… but from the decorations on the golden hilt and sheath, 

Zerrex guessed that it was more likely a mark of valor than anything else. 

At least fifty soldiers climbed out of the other carriages, and what disturbed Zerrex most 

was their sheer sameness: every single one was wearing a helm that covered his features and a 



white uniform: a sleeveless shirt with a golden cross on it, and a half-kilt, half-loincloth. All of 

them had chainmail on beneath this that protected every inch of their arms and legs and likely 

their bodies as well, and every single one of them had a broadsword at one side and a kite shield 

on their arm, and hands and feet covered by steel gauntlets and boots. 

And then a massive, twelve foot tall palomino horse climbed out of the large carriage to 

stand behind Animaxander, wearing white full plate mail that was only a shade darker than his 

smooth, handsome features. Curly blond hair that was a fiery gold fell over one of his bright blue 

eyes from beneath a golden helm that curved down to protect his cheeks and the back of his 

neck, and one white-gloved hand was holding tightly onto the gold handle of a sheathed 

longsword at his side, while a gigantic, round gold shield was thrown across his back, held onto 

his body by a heavy leather strap. It was definitely unexpected… and when he turned around, 

Zerrex could see that the huge, slightly-domed shield was covered in runes he immediately 

recognized as an ancient form of the divine language, at least from what he could see that wasn‟t 

covered by a long, curly-haired ponytail. What the hell… 

The soldiers dispersed as Animaxander and the horse bodyguard came forwards… and 

Zerrex walked out in front of the table, waiting with Vampire standing behind him with tense 

features, watching as the two passed between the BAD soldiers before Animaxander smiled as 

he approached the reptile, looking up at him with those cold, ruthless eyes as he said in his soft, 

generous voice: “So we meet at last, Lord Zerrex Narrius of Hell. I am the Grand Inquisitor 

Animaxander… and this is my bodyguard, Perseus Pegasus, the Lightbringer.” 

“Greetings.” the horse rumbled, and then he looked with distinct distaste at Vampire, 

asking in a serious, cold voice: “And what, pray tell, are you?” 

“Vampire, and I‟m bad fucking news.” the demon wolf replied darkly as he bristled, 

resting his machine-shotgun on his shoulder before he calmed when Zerrex shot him a sideways 

look, and he smiled, revealing his huge fang teeth as he half-bowed and gestured to the side. 

“Maybe we can get to know each other better while these two talk it out.” 

“I stay by my master‟s side.” Perseus responded in a tone there was simply no arguing 

with, and Animaxander smiled slightly at this before he walked over to his seat across the table. 

Immediately, Perseus pulled it out for him, and the reptile realized they were dealing with a 

master of manipulation and a fanatic of his teachings as he sat down himself. 

“Lord Zerrex, as you are aware, I have had many dealings with Hell and Heaven in the 

past, although perhaps different Hells and different Heavens then you are aware of.” 

Animaxander started with no preamble, smiling his complacent smile as he laced his fingers 

together and looked across at the Drakkaren squarely. “And I myself, am a messenger of the 

Great One, the True God above all other gods.” 

“Including the god that attacked me a few days ago mentally?” Zerrex asked casually, 

leaning forwards on an elbow as he tilted his head towards Animaxander, expecting to at least 

make him frown… but the human only continued to look at him calmly, the smile on his alien 

features maddening. “Don‟t tell me you didn‟t know?” 

“Of course I knew.” Animaxander replied easily, looking across at him as he tilted his 

head forwards, and then he said in a soft voice that made Zerrex‟s blood run cold: “Even if 

Morpheus is a rank or  two above me, our orders come from the same Great God of Gods. It was 

his initiative on his part to attack you… and how he suffered for it, from that harlot daughter of 

yours. I believe he‟s back to work, killing other nuisances… but that is all a story for another 

time, perhaps when all this is over. 



“My message here is clear and simple, Lord Zerrex… go back to where you came from. 

You don‟t have to involve yourself in this affair, and I have been instructed to offer you… a free 

pass, an escape from the war.” Animaxander laced his hands together, gesturing with them 

towards the Drakkaren, and the worst part of it all was the sincerity in his eyes and on his face 

when he said softly: “You won‟t survive if you pit yourself against my Master, Lord Zerrex… 

the Great God is nothing like anything you have battled in the past. His Will be Done is a phrase 

from my Bible… and it means that whatever he wills… that is what will happen. And right now, 

he wills that you be removed, one way or the other. But please, you and your compatriots could 

be useful to us in the future, if you will only remove yourself from the wicked events that are to 

pass shortly… and if you stand down, I know that many lives will be spared, because many will 

follow your example.” 

Zerrex looked at him quietly… and then he laughed softly and shook his head slowly, 

before he said mildly: “You know, it‟s been… a really long time since I‟ve had an enemy that 

was honest with me. A really, really long time. I appreciate that, even if… I can‟t bear to stand 

down when other people are in danger. This is our world, not yours… maybe you‟re the one who 

should go back home.” 

“I was afraid you‟d say that…” Animaxander sighed and pushed himself away from the 

table, before he bowed courteously, and then he straightened as he snapped his fingers, and 

immediately Perseus smashed the table aside and threw his shield over one arm and drew his 

sword with his other hand, snarling as he seemed to shine with golden energy, Zerrex still seated 

and crossing his arm with a look of distaste as Vampire stepped forwards and brought his gun 

up… before he was simply slapped aside with a yelp by the huge shield. “Perseus, you know 

what to do. As for me… I will take my leave and report to the Great One your defiance.” 

As Animaxander turned away, Zerrex called to him past the massive horse that was 

standing ready: “If your God is so powerful, how come he doesn‟t already know what 

happened?” 

The Grand Inquisitor paused… and then he simply snorted and held a hand up, a white, 

circular portal appearing, the surface mirror-like and rippling, and Zerrex wondered how the hell 

he had created such a strange portal on the mortal plane when he didn‟t sense any corruption in 

the air, before he vanished through it. Vampire, meanwhile, was awkwardly picking himself up 

from the ground… before his eyes bulged as the area erupted into chaos, human soldiers drawing 

swords free and slashing down Irenic soldiers like corn as the piles of garbage trembled before 

humanoid figures made of garbage and debris ripped out of them. He winced, but then Zerrex 

simply rose a hand to him, saying mildly: “Go ahead, Vampire… I‟ll deal with our friend here.” 

“Thanks, Boss!” Vampire called, and he charged out of the factory ruins to join Mahihko 

and Lone, who were firing into human soldiers, raising his machine-shotgun to his shoulder and 

unloading a short burst of three rounds into the face of one of the humans, disintegrating much of 

his upper body and sending his sword to the ground… and when he fell, his body turned to ashes 

that blew through his chainmail and uniform, his gear tumbling to the ground in a useless pile. 

Zerrex stood up as he drew his sword off his back, Perseus breathing hard across from 

him and grinning, his eyes alight with fanaticism and his longsword glowing with white fire in 

his hand as he shouted: “Back, demon! Back to the fires of Hell!” 

“Couldn‟t you come up with anything more original than that?” Zerrex asked flatly, and 

then he picked up the chair by the back and threw it hard in one liquid motion at the horse, who 

easily blocked it with the shield, the chair exploding into wooden fragments, and Zerrex took the 

opportunity to charge forwards and then go into a low slide as he slashed at the horse‟s ankles 



with Reminiscence, but the paladin easily leapt into the air and half-spun before angelic wings 

exploded from his back, glowing white and with a tinge of gold running through them. 

“Foul beast!” The paladin drew his sword back, and then he lashed it out, sending blasts 

of holy energy at Zerrex one after the other, the reptile dodging two of the spheres and wincing 

at the white flash each sent up before he slashed his sword into the last, and the blade absorbed 

the holy energy, glinting and sending a thrill through the reptile‟s body as the horse snarled 

before diving downwards, trying to ram him with the massive shield. 

The Drakkaren swung his blade forwards, and he ground against it, anchoring himself as 

the paladin‟s wings flapped powerfully, propelling himself forwards, and after a few moments 

the reptile felt his anchored feet slipping slowly backwards through the dirt bit-by-bit… and then 

he threw himself backwards, letting the sword slip backwards with a grunt and sailing several 

feet with his back parallel to the ground as the horse sailed over him and then arched upwards 

into the sky. 

Zerrex twisted in midair and landed in a crouch, before he launched himself into the air 

as his own wings tore out of his back, flying directly towards the horse as he looked shocked for 

a moment before the Drakkaren slashed his sword hard outwards, shouting: “Been a while since 

my last aerial combat!” 

His sword clanged off the shield, and the reptile cursed before he swung the sword at the 

other side of the paladin… but the horse blocked him with the shield again before he stabbed his 

holy sword forwards towards Zerrex‟s gut, but Zerrex threw himself backwards, putting some 

distance between himself and the horse before the paladin snarled and charged at him, swinging 

his blade viciously back and forth. His blade only clanged loudly off Zerrex‟s own, however, 

before they parted quickly to avoid a rocket barrage gone wild from one of the combat armors. 

Beneath them, the ground was in chaos: soldiers on both sides were suffering heavy 

casualties, but most of the human troops had been suppressed: the issue was coming from the 

constructs, although Marina was currently taking care of this problem by using her psychic 

powers to compact one of the massive piles of junk into a tight ball, crushing the garbage with 

her raw mental power as Cindy and several Irenic soldiers covered her, the latter easily slicing 

constructs apart when they came close. 

Lone, Mahihko, and Vampire were doing their best to support the BAD troops, but one of 

the Combat Armors had somehow been taken over, and the machine was steadily advancing as it 

fired its weapons wildly in all directions, beeping and buzzing as the driver inside screamed and 

pressed against the glass as wires and chunks of metal wrapped around him and slowly crushed 

him to death. Finally, Mahihko winced and rose a hand, firing a blast of lightning directly into 

the machine, and it killed both the suffering pilot and the machine as it exploded in a blast of 

flame, mechanical parts flying in every direction. 

A human charged in, yelling wildly and waving his sword above his head… and then his 

helmet exploded and he turned to dust, and two kilometers away, Cherry grunted: “Five.” Then 

she paused and took aim at the angel-thing and Zerrex… but sighed after a moment and muttered 

under her breath as she aimed back at the battlefield, saying under her breath: “Fuck him up 

good, Boss.” 

Perseus flew forwards, his shield and sword held out as he roared, trying to get in close 

where the huge sword in the reptile‟s hand would be difficult to use… and Zerrex swung  the 

pommel of the blade out, smashing the horse in the face and sending him reeling through the air  

as he dropped both sword and shield. Immediately, Zerrex flew forwards and brought his sword 

up, prepared to deliver an overhead blow that would end the conflict… and when he slashed 



down with both hands, the heavy blade of his sword smashed down into something that got in the 

way, and the reptile blinked for a moment before he stared at the now-floating shield, and it 

glowed gold as it swung upwards and knocked the Drakkaren‟s sword wide before it rammed 

into his chest, making him grunt… and then the heavy shield smashed down against his upper 

chest and sent him plummeting towards the ground, the reptile spinning violently through the air.  

He crashed heavily into the ground, and his wings flickered before he stood up, letting 

them vanish completely as he looked up at the paladin, watching the palomino slowly descend, 

his face twitching and his nose dribbling blood. To his right floated his heavy shield, the runes 

glowing white as the shield itself thrummed with golden fire, and he laughed harshly as he threw 

his left arm out, a massive war-hammer appearing in it, the handle smooth wood and the 

hammerhead a brilliant white steel. “Idiot demon… my faith is my shield, my virtue my sword! I 

am protected at all times by the God I serve, by infinite holy power… you will not land another 

blow upon me, demon!” 

“We‟ll see about that.” Zerrex growled, then he charged forwards as the paladin hovered 

just above the ground, lashing out at him but cursing as the shield immediately flew into the path 

of his sword, and the reptile smashed his blade uselessly against it several times before ducking a 

swing from the hammer, and then grunting when the shield scooped him easily off his feet and 

tossed him into the air, letting the horse swing his hammer out and catch him high in the right 

shoulder to send agony through his body as he flew through the air, smashing into the ground 

and rolling several times with a curse before he shoved his hands down and flipped up to land on 

his feet, panting quietly as he assumed a defensive pose and rolled his right shoulder slowly as 

pain travelled through it, a bit of metal and rock falling away from beneath the dented-in scales. 

The paladin threw his hammer in a sudden deft motion, and it spun through the air, 

Zerrex wincing and half-ducking as he swung out at the same time with his sword to knock it to 

the side… before the horse was suddenly right in front of him, and he smashed him hard with his 

shield, sending the Drakkaren down on his back. The paladin rose a foot, his eyes burning, but 

the reptile managed to roll out of the way before he could be crushed by the twelve-foot giant, 

and then he charged forwards, leaping upwards as the shield immediately moved to block him 

and instead landing on it before he leapt behind the startled horse, then he spun around and 

slashed viciously at his back. 

The shield was there in a moment, however, and his sword banged uselessly off it before 

it repelled him again with a hard slap, Zerrex staggering as his arms went out, looking vulnerable 

as the paladin turned and began to charge… and then the Drakkaren grinned as he shoved a hand 

forwards, releasing a torrent of energy that made the horse stagger awkwardly to a halt as the 

shield spun in front of him, wincing and ducking behind it as the azure energy pummeled the 

surface of the golden shield and made it vibrate violently, before the reptile let off the beam, 

leaning forwards and breathing hard as he looked at the strange glisten the golden metal took on, 

as Perseus straightened and snarled, holding his hand out as his hammer reappeared in it and his 

shield floating to his side again… but it still had a tint to it. And an idea began to form in his 

mind, as he felt the energy in the air around him and the paladin shouted: “You can‟t break my 

defenses with your pathetic magic, demon!” 

“That ain‟t magic!” Zerrex replied indignantly, and then he ran forwards… but Perseus 

leapt into the air, his powerful wings propelling him high before the Drakkaren created a sphere 

of energy, throwing it after him… but the paladin avoided it, the sphere exploding above his 

head before he grasped the edge of his shield and threw it like a giant discus, and it spun 

violently through the air like a golden wheel of destruction before Zerrex tried uselessly to block 



it with Reminiscence, but it knocked his blade aside and then smashed into his chest, knocking 

him to the ground before the  huge horse dropped like a stone to land in a crouch at Zerrex‟s feet 

as he smashed his war hammer down in a broad arc. 

It crashed into Zerrex‟s abdominals, making him vomit blood as he howled in agony, 

before the horse stood up and kicked Zerrex high into the air, taking flight after him as his shield 

flew above his head and struck the reptile‟s back, his limbs going out as he clung desperately to 

his sword, feeling it almost slipping from his grip as he was forcibly rammed upwards before he 

was thrown… and then the horse flew up beside him and swung the hammer out, breaking one of 

Zerrex‟s shins and sending him flipping violently downwards as he howled in pain, clenching his 

eyes shut before his wings burst from his back and caught on the air as the paladin dived 

overeagerly past him, looking surprised as he righted himself in midair before Zerrex‟s good leg 

swung out… but struck only the shield, and Perseus snorted before he swung his hammer up. 

This time, Zerrex parried the attack before he let himself fall, wings going limp as he 

slashed downwards against the shield and grinding against it with a horrible metal-on-metal 

sound… but when Perseus struck at him, he hit only air, the reptile suddenly gone in a flash of 

blue light… and then he screamed as Reminiscence bit into his back, looking with horror over 

his shoulder as the sword tore into his spine, his legs spasming before going limp and useless and 

blood running down the white blade before the shield tried vainly to spin in… and Zerrex 

vanished again in a burst of blue light, reappearing in front of Perseus to hammer the sword 

down into a shoulder, the paladin dropping his war hammer in shock with a shriek of pain, his 

eyes bulging and wide as his shield wildly spun around to his front… but the Drakkaren once 

more vanished and reappeared as his side, hammering the sword home into his ribs. 

The shield spun violently, trying to strike at Zerrex uselessly as Perseus slowly tilted 

backwards, wings flapping wildly as he looked back and forth before screaming and bringing his 

arms up as the Drakkaren appeared in front of him… but his shield managed to get between him 

and the sword this time, except when the heavy blade struck hard against the golden metal, it 

dented. And as Perseus fell backwards in terror, Zerrex pursued him towards the ground, 

smashing over and over into his shield before he suddenly vanished into blue motes as his body 

twisted, and when he reappeared, he was still in mid-twist, and he swung Reminiscence hard 

upwards in a vicious turning-slice that caught Perseus in the back and hurled him high into the 

air. 

The horse spun violently, smashing into his own shield and clutching the sides of it like a 

giant coin, before he looked up in horror to see Zerrex above his head… and the Drakkaren 

reached out and grabbed the edge of the cracked shield, jerking it out of his hands and tossing it 

into the air before he slung his sword hard down with his other hand, and Perseus turned into a 

comet as he flew down towards the ground some fifty feet below like a rocket, before he sent up 

a great plume of dust as he smashed a crater into the earth, his body broken and bloodied, staring 

upwards in horror as his shield flipped like a mindless, giant coin even as it shuddered and tried 

to guide itself back to its master… and Zerrex caught it with an upwards slash that put another 

dent into the golden metal before he swung Reminiscence around in a vicious overhead cut that 

sundered the shield in half, and the reptile slapped one of the ugly metal chunks away before he 

smashed the other half straight down, and it flew like a spear through the air before impaling 

itself squarely through the horse‟s gut, making him gasp and twitch before Zerrex threw his 

sword hard, straight downwards, bloodlust and fury overtaking him for a moment. 

Reminiscence tore through the paladin‟s chest, and he screamed in agony, eyes bulging 

and tears of blood leaking from them as he coughed the same stuff, shuddering violently… and 



then he fell backwards, panting his last breaths as Zerrex slowly touched down nearby, his wings 

vanishing from his back. He clutched his side, breathing hard himself as the eye surrounded by 

the burn scar leaked blood… and the chaos of the battle around them was forgotten as the 

paladin stared up at him and whispered: “My faith… I believed… so much…” 

“We all need to have something to believe in… even if it‟s lies.” Zerrex said quietly, and 

he winced as he fell to a kneel beside him, coughing hard and wiping slowly at the blood that 

dribbled out of his muzzle, making a disgusted face. I pushed myself past my limits… “What does 

Animaxander want? Why are you doing this?” 

“God… said… to… cleanse all worlds… for Him… for peace.” Perseus whispered, 

looking up at him with eyes full of pain and terror, as he trembled violently, and then he asked in 

a weakening voice: “Am I… going to die?” 

“Yes.” Zerrex said quietly, and then he reached out and gently pulled off the horse‟s 

helm, letting his hair fall free as Perseus began to cry on the ground, tears mixing with the blood 

as his body trembled violently, his faith obviously broken and betrayed before the Drakkaren 

took one of his hands, smiling a bit down at him as the horse stared at him like a frightened child. 

“But you may yet live again, and even find the real way to peace.” 

The horse nodded, and then he opened his mouth to speak again… but then he only 

sighed weakly as his head fell back, and his body immediately began to dissolve, turning to 

golden evanescence that quickly vanished and left only broken, empty armor behind. The 

Drakkaren looked at this for a few moments, and then down at the white gauntlet in his hand… 

and he tossed it aside as he grunted and stood with a wince, leaning on the sword buried in the 

ground as he breathed raggedly.  

The battle had created a lot of energy, enough that Zerrex had been able to feel it in the 

air… and by using that and his own energy powers, he‟d been able to literally dematerialize and 

rematerialize his body: not phasing or teleporting, but literally turning himself into nothing but 

energy and then rebuilding himself. With his body made mostly of energy instead of physical 

matter, it was possible for him to do with minimal chance of disintegrating himself… but that 

didn‟t make it hurt any less. Sin had worked with him to teach him the skill… and he‟d hoped to 

never have to use it in combat, and now he knew he was right in hoping that: he felt like his body 

was tearing itself apart, inside-out. 

He thought he recognized what the runes on the shield had been now… a soul-binding 

spell, making the shield literally as strong as his faith and reacting based on the horse‟s 

perception and instincts. Once he‟d panicked, the shield had weakened… once Zerrex had dented 

it, the shield had become vulnerable. The Drakkaren winced as he pulled Reminiscence out of 

the earth, and he shouldered it as he felt energy flowing out of the blade and into him, 

rejuvenating him somewhat as he walked slowly into the battle, and he made a face and slashed 

his sword hard down into a construct that charged madly at him, with steel blades for arms, 

smashing it into pieces. 

Suddenly, his vision flickered… and the reptile found himself seeing a purple outline of 

some kind of evil spirit, energy crackling over it as it floated out of the construct and glared back 

and forth, mostly formless with only the barest outline of a head and arms. Reacting on instinct, 

Zerrex stabbed hard into it with the sword… and it turned into a visible torrent of energy that 

screamed and jerked back and forth before it lost consistency and turned into smoke that floated 

harmlessly away, as energy pumped into the Drakkaren‟s body before he shouted: “They‟re evil 

spirits of some kind, they‟re only vulnerable to energy!” 



“You‟re the only one with energy!” Vampire shouted back in a strained voice, as three 

constructs closed in on him, and he blasted two apart with a strafe of the machine-shotgun before 

the last jumped on his back, and then demonic wolf winced before he simply threw himself into 

the air and landed on his back with a grunt, crushing it beneath his body before he stood up and 

ran over to the Drakkaren.  

Zerrex was watching as the three spirits floated up and shot towards the garbage pile… 

and then Sammy appeared out of nowhere and leapt up, tackling one and savagely ripping into it 

with his jaws and claws, and the thing screamed as it spasmed back and forth, Vampire gaping at 

the sight of the pseudodragon seeming to stand on air before the wicked spirit came into 

existence for a moment before turning to smoke, and Sammy growled and landed on his feet as 

he looked back and forth. Immediately, Zerrex whistled, and Sammy shot over to him… before 

skidding to a halt with a yelp, and Zerrex turned around and stared in horror as he watched 

constructs collapsing as wicked spirits tore out of them and headed for one of the last remaining 

junk piles, the others turned into neat boulders that the spirits couldn‟t tear raw materials out of. 

Combined together, however, they rose up as one massive entity… before Zerrex felt a 

wave of psychic rage, and he winced as he looked over to Marina, who was striding fearlessly 

towards the gigantic golem, roaring as her eyes burned with purple fury: “Enough!”  

The golem rose a foot… and Marina snarled before she simply threw an arm out, and the 

air literally rippled as a sonic boom tore through the area, Irenic soldiers falling over and Zerrex 

landing heavily on his rear himself in shock as Vampire leaned into the blast, wincing as the 

massive golem exploded, chunks of metal flying in all directions… but before they could hit the 

ground, they all slowed before coming to a halt, rotating slowly as if in a vacuum as wicked 

spirits appeared in the visible spectrum throughout the floating wreckage, screaming and 

grasping their malformed heads as if in agony before they exploded into puffs of smoke that 

rapidly dissolved. 

Then, finally, the garbage and debris slowly settled to the ground, Marina relaxing and 

breathing slowly in and out before she reached up to touch her head… and Zerrex wondered if 

she‟d overexerted herself, or if she was just trying to contain her fury. The battle was over, and 

the humans lay either severely wounded or had become nothing more than ashes, and the 

Drakkaren winced as he rested his sword on his shoulder and limped his way over to his 

daughter, the pain in his shin compounding the pain in his bad leg as Cindy rubbed at a bruise on 

her face and Mahihko and Lone ran to join them, the bigger wolf looking nervously back and 

forth and seeming battered, but Mahihko in better shape, the only visible mark a shallow cut over 

one eye he was nonetheless whimpering about as he held onto it with one hand as if his skull 

would collapse should he let go. 

Some eleven Irenic soldiers had survived, including the Combat Armor and the BAD 

units that hadn‟t been killed, and the Drakkaren hoped that was the only wave of humans… 

before he glanced down at his armlet as Cherry‟s voice rang out: “First, Zerrex, that was fucking 

awesome. Secondly, I got some weird-ass shit to report… the other human squads, well… 

they‟re fucking… helping old ladies cross the street and helping at food kitchens and all this 

bullshit… it‟s like they‟re building up good PR, so like… no one will believe what happened 

here. Fuckers are crazy, and like… wait, wait, there‟s movement…” 

A long pause, and then Cherry said darkly: “Kafka‟s armored limo coming in, ETA to 

your position two minutes… might be a good idea to book it.” 

“Agreed. Move out!” Zerrex ordered, and he winced as Vampire grabbed him around the 

shoulders and helped him jog towards the transport, as Lone and Mahihko bolted and Cindy and 



Marina ran quickly out to where they‟d parked the reptile‟s motorcycle. Cindy started it with a 

roar and shot out of the gates, and a few moments later, Lone followed, Zerrex cursing and 

wincing as he sat on the bench and Vampire closed the doors as they bumped past the curb, 

almost falling out but then throwing himself backwards to fall on his ass but successfully shut 

them. 

The reptile looked down, and Sammy slipped off his shoulders to land beside him, 

chirping quietly as he pawed with concern at the Drakkaren‟s leg… but Zerrex only smiled 

faintly and shook his head, rubbing slowly at it as he said quietly: “I‟m okay, Dove, I just got hit 

by a holy weapon, that‟s all. You did real good out there, though, in taking down that spirit, 

though… I‟m proud of you.” 

Sammy chirped softly, nuzzling into his wrist, and then Vampire sat down at the reptile‟s 

other side with a  grunt and patted him on the shoulder tiredly, his clothing ripped but his nearly-

invulnerable body little worse for the wear as he said ironically: “Well, we‟ve had worse 

negotiations than that, huh?” 

Zerrex snorted in entertainment, then he shook his head slowly as he replied faintly: 

“Yeah, we really have, and that‟s kinda scary, isn‟t it?” He paused meditatively, and then he 

murmured softly: “Gotta wonder where exactly they‟re coming from, though… and just what 

this… Great God really wants. Something about cleansing, but this… this is just… destruction.” 

“Funny how the two things are used so interchangeably, huh?” Vampire said 

thoughtfully, and then he shook his head, making a face. “We‟ll have to deal with that fucker 

Am… Anime… Anaximander now, though, he ain‟t… obviously any good friend of ours.” 

The Drakkaren nodded with a grunt, crossing his arms and closing his eyes as he rested 

back against the transport, listening to the thrum of the tires and knowing that things were 

probably about to enter a very difficult, very delicate phase now. He wondered just what the hell 

was going to happen… and he knew he‟d likely be sorry for asking when he found out, as he 

sighed, Vampire quietly rubbing his shoulder and looking at him softly. 

Half an hour later, they climbed out of the transport and entered the house, Vampire 

helping Zerrex along before Cindy gently grabbed his other arm, the reptile mumbling but not 

resisting much as she said softly over her shoulder: “Everyone, to the den. We already have 

another problem.” 

Zerrex mumbled something under his breath as he rose his head, feeling too tired and 

achy to care, but when he saw what was on the television, he gritted his teeth as he became all 

too awake, Cindy guiding him to a sheet she‟d set up on the floor as Marina looked worriedly at 

him for a few moments before returning her eyes to the TV, as Sammy ran up to jump on a table 

and Mahihko and Lone stood behind the couch, leaning on it as Vampire dropped beside Cherry 

to stare in shock. Cindy was the only one not watching, but she listened closely even as she 

tapped a command in on the reptile‟s armlet to make the nanomachines vanish from his body and 

removed his sword holder and Reminiscence. Zerrex barely felt any of this, however, as he could 

only stare at the headline: Balthazar A Traitor? 

Kafka was on screen, looking furious and younger than he had before, his cane in his 

hand as he gestured at the slaughter behind him, where medical teams were tending to wounded 

humans and Irenic soldiers who were babbling away to other soldiers in newer armor… but they 

were only getting absent nods as Irenic troopers patrolled the area and kept reporters and a 

gawking crowd out. “-without any provocation, and the humans didn‟t even fight back, as you 

can well see from how many are dead and wounded! This was supposed to be a peaceful meeting 

of the minds, but apparently Balthazar decided that the humans were a threat to his interests… he 



is not interested in unity, after all, but just like all the other old Irenic tyrants, power! And that is 

why I plan to call an election, bring this traitor and his demon friends who did this down, and 

become a real leader of Ire, a leader who had taken evil and turned it to goodness and unity! A 

leader who will protect the citizens of this country and who will work against traitors like 

Balthazar!” 

“Oh shit.” Cherry said plaintively, and then she winced as she looked across at Zerrex, 

not even pausing to make some quip when she saw the Drakkaren was only in his boxers now, 

and Cindy was carefully inspecting his fractured shin and ugly knee. “So uh… what the fuck do 

we tell Balthazar? That we screwed up?” 

“I‟m not sure.” Zerrex said after a moment, looking down quietly. He didn‟t feel like he 

screwed up, but that might just be pride talking… and then he winced when Cindy prodded his 

knee, saying flatly: “Can we do this later?” 

“No.” Cindy murmured, and then she sighed as Kafka started off on another rant, looking 

up and asking sharply: “Can someone turn that crap off? It‟s not like we can do anything about it 

right now, either, except wait for things to cool down so we can tell our side of the story and let 

Balthazar know what happened.” 

“Those soldiers are going to so be neutralized.” Cherry muttered as she held up the 

remote and pressed a button, and the screen went blue as she looked around and asked 

cheerfully: “Hey, who wants to watch a victory movie? We got everything from porno to 

cartoons?” 

No one spoke up… most likely because no one felt like they had scored much of a 

victory. There was a long silence, even Vampire looking down as he took off his sunglasses and 

rubbed at them awkwardly, and then finally Cherry snorted and stood up, crossing her arms and 

saying flatly: “Guys, fuck. Cheer the hell up. Listen, we proved something today, even if Kafka‟s 

being an asshole and trying to turn the tide in his favor… the humans ain‟t unstoppable. And 

now that we know that motherfucker Animaxander is a bad guy, we can go and put a stop to him. 

Yeah, so what? An election will be called. Big deal. Takes months for those to go anywhere and 

Balthazar‟s a smart guy, he‟ll figure out how to stall for time.” 

She stopped, and then she said in a more pleading voice: “Look, I know how you feel. 

Like the fucking carpet‟s been jerked out from under us and we just landed face-first in a pile of 

shit. But we can either puke and say this shit sucks and cry about it, or we can grin and wipe it 

off and keep going. And fuck me if I‟m going to let you all mope, especially you, Vampire, 

„cause you‟re a fucking emo bitch sometimes for someone who‟s freaking invulnerable.” 

“Fuck you.” Vampire retorted, but he was smiling a bit nonetheless as he looked up at 

her, shaking his head with slow entertainment, and even Zerrex felt a bit lightened. Cherry was 

right, after all… there was no use moping, and even if Kafka did have a tidal wave of support… 

it would be months before it would mean anything in his favor. Then he winced when Cindy 

poked a sore spot, before it turned into a blaze of pain, and he cursed and jerked his leg away as 

he realized she had just jabbed a scalpel into him, an ugly pus leaking out of his knee as he 

reached down to cover it before hesitating and instead looking morbid. 

“You could have warned me.” he finally muttered, and then he winced when he felt 

everyone‟s eyes on him, blushing a bit as he looked down at the ugly goop leaking out of his leg 

before Cindy wiped it up slowly, and when he glanced to the side to see Mahihko and Lone both 

looking sick, he finally said: “Cherry, take the wolves outside and help them unload the 

transport, huh? But change out of your gear first.” 



“Got it.” Cherry peered at his leg with a curious sort of distaste, and then she cleared her 

throat when Zerrex glowered at her, and she walked over and ruffled his hair, hiding her concern 

with a grin before she grabbed the two wolves and dragged them out into the hall… before she 

paused, then walked over and grabbed Vampire by the head, jerking him over the couch and 

nearly tipping it over as he yelped and she dragged him off by the horns, the demonic wolf 

flailing wildly as she called: “See you guys later!” 

“I‟ll put the gear here away.” Marina said softly, looking at her father worriedly for a 

moment… and then she leaned down and kissed his cheek softly before she picked up Vampire‟s 

dropped machine-shotgun, before walking over and leaning down to grasp the hilt of Zerrex‟s 

sword, hefting it with a grunt and shouldering it as she murmured to Cindy: “Be gentle with 

him.” 

Then she left, and Zerrex and Cindy were left alone as Cindy gazed at him quietly, 

sponging slowly at his knee as she whispered: “I‟m so sorry, Father… this is really serious, 

though, you know…” 

“It always is with me…” Zerrex replied with a faint smile, and Cindy blushed before 

nodding, and then the Drakkaren asked quietly: “Can you put on a movie while this drains, then? 

I know the process by now, I remember it well from… the old days.” 

“The old days.” Cindy echoed, but she nodded and got up, walking over to the pile of 

games and movies they had before she selected one; an old cartoon. She knew him too damn 

well… I might sometimes get bored of action movies, tired of drama and too sad for comedies… 

but I always love a good cartoon… 

She put it into the battered video disc player, then grabbed the remote and walked back 

over to Zerrex, squatting beside him and asking gently: “Want me to put you up on the couch?” 

“My body hurts too much for that right now.” Zerrex replied honestly, figuring lying at 

this point would just be redundant. Cindy nodded, and then the Drakkaren rested back on his 

hands, saying softly: “You can go ahead and check the rest of my body. You got that motherly 

look in your eyes.” 

Cindy laughed a bit, and then she nodded and began with his chest, her fingers moving 

carefully, probing over ridges of muscle and finding his tender spots. After doing a thorough 

check of his chest, she absently started the movie with the remote before leaving it beside Zerrex, 

saying softly: “Just wait here. I‟m going to go and get my medical kit.” 

The Drakkaren nodded, and then he focused his attention on the cartoon, relaxing a bit 

before he smiled faintly as Sammy peered his head over the couch, craning his neck down to 

nibble at his hair before he chirped softly, and the reptile shrugged, saying quietly: “Cindy and 

Ixin did some work together on me before… the worry is that eventually I‟m going to deteriorate 

into… who knows what… if they can‟t fix the Lucifer‟s Eye process. My body might be made 

up of energy, but I‟m slowly losing cohesion… I maintain my form better in Hell, but only by so 

much… not enough that staying in Hell would mean my body would stick together permanently. 

On the one hand, it lets me do some powerful things… but on the other, eventually I‟ll just 

dissolve, and who knows what‟ll happen then.” 

Sammy looked at him quietly, and then he nipped the Drakkaren‟s muzzle firmly as he 

said in a perfect mimic of Marina‟s voice: “Don‟t you dare.” 

Zerrex laughed a bit at this, and then he smiled slightly. “Well, Ixin‟s working away as 

hard as he can… Cindy‟s a genius… and as long as I don‟t overexert myself too often, I won‟t 

wear myself down so fast. I can repair a little bit of the damage with sleeping and eating and 



standard stuff like that, too… so you know. One way or the other, I‟m sure they‟ll figure out 

something to do with me.” 

Sammy chirped, and then Cindy came back into the room with her medical kit, opening it 

and going through the contents of it before she picked up a finer scalpel, murmuring: “Minor 

incision, Daddy… got to check something.” 

“Just make it quick.” Zerrex looked away, then he winced when Cindy cut into his knee 

from a different angle, forcing himself to just watch the cartoon… but even though it stung, it 

hurt a hell of a lot less than some of the aches making themselves known through his body. A 

moment later, he felt a wet cloth dabbling at him, and then a sponging… and he breathed slowly 

in and out, keeping his body relaxed and trying to bring himself above the pain as Cindy 

continued her careful work. 

An hour later, Zerrex had much of his bad leg wrapped up in medical bandages and a 

splint on his shin, as well as salves applied over the parts of his body that had taken the worst 

hits… and the Drakkaren was relaxing on the couch with his head in Cindy‟s lap, as she brushed 

and washed dirt out of his hair with a wet sponge and a bowl of water. Cherry was on the other 

couch, either asleep or entranced with the cartoon, and the reptile had no clue what the wolves or 

Marina were up to, but he was content to just relax here, as Sammy laid on the tall back of the 

couch with his head on his forelimbs. 

Balthazar hadn‟t yet phoned, and admittedly the Drakkaren was a little worried about 

that: he really, really hoped nothing bad had happened to him, but he had no doubt that Balthazar 

was probably inundated with phone calls, press, and other bits of nastiness. The reptile shook his 

head slowly, and then he glanced up when Mahihko came in proudly with a tray of cookies, 

saying cheerfully: “They‟re still hot, so-” 

Cherry sniffed the air, then immediately rolled off the couch, landing on her knees and 

reaching her hands out to grab two handfuls of cookies and shove them into her mouth, 

munching greedily as Mahihko looked horrified before he pouted, saying sulkily: “These are for 

Daddy, Cherry. Not for you.” 

The female tried to say something, and crumbs spilled out of her mouth, making her 

quickly cover her jaws as Zerrex gave her a sour look, before she grumbled as she bent down to 

start picking up the mess she‟d made. Then he smiled at Mahihko as the wolf put down the plate 

and beamed shyly at him, before he picked up a cookie as the lupine watched closely and ate it, 

nodding to him. “Thank you, wolf. These are very, very good.” 

“I‟m glad you like them, Daddy!” Mahihko bounced off, and a few minutes later he came 

back with a tray loaded with coffee mugs as Cindy and Zerrex shared the plate of what remained 

between them, Cherry looking huffy on the other couch because the two refused to give her any 

more after how many she‟d already eaten. She brightened considerably when the little wolf 

offered her a cup of coffee, however, and guzzled half the contents of the mug down in the first 

gulp before she smacked her lips loudly and said cheerily: “Good shit, wolf. Real nice.” 

Mahihko smiled at her, and then he handed one to Cindy and Zerrex, as the gentle female 

asked: “So where‟s your brother, as you like to call him?” 

“Vampire‟s fucking him.” Mahihko said brightly, and Zerrex almost snorted coffee out 

his nose, swallowing forcefully and then clearing his throat as he hammered on his breast, 

Cherry‟s eyes going big as Cindy continued to simply look calmly at the little lupine. “I think 

Marina‟s trying to nap, so she might get real mad if they wake her up.” 



“Great.” Zerrex rolled his eyes, then he looked over at Cherry, who was grinning 

predatorily. “You‟re going to have to take him back to Hell soon, you realize. And possibly 

neuter him.”  

Cherry huffed at this… and then one of Mahihko‟s ears twitched, and he bounced 

suddenly out of the room, Zerrex and Cherry exchanging looks before he came back with the 

reptile‟s satellite phone, holding it out to him as he whispered: “It‟s Balthazar.” 

Zerrex was surprised: the phone had to have been up in his room, but he guessed that the 

wolf‟s ears had to be useful for something. He glanced down at it, and then he shrugged and sat 

up, Cindy looking at him worriedly as Mahihko sat on the other side of him, bouncing a bit as he 

watched the cartoons cheerfully. “Hello?” 

“Zerrex, I‟ve got… rioters and angry soldiers and…” the ferret‟s voice was strained, and 

even the silence felt stressful as he paused before he asked finally: “What happened?” 

“Animaxander betrayed us. It was all planned from the very beginning.” Zerrex said 

quietly, as Cherry flopped out of the couch onto the floor so she could reach out and pause the 

movie, looking intently at the Drakkaren. “He brought a lot of soldiers, evil spirits, and a very 

large, very angry bodyguard who kicked the crap out of me before I put him down. If you think 

you got it bad, you should see me. I‟m in my boxers and so bruised and beaten up even Cherry 

isn‟t leaping on me for sexual favors.” 

Balthazar sighed at this, but he seemed to calm, and the reptile could almost hear his 

mind working before he said softly: “Kafka knew about the meeting, and I don‟t remember 

telling him or publicizing any of this. This is a strange move, however: taking away the 

Presidency from me means that he could affect and change laws, but it does little to change the 

actual situation, which is that he is trying to operate from the shadows with Animaxander. 

Backlash from what happened is very minimal, anyway: the humans are essentially aliens, and 

even if they have been spreading throughout Ire, helping people out… they didn‟t build up the 

essential degree of trust to make their martyrdom cost-effective, if you‟ll pardon the cruel use of 

the term.” 

Zerrex grunted in agreement, frowning a bit: Balthazar was right. If they had shown 

themselves to be generous and kind preceding the slaughter, then they would have affected more 

of the populace… but as it was, it was probably just enough to gain Kafka a little bit more 

support. Kafka, too, could have taken the Presidency at any time, with how his modified 

National Socialism movement had swept through the nation… and then Zerrex said the only 

thing that made sense to him: “I think… they‟re scared, and Kafka wants to secure his power 

grip over his supporters by… at least pretending to run a campaign against you, I dunno.” 

The ferret didn‟t answer immediately, and the reptile gave him time to think before he 

said softly: “Either way, now we have Animaxander to deal with, who claims to have never gone 

to the meeting and is sending out quite a strong message to the people from his cathedral, 

looking for the sympathy of Ire and yet also sending out more of his missionaries. They‟re very 

quickly positioning themselves in cities throughout the country, and it is… worrisome, to say the 

least. He‟s calling for justice, Lord Zerrex… and I‟m worried that he or Kafka will send out 

some fanatics of their apparent joint-cause to attack you. After all, while I am  the figurehead of 

the country… I‟m of no real importance, and destroying me would not serve their purpose: if 

these so-called martyrs killed me, it would defeat their own message and take away the sense of 

tyranny. They would be labeled something much different than martyrs and preachers, to be 

sure.” 



The Drakkaren mused a bit over this, and then he said slowly: “I don‟t want to guess 

what Animaxander can or will do, Balthazar… but lock up tight, and keep your most-trusted 

around you these days. I‟m going to send a message down to Hell once… I figure out what to 

actually ask for and say, but I do know we‟ll need reinforcements on the mortal plane. Are you 

okay with some powerful demons coming up here to help us deal with this bastard? Because 

whatever else, he can somehow use some sort of magic even without crystals or corruption, from 

what I‟ve seen.” 

“Disturbing news.” Balthazar paused for a few moments, and then he finally said 

candidly: “I can‟t approve of you bringing powerful demons through the immigration portals, 

Lord Zerrex… let‟s… put it that way. Do you understand?” 

The Drakkaren did… and he smiled wryly as he gave Cherry a thumbs-up, who grinned 

and rubbed her hands together slowly. “We‟ll deal with Animaxander once we figure out what to 

do with the bastard. For now, keep yourself secure until we can gather our forces to move against 

him, alright? And watch out, because he has some very powerful allies, from what I‟ve 

encountered… that oversized security taskforce assigned to you might actually come in handy 

for a change.” 

Balthazar nodded, and Zerrex heard him exhale loudly, meaning he was probably 

smoking his nargile or a cigarette, depending on where he was. “Alright, Zerrex. I trust you on 

this… and I‟m indebted to you for this aid. I‟ll keep in contact, should anything happen.” 

“Take care, Balthazar.” the Drakkaren said quietly, and then he closed the phone and 

shook his head a bit, putting it down on the table and reaching down to pick up one of the last 

cookies from the plate, eating it meditatively as the others looked at him. Then he finally sighed 

and shook his head, saying flatly: “Let‟s just finish the movie, okay? Then Cherry and Vampire 

and I can head down to Hell once we get stuff in order, and-” 

“Me and Lone too!” Mahihko waved a hand in the air, and the reptile rolled his eyes 

before he looked at Cindy, who shrugged a bit. Then he looked back at the wolf, who gazed up at 

him pleadingly as he hugged his arm tightly. “Please? We‟ll be a really big help with stuff, I 

promise!” 

“Alright, alright.” Zerrex rolled his eyes, smiling a bit despite himself as he nodded 

slowly, and then he turned back to the television, watching the last half hour of the cartoon 

morbidly as the little wolf curled happily against his side, unable to stop himself from wondering 

if this was really such a good idea, but knowing it would at least give him time to heal up and 

prepare his strategy. 

Of course, the moment the credits rolled, Cherry leapt to her feet and bounced off with 

Mahihko for the wolf‟s room, hammering on the door and yelling loudly: “Vampire, get your 

dick outta that wannabe faggot, we gotta head down to Hell with the Boss!” A pause, and then a 

cackle. “Dude, even I think you look like a whore!” 

“Shut up!” Lone‟s voice yelped, and there was a sound of pattering paws before another 

door slammed and locked, and the Drakkaren decided to give him another half-hour for the wolf 

to shower and clean up. Why can‟t this just be… a normal life in a normal world? 

Zerrex, on the other hand, took about five minutes to get dressed: a few seconds to 

activate the armlet and create a pair of jeans and a black t-shirt over his chest, and then four 

minutes to find his cane in his room. When he came back down the ladder, Marina and Cindy 

both hugged him tightly, and he wrapped an arm around either girl, holding them close and 

lowering his head a bit as Marina whispered: “I‟ll miss you, Daddy… but take care of yourself in 

Hell and take as long as you need to heal up. We‟ll hold the fort down here.” 



The Drakkaren nodded… and then he sighed as he heard a hammering at the door, 

muttering as he glared at it: “Oh perfect timing. I‟ll get it, I-” 

“Daddy, no!” Marina shouted, and Zerrex stopped, looking over his shoulder at her with 

surprise before something hammered hard on the door again… and the reptile‟s eyes shot 

forwards as he rose his cane, and something smashed against the door several more times before 

it was knocked off its hinges, and the reptile snarled as Cindy stepped forwards beside him with 

her fists raised as undead piled through the open doorway, rotting flesh and torn clothes still 

clinging to the bones of most of the zombies as they staggered inside, and the angel shouted: “I 

thought we went through this last time a war broke out!” 

A zombie lunged at her, and Cindy simply punched its skull in, sending it back into the 

crowd… but it was quickly trampled underfoot as a Mahihko and Vampire appeared in the now-

crowded hallway, the little wolf hugging himself in horror as the larger demonic lupine looked 

shocked. Then Cherry stuck her head out of the room and winced before she shoved her way 

through the crowd and simply barreled into one of the lead zombies, shoving herself against the 

undead minotaur‟s broad, mostly-still-there chest and forcing the whole lineup out of the door as 

they fell all over each other, before she reached the doorway and roared as she shoved the group 

out, then yelped when one bit her tail, spinning and stomping its head into a gooey mass on the 

floor before she picked up the door and shoved it into place, yelling: “Someone kill these fuckers 

and grab some shit to barricade this with! There‟s a crapload of the motherfuckers all throughout 

the streets and-” 

Cherry paused, then jerked her body to the side, and a moment later a sword tore through 

the door where her stomach had been a moment before, wincing. “Fucking humans ain‟t being 

attacked by them, Animaxander must have something to do with this!” She paused, then cursed 

and leapt away from the door entirely, and three swords tore through it seconds later before the 

door was torn out of the way and thrown aside, only for Cherry to immediately throw a fireball at 

the invaders and blast them backwards, before she snarled and created a wall of flame outside, 

concentrating on it to rapidly turn up the heat and at the same time keeping the flames from 

burning the house. 

Cindy and Zerrex had already finished off the other undead, and they hauled the bodies to 

the doorway and threw them outside, their rotting, reeking flesh quickly being consumed by the 

flames as Marina and Vampire carried in the table from the kitchen, while Mahihko stayed back, 

whimpering loudly. As they managed to get the table into place, Zerrex and Cindy hurried to 

grab chairs and anything else they could find as Cherry made a face and muttered something 

before she ran quickly for the ladder, knocking Mahihko over, and the wolf trembled before he 

shook his head and quickly ran into the kitchen, closing the windows and the shutters and 

hurrying around the house to do the same in every other ground floor room that had them. 

Then Cherry leapt down the ladder with a crystal in either hand even as Vampire yelped 

at a sword being stabbed through him, and she tossed one to Zerrex, shouting: “I need you to 

create an earth wall, you got the juice for that?” 

“More than enough.” Zerrex replied with a grimace, holding the crystal up and 

concentrating outside the house… and a moment later there was a rumble before a wall of rock 

and stone shot up along the front of the structure, effectively blocking it off from undead and 

hurtling several zombies and humans into the air. Then the lizard winced as he rubbed at his 

head, but the ache wasn‟t bad: since he was focusing through a crystal, it used up very little of 

his energies, and he stepped back as Cherry punched a hole in the table barrier and looked 

outside, muttering a spell the Drakkaren recognized as „Reshape.‟ 



The ugly, jutting wall of rock shuddered, then became flatter and thicker, molding itself 

firmly back against the front of the house and protecting the front entirely from attack as undead 

wandered stupidly back and forth in front of it, and humans hacked at it uselessly with their 

swords for a few moments before they simply gave up and ran off to assist the undead into 

tearing into another home. 

“We have to go to Hell now. They‟ll find a way in eventually, and we need to figure out 

what the hell‟s going on here.” Zerrex said urgently to Cherry, and she nodded with a grunt  of 

agreement, handing her crystal to Marina as Zerrex handed his to Cindy, looking at her squarely. 

“I want you to phone Balthazar and find out of this is country-wide or isolated. It might have 

come on fast, but since we‟ve seen this before, I think people are going to react just as quickly to 

it once they realize what‟s going on, and I know demons are more-than-willing to defend 

themselves and others from things like this.  

“Mahihko, get Lone and tell him we need to go now.” Zerrex held his cane out, and 

energy sparked before slowly forming into a white portal… and the Drakkaren cursed under his 

breath as it flickered and distorted oddly, Cherry frowning at him as the reptile muttered: 

“Something‟s trying to force it closed… goddammit, this can‟t be Animaxander, can it?” 

“So are you going to lose to that human?” Cherry asked mildly, hands on her  hips… and 

the Drakkaren‟s eye twitched as he snarled and shoved his cane forwards, and the portal sparked 

again before it stabilized, the reptile looking moody… but the demoness only grinned widely, 

crossing her arms. She knew just how to poke Zerrex in the right way when it came right down 

to it, and even if it meant he‟d be pissed with her for a little while… once they got down to Hell, 

they would have more than enough time to figure everything out and for him to start liking her 

again. “Vampire, get your ass through, just in case, tell them what happened and have them set 

up shit for us.”  

The demonic wolf nodded with a grunt, and he vanished through the portal: it was hard to 

say when he‟d appear on the other side with the way dimensional travel worked, but either way 

he‟d likely get there before they did, whether it was seconds or days. Zerrex continued to hold 

the portal open as he tapped a foot irritably, and some ten seconds later, Mahihko finally 

appeared shoving Lone along, who had his jeans on but not done up and was covered in wet fur, 

before he yelped when Cherry grabbed the backs of their necks and shouted: “Come on, 

assholes, we don‟t got all fucking day!” 

She dragged them both through, and Zerrex followed last, waving to Cindy and Marina as 

he hopped into the portal just before it closed… and moments later, found himself stepping out 

in front of a platoon of Royal Guards, Ixin and Sin standing at the head of the group with 

Vampire as the Naganatine looked into his eyes and said seriously: “We have a few things to 

discuss, Lord Zerrex…” 

Ixin nodded, not looking like his usual bouncy self as he glanced from Cherry – who was 

still holding the two wolves in the air by the backs of their necks – to the Drakkaren, adding 

darkly: “And it ain‟t all good shit, either. Watch your asses, some nasty people want you dead.” 

“Yeah, well, when don‟t they?” asked the Drakkaren morbidly, and Ixin paused at this 

before he nodded thoughtfully, and then he created a portal, Sin bowing to him as he walked 

through, and Cherry dropped the two wolves so she could grumble at them and drag them along 

next, Lone looking pouty and dripping water as he and Mahihko followed her before Zerrex 

approached, and he patted her quietly on the shoulder before wincing as she hugged him tightly, 

letting out a wheeze as the aches in his body flared up. 



The Naganatine winced, touching her muzzle as she leaned away from him with a deep 

blush, and Zerrex smiled at her dumbly, saying stupidly: “Good to see you, too.” Then he paused 

and stumbled through the portal, and Sin and Vampire followed to emerge behind him in the 

large throne room, where the large table that dominated it already had seated Selena, Lily, and 

Amiglion already present, along with Carmen – the golden scaled demoness grinning and waving 

stupidly at him, her chest currently flat and masculine, but her more-than-able to produce a large 

pair of breasts if she wanted to – Sabnock, White, and a good few others. 

Zerrex grumbled as he walked to his spot in the highest chair, sitting down with a wince 

as Lily gazed at him fondly and Selena patted his leg quietly, and Ixin took his own seat at the 

large round table before he slammed his fists down on it and shouted: “Order, order!” 

Since no one was talking, it just got him angry glares… and Ixin grinned cheerfully 

before he shrugged and said amiably: “Someone had to break the awkward tension, and it was 

going to be either me or her.” He pointed at Cherry, and she blew a raspberry at him before the 

male became serious once again, saying quietly: “Anyway, Zerrex, this is officially a Grand 

Council Meeting. As you can see, we even got a few angels present.” 

He pointed off to the side, and Zerrex smiled a bit as he saw Raze, Francis, and Little 

Arcy sitting near the Four Sisters, and when the Drakkaren scanned his eyes over the room, he 

realized that every seat was taken. It made him nervous… and then he looked up in surprise 

when Ixin said quietly: “First order of business is the undead army that‟s risen up across the 

entire fucking world.” 

“The entire world?” Cherry burst out, and there were a few mutters before she slammed a 

fist on the table, making everyone wince as she snapped: “Shut the fuck up!” A pause as 

everyone did so, and then she looked at Ixin, saying flatly: “I know this ain‟t proper procedure, 

but let‟s drop that shit. You in favor of that, Boss?” 

“All in favor, say aye.” Zerrex said ironically, leaning on his fist and raising his hand, and 

this got a vote of grumbled „ayes,‟ from most of the people in attendance, including a sulky-

looking Lily, before he said mildly: “Good. Because I need this to be run like a strategy session 

back when we were all rebels against the Princess, not a Grand Council meeting by bureaucrats. 

What kind of undead are we dealing with?” 

“Soulless puppets.” Amiglion said immediately, taking his mask off and tossing it onto 

the table with a look of distaste. It clanged against the wood and rolled once before coming to a 

halt as he leaned on his forearms, continuing solemnly: “I talked to some Reaper friends of 

mine… well… you know Reapers, they aren‟t exactly big on the whole „friend‟ thing, so you get 

what I mean… but they told me that there‟s no souls involved this time around. Flesh and bone is 

just the medium, they‟re not even zombies… the way these things have been raised, they might 

as well have just been wooden blocks.” 

“Wooden blocks are a lot harder to animate than you‟d think, you know.” Ixin said dryly, 

and Ami rolled his eyes, looking at him sourly. The mage ignored this, however, and instead he 

rubbed slowly at his muzzle, saying slowly: “Then it could be enchantment, literally, and not 

necromancy powering the bastards. Either way, there‟s a lot of them, so they‟re still trouble.”  

“Wonderful.” Zerrex muttered, then he shook his head slowly before he glanced over to 

Francis, asking him mildly: “Before we go any further, what‟s your take on this bastard 

Animaxander, with his big holy power trip thing? And you may or may not have seen me fight a 

Paladin of some sort with angelic wings…” 

“He wasn‟t of a species native to this environment.” Francis said mildly, shaking his head 

slowly before he leaned over as Little Arcy whispered something in his ear and Zerrex looked 



stupid. “What I mean, Zerrex, is that he wasn‟t from around here. We found that out while doing 

a search for his name… Pegasus is a species title, and he fits the description perfectly. As to 

Perseus, that‟s supposed t be a mythical hero, but well… 

“Either way, Animaxander is obviously not good news. From what we‟ve analyzed, he‟s 

got control over divine powers, yes, but in the sense that holy is an element, so to speak: his holy 

and sanctified ideas are not the same as mine, or what I was taught back when I lived on the 

mortal plane.” Francis continued slowly, then he sighed and shook his head, looking over at Ixin. 

“And on the subject of the undead, I want to point there‟s simply too many even for us angels to 

cope with. We have nowhere near the numbers of angels or even of Ascended that we used to, 

especially with Hell‟s recently popularity.” 

He glared at Zerrex, and the reptile cleared his throat and pulled at his collar, saying 

dumbly: “You know, freedom is great and all, but all meetings need focus to be good, so uh… 

let‟s focus on one thing at a time here.” He paused, then looked over at Ixin, who was waving his 

hand wildly in the air. “Yes?” 

Ixin sat back and was quiet for another moment nonetheless, and then he finally rested a 

hand on the table and said clearly: “Let‟s fight the undead with undead. I recommend we enlist 

the help of some necromancers, give „em crystals and shit, and send them up top to start the 

disenchantment process and seize control of the undead they can. That way, we can literally turn 

the undead against themselves, and we all know we got enough shards of crystal to give plenty of 

„em plenty of juice.” 

“Yeah, but that leads into another question.” Lily spoke up, leaning forwards as she 

looked back and forth along the table. “What about the rest of the shipments of crystal we never 

found, where did those go?” 

A few mumbles ran along the table, and Zerrex elbowed her, making her wince and then 

blush when she looked at him apologetically before the Drakkaren held up a hand, saying mildly: 

“One thing at a time, people. We can jump to that topic afterwards, first I wanna well. Beat this 

undead thing to death. Because you guys might not live upstairs, but I do, and I‟ve already had 

quite my fill of them.” 

“We could set them on fire?” Cherry added helpfully, and then she huffed at the looks 

she got, crossing her arms and glaring around at everyone. “What? Pyrokinetic peeps like me can 

totally both control the flames and turn up the temperature high enough to roast the bastards. 

Fire‟s the only way to really be sure they‟re dead, anyway, sometimes blowing their heads off 

just slows the fuckers down.” 

“Okay okay, new plan forming. What if we combine the three?” Ixin asked curiously as 

he leaned back in his chair, tilting his head and gesturing with one hand as he talked. 

“Necromancers, pyrokinetics, and angel squads?” 

Zerrex looked at Sin curiously, and she hesitated before nodding quietly, and then he 

looked at Francis, who nodded himself after only a moment. Then the reptile leaned forwards, 

saying mildly: “Alright, looks like we got an idea on how to deal with it… but where‟s it coming 

from? Animaxander?” 

“No, this was very powerful magic… a spell this big would create a sort of signal that 

would awaken these corpses from their slumber, and notably, most of them are corpses, all in 

varying states of decay but most of them not yet rotted apart… there‟s very few skeletons.” Sin 

spoke up softly, and all eyes turned to her. She blushed a bit, but then continued calmly, lacing 

her hands together in front of her stomach: “The signal grows stronger in one direction, but very 



gradually, meaning it came from a great distance… however, that distance leads out into space, 

past the moon at the very least.” 

“What?” Zerrex frowned, tilting his head towards her, and Sin shook her head with a 

quiet blush on her cheeks, before the Drakkaren looked around the table, looking at Raze as he 

cracked his knuckles slowly: a usual sign that he wanted to speak up. “Can Heaven confirm 

this?” 

“Signals are weird.” Raze grunted, then he shook his head with slow distaste. “Lord and 

Lucifer have only been able to guess at the distance, and have no idea what‟s sending it. They do 

think it‟s coming closer to the planet, however, and that‟s like both good and bad news… but 

since the humans aren‟t being attacked, it might be this Great God or bullshit he‟s been talking 

about, or it might be something else. But everything‟s weird about this whole thing… the 

humans, the undead, everything. It doesn‟t help even the God‟s Eye artifact can‟t help us pierce 

whatever protective charms Animaxander has installed in his cathedral… and this… Kafka 

character he‟s been meeting with, he‟s blocked out too.” 

“Joy to the world.” Zerrex muttered, and then he shook his head slowly before he looked 

curiously down the table as a quiet voice cleared its throat, and he smiled a bit as his eyes settled 

on a morbid-looking, vaguely-canid demon with triangular puffs of fur coming off the backs of 

his cheeks and bright red, lightning-bolt shaped horns on his head. His fur was golden, and the 

large whiskers on his whitish muzzle, and had one eye that was topaz and the other ivory. “Yes, 

King Alastor?” 

The demon flicked his oversized ears, absently adjusting an earphone sitting in one of the 

black insides as he said sourly: “Well, High King Zerrex. I was just thinking that the chances of 

Animaxander and the company he keeps being humans are very, very low. After all, the humans 

I‟ve heard of are definitely not dimensional travelers… they‟re dreamers and murderers, for the 

most part. Besides, I thought humans were some creation of God‟s.” 

“Only technically.” Sin spoke up, looking embarrassed as she rubbed slowly at her 

features. “One of the worlds God seeded with life in his journey produced humans, but they‟ve 

developed in other places, too, or similar species. The problem arises with the fact that in some 

places they‟re peaceful, other places they inhabit planets like a disease, until they‟re used up and 

destroyed, and then they move on to the next. It all has to do with how their minds develop… 

humans are like… blank slates. They have less of a nature to them, and they more… take on 

imprints from the environment around them, more so than we do.” 

She paused, then shook her head slowly as the others continued to look at her. “Not that 

they don‟t have their own personalities, it‟s just that… they‟re childish and very easy to 

manipulate. I wouldn‟t doubt that many of the human invaders are or really were humans at 

some point… but Animaxander has likely modified them to his own ends. If you all wish me to, I 

can go to the Observatory located in the Undersea… we could examine the other humans and 

possibly backtrack through to see the other worlds Animaxander‟s been through.” 

“That‟s an idea I like.” Zerrex said thoughtfully, and the others looked at him curiously 

as he shrugged a bit, saying mildly: “Isn‟t anyone else curious to see what the hell our Grand 

Inquisitor has been up to in these other places? I mean, we all know he isn‟t on the level, but 

seeing what he‟s done there might let us know the plans he has for here.” 

“If his Great God or whatever is near the last world he visited, it could let us maybe get a 

look at him, too.” added Sin softly, before she glanced quietly at Ixin. “But I need someone to 

calculate the magical frequencies and reverse the polarity recorded from the portal he opened… 

and someone who‟s been keeping track of the physical plane to share that frequency with me.” 



Francis leaned over to Little Arcy, and she excused herself before leaving the Throne 

Room quickly as the male leaned in and said mildly: “That isn‟t a problem. Since it was a unique 

phenomenon, everything about the portal we could write down we did, and it‟s been placed into 

Heaven‟s Hall of Records. A lot of Heaven might hold itself above the mortal realm, but I‟ve 

never understood how we can do that and yet keep track of everything little event that takes 

place there.” 

Sin smiled a bit but didn‟t reply, looking too shy to in front of all these people, and then 

Carmen leaned out and said clearly: “We‟ve totally gotten off track again. Hey, you, niece, tell 

me what the fuck was going on with those human sons of whores. And you, stud-muffin, do me a 

favor and explain to me about this Kafka character and why everyone‟s all interested in him and 

the new Irenic President. I don‟t get it still, even after travelling the mortal realm for a few 

years.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, opening his mouth to speak, and then Cherry leaned over and 

grinned at Carmen, winking at her: “He‟ll tell you all about it afterwards, aunty no-boobs. But 

fuck, beats me. They go down with a solid bullet or two to the usual spots, but the sons of bitches 

act like animals in armor, look all the same, and they didn‟t feel like my usual living enemies, 

I‟ll tell you that much. Their movements were really direct, and when I was watching them 

through the scope, they were goddamn weird… once they killed one person, they‟d rush right off 

to the next, and they‟d never bother trying to dodge anything „less it was really friggin‟ obvious.” 

Carmen grunted, then she looked over at the Drakkaren, saying flatly: “Reminds me of 

that Battle of Mount Helena, you remember that Alastor? You and me were on separate fields 

that day, battling it out like males. Well, at least I was. You spent most of the time hiding at the 

back, throwing your stupid lightning bolts around.” 

Alastor rolled his eyes, then he looked down at a small music player and absently tapped 

through it, looking for a song. Despite being the King of Wrath – or possibly because he was the 

head of such a nasty circle – Alastor had developed a bit of an anxiety disorder over the years, 

and mortal technologies like portable televisions or music players were the only things that 

seemed to keep those little mental issues to a minimum problem while he was out in public 

instead of hiding away in his safety bubble of a home. When Carmen failed to get a response, she 

sulked a bit, and then finally said flatly: “Anyway, the point is, some asshole on the other side 

decided to animate a bunch of suits of armor, so we were all distracted trying to blow these 

„advancing troops‟ up while the mages bombed the shit out of us. Sounds almost like the humans 

are doing the same thing… except on a more-dangerous level, I mean.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, rubbing at his muzzle thoughtfully, and then Amiglion added, 

holding up a hand: “How do we know the undead are dangerous?” 

“Because one fucking bit me!” Cherry said indignantly, grabbing the tip of her tail and 

holding it up to shake it vehemently, making the Naganatine wince and cower. “What, you think 

we‟re just going to bring shit up here and yak-yak-yak about it pointless like you and Lily do at 

your stupid dumb council meetings? We ain‟t bureaucrats, douchebag.” 

Now Lily looked offended, but before things could dissolve further into chaos, Ixin 

snapped his fingers and created a thunderous boom, and everyone looked up in surprise, Raze 

snarling and leaping to his feet in a battle stance and Mahihko and Lone both yelping and 

cowering under the table. The reactions around the rest of the table varied between these 

extremes, and then Ixin said in a mild voice: “I don‟t think we‟re taking this seriously enough.” 

That got even more stares, considering Ixin‟s usual playfulness… and then he grinned a 

bit, shrugging and crossing his arms, but it was a rueful expression. “Hey, believe me, I wanna 



make a big joke out of all this shit too. But I also know that none of us can damn well afford to at 

the moment, either. 

“Let me remind you all of one of the facts of the Balance; about one of the big, 

unchangeable laws that none of us have the power to fuck with, that God Himself probably could 

not have fucked with even if he wanted to.” Ixin said mildly, leaning forwards and looking 

almost playful in his scolding expression, but his eyes were cold and dark and serious. “For this 

Hell and Heaven to exist, a feeder world must be between them, for souls to go to and from. 

Souls are what give organic objects life, from the soil to complex beings, even though the soul of 

the earth and trees is very different from the souls in bodies, and souls are composed of the 

mixed energy of two things that become one.  

“If you wiped the slate clean… if you took away the ability for those souls to mix, those 

souls would all die, and for a little while, Heaven and Hell would be sustained by the energy 

released by the body in death: both the spiritual and physical energy as well as the soul‟s energy, 

whether it dissolves, tries to reincarnate itself, or goes to one of the celestial planes. But then 

they‟ll be choked out… even if we can reproduce, the connection with the mortal realm will be 

lost, and no one knows what the fuck‟s going to happen then, „cept we all know that it ain‟t 

going to be pretty in the slightest.” 

There were slow nods around the table, and then White spoke up in his dry, serious voice: 

“I recommend we take only a decade to prepare. I‟d also like to bring up another issue for 

immediate discussion… the fact that the time discrepancy between Hell, Heaven and mortal 

planes is receding.” 

More mutters, and then Carmen shook her head, saying hesitantly: “I think you‟re 

overreacting, I mean… come on. So what, now it takes… nine hundred and ninety years for a 

mortal day to pass, instead of a thousand and twenty. That ain‟t serious.” 

“It could become serious very quickly.” White responded calmly,  looking at Carmen, 

then over at Zerrex, who was frowning deeply at this news. “By all reports, the time gap is 

continuing to diminish, as well… and if that occurs, we‟ll end up at a disadvantage, with the time 

it takes to prepare troops.” 

“Then we need to take a new initiative and start forming emergency response platoons 

that can change shifts, so we always have a taskforce ready to be sent to the mortal realm in case 

of some sort of issue.” Zerrex said mildly, and when a few demons grunted in obvious 

disagreement but didn‟t speak up, he looked around in irritation before pausing and choosing a 

different tactic than a display of anger or force, instead simply smiling placidly. “Well, if people 

really disagree that demons can‟t do what mortals have already had established for centuries…” 

“Whoa, hold the fuck on.” Carmen rose her hands, making a halting gesture as she looked 

at Zerrex dumbly. “What do you mean?” 

“Mortals always have emergency response teams prepared, especially these days, 

although the concept is an old one.” Zerrex replied mildly, leaning forwards on the table as he 

continued easily: “And for every situation, including a few global response units that can literally 

arrive to any country within hours, set up camp, and immediately start distribution of aid. But if 

demons can‟t handle setting up a platoon of troopers from all of Hell‟s vast resources, then-” 

“I would like to go on record as sounding like an ass.” Amiglion said dumbly, raising a 

hand, and Zerrex sat back with his arms crossed, huffing as a few other mumbles agreed with 

this sentiment. Then the Naganatine frowned before he looked over at Sin, asking slowly: “Wait, 

how could this happen? I thought that the time differences were because we‟re literally in a 

different plane of reality here, past the Nothingness and the Ethereal Realm?” 



“Just as Heaven is supposed to be past layers of Nothingness and the Astral Realm.” 

Francis added quietly, shaking his own head slowly. “But we detected it too… and the magical 

implements we used to try and determine the reason why showed all sorts of strange readings 

that no one‟s been quite able to figure out. But some of the Prophets put forwards a very 

terrifying idea… that perhaps Heaven and Hell are being magnetized to the physical plane and 

forced to merge with it.” 

“That would turn Heaven and Hell back into the planets they once were…” Sin 

murmured softly, and then she smiled a bit as Zerrex looked surprised, tilting her head towards 

him. “Well, God needed something to work with originally, you know. He chose several vast 

planets, floating through space… and he pushed them into the Nothingness, then created a great 

wall and merged the planets together and some say, flattened them out. No one really knows if 

either Heaven or Hell have an end to them… only that they are great and vast places. Maybe they 

are flat, though… or maybe Hell really is inside some enormous planet, just upside down against 

its crust. After all, that would explain how the Undersea beneath us has a sky.” 

That was getting a little too metaphysical for the Drakkaren… and he rubbed slowly at 

his face, wondering if someone could give him a quick explanation of quantum mechanics he‟d 

actually understand before Ixin shook his head slowly, saying dryly: “White brings up a good 

point, and not just because he‟s scary as fuck, but Zerrex, as he tends to do, has started us on the 

road to a solution… even if it‟s still a dumb idea.” He winked across at the reptile, who rolled his 

eyes and chose to ignore his last sentence before Ixin turned serious again. “If the planes were to 

merge, we wouldn‟t need a feeder planet for this section of Hell to exist anymore… but who 

knows what would actually happen to us? We might all be annihilated when that happens… but 

we got one last pending issue to discuss. 

“The shipments of crystallized spiritual essence. Where did they go, where did they come 

from.” Ixin tapped a finger against the table, looking around at them all calmly. “And what the 

hell were they going to be used for. Those are all things we want to find out, and I think we need 

to ask for Heaven‟s help on this one, because they‟ve got that God‟s Eye artifact up there they 

can scan through the world with. If you can find wherever those shipments are hidden, or just 

other places with major cloaking on them… we can lock and load and send in demon squads to 

check „em out.” 

“That‟s a dangerous business.” Francis said quietly, but then Raze grabbed his forearm 

and squeezed, and the mouse winced visibly, sharing a look with him before he sighed and 

nodded slowly. “Fine. I‟ll put in a request to my superiors… but I know for a fact Lucifer isn‟t 

going to be happy about this.” 

“Lucifer‟s never happy about anything.” Cherry muttered, and then she coughed and 

glanced up as most of the table looked at her. “Fuck off, everyone knows it‟s true.” 

“I‟d like to add that I believe finding the crystals should be a tertiary objective: we should 

first focus on discovering the source of the undead in the mortal plane and how to exterminate 

them.” Sabnock added, the wolverine leaning back in her business suit as she rested her elbows 

on the table, fingers tented. “We also need to establish who will be in charge of developing our 

emergency response teams to aid the mortals, and then we can worry about finding boxes of 

crystals that may very well simply be forgotten by now.” 

Ixin and Zerrex both nodded at this sentiment, and then Ixin looked pointedly at the 

Drakkaren… and the male stood after a moment, leaning forwards on the table as everyone 

looked at him, Zerrex wincing mentally as he said quietly: “Then we have our objectives. I‟d like 

you all to organize yourselves into groups to accomplish them, and Lily can supervise. I…” He 



glanced at Ixin, who was still looking at him, pointing a finger at himself a few times as he 

mouthed words too quickly for the reptile to catch them. “I have some personal business to 

attend to with our resident mage.” 

“I‟ll come with you.” Sin said immediately, and Zerrex nodded as everyone stood up. 

Then he grunted when Selena hugged his side, and he smiled faintly down at her before looking 

up in surprise when the Naganatine murmured quietly: “I‟m sorry, but this is urgent.” 

“Help out the others, Selena. They need your magical expertise.” Zerrex said softly, 

stroking her under the muzzle, and when she gazed up at him pleadingly, he added: “It‟s 

wonderful to see you, I just… apparently have to attend to some more royal business and all that 

bull.” 

“Fine. Asshole.” Selena said after a moment, but she looked worried nonetheless as Sin 

and Ixin led the Drakkaren towards a doorway. She simply stood, gazing after him quietly… and 

then Lily gently took her arm and led her away into the crowd, even as she looked longingly 

after her husband. 

Zerrex resisted the urge to glance back, before he looked down in surprise to see 

Mahihko at his side, clinging to Lone‟s hand – or was Lone clinging to his? – and Vampire and 

Cherry following close behind… before Ixin leapt in front of the wolves and the demoness, 

waggling a finger and forming a wall with his body as he said firmly: “Uh-uh-uh, this is between 

me, Zerrex, and the fine older lady. You guys just wait here, this is doctor-patient confidentiality 

or whatever.” 

Cherry bristled and Vampire bared his teeth as the two smaller wolves looked hurt, but 

when Zerrex looked at them pleadingly as he felt a nervousness run through his body, the little 

group backed off, and a moment later they were out on one of the four balconies overlooking 

Hell. Ixin motioned to the Amazon guards, and they carefully stepped into the Throne Room and 

closed the doors behind them, and the reptile looked back and forth from Ixin to Sin as he 

crossed his arms, asking impatiently: “Well?” 

“Lucifer‟s Eye fucked you up real good.” Ixin finally blurted, and Sin smacked his 

shoulder with a wince, the mage immediately yelping as he hopped away on one foot before he 

snapped: “Well, gee, you tell him he‟s dying, then!” 

Sin glared daggers at him, and Ixin covered his mouth as he blushed as Zerrex gaped, 

spluttering as he shook his head violently. “I‟m… dying?” 

“You‟re not dying.” the Naganatine said tiredly, rubbing a hand over her forehead, and 

her glammer flickered for a moment… and the Drakkaren realized just how tired she looked, as 

he gazed quietly at her. “What Ashcroft is trying to say is that you‟re very sick. The Lucifer‟s 

Eye interfered with your body‟s natural energy abilities… it‟s part of the reason why you 

recharge so slowly after overuse of them. We think we know a way to fix this issue, but it‟s 

dangerous: it requires draining all of your current energy and exposing you once again to both 

pure corruption, if you‟ll excuse the paradox, and a… a very special energy source.” 

“Everyone‟s dying.” Ixin mumbled sourly, and then he looked at Zerrex plaintively, 

crossing his arms and saying quietly: “Listen, you big jerk. I‟m only going to say this because 

I‟m a little fond of you and your antics. You make life fun, and you got a big naïve heart that 

freed me and spared my life after I went maybe just a teensy bit overboard in playing a game 

with you. This process we‟re gonna put you through is real fucking dangerous. Real. Fucking. 

Dangerous. You got it? There‟s something like a forty percent survival rate, and a humongous, 

maybe ninety percent chance you‟ll be turned mortal by it. Now I know how pretty and 

wonderful that sounds for you, but it ain‟t going to be mortal like me.” Ixin tapped his chest, 



looking at him seriously. “If you become mortal in Hell, you‟ll age fast until you end up being 

the same age you would have been if you were still alive today on the mortal plane. And then 

we‟ll have to perform a ritual and kill you, and you‟ll have to go through the process of 

becoming a demon all over again.” 

Ixin paused to let Zerrex absorb this, and then he said softly: “And there are other 

complications. If this process is successful… you‟ll not just remain a demon… you will very 

likely enter a state of hibernation, and possibly change. A lot of your characteristics may have 

been caused by the Lucifer‟s Eye… you could lose abilities like your tentacles, or even transform 

into something different entirely. And that power of Mephistopheles could flow completely 

through you and take you over, strong-willed even as you are. Plus, like… even all this… I can‟t 

guarantee will fix you. You‟ve been what you are for a long time now, and some of this stuff 

may have sunken into your very soul… and you know, I can take that out and wash it and put it 

back, but just like a stain, some things you can‟t scrub out no matter how hard you try, and 

well… you don‟t want me to cut it out, because then you‟ll have a big hole in your shirt. And by 

your shirt I mean your soul, and trust me… nothing, nothing is worth your soul. That shit I 

learned the hard way, just look at where I‟m stuck now.  

“The end of the process would involve putting new energy into you and keeping you in a 

corruption bath, a sort of concentrated high-Hell energy environment to keep you safe from 

exposure to ick and shit… it‟s not as complicated, a lot less risky than the other stuff, and it 

would help you develop and get back to normal quicker. Well. Normal as you‟d become.” Ixin 

looked lame at this, and then he exchanged a look with Sin as Zerrex‟s eyes began to fall towards 

the ground. “You‟d just be… unable to do a lot for a little while, you know, while you 

recuperate. Like surgery, sorta, just… more worrisome. Oh, like brain surgery, I was reading 

about that crazy shit, I… I… yeah.  

“Look. I want you to take a week, and think this over. Sin and I are prepared at any time 

to run you through the process, and hey, I can do lots of crazy stuff to keep the pain at a 

minimum.” Ixin grinned, rubbing the back of his head and looking at Zerrex awkwardly, as the 

Drakkaren stared quietly at the mage‟s moccasins. “Aww, come on, perk up. You‟re making me 

feel guilty as hell about all this. And I really am real sorry but… I don‟t know what I can do to 

make things better, except for major reconstruction. Want me to put on a puppet show? Come 

on, I‟ll put on a puppet show for you, make „em dance a happy jig.” 

Ixin clacked his heels together, and then he looked lamely at the Drakkaren as Zerrex 

simply grunted as he looked up, visibly depressed. His options sounded miserable… and then Sin 

stepped forwards and hugged him quietly around the shoulders, and she gave Ixin a look. The 

mage looked both relieved and unnerved with a wince, and then he created a portal and backed 

through it, raising a hand as he said dumbly: “I‟m… going to check on my machinery. And stuff. 

You… yeah.” 

He vanished completely through the portal, and it closed as Zerrex looked at the 

Naganatine quietly, and then he smiled faintly when she rose a hand and held it over his chest as 

it glimmered green, feeling energy running through him and soothing his aches and pains as he 

murmured: “You shouldn‟t transfer your energy to me so often, Sin. You‟re going to end up 

turning me into a Naganatine at this rate.” 

“Don‟t worry, I like you the way you are…” Sin smiled a bit in return, and then she 

kissed his cheek before hugging him quietly, and he tightly embraced her back as she stroked a 

hand soothingly through his hair, adding softly: “I like you any way you are, Lord Zerrex. You‟ll 

always be my friend, my lover… my hero. Whether or not you choose to go through with this… 



I know that… even if we minimize the risk, there‟s still so much, after all… and even brash as 

you are, I can understand you putting it off for the moment. Ixin and I  can work on other ideas… 

or work to stabilize this process better, and we do have other methods of at least stabilizing your 

own energy and body…” 

Zerrex shook his head, opening his mouth to reply… and then a portal opened and Ixin 

flew through it, landing on his back and rolling a few times, his body smoldering before he leapt 

up to his feet and shouted at Sin, his eyes furious and terrified all at once: “The lab, the fucking 

lab is under attack and I don‟t know by what!” 

“No!” Sin cried, and she pulled away from Zerrex to run through the portal before Ixin 

followed her despite the char and burns on his body, and Zerrex snarled, running after them and 

diving through the portal as it began to close, landing in a roll and grunting as his shoulder hit a 

small, waist-high wall. He looked around, quickly taking in his surroundings as he peered over it, 

and his eyes widened in shock as he saw that the machine in the center of the room was nothing 

more now than bent girders and collapsed gears, the white walls of what had once been a cell of 

some kind inside the cubical room burning with eldritch fire as twisted, ugly devils flew back 

and forth, spitting flame and raking their claws against the cement to leave terrible scars. 

The Drakkaren stood up, snarling furiously as he looked around the room: it was 

basically a massive cube, with a crazed ramp leading up to a hole in the ceiling that circled the 

very edge of the area, and the oval cell in the center. The walls were concrete for the most part, 

with several steel doors leading off into other areas, and massive glass window had been 

shattered, the viewing area beyond filled with crackling flames and a huge hole blown in a wall 

past tables covered in broken glass and various-colored liquids, twisting metal girders and 

sparking wires standing like shattered teeth in the gap leading outside. 

More devils were streaming in through this on leather wings, their bodies small and 

plump, their heads horned and pig-like as they spat fire, squealed, and screeched, harrying Sin 

and Ixin. The reptile growled under his breath, tensing as he readied himself to lunge into battle 

against the vermin… and then his eyes widened as he looked back through the gap and saw 

something much larger and much uglier tromping towards the hole in the wall. 

Zerrex decided to let Ixin and Sin handle the creatures, running for the hole and leaping 

over a table as he shot outside, ignored by the hideous beasts… and he slid to a halt in front of a 

massive beast covered in fluffy white hair. Its hands were bloody claws, and its feet were 

covered by huge metal boots, and a kilt of metal plates hung around its waist, straps of leather 

covering its chest in a crisscross pattern and connected to a rusted metal cup over one shoulder 

and a huge dragon skull over the other. On its head was a fur-lined metal helmet decorated with 

two Gigataur horns that had been crudely welded into it, and the thirty foot monster roared at 

him, revealing four enormous fangs in the short muzzle of the ugly, flattened purple face before 

it yanked the axe it had been dragging up to both claws, looking down at him stupid, hungry 

black eyes. 

The double-edged battle axe was covered in blood and dirt, the blade rusted and chipped, 

the handle splintered wood wrapped here and there in cloth… and the Drakkaren winced as he 

held up his hands, looking at the monstrosity and saying calmly: “Just turn around and leave.” 

It replied by raising the battle axe above its head, and Zerrex tensed himself before he 

sidestepped when it swung down, and as expected, the axe bit deep into the earth, the monster 

looking surprised before the Drakkaren jumped up onto the handle and charged forwards, leaping 

up and slamming both boots into its ugly features. It grunted and jerked backwards, swatting at 

the air, but Zerrex landed neatly back on the end of the handle before he jumped and stomped 



both feet down, the axe blade jumping upwards and sending soil flying as it lifted most of the 

way out of the dirt before beginning to topple, and Zerrex slid off the telephone-pole-thick 

handle to grasp the end of it in his arms, gritting his teeth as he spun heavily with it and smashed 

the blade into the shin of the beast. 

It howled in pain and fell to its knees on top of the butterfly-shaped blade, blue blood 

pooling out of its lower limbs and turning rapidly to ice, and Zerrex‟s eyes widened as he saw 

past the monstrous shape and his eyes settled on a blue and white vortex: a portal, likely to some 

kind of pocket dimension. Then he cursed and jumped backwards, wincing as the monster in 

front of him put on a sudden burst of speed, grabbing the axe by the neck and yanking it up off 

the ground,  the ice that had crawled slowly over it shattering before Zerrex was slapped hard by 

the cold metal blade and sent flying through the air, landing on his back and skidding with a 

grunt along the soft dirt ground until he came to a halt in a patch of flowers, mumbling: 

“Wonderful. Flowers and an abominable snow beast.” 

He sat up… then stared as the Yeti charged forwards, roaring as it hefted the giant axe 

over one shoulder before slashing hard outwards with it, and Zerrex jumped into the air before 

the monster punched him back down into the dirt and rose the axe above its head again to deliver 

a rending slice, but the Drakkaren quickly lashed out with a tentacle, snagging it around the 

ankle and diving forwards as he jerked hard on its leg at the same time, and he flew past the 

Yeti‟s foot as it slashed down into the ground and lodged its axe firmly into the earth again with 

a  frustrated roar. 

Zerrex retracted his tentacle quickly, then he flexed his right arm as the scales fell away 

and the metal and rock bulged and grew, his warped claw raised as the monster turned around 

and rose a foot to stomp on him… and immediately, Zerrex slammed his hand into the ground as 

he muttered a spell, and a spire of earth shot out and ripped through the Yeti‟s foot, making it 

howl in pain and frustration before it simply pulled its leg aside, snapping the spike of rock. 

Then it reached down to pluck the cone of stone still stuck in its foot out like it was merely a 

thorn, its icy blood quickly freezing in the wound as it looked back and forth for the 

Drakkaren… before it shrieked as a terrible pain rent through its ankle, and it staggered forwards 

once before falling on its chest as Zerrex wiped ice crystals off his warped, now axe blade hand, 

looking disgusted. 

The Yeti reached a hand out for its axe, but the Drakkaren snorted and muttered another 

spell before he shoved both hands into the ground, and a wall of rock shot up at neck level with 

the beast and cut its head cleanly off, the Yeti‟s skull rolling away as its helmet fell off and 

Zerrex seeing a look of dumb shock on its features for a moment before it rolled face down. He 

grinned widely… and then he stared when the Yeti‟s body got up heedlessly and turned around 

before it punted him hard across the area, and he landed on his back and rolled several feet to 

land stupidly sprawled out with a groan, his warped arm quickly return to the shape of a claw as 

he winced and grasped at his side, where he‟d dug a shallow cut in himself from the axe blade. 

He cursed as the Yeti‟s body jerked the axe out of the ground, then he looked over his 

shoulder at the portal, and winced when another two Yetis emerged and headed towards the gap 

in the wall, one of them carrying a massive sword and the other another ugly battle axe. Then he 

frowned before an idea came to mind, and he whistled loudly, the two Yeti looking down at him 

with surprise as he jumped up and down and waved his arms, shouting: “You guys are so ugly, 

that… ugly is scared of you!‟ 

They both snarled at him, whether they understood they were being insulted or not… and 

then the one with the axe eagerly ran forwards as Zerrex looked over his shoulder, backstepping 



and muttering about timing… and then he spun around and sprinted through the legs of the 

headless Yeti, the charging one looking up in surprise before the headless Yeti swung wildly and 

smashed its axe into its chest, sending out a blast of blue blood as it collapsed with a wounded 

howl. The other Yeti roared in outrage, and he swung viciously down between the headless 

Yeti‟s shoulders, shattering frozen ice and sending a fine spray upwards like a fountain, the blue 

blood almost instantly freezing in place to make it look almost like some sort of modernist ice 

sculpture… before it shattered as the headless Yeti began to hack away with its axe against its 

claymore-wielding brethren as the other axe-wielding Yeti was stomped underfoot by two, 

swinging its weapon wildly at everything around it. 

Satisfied that they would be kept busy and the winner of the three-way squabble would 

likely be very easy for Sin and Ixin to handle, Zerrex crept past and made for the vortex, 

hesitating only a moment before he ran into it as several more devils flew out, intent on 

destroying the source and expecting to come across a mage on the other side… but instead, he 

stepped out into an empty room, with a gold-colored floor of stone past the platform he was 

standing on. He looked back and forth in surprise, then over his shoulder at the vortex… and he 

realized after a moment that, much like the portal rings, the vortex was being maintained by a 

magical construct, and not by an actual magician. 

Zerrex stepped carefully off the platform of obsidian the portal was on, looking over his 

shoulder at the grey statues of a huge, unevolved wolf with glowing red eyes baying at the 

ceiling… and then at the monstrous dragon on the other side, posed as if about to breathe fire. 

They were the same size, and the eyes of both were glowing red stones, and in their mouths were 

white gemstones currently sending a powerful current into the vortex, likely keeping it stable. 

There was a small, rectangular outcropping near the obsidian platform that was the same color… 

and when Zerrex examined it, he was unsurprised to find several circles of tiny runes covering 

the slanted surface, one inside the other, and with a multitude of different hands each a different 

length, each pointed at a different rune in a different runic circle.  

A few devils flew past and through the portal, and Zerrex wondered where the hell all the 

bastards were coming from, before he looked at the control panel for the portal curiously, and a 

mischievous expression appeared on his face before he reached a single finger out and tapped 

one of the arrows to a different rune. Immediately, the portal crackled with energy as it reset 

itself, and Zerrex watched the next few devils fly by with a stupid grin, figuring they were in for 

a nasty surprise. Serves them right… but where the hell have these things been multiplying? Then 

again, this is no place in Hell… 

The Drakkaren made a face as he looked back and forth, at the tall, smooth stone walls 

and curving arches, and then he turned around to look at the  only exit: an open portcullis, the 

exit relatively small in comparison to the immense, tall walls. It was suspicious for too many 

different reasons… and then the Drakkaren sighed and shrugged, mumbling under his breath: 

“Well… what have I got to lose?” 

He walked through it into a massive, empty hall the size of a football field… and then 

winced when it slammed shut behind him, and a huge portal opened. A moment later, a fifty foot 

monstrosity slithered slowly out of the portal, looking immense even in the hall that had ceilings 

so high up they vanished into darkness… and Zerrex swallowed, raising a finger as the gigantic, 

draconic head of the beast leaned slowly down on its long, golden-scaled neck, a long, forked 

tongue flicking out as steam hissed out of its nostrils with a snort. “Would you believe that I‟m 

lost?” 



The creature reared its head back with a hiss, and the answer in those huge yellow eyes 

was obviously a „no,‟ as the slit-like pupils took him in and the fanged jaws seemed to grin down 

at him. It had large, frilly ears and four immense, forwards-curving horns coming out of its head, 

two out of the front of the skull and two out of the sides, and a long spine of spikes that trailed 

down its neck. Its shoulders were large and bulky, and led to thin, red forearms that ended in a 

bird‟s talons. A fattened, large chest protruded against the ground, its rabbit-like, green legs 

poised so its belly could scrape the earth, and these powerful limbs ended in large, webbed paws 

with gnarled claws sticking out of the toes, as a long, reptilian tail flicked back and forth, thick 

and tapering very slowly to a large hook at the very end, the ridge of spines that went from 

shoulders to the tip of its tail larger and meaner-looking along the long appendage. 

Shackles of steel hung around its limbs, and there was a harness around its body with 

loose, broken chains dangling from it, which made Zerrex wonder if this beast had once been 

some prized capture or pet… before he made a face as the huge monster leaned in and sniffed at 

him again, a bit of drool leaking from its jaws before it rasped something in a thunderous voice. 

Zerrex winced, covering his face, and then the beast leaned down, glaring at him, and the 

Drakkaren said with a wince: “I don‟t understand you!” 

“Jabberwocky, Jabberwocky, come and find your prey… if he plays with you very well, 

he may yet survive the day!” the beast recited, tilting its head back on its long, long neck, and 

Zerrex looked startled before the monster grinned insanely down at him. “The Jabberwocky‟s 

favorite game is to hunt the knight… and if he catches you in his jaws, he‟ll munch and crunch 

and bite!” 

Then the beast‟s head snapped downwards, jaws wide open… and Zerrex threw himself 

out of the way, the monster‟s muzzle smashing instead into the ground and cracking the tiles 

before it half-stood on its thick legs as it swept its head viciously to the side, but this time the 

Drakkaren was better prepared and he threw himself into the air, twisting his body at the same 

time, legs scissoring as he flew over the Jabberwocky‟s head before he landed in a crouch, and 

the beast yelped as it smashed its head into the wall, looking dazed and clutching at its face. 

Zerrex took the opportunity to make a run for it, charging beneath the thick chest of the beast 

before he looked over his shoulder as his instincts yelled at him, and he winced at the sight of it 

glaring at him, the head upside down before it lashed outwards with the speed of a snake. 

The Drakkaren leapt to the side, and its head shot by on its long neck before the reptile 

cursed as it slammed  a hand down to try and crush him, arms squeezed to his sides and his eyes 

bulging in shock as it barely missed him, a finger on either side of the lizard before he leapt over 

its hand as it turned its head around with a mutter, and the Drakkaren ran beneath its body again 

as it slammed its other fist down even as the head snaked  past one arm and then weaved under 

its own body again past the other, and the reptile threw himself to the ground in an awkward roll 

when it tried to bite him, before the head twisted and lunged at him again, and Zerrex grunted as 

its muzzle bashed into him and knocked him flying into the wall. He cursed, arms spread wide 

before he stared in horror as its head shot at him, jaws wide… and then it gargled and came to a 

halt a few feet away, eyes bulging as its head shook back and forth before the reptile realized the 

neck had gotten twisted around its own hands, as it shook its arms back and forth in midair and 

chomped again and again in the direction of the reptile, trying hopelessly to do two things at 

once before Zerrex stepped forwards, a blade shooting out of his wrist as the thing looked at him 

stupidly before he slammed it home straight into one nostril. 

The Jabberwocky screamed in pain, jerking violently backwards and falling on its ass as 

its head rapidly unwound from around its arms and snapped backwards, hitting the wall opposite 



on its long neck before it came forwards, grasping at its nose with teary eyes, seated on its fat 

haunches. Zerrex stood gamely opposite it with his blade readied, and the thing twitched in anger 

but continued to look at him warily… before its tail swept out, and the reptile had a moment to 

look stupid before the long appendage slapped him across the room and into the wall with bone-

shattering force, the cement shattering with the Drakkaren‟s impact as his cheekbone pulverized, 

the left side of his body and face stuck for a moment to the wall before he peeled off and fell 

heavily… and the huge monster reached a hand out and caught him before he hit the ground with 

a sound of triumph. 

It rose its hand greedily up to its muzzle, stuffing him inside, and Zerrex blinked as the 

huge tongue curled around him and dragged him towards its throat, before he snarled and 

stabbed into it, making the Jabberwocky scream and try to spit him out. Despite the agony the 

scream sent through his head, however, Zerrex kicked off the bloody tongue and slammed his 

blade home into its gums, and the monster jerked its head wildly back and forth, eyes rolling in 

its skull as it clawed at its jaws and Zerrex curling himself into a ball around his arm, staying 

gamely locked into its gums as blood spilled out over him before a lucky brush of the creature‟s 

tongue knocked him down into its lower gums, and the Drakkaren snarled as he was smashed 

against a tooth before he grinned and slammed the blade home at the gumline just beneath one of 

its fangs.  

The Jabberwocky‟s eyes bulged as it screamed again and again and again before it sucked 

back and spat Zerrex across the room, and the reptile grunted as he collided with the high corner 

of the wall before his warped hand became a claw and he caught himself on a narrow ledge, his 

claws scraping easily into the stone as he dangled as the Jabberwocky went crazy, smashing its 

tail back and forth into walls and spitting blood as its head jerked back and forth on its long neck. 

Zerrex‟s eyes narrowed as the monster looked back and forth, and then he winced when it 

jumped up and down, rattling the foundations of the building and making the walls tremble 

before he was knocked loose as the beast turned around, looking back and forth as it snarled in 

fury… and the Drakkaren watched as the tail flicked by, before he reached his warped arm out as 

it snapped past him again and he caught the hook of it. 

He felt himself yanked towards a wall, and reptile went with it, twisting his feet up and 

charging along it before he felt the tail‟s movement slowing, and he let go and kicked off the 

wall as the Jabberwocky turned back around, flying through the air with his limbs spread before 

he landed on its shoulder, and it looked down in surprise before Zerrex‟s warped arm lengthened 

and became one massive razor, seizing the beast around the neck and roaring as he squeezed 

hard into it and wrapped his other arm as far around the long, long neck of the creature as he 

could as he threw his weight and strength into the motion… and the Jabberwocky‟s head 

snapped back and forth as it screamed in pain, reaching up to claw wildly at its throat as blood 

burst out of the base of its neck before the Drakkaren‟s eyes glowed as he tore to the side with all 

his might, and the creature‟s agile neck was torn completely off its shoulders, Zerrex staggering 

as his warped arm quickly became a claw again and then falling over onto the monster‟s back, 

rolling down the mountain of its body as it collapsed onto its front, the stump of neck between its 

shoulders spouting blood as the head still screamed and the long, now-severed length snapped 

back and forth like a hose, rolling back and forth along the stone floor. 

Zerrex rolled off the creature as it gave a death twitch, covered in its blood and grunting 

as he bellyflopped to the floor, his vision going starry for a moment before he lay there stupidly 

as he watched the thing‟s severed head slowly roll over… and then it looked at him squarely, and 



whispered weakly: “Jabberwocky, Jabberwocky is no more… another dying victim, lying on the 

floor…” 

And then the light faded from its eyes as they half-closed, giving it a look of indifference 

as Zerrex slowly climbed to his feet… and then he winced over his shoulder at the headless 

corpse, half-expecting it to grab him and throw him like the Yeti‟s had done… but in a flash, 

there was no dead body behind him, only a bleached-white skeleton… and when Zerrex looked 

at the head, it too had become nothing but bones. Then, before his very eyes, the bones dissolved 

to nothing but dust and motes that floated to the ground and melted away into the floor, and the 

reptile shook his head slowly, wishing the blood would do the same as he slowly wiped at his 

own body before he muttered a cleansing spell, and found to his relief that magic worked here as 

the blood vanished, which meant they were definitely in some kind of pocket dimension. 

He slowly wiped his hands together, and then he looked around the damaged hall, 

reviewing his options: a few portcullises he could probably pry open, a few doors, and a giant 

pair of thirty-foot tall steel doors with two huge golden rings hanging from it and a pair of 

Gigataur skulls mounted on each. One had been slightly crushed during the fight, but 

nonetheless, it looked imposing as hell… so Zerrex peered at this for a moment before he headed 

over towards the double doors and then lashed a tentacle up around one ring, grunting as he 

pulled on it to haul the door slowly open several feet with a loud creak. 

The reptile carefully made his way through the door as the tentacle retracted, his arm 

feeling a bit sore as he stepped into a massive hall with beautiful, tall pillars, each with at least 

one skull or stuffed head trophy mounted on it. There were eight van-thick pillars to each side of 

the room, and past this hall a single, two-foot high step in front of a stone platform with a 

gigantic throne made of silver and wood, at least some thirty feet tall, with immense statues on 

either side of him of strong, armored warriors, each holding vast braziers heaped with enormous 

coals… and seated in it was a skeleton in full plate armor, the upper spine shattered by some 

terrible brute force and his head not on his shoulders but in his lap with a huge spear through his 

helm-wearing skull, a white, glass eye glinting dully in one cracked socket. The helm was regal, 

not inlaid with gemstones but instead carefully patterned and engraved to display a story… and 

Zerrex carefully stepped up onto the platform as he walked towards the silver-armored warrior 

before he looked up at the torn flag hanging above his head, and he realized where he was and 

who he was looking at: this was Valhalla, and this being had once been lord of these halls and of 

the warrior gods that had resided inside them, Odin. 

Zerrex bowed his head in respect as he traced the symbol of the Judgment Cross in the 

air, the nearest thing he knew to a religious gesture… and then he looked quietly up at Odin 

again, and at the mighty spear Gungir: a plain looking thing of wood and wrapped in rawhide, 

but the silver, small head pierced into the ground was diamond-shaped and gleamed with a 

strange, pure light. At the moment, however, it seemed to be crying… and Zerrex shook his head 

slowly before a voice shrieked: “You! What have you done to my father?”  

“What?” Zerrex turned around in surprise, and then he rose his hands when he saw Loki 

standing only some dozen feet away, the otter looking horrified and terribly vulnerable. 

Immediately, the Drakkaren rose his hands, saying clearly: “Look, Loki, I just got here, I didn‟t 

do this…” 

The demigod was shaking violently, clutching a small red and gold box between his 

hands hard enough to crack the wood as he snarled at Zerrex, looking absolutely furious… and 

then he threw this to the ground, before he pointed at him accusingly, yelling: “So because you 



failed to find me, after all these years you decided to… to attack my father in my own home? 

You‟re scum! Dishonorable scum!” 

The Drakkaren shook his head, and then he leapt backwards in front of Odin as Loki rose 

a hand… and as expected, the otter hesitated as one of his hands burned with eldritch flames, and 

the reptile shouted in a clear, serious voice: “This was not me, are you listening? Not me. I would 

never do something like this, so don‟t go accusing me, Loki… if memory serves you‟re the one 

that attacked me at a fundraiser, by the way.” 

That made the otter halt, and he snarled, but his dark eyes were full of pain and sorrow 

more than rage as he stroked his streaked hair out of his face before he adjusted the K-shaped 

collar of his leather trenchcoat. Then a strange transformation underwent his features that Zerrex 

recognized all-too-well, and he immediately anchored himself into a ready position as the otter 

said in a slow voice full of twisted logic: “But if I kill you… they promised me anything I 

wanted if I killed you, and the Great One has powers bordering on the infinite… this time, no 

games, Zerrex!” 

Loki snarled as he dropped to a kneel and shoved his palms into the ground, and there 

was a terrible rumbling before a glowing shape slowly rose up out of the floor beneath him, 

semitransparent ripples flowing across the cement as Loki rode the gigantic shape slowly 

higher… and Zerrex stared as it slowly formed into a massive, feral-looking wolf, the 

quadrupedal beast‟s hunched back and large, muscular limbs making it all the more imposing. Its 

fur was an ugly, streaked black and grey, and its face was stupid and vengeful, the teeth black 

and yellow, the eyes glaring and cruel as it shook its head wildly back and forth, foam running 

from jaws fastened shut with a rope before it threw its head back with a furious howl. 

The waves of sound shook all of Valhalla, Zerrex grunting and covering his face with his 

arms as he tried to steady himself, and then he snarled and narrowed his eyes as the gigantic wolf 

snapped the rope around its jaws, foam and saliva splattering down to the floor as it barked 

several times at the Drakkaren and shoved its  huge paws against the floor, the broken iron 

chains on the shackles around its limbs and dangling from the studded collar around its neck 

clattering loudly. The massive, twenty-foot tall at the shoulder wolf-beast roared at him furiously 

again, and Zerrex winced back before Loki spread his arms and exclaimed in a crazed voice: 

“This is Fenrir, Lord Zerrex! I don‟t think even you can deal with both of us at once!” 

“I don‟t have to.” Zerrex shouted, reaching out for his… oh crap. He winced as he looked 

back and forth, then down at his hands stupidly, as he realized he didn‟t have his cane with 

him… and then he pointed at Loki, who was looking at him flatly. “So maybe I do have to fight 

you alone, but I‟ve totally survived even worse situations. Of course, that doesn‟t mean I‟m 

adverse to actually reasoning things out, though…” 

Loki simply snorted in disgust as Fenrir focused its ivory eyes on Zerrex, pawing at the 

ground and snarling before the otter pointed at him, saying darkly: “Do you really think I‟ll let 

you off that easily, mighty High King of Hell? Do you really think I‟ll… sit and talk things out 

with you? Or that I‟ll sit around here and let you figure out some way to flee, after everything 

you‟ve done here, after what you did to me?” 

His voice rose into a scream, but this time, his body language didn‟t match his tone… and 

the reptile narrowed his eyes as Loki grinned darkly at him, his eyes flashing… and the reptile 

looked down with a frown at Fenrir‟s shadow, which for some reason was stretched out towards 

him, despite the fact that the biggest light source in the room was the braziers behind the lizard… 

and then the reptile‟s eyes widened as he tried to leap back but instead hit the stone base of the 



throne, and the shadow ripped up off the ground, following Fenrir‟s movements as the wolf 

lunged its head forwards and bit down hard. 

Shadow-teeth bit deep into the reptile, ripping into his body and his nanotech armlet and 

sending up sparks as the Drakkaren‟s shirt immediately dissolved, followed shortly by his jeans. 

Then he was thrown hard to the side, and he crashed into a pillar, sliding slowly down it with a 

curse before Fenrir loped forwards and stomped a paw down on top of him, his greasy claws 

digging into the reptile and making him twitch and curse as he shook his head back and forth 

with a snarl, Loki laughing above him as the otter threw his arms out and screamed to the 

ceiling: “Not so tough anymore, are you?” 

Fenrir rose his paw with a loud growl… and a blade shot forth from Zerrex‟s rocky wrist 

before he slammed it hard up into the wolf‟s foot, and the massive wolf hissed in pain as blood 

splattered down over the reptile before he was slapped hard to the side, but this time Zerrex 

managed to twist himself in midair and catch himself on the wall next to a brazier, wincing as he 

kicked off and leapt high into the air, creating a sphere of energy in his hand and throwing it hard 

at Loki as he threw himself at the demigod. 

The otter looked surprised for a moment, but the huge wolf he was riding on leapt up 

with a snarl, opening his jaws and chomping down hard on the sphere to absorb it before he 

slapped a paw out and smacked Zerrex hard down into the ground, the reptile grunting in pain 

before he rolled quickly to the side to avoid the huge wolf‟s jaws from snapping closed on him.  

The monster‟s shadow suddenly burst up in a tidal wave, forming a monstrous pair of 

jaws that tried to snag the lizard… but the reptile leapt backwards before he created a sphere of 

energy and threw it hard into Fenrir‟s shadow, and when it exploded, the shadow was blasted 

apart and Fenrir screamed, the wolf backing rapidly off as Loki cursed and whipped several 

green fireballs at the Drakkaren. Zerrex ducked behind a pillar, and he winced as each contact 

released a huge conflagration of eldritch flame, the lizard taking a moment to assess himself and 

the situation before Loki shouted angrily: “You can‟t hide from me, Zerrex!” 

The otter snapped his fingers, and dark energy crackled through the air by the Drakkaren 

before a shockwave blasted the reptile out from behind the pillar, the reptile managing to stay on 

his feet even as he pinwheeled his arms for balance before Fenrir charged forwards and slammed 

him with a headbutt, knocking him flat on his back before the wolf‟s jaws latched into him and 

shook him violently back and forth as the reptile let out an agonized cry. He flailed hard, then 

slammed his rocky fist forwards to bury the rocky blade into Fenrir‟s nose, and the wolf shrieked 

and shook his head violently before he snapped his muzzle upwards, and Zerrex flew into the air, 

blood raining down from the wounds in his body before the Drakkaren‟s eyes met the otter‟s as 

Loki drew back a hand to throw a crackling sphere of dark energy- 

Zerrex snapped a hand out, releasing not so much a blast as a pulse of energy in a 

desperate defense… and the unstable sphere in Loki‟s hand twisted into the shape of a bean as 

the otter staggered backwards, Fenrir arching its back and snarling before the sphere exploded, 

and the gigantic wolf was shoved flat to the ground as if by a massive hand, its fur catching 

aflame as Loki screamed and hurtled across the room. Zerrex landed a moment later, and as the 

wolf dazedly staggered up to its feet, the Drakkaren snarled as he looked into its eyes and let his 

mind lash out with one of his demonic abilities, his pain, his rage, every negative emotion 

releasing at once in the form of a powerful blast that hit Fenrir square in the face and sent the 

massive wolf monster into the air, head snapping back as it flipped once before it crashed down 

on its side and skidded down the hallway, the flames on its body greedily spreading through the 

beast‟s fur, further fanned from the blast it had just taken. 



Zerrex staggered backwards, grasping at his skull with a wince as a terrible ache tore 

through it… and then he straightened and readied himself, taking a moment to glance at his 

armlet before he shouted: “Emergency reboot!” 

The nanotech armlet buzzed at him in reply, then it gave a metallic scream before 

sparking… but a moment later, it buzzed to life, and clothing slowly spread over the Drakkaren‟s 

body once more, leaving him standing in a plain black shirt and pants, lacking texture but still 

covering him effectively enough. He rolled his shoulders slowly, then he flexed his rocky arm 

slowly as Fenrir got to its feet, the gigantic wolf snarling before it shook itself violently… but 

otherwise it didn‟t seem to even notice the flames lapping over its body, before the monster 

roared and charged towards the reptile, its dark shadow twisting to either side in parallel 

crescents to try and pincer the Drakkaren. 

They both became wolf heads that snapped towards him as Fenrir eagerly opened his own 

jaws… but Zerrex threw his arms out to his sides with a snarl, releasing unfocused bursts of 

energy from his hands that repelled the shadow-forms, Fenrir yelping and shaking his head from 

side to side as blood burst from his ears, his charge turning into a drunken stagger as his huge 

body crashed into a pillar… and then the Drakkaren sprinted forwards as the wolf‟s legs buckled 

and it lowered its head, before his twisted arm became a massive axe as he leapt up and landed 

on its muzzle, running along it before he smashed the rocky blade of the axe hard down into its 

skull between its ears, and Fenrir jerked away, shaking its skull wildly with a scream of anguish 

as blood burst up and its skull shattered under the reptile‟s attack. 

Before Zerrex could hit it again, a fireball smashed into his side and sent him flying, the 

reptile cursing in pain as he let his body hit the ground heavily on his side and go into a roll that 

put out the green flames, shoving himself up to a kneel at the last moment as his nanotech 

clothes slowly closed over sear-marks on his scales, the Drakkaren breathing hard in and out as 

Loki jumped back onto Fenrir‟s back, the otter snarling and looking displeased. He was no 

longer wearing his trenchcoat, and part of his arm was still smoldering… but he looked more 

furious than anything else, as the flames over his hands turned from green to black as he rose 

them slowly, saying furiously: “Not this time, not this time, Lord Zerrex!” 

The Drakkaren snorted and only grinned coldly in return, and this just made the otter 

snarl before he yelled something at Fenrir and pointed at Zerrex, and the wolf howled before it 

charged forwards and dived at him… and the Drakkaren glanced at the pillar behind himself 

before he spun around and smashed the warped axe blade of his arm into it on a downwards 

angle before he twisted hard, and a massive chunk of the base tore free before the reptile leapt 

out of the way when Fenrir lunged at him. Its head smashed into the base of the pillar, which 

rocked and groaned as cracks spread through it… before Zerrex aimed a sphere of energy at the 

wall behind it, throwing it hard and focusing on it to make it bounce off the surface and hit the 

back of the pillar high up, the explosion putting just enough push on the tall structure to make it 

slowly rock forwards as the wolf stepped backwards with a shake of its head and Loki looked up 

with a shriek of surprise, the otter leaping out of the way and yelling at the wolf… and it looked 

dumbly upwards before yelping and spinning to the side to try and lunge out of the way, but far 

too little, far too late. 

The pillar smashed down into its back and crushed it under its weight and momentum 

only a moment later, and there was a horrible cracking sound as its spine snapped like a twig, the 

wolf clawing at the ground with a scream as chunks of broken pillar settled around it, the stone 

column having shattered after impact with the rest of the stone hall. The cloud of dust it threw up 

made everything confused, as Loki looked back and forth in desperation and Fenrir tried to claw 



its way forwards as its hindquarters jerked uselessly… and then something landed on its back, 

before it leapt up onto its cracked skull, and Fenrir tried to look up stupidly before Zerrex 

slammed his rocky limb straight down through the visible, bloody dent, forearm and hand 

morphed from axe into sword. 

The gigantic wolf howled as its brain was pierced, arching its back convulsively as its 

shadow tore up around it into multiple, mutated wolf faces that all screamed… and then the 

Drakkaren threw himself into the air away from the beast as he created a sphere of energy in his 

hand with a dark-pulsing core, throwing this hard into the wound he had further opened… and 

the wolf‟s eyes exploded, blue light shining out of the wound in his head, and the empty sockets, 

and then his jaws, mixing with foam and a spray of gore before its whole head simply exploded 

as the reptile landed some twenty feet away. 

He snorted in distaste, grasping his rocky forearm as it slowly turned back into a claw… 

and as the dust settled, he saw Loki standing on the broken pillar resting atop the now-headless 

corpse, a pool of blood slowly spreading around the monster as the shadow heads now howled 

soundlessly, slowly sinking into the ground as the darkness they were made of dissolved bit-by-

bit into nothingness. The two stood across from each other, the otter clenching a hand shut as he 

snarled at him, tears leaking down his cheeks… and then he finally asked in a whisper: “Why… 

why are you so intent on taking everything from me?” 

“Funny question for you to ask, Loki.” Zerrex said darkly, as he assumed a ready 

position… and then he snorted when a battle axe with a silver edging appeared in the demigod‟s 

hands, and then the otter vanished in a burst of darkness… but Zerrex only threw an elbow hard 

backwards, and Loki almost dropped the weapon, staggering backwards and clutching at his 

bloody muzzle with one hand as the blade of the axe clanged to the floor, gripped only loosely 

by the otter as the reptile looked over his shoulder with disgust. “Your emotions have made you 

sloppy. Stop this nonsense, I am not your enemy… at least not right now. If there‟s one thing we 

can agree on, it‟s wanting to find who the hell killed Odin.” 

“Fucker!” Loki spat, and then he hauled the axe back over his shoulder before he charged 

forwards and swung hard… but just before the blade contacted with Zerrex‟s rocky arm, as he 

brought it forwards to block, the otter vanished from sight, and a moment later Zerrex felt the 

axe smash into the back of his bad knee, the reptile howling in agony as he crumpled to a kneel 

on top of the blade still buried into his leg, eyes bulging as Loki leaned forwards and applied 

pressure to the wound with the axe, shouting at him furiously: “Not so fun to be mocked when 

you‟re wounded, is it?” 

“Fuck you!” Zerrex burst out, and then he reached out in a flash of fury and grabbed the 

handle of the axe, Loki looking shocked before the Drakkaren threw his head back as he shoved 

the butt of the weapon into the otter‟s own chest, knocking him onto his ass and causing him to 

release the weapon, but at the same time dragging the wicked blade across the wound in the back 

of his leg and tearing it wider. Then the reptile slowly got to his feet with the weapon… but then 

he felt it take on a strange consistency, and when he looked at it again he was instead holding the 

tail of a massive scorpion, which snapped its huge pincers angrily at his legs. 

Zerrex cursed and flung it hard at Loki, but the otter vanished from where he had been 

knocked over to reappear behind the Drakkaren, kicking his wounded leg hard to try and knock 

him over, but the reptile only hissed through his teeth before he shot a long, conical spike out of 

the back of his rocky elbow and stabbed it backwards into the otter‟s gut when he lunged to try 

and grab him with hands that burned with dark energy. The male immediately screeched in pain, 

his eyes bulging as the flames around his hands died out and he lunged backwards, vanishing in 



another torrent of darkness before reappearing on top of pillar that had crushed Fenrir, and he 

pointed at a large, broken section of the column before slowly raising his hand. 

The stone cylinder trembled before rising into the air, and Loki shoved his hand at the 

Drakkaren… but the reptile reached up and threw his hands out at the last moment, feeling his 

arms forcibly shoved backwards as he skidded several feet along the ground, bad leg screaming 

its protest but the reptile turning the pain into fuel, into another reason to end the confrontation 

quickly as he threw the large chunk of stone hard at the demigod. Loki‟s eyes widened in shock, 

but he vanished from sight before reappearing only ten feet away, already in mid-sprint as he 

rose a hand that glowed with dire darkness. 

Zerrex‟s own snapped out and caught his wrist before the otter‟s fingers could touch him, 

and the otter looked surprised before he howled in agony when the Drakkaren twisted hard to the 

side and snapped it, before, with an expert, upwards yank and another twist, he dislocated the 

otter‟s elbow. Loki shrieked in pain, then he rose a fist that burst into eldritch flames as he gave 

another mighty yank backwards… and the lizard released him at the last moment, the otter 

staggering backwards before the Drakkaren‟s hand shot forwards and seized his skull. 

Slowly, the reptile‟s rocky fingers crushed the otter‟s skull, making him howl as he 

grasped uselessly at the lizard‟s wrist, green and red flames uselessly scouring along the stone 

and metal of his warped limb… and then the lizard jerked Loki off his feet before he slammed 

him headfirst into the ground. The stone floor shattered around the demigod‟s skull as he 

collided, Loki‟s cries of pain catching in his throat before Zerrex released him, his eyes bulging 

as blood ran down his features… but then the Drakkaren dropped to a kneel and slammed his fist 

down into his ribcage, and the otter curled up like a bow around his hand before he managed to 

throw a blast of fire into the lizard‟s face, Zerrex half-falling back on his ass and brushing wildly 

at his features before he snarled and got to his feet, his eyes quickly finding the demigod 

crouched some thirty feet away. 

“What‟s wrong? No bad one-liners, no grin, no showing off…” Loki panted hard as his 

squished features visibly healed, becoming handsome again as he stood up and rolled his head on 

his shoulders… but his healing rate was slowing, and his eyes betrayed fear now as well as anger  

as a plain broadsword appeared in his hand out of thin air, the otter glaring across at Zerrex 

before he snorted and snapped his fingers… and Zerrex felt vertigo rip at his senses as he said 

distastefully: “Once more, we‟re down to this… the trickster and the king, battling it out.” 

“I‟ve had enough fighting!” Zerrex shouted, gesturing angrily… and then he staggered as 

he rose his right hand… except it was his left that he rose, and somehow that was his rocky arm 

now instead of his right. He frowned… then he realized that Loki had reversed what he was 

seeing somehow, and the Drakkaren cursed as the otter grinned darkly, raising his sword… and 

the reptile narrowed his eyes at him as he said coldly: “Surrender.” 

“Better to die on the battlefield… I never understood that until today.” Loki replied with 

a grin… but there was pain in his eyes, and then he shot forwards, slashing hard at Zerrex‟s left 

side, and the reptile tried to rise his left arm… but somewhere along the line, his instincts and his 

mind got confused and he rose the wrong arm, and the reptile took a cut across the ribs before he 

shoved both hands out… but Loki had already danced away, and the otter snorted as he tilted his 

head towards the lizard, asking callously: “Having trouble?” 

Zerrex replied by charging forwards, and the otter winced, stumbling backwards before 

he ducked under a haymaker and sliced across the Drakkaren‟s body at waist-level with the 

sword, making the lizard gurgle before the otter threw a hard thrust kick into the reptile‟s crotch, 

and when the Drakkaren bent forwards, he slammed the pommel of his sword into his face, 



knocking his head back and giving Loki a chance to prepare a finishing blow, readying a thrust 

into the lizard‟s exposed throat… but then the reptile‟s own booted foot slammed into Loki‟s 

crotch, and the otter squeaked before Zerrex reached both hands out and seized his skull, 

slamming his knee under the otter‟s chin and knocking him onto his back. 

The Drakkaren jumped into the air and slammed both boots down hard onto Loki‟s 

stomach in a childish but effective stomp, and the air wheezed out of the otter‟s body as he 

swung weakly at the lizard with his sword… but Zerrex let his instincts do their work, and his 

stony hand reached out and caught the blade across his body, before vertigo tore at his mind and 

his vision returned to normal, and the reptile tore the blade out of Loki‟s hand and tossed it aside 

as he stepped his boots out to straddle him… before he snorted as the otter simply vanished in a 

puff of darkness. 

He looked back and forth, but didn‟t see him… and then he heard footsteps behind him, 

and he saw Loki charging wildly with a sword readied… but something tugged at the 

Drakkaren‟s mind even as he readied himself to smash in the otter‟s face… before the demigod 

grabbed him from behind, and the illusion vanished as Zerrex howled in agony, smelling his 

flesh charring as Loki‟s hands burned with dark fire and he was forced forwards to his knees, 

before the otter seized his skull, the lizard‟s hair catching on fire as he screamed down at him: 

“Why aren‟t you laughing, ain‟t it a great joke?” 

Loki‟s head fell back as he either laughed or sobbed, the Drakkaren couldn‟t tell as agony 

seared his mind and he felt his brain starting to boil… and then his angel wings tore free from his 

back, and Loki‟s laughter turned to scream as the  white wings slapped him backwards, the pure 

energy burning his flesh as he staggered away… before Zerrex backstepped and extended his 

wings to their full length, spinning hard around to slap Loki forcefully across the body and knock 

him to the ground, the demigod howling as his front suffered terrible burns and he gargled 

uselessly… and then the Drakkaren shot a blade out of his warped wrist before he slammed it 

down through the demigod‟s stomach, pinning him as he created a sphere of energy in his other 

hand before he shoved it down into Loki‟s face. 

It exploded in a magnificent sapphire blast that blew Zerrex‟s hair back and made his 

eyes ache, the nanomachine clothing covering his body burning slightly away before it slowly 

repaired itself, the only noise after a moment his sparking armlet buzzing away as his wings 

slowly vanished from sight… and then the reptile blinked as he saw he had just blown a crater in 

the ground and Loki was gone, looking back and forth before he snarled as he heard a noise 

behind him. 

Loki was staggering away towards the open doors leading out of the hall, clutching his 

stomach and half his face missing, the skull bare and the eye rolling crazily in the socket even as 

flesh and fur crawled slowly back into place over it, looking over his shoulder as he shrieked… 

and then the Drakkaren brought his flesh and blood arm up to shoot a swarm of four bony, 

thorny tentacles out, the long appendages twisting and racing eagerly through the air before they 

seized Loki around the wrists, body, and neck, the otter howling a loud, long: „No!‟ in the 

moment he had before the sound was cut off by the tentacles tightening around him, and he 

gagged before he was jerked through the air in a long, wide arc, Zerrex grunting as he snapped 

the otter over his head before the long, slithering appendages released him, the bone hooks 

tearing out of his body as they lashed firmly upwards to send the male flying through the air, and 

then he crashed into the raised platform and rolled to a halt, laying prone at the feet of his dead 

father. 



Tears rolled down his cheeks as his face finished healing, as did his stomach… but he 

was still visibly beaten and humiliated, other minor wounds very visible on his body and still 

clutching his gut as if it ached. He trembled violently for a few moments, and then slowly sat up 

as Zerrex leapt over the fallen pillar and advanced towards the demigod… and the otter looked 

up at Gungir, where it was impaled through Odin‟s skull, before he looked at the tip, still buried 

in the ground… but when he reached for it, Zerrex rose a hand and shouted, only twenty feet 

away now and just past the platform: “Wait! Will you defile Odin‟s glory, just to win a battle?” 

Loki trembled… and then he screamed and grabbed the spear, yanking it out of the 

ground… and the weapon rapidly shrank down until it was only seven feet long, Odin‟s skull 

trembling before it rolled slowly out of his lap… and the otter staggered out of the way, 

pinwheeling his arms before he held a hand out helplessly as the head fell and shattered against 

the stone, bone cracking apart and becoming nothing more than a broken heap of fragments and 

dust underneath an old helm… and slowly, the now-cracked glass eye rolled free. It slowly made 

its way to the end of the platform, and hesitated at the lip… before it fell forwards, but Zerrex 

reached out and gently caught it, looking at the spiderweb of cracks through the white eye before 

he sighed quietly as he looked up at the demigod, watching Loki stagger to his feet and cock the 

spear back, screaming: “It doesn‟t matter what happens, as long as I avenge my father!” 

He threw the spear, the god-killing weapon gleaming bright as it flew through the air… 

but it seemed to move in slow motion, as the Drakkaren had enough time to shift the eye to carry 

under one arm, to register Loki‟s expression of pain, rage, sorrow, and confusion… and then to 

reach up, and easily catch the spear by the neck, as if it was being held in front of him instead of 

thrown. There was no force, no pushing forwards, no need to even flex his muscles as he held it 

by the neck… and he looked at the weapon, asking it quietly: “You only want the blood of the 

ones who did this, don‟t you?” 

It sparked, and Zerrex smiled a bit before he looked up sourly as Loki looked back and 

forth in horror… and then he threw the spear backwards, and it went with the ease of throwing a 

feather-light dart: the weapon flew back at the otter, who gaped before he shrieked when the butt 

of it smashed into him, knocking him flat as the spear flew high into the air, spinning violently 

before Loki covered his face and curled his knees up to his chest, shrieking… and then the spear 

landed point-first in the ground next to his head, and slowly, the demigod looked through his 

fingers, before he gargled when Zerrex‟s hand closed around his throat, the Drakkaren lifting 

him above his head with his twisted claw as he held Odin‟s glass eye in his other hand.  

Loki swung a foot out at him, and the Drakkaren grunted as it contacted with his chest, 

but did little damage… and then the other kicked the glass eye, cracking it further and knocking 

it out of the reptile‟s grip. The lizard vainly reached out to catch it, his claws just scratching the 

surface before it arced through the air… and it shattered apart on the stone platform, turning to a 

broken heap much like the skull before Zerrex snarled and spun on the spot before he threw Loki 

hard at the wall. 

The demigod squawked when he collided with it, before he slid down it… and when 

Zerrex charged, he held a hand up, a blast of darkness searing the air directly in front of the 

reptile and knocking him flying backwards before Loki swung his hand to the side, and another 

dark blast caught the lizard in the center of the back, sending him into the sky, before a final 

explosion appeared just above him, sending him flying straight down to crash into the ground as 

the otter climbed to his feet, breathing hard as he rasped: “Don‟t push me…” 

Zerrex snorted, shaking his head as he slowly got up… and Loki stared in shock before 

he snarled and sidestepped as he snapped his fingers… and another explosion ripped the air 



behind the lizard, sending him flying face-first into the stone wall next to the otter before a 

searing pain tore through his back, but the reptile slammed a foot backwards into Loki‟s 

kneecap, the demigod cursing and falling to a kneel before Zerrex spun around and brought a 

knee into his cheek, the bone shattering as Loki‟s eyes bulged in pain and stupid surprise, and 

then a final hard hammer-fist from the Drakkaren smashed into his face and knocked him 

sprawling on the ground. 

He lay there in a bleeding heap, his wounds not healing anymore, beaten and bloodied as 

he looked up at Zerrex with fear and loathing and hatred… and then the Drakkaren sighed before 

he extended a hand to the otter, and the demigod whispered a question up to him: “Why? Why, 

after everything I‟ve done to you, after how I betrayed you and ignored you last time… why 

again extend a hand to me?” 

“To help you up.” Zerrex said simply, and he stood silently for a moment, hand still 

extended before he finally added softly: “Maybe you have a reason now to help me out, Loki. 

Because there are nasty monstrosities putting in some guest appearances all over the place… and 

I followed them here to Valhalla. Snow Beasts, Infernal Devils, a goddamn Jabberwocky… and 

now Odin‟s dead. And I‟m guessing you aren‟t behind any of this, god of trickery or not.” 

Loki shook his head after a moment… and then, hesitantly, looking at Zerrex like a 

distrustful animal, he slowly reached out his hand, until his fingertips brushed against the 

reptile‟s… and he winced when the Drakkaren seized his hand in a strong grip, trying to shrink 

away as if expecting an attack… and when nothing happened, he finally nodded and let himself 

be helped to his feet, before he looked down at his hand when Zerrex released it, as if he‟d never 

seen it before.  

Zerrex gave him a moment, and then he looked down at the floor before he hopped off 

the platform, walking over to the little wooden box the demigod had brought in as Loki said 

finally: “So I guess you didn‟t kill him, then.” 

“I‟m flattered you think I could, but I‟ve been having kinda a long day.” Zerrex replied 

mildly, as he brushed the box off a bit, and then he walked over to Loki and offered it to him. 

The otter looked surprised, and then the demigod finally took it with a mumble, opening it and 

silently pulling out a velvet-wrapped object. Loki looked at this for a few long seconds, and then 

he carefully unwrapped it and held up an old eye made of smooth white wood with a lightning-

shaped crack down it… and he sighed softly before wrapping it back up and putting it back in the 

box, and in a single deft movement he made it vanish in a puff of dark smoke. 

The otter finally looked at him, and he snorted in distaste before he hopped off the 

platform and staggered past the Drakkaren, muttering: “Come on, then. Show me what the hell 

you were talking about.” 

Zerrex relaxed, feeling relieved as he followed Loki, rubbing slowly at some of the 

wounds still covering his own body. The otter was already regaining some of his energy, as he 

hopped the pillar… and the lizard, meanwhile, awkwardly clambered over it and half-fell down 

the other side, earning a look from the otter as he crossed his arms and asked sourly: “How can 

you be so graceful in combat and then so sloppy outside of it?” 

“How can you be so shut the hell up?” Zerrex replied flatly, and Loki rolled his eyes 

before the two continued out into the hallway, and the Drakkaren pointed at the closed portcullis 

at one end of the hall. “Through there.” 

“Wait.” Loki held an arm out, and then he pointed upwards… and the lizard looked up 

blankly at the darkness above before the otter rolled his eyes, saying dryly: “I forget sometimes 

that Valhalla is a bit confusing for those who aren‟t used to it… watch this.” 



Loki held a hand out and created an illusionary copy of himself some ten feet away, 

which strolled casually towards the portal… and then a horde of the leathery-winged fire-spitting 

devils descended on the illusion, tearing at it wildly before they shrieked and looked confused as 

it vanished, and a moment later, they returned towards the ceiling. Zerrex made a face, and then 

Loki snorted before he snapped his fingers and everything dimmed, the otter walking boldly 

forwards as he said darkly: “Come on, I don‟t want to take all day.” 

The Drakkaren rolled his eyes but followed nervously nonetheless, but he figured Loki 

had cast some sort of illusion over the area that barred them from sight… and then the otter 

jerked his head at the portcullis when they reached it, asking mildly: “And how do you plan to 

deal with this?” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, then he reached down and grabbed the bottom of the gate, and the 

otter stared as the Drakkaren‟s tired muscles flexed and he slowly hefted it above his head, 

grunting as he glared at him: “Well, move it!” 

Loki ducked through, and Zerrex carefully shifted his grip as he turned his body, 

sidestepping to end up on the other side of the portcullis before he let it drop, and he let out a 

wheeze, panting quietly before looking over his shoulder to see Loki standing at the vortex with 

a look of disgust. He slowly limped over to the platform, and the demigod glanced at him before 

he jumped down and approached the control panel, saying meditatively: “Valhalla is not 

supposed to be a place for people to enter and leave as they please… which is part of the reason I 

was thrown out of here. All these portals are supposed to have a lock on them, and only certain 

gods, full-blooded gods unlike myself, were able to activate them… but I do know one little 

secret…” 

The demigod grinned darkly, and Zerrex watched him tinker with the coordinates for a 

few moments before he stepped back… and the vortex began to buzz strangely as energy fed into 

it, before there was a crackle as white lightning arced out of it in all directions, the reptile 

covering his head as Loki clapped and laughed before the wolf and dragon statues exploded into 

chunks of rocky shrapnel, and the Drakkaren held up his rocky arm, a few chunks of these 

bouncing off it as the otter hid behind the platform, still cackling. Zerrex looked at him sourly, 

and Loki shrugged and grinned before he stood up, asking: “So where shall I drop you off?” 

“No, you‟re coming with me. You‟ve got a lot to explain.” Zerrex said flatly, and Loki 

frowned, looking like he was ready to argue or fight before Zerrex grabbed him by the neck and 

hefted him into the air, glaring at him. “Listen, you chose the smart option back there. Choose 

the stupid option now, and I‟m going to rip your intestines out of your stomach, then shove them 

back down your throat, rip them out the hole in your gut again, and fucking tie you up like a 

present, you got that?” 

“Yes!” Loki squeaked, and then Zerrex dropped him, and the otter gagged and rubbed at 

his bruised throat, glowering at the reptile. “You really need to work on your anger issues, bud.” 

“A friend‟s a friend, a pal‟s a pal, but a buddy is someone you sleep with.” Zerrex 

muttered, and Loki gave him a  confused look before the reptile rolled his eyes, saying tiredly: 

“Anywhere in Hell is fine. And you are coming with me. Believe me, I‟ll give you plenty of free 

reign… but only after you prove to me you aren‟t going to go traitor-berserk on me.” 

“Fuck you, you‟re just like Odin was.” Loki said disgustedly, and then he made a face 

and flapped his arms. “Rules, rules, rules! Do this, do that, don‟t do that, don‟t do this!” 

Zerrex looked at him meditatively as he continued to ramble childishly, wondering if this 

was his way of working through his issues… and then he sighed, decided he didn‟t have the 

patience or tolerance for this today, and he reached out and slapped the otter firmly upside the 



head, knocking him over and making him blink stupidly as the reptile leaned down and said 

mildly: “All you need to do is get us out of here, tell me what‟s been going on with these gods 

you claimed to be an emissary of, and then you can go wherever the hell you want, I don‟t care.” 

“How do you know I won‟t just go back to them?” Loki asked, looking up at him with a 

deep frown as he stood slowly, once more looking distrustful, as if he felt he was about to be the 

butt of another cosmic joke. 

“Because if you went back to them, they‟d probably kill you in an even worse way than I 

would.” Zerrex replied mildly, and Loki opened his mouth before he shut it, suddenly looking 

pale and ill. The reptile looked at him with entertainment at this, winking at him. “Bet you didn‟t 

think of that, huh? Then in that case, we better head for the Central Spire… or better yet, the 

Ravenlight Estate. Pretty sure you know where the latter one is.” 

Loki muttered something, then he held a hand up and created a glowing vortex, saying 

darkly: “Let‟s just go before something bad happens.” 

Zerrex agreed with this sentiment for once, keeping pace with the otter as they entered 

the portal, and in a few moments they emerged in front of the main gates of the Ravenlight 

Estate. Loki looked up at the huge, fortified building with discomfort he tried to hide with 

contempt, and then he finally looked at the reptile and bragged: “Valhalla‟s bigger. The entire 

pocket dimension is almost all just the one massive keep.” 

“I prefer log cabins myself. I keep this for family.” Zerrex replied absently, and then he 

looked up and shouted: “Sin!” 

Loki winced away from him… and then he stared when a portal opened and Sin emerged. 

She looked at Zerrex, then at the otter… and a moment later she flicked her wrist, and Loki was 

bound by purple chains that wrapped around his body, the demigod screeching as he toppled 

before the Naganatine looked at the Drakkaren with concern: “Are you okay? We fended off the 

attack, but the lab… is he behind this?” 

Sin turned a look of such anger on Loki that Zerrex carefully stepped between them with 

his hands raised, saying calmly: “No, he‟s not… and Odin is dead.” He stopped to let that sink in 

for a moment, Sin frowning quietly, and then the Drakkaren said quietly: “I don‟t know who or 

what did it, but we need to regroup. Loki‟s on our side now. Aren‟t you?” 

“I could get out of these any time I wanted.” the otter shouted irritably, as he wiggled and 

squirmed, and the reptile made a face before he reached down and picked him up, throwing him 

over his shoulder and sighing as he figured maybe the binding wasn‟t such a bad idea out here: 

he had a feeling Loki would be less inclined to possibly try and run off once he was in a building 

and realized no one was going to kill him. “Put me down! Filth! Scum! Asshole!” 

“Just shut up.” Zerrex said tiredly, as Sin quickly opened the gates for him before falling 

into pace beside him, grasping his shoulder nervously. As they approached the doors leading into 

the Estate, the Royal Guards that were now posted around the clock at the mansion to defend it 

from attack quickly opened them, looking apprehensive as Zerrex carried Loki inside… and then 

he finally put the otter down on his feet and looked at Sin, who nodded and reached out to touch 

one of the purple chains, and the bindings on his body vanished. 

Loki was looking moodily back and forth, and the Drakkaren looked at him flatly, saying 

mildly: “I want your word of honor that you aren‟t screwing with me. Give me yours, and I‟ll 

give you mine that no harm comes to you and you‟ll be free to leave afterwards and treated with 

respect. That‟s how trust works: it‟s a two-way street.” 

Zerrex held out a hand, and Loki looked at it strangely before he finally sighed and 

nodded, the impish look vanishing from his dark eyes as they met Zerrex‟s emerald ones, taking 



his hand and shaking it slowly as he murmured: “By Valhalla, by my heart, by my honor. Odin… 

strike me down if I…” 

The otter halted, then he looked at Zerrex and asked quietly: “He‟s really dead, isn‟t he? I 

mean… he‟s really not going to come back.” 

The Drakkaren nodded, and the otter slowly pushed his fingers together as they stood in 

the entrance hall together, Sin quietly standing off to the side before Loki closed his eyes and 

turned away, muttering a short something before he turned back around and said softly: “A good 

portion of me wants to escape right now and trick you. But I know that… the only gods that 

could kill Odin are them… or maybe some of their higher-tier servants. The really dangerous 

ones, the really scary ones. But… alright. I‟m ready to talk.” 

Zerrex nodded, and he half-led Loki up the stairs as Sin followed behind them, keeping 

her eyes open for any trickery. Within minutes, the three of them were sitting at a table in the 

library, and they were silent, the Drakkaren giving the otter time to put his thoughts together as 

he frowned at the table. 

Finally, he sighed and murmured: “They approached me... millions and millions of years 

ago now. More years than I can count… than I even care to count. They wanted me to act as a 

spy at first, which I did easily enough…” He halted, then shook his head slowly. “No, that‟s not 

what you‟re interested in. I can keep it short: I was a spy, and I helped activate portals and deal 

with the mortals and their goods. Call me a general manager  of the operation. 

“I reported to one of two different people… one of them was Animaxander, who I‟ve 

heard has started his little operation on the mortal coil now.” Loki made a face of disgust as 

Zerrex narrowed his eyes and even Sin leaned forwards a little bit. “He‟s… he‟s important 

enough that people like me have to report to him… but unimportant enough that he has to report 

back on all his activities to the big bosses. A lieutenant, so to speak… but whatever else, he‟s 

had a lot of experience in this game, and he‟ll eradicate anything and anyone that defies him or 

gets in his way. 

“The other guy I reported to… well… Animaxander caught him shorting shipments, 

taking crystals for himself to sell on the black market.” Loki grinned sourly, shaking his head in 

disgust. “Let‟s say it wasn‟t pretty. These last few years, I‟ve just been reporting to 

Animaxander, and no one‟s come to replace Bas.  

“I don‟t know much about the operation, Animaxander kept that secret and all he wanted 

me to do was to cause chaos.” Loki leaned back, slapping the table lightly and then creating two 

small balls of dark fire, juggling them back and forth in his hands as he looked at them both 

pompously. “Which you know I do very well. The only thing he wanted me to make sure I did 

was kill you or at least keep you busy… and he was talking about destroying any of your 

operations that might threaten his plans. He was very upset when Wulfe was killed, for 

example… apparently even back then he was going back and forth from the mortal realm to 

wherever the fuck he comes from, and trading information and promises of power for technology 

and crystals. When the crystal supply was choked off, it put some wrench into the plans… and 

that‟s why Animaxander is here now.” 

Loki halted and put his hands on the table, lowering his head before he glanced up and 

said softly: “They‟re coming, you see. Animaxander and his cronies have been tasked with 

softening up the populace and taking care of any threats or problems… but Animaxander‟s 

bosses are coming here, and they happen to be Old Gods, Elder Gods… things more ancient and 

more powerful than God ever was. And God, I remember, was strong… before Father threw me 

out, I remember he and Odin shaking hands and talking things out… and they would argue all 



the time, Father about war and  God about peace, but they both cherished honor and Odin was 

glad to lend him his services… and yet now the halls of Valhalla are empty and cold… I don‟t 

know where Thor or any other others are, likely scattered over the world, and the War-Makers 

and Danes and Vikings are gone…” 

He stopped, then he looked down as he wiped slowly at his face, before he looked at 

Zerrex quietly. “I came to hate you so much… and I still do. But I thought I hated my Father, 

too… and now that he‟s gone, I… I loved him. And he died disappointed in me, before I could 

even return his eye…” Loki clenched a hand into a fist, and then he looked across at Zerrex, 

saying slowly as he pushed a finger into the table: “If you help me take revenge on whoever did 

this… if you will help me even find out who slew Odin, you have my word I will never bring 

harm to you or your kin again, and I will help you at every turn on the way there and unto the 

end of the world.” 

The Drakkaren looked across at Loki, and then he nodded, saying quietly: “I will. We‟ll 

find whoever killed Odin, Loki… but I think you‟ve shared enough with us for now.” He stood, 

and the otter looked surprised as Sin rose as well. “You‟re free to wander the Estate as you like 

and to come and go. You fulfilled your end of the bargain, and I‟ll fulfill mine.” 

“You… what?” Loki looked almost lost, before he said slowly: “This… you‟re serious? I 

can leave if I want?” 

Zerrex smiled a bit, reaching down to squeeze his shoulder and making the otter wince. “I 

don‟t go back on my word… at least, not most of the time.” He winked, then added quietly: 

“You‟re not a bad guy, for… you know, the god of jerkiness and all that. There are a few empty 

rooms downstairs, feel free to rest in them if you like. You can think over what you‟d like to do 

for the next while. I, unfortunately, have a few nasty things to tend to myself, so don‟t expect to 

see much of me here for the next few years. Oh, and before I forget, watch out for Cherry and 

Selena. Neither of them are exactly the „forgiving‟ type.” 

Loki nodded dumbly… and Zerrex smiled again before he and Sin left the library. They 

walked down the hall together side-by-side, and then the Naganatine asked softly: “Is that really 

such a wise idea, Lord Zerrex?” 

“Yeah, I think so. But maybe I‟m just gullible.” the Drakkaren replied softly, but he knew 

what a big deal honor and one‟s word was to the warrior gods, and figured that even Loki would 

have had it ingrained deeply in him… and then he made a face, asking quietly: “How‟s the lab?” 

Sin shook her head slowly, then she created a portal when they paused in the hallway and 

led him through it… and the Drakkaren stared when they stepped out into the room, which had 

been devastated by explosions. Chunks of metal were stuck in the walls, and complex machinery 

was half-hanging, destroyed and ruined, out of large, shattered holes in the ceiling… and Ixin 

looked up from where he was carefully putting books back into shelves, looking over his 

shoulder at the two morbidly. “Well, where the hell did you go? I am glad you at least took down 

the Yetis outside, that would have been a nightmare to deal with in here… by the way, you do 

know you look like shit and… oh look, your techno-bracelet is busted.” 

“It‟s an armlet. It fits over my entire forearm, see?” Zerrex held it up and shook it, then 

he winced when it fizzled and buzzed before sparking, and his clothes vanished, leaving him 

standing in just his boxers as Ixin cleared his throat awkwardly and Sin blushed a bit, covering 

her muzzle. “Can this day get any worse?” 

“Don‟t say that! At least, not in here.” Ixin snapped, and then he sighed before he looked 

at Sin, asking flatly: “I don‟t suppose you can repair all this, right?” 



“There‟s too much damage… my repair spells can fix walls and cracks, but not… 

wreckage of this magnitude.” Sin said quietly, but as she spoke, her voice faded out a bit. The 

Drakkaren reached up to touch his forehead, closing his eyes and wondering if the pain and the 

still-untreated wounds were what was making him dizzy… and then the voice of the Princess 

whispered silkily in his mind: It‟s a perfect time to try it out. 

“Time for what? Try what out?” Zerrex mumbled, and the Princess laughed a bit as both 

Ixin and the Naganatine looked at him oddly, but he felt a strange feeling growing in his mind, a 

strange sensation tickling through his body as he slowly rose his arm… and then he winced 

before his jaw fell open as he felt a power flow through him and out of him, like he was merely a 

sieve that water was running through, like something else was powering both it and him for a 

moment as the whole room took on a strange, purple glow. 

Slowly, dirt and rock lifted up and returned to the cracks and damage in the wall, as burnt 

and broken metal girders twisted themselves back into shape and ash and char whispered as they 

vanished into the air. Dents popped back out as if hammered from the inside, and gears and cogs 

and bars and wires floated through the air to lock together back into position; heavier girders and 

larger metal pipes waited their turn patiently, and then slowly floated up and locked into position 

where they had been before. 

Tables popped up and repaired themselves, as beakers floated back into their original 

positions and the potions Ixin had wiped up floated out of the sinks and strained themselves out 

of rags and towels to return to their vials and glass bottles, and books rearranged themselves on 

the shelves as pages floated up and into them; even cobwebs returned to their cozy homes in the 

upper shelves, attached between book and wood as Ixin and Sin continued to gape and Zerrex 

felt his energy starting to drain just as the glow began to fade, focusing now only around the 

center of the room as the last of the complex machinery and girders snapped into position. And 

finally, the glow vanished, and Zerrex fell back on his ass, panting quietly as blood ran from his 

eyes and muzzle, and the Princess whispered inside his mind: Don‟t think this is all for you. I 

help you… and you help me. 

Zerrex didn‟t reply to that, but he felt the Princess fading out of his mind anyway… and 

he looked stupidly up as Ixin gaped and walked around the room, examining the white center 

cell: the Drakkaren could see now that the mage had built it so that it was shaped almost like a 

ribcage, but the lowest „rib‟s seemed capable of swinging open so a person could step inside it, 

where there were three round, massive rings surrounding a central chair that was suspended 

somehow in the middle of the device. Then he looked at Sin as she extended a hand, and he took 

it and let her help him up to his feet, swaying slowly on them before he held up a finger as Sin 

opened her mouth, smiled apologetically, then leaned away from her and vomited blood. 

“Oh fuck, you go and clean up my lab and then you mess the whole fucking place up.” 

Ixin said disgustedly, as the Drakkaren vomited bile again and Sin winced, holding on to him so 

he wouldn‟t fall over. The mage walked over to a table, muttering and rolling his eyes as the 

Drakkaren began to shudder violently, looking pale, and then he picked up a vial and mixed it 

into a beaker before walking over to Zerrex. 

He stepped quickly back when Zerrex puked a third time, a disgusting mess that Ixin 

didn‟t even want to look at, and when the Drakkaren looked up with a miserable expression on 

his face, Ixin grabbed his muzzle, jerked it open, and poured the concoction inside. Immediately, 

Zerrex‟s eyes bulged at the horrendous taste, but Ixin held his muzzle closed and jerked his head 

back, and the Drakkaren swallowed after a moment before he moaned dumbly at the feeling of 

swallowing back more than just potion. 



It made him want to vomit again… but after a few moments, his stomach slowly settled, 

and he breathed softly as Ixin walked away and Sin cast several powerful cleansing spells that 

made Zerrex‟s scales and nostrils burn, getting rid of at least most of the puke. She gently rubbed 

his back, looking at him apologetically as she said softly: “I can‟t heal you right now… I‟m 

drained after dealing with the gargoyles.” 

“I thought they were devils.” the Drakkaren said slowly, his voice thick and his head 

tingling. He looked stupidly at Sin, and she smiled and nodded before the reptile slapped his 

forehead, mumbling: “Right. Some gargoyle breeds aren‟t constructs, they‟re… right.” He 

stopped, then he added loudly: “Thanks, Ixin. I feel a lot better.” 

“Good!” Ixin called from inside the device he‟d built, tinkering with something on the 

floor before he finally stood and left, looking at the Drakkaren thoughtfully as he watched Sin 

gently help him remove the armlet he was wearing. “Where‟d you get that level of reality 

control?” 

“The Princess…” Zerrex said tiredly, shaking his head slowly. “She‟s inside me, 

remember? She‟s trying to barter her way to life by sharing her abilities with me.” 

Ixin frowned at this, then he slowly paced back and forth as Sin gently massaged the 

Drakkaren‟s back… before the mage finally looked at the reptile and said quietly: “We went 

over what that machine would do to you. How you might lose yourself to the power of 

Mephistopheles… but I didn‟t think about the Princess. She will almost surely try to seize 

control if we put you in there, you realize, and she‟ll be able to do a fuck of a lot more than just 

raw power looking for an outlet could.” 

The Drakkaren sighed at this, rolling his eyes. “Like something horrible isn‟t going to 

happen anyway. Let‟s just put me in there and get this over with now. I mean, I‟m in the perfect 

condition for it right now anyway… grouchy,  exhausted, low on energy.” He looked from Ixin 

to Sin, smiling a bit as he patted his bare abdominals. “And I‟m pretty much naked.” 

“Uh. No.” Ixin said mildly, and Sin nodded, making a noise of agreement even though 

she blushed when Zerrex looked at her. “Yeah, we put you in now, and sure, maybe it‟ll be for 

the better. But if you end up turning mortal – again, big, big, big chance of that happening – you 

will uh. Exquisite is the only word that comes to mind to tell you how much pain you‟re going to 

be in, except I really doubt you‟re going to enjoy it at all.”  

The mage crossed his arms with a huff, and then Zerrex held up a hand and asked mildly: 

“Who here is High King?” A pause, and then he put his down and crossed his arms, ordering 

flatly: “We‟re doing this. Now.” 

Ixin looked at him for a few long moments… and then he sighed and rolled his eyes, 

grabbing at his skull and hissing like a teakettle in frustration as he stomped his feet and threw a 

temper tantrum. Then Zerrex looked over at Sin, who was looking down quietly… and he gently 

stroked under her chin, saying softly: “Whatever happens, these are my orders. I need Priest to 

repair my armlet… I need Cherry to help prepare the Emergency Response Teams… and I need 

you not to worry about me. If I do go into a long hibernation… put me in the Well at the bottom 

of your Tower. I think Ixin will agree to that much, at least.” 

The mage looked up at this, frowning, and Sin shook her head with a quiet laugh, saying 

softly: “I‟ll take care of everything, Lord Zerrex… and I‟ll… keep you safe, whatever happens.” 

She paused, looking embarrassed… and then she silently kissed his cheek before she took his 

arm and quietly helped him to his feet, murmuring: “I still disapprove. And I will still worry. 

Because I care about you, Zerrex.” 



“Yeah, and you‟re a real douchebag prick sometimes.” Ixin added vehemently, and then 

he huffed when the Drakkaren gave him a sour look. “What, you totally are and I think you know 

that, you asshole.” 

The lizard finally grunted and shrugged as the mage opened the lower „ribs‟ of the cage, 

and he looked up at the chair suspended in midair before saying finally: “I uh. I don‟t think I‟m 

going to be able to get up there by myself.” 

“Here, Lord Zerrex.” Sin said with soft amusement after a moment, and she waved a 

hand, three small platforms of silvery metal forming in front of the Drakkaren. Zerrex smiled a 

bit to her after a moment, and then he stepped carefully up them with her still tenderly holding 

onto his hand, letting go only as he turned around and sat down in the plain steel seat. 

He grasped the arms, then winced when manacles clamped over both his wrists and 

ankles, before several belts of metal snaked their way across his chest and jerked him firmly 

back against the chair to hold him tightly in place. He looked at Ixin flatly, and the mage held up 

a hand, saying clearly: “Hey, those totally aren‟t just for show. You‟re gonna just wish they were 

real soon. And uh, Sin, you might wanna back out of there, I‟m gonna start the draining process 

and if two people are in there, things are going to get real ugly.” 

The Naganatine nodded, hesitating a moment as she looked up at Zerrex, and then she 

finally stepped out and carefully closed the bottom „ribs,‟ and Ixin looked up through the girders 

and pointed at something, and Sin nodded, heading around the device as Ixin said mildly up at 

him. “Seriously, dude, if you wanna back out of this now, go ahead and say so. I totally won‟t 

think any less of you. And… I might even be a little relieved. „Cause otherwise this is going to 

hurt a lot.” 

“Well, I can‟t have that now.” the Drakkaren said blithely, and Ixin rolled his eyes with a 

grumble before the mage pulled out his flute, and the reptile frowned a bit at this, but before he 

could say anything, the Immortal began to play a haunting, slow melody, and Zerrex felt his 

body weakening as it became hard to concentrate on anything. 

He let his mind become fuzzy, his thoughts spiraling out as he dropped his head 

forwards, not even noticing when Ixin stopped playing and left the room. He sat there drowsily 

for a few moments, and failed to also notice the blue light that began sparking around the „ribs‟ 

of the cage or the rings staring to gyrate around the chair. 

Zerrex came back to reality when a painful burning seared over his scales, and he looked 

up stupidly before his eyes bulged as agony tore at his form, body arching against the restraints 

as he felt like his insides were being siphoned out… and then he clenched his eyes shut as the 

light inside the cage became bright enough to scorch his vision, before he let out a long howl of 

agony as the burning sensation and the siphoning feeling both rapidly grew, a horrible whistling 

filling his ears as the rings spun in a blur around him, lightning crackling over the cage of the 

machine as it glowed with white and blue light.  

And just as quickly as it started, it stopped… and Zerrex was left staring for a moment, 

panting hard in and out as he trembled in the restraints before he simply slumped and fainted. 

The darkness that covered his senses, however, was not total for long… and he shuddered 

violently as he felt himself passing in and out of consciousness, vision and feeling fading in and 

out but the pain chasing him to the very edge of the deepest shadows, always making itself 

known, always making itself there. 

He heard murmurs and half-saw shapes he barely registered above, felt them move him 

around but didn‟t feel them plug needles into his arm: he didn‟t know how he recognized 

someone had put an IV and some other scary things into him, he just knew it. A shudder ran 



through him, and the reptile groaned, dropping his head back, as someone‟s voice echoed: “Can‟t 

you do something about this?” 

“I am!” argued Ixin angrily, clear through even the haze, and then everything simply 

blanked out… and the next thing Zerrex knew, he was laying sprawled-out in an ugly metal 

hallway in his mind, cables and broken piping hanging from the ceiling and steam hissing out 

steel pipes along the walls. Rust-colored water dribbled from a few of these, and as the 

Drakkaren slowly climbed up to his feet, he looked down to see the floor he was walking on had 

barred grates in it every few meters… and there were hands locked around many of these bars as 

discordant groans and pleas rang throughout the hallway. 

The reptile looked over his shoulder to see that the passage behind him had collapsed… 

and then he looked ahead, watching as steel pressure doors sparked occasionally as the pair 

slowly opened and closed, opened and closed, something obviously caught in the mechanism. He 

examined these for a few moments, and then he shook his head as he walked around the grates, 

looking down to see eyes of people insane, furious, mournful, and all of the above trapped inside 

them. 

He walked in front of the pressure doors, reaching up to part them… and then the grating 

beneath his feet snapped and the Drakkaren fell into a vent instead, grunting as he landed on his 

back before he skidded down and out into a white room made of bone, where the few pieces of 

vegetation had become drained and dead. The Princess examined Zerrex with a smile on her 

ugly, scarred face and her mask in her lap, looking over him as she said softly: “We have a deal, 

Lord Zerrex… my power… for my life. But the only way I can live… is if you die. All your 

energy has been drained, and obviously you can‟t continue to sustain us both… but while you are 

tired and weak, I am strong and ready to continue to endure.” 

“Don‟t kid yourself.” Zerrex said softly, and the Princess frowned at him before the 

Drakkaren glanced down at his hands, then he gestured at the dead vines covering the skull 

wall… and the vines trembled before they twisted and grew, springing back into life as she 

looked disgusted, leaning away in her throne from them as they crawled slowly down the wall. 

“This is my reality, not yours… you already tried this before, and…” 

Zerrex frowned a bit as he began to get lightheaded, and now the Princess looked more 

sure of herself, as she replied silkily: “Feel something strange, Lord Zerrex? It‟s not me this 

time, so you can‟t stop it… this time, outside sources are accidentally making this even easier for 

me. You see, whenever you go wandering your own mind, it creates a state of increased activity 

in your brain… and right now, that idiot mortal mage Ashcroft Ixin is trying to shut down all 

your brain activity, thinking that will keep me from accessing it.” 

The Princess stood up, bringing her mask to her face and settling it on as she continued 

softly: “You still don‟t have the strength or the energy to actually use my abilities, so I have no 

need to fear any violent reprisals from you while I take this opportunity to kill you… already, 

you‟re weakening so quickly that…” She paused, then her green eyes sparkled as she saw the 

space Zerrex had occupied last was empty, asking with soft, playful disappointment: “Now, you 

didn‟t think that would work, did you?” 

She spun around and caught Zerrex by the throat when he lunged at her, and the 

Drakkaren choked and gagged as she squeezed down on his throat, grabbing her wrist before he 

looked up at her weakly and said finally: “Nope.” 

The Princess frowned… and then Zerrex created a blade of energy in his hand before he 

slashed it hard downwards as it glowed white, and the Princess screamed like a banshee as her 

hand was cut off at the wrist. She grasped at it with her other hand, looking furious as Zerrex 



landed with a grunt and staggered… and then she simply blasted him across the room with a 

telekinetic glare, sending him crashing into a wall before she lifted up her throne with her mind, 

snarling: “You always have to make things so difficult!” 

Zerrex stood with a grunt, feeling his energy inside his body flickering and his mind 

softening, tiring… before the throne smashed into him and struck him hard enough to send him 

crashing through the skeletal wall behind him. He landed heavily on his back, dazed and stupid, 

looking up at… green and blue and… sunlight? 

He gaped as he looked back and forth, surrounded by ferns, foliage and trees that were all 

vibrant, beautiful greens, and high, high above past the treetops, the reptile could see a blue, 

clear sky, light shining clearly through the thick, long leaves and a few animal sounds reaching 

his ears as he felt the soil beneath his toe-claws… and then he looked dumbly at the ivy-covered 

dome of bone as it trembled, the Princess yelling furiously inside the dome before the 

Drakkaren‟s eyes rolled up in the back of his head and he fell on his back as a sudden wave of 

weakness came over his body. 

From the forest in his mind, vines slowly whispered out and wrapped around the 

reptile… and these gently lifted him off the ground and carried him into the treetops, where ferns 

and great large leaves fanned over him as they pulled him towards a safe hiding place to nestle 

inside the trunk of a great ancient tree. And on the ground, the Princess was now stomping 

through the forest, her hand reattached to her wrist, but she was still clutching it as she cursed 

and burned her way through the jungle as if it was a diseased place, shuddering with loathing at 

every leaf that brushed her as she nonetheless forced herself to leave her collapsing dome on a 

wild chase after the Drakkaren, knowing that to survive, she had to kill him. 

But Zerrex was safe in a place she‟d never look… and when she tried to reach out with 

her mind, the plants and the entire jungle felt like the Drakkaren‟s mind, were full of thoughts 

that immediately lashed out at her… and even with her abilities, she couldn‟t hope to burn down 

the mental jungle. She was hopeless… and soon, hopelessly lost, her burnt trail vanished behind 

her as the trees and plants shifted themselves around, and her screams of outrage echoing 

through the jungle. 

Zerrex, on the other hand, was dreaming, both of strange, twisted things, and things he 

pulled somehow out of reality: he dreamt of running from a terrible monster, and of Loki 

returning to Valhalla to try and find a way to honor his father‟s death; he dreamt of dancing with 

his family, and of Sin murmuring that the transfer was done, as she pulled a tube out of her arm 

that was attached into his own; he dreamt of flying up towards the light, and of being locked up 

and pushed slowly down into a well full of darkness, as his Iuratus all stood at the ready, Cherry 

whispering to him about how she loved him before she pushed him gently down, down, down… 

And then he was standing on a massive stone bridge above a pit of terrible darkness, and 

although there was a bright sky above, the light couldn‟t penetrate into here. Zerrex looked at the 

two statues that adorned this end of the bridge – one of Mephistopheles, and one of the Princess 

– and he couldn‟t tell why, before he looked across the bridge to a tall island that seemed to float 

above the pit… and he saw one of himself, larger than the others but with less decoration, yet 

imposing nonetheless for more reasons than mere size. 

He strode out onto the stone bridge, his demonic eyes adjusting… and then Ravenlight 

appeared beside him out of nowhere, sipping at a mug of coffee and looking exhausted, but 

dressed in his full battle armor and neat and polished as always, the younger, handsomer 

Drakkaren saying mildly as he brushed at his hair with his other hand: “Fucking Centrifuge took 

a lot out of me.” 



“Well, I‟m glad you didn‟t die. Life just wouldn‟t be the same without you in my head.” 

Zerrex replied dryly, and he wasn‟t entirely sure if he was being sarcastic or not, as they walked 

side-by-side down the bridge, the reptile‟s hands behind his back as the evil version of him 

sipped from his mug, dragging his feet and barely managing a retort besides raising his middle 

finger at Zerrex in mid-sip. “You look a little retarded for a supervillain.” 

“You look a little retarded for a retard.” Ravenlight rejoined, and then he yawned loudly 

and stretched out, and the Drakkaren frowned, pausing for a moment as he watched dark energy 

stream off Ravenlight before he cursed under his breath and shook himself violently, and a puff 

of smoke came off him and his body flickered once before solidifying. “Fuck… my… goddamn. 

Ixin is going to suffer, I swear it…” 

“I think Ixin suffers every day, really… not allowed to go to the mortal realm, not 

allowed to see any of his descendants other than Raze, always smiling and laughing…” Zerrex 

said meditatively, and Ravenlight mumbled something before the Drakkaren shot him a look, as 

they neared the end of the bridge. “Hey, just pointing out some people are already in far worse 

pain than even we could ever put them through.” 

Ravenlight disagreed with this by grunting again, and then he halted at the end of the 

bridge, pointing at the huge statue, and Zerrex followed his finger to see the large cracks 

throughout it as he said mildly: “This used to look a lot different… in fact, this used to look like 

this.” 

He snapped his fingers, and a moment later, a statue of a massive, monstrous Zerrex in 

full demonic glory was standing there instead. The reptile looked at this sourly for a moment, 

and then he leaned over to Ravenlight and asked: “How about we go with a fountain instead? Or 

maybe even a modernist sculpture. I actually really like those neat ones where they twist all the 

girders around… or hey, I know, a tribute to the Demon War, a statue of a Black Hole being held 

up on the backs of mortals, angels, and demons, how about that?” 

The evil version of him closed his eyes and breathed slowly, and then he opened them 

and glared at Zerrex darkly, saying flatly: “How about you shut the hell up? Now look at that.” 

Ravenlight pointed at the bottom of the statue now as it returned to the previous form, 

and Zerrex frowned a bit as he saw a set of stairs leading down to a plain metal door with an eye 

scanner next to it. The Drakkaren looked at him curiously, and Ravenlight smiled grimly, 

explaining: “All your demonic characteristics have receded, including the powers of 

Mephistopheles, while you‟ve entered hibernation. From what I‟ve gathered, since I can at least 

snoop on your senses even while you‟re out cold to know if I‟ve got to take over and get the 

fucking job done, you‟ve been put into hibernation and you‟re in the Well, and they finished a 

month‟s worth of transferring energy into you. Everything that the Lucifer‟s Eye did to you has 

been removed, siphoned out, separated off, and put into storage somewhere… and now your 

demonic characteristics are going to start to emerge, some for the first time. 

“But you aren‟t a mortal right now, either… you‟re… something in between.” Ravenlight 

paused meditatively, tapping a finger at his muzzle slowly. “And maybe it was because of the 

Princess‟s interference and her reality-control, but now it looks like you can alter what you truly 

wish to become in that chamber, add and subtract demonic characteristics or… I‟m not sure. 

Something special, that‟s all I know…” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, frowning, and then he asked quietly: “How did you find all this? 

And why exactly are you bringing me here?” 

Ravenlight sipped at his coffee again… and then he tossed the mug over the bridge, 

sending it plummeting into darkness as he looked at Zerrex with a hand resting on one of the 



twin .52s holstered at the front of his belt, looking across at the Drakkaren with mild 

entertainment. “Now I thought that would just be obvious. You see, Zerrex, I‟m left to prowl 

your mind while you have fun playing around with the physical body. I get to wander in and out 

of your consciousness and subconscious all day, but I never really get a chance at the controls… 

so I know when something changes in your mind, and unlike Good or Cold, I don‟t feel guilty 

about bringing you here to fucking fix it, because it‟s your goddamn mind.  

“See, what I figure, anyway, is that despite all your goodness and more annoyingly, your 

rightness, you, like everyone else, will look at all the pretty controls and say: „one more won‟t 

hurt.‟” Ravenlight grinned at him, and Zerrex narrowed his eyes as the Drakkaren turned away, 

throwing his arms out. “You, despite your preaching, will go right on ahead and make yourself 

as powerful as possible… and you‟ll reason it all away, but in the end, it‟s cause baby, I‟m 

locked and loaded into your fucking brain.” 

Ravenlight spun around, pushing a finger against Zerrex‟s forehead as he leaned in close, 

saying darkly: “And if you don‟t power yourself up, you‟re just stupid. Because believe you me, 

I get to replay your memories like movies, so while you might have forgotten the battles in the 

past and how narrow your ass escaped, I sure as shit haven‟t. It‟s a push, Zerrex… and you‟re 

going to have to become as close to Father was as you can if you want even a hope of surviving.” 

Zerrex snarled at this, and he shoved Ravenlight hard… and the armored lizard laughed 

as he staggered backwards before tripping over the edge and falling into the darkness, and Zerrex 

winced as he stepped forwards and looked carefully over the edge… but Ravenlight was gone, 

and the lizard made a disgusted face before he shook his head slowly and walked towards the hot 

the statue stood on top of, descending the stairs and punching in the eye scanner when it beeped 

at him and asked for recognition out of sheer frustration. 

It hissed and sparked, then the door fizzled, and the reptile rubbed his head 

embarrassedly, wishing he could take back the childish maneuver but at the same time glad… his 

lashing out may have cost him, but now he couldn‟t get inside and tamper with things… and then 

he stared when the electronic door slid open anyway, and he slapped his forehead before he 

sighed and entered… and immediately it snapped shut, leaving the reptile in a hexagonal room lit 

only by the ghostly glow of monitors that lined the walls of the room, several more hanging from 

the ceiling above on an angle and three monitors forming an interior cubicle inside the center of 

the room, likely a control chamber of some sort. 

Before he could step too far inside, a device of some kind lowered from the ceiling with a 

whirr and created a holographic projection, and Zerrex found himself staring at Markus Requiem 

Narrius. The gigantic reptile was covered in enormous musculature, his body powerful but his 

features calm, cultured, and intelligent. The two gazed at each other, and then the projection of 

Requiem said softly: “In order to attain control, we must relinquish it: the harder we grip into 

something, after all, the greater the chance our own grip will break it… and if we let go entirely, 

often what we have been searching for finds us instead. Control and power both require a gentle 

grip to maintain… and more importantly, wisdom to keep and endure even when we are shaken 

to the core. 

“If there is no trial, there is no reward: if there is no test, then what is the point to 

happiness? Pleasure without meaning is only another form of manipulation, of desensitization, of 

weakening people: but to tempt someone after teaching them meaning, and to have them resist, 

then both student and pupil are rewarded in ways that the average person will not understand 

entirely. 



“Zerrex… you know I‟m not here, you know that this… recording, is but messages of 

your perception of Requiem, woven together by thought-strings into data.” the image continued 

softly, and the Drakkaren felt sadness run through his senses, as he nodded quietly. The image 

seemed to watch him for a few moments, and then it said softly: “But that makes this message… 

my message… no less true. These machines behind you will give you total control over what you 

become. They alter reality: they are designs of the Princess, but she is lost and alone in the 

wilderness right now, unable to find her way back to the security of her tumor in your soul. She 

will die soon, and there will be no grand climax or great story behind it: she has simply spent too 

much time outside of the environment for herself, and become too fearful, let her emotions 

cripple her senses and her faith… and in the end, aren‟t souls only faith given substance?” The 

holographic Requiem smiled a bit, then he urged softly: “Turn around. Do not fear. Do not 

hesitate. Remember… a gentle grip.” 

And the holographic image vanished… and Zerrex frowned before he looked over his 

shoulder, then back into the room. He wanted to turn around, to believe, but instead, he walked 

quietly into the room, closing his eyes as he rubbed a hand over the machines, gazing at the 

monitors… and there were controls that modified abilities, designer bodies programmed and 

waiting to be activated, corruption level indicators and so many other things… and then Zerrex 

stopped in front of one of the larger monitors at the back of the room, reaching up to touch a 

structural layout of his body before he whispered: “Am I just a machine to her?” 

And he knew the answer to that: it was yes. He looked around at the machines, and then 

he staggered backwards, shaking his head dumbly before he hit the back of one of the central 

monitors, and he spun around and grabbed it with a snarl, yanking it off the small cement wall 

and throwing it across the room to crash into a set of levers and switches, and then he created a 

sphere of energy before throwing it hard across the room. It crashed into a bank of computers, 

and they went up in a gout of flames as red lights began to flash and a claxon went off, even as 

the Princess‟s voice filled the room in an interested drone: “Journal Entry 22-7-22-1. I‟ve been 

researching a strange trait in this reptile that I hadn‟t considered before… the high-energy 

content of his body. With the right tools and circumstances, his form could be reshaped into 

anything, thanks to the fact his organic composition has a less-dense mass than your standard 

organic creature… but it would still be difficult due to the fact he is not wholly energy…” 

“Shut up.” Zerrex snarled desperately, looking back and forth before he ran out of the 

room, and he fell over on the stairs with a grunt, landing on his chest splayed like a fallen child 

for a moment before he crawled to his feet, shaking his head slowly as he rubbed at it. His skull 

ached, and he felt terrible trembles running through his body, as his breath whooshed in and 

out… and then he finally got slowly to his feet and climbed the last of the stairs, feeling 

embarrassed about his panic attack but putting it down to… well… whatever the hell‟s 

happening to me… dude, Ravenlight is going to be pissed… 

The reptile stepped out onto the bridge… and then something groaned and creaked 

behind him, before the Drakkaren looked over his shoulder in shock to see the statue of him step 

slowly down from the hut. It did not breathe, its eyes did not glow, it did not yell or snarl… and 

somehow, the soulless emotionlessness of the statue made it all the more terrifying, as Zerrex 

immediately turned and sprinted away, but the cracked stone statue behind him was far larger, 

and when it moved, a single footstep covered a terrible distance. 

Its huge strides moved over Zerrex, and he skidded to a halt as the stone statue turned 

around… and when it spun, its tail collided with the statue of Mephistopheles, and both it and the 



tail of the Drakkaren statue shattered into brittle stone. Zerrex winced… and then he stared when 

the Zerrex-statue reached out and tore the top half off the Princess statue. “Hey, now, wait-” 

The construct threw the broken upper half of the Princess statue at him, and Zerrex leapt 

over it, flailing his limbs awkwardly as it scratched his belly as it passed beneath him before it 

shattered on the edge of the bridge… and the Drakkaren cursed under his breath before the statue 

reached out to tear another chunk of the statue up. As it did so, the reptile looked back and forth 

before his eyes settled on a broken cement chunk, and he picked this up before he threw it hard at 

the statue‟s face. 

It shattered in part of the cheek and eye, but the statue evidently cared little as it rose the 

stone chunk above its head… and Zerrex snarled before he picked up a barrel-sized piece of 

debris himself and threw this at it, this time hitting the  wrist. It shattered, chunks of rock hailing 

down as the statue looked up, and then the broken lower half of the Princess fell on top of it, 

shattering its head in and knocking it off balance, and the huge, broken statue of Zerrex 

staggered before it fell off the bridge and plummeted into the darkness below. 

Zerrex let out a sigh of relief… and then he winced as reality slowly began to turn white 

around him, dissolving and leaving him standing for a moment in nothingness as he heard a slow 

clapping… and slowly, he turned around to see Ravenlight, the male looking disgusted as he said 

darkly: “Now you‟ve really gone and fucked us all to hell.” 

Zerrex snorted, but he didn‟t respond… and immediately, Ravenlight leapt to his feet, 

shouting angrily: “Don‟t you get it? We need more power! Power, to crush our enemies with! 

Power, to dominate Hell with! Power, power, power, we want it, we need it, we deserve it, 

goddammit, with everything we‟ve been through, with who our father is!” 

“Our father who art in Heaven.” Zerrex said ironically, the beginning of an old Unity 

prayer, and instantly Ravenlight had one of handguns drawn and shoved into his forehead… and 

Zerrex only grinned, asking him darkly: “What are you going to do, Raves? You know you can‟t 

kill me. And you still don‟t understand what true strength is.” 

Ravenlight snarled, his eye twitching… and then he clenched them shut for a moment, 

and Zerrex immediately swept a hand up to grab the handgun by the barrel, Ravenlight looking 

surprised before he yelped when Zerrex drove his other hand into his wrist, nearly snapping it 

and forcing his darker side to release the gun and quickly back away before the reptile speedily 

disassembled the .52 magnum, looking with distaste across at the snarling male who was 

cradling his wrist. “You get way too complacent sometimes, Ravenlight. And you‟re way too 

fond of your big, clown-like faces. Now get lost. Real strength isn‟t just power… real strength 

takes a lot of things.” 

He dropped the slide and tossed the handle away, and Ravenlight snorted before skulking 

slowly away, and bit-by-bit, a forest faded in around the reptile, and he yawned and stretched, 

looking around in surprise before he stepped forwards… and then quickly brought his foot back 

as he heard something groan in protest. He looked down to see something rusty and faded, and 

then carefully reached down, picking it up… and he found himself holding the Princess‟s golden 

mask, except now it was faded and damaged instead of perfect and beautiful, covered in 

splotches of decay and moss. 

He brushed at it absently, then held it against his chest as he carefully looked back and 

forth around the area… and in only a few minutes, he found the Princess… or what remained of 

her. And just as Requiem had said, she had died, her scales now whitish and her dress tattered 

and ruined… and the expression on her mossy, half-decayed features was one of stupid 

frustration. Zerrex looked at her for a few moments, and then he smiled a bit as he quietly fitted 



her mask back over her scarred face and patted it gently, murmuring softly: “None of us can run 

for long, Goddess… none of us, not the lowliest worm to the highest of gods. But maybe you‟ll 

find peace in death… maybe we all get to find peace when we… I dunno, go on to what might be 

next, or just break down and dissolve. You aren‟t my enemy anymore, though… and… much as 

I hate you, I want to thank you now, too, for letting me have some of your abilities. I hope one 

day I‟ll master them, because you really were one of the strongest beings I‟ve ever fought… 

although you were also one of the cruelest, and stupid for all your wisdom. But listen to me 

ramble on…” Zerrex laughed a bit, and then he straightened and cracked his back, looking down 

at her vine-covered corpse. “Sleep now.” 

And as the Drakkaren turned away, her body and mask both slowly dissolved into 

nothingness, the plants on her form trembling a bit as they sank down into new homes on new 

places, and Zerrex walked slowly away, lowering his head in thought and not even noticing as 

the forest turned to darkness around him, or the changes that went over his body before he 

looked up in only the mildest of surprise as he found himself standing now inside a shrine of 

some kind, a large pool in the center of the circular room reflecting a crest he half-recognized on 

the ceiling, making Zerrex wonder what secrets his mind had in store for him. 

The floor surrounding the pool was tiled stone, and huge pillars with statues of various 

magical beasts twisting around them held up the huge dome roof. They were evenly spaced, 

some eight or nine around the circular building, and Zerrex could see between them out into the 

shadows… and the reptile realized after a moment that he could see outside for miles upon miles.  

He smiled a bit, and then he slowly walked over to the pool, and he gazed down in it… 

before he looked at himself in surprise, touching his face quietly. His scales were smooth and his 

eyes were bright, his scars gone… and then he looked up in surprise to see another version of 

himself sitting cross-legged across the pool with a flute, looking at him with a warm smile as he 

said softly: “Sit with me, Conscious Walker. I‟d like to sing you a song.” 

“Can you tell me what happened first, Good?” Zerrex asked softly, and the aptly-named 

version of him smiled and nodded, patting the space beside him. Carefully, Zerrex walked over 

to him, rubbing at his now-smooth scales over his chest and then looking at his arm, but it was 

bare of the tattoo that had made so many people resent him over the years. 

Good was a bit smaller than him, and visibly more cheerful, this side of his personality 

bright and positive and rarely seen by Zerrex: usually the only part of his mind that manifested 

itself and tried to communicate with him was Ravenlight, the darker part. The Drakkaren looked 

at him for a few moments, and Good gazed back before he cleared his throat and recited in a 

slow, careful voice: “Remember my darling, never you change… not morning noon or day… for 

always will I love your dearly… you‟re perfect in every way.” 

“S-stop.” Zerrex rose a hand, and Good looked surprised as the Drakkaren lowered his 

head, murmuring softly: “Allie. That was… a poem I recited for her once. I tried my damndest to 

write a good one, but…” 

“It was good.” Good said emphatically, and then he reached up and gently patted him on 

the shoulder, saying softly: “And don‟t you remember her saying that back to you?” 

“What does that have to do with anything?” Zerrex asked weakly, stricken by the words 

he had just heard and the memories they awoke… memories of great happiness and great sorrow. 

“Come on, Good, usually it‟s Ravenlight who tortures me.” 

“Shush now. Think about it.” Good urged, and Zerrex lowered his head, closing his 

eyes… and then he finally sighed and looked up at him dumbly, and Good shrugged a bit, saying 

softly: “Your new demonic characteristics are settling in… think of it as… an upgrade. But for 



every one that does will come a new temptation with it… I just thought I‟d let you remember that 

even if you gain the ability to hide those scars… you shouldn‟t. Be proud to be you, Conscious 

Walker… even if you hate yourself, which you really shouldn‟t, because I don‟t hate you.” 

Good gently nudged Zerrex‟s muzzle with his fist, and the reptile smiled a bit, closing his 

eyes for a moment… and when he opened them, Good was gone. The Drakkaren looked back 

and forth… and then he sighed, lowering his head in confusion as he rubbed his hands through 

his ragged white hair, gazing down at the pool… and his features, in front of his eyes, went from 

young back to old, the scars slowly settling back over his body, crawling with a tingle their way 

back onto his chest and face as he murmured softly: “I just can‟t escape who I really am.” 

Zerrex sat for a while, thinking… and then he waited for something to happen. When 

nothing did, he was almost disappointed, and he stood up and tried to leave… but the cliffs were 

steep, and the reptile wasn‟t ready yet to try flinging himself to his death. He poked the pool, 

tapped some of the animal sculptures, wished himself away, and then finally took off his clothes 

and jumped into the water… but as he bathed and washed the grime off his body and out of his 

hair – imagine, getting dirty in your own goddamn head – nothing continued to happen… and 

even when he tried concentrating really hard, he found himself still in the same place, which 

made him wonder if he had entered reality at some point and simply become delusional. 

Eventually, Zerrex crawled out of the pool and laid on his back, nude and tired, one hand 

on his chest and the other splayed out as he let the air dry his body… and then his eyes slowly 

closed, and before he knew it, he started to feel too tired to keep his mind together… and 

moments later, he was fast asleep once more. 

When the Drakkaren awoke, he was on his back in a field, a sky that reminded him of 

Hell swirling above him… and slowly, he sat up to find Ravenlight squatting nearby, looking at 

him with disapproval as he played his fingers through the tall grasses. “I think it‟s time for you to 

wake up. But first… I want to know what kind of demon you are?” 

“Gee, you better use a Scan spell on me from your white magic ability list.” Zerrex 

snapped irritably, and Ravenlight glowered at him as the reptile rubbed at his aching skull. He 

guessed all these little mental side trips were wearing quickly on him, combined with everything 

else he was going through, and then he said darkly: “Ravenlight, I can‟t just magically tell you 

what I am, when I don‟t even know if I‟m a real demon or not anymore. Nor can I show you 

inside my own mind until I‟ve actually seen myself in real reality what the hell I am. This ain‟t 

reality. Besides, I thought you were… magical… I can see into your mind guy.” 

“Don‟t you get it?” Ravenlight threw his arms out in frustration, and then he stood up, 

motioning angrily around at the fields. “For once in your life, don‟t just roll with things, stop and 

think about what you can actually do! Look around, think about all these environments you‟ve 

been going through… don‟t you see? Zerrex, think. This hasn‟t been like your other mental trips, 

with one of us trying to kill you… you, for once, are actually in control of your own mind, of this 

cracked and twisted world you call a brain, and what do you think that means you can do?”  

“I can‟t seem to make you go away.”Zerrex retorted automatically, but he was already 

frowning in thought as he looked at Ravenlight, who sighed and rolled his eyes sourly. “But 

wait… you mean… like a lucid dreamer? Like I‟m controlling my reality inside my 

subconscious?” 

“Instead of letting us, your subconscious, control you. Don‟t you feel different? Doesn‟t 

everything seem different to you?”  the dark version of him asked, looking sourly entertained, 

and the reptile rubbed at his muzzle slowly as he looked down in thought, trying to concentrate 

through the faint haze that felt like it was tickling through his mind. For a moment, he only 



looked at Ravenlight… and then he made a face when the evil version of him took aim at him 

with a snap-draw of one of the .52 handguns, saying thoughtfully: “But then again, maybe things 

only seem different from my angle, because I‟m the one who sees the effects… and I have to say, 

I‟m very interested in seeing just what happens if I-” 

Zerrex threw himself to the side, and Ravenlight twisted his magnum handgun sideways, 

pulling the trigger several times rapidly in succession and using the recoil to strafe the gun after 

the Drakkaren, rounds hammering into the ground behind the lizard before the reptile slammed a 

hand down into the earth and created a wall of rock, crouching behind this as several shots rang 

off the other side and Ravenlight shouted at him irritably: “Get out from behind there, I just want 

to see what happens if I put one or two bullets into you!” 

“Yeah, I‟m not that stupid, Ravenlight.” Zerrex muttered, then he created a sphere of 

energy between his hands before he carefully turned around and peered over the top of the wall, 

and then he yelped when Ravenlight shot him squarely between the eyes, knocking him flat on 

his back in a spray of blood. He landed sprawled on his back, the sphere of energy still glowing 

in one hand before the Drakkaren snarled and kicked back up to his feet, throwing it hard overtop 

the wall, and on the other side, Ravenlight had a moment to wince before it collided with him 

and exploded, sending him flying backwards before he vanished in a burst of dark smoke. 

“I guess I am that stupid.” Zerrex said dumbly, as he peered awkwardly over the wall and 

looked back and forth, wondering just what the hell had happened to Ravenlight… and then he 

put this aside for the moment as he rubbed slowly at his own skull, grumbling a bit under his 

breath about his stupid broken mind. He sighed after a moment, looking down at his bloody 

hand, and then he finally grumbled and poked at his forehead, glad to feel that at least it was 

healing before he paused and frowned, looking up as something flickered just along the edge of 

his field of vision. 

He followed the shape, frowning a bit as his eyes caught sight of something that flickered 

white and blue, and he immediately gave chase after it, running through the field and then down 

into a narrow canyon, raising a hand as the shape continued to move away,  calling out as his 

heart caught in his chest, the sensation of the shape so familiar and sad as he called: “Wait, 

please! Don‟t be scared!” 

He continued to run after the shape as it rounded a corner, and the Drakkaren barreled 

past it before he skidded to a halt, a female figure glowing faintly blue and white, mostly 

outlines… but his mind quickly filled in the details as he looked at her, throat going dry. As he 

stared at her as she leaned back against the wall of the canyon, he thought dumbly that at some 

point, he had probably absorbed maybe a bit of her energy without even knowing it… or maybe, 

just maybe, she had been following him all along: he‟d never seen any traces of her in Heaven or 

Hell, after all. 

Allie looked up at him and uncrossed her arms, then she reached up to touch his face 

gently, and he felt it so clearly, pushing his cheek into her palm… but when he reached out to 

grasp her shoulders, he grasped nothing, and she turned to only blue dust under his fingers. And 

then everything around him faded out to darkness, and the reptile threw his head back as he fell 

to his knees with a cry of pain and sorrow, clutching at his hair for a moment before he dropped 

his head forwards and clenched his eyes shut… and then moments later, his eyes snapped open 

as bubbles shot up past him, the Drakkaren saturated in some dark liquid that pulsed and 

thrummed around him, his body hitting the walls of the narrow chamber he was in as he shook 

violently back and forth before he propelled himself rapidly upwards, slamming his fists into the 



bottom of some kind of lid, claustrophobia sending him into a panic that overwhelmed his 

senses- 

And then the Drakkaren grabbed the lip of the hole and hauled himself upwards, 

coughing and spluttering as he slowly dragged himself out of the darkness-filled well, dark liquid 

dripping off him before a pair of strong hands grasped into his shoulders for a moment, pushing 

him back to a seated position before someone hugged him tightly and Cherry muttered: “Fuck, 

you‟re okay. Fucking hell, I was so goddamn worried about you, you prick.” 

“Cherry? You stink.” Zerrex said dumbly, and Cherry mumbled, and Zerrex pretended 

that she wasn‟t wiping at her eyes as they shifted a bit together, before finally they drew apart, 

looking at each other quietly for a few moments. 

Just as the reptile opened his mouth again, however, Cherry smacked him firmly on the 

skull with a fist, and the lizard yelped and grasped his skull as she shouted at him furiously, 

poking his chest firmly with every word: “How the fuck could you go and do something like 

that, asshole? Next time, at least let me know you‟re going to go and be stupid!” 

“Cherry, I would have honestly lost my nerve if I hadn‟t gone for it right away.” Zerrex 

said honestly, and Cherry sat back away from him, huffing and glowering before watching as the 

Drakkaren slowly stood up, and then Zerrex glanced down at himself, poking at his boxers 

before he mumbled: “Have I been wearing these for… how long?” 

“Just about nine years. I‟ve been very lonely and sulky.” Cherry pouted at him, wearing 

only a cloth wrap around her breasts and a plain loincloth, with sandals covering her feet. She 

looked back and forth, and Zerrex glanced up before he stared at Mist, Shine, Desire, and 

Cypress, the four Iuratus all hanging in the bleeding vents in the wall and runes glowing weakly 

on their arms and legs, cables hooked up to their necks attached into the floor and apparently 

connected into the Well as Cherry murmured after a moment: “Although maybe not as lonely as 

them, Boss. They‟ve been switching on and off with some of your other girls… Sin, Selena, hell, 

even Lily‟s been here, as well as sweet little Mercy and that blue chick. Some guys stopped in 

and added their own energies, too… Mahihko and Lone, of course, as well as Raze the jerk and 

Vampire the slut.” 

Zerrex nodded a bit, and then he walked over to Cypress, stroking a hand over her 

stomach before he looked over his shoulder at Cherry, and she grunted and put her hands in the 

lower middle of her back as she stretched, getting a crack after a moment and looking stupidly 

relieved, then she said mildly: “I wouldn‟t do that if I were you. Sin set „em up, so you know, 

they‟re probably complicated as shit.” She paused, then finally asked awkwardly, rubbing at the 

back of her head slowly. “You… you‟re better now, right?” 

“I… I think so.” Zerrex said softly, as he carefully shifted from one foot to the next, and 

then he looked down at his hand, examining it quietly before he looked up at Cherry, asking 

anxiously: “Do I… look the same to you?” 

Cherry looked over him, then she crossed her arms and grinned, tilting her head towards 

him. “Same big dumb expression on your face, same fucking lack of social skills, same ratty-ass 

hair and it‟s grown down to your ankles with how long it‟s been. You look like a fucking retard 

but yeah, that‟s about the same as ever.” 

“I hate you.” Zerrex said sourly, as he reached back and fumbled to try and tie his hair 

into a braid, but he got frustrated within moments and instead he threw his head back, shouting: 

“Sin!” 

Before he could even say her name completely, a portal opened and Sin shot out of it, 

running into the Drakkaren and hugging him tightly around the neck, her glammer vanishing as 



she clutched into him… and Zerrex blushed, his arms out to either side as he looked down at her 

before she gazed up at him with visible relief in her eyes, stroking his face quietly as she 

murmured: “Lord Zerrex, I… I‟m sorry.” She straightened, nodding to him and blushing quietly 

as she stepped back, lacing her fingers together in front of her lap as she gazed at him 

embarrassment. “I… it‟s… I was worried about you. I‟m very glad to see you‟re alright… but 

please, I‟d like to do a full physical examination. Perhaps you could meet me at the Ravenlight 

Estate… we‟ll do it privately in your room, I know you don‟t like causing a big fuss and I‟d like 

to check over your body before you endure too much stress… I‟ll just take care of this first.” 

Zerrex nodded after a moment, and then he stepped forwards and stroked Sin‟s cheek 

gently, kissing her forehead softly before he murmured quietly: “Thank you, Sin. I‟ll be waiting 

for you there, then… and thank you, for everything.” 

Sin smiled up at him quietly, and then Cherry created a portal and waited for the reptile, 

Zerrex nodding to her and stepping into his room to find it in haphazard disarray, and he turned a 

glower to Cherry as she stepped through, who coughed and rubbed at her head awkwardly with a 

bit of an embarrassed blush. “Hey, you know that either me or Selena was gonna set up shop in 

here, Boss… feel lucky it was me. It might be kinda messy but at least right now you don‟t have 

to worry about her tackling you and beating your face in.” 

“Have you ever thought about how selfish it is for me to have so many wives?” Zerrex 

asked her mildly, as he brushed crumbs off his bed with a distasteful look before he recited a 

cleansing spell… and he was glad to see that it worked, the various substances Cherry had 

tracked into the bed vanishing before he sat down on it. The female only shrugged amiably, 

however, and then the reptile looked at her flatly. “Seriously. Maybe I‟m just really vain. I‟m not 

even here most of the time, anyway.” 

“Yeah, but they all really care about you. It might be weird coming from me, but there‟s 

more to love than just sex.” Cherry responded after a moment with a wink, and Zerrex stared at 

her before she huffed and crossed her arms. “Well fuck you too. Seriously, though, don‟t be a 

tool. Lots of these people here love you… don‟t go spitting in the face of that, that‟s the kinda 

shit I pull and then regret later.” 

Zerrex grunted a bit, nodding after a moment, and then Cherry brightened after a moment 

before she walked over to the dresser, brushing several empty snack food bags and some thrown-

aside porn and clothes off before she held up a wooden box that had a vaguely-sticky look to it, 

and the reptile leaned away with distaste automatically before she opened it and pulled out his 

nanotech armlet. The Drakkaren blinked, then he smiled at the sight of it, and Cherry said 

cheerfully, as she handed the fully-repaired machine over to him: “Priest upgraded it since we all 

knew it‟d be a few years before you came back to the real world… you know, we didn‟t know 

how many, so he didn‟t do too much, but he still added what he could put on in a reasonable 

amount of time. Little bastard‟s got plenty of talent, I shit you not. It should be able to interface 

with machinery and shit better now, and he said something about including an auto-repair 

function… I mean, they are fucking nanomachines, they‟re supposed to be little robotic versions 

of god or some bullshit metaphor like that.” 

The Drakkaren rolled his eyes, but he understood what she meant: what made nanites so 

terrifying was the fact that they could be used for almost any purpose, even if a lot of what 

people theorized they could do was still mostly science fiction. He guessed that over the years, 

however, Priest had probably advanced the technology with both science and magic, and the 

nanotech armlet as it was now could have abilities Zerrex had never dreamed of… and to think, I 

just use the thing as a goddamn wardrobe. 



Before Zerrex could toy with it, however, a portal opened and Sin stepped through, 

gazing at the Drakkaren fondly. He put the armlet aside, and Sin glanced around the room with a 

bit of a wince before she looked at Cherry and asked her in a gentle voice: “Would you please 

leave while I examine Lord Zerrex, Lady Cherry? I think he may be more comfortable being able 

to tell others the results at his own leisure.” 

Cherry glared at her, but then Zerrex held up a hand and motioned at her to go, and she 

huffed before standing and nodding, pointing at him threateningly. “But hey, if I come across 

Lily or Selena, I‟m totally telling them what‟s up. In fact, maybe I‟ll just go and find them right 

now, and let them know you‟re just peachy-keen and getting your balls examined…” 

“Fine, stay if you want.” Zerrex rolled his eyes, making a face, and Cherry grinned 

triumphantly at this, crossing her arms before the Drakkaren added dryly: “That‟s supremely 

underhanded, by the way.” 

“You dig it.” Cherry said comfortably, and the reptile grunted in distaste before the 

demoness propped herself up on a dresser, watching as Sin guided him to a sitting position 

before she picked up a bag and began to loudly eat some crunchy food from it, asking through a 

mouthful: “So like, it‟s okay if I masturbate while you fuck, right? „Cause I been walkin‟ around 

with a dick again lately and it itches to be touched.” 

Sin showed a remarkable amount of grace as she ignored the other female, pressing her 

palms gently down against the male as she looked over him slowly before she murmured quietly: 

“Let‟s see… alright. First I‟m going to check your visible anatomy, take your pulse, the usual. 

Then I‟ll do scans of your body, check if anything‟s wrong there… and finally, I‟ll check your 

demonic characteristics, to see if anything‟s changed, and I‟ll want to analyze your energy 

signature and ensure that you aren‟t physiologically breaking down.” 

The Drakkaren nodded, and then he closed his eyes and rested on his back, Sin‟s hands 

starting to carefully and professionally move over his body. The reptile followed her instructions 

as she gave them, feeling awkward and reminded of all the times Cindy had done this to him: it 

made him wish he could do something embarrassing like get an erection from the probing and 

touching of the female‟s soft hands, but her movements were far too focused and there was too 

much anxiety in the air as he did his best not to fidget. 

She had sit up, lay back down, roll onto his stomach, bend in all manner of directions, 

stand up, touch his toeclaws, etcetera: the sheer thoroughness of Sin‟s examination was starting 

to become worrisome in itself, and even Cherry wasn‟t making nearly as much of an ass out of 

herself as she could have been, the tension in the air probably starting to get even to her a little 

bit. Then, finally, she let him sit down as she grasped his wrist and measured his pulse out, 

murmuring after roughly a minute had passed: “Your heart rate is a little bit fast, but that‟s 

nothing spectacular for you… it seems you still have the same anxiety problems as ever, so I‟m 

going to go ahead and estimate that you have some slight high blood pressure, too.” 

“I‟ve always wondered about demonic blood pressure.” Zerrex thought out loud, and then 

he blushed a bit when Sin looked at him for a few moments, but the Drakkaren couldn‟t even 

think of a question to ask and felt too embarrassed under her serious eyes to say anything else. 

So instead he just let her go back to work, checking his breathing and his lungs – even though 

demons really didn‟t exactly need both, which he thought related to the whole blood pressure 

thing even if he wasn‟t sure how at the moment – and then she finally pushed him gently back to 

a position laying on his back before she held both hands out over his body, a faint glow 

emanating from them as she analyzed his body with her abilities. 



After a moment, she frowned, then murmured quietly: “Your bones have changed… both 

in composition and structure. They feel… like your arm.” She paused for a moment, then nodded 

to herself, opening her eyes as she looked down at him curiously and gently rubbed a hand down 

his chest, Zerrex tilting his head as he looked up at her. “You body is higher in energy content 

than it was before, too, but the stability is also far greater… and it feels like nonessentials have 

been removed from your body. I want to take a moment to examine your leg now, however…” 

“Wait, explain that bit about nonessentials, first.” Zerrex held up a finger, looking at her 

nervously, and Sin blushed a bit as she covered her muzzle before she nodded quickly. 

“I‟m sorry, I spoke haphazardly… what I meant to describe was that it seems like some 

of your organ systems have changed. While most demons and mortals possessed very opposing 

sets, when you were a demon as created by the Lucifer‟s Eye, you had… a sort of amalgamation 

of both. The mortal parts used for processing food that are unnecessary for demons, and a 

demonic heart that could pump your blood without the billows of your lungs, as well as a 

stomach that could process any organic material for energy without creating waste.” Sin halted 

for a moment, then she smiled a bit. “Perhaps I should stick to the issue at hand, however. While 

you look the same on the outside… your internal organs are very different, but evolved, if I may 

use the term.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, and Sin half-bowed before she carefully moved down to his leg, 

probing first around the crescent-shaped scar… but when Zerrex didn‟t protest, she first 

examined him with her hands, and then scanned over the area. Whatever she found made her 

frown a bit, which made the Drakkaren wince… and then she said finally in a slow voice: “Odd.” 

Before Zerrex could ask her what was, she bent his leg in the wrong direction… and the 

reptile winced at the thrum of pain he felt even as his leg showed off an elasticity he didn‟t think 

he could possess without being double-jointed and without a kneecap. And then she released it as 

she reached across to tap his other leg a few times, before she said softly: “I‟m sorry, Lord 

Zerrex… it looks like whatever else the process fixed, it didn‟t entirely heal your leg. Whatever 

else has happened, it sustained permanent damage… you seem to have lost your kneecap and 

developed some kind of strange joint system instead of it being restored to its former state.” 

The reptile frowned at this, and then Cherry asked Sin seriously, looking at her directly: 

“Exactly how bad is it, in plain words, babe. Does that mean he‟s gonna need a cane forever?” 

Sin looked surprised at this, looking across at Cherry with a shrug. “Oh, no, not at all. It‟s 

more a matter of comfort, I suppose… Lord Zerrex will feel discomfort and some pain after, say, 

a long period of strain put on the leg, but he can walk and jump and run and probably even play 

those strange mortal sports if he wants to without much, if any, irritation.” She paused, then 

continued in an honest, bland voice: “I can understand if you‟re disappointed, Lord Zerrex. Ixin 

and I promised a chance at far superior results to this, and while I‟m somewhat glad of what I‟ve 

seen so far, this falls short of my expectations.” 

Zerrex gaped at her, and Sin blushed before the Drakkaren reached down and grabbed her 

by the head, pulling her up as he leaned down and kissed her firmly. Sin looked shocked, and 

then Zerrex sat back and said dumbly over to Cherry: “Dude, my leg works properly now.” 

Then he leapt up to his feet, and he and Cherry both laughed as they took each other‟s 

hands and spun around in a circle, the two grinning brightly at each other before Sin cleared her 

throat and stood up with a blush. The two glanced over at her, and then she gazed at him with a 

bit of a smile, saying quietly: “I don‟t mean to interrupt your joy, Lord Zerrex, but we still have 

to examine your abilities and demonic characteristics.” 



“Which do you wanna start with?” the Drakkaren asked cheerfully, and Sin looked 

almost taken aback as the reptile walked over and sat back on the bed, Cherry grinning as she put 

her hands behind her head and leaned against the wall. “Demonic characteristics? The 

Expression or Personification?” 

“We‟ll start simpler than changing form. I‟d like for you to create a sphere of energy for 

me, first.” Sin said softly, and Zerrex shrugged a bit before he held a hand out and easily did so, 

the reptile glancing down with surprise. It was simpler than he‟d remembered it being… and he 

quenched it out after a moment, the energy sizzling over his fingers as he felt it being easily 

absorbed into his body. Sin nodded at this, looking more positive now before she patted his right 

arm quietly, where the swastika was tattooed. “And now produce your claw for me.” 

The reptile nodded as he held his arm out, and it flexed before the scales peeled quickly 

away, his hide seeming to twist itself free in long bands before they were left to look at his 

cracked, warped claw, which looked the same as ever. Blue light pulsed brightly out of the 

canyons and gouges here and there in the rock and metal surface of it, and before Sin could even 

ask him to, the reptile closed his warped claw into a fist and popped a blade out of his wrist, 

before he smiled slightly as he retracted it with ease, murmuring softly: “Feels easier. I think I‟ve 

meshed more with the power of Mephistopheles.” 

The Naganatine nodded slowly at this, and she touched the arm gingerly, her cheeks 

faintly flushed as Zerrex looked up at her quietly… and then she shook her head slowly, drawing 

her hands away as she said softly: “It‟s very good, Lord Zerrex. I mean… your control has 

visibly improved. You‟re even suffering less crumble when you change the arm‟s shape and 

likely using a lot less energy… I think it makes for a very positive improvement. 

“You… you can put that away now.” she said finally, and the Drakkaren nodded, letting 

the scales return to his arm as it shrank a bit to become proportional to his other limb, and in 

moments his arm once more looked normal, the reptile flexing his fingers and wondering just 

how much his control had increased. “Now, what about your tentacles?” 

Zerrex mused a bit, and then he held out his other arm, and a tentacle easily slid free of 

his wrist, the scales splitting open for the dark-fleshed, thick tendril to slip through, and he 

brushed lightly against Sin‟s face with the narrow tip of it, making her rear her head away 

slightly. He grinned stupidly at her, and then he made a face when Cherry reached a hand down 

towards her crotch, snapping his hand out at her as the tentacle instantly lengthened and snapped 

out with surprising speed and strength to crack against the back of her hand and make her yelp. 

“Stop that.” 

She huffed and rubbed slowly at her wrist as the tentacle retracted back into Zerrex‟s 

arm, and Sin nodded, then she asked softly: “Can you take on your Expression now, Lord 

Zerrex? It seems so far everything‟s working well.” 

The Drakkaren nodded, and then he closed his eyes and tilted his head forwards, taking a 

slow breath before he felt his demonic characteristics slowly pushing out, from his bull horns to 

the spines down his back… and then, when he opened his eyes a moment later, he looked back 

and forth in surprise as he glanced down at his hands, one jagged and warped rock-metal and the 

other a flesh-and-blood claw… before he frowned and looked up, asking Sin curiously: “I 

thought… I was supposed to be different?” 

“You sound almost disappointed.” Sin smiled a bit, nodding slowly as she murmured: “I 

thought the same myself… but from what I see, there were no major changes. That might remain 

untrue with the Personification, which we‟ll check after you‟ve had a rest and a chance to talk 

with some of the others, but for now… I‟m willing to put forwards that the changes in you are on 



the inside, not the outside. Your personality, body, and everything else has stayed the same, but 

your abilities have likely drastically refined themselves.” 

Zerrex nodded as his demonic characteristics slowly faded away… and then Sin sat down 

beside him as she ran her hands through his hair, carefully pulling the long white locks all out to 

the side before she guided his head in a slight turn and began to braid his hair, and the Drakkaren 

looked at the wall as he sorted through his own thoughts before finally asking her: “Since 

nothing‟s new with me, then… well… how have things been here?” 

Sin began to speak, and Cherry cleared her throat loudly… which made Zerrex frown, 

since he recognized that pitch and timbre. Cherry had always used it when something had gone 

horribly wrong on a mission, and he asked flatly: “So who escaped from the Abyss or what God 

is running around Hell causing mischief?” 

“Neither… it‟s more that several souls have gone missing from Hell.” Sin finally said 

carefully, and Cherry mumbled something before the Naganatine sighed, looking over at her 

with exasperation as she continued to braid the Drakkaren‟s hair into a long ponytail. “It‟s not 

my fault, Lady Cherry. But Lord Zerrex knows us very, very well… and who would you prefer 

tell him? Either Princess Lily, who is currently panicking because she dislikes any breach of 

protocol and this offends her sensibilities and scares her to the core, or Princess Selena, who will 

likely show her deep love for Lord Zerrex by attacking him the moment she sets her eyes on 

him?” 

Cherry opened her mouth, then closed it and simply looked sour before Sin nodded, then 

she continued quietly: “The souls that have gone missing are all very dangerous ones… and for 

the most part ones you have had some experience with, I fear. The top two on the list, 

unfortunately, are Tobias Wulfe and Nicolas Eagle.” 

Zerrex cursed under his breath, making a disgusted face: Tobias was bad enough, but 

with Eagle missing on top of that? He was a fanatic stalker who had showed his appreciation of 

Zerrex by permanently polymorphing himself into a bad copy of the Drakkaren… and then he 

had proceeded to start smashing up anything that went against the regime and hunted all of 

Zerrex‟s friends like prey. When they had caught him and sent him to trial, they had finally been 

forced to seal him inside a soundproofed, clear cube, just to get away from his insane babbling 

and depraved raving about just what he was going to do to anyone who hurt him. And once the 

Drakkaren himself had shown visible disgust at Eagle, the psychotic had lost his mind 

completely and started slashing himself up, screaming about how he was going to take revenge 

on the idol who had betrayed him before he was sent down into the Abyss to be chained up, 

possibly until the end of time. 

Sin nodded quietly, and then she sighed, shaking her head slowly as she murmured: “The 

other two that have vanished into smoke are Augustus Randalls and a Dragokkaren Clone 

numbered 48452… but I think you know both better as Twister and Slaughterhouse Jack.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, frowning in displeasure: Twister was a former member of the 

Goth Legion, and a danger not only to everyone around him, but himself as well, and the latter 

was a war criminal from the Great War, and almost a perfect physical copy of Narrius… 

although that wasn‟t to say he hadn‟t inherited his cruelty, as well. He couldn‟t tell which one 

was a greater concern… either way, they were both people who wanted him very, very dead, and 

neither cared about who got caught in the crossfire. 

Twister, over the years he‟d spent in Hell, had gone completely insane: originally, he‟d 

been one of the saner members of the Goth Legion, although cold, callous, and never able to 

demonstrate any personal thinking ability. Twister had been like a loyal but dangerous attack 



dog, always at Zerrex‟s heels and waiting to be commanded to do this or that, or put his ability to 

control the winds to use for the betterment of the mission. But once he‟d gone to Hell, the rules 

had all changed… and it was a bitter irony that the tortures he‟d undergone had kept him sane 

only because there had been a set authority and order to them; the problems had only really 

started once he‟d been turned out to try and think for himself in a world he didn‟t understand. 

Twister had lost his mind, and Zerrex had eventually gone out to try and find and capture 

him: fortunately, he and a squadron of Royal Guards had been able to sneak up on the ex-

soldier‟s location, and the squabble that had ensued had been brief, Twister seeming to half-wait 

for orders from his former Captain Ravenlight even as he grappled uselessly with him. He had 

then been taken to a prison facility and placed under magical restraints… but after a few years, 

they had moved him to a standard cell, and he had become almost a model prisoner, but always 

refused parole, desperate to stay in an environment where there was a social structure and set of 

rules he could understand and adapt to. 

Slaughterhouse Jack, on the other hand, was the opposite: he was domineering, cold, and 

vicious, designed as a prototype „Command‟ model for the clone soldiers by Mengele Tstegi 

himself, and assigned a position in the wastelands south of Ire at a hidden facility. When 

Albatross had uncovered this, Zerrex – still mortal then – had been sent to exterminate the threat 

posed by the clone production plant post-war in as quiet a fashion as possible. 

It had been easy to get inside… but Slaughterhouse Jack had put up a hell of a fight, 

except his tough body meant the Drakkaren had been able to kick his ass and keep him alive 

even after he‟d broken his skull and most of the rest of his body. He‟d dragged him outside, and 

the Dragokkaren Enforcers and other clone soldiers had all looked horribly confused about what 

to do with their leader defeated… and Zerrex had simply taken over the facility with a single 

order to the nearest soldier to bring him a truck, and he‟d brought some fifty clones and 

Slaughterhouse Jack to where he was supposed to meet Hez‟Rannan forces… except then Irenic 

military had descended on the location like buzzards and a riot had broken out, and in the panic 

they managed to run off with the Command-model clone and Zerrex had barely gotten out alive. 

Ire had declared itself heroes… again… and had promptly put Slaughterhouse Jack 

through a short trial, taped him saying a bunch of very derogatory remarks and other things that 

would make Irenic politicians look even better for „capturing this villain themselves,‟ and then 

they had executed him with an old-fashioned decapitation. And in Hell, Slaughterhouse Jack had 

been quickly locked away in a Pit of Torment in the Northern Wastelands, where he‟d quickly 

become a ravenous, bloodthirsty, revenge-driven monster. 

The reptile made a face, and then he sighed as Sin finished his braid, not knowing how 

long he‟d been lost in his own thoughts before he reached out and picked up the nanotech armlet, 

slipping it onto his arm and smiling as he felt the strangely-comforting feeling of it locking 

against his scales. He tapped in a command, and it beeped before the nanomachines spread over 

his body and formed perfect replicas of a black shirt and jeans… and then he rolled his arms 

slowly, letting out a sigh as he said to the ceiling: “This would be so much better if I wasn‟t 

already drowning in issues. Have you guys at least brainstormed a solution to the whole undead 

army crisis looming on the horizon?” 

Cherry sighed, shaking her head as Zerrex looked over at her… and then he frowned as 

Sin looked at her feet silently, wringing her hands in visible agitation. He tilted his head… and 

finally, she glanced up and took one of his hands, murmuring: “I… I might have a solution. It‟s 

exceedingly dangerous but… I may have a solution for you, Lord Zerrex. Please, Miss Cherry, 

I… I need to talk to Zerrex alone on this.” 



The female frowned, but then she nodded slowly, looking at Zerrex before she walked 

over and patted him on the shoulder with a smile. “Don‟t you push that pretty girl too hard now, 

Boss. She‟s fuckin‟ awesome for what she did. I‟m gonna go tell Ixin about this stuff, me and 

him are kinda sorta getting along now, which is… you know, nice. Mostly „cause we both like to 

piss Selena off. But I‟m gonna let him know what happened and that she‟s still laying some 

heavy shit on you so to buzz off „til you guys are ready and shit, okay?” 

The two nodded, Sin blushing a bit, and then Cherry winked before she left the room, 

closing the door quietly behind her. The snick of the handle was the last sound in the room for a 

long few moments other than their soft breathing, and then Sin finally sat down on the bed and 

Zerrex did the same, pressing their sides close as the Naganatine put her hands in her lap and 

looked at them steadily. 

Finally, she took a deep breath and murmured: “Originally, there… were two of us, not 

just one, that Mephistopheles manipulated. Well, he manipulated all of us in some way, changed 

our bodies, our… very souls, perhaps, tarnished them and warped them… but… there was 

another female like me, who was transformed into something meant to breed an army… except 

in her, the process was very different. It went wrong… and Mephistopheles all but discarded her, 

had her breed with the monstrosities that… came out of me. 

“I…” she halted, then swallowed thickly before she wiped slowly at her eyes, as Zerrex 

quietly rubbed her back and listened closely, careful not to urge her own but to also let her know 

that he was listening with his body language. “I… she… well. When it was all over and we came 

to Hell from Limbo, you know the punishment I suffered. But my sister, Anathema… could not 

be punished the same way. But she was also insolent, and wicked, and even after she was 

chained up, she continued to be as malevolent and forceful as she could. So finally, we… the 

Scholars, the Scribes, myself, and several others who are dear and yet lost to me now… were 

forced to attempt to banish her to another plane for all time.” 

Sin stopped, then she shook her head slowly. “It was a disaster. Anathema was killed… 

but death only made her stronger. Mephistopheles put a dark spark of life inside of her… the 

same spark that gives unlife to liches and other beasts. While I became known as the Great 

Mother, she became known as the Mistress of the Undead… and that spark that gave her the 

ability to bring the dead to their terrible state of not-life brought her back as well. 

“It was… a bitter struggle. Finally, we separated her head from her body… and we 

dismembered her, scattered the pieces of her body across time and space. There is no way to 

collect them all… but her skull is still hidden in a crypt in Hell, that only I know the location of 

now.” She looked down, murmuring softly: “With that skull, and my Naganatine blood… we can 

call upon Anathema‟s spirit, which will still be bound with her bones. She exists… somewhere 

outside of reality, or perhaps simply slumbers in the skull… but I know she‟s waiting for 

something to wake her up. If we can convince her to help us… the undead on the mortal plane 

won‟t be a threat.” 

“Sin… I know how much your family meant to you…” Zerrex said quietly, hugging her 

close to his side as she looked up into his emerald eyes with her own violet, and then he asked 

softly: “But what makes you think that she‟ll help us at all? It sounds like she‟d prefer to use that 

undead army to ravage the planet, rather than save it.” 

Sin was quiet for a few moments as she nestled her head against him… and then she 

finally smiled faintly, whispering as she stroked his right arm slowly: “Because Anathema was 

bound to Mephistopheles… and his power resides inside you now. I think Anathema will aid 



us… even if she‟ll also want to stir up trouble. Please, trust me, Zerrex… I… I want to try and 

make her see the light, one last time.” 

Zerrex looked down at her quietly, thinking of their children, of the earth, of how much 

he cared about her and recognized that longing… and finally, he nodded slowly, saying quietly: 

“You always gave me a chance with Celestial, who had… become something far worse than it 

sounds like Anathema is. I will always trust you, Sin… and I promise to follow your lead on this 

one.” He paused, then asked slowly: “Where is the Crypt, anyway?” 

“In the Forest of the Departed.” Sin said quietly, and Zerrex made a face, but he nodded 

slowly: it made even more sense now why Sin had hesitated so long. The Forest was often 

depicted in mortal literature as the Forest of the Suicides… but there were more than the furious 

spirits of suicides that roamed that place. Worse still, much of the forest negated magic: it was 

almost impossible to portal into, and using any level of magic inside the forest would require 

spiritual and mental power on Sin‟s level… a level very few in Hell could match. 

The Forest was vast, and also known to confuse travelers: trees moved, the very floor of 

the forest could rumble, paths could snake themselves in different directions. A person‟s sense of 

sight simply couldn‟t be trusted, but covering up one‟s eyes would be a deadly mistake: often, 

parts of the Forest weren‟t simply mischievous, but utterly hostile to interlopers. Trees didn‟t 

sound very threatening… but Zerrex knew that in Hell, they could be a nightmare to try and 

escape or fend off. 

The reptile rubbed his head slowly, and then Sin finally smiled a bit, glancing up at him 

quietly as she wrapped his arms around his chest and rested her head against his body. “I think 

that… we need to settle you down and make sure your body is doing okay first of all, though… 

there‟s no need to put too much strain on you just yet.” 

Zerrex nodded after a moment as he hugged her close, then he gazed down at her with 

quiet entertainment as he replied: “Well, you know. I think that unfortunately, I‟m going to have 

to deal with some strain sooner rather than later… it sounds like everyone‟s been pretty worried 

about me.” 

“You sound so surprised.” Sin laughed quietly as she shook her head a bit against him, 

smiling faintly to herself before she said softly: “You have no idea how important you are, Lord 

Zerrex… not just because you‟re the High King, but because you‟re… a friend to all of us.  

You‟ve done a lot for this world… fought for Hell, Heaven, and the mortal realm… and yet still 

you try and try and force yourself to do more. It‟s… inspiring. And you… I will never forget that 

you kept your promise to me in full… that your first act, was to free me from my punishment.” 

She looked down, then quietly pushed her hands against him, and Zerrex fell on his back, 

gazing up at her with surprise as she rested overtop him and straddled him in her long dress, the 

material pooling beneath her and one long, slender leg sliding bare as she leaned down and 

kissed his lips softly, whispering quietly: “Let me show you just how much I adore you…”  

Zerrex looked surprised as her glammer vanished, the Naganatine leaning over him with 

a soft smile before she kissed his neck softly, then she slid backwards, trailing kisses gently 

down his strong chest through the fabric of the nanomachine shirt until she slipped off the bed 

and stood, slipping the straps of her dress off her shoulders and letting it slide slowly off her 

body, revealing her small breasts and smooth, taut stomach. The Drakkaren gazed at her naked 

form as he tapped a button to make the nanomachines covering his chest vanish, shifting 

awkwardly and putting his hands behind his head, and then she slipped back onto the bed and 

straddled him, gazing down into his eyes with soft entertainment as she reached a hand forwards 

and stroked it quietly under his muzzle. “My lover… tell me what you want…” 



“Start slow.” Zerrex replied softly, and Sin nodded as her hands stroked down his 

muscular chest, rubbing slowly over his body before she blushed a bit as he added with quiet 

entertainment: “And please try not to wear me out this time around, huh?” 

The Naganatine leaned down and softly kissed him again, and this time he met her mouth 

gladly, working their muzzles together slowly as their tongues twisted and danced, the female 

leaning down and pressing her slender body against him as her hands massaged slowly up over 

his body and then into his hair, playing through his white locks and gripping gently into his skull 

as Zerrex‟s hands reached up and gripped lightly into her shoulders, lust and pleasure running 

through the minds and bodies of both. 

The moment their kiss broke, Sin started to kiss slowly down Zerrex‟s strong, masculine 

chest, her hands drawing slowly down along his sides as he closed his eyes, the male breathing 

softly as he felt every gentle kiss draw a shock of pleasure through his body. Then he smiled 

slightly, letting his head fall back as Sin drew her tongue slowly up between his abdominals, the 

reptile grunting in growing excitement and arousal as he felt her hands working at the fly of his 

jeans at the same time. 

She easily popped the fly of his pants open and undid the zipper in almost the same deft 

movement, and then her hands reached up and grasped the waistband of his pants and the boxers 

beneath, pulling them both slowly down as she let out a sound almost like a purr as Zerrex‟s 

thick black member was revealed inch-after-inch, the huge, flaccid shaft hanging down between 

his legs, her eyes looking hungrily at the male‟s huge member before she reached up almost 

admiringly to gently grasp the thick shaft, squeezing her fingers lightly into it as she breathed 

softly in and out before she began to stroke slowly up and down his length, murmuring softly: 

“I‟ll do my best, Lord Zerrex… but you know the way I get when it comes to sex…” 

Zerrex looked down at her, sitting up slightly as he reached a hand up to stroke her face 

slowly, and Sin smiled up at him before she half-lidded her eyes as she leaned forwards and 

licked slowly at the head of his shaft, her long tongue twisting slowly around the thick penis 

before it dragged backwards along the underside of the heavy obsidian member. It sent a chill of 

pleasure through the Drakkaren, his shaft beginning to grow slowly towards erection before the 

reptile let out a surprised, pleased grunt as Sin settled her mouth around the head of his penis, her 

tongue playing slowly along the sensitive black tip of his member inside her jaws as she slowly 

pushed her head forwards, and the Drakkaren‟s breathing quickened as he felt her pushing firmly 

forwards, sinking more and more of his long, girthy shaft down her muzzle and into her throat 

while it was still mostly flaccid. 

Pleasure rolled though the reptile‟s body as he slid a hand up to grasp one of her horns 

gently, breathing quietly as Sin gave a distinct sound of pleasure, feeling the reptile‟s shaft 

hardening much faster buried down her throat as Zerrex grunted softly, feeling incredible bliss 

running through his body at the talented female‟s movements before he grunted softly as he felt 

himself thickening and hardening up inside her throat, but Sin only massaged slowly at his waist 

and abdominals, seeming more-than-content to rest with the huge shaft buried down her jaws, 

girthy and hard enough now to grind against the walls of her throat. 

Then, inch-after-inch, Sin drew slowly back as she reached up and grasped the base of his 

shaft, massaging slowly at his chiseled abdominals at the same time before it finally popped free 

of her muzzle, and she took a long gasp and closed her eyes in pleasure as the fully-hard shaft 

fell back and slapped lightly against Zerrex‟s solid abdominals, the huge, throbbing black 

member pulsing once as it grew to its full size and stiffness, and she stroked it slowly up and 

down as she leaned her face down and rubbed it slowly against the hot obsidian shaft that was 



already gleaming with her saliva, smearing some of her own drool back along her features as she 

pushed her face firmly along the thick, meaty member, first one side, than the other. 

Then she slowly licked up the bottom of the hot, heavy cock, her arms half-wrapped 

around it and her hands gripping the lizard‟s huge penis as Zerrex rested back on his forearms 

with a soft grunt of pleasure, letting her continue to lick and tease along his throbbing, thick shaft 

with her mouth as he licked his own muzzle slowly, gazing at her with lust and tenderness. Then 

his eyes rolled up into his head in bliss when Sin leaned down and nuzzled between his testicles, 

pushing her muzzle underneath them to slowly lick up the underside of his tail, letting her tongue 

touch lightly against his rosebud at the end of its journey before she drew her muzzle back and 

lightly suckled on one of his testicles, one of her hands stroking the huge black tower of flesh 

before Zerrex said hungrily down to her: “Come on, Sin, how about we get to the main event?” 

“Of course, Zerrex…” Sin smiled slightly up at him, and then she stroked a finger slowly 

up his huge member, saying teasingly: “But you know, it looks like you‟re sporting an extra few 

inches… and a little more girth. Perhaps your subconscious at least decided to add to this… 

although you know you were always perfect to me as it was, my lord High King…” 

“We‟ll see how this does you, then.” Zerrex replied lustfully, grinning bit as he glanced 

down at his shaft and wondering if she was teasing him or speaking the truth… but he did think 

he looked larger, and with how much Sin dealt with his penis… she would probably be able to 

tell before he could if there was anything different about it. 

Before he could sit up or move around, Sin simply pushed him gently down onto his 

back, holding into both his shoulders as she gazed into his eyes, nose-to-nose with the reptile 

before she sat up on the Drakkaren‟s chiseled abdominals, reaching a hand behind her at the 

same time to guide the shaft upwards… and then she slid slowly back, sighing with a look of 

complete and total pleasure as the huge, girthy penis ground against the side of her tail-base and 

her taut buttocks, rubbing up against her lower back as she sat on his crotch and slowly massaged 

her fingers against his powerful abdominals, her vagina a furnace between her legs as the lips of 

her sex left a wet kiss on his groin as she slowly rose herself upwards. 

Her hips tilted backwards as her tail rose high, her back arching as she leaned forwards, 

small breasts bouncing once as her body contorted in a way that let her grind her soft, hot sex 

along the top side of the male‟s girthy penis… and then she rotated her hips as she shifted to a 

squat to get high enough so that her sex rested squarely on the tip of his huge cock, one of her 

hands reaching down to grasp the base of the member and keep it pointed straight up as she 

breathed quietly, looking down at the male with adoration as he gazed back up at her with hunger 

and need, nodding once to her… and she nodded back, her eyes half-lidding before she pushed 

herself down only an inch with the faintest of moans, her head rolling on her shoulders as he felt 

the tip of his penis plunge into her enveloping passage… and then she dropped her weight and 

fell to a straddle, and Zerrex threw his head back with a groan of pleasure that mixed into the 

sharp half-sigh of Sin‟s as she plunged more than half of the male‟s thick, girthy penis into her 

body, and then she grit her teeth before she slammed her rear backwards in a single decisive, 

hard movement, her buttocks almost crashing down on the Drakkaren‟s huge testicles as her 

long, forked tail snapped to the side, the female throwing her head back and arching her body 

before she twisted her hips in a downwards screwing motion, and Zerrex grunted as she let out a 

long, low moan, gazing down at the male hungrily and reaching down to put her hands on his 

chest, her violet eyes full of passion and lust and love. 

Zerrex reached up a hand to take one of hers gently, his other lightly grasping into her hip 

as she began to rock herself slowly but firmly up and down his obsidian length, moving at a solid 



rate and doing all the work for the lizard, the Drakkaren only needing to rock his hips in rough 

time with her easy movements as bliss ran through his body at the feeling of her passage 

clenching and squeezing around his solid obsidian shaft. Pleasure overran every one of his senses 

as Sin rode him with a look of delight on her features, her movements providing them both with 

untold amounts of ecstasy. 

For Sin, after all, it was wonderful: Zerrex was one of her very few sexual partners, and it 

meant that every time they had sex, it was like a brand new experience for her, loving the feel of 

his shaft buried deep inside of her as her passage clenched and worked at it, her body stretched to 

accommodate the perhaps forty inches of Drakkaren cock as her fluids leaked around the 

massive member, making it easier for it to penetrate as her legs flexed, pushing her upwards 

before she relaxed and let herself glide smoothly back down the shaft. Her love of sex was 

rivaled only by her love for the male beneath her: and thus for her the experience gave her more 

pleasure than she could describe, as she gripped tightly into the reptile‟s fingers while the other 

pressed into his muscular front, breathing hard through her mouth as she moaned quietly, still 

tasting his delicious shaft on her tongue.  

Her hips twisted, adding small gyrations to every movement to grind the huge member 

against the walls of her passage, and Zerrex squeezed into her waist with a grunt of pleasure as 

he began to thrust a bit harder in response to her movements, and Sin sped up her bounces, 

making each pass more powerful as well as she worked her hardest to please the male, her 

breathing becoming a bit harder as her small breasts bounced with every one of her movements. 

The huge shaft ground against the clenching walls of her vagina, the thick black penis sending 

waves of pleasure through them both as it penetrated into her depths, likely tearing into her very 

womb or past it but with only ecstasy for the two: it wasn‟t like any pain Zerrex could cause her 

with his shaft would quench Sin‟s lusts, either… more likely, it would just make her even more 

excited. 

Zerrex grunted quietly, thrusting a bit harder up into the female, knowing that with her he 

never had to hold back as he grinned up at her with his eyes burning with lust, his hand 

squeezing hers firmly; it was nice for a change to let someone else do all the work, however, and 

Sin always knew just the way to treat him, as she moaned quietly, her gaze seductive as she 

looked down at him and his flexing musculature, her scales almost glimmering in the light as 

they worked their bodies together lustfully. 

The male twisted his hips, grinding himself back against the walls of her sex as she 

gyrated in the opposite direction, and they both released sounds of pleasure at the feelings it sent 

through them both, thrills of shock and bliss through Sin and delight through the Drakkaren at 

the sensation of his shaft being gripped and massaged in a whole new way. Then the Naganatine 

pushed down, and Zerrex thrusted firmly upwards, slamming to the hilt in her with a squelch of 

fluids. 

They squeezed into each other‟s hands at the burst of pleasure, and then Sin began to ride 

the Drakkaren faster and harder, moving up and down the obsidian tower of flesh as Zerrex did 

his best to keep time with her almost frantic movements, her vagina clenching into him with a 

strength that was almost painful as the reptile breathed hard, feeling himself being rapidly and 

violently milked by the female as their fingers locked together tighter, his other hand staying 

firmly planted on her waist as she looked down at him with another loud moan of bliss. The 

reptile could feel the pleasure becoming almost too intense even for him as her light weight 

slammed down into his groin with surprising force at every drop of her body but retaining 

enough control to never crush his testicles even as the lips of her sex kissed into his waist, 



swallowing his member whole as her buttocks ground down against the ample seed-laden orbs of 

the Drakkaren. 

Zerrex could feel himself stiffening up as he grunted in pleasure, almost wincing as he 

felt his movements speeding up, falling out of time with Sin‟s only for a moment before she 

matched him with ease, the male‟s thick, large shaft vanishing again and again into the 

Naganatine‟s body, swallowed by her vagina with startling ease even with the saliva and 

lubricants from the female‟s passage coating it. Their bodies moved together fiercely as Sin‟s 

slam bosom rocked and bounced and the Drakkaren grit his teeth, then rolled his head back with 

a groan as the pleasure threatened to overcome him entirely, resisting the temptation as best he 

could even as her passage continued to clench and squeeze into him as the female rode him 

mercilessly on the bed, squeezing into her hand before he threw his head back with a loud groan 

as he felt himself fall over the edge, giving into his lusts as the fingers clutching her hip sank 

slightly into her scales, thrusting up into her as hard as he could as she shortened her bouncing 

movements, letting her whole body twitch with every powerful thrust into her and releasing a 

short cry with each piston of the male‟s cock. 

Again and again and again, he slammed into her as his shaft stiffened up, becoming hard 

as rock, as metal… and then he threw his head back with a groan as he released into her, seed 

blasting up into her body in massive volleys that made Sin groan with ecstasy, her eyes rolling in 

her head as she shoved her hands down against Zerrex‟s chest and pinned him to the bed, her 

hips making rolling, rocking movements that milked the Drakkaren‟s shaft for every bit of seed it 

could fire into her as if from a cannon. Her body almost bulged with the amount he released as 

Zerrex‟s head rocked back and forth with an expression of stupid ecstasy on it, his shaft 

throbbing inside the Naganatine almost painfully before it finally began to slow… and then he 

rested, laying back as she dropped her head forwards and leaned over him slightly, the two 

breathing hard and their fingers still locked together as seed leaked out from between stretched 

vagina and solid length of cock, and then Sin whispered down to him, looking at him needingly: 

“Please… just one more time? Any hole you want… I just want to feel you inside me…” 

“Sin… tell you what.” Zerrex gazed up at her, smiling a bit as he reached his hand from 

her hip to quietly stroke her face, murmuring softly as she leaned down close: “You wait just a 

little while longer… and I promise, if everything goes well, I‟ll give you all the sex you want and 

more.” 

Sin smiled, and Zerrex rolled his shoulders as she slowly drew herself upwards with a 

quiet grunt, a bit more seed dribbling out of her body before his cock pulled completely free of 

her, and the meaty length fell back, slapping against Zerrex‟s masculine chest as a small steam of 

seed and other juices released itself from Sin‟s vagina before it closed… but much less than 

expected, as she hugged her belly and blushed. “My apologies, Lord Zerrex, but I couldn‟t get it 

all… and here, let me at least take care of that for you.” 

Zerrex nodded, expecting her to cast a cleansing spell… but instead, Sin leaned down 

over him and slowly dragged her tongue up along his shaft, sweeping his seed up as the 

Drakkaren grunted quietly and gazed down at her lustfully, feeling immense pleasure sweep 

through his body before she licked quietly along the side of his member, careful to not use her 

hands even as she nudged the huge penis upwards to lap her tongue along the abdominals 

beneath it, smearing seed all over her features and muzzle. It was a slow and careful process, but 

in time, Sin managed to clean up every inch of the reptile‟s shaft and chest… and Zerrex didn‟t 

know which she took more time with or seemed to adore more, a flush in her face from the 

steady dribble going on down between her legs. 



But then she backed quickly off and cleared her throat, murmuring a cleansing spell to 

get the seed off her features, and Zerrex stood up and gave her a kiss, the Naganatine blushing 

furiously as his mostly-flaccid shaft ground against her thigh, his hands resting on her shoulders 

as hers grasped into his sides, their mouths meeting passionately and the reptile tasting his own 

seed when their tongues danced together… before he slowly pulled apart, and Sin gazed at him 

with shining eyes, clasping her hands together in front of her and bowing a bit to him before she 

said quietly, gazing at him fondly: “If you ever want anything… only ask me, Lord Zerrex, and 

for you, I‟ll do it. I can change my body, my shape, my size… and you know you‟re free to take 

me however you want, to chain me up or collar me or make me obey your cruelest commands 

even out in public…” 

“Believe me, Sin, I know… you don‟t have to tell me every time.” He stroked a finger 

under her chin gently, gazing at her with fond entertainment before he kissed her cheek, saying 

softly: “I like you just the way you are.” He paused, fidgeting a bit, and then he murmured 

quietly: “In fact, I love you for who you are. So… so don‟t change, huh?” 

Sin nodded as her glammer automatically fell back into place, the female sliding her 

dress on before she blushed when Zerrex looked at her thoughtfully, and then she tilted her head 

towards him, asking quietly: “Is something wrong?” 

“No, just thinking… you don‟t always need that, you know.” Zerrex said softly, and Sin 

looked down at her hands… and the Drakkaren wondered if the glammer made her see 

something different as well. “But hey, I‟m not going to complain either way. I just think… you 

really have nothing to be ashamed of, with who you are.” 

“I know, Lord Zerrex.” Sin said softly, and then she stepped forwards and hugged the 

still-naked reptile impulsively, Zerrex blushing before she said quietly: “Thank you for 

everything… I can see why Cherry and so many others are so eager to call you Master… you 

make an excellent mentor, among other things.” 

Zerrex smiled a bit to her, and then he finally reached down and pulled his pants up, 

pausing as his hand rubbed against his shaft before he glanced up and asked dumbly: “So do you 

really think I‟m bigger?” 

Sin sighed and shook her head, but the reptile could tell she was still flushed and 

aroused… and that even the mention of his penis sent a thrill through her. “Do you always have 

that on your mind? Is it really such a big thing to you?” 

“Ha-ha, big thing.” Zerrex said stupidly, raising a hand… and then he cleared his throat, 

reaching down to fiddle with the nanotech armlet he was still wearing and making it create 

another shirt for him, grinning at her dumbly as she looked at him with exasperation. “Dude, I 

like my dick. And I like big dicks. Hence, I want for mine to be huge. Yet not so huge it 

interferes with my everyday life, which is why I‟ll be very glad if I‟ve retained my size-shifting 

abilities.” 

“Which you never use.” Sin pointed out, and Zerrex grunted at her before they left the 

room, the Drakkaren still fiddling with his armlet. “But so far, I think you‟ve retained all of your 

former abilities… you‟re just in an energy-tight shell this time, if you will. My main concern, 

personally, is that your personality might start suffering fluxes based upon the fact that you‟re an 

Incarnate-based demon.” 

“Am I still an Incarnation?” Zerrex asked her mildly, and Sin looked at him thoughtfully 

before she finally nodded, and the reptile sighed, muttering under his breath as he adjusted the 

armlet on his forearm. “Great. What use is it applying broad labels to higher-class demons 

anyway? Even in the middle-ranks you get demons with variances in their own species or 



breeds… and when it comes to demons like me, who were once mortal, they tend to have 

mutations a lot more often.” 

“Clerical reasons, but also because even Incarnations have patterns of development.” Sin 

replied softly, and Zerrex rubbed at his muzzle thoughtfully as she opened the doors leading into 

the main hall of the Ravenlight Estate for him. Thankfully, it was empty… but Zerrex smiled a 

bit as memories of all the gatherings they‟d had here returned to him, even as he listened to Sin. 

Not that we haven‟t argued about this before… “The main reason you‟re different is that… 

well…” She paused, then crossed her arms with a slight smile as they walked down the stairs to 

the hall. “I don‟t know why.” 

Zerrex staggered to a halt, staring at her, and Sin shrugged a bit, saying softly: “I can 

provide reasons and logical guesses for almost everything… but I‟m not always right, Lord 

Zerrex, even as old as I am. I may be one of the First Breed, but there are Gods who are older 

and wiser than me, and more powerful as well… just as there are beings who are far younger, but 

have wisdom or at least answers for some problems I will never understand. 

“For example, I don‟t understand mechanics at all… I‟m sure you could teach me the 

basis of the science, but it‟s not something that stays in my mind, even if I have an interest in 

learning it.” Sin continued, brushing invisible wrinkles out of her dress before she adjusted the 

straps of it, gazing at him with a soft smile. “You understand that, don‟t you?” 

“I do.” Zerrex nodded, making a face as he thought about when he was a child and 

attended school: it was always something he‟d had zero interest in for the most part, but even 

though he usually managed along on most things, even when he tried hard at some subjects – 

mathematics in particular – he usually ended up failing. And even now, math didn‟t stick in his 

head past simple equations. “Alright Sin. Well… what can you tell me about me?” 

The Naganatine looked down thoughtfully, and then she finally stepped forwards and 

hugged him tightly, and the Drakkaren looked at her with surprise before he hugged her quietly 

back as she murmured: “I can tell you that I love you, and that you‟re worthwhile. That I will 

always support you in the decisions you make and I respect you. That I will always try to 

understand the choices you make, and that you are a person who always works hard to do the 

right thing. And that you‟ve made up for your past, Lord Zerrex: if you have one sin, it‟s that 

you‟ve spent too much time inflicting hatred and pain upon yourself.” 

Zerrex gazed at her quietly as she stepped back, then he stroked her face quietly, saying 

softly: “Thank you, Sin… coming from you, that means a lot. But I guess we shouldn‟t keep the 

others waiting, huh?” 

He smiled a bit, and Sin nodded after a moment, closing her eyes and seeming to reach 

out with her mind before she held up a hand  and created a portal, and the two stepped through 

it… and a moment later, Zerrex yelped as he was tackled by Selena, who promptly punched him 

hard in the face and gave him a bloody nose as the reptile‟s head snapped back with a gargle: 

“You stupid, selfish fuck! Fucking… fuck, what were you thinking?” 

“Get off Daddy!” Mahihko yelled in a childish, scared voice, and he was restrained by 

Cherry when he tried to run forwards, as Lone winced and hid behind a counter beside Ixin. The 

mage sighed as he rolled his eyes, and Sin winced as Selena threw another punch into Zerrex‟s 

face, making his head snap to the side before he reached up and grabbed her under the muzzle, 

pushing her head forcefully upwards and making her curse and flail uselessly as she grabbed at 

his wrist, and then she squawked when Zerrex brought his other hand up and shoved it firmly 

into her abdominals, knocking her sprawling. 



Zerrex leapt to his feet, wiping at his bloody face, and then Selena was back on hers, 

leaning forwards with her arms towards the floor and hands balled into fists as she shouted, 

spittle flying at the Drakkaren as he rose an arm defensively and leaned away with a wince: “Do 

you know how worried I was about you? Fucking hell, do you know what you put us all 

through? And you trusted that fucking asshole Ixin, that shit-eating bastard who tries to watch us 

have sex on a regular basis? You fucking idiot, what were you… what… were… what were 

you…” 

Her muzzle began to tremble violently, and then she broke down into a sobbing fit, 

throwing herself against Zerrex and beating childishly on his chest with her fists as her head 

pushed against his chest, horns and fin rubbing against him as she half-yelled: “F-Fuck, how am 

I…. s-s-supposed to l-live without y-y-y-your s-stupid ass!” 

Then Zerrex gently took her in his arms, feeling embarrassed for both of them as he 

hugged her close… but as she cried, it didn‟t matter, and he was glad to simply hold her quietly, 

rocking her slowly as Ixin muttered something about soap operas and wandered off. Then 

Mahihko burst randomly into tears and charged into Zerrex‟s leg, clutching at his waist and 

clinging to him, and Lone awkwardly rubbed at the back of his head and retreated quickly after 

Ixin to a lab table. 

After a few minutes, Selena settled down and moodily turned away from him, her arms 

crossed… and Mahihko took only a minute or two more to settle down with a few gentle 

whispered nothings and a compliment about the little black dress he was wearing. It brightened 

Mahihko‟s features immediately, and he walked a meter or so away to spin around in it, before 

he said admiringly as he gazed up at Sin: “It‟s just like Momma‟s!”  

Zerrex cleared his throat at this, and Sin blushed and waved Mahihko away, and he 

smiled warmly before he pranced cheerfully off. The Drakkaren looked at her mildly, his arms 

crossed, and she shrugged a bit, saying softly: “Mahihko and Lone needed a bit of guidance 

around Hell at first, and I was happy to watch them for you… I guess because of my glammer, 

Mahihko started calling me mother, and I don‟t mind it at all…” 

The reptile smiled at this, and then Selena turned around and glared at him with her black 

eyes… and Zerrex wondered if he was about to be punched again before she grabbed his arm and 

pulled it around her body, pressing to him with a territorial look on her face as she mumbled: 

“Take it off, and I break it off, do you got that?” 

“That‟s… the opposite of the way it usually goes.” Zerrex said mildly, and then he 

winced when she glowered up at him, squeezing her closer to his body. “I understand, totally, 

you… this all makes perfect sense.” 

“Fuck. Undead armies, vicious gods attacking, and worst of all, those two nimrods…” 

Selena glared in the direction of Lone and Mahihko, who were staring at Ixin as the mage mixed 

a potion together, tossing them suspicious, nervous looks every now and then. “And of course, 

you had to go and fight off Loki and recalibrate yourself or whatever the fuck they did to you, 

and all without me. Fuck, you have no idea how worried we‟ve all been about you, do you? And 

you didn‟t even say goodbye!” 

The Drakkaren shrugged a bit, looking embarrassed as he leaned down to kiss her 

forehead quietly, and then he said softly: “If I‟d waited even that long, they might have renewed 

the attack against the labs… it might have been my only chance.” 

Selena didn‟t answer, only clinging to him, and the Drakkaren sighed inwardly before he 

quietly led her over to where the wolves were now glaring at her distrustfully instead of Ixin, 



who was just finishing measuring out some powder into a spoon, saying absently over his 

shoulder: “Good to see you back, Zerrex. Give me just one second here, okay?” 

“Yeah, it‟s good to see you back!” Lone said finally, sounding lame, and then he looked 

down embarrassedly, adding in a mumble as he rubbed at his head awkwardly: “I really did miss 

you and shit.” 

“I know you did, Lone.” Zerrex said softly, and Mahihko beamed as Lone rubbed at his 

vest slowly with a bit of a smile… and then the Drakkaren squeaked when Ixin put down the 

potion he had just completed and seized him  and Selena in a hug, the female kicking furiously 

and cursing loudly, but most of her kicks hit Zerrex in the legs instead of Ixin. “What the hell!” 

“I so totally missed you too, Zerrex! Group hug, come on everyone!” Ixin called, and 

Cherry whooped and charged in, immediately hugging everyone she could encompass with her 

muscular arms as Lone and Mahihko shot forwards next, leaving Sin to roll her eyes and touch 

her forehead in exasperation. 

The hug broke, and Selena immediately let go of Zerrex and shot at Ixin, who cackled 

and ran away. And then Cherry slapped Zerrex on the back, leaning on him with a grin as she 

said mildly: “And that has basically been what it‟s been like around here all damn day long for 

the last few weeks. Or years, I wasn‟t really keeping track.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, looking around Ixin‟s laboratory as he absently rubbed the tiny 

wolf still clinging to his leg, the larger wolf standing nearby and looking up at him adoringly 

before he finally held up a hand with a grin, proclaiming: “Since we‟re in Hell, Mahihko and I 

are totally finally learning about our demonic abilities and magic and shit.” 

The Drakkaren made a face at this, but he knew it wasn‟t something he could have 

avoided forever… but it worried him, nonetheless. As he‟d learned over the years, becoming a 

demon wasn‟t nearly as glamorous as it seemed: sure, it had plenty of perks, but Zerrex had been 

able to remove Mahihko from Hell before the corruption had truly set in and manifested abilities 

in him… but now that he and Lone were back – and since they were in reality only one single 

being, receiving twice as much corruption from the environment – the two would likely have 

quickly developed demonic abilities. 

They were bare of any characteristics Zerrex could see, however, which was a good 

sign… and then Sin leaned in, murmuring to him quietly: “Lone and Mahihko are two sides of a 

singular entity… but as such, they both manifest different sins. With their past life taken into 

account, they contain all the seven great sins… but each has a focal point around one particular 

sin.” 

“Lust and Wrath?” Zerrex asked mildly, looking at the two as the wolves nervously 

glanced at each other, Mahihko finally stepping back beside Lone. 

He was surprised when Sin shook her head, however, and instead she said softly: “No… 

Lust and Greed. Wrath is something they both have plenty of, however… despite Mahihko‟s 

great efforts to spare the lives of people, he also does not hesitate towards violence… and in 

anger, he lashes out with far greater viciousness than Lone.” 

Mahihko squirmed a bit, blushing and looking at the ground shamefully… and Lone 

winced as he rubbed the back of his head slowly, before he finally looked at Zerrex and said in a 

quiet voice: “Mahihko and I are sort of… what did you call us, Sin?” 

“Gemini. Like Mist and Shine.” Sin smiled down at him softly, then she added quietly to 

Zerrex: “But different, in the fact that their combination is… so much smoother. As to demonic 

bodies… I haven‟t seen any manifest in them, yet, but strangely, their abilities are. I think 

because you were so quick to remove Mahihko from here, the demonic influence may be unable 



to seed much in the wolves… but on the other hand, perhaps it will take inflamed emotions to 

start the process, since Mahihko and Lone have both been taught strict discipline by you.” 

Zerrex frowned thoughtfully at this, nodding slowly as Selena stomped back to him, and 

he automatically pulled her close as Cherry huffed before grinning teasingly as the Drakkaren 

wrapped his other arm around her and pulled her against his other side, earning a dark look from 

Selena. “Well… what abilities do you two have, then?” 

He glanced down at them, and the wolves blushed, Mahihko fidgeting on the spot before 

Lone finally said dumbly: “I can negotiate really well with people and… and stuff.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, and then he looked at Sin, who said with a slight smile: “Mahihko 

has developed a succubus-type allure that lets him draw people in, among other things… and 

what Lone‟s referring to is that he‟s found a natural confidence when it comes to… what was the 

word you used for it?” 

“Fleecing.” Lone grinned brightly at this, nodding rapidly, and Zerrex cocked his head as 

the wolf continued pompously: “I can barter the fuck out of people and get them to sell me 

anything for less. Well. Not other Greed demons, those fuckers… you know. They rip everyone 

off, so they know what they‟re doing and shit.” 

The Drakkaren sighed, looking at the wolf with exasperation as he shuffled his paws 

against the ground, and then he said finally: “I have to go and find Lily now, I think, and 

interrupt whatever fancy council meeting they‟re having. Sin, do me a favor and take the wolves 

back to the Ravenlight Estate… Mahihko and Lone, you two just listen to her, okay? I‟m sure 

she‟s got some jobs you can do.”  

Mahihko nodded brightly as Lone mumbled something, but they both seemed to 

consent… and Zerrex looked at Sin, and she smiled before bowing to him and then creating a 

portal, saying softly over her shoulder: “I‟ll await you back at the Estate, Lord Zerrex.” 

With that, she vanished through the portal, and before Zerrex could open his mouth, Ixin 

bounded over and leaned in close, peering at him as he jotted away on a clipboard. Zerrex made 

a face, looking at him flatly, and then Selena reached up and set the clipboard on fire, burning it 

away to cinders in a matter of moments and causing Ixin to screech as he dropped it, then glared 

at her, rubbing at a burnt hand. “What the fuck was that for, bitch?” 

“What the fuck were you doing?” Selena shot back, then she glared at Zerrex when he 

attempted to slip away, and the reptile quickly pretended that he had just meant to massage her 

back instead, rubbing slowly up and down her spine as he gave a little dumb grin to her. “Don‟t 

think about it, asshole. But seriously, Ixin. Do you think it was a good idea at all to do what you 

did? And now what, you‟re treating him like a science project?” 

“I have way more respect for Zerrex than that!” Ixin said in an outraged voice, holding up 

a finger… and then he cleared his throat when there was an awkward science, saying flatly: 

“There‟s no punchline, that seriously wasn‟t a joke. Now listen to me, babe, and listen good: 

Zerrex there made the decision himself, and my job is basically to make sure that he‟s okay. Let 

me do my goddamn job, Hot Tits, or I‟m going to have to do horrible terrible things to your 

face.” 

Selena snorted in disgust and rolled her eyes, and Zerrex sighed and slumped a bit, 

Cherry patting his back supportively before she said over to Selena clearly: “So I think Zerrex 

only hangs with you „cause he pities you.” 

“You are so fucking dead!” Selena shot out from under Zerrex‟s arm to chase after 

Cherry, who evaded her quickly before charging off towards the door, throwing the Drakkaren a 

thumbs-up… and Zerrex quickly created a portal, muttering a hurried goodbye to Ixin before he 



leapt through to land on the Eastern Balcony of the Central Spire… and then he skidded to a halt, 

wincing and staring as he saw Ixin standing in front of him with a pleasant look on his features, a 

hand raised in a wave and his fingers twiddling. 

“Hello.” he said cheerfully, and Zerrex groaned and slapped his forehead, and then the 

mage cleared his throat, saying mildly: “On a more serious level, seriously. I want to make sure 

you don‟t explode, because I dunno who you‟ll take with you when you do. Hot Tits, I don‟t 

really like her but well… she‟s hot. On a seriously serious note, how the fuck do you put up with 

her? The tits? The pussy? The dick she gets sometimes? The crazy hardcore fucking?” 

Zerrex looked at him dourly, and then he finally said plainly: “I love her. And I know 

she‟s got a little bit of a nasty personality… but well… I know she cares about me, and I can 

trust her, and I know she‟d never hurt me… much, anyway.” 

The reptile reached up, rubbing at his still-sore nose a bit and flicking away some dried 

blood, and Ixin snorted in amusement, grinning and crossing his arms as he leaned towards him. 

“Facts are facts, pimp-machine: some of these wives are not like the others, some of these wives 

are just friends.”  

The Drakkaren snorted at this, but he had to glance away in embarrassment, looking 

down at his hand before he realized his rings weren‟t on, and he cursed, looking frantically back 

and forth as if that would help… before Ixin laughed and waved a hand, drawing his attention 

back as he said mildly: “Don‟t worry about it, I hear Sin took „em off you and put them 

somewhere. Now Sin, see, she‟s a keeper. She knows that little pieces of metal on the fingers 

don‟t mean diddly-shit. I mean, mortals give each other these „meaningful gifts‟ all the time, just 

like demons and angels, and how many of the fucks really honor the meaning behind them… and 

I don‟t just mean with cheating and shit, either. Giving into your lusts ain‟t the worst thing in the 

world, believe me on that…” Ixin made a face, glancing down as he muttered: “Now, go tell 

some friend or acquaintance all your lover‟s secrets… now that‟s real betrayal right there.” 

Zerrex stood awkwardly for a moment, not knowing exactly what to say and hating the 

way Ixin‟s words were slinking through his brain… and then the mage smiled radiantly, reaching 

out and clasping him on the shoulder. “But what the fuck do I know about what goes on inside 

your head, right? You and your girls all make one hell of a great family from what I‟ve seen so 

far… and you know, my great grand… son… thing… Raze, you and him go together real nicely. 

I ain‟t so much into the gay porn, but wow, when you make him squeal, that‟s-” 

The Drakkaren cleared his throat, and Ixin coughed himself after a moment, the two 

looking at each other uncomfortably before the mage finally stepped aside and bowed him 

towards the doors, saying dumbly: “You know, I‟m just going to sit in the background and you 

go about your business and shit, how about that?” 

“That sounds just great.” Zerrex said finally, and he shook his head, clearing it before he 

finally took a deep breath and approached the double doors leading into the Throne Room. 

Before he could touch them, the Amazons standing on either side quickly opened them for him 

with looks of awe on their features, and Zerrex rubbed the back of his head and grinned dumbly 

at them before he walked into the Throne Room as all eyes at the center table turned on him, a 

few surprised mutters running through the table before the Drakkaren let out a sigh of relief as he 

saw the meeting was composed of people he knew: Lily, Amiglion, White, Little Arcy, Raze, 

and Francis. “Uh. Hi. Need to borrow Lily for a second.” 

“If it‟s about the undead army-” Francis started mildly, and then he sighed and dropped 

his head forwards when Little Arcy, Lily, and Ami jumped up and left the table, running quickly 

over to Zerrex. The two females smacked into him first, Lily hitting him around the waist and 



Little Arcy one of his legs, and he staggered before falling on his ass when Ami gleefully 

pounced on him, squashing Lily between the bodies of the males and making her wheeze. “Some 

dignitaries.” 

He looked over towards Raze, opening his mouth… and then he closed it when he saw 

Raze was gone as well, before he looked up and winced as the black-scaled Drakkaren stomped 

over to the pile of people, picking up Ami with one hand and tossing him aside before grabbing 

Little Arcy, prying her off, and putting her firmly down a few feet away from the dazed reptile. 

Finally, he grabbed Lily, and then muttered and made a face when she clung stubbornly to 

Zerrex, glaring at him over her shoulder and snapping: “Hey, out of order, matriarchal rights 

here!” 

“Fuck your rights.” Raze grumbled, and then he finally reached down and simply picked 

up Zerrex, pulling him against his powerful, light-armored body and squeezing him firmly 

around the waist as Lily held onto his neck, the male glaring back and forth challengingly at the 

mild eyes of Francis and White. “We‟ll be a minute.” 

“You‟re impossible.” Francis said flatly, and White simply shrugged and leaned back in 

his chair, pulling a book out of his duster and reading calmly. The mouse tapped his fingers 

impatiently, watching as Zerrex finally was released… and then he called to the dazed 

Drakkaren: “Are you finished yet? I want to get this meeting underway.” 

“Oh, lighten up, Francis.” Zerrex retorted, and he smiled at the others, holding up a finger 

to them as he walked past and said flatly: “If anyone wants this fixed fast, it‟s me. And I might 

even have a solution. But unprofessional or not, I‟ve just finally gotten my goddamn body fixed. 

The way I work might drive you crazy, but you should know by now that I definitely have got 

my stuff together.” 

Francis looked like he wanted to argue, but then he simply sat back with a disconsolate 

mumble as Zerrex turned back to the group, smiling around at them all as he added quietly: “But 

Francis is right… what‟s with the burst of unprofessionalism, huh? You guys are usually all 

some of the most orderly people I know.” 

Little Arcy laughed a bit at this, smiling up at him as the little girl – dressed today in an 

adorable little sailor suit with matching beret – said warmly: “Now surely you don‟t mean me, 

Lord Zerrex! You remember how many times I went against the code to help you and your 

family out… besides, these ten years seemed longer than the thousands that often passed 

between us seeing you. Even with reports from Archmage Ixin, we never really knew your 

condition… nor could any of us see you, locked in that deep, terrible place.” 

Raze grunted, wrapping his arms protectively around Zerrex again, and the reptile smiled 

a bit, closing his eyes: Raze had been getting more and more open with his relationship with the 

reptile, and more and more comfortable with the fact that he was gay. Of course, while the white-

haired reptile wasn‟t always a fan of the fact the other lizard liked to grab him and kiss him 

firmly in public or things like that, he did like how cuddly and territorial Raze could be… 

especially since Raze was a very submissive bottom most of the time, whatever his temperament 

seemed to be. 

Zerrex rubbed gently along one of the male‟s forearms as Lily approached and leaned in 

with a smile, wearing her ceremonial armor but her face exposed as always… and Zerrex rolled 

his eyes, but he smiled amusedly in return as he kissed her cheek firmly; Lily, always polite and 

cultured, always so goddamn cute that even Raze couldn‟t find a reason to be mad at her. Then 

she took one of his hands and said softly, gazing at him fondly: “If I was too out of line, please 



forgive me, Zer… but I really have missed you myself.” She glanced down, adding quietly: “It‟s 

been scary without you here.” 

“Yeah, we‟ve had no idea what the hell we‟re supposed to be doing about this undead 

army.” Amiglion piped up, and then he frowned and glanced over his shoulder towards the open 

doors, but the area was empty… and the Naganatine shook his head a bit, before he returned his 

eyes to Zerrex, making a bit of a face. “Crazy shit‟s been happening around Hell, too, I kid you 

not. Stuff like… fucking… evil spirits and soulless spirits, the real nasty ones even you have 

trouble picking up with your weird energy powers.” 

“Even Loki hasn‟t been too happy, or Ixin either.” Lily added quietly, then she glanced to 

the side at the still-open doors, calling flatly: “And Ixin, please. Have the respect to either come 

in or stay outside.” 

“I‟m happy where I am.” Ixin retorted, peering awkwardly around the side of the open 

doors, and then he waved cheerfully at Raze, who groaned and slapped his forehead, turning 

away and heading back to the table. “Hi, great… whatever-you-are!” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes in amusement, and then he approached the table with the others, 

asking seriously: “So what‟s our status, in that case? Have we gathered any more information 

about what kinds of undead we‟re dealing with?” 

“Rotten corpses, for the most part… their behavior is similar to the classic zombie breed, 

as well, attacking and eating whatever they can get their hands on.” Amiglion piped up morbidly, 

as he sat at his high chair, and Zerrex made a face: both at this and his goddamn chair, as he sat 

down in the plush but oversized frame. “Human troops are everywhere, too, all over the 

continent, not just in Ire… they‟re helping the undead, and it looks like their basic goal is to kill, 

kill, kill… probably so more undead can be brought to life.” Ami paused and cleared his throat. 

“I mean… you know what I mean.” 

“Animated.” Lily said absently, and Amiglion huffed as he glared at her before she 

looked at Zerrex, continuing in an authoritative voice: “We were just discussing their level of 

spread throughout the world with Francis, and how we can combat them… so far, however, we 

don‟t have a lot of ideas other than trying to use aerial tactics and magic against them. Demons 

and angels setting up walls of fire might let us cordon off a safe area… and the only other choice 

we have is wide-spread bombing runs, and I know how you feel about that.” 

“We won‟t use bombs. That would defeat the purpose of putting ourselves at risk to save 

mortal lives… I won‟t risk taking even one mortal life with a large-scale blast.” Zerrex said 

quietly, looking around at the others, and everyone around the table nodded after a moment. If 

there was one thing he‟d learned after all his years, after all, it was that innocent lives should 

never have to suffer for the guilty, and he wasn‟t about to go against that ideal now. “Sin has 

suggested another method of action… but you‟re going to have to give me the time to prepare for 

it and try to get to the item in question.” 

“Stop being so damn mysterious.” Lily said flatly, looking at him dryly, and Zerrex made 

a face, rubbing awkwardly at his face before she frowned, leaning forwards: “Why the hell are 

you being so mysterious, anyway? Usually when it comes to at least this stuff, you‟re only an ass 

about it when you have a plan that involves you going into some horrible, dangerous place.” 

“Well, that‟s half of it.” Zerrex admitted, and Lily sighed and rolled her eyes before 

frowning when the Drakkaren became serious, saying softly: “But it‟s just not something I feel 

like I can talk about. Just trust me on this. Amiglion probably knows what I‟m talking about 

anyway.” 



Ami frowned at him when Zerrex looked at him pointedly, then the Naganatine glanced 

upwards and mumbled to himself before he blanched, leaning away from the table as he babbled: 

“Oh no, hell no, no fucking way. Dude, I dunno what Sin told you, but that is… that is not a 

helpful solution, not at all.” 

Zerrex looked at him flatly, and then Amiglion sighed and sat back, rolling his head on 

his shoulders rubbing at his bare face… and the reptile frowned, asking before Ami could speak: 

“Where‟s your mask?” 

“I… decided I was too cool for it.” Amiglion said after a moment, then he cleared his 

throat and twiddled his fingers together, saying finally: “Look. You never wear it, Lily never 

wears hers… I guess… I don‟t want to wear mine either, unless I gotta. Sure, it was cool for the 

first ten million years or so, but after that it got to feeling more and more like a goddamn chore, 

like I was just covering up my face to hide from everyone who knows that I‟m like, the only 

Naganatine left in Hell asides from Sin, anyway. 

“But that ain‟t important. What is, is that… well… look, if you‟re right about her… about 

this, I mean… then… well…” Ami hesitated, grinding his teeth together and looking nervous, 

and then he finally said morbidly: “You‟ll need a guide through the Forest of the Departed, and 

you‟re looking at him, right here.” 

“Seriously?” Zerrex tilted his head towards him, and then he coughed and cleared his 

throat when Amiglion gave him a sour glare. “Not that I don‟t trust you and your abilities, it‟s 

just that… you know…” 

“Only Reapers can make their way through the Forest safely… and since I was 

designated a Reaper long before there were even really Demons… well… I‟ve been keeping in 

shape and I think that I‟m probably your best bet, much as I don‟t wanna be. Other Reapers 

are… you know…” 

“Reapers.” Raze grunted, and then he leaned on the table, ignoring Amiglion‟s sour look 

as he said in his cold, no-argument voice: “Then I want to come along as well. You could use 

some competent backup.” 

Amiglion shook his head at this, however, earning him a dark look from Raze even as he 

explained: “Too dangerous. The more people there are in one place at a time in the forest, the 

more likely the forest will try to screw with us and the more hostile it will become. Especially 

towards you, Raze… you‟re a godling, sure, but you were raised in Heaven and instructed by 

angels. Evil spirits will recognize that holiness around your body and home in on you like a fat 

dude on Free Flapjack Friday at a restaurant.” 

Raze made a face at this, and then he crossed his arms and looked moody when Zerrex 

said quietly: “I need you to do another job for me, anyway. Since this plan isn‟t guaranteed to 

work, I need you to assemble a strike force… angels will listen to you and Francis a lot better 

than they‟ll listen to most demons.” 

The Drakkaren made a noncommittal noise, but Zerrex felt confident that meant „yes:‟ 

Raze just wasn‟t very good when it came to discussing his feelings or thoughts on things, at least 

in public like this. He nodded to him, and then he looked at Little Arcy, asking quietly: “What 

have the Prophets foreseen?” 

“Nothing.” Little Arcy said softly, and everyone looked at her with surprise, the young 

girl smiling faintly and shrugging quietly: “I mean, we haven‟t always been able to make 

predictions about the future that were accurate, and really we‟re more spellcasters, analysts, and 

historians than anything else… but well… it‟s like our vision of the future has been blocked. 

Everything‟s in shadows and darkness, no matter how near or far we look… and none of the 



predictions made years ago for this time period have come true. No great earthquake, no 371
st
 

Accord over nuclear weapons, no designs for the intercontinental bridge and the Oceanic Cities 

that were supposed to be fated to be built… and all this interest in space, it‟s… strange.” 

She stopped, and White looked up from his book, suggesting calmly: “Maybe it‟s 

because of the interference of these Old Gods everyone‟s been talking about… we‟ve all agreed, 

even if silently, that the undead and likely even Animaxander are simply both symptoms of 

them, and they apparently have a leader who is also the most powerful of these beings… maybe 

his very power is influencing time and space.” 

“Faith is a powerful weapon.” Zerrex murmured, not knowing why but at the same time 

feeling that it… just fit. And the others nodded slowly, before he looked up and said softly: “I 

think we‟re all in serious danger… and I don‟t like that we‟ve got any kind of hostile gods 

heading towards the planet, not to mention the fact that the Prophets can‟t see anything, 

anywhere… but either way, we need to first get our problems in order and then start dealing with 

them, and the first issue to contend with is getting rid of those undead, followed by 

Animaxander. After that, we‟ll need to find a way to look towards wherever these Gods are… 

although I think we settled that argument when we discussed that before.” 

“The Observatory… but you and Sin don‟t have nearly enough time to do both things.” 

Lily said softly, then she glanced across at Raze, saying slowly: “Perhaps Lord Raze‟s time 

would be better spent in going to the Observatory for us, with a few demons who would be able 

to help him deal with the dangers posed by the Undersea?” 

Zerrex rubbed at his muzzle at this thoughtfully, but when Raze looked at him and gave 

the smallest of nods, the Drakkaren smiled a bit, saying softly: “Good idea. Although you 

probably are not going to be fond of the team I‟m going to suggest for you, Raze.” He cleared his 

throat, then said loudly towards the ceiling: “Sin! Bring your wards here!” 

“What are you talking about?” Raze asked after a moment with a frown, and then he 

looked up in distaste as a portal opened, before he simply frowned with disgust when Sin stepped 

through with Mahihko and Lone, the wolves both looking awkwardly back and forth before 

Cherry bounded through the portal with Selena following moodily behind her. “I am not playing 

babysitter for all of them.” 

“What, what are we talking about?” Cherry asked dumbly, and then she winced when 

Selena smacked her firmly on the head, rubbing at it with a mumble as Lone and Mahihko 

looked at each other nervously. 

“Watch your fucking mouth.” Selena spat, then she walked around the table and sat down 

beside Zerrex, looking darkly at Lily as she clung to the Drakkaren‟s arm, and Zerrex sighed 

tiredly as she added with a mutter: “I ain‟t letting you go anywhere, Zerrex. Not until I‟ve had 

my time with you.” 

“Raze, you know Cherry is competent, much as you two don‟t get along. And Lone‟s got 

a bad mouth, but he and Mahihko will follow orders you give them to the letter, and they both 

can harness electricity, which is one of the few useful elements to be able to control when it 

comes to the Undersea.” Zerrex said softly, and Raze looked undecided, tilting his head back and 

forth with a frown. Then the Drakkaren paused, asking softly: “Who would you pick?” 

Raze frowned at the table, then he looked up and sighed, nodding slowly: not only 

because his choices weren‟t feasible, but because he probably ended up with the same people, 

whether he liked it or not. Even powerful demons wouldn‟t be useful unless they were able to 

use electricity with some degree of expertise, due to the literal and metaphorical dampening 

effects the Central Spire‟s Undersea parallel had on magic. “Fine. What about Alastor, at least?” 



“Can‟t, he and Carmen have been deployed to one of the cities, where evil spirits are 

possessing demons and causing a panic.” Lily said quietly, then she smiled a bit, saying softly: 

“I‟d go with you, Raze, but Selena and I will have to stay back here to keep everything in order.” 

Selena glared at Lily as Raze shifted awkwardly, and then the godling finally lowered his 

head and mumbled a quiet „thank you…‟ but this, however, was overridden as Selena said 

darkly: “Zerrex, seriously. I don‟t want you going anywhere without me this next while.” 

“I‟m sorry, but I have to.” Zerrex said softly, and Selena gave him a furious look that 

tried to hide her unhappiness and her fear. The Drakkaren reached up and caught her wrist before 

she could hit him, and then he said softly, looking into her eyes: “This is bigger than all of us. 

Maybe even than Heaven and Hell. And Sin and Amiglion and I need to try and… get something 

that‟ll help us stop it. I‟m sure Raze would be happy to have you on his team, but-” 

“I am not working with Cherry. Fuck you, Zerrex, just… fuck off.” Selena shoved herself 

away from him as she stomped away and created a portal, vanishing through it, and the 

Drakkaren sighed and slumped. He thought for a moment on how he‟d gladly throw all this aside 

if Marina asked him to, but how he never did for Selena… and then Lily reached up and 

squeezed his shoulder quietly, and he glanced at her as she smiled faintly at him. But Marina 

would never ask me to, because… she knows all about my responsibilities. 

He shook his head, and then Francis said calmly, as if nothing had happened: “Raze, you 

can go ahead and get your equipment ready, and Little Arcy, please fill in these wolves on what 

we‟ve been discussing. Miss Cherry, I assume that as always you‟re ready for conflict, so go 

with Raze and outfit him with whatever you have to spare.” 

“There‟s time yet. I have one other stop I need to make and… something else I need to 

do.” Zerrex said softly after a moment, and all eyes turned on him before he looked at Sin, 

smiling a bit. “I assume you‟ll want a moment to yourself at the Monastery, anyway… and 

Amiglion, you need to go put some good clothes on. But Raze, whenever you‟re ready to leave, 

go ahead and do so.” 

Raze nodded as he stood up from the table, and then he muttered a spell as he held a hand 

up above his head, his massive, gleaming sword appearing in it. It was shaped almost the exact 

same as Blackheart had once been, only slightly larger… and the godling placed this on his back 

after a moment, rubbing a hand against his silver breastplate as he asked coldly: “What am I 

going to have to kill?” 

“Mermaids and sea-monsters, for the most part… but you should be able to operate the 

Observatory yourself with your divine heritage.” Sin said softly, and Raze turned to her, bowing 

his head forwards slightly in a sign of respect he rarely showed to anyone. “I want to caution 

you, though, Lord Raze Atrox… some of the beasts you‟ll be up against may generate a psychic 

static that will tear your mind apart if they get close.” 

“I can deal with it.” Raze said after a moment, flexing his powerful muscles, and Zerrex 

smiled slightly: despite the fact that Raze was a powerhouse of physical strength, the real terror 

of the godling came from his vicious psychic abilities… but few people realized that although 

Raze could easily throw even massive demons around like toys with his mind, he wasn‟t 

telepathic in the slightest… hell, he wasn‟t even too good when it came to trying to read a 

person‟s body language, much less their thoughts. It also meant, however, that he was far less 

sensitive than other psychics were when it came to anti-psionic attacks. “Is the mechanism 

complex at all?” 

“It looks like a simple telescope, but it has a control system mounted to the wall… are 

you familiar with ancient demonic runes at all, predating Lucifer‟s Return?” Sin tilted her head, 



and Raze hesitated, but nodded after a moment, tracing one in the air and earning a nod of 

approval from Sin. “Correct. The system does not require precise coordinates or adjustments… 

only that you enter what you‟re looking for. Ask it to look for Animaxander… it should give you 

a view of him on the mortal plane first, but then you‟ll be able to tell the telescope to backtrack 

to other locations he‟s visited, and it should provide you with the information we need.” 

“You honor me, Lady Sin.” Raze murmured, bowing to her, and Sin bowed quietly back 

before Raze looked over at Zerrex, then down at the wolves, who were standing with Little Arcy, 

Mahihko obviously admiring her outfit before he jumped about ten feet in the air when the black-

scaled godling snapped: “Hurry up! I‟ll meet you all at the first floor when you‟re ready.” 

He created a portal and vanished through it, and Zerrex hoped that this was a good idea as 

Cherry wandered over to him, rubbing at her head slowly as she asked him quietly: “You… you 

gonna be okay, Boss? And more importantly, you sure this is actually a good idea?” 

Zerrex nodded after a moment, looking at Lily, who smiled a bit and nodded slowly 

herself. Then he returned his eyes to her, saying softly: “Yeah, I think so. Don‟t piss off Raze too 

much and keep the kids in line, will you?” 

“I‟ll do my best for you.” Cherry grinned a bit despite herself, and then she glanced over 

her shoulder curiously at Sin as she vanished through a portal, followed by Amiglion, who 

looked strangely quiet in the moment before he disappeared after her. “What‟s up with them?” 

“Old memories, I suspect.” Zerrex replied in a quiet voice, and Cherry nodded with a 

grim smile, before he patted her gently on the shoulder. “Get geared up and then go meet Raze, 

Cherry. He likes to be kept waiting even less than I do.” 

“Figures.” Cherry muttered, and then she and Zerrex clasped hands for a moment, 

squeezing firmly before she turned and headed over to scare the wolves through a portal she 

made, and the Drakkaren watched her go before he looked around the room, watching as Little 

Arcy vanished with a wave and a smile to him, followed by Francis… and he looked down in 

surprise as White approached him calmly. 

Despite being taller, Zerrex always felt that they were either looking eye-to-eye, or that 

he was the one who was looking up at the badger… and White said quietly, meeting his irises 

with his own cold ones: “If you need my help, Zerrex, you don‟t even have to ask for it… I‟m 

offering it right now. Don‟t keep me on the sidelines for this fight too long… undead and so-

called holy beings happen to be one of my specialties.” 

The reptile smiled slightly down at the badger, and then he said slowly: “Could you 

recognize and analyze the undead if you were able to take one down?” 

“Like that.” White snapped his fingers, and then he added mildly: “But unlike most of 

your gung-ho pals, I need myself some permission first to leave Hell. I‟m not a demon, after 

all… some of us lost souls don‟t get any breaks even when we get thrown down into the Pit, you 

know.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, then he said quietly: “Then you have my permission as High King 

and my blessing, White. I have a request, though…” Since I‟m way too scared to call it an order. 

“See if you can capture one of those humans as well, and figure out what they actually are… 

they concern me almost as much as the undead prowling the streets.” 

The badger nodded back, then he tapped the brim of the cowboy hat he was wearing 

before he turned and left, and Zerrex shook his head in soft entertainment before he turned 

around, realizing dumbly that only he and Lily were left in the room now… well, and Ixin too, 

but he was hiding behind a pillar, pretending he was invisible. “So hey. You okay with this?” 



“Not really.” Lily smiled a bit up at him, and then she stood and hugged him tightly, and 

Zerrex hugged her back, holding her close as she murmured softly, resting her head against his 

neck: “But I think it‟s probably the best thing you can do at the moment. What did you want to 

do before you left, anyway?” 

Zerrex laughed quietly, then he nudged her gently, saying softly: “Just a little side-trip, 

should only take an hour or two, I hope… just ignore any alarms I might set off in the Central 

Spire, huh?” 

“And here I thought those days were over.” Lily said ironically, before she looked to the 

side and added: “Ixin, I need you to come and discuss how to deal with the Undead situation 

with myself and the group of mages who I‟m supposed to meet with.” 

“Fuck that.” Ixin shouted irritably from behind the pillar, and then he squeaked when an 

Amazon standing nearby jabbed him with the tip of her spear, leaving a small gash in his side 

that he clutched at before falling over and flailing comically on the ground. Zerrex rolled his 

eyes, but he took the opportunity to kiss Lily‟s forehead quickly before he waved and exited 

through a portal, and Lily rolled her eyes before she turned towards Ixin as he sat up and glared. 

“Hey, I was supposed to follow him around all day!” 

Zerrex arrived a moment later into a room he had visited before… but he was surprised to 

see that it had another visitor today, who was puffing quietly away at a cigar. Then he looked up 

mildly, his features aged but not as elderly as they had been when he and Zerrex had become 

comrades, and both of his arms intact as the wolverine growled at him: “‟Bout fucking time I 

finally find you around here somewhere. Place is goddamn confusing.” 

“General Griswold?” Zerrex looked at him with surprise, and the old former General 

gave a grunt of acknowledgment, the grey-furred wolverine looking at him with dry amusement, 

scornfulness still glinting in his steely eyes. As the Drakkaren had always seen him, he was 

wearing his dark blue dress uniform from his days with the Irenic Military, the white shirt 

beneath pristine and his tie tied tight at his throat, all of his polished medals in place at the breast 

pocket. Zerrex wondered how the hell he‟d managed to get his hands on all this… and then he 

paused as the General took off his cap and looked at him with a mixture of pride and 

entertainment, brushing absently at the fur between his ears as his scarred muzzle wrinkled in a 

grin that had all of its teeth instead of blacked gums. “What the hell are you doing here?” 

“You really think I should be in Heaven right now, son?” Griswold asked mildly, and 

Zerrex rolled his eyes before Griswold Anderson Lyson threw his head back and laughed rustily, 

taking his cigar out of his muzzle and absently tapping it off to the side before he winked and put 

it back into his grinning mouth, saying around it in a pleased voice: “Can‟t say I‟m disappointed 

in you though, Zerrex, whether you‟re still obviously a few coins short of a dollar or not.” 

The Drakkaren only grunted at him sourly, and then they both turned to look at the 

broken shards of Blackheart, and the General sighed as he added distastefully: “This, however, is 

a damn shame. That Crow bastard really fucked up a hell of a weapon here, with a hell of a lot of 

history… something even Hell seems to appreciate, since I know you aren‟t the type to have it 

put down here yourself without some damn good reason to.” 

“It was used in the battle against Crow… against the Princess… against all our other 

enemies.” Zerrex said softly, and then he glanced sideways at the General, seeing no distinct 

demonic characteristics on him, and finally he asked: “So, did you end up becoming a demon? 

Or did you get slapped with something a little more painful?” 

“A bit of both.” Griswold admitted after a moment, looking grudging as he leaned 

backwards and brushed absently at his lapels with his free hand. He sighed and shook his head, 



gazing up at the ceiling as he murmured: “Lots of time in Wrath, lots of time in Greed. Did I ever 

see a lot of suffering firsthand, Zerrex, and did I ever suffer a lot myself. And fuck, it got through 

to me after a while. It was damned nasty, but it got through to me… just like your stupid 

psychological programs got through to me.” He looked disgusted at this, snorting and shaking his 

head as Zerrex smiled slightly at him. “Don‟t gimme that look, you bastard. Hate that hippie 

bullshit… hated it even more when they got in my head and made it all make sense. Some of that 

shit is torture-worthy, you know.” 

“And if it can get through to even assholes like you, then it‟s worth it.” Zerrex replied 

grimly, and Griswold muttered under his breath before the Drakkaren prompted: “So, Pride or 

Greed?” 

“Greed.” Griswold finally admitted, shaking his head with distaste. “But because of my 

lifestyle, I‟ll never become a demon. I‟m cursed, like a few other fuckers around here, to always 

maintain my mortal shape and strength… but hey, at least I got my arm back and a few years off 

my looks.” The wolverine rubbed at his face with his free hand, then poked at his teeth. “And 

these grow back even after they‟re knocked out. Which is good, „cause I still haven‟t learned to 

keep my fucking trap shut.” 

“So Griswold. Tell me what you think about Kafka.” Zerrex said softly, looking at 

Blackheart through the protective glass surrounding it, and Griswold looked at him sharply with 

a frown. “And what the military advantages would be to him getting major support, or even into 

power, apart from the obvious ones.” 

The General looked down for a moment, then he pulled his cigar out of his muzzle, 

exhaling a plume of smoke as he said quietly: “As you should know yourself, Zerrex… being in 

power isn‟t what‟s important. It‟s how much the people love you: if they love you enough, 

they‟ll forgive any mistake you make, and not even the biggest contenders can move against you 

in public without taking the chance of becoming unpopular themselves. Even in this world, 

politics are driven by how many people like you, more than even how many voters you have: get 

the right people backing you, and you don‟t have to worry about going to the voters… the voters 

will come to you. Get the wrong people backing you, even if they‟re big corporations, and you 

might as well throw your campaign out the goddamn window, followed by yourself. 

“Kafka, well. You know my love of politics and my hate for anything anti-Ire. I ain‟t too 

fond of Balthazar, but I recognize he‟s a force for good… which is probably why I don‟t like him 

too much.” Griswold grinned a bit, looking over at Zerrex, before he became solemn once more 

when the Drakkaren looked at him mildly. “Kafka‟s already dangerous. With a little more 

support, he‟ll be able to literally recreate the Nazi regime, except this time something tells me 

he‟ll be targeting more than just the rest of the mortal world.” 

“Griswold, I‟m appointing you as an advisor to Lily on mortal politics, military and 

otherwise.” Zerrex said softly, and Griswold looked surprised before the Drakkaren straightened 

and held out a hand to him, looking into his eyes squarely. “We might not exactly be all that fond 

of each other, but I do know I can trust you. And once we‟re done with Animaxander, I have a 

feeling we‟re going to have to deal with him.” 

The General nodded slowly… and then he said after a moment of contemplation: “Fine. 

But only „cause I still feel like I owe you for old times‟ sake.” 

“And because you like power.” Zerrex said pointedly, and the General shrugged in 

response after a moment with a grunt, blowing a smoke ring through his nose. Before he could 

reply, however, the Drakkaren looked over at the edgy guards standing at the doors, saying 



clearly: “Soldiers, escort this person up to the Throne Room and tell Lily that he‟s a new advisor 

for her council. See you around, Griswold.” 

The wolverine looked surprised, and then he was grabbed by the guards and half-dragged 

out of the room, grumbling the entire time and leaving Zerrex in peace after a moment. The 

reptile shook his head with quiet entertainment, and then he looked at the sword for a long few 

seconds before he reached forwards quietly removed the case protecting it, saying softly: “I think 

it‟s time now, old friend.” 

Energy sizzled over Blackheart in response as the Drakkaren put the glass covering aside,  

and then the reptile carefully reached forwards even as dark lighting crackled between the pieces, 

and he grasped the edges of the showcase, trying not to let the sight of the energy sizzling along 

the broken chunks of blade entrance him. 

The top of the showcase easily lifted off as Zerrex created a portal behind himself with a 

look over his shoulder, and he carefully sidestepped his way through it holding the long wooden 

tray, ending up on a dirt road in the rocky, barren wastes of the Wrath Circle in front of a 

massive, barn-shaped structure. It seemed like a seedy place, Salamanders and Swamp Spines 

standing in a half-formed line in front of a window where a lazy-looking Cyclops leaned, but the 

reptile carefully made his way around the side of the barn, ignoring a merchant with a slave 

hooked up to a cart stacked full of goods as he called out to him about buying some used 

weapons. 

The Drakkaren reached the back of the wood-and-stone structure a moment later, and he 

let out a sigh of relief as he saw there was no one here but a pair of Gigataur guards on either 

side of the huge sliding doors leading into the structure. They both looked bored, and the reptile 

cleared his throat to get the attention of the rusty-armored giants… and one of them looked down 

with distaste before his eyes widened, and he reached across to tap his partner on the shoulder, 

the Gigataur jumping as if awoken from a nap before he snapped a salute at Zerrex, holding his 

huge axe up in front of himself with his other hand as the first Gigataur asked eagerly: “What can 

we do for you, sir?” 

“Just opening a door would be fine, my hands are a little full.” Zerrex said mildly, and the 

two Gigataurs nodded quickly, grasping the enormous handles at either side of the doors and 

yanking it quickly open wide enough for an army column to march through. The reptile grunted 

his thanks, then he wandered through as the two looked after the Drakkaren with relief: not too 

long ago, they had both ended up on the bad side of the reptile and been taught a lesson for it. 

Zerrex emerged into a smoky, dusty area that looked and smelled like an old 

manufacturing plant, huge furnaces vomiting up blasts of smog into the air that was dragged into 

rusty, clanking fans, demons of all variety standing at long assembly lines, anvils, and forges… 

and after a moment of looking back and forth, Zerrex caught sight of a demon wearing an 

expensive silver suit, the orca chatting away on a cellphone modified to work in Hell… and 

instantly losing his cheesy smile when he caught sight of Zerrex, a look of disgust appearing on 

his face instead as he stomped over, brushing aside several assembly-line workers. “Captain 

Ravenlight. Such… a pleasure.”  

“Hello, Silverfish.” Zerrex said mildly, and the orca made a face of distaste at the old 

nickname from back in the Goth Legion. He paused, then looked back and forth, saying blandly: 

“Didn‟t think I‟d catch you here, in this low-scale operation, but now I‟m glad I did. Want to 

direct me to where you‟ve got Garnet working, or should I just shut this down as well?” 

Silverfish snarled, poking Zerrex‟s chest aggressively with one of his fingers, this one 

sporting a golden ring with a very large ruby on it. “Listen to me, High King, you can shut down 



my illegal operations but not ones like this. Even the fucking slaves are perfectly legal… what 

the hell ever happened to you, Captain Ravenlight, you used to be the one always pushing us to 

worse and worse deeds, now you‟re… you‟re ruining operations that could profit both of us!” 

Zerrex only looked at him mildly, and Silverfish glared back… but then he began to 

tremble and sweat, and a moment later he quailed, finally dialing a number on his cellphone as 

he mumbled: “Bring Garnet up from the cages, send him to forge three. I‟ve got a… customer… 

here… who has a project for him.” 

“Better.” Zerrex said mildly, and when the orca began to walk away, Zerrex flexed and 

leaned slightly forwards, a tentacle pushing out of his back and lashing over his shoulder to wrap 

several times around the Greed demon, squeezing him tightly and forcing him to turn around as 

his eyes widened in fear. “Oh, and Silverfish? Remember that I don‟t need my hands to rip you 

apart if I really wanted to, got that?” 

Silverfish nodded dumbly, and Zerrex allowed the tentacle to withdraw quickly into his 

back, his message clearly sent as the orca scuttled away before the reptile sighed and shook his 

head slowly, muttering under his breath as he turned and head down a set of metal stairs, 

ignoring the guards armed with mortal weaponry and walking past sweaty, hulking minotaurs 

and various demons of all shape and size, most of them wearing aprons and heavy gloves to 

protect them from the heat and fires of the massive, hexagonal-shaped forges. 

The reptile halted in front of the forge, putting down the sword and crossing his arms as 

he watched a rusty metal door open at the end of the long column, and two guards led out a 

demonic bear wearing shackles, his body mostly hairless, pink, and rubbery, black burns dotting 

his form here and there and his black, leathery hands and wrists shackled in front of him, the 

chain between the shackles short enough to allow for barely any slack even with the metal 

manacles pressed almost together. His blackened feet were bare and the pants he wore torn and 

dirty, speckled with dried blood, and two pairs of large horns stuck from the top of his head, one 

pair pointing straight up from his forehead and the other set beside these to an angle, giving him 

a strange, crowned look as his almost-blind eyes looked back and forth quizzically, large nose 

snuffling at the air before he picked up his pace, shaking off the guards as he approached Zerrex 

and asked him in a rasp: “What have you brought for me to work with today? I smell a special 

project… a special metal.” 

“Some people would think you were a mole.” Zerrex waved away the guards, and they 

went, mostly out of fear… but he was fine with that. In this slummy place, Zerrex didn‟t want to 

earn respect with these kinds of demons… demons that were weak, stupid, and easily 

manipulated by Silverfish into working for one of his many illegal operations, even if the 

Drakkaren couldn‟t totally prove yet that Silverfish was mistreating his prisoners and slaves: 

even demons he could trust like Garnet were dangerous convicts, after all, and this was part of 

his prison duty. “What I need is your help… this is my broken sword, Blackheart. I want to forge 

it back together.” 

“Can it be handled?” Garnet asked suspiciously, sniffing the air again, and this time he 

rose his head high enough that the thin metal collar around his neck became visible, the large 

garnet stone inside it gleaming: the thing that gave him his name, since he refused to tell anyone 

his real one, and Zerrex didn‟t feel like going through the lengthy process of digging it up. 

“There is… much energy. Hostile energy.” 

“Give me a moment.” Zerrex knelt by his sword, reaching a hand over it hesitantly… and 

dark lighting sparked at him, the reptile wincing before he cursed under his breath and reached 

down to grab the handle of the broken hilt. Immediately, dark energy sparked up his arm, and the 



Drakkaren grit his teeth, clenching his eyes shut as pain tore through him, and he shouted in his 

mind: Goddammit, Blackheart, it‟s me! Your real master… you have always been a part of me, 

don‟t turn on me now, it‟d be like losing a hand, an arm, a limb even more important than that… 

Blackheart, you were forged with my energy…  

The broken pieces of the sword trembled, a faint blue glow growing over them… and 

then the dark energy surging over Zerrex suddenly halted, and Zerrex saw in his mind Crow 

grasp the sword and shatter it, saw Blackheart corrupted into a swirling whip… and then a 

moment later, the images reversed and he was back in reality, standing up and holding the 

damaged hilt in front of himself before he held it out to Garnet, saying quietly: “It‟s safe now.” 

Garnet took it hesitantly… and the moment Zerrex let go of the handle, he flexed his 

fingers and rubbed slowly at his arm, feeling like every nerve had just been fried as it tingled 

painfully, a bit of smoke rising up from it but thankfully going unnoticed in the heat and dingy 

innards of the factory. The bear, meanwhile, was now rubbing a finger against the blade, sniffing 

it and squeezing into the hilt, almost massaging it in his other hand as he whispered: “Yes, yes… 

it requires blood and energy, but you can forge the broken pieces back together with a little bit of 

help… but we need platinum, and adamantine metals… and the Masters won‟t part with such 

rare metals so easily.” 

“They will for me.” Zerrex said darkly, and then he took the handle back from Garnet, 

looking at the shattered blade and murmuring softly: “It‟s time to put you back together, old 

friend.” 

 

Raze stood between the bookshelves of the Library encased in shadow, his breastplate 

safely discarded at the Ravenlight Estate and dressed only in black mortal clothes that made him 

almost seem naked with his dark scales. Heavy, dark-metal boots covered his feet and a strap 

around his body connected to a runed, magical plate on his back holding his sword, Darkheart, 

firmly in place. He had named his sword after Zerrex‟s own weapon, even though for the longest 

time he had thought naming things was dumb, so it had simply been called „sword.‟ 

Cherry was standing nearby, wearing her demonic armor and with the Great Diviner 

already manacled to her wrist and sheathed at her side, her whip on her other hip as she fidgeted 

from foot-to-foot. She looked up at Raze and opened her mouth, then quickly closed it and 

instead cleared her throat, rubbing at the back of her head awkwardly and trying to catch his 

eye… but Raze was looking stoically at the ceiling, and Cherry wondered morbidly how Zerrex 

and Raze got along so goddamn well, before she looked down as Lone and Mahihko finally 

appeared through a portal together, the little wolf beaming proudly in his old military uniform 

with a hoop on either hip, and Lone wearing his vest and black jeans, a metal staff with rounded 

weights at either end in one hand, looking disgruntled as he said for the hundredth time: “Can‟t 

we bring guns with us?” 

“Guns don‟t work well under water, or even shooting into water, remember?” Mahihko 

chided, and Lone bopped him on the skull with the end of his staff, making his eyes water as he 

clutched at his head, trembling: “That really hurt, Lone!” 

Lone opened his mouth, likely to curse at his other half… and then Raze settled his 

amber eyes on them both, and the two wolves immediately snapped to attention, Mahihko wiping 

at his eyes and Lone blushing furiously, before the black-scaled Drakkaren said darkly: “No 

fucking around on this mission, I want to do this nice and clean for a change of pace. Lone, 

Mahihko, where are your backpacks of gear?” 



“What backpacks?” Lone asked stupidly, and Raze glared at him before the wolf 

squeaked and waved a hand wearing a ring with a dark stone on it frantically. The Northern Star 

glowed and created a portal after a moment, and Lone ran through it with his tail between his 

legs before he came back less than a minute later, carrying a backpack in either hand and looking 

only moderately-winded at having been separated at such a great distance for a short period of 

time. “Here… here they are!” 

“Good.” Raze muttered, as Mahihko and Lone put their packs on, and then he looked 

over at Cherry, asking: “Can you open the locks on the doors leading into the Undersea?” 

“Yeah, no problem.” Cherry replied calmly, nodding, and Raze frowned a bit at her 

before he grunted and nodded, creating a portal and walking through it. Cherry sighed in relief, 

then she trudged through after him, followed by Mahihko and Lone, the two shoving at each 

other before they once more acted serious once under Raze‟s cold eyes… but they forget their 

squabble when they found themselves standing in a massive stone dungeon, water dripping from 

the walls of the cubical room and a rusted ladder beside them, a huge, circular door covered in 

runic inscriptions in the floor only a few feet away, surrounded by moldy stone. 

Raze was tapping a foot impatiently, his arms crossed as he looked back and forth at their 

blue-and-grey surroundings: he was already getting nervous for some reason, and then he 

frowned when Cherry looked up and said coldly: “Someone‟s been through here already. The 

runes have been tampered with.” 

“Is it operable?” Raze asked, and Cherry nodded, quickly bending down and pushing a 

hand into it before she tapped different parts of the door, pressing hidden buttons down and then 

backing quickly off onto the solid stone floor as the door trembled before it slid slowly apart into 

pieces, withdrawing into the floors. Mahihko and Lone exchanged a nervous look, and then they 

followed Raze and Cherry as they looked down into a long, concrete-walled pit, the only thing 

inside it a helix-shaped staircase that twisted strangely as it went downwards, so that the stairs 

were upside down when they reached a ladder at the bottom. 

Neither wolf had the courage to ask how they got past this difficulty, both simply 

following… and then staring as they paused and watched as Raze walked onto where the stairs 

started to twist upside down, the Drakkaren walking sideways along them before he paused once 

upside down, looking down - or was it up? – at them and snapping as Cherry started onto the 

staircase: “Come on, we can‟t risk finding the Observatory compromised!” 

Cherry grumbled as she walked a bit faster, the change of viewpoints sending vertigo 

even through her as she went from walking down stairs to climbing stairs… and Mahihko took 

Lone‟s hand and whimpered as the two wolves made their way hesitantly step-by-step, Raze 

already at the ladder and Cherry most of the way there. The Drakkaren crossed his arms 

impatiently, watching them darkly… and then he rolled his eyes when the wolves finally made 

their way to the bottom stair on the other side of the twist, and they ran up the last steps as Raze 

climbed the ladder to a metal trapdoor, pushing it open and pulling himself up into a massive 

room with a huge, circular fountain in the center of it, gigantic statues of several ocean gods 

adorning this, water flowing from their mouths and hands in gentle arcs. 

The room was made mostly out of blue stone, with an immense walkway some forty feet 

above that wrapped around the entire room, accessible only through several doorways above 

them. Raze‟s eyes took all of this in, as well as the red double doors in the wall on a slightly-

raised platform, a bit of water leaking through them… but they were barred closed by several 

massive timbers, and the godling didn‟t think they were in any danger of getting flooded. 



A golden half-dome also hung from the rooftop, casting golden light over everything… 

and bubbles of water danced through this dome every now and then, making him wonder what 

was giving off the fluorescence. He disregarded it for the moment, however, instead looking 

back and forth for an exit as Mahihko and Lone finally hauled themselves up the ladder… and 

Cherry pointed towards the back of the room, saying mildly: “I think there‟s something back 

there. Want me to check it out?” 

Raze nodded, and Cherry ran off as the Drakkaren approached the fountain, gazing at the 

statues. They were massive, marble figures… and Raze wondered if they would have to deal 

with any of these gods before he looked up as Cherry called: “There‟s a staircase leading up 

here!” 

The others quickly ran to the demoness, who was leaning on an open metal door… and 

she grinned a bit as she motioned at the circular staircase leading up who-knew how many 

floors… and Lone and Mahihko both paled at the sight of the rounded wall. It was made entirely 

of large, squareish windows separated only by narrow gold metal bars, and both wolves clung to 

each other as they saw nothing but dark blue water outside and a rocky, ugly ocean floor, terrible 

golden light pulsing out of the cracks in it and lighting up the monstrous creatures that swam 

busily back and forth around the tower with terrible auras that made them visible for perhaps 

miles around. 

Raze grabbed the wolves and knocked their heads together, and they both squeaked 

before he walked past and said over his shoulder: “Come on, we have a job to do. Keep that in 

mind.” 

The wolves both nodded after a moment, and Cherry grunted in agreement as Raze 

started up the stairs. The lupines followed, and Cherry brought up the rear, keeping a sharp eye 

both in front and behind them as Lone mumbled: “This is the second huge staircase I‟ve had to 

climb in my life. And personally, I think one was too much as it is.” 

The others ignored him… and for almost half an hour, they climbed in relative silence, 

Raze looking cold and stoic as ever as they passed doors on platforms attached to the spiraling 

staircase now and then, but Mahihko and Lone both looking tired and moody, and Cherry sour, 

obviously doing her best to maintain her composure but a bit of it slipping through in curses now 

and then. And then she paused as something nagged at her, and she looked slowly over at the 

windows before she winced, shouting: “Raze, uh… we got a problem!” 

Raze looked sharply up and his eyes widened as he saw the mermaids gathered outside, 

floating in the water and grinning darkly, their features ugly and warped, their bodies hideous 

and scaly, with green, kelp-like hair floating around their faces as their long fish-tails lazily 

swung back and forth through the water. They looked back and forth at each other, then five of 

them drew their fists back in unison… and Raze looked over his shoulder at the wolves and 

Cherry, barking a single order: “Run!” 

He sprinted up the stairs, and Mahihko and Lone almost fell over each other before 

Cherry grabbed them and threw the wolves over her shoulder, charging after Raze as the 

mermaids slammed their fists into different windows, sending cracks through them that 

immediately began to leak water, the glass trembling violently as the mermaids scattered with 

shrieking laughs that carried even through the thick glass windows… and then the windows 

below them shattered, sending a massive spout of water into the room that crushed in part of the 

stairs, tearing a huge chunk of wooden railing off as Cherry and Raze both continued their mad 

charge upwards. More windows cracked as they ran, sending more water pouring into the 

room… and then the two reptiles looked up in shock as the mermaids shattered the windows high 



above their heads, sending a torrent of water smashing into the spiraling stairs some forty feet up 

and smashing them into bits, water and debris hailing down towards them. 

Raze snarled, and then he lashed out with his mind, and the debris were deflected to 

either side of the reptiles before the water itself twisted strangely in the air, turning into a solid 

stream that missed the two Drakkaren and poured down instead to the rapidly-rising flood 

below… and Cherry snarled before she looked down to see a platform and a doorway not far 

beneath them, looking at Raze and yelling over the cackles of the mermaids and the thundering 

of the rising water: “There, there‟s our way out! Follow me!” 

Raze was all too glad to, the strain of forcing the torrent of water off to the side starting to 

make his head ache as he watched Cherry leap off the stairs to land on the platform, the wolves 

still on her shoulders… and he followed her after a moment as she dropped Lone on his ass so 

she could tear the door open and she threw Mahihko into the room beyond before grabbing Lone 

and tossing him in, and Raze shouldered her roughly through before following himself and 

slamming the heavy door closed as the mermaids pounded angrily on the glass, shattering more 

windows… but the door was both waterproof and soundproof, and Cherry let out a sigh of 

relief… before she turned around and winced as she saw Raze standing with Mahihko and Lone 

curled up on either side of him in terror, massive crab-creatures slowly stalking towards them… 

except these crabs were also each equipped with scorpion tails.  

Cherry drew the Great Diviner as she ran forwards onto the sandy desert ground, 

wondering how the hell a desert could fit in here… except then she saw the desert literally flicker 

in front of her eyes, and she realized it was an illusion of some sort to confuse trespassers. It 

certainly would make it difficult for most, since the image of the gigantic desert would make it 

impossible to judge dimension and distance… but thankfully, she had precognition on her side. 

As one of the massive red crabs approached, Cherry narrowed her eyes before she 

launched the Great Diviner at its face… and she grinned when it reached up a claw to try and 

catch the sword in a lightning-fast movement, responding with only a simple twist of the chain… 

and the weapon moved only a few inches to the side, but it was more than enough to give it the 

extra moment it needed to bury into the darkness of the mostly-shut shell, striking something 

meaty with a thud as the thing screamed… and then the top half of the shell popped open, and a 

terrible, gelatinous mass tore out of it, shaking violently back and forth as four eye-stalks 

whipped back and forth through the air, a tunnel-like jaw appearing in it as it howled in agony 

and bled green blood, gnashing wildly at the chain with its claws before Cherry snarled and 

quickly drew the Diviner back as she lashed a fireball out at the beast with her other hand. 

It struck the terrible mass, and the crab-monster screamed in agony, the greenish mass 

boiling violently before it turned yellow as its six long crab legs staggered beneath it, and then it 

fell over with a thud, the other crab-monster hesitating for a moment as it looked at its fallen 

companion. Then Raze snarled before he charged in, and the crab beast hissed before it lunged 

forwards to meet him, snapping both claws out and the tail down. 

Raze knocked both claws back with his sword, at the same time twisting his blade to 

deflect the tail with the flat of it before he roared as he slashed hard to the side, and the massive 

right claw of the enormous creature shattered, the ten-foot-tall monster howling in agony before 

the top of its shell popped up like the trunk of a car and the terrible, hideous mass inside lunged 

forwards to try and eat Raze whole… but the black-scaled Drakkaren simply rose a hand in 

disgust, and the monster froze inches away from it before it screamed, vibrating violently as 

Raze‟s hand glowed with psychic force, a purple glow encasing the crab beast before it simply 

exploded into fragments that splattered against the illusion-hidden surfaces of the room they 



stood in. The moment it was dead, however, the illusion flickered, then faded out of existence… 

and instead, they were left standing in a long stone hallway that was barely wide enough for the 

other dead crab-beast‟s body, nooks in the wall containing statues of mermaids and other 

ghoulish creatures.  

The Drakkaren looked down the hallway towards a pair of moldy double doors, and then 

he looked down with disgust at the two wolves as Lone stood slowly up and Mahihko continued 

to tremble in fear, before he simply snorted and walked ahead. Cherry sighed at this, feeling 

morbid as she helped Mahihko to his feet, and the little wolf sobbed against her, hugging her 

tightly. “They‟re so… s-scary!” 

“Then you shouldn‟t‟ve come here. You and Lone should just leave.” Raze said with 

disgust, and then he added shortly: “Stop babying them, Cherry. We have a job to do. I will not 

go back to Hell and tell Zerrex and Sin that we failed because these two stupid wolves needed to 

cry at every turn.” 

“Fuck you.” Cherry shot back darkly, and Raze looked almost surprised as she knelt and 

hugged Mahihko back protectively for a moment, then she stood and added furiously: “We ain‟t 

leaving anyone behind here, and they sure as fuck are not going back through this mess alone. 

Don‟t underestimate these two until you see what they can do.” 

Raze glared at her angrily, snarling: the last thing he wanted was to be challenged, and he 

thought for a moment about going on alone… but then he thought of Zerrex, and he closed his 

eyes, remembering he had picked this team for a reason, even if the reason wasn‟t yet clear to the 

godling. Finally, he grunted in response, then he jerked his head at the doors, walking down the 

hallway towards them before he glanced over his shoulder as he heard rapid footsteps… and then 

Cherry jumped up and smashed both feet into him, sending the Drakkaren hurtling through the 

air to crash on his upper chest, skidding over the ground and ramming his head hard into the 

doorway. 

His feet fell out of the air after another moment, and he turned around with his eyes 

blazing, ready to crush Cherry out of existence with his bare hands… before he stared in shock 

as he saw that at least ten feet of the hall behind him was blocked by spears, metal spikes, and 

enormous cleaver blades… and Darkheart was actually caught in midair between three of the 

latter, the blade pointing towards him and the sword trembling violently as if it was going to be 

cut in half, before Cherry‟s voice called cheerfully: “Sorry, I was totally just saving your life! 

Dude, turn the fucking traps off!” 

Raze looked stupidly back and forth, and his eyes settled on a large ring in the wall 

attached to a gargoyle head that was at the top of a crevice… and he pulled down on it, dragging 

the head down to the bottom and locking it into place with a loud snap, and the various traps and 

devices retracted, letting Darkheart fall to the ground with a clatter. He walked forwards to pick 

this up, and Cherry shouted at him: “No, get out of there, they‟re going to go off again!” 

Raze immediately leapt backwards, holding both hands up as he winced… and then 

Cherry cackled before she slapped both Mahihko and Lone on the back, leaning on the two 

wolves as she grinned widely across at Raze, saying contemptuously: “So, learned your lesson, 

asshole?” 

The Drakkaren only looked at her darkly, and then she smiled cheerfully before walking 

down the deathtrap-laden hallway with a hand resting on the shoulders of the two lupines, and 

Raze turned around with a mutter, putting his sword back onto his back and opening the moldy 

doors to gaze at a massive, circular room beyond, balconies stacked to the ceiling along the walls 

and benches surrounding a central platform, obviously meant for either plays or speeches. The 



male frowned at this, looking back and forth, and then Cherry said mildly: “Well, one way to go. 

Tell me, you got rope in those backpacks?” 

Mahihko nodded, and Cherry smiled at him, leaning down to the little wolf and asking 

softly: “Can you climb to the very top of this room for me, kid? You and Lone should probably 

be able to be apart for that long. And if not, well… I can do it, or just throw him up after you.” 

Lone winced at this, but Mahihko beamed, saying brightly: “I can do it, Cherry, no 

problem at all!” And with that, he took off towards one of the pillars that went all the way up the 

room, scrambling up the seemingly-smooth surface with unnatural grace and agility before he 

caught the edge of one of the balconies, and the little wolf hauled himself up it, climbing the 

safety railing like a ladder and standing up on it to catch the edge of the balcony above to repeat 

the process. 

Mahihko reached the top balcony tier some minutes later, and he secured a long coil of 

rope to the pillar before he tossed it down, and Lone and Raze climbed up this as Cherry leapt 

quickly up the stacked balconies with a speed and agility that even Mahihko couldn‟t match, the 

little wolf staring at her in surprise as she landed beside him. Raze, meanwhile, was grumbling as 

Lone hefted himself up the rope inch-by-inch, his paws continuously slipping against it as he 

whimpered and cursed, his nervous sweating not helping the situation before both he and Raze 

simply clung to the rope for dear life as Cherry began to haul them both upwards, grunting as her 

massive muscles flexed and she shouted: “Come on, we don‟t got all goddamn day here!” 

Once they were all assembled on the balcony, they left through the door and into a T-

shaped hallway that was thankfully empty… and Cherry determined it was void of booby-traps 

after a few moments of careful looking around it. Heading down the intersection thankfully 

brought them to another staircase… but this one was flooded, a small hole in the wall releasing a 

gurgling stream of water that had likely been pouring for years, and the water had reached a few 

floors below… and from the debris and darkness of the liquid, it was impossible to tell how far 

down it went. 

They climbed this narrower, stone-wall-encased staircase as far as it went up, but they 

were forced to find another route after only eight or so floors. Someone had tried to build a 

barricade above, but this was dripping and leaking water in short streams, and the moldy wooden 

planks looked like they were about to break apart and collapse, and whether it was water or 

something else weighing the wood down, they could all agree it wouldn‟t be pretty when they 

did break apart. 

The group passed through a short stone hall to step into a massive dining room, this one 

with a massive, enchanted window of some kind: it was supported by golden bars that separated 

it into different sections, but as they looked out at it, some sort of beast tried to ram into it and 

break through it, but the cracks that spread through the glass only leaked for a moment before 

they rapidly healed, and the shark-like creature grumbled before it swam slowly back and forth, 

anger and confusion in its beady, dumb eyes. Raze looked at it for a moment, then he made a 

face of distaste and instead turned his eyes to the room they had entered into. 

The ceiling was perhaps a hundred feet high and covered in paintings that had long since 

run and become faded and ugly, and there was a huge, long table that could seat an inestimable 

number of people at it in padded red and gold chairs, with a huge oak throne at the head of the 

table and a small silver one at the foot. Food, plates, silverware, and even candelabras were all 

set out still, as if whoever had set this table had left it in a hurry… along with all the guests. A 

few of the chairs were out of place, and the tablecloth had long since started falling apart with 



age… and Raze glanced down at the carpet beneath their feet, testing it with his boots but 

unsurprised to find that it had a resilience likely literally magical.  

A few more chairs were set up along the wall, one or two of these knocked over… and 

ancient paintings that had all run or become warped over the years hung on the walls, only a few 

spots bare with only the shape of the painting that had once hung there remaining. Raze walked 

slowly down along the table, and then Mahihko asked, curiosity overcoming his fear: “What 

happened here, do you know, Mister Raze?” 

Raze paused and glanced over his shoulder at him, and then he finally said: “Once, the 

Central Spire was Lucifer‟s Tower, from where he ruled all of Hell under God‟s command. The 

Undersea was once part of Hell, even though it‟s a world to itself… but when Lucifer left, the 

minions of the Undersea decided they wanted to be their own distinct world. They destroyed the 

floating and underwater cities where demons lived and eventually attacked the Central Spire 

itself and took it over. And that‟s it.” 

Raze continued walking along, and Mahihko toddled up beside him, tugging at his wrist 

embarrassedly, and the Drakkaren jerked his hand away and made a face as Mahihko nibbled one 

of his own fingers before he asked anxiously: “Are they really strong?” 

The Drakkaren made a face, and then he finally sighed and rubbed at his forehead, saying 

finally: “The revolt was led by powerful gods and vicious monsters. Calypso, Poseidon, and all 

their many minions. Most of them aren‟t around here anymore, though, so please. Let‟s continue 

moving.” 

Mahihko nodded, and then he squeaked in terror when something mashed against the 

glass wall… but it was only the shark-monster, which growled at them balefully. Cherry stuck 

out her tongue and made a face at it, and Mahihko giggled as Raze turned away… and then the 

little wolf yelled again, and the Drakkaren gritted his teeth, half-wanting to slap the little wolf 

before he stared as he saw the shark-creature struggling in the grasp of an enormous tentacle that 

was dragging it downwards… before a moment later, a cloud of blood rose upwards through the 

water, followed by several chunks of the beast. 

Raze grabbed Mahihko‟s hand and jerked him into a run, but a moment later another 

tentacle snaked its way up through the water and smashed through a section of the window, 

water pouring in around it as it lashed towards the two as Raze rose an arm with a wince, 

shoving the wolf backwards… but Cherry leapt overtop the Drakkaren with a whoop as she 

snapped the Great Diviner outwards before grabbing the chain and lashing it down, and it 

chopped cleanly through the end of the appendage, making it twist madly back and forth to 

smash over the table and send tableware clattering to the floor, dishes shattering into shrapnel as 

the demoness landed with a grunt and the tentacle retracted, the window healing itself as Cherry 

looked over her shoulder with a wince. “Come on, before that fucker gets real mad at us!”  

She sprinted forwards, and Lone ran past Raze and Mahihko with a yelp before the lizard 

and tiny lupine followed last, charging down the long dining hall as huge tentacles smashed 

through the windows behind them… and then Cherry skidded to a halt ahead of them and ducked 

low as a tentacle tore through a window above and swiped at her, the spade-shaped end of the fin 

just scratching along her back as another appendage ripped through the glass wall ahead of her 

and smashed into the ground just past her foot. She winced, and then the tentacles quickly 

withdrew… and a moment later, a massive, terrible shape passed outside, the body an immense, 

bellowed torpedo, a swarm of a dozen glaring, black-dome eyes sitting just above a swirling 

forest of tentacles on its green-and-orange body. 



Four of the appendages were on the outside of the others, massive and thick, covered in 

suction cups and ending in immense hooks… and inside were more than a dozen other tentacles, 

these appendages pinker in coloration and thinner. These were snapping back and forth as the 

beast lashed one of its larger tentacles out, knocking a huge crack in the window wall that gushed 

water for a moment before healing… and it hissed, the tentacles parting for a moment so they 

could clearly see a twisted beak inside the mess of appendages. 

Cherry was running towards the doors again, and Raze and Mahihko followed her, Lone 

wincing and he followed in their wake… and then the demoness leapt back when one of the 

thicker tentacles slammed through the glass wall and dropped down across the doorway, the 

hook sinking into the floor and anchoring it there as it faced them head-on… and then Raze 

roared as he stepped forwards, drawing his sword and slashing viciously down into the tentacle, 

and the creature screamed in pain and shock as the immense might of the godling pierced across 

its rubbery skin and sent up a blast of ugly blood, the beast snapping the tentacle back… but it 

was still hooked into the ground at the other end, and with an ugly tearing sound, the last foot or 

so of flesh holding the end onto the appendage was torn off as the immense squid-beast backed 

off into the darkness of the ocean, water pouring into the room from the cracked glass for a 

moment before it slowly fixed itself, and the group panted quietly by the doorway before Cherry 

muttered: “Fuck, I‟m getting tired of this place.” 

Raze only grunted, looking down from Mahihko to Lone… and the two wolves were 

steadily recovering, both looking shaken-up. The godling had no doubt that the beast would 

attack again if given the chance, and he only hoped that if it did, they would all respond better to 

it… and he shook his head after a moment, before he shouldered one of the doors roughly open 

and stepped out into a curved stone hallway that was dripping with moisture, his eyes glancing 

back and forth as a frown pulled at his cold features. We still have to get a lot higher than this… 

and things are just getting more and more dangerous… I hope Zerrex is having better luck than 

we are. 

 

The white-haired reptile rubbed sweat slowly from his forehead, the scales of his chest 

gleaming with the same. He was standing at the forge, wearing thick dragon-hide gloves to 

protect his hands, a hammer and several other old, blackened tools sitting on the floor beside him 

as he worked a lever to pour more of the melted ore over the closed case containing the pieces of 

Blackheart and the metal Garnet had requested. Zerrex had pointed out that Blackheart was a 

blade that simply would not melt, but Garnet had murmured that it would with the proper 

heating… and now they were applying more heat to the goddamn thing than you found inside 

most activate volcanoes.  

The reptile was following Garnet‟s instructions to the letter, especially the ones he didn‟t 

understand, as he stepped back to fumble for a metal rod with a hook on the end of it. He 

snagged the ring on the mold with this, and he flipped it upside over, the ugly, ash-covered case 

clanking as it was turned like a piece of meat inside a stove before Zerrex sighed and stood back, 

patting the end of the rod against his other hand as Garnet stood by, sniffing and murmuring. 

And then the bear looked up suddenly, whispering: “It‟s done, now, it‟s done.” 

Zerrex nodded, and he removed the case by using the hook, pulling it to the edge of the 

forge and pausing to pull a large drawer on the bottom of the ugly hexagon open, which was just 

large enough to accommodate the mold and filled with slimy water. The reptile removed the 

hook, then he grabbed the case and cursed as the heat bit through the gloves, quickly moving it to 



the trough before he coughed and winced at the vast blast of steam that went up, waving at the 

air to clear it as the reek of the hot steam entered his nostrils. 

He reached out to work the handle that would close the lid over the forge and eventually 

suffocate it, but Garnet shook his head, reaching up with his jangling chains and murmuring: 

“Not yet. We‟re barely started, Lord Zerrex… go ahead, check your sword. It should be quite 

cool by now.” 

“Stupid… magic.” Zerrex muttered, but he was admittedly glad: he thought the only 

reason the molds worked was because they were charmed, but then again, this was his first time 

doing this and he had no idea what was what. He took off the gloves, then reached down into the 

gross water and pulled the mold free, surprised at how cold it had gotten in only a few moments, 

and then he popped it open before he looked down with a frown at the ugly, humped mass inside, 

saying slowly: “This… this doesn‟t look like my sword.” 

“Hit it with a hammer.” Garnet murmured, and when Zerrex hesitated, he repeated it in a 

more-urgent rasp, and the lizard shrugged with a sigh, picking the mallet up and bringing it back 

before he swung it hard down into the mass. The strike sent cracks through the metal, and Zerrex 

winced before several large chunks shattered on their own accord, and the reptile looked back 

and forth before he slowly reached down and picked one up. 

It was still quite warm, hot at the bottom, and he cursed, tossing it away after a 

moment… before he frowned as he recognized a gleaming blade below. Immediately, Zerrex 

picked the hammer back up and smashed it against several other large, lumpy areas on the sword, 

and then he knocked these pieces of ore away before reaching down and grasping the freed 

obsidian handle that was flecked with steely specks, the reptile settling a foot against the edge of 

the mold and then tearing upwards to pull Blackheart free with a distinct groan. 

The weapon was lackluster, still clumpy in spots, and not nearly as pretty as Zerrex 

remembered… but it was also one whole sword, and the reptile grinned before Garnet 

whispered: “Now… now we take it to the grinder. The excess must be wiped off the blade… and 

then we bring it back to the forge for tempering. The process will be long and arduous, but 

worthwhile… it will be a pretty, pretty sword…” 

“It will be…” Zerrex murmured softly in agreement, nodding slowly as he gazed at the 

blade… and for a moment, he thought he saw the weapon gleam quietly in response, making him 

smile a bit. Welcome back, old friend. 

Despite being glad to see his sword returned to at least a partial state of its former glory, 

the Drakkaren was also becoming more and more conscious of the time, as he headed to one of 

the enormous grinders and began sharpening Blackheart against it and grinding the excess off the 

flat sides of the blade: it had already been three hours of hard work just to get where he was now, 

and it sounded like they‟d have at least a few more ahead of him. It almost made him want to 

send Ami and Sin off with someone else, but he knew he was a necessary part of the group, if 

Anathema really did still have a connection to Mephistopheles… and the lizard did his best to 

not focus too much on his problems, telling himself for the hundredth time this was a more than 

worthy cause and that they would understand him taking so long with it.  

Grinding the weapon down took forty minutes… and when Zerrex took the sword – now 

looking much-more like its old self – back for tempering at the forge, Garnet instructed him on 

how to transfer energy with every strike of his hammer against the blade. It would require 

concentration and visualization… and so Zerrex took five minutes first to clear his mind of his 

anxieties before he started, and he winced with the pain that a single hammer against the blade 

ran through him. The process was slow, as well: due to the sword‟s enormous heat resistance, the 



sword had to superheated for a few moments inside the forge, then Zerrex could get in only one 

or two strikes with the hammer on the anvil, each blast sending out blue sparks. 

But just under an hour later, as the Drakkaren wheezed and let himself fall on his ass, his 

hands burnt beneath the gloves and sweat rolling down his body from the terrible, terrible heat, 

he looked up stupidly when Garnet tossed a cloth over his muzzle and told him that all that was 

left was to polish the weapon down. Zerrex thought about arguing and skipping the step, but he 

forced himself to take a breath and instead did so, making sure to do a thorough job… and 

finding himself slowing down naturally to put real effort into it, working up and down the blade 

as he both calmed and admired the work he‟d managed to put into fixing the sword. 

Now, it was impossible to tell that the sword had ever been broken, and the blade had a 

bright gleam to it, the blade perfectly smooth and no chip, no crack, no bruise evident on the 

straight, thick steel. The blade was six feet long and roughly half a foot thick, double-edged and 

dangerously-weighted to let it slice through almost anything with ease… and the obsidian handle 

gleamed brilliantly, welcoming his hand when he gripped it, and every flake of excess metal 

came off with ease when he polished along it, until the dark metal and the ruby pommel were 

both gleaming. 

Zerrex looked up, but Garnet was already being led away, and the Drakkaren absently put 

the sword on his back… and without even a magnetic holster, the weapon stayed, almost 

seeming to hug him as Silverfish looked down at him from a catwalk above and asked sharply: 

“So are you finished here, Captain Ravenlight? Or do I need to call the Royal Guards and make a 

complaint?” 

“Let me check.” Zerrex smiled slightly as he reached up and grasped the handle of the 

blade gently, looking at the anvil in front of the forge, and he slashed down hard against it… and 

Blackheart bit through the thick metal with ease and down into the floor even with the Drakkaren 

using only one hand, the reptile‟s eyes glinting at this before he looked up at Silverfish, who 

swallowed thickly and winced as the Drakkaren replaced the sword on his back and crossed his 

arms with a grin. “Yeah, I‟m done here, asshole. But you do whatever you gotta do.” 

With that, he turned and headed up the stairs, and the orca above let out a sigh of relief as 

he watched him grasp the sliding double doors and pull them open enough to slip out, muttering 

something under his breath about old memories never quite going away. 

 

Raze sat back against a moldy stone wall on a small, half-broken balcony, looking 

distastefully across the wide, flooded ballroom at where Cherry and Lone were on another. All 

the three could do was wait, as Mahihko stood between them on a chandelier, unscrewing the 

plate that held it in place as he whimpered a bit and huge snails slid their way lazily around his 

feet, making him squeak with disgust and kick at them every now and then when they passed too 

close. 

For a little while, everything had gone smoothly… and then, while they were making 

their way down a long hall that curled gradually upwards, the giant sea-monster had attacked 

again, ramming its tentacles through the wall, probably able to see through the stone somehow or 

smell them out or something. The area had started to flood, and they run as fast as they could, 

eventually making it into this ballroom and getting stuck due to the fact that there was one set of 

doors leading in and out… and they were now flooded closed, and some very nasty things 

happened to be swimming around in the water. 

Raze had climbed up here with a little bit of difficulty, while Cherry had carried Lone up 

like a child and Mahihko had followed her with surprising grace, as nasty little sharp-toothed 



fishes had snapped and bit at them from the water. Lone had tried zapping them, but that had 

only made the little monsters glow… and Raze was really wondering when the bigger wolf was 

going to prove himself useful at all. Mahihko, at least, had noticed the chandelier in the center of 

the room had a base plate on it. The hope was that if the plate was removed, it would open up 

access into a ventilation duct... but at this point, Raze would take whatever he could get. 

They had been stuck here for more than an hour, now… and what frustrated Raze most 

was his powerlessness in this kind of situation. He couldn‟t go into the water without being 

attacked by the fish, and he couldn‟t tear the chandelier off with his mental powers because he 

had already used his telekinetic abilities several times, and on very large scales in both events. 

He knew that they might need them later on for whatever else was moving around in this 

tower… and the more he used his abilities, the harder they got to control and the worse the 

psychic recoil lashed his mind. 

Cherry had at least been able to pick Mahihko up and throw him onto the chandelier… 

and Raze mumbled under his breath before he looked up to see Mahihko grunt and tear the base 

plate off, before the little wolf hopped up and caught the edge of a circular hole in the ceiling, 

hefting himself up… and then he screamed and fell heavily on his back as a swarm of ugly, 

brownish bugs poured down over him like a tide, writhing back and forth in them and shrieking 

as his body sparked with electricity, sending little beetles flying through the air. The swarm 

moved with a leisurely pace away from the wolf as the chandelier rocked and swung, and Lone 

yelled from the balcony, Cherry holding onto his belt to prevent him from toppling over the 

banister: “Dude, they‟re just saddle bugs, they‟re harmless!” 

Mahihko trembled violently as he sat up, and then he winced, looking upwards as he 

grabbed one of the beetles and lifted it to his face… and then he let out a long sigh of relief, 

looking into its complacent, beady little back eyes and patting it on the head before he carefully 

put it down on his shoulder, calling: “I have a friend!” 

He paused, then giggled and jumped up, grabbing the edge of the hole and pulling 

himself into it as Raze slapped his forehead, muttering under his breath as the wolf vanished 

from sight for a few moments. Then he popped his head out of the hole, calling anxiously: 

“There‟s a grate opening into some kind of mechanical room… it‟s a little small though, Mister 

Raze, I don‟t know if you can fit through it.” 

“We‟ll figure it out!” Cherry called, and then she hefted Lone and threw him across the 

room, the wolf yelping before he collided with the chandelier and squashed several bugs, sliding 

along a trail of snail-slime before coming to a halt and looking disgusted. He climbed to his feet, 

and Cherry grinned and gave him a thumbs up as he picked dead bugs out of his fur with a 

visible shudder, adding: “You look real cute!” 

“Fuck you!” Lone shouted, waving a fist, and then Mahihko grabbed this and half-pulled 

him into the air, Lone looking morbid before he reached up and seized the opening, vanishing 

into the hole. Cherry grinned… and then she squeaked when she felt a psychic grip grab her, 

then pull her roughly over to the chandelier, her weight causing it to strain loudly before she 

grabbed the ceiling, pulling herself up and pausing to grin and give Raze a thumbs-up as he 

lowered his hand. 

The Drakkaren took a long breath as he tensed his legs and his mind, and then he leapt 

forwards as he propelled himself with both raw might and psychic strength, landing on the 

chandelier before he threw himself upwards, kicking off it with enough force to send it plunging 

into the waters below and covering his head as he rammed through the too-small hole, and then 

smashed through the ceiling above, chunks of stone flying in all directions as he landed 



awkwardly in a flexed crouch with a grunt. He looked back and forth darkly as the two wolves 

and Cherry gaped, and then he straightened up with a grimace, rubbing a bit of mold off his body  

as his eyes settled on the huge boilers and ancient machines that were all powered-down and 

clogged with rust and mold. 

He didn‟t even speak as he walked past the hole and over to one of the machines, his eyes 

settling on a keyboard covered in runes before they slid upwards… and they narrowed as he 

reached out to brush a curtain of lush ivy off a strange protrusion from the machine. He pulled a 

large, cylinder-shaped crystal free of the device as the ivy grasped at his fingers weakly, but 

Raze tore his hand easily free, clutching the battery as he traced the ivy to where it was growing 

out of a broken tube in the wall, saying softly: “We have to be getting closer to the surface. The 

water of the Undersea becomes more concentrated and toxic the deeper it gets, allowing only 

predatory creatures and plants to survive… but the closer to the surface we are, the lower the 

toxicity. These plants have to have roots dipped in that shallower water somewhere.” 

Cherry nodded after a moment with a grunt, grasping the two wolves‟ heads and bringing 

them back to reality before she followed Raze as he walked down the corridor… and then she 

reached out and grasped his shoulder, halting him in his tracks. Raze looked over his shoulder at 

her as he readied himself, and when she pointed, he followed her finger, narrowing his eyes as 

the two wolves did the same, and Lone winced and covered Mahihko‟s mouth to stop him from 

whimpering. 

There were ugly cocoons hanging from the ceiling here, a few of the pipes broken and 

venting steam… and curled up around these pipes or along the wall, apparently sleeping, where 

terrible, monstrous creatures, their bodies lithe and thin, four arms each ending in two delicate 

fingers and a flexible thumb wrapped round their rubbery-skinned forms, their bodies changing 

colors slowly with their breathing. They each had at least sixteen tiny legs that were clinging 

with ease against the wall, and their necks had a scrunched look to them, as if they were being 

pushed flat by something… and their mouths were open wide, revealing tunnel-shaped jaws 

lined with hooked teeth. 

Raze pointed silently at a door down the corridor, past a collapsed section of flooring, 

and Cherry shook her head vehemently before she motioned at the two wolves to retreat, which 

they gladly did… and Raze followed after a moment before Cherry carefully led them between a 

large boiler and a generator of some kind, into another narrow corridor between ruined, ancient 

hulks of machinery. The wolves followed her closely, both of them looking terrified out of their 

minds as Lone clutched his pole tightly, and Raze walked along last behind them… before one of 

the creatures silently reached down with all four hands on the ends of his long arms and grabbed 

the Drakkaren‟s skull, hefting him up to the ceiling and holding his muzzle shut as it looked into 

the godling‟s eyes with its own burning, terrible red-and-black pits. 

Its jaws slowly leaned forwards as Raze snarled and dropped the battery he was carrying, 

clutching at the arms clawing into his face… and then he swung both legs up and wrapped them 

around its neck, before he twisted hard, jerking himself free and cracking its neck at the same 

time with an audible snap, and the monstrosity gargled before it let go of the ceiling, both it and 

Raze falling to the floor but only the Drakkaren landing in a smooth crouch as the creature hit 

one of the machines with an echoing bang, and Cherry looked up with a wince and a curse as the 

generator sprung creakily to life, whining loudly as gears inside of it ground together and light 

shone out of the massive turbine on top of the huge machine. 

The monsters all awoke with loud screams, and Cherry yelled battle tactics to the wolves 

as the beasts clawed along the rooftops and dropped to the floor, rushing at them from all sides 



as Raze drew his sword and smashed one that tried to jump on Lone‟s back, even as the wolf 

fended off another with his pole, shouting in a crazed voice: “There‟s so many of the bastards, 

this hallway is too goddamn tight!” 

Cherry snorted, but it was mostly in agreement with the yelling of the wolf as she 

snapped the Great Diviner forwards into the stomach of one of the monsters, and it shrieked and 

collapsed onto its back, spasming wildly as she tore the sword backwards by the chain and 

caught it, swinging it around in a vicious slash to decapitate another one of the beasts as she 

threw a fireball upwards. It struck a steam pipe and exploded, and boiling steam fired out above 

their heads, creating a fine mist over the area as the creatures were driven backwards with yells 

of pain, and Cherry shouted: “Come on, this way!” 

She ran down the corridor, followed closely by Mahihko and Lone… and when a monster 

shot out in front of them with a hiss, Mahihko squeaked before he brought both of his hoops up 

and slammed it across the face, knocking it to the floor in a heap before Lone smashed his pole 

down into the monstrosity‟s head, crushing its life out of it and vaulting over another that lunged 

out from beneath a boiler to try and grab him. It hissed after him, but only for a moment: in the 

next, its head was rolling along the floor, a flash of its sick blood flying through the air as Raze‟s 

sword rose before falling to rest on his shoulder. 

They entered into an open area at the end of the corridors, a heavy shutter on one side and 

a door on the other… and Cherry slammed her shoulder into the door before she looked over at 

Raze, calling: “It‟s no good, it‟s sealed shut! We need to get through that shutter!” 

Raze nodded, and he slapped a monster aside as he ran over to it, slamming his sword 

point-down into the ground before he ducked and grasped the edge of the shutter with a grunt, 

hefting it slowly… and then he cursed, his huge muscles flexing as he struggled to lift it. Then, 

after he‟d raised roughly a foot of it off the ground, another pair of hands joined his, Cherry 

grinning at him as her own massive muscles flexed, saying cheerfully: “Thought you could use a 

hand! Guys, watch our backs!” 

Mahihko and Lone obeyed, standing ready before Lone cursed as he looked up at the 

ceiling and saw a monster dashing along it, and he rose a hand, releasing a blast of lightning that 

tore through the creature and sent it flying before it crashed to the ground on its back and 

convulsed wildly, smoke billowing up from its charred remains. He grinned darkly, looking back 

and forth… and then he winced when another of the creatures launched itself at him, striking out 

with the pole, but the monster caught the simple attack and slammed the pole back down against 

him with two of its lithe but incredibly-strong arms, slamming Lone flat on his back against the 

ground and pinning him by the pole as it grabbed his shoulders with its upper arms, the long 

neck extending as its jaws opened wide, and Lone gasped in shock, yelling: “Mahihko!” 

Mahihko looked over his shoulder as he smashed another monster across the face with a 

hoop, knocking it staggering before he winced and electrified his other hoop, and he tossed it in 

an easy arc, sending it smashing into the features of the beast that was pinning Lone. Its head 

snapped to the side as it screeched, its grip weakening as the electrified hoop zoomed around in 

an arc and returned to the little wolf‟s hand just in time to let him smash it into the face of the 

creature attacking him, knocking it flat as another dropped down from the ceiling to crash on top 

of him. 

Lone grunted as he stood and threw the beast that had pinned him off, and then he 

slammed the butt of his pole down into the stomach of the monstrosity, knocking the wind out of 

it before he stepped forwards and punted it as hard as he could into the legs of another one that 

was scuttling towards him, knocking the creature over and sending them both into a fit. Then he 



looked over his shoulder with a wince at the sight of at least three of the monsters biting and 

clawing at Mahihko, but before he could reach them, the little wolf‟s size expanded as he leapt 

up to his feet with a roar, now at least fifteen feet tall as he slammed a massive fist into one of 

the beasts and knocked it against a generator with enough force to send broken parts rattling off 

it, and then he grabbed the extending neck of one and jerked it through the air to smash the 

monster off another, before stomping hard on the pile with a snarl of anger. 

A beast grabbed Lone from behind, and he yelped as it bit into his shoulder, tearing a 

large chunk of flesh off him before he electrified his body, and the creature backed off 

immediately, Lone staggering and grasping at the wound as Mahihko‟s huge body became a 

target for multiple aggressors, small tears and nicks throughout his fur as they lunged at him, 

often only to be crushed by his huge fists… and then the rougher lupine‟s eyes widened as he 

saw that Raze and Cherry had managed to lift the gate to head level, and he charged through past 

them, earning a snarl from Raze for a moment before he jammed his pole into the mechanism 

trying to shove it closed, the gears clanking as he shouted: “I got it from this side!” 

Cherry let go of the gate and ducked through, yelling for Mahihko and motioning 

furiously at Raze, who released it with a distrustful wince before he grabbed his sword and 

ducked under it himself, Lone‟s muscles bulging as he leaned against the other end of his pole to 

keep the mechanism stuck, breathing hard as the gears sparked against the end of the staff… and 

then Mahihko charged through the underside of the gate, his form shrinking as he moved, and 

Lone fell backwards with a yelp as the pole snapped in two, Cherry‟s hand snapping out 

lightning-fast to catch the upper half of it before it could fly past her as the lower half sprung out 

of Lone‟s hands to bounce off the ceiling and ricochet into the area beyond, falling into the calm 

water with a loud plop. 

The gate fell heavily, smashing several monsters into halves, one of them still managing 

to glare malevolently as it tried to crawl towards Cherry… and she made a face of disgust before 

she stomped on its skull, knocking the life out of it before she tossed the broken pole to the 

ground and turned around, wincing and cracking her back. Raze shouldered his sword, looking 

down at her… and then she whistled and pushed past him, and he frowned before turning around 

to stare with surprise himself at the sight that greeted him. 

A marble bridge led across to a tall temple of stacked, rectangular plates on enormous 

pillars, the structure surrounded by a beautiful pool of water. There were several other structures 

around this area, and the walls leading to the outside were visible, filled with blue water that 

actually seemed brighter, somehow… and when Raze looked up towards the rooftop some 

seventy feet above, he realized that it was because they could see sunlight now, filtering through 

the water. It meant they were almost there… and he started towards the temple before pausing, 

glancing over his shoulder and saying dryly to the three bruised and beaten warriors: “No time to 

slow down. The Observatory can‟t be far now.” 

“Got it.” Cherry nodded with a bit of a grin, giving him a thumbs-up and glad that he was 

at least speaking to them now. She patted both the wolves, and then she paused and glanced at 

Lone‟s shoulder, which was bleeding sluggishly and turning an ugly purple color. “Hey, you 

know any healing magic?” 

Raze paused, then he approached the wolf, who looked away embarrassedly… and then 

the Drakkaren glanced up at Cherry and said plainly: “Cauterize it.” 

Lone opened his mouth to protest, and then Cherry grasped the wounded shoulder, 

making him squeak before he let out a long, hissing breath of agony, not even able to scream as 

red fire washed over the wound… and then Cherry let go, coughing and rubbing soot and blood 



off her hands as Lone swayed on the spot stupidly. She awkwardly patted him between the ears, 

then wrapped an arm around his body, her hand snug under his armpit as she carried him more 

than simply helped him along, following Raze as Mahihko took the big wolf‟s hand and 

whimpered softly, squeezing his fingers gently together. 

The group walked in loose formation across the short bridge, Raze looking warily back 

and forth before he paused at the steps of the beautiful temple, looking around the area. It was in 

pristine condition, as if no catastrophe had ever struck here… and he reached a hand out 

carefully, before a solid, golden dome flickered into existence around the temple, and a voice 

whispered: “Who are you?” 

“Raze Drake Atrox, sole child of Lord Atrox, Archangel of Heaven.” Raze announced 

clearly and calmly, his grip tightening on his sword. “Now tell me your name.” 

“So callous, for a godling so young.” murmured the voice, and the golden dome vanished 

after a moment, as it invited: “Come inside, come inside.” 

Raze and Cherry traded a look, and then Cherry shrugged. The Drakkaren grunted after a 

moment himself, and then he slowly walked up the stairs, the others following in his wake as 

Mahihko grasped one of his hoops with a soft whine, the other hanging at his waist but his hand 

hovering above it. 

They reached the top of the stairs without incident, and Raze boldly strode between the 

pillars before his eyes settled on an ancient, golden altar at the back of the room, a luminescent 

orb floating above this. It pulsed slowly, crackling with power, and the godling strode over the 

carpets before he frowned and glared at it, asking it sharply: “What kind of trick is this?” 

“No trick.” the tired voice said from the globe, and Lone freed himself from Cherry, 

staggering a bit before his head cleared and he made a face, leaning to one side of Raze as 

Cherry leaned to the other and Mahihko simply clung to Lone, looking around the vast, empty 

area. “This used to be a place of worship… as even lesser gods often looked to higher gods. I am 

one of their creations, designed to interface with the machinery of the tower, and even after they 

were driven out, I have kept things going for kind Lady Sin and the few others who visit this 

now-terrible place.  

“I have no name. I am merely a system built to serve others.” the globe paused, its 

strangely-alive voice almost sad for a moment before it pulsed and said softly: “Intruders have 

been detected throughout the area… including a strange one that has attracted old enemies back 

to this tower, such as the great and monstrous Kraken. It seeks the Observatory, as you do… but 

it has been slowed by the pitfalls of the tower, just as you have. I will open the rest of the way for 

you, but you must hurry.” 

Raze nodded, then he glanced over his shoulder as a staircase descended from the ceiling 

some twenty feet behind them. He looked over the group, and again felt tempted to leave them 

all behind… before he finally muttered: “We have to move fast. I don‟t know what we‟re up 

against that could get through the Central Spire‟s security as well as the monsters in this tower, 

but we‟re going to have to be ready for anything.” 

The others nodded, and they followed quickly as Raze brushed past them, jogging 

towards the stairs and up to the next level, then repeating the process, the emptiness of the 

temple sending a chill through his body. Cherry stayed at his heels, and Mahihko and Lone 

followed as quickly as they can, only a small gap between the two pairs before they reached a 

narrow, spiraling staircase inside a large, cylindrical shaft that led from the roof of the tunnel up 

to who-knew-where. 



Raze led, wanting to run but keeping his pace at a quick walk as he remembered the traps 

they had already come across in the tower, as well as the beasts they had encountered… and he 

made a face of disgust when he touched some kind of viscous goop on the wall, pausing before 

he frowned as more of the stuff poured out and formed into a gravity-defying puddle on the 

wall… and then part of the puddle of slime slapped out and struck him in the muzzle, making his 

eyes bulge in shock before he snarled and punched the aqua-blue slime as hard as he could, 

crushing in part of the wall and knocking several loose bricks toppling into the gap beyond it as 

dust and dirt rattled down. 

The slime, however, simply clung to his fist… and Raze cursed as he shook his arm 

before Cherry reached a hand up and grabbed it, the slime bubbling and letting out a high-

pitched whistle before it exploded, much of the goo thankfully dissolving before it could splatter 

on either of the reptiles. Raze made a disgusted face, but then he grunted a thank-you before 

another slime dropped past them, making Mahihko squeak… and the godling cursed before he 

looked up and his eyes bulged as he saw a massive slime rolling its way slowly down the stairs, 

collecting more of the living goop off the walls and growing larger as it did so. 

Cherry immediately held up her hand, but Raze shook his head, snarling in distaste as he 

walked forwards and slashed Darkheart down into the creature, cutting a large gash in it… but 

the wound closed almost immediately as it began to spread down the blade, trying to suck Raze 

in with a nauseating gurgling sound. The Drakkaren grinned coldly, however, and a moment 

later Darkheart burst into black flames inside the creature, and the slime howled and writhed 

before it slowly turned grey and dissolved, Raze flicking his sword to the side to clear some of 

the goop off it as the terrible darkness vanished from the huge weapon. “Let‟s go.” 

They made their way up the stairs, Cherry burning slimes here and there as Mahihko and 

Lone zapped ones that slid too close, their electricity making the living goop often convulse into 

different shapes and harden up for a moment so they toppled off walls and down the stairs. They 

were more a nuisance than a threat, but once one of the larger ones managed to drop onto Raze 

and absorb half of him, and his features contorted in agony before Mahihko and Lone both fired 

a blast of electricity into the slime on instinct, and it hardened in the shape of a cube with Raze‟s 

leg and arm sticking out of it, the rest of him absorbed… before the cube shuddered violently, 

then shattered into pieces, the Drakkaren‟s body twisting and his arms lashing out before he 

shook his head and grunted, his form of thanking the wolves for their help. 

They continued quickly up to the top of the spiraling staircase, Raze ripping slimes off 

the stairs and floor and throwing them with enough force they exploded violently into pieces 

when they struck another surface, the others following quickly after in his wake before the 

godling shouldered open a wooden door at the top and staggered into a large square room, empty 

except for a huge pair of iron pillars inside which fires burned brightly, visible through large 

gratings in their sides. 

Raze narrowed his eyes at these as Cherry staggered through the doorway, flailing her 

arms as Mahihko and Lone shot past her before she turned and slammed the wooden door closed, 

looking disgruntled as she muttered: “Weird ass shit.” She paused, then looked at the pillars, then 

at the open archway across the short room, asking mildly: “Why does this all seem way too 

easy?” 

“Because it is.” Raze murmured, then he walked slowly across the room, looking 

suspiciously back and forth… before he halted at the archway, and then he turned around and 

motioned to the others. Cherry pushed the two wolves gently forwards first, and they made their 

way across the area, followed by her… and then she winced when the pillars turned creakily 



behind her and shot massive gouts of red flames out from the gratings, now aligned to form a 

deadly firewall across the center of the room. 

“Damn, that‟s some crazy shit. Useless but… crazy shit.” Cherry said mildly, her tail in 

the flames, and she leaned forwards, flicking the end of it back and forth before she held up a 

finger and said cheerfully: “My thermometer tells me that‟s about ten million degrees of focal 

heat! Fuck, but you guys must feel like ouch-burning right now.” 

“It‟s cool over here.” Lone replied, shaking his head as Mahihko hesitantly stepped 

towards her, and then he yelped and skittered back over to Lone, who rolled his eyes and patted 

the small wolf on the head. “I guess it heats up pretty fucking fast, though.” 

“Someone obviously doesn‟t want us to leave.” Raze said darkly, and then he stepped 

onto the stairs, starting up the long, widely-curved stairway. Lone made a face and followed after 

a moment with Mahihko, and Cherry came last, rubbing at the back of her head and frowning as 

she let a bit of distance come between her and the others. 

Raze emerged after a few moments into a huge octagonal room covered by a massive 

dome, strange machinery lining the walls and a few of them buzzing quietly away. His eyes 

settled after a moment on a massive telescope, shaped like an immense cone and made of 

segmented black and gold rings of metal, red runes pulsing softly over the length of it. Large, 

thick cables were connected to several of the computer terminals, and Raze approached one of 

these, eight large dials covered on runes covering the device.  

He reached down and adjusted them, then his eyes flickered up as he felt a strange 

presence… and he smiled coldly as he turned to another computer, taking a moment to translate 

the runes in his mind before he hammered a fist down on a large red button as the two wolves 

wandered into the room with gasps… and Lone squeaked in shock as a claxon went off before 

the huge telescope slowly slid its way back into the room, the panels on the dome closing as a 

female voice shrieked in dismay, yelling furiously: “What do you think you‟re doing?” 

A blue cloud rushed towards Raze, turning into a blue body that rapidly became a 

physical form… and then Raze spun around and swung his sword off his back in the same 

moment, smashing it down into the figure‟s shoulder and knocking the blue-furred lioness to her 

knees, her dark-navy eyes bulging in shock before the godling kicked her hard over, the many 

charms on her body rattling before she skittered backwards and leapt to her feet with a curse of 

fury, water and foam bubbling out of the wound before it visibly sewed itself back together, and 

the Drakkaren snorted in disgust, saying coldly: “I‟m no lackey to work toys for you.” 

The lioness snarled, and then she straightened to her tall, thin ten feet of height, giving 

them a full view of her body; she had mostly-blue fur that turned to white on her inner body, and 

her actual clothing consisted of a brown kilt with a white loincloth, and a brown, shell-shaped 

top that covered her breasts and upper stomach. But all over her body were charms and bracelets 

and jewelry of every kind and shape, from the three golden rings tight against the upper back of 

her skull that held sea-blue hair back in a long, brush-shaped ponytail, to the wooden hoops 

around her waist with beads and rune-covered streamers hanging from them, as her sandaled feet 

ground slowly against the floor in visible, barely-contained rage, before her features suddenly 

changed and she smiled, bowing forwards low and deep as she said in her accented-voice: “I‟m 

sorry, young god… my name is Calypso, and I am a sea goddess, and mistress of all the 

Undersea. Perhaps we can work together on this, and-” 

Before she could finish, the Great Diviner flew past her head before Cherry jerked it to 

the side, and the chain of the weapon wrapped tightly around the lioness‟s neck, her eyes bulging 

as she choked and grabbed at it as the sword snapped into the chain and held it firmly in place, 



the goddess staring in shock at Cherry as she held tightly onto the end of the chain with a cold 

grin, saying darkly: “I don‟t like to fuck around, babe. How about you just back the hell off and 

we all go away happy, huh?” 

Calypso‟s eyes darkened with fury, and then she suddenly turned to water, Cherry 

cursing as she snapped the sword back to her hand as the chain quickly untangled itself as it 

wound magically back into the manacle, and then Calypso reappeared in a flood of rushing 

water, charging towards the female with a hand stretched out… but Cherry only grinned, and the 

lioness had a moment to look confused as her fingers almost brushed the female‟s throat  before 

Raze slid in beside the goddess and slammed into her with the flat of his sword, sending her 

crashing into the domed wall of the Observatory, and she exploded into water droplets in a 

scream of agony. 

The puddle clung to the wall before it quickly slid itself through the cracks in the metal, 

and Calypso‟s howls of fury rose up outside the Observatory before the sound of waves crashing 

against the tower joined with her cries. The tower itself seemed to sway and groan, and Raze 

made a disgusted face before he walked over to a heavy iron door, shoving it open and looking 

over his shoulder at the others as he said darkly: “Come on, we have to kill the bitch.” She‟s here 

after something… but I‟m sure that she‟s willing to destroy the Observatory if she can‟t get what 

she wants. 

He stepped outside and onto the roof of the Undersea tower, and he looked back and forth 

as hard rain pelted him, heavy winds blowing against his frame and trying to shove him towards 

the edge of the tower as he walked through the rippling puddles on the obsidian rooftop of the 

tower. At his back, the Observatory was a white dome… and a moment later he was joined by 

the others, Cherry cursing under her breath as Mahihko increased the size of his body and his 

muscle mass in order to not be blown away by the winds, before the rains halted but the winds 

rose up higher… and then Cherry shouted a warning, getting to a ready position as Raze rose his 

sword at the sight of several large tentacles snapping down into the rooftop as waves crashed 

against the side of the tower, before one gigantic tentacle ending in a stump instead of a claw 

slammed down, shaking the wide rooftop before it dragged itself upwards; Calypso was standing 

on the gigantic, sloped torpedo-head of the beast with her arms spread, looking up at the skies as 

she laughed wickedly, her feet resting on the crown of thorns around the monster‟s head above 

its eyes. 

“Kraken, destroy them! Crush them! Monster of the depths, annihilate them!” she 

screamed, and then she spun in a circle on top of the terrible beast as it roared furiously, huge, 

conical twisters rolling down from the dark skies both near and far and sending up water and 

wind whipping violently around them, the seas in terrible turmoil, raging and furious as the sun. 

Dark clouds rolled and rollicked overhead as thunder crackled and snarled, and it was all the four 

could manage to keep on their feet as the Kraken pulled itself higher up the tower out of the 

massive Undersea. 

Tentacles snapped over the rooftop of the tower, shooting down towards the four as 

Calypso pointed at them with an inarticulate yell, and Raze slashed viciously outwards parallel to 

the ground, slamming several of the smaller tentacles backwards as Cherry snapped her whip 

upwards with one hand, the chain links glowing orange as they left a straight trail of black burns 

down one of the creature‟s ugly appendages and knocked it backwards as she deflected another 

tentacle with the Great Diviner. 

Several of the fleshy tentacles shot past them, however, and two of them seized around 

Mahihko as Lone dodged backwards with his arms flailing, yelping incoherently and looking 



terrified, before the Kraken hissed as Mahihko‟s body surged with electricity, the at-the-moment 

masculine wolf screeching as he was lifted high into the air before the appendages of the great 

beast flung him hard downwards, but Cherry managed to dive backwards, catching him in one 

strong arm as she snapped her whip outwards with the other to lash viciously against one of the 

many limbs of the creature.  

It roared, then attempted to smother them under its tentacles… and Raze held up a hand, 

snarling as he concentrated, and the creature‟s tentacles were stalled in midair for a moment 

before they were all violently twisted and contorted by his psychic force, and the Drakkaren 

roared in return over the howl of the wind as he stepped forwards and shoved mightily 

backwards, and several of its tentacles were simply twisted off as the gigantic sea-beast was 

thrown backwards, Calypso shrieking and toppling into the turmoil of the Undersea. Raze 

slumped, snarling and shaking his head as bells rang inside his skull, and for a moment they were 

surrounded only by the terrible storm… before two immense tentacles snapped upwards and 

wrapped around the Observatory as Calypso‟s shrieking laughs filled the air. 

The Kraken hauled itself upwards foot-after-foot, another tentacle seizing around the 

Observatory as the hooks on the end of them screamed against the metal plates covering the 

dome, and the two reptiles snarled as they turned around the face it, watching as the goliath 

hauled itself out of the sea. It was massive, its body rubbery, almost jellylike as it lifted itself 

over the protrusion from the rooftop, its many arms sliding and slipping against the stone and 

steel before it managed to lift itself proudly high above, the cluster of malevolent eyes focusing 

on the group of four for a few moments… and then it roared, the sound loud enough to shake the 

rooftop as the storm‟s pitch increased, huge waves striking the sides of the tower and sending 

great splashes of foam high into the air before it rose its body up, then simply dropped itself 

down against the dome, rattling the area as Cherry shouted furiously: “We have to stop that 

fucker, back me up!” 

Cherry shot towards the Kraken, and Raze snarled before he did the same, Mahihko 

following a moment after with a grim look on his features as Lone winced, then cursed and 

trundled after them last in line. The wolf had no idea what the hell they could do, however: the 

beast was simply too goddamn large, looking like a building by itself, with tentacles thicker than 

trees and those main „arms‟ larger than trucks… big trucks, at that. 

Cherry leapt upwards the moment she came in close enough, landing on one of the 

Kraken‟s massive appendages that was currently pressed tightly against the ground past the 

Observatory to lock it into place, and the creature growled at her as the smaller tentacles shot up 

to try and swipe her off, but the female only snorted, leaping over the first few that swept at her 

and then slicing another in half with the Great Diviner, before she threw it hard as she sprinted 

towards the main body of the monstrosity, the sword slamming home just beneath one of the 

creature‟s eyes and making it howl as Cherry kicked off it and swung herself over to another 

tentacle, the monster‟s eyes following her as she yanked the Diviner free and spun around in the 

same moment, lifting her chain whip in her other hand to cut apart everything within ten feet of 

her as tentacles swarmed towards her like locusts. 

The Kraken squealed as its whole body convulsed with pain, and then it snapped the 

larger tentacle upwards… but Cherry grunted as she bent her knees, holding both her weapons 

out at her sides as she let herself simply slide down the slick surface of the massive appendage, 

and then she leapt forwards with a grin, bringing both weapons back for a vicious lash as she 

aimed at its eyes- 



A blast of force caught her out of nowhere, knocking her flying through the air with a 

curse before she grunted as Raze ran halfway up the side of one of the larger tentacles, then he 

jumped in the air and caught her by the leg, making her squawk as he spun around and threw her 

hard at the Kraken‟s face. She flipped violently through the air, but then cackled as she managed 

to spin herself at the last moment to slam both feet into one of its eyes, the creature screaming 

before its sounds of agony rose in pitch as Cherry‟s whip and the Great Diviner lashed into the 

bulging cluster of black orbs, popping more and spraying dark ichors into the air over her body 

as the beast squirmed and flailed, losing ground and falling backwards a bit before another blast 

of force struck her, sending her high into the air before she was slammed by successive attacks 

that struck her in the spine to knock her towards the ground, and then directly in the face to send 

her flying backwards just before she hit the concrete, her head twisting backwards painfully 

before she crashed and rolled violently, her whip cutting light gashes through her scales. 

She groaned, slowly hefting herself to her feet and shaking her head stupidly, and Raze 

snarled as he rushed in towards the beast, sword resting on his shoulder before he slashed back 

and forth as tentacles lashed viciously towards her, and he slammed the thinner pink ones out of 

the way before one of the massive appendages tried to slam down and crush him, but the godling 

roared as he slid to the side before hurling himself upwards, slashing viciously into the tentacle 

as he switched his grip to slam into the bottom of the arm and then tear halfway through it, the 

creature howling as its body arched before he cut viciously downwards into the other half, 

dropping towards the ground and landing in a crouch as more than half of the enormous tentacle 

flew through the air, crashing heavily to the rooftop for a moment before it slipped slowly off 

and into the sea as thunder crackled through the air… and then a terrible force smashed into 

Raze‟s face, and he staggered backwards, shaking his head violently before Calypso appeared in 

front of him with a snarl, grabbing him by the throat as he gargled, feeling boiling water filling 

his lungs and sending agony through his body before she spun and threw him hard towards the 

Kraken. 

The massive monster snagged him greedily with his tentacles, and Cherry stood up before 

Calypso snapped her fingers, and she felt that same force strike her in the middle of the back, 

sending her staggering forwards as she reached back, looking stupid as she felt wetness before 

she was slammed into the air by that force, and the Kraken seized him in more of its writhing 

appendages and draw her in as they crushed around her, the female snarling furiously as she 

wriggled back and forth in its grip. 

Calypso laughed, raising her arms at her sides as she watched the Kraken squeeze them, 

crush them, bringing them towards the large beak in the middle of its forest of tendrils… and 

then she grunted in surprise more than pain, stumbling forwards and blinking as she looked over 

her shoulder to see Mahihko standing with his hoops in his hands, shouting in a voice that came 

out more terrified than angry: “You let them go right now!” 

“How adorable…” Calypso purred, smiling at him and stepping forwards to stroke his 

face… and then she snarled, grabbing him by the throat as she jerked him close and shouted: “If 

you want your life spared, then stop this immediately!” 

Mahihko shrieked, and electricity zapped over his body, Calypso throwing him to the 

ground as it sizzled over her body and she staggered away, arcs of lighting shooting back and 

forth along her form before she fell backwards and collapsed into a puddle of water that slunk 

rapidly away towards the ocean. The wolf whimpered as he looked up at the Kraken, watching as 

Cherry threw her head backwards and howled in pain even as the creature‟s tentacles visibly 

bubbled from the heat her body was giving off, while Raze struggled furiously, half-free from its 



tendrils but now fighting against the beak that had extended towards him, the flat of his sword 

and his feet pushing violently against its maw and holding it open to prevent himself from being 

crushed. “Lone, do something!” 

Lone looked back and forth in terror, panic threatening to overwhelm him before he 

finally looked up at the skies as thunder cracked, and he ran forwards with a snarl, an idea 

coming to his mind as electricity ran over his body, wincing as he drew close enough to the 

Kraken to draw its attention before he threw his arms up and shouted: “Hey, fugly! Look at me, 

asshole, and get ready for the thunder!” 

The creature hissed as its smaller tentacles slid towards him… before the Kraken reared 

back, spitting Raze out in surprise as a massive bolt of lightning shot from the skies and struck 

Lone, the wolf‟s teeth gritting and his eyes bulging as he felt the electricity running  through his 

body, before he yelled and threw his arms up, several more bolts of lightning hailing down and 

striking the rooftop around him, ripping small gouges in the stone as a nearly-invisible dome of 

electrical bolts began to form around Lone, the wolf making violent gestures inside the arcs and 

twists of lightning. 

It pulsed around him, Lone‟s eyes glowing with power as more blasts of lightning shot 

down into the dome from the stormy clouds above, the Kraken roaring and howling as it began to 

slowly try and push itself back towards the Undersea… and then Lone shoved both hands 

towards the sea monster, and a massive blast of lighting shot down towards the dome before it 

glowed and the arcs and bolts that made up the rough shape before they turned almost solid and 

fired a massive blast of electricity into the bolt, redirecting it and adding more energy before it 

slammed into the Kraken. 

It screamed, writhing in agony and throwing both Raze and Cherry free as electricity shot 

over their bodies, the two writhing in pain before they landed heavily on the rooftops – but it was 

the monster that got the worst of it by far, the stream of electricity continuing to slam into it 

before the dome of lightning around Lone all but exploded, dissolving into motes of light that 

fizzled out after a few moments; and yet the Kraken continued to smoke and steam as electricity 

continued to rip over its body, its skin becoming brittle and cracking as several more of its eyes 

popped, tentacles and pieces of its body bursting into flame as it leaned backwards with a scream 

of agony before it finally fell, its torpedo-shaped body smashing off the sharp side of the tower 

and ripping it open, dark blood and its strange organs pouring out of it before it fell into the 

water, and a massive blast of light and arcing lightning shot up as electricity discharged 

throughout the water from the sheer amount that had been forced into its body. 

Lone staggered, grasping his skull and looking blearily back and forth before he fell to 

his knees, sitting on his paws for a moment before he fell over on his side in a dead faint, 

twitching a few times. Mahihko immediately ran over to him with a whimper, before he looked 

from Raze to Cherry, who were both laying on the ground as well, water and blood leaking out 

of the godling‟s mouth and the female simply laying with her eyes closed… and then Calypso 

reappeared with a snarl, looking furiously in the direction of the water before her eyes glared at 

Mahihko as a heavy rain started to fall again as the winds died down and thunder rumbled 

ominously through the skies. “You… you and your kind must all be destroyed!” 

She threw a hand out, and Mahihko winced, raising his hoops halfheartedly in defense… 

and then he stared back and forth in shock as a mist rose from the sea, the rain pelting against his 

body and the stone rooftop masking sound and muffled further by the thickening fog, before 

Calypso‟s quiet laughter echoed around him, seeming to come from every direction as she 



purred: “Come on, cutie, just surrender… that‟s all you have to do, surrender, and worship the 

power of the ocean…” 

Mahihko whimpered quietly, looking back and forth in terror as he reached down and 

carefully put a hand against Lone‟s back, zapping him… but the wolf only twitched and moaned, 

barely stirring. The wolf couldn‟t afford to sacrifice any further energy, either… and he winced 

as he stayed in a kneel, looking back and forth in terror, only hearing the rain now and unable to 

see at all through the blinding fog that stank of the sea and felt like it was trying to suffocate him. 

He whined softly in his throat, the rain pelting his body making it hard to concentrate, panic 

filling his mind as he tried to figure out what to do… and then he looked up and shrieked in 

terror, lashing out with a hoop as his body sparked with electricity, the moisture in the air turning 

his short-ranged, defense zap into a wide, spherical jolt that travelled a surprising distance and 

sent the figure staggering backwards in shock. 

Then a sword thrust itself through the fog, and Mahihko went pale before Raze shoved 

his way through the mist, coughing and then vomiting against the hand pressed against his 

muzzle, salty water spilling down his arm and chest to strike against the ground with a sick 

tattoo, before he simply wiped at his face and grunted in disgust, shouldering his sword as he 

looked down at the wolves for a moment. Then he glanced back and forth, asking coldly: 

“Where‟s Calypso?” 

“D-Dunno…” Mahihko shook his head fearfully, and the reptile simply nodded as he 

looked back and forth, before he grunted and jerked his head at the wolf. Mahihko only looked at 

him stupidly, and then Raze sighed, pointing in the opposite direction. 

“Keep your back to mine. Channel your electricity.” Raze ordered, and Mahihko nodded 

before he stood up as Raze turned around, his amber eyes flicking back and forth before he 

closed his eyes, feeling his body clench, and he quietly leaned forwards and let himself vomit 

again, toxic seawater pouring out of his muzzle to splash against the ground. And then he fell to 

his knees, dropping his sword and shoving his hands against the ground as he snarled in agony, 

puking more of the poison that had flooded his body out before he looked up with bleary eyes in 

shock as Calypso appeared out of nowhere, reaching a hand down towards him with a snarl. 

He couldn‟t react, his form wracked with agony from the water that Calypso had 

somehow amped up the poison levels of and made toxic even to a godling like himself, and then 

Mahihko yelled, jumping off his back before he slapped a hoop across the lioness‟s face, and she 

staggered, twisting around before Mahihko snapped a hoop over her head and dragged it back 

against her neck, catching her in it as she reached up and grabbed it with a gargle before she 

screamed as the wolf sent a burst of electricity through the hoop. 

Calypso writhed back and forth in agony, beads of water dripping off her body as parts of 

her form tried to turn to liquid, but with every shock that travelled through her form, the parts of 

her that had turned to water were forced back solid, and Raze snarled as he picked up his sword, 

fighting through the pain before he dragged his sword into the air as he spun into a circle, and the 

blade sank deep into Calypso‟s gut, making her gag as lighting shot down the godling‟s sword, 

zapping through him… but the pain only made him roar before he dragged forwards, ripping the 

terrible would deeper as water and foam gushed out of it, Calypso screaming before the blade 

burst into dark flames, and her screams rose into higher shrieks of pain as her body began to 

rapidly rot away, and Mahihko let go of the hoop, staggering backwards in horror as Calypso 

clawed at the sword buried inside of her, Raze glaring at her with his teeth grit and his muscles 

bulging against his scales, holding tightly onto his weapon before he tore hard sideways, 

grinding the blade into her spine before it ripped free, but not cutting her completely in half as 



she fell forwards, a flap of skin and flesh still holding her halves together as her head thudded 

against the ground, before her knees trembled and she collapsed with a weak moan. 

A puddle of water spread slowly out from her body, foam and other strange liquids 

mixing with this before Raze spun his sword around and rose it above his head, grasping the hilt 

in both hands with the point towards the ground before he slammed it down through her chest, 

and Calypso gurgled weakly, her eyes bulging once before her features turned to liquid, and 

slowly, she melted away until there was nothing left of her. The mist cleared bit-by bit as the 

clouds above began to dissolve, and then Mahihko looked up at Raze with a tremble, staring at 

the hoop laying by the sword in the ground, nothing of Calypso left other than a few broken 

charms and some wet clothing. “Is… is she dead?” 

“Yeah.” Raze said shortly, then he reached forwards and jerked Darkheart out of the 

rooftop, before he looked over at Cherry, who was still unconscious. He walked over to her and 

pushed his foot into her side as Mahihko tended to Lone, trying to wake him up… but he had less 

luck than Raze did, as the female‟s eyes flickered open after a moment before she groaned and 

rubbed at the sears over her body from the seawater. “Salt?” 

“Yeah. Fuck, I didn‟t think of that.” Cherry groaned, sitting up and rubbing slowly at 

herself before she made a face at him, mumbling: “I fucking hate you and your goddamn salt 

immunity.” 

Raze grunted, and then he paused before he leaned forwards and vomited on Cherry‟s 

legs, his own almost buckling as the female winced before her eyes bulged and she slapped at it 

like it was acid, standing up and dancing around in pain with loud squawks as the salty liquid 

steamed and burned into her thighs. 

Mahihko shook Lone a bit more, and finally, the wolf grunted and opened his eyes… and 

then he frowned stupidly, staring at the beautiful, clear blue sky above, asking dumbly: “Am I in 

Heaven?” 

“Lone!” Mahihko hugged the wolf tightly around the neck, and the lupine gagged, 

flailing his arms before the effeminate male shrank down to his normal size, clinging to him 

again as tears filled his eyes and he said shakily: “I thought I‟d lost you, I was so scared, Lone!” 

“Get off me, you little… ugh.” Lone pried the smaller wolf‟s arms off from around his 

neck, and then he made a face when Mahihko‟s lip trembled before he sighed and gave him a 

quick hug around the neck, then he quickly stood up, leaning heavily on Mahihko‟s head and 

making the little wolf yelp. “Fuck, is the bitch dead?” 

“The bitch is dead. We missed all the action.” Cherry said morbidly, from where she was 

standing beside Raze, who was shaking his head and sitting on the ground, looking exhausted. 

Then he finally climbed to his feet, picking up his sword and dragging it behind him before 

Cherry said cheerfully: “Hey, Zerrex wouldn‟t like that!” 

Raze muttered angrily under his breath, and then he finally grunted and hoisted the sword 

up to his shoulder, heading towards the Observatory as Cherry walked over to the wolves and 

picked them both up in a tight hug, making them both squeak before she put them down and 

grinned at both, a hand on the shoulder of either lupine. “Great work, you little bastards, but 

come on, we ain‟t done the mission „til the fat bitch yells or whatever fat people do… eat, I 

guess. I‟ll give you dudes a great treat if we make it out of here and Raze actually puts up with 

seeing us again though, so let‟s go.” 

She walked past the wolves, then spun around on her heel and shoved on both their 

backs, making them pick up a rapid pace as Mahihko gave a quiet, tired whine and Lone 

mumbled under his breath, his ears laying back as Raze struggled with the door before he finally 



managed to open it with a grunt: it had become slightly warped due to the Kraken‟s attack on the 

Observatory. But when he stepped inside, he saw that everything else seemed to be in working 

order… and the godling approached the computer terminal, ignoring the others as he adjusted the 

dials on one before moving to a runic keyboard on another, frowning as he took a moment to 

decipher the alphabet in his mind before tapping in the name of their opponent on the mortal 

coil: Animaxander. 

The large plates in the ceiling tried to separate as a claxon blared, but then a siren went 

off and a cracked crystalline orb on a computer terminal began to flash, and Raze approached it, 

reading the runes that spread across a thin, rectangular screen of green gemstone built into the 

strange device. The gears are damaged… I‟ll need to do it manually…  

Then he blinked and looked up as he heard a grinding sound, looking over his shoulder in 

surprise to see Cherry had hooked the end of her whip into one of the plates and was steadily 

pulling it backwards by the handle, grunting with exertion before the siren halted and the red 

light in the crystal blinked green for a moment before fading out. Raze looked down at the 

terminal, and then he watched as the huge telescope in the middle of the room slowly slid out 

into place… and he finally grunted and nodded to Cherry, walking over to the telescope as an 

alien voice spoke in an ancient language even Raze had trouble understanding: “Subject 

located.” 

Raze looked down into the telescope, closing his other eye as he adjusted a knob on the 

side of the machine… and he frowned as he saw a massive citadel, workers seemingly frozen in 

time all around it as they continued to add to the enormous, beauteous palace… but all over the 

building he could also see strange symbols that he had never come across before in either his 

explorations or his schooling, and he shook his head slowly before he stood up, pausing and 

hesitating as the others looked at him expectantly before he said finally: “Look if you want. Just 

be careful.” 

Cherry nodded with a bit of a grin, and then she held an arm out when the wolves both 

tried to rush forwards, glaring at them and saying pointedly: “I‟ll just look, how about that? You 

guys just stand back for now, got it?” 

She emphasized this with a half-glare, and Lone swallowed and nodded as Mahihko 

pouted and crossed his arms, but sat down and remained at a distance, and Cherry grunted in 

appreciation before she made her way to the telescope and looked down into it thoughtfully. 

Raze, meanwhile, was busily adjusting knobs before he entered another command, and he half-

pushed Cherry away from the telescope as several of the large, segmented rings that made up its 

body rotated and buzzed, before the alien voice said: “Signature traced successfully. Previous 

location found.” 

Raze looked down into the telescope… and he saw a dead, cracked-apart planet, his stoic 

features tensing slightly before he realized there was something on the edge of his vision… and 

he adjusted the knob on the telescope to zoom out before he stared in shock at the strange fleet of 

grey shapes, not able to recognize or understand what they were as he said slowly: “There are… 

I don‟t know, moving islands in space…” 

“Let me take a look.” Cherry‟s voice lacked its usual playfulness, and Raze stepped away 

from the telescope, letting the demoness have her turn to look at the strange things… but when 

she looked, she instantly recognized what they were, whether they seemed like they were from a 

sci-fi movie or not, and she grit her teeth, a twisted grin spreading over her features as she 

muttered: “You‟re fucking shitting me. It‟s like the fucking tabloids were right… but now that I 



think about it, why the hell not? Sure as fuck would beat flying through nothingness on your 

own…” 

She snorted in disgust, and then she looked up at Raze, saying squarely: “Those, Raze, 

are spaceships. Way more advanced than our space colonies, and for them to seem like they‟re 

moving on the physical plane even when we know what the time difference is, the sons of 

bitches must be going at tremendous speeds. And I‟m guessing the big dead rock in the 

background is Animaxander‟s last known location?” 

“I‟ve memorized the approximate coordinates. The God‟s Eye can lock onto them and 

give us a closer, detailed look at the strange things with them.” Raze said coldly, and Mahihko 

and Lone looked at each other, trembling, as Cherry straightened and nodded. Then the godling 

closed his eyes and muttered a spell before he extended a hand, and white energy crackled before 

it expanded into a vortex, Raze wincing as the spell sent pain stinging through his already-

strained body. “We have no time for fun, games, or argument. Come on, we‟ll go to Heaven 

first… and then down to Hell and hope that we catch Zerrex and Sin before they‟ve left.” 

“Yeah, except with the Boss‟s luck, he‟s dealing with something worse than what we 

have by now.” Cherry muttered morbidly, and then she grabbed up the two wolves, pulling them 

towards the portal as she sighed and slumped her shoulders. “Come on, misfits, time for your 

first visit to the pie in the sky.” And please, Zerrex. Please. Please be safe… 

 

Zerrex looked back and forth through the dismal forest, a quiet fog rolling over the boggy 

ground and obscuring most of it from sight, the trees all enormous, leafless, and dead-looking… 

but most of them were far from it, groaning in pain and covered in bleeding moss and armory 

bark, some of them seemingly made of screaming faces and others smooth and bent into the 

rough shape of a person. The only other life came from the tangled weeds and scrub brush that 

grew here and there, and the Drakkaren made a face: so far the only nasty habit he saw from this 

legendary forest was the fact that the trees liked to get up and literally move around, then settle 

back down in different places when they thought you weren‟t looking. 

Sin and Ami were standing nearby, the former in her dress as always, the latter wearing 

plain mortal jeans modified for his unguligrade legs and a white shirt, his scythe floating nearby 

as he poked at some sort of compass device and mumbled irritably. The weapon – Grim War its 

name – bounced in the air as if laughing, and Ami reached out and slapped the straight black 

pole of the long-bladed scythe, muttering: “Shut up, I‟m trying to concentrate.” 

Grim made a disdainful gesture, and Zerrex smiled a bit as he reached up and squeezed 

the handle of Blackheart, glad that his personal weapon didn‟t argue loudly with him. And then 

Amiglion finally sighed and slipped the device back into his pocket, looking at the others and 

saying in a quiet voice: “Sorry, something is interfering with my compass. I can‟t tell which way 

is north anymore.” 

“Grim, can you point the way?” Sin asked quietly, and the scythe responded by spinning 

in a circle before it gestured quickly to their left, and the Naganatine half-bowed with a bit of a 

smile, Ami looking sour. “Thank you, Grim.” 

“He‟s wrong about half the time, you know.” Ami mumbled, and Grim made a rolling 

gesture as Zerrex shook his head. Ami opened his mouth, and the Drakkaren glared at him as Sin 

started ahead, and the former Reaper quickly covered his mouth and grabbed the scythe with an 

embarrassed grin, resting the pole of the weapon on his shoulder as he followed behind the 

reptile as he followed the female Naganatine. 



A wave of fog rolled over them, and Zerrex found himself standing alone for a moment, 

looking back and forth in shock… and then Sin‟s voice said quietly: “Don‟t be fooled, Lord 

Zerrex, I‟m right in front of you, and Amiglion is right behind you. Just wait a moment: the fog 

carries spores that distort the senses. Just wait a moment.” 

The Drakkaren nodded, and only some ten seconds later, Sin‟s shape faded back into 

existence, as did Ami‟s. The reptile looked at the two with relief, and then the female motioned 

quietly at him, ignoring a large tree that groaned and pulled itself out of the ground, using its 

roots to slide itself several feet to the left as the sick-looking apples clinging to its branches 

rattled. “This way. We‟re getting closer, I can feel that spark still clinging to her remains now.” 

Zerrex nodded, and they carefully wended their way forwards until they reached a trench 

in the trees filled with smoky mist. Sin paused, and the Drakkaren frowned as he continued 

forwards anyway, anxious to get out of this dark maze of trees, but Amiglion grabbed him with a 

wince, jerking him backwards to a kneel and shushing him as he and Sin both crouched. 

A moment later, a long, thin ferryboat rolled over the top of the mist, hovering through 

the air and composed of ancient, cracked lumber and steel plates from which hung rings here and 

there along the length of it. There was no figurehead, only the steep front and six rusted steel 

rings on either side of the boat… and at the prow of the ship stood a figure with skin the same 

color as the wood that composed his vessel, his eyes a baleful orange-red, the demon with bug-

like features and large mandibles, his two main arms long and lean and two smaller pairs of arms 

shackled behind his back, standing easily on two large legs but his long, flat tail like the lower 

body of an earwig, ending in a pair of blunt pincers and made of fat sections of chitinous black 

shell. He wore only a loincloth and shackles around his limbs, broken, rusty chains hanging from 

these, and he was slowly rowing the ship through the mist as a bucket full of coins jangled at his 

feet, whispering in a terrible, empty voice: “Come, sinners… to the darkness, we descend 

forevermore…” 

“It‟s Charon…” Ami whispered, leaning in close as Zerrex watched with horror as crying 

lost souls clung to each other, all of them in chains and stuffed on the benches of the longboat 

into a thick, uncomfortable drove that reminded him of prisoners being dragged away to death 

camps. “He works with us Reapers… but he is a very unfriendly person, as you can probably tell. 

Demigod or something. He takes particularly-difficult souls of the dead, and ferries them to the 

Judges for sentencing and placement.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, watching as he passed, and how the trees parted for the ship… but 

the moment it was gone, they slowly began to slide their way back in, the misty trench in the 

ground closing up with surprising speed and a sickening groan. Then he stood up as the sounds 

of crying faded into the distance, and the other Naganatine did the same, Sin murmuring quietly: 

“We should keep going before our presence is noticed here… while Charon likely wouldn‟t offer 

much of an obstacle to us, there are other, worse things in this forest that would enjoy tormenting 

anything it caught.” 

The Drakkaren nodded as Ami made a face and looked back and forth, probably knowing 

better than either of them what exactly those worse things were… and Sin once more stepped 

into the lead, Zerrex following closely behind and doing his best to ignore the trees when they 

tried to reach for him or whispered his name. 

So far, however, the Forest of the Departed had been a relatively-easy trek: Sin was able 

to sense the location of the crypt and always lead them in the right direction, and Ami was able 

to use the Reaper skills he‟d learned over his many years to deal with the problems that the forest 

offered up, from the terrible chills to the way it tried to manipulate them with illusions, both 



auditory and visual. They‟d had no conflict – unless a tree swiping at them once counted, but 

Zerrex had cut off the offending branch with Blackheart with ease, and the tree had quickly 

backed off, bleeding blood instead of sap and moaning in pain – which was a big bonus… and 

Zerrex thought that maybe the dangers of this whole forest trek had been exaggerated… but then 

again, very few of the trees they‟d passed so far had been inhabited by very angry spirits, 

meaning that Sin and Ami had probably just been able to plot a good path together with their 

natural Naganatine instincts. 

Then they emerged into a clearing, and Sin frowned, Ami holding up his scythe and 

Zerrex‟s own eyes narrowing. Across the circular, misty clearing was a rocky outcrop, with a 

stone, patterned door chiseled into it… and tampering with this door was some kind of 

Dragokkaren, who was grunting and huffing as he uselessly tried to lever it open with a crowbar. 

He was perhaps ten feet tall, and covered in large, bulging muscles… but Zerrex still had to 

wonder how the hell he‟d managed to get across the Forest when magical abilities in this area 

were negated and he obviously wasn‟t the brightest kid on the block. 

He paused after a moment more, then slowly looked over his shoulder before his eyes 

widened in shock, and he quickly jumped to a ready position, his hands out at his sides, a wince 

visible in his dark brown eyes. Zerrex looked meditatively at his red scales that lightened over 

his body, and then at his white pants, braided sash, and sandals, and he said finally, pointing 

Blackheart at him: “You‟re a walking fashion crisis. Is that why the evil spirits didn‟t attack you, 

because they already knew you were killing yourself inside?” 

“As witty as I expected you to be, High King Zerrex Narrius.” said the Dragokkaren 

drolly, and then he drew himself up to his full height, his wings extending from his back and 

flapping once before they furled back against him, and he bowed deeply with one hand on his 

chest, saying courteously: “I am known as Sergei Rasputin… now, if you please, I have a job 

that must be done.” 

“Getting in that tomb is my job, actually.” Zerrex said mildly, stepping forwards as he 

rested his sword on his shoulder, and then he half-bowed in return as he added mildly: “And I‟d 

introduce myself, but you seem to already know who I am. Tell me, why is it that everywhere I 

go I run into someone who either works for Animaxander or has something to do with his 

bosses?” 

“You have no idea what you‟re dealing with here.” Rasputin replied quiet ly, and he 

looked at the Drakkaren with something like sympathy as he rolled his eyes, touching his own 

bare chest emphatically. “Once, you know, I was small and weak, but they have given me a 

strength that I barely understand myself. If we must battle, we must… but come, Zerrex, must 

we?” 

“We must.” Zerrex smiled a bit, and then he shook his head, holding his arms out when 

Ami and Sin tried to step forwards, before he slammed Blackheart point-down into the ground 

and left it standing in the bog… and then he made a face when the ground shifted and the sword 

seemed to sidle quickly away from the reptile, but Sin reached out and caught it, pulling it free 

from the earth and almost hugging it against her frame with a blush as the Drakkaren sighed and 

hung his arms in front of himself. “I hate this place.” 

“On this, I will agree with you.” Rasputin glanced back and forth, making a face, and 

then he finally rubbed his hands together, getting into a boxer‟s pose as he said firmly: “Listen to 

me, Lord Zerrex, I-” 

Zerrex walked up to him and simply punched him hard in the face, and Rasputin was 

knocked on his ass, staring in shock before he grunted and climbed to his feet, his bruised scales 



healing almost immediately as he looked at the Drakkaren with disgust and accused: “Cheap 

shot!” 

“What? Frigging hell, every time I fight I get lectured these days!” Zerrex retorted, and 

then he grabbed Rasputin‟s fist when the Dragokkaren tried to punch him, before he twisted it 

slowly but firmly, making the burly male wince. “So what are you? Demigod? God? Sock 

puppet?” 

Rasputin swung his other fist up, and the reptile caught it as well, making him grunt in 

surprise before Zerrex shoved him backwards by the hands, the Dragokkaren grimacing as he 

staggered, but then caught himself and shook his head quickly. He swung in hard, and Zerrex 

blocked it with his forearm before he slammed a palm into his chest, and the breath wheezed out 

of the Dragokkaren before his head snapped back when Zerrex swung his fist upwards, and then 

he stepped forwards and headbutted the male‟s nose, knocking Rasputin onto his ass as he 

clutched at the end of his muzzle even as he tried to throw a kick up into the Drakkaren‟s knee.  

Zerrex grinned, blocking it with his foot before he winced as the male‟s other foot 

slammed into his shin with enough force to hurt: not enough to damage the bone at all, but 

enough so that it was more than a stinging irritation, and he drew back a step just in case the 

Dragokkaren could muster a harder blow. He rose his fists gamely, and Rasputin climbed up to 

his feet, before he made a rookie mistake: he closed his eyes and let his head drop forwards. 

The Drakkaren stepped forwards and slammed into him with an uppercut so hard it made 

the Dragokkaren‟s teeth slam together firmly enough to shatter them, his head snapping into the 

air as he flew upwards bonelessly and half-flipped, crashing down onto the crown of his head 

before he fell heavily on his face, drooling mindlessly onto the boggy earth below. Zerrex wiped 

his hands together absently, looking down at the fallen foe with mild disappointment, and then 

he turned to ask Sin for his sword, walking a few steps away… but then Rasputin groaned, and 

Zerrex frowned, watching as the Dragokkaren hobbled up to his feet and shook his head, spitting 

out blood and a few teeth before he grit them, grabbing his skull with his hands… but his pained 

grin was perfect and flawless, his teeth already back in place, and Zerrex frowned: even Loki 

hadn‟t had that level of regeneration. “What the hell are you?” 

“Invincible.” Rasputin said softly, and the Drakkaren snorted in distaste as the 

Dragokkaren cracked his neck, rolling his shoulders slowly as he looked across at the lizard 

coldly. “You can‟t kill me, Zerrex. No matter what you do to me, I‟ll heal.” 

“Let‟s test that theory.” the Drakkaren responded darkly, and he held out a hand. 

Immediately, Sin tossed him his sword, and the reptile easily caught it without needing to look, 

the handle seeming drawn to his fingers, the grip comfortable as always as he readied himself, 

and Rasputin made a face as the reptile said mildly: “I don‟t have a lot of time to screw around. 

You get out of the way, or I‟m going to do everything in my power to kill you. And trust me, I 

can put you through a world of hurt in a very short period of time.” 

“Believe me, if I could, I would, but I have a job to do for Gods far more powerful than 

you are.” Rasputin replied in a tone that was almost apologetic, and the two faced off against 

each other before the Dragokkaren finally reached down and snagged up the fallen crowbar, 

charging forwards with more than a hint of panic in his eyes as the tenseness in the air likely 

became too much for him. 

It was another rookie mistake, and Zerrex almost felt sorry for him as he dashed forwards 

at the last moment, catching Rasputin across the waist with his blade and hauling forwards, 

trying to slice in him half… but it was like his sword phased through the Dragokkaren instead of 

tore through, Rasputin coughing blood and clutching his middle, but the wound was gone by the 



time he hugged himself, even if the blood splatter remained behind, and Zerrex cursed as he spun 

around, gracefully moving in closer and smashing the Dragokkaren in the larynx with the 

pommel of his sword, and the male‟s eyes bulged as he clawed at his throat, gagging before 

screaming when Zerrex slashed viciously into his spine, knocking him forwards before he was 

knocked backwards when the Drakkaren threw a knee into his stomach, and he staggered before 

falling on his ass, and then he howled in agony, his eyes rolling in his head when the Drakkaren 

slammed Blackheart down in the junction of shoulder and neck, sawing the blade back and forth 

after cutting through his collarbone to dig the weapon into where Rasputin‟s heart would be. 

Then he drew the blade back, and Rasputin groaned, rubbing at his chest as the wound 

healed within moments… and he grunted in pain when Zerrex slammed a foot under his chin 

hard enough to knock him to his feet, staggering backwards before the Drakkaren dashed 

forwards and struck him in the gut with the flat of his blade just hard enough to make him bend 

over and shift his weight in a different direction before the smaller lizard leapt backwards, 

holding a hand out and gauging the distance before he dropped Blackheart to his side, gritting his 

teeth and becoming almost a blur as he smashed the sword into the Dragokkaren‟s front before 

dragging it around and around his body in a slowly descending movement, sprinting in a circle 

around Rasputin. 

He skidded to a halt standing beside him, bent down almost to waist level and the 

Dragokkaren gargling, his arms frozen against his sides and lines of blood left over his entire 

upper body before Zerrex smashed the pommel of his sword into his gut, and then the Drakkaren 

sliced viciously upwards in a movement that should have beheaded Rasputin, but somehow the 

wound again healed before his head could even fall off, and Zerrex snarled in frustration as he 

turned around and smashed the Dragokkaren across the field with a slap of his blade, sending 

him skidding into a tree. The male stayed there, laying prone and groaning in pain, and Zerrex 

leaned forwards, panting hard as Ami cheered loudly, waving his arms in the air as Grim 

bounced slowly beside him. “Holy shit, that‟s awesome! Fuck, I ain‟t never seen you go crazy 

like that before!” 

“That‟s because he‟s not being serious.” Sin said softly, and Ami froze in mid-cheer, 

staring at her dumbly. “The attack and style is completely different from normal… flashy 

movements, big, draining attacks. They aren‟t Lord Zerrex‟s usual modus operandi… he just 

wants to see if Sergei is indeed what he says he is. And it seems… that he is.” 

“He‟s… invincible?” Ami gaped, then he paused before he brightened, running off to the 

side of the field as Sin frowned and Rasputin slowly, dazedly got to his feet. The Naganatine 

closed his eyes and began to concentrate as Grim quickly drew a circle of runes around him with 

the tip of its blade, and then he began to mumble a complex spell as Zerrex and Rasputin charged 

at each other, and this time the Dragokkaren managed to catch the Drakkaren‟s blade with a 

wince. 

They struggled against each other, and then Zerrex stepped forwards and pushed hard, 

and Rasputin was knocked backwards with a grunt of pain before the reptile kicked him hard in 

the crotch, making his eyes bulge as he fell slowly to his knees before the reptile followed up 

with a sweeping upwards kick under his jaw, knocking him flat on his back. The Drakkaren 

snarled, and then he looked up in shock as Ami stuck two fingers in his muzzle and whistled 

loudly, and the trees rumbled before parting, Charon and his terrible vessel gliding out from 

between them as Rasputin and the lizard stared in shock, before the demonic demigod picked up 

a long chain attached to one of the boat‟s rings, from the end of which dangled a collar, as he 

whispered: “No lost soul escapes me…” 



He spun the chain rapidly, and Rasputin and Zerrex looked at each other before Charon 

threw it as he passed by in his vessel, and the collar snapped shut around Rasputin‟s throat, 

choking him as Charon simply turned around and once more began to make his long rowing 

gestures, his ferry of lost souls gliding smoothly into the trees as a wall of mist floated slowly by 

and dragging the invincible with him as he squawked and yelled, flailing uselessly. Soon enough, 

however, his cries died off, and Amiglion winced as Zerrex glared at him, the Naganatine 

rubbing at the back of his head slowly. “Well, you know… you didn‟t look like you were exactly 

making progress with the son of a bitch and uh… this forest scares me, and Anathema scares me 

even more. So… I figured I‟d help you out. There‟ll totally be other times, anyway.” 

Zerrex mumbled, but he finally nodded, although he continued to glare grudgingly at 

Amiglion for a few moments before Sin walked by, heading towards the crypt and simply 

flicking her wrist, and the heavy stone door shuddered before it tore open in a hail of dust and 

dirt, standing straight before it toppled onto its stone face, and Sin stepped past it and into the 

dark, dank room beyond. Zerrex and Ami approached, but both hesitantly remained outside, 

instead simply looking in to watch as Sin stopped for a moment to wring her hands nervously, 

her glammer vanishing as she stood beside a sarcophagus with the bust of a Naganatine with 

glaring eyes laying atop the lid, and then she took a breath before she pushed the lid off the large 

stone coffin, revealing a gleaming pile of skulls. 

They all looked the exact same, bone white and still possessing black horns… but Sin 

reverently reached down and picked up one of the closest to the top, and Zerrex knew he didn‟t 

need to doubt her choice as she murmured softly: “Anathema… it‟s been so long.” 

She hugged it to her body, then she emerged after a moment from the mausoleum, 

breathing softly as she cradled it lovingly to her body, before she nodded hesitantly to Zerrex, 

saying quietly: “I‟ve done everything I needed to here… we can leave now, Lord Zerrex.” She 

paused, then added as she looked back and forth: “In fact, I‟d like it best if we left right away. I 

feel… a terrible chill down my spine. The spirits are drawn to her power… and I don‟t want 

anything to happen to her before we can call her.” 

“Yeah, that‟d be a shame.” Amiglion muttered as he tried to create a portal and only got 

sparks in response, and then he winced when Grim bonked him on the back of the head, adding 

ruefully: “It‟s no good. I‟m getting way too much interference even in this field… I guess our 

only choice to get out of here fast would be to literally fly above it…” 

Then he paused, and both of the Naganatine looked at Zerrex, the Drakkaren frowning at 

them before he paled and waved his hands, saying immediately: “Hey, there is no way I can 

carry both of you at once, for one thing, and for another, I don‟t like flying.” He paused when 

they both looked at him pleadingly, and the reptile sighed, pointing at Sin and saying dryly: 

“Fine. Then I‟m taking her and leaving you here. I‟m sure Charon can give you a lift back home, 

Ami, he likes you Reapers, right?” 

“Very funny.” Ami said grouchily, crossing his arms, and Zerrex rolled his eyes in 

amusement as he placed his sword on his back, and then the Naganatine held up his hands when 

the Drakkaren‟s angel wings pushed out of his back, reaching out to him with a terrified look on 

his face. “Seriously, dude! Don‟t leave me alone here, that‟s even worse than… not being 

alone!” 

Zerrex muttered under his breath, and then he jumped upwards, hovering a meter or so in 

the air before he extended a hand to them both, and Sin smiled slightly as she reached up and 

grasped his wrist firmly, still hugging the skull against her body with her other hand as Ami 

reached up and clung onto the Drakkaren‟s free arm, sticking his tongue out at Grim. And then 



the Drakkaren shot skywards, wincing as the trees surrounding the clearing reached out to try 

and lash him with their long branches before the scythe shot violently past him, spinning wildly 

and ripping through wood like grass, blood and bark and wood hailing down past the three 

before Amiglion yelped as a long, thin branch slashed down his leg, leaving an ugly mark as he 

shouted angrily: “Grim, I‟m making you sleep outside tonight! Fucking… ouch!” 

They flew higher and higher, Zerrex making a face as both of his arms held tightly onto 

the Naganatine, and then a portal finally flickered into existence in midair some several hundred 

feet above the treetops of the immense forest below, and he grunted his thanks to whichever 

Naganatine had opened it before he shot towards the large dark hole in reality and tore through it, 

wincing as he came out into the entrance hall of the Ravenlight Estate and jerking his body 

backwards to slide to a halt through the air.  

He set both of the Naganatine down, and then allowed his wings to vanish, dropping to 

the ground with a groan and rolling his shoulders slowly, and then he made a face as Grim War 

shot through the portal and knocked over Amiglion, bouncing off him with as little damage as 

possible before the scythe fell to the ground beside the Naganatine, who groaned senselessly on 

the floor. The portal flickered out of existence behind them, and Zerrex looked at Sin, who was 

quietly stroking a finger up and down between the skull‟s eyes… and he asked finally, gazing at 

her quietly: “Where should we do this?” 

“I‟ll do it right here, right now.” Sin murmured softly, and the Drakkaren nodded as Ami 

climbed to his feet with a frown, Grim standing immediately to attention before weapon and 

master seemed to look at each other for a moment, and then they backed off to the side of the 

hall as Zerrex stepped back himself, not sure what was going on. Sin gazed at him softly, and 

then she turned around and put the skull down, before she walked over and gently pushed Zerrex 

further back, saying quietly: “Just stay there, okay?” 

“Okay.” Zerrex nodded, and then he watched as Sin approached the skull some twenty 

feet away and drew a circle around it, before she began to trace out complex runes and figures 

around it, before encircling all of this… until she was left with a massive, many-layered circle 

full of symbols, most of which Zerrex didn‟t understand, all glowing a quiet purple before Sin 

drew a circle outside the massive layered circle, and she sat down in it, closing her eyes and 

dropping her head forwards. 

For a moment, nothing happened… and then the lights in the room died, a dark, cold blue 

aura descending over everything for a moment before the chandeliers high above began to glow 

purple, and the runic circle pulsed, the violet light becoming brighter as white shapes whispered 

through the hall, joining together into a central nexus above the skull before they channeled 

downwards into it, and the skull began to pulse with a ghastly, strange luminescence. Zerrex 

looked back and forth as he heard strange murmurs floating through the room, and then there 

was a long sigh, before a voice asked softly: “Sin, my sister… countless years have passed since 

our last talk. What can I do for you?” 

There was danger in that voice, gentle as it sounded… and Zerrex watched as Sin 

swallowed, looking visibly nervous before she said quietly: “Anathema… my sister… a lot has 

changed from the past we knew. The mortal plane is in turmoil, and it is our duty to help it…” 

“Help the mortal plane? Ludicrous.” Anathema‟s ghostly voice replied shortly, and then 

she laughed as the skull glowed brightly, before strange, terrible shapes twisted through the air, 

energy sparking throughout the hall before her voice asked softly: “Where are the Twins? This is 

their mansion.” 



“Dead… their spirits were trapped in their own pocket dimension as it collapsed, after… 

our new High King was forced to kill them.” Sin paused, then she said in a voice filled with quiet 

urgency: “Listen to me, Anathema. We need your help.” 

“Dead? Pity… I could have used them…” Anathema murmured, and then a strange 

pleasure entered her voice as she asked: “A new High King? So did he ruin as many as the 

prophecy contended he would? Is he a barbarian or a beast or a lucky mage?” 

Sin shook her head, closing her eyes and rubbing a hand slowly along her head before she 

finally said firmly: “Enough of this. We‟re offering you resurrection, Anathema, if you‟ll help-” 

Anathema laughed, and energy crackled throughout the air before it slowly faded out, and 

the white glow faded down around the skull before Anathema‟s voice whispered throughout the 

hallway, fading in and out: “If you want to revive me… I‟ll need a powerful soul of the 

Naganatine bloodline to be sacrificed, to restore my body… the stronger, the better. Come back 

when you‟re ready to offer me a suitable body.” 

With that, strange shapes moaned throughout the hall before they vanished, and the light 

in the hall returned to normal as the glow died out around the runes, Sin looking quietly at the 

ground as she leaned back. Zerrex hesitantly approached, and the female dropped her head 

forwards with a soft sigh, standing slowly up as she rubbed at her face slowly. “She… she wants 

one of my children. The other Naganatine did not reproduce, could not reproduce… and there are 

no other choices in Hell or in Heaven that are Naganatine.” 

Zerrex looked at Sin quietly, and she looked up after a few moments shamefully, 

whispering: “She‟s our only chance… and she… I…” She halted, then closed her eyes and 

hugged herself, before resting her head against the Drakkaren when he stepped forwards and 

gently pulled her close. “Please… trust my judgment, Lord Zerrex.” 

“I do, Sin… but… but how do we find a candidate? A sacrifice is… it‟s… you know…” 

Zerrex shifted uncomfortably, and Sin nodded after a moment with a quiet sigh, looking down at 

the ground and showing that she did know indeed. Then they looked at each other, before the 

Drakkaren closed his eyes, murmuring: “I guess we already know the answer though, huh?” 

“Yeah, we do.” Sin replied softly, before she looked over to Amiglion and murmured, as 

he stood awkwardly by: “Guard this hall, don‟t let anyone damage the runes or move the skull. 

Put a shield over it if you have to, or any other charms down that might help. Lord Zerrex and I 

have… some unfinished business to attend to.” 

“Alright, Sin.” Amiglion said quietly, and he let go of Grim, walking to the opposite side 

of the hall as the scythe began to scratch runes against the wall, and Zerrex and Sin carefully 

made their way around the large circle, the Drakkaren looking warily at the skull in the center of 

the rings before they made their way up the stairs, their feet guiding them automatically towards 

one of the lesser-used sections of the Estate. 

The two took their time walking through the Estate, quietly holding hands as they passed 

pictures and closed doors and people they knew, greeting them cordially enough to let anyone 

who passed know they wanted to be alone together. Up and up they made their way, time passing 

slowly as Zerrex and Sin both moved with solemn determination, until they finally reached the 

upper level gallery… but they halted at the top of the stairs before going through the door 

leading inside, and the Naganatine quietly reached down and cupped one of the large, spherical 

tops to one of the banisters leading up, six of these arranged at the head of the stairs to form a 

decorative sort of handrail. 

The one Sin touched glowed, however, and slowly, the wood cracked apart like an egg 

before it fell off, and beneath the shell glowed a terrible dark orb, full of what looked like the 



nothingness that lurked between the worlds… or perhaps worse, the nightmarish non-essence of 

the Unworld. The two looked at each other quietly, and then they walked slowly into the gallery 

as Sin held this sphere in her hands, almost cradling it to her body with both hands… and they 

came to a halt after a few minutes in front of a portrait of Aether. 

The red-scaled male was pictured lounging back against a throne in a robe fit for a 

monarch, holding a glass of wine in one hand as his terrible green eyes burned out of the 

painting, a proud crown of six L-shaped horns standing out of his head. He had the features of 

the Naganatine, but no Mohawk… and his limbs and body were thicker and straighter, making 

him seem like some form of evolved First Breed. 

The two had fought long and hard against Aether to bring him down, after he‟d taken 

over a power plant and started reconstructing the complex demonic machinery inside in an 

attempt to create a new series of Black Holes throughout reality. Zerrex had caught up to him 

first, but Aether had proven to be both strong and versatile… but Sin had shown up shortly 

afterwards and turned the tides back in their favor, negating Aether‟s magical abilities and letting 

Zerrex close in on him even as he assumed his full demonic form in a desperate attempt to try 

and overwhelm his parents: while Aether might have inherited the abilities of both by then, and 

possessed an insane cruelty that reminded Zerrex all too well of Narrius, Aether‟s lack of 

practice left him unskilled and awkward once his confidence had been shaken. 

Zerrex had smashed in Aether‟s armor and ripped a terrible wound in his side that would 

never heal, thanks more to the wannabe-tyrant‟s own foolishness than anything else. In response 

to taking a severe wound, Aether had tried to blast Zerrex away with a forbidden magic… but 

Sin had reflected it directly back into the gaping hole in the male‟s side, and Aether had been 

stunned by the sheer agony that it had sent through him, allowing Zerrex to knock the wicked 

child out and for Sin to bind him while they figured out what to do with him. 

Too strong to keep in a Pit of Torment or perhaps even the Abyss, and his parents too 

merciful to kill him… they had been faced with one last choice. Since Aether was too dangerous 

to ever let back into Hell, Sin and the Four Sisters had created a pocket dimension inside a 

crystal ball… and then they had sealed Aether into this, and hidden it away. Sin had always said 

that perhaps one day, Aether would find his purpose… and it seemed that perhaps now they had 

come to find it for him. It was bitterly ironic that they had ended up sparing Aether‟s life all 

these years, now just to sacrifice it away to a psychotic Naganatine who might prove to be even 

worse than the demon had been. 

Zerrex and Sin looked at each other quietly, and after a few moments, Sin finally 

murmured softly, gazing down at the orb between her hands: “I think that… this had to happen 

anyway. If Aether still refuses to recognize the value of life… to… recognize that he can‟t hide 

behind false ideals anymore for his mistakes… if he wants to still hurt others… perhaps we must  

kill him anyway. If he ever escaped the prison dimension…” 

“It would be horrific.” Zerrex finished quietly, nodding slowly: despite the permanent 

wound they‟d left in Aether, he would still be a vicious opponent if he had the time to prepare, 

and more dangerous than perhaps even Crow had been… and the Drakkaren closed his eyes 

before he finally said: “Then we have to finish this fight quickly, and do enough damage that 

Aether will stay unconscious for long enough for us to transport him.” 

“All we have to do is knock him out… I can bind him, and from there… Anathema will 

do the rest.” Sin murmured, looking down silently… and Zerrex reached up, squeezing her 

shoulder gently. Before he could even ask if she wanted to go through with this, however, she 

smiled sadly as she glanced at him quietly, murmuring: “My judgment tells me that… we need to 



go through with this, whatever pain it might bring us both. I‟m sorry, Lord Zerrex… I truly, truly 

am… but… this isn‟t just for me or my sister anymore, as you know yourself. This is for the 

mortal plane… and through that, for Hell and Heaven. Sacrifices must be made…” 

She looked down, and Zerrex looked at her quietly before he nodded slowly, reaching a 

hand out to rest on the orb quietly. Sin closed her eyes as she lowered her head, murmuring a soft 

incantation… and then the two vanished, and the crystal ball fell through the air to bang loudly 

off the floor of the gallery, rolling several feet slowly as the dark smoke within swirled violently. 

Zerrex and Sin found themselves standing side-by-side at the foot of a long, ornate 

hallway, surrounded by massive pillars that held up a low stone ceiling overhead, the walls 

beyond obsidian, but with strange, moving purple lines throughout them. Torches burned on the 

pillars, and the floor of the hall past them was sunken down a step, a long, plush red carpet 

leading some sixty feet down the almost-tunnel to where a figure sat on a throne, swirling his 

wine slowly and reminding the Drakkaren of Ravenlight as revulsion and sorrow twisted through 

his body. 

Sin and Zerrex stepped onto the carpet, walking down the hall as Aether leaned on his 

elbow in his huge throne, pretending not to notice them. Behind him were two immense 

tapestries, both well-lit by blue flames in braziers beneath them, and both depicting the 

Hez‟Rannan Double Standard: the terrible flag from the Narrius regime. Aether‟s beliefs, after 

all, were almost the same as that of his grandfather… that he was a superior being, and that 

everything inferior should either bow to him or be destroyed.  

The male looked up as they stopped some ten feet away, and he made a disgusted face as 

he sipped at his wine: wine that was created, just like everything around them, by Aether‟s mind, 

his abilities and his familiarity with this terrible prison dimension letting him distort reality to 

suit his needs, creating whatever he wanted… but never letting him create a way to escape or 

contact the outside world, as he asked sharply: “What are you two doing here? Shouldn‟t you be 

helping scum replant trees or some nonsense like that?” 

“So you haven‟t changed at all, have you?” Zerrex asked softly, and Aether snarled as he 

leapt to his feet, looking infuriated as the Drakkaren snorted and shook his head. “Don‟t even 

bother, Aether. Together, Sin and I are too much even for you. We‟re here because… we have a 

problem.” 

“Oh, and you want me to solve it?” Aether threw the glass of wine at Zerrex, but before it 

could hit, the wine glass and the contents slowed violently to a halt, and instead it simply fell to 

the ground, shattering at Zerrex‟s feet. Aether cursed, then he glared at Sin, who had a hand 

slightly raised as he snapped: “I will never help either of you! Not alive, not dead!” 

“We‟ll have to kill you if you don‟t cooperate, Aether. If you don‟t show us some sign of 

remorse.” Zerrex said quietly, and now the demon frowned, leaning forwards as he tilted his 

head. That, at least, got his attention… and the Drakkaren continued in a soft, calm voice: “If 

you cooperate, we can work something out… maybe even work together to save the mortal 

plane. But if you don‟t, we‟ll need to resurrect someone else of great powers… except that 

someone requires your body to come back to life. Listen to me, Aether, if you want to live… I 

promise, you don‟t even have to help. But I want you to show some dignity, some… 

understanding that what you‟ve done in the past was wrong.” 

Zerrex almost felt like he was pleading with his son… and then he closed his eyes when 

Aether snorted and sat back in his throne, saying disgustedly: “I‟m not afraid of either of you… 

and I‟ll never change. Go ahead, kill me, you‟ll be doing me a favor… I‟ll escape this prison 

dimension and my body will be stronger than ever when it comes back!” 



“There‟s no coming back from this.” Sin said softly, looking at the ground, and the 

Drakkaren looked over at her with compassion and surprise as she looked up, meeting her son‟s 

eyes steadily. “I don‟t want to lose another son… I don‟t want to have to kill you myself… but I 

will, Aether.” 

Aether snarled… and then he leapt to his feet, shouting furiously as he threw his arms out 

and a blast of force issued from him: “We‟ll see who kills who!” 

Zerrex and Sin both covered their faces, and then the Drakkaren winced as Aether 

slammed his hands together, and the force blowing against them turned into a suction as a 

cyclone of wind visibly formed around the male, picking up dirt and making the fire in the 

magical torches that lined the room frantically snap back and forth before the whirlwind turned 

into a shockwave, the Drakkaren staggering backwards as Sin was knocked off her feet before 

Aether turned, picking up the throne in one hand and snarling as he threw it hard at his mother. 

Zerrex stepped in front of her, catching the throne and tossing it aside before Aether 

dashed at him, a golden greatsword appearing in his hands before he slashed it viciously at his 

father, but Zerrex swung Blackheart off his back, meeting the blade and knocking Aether 

staggering in shock at the force of the blow before the Drakkaren threw a hard kick into the 

demon‟s leg. His knee cracked loudly as it bent sideways, and the male shrieked before he swung 

his sword around in an attack that was both savage and elegant, slicing hard upwards before 

forming a complex B-shape with the weapon. 

Zerrex avoided the attack by stepping quickly backwards, and then he winced when 

Aether vanished… but the Drakkaren immediately leaned forwards and threw his foot backwards 

in a kick that slammed his boot into Aether‟s side, and the male howled in agony, dropping his 

sword and clutching his stomach. Zerrex snorted, turning around and raising Blackheart to 

deliver a blow that would end the confrontation… and then Aether grinned before Sin created a 

wall of golden light between the two that cracked as a terrible telekinetic blast struck into it.  

The Drakkaren winced, and then he slammed his sword into the other side of the wall, 

and chunks of golden, magic forcefield sliced into Aether, the male cursing angrily as he 

staggered backwards in his robe before he vanished from sight, only to reappear where his throne 

had once been, panting hard… and then he snarled furiously, straightening to his full height and 

pulling off his robe, leaving him in only black pants and a heavy, protective belt of some kind 

that was wrapped around his stomach… and already stained through with blood where it was 

covering up the wound in his body. 

Sin walked up beside Zerrex as Aether held a hand out, and his golden greatsword 

appeared in it after a moment, the ten-foot-tall male pointing the equally-tall blade at his father 

as he shouted: “You‟re going to die, and grandfather‟s regime will rule! The true Narrius legacy 

will live on, Zerrex!” 

The Drakkaren only shook his head at this slowly, and Aether frowned, obviously not 

provoking the response he wanted as the reptile murmured softly: “Poor, misguided child…” 

“Don‟t pity me! Don‟t ever pity me!” Aether screamed, and he charged forwards, 

bringing his sword up as he glared at Sin and sent her skidding backwards with a psychic attack 

before she anchored herself and brought a hand up, shouting a spell… and Aether‟s movements 

slowed, the male looking like he was running through sludge as he gaped stupidly for a moment 

before Zerrex stepped forwards and slashed hard down, the tip of his blade cutting a line along 

the male‟s chest and neatly slicing off his belt before the Drakkaren spun his weapon around in a 

C and smashed the black-lined, bloody gap in Aether‟s side with the full force of the flat of his 

blade. 



Aether vomited blood as he staggered sideways, his eyes rolling up in his head as he 

moaned weakly, blood falling in a terrible waterfall out of his side… and then he collapsed to 

one knee, breathing hard as Zerrex said darkly: “Surrender! Just show some goddamn 

compassion, Aether, that‟s all you have to do!” 

“Never… you‟re the one who taught me to stick to my beliefs, after all, dear old Dad.” 

the male replied darkly, grinning viciously up at Zerrex… and the Drakkaren snarled as he raised 

his sword before Aether pointed at him and fired a zap of blue lightning into his body, the 

reptile‟s muscles seizing up for a moment before Aether simply stabbed his sword through the 

Drakkaren‟s stomach, making the reptile gargle as pain flared through his form and Aether asked 

viciously: “Isn‟t this how you died… disembowelment?” 

Before he could twist his sword, however, Sin hit Aether with a blast of pure force that 

knocked him over, his sword sliding free of the reptile‟s stomach, and he clutched his abdomen 

with one hand, wheezing as Aether rolled backwards and dodged back and forth to avoid being 

hit by the bolts of magical energy Sin was throwing at him. Then he snarled and threw his sword 

hard at her again, but this time it exploded before Sin could deflect it, and the resulting blast sent 

shards of golden blade flying into the female, knocking her backwards in a splatter of blood. 

She cursed, then looked up as Aether charged towards her, his hands burning with terrible 

blue energy… before her eyes glowed, and she waved a hand outwards, creating a wall of solid 

ice that he struck into hard before she shoved the same hand forwards with another chanted spell,  

and a huge spike of the same substance shot out of the ice wall, turning it into a massive spear as 

the tip rammed into Aether‟s stomach. He gargled, then screamed when the ice spear shot 

forwards, impaled on the end of it for a few moments before he slammed his hands into the 

spearhead and it burst into flames, rapidly melting away even as it pushed him backwards, before 

he skidded to a halt with his back against the wall and the last of the ice nothing more than a 

puddle on the floor. 

He sighed in relief, then grinned darkly as he stepped forwards… and the water surged 

upwards, smashing into the underside of his muzzle and knocking out several of his teeth as his 

eyes bulged and he gargled, and then streamers of water rose up around him and wrapped tight 

around his body as lightning crackled around one of Sin‟s arms, and Aether winced before Sin 

shoved her hand into the other end of the puddle, and a blast of electricity shot down it, smashing 

into Aether and electrifying him as he screamed and writhed in agony, the water restraining him 

jerking back and forth wildly before he was blown backwards into the wall, hitting it hard and 

sliding down it into a heap as he gargled weakly, and Sin snorted as she stood up, anger warping 

her features into something terrifying for a moment before she shook her head and instead 

looked with concern for Zerrex. 

The Drakkaren only waved a hand as her gaze settled on him, sitting on Aether‟s fallen 

throne and using his own energy to heal the terrible cut in his stomach, if only to stop his guts 

from spilling out if he moved too fast. He glanced up at the body of the male, and then he held a 

hand up to Sin when she started to move forwards, saying quietly as he passed: “Wait for the 

right moment.” 

“Fine.” Aether snarled, and then his body morphed, growing rapidly, his arms turning 

into tree trunks and his jaws a death trap of barbs and fangs, spikes pushing their way out of his 

body as he turned into something off-center and monstrous. He roared, but Zerrex settled his 

eyes on the now-gaping hole in his body, knowing that in demon form Aether would be more 

than deadly… but his vulnerability was all the better revealed. “I‟ll crush you both!” 



He charged forwards, his footsteps rattling the hallway as Zerrex prepared himself, and 

then he dashed to the side before he threw Blackheart hard forwards, the blade flying point-first 

like a giant, skillfully-thrown knife… and it passed completely through the demon, Zerrex 

staring as the illusion vanished before Aether appeared out of nowhere in front of him, his hands 

wrapping around his throat as Zerrex felt his energy rapidly being drained out of him, his son 

laughing violently as he screamed up at him: “I won‟t make the same mistakes twice, father! Not 

ever, not ever again!” 

He cackled… and then his eyes bulged, and his back arched as he dropped Zerrex, before 

his body pulsed with a terrible light that seemed to come from within him as Sin murmured 

softly, one hand on his shoulder and the other reaching up into the wound on his side as she 

stood behind him: “Yes, you have, my child… I‟m sorry.” 

Another pulse of light, and then Aether‟s head fell limply forwards as his eyes rolled up 

in his head, drool falling out of his open jaws as Sin stepped away… and he slowly fell down to 

his knees before his face descended to the ground, smacking quietly against the floor as Zerrex 

rubbed at his scorched throat and winced. He had seen Sin use that spell only once before over 

all his years here, against an assassin… and she looked silently at the ground, knitting her hands 

together. Yes, we took him alive… but Sin… destroyed his mind. If there‟s anything of Aether left 

inside him, it‟s deep inside… and it‟s never going to come out again. 

“I‟m sorry.” Sin repeated, staring at her son as if she expected a response… and then 

tears welled up in her eyes before she swallowed hard and rubbed fiercely at them, holding up a 

hand to Zerrex when he stepped towards her. “No, no, I… I just need a moment.” 

Zerrex nodded, then he stepped carefully past them as he headed over to pick up 

Blackheart, feeling strangely empty inside. He looked at his reflection in the flat of the blade for 

a few moments, then he closed his eyes and sighed softly, shaking his head as he stood up and 

murmured: “Doing the right thing sometimes offers no condolences… I‟m still killing my child. 

My son. No wonder Driz hates me so much…” 

He shook his head again as he put Blackheart on his back, and then he returned to Sin. 

They looked at each other for a moment, and then he gazed down at Aether before he rolled him 

carefully onto his back, and he picked up his beaten body gently, lifting it into the air as Sin 

closed her eyes and held up a hand, the pocket dimension trembling as it began to dissolve 

around them. And in only a few seconds, they were standing once more in the gallery, and the 

crystal ball lay in several pieces on the floor. 

They looked at this for a few moments, but neither felt an urge to do anything about it, 

before they started slowly towards the stairs… and again, both felt the need to not portal, but to 

walk, no matter who they passed, no matter who saw this procession. It had a sense of rightness 

to it… and Zerrex felt it let himself and Sin spend a few moments more with the male who had 

once been a happy, bouncing baby boy, just like all their other children. A male who had become 

a Captain of the Elite Guard at a young age, who had aspired to be a High Throne of Hell one 

day like his parents, who had done both good and bad things over his lifetime… and who had 

delved too deeply into the teachings of his grandfather. He was a victim of Narrius, even though 

Narrius was dead… but Zerrex wondered if the chain of conflict that his father had started would 

ever end, and if the powers and charisma of Narrius would ever fade entirely from the world. 

Perhaps it would only happen if the world was purged… but Zerrex was not willing to sacrifice 

the innocent lives such a purging would require. As he looked down at his son, he thought about 

how it still hurt… but it was better to sacrifice a life that was no longer innocent… to use evil in 

an evil act, to try and bring about good. At least Aether would be able to finally rest… and 



perhaps it was kinder than forcing him to spend all eternity, alone in his prison, the make-believe 

world. 

As they walked down a hallway towards the main hall, Cherry shot out of nowhere, 

skidding around the corner and rushing towards them… before she paled and stopped, and 

immediately threw herself to the side of the hall as Sin and Zerrex passed quietly, not looking at 

her… and she fell into step behind them, not speaking, only lowering her head and keeping a 

respectful distance. At some point, Raze joined them as well, joining Cherry… and just before 

the main hall, Driz appeared, looking grumpy at first before he saw Aether and he took a quiet 

breath of shock. Zerrex and Sin looked at Driz silently, a tear rolling down the Drakkaren‟s 

cheek… and then Driz turned around and opened the doors leading into the main hall, before he 

stepped aside and bowed his head forwards respectfully. 

They stepped out into the entrance hall, and made their way down the stairs, Zerrex 

following Sin into the center circle as the rest of the procession that had formed automatically 

filtered to the sides of the hallway, many of them children of Zerrex and of Sin, watching 

nervously as Sin knelt down and touched the skull… and the room darkened as the skull glowed 

white, the runes glowing vibrantly before Anathema almost cooed: “You and another stand in the 

circle… another who bears… I see, now, sister.” A pause and a soft laugh. “Cruel… yet 

ingenious. You must be the High King…” 

She stopped for a moment, but then said meditatively: “And you have brought me a body. 

A beautiful body, a powerful sacrifice. Yes, I can use him, he is perfect… but I require one last 

thing, in order to be resurrected. I require materials, and he is not enough… oh, do not worry, 

sister, I would never ask for you to harm yet another person of your own blood…” Sin turned 

dark red, lowering her head shamefully as tears rolled down her cheeks, and Zerrex grit his teeth 

and clenched his eyes shut. “Since you wish for me to help the mortal plane… bring my skull to 

a mortal cemetery, and summon my spirit. Then I will return to physical form… and I may be of 

some help to you.” 

The white glow faded as energy crackled throughout the room, and then the floor 

shattered beneath their feet, a spiderweb of cracks passing through the runic circle as the runes 

stuttered before dying out, and Sin shook her head slowly as she looked at Zerrex quietly, before 

she knelt and picked up the skull, saying in a hushed voice: “Business first. Who needs to speak 

with us?” 

A few mumbles, and then Cherry, Raze, and Driz stepped forwards, the two turning 

around to face them before Ixin joined the group. He shoved his way to the front, looking 

disconcerted, but even Raze didn‟t snap at him, his amber eyes only looking at Zerrex with 

concern as he still clutched the dead body of his son close. “Sin, Zerrex, not to question your 

judgment, but this is dangerous. I… Sin, I‟ve worked with you, so I ain‟t gonna say shit about 

what you‟re doing here and the high-level necromancy you wanna perform. What worries me is 

that there‟s undead swarming everywhere around the mortal world… if those evil spirits interfere 

with your ceremony, it could call up some real nasty, real vicious monster from the past to 

possess Aether‟s body… and… we all know how strong that body is and the kind of energy it 

possesses.” 

Sin and Zerrex looked at each other, and then Sin looked down, saying quietly: “Then 

come with us, Ashcroft… I implore you. Your mortal magic will be able to keep us safe from the 

undead and the wicked spirits that might try and stop us.” 



Ixin sighed, rubbing the back of his head… and then he finally smiled, straightening and 

saying quietly: “Well, I can‟t say no to a beautiful lady in distress and a… oh fuck it, even I can‟t 

make a joke right now. Yeah, okay, I‟ll do it.” 

“Go ahead.” Zerrex said quietly, and then he sighed and looked over at Raze and Cherry, 

asking softly: “What did you two find out?” 

“Space invaders.” Cherry said finally, and when Zerrex frowned darkly, she held up her 

hands, looking dead serious. “Fuck, Boss, you know me better than that. I am serious. There 

are… there are spaceships coming this way, and… we stopped in at Heaven, looked at them with 

the God‟s Eye… they‟re insanely advanced, and they are most definitely warships or an invasion 

fleet of some kind from the designs. I seriously am scared shitless right now… I… Boss, the last 

world Animaxander visited, it‟s all dead and broken-up. I… I don‟t know what to do.” 

“One thing at a time.” Zerrex said quietly, and then he paused before he asked with a bit 

of a frown, fear stabbing at him: “Where‟s Mahihko and Lone?” 

“They‟re fine.” Raze replied after a moment, and then he jerked his head in the vague 

direction of the roof. “They‟re staying with Mary in Heaven while they recover.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, figuring it was probably awkward, but that it would also be good 

for the two… and then he looked at Driz, asking him quietly: “What happened?” 

Driz hesitated, then he shook his head and sighed, saying finally: “Power surges 

throughout Hell… I don‟t know what‟s causing them, and they aren‟t related to machinery or 

magical devices, at least nothing of our origin. I did run into that… demigod… Loki, at one of 

the sites I investigated, and he was scared of something… but he refused to explain what before 

he ran away.” 

“Find him, and assemble a team to deal with the power surges.” Zerrex instructed quietly, 

and Driz nodded quickly, before the Drakkaren looked at Raze and Cherry. “Cherry, you‟re 

coming with us. Raze, I need you to keep your eyes open in Heaven and deal with any possible 

power surges or other unusual activities up there, just in case.” 

“We need to leave now, Lord Zerrex. I‟m sorry, but… we can‟t afford to wait. The others 

will be able to deal with things as they happen.” Sin said quietly, before she held up a hand and 

concentrated, a white, shimmering vortex opening after a few moments, and the Drakkaren 

looked at her quietly before he nodded. The others nodded as well, Driz and Raze leaving the 

hall to deal with their assignments, and the group of four walked through the rift to step out into 

a back alley in Valise City. 

Undead stumbled by along the streets, and Zerrex closed his eyes, lowering his head as 

Sin asked quietly: “Where‟s the nearest cemetery? And how can we get there quickly?” 

“We have no crystals… no, wait.” Zerrex looked down at his nanotech armlet, and then 

he lowered his head forwards, concentrating before a portal fizzled open, and he smiled grimly 

as the others looked at him with surprise. “The armlet is powered by demonic crystal… I don‟t 

know why I didn‟t think of it before.” 

“Good shit.” Cherry murmured, and then she followed Zerrex and the others through the 

portal, stepping out in front of the broken-open gates of Pleasant Hills cemetery. They were 

almost immediately surrounded by undead and a few humans wielding swords, but Cherry 

created a firewall at their back as Ixin rammed a zombie over and crushed a skull under one of 

his moccasins, the group quickly heading down the dirt path that led deeper into the graveyard. 

The cemetery was mostly-devoid of zombies, however: most of the bodies had apparently 

already clawed their way to the surface and left in search of victims, and after a few minutes of 

avoiding the few shambling corpses that were still wandering the graveyard, they reached the 



rough center of the cemetery, and Zerrex was finally able to lay Aether‟s body gently down on a 

stone bench in front of a dried-up fountain full of dead leaves and moss. Then the Drakkaren rose 

and turned around, grabbing a zombie that was staggering towards them and crushing its skull in 

his right hand before he threw the corpse down the path, and a few undead that had been 

draggling along behind them paused and dropped over the body of their former comrade, 

beginning to eat greedily, as if it would ease their sufferance. 

Ixin began to play a tune on his flute as Sin started sketching out symbols, and a faint 

purple dome came into existence around the area as Cherry created walls of fire at the paths 

leading to the fountain, Zerrex simply standing back at the ready as his eyes picked up 

phantasms that hammered uselessly at the dome here and there, trying to get inside. Then Sin 

closed her eyes as she stepped backwards, and the female looked down at the skull she was 

cradling in one arm, and she put it down after a moment on top of Aether‟s staring, drooling 

body, gently reaching a hand up and brushing his eyes shut as she said finally: “Anathema, 

sister… everything is in place. I‟m going to begin the ritual.” 

Sin closed her eyes as she stepped backwards, knotting her hands together as she began to 

speak, her voice drowning out the tune Ixin was playing… and somehow, the mage let his tune 

die down to become almost silent, yet still he played, and still his song whispered throughout the 

area and the dome stayed solid, his magical instrument letting him weave his spells even without 

demonic crystals as Zerrex turned to watch the show, Cherry wincing as she looked towards Sin 

as well, barely able to keep up with the runes Sin was almost-shouting, the language foreign and 

for some reason terrifying. 

The sky above darkened… and then Sin swallowed thickly, the very air seeming to 

vibrate as she whispered: “Anathema, come… please, sister… this isn‟t magic, only a call for 

help, to you… and I know that you have a connection still to this, that your spirit lingers where it 

goes… where are you…” 

“Here, sister…” The skull glowed, and then it laughed quietly, saying in a delighted 

voice: “Yes… wonderful! The energy in this plane is so different… and there are so many bodies 

in this cemetery, so many buried in mass graves that look so unassuming and plain… but dear 

sister, here. Let me show you my power… my powers, which surpass trivial needs for toys and 

crystals, which stem not from Hell‟s essence or Heaven‟s purity… but which stem from life and 

death itself…” 

The ground trembled as zombies lurched towards them on all sides, pushing against the 

glowing dome even as the firewalls incinerated them within moments… and then the skull 

floated slowly into the air, glowing with vibrant white light as it reached its apex some twenty 

feet above the fountain and hovered, before Aether‟s eyes opened and his back arched as he 

screamed in agony, his limbs spasming as Sin covered her face and turned away, and Zerrex 

could only stare helplessly as his son writhed on the bench, howling before his eyes were torn 

out of his sockets, pulled into a terrible vortex of light as the skull spun wildly in the air in front 

of it, and then his scales were stripped off inch-by-inch and his blood and flesh sucked greedily 

upwards, his organs tearing out of his chest cavity as every inch of his body was consumed, until 

only a howling skeleton was left… and then this was slowly lifted into the air and the very 

energy drained out of it into the swirling vortex as Anathema laughed brutally. Evil spirits that 

had been around the dome fled in terror, as zombies collapsed stupidly to the ground, gargling 

and howling as some faint semblance of realization appeared in eyes that had been hollow and 

dead, before they too were torn apart as the vortex of energy turned in a maelstrom of white 



lightning, surrounding the skull before bones and strips of flesh were pulled into it, smacking 

loudly against the sole remains of Anathema. 

The ground exploded upwards as more bodies were pulled into the air and dismembered, 

chunks of rotten flesh and other useless bits, such as heads and limbs, hailed to the ground… but 

a bit of everything was drawn from every dead body, spinning violently around as Ixin stopped 

playing and Cherry simply gaped in horror, her firewalls vanishing… but any other protection 

was needless, now, as a terrible cyclone filled with dead body parts raged around them, several 

tombstones torn from the ground to join the terrible storm as bones and flesh and blood smacked 

loudly into the growing orb of broken gore above them, perfectly round and at least twelve feet 

in diameter now… and then it exploded as the storm died to a halt, chunks of flesh and blood and 

gore and broken bones hailing down around them, and revealing Anathema in all her glory, her 

arms spread to the sides, her legs slightly raised, her tail flicking back and forth as she floated in 

the air. 

Her eyes were a hellish gold with white irises, her pupils sharp and small as she laughed 

to reveal her fang teeth and thick, forked tongue… and then she smiled darkly as she looked 

down at them, malevolence burning off her frightening body. The skull they had used to summon 

her with seemed to be laid over her actual features, like a helmet or exoskeleton, the scales 

beneath it purple and black like Sin‟s, her four horns gleaming obsidian and standing out of her 

skull at the four points of the compass. She had no Mohawk, and was unlike a Naganatine in any 

regard… and few other parts of her body had scale covering them. 

Her collarbone and ribcage were literally visible, no flesh whatsoever on the front of her 

body, no skin, no scale: just the white bones, covering up and protecting the pulsing, enormous 

heart beneath it and the other organs. At the stomach area, she had another, secondary cage of 

bones, these descending in curved lines from her bottom ribs to protect a mishmash of odd, 

pulsing organs… but her hips were clearly covered by scales and heavy, thick square plates of 

bone that seemed to be melted against them, strong, supple muscle flexing beneath these, and 

more plates of bone covering her shins, with three small, upwards curved spikes coming out of 

each. Her feet were huge and ended in cruel, black talons, and two large spikes stood out of each 

heel in a V, making them look even more vicious. 

Her tail was covered in scales, and like the other Naganatine, it was forked near the end, 

with two flexible, long tendrils; as she slowly spun around on her descent towards the ground, 

Zerrex saw that her back was covered in scale as well, and she looked almost natural… other 

than for the huge, rectangular spines of bone that stuck out of her shoulderblades and moved 

with them, and the fact every vertebrae was plated by an extra-thick segment of bone and clearly 

visible all the way to her tail. Her shoulders, too, had bone pauldrons over them… and spikes 

stuck up from each of these, as if she were wearing armor. 

Then she landed, and she smiled, extending thin but toned arms that had bone plating 

similar to the ones on her legs on her biceps and forearms, with three small spikes standing out 

on the latter. Her hands were strong and dexterous, and she extended these towards her sister 

with a delighted smile on her face, and Sin stepped forwards… before she gasped when 

Anathema reached suddenly up and grabbed her by the underside of the jaw, small claws on the 

end of her fingers digging into her cheeks as she whispered: “Sister. I can tell your body was 

healed of its punishment… aren‟t you the lucky one?” 

“Anathema…” Sin grasped her wrists, and Anathema snorted before she dropped Sin and 

turned towards Zerrex, looking over him with a frown as the reptile rested Blackheart on his 

shoulder, his body tense. Then the creature smiled, before her eyes flicked past him to look at the 



group of zombies slowly approaching, and she made a disdainful face as Sin said in a trembling 

voice: “Please… please, you… you have to help us…” 

“I don‟t obey you, sister.” Anathema said disgustedly, and then she added darkly: 

“Especially since I still have to get you back for killing me all those years ago. Although I must 

admit…” She smiled and looked down at her hand, and it glowed with malevolent purple energy 

as she purred: “It did have its advantages… 

“Now you, you have the essence of Mephistopheles in you…” Anathema walked up to 

Zerrex, and then she grinned and grasped his wrist, making him wince as the purple energy 

slowly charred through the scales of his right wrist and into the rocky, twisted substance beneath 

it. “But do you have his resolve? His determination?” 

Zerrex snorted, then he finally tore his arm free before he looked over his shoulder, 

flexing his fingers as his scales healed back into place, arm smoldering a bit from her touch as 

she gazed at him with entertainment. “You‟re here for a reason, and that‟s to help us. I don‟t 

have to answer your questions…” He paused, looking down into her eyes as he added shortly: 

“But I have more than just all of that.” 

“Good…” Anathema slipped forwards, and she stroked over his body, saying softly: 

“Then I need just one thing from you…” A pause, and then she grinned darkly up at him. “A 

good, hard fuck.” 

“And they call me a whore.” Cherry said darkly, and Anathema snarled over her 

shoulder, the two glaring at each other furiously before she snorted, saying disgustedly: “There‟s 

no time for that. And by the way, you‟re in pieces.” 

Anathema snorted, then she looked at Zerrex, her eyes narrowing as she said slowly: 

“Sex is an act that creates life. Trust me… and it doesn‟t have to be enjoyable for either of us… I 

just need your seed.” 

“Okay, time out, fuck you.” Cherry snapped, and then she stomped forwards, reaching 

out to grab Anathema… before her eyes widened and she ducked and leapt backwards instead 

when the female slashed viciously out at her, still holding on to Zerrex and making the reptile 

wince, before that same hand reached up and stroked under his muzzle lightly as she smiled. 

Cherry looked helplessly at Zerrex, and then she shouted: “Babe, look at him! Beaten up, he just 

had to kill his own fucking kid, and we‟re surrounded by the goddamn zombie apocalypse here!” 

Cherry snarled… and then Ixin looked away awkwardly as Sin said in a soft, humiliated 

voice: “Sexual rituals are used… throughout the universe. Anathema… represents death, and 

Zerrex represents life. If their energy comingles and their bodies… mix… then…” 

Zerrex looked steadily at Anathema, who grinned up at him… and he trembled, shaking 

his head as he said finally: “You are living death. Have sex with Ixin, then.” 

Ixin winced at this, and then Anathema said harshly: “I want the energy of 

Mephistopheles, I want the bearer of that energy, you! Now trust me… this is the only time 

you‟ll have to do this!” 

“Sin‟s on mark… Anathema‟s right… I‟m sorry, guys.” Ixin said apologetically, rubbing 

the back of his head, and then he cleared his throat as Cherry glared at him. “Look, I‟m going to 

go over there. And hide. Okay?” 

Without waiting for an answer, he took off, and then Cherry crossed her arms, saying 

furiously: “Well, I ain‟t goin‟ anywhere… and… fuck, look, they‟re closing in!” 

“We can hold them off. It won‟t take long.” Sin murmured, walking past Zerrex and 

giving him a look that was both humiliated and apologetic, and Zerrex sighed as Anathema 

laughed quietly, clinging to him. He looked down at her, and she grinned darkly… before he 



clenched his eyes shut and nodded, and Cherry cursed under her breath before she created a 

fireball and snarled, throwing it into the nearest undead and blowing it into bits. 

Anathema took the Drakkaren‟s hand and led him back to the fountain, and the reptile put 

his sword aside as she laid back, grinning at him as her eyes glowed with malevolent energy. 

“You‟re afraid… the real Mephistopheles was never afraid. I was created to control life and 

death… necromancy and rituals like this are my specialty. Believe me, you‟ll like the 

aftereffects.”  

“Shut up.” Zerrex muttered, as he pushed his pants and boxers down… and Anathema 

gave a purr of pleasure at the sight of his shaft, reaching out to stroke it. And Zerrex twitched, 

before he grunted as he found himself suddenly feeling alive, aroused… and then he gazed at 

her, and he winced and closed his eyes, saying grouchily: “Can‟t you make breasts appear or 

something.” 

“No. I am who and what I am, I won‟t change that.” Anathema replied in a voice that was 

almost angry, and Zerrex opened his eyes slowly, suddenly finding her much more attractive. 

She looked at him with a hostile glare in her eyes, even as her hand grasped his shaft and stroked 

it slowly, pumping it towards full erection with a surprising speed… and then she almost sneered 

at him, her eyes narrowing: “What?” 

Zerrex leaned down and kissed her, and she growled in pleasure as her eyes closed, 

stroking over her face with her other hand as their mouths moved together and their tongues 

danced… and a lightheaded feeling rolled through him as he found himself fully erect in a matter 

of moments, before she guided him between her legs… and there was no labia, no lips, only an 

entrance to a passage that he thrusted into with a grunt, and his eyes opened in shock as the kiss 

parted, her saliva not tasting like death, not cold but warm and sweet… and he gazed down to 

watch with both arousal and something like horror as he realized he could see her sexual organs 

stretching as he thrusted into it, visible to his naked eye through her fleshless torso before he 

penetrated directly into her womb… and then he groaned as she reached a hand down with a grin 

at him through her own open body and grasped the outside of the passage of her sex, stroking 

him through her own stretched organ as it gripped and clenched into him at the same time, 

breathing into his hair and then kissing his neck as she whispered: “Don‟t try to please me… 

don‟t try to please yourself. This is business. But later… oh later, then I can show you how 

exciting death can be…” 

The Drakkaren took her advice, beginning to pump hard in and out of her immediately as 

her strong legs wrapped around his waist, and one of her arms wrapped around his neck as the 

other rubbed over his chest, the not-alive, not-dead Naganatine grunting as she worked herself 

back against him with her eyes clenched, her body squelching and moving against him as he felt 

bare bones, muscle, and scales grinding against his form. And in only a few minutes, he flushed 

as he felt himself on the verge of release… and then he groaned, thrusting madly into her as her 

passage milked him for all he had, his seed blasting directly into her womb as he slammed to the 

hilt again and again and again. 

She laughed and moaned beneath him, and then she grunted and flexed, her eyes rolling 

in her head as her arms bulged and her body rocked against him… and then she almost kicked 

him off, rudely tearing herself free as the last of his volleys shot into her, and he fell heavily on 

her rear before the Naganatine groaned as she stood up, flexing her body and grunting as he ribs 

made a loud cracking sound before they opened wide, the lower cage of bones on her body 

lifting and contorting out of the way as her womb swelled and bulged, growing and expanding 

until it was hanging like a thick cocoon… and in a single deft movement, she slashed it open 



with her bare hand, amniotic fluids and a semitransparent sack containing some sort of living 

being pouring out of her along with a gush of blood and the placenta. 

Zerrex stared in horror, and then he scampered backwards, his erection quickly dying as 

he watched the transparent bag stretch as the figure inside glowed… before a hand and arm tore 

free, and a grey-scaled, drooling abomination stood up, naked, its arms dangling limply. It was 

dripping wet, no umbilical cord of any kind present on its form… and after a moment, Zerrex 

realized in shock that it was Aether, except that his scales were that listless, monotone color as 

he leapt to his feet… before Sin shrieked: “No, not again Anathema!” 

“It has to be.” Anathema said in her almost-purring voice… and then she reached out and 

grasped the back of the replica‟s head, and it gargled before purple fire burned over its body and 

it collapsed, turning to ashes even before it hit the ground. Sin screamed, covering her face and 

falling to her knees as she began to cry, and Zerrex yelled, not knowing what the point of that 

was… before the vengeful wraith smiled, and she held her still glowing hand up, saying softly: 

“Death, begets life. Life, begets death. And as the cycle demonstrates… I am the ultimate 

authority on both.” 

She waved her hand to the side as Cherry snarled furiously, wanting to rush her but 

dealing with a large group of zombies that had just smothered out a section of her firewall with 

sheer strength of numbers… and then she stared as they glowed purple for a moment, snakes of 

energy whipping out at a terrifying speed from the pile of ashes in front of Anathema and 

travelling through them like a lightning bolt before continuing onwards, and the zombies simply 

collapsed to the ground, dead. Then the female rubbed at her face slowly, her womb healing and 

retracting into her body as he ribs and lower bone-cage closed, and she smiled down at Zerrex, 

offering her hand as he half-pulled up his pants stupidly. “You may not like my methods… but 

I‟m more effective than my sister.” 

Zerrex looked at her… and then Sin ran past him, and Anathema looked up with a frown 

before she staggered as Sin punched her, leaving a large bruise on her cheek before she howled 

in pain when Sin snaked a hand through her ribcage and grabbed her heart, looking at her with 

tears streaming down her face as she shouted: “Stop it! Just stop it, Anathema! This isn‟t the old 

days, and I‟m tired of competing with you for affection… we‟re supposed to be sisters!” 

Sin released her heart after a moment, and Anathema staggered backwards, breathing 

hard as she sat back on the bench, and then the living Naganatine helped Zerrex to his feet, and 

he quickly pulled his pants up as she rested her head against his shoulder, trembling and 

murmuring: “I‟m… I‟m sorry, Lord Zerrex. I just… couldn‟t bear to see Aether die again… the 

pain it must have caused you…” 

“I‟m… more worried about the pain it caused you.” Zerrex said softly, gazing down at 

her quietly… and then he looked over at Anathema coldly, as she stood up and looked darkly at 

them, before he asked in as civil a voice as he could manage: “So is that it for the undead?” 

“Of course.” Anathema said disgustedly, and then she snorted, looking back and forth 

through the cemetery. “Give it five minutes to travel across this tiny mortal world, and that will 

be that… they were simple puppet undead. The more complex ones will resist the purge, 

though… and you should both be thanking me. I may have been bit cruel with who I chose to 

replicate as the „sacrifice,‟ for the Cycle Ritual, but I have handled your problem… but I am 

disappointed in you, Sin. Being unable to handle a simple signal-interrupt spell yourself… it was 

child‟s play.” 

Sin shrunk down against Zerrex, and then he said irritably after a moment: “How about 

this, Anathema? You shut your stupid mouth, and we‟ll forget this all ever happened. Or we can 



just split you back into pieces and shove you back in that crypt, or better yet, banish you 

entirely.” 

Anathema winced at this, looking chastened, and the Drakkaren realized that she really 

must be bonded to Mephistopheles… because he was pretty sure that if she wanted to, she could 

kick his ass with the powers she‟d just displayed. “But darling…” She grinned as she walked up 

to him, and then her organs and flesh and scales seemed to vanish out of existence as her body 

broke apart, and the reptile looked shocked as she spun around him before her very bones latched 

to his body, her skull stretching somehow over his to form a mask over his face and the rest of 

her bones twisting and changing themselves until they all managed to cling to his form, making 

him look like he was wearing some sort of terrible suit of armor, her voice whispering in his 

mind: We have such a connection between us…  

“What have you done to me?” Zerrex looked down at his hands in shock, but even the 

backs of them were covered by her… and he realized it was most like she had turned into some 

kind of exoskeleton rather than a suit of armor, her bones lining the outside of his body and 

conforming to every movement he made as Sin stepped back, covering her mouth in shock. 

“Get… get off me!” 

“Fine, as you wish.” The Naganatine sighed as her bones tore off his body, the Drakkaren 

feeling like a massive suction cup was being pulled off his form before she reformed in front of 

him, muscles, scales, and flesh and organs all filling it before she put her hands behind her head, 

smiling up at him placidly: “Can we go now? I‟m just so eager to explore Hell… and I assume 

you‟re the High King of it, aren‟t you…” She paused, then said thoughtfully, tapping at her chin: 

“I don‟t even know your name.”  

“Zerrex.” the Drakkaren said shortly, and Cherry and Ixin joined him as Sin curled 

against his side, trembling a bit as she looked across at her sister with pain, discomfort, and 

perhaps even fear. “And just so you know, I have a problem with parasites.” 

“Fine, have it your way, I‟ll walk around on my own.” Anathema waved a hand absently, 

looking disgruntled before she crossed her arms, glaring at the group as they all looked at her 

distrustfully. “Well, aren‟t we off to a great start? I haven‟t led you wrong yet, have I? I just 

fixed your problem, didn‟t I? Besides, I can‟t go against the power of Mephistopheles anyway… 

and Zerrex bears that power now.” 

“Then apologize to Sin, and stop holding the past against her.” Zerrex said dryly, and 

Anathema winced, looking like she was fighting with herself as she fidgeted back and forth 

awkwardly. The Drakkaren crossed his arms as Sin looked back and forth, her cheeks bright 

crimson, and the reptile realized just how childish this all was… and furthermore, how childlike 

Anathema was, despite the tremendous powers she obviously possessed. “Come on, I can wait 

all day.” 

“I‟m… sorry, Sin.” the undead female finally mumbled, crossing her arms sulkily over 

her exposed ribcage as a bit of a blush rose in her cheeks. And then she rolled her eyes when the 

reptile looked at her pointedly, adding moodily: “And I‟m sorry for what you did in the past. I‟ll 

try my best to let go of the fact you killed me.” 

“Then I‟ll do my best to forgive you for your wickedness in the past.” Sin said quietly 

and genuinely, and Anathema looked off-balance by this, and almost ashamed of herself as the 

Naganatine looked up at Zerrex quietly, saying softly: “Shall we open a portal and go back to 

Hell? Or should we find your family first?” 



Zerrex hesitated… and then he said quietly: “They‟ll be fine on their own for a little 

while longer… I trust Cindy and Marina. We should go back to Hell for now and see what‟s 

happened there, and… reacquaint Anathema with things.” 

The others nodded as the undead Naganatine sighed with something like relief, and then 

Zerrex let Sin grasp his armlet as she concentrated, drawing power from the crystal to open a 

vortex. As he started forwards, Anathema tried to nudge Cherry out of the way to stand by 

Zerrex… but she was immediately shoved forcefully backwards, the female saying haughtily 

over her shoulder to the surprised Naganatine: “Don‟t think so bitch. This is my spot, and ain‟t 

no one budging me but the Boss.” 

Anathema snorted, then followed them through the vortex, Ixin shying away from her 

with a wince as she asked Cherry flatly: “So who are you, then? A consort of some sort? Or 

perhaps just a lucky whore skilled in fighting more than in bed?” 

“Babe, I would rock your socks in bed.” Cherry replied airily, as they stepped out into the 

entrance hall of the Ravenlight Estate, and then she coughed and cleared her throat as Zerrex 

winced, Sin looking embarrassed as they came face-to-face with a furious Selena, an angry Lily, 

and several angelic Naganatine,  as well as a cadre of Royal Guards. “Uh. Boss. Did we make a 

boo-boo?” 

“What the fuck were you thinking?” Selena burst out, and there were mutters around the 

room… and Zerrex realized that Sabnock, Vampire, and others were also here, many of them 

looking nervous… and nervousness on the features of a person like Sabnock was never a good 

sign. “Do you have any idea what a nightmare you‟ve unleashed?” 

“We demand that Anathema immediately be sealed and banished away, forever!” 

declared one of the Naganatine, this one wearing a long white robe. When Sin stepped forwards, 

he stumbled backwards, wincing and holding up his hands as he added darkly: “And this one, a 

High Princess! She should be caged up in the Abyss like the other monsters!” 

“Watch your words closely, Epoch.” Lily said darkly, and Zerrex realized with relief after 

a moment that Lily was far angrier with these Heavenly beings mixed among the demons and 

Royal Guards than she was with them. Zerrex tapped Cherry on the shoulder as Lily began to 

speak again, and the female nodded, making a silent signal to Vampire as she shifted carefully to 

better shield Anathema from the crowd between their bodies. “Although Lady Sin may have 

assisted in bringing a dangerous being back into existence, it should also be noted that she 

contained a very distinct threat to the mortal plane of her own volition, and that-” 

The three Naganatine muttered between themselves, and then another one of them, this 

one wearing a heavy sword on his back and only a leather kilt and loincloth combination on his 

body: “She and Sin must be punished and destroyed. They are the remnants of Mephistopheles… 

and they have both produced countless terrible atrocities.” 

Zerrex cleared his throat and rose a hand before anyone could start arguing, and as all 

eyes turned towards him, he said in a reasonable voice: “I have had a long day. I‟ve had to kill 

my own son, bring back a Naganatine and deal with her bitchiness, and have sex with something 

to perform a ritual that I would much rather not even look at. So I‟m in a bad mood. And it‟s 

been a whole series of long days for me lately… killing this, killing that, almost getting killed by 

this, you know the drill. So I suggest we reconvene tomorrow in a manner more suitable for First 

Breed who are supposed to be pure and honorable, and discuss this all in a calm, courteous 

fashion in a council meeting. Because if I have to listen to you, former brethren of Sin, insult her 

one more time… I‟m going to have to beat the living crap out of all of you, and there are plenty 

of people in this room who will help me.” 



The three Naganatine snorted, then Epoch pointed around the room, saying clearly: 

“Angel. Angel. Angel. Angel. There are too many of us, and granted, while there are many 

demons here… not all of them can be all that glad to have beings like Sin and Anathema in their 

midst. Traitors to God, traitors to all of us…” He paused and snorted, looking over them with 

disgust. “But then again, I guess most of you are traitors as well, aren‟t you?” 

Lily snarled slowly as she turned towards him… but before she could say anything, the 

double doors of the Ravenlight Estate burst open and Francis and Raze came through, the latter 

snarling furiously. The Naganatine exchanged confused looks, and then Francis said clearly, 

looking over at them with visible contempt in his eyes: “All angels are to return to Heaven 

immediately, under the orders of Lucifer and Lord themselves. We do not interfere with Hell‟s 

affairs, not even when they bring back beings such as Anathema. We do not cause a ruckus and 

insist on creating problems. And we do not dare challenge the authority of Lord Zerrex.” A 

pause, and a small smile over at the Drakkaren, who was looking tired and moody, but thankful 

for the arrival of the two. “Unless we also want to challenge all of Hell. As is my duty, I will not 

have you soiling the relations between Heaven and Hell, Epoch, Warden, and Abel.” 

The three shifted, and then the one with the sword snarled, pointing at them as he 

shouted: “But they have already damaged relations with us by bringing that monster back to life, 

and by putting that slut as-” 

Zerrex snarled, and then he stepped forwards and grabbed the end of the sword blade 

before jerking it out of the Naganatine‟s hand, and he looked surprised before he stared in horror 

when the Drakkaren bent it in half, dropping the now-useless weapon. “It‟s rude to point. It‟s 

also rude to call people names. As you may be able to tell, I have a problem with rudeness… and 

I‟m developing a serious problem with you three. You call yourselves Naganatine, and yet 

you‟re as hostile and stupid as any mortal… God would be disappointed in you.” 

“Don‟t you dare talk about God!” the Naganatine threw himself at Zerrex, grabbing his 

shoulders, and the Drakkaren grappled with him for a moment as people rushed forwards to 

separate them, before the male managed to tear himself free and jumped at the Drakkaren 

again… and Zerrex grabbed him by a horn as he fell past him, grunting in pain and wincing as he 

scampered to get up to his knees before he threw a punch at the Drakkaren‟s waist. 

Sin caught it in her fist before it could collide, and she looked from one to the other 

before she finally said quietly: “I‟m sorry… but I need to fight my own battles, Lord Zerrex. 

Thank you… for always protecting me, though.” She glanced down, then back up, looking at the 

Naganatine as he trembled fearfully on the ground, the others stepping back from the two before 

she ducked and gently lifted him up to stand, but he only continued to look at her with terror 

even as she gently unfolded his fist and held his hand in both of hers, gazing into his eyes. 

“Warden, what‟s become of the Naganatine of Heaven? You were all so proud and virtuous… 

and yet when I look at you three here, I‟m saddened. The only one I don‟t see is Silven… but I 

expect he may be off with White somewhere, or helping some other poor lost soul. He has 

always been so kind… so generous…” 

Sin looked down, then she patted his hand quietly and smiled up at him faintly, saying in 

a soft voice: “Go home. Think on things. And remember that Anathema is bound to 

Mephistopheles, and thus to our Lord Zerrex, the High King, who had his powers inherited 

through the Heartstone. Go now with the others… protect the mortal plane and watch over it like 

you‟re supposed to.” 

Warden finally nodded mutely, and the others took this as a sign of surrender, lowering 

their own heads and retreating sulkily towards White and Raze, who shoved Epoch along when 



he hesitated in the doorway. The other angels and a few demons filtered out afterwards, and 

finally Warden left as well, his head low as Francis followed him out and Raze closed the doors 

of the Estate behind him, crossing his arms as he rested back against them. 

Then Lily sighed and nodded to Sin, before Selena grabbed her and asked vehemently, 

gesturing angrily at the undead female: “Why the fuck did you bring her back?” 

“Is anyone going to at least acknowledge that I am in the room?” asked Anathema 

shortly, and she crossed her arms as Selena made a disgusted face at her. “Oh, I‟m just going to 

love you, aren‟t I?” 

“Fuck off and die.” Selena said rudely, and then she walked over to Zerrex and slapped 

him, asking him sharply: “Do you know who that is?” Instead of waiting for an answer, she 

barged on: “That‟s a fucking monster! That‟s a fucking nightmare! That‟s worse than any Terror 

Sin ever shat out, okay, you got that?” 

“Stop it.” Zerrex reached up and grabbed Selena‟s wrists, and she looked surprised as the 

reptile glared down into her eyes, shaking her once as he repeated: “Just stop it.” He paused, and 

then he sighed, closing his eyes before he let her go and turned away, rubbing at his forehead 

slowly. “I think I need to go and lay down… Cherry, do me a huge favor and debrief them, 

okay? Anathema, come with me. Sin… please, get some rest yourself, okay?” 

“I‟ll just come with you too, then.” Sin said softly, before she hesitated and looked over 

at Lily, adding quietly: “Don‟t judge Lord Zerrex too harshly. It‟s my fault more than his… I 

never told him what we were going to bring back.” 

Lily nodded, looking down for a moment before she sighed and looked up, saying 

quietly: “We‟ll talk about things more in private when you guys are ready. Ixin, can I speak to 

you, too?” 

Ixin cursed under his breath from where he was just about to slip through a doorway, and 

then he mumbled and walked over as Zerrex headed for the stairs, the two Naganatine following 

along. Vampire toddled quickly up after them and he peered curiously at Anathema as she 

looked at him with distaste, before he said dumbly: “If I poke your bone, do you feel it?” 

“Go away.” Anathema grumbled, and Vampire giggled stupidly behind a hand, before he 

yelped when she reached out and pushed him down the stairs, which made Zerrex sigh and roll 

his eyes. It was almost like having another Cherry around… and then he winced when he saw 

Selena storming across the room, muttering under his breath as he let himself into the hallway 

and then created a portal the moment the door was closed behind them. 

Anathema frowned, but Sin only sighed and motioned for her to follow, and the three 

stepped out into the Cuddle Room of the Palace, which was currently devoid of life. Anathema 

looked back and forth in surprise, and then she laughed as she ducked under the huge throne and 

threw herself down on the futon, putting her hands behind her head as she grinned and closed her 

eyes. “Beautiful! Now sister, be a darling and tell me about Hell.” 

Sin hesitated as Zerrex took his sword off, and then the Drakkaren said mildly, as he sat 

down at the end of the futon. “First, I want some answers from you, actually. Like… do you 

really have to do anything I say?” 

“Unfortunately. I‟m getting the feeling you‟re not a very fun person.” Anathema sat up, 

gently starting to massage Zerrex‟s tense shoulders, and he made a face as Sin sat quietly on his 

other side, the undead female saying teasingly: “My, you‟re so tense… you know, I would be 

more than glad to take care of that for you…” 

“What about answering my questions honestly?” Zerrex asked implacably, and the 

female sighed and rolled her eyes, muttering something under her breath. “What?” 



“Yes, I do. Stop it, you‟re ruining all the fun in this.” Anathema said shortly, rubbing 

along his shoulders, and the Drakkaren shifted, fidgeting awkwardly before he blinked when she 

pushed a hand against his chest and shoved him down on the futon, Sin wincing before she 

blushed when her sister grinned at her and beckoned to her. “Come on, Sin! You love sex, we 

both know it… and rough stuff too. Join in and help me loosen up big boy here… Sin, I know, 

loves it when you slap her around… she used to scream all the time when-” 

“I don‟t talk about that anymore.” Sin said shortly, and she fidgeted awkwardly as 

Anathema laughed, then cursed when Zerrex shoved her off, landing on her back and laying 

moodily beside Zerrex. Then Sin laid down as well, and they all sighed at once before Sin finally 

murmured: “I missed you, sister.” 

Anathema grunted, not replying… and then she rolled over towards Zerrex, tracing her 

fingers down his chest as she grinned at him, before asking curiously: “So what can you tell me 

about Hell? And about yourself, start with you, big boy… you were once a mortal, weren‟t you?” 

Zerrex nodded, and Anathema licked her lips slowly, leaning in and licking up his neck, 

making the reptile wince and blush a bit as he leaned away and Sin mumbled under her breath, 

rolling over onto her side. “Good… I love mortals, you know. Just darling little creatures… and 

you have to tell me all about the mortal world, too. From the little I saw, it looked so 

advanced…” She looked almost dreamy at this, her head rocking back and forth on her 

shoulders. “Mephistopheles always had such a low opinion of the mortal world and all of God‟s 

crazy ideas… oh, how I miss him…” 

“I don‟t.” Sin muttered, and Anathema sat up, looking shocked as Sin glanced over her 

shoulder with a grumpy look on her face. “He was a bastard, Anathema, and he treated us simply 

as pawns… if he cared, he never would have abandoned us… and to him, you were just a failed 

project. Yet he‟s all you talk about… I‟ve learned so much more over all my years in Hell, that 

there‟s so much to the world and so many kinds of people…” 

“Mephistopheles was all I knew.” Anathema countered, shrugging a bit before she smiled 

warmly down at Zerrex, stroking his face as she purred: “And now I have you, though… you and 

I are going to be very happy together…” 

“I don‟t even like you that much.” Zerrex said flatly, and the female rolled her eyes, 

snorting as if that had nothing to do with anything, and then she winced when the Drakkaren 

grabbed her wrist and pulled her hand away from his chest. “Stop trying to impress me. I‟m 

nothing like Mephistopheles.” 

She grunted at this, then paused before she tried to straddle him… and then she snarled 

when Sin shoved her off before her leg could even touch the other side of the futon, leaning 

across Zerrex and slapping out a hand glowing with purple malevolence… but Sin caught her 

hand as her eyes glowed violet, snapping: “Stop it, Anathema! By the name of God, you‟re 

worse than Selena!” 

“I am the opposite of that bitch!” Anathema said, looking offended, and then she sat up 

and crossed her arms, sulking. “What can I say? I‟m attracted to the essence of 

Mephistopheles… just as you are, Sin. Except unlike you, I just got my physical body back, and 

I need some contact. But fine, if you feel so strongly possessive about it, by all means, I‟ll stay 

away.”  

She rolled her eyes, looking grouchy, and Zerrex sighed as he slapped his forehead before 

he sat up, saying mildly: “Sin, perhaps we could tell Anathema about Hell, and what‟s changed 

in it. Maybe a little conversation will break the tension in the air.” 



The two grumbled like children… but once he got Sin started, he was able to peacefully 

lay back and doze as they talked. They were like old friends who had gone their separate ways in 

anger and years later found each other again by chance… at first it was rocky, but once they got 

talking, whatever issues had passed between them were forgotten. 

Zerrex snoozed, not really sleeping but resting his sore body and head after the events of 

the day, figuring he‟d settle everything he could in Hell over the next few days and then return to 

the mortal plane to do a damage assessment… and, of course, take on Animaxander. That issue 

looming on the horizon made him frown, especially because he wanted to make sure he was in 

tip-top condition for when he ended up dealing with that bastard… and then he frowned as he 

heard another voice, and he winced and sat up, terrified for a moment that Selena had found 

them… but then he sighed in relief as he saw Cherry approaching him instead, and his four 

Iuratus were with her, the females all looking brightly relieved. 

“So how often does he get a roomful of chicks to himself?” Anathema asked loudly as 

Zerrex stood and walked over to trade hugs with Mist, Shine, Cypress, and Desire, and Sin 

sighed and shook her head before Anathema jumped to her feet, walking over to lean on Zerrex 

and grin at the females, who all glared at her as she said mildly: “Isn‟t it past you girls‟ 

bedtimes? Besides, I‟m sure Zerrex isn‟t half as interested in you as he acts.” 

“Anathema, these are my Iuratus, or bodyguards… Mist and Shine are the twins, and 

these two are my daughters, Cypress and Desire.” Zerrex introduced in a mild voice, and the 

female winced as Cherry laughed loudly behind her. “Girls, this is Anathema. But I‟m sure 

you‟ve heard all about her.” 

“Selena is extremely angry with you, Daddy.” Desire said quietly, looking up at him with 

concern as she patted him gently on the cheek. “And Lily is scared and worried, but you know 

her. She won‟t share her fears with anyone. Not because of Anathema, but instead because of 

how much is happening at once… and because Animaxander still needs to be dealt with.” 

“Who‟s Animaxander?” Anathema asked with a frown, tilting her head. “Is he the one 

that‟s created the signal that awoke the dead?” 

Zerrex shook his head, and Cypress crossed her four arms as she answered: “We‟re not 

sure. While you were on the mortal plane, in the weeks that passed we were able to get a better 

view of those… flying ships in space, and it seems that… the signal originated from there, 

somehow. There were… strange, very-fast moving bright lights visible as well, coming from one 

of the ships… two, possibly three of them. We don‟t know what they were… but they were 

moving in the direction of the planet the mortals inhabit.” 

The Drakkaren nodded, frowning at this before Anathema laughed, shaking her head 

slowly. “Flying ships in space… everyone knows only gods can travel in space! It‟s a terrible 

vacuum, and no mortal ship could even get into space anyway because mortal boats can‟t fly!” 

“Oh, this is embarrassing.” Cherry said mildly, and Anathema looked stupidly back and 

forth as there were a few coughs and laughs from the others, before she grinned at Zerrex, 

putting her hands together: “Can I please please please tell her what a jackass she is?” A pause, 

and as Zerrex opened his mouth, she looked at Anathema and said triumphantly: “You‟re a 

jackass!” 

Anathema glared at her, and then she reached up and pulled her head off, and Cherry 

gaped before Anathema struck Cherry hard in the face with her own skull, knocking the female 

flat, and Zerrex fell over laughing as the undead Naganatine refitted her head on her shoulders. 

“I‟ve been gone for… many, many years, it seems. I‟ve lost track of them all. So leave me 

alone.”  



“Okay, that was kinda cool. But I‟m going to kick your ass nonetheless. Assuming you 

have an ass.” Cherry sat up and craned her neck around to look at the Naganatine‟s rear from the 

ground, and Anathema stared at her before the female hopped to her feet and threw a few playful 

jabs in her direction, grinning at her. “Come on, bitch, put „em up!” 

Anathema just muttered and made a gesture neither Cherry nor Zerrex understood, but 

Sin covered her mouth with a deep blush before she sighed as Zerrex stood up, wiping tears of 

laughter from his eyes and then wincing when the undead Naganatine grasped his head in her 

hands, saying flatly: “Hold on a second. I need some information from your mind.” 

Mist and Shine drew their cleavers in a moment, the blades resting against the undead 

female‟s back, and she made a face before she realized Cypress and Desire were on either side of 

her as well… but Zerrex rose a hand and waved them away, saying after a moment: “I‟ll trust 

you, Anathema… but just… don‟t screw around.” 

Anathema only muttered in response, and then she closed her eyes as her hands glowed… 

and a moment later, Zerrex and the undead Naganatine were standing in a grey room together, 

and he looked down to see that most of his demonic characteristics were visible… and he smiled 

after a moment, looking at the undead female as she gazed over him with interest, saying quietly: 

“This is a mind meld.”  

“No, this is more of a mind leech.” The Naganatine walked over to him, gently taking his 

warped hand in one of hers and rubbing along the arm slowly with her other as she murmured 

softly: “Interesting… but show me a memory. Your mind is strong, and yet strangely unstable… 

but in a way that makes it difficult for me to access. I can understand better your vocabulary and 

basic gestures now, but these are all… unimportant things. Despite our different dialects, our 

demonic meshed up well enough together anyway… and… I wish to know more about you.” 

“Then show me one of your memories.” Zerrex said softly, and the Naganatine gave him 

a distasteful look, which made him smile slightly before he pushed her lightly backwards, saying 

easily: “Then you‟ve had enough for now.” 

Before she could protest, he drew back in reality… and their link broke as she looked at 

him with frustration… but there was also a bit of amusement there, and the reptile gave her an 

awkward look before he rubbed a hand through his hair and glanced at Mist and Shine, asking 

softly: “How are you guys doing, anyway? I heard you all gave me a lot of your energy while I 

was… incapacitated.” 

“We did, and we‟ve missed seeing you.” Desire piped up with a blush, rubbing at her 

face slowly before she hugged Zerrex suddenly, and the reptile laughed and gently patted the 

golden-scaled demoness on the head, smiling down at her softly. “Don‟t ever leave us, okay?” 

The reptile squeezed her gently, and then he said with soft entertainment: “Now that‟d 

just be selfish of me, hogging all four of you to myself… but before I forget, any other news?”  

Mist only shook her head, and Shine answered quietly: “Nothing extraordinary. They‟re 

tracking the movements of the ships in Heaven and the things released from them, and otherwise 

we‟ve been trying to organize Hell towards dealing with these random power surges… I hear 

Loki is hiding in the Estate somewhere, however, waiting to talk with you about the power 

surges that have been appearing on and off throughout Hell.” 

“But you need to rest a few days and get yourself back in order before you rush off to 

save the world, Lord Zerrex.” Shine added, gazing at him fondly as the twins each hugged one of 

his arms. “After all, you‟ve already spent far too much time causing trouble without getting any 

rest as it is… look at your body, at the state which you‟re in. You and Sin have pushed 



yourselves too hard as it is, especially in spending all this time and effort in resurrecting 

Anathema.” 

The undead Naganatine grunted at this from where she was standing, Desire and Cypress 

looking at her distrustfully as she said flatly: “Come on, stop treating me like shit. Did I not just 

end that undead invasion for you all? Did I not sit around peacefully while my former siblings 

insulted me and my sister?” 

“Leave her alone, she‟s getting bitchy about this whole thing.” Zerrex said mildly, and 

Anathema grunted, crossing her arms over her bare-bone chest, and then the Drakkaren paused 

before he asked hesitantly: “Do you have any clothes? I dunno why, but looking at you makes 

me more uncomfortable than when Cherry walks around naked, scratching herself.” 

“Hey, fuck you.” Cherry huffed, then she paused, peering at Anathema as she added 

flatly: “By the way, I could be just as naked as you if I wanted.” 

The Naganatine rolled her eyes, and then she frowned at Sin as she said meekly, lacing 

her fingers together in her lap: “If you wanted, I could lend you one of my dresses, sister…” 

“Thank you, Sin, but I‟ll manage.” Anathema snapped her fingers, and a pair of large 

skulls appeared over her chest as if to cup breasts that weren‟t there, before another pair 

appeared over her shoulders, these slightly larger. Chains made of bone connected these together, 

and another wrapped around her body, holding the ones over her chest tightly in place before a 

final, large cow skull appeared over her crotch, dangling down around her hips by means of a 

belt composed of woven, small thin bones around her waist, the female grinning as she held her 

arms out. “What do you think?” 

“You look like you have breasts, at least.” Zerrex said mildly, and Anathema sighed 

before she frowned at Cherry when she walked up and grabbed one of the skulls on her chest. 

The demoness grinned brightly, and the Naganatine simply fixed her with a baleful look that 

eventually made Cherry swallow and carefully slide away from her, as the reptile sighed and 

looked morbidly over the scantily-dressed females surrounding him. No wonder Anathema 

curled up against me right away… Shelly is right. It does seem like if you want to get my 

attention, you need to give me sex. 

The Drakkaren cleared his throat, and the four Iuratus looked up before the reptile said 

softly: “Do me a favor, girls. Go to the Estate… slow down Selena if she‟s trying to find me still, 

and try and locate Loki. I‟m going to stay here just a little bit longer.” 

The four nodded, and they all half-bowed to him before Cypress opened a portal for 

them, giving her father a soft smile as she let the others pass ahead of her and waving with one of 

her free hands before she vanished after them, and Zerrex sighed as he sat back down on the 

futon and rested his forearms on his knees, looking around at the three who were left with him as 

Anathema stood nearby, her hands on her hips and Cherry giving her a look that was both 

interested and suspicious.  

The reptile looked after a moment to Sin, and she smiled a bit at him as she slid herself a 

bit closer, gazing at Anathema with nervousness: but Zerrex was starting to understand that it 

was almost a territorial nervousness, as she said quietly: “If you like, Lord Zerrex, we can let you 

get some good rest… the Twins are right, you‟ve spent too long pushing yourself too hard.” 

“I don‟t understand.” Anathema said after a moment, and she looked from Sin to Cherry, 

saying slowly: “Mephistopheles… we were his subjects, us Betrayers. We served him in his 

ideals, we were soldiers, and we listened to him… no matter what he said, no matter he did, we 

obeyed his every command. He expected Sin and I to be his breeding toys, just as he expected 

Azazel and Astaroth and Argalox, to be his officers, his soldiers. 



“We never questioned him and what he asked us to do… to do so would not just be 

disrespectful, but dangerous.” Anathema continued with a frown, and then she looked at Cherry, 

her eyes tracing over her collar and her tattoos. “You, you revere him… yet you act more like a 

court jester than anything else, I see… how you amuse him but also frustrate him, even in this 

short time I‟ve come to know you. And even your Iuratus spoke to you like they were almost 

equals, standing instead of kneeling… and not because you demand it, but because that is what 

they have come to feel comfortable with. 

“You are High King of Hell, with all the power of Mephistopheles inside you…” 

Anathema strode over to him, and then she reached down almost hesitantly to quietly brush a 

stray lock from the Drakkaren‟s eyes, as he looked up at her silently. “And yet look at you. No 

crown, no mask, no regal attire… not ordering us around, and yet none of your modesty is false. 

From my briefest of glimpses through your mind, I‟ve seen that you spoke the truth: you are 

nothing like Mephistopheles. And I don‟t understand how you can contain his power without it 

corrupting you.” 

Sin looked down and laughed faintly, and Anathema looked at her, not angry, or even 

confused, but only curious… and the Naganatine glanced up quietly, murmuring softly: “That‟s 

exactly why, Anathema… because Lord Zerrex is nothing like Mephistopheles. Mephistopheles 

was corrupted by his own power, don‟t you understand that? His own fearsome ability, second 

only to God Himself, drove him insane… made him believe things we all know weren‟t true, 

made him do things to us while we were trapped in Limbo that are worse than the things demons 

do in Hell to each other as Punishment. 

“Zerrex is the opposite of Mephistopheles, Anathema… and although he tries to run from 

his power and responsibility…” She smiled a bit, looking at Zerrex with soft amusement as she 

rubbed a hand slowly down his back. “He is still a good leader. He still deals very well with his 

power and his abilities… and he doesn‟t treat us anything like Mephistopheles did, because he 

doesn‟t have to dominate and beat us down to assert himself in our lives.” 

Anathema looked nonplussed for a moment, and then she crossed her arms, finally saying 

flatly: “Well, where‟s the fun in that?” 

Cherry snorted laughter at this, and then Anathema rose a hand and the female high-fived 

her with a grin, saying amusedly: “I think I could get used to you, babe. But seriously, are you 

getting any of this? Is any of this crazy shit getting through into your head?” 

The female frowned a bit at this, crossing her arms as she looked down at Zerrex, and 

then she said dryly: “Not really, no. But maybe if I stay attached to you for a little while, maybe 

I‟ll start understanding it… you ain‟t gonna get all territorial and crazy on me, Sin, are you?” 

Sin sighed at this, looking at her sister with a bit of a mumble before she finally looked at 

Zerrex, and then she gazed back at her, saying quietly: “I have faith that… Lord Zerrex loves me. 

And that no matter how competitive you get… he‟ll always care for me the same way.” 

Anathema snorted at this, looking surprised and amused as she shook her head slowly. 

“Love? You in love…” She stopped, then looked at Zerrex moodily as the reptile shrugged with 

a bit of a smile. “That‟s an interesting thought. And not something I‟d expect from you, Sin… 

you were always the one who was crawling over Mephistopheles, after all, not me.” 

Sin looked down with a bit of a blush, and then Cherry slapped Anathema on the 

shoulder, making her flinch as the demoness said firmly: “Now come on, dead girl, stop being so 

hard on Sin about all that bullshit. Past is the past, I always say… hell, in the past, I fucked a 

bunch of guys Zerrex hated. Granted, most of „em are dead now, but that‟s totally besides the 



point. And we don‟t ever bring it up to spite each other… more like… hey, Boss, you remember 

that time you banged that really ugly chick?” 

Zerrex sighed and rolled his eyes, and Anathema shook her head in disbelief before she 

looked at Cherry, saying slowly: “So who are you exactly to… our generous Lord Zerrex, then? 

A whore? A child? A problematic Iuratus?” 

“I like to think I‟m all of the above.” Cherry said seriously, and then she coughed and 

rubbed the back of her head when Anathema settled a glare on her. “Why‟s it so important to 

you, babe?” 

“Stop calling me that!” Anathema glared at her, looking frustrated, and then she made a 

face when Sin rose a hand to her muzzle to try and hide a smile. “Don‟t you have dishes to wash 

or something else menial to do?” 

“Sin is a High Throne of Hell, as well as one of my wives.” Zerrex said mildly, and 

Anathema gaped as Sin blushed a bit, looking awkwardly away. Then she looked almost 

strangely hurt, crossing her arms and looking down as the reptile frowned a bit, asking quietly: 

“What‟s going on between you two?” 

They both fidgeted awkwardly, and then Sin finally murmured: “Anathema and I… were 

always set at each other‟s throats in the old days. Mephistopheles made us compete for attention 

and affection and…” 

“And she always won.” Anathema said bitterly, shaking her head with slow disgust as she 

looked down at the floor… but Zerrex could tell that despite it all, she was upset. Her emotions 

came through strangely, and the undead Naganatine did her best to suppress them and mask 

them… but Zerrex was realizing more and more with each moment that passed that Anathema 

was perhaps more vulnerable and more sensitive than even he was on a bad day. “So it doesn‟t 

surprise me to hear how lucky Sin got everything… she‟s always been good at playing to 

people‟s wants and emotions.” 

“I don‟t do that anymore… I‟ve… I‟ve done my best to learn.” Sin murmured, but she 

was looking ashamedly at the ground, before she whispered: “I told them I… we needed you, 

Anathema. And we do. We still do, even now… you‟re still welcome here with us, and we… I 

need my family, my sister around. I wanted you to see this world… what Hell has become… to 

meet my love and savior, Zerrex, to… to experience friendship… but with me. With me. I… I‟m 

so sorry if my ambitions have become twisted…” 

Anathema only mumbled as she turned away, and Cherry rubbed the back of her head, 

looking imploringly at Zerrex and Sin… but Sin only gazed down, and Zerrex remained silent. 

He wanted to intervene, interfere… but this was between the two sisters, and Anathema finally 

shook her head and turned back around, saying firmly: “Then show me, Sin… go ahead, brag 

about… all these things you‟ve found that I‟ll never have…” She halted, then looked at her 

hands, whispering: “My body, made of death, surpassing logic, time, space, even the rules and 

laws of life… I‟m a weapon and designed to produce powerful offspring, Forsaken Ones that are 

nearly indestructible… how do you think sharing with me all your joys will make me, the one 

who‟s always been trapped in your shadow, feel better? I don‟t feel happy for you, Sin… I feel 

hatred, and anger, and… and…” 

She broke off, snarling and clenching her hands into fists… and then Sin stood up and 

walked over to her sister, knocking away her hands when she lashed out at her and then throwing 

herself at Anathema and hugging her tightly, and Anathema clawed into her back with a snarl, 

her hands burning purple… but Sin only arched her back with a moan of pain as her dress and 



scales burnt away, leaving distinct handprints on her body as she clutched her sister tighter and 

whispered: “You‟ll always have me…” 

Anathema‟s hands ceased to glow, the  undead Naganatine going somewhat limp as she 

looked down, and then she gently dug her claws into Sin‟s scales, making her twitch as she 

murmured softly in return: “We‟re bound by love and hate, life and death, souls eternally trapped 

together, Sin…” She closed her eyes, and then the two parted, and Anathema looked over at 

Zerrex, saying quietly: “How do you know that she isn‟t just drawn to Mephistopheles and 

forced to obey his powers, as I am?” 

“Because Sin was helping me out long before I had the abilities of Mephistopheles.” 

Zerrex replied softly, and then he walked forwards and settled his hands on Anathema, gazing 

into her eyes as Sin stepped back worriedly. “I love Sin. But I also can‟t stand how you feel that 

you have to obey me only because Mephistopheles‟ abilities are mixed with mine. So take this 

order, and obey it, Anathema… you are freed of his control. You no longer have to obey the will 

of Mephistopheles, or my own.” 

Anathema looked shocked, and then her eyes met his, as she said slowly, reaching up and 

touching his face quietly: “But you… Zerrex, essentially, you and Sin are good… whereas I am 

evil. How do you know I won‟t simply destroy you all if I am freed?” 

Zerrex only smiled at this, however, reaching up to grasp her wrist as he said quietly: 

“Because I don‟t care about good and evil. I care about right and wrong… and I know that you‟ll 

still want to help us against these terrible atrocities coming after us… if only because you‟ll want 

to save your own hide too.” 

Anathema smiled at this, and then purple energy crackled over her body like lightning as 

she looked down at herself, and her eyes glowed before she gazed at Zerrex with a slow grin. 

“You… you were the one who released her from her punishment, weren‟t you?” 

Zerrex frowned, then he nodded… and Anathema stood up to her full height, gazing 

down at him imperiously as she took his face in her hands. “Loyalty and honor before 

everything. That‟s what I sense in you, disgusting, filthy concepts worthy of God‟s own respect. 

Haughty and irritating, that‟s what you are… and overconfident and cocky. But I think I see what 

Sin sees in you…” She smiled, then leaned down and planted a chaste kiss on his lips, before she 

whispered softly: “While Sin is the shield and the staff, I shall be your sword and your bow.” 

The reptile tilted his head… and then he winced when Anathema‟s form lost its flesh and 

blood and became skeletal before breaking apart, her body swirling violently around him. A 

moment later, she was locked onto his scales again, forming an exoskeleton that covered his 

limbs, body, and head… and the  reptile flailed his arms irritably, shouting: “Get off me, this 

creeps me out!” 

Live with it. I don‟t have to listen to you anymore. Anathema responded dryly in his 

mind, before she paused, and Zerrex felt the bones retracting, creeping over his scales as he 

stared towards his back, where they locked in against his scales and protected his spine 

completely, her skull removing itself from over his head to twist around and rest between his 

shoulderblades before sparks of golden light glowed in the sockets, and her voice said mildly: 

“Your body will eventually attune itself to my presence… and believe me, one day you‟ll be glad 

you have me here, Lord Zerrex. We‟ve spoken on a lot already and I‟m tired, so I‟m going to 

have a nap… Sin, don‟t get any ideas.” 

Cherry walked over and poked Anathema‟s skull, and Zerrex craned his head over his 

shoulders, muttering under his breath before she said mildly: “While this is cool and all, uh… 

how the fuck is the Boss supposed to do anything with you like, duct-taped to his spine?” 



“I hate symbiotic links. I had a very bad experience with a synthetic Nephilim once, and 

you are not helping.” Zerrex added over his back, and he reached back carefully to feel with one 

hand along the bone plates towards the skull, muttering: “I‟m just gonna tear you off and throw 

you across the room.” 

“Oh, calm down.” The skull slithered upwards, and the skeletal upper body of Anathema 

formed, sticking over his shoulder and reaching down with a grin to brush one bony hand 

through his hair as the other stroked under his chin, Zerrex staring in horror at the skeleton‟s 

skull as the golden fire burning in her eyes seemed somehow amused. “You‟re so skittish, 

Zerrex… just let me rest and feed a bit on your energy, it‟s not like I can exist infinitely without 

a little life force here and there. Don‟t worry, I‟ll only scrape a little bit off.” 

“It does come  back, right?” Zerrex asked carefully, and she made a rolling motion with 

her head before she retracted over his shoulder and into his back, collapsing back into a bone 

wall. The reptile decided that was probably a yes… and he made a face, mumbling about 

parasites before he looked moodily over at Sin, but he guessed that this was the price he‟d have 

to pay if he wanted to stay on Anathema‟s good side. 

She only smiled a bit at him, however, walking over and touching his shoulder as she 

asked him quietly with her eyes to put up with it… and he nodded to her, and Sin kissed him for 

a moment, the reptile returning the affection softly before she said quietly: “I‟m going to go and 

find Lady Selena, and see if I can explain things to her a little. Miss Cherry, would you like to 

come with me? Lord Zerrex needs to rest.” 

“Don‟t even say it, Boss, Selena needs girl talk time.” Cherry said immediately, when the 

reptile rose a hand to argue, and then Cherry imitated his voice as she beat a hand against her 

chest. “„But like guys, I can totally deal with her myself.‟ Well, douchebag, you don‟t have to. 

„But guys, I don‟t wanna totally come across like, as a wimp.‟ Well you aren‟t. Fuck you. Selena 

will just beat on you if she sees you, if she sees us she‟ll yell at us but then actually listen instead  

of getting all mine-mine-mine. She‟s like a kid, and you‟re her pet. You don‟t let the pet go up 

and lick the kid‟s face when it‟s being evil.” 

“That is the worst metaphor ever.” Zerrex said flatly, and Cherry shrugged and stuck her 

tongue out, blowing a raspberry at the Drakkaren. He sighed and rolled his eyes after a moment, 

then muttered and shook his head, returning to the futon and laying down on his chest as he said 

over his shoulder grouchily: “Then don‟t blame me when she sets you on fire.” 

“It‟s so damn nice being immune to that.” Cherry said wistfully, and she waved a 

goodbye to Zerrex before she and Sin left through the portal. It left the reptile in an awkward 

silence with Anathema as a skeletal form on his back, as he closed his eyes and mumbled to 

himself… but then when he opened them, he blinked as he felt a distinct settling of weight and 

he looked over his shoulder to see Anathema had taken her physical form back on and was 

laying on top of him with a grin. 

She peered down at him, her features once more as normal as they could get, and then she 

let him roll over beneath her, the two looking at each other before she said amusedly, a hand on 

either side of his head: “You really are a simple creature, aren‟t you?” 

“Is this the part where you try to kill me? Because I‟m not in the mood for a betrayal.” 

Zerrex said mildly, holding up a finger, and Anathema only laughed before she straddled him, 

and the reptile winced as he waved his hands. “No sex either, please. I‟ve had more necrophilia 

in the last day than I wanted to have in my entire life.” 

“Fuck you, I‟m… not technically… fuck you.” Anathema snorted, then she paused and 

frowned at him, tapping her temple lightly with a finger. “I have a question for you, Lord 



Zerrex… why would you release me like you did? I know you can‟t actually trust me or be 

placing much faith in me, other than that if I must fight, I will… but I don‟t understand a lot of 

things about you or how your mind works. So I want to observe you… but I also want to… 

experience you.” She hesitated, then said softly, stroking down his right arm: “The powers of 

Mephistopheles… do not draw me simply because of our bond. I am attracted to power, as my 

sister is… yet Sin has found something other than power she admires in you, I realize that now. 

I‟ve been gone for so many, many eons… and while I‟ve already been able to update myself on a 

few things thanks to accessing your mind, many other things still confuse me. 

“Let‟s share with each other, shall we?” Anathema tilted her head, and then she sighed n 

soft pleasure as she stroked a finger down Zerrex‟s chest, and the reptile looked down dumbly, 

watching as blue sparks floated up from his body as her finger traced along it. “You have no idea 

how good it feels to be back in a body… the physical body seems so limited, but truly, it is 

divine expression at its finest…” 

“You‟re creepy. Go away.” the Drakkaren said finally, and Anathema sighed and rolled 

her eyes as the reptile pushed her wrist away. Then she grinned and patted his cheek, and he 

looked at her dourly before he asked: “Are you going to prove to be as big a pain in the ass as the 

other people in my life?” 

“Possibly worse.” Anathema admitted, and then she placed her hand against his chest, 

closing her eyes as she murmured softly: “Do you know how magical it is to be alive? I think 

you might have some idea… but no true grasp of the concept, unless you‟ve died in the past and 

suffered having your physical body destroyed and your spirit cursed… the heat of your body, the 

feel of the air, the thud-thud-thud of your heart… oh, it‟s all so beautiful.”  

“Are you alive?” Zerrex asked hesitantly, not wanting to seem callous but his curiosity 

overwhelming him nonetheless, and Anathema smiled at him as if he was a naïve child, as she 

reached out and gently took one of his hands. 

She guided it carefully under her ribcage to her beating heart, and the reptile felt it 

thudding in his hand, warm and wet and so strange to the touch, holding quite literally the 

female‟s life in her hands as she murmured softly: “Does that feel alive? But then again, to be 

alive is to more than feel alive… the real question is, are you alive?” 

Zerrex opened his mouth… and then he closed it slowly as he held onto her heart quietly, 

realizing what she meant. Even though he was a demon, he had died to become one… did that 

mean that unlike the pureblood demons, he too, was a remnant of life, a shell that should have 

remained in the grave? Did that mean all those who went to Heaven and Hell were abominations 

to the physical world‟s natural order and life, that they were in reality nothing more than hollow 

shells, or perhaps souls made physical with their best and worst attributes blazing clear as day? 

Anathema looked at him curiously, watching him sort through all this in his mind, and 

then she gently pulled his hand away and guided it to her face, licking his palm quietly in a 

gesture of affection as she said softly: “Life and death… have no real meaning, Lord Zerrex. 

Mortals only give them meaning… because they are terrified of meaninglessness, and even 

more, they are horrified at the idea that death is just part of the cycle… that even with their so-

called superiority over the unevolved, the uninitiated, they feel they must one day pass away, 

after watching their friends and family all vanish around them. I would tell you I hold all the 

secrets to life and death… but there are none, at least, not anymore. Yet even knowing that  there 

is a beyond, that there is a Hell, a Heaven, that people reincarnate and disintegrate and transcend 

and descend… still, so many mortals search for meaning. And thus, that is why they can be 

drawn in… manipulated… tainted and spoiled.  



“Now get some rest, Zerrex. I‟ll start returning the favors I owe you by watching over 

you as you do so.” Anathema became skeletal, and her body locked itself against his, this time 

with no flashy swirl but almost a slow, gentle melding as she sighed with soft pleasure, her skull 

settling against his back. If you don‟t mind, I would like to watch your dreams while you sleep. 

Of course, I‟m only asking permission because it‟s polite. 

“Then you can tell me what I dreamt about when I wake up.” Zerrex murmured, smiling a 

bit to himself: the only dreams he ever remembered were the ones where he was mentally 

attacked by something. “Watch out for Ravenlight, though, he‟s a bastard. And can you please 

find somewhere other than my back?” 

Anathema sighed in his head, and then her skull slid across his body to settle on his right 

shoulder, as she whispered: Then I‟ll rest where the presence of Mephistopheles is strong, and 

compare you two. Get that rest now, Lord Zerrex… you don‟t want to make Sin angry. 

“Believe me, I know.” Zerrex murmured, and he laid back on the futon, closing his eyes. 

A nap did sound wonderful at the moment, and he had a few days to prepare himself before 

rushing off to the mortal plane to combat Animaxander, that was also true: the time difference 

between Hell and the physical realm made him more glad than he could admit on some days. 

Then he closed his eyes, and confident that he wouldn‟t be interrupted, he fell into a quiet 

slumber. 

 

The Drakkaren awoke to find Lily was sitting with him, reading quietly… and then she 

glanced up with a soft smile, the reptile smiling back as he flexed his body and realized he felt a 

hundred times better than he had when he‟d laid down. She leaned in and kissed his cheek 

gently, and then she said softly: “It‟s good to see you actually take some good advice for once, 

Zerrex… even if you and Sin went and did something that we all should have been informed of.” 

She held up a hand when Zerrex opened his mouth to speak, saying quietly again: “I‟m not mad 

at you anymore. Sin looks happier than I‟ve seen her in years… Anathema dealt with the undead 

plague on the mortal realm… and you‟re healed. I‟m not going to spoil it all by being angry with 

you over keeping your loyalty and silence on Sin‟s behalf. And Anathema might be a bit rude, 

but she‟s no monster, just like you showed how beautiful and generous Sin was, despite the 

legends about her.” 

“Thank you.” Anathema said drolly, as the eyes of the skull on Zerrex‟s shoulder lit up 

with golden flames, and then her skeleton pulled itself off his body, the female making a face a 

and brushing away a few bits of nanomachine fabric that clung to her. “Distasteful mortal toys. 

But I‟m glad to see at least someone around here has some integrity… even if you, like Zerrex, 

are a strange and vulnerable demoness.” 

Lily rolled her eyes, and Zerrex shoved Anathema lightly, saying mildly: “Can‟t you ever 

be kind to people?” He paused, then looked down at his nanotech armlet, tapping in a short 

command to make the clothing on his body distort for a moment before reforming, taking on the 

appearance of thick hide pants and a taut black t-shirt, as Anathema gazed at him with dry 

amusement. “Lily, right. Has anyone managed to find Loki?” 

“Yes, Mist and Shine are keeping him company in the library. He says he feels safe at the 

Ravenlight Estate… but I think it helps that Sin and the Four Sisters are there, reinforcing some 

of the magical protection around it.” Lily answered, and Zerrex nodded as he stood up, picking 

Blackheart up and resting the sword on his shoulder as the female smiled a bit, standing herself 

and adding quietly: “I‟m glad that you‟ve brought that weapon back to life, Lord Zerrex. It‟s a 

powerful symbol.” 



“A phallic symbol, maybe.” Zerrex replied amiably, looking at the huge, thick-bladed 

weapon, and Lily sighed, shaking her head slowly before the Drakkaren cleared his throat and 

concentrated, holding up an arm out and curious as to what would happen as he called a name 

mentally. 

There was an awkward, long pause… and then Sammy appeared out of nowhere and 

landed on the reptile‟s arm, looking exhausted as energy crackled over him. He scampered 

quickly up to the lizard‟s shoulder, and he nipped at him accusingly, the reptile wincing before 

he cleared his throat as the pseudodragon looked slowly around at Anathema and then squeaked 

in shock, jumping on top of the reptile‟s head as the undead Naganatine looked at him with 

amusement. “Sammy, this is Anathema. She‟s a friend, even if she does look a bit scary.” 

“A pseudodragon… what a delightful little pet. And linked to you by a pact, if he‟s able 

to phase through the dimensions themselves to reach you.” Anathema said softly, reaching a 

finger up and gently stroking over Sammy‟s muzzle, and the pseudodragon calmed a bit, 

chirping at her as he waved his long tail once through the air, crawling carefully down to sit on 

Zerrex‟s shoulder. “He must be a useful ally… and even in my day, his kind existed as a rare 

species, with a strength that was hidden by their size.” 

Sammy perked up at this, and then Anathema asked him curiously: “So what‟s his true 

name?” A pause, and when Zerrex and the pseudodragon both gazed at her with a stumped 

expression, she sighed before leaning across to Lily, who looked awkwardly at the ceiling. “You 

know it, don‟t you?” 

“Well, not really.” Lily admitted, rubbing the back of her head as she mumbled: “Desire 

probably does, though…” She looked at Zerrex as he gazed at her with a frown, Sammy 

mimicking the expression. “Pseudodragons are named before birth by their parents… and names, 

as you know, hold great power. Sammy might be able to think for himself… but if you said his 

true name and then gave him an order, he‟d be unable to do anything but carry it out. But if it‟s 

never been used except when he was in an egg, then even Sammy doesn‟t know it.” 

Zerrex looked at the little beast on his shoulder meditatively, and then he said 

thoughtfully: “That‟d be useful for getting the little bastard to take a bath once in a while, but… 

Sammy and I get along just fine as it is.” He paused, then held a hand up and created a portal, 

adding in a mumble: “And I‟m stalling, aren‟t I? Let‟s just get this over with…” 

The two nodded, and they followed Zerrex as he stepped through the portal and into the 

library of the Ravenlight Estate, where Loki was reading nervously at a large table, the twins 

standing nearby with their arms crossed and Sin sitting at the table. She smiled when Zerrex 

entered, then nodded to Anathema, standing up as she asked softly: “How are you feeling?” 

Loki looked up, and then he let out a sigh of relief as he saw Zerrex, tossing the book 

away and leaping up to his feet as he gazed back and forth, wincing a bit. “Guys, uh… can I have 

some privacy here with Zerrex?” 

Zerrex slowly closed his mouth, looking from Sin to the nerve-wracked demigod, and 

then he finally glanced at Mist and Shine, who were both frowning. “Can you two go outside and 

watch the doors for us? And Sin, maybe you and Anathema can go make sure there‟s no 

trespassers on the grounds.” 

Anathema grunted, looking distastefully at Sin before she rolled her eyes and said dryly: 

“Fine. Sin, why don‟t you give me a full tour, show me around this place? Seems to have 

changed a lot from when the Twins owned it.” 

Sin nodded with a quiet blush, then she bowed to Zerrex as the four made their way out, 

Mist and Shine both tossing him anxious looks as they left… and Lily and the Drakkaren sat 



down at the table together. The otter looked relieved as the doors closed, before he finally rubbed 

at his face slowly as Zerrex said quietly: “I know you don‟t trust much of anyone, but we are all 

safe, Loki. I can guarantee that not even Anathema will betray us to the Old Gods.” 

“I… just needed them gone while I explain something.” Loki said nervously, and he 

glanced back and forth, the otter leaning backwards as he rubbed at his streaked hair, his strange, 

heavy trenchcoat rustling around him. For once, he didn‟t seem at all like the godling he was 

made out to be… and then he winced, leaning forwards as he blurted: “So I was the one feeding 

the Old Gods information.” 

“What?” Zerrex leapt to his feet, looking indignant, and he slammed his hands against the 

table, shouting: “Loki, goddammit, why the hell did you do that?” 

Sammy growled in agreement on his shoulder, and the otter rose his hands, shaking his 

head wildly as Lily reached out and squeezed Zerrex‟s forearm, even as she favored Loki with a 

curdling glare. “No, it‟s not what you think! They were the mark, not you, even though I treated 

you like the mark so I could make them the mark and get information on them!” he babbled, and 

although Zerrex understood little of the sentence, he paused at the last, simple bit that he did 

understand. “I got… all kinds of shit on them, seriously!” 

“Then tell me.” the Drakkaren said mildly, trying not to make it sound like an order but 

failing as he felt grouchiness running through him, sitting down in his chair. At the same time, 

however, he realized this was probably what Lily and the others felt like when he ran off and did 

something stupid himself. “Is it useful information?” 

Loki nodded rapidly, and then he looked back and forth before he said quietly: “I was the 

one bringing lots of info back to the Old Gods at first… I… it seemed like fun! Chaos, power, 

destroying you, who I thought was an asshole… and still do, by the way…” The otter glared at 

him for a moment, but he flinched when Zerrex narrowed his eyes at him. “But it was never 

supposed to come like this, to… to turn out this way. Those power surges, across Hell that 

you‟ve been getting? Those are time distortions, although your son Driz has likely figured that 

out by now, with his energy abilities. The fabric of Hell is being warped and pulled together, 

the… broken strings between Hell and the mortal plane, they‟re all being sewn neatly into place. 

All the work God did in separating the planes, and… your worst fears are coming true.” 

“Hell is going to merge with the mortal plane?” Zerrex asked in a strained voice, and Lily 

went pale as Loki nodded, the Drakkaren staring in horror at the implications of this as he asked 

weakly: “Will it destroy us?” 

“No, but it will… change the laws of Hell.” Loki replied, shaking his head slowly as he 

murmured: “It will change the entire universe, for better or worse… but probably only for a little 

while.” He laughed shakily, and the Drakkaren realized just how terrified the demigod was, saw 

the fear and panic lurking deep in his eyes as he said in a trembling voice: “They‟re coming 

here… I know you saw them. I knew that they‟d use a Sea God to try and stop your team from 

getting to the Observatory, but I had no choice but to feed them information in order to find out 

their movements… and they are coming here. More Gods are on their way, how they‟re 

teleporting such long distances in such short spans of time, I have no idea… but listen to me, 

Zerrex. Listen to me, and forget everything, every single thing you know about me and that‟s 

happened between us, and just trust me. If you want to save lives, and perhaps the mortal 

plane… you need to stop Animaxander first, and whatever other Emissaries have been sent to the 

mortal plane.” 

“Will you come with me?” Zerrex asked quietly, and Loki looked up at him with shock, 

before the Drakkaren smiled grimly. “It would prove a lot of things about you, Loki… that you 



really mean what you say, that this isn‟t some trick… and you are a demigod, and from the tribe 

of Warrior Gods. Besides, if Animaxander is connected to Odin‟s death somehow, or even just 

the ones that ordered the kill…” 

“Then I have to avenge father…” Loki murmured, looking down quietly before the otter 

gritted his teeth and nodded, even as he added: “ My strength will be lessened in the physical 

plane, however… I don‟t use kind of corruption-fueled magic as you do, but my abilities will 

still be greatly weakened.”  

Zerrex nodded, and then he held out a hand, saying quietly: “We‟ll pick up a few friends 

I know who can help us too… but I need all hands on deck for this one.” 

Loki hesitated… and then he took Zerrex‟s hand and shook it, saying finally: “Alright, 

Zerrex. Then I will help you however I can.” He paused, then grimaced as he sat back in his 

chair with a sigh, adding morbidly: “The only other bit of information I can tell you is that the 

Old Gods have been working to exterminate threats to them on the mortal plane… I think that 

this undead invasion was likely meant to act as a smokescreen while they go after the mortals 

that stood in the way of their plans. And not just strong mortals… those with great prestige, and 

power, and even wealth in some cases.” 

The Drakkaren nodded slowly: physical might was only one kind of power, after all, and 

while it was the power he preferred… it couldn‟t win out in every case. It confused him, 

however, and left the motives of the Old Gods cloaked even more in shadows: by binding Hell 

and possibly Heaven to the mortal plane once more, what did they want to achieve? Total 

destruction, invasion, assimilation? The reptile was only sure of one thing: whatever they 

wanted, it was bad. 

He stood up, and then he said quietly: “I‟m going to wait… two or three days, enough to 

get prepared for what‟s coming and to deal with a few issues in Hell and… hopefully start 

preparing demons for what sounds almost inevitable at the moment.” He paused, then frowned 

and asked finally: “How are they bypassing the powers of the Scholars?” 

Loki shrugged, shaking his head slowly as he murmured softly, looking resolutely at the 

table: “They‟re… strong. That‟s what allured me first… the power. And I never even dealt with 

whoever‟s at the head of the food chain… Morpheus would speak to me in dreams, and a few of 

the other Old Gods in… different ways. I know that they spoke to Anubis as well, but he resisted 

the temptation… mostly out of fear of you and that slave-master White, I think.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, and then he looked at Lily, saying quietly: “See if you can find out 

what gods and godlings are still residing in Hell, and ask Francis to do the same. Find the ones 

that will talk to us and are willing to help us, and find out what happened to the ones that might 

have vanished… I have a real nasty feeling in my gut, and you know my instincts.” 

“They‟re usually right.” Lily made a face, and then she headed towards the doors and left. 

Zerrex looked at Loki, before he followed her… then he paused when the otter cleared his throat 

and stood up behind him, the Drakkaren turning slowly around. 

Loki looked at him for a moment, and then he finally adjusted his trenchcoat and said 

quietly: “I don‟t like you, Zerrex… but I have come to respect what you‟re trying to do, and I 

want to work towards the same goal. I just want to offer up some advice, though… watch your 

attachments. There‟s likely going to be a lot of people dying in the very near future.” 

Zerrex smiled a bit, and then he said softly: “Loki, it‟s better to love someone until they 

die, even if they die in your arms… then to step away from them and pretend you don‟t care, and 

then watch them suffer and perish without being by their side to support them. Both hurt, and 



both hurt for an eternity… but you might find that eternity lasts a lot longer and hurts a lot 

deeper when you try and walk away.” 

With that, Zerrex turned and left, and Sammy squeaked on his shoulder for attention, the 

reptile rolling his eyes as he scratched him gently under the chin as Mist and Shine fell into step 

on either side of him, the reptile asking without needing to look: “Where‟s Selena? I should 

probably stop running away like an idiot and actually talk to her, much as I don‟t want to get 

punched in the face today.” 

“Probably with Cherry.” Mist supplied, and Zerrex looked over his shoulder in surprise 

as the Iuratus smiled a bit. “Necessity forms friendships best.” 

“Selena really does care… but unlike Cherry, she‟s just had too many years to become set 

in her ways.” Shine added softly, and she paused before adding gently: “I last remember seeing 

them in the Palace courtyard, near the fountains. They‟re likely both somewhere around there 

still.” 

Zerrex nodded, and then he paused in the hallway, turning to the Twins and saying softly: 

“Then I need you two to gather up a cadre of willing, trustworthy demons, and find Lily to help 

her with some very difficult tasks.” 

The two looked at him steadily for a moment, and then the twins nodded and stepped 

forwards, each kissing his cheek and murmuring an affirmation and a blessing before Mist 

created a portal and the two left. Zerrex watched them go, and then he created his own portal, 

thinking for a moment about how wonderful and ridiculous magic could be and wondering if it 

would all vanish when – if – the planes merged… except, of course, for magic that required the 

sacrifice of supernatural lives. 

The Drakkaren emerged into a small courtyard a few moments later that was dominated 

by an enormous round fountain, arcs of water spraying up from a central pillar and filled with 

glass that pulsed with inner blue light, like icy lanterns rising from the depths of an arctic sea. 

Sitting in front of this on a small stone bench were Selena and Cherry, the former looking 

miserable and the latter patting her comfortingly on the back, and they both looked up when 

Zerrex emerged, Blackheart on his back and Sammy on his shoulder, and Selena asked him 

shortly: “Are you going off to war again?” 

“Soon, but not yet.” Zerrex admitted, and he walked across the ten foot gap towards her, 

even as she glowered at him and sat up, crossing her arms. Cherry winced and waved wildly at 

Zerrex to go away, but he ignored her as he looked down at the female, saying quietly: “Come 

on, Selena. I do want to spend time with you.” 

“Oh, don‟t lie to me.” Selena muttered, looking angrily away as she rubbed at her face, 

her voice bitter. “You‟re bored of me… you‟ve got all those other girls now and you always run 

off and do your own shit without me, anyway… you‟ve used me up and now you‟ve moved on 

already, just like how you never hang out with any of those old mortal friends of yours…” 

“I try my best to, Selena… but the universe as we know it may be ending.” Zerrex replied 

quietly, and he knelt down in front of her as Sammy jumped off his shoulder and ran away to 

hide in one of the bushes, the reptile saying softly: “If I don‟t stand up to these Old Gods, who 

will? I have the power to at least try and change things… and I have the responsibility to use all 

of my strength and more to try and do so. Selena, ask me now, and I will stay here with you until 

I‟m dragged away… but think of the bigger picture. If I stay with you now… there may never be 

a later.” 



Selena looked down, murmuring quietly: “Fuck you, I‟m not a child… I get it, I do. But 

you‟re always ignoring me, even though you made me a High Throne too… yet you treat me like 

shit, and we never do anything anymore-” 

“Selena, come on.” Zerrex didn‟t try to hide his exasperation with her this time, and she 

snarled at him before he reached up and grabbed her shoulders, pinning her back in place as he 

replied flatly: “I treat you like dirt? You‟re the one always hitting me whenever things don‟t go 

your way, always… yelling at me and making me do this and do that!” 

“Oh, back off!” Selena shouted, and she jumped up to her feet, shrugging his arms off 

before she reached down and jerked her ring off her finger, throwing it to the ground as she 

yelled at him furiously: “Go see your other fucking whores, fuck you, I don‟t need this shit or 

you anymore, you goddamn asshole!” 

And with that, she opened a portal and stomped off as Zerrex stared stupidly after her, 

and Cherry sighed, groaning and throwing her head into the air as she mumbled: “Well, had to 

happen sooner or later, Boss… you and her are great friends, but put you together as anything 

more and you clash and burn up in the atmosphere.” She paused, winced at her words as Zerrex 

looked dejectedly at the ring on the ground, reaching out to pick it up and hold it quietly in his 

palm, and she reached out and rubbed his back, mumbling embarrassedly: “I mean… I… I really 

am sorry to see that happen.” 

Zerrex mumbled quietly, and then he looked down at his hands: bare of any rings right 

now. He returned his gaze to Selena‟s simple wedding band, and then he clutched it tightly in his 

fingers before he sat back on his haunches, saying quietly: “I think I want too much, Cherry. And 

I think I‟m too driven.” He closed his eyes, and Cherry didn‟t reply, instead waiting it out before 

he finally murmured: “I don‟t want to be responsible. I don‟t want to be High King. I don‟t want 

to be strong, and fast, and powerful. I wish I was weak, and frail, and stupid… that I could be 

one of those people who shamelessly live through life… normal. Or as some geek, able to 

descend into a fantasy world of dungeons and monsters and dragons, obsessed only with the next 

video game coming out… I wish my life had been simple, and that I didn‟t believe in anything, 

so that when I died… I was gone.” 

“Now don‟t talk like that, Boss.” Cherry chided gently, and Zerrex looked up at her 

quietly as she smiled a bit, propping her feet up on one of his shoulders as she said with soft 

amusement: “You know, we can always get you some pills for your depression.” 

“Cherry, shut up.” Zerrex said flatly, and he tried to shrug her feet off, muttering: “I‟m 

not in the mood for that shit right now, okay?” 

Cherry let her feet drop, and then she stood up, walked over to him, and picked Zerrex up 

in a firm hug, the Drakkaren looking surprised as he hung limply in her arms, and she murmured: 

“Boss, no matter what, I still love you. Don‟t you goddamn forget that, because it‟s fucking hard 

for me to say, you hear me asshole? Now get up, get out of there, and do your thing. Me and you, 

we still got a whole shitload of… well… shit to take on, and I for one ain‟t backing down until 

we‟ve taken care of business and shown those fucks back on the mortal plane that it ain‟t their 

goddamn planet.” 

Zerrex nodded, and then he got his feet under him as he looked down at the ring… and he 

squeezed it tightly in his hand, murmuring softly: “I love you too, Cherry. I truly do… thank 

you, for everything.” He paused, looking up at her softly, and then the two shared an awkward 

laugh before Sammy ran out of hiding and chirped, the female looking down at him with a grin. 

“And I figured well… Knight Dove here could lend us a hand. Or paw. Whatever he has.” 



“Good shit. Little fucker really is talented if he can cross dimensions.” Cherry said 

mildly, and Sammy jumped up and danced around on his hind legs, making her snort laughter. 

“Yeah, talented as all fuck, goddamn!” 

Sammy leapt up after a moment to land neatly on Zerrex‟s arm, scrambling up it to sit on 

his shoulder, and Cherry rolled her eyes before she reached down and grabbed the Drakkaren‟s 

other arm, poking the armlet a few times as he made a face. “Oh, come on, Priest has got 

something for you or some crazy shit. Let‟s go and see him, he should be in the high-tech lab 

thingy.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, but he was glad to let Cherry lead for a while as he slipped 

Selena‟s ring quietly into his pocket when the demoness made a portal, and he followed her 

through to the outside of a facility guarded by two lanky Nightmares in lightweight armor vests 

over grey uniforms, both of the demonic horses carrying modified mortal assault rifles. Their 

skin was jet black, and their red eyes burned with corruption, their frames athletic if not 

muscular… but much of their terrifying appearance was lost by the fact they both flinched and 

scrambled to push open the heavy iron gates behind them as Cherry approached, Zerrex sighing 

in her wake as she shouted cheerfully at a camera on one of the heavy walls surrounding the 

facility: “Hey, Priest, it‟s Momma! She brought you your father!” 

They stepped into a large, square courtyard, where several mechanics were busily fixing 

up modified mortal tanks: while most machinations didn‟t work in Hell due to electrical and 

magnetic interference caused by the corruption and certain breeds of demon, some mortal 

technologies could be insulated with the proper tools and modified to run off demonic power 

sources. Zerrex, of course, had no idea what the hell the tanks were actually for, since it had been 

a long time since the „war games‟ of Hell had finally been silenced… and while there were often 

skirmishes here and there between clans and self-proclaimed „state nations,‟ they usually went 

about it the traditional way: bashing each other with swords and magic until one side 

surrendered, only to do it all again within a week. 

They approached a pair of double doors leading into the enormous, L-shaped facility, and 

Zerrex made a face as a security device above them scanned slowly back and forth over them, 

Cherry whistling and kicking lightly at the metal doors until Zerrex finally grabbed her shoulder 

and grumbled at her. Then the scanning device beeped once it decided it had done a thorough 

enough search, and the double doors unlocked, Cherry opening one and bowing courteously to 

Zerrex. “After you.” 

“I don‟t trust you.” Zerrex said mildly, and the demoness rolled her eyes before the 

Drakkaren finally gave in, Sammy growling on his shoulder. Cherry growled back as she 

followed Zerrex inside, and then she ducked and covered her head, the reptile looking confused 

for a moment as he saw another pair of double doors before he yelped as several panels in the 

ceiling opened, spraying a decontaminating mist over their bodies as vents in the walls began to 

roar, fans behind them sucking in the stuff before as Sammy screeched and tried to crawl under 

Zerrex‟s shirt. 

It ended a minute or so later, and the doors ahead of them clicked unlocked as Cherry 

stood, coughing and grinning stupidly before she yelped when Zerrex grabbed her by the collar, 

jerking her forwards and asking flatly: “Any other surprises ahead?” 

“Nope.” Cherry squeaked, and Zerrex dropped her, mumbling as he opened the doors. 

The demoness followed him quickly through, and they walked down a sterile steel corridor as the 

reptile frowned, pausing for a moment before the demoness grinned, and bounced up by his side 

as he looked at the fluorescent lights in the ceiling. “That‟s right, this is a corruption-free zone. 



That means their scientists can work just like mortal ones up top… and dude, I shit you not, 

some of the technology they have in here Cindy would like, orgasm over.” 

Zerrex looked at her for a moment, and she cleared her throat before grabbing his hand 

almost childishly and yanking him down the corridor, the reptile sighing as Sammy sniffed at the 

air and mumbled to himself, setting himself firmly down on the Drakkaren‟s shoulder and 

looking distrustfully around them. A moment later, they entered into a lab area, where a goat 

demon in the corner was dressed in a lab coat, measuring out strange liquids into vials and 

boiling one on a small burner on his desk… but Cherry ignored him as she bounced over to 

Priest, dressed in coveralls and wearing a pair of safety goggles as he carefully used a pair of 

tweezers and a tiny plasma cutter to remove pieces of metal from the inside of what looked like a 

missile. “Hey, kiddo, what are you doing? Ain‟t you gonna give Momma  big fuck and a feel-

up?” 

“Busy.” Priest said shortly, and Cherry grumbled something about „like father, like son,‟ 

crossing her arms and sulking as the plasma cutter hissed as it sliced something inside the missile 

apart… and then Priest smiled as he straightened, pulling out a microchip with the tweezers and 

gently laying it on a velvet cloth sitting on the large, flat tabletop. “There we go. Mom, Dad, it‟s 

great to see you… especially you Dad, you look terrific.” 

He smiled warmly, and father and son exchanged a tight hug before Cherry cleared her 

throat… and Priest sighed, giving her a hug as well. Then he turned around and gently lifted the 

gutted missile up… before he winced when his mother gave his rear a hearty slap, almost 

fumbling it before he tossed her a dark glare and carefully knelt, setting it into a rack below the 

table with several other opened missiles. “I wish you wouldn‟t do that, at least not while I‟m 

working, Mom. This stuff is really dangerous… advanced mortal technologies we harvested 

from an import ring.” 

“What are these?” Zerrex asked curiously, looking at the microchips as Sammy squeaked 

and leaned his head down, and Priest absently patted the little pseudodragon on the head before 

he smiled at his father as Sammy gave a pleased chirp. 

“Navigational components we took out of the missiles… they‟re long range weapons, 

meant to be fired out of a special rocket launcher, designed with long-distance interfaces that 

allow them to be manually controlled at great speeds while automatically avoiding anti-missile 

obstacles.” Priest explained, and then he cleared his throat when Zerrex stared at him, taking off 

his goggles and putting them aside before he carefully picked the velvet cloth up and set it gently 

down in an open metal lockbox with a foam inside. “In other words… really, really advanced 

computer parts. I‟m pretty sure that if we harness these properly, we‟ll be able to set up a 

working wireless interface across Hell… it‟s just a matter of insulating them without dampening 

the signals and finding a wavelength to broadcast on that‟s free of electromagnetic static.” 

“I really don‟t get how he‟s so smart. How‟s he so smart?” Cherry asked dumbly, and 

Zerrex shrugged with a grunt before she poked her son‟s side, making him grunt as he ignored 

her and put his tools away in a small kit: the reptile was amazed by how neat and organized his 

area of this lab was, before he winced and looked over his shoulder as he heard a quiet boom and 

a crackle of glass to see the goatling standing stupidly in front of a cloud of smoke, glass and a 

jelly-like substance everywhere on his table. Then again, maybe it‟s just because he‟s not a 

chemist. Or Huck. “Anyway, look, you wanted to do something with that armlet?” 

“Oh, right. Here, let me see it, Dad.” Priest held out a hand, and Zerrex raised his arm 

after a moment, feeling oddly hesitant. His son smiled at him, and then he tapped a quick 

command in before he hit the release on the bottom of the armlet and pulled it off, and the 



Drakkaren winced, expecting his clothing to vanish… and then he stared when they didn‟t, and 

Priest laughed a bit: “What, you didn‟t know about that? Then again… we haven‟t really gone 

over this machine and all it can do even after all these years, have we?”  

“No, we haven‟t had a chance to just sit down and talk about it at all.” Zerrex replied with 

soft amusement, and he and Priest leaned against the table almost in unison as Cherry crossed 

her arms with an amused smile, watching the two as the male tilted the nanotech machine 

towards his father. 

“See, it‟s not just for clothing… it also allows for active camouflage when you move, sort 

of… a chameleon effect.” He paused, then admitted: “Then again, that part of the machine‟s a 

little bit chewed up and doesn‟t work perfectly. It doesn‟t recognize either patterns or colors very 

well, so you‟ll never be entirely cloaked from anyone who‟s within a short distance. It also takes 

a moment to scan and detect your surroundings… a bit of a setback, but well… I can‟t figure out 

how to make it instantaneous or enhance its intelligence. 

“It also lets you interface with other forms of technology, and to hack into security 

systems and computer networks, specifically: the more complex the system, the longer it takes, 

and some machines, like vehicular systems, it can‟t decrypt or activate at all because it‟s not 

designed for that… but it‟s excellent for information gathering and silent entry. The best feature 

of it, though, is that it builds a catalog as you use it… for instance, if you run a bypass on a door 

lock made by a security company, and then you have to use it to get by the same type of door 

lock by the same company, then it should be able to hack into it within seconds instead of 

possibly minutes.” 

Priest paused, then he turned around and put the armlet down on the table, picking up a 

screwdriver and going to work on the device as he said in a softer voice: “And now I‟m going to 

add something else in. Right now, you can use magic on the mortal plane because the machine 

runs off a special crystal… but I realized that the power drain on that crystal will be incredible if 

you continue to use magic. I also recognized, however, that the use of magic might be required… 

so I‟m going to add in pieces of crystal specifically for the purpose of being used to cast spells.” 

“I see…” Zerrex paused, then he asked curiously: “There‟s enough room in the device for 

all of that? And what about that voice command thing?” 

“Oh, I almost forgot, right.” Priest smiled slightly over his shoulder at his father, then he 

looked back down at the device, removing a section off the armlet before reaching for a drawer 

in the desk, pulling it open and taking out a crescent-shaped, thick piece of crystal. “Yeah, 

there‟s plenty of room… and I never got around to mentioning the other features of the machine. 

There‟s an intelligent mapping system that will show you all sorts of statistics on an area, as well 

as other life forms present with an old-fashioned kind of radar system… and uh.. a holographic 

projector with a few preset stats placed into it, a body-monitoring device thanks to the 

nanomachines, all kinds of crazy fun little gizmos. One of my personal favorites, though, is that 

voice command… which is one of the few bits I think we talked about before. It‟ll build up a 

vocabulary and listen to you when you give it orders, so you don‟t always have to tap stuff into 

the keyboard… very useful feature, especially since it can learn to detect tone and inflection so it 

knows when its being spoken to.” 

“That‟s spooky.” Zerrex said flatly, and then he watched as Priest flipped up another 

section of the armlet, strange machinery buzzing inside before the tall male carefully fitted the 

crescent crystal against the underside of the plate he had just removed, and he put down the tool 

in his hand to pick up a welding device from his kit. Zerrex watched in fascination as he began 

welding it on with a blue spark that was bright, but not painfully so, wondering how the hell it 



worked… and then he frowned as he looked around for Cherry, before he winced. “Excuse me, 

Priest, for just a moment.” 

Priest grunted in response, concentrating on his work, and Zerrex thought that was best as 

he stomped over to Cherry and yanked the gun she was playing with out of her hand, making her 

huff as he put it down before he glared at her: she had also put on several metallic pads over her 

arms and a pair of thick gauntlets laced with wires, and the Drakkaren leaned in, ordering in an 

irritated whisper: “You better put that stuff back right now, seriously.” 

“Make me.” Cherry huffed, and then she winced when Zerrex glared at her, clearing her 

throat and then mumbling grouchily as she took the gauntlets off, putting them back in a 

cubbyhole together before she slid off the arm-pads and dropped them on a shelf, huffing. Zerrex 

paused, then he frowned at her, and she tried to look innocently away before he reached between 

her breasts, and she opened her mouth with a grin before she grumbled as he removed a disc-

shaped object, putting it down on the table. “Oh, fuck you. You‟re no fun.” 

“Stop playing with Priest‟s stuff. He‟s your son, you‟re not the troublesome daughter. 

And put anything else you‟ve stuffed in other places back, too.” Zerrex scolded, then he turned 

away and headed back towards the working Dragokkaren-demon, and then he winced when there 

was a thunderous blast behind them, and Priest looked up and turned slowly around to see a hole 

in the wall, the metal blackened and torn and the shelving blown away, bits and pieces of 

machinery hailing down as Cherry stood holding a ring of some sort in her hand, and then Zerrex 

groaned and slapped his forehead. 

“Oh, Mom!” Priest sounded exasperated, slapping his forehead with a wince before he 

asked in a voice that sounded desperate to figure something out: “Why the hell would you pull 

the pin out of a compression grenade?” 

“It must have gotten stuck on one of my piercings when I pulled it out of my pants.” 

Cherry said dumbly, as a few demons in uniform stared through the hole in the wall, Cherry 

clearing her throat as she dumbly continued to face forwards, refusing to acknowledge the messy 

aftermath of the explosion behind her. Then she grinned stupidly and carefully sidestepped 

towards the door, before she turned and sprinted for it, her back covered in char as she babbled; 

“See you at home, Boss!” 

Priest slumped, looking morbid, and Zerrex awkwardly patted him on the shoulder before 

he shook his head and said grouchily: “Well, there goes two hundred thousand gold worth of 

equipment. At least all the special projects are kept in a locked vault…” He looked miserable, 

and then he shook his head, turning back towards the armlet as he replaced a few plates on it and 

started to screw them back in, mumbling: “And you know what the worst part of this is? This 

isn‟t even the first time this has happened.” 

Zerrex nodded and rubbed the back of head, saying lamely: “I‟ll pay for it all. Really, 

Priest, we‟ve sort of got an emergency fund for this kind of thing anyway, with uh… well… you 

know your mother.” 

“No, no… I‟ll just make an appointment to see Sabnock or one of the other judges, and 

have her give me a writ that‟ll let me raid the evidence lockers… lots of stuff there I can use.” 

Priest shook his head, and then he grumbled as he added dryly: “I‟d only be really mad if she had 

destroyed this little device right here, or one of my other big projects, I guess. Mom is Mom… 

even if she‟s a huge pain in the ass.” 

The reptile nodded, sighing as he leaned back against the table and crossed his arms, 

saying with a bit of a smile: “You know, Cherry wasn‟t always like this. She used to be… well. 

Very serious and wicked, and she only got loud when she was busy screaming at someone. But 



she was no fun… and she caused very little trouble, especially compared to the way she acts 

today.” 

Priest paused for a moment to tilt his head curiously towards Zerrex. “What do you 

mean? I thought Mother‟s always been the same way about everything… vulgar, rude, and 

anxious to get into everything.” 

“Nah… Cherry and I used to be vicious and way too little fun.” The Drakkaren laughed a 

bit, shaking his head slowly as he continued softly: “We yelled, we treated other people like 

crap, we always tried to force our way and… other things like that. We were unpleasant, in short. 

Cherry rarely joked around, rarely had any fun at all… all she wanted to was fight and kill and 

pretend that did something to deal with the pain. 

“Cherry and I tried to kill each other before, too… on more than one occasion.” Zerrex 

added musingly, rubbing slowly at the underside of his muzzle, and Priest gave him an amused 

look as he turned back to the nanotech armlet, working on it again as the reptile cleared his 

throat. “I meant, for real, seriously. But well… I dun remember exactly where I was going with 

this, but I think I was trying to say something about how this kind of Cherry is actually much 

more pleasant than a serious and calm Cherry.” 

Priest grunted, then he tapped a few buttons on the armlet, making it beep as it began to 

run diagnostics over itself while he screwed the last panel into place. “Well, that doesn‟t make 

her any less destructive when it comes to my equipment. Although I do appreciate the fact that 

you and her aren‟t the kind of people who kill everyone in sight… you know, Mom‟s told me a 

good few stories about you, and what she and you used to get up to. Here, just wait a minute, I‟m 

having it run a diagnostic.” 

Zerrex rubbed the back of his head as Priest turned around, the Dragokkaren looking 

down at him almost benevolently as he said with soft entertainment: “You guys are interesting. 

And you know I‟m glad to listen to your stories, Dad… just like the rest of your kids are, which I 

wish you‟d figure out for yourself one of these days. Even Driz will listen if you talk, you do 

know that, right?” 

The Drakkaren shifted awkwardly, and Priest shook his head with a quiet laugh, reaching 

out to touch his father‟s shoulder gently. “I don‟t think anyone‟s ever pointed this out, but Driz 

was always upset because he didn‟t get the same affection from you. Did you ever stop and look 

at it that way? That what he craved from you was attention and affection… and that‟s why he 

acts so mad at you sometimes, because he‟s scared he‟s not going to get that.” 

Zerrex looked down thoughtfully as he rubbed at his own face, not knowing exactly what 

to say… and then Priest turned away, heading towards the damaged wall and muttering under his 

breath as he touched the charred sides of it, saying flatly: “Now, see this? This is exactly why I 

said fusing demonic magic into unstable mortal devices is a bad idea. High-impact, short-

radius… that‟s supposed to be a rocket‟s job, not a grenade‟s, anyway.” 

Zerrex grunted in agreement after a moment, and then he glanced over his shoulder as the 

armlet dinged and the disc-shaped protrusion on it whirred, a holographic image showing a pie 

chart Zerrex didn‟t understand projecting above it as Priest turned around and approached, 

resting his hands on the table. “Alright… it seems to be working fine, Dad.” He reached out and 

tapped a button, and the projection vanished before the Dragokkaren picked the armlet up and 

held it out to him, smiling a bit. “You better go find Mom before she starts a riot or something. If 

you need me, by the way, well… I‟m glad to help out.” 

“And I appreciate that more than I can say.” Zerrex replied softly, as he slipped the 

armlet on and let it lock back into his forearm, the reptile smiling  a bit as the nanomachine 



clothing over his body rippled before smoothing out. “Thank you, Priest… you‟re a good son to 

me. One of my best.” 

“Hey, just… one thing.” Priest looked almost hesitant, and Zerrex tilted his head as he 

looked up at his son, who rubbed at his head before he finally said quietly: “When you go back 

to the Estate… check in on Markus, huh? He misses you but… he‟s scared of seeing you or 

Cherry. I hear he doesn‟t get a lot of visitors, and… that‟s probably hard on him.” 

Zerrex nodded after a moment, and then he replied with a bit of a smile: “That‟s no favor, 

Priest, that‟s you lookin‟ out for your kid brother. I appreciate seeing that… and I will. Thanks. 

Take care, huh?” 

“You too, Dad.” Priest rose a hand, and Zerrex smiled at him before the Drakkaren turned 

and left, heading out into the hallway and carefully edging past some suspicious-looking guards 

and demons dressed in coveralls that were poking at the wreckage of the wall. The reptile 

decided to make his way towards the exit, musing to himself as he approached the airlock, and 

he halted in front of them as Sammy chirped from where he was sitting contentedly on his 

shoulder, before he growled as they were scanned by a camera. Serious level tech here, though. 

The scanning process took much less time than it had outside – possibly because Cherry 

wasn‟t here, more likely because there was no contamination from corruption – and Zerrex was 

able to step into the airlock as the pseudodragon glared warily back and forth, before yelping 

when the mist sprayed over them and the vents roared to life. Then the doors opened to the 

outside… and Zerrex sighed and slapped his forehead when he stepped out and the first thing he 

saw was Cherry harassing a mechanic, yelling at him as she pointed at the open engine of the 

tank. 

“Fuck that, I would never put shit like that on any kind of vehicle! Tanks are supposed to 

be slow moving anyway, not… speedy-fast-jazz-mix and shit.” Cherry apparently retorted, and 

the demon threw his hands up in frustration, looking like he was about to hit her with the wrench. 

If only. “Anyway, like… oh, hey, Boss, there you are! Fuck, what took you so long, I‟ve been 

out here for like, hours.” 

“It‟s been five minutes, maybe.” Zerrex replied sourly, and Cherry grumbled something 

that sounded like „same difference‟ before he pointed at her, adding dryly: “And you still have 

some ash on your back.” 

This made her clear her throat, awkwardly reaching behind herself and brushing at her 

back as she grinned stupidly at the reptile, before he held a hand up and created a portal, saying 

mildly: “Come on, let‟s head back to the Estate. We should stop in and see your other son before 

we start putting teams together… maybe he can even help us.” 

Cherry winced at this, fidgeting awkwardly on the spot before she sighed and relented, 

nodding and looking glum. Zerrex thought some of her expression was self-loathing, however… 

and he shook his head a bit, smiling faintly as he threw an arm around her shoulders once she 

came close and walking through the portal with her to step out into the main hall. 

Sammy chirped and jumped off Zerrex‟s shoulder, before he paused and stood up, 

looking at him for a moment… and the reptile nodded, smiling a bit as the pseudodragon ran off. 

Cherry tilted her head curiously, and Zerrex squeezed her lightly close, saying softly: “He just 

wants to take a run around the place… it‟s been a long time since he‟s been here, after all.” 

“Yeah, I‟d probably want to cut loose a bit myself.” Cherry admitted, and then she sighed 

as she looked morbidly at the Drakkaren, asking in a voice with an edge of a whine to it: “Do I 

really have to go and see Markus? Can‟t we hang out with someone cool, like Firenze? He‟s a 

misfit too, after all.” 



“I know it‟s hard for you, Cherry… but we owe it to him. We‟re his parents… and I 

believe parents should take care of their children, especially when they have the means to do so 

and the kid is trying his best to reform. We have to balance ourselves… but… we need to both 

respect and view them as a separate adult and treat them as such… but also… care and show 

compassion and kinship towards them.” Zerrex said softly, and the demoness mumbled about 

parenting guides before he headbutted her lightly, saying dryly: “Hey, Cindy was the one who 

was really into the parenting manuals. I only got into a few of them.” 

“Which you read like, non-stop.” Cherry shot back, as they headed towards the stairs, and 

the Drakkaren snorted and rolled his eyes in amusement before he closed them and concentrated, 

letting his mind reach out as he felt for energy signatures, recognizing a few of them here and 

there before he jerked his head to the left, and they moved in that direction from the island up 

another set of stairs. 

Zerrex let his arm fall from around Cherry to open the door, since she was still fidgeting a 

bit and looking awkward, and they stepped into a hallway just in time to see Mercy leave her 

room, looking a bit disheveled. She looked up at the sight of her father, then smiled warmly and 

approached, and they shared a tight hug before she tilted her head curiously, and the reptile 

answered: “We‟re going to see Markus. Do you know where he is? Maybe you can come along, 

too, help… ease the tension.” 

Mercy nodded, smiling a bit as she rubbed at her arms, safely covered by a long-sleeved 

blouse, and then she made a few quick gestures that Zerrex nodded at after a moment, saying 

softly: “I‟m glad to hear it, then. I mean… well… you know what I mean.” 

Mercy nodded again, looking at him with soft entertainment, and she led them down the 

hall as Cherry leaned forwards and asked dumbly: “What the fuck did she just say? My artistic 

interpretation is so not nearly as good as yours.” 

“Markus is in the conservatory. And yes, we have a conservatory. That‟s how posh this 

place is.” Zerrex replied flatly, and Mercy covered her stitched mouth as she silently giggled, 

Cherry‟s jaw dropping for a moment before she closed it and crossed her arms, huffing. Then 

Zerrex tilted his head upwards as he heard faint piano music… and he followed with a bit of a 

smile as Mercy quietly led them to a twisting staircase, heading upwards as the music grew 

louder. 

On the fourth floor, the door across from the stairwell was wide open, and the three let 

themselves quietly in to where Markus was seated at the piano, playing for a few other demons 

the Drakkaren recognized. Among them was Shelly, who gave her father a curdled smile before 

she looked stoically down at her wine glass, her current boy-toy – a tall, dumb-looking 

Salamander – half-asleep at another table. But she didn‟t make a scene, which Zerrex 

appreciated: he thought even Shelly had a little bit of common decency now and again. 

A few of his other children were seated at round tables that had been set out, almost like a 

buffet, in front of a small stage with two pianos on it and a few other instruments. Zerrex, 

Cherry, and Mercy quietly took a seat with Blueberry, who looked up in surprise from the book 

she had been reading before she smiled at them warmly, whispering softly to her father: “He‟ll 

be so thrilled to see you guys…” 

Zerrex nodded almost absently as he looked at Markus‟s back, the Dragokkaren 

concentrating hard on his playing as his fingers roved back and forth over the keys with 

incredible dexterity. He smiled a bit to himself, remembering how Requiem, so many years ago, 

had tried to teach him more than just combat and instructed and tutored him in other things, such 

as poetry and literature… and how angry Narrius had gotten when he‟d found out. The most 



Narrius had ever permitted him to be taught was meditation… but only because Narrius 

recognized the value of a sharpened, fearless mind. 

Markus was looking healthier than he remembered, his scales a bit more lustrous, his 

plain mortal clothes and sash tight against his frame… and he had a tattoo down one forearm the 

reptile didn‟t remember, something zigzagging that Zerrex couldn‟t see clearly from his angle. 

But his piano playing was… sad, yet mellow and soothing, and he rarely stumbled or blurred 

notes as he checked his sheet music only occasionally, his eyes closed for the most part as a 

silent metronome ticked time back and forth on the black, enormous instrument. 

Cherry crossed her arms as she leaned back in her chair, looking quiet: music was one of 

the few things even her precog wouldn‟t let her tackle, despite how agile her fingers were. She 

had all the necessary components, after all, except for one thing… and that one thing was the 

patience required to learn. After all, even though she didn‟t act like it… Cherry could display 

humility when it was necessary to drop her usual façade.  

Markus finished after a few minutes, and there was scattered clapping across the room 

from the dozen or so people present, as Markus turned around and bowed low… and then he 

smiled warmly when he saw his parents, looking startled at first but quickly recovering as he 

grasped at something hidden beneath his shirt. Then he rose a hand to them, and Zerrex rose a  

hand back, before he kicked Cherry beneath the table. 

She gave a strained smile and rose her own hand, and Markus looked absolutely 

delighted before he turned as one of his half-siblings approached him bashfully, distracted for the 

moment, and Cherry said immediately: “Okay we saw him, he saw us, let‟s go.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes… but before he could argue, Shelly swept imperiously by with her 

new male cohort in tow, and then she paused, half-curtsying to Zerrex as she said dryly: “Father. 

So good of you and… dear Cynthia… to come out and see your son play. It‟s a nice change from 

your usual soapbox, although it must have been hard for you to step off it.” 

“Go away before I eat you.” Cherry snapped rudely, and then she added with a glare that 

made Shelly quail: “And it‟s Cherry. Call me by that name again, and Zerrex‟s kid or not, I will 

stuff your head up your own ass.” 

Shelly huffed indignantly, and then she stormed away as the reptile sighed and slumped 

his shoulders, Blueberry patting him gently on the shoulder as Mercy shook her head with a look 

of distaste. Then Zerrex looked up as Markus approached, and he stood before he was picked up 

in a tight embrace as the Dragokkaren said warmly: “Father, it‟s great to see you!” He paused, 

then put him down embarrassedly, grasping his shoulders and planting a kiss on his forehead. 

“Sorry, I got caught up in the moment… and Mom, hey!” 

Markus opened his arms wide, but Cherry only shrank back in her chair, giving him a 

sour look, as there was an awkward pause before the demoness sighed and sat forwards, taking 

one of his hands and shaking it between both her own as she said dryly: “Markus, glad to see you 

working on something so… not violent.” 

Markus squeezed her hand lightly, and then he let go after a moment, pulling a chair out 

and sitting down between his father and Cherry – the latter female, however, was almost all the 

way around the table, and trying to edge closer to Mercy, her chair thumping lightly against the 

ground before the stitched-mouth female nudged her firmly and made her grumble. “I‟m really 

getting into my music playing these days… it‟s a fun hobby, and people seem to appreciate 

listening to it. It keeps me feeling real calm and collected, too…” He smiled a bit, looking at 

Zerrex as he asked softly: “I hear lots has happened with you, though, Dad… and you too, 

Mom.” 



Zerrex nodded, then he looked at Cherry pointedly as he said: “Your mother was actually 

on a mission recently with Raze, Mahihko, and Lone, the two wolves who… are a valued part of 

my mortal family. Even if they mess up now and then, right Cherry?” 

Cherry shifted awkwardly, and then she grunted and nodded, saying finally: “Yeah, I 

guess they are. You know Boss, I don‟t remember telling you just what happened on that long-

ass haul… why don‟t you guys just shut up and have a listen?” 

No one argued as Markus leaned forwards and Zerrex smiled slightly, tilting his head 

curiously… and Cherry hesitated for only a moment, then she finally sat back and cleared her 

throat, saying seriously: “It all started at the big double doors, and I was like, aw shit, „cause I 

know right from the fucking start that like. Someone had tampered with them and gotten into that 

nightmare of a tower before us…”  



Book IV: The Hanged Man 

 

Time passed far too quickly sometimes in Hell: before Zerrex knew it, he was walking 

back and forth with a frown, rubbing at his muzzle as both angels and demons stood in rows in 

front of him in the Entrance Hall of the Ravenlight Estate, with Raze and Cherry somewhere 

behind, both looking stoic and their arms crossed. Raze seemed a bit moodier than usual, but the 

Drakkaren thought that was because he had to stay behind… while Loki, who was off in Valhalla 

at the moment „cleaning up,‟ got to go to the mortal plane… along with a few others. 

“Alright.” Zerrex halted in the middle of the area, and then he said mildly: “Sin, Lily, 

Amiglion and… Selena.” The slightest of pauses, as the still-furious female refused to look at 

him at all. “All of you have to stay in Hell, and I‟ll be counting on each of you to go over the 

preparations we discussed at the last council meeting and start enacting them.” One of the most 

awkward council meetings ever, by the way. “Raze is going to stay here, to act as an information 

courier between Heaven and Hell, and we can expect Mary to be doing the same up-top, in case 

anything serious happens. 

“Vampire, Tinman, Cherry, Loki, Mahihko, and Lone will all be coming with me to the 

mortal plane.” the Drakkaren continued calmly, looking over them, and a murmur passed 

through the group before the reptile held up his hand for silence. “As of this moment, Sabnock 

will be placed in charge of the Grand Council, meaning that her orders are to be listened to. Mist 

and Shine, you will act as Selena‟s bodyguards, and Desire and Cypress will protect Lily. You 

two will have to be out in the field in your provinces, and I don‟t want you left vulnerable… Sin 

and Amiglion, meanwhile, will both have detachments of Amazons and Royal Guards with them 

at all times, is this understood?” 

The four nodded, Selena looking disgustedly at the floor… and then Zerrex closed his 

eyes for a moment, before he opened them and finished quietly, looking towards the back of the 

room. “Ixin, you‟re in charge of the mage council. Work with the Scholars, Scribes, and 

Historians, see if you can slow down the time distortions and theorize on what‟s going to happen 

when Hell rejoins the mortal plane. We need to buy time and get the answers to a few questions 

before it‟s too late and we end up learning the hard way. 

“The rest of you will be split into teams, except for Mercy, who has already left on a 

diplomatic mission to President Balthazar to inform him of what‟s been happening, with 

Blueberry acting as translator and recorder.” Zerrex continued calmly, despite the nervousness 

he‟d felt in sending out two of his cherished and most vulnerable daughters to the mortal coil. 

Mercy, at least, he‟d had the foresight to give a choker inset with a demonic crystal… and even if 

she couldn‟t speak, he knew she‟d still be able to cast a few spells with it. “And lastly… Firenze, 

Driz, and Markus. I‟d like to speak with you three in private. As for the rest of you… good luck 

with your missions. Normally I‟d try hard to be positive, but…” He smiled grimly, saying 

quietly: “Get ready for the worst.” 

Near the back of the room, these three nodded, Driz and Firenze standing close together 

and Markus looking like an outcast on an island, in his own quiet corner… and Zerrex started to 

walk towards a side room before he heard someone clear their throat, and he turned with a frown 

to look at Anubis. The jackal stood awkwardly for a moment several feet away, dressed in his 

spotless white tuxedo and looking nervous… before he asked finally: “When will Judge White 

be returning?” 



“Probably in a few hundred years, maybe a thousand or so.” Zerrex replied mildly, and 

they looked at each other uncomfortably before the Drakkaren extended a hand, saying finally: “I 

hope you‟ll work with us, not the Old Gods.” 

Anubis looked at him for a moment, and then he smiled a bit as he crossed his arms, sour 

amusement mixing in his eyes with a grudging sort of appreciation at the gesture. “I don‟t shake 

hands with the people I hate. If you‟ll excuse me, I have to head off and file some papers…” 

He turned around, saw Sin, and then he winced and created a portal, leaping through it. 

For once, Zerrex couldn‟t exactly blame the god: Sin had literally torn him into pieces once upon 

a time, and the reptile knew that wasn‟t exactly something you forgot. Then he shook his head 

before heading towards the side door in the hall again, nodding to the three waiting anxiously 

beside it and reaching out to grasp the handle… before he paused, looked over the emptying 

hallway, and then gazed at them quietly as he let his hand drop away from the knob. “This is 

private enough. 

“Driz… I have high expectations of you.” Zerrex said softly, but he was smiling a bit, 

and Driz looked at him with dour amusement as he crossed his arms, before his eyes roved over 

to Markus, adding softly: “You too, kiddo, even though you‟re the youngest. You guys have to 

watch out for your brother here… after all, if I end up dying, it‟ll be between Firenze, Driz, and 

Priest to see who takes my place, and I know you have as much taste for rulership as I do, 

Raven.” 

Firenze looked up in shock, his arms shackled and his collar in place, wearing only a 

plain white robe, shaking his head before he looked down at himself and his hands, saying 

quietly: “But… even now I feel their energy, and like it‟s trying to force into me… it‟s less now, 

but I barely made it through that meeting resisting all that gathered-up energy, even with these 

shackles on, and I still can‟t control myself if… if my body starts to feed on it…” 

“You‟re wise, and a natural leader.” Zerrex said quietly, overriding him as he reached out 

and squeezed his shoulders, and Firenze calmed as he looked up at his father quietly, before the 

Drakkaren leaned down and kissed his forehead softly in blessing. “If I had to choose… it would 

be you to rule in my stead as the next High King. You have the wisdom and gentle heart of your 

mother… and my only good quality, endurance.” He smiled a bit, then he looked at Driz, adding 

quietly: “You and Priest would be excellent rulers too… but I know how much you‟d hate to let 

anyone tinker with your power stations and Priest would have a fit if he wasn‟t allowed to work 

on his science projects for days at a time. But you‟d have to at least advise Firenze here… after 

all, he needs someone with as many experiences and sharp an eye as you, Driz. Do you 

remember all that stuff I told you about being a big brother on the mortal realm?” 

“How could I forget? You drilled it into me.” Driz acted disgusted, but he was smiling 

despite himself, as he reached out and rubbed a hand against Firenze‟s skull, making him laugh 

and duck away as the chains between his shackles rattled. “I agree, though, Father. Firenze is a 

lot less frustrating than you.” 

Markus smiled warmly, patting his older half-brother awkwardly on the arm as he said 

softly: “If you guys have such confidence in him… then I‟ll lay my life down to protect him. I… 

I want to make up for the past anyway, and this seems like a good way to start really working to 

redeem myself. I want to be a part of Hell‟s glorious future… not a hidden-away dark relic of the 

past.” He paused, then looked across at his Father, murmuring: “It means a lot you‟re trusting me 

enough to let me help in any way with these… big events.” 

Zerrex only smiled at this, not wanting to say how sorry he was that they all had to: if he 

had his way, he‟d never have any of his children witnesses the turmoil these dark times were 



bringing to Hell. Then he shook his head, and he looked directly at Firenze, saying quietly: 

“Listen to me. If something does go wrong… if you are attacked, and if things become dire… 

take off your restraints.” 

Firenze looked shocked at this, and Zerrex looked steadily into his eyes as Driz frowned 

darkly. “You aren‟t a weapon, Firenze, believe me… I know that. But you have a power that 

rivals any god‟s, and I have faith that… if you truly had to, you could control it. You aren‟t like 

Aether… and you aren‟t like Atlas. You know right and wrong… and even if the darkness 

overwhelms you, that light of your mind will still burn inside it.” 

“You‟ve learned to talk well over all these years, whatever else you might argue.” said a 

soft voice, and Zerrex looked up in surprise to see Sin standing behind him, Anathema lurking 

nearby with her arms crossed and head tilted up towards the ceiling. Then Sin gazed at her son, 

adding quietly: “If there‟s one thing Lord Zerrex knows… it‟s the value of discipline, and that 

every soul can turn itself around, if it wants to.” 

Firenze hesitated… and then he finally nodded, saying quietly: “Alright. I‟ll… try. If 

things get too dangerous.” He halted, then looked back and forth from Markus to Driz, smiling a 

bit. “So should I just return to my room?” 

“No, I want you three to investigate something for me.” Zerrex straightened and rubbed 

his hands together, and his sons looked up at him attentively. “There‟s apparently some kind of 

rift phasing in and out of reality in a village in the wastelands of the Eastern Province. Go and 

see Priest, he‟ll hook you up with some equipment to help you find it and tell you more… he 

should be in his usual lab.” 

The three nodded, and they headed off quickly, Markus waving almost shyly and Firenze 

offering his father a „good luck,‟ before they vanished through the portal as the reptile rose a 

hand to them. Then he turned to Sin, and she hesitated for a moment before saying finally: 

“Selena‟s not cooperating very well with us… Lily wanted to know if you‟d let her assign 

someone else to do her job until she starts… behaving herself, to use her words.” 

Zerrex sighed, then he finally nodded, saying quietly: “Have Mist and Shine take over, 

then… is there anything else?” 

Sin nodded in return, replying quietly: “The Heavenly Council summons you, Lord 

Zerrex… technically, they have no jurisdiction over us… but I don‟t think it would be a good 

idea to upset them. While Lord and Lucifer might be on our side, many of the original Angels are 

almost anxious to war with Hell again. There are still deep lines of hate etched between our 

planes… and I think that if you explain to them what‟s going on, they might start to understand 

that we are not the enemy, nor the cause of this.” 

The reptile nodded slowly, and then he sighed, looking down at himself. Plain clothes, 

heavy combat boots, nanotech armlet and no chance as of yet to actually prepare his own 

goddamn gear because of people constantly badgering him… and he finally looked at his 

handpicked group, walking over to them and announcing sourly: “I have to go to Heaven and 

deal with some problems.” 

Raze looked at him with surprise, and Zerrex shrugged, saying flatly: “Something about 

some Heavenly Council. Do you know about that?” 

“Fuckers.” Raze spat, and Sin mumbled something in agreement as she walked up beside 

Zerrex, Tinman rubbing at his cheek awkwardly. “I‟ll join you, though. Let you know the proper 

etiquette and their bullshit on the way up.” 

The Drakkaren nodded, and then he looked over his group, as Cherry sighed and sat on 

the stairs with Vampire on one side of her and Tinman sitting down at the other. He looked at 



them for a moment, and the huge wolf beamed as he reached out and snagged both Mahihko and 

Lone, the two smaller wolves yelping as they were dragged into the gigantic, loincloth-clad black 

wolf‟s lap. “We‟ll wait right here for you, Boss!” 

Tinman nodded, smiling up at him warmly as he rested his hands in his lap, wearing only 

jeans and a starched dress shirt, looking like your average, healthy mortal badger… and yet at the 

same time strangely fitting in with the massive demonic wolf and the huge… Cherry. Or maybe 

it was only the Drakkaren‟s memories of the Goth Legion that made everything seem to snap 

together so perfect, as the male said softly: “Please be careful, though, Zerrex… and you too, Sir 

Raze. Even I don‟t get the kindest reception in some places in Heaven.” 

Zerrex made a face, wondering how anyone could dislike Tinny, and then he looked at 

Sin, squeezing her shoulder quietly as he said softly: “Do me a huge favor and get Loki to the 

armory, okay?” When she nodded and smiled at him, he let her go, and she stepped away to open 

a portal as Zerrex‟s eyes turned to the others, looking at Lone‟s suddenly hopeful expression 

before he sighed and said mildly: “All of you can help yourselves to the armory downstairs and 

grab any gear you need from-” 

Before he could finish, Vampire and Cherry leapt to their feet, the latter opening a portal 

before it sparked closed when Vampire tackled her to the ground, and an uproar ensued as 

Tinman stared and Zerrex simply rolled his eyes, the two yelling at each other about who got 

what weapon as Lone and Mahihko were dragged into the skirmish. Then Raze walked over to 

him, and the reptile let him lead him away towards the double doors of the hall, the reptile 

looking back and forth with surprise as he mumbled: “Wow, everyone‟s actually gone. It‟s like 

they‟re all starting to listen to me.” 

Raze grunted as he held up a hand, concentrating before a vortex crackled open, and they 

headed through it together to step out onto a large, circular stone platform in the massive city that 

was Heaven. The sky above was a brilliant blue, cliffs that reached the clouds above floating 

here and there as Zerrex looked back and forth, letting himself adjust to the different 

environment and the strange purity of the air before Raze pulled off the plain black shirt he was 

wearing, looking back at the Drakkaren as he tied it around his waist, the golden scales of his 

chest glinting in the light and making the black that covered the rest of his body stand out all the 

more beautifully as he smiled slightly at the lizard. “We‟ll take the long way instead of 

portalling.” 

Slowly, a pair of white wings pushed themselves out of Raze‟s back, flapping once as the 

angelic godling gazed at Zerrex… and the reptile couldn‟t help but smile amusedly before he 

extended his own wings, his glowing with a brighter, stranger ivory evanescence as they stood 

side-by-side for a moment before both leapt into the air, flying high up into the sky as Raze 

threw his head back and laughed. They circled each other, and then Raze dived forwards, and 

Zerrex followed as they passed low over the rooftops of the marble buildings below, following a 

clustered stone road filled with milling people and every now and then a small market full of 

stalls and little wooden shops. 

They weaved back and forth, racing a bit as they flew past an immense statue of an Angel 

wearing a mask and holding a spear, circling around it as the diamonds and precious gems inset 

into the statue glimmered in the light, and then Raze dove low over a temple before he landed on 

the roof, and the Drakkaren flew down with a grin straight at him, but Raze reached up and 

grabbed his shoulders before he could be tackled to the ground, Zerrex seizing into the other 

reptile‟s as they spun around before their mouths met in a passionate kiss, both males closing 



their eyes before the scarred reptile‟s feet settled to the roof of the shrine, and they hugged 

tightly, the black-scaled male murmuring: “I don‟t ever want this to end…” 

“Neither do I…” Zerrex said quietly, holding tightly onto him, their muscular forms 

pressing together. Despite their equal height, it was Raze that tried to curl himself against 

Zerrex… and the reptile closed his eyes, stroking slowly over the back of the cold-seeming 

angel‟s head. Raze‟s anger and coldness stemmed from vicious events in his past… and Zerrex 

had been one of the only people to ever see through his façade to the quiet soul beneath it, mostly 

because Raze reminded him… of himself, from the past. 

Their relationship was a strange one: on the one hand, it was loving and would endure 

any strain… but on the other, the males rarely outwardly showed their bond, and only in 

moments like these did they show affection for each other. Otherwise, they seemed like only 

friends, whatever vows they had taken in a quiet shrine in Hell one day… and as Raze stepped 

away, they gazed into each other‟s eyes before sharing a soft, gentle kiss that lasted only a 

moment, but it calmed both of them visibly, as they regained their composure… yet even as they 

stepped away, their fingers remained locked together. 

Raze cleared his throat, finally, and he gently let go of Zerrex‟s hands as he crossed his 

arms, looking awkwardly at the ground before he said with a bit of a smile: “I… I guess I should 

tell you about the Council, though… come on, it‟s not in Iliad, but in the countryside, nearer to 

the city of Oakum.” 

The Drakkaren nodded, and then the two took flight again, moving at a moderate pace as 

their strong wings allowed them to glide high above the rectangular, closely-packed marble 

buildings towards the city walls and spacious fields beyond in the distance. They flew side-by-

side, silent for a few minutes, before Raze finally began to speak in his strong, calm voice, tinged 

with more than a faint hint of bitterness: “The Heavenly Council governs city-wide affairs and 

up to moderate matters of bureaucracy… and ever since our numbers were so severely reduced 

by the corruption of Narrius, they‟ve been taking on more important matters, such as directing 

the Metatrons and several of the different Thrones of Heaven. They are pompous, pretentious, 

and arrogant, composed of surviving Naganatine, the original Angels created by God, and 

several self-proclaimed „holy gods.‟ 

“They will patronize you. They will talk down to you. They will try and be forceful with 

you. But they have little real power… all of that is held by Lucifer and Lord, and I expect both… 

my father… and the original High King of Hell will be present at this meeting.” Raze said dryly, 

a bit of distaste entering his voice as they sailed over the squat stone wall that separated the city 

from the grassy fields beyond, the two following a long, tan-dirt road. “Do not display weakness 

to them, and try and keep your temper… which I can barely manage myself when I‟m forced to 

be present at their little intellectual masturbation sessions.” 

Zerrex grunted, nodding as he made a face: sometimes he forgot that Raze was 

technically Heavenly royalty, as they passed above a large farm. The Drakkaren‟s eyes settled on 

an orchard below them, and he suddenly dived as Raze frowned at him, the Drakkaren flying low 

between the rows of trees and reaching his hands out to snag an apple in each, before he shot 

back into the air and offered one to Raze, who smiled dryly before he flipped upside down and 

reached a hand out to take it from his fellow reptile. 

Then the two spun around in a wide, synchronized circle before Raze flipped himself 

back upwards, and they continued on, Raze biting a large chunk out of the apple and chewing 

loudly, silence spiraling out between them for a few moments. Finally, Zerrex asked mildly: “Do 

they have the authority and influence to be able to start a war with Hell?”  



Raze shook his head, saying quietly: “Lord and Lucifer will not allow that to happen 

under any circumstances… especially right now. They‟re afraid, Zerrex, that‟s all… Heaven has 

few powerful warriors anymore, and the Corruption claimed many, many angels. Our power has 

never been in military strength, anyway: demons have always had the edge there. But now we‟re 

losing mages, too, and more and more, angels are clamoring to be able to travel to the mortal 

realm, while these… politicians want to keep Heaven‟s image of aloofness alive for some 

godforsaken reason. It‟s all a mire of shit, and the people in it are just trying to shovel that shit 

onto someone else.” 

Zerrex grunted, then he made a face as he looked ahead to a massive, dome-shaped 

building, reminded with distaste of the Marble Dome in the capital of Ire. It sat on a raised, 

square base of marble, and a huge mountain rose up at its back… and at the very top of the 

dome, there was some kind of figure. As they closed in on it, the Drakkaren realized it was a 

statue of a Naganatine with a blindfold over her eyes, holding up a set of scales… and Raze 

murmured: “Justice. The first and only Naganatine to die during the Betrayal; Mephistopheles 

turned her to solid stone, and instead of letting her rest in a crypt, the bastards who run the 

council thought it would be more fitting to hang her like a trophy on top of their Senate.” 

The Drakkaren snarled a bit at this… and then he forced himself to calm as both he and 

Raze dropped out of the sky, landing on their feet at the end of a wide stone path leading from 

the dusty road towards the massive dome. Zerrex realized it was a stadium design, with 

enormous statues of masked Angels holding the dome ceiling up on their shoulders… and inside 

was the speaking area, surrounded by a row of benches, with the highest at the back near the base 

of the dome. 

The wide stairs leading onto the platform the senate building were tall stone steps, 

guarded by both warrior angels in silver armor carrying short spears, shields, and holstered 

swords, and uniformed angels with longbows, many of them with arrows already nocked and 

ready to fly as if they were guarding a barracks during a war time, not a building of democracy. 

Zerrex also knew they weren‟t at all-out war yet, even if things were getting dire… and he 

paused to look at the caravan of heavy carts and carriages that had stopped nearby, soldiers 

inspecting this as Ascended mortals stood around, looking unnerved as an officer wearing a long 

cape jotted things on a clipboard with a look of distaste. 

The Drakkaren shook his head as they approached the stairs… and immediately, two 

angels stepped forwards, readying their spears… but Raze snarled and slapped these away, and 

the warrior angels backed quickly off, both of them wincing and dropping, their silver helms 

gleaming in the light as the godling shouted angrily: “Stand down! The next person to even look 

at Lord Zerrex wrong deals with me!” 

Zerrex smiled a bit at this, as Raze rolled his shoulders before his wings slowly folded 

back down, and the godling put his shirt on with a mutter as Zerrex allowed his own wings to 

vanish into his back, a few motes of energy glimmering around him before he headed up the 

stairs and paused outside the row of pillars. He didn‟t know whether to wait outside or to 

approach the steps at the sides of the benches and sit somewhere quietly… but the meeting inside 

already seemed like it had been interrupted by Raze‟s yelling, and the two drew a few interested 

looks as the godling walked up and grasped the Drakkaren‟s shoulder, steering him inside and 

into the well-lit open speaking area at the base… and the reptile made a face as he looked up and 

realized that the benches were kept in a state of shadow, and the balconies in the dome high 

above – how the hell do they get into those? – kept almost in total darkness, although at least 



today they looked unused. “Chancellor, I would like to present High King Zerrex Narrius of 

Hell. I believe you requested his presence.” 

An aged-looking Naganatine in a black and red robe smiled at Zerrex glibly from where 

he stood at the edge of the speaking area, and he walked forwards, saying in a calm, soft voice: 

“We were just discussing taxation rights… but I suppose we can let that issue rest a moment, if 

you must insist Lord Raze. Please, take your seat.” 

He bowed politely as he gestured towards the benches, and Raze walked up into them, 

Zerrex looking over his audience and wincing. It included the three Naganatine that he had 

already had issues with in Hell, faceless, silver-masked Metatrons with cold eyes, and although 

he couldn‟t see Lord, standing at the back in the shadows was Lucifer himself, in regal clothing 

and wearing a long, black cape. He stood out because of his strange features: a true half-breed 

between wolf and Dragokkaren, he looked like a genetic experiment gone wrong, the right side 

of his body that of a grey timberwolf with grizzled features, his left a Dragokkaren with a stony 

face. It was an almost perfect split down the middle, from the half-wolf‟s nose and thinner 

muzzle on the right, to the larger, more muscular left side,  the reptilian eye amber and much 

like Raze‟s, but the other a cold, metallic color possessed only by ancient breeds of lupine. 

Lucifer, Architect of Hell, an ancient once-mortal who had been drawn into Heaven and 

who had brought forwards his ideas to God after years of wandering a celestial plane filled with 

both good and evil beings. His experiment had failed, however, and he had been drawn back up 

to Heaven after placing four High Thrones in charge, and the first High King had then gone on to 

serve God as an Archangel and his left hand, with Lord – another ancient once-mortal –as his 

right. Lucifer was bitter, angry, and more than a bit cold: he made Raze seem like a warm, fuzzy 

bundle of joy. He did, however, have a certain amount of respect for Zerrex, since the Drakkaren 

had helped finally piece together the Hell he had always envisioned and aided in the defeat of 

Narrius from the Throne of Heaven… and Zerrex certainly respected the Archangel, who was 

ruled by unflinching duty to not just Heaven, but the universe as a whole. 

Zerrex‟s eyes also noted a few gods present, and even a Reaper, the cloaked being 

mostly-hidden in shadows with his scythe resting against the wall behind him, his skull-mask 

removed but his face hidden by the folds of his cowl. The gathering was smaller than Zerrex 

expected, but there was a variety of creatures here that made him nervous… mostly because he 

worried they all had the same ideals in mind, or they were puppeted by politics when they should 

all be out doing their actual duties. 

Finally, the Chancellor said in his soft but carrying voice: “Lord Zerrex, the Heavenly 

Council has called you here to ask what you were thinking when you freed the being known as 

Anathema from her imprisonment with the aid of the Naganatine known as Sin, whom we all 

know has long fallen from the grace of God and was one of the worst of Betrayers. All 

Naganatine who remain in Heaven are here, save Silven, a Watcher and Prophet who is on the 

mortal realm right now against the wishes of Heaven, I might add… but before we begin, first I 

believe several esteemed members of the Council wish to speak their opinion on the matter.” 

Zerrex wondered for a moment why he was even here as he crossed his arms, hating 

being in the spotlight and having everyone staring at him while they tried to publicly humiliate 

him into submitting to whatever demands they had… and then one of the Naganatine stood up, 

and the Drakkaren recognized it as the one called Epoch… the one that had pissed Lily off. 

“Again and again, this so-called High King has interfered with the mortal plane, which goes 

strictly against the Code of God! He is a serious threat to our very survival… why, even the 



planes joining together could be his fault, for allowing so much interference and so many portals 

to be opened, damaging the fabric of reality!” 

There were murmurs of agreement, and then Warden, the weapon-wielding Naganatine, 

stood and added as he slammed a fist into his other hand: “He needs to be punished. As his own 

history proves, he was a disgusting, violent mortal during his lifetime, and he is unfit to sit on the 

High Throne… instead, a god or divine being should be placed on the High Throne of Hell, 

someone we can trust to do the job and to do it right, and to not seduce the mortal plane for his 

own desires and ends!” 

More yells of agreement, and Zerrex closed his eyes for a moment before he opened them 

as he did his best to calm the anger growing in his body, before a god of some kind stood up, the 

white-furred, tattooed rabbit shouting: “Anathema is a danger to us all, as is Sin and they must be 

locked away… Hell was never meant to be without Heaven‟s guidance, and this is exactly why, 

because without Heaven to watch over Hell, this filthy mortal has freed a terror that defies the 

Great Cycle and displayed abilities so powerful they could upset the laws of life and death as we 

know it, and destroy mortal existence as we know it.” 

“Calm yourselves.” the Chancellor said, but his voice was mellow and pleasant, before he 

looked at Zerrex, asking in his soft, subtly-patronizing tone: “So, do you wish to defend yourself 

against these allegations, Lord Zerrex? Or to reason with us exactly why you healed a dangerous 

daemon known as Sin and helped free Anathema?” 

Zerrex rubbed at his muzzle slowly, and then he asked flatly: “Dude, is anyone here 

interested at all in what‟s happening on the mortal realm right now?” 

“Please watch your language here, this is not a social event among friends.” the 

Chancellor said in a voice that was sudden ice-cold, and then he added almost angrily: “And nor 

is that the issue up for debate. What we are currently discussing is your motives in continuing to 

make Hell a dangerous, threatening power, while Heaven continues to peacefully develop itself 

as a world that uses its voice and not its fist.” 

The Drakkaren snorted at this, earning a grumble throughout the crowd before he crossed 

his arms, saying coolly: “Chancellor… delegates or whatever you are… Hell is not developing 

its military power. Nor is it my fault that sinners who end up in Hell often happen to be people 

who are violent, or unstable, or simply misfit souls that develop abilities that are often… hostile, 

for lack of a better term. What I‟m trying to do is train these souls to use their abilities for 

peaceful purposes… and to inform them that while violence against others is wrong, it is not a 

crime to defend ourselves against aggressors, using whatever means we have at our disposal.” 

“Warmonger!” shouted a voice, and there was a murmur of agreement as Zerrex‟s eyes 

roved through the crowd, but he couldn‟t figure out who had just said that. It made him feel 

disgusted, reminding him of politics on the mortal plane… and he closed his eyes, refocusing 

himself before he could let his anger and bitterness well up and affect his judgment. 

“I am not. I don‟t like war, all I want anymore is to see people peaceful and happy, to rest 

in the calm and keep my family safe and protected.” Zerrex paused, and then he said in a quiet, 

firm voice: “And I‟m going to say this one final time. Sin and Anathema are not threats. Sin is 

far more gentle, loving, and compassionate than any other Naganatine I‟ve ever met, including 

the four in this meeting hall right now… and Anathema is vulgar, rude, and maybe a little bit 

scary, but of her own free will, she wants to help in the fight against the threats to not only the 

mortal plane, but also Heaven and Hell. Everyone can change… but I think you four Naganatine 

know that better than you realize. Sin always told me such good things about the First Breed, 



after all… but whatever divine beings you started as, you four seem like far worse sinners than 

her now, since her only „crime‟ was weakness.” 

“Shut up!” Warden leapt to his feet with a roar, and one of the other Naganatine and an 

angel sitting beside him restrained him, as the Chancellor‟s features hardened, becoming ugly as 

he laced his fingers together, and then Warden howled: “I demand that this maggot apologize to 

all of us or that we settle this like warriors, and-” 

“Enough.” said a cold voice, and there was instant silence, the air feeling like ice as all 

eyes slowly turned up to Lucifer, who continued to rest against the wall with his arms crossed. 

He looked slowly back and forth, and then he spoke in calm, age-worn tones: “Lord Zerrex has 

spoken out of turn and out of emotion. This merits little more than a warning. But he is right: the 

Naganatine have changed, from even what I knew. Just as he is right that we have a far larger 

threat facing us, and we are interfering with the plans he has set in motion… plans he has not 

discussed with us because I‟m sure he anticipated that the council would treat him just like this.  

“Epoch, Warden, Abel, and Job. All four of you will be disciplined… severely.” Lucifer 

rose a fist and closed it shut tightly, his knuckles cracking loudly and making even the 

Chancellor pale, before Lucifer looked coldly at Zerrex. “And you, demon. Get out of here. 

You‟re supposed to be on the mortal plane right now.” 

Zerrex smiled a bit at this and the silent approval in the Archangel‟s eyes, and then he 

paused when Lucifer added calmly: “Lord Raze, escort the High King back to Hell. I‟d rather not 

have any… accidents occur on the way there.” 

Raze grunted and nodded, and he quickly left the benches, shoving the Chancellor over 

when he passed and making a mumble roll through the crowd, but no one spoke up as Raze 

tossed a dark glare over his shoulder. Then he joined Zerrex, standing near him protectively 

before they walked down the stairs and past the divine guards as the black-scaled Drakkaren 

muttered: “At least Lucifer isn‟t a goody-two-shoes like Lord…” 

The Drakkaren smiled amusedly over at the godling, who gave him a curious look before 

the reptile asked mildly, poking him: “You really have no mercy, do you? That‟s kinda hot.” 

Raze grunted in return at this, rolling his eyes as they walked to the end of the stone path, 

then stepped out onto the dirt road, continuing along it for several meters before the black-scaled 

godling glanced over his shoulder and judged the distance with a mumble. “Let‟s see… about 

here should be fine.” 

Zerrex tilted his head, then he watched as Raze rose a hand and created a vortex, a bit of 

a wince of strain on his features as his muscular body flexed with concentration and exertion. 

Then he let out a sigh of relief as the swirling portal formed completely into being, and he 

grunted at the Drakkaren, jerking his head at the portal. It made Zerrex smile slightly, thinking 

about how Raze often had the manners of a brute… and yet he was somehow all the more 

loveable for it. 

The two reptiles walked through the vortex and emerged after a few moments on the road 

outside of the Ravenlight Estate, looking back and forth as the Drakkaren rubbed the back of his 

head, making a face. Then he blinked and looked down when Sammy appeared out of nowhere 

in front of him, jumping up to his hind legs and chirping cheerfully, and the lizard laughed and 

reached down to pay him gently on head. “Hey, how‟re things going here?” 

Sammy paused and looked reflective, then he made a quieter squeaking sound, and 

Zerrex nodded as he recognized what the pseudodragon meant, making a face. Still, he had faith 

that even with a setback or two, things in Hell would take care of themselves… what he had to 



concentrate on and worry about were the problems on the mortal plane, which unfortunately 

promised much greater difficulties. 

The lizard walked through the open gates and towards the main doors of the Estate, 

followed closely by Raze as he looked distrustfully back and forth at the makeshift tent 

settlements set up around the front lawn area and the demons being served food. Raze didn‟t 

understand Zerrex‟s charity, oftentimes… but on the other hand, he never argued against it, 

unlike a good few people the Drakkaren knew, and both reptiles were well aware that even the 

grounds of the Ravenlight Estate were far safer than a lot of homes in the great cities of Hell at 

the moment. 

They pushed in through the doors to find Cherry and Vampire seated on the stairs with 

Tinman, the two demons readying their weapons as Tinman sat and listened to them chat with a 

smile on his face, his hands on his cheeks. Raze grunted something to Zerrex, and the Drakkaren 

smiled amusedly over his shoulder at him before the angel vanished back out the doors, likely 

excusing himself to head to the Central Spire to begin his messenger duties: something Raze 

didn‟t like, but he hated social situations far more. 

The three looked up as the reptile approached with Sammy at his heels, and Cherry 

grinned, standing up and saluting in her full battle armor, the Great Diviner on one hip and her 

chain whip on the other as she said crisply: “Ready for deployment, Boss!” 

“No guns?” Zerrex asked mildly, and Cherry huffed before she rose a leg and waggled 

her foot at him, showing off the revolver holstered at her ankle. The reptile rolled his eyes in 

amusement, and then he turned his gaze instead to Vampire, who was only wearing his Royal 

Guard loin-plate but had both the massive machine-shotgun and a black, plain-looking spear at 

the ready. “Can you carry both of those at once?” 

Vampire nodded with a smile as he put on a bandolier full of shotgun shells, the weapon 

beside him as-yet unloaded and several long belts of ammunition sitting beside it. “It‟s got a 

strap, Boss… just like when I used to use the gatling gun, you remember?” 

Zerrex nodded back, before his eyes roved to Tinny and settled on the utility belt he was 

wearing, covered in pouches… and he smiled to the little badger, who gazed up at Zerrex with 

both adoration and embarrassment. “And what about you? Your belt have enough stuff, because 

I can get someone to grab you some more materials…” 

“No, Zerrex, I‟ve got plenty, don‟t worry about me.” Tinman looked almost embarrassed 

as he held up his hands, and then he added softly: “Little Arcy sends her regards, by the way… 

with the temporal distortions, she‟s having trouble getting out of the Great Shrine, but she 

promised she‟d come down to Hell as soon as she could.” 

The reptile nodded, and then all four looked up at the sound of a snort, Loki standing at 

the top of the stairs in his usual, strange assortment of clothing, Gungir resting on his shoulder as 

he said with dry entertainment: “Aren‟t you such a sweet little family. Hey, I thought we were 

going to be taking more than this with us, I only count… one, two, three freaks.” 

“Shut up, Loki. And I expect they‟re getting their guns and stuff together.” Zerrex rolled 

his eyes at this, and Cherry grunted before the Drakkaren stepped past them, walking up towards 

the otter and glancing over him before he said mildly: “Play nice, will you? I need to go and grab 

my gear.” 

Loki stuck his tongue out at Zerrex‟s back, and then he cursed when Cherry threw a 

shotgun shell at him, wincing as it bounced off his head before Tinman held a hand up, the shell 

flying through the air to neatly land between his fingers as he looked mildly down at the 

demoness, who coughed and cleared her throat. Then he handed it off to Vampire, and the 



female said dumbly: “Hey, the fucker heals like… mega-fast. Stop… looking at me like that, I 

know nothing about guns and how they work.” 

Zerrex snorted in amusement as he let himself out of the hall, walking down the corridor 

connecting to his room and hoping that they wouldn‟t kill each other by the time he was done. 

He figured it wouldn‟t take him long to get ready, however, as he tapped at his nanotech armlet 

and muttered under his breath about needing a list of clothing commands… and then he looked 

up in surprise to find Anathema going through his stuff, before one of his eyes twitched as she 

looked over her shoulder with a frown before it turned to a wince. “What the hell are you doing? 

Get out of there!” 

“Oh, lighten up.” Anathema grumbled, and then she pointed at Blackheart and his 

dragon-headed cane, which she‟d laid out on the bed next to a sidepack. “Here, I got your stuff 

ready for you, polished and everything. I was just checking if there was anything else you 

needed… all that‟s in that little kit are strange odds and ends.” 

The reptile looked at her suspiciously for a moment, and then he grunted and nodded, 

looking at his cane and his sword before he decided mentally she was probably right: bringing 

both with him would give him some more flexibility in combat. Then he looked at her as she 

approached with a slight smile, and he asked mildly: “So are you ready to go?” 

Anathema nodded, becoming skeletal before she wrapped her arms around his neck and 

melded against his body, the reptile wincing as he felt the bone plates sink through his nanotech 

clothing and attach themselves over his form, staying mostly-hidden, and her skull settled over 

his right shoulder instead of onto his back, golden flames burning in her eyes for a moment 

before they settled as her voice whispered in his mind: Ready as ever, Zerrex… the real question 

is, are you ready? 

Zerrex grunted, hating how quickly she‟d figured him out and wondering mentally what 

Sin and Anathema had discussed about him… and the female laughed in his mind, but otherwise 

remained silent, letting him go about his business as he placed Blackheart on his back, then 

tapped a command into the nanotech armlet to make it form into a belt that he attached the 

sidepack to.  

Finally, he picked up his cane and gazed down into its eyes, and Anathema murmured in 

his mind: That tried to burn me when I touched it… strange, Zerrex, that you can handle holy 

objects like that. It must give you an excellent advantage over other demons, however…  

“Only to a point.” the reptile muttered, as he headed back towards the entrance hall, 

carrying the cane by the neck, asking as he approached the door: “What kind of effects do you 

think it would have on a so-called „holy being‟ like Animaxander?” 

Hard to say. If he believes he‟s holy because he‟s pious… his heart could be as dark and 

black and dead as ash, and that cane will make him suffer in unbelievable ways with only a 

single blow. Anathema replied with a twisted relish, adding quietly as he stepped into the 

expansive hall: And believe me… many so-called „holy saints‟ are more warped and twisted than 

even I am… and you‟ve seen what the hell I‟ve become. 

Zerrex didn‟t respond to that as he walked down the stairs, towards where Cherry was 

barking orders at Vampire, Tinny, Loki, and Lone and Mahihko, who she‟d lined up like troops. 

The latter two wolves, Zerrex was glad to see, hadn‟t overloaded themselves with gear: Mahihko 

had his hoops at either side of his waist and a short-barreled rifle holstered in the backpack he 

was lugging, and Lone had a handgun near the front of his waist, a revolver hanging low on his 

hip, and a shotgun in his hands… as well as a collapsible pole strapped to his back. 



Cherry looked up as Zerrex came down the stairs, and saluted, as did the others; Loki 

tried to follow along with the latter, but he failed somewhat, only looking confused but obviously 

not daring to go against the demoness. Then Zerrex halted at the bottom of the stairs and looked 

over them all, saying without further ado: “Our first step is going to be heading to my home on 

the mortal plane. Cindy and Marina are there, and we can seriously use their help… it‟ll also let 

me get updated on how President Balthazar is doing. From there, we‟re going to borrow a large-

size vehicle and travel to Animaxander‟s location… it‟ll be a long trip, but I want the bastard to 

know we‟re coming and I want to try and draw his forces back from the other cities, make them 

try to converge on our location. If the humans are hardwired to their leader somehow, even if 

they can‟t possibly reach him in time, they‟ll still attempt to get to him… we did the same thing 

years ago when we fought mages using construct armies, it‟s a maneuver Ixin taught me.  

“We‟re going to be a larger group than I usually like dealing with, but I have confidence 

in all of our abilities… and I‟m well-aware by now that Animaxander might end up being far 

more challenging than we gave him credit for at first, especially with his connections to the Old 

Gods apparently intent on invading our world.” Zerrex continued quietly, and Loki twitched a bit 

at this, looking nervously back and forth. “Any questions?” 

There was silence… and Zerrex nodded with a grunt before he held up his cane, 

concentrating and opening a vortex, which spluttered for a moment before solidifying… and the 

reptile made a face, that feeling of pressure entering his mind again as he muttered: “Okay, get 

through quick, I‟ll follow last. Something‟s attacking the portal again.” 

Cherry immediately took the lead, yelling and scaring Lone and Mahihko through with 

her before Vampire, Tinman, and Loki followed, and the Drakkaren waited a moment before he 

ran after them with Sammy at his heels, Anathema muttering in his mind: Strange signals… but 

the world I saw was far stranger than Hell. 

Zerrex didn‟t even know how to argue with that, and a few moments later, he found 

himself standing in a very-crowded kitchen, Cindy looking mortified by the counter and holding 

a teacup in one hand as Marina simply continued to sketch where she was seated at the table. The 

others were clustered all around… and then the Drakkaren cleared his throat before Cindy glared 

at him, asking flatly: “Are these all dinner guests?” 

“No, we have to move against Animaxander shortly… but first I wanted an update and to 

beg for your help.” Zerrex replied mildly, and Cindy smiled a bit at him, although she admittedly 

looked somewhat strained. He gazed over her for a moment, and then he looked at Marina, who 

was smiling up at him benevolently, looking… strangely unharmed, and as if all this was just 

part of everyday life. “How are you two holding up?” 

“I‟m fine, Daddy… but Cindy‟s stressed. President Balthazar is currently on the phone, 

by the way. It‟s in the other room, sitting on the charger, but he asked us to leave it on until you 

got home.” Marina replied softly, and Zerrex nodded before he frowned a bit and looked at 

Cindy. Before he could even ask, however, Marina said softly: “It‟s been half an hour. The time 

lapses must have really affected Hell.” 

She‟s a terrifying psychic… Anathema murmured… and then she winced inside his head 

somehow, as Marina looked up sharply, her eyes flashing. Then the eyes on the skull glowed 

gold as her voice said irritably: “Stop that, I‟m no foe!” 

Cindy stared in shock, almost dropping her teacup… and then she put it down, grabbed 

Zerrex, and dragged him out of the kitchen as Cherry took over, telling everyone to re-check 

their gear and introducing Marina to Loki, as Cindy muttered: “This is pretty goddamn sudden, 

Daddy… not that I wasn‟t expecting it. But fuck, I‟m just…” She looked at him quietly, saying 



softly: “All the zombies vanished after only a few minutes, fuck knows why, but the humans 

kept attacking… and Balthazar was attacked in his office and wounded, but he survived… I just 

feel run-down.” 

“Try being me.” Anathema grumbled, and Cindy looked at the skull sourly before she 

stared in horror when Anathema‟s skeletal upper body rose up and wrapped an arm around her 

shoulders, golden flames burning in the sockets before it twitched back with a disgusted grunt. 

“You‟re an angel? But I thought… Zerrex, how can you have an angel as a daughter?” 

“Long story.” Zerrex said shortly, replying to both Cindy‟s stare and Anathema‟s 

question, and then he rolled his right shoulder several times, making the skeleton settle down and 

mold itself back to his body, the skull grumbling loudly as the light faded from its sockets. 

“Anathema, Cindy. Cindy, Anathema. Anyway, you‟ll have time to rest on the way there, and 

we‟ll take it slow… I want to intimidate the bastard if I can.” 

Cindy nodded slowly as they stepped into the den, and then Zerrex picked up the phone 

off the charger, watching as Sammy jumped up into Cindy‟s arms and she smiled at him, 

calming a bit before she looked further relieved when the Drakkaren said mildly: “Balthazar? It‟s 

me. We took care of the undead issue… how are things on your end? Did Blueberry and Mercy 

show up, yet?” 

There was silence on the end of the line… then a loud click, followed by the President 

saying in a relieved voice: “Zerrex, first… let me thank you for sending these Ambassadors. 

Having them around makes me feel… more than a little bit safer, even if they‟ve just arrived.” 

There was a long pause as Zerrex sighed in relief, glad to know that Balthazar was 

alright… and then the ferret continued softly: “They just started filling me in on the events that 

have been going on in Hell… and let me also extend my thanks for getting rid of these undead… 

I‟m correct in assuming you had something to do with that, aren‟t I?” 

“Something. The real thanks go to Anathema… which is a being I‟m getting yelled at a 

lot in Hell and Heaven for releasing, but… sometimes faith goes a long way, doesn‟t it?” Zerrex 

asked with a bit of a smile, and Balthazar chuckled quietly on the other end of the line, before the 

Drakkaren said in a more serious voice: “Right now, my plan is to head directly to the source of 

the problem, Animaxander… I have a team assembled that should be able to deal with him, and 

we‟re going to advance at only a moderate pace to try and draw out his forces and scare him.” 

Balthazar was quiet for a moment… and then he said softly: “I realize that… a 

negotiation with him is impossible. That even taking him alive may prove difficult… but the 

problem I‟m faced with, Lord Zerrex, is Kafka. If you kill Animaxander, he‟ll make me out to be 

a tyrant like many of our past presidents have been… and of course, he‟s already started 

broadcasting about how the human forces were not attacking people, but the undead and the 

Possessed. You see, as an authority figure, he automatically holds sway over a great population 

of people, especially with how he always appears in his military-style uniform… and worse, in a 

situation of mass hysteria, people are prone to believing in anything you give them, especially 

false hope. 

“Kafka will destabilize the government if you kill Animaxander… meaning you‟ll likely 

lose all the protection I can offer you. My worries aren‟t for myself… it is for my people, and my 

nation, who are being led astray by poisonous rhetoric and lies.” Balthazar‟s voice was quiet and 

soft, and Zerrex knew he was genuine by now: one of the few people, let alone leaders, he‟d ever 

met who was. “I recognize Animaxander must be destroyed, however… so in these last, 

desperate times, let me offer the aid I can.” He paused, then his voice became a bit fainter as he 

ordered clearly: “Send an SDDS Heavy Transport immediately to Lord Zerrex‟s home and put 



all SDDS units on full alert. I want the roads that still work cleared from Valise City to the 

human cathedral.” 

“Balthazar, really, you‟ve already given us enough kindness…” Zerrex babbled, and then 

he closed his eyes and realized how foolish that sounded, given the situation, and instead he said 

quietly: “I mean… thank you.” 

“Not necessary, Zerrex… not in the slightest.” Balthazar replied softly, and then he 

smiled a bit. “But I won‟t hold you on the line any longer… instead, please. Try and come back 

alive, will you? I‟d miss your company… and if Kafka doesn‟t have me locked away as a 

criminal, perhaps we can still enjoy the occasional lunch and debate together.” 

“Believe me… it‟ll take more than just Animaxander to kill someone like me.” Zerrex 

said firmly, and then he smiled a bit, saying softly: “Blueberry and Mercy should be able to offer 

you a bit of new information for the moment, though. I‟ll leave you in their capable hands.” 

“Good luck, High King Zerrex Narrius. I fear you may need it.” Balthazar replied gently, 

and Zerrex murmured the same to him before he hung up, looking down for a moment as he held 

the phone in his hand. He glanced up for Cindy, but she was already gone… and then he shook 

his head slowly, wondering for a moment if he could manage to take Animaxander alive. 

Not a chance. Anathema said quietly in his mind, her voice cold. People like him, 

fanatics, do not go quietly, and nor do they allow themselves to be taken as hostages. To them, 

that‟s far more shameful and painful then any torture you could inflict… and you know it. Even if 

you did capture him… he‟d find a way to kill himself. They always do. 

Zerrex didn‟t ask how she knew that, since it sounded like some twisted personal 

experience… and so instead he shook his head, then walked down the hallway, pausing at 

Marina‟s room to gaze inside and watch as his youngest daughter carefully adjusted a katana that 

was slung behind her, making sure the handle was in easy reach. There was also a handgun at her 

side, and several clips in her belt… but Zerrex knew she didn‟t need any of them to be lethal in 

combat, with her psychic ability. 

As he began to turn away, she gazed up at him with a soft smile as she pulled her top off, 

saying softly: “I like it when you watch me, Father… your gaze makes me feel both safe and 

protected.” She paused as she reached out, picking up a tight black exercise top and slipping it on 

over her bra, revealing most of her form and cleavage but pulling her breasts a bit tighter to her 

chest. “You‟re important to us all.” 

“Marina…” Zerrex said softly, not knowing what to add… and she only smiled at him 

again, before she picked up her sketchbook and a bag of pencils. She walked over to him and 

offered her arm, and he gently laced his with it, the two heading down the hall together before 

Cindy joined them silently, a heavy sword on her back on a magnetic holder as she slowly pulled 

fingerless gloves onto her hands, a bulletproof vest over her torn clothes and thick, protective 

pads covering her elbows and knees and Sammy sitting on her shoulder. 

Cherry was already waving people out the door, and Zerrex looked at her as Loki walked 

past grouchily, the Drakkaren asking mildly: “Don‟t you think we‟re going to stand out just a 

little bit? And where the hell is that rock wall?” 

“I smashed through it.” Cindy piped up, and she rubbed the back of her head 

embarrassedly as Zerrex stared at her. “Well, someone was out on the street alone, trying to run 

away from a swarm of humans… what was I supposed to do?” 

“Let them die?” Cherry replied flatly, and when she received stares from Zerrex and 

Cindy. “What? Dude, they were probably going to go to Hell anyway. But well, it‟s goddamn 

crowded in here. This house wasn‟t meant to hold all kinds of people in it.” 



Zerrex grunted at this, then he finally walked past, through a crude archway that had been 

torn into the stone wall and out onto the damaged sidewalk, looking back and forth as their group 

stood awkwardly in plain view. The streets were deserted, however, not even any humans 

present, corpses littering the road… and the Drakkaren wondered where they had all gone to 

before he looked up as one of the huge Scanner transports approached quickly, rolling over dead 

bodies heedlessly and then grinding to a halt just past them, the back doors flying open and a 

soldier leaping out to salute them briskly. “Sir!” 

He didn‟t seem to know what to say past that… so the Drakkaren simply nodded, saying 

mildly: “At ease.” A pause, then he made a wide gesture to the others, and they lined up and 

began to pile into the transport, Loki looking confused but following the line as he muttered 

something about stupid mortal technology. 

Another armored soldier jumped out of the front, approaching him and snapping off 

another salute as he announced: “Sir! Sergeant Jericho, ID 452225, at your disposal, sir! We are 

to follow any and all orders you give us.” 

“Good. Lone, Mahihko, take the front.” the Drakkaren said mildly, and the wolves 

immediately ran up to the cab before the reptile turned his attention back to the two soldiers, 

pointing at his house. “Guard that and make sure no humans invade. Help yourself to the food in 

the kitchen and make yourselves at home, just don‟t go through my stuff. You know, basic 

etiquette.” 

The two soldiers looked dumbfounded, and then both of them shrugged before the first 

one snapped a salute again and said stupidly: “We‟ll… guard it with our lives, sir.” 

“Excellent.” Zerrex smiled slightly, then he turned and hopped into the back as he pulled 

his sword off his back, taking a seat beside Cindy near the end of one of the long benches in the 

transport‟s rear as Vampire stood up and closed the doors, seated on the bench opposite. Cherry, 

near the front, leaned over and rapped on the sliding window that separated the cab from the 

transport compartment… and Lone slid it open, his eyes curiously peering through into the back 

as Zerrex said quietly: “Time to go. Just follow the GPS out to the Row of Skulls.” 

Lone nodded, and then he turned around as Zerrex looked around the huge compartment: 

large enough to carry a platoon of troops, and more than big enough to let them all sit with a fair 

amount of comfort and for Sammy to be able to run up and down the middle of the transport 

without hitting anyone‟s feet. He looked back and forth as he held Blackheart awkwardly for a 

moment longer across his lap, and then Cindy tapped him on the shoulder and pointed upwards, 

and the reptile was surprised to see several sets of clamps, one of these already holding Cindy‟s 

sword safely above her head against the wall. 

Zerrex carefully slid Blackheart between the clamps, adjusting them and locking them 

into place with the blade of his weapon slightly overlapping Cindy‟s sword, and when he sat 

down again, the female gently squeezed his leg, saying softly: “I‟m glad you put that sword back 

together, Daddy… it really is a good thing to see, I think.” 

Zerrex nodded a bit, rubbing awkwardly at his head as he smiled at her, and then 

Vampire laughed, gun in his lap and spear cradled in one arm as he winked. “I remember the first 

time I saw that goddamn sword… dude, did I ever wanna steal it! Still do now, really… but you 

know, it is goddamn good to see.” 

The Drakkaren shook his head in amusement at this, and as they travelled, they went 

through intermittent times of chatting and silence. It was almost relaxing… but the whole time, 

Zerrex felt a growing tenseness in the air, as Mahihko and Lone communicated bits and pieces of 



information from the front every so often, from detours to places where humans were attacking 

or retreating, as information came in over the radio to them. 

It took four hours… but they had no skirmishes, made no stops, and were even escorted 

here and there by other vehicles, both military and police. And finally, they came to a halt on a 

circular lookout on a high, grassy hilltop, and Lone leaned back as he called through the window: 

“Last stop, everyone off!” 

“Wait… what‟s that?” Mahihko‟s voice asked with a tremble, and Zerrex frowned as he 

got up, Vampire throwing open the doors and leaping out as the Drakkaren and his daughter took 

their weapons off the wall before following. The reptile looked back and forth, realizing they 

were at some kind of… memorial site, not just a lookout, by how well-maintained it was and the 

nearby wall covered in etched names and meaningless phrases, one of the last „shrines‟ set up by 

old Ire… names not of people who had died here, but more of a list of people who had „died for 

Ire…‟ and every single one of those commemorated and „honored‟ names now resting in Hell 

somewhere and suffering punishments to this day for their sins. 

Zerrex walked past the wall and stepped onto the grassy hill, joining the others already 

there as he rested Blackheart on his shoulder, cane in his other hand… and he narrowed his eyes 

at the sight of the enormous cathedral that awaited them. It was beautiful… and yet to have been 

built so quickly, it was also undoubtedly a castle that was created by either illusion or magic, the 

rooftop layered domes like bubbles that had merged together, the stone either ivory white or 

brilliant gold, massive alabaster crosses standing tall out of the rooftops and all manner of holy 

design etched over the building. The Drakkaren winced as a pain stung at his eyes, and he closed 

them… and when he opened them, purple runes glared out of the tapered walls, towering pillars, 

and even over the flowing staircases, and unnatural light shone out of the many sectioned and 

thin but tall windows, as the reptile murmured: “And big as it is… how could it have that many 

soldiers?” 

There were no more tents set up around the area, after all… but instead, in front of two 

immense statues of human figures wearing flowing robes and marvelously-detailed for what 

looked like stone, were row-after-row of humans. The reptile narrowed his eyes coldly at this, 

Sammy growling as he ran up to his feet… and then he looked to the side in surprise as a voice 

said in a cool softness: “Those are neither alive, nor are they construct. They‟re a very old type 

of elemental spirit, rarely summoned these days.” 

“White.” Zerrex smiled a bit, and Tinman looked up with surprise to see his father, the 

colder badger dressed in his western style clothes and his gun hanging loosely at his hip, duster 

brushed back so he could reach it easily. His hat was pulled down over his features, and he was 

leaning against a tree, safely in the shade… but standing beside him was a benevolent-looking 

Naganatine dressed in a robe, exuding a quiet glow that made even the judge look younger and 

gentler… but perhaps it was only the sight of his son. 

“I see you brought a friend.” White said, nodding at the skull… and golden fire burned in 

the sockets as the skull ever-so-slightly turned towards them, Zerrex sensing Anathema‟s 

interest. “That‟s fine… I did myself. This is Silven.” 

“We‟ve met.” Anathema murmured, and Silven smiled hesitantly at her, as her voice 

asked softly: “Tell me, brother… why is the rest of our kin so hostile?” 

“Because they‟re afraid, that‟s all… just like they rejected me when I started helping 

White Phoenix, after he took the power of Mephistopheles.” Silven replied in a soft voice, before 

he glanced down at the group of humans, adding quietly: “But things are worse than just an army 

of elementals made of sand and clay.” 



White grunted, and when Silven looked at him, he straightened and sighed, adding dryly: 

“I did some recon, and those four spirits that vanished from Hell? Well, now they‟re here with 

Animaxander. I‟ve seen them… and my guess is, Animaxander is going to use them to slow you 

down.” 

Zerrex made a face… and then he tucked his cane into his belt, flexing his right arm as he 

muttered: “Well, it‟s not like I expected things to go smoothly, anyway… we‟ll deal with things 

as they come, as always.” He paused, then looked at White with a slight smile, asking mildly: “I 

don‟t suppose you‟re going to join us, are you?” 

White hesitated… then he looked at his son, and he said finally: “It‟s been a long time, 

but… I will, I think.” 

He slowly drew his revolver as he flexed his gloved hands… and then he rubbed his 

fingers down the three-foot, rifle-length barrel on the huge weapon, trading a look with Silven 

before Tinman said quietly, smiling faintly up at him: “Thanks, Dad.” 

White grunted, looking down as he adjusted his hat and stepped out into the light… and 

then Zerrex faced forwards as he began to stride down the hill, ordering calmly: “Fan out to 

either side, no charging, no panicking. We‟re going to take this one nice and slow… and see just 

how Animaxander reacts. If these things are elemental spirits, it makes sense what happens to 

them when they die… don‟t attack them until they attack us.” 

There was a murmur of affirmation down the line as Loki fell in next to Zerrex, muttering 

in an urgent voice: “Are you insane? There‟s got to be hundreds of them down there, and there‟s 

only a handful of us! At the very least they‟ll keep us busy enough for Animaxander to call in 

something far worse to come in and attack us!” 

“Trust me.” Zerrex smiled slightly at the otter, and he gave him a frustrated look before 

he grumbled and nodded as they approached… and as the Drakkaren expected, the „human‟ 

soldiers stood and waited for them mindlessly. Once they came within a hundred feet, a pair of 

massive doors at the head of a long, sweeping marble staircase opened, and four figures stepped 

out as lightning sizzled between the statues, before an image of Animaxander‟s face appeared, 

floating in midair and looking down at them like a ghastly phantasm. 

There was silence for a moment, only a gentle wind blowing in from the sea, carrying the 

smell of brine and salt even to this distance… and then Animaxander said coldly: “A foolish 

maneuver, Lord Zerrex. You are not an army… and numbers will always overwhelm strength. 

There are many of my zealots, and only few of you… and better yet, I have four special 

bodyguards here, all of whom are designed with your past in mind. Mythos, Logos, Pathos, and 

Ethos… amusing mockeries of nightmares from your past.” 

Zerrex didn‟t speak and Anathema hissed in his mind: What are you doing? He‟s right! 

And those beings are no longer simple demons… they‟re all be reengineered, redesigned like 

your mortal machinery… you can‟t defeat both an army and all of them, then expect to win 

against Animaxander! 

“Well? Don‟t you have anything to say?” asked the Grand Inquisitor callously, and then 

he smiled calmly, asking in a voice that was almost gentle: “Or are you finally considering 

surrender?” 

“Animaxander… many years ago, this was a great battleground.” Zerrex said calmly, and 

in his mind, Anathema quieted… before he almost felt the cruel grin on her features as the eyes 

of her skull lit up with golden flames. “Fighting together, my uncle… my mentor… and I, killed 

countless demons… before we died ourselves. But I came back here, after I became a demon, 

after years and years in Hell, and defeated a puppet-monster just like you are.” 



“Fitting, then you‟ll die here again if you refuse to bow your head.” Animaxander replied 

quietly, before he asked in a voice that was almost pleading, if not for the sardonic undertones: 

“Won‟t you at least think about sparing the lives of your friends and allowing them to decide?” 

“None of us will surrender.” Zerrex said coldly, and then he looked down in surprise as 

his arms spread, Anathema‟s bony armor crawling down it as they glowed with a terrible purple 

energy, the skull on his shoulder sparking with ghastly light. “And you‟re wrong, Animaxander. 

I do have an army. An army far worse than yours.” 

The light in the air seemed to darken as the ground underfoot trembled… and slowly, 

phantasms began to rise up from the cold earth, ghosts of demons all bearing terrible wounds as 

in other places, the ground exploded as if from some kind of seismic charge, skeletons ripping 

their way upwards with their bony grins on their faces as Animaxander‟s expression turned to 

one of shocked anger, before his projected image shouted: “Attack and destroy them, all of you! 

Stop them from entering my cathedral!” 

The human army immediately tried to move forwards… but as the others watched, the 

undead quickly stepped into the way, and human weapons uselessly passed through angry spirits 

and clanged off skeletal bodies, the undead clawing into faces, bodies, anything they could reach, 

the larger undead demons smashing false humans to the ground like toys and the more-intelligent 

members of the living dead picking up fallen weapons to better kill their opponents as more and 

more living dead rose up from the battlefield.  

Zerrex winced as energy shocked over him, and then Anathema‟s bone armor receded 

towards his back as the glow faded, the undead Naganatine saying amusedly in his mind: A 

delightful trick, Zerrex… your memory and faith in my powers has served you well.  

“Wait, not yet.” Zerrex held up a hand when the others began to move forwards, 

watching as the human lines began to break up as the undead surged through them… and then he 

looked at Loki before he said clearly to the others: “Follow me, and listen to Cherry! I‟m taking 

Loki with me into the cathedral… the sooner we kill Animaxander, the sooner this battle ends.” 

There were no arguments as Sammy leapt up and curled himself tight around Zerrex‟s 

shoulders, and the Drakkaren tensed his body before he dropped his head forwards, and he 

sprinted into the chaos as the clashing waves of undead and false human swayed back and forth, 

the spirits and skeletons automatically moving to protect the group of mostly-alive beings before 

false-humans and undead alike were blown away as a powerful, hurricane-force wind blasted the 

battleground, Zerrex anchoring himself as Loki staggered and Mahihko clung to Lone with a 

yelp, barely managing to keep on their feet as the Drakkaren looked forwards with a snarl, before 

his eyes widened as two terrible figures sprinted side-by-side towards him, automatically 

drawing Blackheart and readying himself for combat. 

Cherry immediately stepped up and snapped the Great Diviner forwards, and it smashed 

into the ground in front of the two, the males skidding to a halt with matching snarls on their 

features… and she cursed under her breath in disgust, her eyes burning with fury as she snarled: 

“No fucking way…” 

Xerrez and Narrius stood only twenty feet away, on the other side of the line of the sword 

buried into the earth… and the former was grinning psychotically as the latter only continued to 

snarl like an animal. Narrius looked the same as always, cold, callous, and with animal fury 

etched on his features, wearing heavy black Dragokkaren Enforcer Armor as his crimson eyes 

burned with hatred, standing out even with his red scales… and he rose a hand, pointing at 

Zerrex as he said darkly: “Don‟t think I‟ve forgotten our last encounter…” 



“Neither have I!” Xerrez screamed, then he threw his head back and laughed maniacally, 

his ragged white hair swaying around his face, green eyes burning out of his skull. He was 

wearing only torn-apart black pants, his body gargantuan and covered in muscle and bloody, 

self-inflicted mutilation instead of scars… before he looked forwards and licked his muzzle 

hungrily as he slowly dragged a single, gnarled claw down his cheek, leaving another ragged 

gash… and twenty feet tall and covered in the horrible wounds and gargantuan muscle or not, he 

was still visibly a near-clone of Zerrex, as he whispered: “I worshipped you…” 

And the Drakkaren snorted as he realized that they weren‟t actually Xerrez and Narrius… 

but Nicolas Eagle and Slaughterhouse Jack… and then he snorted as a black-furred wolf strode 

up beside them, a cold smile on his features and his eyes massive black spheres, wearing a 

leather jacket and a pair of heavy jeans. He looked just like Lone, who was breathing hard, 

Mahihko whimpering beside him… but the wolf‟s head hanging on a chain around his neck was 

the clearest giveaway that it was Tobias Wulfe, as he said darkly, holding up a hand that sizzled 

with electricity: “Now I‟m the powerful one… and I shall be alone, the sole Wulfe left in this 

world, once I kill you two…” A pause, and a chilling smile. “Alone… a fitting name for me, 

since you, Lone, were such a failure.” 

“That‟s because… I‟m not alone!” Lone yelled shakily, and Mahihko stood tall and 

nodded beside him, pulling his hoops off his waist and standing at the ready as Lone rose his 

fists gamely, shouting: “We did it once, we‟ll… we‟ll do it again!” 

“So you want to make a game of this?” Alone rubbed at his muzzle thoughtfully, looking 

at the others, and the not-Narrius smiled coldly as he let his body drop loose… except Zerrex 

could see that one of his hands was still tensed, ready to deliver a counterattack if anyone made a 

stupid move towards them. “I think that would be a delight, wouldn‟t it?” 

“We follow orders…” murmured a ragged voice, and Vampire closed his eyes and bowed 

his head forwards with a quiet curse as a figure stumbled forwards, his eyes empty. The six-foot, 

six-inch black bear was emaciated now instead of muscular, an ancient Irenic Military uniform 

hanging off his body in tatters and an empty holster at his waist. Augustus Randalls, better 

known as Twister, was the last surviving member of the Goth Legion… and he had no demonic 

characteristics whatsoever visible on his body, but instead was a pathetic sight with patchy fur 

and those soulless, damned eyes. “Animaxander ordered us to destroy them… we destroy 

them… no games, Logos.” 

Alone snorted in derision at this, before he made a face as a ghost of a demon shot 

towards him, and the black-furred wolf easily caught up and grabbed it by the throat, electricity 

bursting out of his hand and frying the ethereal being as it twisted and shrieked soundlessly in his 

grip before exploding. “You need to learn to have more fun, Ethos, or whatever you call yourself 

now. Just like Pathos does… and even Mythos, or Xerrez, or… whatever you like. Or are you 

scared, Zerrex and… friends.” 

“No, let‟s play your game…” Zerrex narrowed his eyes, wanting badly to stay behind… 

but knowing that his target was still ahead, as he said coldly: “Lone and Mahihko, you can deal 

with Alone yourselves. Vampire, Cherry… as two members of the Goth Legion, it is your duty 

to see that Twister gets put to rest. Cindy, I believe you have a serious issue to discuss with 

Xerrez. Marina… Slaughterhouse Jack… is all yours. White and Tinman… you two and your 

friend can help stem the tide of the human army and deal with any possible reinforcements.” 

“You forgot two people!” Slaughterhouse Jack roared as he suddenly sprinted forwards, 

and Cherry snarled as she snapped the Great Diviner backwards to try and catch him in the spine, 

but the Narrius-copy was fast, catching the chain and jerking hard on it to lash Cherry sideways, 



the female cursing as she was thrown through the air before she managed to twist around and 

land on her feet, wincing… and then Zerrex stepped forwards as the Narrius copy reached a hand 

towards him, and in a lightning, vicious movement, Zerrex smashed him with the flat of 

Blackheart and sent him rocketing through the air to crash somewhere in the crowd of warring 

humans and undead, and the Drakkaren‟s eyes burned before he ran forwards, Alone staggering 

out of the way in shock and Twister simply standing there vacantly. 

Xerrez attempted to grab him as Zerrex charged by, but White brought his revolver up 

almost as if bored and fired a round into the giant‟s skull, and he staggered backwards as blood 

burst up from the hole it made in his head, before his eyes bulged and he clutched at his skull, 

screaming in agony as he staggered back and forth, letting Loki slip by in pursuit of the 

Drakkaren. “Why does it hurt why does it hurt why does it hurt why has the pain lost its beauty, 

why, why, why?” 

“Silver bullets, filled with blessed mercury.” White said calmly, and then he tipped his 

hat to Cindy as she cracked her knuckles. “I‟ll let you do your job now, little miss.” 

“You there, do something! Fight!” Alone shouted, pointing at the group… and Twister 

only looked at him dumbly for a moment before Alone cursed, then he snorted as Lone and 

Mahihko charged in towards him, his hands sparking with lightning and his expression grim and 

furious. “You think I‟ll let you kill me twice?” 

The wolf released two quick blasts of electricity at the wolves, but Mahihko and Lone 

dodged both easily before the smaller wolf swung a hoop in towards him… but Alone reached up 

and caught it with a grin, sending a blast of lightning down it and making Mahihko scream in 

surprise and pain as it surged over his body, his body unable to absorb it for some reason before 

Alone kicked him hard in the stomach and knocked him to the ground. Then he snorted and 

blocked a hard punch from Lone with his arm before grabbing his shoulders and slamming his 

head into his face, the other wolf falling heavily on his ass as the black wolf spread his arms and 

laughed loudly. “I feel like I‟m twenty again! Come on, get up!” 

He slammed a foot into Lone‟s stomach, and the wolf wheezed, letting out a gurgle as he 

rolled over… and Alone snorted, his fingers sparking with lightning before it slowly began to 

form in to a terrible, pulsing orb in his hand, saying softly: “Such power… such delightful, 

divine power…” He paused, then snarled and rose his hand above his head, clenching it into a 

fist as the sphere exploded in a terrible blue flame that covered his arm, shouting: “Now if only 

you hadn‟t wasted it!” 

Lone stared upwards in horror… and then time seemed to slow, Alone‟s hand rising a bit 

higher before his body twisted, the white wolf able to see even the bunching and moving of his 

jacket over his chest… and then he reached down, feeling like he was moving through jelly, and 

drew his revolver, pointing it upwards with a grunt as the expression changed slowly on Alone‟s 

face, a grin spreading over Lone‟s muzzle before he squeezed the trigger of his gun once. 

The sound came out muffled as the bullet slowly slid through the air, the white wolf 

watching it move upwards lazily at first, able to even make out the spin on the round… before 

time returned to its normal speed, and it slammed into the underside of the black wolf‟s muzzle, 

sending him staggering backwards as he gargled and clutched at his throat, blood spilling down 

his neck before Mahihko kicked a leg out and hit him in the shin, knocking him heavily onto his 

side. It gave the two lupines enough time to climb to their feet as the once-Tobias slowly got to 

his, coughing and then spitting out a crumpled bullet as the wound slowly healed in the 

underside of his jaw, his eyes glowing with his fury before he roared and lashed out an arm. 



A blast of lighting shot from his hand, and Mahihko tackled Lone out of the way, the 

enormous bolt of electricity shooting past them and ripping a swathe through both undead and 

false human alike before Alone cursed and released another massive blast of lightning, but the 

wolves rolled to either side before Mahihko yelped and leapt into the air when Alone shot a 

spiderweb of electricity out from his fingers that tore up the ground near his feet, the black 

wolf‟s face contorting with anger as he shouted: “Stop that!” 

A bullet smashed into his side a moment later, and Alone staggered with a grunt, a spray 

of blood shooting into the air before he glared at Lone as the wolf cocked the hammer back on 

his gun, but the next round he fired ricocheted as the very air seemed to ripple, and then Alone 

grinned darkly as he held a hand up, and electricity sizzled over the gun in the white wolf‟s hand 

before it exploded, knocking Lone onto his back as Mahihko screamed his name and leaving the 

lupine wincing and covered in blood, coughing hard with the front of his body ravaged and 

charred, chunks of shrapnel sticking out of him here and there. “I think I‟m starting to get the 

hang of this!” 

He turned towards Mahihko… and then a massive fist smashed him across the face, 

knocking him staggering before the now fifteen-foot tall wolf roared and threw another hard 

punch down towards Alone.. but two suddenly-large arms blocked the blow before Alone 

stepped forwards, his height increase at the same time as muscle bulged through the fur, 

becoming even larger than Mahihko before he punched him hard enough to send the wolf flying 

through the air to crash limply onto his back as electricity surged over him, Alone laughing 

loudly as he flexed his now-massive body. “I have all your abilities and more! You worthless 

excuses for scum have no chance of defeating me.” 

He snorted, then he walked over to Mahihko and stood over him as the wolf regained his 

senses… and then he screamed when Alone stomped a paw hard into his stomach, before he 

arched his back with a shriek of agony as electricity began to surge over his form, making him 

convulse wildly as Alone laughed darkly. The sounds slowly brought Lone back to his senses, 

and then he winced, climbing up to his feet before he rose a hand and fired a weak blast of 

electricity into the black wolf‟s back, knocking him forwards with a grunt before he snarled and 

turned around, his paw slamming outwards in a hard kick that sent Mahihko‟s brawny body 

flying through the air as it rapidly shrank down to his normal childlike size and stature, and he 

crashed limply in a prone position to the ground as Lone stared in horror… before he looked up 

at the towering Alone, as the black wolf spread his arms and then tilted his head back, electricity 

arcing back and forth as his size increased even more, becoming a terrifying twenty-five feet tall 

as he thundered: “Fear me, and bow before me… and I‟ll make your end quick, traitor!” 

Lone shook his head with a snarl, and Alone smiled coldly before he drew a hand back, 

saying softly: “That‟s exactly what I wanted to see. Defiance.” A pause, then he snapped his 

hand forwards, and a curved blade of electricity shot through the air and smashed Lone off his 

feet, making him howl in agony as it sent a terrible jolt of lightning through his body. “So that I 

can crush it out of you… like I crushed the life out of your worthless alter-ego…” 

Alone approached slowly, and then he threw a hand out, laughing as he blasted Lone with 

a stream of electricity, the wolf convulsing on the ground beneath the terrible power as the black 

wolf grinned ruthlessly, his eyes burning with hatred and wrath… and then he frowned suddenly, 

grasping at his head as the flow of lightning stopped, and he shook his head as he looked down at 

his hands. Lone looked up… and then he rolled backwards and drew the telescopic staff off his 

back, Alone snarling as he tried to fire another bolt of lightning at the wolf, but he only produced 

a weak arc. “I… I don‟t understand!” 



“Guess you used up all your juice!” Lone drew the pole back like a javelin, and Alone 

glared at him furiously before his eyes widened as the rod of metal glowed with electricity, Lone 

yelling as he stumble-ran into the throw: “So here‟s some more!” 

He fell forwards onto his hands and knees, but there was a crack like thunder as the pole 

flew from his grip, ripping through Alone‟s stomach as lighting blasted out of it in a terrible 

torrent, the black wolf convulsing and screaming in agony as he staggered backwards, his fur 

bursting into flames and one of his eyes popping like a goo-filled balloon, and then he slowly 

tipped backwards with a gurgle, disbelief the last thing on his face before he struck the ground 

hard on his back, fire rapidly consuming his body and the pole standing like a warped, melted 

totem in the middle of the inferno as Lone staggered over to Mahihko, breathing hard as he fell 

on his knees beside the tiny, battered wolf… and he picked him up, whimpering as he looked 

back and forth over the battlefield, tears flowing from his eyes before he said raggedly: “No, not 

yet… not today!” 

And with that, he turned and ran through the ranks of undead and false-humans, not even 

noticing the occasional sword reaching out to bite at his limbs and body as he headed out of the 

battlefield, intent on keeping the smaller wolf alive and terrified of the consequences that his 

death could bring about, and knowing that the others were dealing with problems of their own. 

While Lone and Mahihko fought Alone, Vampire and Cherry had exchanged looks 

before they‟d approached Twister hesitantly at first… but he only stood vapidly, and in the midst 

of the chaos, as Cindy kept Xerrez busy and Marina strode brazenly through the battleground, 

fearless of any attack, the huge, muscular wolf finally said in a kind, gentle voice: “It‟s time to 

go, Twister. Come on, let‟s get out of here.” 

Twister looked from one to the other, and then he said slowly: “No… I have orders. I 

can‟t go against my orders… and they are… to destroy all trespassers.” 

“Dude, come on.” Cherry slapped him on the back, and Twister went rigid before the 

female winced as she realized what was coming, saying across to Vampire: “Yeah, uh, next time, 

remind me-” 

Twister threw his arms out, and a massive blast of wind caught both of the demons, 

sending them hurtling through the air before Vampire landed on his face with his legs hanging 

awkwardly over his head, Cherry crashing onto her back as she squeaked: “Not to do that!” 

Cherry rolled backwards up to her feet as Vampire pushed his hands against the ground 

and arched his body through the air, leading neatly on his paws as Twister looked back and forth 

over them with a terrible expression slowly dawning over his face, as he whispered: “I have my 

orders. Orders are to be followed. You shall both be destroyed.” 

Cherry snorted, but before she could even spit out a one-liner, Twister threw a hand 

towards her and caught her with a sudden violent rush of air that knocked her skywards, the 

female cursing at the fact her precognitive powers couldn‟t manage to lock on to the nearly-

invisible blasts of wind: instead, her vision went crazy with ghostly images and everything 

blurred together… but at least it doesn‟t hurt that much, other than that horrible rushing 

feeling… 

Vampire cursed as Cherry was literally blown away into the air, and the huge wolf tried 

to rush forwards towards the bear… but before he could manage more than two steps, Twister 

swung his hands out and released a shockwave of air that sent him staggering backwards before a 

second curtain of air swept down at ankle level with the wolf before it shot upwards, and the 

force of the wind knocked him onto his back before he winced and covered his face with his 

arms as Cherry fell through the air towards him. 



She flipped herself gracefully at the last moment before that blur of vision hit her, and 

instead of landing on Vampire, she was slammed backwards through the air before another 

vortex of wind caught her and this time threw her straight down, crushing her in an awkward 

belly-flop against the ground as the air wheezed out of her. She shook her head dumbly, then 

scampered to her feet as Vampire slowly got to his, groaning in pain before both of them were 

crushed under the terrible weight of a gale-force wind that pushed them both straight down into 

the ground, steadily grinding them into the earth as Twister muttered raggedly: “Destroy… 

destroy… destroy…” 

“Fuck, do something!” Cherry wheezed as she tried to shove herself upwards, but to no 

avail: even when she managed to get her limbs under her, she was simply crushed into a 

different, even more painful position by the continuous, terrible blast of wind. Vampire mumbled 

and only wheezed in return, and the demoness managed to shove herself forwards, wincing and 

then glowering as she ended up by the huge wolf‟s paws, muttering under her breath. “Yeah, this 

can‟t get worse.” 

“What?” Vampire yelled over his shoulder, but his sensitive ears were being battered by 

the wind and any response Cherry made was swallowed in the terrible howl and pain of the gale, 

and the wolf cursed under his breath before he managed to pick up his machine-shotgun and tilt 

it upwards, growling as he set the stock against his shoulder as Twister stood with his arms 

raised and his head tilted back, a perfect target. 

The demonic wolf opened fire, aiming at the bear‟s face, and the rounds smacked again 

and again into the chest area of the ursine, knocking him staggering backwards as he grunted in 

shock more than pain even as blood exploded over his form, and Cherry immediately jumped to 

her feet and snapped her chain whip out: before it could hit, however, a maelstrom tore around 

the bear‟s body, obscuring him from view in a cloud of dust even as Vampire continued to fire 

wildly, cursing… but then the female winced and ducked behind him, the wolf pausing to look 

stupidly over his shoulder at her before he grunted, then yelped as first wind, and then what felt 

like bullets tore into his body: and he wasn‟t far off, as he looked down at several of the large, 

iron bearings imbedded in his hands, before he grunted when Cherry tripped him as she ducked 

low herself, and a gout of wind carrying the rest of the rounds Vampire had emptied into the 

cyclone shot over their heads as the wolf asked over the howl of the wind: “So how exactly do 

we deal with him again?” 

“Fire‟s out, the wind‟s too goddamn strong!” Cherry shouted back, and then she stood up 

with a growl, biting her cheek as her hand settled on the Great Diviner, and her eyes narrowed as 

she called: “Follow my lead!” 

Vampire nodded, and then he readied himself as the female threw the sword hard 

forwards, not aiming at the whirling storm but instead to the side… but the blade was pulled 

towards the rollicking, windy cylinder nonetheless, twisting around it before it shot back at 

Cherry, and she grimaced as she reached up and caught the sword, the chain continuing to 

lengthen from the manacle like fishing line as she whipped the blade again towards the tornado. 

It spun around it and was lashed violently back once more, and Cherry caught the sword 

again, throwing it from another angle this time to crisscross the chains before the sword shot in 

her direction again, and then the female leapt up in the air and threw the sword not at the tornado 

but instead into the ground at Vamp‟s feet, yelling as the chain snapped upwards: “Haul, 

motherfucker!” 

The wolf reached out and seized the end of the chain, wrapping around his arms quickly 

as his huge muscles flexed and he gritted his teeth, and Cherry grabbed the end of her side of the 



chain, feet skidding along the ground for a moment as the cyclone tried to jerk her into it, but she 

threw her head back and growled as she managed to set herself, back arched as she roared: 

“Come on, heave!” 

Vampire and Cherry slowly began to make their way backwards, the chains jingling and 

tightening in the wind as the storm increased in ferocity, trying to pull them in… but they both 

resisted, only pulling harder and harder, and the rings of chain surrounding the tornado tightened 

tighter and tighter… before the two roared and jerked the chains as hard as they could with them 

as they leapt backwards, and Twister screamed, the tornado vanishing from around him in a burst 

of wind as the chain rings tightened viciously around his body.  

Before he could attempt to struggle free, Cherry snapped her whip off of her waist and let 

it uncoil before she threw it hard forwards, and it spun through the air before the body of the 

whip collided with the bear and either end of it snapped around him like a bolo, the hooked end 

up the weapon locking into a link near the handle and holding it loosely closed. It bound the 

chain of the Diviner tightly around Twister, and he screamed in outrage as the two demons held 

tightly onto either end of the longer weapon, exchanging looks before Twister howled miserably: 

“I can‟t go back! The mission isn‟t over, I can‟t fail, I… I can‟t…” 

He slumped against the chain links… then he looked up with a snarl, and Cherry had that 

terrible twisting sensation before she and Vampire were both slammed upwards into the air, each 

of them clinging tightly to a chain before thin, terrible funnels of wind drilled down from the 

skies into either demon and knocked them flat into the ground, Cherry desperately holding onto 

the chain at the end of the manacle as Vampire clung to the Diviner, before they were both spun 

around as the funnels widened and the wind currents reversed themselves… but Twister‟s voice 

rose in not triumph but agony as the chain and the Diviner wrapped tightly around Vampire as he 

was thrown upwards, and Cherry‟s eyes widened in horror before she could only grit her teeth 

and look away, trying her hardest to ignore the splatter of blood as a shiver passed through her 

body, before the winds died down and Vampire thudded heavily to the ground with a groan and 

then a wince as he murmured: “Oh shit.” 

“Rest easy, Twister…” Cherry muttered, opening her eyes despite wishing she didn‟t 

have to… and the ursine lay in mutilated chunks from the chains ripping their way through his 

body, a death neither member of the Legion felt that he‟d deserved as they both stood slowly, 

before Vampire kicked his spear up to his feet and Cherry glared as human soldiers turned from 

the undead they had been battling to charge in towards them, the female raising her fists. “Fuck, 

you guys are still here?” 

While the others went to their opponents, Cindy‟s charged her, and Xerrez – or Eagle, but 

she didn‟t think it mattered anymore – knocked her flying with a backhand that she barely 

managed to block with her forearms, the angel flipping herself gracefully as she landed in a 

crouch before she grabbed a human that tried to stab her with a sword by the throat and wrist, 

jerking him down almost as if dipping him… except her knee also went up into his spine and 

snapped it, and dust and ashes filtered out through his armor as it crumbled to the ground, before 

the female looked up in shock as she saw both humans and undead go flying as Xerrez screamed: 

“Mine, mine, she‟s mine!” 

He threw a massive fist out, slapping away more soldiers like toys before trying to 

pounce on top of her… and Cindy simply phased her body out of existence, walking forwards as 

he flew through her and crashed onto his stomach to skid along the ground with a stupid gurgle, 

before her body became physical again as she turned around and rose her fists grimly, the 

behemoth scrambling up to his knees to slowly stalk around on all fours as he licked his muzzle 



and she only looked back with disgust, saying coldly: “Surrender. This is the only chance I‟ll 

give you.” 

“Never!” Xerrez threw his head back and laughed crazily, and then he leapt at her 

again… but Cindy reached out and caught him by the face with both her hands before she spun 

and threw him hard in a wide arc, and the enormous male grunted, his arms pinwheeling through 

the air before he managed to land on his feet more out of luck than anything else, staggering 

backwards on his tiptoes… and then all the breath whooshed out of his body as Cindy smashed a 

fist into his solar plexus in a lightning-fast movement, the male‟s eyes bulging in pain and shock 

before she drew herself back slowly, taking a breath as Xerrez clutched at his gut, then finally 

expelled a toxic burp before wheezing for air, looking down at her with a furious snarl. 

Cindy raised a fist and an open palm, her eyes cold and calm, her body ready… and then 

Xerrez slashed out at her with his gnarled claws, but the female didn‟t even move, the claw 

missing by mere inches before the giant stepped forwards and slammed a fist towards her, and 

the female guided this to the side before her own fist collided with his abdominals… but Xerrez 

only grinned before he backhanded her to the ground, the angel letting out a cry of pain, then a 

hiss, refusing to scream as the giant stomped on her side, grasping his ugly foot and trying to 

shove it upwards as he attempted to crush her into the ground with a wicked laugh. “Weakling 

little bitch!” 

Cindy snorted in disgust at this, and then she rolled onto her back, protecting herself with 

her forearm as the giant tried to bear down on her, snarling and looking furious… and then she 

jabbed two knuckles into several pressure points along the sole of his foot, and the male grunted 

in surprise before his eyes widened as his leg twitched violently before falling loose, the limb 

going completely numb for a moment. 

Before he could do anything, the female reached up and snapped his ankle… and Xerrez 

disregarded this with a snort of disgust before he tried to stomp down on her. Cindy easily rolled 

out of the way, however, and the giant toppled as all of his weight went down onto the one limb, 

cursing and flailing his arms uselessly before he fell heavily on his side, and Cindy grabbed his 

other leg, snapping his other ankle and at the same time using it as an axle as she swung both feet 

up between his legs, aiming not for his crotch but instead his thighs. 

Xerrez grunted, then he rolled onto his stomach and tried to lift himself up… except his 

legs refused to work, and he snarled in fury as he clawed at the ground and screamed in 

frustration, his lower limbs working rustily and his knees barely bending before Cindy threw a 

solid fist into his lower spine, shattering it like a block of ice dropped from a cliff. His eyes 

bulged as his body spasmed, and then he fell forwards, breathing hard and snarling, looking 

desperately back and forth… and then a shiver went through him as he felt a cold metal blade 

push into the back of his neck, Cindy saying softly: “Life and death mean nothing to the brave. 

But to cowards… the darkness of eternity holds no secrets and bears no fruit.” 

“N-No, no, no!” Xerrez screamed, rolling over and holding up his arms in denial, and 

Cindy slashed her sword outwards in a neat, slightly-curved strike, slicing off both of his hands 

at the wrist before she slammed her sword down in a merciless blow that decapitated Xerrez 

neatly, her eyes closed as she half-rested on the handle of the sword half-buried into the cold 

earth, her eyes closed. 

Then they opened as a false human charged at her back, and she turned and delivered a 

hard palm into his chest that turned it back to dust, falling apart around her as the sword flew 

from its hands, and she yanked the blade out of the ground, looking up and making a face as she 

saw Cherry and Vampire fly up into the air, propelled by a gust of wind… and then she winced 



away as their opponent turned into a gory fountain of blood, and instead her eyes roved over the 

crowd of fighting undead and false humans, wondering where Marina was. 

The only remaining mortal family member of Zerrex walked fearlessly through the 

warring crowd, looking back and forth and ignoring both humans and undead as she felt the not-

minds of everything around her… before a terrible sentience shot towards her, and she smiled 

coldly, holding up a hand as Slaughterhouse Jack pounced towards her before he froze in midair, 

his eyes bulging with shock before Marina waggled her finger slowly… and the massive 

Dragokkaren swung back and forth through the air with her, the creature struggling wordlessly 

against the psychic bonds that restrained him before she said softly: “Show some dignity, 

animal.” 

She reached up and flicked his nose, and the Narrius-clone shot straight up into the air as 

if launched from a rocket, flipping several times violently through the air as Marina walked 

beneath him and closed her eyes, waiting to sense him beginning to descend… and he twisted his 

body down into a dive, snarling furiously before Marina‟s  eyes snapped open and she threw her 

head back, taking in a long breath before she breathed out a cone of terrible flames that shot into 

the sky like a lantern and burned over his body, the force of the attack so great that the inferno 

knocked Slaughterhouse Jack upwards again once it barreled over him. 

He howled as he flipped several times out of the orange blast, and Marina spat smoke to 

the side as the flames died down before she drew her sword, watching as the Narrius-clone 

crash-landed on all fours with a grunt, then he shook his head violently before loping forwards 

with a snarl, his claws ripping gouges in the ground as he shot towards her with his crimson eyes 

burning… but when he lunged and swung at her, the female deflected it with her sword, shouting 

coldly into his face: “I can see everything you‟re about to do…” A twist of her body and the 

weapon, and his claws only raked against metal, the Dragokkaren wincing and withdrawing his 

hand as two of his claws cracked apart. “I can get into your mind… I was made unstoppable!” 

The Dragokkaren snarled as he lunged towards her, but Marina let herself fall back, 

catching him with her feet against his stomach before she kicked him backwards, and the 

Narrius-clone crashed and skidded along on his back before he quickly rolled to a crouch, his 

eyes burning with malevolence for a moment… and then he only looked stupid, his mouth falling 

open in a gape as the world around him turned to darkness… and he growled as he stood up, 

before his eyes bulged and he hissed in pain as slashes ripped their way back and forth across his 

back from an invisible assailant, before Marina appeared beside him, leaning against him with 

one hand on his shoulder as she whispered: “I can do anything… and what can you do?” 

Slaughterhouse Jack trembled with fury… then he spun around and swung a hand out, 

and his claw caught Marina across the face, shattering the illusion and sending a spray of blood 

up from her features before he grinned and lunged forwards, at the same time preparing to strike 

at her chest and rip her heart out to end the conflict quickly… and then he was frozen in place as 

the world around him shattered like glass, and terrible mental chains wrapped around his limbs 

as panic and anxiety suddenly charged through his head, chasing after each other‟s tails until 

they mixed into one terrible, overwhelming fear. 

The chains tightened, and he screamed, shaking his head back and forth before he 

clenched his teeth and tried to fight off the emotions that were driving him insane… and then he 

screamed, reality washing back in around him, Marina standing in front of him and meeting his 

eyes as her own burned with anger, her sword buried through his stomach as she whispered 

through the stream of blood running down her face: “I‟ll make it slow now…” 



Slaughterhouse Jack snarled and tried to grab her, but she drew back as she tore the 

sword downwards, and instead he grunted in pain, half-staggering as he was almost 

disemboweled by the attack before Marina swung her katana upwards, catching him under the 

jaw and knocking him staggering backwards… but more by luck than anything else, the huge 

Dragokkaren managed to grab the blade of the sword, grinning mirthlessly as he snapped off 

more than half of the katana before he spun the blade around to hold it like a dagger, saying 

raggedly: “Slow works for me.” 

He snarled as he stabbed forwards, but Marina ducked before she slammed the broken 

sword down through his foot, and the Dragokkaren howled as he swung his fist down at her, 

managing to clobber Marina in the back of the head… but even as she half-fell, she slid 

backwards, and then she stood up with a grunt, looking almost like she was about to faint as 

Slaughterhouse Jack reached down and tore the sword out of his foot, looking furious as he rose 

it to stab her… and then she held her hands up as if in a time-out gesture, and a psychic 

shockwave tore through the air, static filling the Dragokkaren‟s mind as he grasped at his skull 

before Marina took a breath… and he looked up just in time to be covered by a terrible blue mist 

she vomited out in a viscous stream that slunk along the ground, the monster freezing in place as 

his features contorted with horror before he turned into a gleaming blue statue, and the light died 

in his eyes before Marina coughed hard as she stepped forwards and grasped the frozen male, 

murmuring as her head rested against his chest: “None are allowed to hurt Daddy…” 

She paused, then smiled, and it was a colder expression than the frozen Dragokkaren as 

she shoved her hand forwards, ripping through his now-brittle armor and body until she grasped 

a cold, wet organ… and then she pulled his heart out of his chest, gazing down at it as it pulsed 

weakly once, and then she leaned down and licked it slowly, squeezing it in her hand to make 

half-frozen blood leak out over it as she murmured: “Oh, if only this was Narrius… if only I 

could feel that true joy…” 

She sighed… then glanced over her shoulder almost irritably as several humans charged 

at her, before simply raising a hand and tearing their weapons out of their grips with her 

telekinetic abilities… and then they shot forwards and slammed down through the chests of the 

mortals as she bit into the heart like an apple, chewing it meditatively as White and Tinny shot 

by, the latter wincing and paling a bit as White only rose his enormous revolver and fired three 

rounds into the base of one of the massive statues, tearing massive chunks out of the concrete as 

he said calmly: “Reinforcements are arriving on all sides… I suggest putting those powers of 

yours to good use.” 

“Fine.” Marina flicked her wrist dismissively, and the cracked base of the statue White 

had weakened shattered before it fell forwards, crushing a good dozen under its heavy body 

before she glanced over her shoulder as a human ran towards her with a spear, and she simply 

glared at him, his helmet imploding before he fell to the ground in a pile of dust. She took 

another good bite out of the heart in her hand, then she threw it to the ground as she kicked the 

fallen spear up, catching it and spinning it around her body to test its balance as she muttered: 

“This is for my father, not for you.” 

White ignored her as a human with a mace ran towards him, coldly raising his revolver 

and blasting the head off the puppet to send it rocketing backwards even as it turned to ashes, 

and then he spun to the side as another human tried to attack him with a sword, bringing his huge 

gun up to block the strike with the barrel before he snapped it hard to the side, slapping the 

human across the face before his hand smashed into its stomach, ripping through the puppet‟s 

armor like it was made of paper and releasing a stream of sand from the malformed earth spirit 



beneath, the puppet groaning before even the sand that made it turned to unusable ashes that 

vanished quickly into the air. 

The badger turned as two more humans approached, and he blocked a sword swing with a 

gloved hand, the sword blade cutting through fabric and making a sound as if it struck against 

metal… and as the glove tore, there was a flash of silver before White‟s hand seized around the 

puppet‟s neck, lifting him into the air and using him as a shield as another soldier swung at him 

with a broadsword that uselessly cleft into the spine of his comrade. The puppet turned to ashes 

in his grip, and as the uniform, helmet, and random metal bits fell past him, White pulled a single 

bullet out of his belt as he swung his revolver upwards, knocking off the helmet of the human 

that had just felled its own comrade as he struck him under the chin and at the same time 

snapping the cylinder open. Empty cartridges fell from it in a tinkling rain, and White pushed the 

bullet calmly but quickly into the cylinder before he snapped the chamber closed with a practiced 

push of the palm, and as the false human recovered its balance, White rose the revolver and fired 

a round through an oval-shaped, featureless face of sand, and it was blown completely away as 

the silver bullet shot through it and then smashed into another human behind him. 

Another soldier ran at White‟s back… but Tinman threw a metal disc at it and cleanly cut 

away its head before returning to his hand, and the angel pointed away across the hill, saying 

urgently: “Look, the others are over there and in trouble, near the van! We need to go and help 

them!” 

“Not yet. First we finish cleaning up here.” White ordered, and when Tinman hesitated, 

he looked at him squarely, saying in a quieter voice: “Trust me.” 

Tinman finally nodded after a moment, and White nodded in return before he returned to 

the fight, even as he tossed a look towards the distance, where the transport was being besieged 

by humans, three figures fighting with the few undead at such a great distance against the 

surging human horde. 

Lone was currently inside the transport, cursing as he tried to get it working and wincing 

as he tinkered with sparking wires under the wheel. A human that had been chasing him had 

stabbed his weapon into the brittle, plasticky walls of the inside of the vehicle, and it had 

severely damaged some of the circuitry… and the wolf was having a panic attack trying to fix 

the machinery and take care of Mahihko, who was laying in the back and burbling to himself as 

he twitched every so often.  

Cherry and Vampire were here, protecting him as best they could, the huge wolf using his 

spear to fend back attackers as Cherry slashed away at close-range attackers with the sword in 

one hand and struck distant enemies with her whip in the other, shouting all manner of 

obscenities and vulgarities. Lone cursed under his breath, wanting to be out there fighting with 

them and the undead that were ripping away at the puppets, but steadily starting to deteriorate… 

and the he winced as the wires sparked at him, before he suddenly felt like an idiot and simply 

rammed his hand into the hole in the wall of the car, wincing as he seized onto all the wires he 

could and sent a burst of electricity into them. 

The engine roared into life, and Lone slammed the door of the transport as Cherry and 

Vampire ran around to the back, the black-furred wolf spinning his spear in a violent windmill to 

drive the human forces back as Cherry leapt inside and he followed, reaching out to grab the 

open transport doors… before several thrown weapons struck him and knocked him onto his 

back, the lupine landing with a heavy groan as the doors slammed shut, one of the handles 

broken and hanging at an awkward angle. 



Cherry looked down compassionately at Mahihko, who was laying on the bench beside 

her, moaning… and Vampire sat up with a grunt as the vehicle lurched forwards and tore 

through the ranks of puppet humans like a scythe through corn. The two former members of the 

Goth Legion looked up, listening to the crushes and thumps of enslaved earth spirits being 

flattened and bashed by the vehicle as it smashed through part of the old memorial and roared 

down the hill into the chaos below, and then Vampire grasped one of the swords in his body and 

pulled it out with a grunt, the wound immediately healing as he held the weapon out to Cherry, 

asking mildly: “Want a keepsake, babe?” 

“Fuck you.” Cherry reached down and grabbed a spear in Vampire‟s stomach, jerking it 

out quickly, and he squeaked before she grinned widely, winking at him as she leaned forwards 

and asked meditatively: “Just like old times, huh?” 

“Yeah… „cept now I can admit I‟m worried about the Boss.” Vampire replied quietly, as 

he looked down and pulled another sword out of his body, and Cherry grunted as she looked at 

the ground, not voicing her own fears as she nodded slowly and gently stroked over Mahihko‟s 

face, the black wolf adding in a soft murmur: “Big bastard better be okay.” 

 

With the chaos that had ensued behind them, Zerrex and Loki were able to quickly charge 

up the stairs and ram their way through the enormous doors leading into the cathedral… and on 

his shoulder, Sammy growled and Anathema hissed before her voice whispered in his mind: 

Holy power to extreme levels permeates the air here… I can‟t use many of my abilities. 

“What a surprise.” Zerrex muttered, as he and Loki strode slowly through what looked 

almost like a gargantuan ballroom, thin, elegant pillars lining the edge of the hall and curving 

lightly towards a massive shrine at the back of the room. A red carpet led to this enormous 

golden cross, which had a radiant circle of silver hanging behind it and a massive, ornate stained-

glass window that blazed with light and depicted images of angels that were somehow grisly and 

warped… and then Animaxander slowly walked out onto the red carpeting in front of a large, 

blue altar that sat just in front of the enormous cross, the human no longer carrying a bible but 

instead a terrifying great mace. 

Zerrex looked back and forth as four golden-armored knights walked out from either side 

of the hall, each carrying a large, single-bladed saber and a massive kite shield that was large 

enough to protect them completely… and then the Drakkaren‟s eyes returned to Animaxander, 

sizing up the two-foot flanges on the head of the great mace as the butt of the seven-foot, black- 

metal pole rested against the ground, the lizard trying to decide if it was charmed or not as he 

asked quietly: “So tell me. Has the time for talk passed?‟ 

“Unfortunately.” Animaxander replied softly, and then he struck the butt of his great 

mace against the ground, and the armored soldiers assumed ready stances before he bowed 

deeply, saying mildly: “Please. Demonstrate for me just what the demigod of fools and the High 

King of Hell can do.” 

Zerrex snorted as he rose Blackheart to a ready position and muttered a command to 

Sammy, and the pseudodragon squeaked before vanishing, as Loki snarled as he swept Gungir 

out, shouting: “Cowards hide behind their words and the shields of other warriors!” 

There was no reply, but no need to, as the golden-armored soldiers swept forwards, 

shields raised as they formed two lines aimed at either being… but Zerrex waited for them to 

come as Loki charged the four attempting to attack them, the otter demigod sweeping a hand out 

as dark energy crackled over it and smashing one of the soldiers stumbling as his spear guided 

itself over a kite shield and struck into the throat of the opponent, felling the first enemy. 



The line of four soldiers smashed into Zerrex, two of them lunging with their shields and 

the outside pair of golden-armored enemies twisting at the last moment to stab their weapons 

forwards… but the Drakkaren blocked the attacks, holding Blackheart with the flat out towards 

his opponents and one hand on the flat before the enemy to his left rose his sword… and Zerrex 

spun, fast as lightning, and smashed Blackheart into his spine, the armor crumpling away in 

pieces as dust spilled out of the broken armor, before the lizard stepped forwards through the 

ruins of the solider to stab into the vulnerable side of another, making him gasp before he too 

dissipated. 

The last two turned and rose their shields in a vain effort to protect themselves… but 

Zerrex swung Blackheart down, hitting the top of the shield and knocking the soldier to a low 

kneel before he followed up with a second chop that cut his helm in half and collapsed the 

opponent, and the final soldier attempted a mad charge, both sword and shield held out… and 

Zerrex sidestepped him before slicing his head neatly off, looking coldly across at Animaxander 

as Loki finished dealing with his own last three soldiers, leaving their armor burning with dark, 

joyless flames. 

The two faced the human… and he only smiled callously, reaching a hand up to adjust 

the tall black hat on his head and then tightening his cape at his neck, before he easily hefted the 

massive great mace in both hands, looking from one to the other as he said softly: “Now do tell 

me… which one of you would like to die first?” 

Loki snarled as he ran forwards, cocking Gungir back… and in a hard sweeping gesture, 

Animaxander swung the great mace out and smashed it into the demigod, sending him flying 

through the air to strike the wall opposite and fall down in a boneless heap, the otter vomiting 

blood as he stared in horror at the human before scampering backwards as Animaxander slowly 

approached him, cape flowing around him as he shook his head in disappointment. “Now, 

Loki… you were supposed to be a serviceable Emissary, as a god… and all gods know the rules 

of the Old Gods deep in their hearts, don‟t they? But you‟re just a traitor…” 

He paused, then spun around and swung his great mace over his head as Zerrex ran 

towards him, and the Drakkaren skidded to a halt, the mace hammering into the tiles just in front 

of him and smashing a crater into the floor before the human gracefully spun in a circle and 

hefted the massive weapon off the ground as he swung it at Loki‟s head, but the otter ducked and 

covered his skull, pressing low against the floor before he scampered away… but Animaxander 

only rested the weapon on his shoulder, holding it in place with one hand as he laughed softly 

before looking at Zerrex almost kindly, saying in a patronizing voice: “When your allies turn out 

to be such weaklings, Lord Zerrex… I recommend you thin the herd.” 

“Shut up, scumbag.” Zerrex said disgustedly, then he looked over at Loki, who was 

resting in a kneel with Gungir on his shoulder, his eyes locked on Animaxander. “We‟ll take him 

together, in turns, and wear him down. I‟ll attack first, then you can move in afterwards… if we 

keep him pressured, he‟ll make a mistake and we‟ll be able to take him down and hopefully get 

some information out of him.” 

“I would never betray my God…” Animaxander snorted, then he anchored himself in 

place, his eyes almost glowing as he gripped the pole of his weapon tightly. “Come at me with 

all your strength, Zerrex Narrius of Hell!” 

“My pleasure.” Zerrex replied coldly, then he shot forwards, lashing out with 

Blackheart… but the human blocked each hard blow with the pole of his weapon, grunting as he 

stepped backwards before suddenly shoving forwards and knocking Zerrex back, before he 

yelled wordlessly as he swung hard outwards with the great mace. The Drakkaren ducked under 



the attack, however, and slashed low at Animaxander‟s ankles, but the human stepped a foot 

back as he arced the huge weapon backwards and over his head, before smashing it down as 

Zerrex rolled quickly away before his eyes widened as the human pursued him savagely, 

grinding the great mace across the ground before he swung hard towards him. 

Zerrex rose Blackheart to try and block, but the weapon was knocked completely out of 

his hands, his fingers pulsing with pain as the hard blow from the great mace sent him staggering 

backwards into a narrow pillar, and it was all he could manage to dive out of the way, skidding 

along the tile when Animaxander swung the weapon back along the same path to smash the pillar 

into pieces. The Grand Inquisitor smiled coldly as Zerrex climbed to his feet, and then his eyes 

narrowed as the reptiles right arm warped, the scales peeling off as it became a twisted claw 

slightly too large for his body. “Interesting…” 

“You sure you want to keep going?” Loki asked dryly, and the reptile looked sideways at 

where the otter was standing with a slight smile, nodding. The demigod shrugged after a 

moment, and then he crossed his arms and rested back against the wall, saying mildly: “Good 

luck.” 

Zerrex grunted as he ran forwards, and Animaxander dodged the claw as Zerrex slashed 

at him with it, before a blade shot from the reptile‟s wrist and he swung back upwards, but the 

human easily blocked the blow with the pole of his great mace, snarling and then finally 

swinging the butt of the weapon upwards to wallop the Drakkaren hard enough across the 

muzzle to make him spin around… and he cursed, almost tripping over his own feet before he 

twisted himself back towards the human, only to stare in shock as the great mace swung in a 

violent arc upwards and smashed into his warped arm. 

The great mace glowed at the moment of contact, and then Zerrex was thrown backwards 

as he howled in agony, his arm exploding into chunks of useless metal and rock as he fell heavily 

back on the ground and immediately clutched at his shattered shoulder, Anathema‟s skull hissing 

with pain in his mind as black ooze leaked from the terrible wound. He looked up, wincing as 

Animaxander prepared a finishing blow… and then the human staggered backwards with a curse 

as a bolt of dark fire hit him and the otter ran forwards, shouting with irritation that covered 

concern: “Get the hell out of the way, Zerrex, and put your arm back together or whatever the 

fuck it is you do!” 

“Shut up.” Zerrex mumbled, standing slowly up and wincing as he grabbed at his 

thudding skull with his hand, and then he shook his head quickly, gritting his teeth and forcing 

himself to focus through the pain as he watched Loki drive Animaxander backwards with a 

series of quick thrusts with the spear, the human looking frustrated as he parried each blow with 

the huge great mace. His body felt ablaze with pain… and it didn‟t take Anathema‟s snarls to let 

him know it was probably from some sort of holy power.  

He dropped to a kneel as he concentrated, focusing the energy in his body towards his 

shoulder as he breathed hard, not letting the fight between Loki and Animaxander draw his 

attention as he closed his eyes, feeling whatever awful holy residue was left on his shoulder 

dissipating slowly as he concentrated on the power of Mephistopheles… and then he arched his 

back with a grunt as his arm slowly began to reform. 

Let me help… Anathema whispered, and her bone armor slid sinuously over his body, 

snapping into place and interlocking with the metal and rock that was slowly growing out of his 

shoulder, and Zerrex stared at the skeletal claw that formed, the terrible rocky, metallic stuff that 

made up his arm taking root on the gleaming bleached bone and pulsing along it as the 

Naganatine laughed quietly, whispering: Mephistopheles‟ abilities are one thing I can easily 



interact with, Lord Zerrex… but try not to break anything this time. I want my bones back in one 

piece so we don‟t have to go grave-robbing. 

A moment later, Zerrex stood and hissed through his teeth as his arm solidified once 

more into a warped claw, and then he paused before he held his hand over the twisted substance, 

feeling Anathema‟s confusion before he muttered a Reshape spell… and instead of a warped, 

ugly limb, his arm shivered before excess rock and metal fell away as it reformed itself into a 

scale-plated, perfect replica of an arm, albeit a heavy-armored one. Silver bordered with gold 

plates lined the limb down to the sectioned, claw-shaped hand, and Zerrex snorted before he 

concentrated energy into a claw-tip and etched runes down the limb, continuing to chant the 

Reshape spell, and then they glowed and locked into place when he stopped, the Drakkaren 

grinning as he strode towards Animaxander. 

He was still locked in combat with Loki, who was teleporting back and forth around him, 

thrusting with the spear but never quite managing to strike the human… and then Animaxander 

swung the massive great mace in a huge windmill around his body, and Loki was caught in mid-

teleport, knocked flying into a nearby wall with a gurgle before Animaxander charged forwards 

and speared the sharp ends of the flanged mace-head into his stomach, making the otter scream 

in pain. 

The human dragged Loki along the wall, then spun around, bouncing him on the end of 

the mace as Zerrex skidded to a halt before the human slammed the weapon viciously 

downwards, crushing Loki into the floor beneath it and almost taking Zerrex down as well as the 

lizard leapt away, and then he cursed as Animaxander rose the weapon, the demigod laying 

broken and bloody on the ground, his clothes torn apart and his chest crumpled, barely even 

wheezing as his eyes bulged with hideous agony… and then the human asked softly, as he 

brought the weapon back a little further above his head: “How does it feel… to be unable to save 

your ally from his death?” 

Then he swung the weapon forwards… before staring in shock as Zerrex reached up his 

now-regal arm and caught the holy weapon on his palm, a cold fury passing over his features as 

he said quietly: “I don‟t like people who pull shit like that.” 

And then Zerrex threw the mace-head upwards and grabbed the pole by the neck, tearing 

the weapon out of the hands of the human and leaving Animaxander looking helpless for a 

moment before he screamed when the Drakkaren smashed him back into the wall with his own 

weapon, and then the reptile spun the great mace over his head as Animaxander fell to a 

crumpled heap, and he swung it down in a violent arc, crushing the human into the floor and 

leaving the mace imbedded in his chest, a look of horror on his features as he gargled uselessly, 

the lizard looking at him with disgust for a few moments before he turned around and offered a 

hand to Loki, gazing at him with quiet concern: “You alive?” 

Loki breathed quietly in and out as his body slowly healed itself, his eyes closed… and 

then he opened them and nodded slowly, reaching up and taking the Drakkaren‟s hand as he 

coughed hard and rasped: “Last time I took a beating like that was from you.” 

Zerrex laughed a bit at this as he slowly hefted the otter up, holding him almost like a 

baby for a moment… and Loki pointed over his shoulder, his voice breaking with his ragged, 

too-late warning of: “Fuck, look o-” 

Animaxander smashed Zerrex in the spine with the great mace, sending agony through 

the Drakkaren as white energy flashed at the impact, and the two flew through the air together 

before the reptile spun around in midair, crashing on his back and throwing Loki off to the side 

before he hit a pillar at the opposite end of the cathedral, cracking it. It made the Drakkaren 



wince… but the pain was nowhere near as bad as it could have been, and he grunted as he slowly 

forced himself to his feet, rubbing at a bloody, purple, already-formed bruise on his back, as 

Animaxander strode angrily towards him, his wounds healed and even his clothing in almost-

perfect order, the Grand Inquisitor shouting: “I will not be made a fool of!” 

He held up a hand and fired a blast of white light at Zerrex, but the Drakkaren deflected it 

with his arm, the holy runes on it glowing white as the reptile said clearly: “I‟m on to your tricks, 

Animaxander… unfortunately for you, I‟ve gone and evened the score.” 

“Arrogant demon…” Animaxander trembled with fury, his face ugly with it and his 

composure visibly shattered as he began to stalk forwards, his great mace glowing with white 

energy as he said darkly: “I‟m going to torture you in ways you cannot begin to imagine…” 

“I can imagine a lot…” Zerrex paused as an object drew his attention to the far left, and 

he snapped a hand out, a tentacle shooting from his arm to seize around Blackheart before it 

pulled his sword back to his grip, and he rested it on his shoulder as he flexed his armored right 

arm slowly, his eyes narrowing at the human. “Shall we?” 

Animaxander snorted in disgust, and then he flicked an arm outwards in a gesture that 

was almost dismissive, a narrow wave of glowing white energy shooting towards the 

Drakkaren… and Zerrex winced as he sidestepped it at the last moment, before bringing up his 

sword to slash into the neck of the great mace as Animaxander swung at him, his strength barely 

enough to let him repel the attack. He replied with a hard thrust of his weapon, but Animaxander 

shoved the pole of his weapon outwards and knocked the Drakkaren‟s sword into the air, before 

he swung hard… and not expecting him to go after his weapon again, Zerrex cursed and 

staggered when Blackheart was struck viciously by the great mace and flung through the air. 

The human smashed Zerrex in the abs with the butt of his weapon, making him grunt and 

bend forwards before he swung viciously at his lower back… but the Drakkaren dropped to a 

low kneel before kicking a foot hard into the knee of the human, making him grunt in surprise as 

he fell to an awkward crouch himself before almost overbalancing due to the weight of his 

weapon. Instead, he turned his falling movement into a hard swing, but the lizard reached up and 

blocked the blow with his metallic forearm, and he winced as the weapon bounced off and sent 

an ache of pain through his body… but Animaxander cursed and fell on his rear, leaving him 

open for a long enough moment for Zerrex to reach forwards and seize him by the skull with his 

flesh-and-blood hand. 

His arm crackled with sapphire arcs of energy before he released a blast straight into the 

stupefied human‟s face, and Animaxander was sent crashing down on his back with scream of 

pain at the resulting, conical explosion of blue energy, before the Drakkaren smashed his 

metallic hand down into the Grand Inquisitor‟s stomach. It sent an obvious burst of pain through 

him, but this time he managed to bring his feet up and smash them into Zerrex‟s abdominals, 

knocking the reptile staggering backwards to his feet before his hand touched against the cane 

still stuck in the back of his belt… and he pulled the weapon loose as Animaxander leapt to his 

feet and roared, swinging crudely at him at waist level. 

The Drakkaren ducked low under this with a wince, and then he swung his cane in a hard 

blow into the human‟s stomach, and Animaxander gurgled as he staggered backwards before 

Zerrex swung his cane around in a an overhead strike that smashed into the human‟s skull, 

making him howl as he dropped his great mace and clutched at his head. Immediately, Zerrex 

dropped his cane, doing what seemed most logical at the moment: he seized the great mace, 

dragged it around in a circle, and slammed it upwards as he hard as he could into the bent-over 

human‟s body. 



Animaxander flew upwards with a howl of agony,  shooting through the air like a rocket 

to crash through the ceiling high, high above, and Zerrex stared in shock, wondering if he‟d 

overdone it before he winced and dropped the great mace, staggering quickly out of the way of 

the falling stone. The thick chunks of rock fell to the ground where he‟d been standing moments 

before, large enough to have been more than painful had they hit… and then a roar of anger 

shook the entire cathedral, and the Drakkaren winced as he snarled at the ceiling. Is there 

something even worse here? Or did Animaxander somehow survive all of that? 

“Fuck… well, we‟re in this deep. We might as well keep going.” Loki muttered, and then 

he grinned at Zerrex, slapping him on the shoulder and making the reptile wince as he said 

mildly: “Join me up top when you‟re ready.” 

With that, Loki tensed himself and lowered his body in a squat, and then he threw himself 

upwards, a great blast of force seeming to propel him at the same time to launch him towards the 

rooftop before a pair of illusionary angelic wings appeared overtop his back, disembodied and 

strange but apparently aiding the demigod‟s flight as Zerrex watched him for a moment before 

he shrugged a bit before his eyes settled on a wooden door near the shrine, stopping only to pick 

up his cane, his sword, and to whistle loudly. 

Sammy sprinted towards him from where he had been hiding behind the altar, and he 

leapt up onto his shoulder with a squeak, gazing at him with soft concern before he chirped 

gently as he nuzzled lightly into his cheek, the reptile laughing quietly as he opened the door, 

sword on his back and cane in his belt as Sammy communicated images and a basic but useful 

analysis of the abilities Animaxander had displayed. 

He pushed through the door in the wall to reveal a set of stairs beyond, and the Drakkaren 

grumbled under his breath before he started up them, and then he winced when he heard another 

roar, breaking into a run and kicking down the door at the top of the steps to enter into a low-

ceiled room with a hole in the stone floor… and when the reptile looked back and forth, he 

realized it reminded him most of a small attic.  

But neither Animaxander nor Loki was present… and then the Drakkaren‟s eyes roved up 

to the ceiling, and an open trapdoor. He made a face at this, glad that at least with the low 

rooftop he could reach into it from here… and when the reptile carefully walked over to 

investigate it, he saw it led up towards open, bare sky above… and he could clearly hear sounds 

of combat above before he looked aside to Sammy, saying quietly: “Stay out of sight and out of 

range. Animaxander isn‟t anything we can exactly play games with.” 

Sammy squeaked after a moment, looking at Zerrex hesitantly, but when the reptile 

grunted, he finally nodded glumly and leapt away, and the Drakkaren hopped up into the shaft 

and quickly pulled himself up along the ladder, heading skywards as a ragged voice shouted: 

“Traitorous scum!” 

“You‟re one to talk!” Loki‟s angry voice replied, and the lizard hurried himself up the 

ladder as there was a loud double-clang, and then a shape shot over the trapdoor before there was 

a loud thud, and the reptile made a face as he reached the top of the ladder, carefully leaning his 

head out to watch as Loki shot past, sprinting towards a bloodied Animaxander. 

The human was stumbling, blood running from several deep, jagged wounds on his legs 

and arms… but more importantly, his chest looked like it had been hit by a cannonball, his skin a 

red smear over bones that were somehow still in place… but even now Animaxander was 

continuing to fight on the large, roughly-square area of the rooftop between three different-sized 

domes, swinging another great mace around savagely, this one ending not in a simple flanged 

mace head but instead a three-foot diameter human-head-shaped skull, with four vicious, axe-



blade shaped gothic flanges at the compass points around the face and a crown of terrible, long 

and deadly spikes pushing out from the metallic skull. 

Zerrex pulled himself out of the hole just as Animaxander howled and swung down at 

Loki… but the demigod teleported, the mace only smashing through mist before Loki appeared a 

short distance behind Animaxander, a snarl on his face and Gungir reared back… and then he 

threw the spear as hard as he could, and it pierced through Animaxander‟s back as the weapon 

glowed with terrible, potent power… and a moment later, the human dropped his great mace as 

his eyes rolled back in his head, falling to his knees and then slumping slowly on the spot as if 

bowing his head in shame, the spear pierced through his body as it crackled for a few more 

moments before the glow slowly died out. 

“Too bad, Zerrex… looks like I got the kill.” Loki said with a dry smile, and Zerrex gave 

a bit of a grim smile in return, only glad it was over. Slowly, the demigod walked forwards, 

asking softly: “But why didn‟t our good friend here dissolve when he died?” 

Zerrex pondered on this as Loki reached forwards… and the moment before he seized on 

the answer, Animaxander screamed and grabbed his head, arching his back violently, and both 

Loki and Zerrex staggered away from him as he convulsed back and forth, howling to the skies: 

“I can‟t… I can‟t contain… you will… suffer!” 

Animaxander screamed, and the sound distorted on itself before he reached a hand down 

and grasped the spear, slowly pulling Gungir through his own gut until it was all the way free 

with a burst of blood, the weapon crackling in his hand before he spun around and aimed at Loki. 

Zerrex winced, but the legendary weapon apparently knew its friend from its foe… and instead 

of whizzing straight at the demigod, its course twisted and it spiraled off the rooftop instead, 

Animaxander howling in frustration before holy, white flames burst up over his being… but 

Zerrex‟s eyes narrowed as he realized they had a core of pure darkness. 

Animaxander writhed, staggering back and forth as he continued to scream, grasping at 

his head as his clothes and skin burned quickly away, before he dropped to his knees ,a mess of 

bone and muscle. His form shuddered, and then waves of blood erupted from his back before 

terrible, skeletal wings tore their way free, so putrid and terrifying they even went beyond the 

realm of „demonic‟ as Animaxander‟s warped voice screamed again… 

And then he laughed viciously, almost a cackle as he grabbed his great mace and shoved 

himself upwards… and the two stared in horror as the rest of his flesh and organs melted away 

like dust, leaving a grizzled skeleton floating in the air, terrible white light burning out of his 

sockets and jaws like a spotlight. His bones were not white, nor even yellowed: they were an 

ugly grey and brown, rocky, jagged, and twisted as the naked cliffs of the earth‟s most brutal 

gorges, the fingers of his hands thin and disjointed and his feet little more than thick blocks that 

ended up ugly talons. 

And inside a ribcage that looked like a horrible set of closed jaws, pulsed a sickly, ugly 

red and black organ that was not a heart or anything else that the Drakkaren could recognized, 

attached to the ribcage by the means of thick, ugly strings of red and pink, the inner sanctum of 

his chest coated with a strange, mucus-like substance. It was a terrible, gross sight that made the 

Drakkaren look away in disgust, before Animaxander shrieked as he rose his great mace over his 

head, the monstrous end of the terrible weapon bursting into dark flame: “In the name of my 

God, I shall eradicate you!” 

“Loki, I think we have a problem.” Zerrex said mildly, drawing Blackheart as he looked 

coldly at the floating, monstrous skeleton, and Anathema hissed on his shoulder as the eyes of 



her skull glowed, saying sharply in his mind: It‟s an incomplete god, you need to be  careful… 

but the holy essence has vanished up here, let me help you! 

“How?” Zerrex asked in a bit of a strained voice, as the monster darted forwards and 

swung his great mace in an upwards arc, and it was all the lizard could do to duck under the 

attack before he leapt out of the way when Animaxander dropped out of the sky to hover just 

above the ground, smashing his great mace down where Zerrex had been a moment before and 

shattering a chunk of the rooftop, before the monstrosity swung viciously outwards with a 

scream,  the blow almost hitting the reptile as he staggered to his feet and flailed one arm for 

balance, shouldering Blackheart with his left to avoid dropping it. 

Like this! Anathema replied coldly, and Zerrex felt his metallic arm pulse with energy as 

it glowed faintly purple, the holy runes on it standing out in brilliant blue at the same time. The 

reptile grunted, then he winced as Animaxander rose the mace above his head and charged, and 

the Drakkaren acted on instinct, creating a sphere of energy in his armory hand and throwing it 

hard at the face of the skeletal monster, the blue orb tinged with a strange purple glow. 

Animaxander blocked it with the pole of his weapon, but the resulting blast – purple rays 

of light shining out of the blue-tinged explosion – sent him staggering backwards, his defense 

broken and the beast disoriented as he howled in visible pain… and Loki immediately teleported 

onto the monster‟s back, holding onto one skeletal wing as the other hand grabbed the back of 

his skull, blue lighting zapping over his head as the otter snarled and clung to him as the monster 

staggered and howled, shaking wildly back and forth. 

Zerrex tried to lunge forwards, but Animaxander swung his great mace outwards, and the 

Drakkaren was barely able to raise Blackheart in time, bracing himself as best he could before he 

was knocked staggering by the hard blow, cursing under his breath before wincing as 

Animaxander continued the swing in a wide windmill that smashed Loki off his back, knocking 

the otter to the ground. The demigod grunted in pain and shock as he grabbed at his side, and 

then Animaxander swung the massive weapon around his body again before he smashed it 

downwards, but Loki teleported out of the way at the last moment, and the half-formed god 

screamed in furious anger. 

The Drakkaren took the moment to shoot forwards as Animaxander grunted and tried to 

haul his weapon out of the stony rooftop, but one of the flanges had lodged heavily into the 

damaged surface, and the lizard‟s boots slammed along the pole of the great mace, the Drakkaren 

snarling and the skeletal beast hissing before the Drakkaren smashed one foot down in the 

monster‟s wrist, Animaxander shrieking as his hand was knocked away as the lizard flew 

towards him and then slammed both feet into his ribcage and face. 

The half-formed god flew backwards with a scream of shock, and Zerrex landed by the 

pole of the great mace as it clattered uselessly to the ground, the Drakkaren grinning widely for a 

moment as he pointed his sword at the skeletal beast, saying clearly: “I expected more from you, 

Animaxander… but for a freak even by supernatural standards, you really don‟t seem all that 

high and mighty.” 

Animaxander snarled in rage, and the light in his eyes glowed brighter as he flew into the 

air, his hands burning with dark energy as Loki appeared by the Drakkaren‟s side and asked 

sharply: “What the fuck are you doing? You really want to piss that thing off?” 

“Yeah, I do.” Zerrex replied mildly, then he made a face as Animaxander hurled several 

crescent-shaped blades of dark, terrible energy down at him, the Drakkaren swinging his sword 

back and forth as the blade glowed blue, shattering the blades of dark energy and turning them 



into harmless motes of sickly energy before he added sharply: “Just step back and let him focus 

on me!” 

Loki nodded after a moment as he understood, and the otter vanished from his side as 

Animaxander howled and rose his hands high into the air, dark fire pulsing over his body before 

he shoved both down and released a solid beam of terrible, negative energy, and Zerrex winced 

before he rose Blackheart in front of himself, blue energy crackling over his body as he blocked 

the beam with the flat… but the power of the blast was enough to drive him sliding several feet 

backwards, the Drakkaren cursing under his breath as he pushed back against it as hard as he 

could… but the beam was draining his energy faster than he would have normally believed, and 

Anathema said darkly: Stop toying with him and showing off! We get it, you can put up with all 

kinds of energy, now kill him! 

“I‟m working on it.” Zerrex muttered, and then he staggered forwards as the beam attack 

ended, Animaxander screaming furiously in midair as he spread his arms… and the Drakkaren 

snapped his left arm upwards, releasing two deadly tentacles laced with bones that snapped 

around the creature. He cursed in pain when Animaxander grabbed the tentacles, his bony wings 

flapping wildly as dark energy began to burn like acid through the appendages even as they 

crushed into him, but the Drakkaren stepped backwards and snapped his arm back, the tentacles 

ripping the skeletal beast downwards as they retreated quickly into Zerrex‟s body at the same 

time. 

The tentacles tore apart in a burst of ugly blood, the ends of the appendages bursting into 

dark flame and vanishing instantly from around Animaxander even as he continued to fall 

towards Zerrex… and then Drakkaren swung Blackheart outwards with one hand, but then he 

cursed as he missed, the half-formed god arching his back before he swung a leg forwards and 

smashed the lizard in the face, knocking him staggering before he dropped down and slammed a 

foot into either one of the reptile‟s shoulders, his talons locking down into them before he 

flapped his wings powerfully and shot up into the air. 

Zerrex cursed under his breath, wincing before he was flung hard, the creature laughing 

psychotically… and then the Drakkaren spun around in midair, throwing Blackheart hard as it 

glowed with blue energy, and Animaxander looked shocked for a moment as the reptile 

grinned… before he cursed as the monster brought both forearms up and blocked the blow. With 

his skin shed, his reaction time was even faster than when he‟d been in human form… and the 

reptile had no idea how the hell he‟d stand against this beast as Blackheart fell towards the 

rooftop, spiraling downwards as the lizard free-fell through the air and then he twisted, landing 

in a crouch and only grunting as he hit the stone a moment before Blackheart struck the rooftop 

hilt-first and then bounced towards Zerrex, the lizard reaching out on instinct and catching the 

sword by the handle as he slammed it home on his back and then he drew his cane out as 

Animaxander threw a boomerang of dark energy down towards the lizard. 

Zerrex dodged this one, letting it smash into the ground and explode before he heard a 

gong in his head, and the reptile took up a defensive position mostly out of surprise as Anathema 

said irritably in his mind: Try this. 

The reptile looked down in surprise as pain ran through his right arm for a moment before 

he sensed something strange and terrible lurking beneath the surface, as Animaxander laughed 

insanely in the air and held his hands up, charging some new attack… and the Drakkaren lashed 

his left arm upwards on instinct before a tentacle that looked far-more like the spinal cord of 

some monstrous snake shot out of his arm, a terrible, curled hook at the end of it as agony tore 

through the Drakkaren‟s body with every inch of the attack that passed out of his arm, and 



Animaxander looked surprised before the tentacle wrapped around his waist and the hook 

snapped into place around the bone-armored appendage, Anathema cooing in his mind: Sorry, 

darling, just borrowing a little bit of energy… but now here, let me help while you drag the 

fucker in. 

As Zerrex seized the tentacle and pulled it downwards, cursing as he felt a throbbing pain 

in his arm even with the tentacle fully-out, Animaxander screamed, dragged towards the earth 

again before his body convulsed as a terrible purple lightning shot over him, his bones literally 

beginning to rot away before his wings exploded into shrapnel, and he fell towards the ground as 

the Drakkaren let the tentacle retreat into his body, cursing at the pain even that sent through 

him. Anathema was laughing in his mind, Animaxander crash-landing on his knees before he 

screamed and reached up, his dark energy useless against the tentacle… but after a moment, he 

clawed into the hook holding it in place around his neck, and he managed to snap it off after a 

few tries, both Anathema and Zerrex snarling as the appendage retreated completely into the 

Drakkaren‟s arm. 

Animaxander snarled in fury, then he looked down and dashed suddenly towards his 

fallen great mace, and Zerrex cursed as he created a sphere of energy and threw it hard at the 

being… but Animaxander simply slapped it away before he seized the pole of his weapon and 

tore it free, ripping up a burst of stone from the ground. He stepped forwards with a howl of fury, 

swinging the weapon downwards with a snarl… but Zerrex dodged backwards, before he winced 

when the half-formed god swung the great mace around before it hit the ground, scraping a 

scratch along the stone but adding the momentum to a spinning swing that the reptile was forced 

to leap high over, and then he stepped forwards, holding his cane tightly by the top and bottom of 

the cane as Animaxander swung viciously downwards. 

The pole of his weapon connected uselessly with the body of the cane, and the lizard 

cursed, falling almost to his knees as his limbs trembled with shock at the raw power behind 

Animaxander‟s swing, as the skeletal monster continued to bear down, anchoring his feet against 

the ground as he snarled, the light glowing brighter out of his skull as Zerrex was forced down 

inch-by-inch… before the half-formed god screamed in surprise as Loki teleported behind him 

and wrapped his arms around Animaxander‟s shoulders in a full nelson, jerking him back against 

his body as lighting crackled over their bodies, the otter digging his face forwards against the 

monster‟s spinal neck to avoid a headbutt as he yelled: “Now, now‟s your chance!” 

Zerrex felt Animaxander‟s arms jerked roughly outwards and restrained, the weight of 

the massive great mace twisting away as the monster continued to hold it by the pole for a 

moment, protecting his face automatically as he squirmed and tried to tear out of the grip of the 

otter as his body burst into dark flames, the demigod yelling wordlessly in fury and pain as he 

continued to cling stubbornly to the monster, and the Drakkaren snarled before he grabbed his 

cane like a baseball bat and swung the dragon-shaped head up under the ribcage and straight into 

the single organ of the beast. 

Animaxander screamed as his dark fires burned higher, licking hungrily at Zerrex‟s body 

and charring his forearms as he cursed… before the eyes in the dragon head glowed, and white 

runes pulsed down the cane as Zerrex focused himself and fired a blast of blue energy down the 

cane as well, and the not-heart, living organ in the half-formed godling exploded into chunks, 

pieces of gore splattering all over the inside of the cage as he arched his back and shrieked, his 

dark flames vanishing in a concussive blast that sent both Loki and Zerrex flying backwards, 

Zerrex skidding on his back over the rooftop as the otter demigod smashed into the wall, 



grunting and sliding down it, his body covered in burns and one of his eyes burnt and whitened 

in his face. 

The half-formed godling breathed hard in and out, clutching at his ribcage even as blood 

and pus and strings of organ leaked through both the ribcage and his hands, the light in his eyes 

burning bright before it slowly began to fade, bit-by-bit, as he whispered: “But I… was… 

blessed… holy… God… my God, my King of Kings… Athéos, please, avenge me!” 

Animaxander threw his head back and screamed as the cathedral trembled, white light 

glowing around them as Zerrex felt energy biting into his body, scraping against him like 

sandpaper as Loki snarled and covered his face, vanishing from sight in a burst of dark mist as 

Animaxander began to glow gold, the light surging out of his eyes before Zerrex saw him 

explode in a terrible, violent blast- 

He looked back and forth, staring in shock as he found himself sitting on a plateau in the 

mountains that gave the Row of Skulls their name, a quiet wind blowing as reality seemed to 

bent and twist around him, strange sounds whispering through his head before a muffled boom 

seemed to almost caress the reptile, and he stood up even as reality seemed to twist again around 

him, the Drakkaren looking down and watching from a shocking distance as Animaxander‟s 

great cathedral collapsed, golden bubbles of light seeming to rise throughout it and exploding 

with such force that the debris they tore up floated in the air for a moment, defying gravity 

before it dropped towards the earth, as visible shockwaves rippled through the fields. He stared 

in shock, looking back and forth stupidly… and then a soft, powerful voice said behind him: 

“You are an amazing specimen, Lord Zerrex Narrius… truly, you can endure through almost 

anything.” 

Zerrex slowly turned around, and for a moment his eyes couldn‟t even focus on the 

radiant figure standing across from him on the flat, long plateau. Reality seemed to vibrate 

around him, as if it was trying to connect itself to him or fed off him somehow, as if he was the 

one creating it, giving the universe life… and Zerrex swallowed hard before he asked in a voice 

that shook, hard as he tried to keep himself calm: “Are you… an Old God?” 

“I am Athéos… I am the Elder God, the leader and oldest of the Old Gods.” the being 

continued in its tender voice, and Zerrex felt both soothed and terrified as Athéos bowed slowly 

to him, and Zerrex was now able to make out a bit more of the divine being. It hurt to look at 

him, hurt like hell… but at the same time, he felt a terrifying, religious rapture as he stared at the 

being, at his radiance and his beauty and his- 

Wake up! snapped a voice in his mind, and it wasn‟t Anathema, but Ravenlight, and 

Zerrex clenched his eyes shut, half-turning away for a moment before he focused himself, 

breathing slowly in and out and firmly pushing the variety of emotions he was feeling out of his 

mind before he turned to gaze calmly at the Old God. 

The divine radiance of Athéos seemed to slowly fade out as the reptile looked at him, and 

he fought back even the feelings of serenity as he remembered the conflict he was in with this 

divine being, remembering the old meditations and teachings. He focused himself to be as a 

mirror, to not absorb, but to reflect… and he felt the faintest twinge of irritation float through the 

air, which made him smile as Athéos asked in a voice that was strangely sympathetic and tender: 

“Do you not trust me? How you have suffered in life, though… but can‟t you see, this is all for 

the greater good?” 

Athéos approached him, and reality distorted a bit as Zerrex let himself stay relaxed, not 

sensing any hostility and not wanting to provoke a fight as his head finally ceased to throb 

painfully and his eyes focused in on t he divine being. The outside of his limbs were clad in 



golden, stacked and scaled armor plates not dissimilar to the form the Drakkaren‟s metallic arm 

was in at the moment, and these were somehow molded against the white, flowing sleeves and 

leggings beneath them, staying in place and moving as if liquid by some means Zerrex couldn‟t 

understand. His feet wore only plain brown sandals, leaving the small talons on his three golden 

toes bare… and his body was covered by a beautiful, red cloth shirt and a flowing white loincloth 

edged in crimson, tied at the front in a loose knot and with a strange, triangular symbol Zerrex 

didn‟t understand near the top in gold. 

A half-kilt made of golden plates studded with sapphires, emeralds, rubies, and even 

diamonds also hung around his waist, and around his neck was a golden chain attached to a 

beautiful, crescent-shaped golden plate with five gemstones on it, two beautiful round stones of 

lapis lazuli on either side of a brilliant white crystal that was too perfect and bright even for a 

diamond of the highest standards. On his second and fourth fingers on both hands were golden, 

beautiful bands, each with a priceless stone of a different color inset into it… and finally, Zerrex 

drew his face up to meet the Old God‟s eyes, looking into his face as he smiled and stood across 

from him. 

He had the face of a bird, but no feathers: instead, simply grey skin, and a jutting, narrow 

beak. The beak, however, was strangely flexible, and filled with sharp, short but thick conical 

teeth like that of a feral predator, with a large fang near not the front but the back of both upper 

and lower jaws on both sides. These stuck out of its beak at a slightly-awkward angle, yet 

somehow did not detract from Athéos‟s strange beauty as he looked into Zerrex‟s eyes with his 

own dark, fog-colored irises, the lack of pupil not taking away from the focus of his gaze. They 

regarded each other for a moment, Zerrex taking in even the darker, almost scaly-skin that 

circled around his beak where it protruded from his face and the slope of what could almost be a 

nose between his eyes, until it locked into the beak… and even the gentle-swirl of dark fur that 

ran from the underside of the creature‟s jaw and in thin lines up the sides of its cheeks, just in 

front of a small pair of ears from which dangled bullion scarabs on silver hoops, but whether this 

hair continued or not was hidden from view by a majestic crown made of gold that fit the being‟s 

head perfectly, the front a tall, imperial half-crescent of gold and black platinum and blued silver 

and gemstones, and the sides more carefully etched, swirled gold. 

He was maybe ten feet tall, majestic in every way, unarmed and yet exuding so much 

power it made Zerrex feel almost weak, as all kinds of emotions continued to pressure his 

mind… and then Athéos gently wrapped an arm around his shoulders and guided him to the edge 

of the cliff, gesturing with his other hand as he said lovingly: “You do have a beautiful world 

here, Zerrex Narrius… and such vibrant life! But I fear that this whole world… goes against the 

rules of the Old Gods.” He shook his head sadly, as sorrow dampened the air around them, 

making things seem literally bluer as Zerrex‟s mind did its best to resist a terrible assault of 

despair. “Your God, Naganis, went against one of our most sacred decrees… not only did he 

create twenty directly in his own image, he then tore the fabric of the universe that we, the 

Ancient Ones, created… and then he created life, life that was not controlled, not watched over, 

but left to evolve…”  

Athéos shook his head slowly, and Zerrex looked at him, feeling that he should agree 

with everything the Old God was saying… but then he realized that again, that radiance, that 

blessed, lovely feeling had crept into his mind… and he gritted his teeth, forcing it out as Athéos 

continued softly: “For all the countless eons, we have wandered the universe, stopping only now 

and then to create a minimal amount of life and to develop it with care and compassion and 

kindness… and always, any infringement of our rules by any god was dealt with the same way. 



We… carefully cleaned up the messes made by other gods, to maintain a love and peace and 

order throughout the whole of the universe. After all, if mortal beings are allowed to evolve, 

well… you‟ve seen what‟s begun to happen. Strange powers, mutations, and self-destruction… 

and this could affect other planets, or spread throughout the universe. Think of this physical 

plane… like a physical body. Even if you have a minor infection, you cleanse and wash it, don‟t 

you? You carefully heal it with compassion, and remove with neither pity nor mercy the bacteria 

that festers in the wound. That is our way, too… but on a much grander scale.  

“And yet, Naganis did not only that… he separated worlds out of the universe, built 

whole dimensions…” Athéos shook his head in disappointment, and it was so overwhelming 

Zerrex felt like he‟d been slammed by a tidal wave of grief, like he‟d had every horrible 

experience all over again in his life as his legs threatened to buckle… but the strong hand around 

his shoulders seemed to give him strength, and the Drakkaren closed his eyes shut, concentrating 

again on blocking that serenity out, focusing on a single word: wrong. “Truly, so dangerous… 

what if the nothingness between the dimensions had leaked out? What if, even worse, the 

Unworld itself had leaked out? Pocket dimensions are one thing; they are merely maximizations 

of minimal space, like… building an extra room onto a home, perhaps that is a good metaphor. 

But entire dimensions? Even we, the Old Gods, never dared to do such things. 

“Now, when we first met Naganis, we all did like and care for him… but his ideas were 

so radical, so dangerous, that we grew to distrust him, this… little, happy god that had come 

from his own pocket of nowhere, likely the end result of another rebel god‟s whims and 

experiments… and none of us were surprised when he left our fold, ran away like a child.” 

Athéos shook his head slowly, a faint hint of disapproval on his face, and Zerrex nodded despite 

himself before the Old God continued gently: “We searched for him… but he hid himself well, 

as he hid his dimensions well, and we have passed this world before… but it, like many other 

worlds, was protected by a shield. A very clever ruse; it was enough to hide the true nature of the 

planet from us, and to trick any probes we sent towards the world into seeing only vapid 

wasteland. But your shield has lost its power… and when Naganis died, we all felt it. Light, 

energy, and thought… each of these things travel successively faster, although you have yet to 

discover that on your realm, I suppose, the nuances of the rare tenth-dimensional particles and 

the beautiful rhythm of photes, but perhaps I‟m being narcissistic… after all, they are things I 

created.” 

He threw his head back and laughed… and when Zerrex gave only a dry chuckle in 

return, Athéos looked at him with a slight frown on his face… and it made it even easier to resist 

the terrible emotions and feelings and subliminal messages pushing on him from all sides as light 

and reality seemed to bend for a few moments around them. Now, he could feel Athéos leaning 

on him mentally, and yet Zerrex knew that this kind of psychic attack required not strength, but 

subtlety… and it seemed that was something the Old God lacked. “But Lord Zerrex… surely you 

see the point. Naganis broke the rules… rules set in place to protect the rest of the universe, and 

you surely do see the result of that. A Hell that is full of wicked, angry souls, a Heaven full of 

pompous, preening fools, a world already dying, covered in a population that grew too large to 

support more than a hundred years ago… and then which proceeded to autocannibalize itself not 

once, but twice. A world that now knows no meaning in life, or in death, confident of living 

forever in comfort… a world slothful and barren, full of malevolence and anger. Surely you see 

the wrongness in it, in what Naganis has done? 

“But I am merciful… I am compassionate.” Athéos gently squeezed him around the 

shoulders, smiling down at the Drakkaren as he said softly: “You have proven yourself to be a 



truly exceptional being… and in you I sense more power than in some of our most respected of 

gods. Will you not join me, Lord Zerrex Narrius? Will you not aid me, when the time is ripe? If 

we work together, we will be able to purge this world, this atrocity, like a stain, as well as knit 

Heaven and Hell back to the mortal plane so they may be washed away like sand in the tides… 

and I promise you, I shall grant you peace. Prosperity. Anything you desire… a world for 

yourself, and you may bring all your friends and family with you, every last one of them, without 

limit, without end.” 

Athéos held a hand out in front of Zerrex, his fist closed… and then when he opened it, a 

dove appeared in a soft, gentle glow, and it flew away after a moment, Athéos murmuring softly 

to the Drakkaren: “My power is infinite. Naganis was not even a fly upon the wall in comparison 

to my vast strength… and I ask you not to love me, or worship me, or even accept and respect 

me… nay, I only humbly ask for you to become one of us… and I shall grant upon you true 

godhood, instead of this… demonism that has befallen your soul.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, and he looked down as Athéos straightened, smiling at him 

benevolently… before the reptile slowly turned towards him and said in a courteous, gentle 

voice: “I‟m afraid I‟m going to have to decline your offer, Athéos… on the account of the fact 

that Naganis was not wrong in creating us. What is wrong is gods tyrannizing other gods, when 

they have the entire universe to wander… and it sounds like it must be a very big place.” 

Athéos‟s face slowly lost its smile, and he looked calmly at Zerrex for a few moments 

before he said in a voice that held the faintest undercurrent of a threat: “You may want to rethink 

your decision, Zerrex… after all, I told you that it was I who created this universe… and I am 

omnipotent in every way. Standing against me when I have made so generous an offer to you is 

not a good choice. Even Naganis, we would have tracked down after so many years of 

searching… there are very few corners of this universe left unturned for us.” 

Zerrex reached up and pulled Blackheart off his back in his right hand, letting the heavy 

blade slam into the ground as the Drakkaren bowed his head, and in a moment the emotions and 

the aura of serenity was gone: even the fear of this so-called Old God was gone, as his own 

thoughts took over, a grin spreading over his features as he looked up and said coldly: “I‟m firm 

in my beliefs, Athéos. And don‟t you say the name of the creator of the Naganatine, of this world 

and the dimensions I know and love again… you aren‟t worthy of it. Sure, maybe you created 

this endless black blanket of space that we all float around in… but this planet is like a flowerpot 

in a greenhouse: unexceptional, uninteresting, and not worth your time, just like the dimensions 

of Heaven and Hell. I‟ve listened to your words well, asshole, and I hear exactly what you‟re 

saying, though… you‟re threatened by us. You‟re threatened by the fact that we‟re getting 

stronger and stronger… by the fact that no matter what happens to this world, to the mortals, 

much less the races of demons and angels… we survive. And you know what? We will always 

survive.” He snarled, pointing at the Old God, and Athéos‟s face twisted in anger, becoming 

hideous and vicious. “So bring it on, motherfucker. We might as well settle this here and now… 

because I will lay my life on the line to protect these worlds. I am no better than anyone else 

here… hell, my life is worth less than the innocent children of this world, because I‟ve already 

stained my hands with blood and every day I worry my power‟s going to go to my head.” 

“It obviously already has.” Athéos said darkly, and then he smiled coldly as his eyes 

flashed, and Zerrex felt agony rip through his body, knocking him to his knees with a gasp of 

shock and pain as he shook his head slowly. “I‟m disappointed… but my power is infinite. This 

is where you die, Lord Zerrex… and to think, I saved you from that collapsing cathedral in the 

hopes that you‟d see the light…” 



“Then I guess your omniscience failed you.” Zerrex snarled at the ground, and then he 

suddenly pushed himself upwards and swung Blackheart out, and Athéos looked startled before 

he was knocked backwards, grasping at his forearm… and then he trembled, hissing breath in 

and out through his feet as his eyes widened, body quaking with anger as the Drakkaren grinned 

coldly across at him, his body still throbbing, but with only moderate pain as the bird-faced Old 

God glared at him… and the reptile took Blackheart into both hands as Anathema laughed on his 

shoulder quietly. “And I thought you‟d be harder to kill.” 

Athéos held out a hand, and a golden-handled, elegant sword appeared in it, the blade 

long, double-edged and thin, the pommel and stone inset into the ornate hilt glowing crimson as 

he said darkly: “Then let‟s test your strength, Lord Zerrex, and see if your ability lives up to the 

stories I‟ve heard.” 

Zerrex snorted, and then he winced when the Old God rose a hand and smiled coldly, 

shoving his palm towards him… and Anathema‟s bone armor crumbled off his body, falling 

away to dust as the spirit of the Naganatine was shoved violently out of Zerrex‟s form, floating 

harmlessly in midair as she looked down at herself in shock, and Zerrex looked over his shoulder 

in horror at her before she vanished in a burst of dark flame as Athéos made another gesture, 

saying curtly: “Let her wander the ethereal plane for a little while… this duel needs no 

interference on the part of your god‟s toys.” 

The reptile narrowed his eyes, then he shot forwards before slipping to the side when 

Athéos stabbed towards him, letting Zerrex swing in at his side… but the Old God blocked the 

blow with ease before he repelled the sword, then he twisted his blade to try and knock the huge 

blade free from Zerrex‟s hand… but the reptile stepped forwards and grunted as he ground 

Blackheart forwards, and metal screamed against metal as Athéos was forced to push forwards 

instead, his weapon held tightly in one hand as he winced at either the sound or the effort of 

keeping his blade steady against the Drakkaren‟s as the lizard asked tauntingly: “What‟s wrong, 

you spend so much time giving orders to your lackeys you‟ve forgotten how to fight?” 

Athéos snarled, apparently just as vulnerable to emotional attacks as other opponents 

Zerrex had fought in the past, and then he shoved his hand forwards, sending out a blast of white 

light that knocked the reptile skidding backwards, blinding and deafening him for a moment as 

he cursed before he felt a terrible agony as the Old God‟s sword lashed back and forth over his 

body, and then he swung Blackheart hard outwards, before he cursed as Athéos seized into his 

flesh-and-blood forearm and jerked it out in front of the lizard, who was able to guess what was 

going to happen next… and he quickly twisted Blackheart backwards, almost looking like he 

was trying to stab himself in the neck, the flat of the blade falling against his shoulder and the 

edge of it touching his throat, but then the Old God‟s sword bounced uselessly off the weapon as 

he grunted in surprise, and Zerrex lashed the huge weapon outwards with his right hand as hard 

as he could. 

It contacted with something as his vision began to fade back in, and a shape tumbled 

backwards against the ground before it scuttled up to its feet, and Zerrex smiled coldly as colors 

and details came back to his eyes, watching as Athéos stood up and snarled in disbelief and 

anger. They looked across at each other, and then the Old God shook his head in disgust as he 

took his sword into both hands, saying softly: “I will not be humiliated like this, Zerrex.” 

“Apparently you will.” Zerrex responded shortly, and then he charged forwards, slashing 

outwards… but Athéos matched him strike-for-strike, their swords clanging together again and 

again before Zerrex tried feinting past him, slashing Blackheart hard to the side to try and catch 

him in the back… but Athéos threw his arms back and pointed his sword towards the ground just 



in front of his spine, catching Blackheart against it before he swung hard and twisted at the waist 

at the same time, and the attack not only nearly knocked Zerrex‟s sword from his hands and 

staggered him, it tore through his back and side, making his eyes bulge in agony before Athéos 

turned around and smashed him between the shoulderblades with the pommel of his sword, 

knocking him to his knees before the reptile gasped as the Old God stabbed him through the 

heart with the weapon, gagging and choking as he was hefted back to a standing position by the 

sword, and then into the air, Blackheart falling from his hands as he grasped at the weapon 

through his chest. 

“Apparently I won‟t. I warned you… I am all powerful.” Athéos whispered softly to 

Zerrex, and then he put a hand on his back and shoved him towards the earth, the Drakkaren 

gagging and then vomiting blood as he fell to all fours, trembling and shivering as a horrendous 

agony and breathlessness gripped him, and then the Old God rose his sword high to decapitate 

his opponent… but Zerrex clenched his eyes shut, concentrating before he vanished from sight 

just as the blade swung downwards. 

Blue motes shot through the air before Zerrex reappeared behind Athéos, smashing him 

in the back with a knee, and the Old God staggered forwards before Zerrex slammed his fist into 

his stomach, making him grunt before another knee smashed into his thigh, and he howled and 

spun around, slashing outwards with his sword… but Zerrex vanished in a burst of blue before 

he reappeared at face level with the Old God, and Athéos had a moment to stare before a foot 

smashed into his face, knocking him staggering as his beak cracked from the impact force. 

Zerrex landed, then he snarled as Athéos slashed viciously across his body, the reptile grabbing 

at the wound before he vanished once more… but this time, Athéos simply lashed a hand out, 

looking irritated at best as his fingers ripped through the blue motes and caught several of them 

as they passed, forming them into a sphere… and Zerrex appeared behind him, standing holding 

his stomach, his scales pale before he fell slowly to his knees… and then he screamed in agony, 

his body torn apart and disemboweled, the scars covering his form bleeding as more blood 

dripped from his jaws and red tears ran from his eyes. 

“A dangerous thing, using your own energy like that…” Athéos murmured softly, 

bouncing the blue ball in his hand as he smiled coldly, and then he rested the end of his sword 

gently on Zerrex‟s shoulder, saying quietly: “Someone with a little bit of knowledge could easily 

use that against you… and I am no toy of Animaxander‟s. Animaxander was a failed god, a 

useful but disposable tool, really… a fanatic I am not all that displeased to see gone. You, 

Zerrex… I honestly would have treated differently. You see, with some training and a few 

generous gifts… your energy abilities could have been used in ways you have not yet even 

imagined. It‟s too bad you challenged me… and now… you must pay the price for your 

arrogance and your insolence. But perhaps I‟ll keep this as a… keepsake. And a reminder to my 

vast universe… I am in charge here, and they will all suffer the same fate if they dare challenge 

me and my righteous benevolence.” 

Athéos brought his sword back to thrust… and then Zerrex looked over his shoulder, 

holding up a hand as he rasped: “Wait! One… just one question. That… that energy is… mine?” 

The Old God looked confused for a moment, frowning as he looked down at the blue 

sphere… and then Zerrex snarled as he clenched his hand shut, and the energy in Athéos‟s hand 

pulsed once before it exploded in a massive burst of sapphire light, the Old God stumbling 

backwards, screaming in agony as he pinwheeled his arms violently, his sword flipping through 

the air and his body shredded by the enormous, pinpoint blast… and Zerrex turned around, 

yelling wordlessly as he used up every last fiber of resolve in his being to catch the sword and 



stagger-dive forwards, stabbing it outwards and feeling it contact with something, drive through 

something as he fell… and then he dangled by the hilt, his toes against the ground, breathing 

heavily as Athéos stared down at him in shock, the sword buried to the handle into his chest 

before he grunted and twitched. 

Blood dripped out of his jaws… and then he slowly fell down to his knees, and Zerrex 

fell against him, the two breathing hard before Athéos began to laugh weakly… and the 

Drakkaren snarled, clenching his eyes shut as he rasped, his face resting against the Old God‟s 

shoulder: “What‟s so funny?” 

“Did you really think… I‟d do this myself?” Athéos asked after a moment… and Zerrex‟s 

eyes opened in shock, his pain-wracked brain jarred to a halt, feeling nothing at all as Athéos‟s 

arm slowly fell off and turned into golden shards of light. “This is nowhere near my true 

power… this… this was little more… than an illusion, a physical distortion… in the membrane 

of reality. Lord Zerrex… you are going to die… and you will have killed, done… nothing to stop 

me and my plans!” 

Athéos threw his head back and laughed… and then he frowned, looking forwards as the 

Drakkaren fell back on his haunches and grinned mirthlessly, leaning back on his hands before 

he looked down and said weakly: “I would have liked to die, Athéos, I‟ll be honest with you. 

Power… constant war… fighting gods, even though even after all I‟ve been through, I‟m still not 

religious, I still think that there must be something… beyond you stupid fucking asshole divine 

beings… something not… arrogant or twisted or pretentious I… I‟ve lost too much blood, I can‟t 

make sense anymore. 

“The point is…” Zerrex clenched his eyes shut, snarling as agony ripped through him… 

and then he opened his eyes as tears ran down his face, whispering: “I can‟t die… not until 

you‟re dead, at the very least. Not until the world is… is… as safe as it can be. Not until I 

clean… clean up… the last of Narrius‟s mistakes, and… unfortunately… that means fixing what 

I can that… he messed up by… k-killing… Naganis.” 

Zerrex paused, then he slowly fell on his back, staring at the sky as he smiled faintly, 

whispering: “Naganis… I have never known his name until now. Sin and Amiglion… never… 

spoke of… it…”  

“You‟ve made a foolish choice, Lord Zerrex…” Athéos‟s tone was soft and venomous… 

but as he began to get up, cracks spread throughout his body, and then it shattered like golden 

glass, vanishing into nothingness even as his disembodied voice said coldly: “I am like nothing 

you have ever known…” 

“Fuck off.” Zerrex mumbled, trying to wave a hand… but it was too heavy, and all he 

could do was slump back and close his eyes, as the pain faded slowly into tiredness, and he 

smiled weakly up at the sky as his devastated body trembled once before becoming still and 

peaceful, whispering in his own mind: Let me sleep… 

 

There was darkness, and no pain… and for a moment, Zerrex wondered if he was dead, 

before he opened his eyes as he thought moodily: Moot question. Technically I died a long time 

ago… ugh, if I‟m still thinking crap like that, I must be… well… demon-alive. 

The Drakkaren sat up with a grunt after a moment, shaking his head slowly as he rubbed 

at his face, aches and pains travelling through his body… and then he realized dumbly he was in 

his room at the Ravenlight Estate, except he had four IV needles stuck into his body, all of them 

hooked up to different drip bags filled with different-colored substances, which made Zerrex 

wince before he groaned and grabbed at his forehead. Then he carefully looked down at himself, 



and he sighed in relief as he saw that his naked chest was fully-healed… and he wondered how 

long he‟d been out for, as he mumbled: “Goddammit, I hope everyone‟s okay up top…” 

He looked slowly around the room, and saw no one was here… and the lizard mumbled 

as he plucked the needles out of his body, wincing a bit before he carefully climbing out of the 

bed. Beside it, he noticed, there was a pile of well-read magazines and books… as well as a chair 

that had been pulled up close. Slowly, Zerrex staggered over to his dresser, and then he cursed 

under his breath as his bad leg gave a loud throb, announcing it was unhappy with movement and 

wanted to get back into bed. 

Zerrex smacked his thigh with his fist a few times, and his leg twitched after a moment as 

if deciding it was ready to work. The Drakkaren sighed to himself, continuing to mumble as he 

rooted through his drawers and absently wondered at the same time where the hell his nanotech 

armlet was, and then he selected his usual plain pants and boxers: there was no need to get fancy, 

after all. 

He winced as he cracked his back loudly, and then he looked at himself and judged that 

sitting down was probably best. So slowly, he made his way back over to the bed, sat down, and 

sighed loudly as he wiggled himself into his boxers and pants, mumbling about the issues of 

cramming his malehood into his pants: then again, he thought it was more than a fair price to pay 

for how much he enjoyed the sheer size of himself, but he felt that today was one of those days 

where he was going to have a problem with everything he came across. Then the lizard looked 

back and forth before he saw his cane on the other side of the room, and he decided it might 

actually be a good idea to use it for its original intended purpose for a  change. 

He forced himself to walk over to it as if nothing was wrong, just to see how much it 

would hurt out of a mischievous sense of masochism, and it resulted in him mostly-hobbling to 

the doorway as pain resounded through his body. The Drakkaren let himself out into the hall, but 

the corridor was empty… and while he was tempted to call Sin, he figured it was better that he 

just check for himself who was available around the Estate first. 

He knocked on her door, but she was gone: the other rooms nearby – belonging to Selena, 

assuming she was still living here, Lily, and two of his daughters – were also empty. Zerrex 

wondered morbidly if he was in a dream or an alternate universe, or some horrible limbo after 

succumbing to his injuries, and then he let himself out into the entrance hall. 

It was also empty… and while the reptile knew he could take the cheap way out and go 

outside, that seemed like a far too easy option to determine if there were still people around here 

or if the mansion had been sold, and him along with it as some kind of… trophy or extra 

furnishing, and then he peered suspiciously at the stairs. Stairs were not his favorite thing in the 

world to begin with… and he knew from personal experience that on days when his leg really 

hurt, they became his mortal enemy. He decided to try going down them nonetheless… and the 

moment his bad leg touched down on the first one, he felt it cramp up, and his eyes bulged 

before the Drakkaren rolled down the stairs and landed flat on his back with a loud thump on the 

island, groaning in pain and sprawled out with one foot sticking out over the next set of stairs 

leading down, his head resting painfully against a step and throbbing loudly as he muttered: 

“Sure, I can take on the apparent god-of-gods, but I can‟t walk down the fucking stairs. Oh, fuck 

me.” 

He slowly sat up, wincing and rubbing at his head, and then he blushed a bit as several 

people entered the hall, staring at him with shock. Lily, Selena, Sin, and Anathema, the latter in 

physical form and looking as if she‟d never been blown out like a birthday candle… and then 



they all exchanged looks before Zerrex rose a hand in a wave and said dumbly: “Hi there. 

What‟d I miss?” 

The four rushed over to him immediately, Anathema and Selena shoving at the others 

rudely before the undead Naganatine tripped the female at the bottom of the stairs, and she 

flailed her arms and blockaded the others, leaving the undead female to gleefully rush up the 

stairs and then sinuously twist around him, smiling delightedly as she stroked gently over his 

face. “Oh, Lord Zerrex, so good to see you alive and well… as fun as it would have been to have 

you as my… little undead second in command, I would have dearly missed your heat and your 

powerful heartbeat…” 

“Get off me. You‟re creepy.” Zerrex said flatly, and Anathema muttered before she 

wrapped one of his arms around her shoulders, and he huffed, saying grouchily: “I can get up 

myself.” 

“Oh, shut the fuck up.” Anathema responded dryly, and then she carefully helped the 

Drakkaren up to his feet, the reptile leaning heavily on his cane before Selena snatched it away 

from him and ducked under that arm, looking at Zerrex with embarrassment on her face… and 

perhaps for the first time, humility. He looked at her for a moment, and Sin and Lily exchanged 

an awkward look… before Anathema cleared her throat and said pointedly: “Let‟s take Zerrex 

back to his room and get him back in order. Then after we‟ve all had our fun poking at him, 

someone should stay with him and let him know what‟s happened these last fifty years.” 

Zerrex winced at this, hoping that he‟d spent most of that time in Hell… and then Selena 

said quietly: “I‟ll do it. But yeah… Sin, you should probably check Zerrex over, too, make sure 

he hasn‟t gone and upset any of his old wounds.” 

“Seriously, I‟m still injured?” the Drakkaren asked dumbly, and Selena nodded a bit, 

which made Zerrex mumble under his breath. “Oh joy. Frig, Athéos must have really beaten the 

crap out of me.” 

“Athéos… self-proclaimed creator of the universe.” Anathema muttered, and then she 

made a disgusted face, saying darkly: “And the way he dared to speak about Naganis…” 

“Anathema!” Sin said sharply, a deep blush suffusing her face: “We are not to say the 

name of God, you know that… it is forbidden, we are… we are traitors. We… lost the right to, 

many, many years ago.” 

“Naganis would have forgiven us.” Anathema murmured with quiet conviction, and Sin 

hushed, gazing at her softly before the undead Naganatine grunted, hauling Zerrex forwards and 

making him yelp as a bolt of pain shot through him from stomping down on one leg. “Come on, 

we need to get this ass into bed, stop your fucking around.” 

It was a fairly quick process, although Zerrex fidgeted the whole time Sin scanned over 

his body, while Anathema stood by in her bikini made of skulls with her arms crossed and Selena 

simply quietly sat back in a chair, Lily resting a hand on her shoulder. Then Sin stepped back, 

nodding after a moment as she said softly: “Now that you‟re awake, your healing has sped up 

greatly… you‟ve been comatose for the last fifty years, Lord Zerrex… I have to say, we‟ve 

missed you greatly.” 

“So have those years been in Hell time?” Zerrex asked mildly, tilting his head… and Sin 

hesitated before she looked at Lily, who nodded quietly: both to him and to her. It made him 

wonder just what had happened, and he looked at the two mildly, saying finally: “Fine, I‟ll take 

the bait. What the hell‟s been going on in Hell?” 

“Not much, it‟s not that… we‟ve just… been terrified.” Lily said finally, looking down 

quietly before she murmured softly, squeezing gently into Selena‟s shoulder: “Cindy was the one 



who found you… and Silven helped her save you. They brought you down to Hell immediately, 

since the corruption here would aid in your healing, and we all knew it would be a long time 

until you were back on your feet… but we never knew how long.” 

She sighed, then murmured quietly, as Selena lowered her head: “We thought we‟d lost 

you for a long time… even with magic and science and everything in-between, you slipped 

quickly down into coma. It was only recently that you finally came back to us and went from 

comatose to deep, deep sleep, similar to demonic hibernation. We had no idea when you‟d wake 

up, but… here you are. And already causing trouble.” 

Zerrex grunted, and then he looked at Anathema, unable to stop himself from asking: 

“What happened to you? How‟d you put yourself back together without all the king‟s soldiers?” 

“I went down to the Abyss and made myself a few corpses, after White was kind enough 

to bring my skull back to Hell with your body.” Anathema glanced down at her body mildly, and 

Zerrex winced a bit before she grinned at him. “Hey, those souls were far, far beyond 

redemption, Zerrex… or Boss, as I hear they call you. Now that I‟m back in this plane, my spirit 

is able to easily rove back and forth, as long as that skull exists… it‟ll take more than a fancy 

banishment trick to get rid of me.” 

The Drakkaren nodded after a moment, and then Sin cleared her throat as she looked at 

Lily, saying quietly: “Perhaps we should let Zerrex get some rest, however… and Lily and I, 

unfortunately, have some duties to attend to anyway. Selena… why don‟t you stay here? She‟s 

been at your side… constantly. She took very good care of you, Lord Zerrex, if… neither of you 

mind me saying so.” 

They both only nodded, the reptile looking at Selena quietly before he reached out and 

touched her leg, and Anathema said mildly: “I‟m going to go find that pet of yours… Sammy, 

not Cherry. I like the little pseudodragon, he reminds me of you, but just a bit smarter. I suppose 

Cherry‟s fine too, though…” She mused for a moment, rubbing at her chin slowly. “Just 

sexually-obsessed.” 

Zerrex snorted with soft amusement, and then he shook his head slowly before Anathema 

smiled slightly and headed to the door, saying in a gentler voice: “Come along, sister, and Lily. 

Like you said. Let‟s leave them alone for the moment.” 

The others nodded, and Lily leaned in and kissed Zerrex‟s cheek, whispering a gentle 

„good luck‟ to the reptile as Sin half-bowed quietly, before both left with Anathema, and for a 

moment there was only an awkward silence as Zerrex laid against his pillows in bed and Selena 

simply sat with her hands in her lap. Then, finally, the reptile looked over at her and said finally: 

“Thanks for taking care of me.” 

“Someone had to do it.” Selena murmured in return, and then she cleared her throat 

before she reached out and squeezed his wrist gently, looking into his eyes as she said finally: “I 

don‟t want to lose you, Zerrex, but… I… I think I finally understand what you mean. Not the 

part about where you need to put yourself in danger, that part‟s fucking retarded, but the part 

about… well… how you need to hold on to someone until they die, no matter how they die. You 

almost died in my arms, but… without knowing… that I love you. That I was… sorry for 

everything that happened, that… fuck… I‟m so fucking bad when it comes to shit like this…” 

She looked down, and Zerrex gazed over at her for a few moments before he said softly: 

“I love you too, Selena. That‟s all that matters.” 

Selena nodded, trembling, then she rested her arms across his chest and dropped her head 

onto it, tears overflowing her eyes as she sobbed loudly, and the reptile gazed at her silently, 

reaching up to stroke the tears quietly from her cheek with his thumb before she took his hand, 



pushed it against his body, and gripped the top of it tightly with all her fingers, grinding her head 

down against him as she continued to cry loudly. For ten minutes or so, she simply squeezed his 

hand and let her tears flow, and Zerrex only gazed at her silently, not knowing what to say or do. 

Finally, she sniffled as she sat back, rubbing at her face with one hand as her other 

clutched the reptile‟s fingers, looking down as she whispered: “I‟m just so sorry for everything. I 

know I‟ve treated you unfairly but… I don‟t want to lose you. Fuck, from the first day you 

arrived in Hell, Zerrex, you were mine, and you were my goddamn friend, and you still are… I 

love you, and I‟m your wife, sure, but you‟re also my best friend, my very best friend…” 

She quieted for a moment, and then she took his hand gently in both of hers, looking at 

him as tears streamed down her wet cheeks. “Zerrex… you… you stood up to something so 

terrible his omnipresence echoed down to Hell, that a simple… his fucking thoughts were able to 

make a copy of himself strong enough to attack you, to hurt you more than I‟ve ever seen you 

hurt… even worse than that time the fucking Minotaur King ripped a hole in you. 

“I know… I can‟t stop you from fighting him. And I know that with what‟s been 

happening, with the way that Hell is suffering and the dimensions are meshing together… I can‟t 

ignore it either, and neither can anyone else.” Selena murmured, looking down as she nodded 

quietly and squeezed his hand slowly between hers. Then she closed his eyes, took a long breath, 

and finally said, as she gazed at him almost humbly: “I‟ll support you in anything you want, 

Zerrex… and I‟ll always make sure I remember my place when it comes to the Monarchy. You‟ll 

always be my little Zerrex, that fucking pain-in-the-ass pet that I was ordered to take care of, 

but… I‟ll… I‟ll really try my hardest to not be a bitch.” 

She laughed weakly, and Zerrex nodded as he reached his other hand up to rest on top of 

hers, saying softly: “Thank you, Selena… that means a lot to me, it honestly does. I… I do want 

things to work out between us, and I know that… well… you‟re more than a little territorial.” 

“Yeah, but think of it as protectiveness.” Selena replied softly, smiling a bit as she leaned 

towards him quietly. Zerrex met her eyes, and then they shared a soft kiss for a moment before 

she reached out and pushed him firmly to the side, making the lizard grunt before she climbed 

into bed with him and threw the blankets over their bodies, curling herself to his side as she 

guided one of his arms around her shoulders and rested her head on his chest. He gazed at her 

with quiet affection as he squeezed her close, and then she mumbled: “Just hold me for a little 

while for now, though. I need that… maybe I even deserve that. You knew what you were 

getting into when you married me, anyway.” 

“And here I thought I‟d never get you into that ring again.” Zerrex murmured softly, 

reaching a hand down to quietly grasp her hand and rub a thumb over the ring once more on her 

finger, and she laughed a bit, blushing deep red. “And all it took was me nearly dying, which I 

seem to do every other week these days.” 

“More often than that sometimes.” Selena replied quietly, shaking her head slowly before 

she sighed, asking hesitantly: “Why… why haven‟t you had me do much to help you out this last 

few times, Zerrex?” 

The Drakkaren shrugged, looking softly amused as he gazed down at her softly before he 

said finally, stroking her face gently: “Because I‟m selfish. Just like I‟ve had Lily stay back as 

much as possible, too… you guys need to be kept safe, you, Amiglion, Lily, and Sin, even 

though I know I‟ve had her help me a lot. I… don‟t want to lose you, Selena. And even worse, I 

know that if you or any of those others were to die, it would destabilize Hell. 

“I know that… I know how you feel about yourself.” he said after a moment, and Selena 

quietly looked down, nodding slowly as she closed her eyes. “But you don‟t have to feel that 



way, and you don‟t need me to… to be important. To be loved. You have friends, and… family. 

You have people who recognize and admire you, and that will never change, Selena. And no 

matter what happens, I‟ll never leave you… and well, we all know what the chances of 

something managing to kill me is.” 

He smiled a bit at this, and Selena hit his chest quietly, saying softly: “Fucking asshole. 

Don‟t go talking that shit and tempting fate, seriously… last time you did that, look what 

happened to you. You gotta take this shit seriously, Boss, and I don‟t mean your usual laughing-

about-it-while-really-worrying-about-it. I mean you gotta fucking share with us every thought 

you‟re having on this son of a bitch… because fuck, if he scares Sin and Anathema and was able 

to chop you up into pieces like he did, he‟s gotta be a nasty threat.” 

Zerrex nodded after a moment, and then he looked down, saying quietly: “What would 

you do if I said I was scared, then?” 

Selena remained silent for a moment… and then she sighed and climbed out of the bed, 

slipping away from him, and the reptile looked confused for a moment before she crossed her 

arms and glared at him, saying firmly: “Then get on your feet, Boss. If the fucker‟s so tough, 

then we gotta get out of this rut and start training hard again, just like old times.” 

“Selena!” Zerrex whined, flailing his arms in bed and suddenly not wanting to get up as 

he crossed them and half-pouted, glowering at her. “Come on, we‟ll get in trouble and I feel like 

I‟ve been beaten by kids with anger problems with baseball bats trying to crack me open like a 

piñata.” 

“Stop your fucking long-ass metaphors and get your fucking ass out of bed.” Selena 

pointed at the ground in front of her, and Zerrex mumbled before he finally slid onto his feet, 

grunting before she added mildly, grinning at him as she stroked a finger under his chin: “Unless, 

of course, you‟re scared.” 

“What? Me, scared?” Zerrex looked offended, crossing his arms as he bristled  a bit and 

glared at her, and she shrugged, only giving him a patronizing look in return that made him 

grumble and huff, before he created a portal and muttered: “Fine, then. Let‟s go and work on my 

abilities and stuff, you… you bitch. You really do love getting me riled up, don‟t you?” 

“A little.” Selena admitted, and then she winked and shrugged as she walked through the 

portal, adding playfully before she vanished: “You‟re hot when you‟re mad.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes in amusement at this, then he followed her through the portal, 

stepping out into a wide wasteland somewhere in the Eastern Provinces. It was one of their old 

training grounds, and the Drakkaren knew it was a safe place likely even in these hectic times: 

far away from any city or settlement, in an area of Hell where life was unsustainable for plants 

and most wildlife even by most magical means. 

“So lemme guess. Time for you to get big, is it?” Selena glanced over her shoulder, 

looking amusedly at him, and the Drakkaren shrugged with a bit of a smile. She looked at him 

for a few moments, and then she nodded slowly, saying finally: “It‟s probably a good idea 

anyway. As I recall, been almost a million years since your last full Personification. Holding it in 

for too long ain‟t good for you, for a whole bunch of reasons.” 

The reptile grumbled something, but the he nodded slowly, rubbing at the back of his 

head. “Yeah, I figured… I just hate doing it, you know? It… it shouldn‟t affect who I am.” 

“And it doesn‟t.” Selena said gently, gazing at him with quiet amusement as she shook 

her head slowly and crossed her arms, smiling amusedly up at him. “For all your damn talk, you 

can‟t help but feel like of all the people in the world, you‟re the one who becomes someone else 

just „cause your outsides change. After all… even with all this power and all the terror you had 



of it at first, well… you‟re still your annoying, asshole self instead of some tyrant who makes 

everyone do everything for him.” 

Zerrex grunted at her, and she rolled her eyes before spread her arms and looking at him 

imploringly, and he finally rubbed awkwardly at his face before stepping back and mumbling to 

himself as he reached down and undid his pants, pushing them and his boxers down, carefully 

stepping out of them before he reached down and folded them up, obviously stalling for time. 

Selena didn‟t even toss an insult at him, however, and it just made the reptile feeling all the more 

awkward before he cleared his throat and walked about ten feet away from her, half-covering 

himself with one hand as the other rubbed at his head. “I… guess I‟ll go ahead, then.” 

He closed his eyes and concentrated, and after a few moments, his body bulged before his 

demonic characteristics slowly pushed out of his body. His horns curled out of his skull as spines 

pushed out of his form and the scales fell away from his twisted arm, his musculature flexed, 

bulged, and expanded and his body slowly began to grow as he felt a chill run down his own 

spine… but he forced himself forwards anyway, knowing that in all likelihood, something would 

be different… but reminding himself of Selena‟s words and his own advice. 

Finally, the Drakkaren looked up, and he blinked stupidly as he stared down at Selena, 

who now resembled a children‟s toy waving a hand irritably up at him. He winced a bit as he 

rolled his shoulders, then he reached his slightly-oversized, warped arm down and offered his 

palm to her, and she stepped up on it before he carefully hefted her into the air, whispering 

dumbly: “You look a little bit smaller than usual.” 

“You‟re way larger than usual.” Selena replied loudly and clearly, looking relieved that 

the Drakkaren had remembered to modulate his voice: with their size difference, after all, normal 

speech to each other was made difficult. “Did you stop because you maxed out your size?” 

“No.” Zerrex shook his head, then he frowned a bit as he glanced down over himself, 

taking in his emaciated-seeming chest through which his ribs were visible, the monstrous organ 

between his legs that he knew could split from the one massive, ribbed-looking shaft into four 

dangerous tentacles and the house-sized balls beneath these, the way he was standing on massive 

talons but how his legs hadn‟t actually snapped back to full unguligrade stance yet… and he 

finally said after a moment: “I like being huge, but… I don‟t, Selena. I don‟t want to grow larger 

than this… when am I ever going to need to use it?” 

“Duels, exceedingly-dangerous conflicts, likely against the Old Gods… we need to know 

your full strength.” Selena said firmly, putting her hands on her hips and still somehow 

managing to glare at Zerrex as he looked at her sourly, his hair twisting back and forth wispily 

despite the lack of a wind in Hell. “Not every fight can be solved with you in your mortal form-” 

“Uh, yes they can.” Zerrex interrupted, and she threw her head back with a sigh, dropping 

her forearm over her eyes before the Drakkaren added: “Besides, in this body, I‟m a huge target 

and holy power hurts me about a billion times more than it does when I‟m just in my normal 

little form.” 

Selena muttered something, then she glared at him, turning around and leaping out of his 

hand, and Zerrex watched her plummet to the ground and land neatly before she strode a few feet 

away, turned around, and shouted a random holy prayer at him. Immediately, the reptile yelped 

and staggered backwards, his stomps shaking the wasteland as he covered his face… and then 

the gigantic demon looked back and forth querulously as nothing happened, before Selena 

cupped her mouth and yelled: “You started carrying around holy relics, remember? Think of it 

like poison, you‟ve built up a resistance to it!” 



“Well, then my demonic form is still useless everywhere other than Hell.” Zerrex 

grumbled, crossing his arms, before he winced when Selena created a fireball and threw it at his 

face, before he simply blew it out before it hit him. “I seriously can‟t go tromping around on the 

mortal plane like this! What if I hurt someone?” 

The demoness did a little angry dance beneath him, and the reptile sighed, rolling his 

eyes as he slumped forwards and muttered: “Fine, fine. I‟ll keep going. I‟m just saying.” 

With that, he stepped away from her and closed his eyes, letting his body continue to 

grow and expand, but this time concentrating on not simply growing, but forcing any other 

demonic characteristics to the surface that might still be lurking beneath him. As he did so, 

Selena watched, her eyes sharp and thoughtful as Zerrex‟s height continued to increase, even as 

his legs bent backwards, knees snapping the other way as the bones visibly shifted places 

beneath the scale and muscle that covered them before his body started to change in ways she 

hadn‟t seen before. 

Dark, black bone surfaced through the scales covering his chest, his ribs forming a 

natural breastplate over his body as he grunted, leaning his head forwards as his tail lengthened 

slightly, the harpoon at the tip becoming a deadly-looking arrowhead that split apart a moment 

later into four L-shaped prongs. A long, thin spike slid out between them as his tail snapped back 

and forth, the Drakkaren concentrating and gritting his teeth as blue light pulsed through the 

terrible cracks up the length of the reptile‟s warped arm as it seemed to jitter, the metal and rock 

that made it up darkening slowly. 

Then the reptile threw his head back, baring his fangs with a wince before his eyes slowly 

opened and he lets his head fall forwards, breathing quietly in and out. The scars that still lined 

his body even in this form pulsed visibly where they weren‟t covered by some demonic 

characteristic of his, and the Drakkaren held his right arm out with a wince before he and Selena 

both stared as it twisted like water and became smooth and solid instead of warped, still ending 

in a thick, abominable claw. He looked at this, then down at Selena, who looked even tinier to 

the massive demon now… and he rolled his head slowly on his shoulders before he reached his 

smooth-as-gunmetal hand down, letting her climb up onto it before he lifted her partway up his 

massive chest and asked quietly: “What‟s happened to me?” 

“Your demonic form has fused more with your Wrath side, I‟d guess… but I‟m somehow 

sure there‟s plenty of Lust left in you, still.” Selena paused, reaching down to quietly brush 

against the reptile‟s strange, corrupt arm, and then she murmured softly to herself: “Warm…” 

She glanced up as Zerrex looked down at her with a frown, and she cleared her throat 

before standing up, saying clearly: “When you take on your demonic form, you… express the 

characteristics of your sins… but remember like we discussed, the stronger the demon, the more 

of Hell‟s corruption it has inside its body and that‟s sunken into its spirit. It‟s the corruption that 

gives us magic and fuels our demonic powers… if you spend too long outside of Hell or a Hell-

like environment, the body starts to rust, to lose some of its supernatural abilities. 

“It‟s like… your willpower, Hell‟s essence, and the powers of Mephistopheles have all 

fused together inside of you, Zerrex.” Selena said finally, stepping on the palm of the 

Drakkaren‟s arm as faintly-visible blue pulses shone up from small cracks here and there along 

its length. “In full demonic form, I bet you could control this thing better than you ever could in 

your usual little mortal form… fuck, I bet it gives you access to some of his other abilities, too. 

Your element is Earth, just like his was, after all… and I never could understand why after fusing 

with the Heartstone, you weren‟t able to utilize all his powers.” 



“Because you suck.” the Drakkaren muttered, then he coughed and cleared his throat as 

he looked down at her dumbly, adding: “I… forgot I was about… how tall am I?” 

Selena looked up and down his body, then she finally said flatly: “Probably a hundred 

and fifty feet, and most of that still idiot, I can see.” 

Zerrex looked awkwardly off to the side, and Selena grumbled under her breath before 

she finally shook her head with a sigh, saying grouchily: “Anyway. You at full size?” 

The Drakkaren hesitated, then he said slowly, frowning as he looked down quietly: “I 

dunno. Something feels… you know. It‟s like I‟m on the bench press or something, and working 

with weight I feel is too much… but after I finish my exercises and rest a minute, I think just a 

little more, and I end up being able to do it… do you know what I‟m trying to say?” 

The demoness looked up at him for a few moments… and then she nodded slowly. 

“Yeah, I do. Then… let‟s stick with this for now, it should be more than enough. Put me up on 

your shoulder or something.” 

The Drakkaren nodded, carefully lifting her to his flesh-and-blood shoulder, and she 

stepped off by the large, jutting spike that stuck from it, sitting with her back against this 

protrusion and making herself comfortable before she said mildly, hands laced together in her 

lap. “We‟ll start with the basics as always. Shapeshifting, tentacles, then your arm, and after that 

we‟ll move into magic and testing your magic resistances. You‟re more resistant to holy powers 

than you used to be, but I‟m betting even a few weak spells would cut a hole in you.” 

“Bitch.” Zerrex muttered, and Selena didn‟t argue this point before he nodded and asked 

mildly: “Can we work on my Expression after we‟re done with my Personification?” 

“But only way after.” Selena held up a finger, nodding firmly. “Come on, asshole, get it 

moving. We don‟t got all day before they track us here, especially with how fucking big you are 

even by Hell‟s standards.”  

Zerrex grunted… but the two were able to work for several hours before they were 

interrupted, and long after the Drakkaren had shrunken down to his Expression, the stranger 

demonic characteristics that had appeared vanishing from his body and his huge arm reverting to 

its usual warped, ugly form… and the reptile very glad to be able to put his pants back on. As 

they were working on magic, however, Sin came through a portal with Lily, Cherry, and 

Anathema, the undead Naganatine the only one who looked content as she munched on handfuls 

of popcorn from a large paper bag. 

The Drakkaren turned towards them, resting a moment and panting hard as he leaned on 

his legs, his head lowered and eyes mostly shut as Selena paced back and forth behind him, 

glaring at him and shouting: “Come on, is that the best you got? Where‟s the Zerrex I know, the 

one who used to be able to handle exercises like this without breaking down and crying like a 

little girl?” 

“Still in bed, having this horrible nightmare.” Zerrex mumbled, before he waved 

awkwardly as Lily crossed her arms and stood in front of him, Sin and Anathema on either side 

of her before finally added: “Hey, don‟t look at me, this was all her idea.” 

“Tattletale.” Selena grumbled, then she cleared her throat and straightened as Lily turned 

a glare on her, the female looking awkwardly away as she said dumbly: “You know, there‟s this 

old Hell saying you probably know, Lily, it‟s about how you never try and force an old dragon to 

sleep, because-” 

“Shut it.” Lily said flatly, and behind her, Anathema leaned across to Sin and whispered 

something, and the Naganatine immediately covered her muzzle, her eyes widening as she 

visibly worked to hold in her giggles. Lily half-glanced over her shoulder, but then she 



disregarded whatever she sensed and instead returned her glare to Selena when she tried to slip 

away. “Can‟t you find some happy medium between either helping Lord Zerrex with his 

psychotic schemes and yelling at him all day long? Neither of those things is good for him.” 

“I am right here.” Zerrex rose a hand, and then Lily turned a dark look on him, and he 

instead shrank back a bit, saying dumbly: “Nevermind, I‟m not included in this conversation, so 

I‟m just going to… go over there.” 

He slid carefully over to Sin and Anathema, and as Lily started to rant in earnest, the two 

Naganatine led him away a short distance, the latter still stuffing her face: a disgusting sight 

because with every gulp, the food visibly slid its way down her throat and into the organ he 

guessed was her stomach, which bulged and twitched as it digested her food. He looked 

awkwardly at this, then up at the bag of popcorn as he cracked his back with a grunt, asking 

finally: “Where the hell did you get that?” 

“Cherry made it for me. I never had any idea that mortal foods were so delicious. And 

this is somehow made from corn?” Anathema peered down into the bag, then she picked up 

another handful, shoving it into her mouth and licking her fingers slowly as a pleased expression 

rolled across her features, sighing in enjoyment. “Oh, such simple things in life that are the 

greatest source of desire and joy, how without you I would feel so minor, incomplete…” 

Zerrex looked at her blankly, and Sin smiled a bit as she said softly: “My sister studied 

poetry under God… I mean… Naganis.” She looked skywards, wincing as if expecting to be 

cursed or struck down, and after a moment of nothing happening, she visibly settled herself as 

she quietly smoothed her dress out. “I‟ve never understood it very well myself… but Anathema 

has always had a talent for both composition and deciphering it. It‟s another reason I was so sure 

you two would get along so well.” 

“So is it the heart of a sensitive artist that beats inside that bony, butter-covered shell?” 

Zerrex asked mildly, and Anathema blew a raspberry at him, spraying him with popcorn crumbs 

and making him wince back before he looked at her sourly. “Real nice.” 

“Cherry taught me that, too.” Anathema said mildly, and then she stretched out before 

clicking her tongue, and Sammy popped out of thin air on her shoulder, looking back and forth 

before his eyes settled on Zerrex, and the pseudodragon immediately squeaked and tackled him, 

knocking the reptile flat on his back with a grunt as he collided with surprising force against the 

startled reptile. 

“Sammy!” Zerrex laughed as the tiny beast jumped up and down on him, running crazily 

all over his body before clinging tightly to his face in an almost-hug, and the Drakkaren smiled a 

bit before he reached up, stroking gently over his back and then carefully extracting him from his 

muzzle as he said softly: “Good to see you too… I was worried for a little while that you didn‟t 

manage to escape from the cathedral. And what about Loki, how‟s he?” 

Anathema and Sin exchanged a look, and Zerrex quieted before the undead Naganatine 

gazed imploringly at her sister, and finally Sin sighed and nodded, saying quietly as she reached 

out and touched his forearm: “We have no idea. Before Cherry returned to Hell with Captain 

Lazarus… I mean, Sir Vampire… and Sir Pettigrew, they did a short search of the area… but to 

no avail. With the time distortions affecting Hell more and more by the hour now, we can also no 

longer be sure of the time differences, either… sometimes time passes with equal speed, other 

times it moves far, far faster here than on the mortal realm.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, rubbing at his head, and then Sin added quietly: “Ixin, however, 

does have news to report, which is why Lily and I originally came out here… although now I can 

see she‟s engaged with… other activities.” The trio paused to look up, watching as Lily reached 



out and smacked Selena firmly on the forehead, and the female grabbed her skull, looking 

chastened as the golden-scaled demoness shouted something about being an enabler. “We should 

probably go ourselves to see Ixin, however… he has a lot of light to shed on the situation.” 

The Drakkaren nodded again, and then he looked over at Selena, raising a hand as he 

called and interrupted the bickering between the two: “Uh.  I‟m going to go and see Ixin. You 

two wanna come with or are you just going to continue bitching at each other?” 

The females exchanged looks, then they both nodded, grumbling a truce with each other 

as Sin looked relieved and created a portal, and Zerrex led the small group through to step out 

into Ixin‟s lab, looking around with surprise as he saw that the centrifuge was missing… but as 

his eyes traced downwards, he noticed that there was some kind of trapdoor in the floor. Before 

he could muse on the modifications Ixin had done to his lab, however, the mage bounced 

towards him with a clipboard, peering at the Drakkaren as he jotted a few things onto it before 

saying cheerfully: “Good to see you‟re still amongst the living. I‟m going to mark my 

experiments done on you down as successes, but you know, some field testing other than you 

facing off against some sort of psychotically-all-powerful Old God would have been nice. 

Generally it‟s better to… you know, start small with these things. Not, oh ho ho, let‟s go save the 

world and all that bullshit.” 

“I had faith in your abilities.” Zerrex said candidly, and Ixin looked pleased with himself 

as he stood up taller, crossing his arms over his chest. “Now, I hear you have something 

interesting to show us?” 

“Yes, I do, as a matter of fact, and it‟s not my dick.” Ixin replied with a grin, and then he 

turned around and bounced towards one wall, pulling several levers to various positions. Zerrex 

wasn‟t sure what did what, but a moment later, the lights dimmed down as light shone down out 

of a crystal inset into the ceiling, and the small group walked forwards to surround the projection 

of the solar system that appeared with their paths clearly marked out. 

“It‟s just like the rings of Hell… except whole worlds are rotating around them.” Lily 

said softly, and Selena snorted in amusement, earning a sour look. “It‟s true.” 

“In a way, she‟s not wrong at all. But mostly she is.” Ixin said mildly as he approached 

them, as he pulled his flute out of its holster and spun it around his fingers, and before anyone 

could protest or argue with him, he snapped it upwards and sent a crack like a gunshot through 

the air as he became serious, seeming like an entirely different person as he said dryly: “What I 

want to focus in is on this quadrant here, surrounding our planet. 

“As you may or may not know, there are ten planets in our solar system as well as one 

solar constellation.” Ixin explained, as the mostly-blue world third from the sun was zoomed in 

on, orbited by a single large moon. “Examination of these planets and the solar system led to the 

development of astronomy and astrology, and all sorts of hokey magical arts as well as 

divination that‟s way more science-based than a lot of people realize. There‟s an ancient 

saying… as above, so below. And by taking a few different snapshots of the space surrounding 

us and combining that with the information kindly provided to me by the Naganatine who would 

talk to me, I‟ve projected the approximate location of where Heaven and Hell are going to appear 

in space in the mortal plane.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, looking up at the projection as the others fell quiet, and Ixin 

pointed to two sections of space near the world, where there were almost-perfectly spherical 

spaces of emptiness that were bulging and twitching ominously. As they watched the projection, 

Ixin quietly lowered his flute and played a short few notes… and the projection simulated 



sparking and twisting as space tore itself apart and something forced itself into existence like a 

child fighting its way to be born out of a too-small body. 

Then  two gigantic planets tore their way free, one that was red and crackling and 

shrouded by a dark mist, and a planet that was made of whites and blues. Zerrex frowned as they 

began elliptical, long orbits that circled not only around the sun, but the physical world as well, 

as Ixin said quietly: “Because of the speed they‟d be hurled out of their former dimensions at, 

because of the way that… entire dimensions, not just worlds unto themselves, are being forcibly 

compressed and spat out… and the sheer size of the planets makes the equation difficult. This is 

the predicted course, however strange it might look… not because of scientific law, but because 

of the laws long ago put in place by God Himself. While the sun has just enough of a magnetic 

pull to be able to move these supergiant planets around itself on one curve… the connection to 

the physical world is what really keeps the planet from simply becoming a giant ball of death 

hurtling through space. It‟s like a magnetic pole… and if that planet is completely destroyed, 

well. We can kiss our asses goodbye. As it is, we‟re in a load of very deep shit… it won‟t be 

more than a few years before one of the smaller worlds collides with our planet or Heaven mid-

course and creates a new problem for us.” 

He paused, then smiled grimly as he flicked his flute at the projection, making it distort 

for a moment as the images faded and then a projection of the red planet marked „Hell‟ appeared. 

“See this? After doing an analysis and gathering a crapload of information over the years from 

explorers, Naganatine – even the ones who don‟t like me – and the different big-bosses of both 

Heaven and Hell, I put this estimate together. This planet is literally eight times larger than the 

physical world, will have a gravity field three times as strong, and will exude tremendous 

electromagnetic force. And before I give you any other random statistics I put together on it, I 

want to take a moment to talk about corruption and magic.” 

The others nodded, giving him their full attention as Ixin tapped his flute against his palm 

for a few moments, and then he said finally: “The way God split these dimensions apart ain‟t like 

how you or me makes a pocket dimension, but at the same time, it sorta is. You take a static 

location, and you collapse it in on itself to make a literal pocket in time and space. It has a static 

entrance that you can‟t move around, but you can also portal to it, like we really take for granted 

down here in Hell, because it‟s technically part of Hell‟s realm. God did that, but on a whole 

different level… and we all know what happens to the main entrance location when a pocket 

dimension collapses, however big or small it was.” 

Sin nodded, saying quietly: “Discharge. Everything in the pocket dimension is violently 

expelled back into the original location, often causing damage on the molecular level. 

Irreparable, even by advanced magical means.” 

“Not if you can just pull it off and snap something better back on.” Anathema pointed 

out, reaching up to rip her left arm off at the shoulder with a terrible tearing sound and making 

Lily and Selena stare in horror before she snapped it back into place. Then she smiled sweetly as 

she looked at Ixin, who was frozen in mid-gape. “Continue.” 

He cleared his throat after a moment, then he shook his head, grumbling: “Fucking 

undead showoff.” A pause, then he winced as Anathema glared at him, quickly picking up where 

he‟d left off. “So okay. Like I was saying. With discharge, however, also comes the form of a 

magical EMP… vibrations that disrupt the electrons and particles that we harness to fuse and 

form elements that are drawn up out of corruption and energy.” He paused, looked at the 

expressions on the faces of everyone other than Sin, who nodded courteously as Anathema 

stuffed her muzzle into the popcorn bag, clearly ignoring him, and he rubbed the back of his 



head, sighing. “Too advanced, huh? Okay. Vibrations on a certain frequency disrupt magic, 

that‟s all you need to know. 

“There‟s a specific name for it, but we‟ll just refer to it as an AMP, or Anti-Magic Pulse. 

Mortals have never been able to find the correct frequency and vibration rhythm that interrupts 

particle manipulation, but mages have been doing it for centuries to piss each other right the fuck 

off.” Ixin looked faintly amused at this, which made Zerrex think he‟d probably participated in 

plenty of these AMP attacks on other mages. “Normally the effects of the AMP last only as long 

as it resonates, but stronger AMPs can have lasting effects that also really, really hurt like fuck, I 

kid you not. Sort of like being hit full-on by a magnetic blast, you feel like the fucking iron‟s 

been torn out of your blood.” He made a distasteful face. “Except sometimes AMP permanently 

shuffles a person‟s particles around. But let‟s not get too complicated, right. 

“When the dimensions rejoin… the shit is going to hit the fan, to use a popular mortal 

expression. It will unleash an AMP so powerful that it‟s going to knock out all the magical 

power from Heaven and Hell… not permanently, but for a lot longer than a few seconds. 

Unfortunately, I need more time to calculate the strength of it, because right now this is bigger 

than any science mumbo-jumbo I‟ve worked with in the past. I‟m working with numbers I didn‟t 

even goddamn know existed.” 

Zerrex nodded, then he asked mildly questions he always thought shouldn‟t have a place 

in Hell or Heaven but somehow did: “How‟s your current budget? Do you need more funding?” 

Ixin snorted and shook his head, grinning amusedly at Zerrex. “Fuck, you‟re starting to 

sound like one of those bureaucrats from those senate committees that delightful High Princess 

Lily is always chairing.” He glanced over to her and batted his eyes, and she just gave him a 

sour, evil look. “No, I haven‟t used up half the money allotted to me yet, mostly because I‟ve 

been doing so much of the work myself… and right now, I‟d suggest your funding go towards 

fortifying cities and settlements and investing in non-magical things at the moment. But you 

know…” 

He paused for a few long moments, then he looked at Zerrex, saying thoughtfully as he 

tapped the side of his own muzzle: “The Barred City might actually be in the biggest trouble… 

because it runs almost purely on magic. Now, just what do you think will happen to a city like 

that when all magic throughout Hell dissolves for anywhere from a few days to a few years?”  

“Oh great. So now I need to…” Zerrex paused, looking at Ixin meditatively, and then he 

said slowly: “You know, they‟re never going to go for that excuse, not in like. A hundred million 

years. Because I‟ve already done everything short of going to war with them and none of that 

ever persuaded the bastards.” 

“Yeah, well, believe me. This will unless they‟ve all signed suicide pacts.” Ixin tapped on 

his temple, looking dryly amused. “You ever been inside that place? Magic, magic everywhere. 

And there is no way in shit they‟ll be able to lock everything down and install safety wires and 

support beams under everything before that AMP hits… by my calculations, it could happen at 

almost any time, due to the time distortions… but my best guess says we‟ve only got a few 

hundred thousand years at most.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, then he said quietly: “In that case, we have to work fast…” Crap, 

why does this have to happen just after I killed Animaxander? I need to get up to the mortal 

plane, too… “I‟ll stay down here and see what I can help organize for as long as I can, but I can‟t 

hang around here forever, unfortunately. I need to head back up top to find out what‟s happened 

with Animaxander‟s death, and help Balthazar with the Kafka situation.” 



Ixin grunted, and then Sin said quietly: “Your daughter, Marina, and the two wolf 

children are up in the physical world right now… try and put your confidence in them for the 

moment. Lady Cindy and Lady Cherry both have great expectations of the three of them… and 

you‟ve always spoken so highly of Marina.” 

“Yeah… I hope she‟ll get the jobs done. The thing about Marina is that she… she has a 

little bit of tunnel-vision sometimes, though.” Zerrex said carefully, feeling slightly morbid as he 

rubbed at his head slowly. But then he slowly nodded, saying finally: “But you‟re right. I‟m sure 

they‟ll be able to take care of whatever problems come up… Ixin, now, what can you tell us 

about when Hell itself becomes a planet?” 

“Not much. Estimates on size and density, composition and structure… but fuck, this 

could all be totally wrong.” Ixin responded as he looked up at the projection, crossing his arms 

and making a face. “The issue is that the fucking thing doesn‟t exist yet, and it‟s not comparable 

to a planet like any other in the solar system. It‟s going to be like this corruption-oozing ball of 

gross floating through space, and we‟re all going to be living on the fucking thing.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes with mild amusement at this sentiment, and then he frowned a bit 

as Ixin pointed at the planet, looking around at them slowly. “What I do know, however, is that 

Hell‟s geography is going to change, and in ways that aren‟t entirely pleasant. Furthermore, 

we‟re going to start having to deal with weather… and it‟s gonna get very hostile, very fast. You 

ever see those creation of the world movies? Well, neither have I, but I bet they‟re a lot like 

this.” 

The reptile rolled his eyes, but then he nodded, saying dryly: “So you‟re expecting 

floods, earthquakes, tornados and, since this is Hell, a ninety-percent chance of raining fire?” 

“At the least.” Ixin replied cheerily, and then he drew an A+ on Zerrex‟s chest with his 

flute, making the reptile glare at him sourly as the mage said kindly: “For showing such a good 

effort out there. But seriously, people. We need to batten down the hatches on this one, and 

someone needs to go up to Heaven and do the same. I volunteer your pal Cindy, she‟s still 

hanging somewhere around Hell, right?” 

“She‟s my daughter, for one thing. And well… is she?” Zerrex glanced over his shoulder 

at Sin, who nodded a bit, and then the reptile hesitated before looked at Selena, saying mildly: 

“And maybe you could help me with talking to the Barred City. They utterly hate me and Lily, 

but you, at least, they seem to recognize as a real demon. It would mean a lot to me if you could 

try and negotiate with them into granting us access to the Barred City so we could start helping 

them retrofitting the city with… well… whatever needs to be changed out, upgraded, and all that 

nonsense.” 

“Hey, they aren‟t going to just let me waltz into Daemon Cuorue either, you know.” 

Selena pointed out, making a face and nodding, although she did seem to brighten up when she 

was included in Zerrex‟s plans. “The place is damn near invincible, and the fuckers goddamn 

well know it. I‟m going to need some heavy artillery with me if I want them to listen.” 

“Take Sin.” Zerrex said mildly, and the Naganatine sighed as Anathema snorted in 

amusement, grinning at her sister as the female dropped her head in a hand. “Sin, the only thing 

scarier than you is Anathema. And that‟s only because Annie here is a member of the living 

dead.” 

“Don‟t call me that!” Anathema grabbed Zerrex by the shoulders and hauled him up 

above her head, glaring at him, and the Drakkaren coughed, staring down at her before she 

cleared her throat and put him down, patting him on the head lightly as she muttered: “My name 

is Anathema. I don‟t go for nicknames like you and Cherry do.” 



Zerrex looked at her mildly for a few moments, and then he tilted his head upwards as 

Sin leaned down and whispered to him behind a hand: “It‟s a sore spot for her from many years 

ago… an ex-lover of hers used to always call her by her nickname, and when he betrayed her… 

it wasn‟t pretty.” 

“Sin, everyone can hear you!” Anathema snapped in a frustrated voice, looking 

humiliated, and then she mumbled and crossed her arms, sulking a bit as Sin blushed and 

mumbled an apology. “Oh, fuck it. Come on, don‟t we have more important matters to attend to 

at the moment than my love life?” 

There were awkward mumbles around the group, mixing with Ixin‟s cheerful „no!‟ before 

Anathema rolled her eyes and walked away. Zerrex and Sin both looked after her for a moment, 

but she only dropped to her knees in front of a desk, starting to mix potions together before Ixin 

leaned over to Zerrex and asked: “So do I continue?” 

“Yeah, keep going, talk about exactly what that AMP is going to do to a magical bazaar 

like the Gated City. I‟ll be right back.” Zerrex said after a moment, and then he headed towards 

Anathema, before frowning as Sin reached up a hand to stop him. They looked at each other for a 

few moments, and then she finally nodded hesitantly, and he smiled at her and patted her on the 

shoulder before heading over to Anathema, as Ixin starting to speak again. 

The reptile sat on the desk as Anathema mumbled and mixed potions, pointedly ignoring 

him, and before he could even open his mouth, she snapped: “So why the hell do you feel that 

you have to get involved with everyone else‟s business, huh? What is with this sick, stupid need 

of yours to always get involved with people, to always try and… talk with people and to be their 

friend and all this bullshit?” 

“I like to help.” Zerrex replied mildly, shrugging a bit as he sat and rested his knees 

across his legs, as Ixin lectured in the background about magnetic polarities and the way Hell 

and Heaven both attracted and repelled each other, keeping their movements in constant motion. 

Then he finally looked up and added quietly: “I wanted to say that I was sorry, Anathema, if I 

brought up any bad memories. I‟m kinda sensitive to that myself. I don‟t like being rude or 

thoughtless, and well…” 

“You‟re so goddamn polite it‟s rude all over again.” Anathema said dryly, in a voice that 

was almost admiring, and then she shook her head after a few moments, laughing a bit as she 

waved a hand at him. “Don‟t even open your goddamn mouth. Why are you apologizing to me, 

though? You had no way of knowing, and besides… this would have all gone unmentioned 

forevermore if you‟d just kept your trap shut.” 

“Maybe I‟m fishing, because I‟m curious about learning more about you, I dunno.” 

Zerrex said embarrassedly, looking down and rubbing the back of his head, and Anathema 

frowned as she looked up at him, the Drakkaren smiling a bit. “I‟m… no good in a lot of social 

situations that aren‟t casual talk or we-bang-now stuff. I mean, ten million years in Hell and look 

at me, I‟m still hanging with the same crowd.” 

Anathema shook her head slowly, and then she stood up and finished mixing a potion, the 

liquid inside the vial turning a dark, inky black. “See this? This is liquid radiance, whatever else 

it might look like right now.” She paused, then reached a finger up overtop it and pushed one of 

her short claws into her own thumb, and the reptile watched as a bead of blood dripped out and 

down into the liquid, and the dark stuff inside trembled before it took on all the colors of the 

rainbow. “And this… is purest black. Allow me to demonstrate…” 

She strode towards Ixin, who frowned at her before he winced as he looked at the potion, 

and Zerrex frowned before Anathema swung her arm out, spraying the liquid into the air… and 



with a whooshing sound, the entire laboratory was suddenly blotted out, a darkness so thick it 

was almost solid filling the air around them before Ixin said irritably: “Ha ha, nice party trick, 

you bitch. Now will someone please mop up the spill in aisle seven?” 

“Anathema, is this an illusion or something else?” Sin paused, then clunked loudly into 

something, and Selena yelled in pain before there was a rapid thudding, and Zerrex winced 

before closing his eyes and taking a deep breath, letting himself focus on his senses other than 

sight. “Excuse me, I‟m so sorry!” 

Ixin cursed, and then quiet flute music played through the air for a few moments before 

there was a long, awkward note… and he cleared his throat as he said politely: “Anathema, this 

is the one and only time I will ever say this. The next time you mess with my flute, I‟ll turn you 

into a piano. Okay? Great, glad we cleared that up and I got that off my chest. Now, as much as 

it hurts for me to say this, please lift this spell.” 

“Prideful creature.” Anathema said amusedly, and then Zerrex felt something clack 

against his body before he winced as he felt bony armor lock over him, and then her skull 

slammed over his face and left him seeing in different shades of crimson, as if through a visor. It 

did, however, let him see… and he looked slowly back and forth even as he muttered under his 

breath, before Anathema whispered in his head: Oh stop it. It‟s just a little harmless fun.  

“Yeah, for you. Lily, stop, you‟re about to walk on top of Selena… Selena, get up, you 

aren‟t anywhere near the desk.” Zerrex instructed, the two females looking both humiliated and 

almost goofy as they stumbled around, obviously not used to having their sight taken away from 

them. Then the Drakkaren felt something nudge him, and he winced but didn‟t resist as 

Anathema began not so much controlling as instructing his body; it felt like if he wanted to, he 

could resist, but as he walked over to the potions rack, he decided to let his trust in her decide for 

him. 

Anathema went diligently and quickly about her work with Zerrex‟s hands, stirring up a 

vial of some kind of bleach-looking substance in only a few minutes… and then she guided him 

over to a stain on the floor and poured the substance over it. Immediately, the darkness lifted as 

the floor bubbled and rotted slightly, and then Anathema‟s skull retreated down to Zerrex‟s 

shoulder, resting there as she sighed in his mind and let him take control of his own body fully 

once more. What a delightful little game. 

“You‟re twisted.” he said mildly, then he winced and dodged away when Selena ran up 

and tried to punch his shoulder, wincing and reaching up to restrain her when she snarled and 

flailed at his body. “Stop it, hey, she‟s just a bitch!” 

Yeah, and you‟ll never apologize to me for calling me names, now will you? Anathema 

asked sourly in his mind, and the reptile rolled his eyes, not replying as Selena growled: “Stop 

protecting her! She‟s a troublemaker and she needs to follow the same rules as everyone else has 

to, or else she‟ll just keep pushing for more and more slack until she‟s ruling all of Hell!” 

Sin sighed, shaking her head as she gently patted Selena on the back, saying softly: “I‟m 

afraid sister‟s always been a bit of a troublemaker… she likes it when things are… exciting.” 

“Oh, sure, and that‟s a great time to make things exciting. We‟re busy trying to save the 

universe, that‟s all.” Lily said sardonically, and Zerrex could sense Anathema‟s emotions as the 

bones clenched tighter against him. He could feel her anger, her confusion, mixing with a false 

sense of smugness at how much attention she was getting… and he wondered for a moment how 

undead her heart really was. Huh. That‟s poetic. “I really think we‟d be better off if-” 

“Wait.” Zerrex held up a hand, and there was quiet for a moment before he said slowly: 

“How undead is the heart of a being that hurts from the words of others?” 



The others looked confused for a moment before Sin nodded and smiled faintly, and then 

Selena punched her other hand, saying grimly: “I‟ll make her undead heart hurt alright.” 

Anathema just seemed even more embarrassed now than before, however, and her 

presence faded even from the Drakkaren‟s mind as her bones clung against him, before Zerrex 

shook his head, saying quietly: “She feels like she‟s gone right now, so don‟t even bother trying. 

It‟s like… she tuned completely out for the moment.” 

“Sister has many talents… I‟m sure for her, it would be a simple feat to let her spirit 

temporarily leave her body… or rather, her anchor.” Sin explained softly, walking over to Zerrex 

and quietly stroking a finger along the skull, and then she smiled faintly as her eyes flicked over 

to the others, saying quietly: “Not that I‟m encouraging her or even trying to explain what I don‟t 

understand… but maybe after so many years lost in the void, maybe we can try and show a bit of 

compassion for the fact that Anathema might not have the best-developed social skills.” 

“Neither does Zerrex, or even that rat bastard Ixin, but both of them somehow manage to 

not piss us off more than a few times a week.” Selena argued, resting her hands on her hips, and 

Ixin and Zerrex exchanged a look before they both frowned at her, the former huffing and the 

latter crossing his arms. She only looked sourly from one to the other, however, then said flatly: 

“Hey, it‟s true.” 

“You‟re… true.” Zerrex responded after a moment, and Selena slapped her forehead 

before the Drakkaren looked over to Ixin, asking him mildly: “So do you want to get back to the 

topic at hand?” 

“I‟ve said my bit, really. After all, I can‟t talk too much, I‟m antisocial.” The mage 

shrugged after a moment, twirling his flute moodily between his fingers as he looked at Selena, 

and then he finally sighed and said in a more-serious voice to Zerrex: “Listen. The best way to 

minimize the damage this is going to do is to try and figure out a way to get demons right the 

hell out of Hell so they aren‟t in danger… but I‟m not saying there won‟t be unhappy effects on 

the closest mortal worlds, either. There‟s no record and no way to tell just how long ago this 

solar system formed, or even what it looked like before God started his little project. I‟ve built a 

few little toys that are running around, investigating strange energy signatures that are cropping 

up all throughout Hell, but well… I really, really doubt they‟re going to be able to tell me 

anything useful until we get very close to zero hour.” 

“Great…” Zerrex muttered, shaking his head slowly, and then he paused and frowned at 

Ixin, asking him carefully: “If the mortal world itself was destroyed… would Heaven and Hell 

continue to exist if there were say, a large amount of souls still available in space, say in… 

floating cities?”  

“Let me do some calculations.” Ixin said after a moment, as the other demons only 

looked at Zerrex oddly, and then Ixin blew a short tune on his flute that made the projection of 

the Hell-planet vanish before one of the mortal world appeared, with the moon circling slowly 

around it at a slight angle. The mage rubbed slowly at his muzzle, and then he drew a small 

circle with his flute that turned into a solid, yellow sphere, floating between the moon and the 

world as he muttered: “Well… yes and no. It would be like a bandage on a severed limb, except 

Hell and Heaven wouldn‟t lose power as fast. I mean, as it is, the fact that all three worlds are 

going to be in the physical universe is going to heavily damage the cycle… I don‟t think a lot of 

us are going to survive this even if you do save the mortal world, if you want my full honest 

opinion.” 

Zerrex nodded with a slow sigh, rubbing at his forehead before he finally said: “Then 

we‟d better get busy. Lily, start pulling all the gods and important demons throughout Hell you 



can into one big meeting… Ixin, you can summon all the mages, anyone and everyone you think 

might be of some help to us. Selena can barter with the Barred City, and Sin can start directing 

the fortification of settlements… talk to Feldstone, he‟ll know best what needs to be done 

where.” 

They all nodded, and then Zerrex made a face as he looked down at his hand, feeling a 

nudge at his mind. “I‟m going to see if I can find someone who can go up to Heaven for me to 

talk with the big bosses, see if they can convince at least a few people up there to batten down 

the hatches… and Anathema, well. Do what you do best and call out some undead, work with 

Sin on fixing things up here and there.” 

“Because nothing makes a better slave than the undead.” Anathema said pettishly as she 

snapped off his body and resumed her normal form, looking a little bit more than mildly 

offended, and the reptile groaned and slapped his forehead. She crossed her arms and huffed, but 

then finally looked at her sister and nodded, saying dryly: “Fine. But you owe me for this.” 

“Sure, if that‟s what it takes.” Zerrex muttered under his breath, then he looked around at 

them all, opening a portal for himself as he said dryly: “Well, let‟s get moving, people.” 

 

It took two weeks to really get the project started… but once the gears started turning on 

things, things started to really move a lot faster. Zerrex wondered to himself for a few moments 

why that was as he finished getting his things together to return to the mortal plane, Cindy and 

Cherry waiting anxiously near the door leading out of his room as the angel said softly: “If 

you‟re really worried about things here, Daddy, you could stay another week or even a year… 

Cherry and I can handle things up top, at least for a little while.” 

“No, I‟ve got… this bad feeling.” Zerrex said finally, and he made a bit of a face even as 

he smiled in wry amusement. “And I mean for more than just… you know, the fact that 

Balthazar is being threatened by someone connected to Animaxander, or more than because the 

freaking worlds are all going to soon be under siege by gods in sci-fi spaceships.” He paused, 

then shook his head with a look of distaste as he stood up and tossed a backpack to Cherry, who 

easily caught it and slung it over one shoulder. “Gods, every time I say it out loud it gets more 

and more retarded.” 

“The truth usually is pretty damn stupid.” Cherry replied with a bit of a smile, and Zerrex 

looked at her for a few moments before he nodded a bit in agreement with a grunt. Then she 

headed out into the hallway, although Cindy lingered a moment longer to watch as her father 

picked up his cane and put Blackheart on his back. Then she left, and the reptile smiled a bit as 

he smoothed out his plain black clothes before he held a hand out, murmuring a command to his 

Nanotech Armlet and creating a matching ebony fedora that he placed on his head. 

The reptile left the room, walking out as his daughters strode in front on him like an 

honor guard, and the Drakkaren smiled a bit despite himself as his cane tapped gently against the 

floor, his emerald eyes calm. He had done everything he‟d could in Hell as it was, he felt… and 

now it was important that he headed back up to the mortal plane and see what he could set in 

motion there.  

They stepped out into the main hall, and Zerrex glanced back and forth as something 

nudged at his mind, and Cherry was frowning as well… and then the reptile yelped as a pile of 

something fell on him from the ceiling, and both Cherry and Cindy spun around to see 

Anathema‟s bone-armor fused tightly onto the reptile, Zerrex making a face before he asked 

flatly: “And how long were you on the roof for?” 



“Longer than you might expect. You dress like a girl.” Anathema retorted as the armor 

slithered over his form and into his back, before she added wryly, the skull settling on his 

shoulder as golden fire burned in its sockets: “Now, before anyone tries to touch me, I want to 

make it clear I‟m coming with you to that mortal plane. Because I want to know what the hell‟s 

been going on there since I‟ve been sealed away and I think I can be of more help up there than 

down here.” 

Before anyone could argue, Sin said from the bottom of the stairs in an embarrassed, 

gentle voice: “I… I think my sister is right.” A long, awkward pause, and then she said quietly, 

looking down and rubbing the back of her head slowly: “I would be… far too visible on the 

mortal plane, and my magic powers won‟t function properly… but Anathema‟s abilities will 

continue to work no matter what happens.” 

Zerrex remained quiet for a moment, and then he finally sighed and nodded, crossing his 

arms as he looked up at the ceiling and said firmly: “But you gotta listen to me, is that 

understood? Mortals are very easily frightened, and they don‟t take kindly to demons and 

angels… but if there‟s one thing they hate more than us, it‟s the living dead.” 

“Seriously?” Anathema sounded moody again, but the reptile ignored her this time as he 

headed down the stairs, Cherry poking at the skull on his shoulder as Cindy sighed and shook her 

head slowly, looking morbid. I don‟t understand that. Undead are no more unnatural than you 

or me… well… perhaps that‟s a bad example. You‟re a strange demon, after all… just as I‟m not 

an ordinary member of the living dead. 

Zerrex grunted a bit as they reached the bottom of the stairs, and Sin walked up to him 

and kissed his cheek, making the reptile smile a bit before he kissed her forehead softly in return. 

Then she turned around and held up a hand, a vortex forming in the middle of the room as she 

said quietly: “Please take care of yourself, Lord Zerrex… I truly don‟t know what we‟d do 

without you around to aid us.” 

“Bah.” Zerrex smiled a bit despite himself, and then he reached up and squeezed her 

shoulder gently, saying softly: “Keep Lily and Selena in line, and all the others, Sin. We‟ve got a 

hell of a… thing coming at us, but I think we can make it if we just keep pushing forwards.” 

Sin nodded quietly, and then she bowed a bit as Cherry and Cindy both waved their 

goodbyes, following Zerrex as he strode forwards and into the vortex. For a few moments, they 

walked through a tunnel of swirling white, and then they emerged with a crackle of energy into 

the mortal world, stepping out into the kitchen of their small house before Zerrex was tackled by 

Marina, the reptile flailing his arms and almost falling over as she clung to him. “Daddy!” 

The Drakkaren hugged her gently back after a moment, smiling quietly down at her, and 

then he winced as a small, furry thing collided with his lower back, cracking his spine loudly as 

he picked up Marina on reflex, but she only laughed and clung tighter around his neck as 

Mahihko squeaked and jumped up, wrapping his slender legs around the reptile‟s legs as he 

clung to his waist and dug his head against his lower back, yelling: “Daddy-Daddy-Daddy! I 

missed you, I was so scared!” 

Zerrex swayed awkwardly on the spot, grunting a bit as he felt psychic static buzz in his 

mind at the same time before Marina‟s eyes flashed open, and she glared a bit at the skull on his 

shoulder before the reptile put her down gently, crossing her arms as she asked sourly: “Why‟s 

she here, and attached to you like that?” 

Mahihko looked up curiously as he finally let go of Zerrex and toddled around to his 

front, grabbing one of his hands and squeezing into the lizard‟s large fingers for a moment before 

his eyes settled on the skull, and he reached up towards it to poke it. Then the sockets lit up with 



eldritch golden flame, and Anathema said darkly: “Back the hell off, both of you. I‟m a 

necessary element in a world that‟s falling apart… and believe me, little girl, you might be 

strong, but you‟re still only a mortal.” 

“I really, really would not piss her off if I were you.” Cherry said mildly, poking her 

index fingers together as she coughed a bit, looking at the skull pointedly as Marina fumed 

visibly. “See, like. I want you to imagine Zerrex at his worst. Well, that‟s Marina at her best.” 

“Fuck you, Cherry.” Marina muttered finally, and then she stormed off, giving her father 

a gentle pat on the bicep as she passed but glowering at everyone else. The reptile slapped his 

forehead with a sigh, and then he looked down at Mahihko, who had huge round eyes and was 

staring with terror at the skull. 

Finally, the reptile reached out and gently patted him on the head, and Mahihko loosened 

up a bit, as Zerrex said softly: “I‟m glad to see you‟re okay too, kiddo… how long has it been?” 

“Two weeks. You must‟ve spent a really long time down in Hell.” Mahihko nodded 

seriously, and then he frowned when Zerrex and his daughters exchanged nervous looks. “What 

is it, Daddy?” 

“Nothing you need to worry about right now, kiddo, we‟ll get to talking about that later.” 

Zerrex said gently, squeezing Mahihko‟s shoulder, and the wolf smiled hesitantly before the 

reptile asked curiously: “So where‟s Lone?” 

“I got pretty badly beaten up…” Mahihko rubbed an oversized paw shyly against the 

ground, looking down awkwardly before he gazed back up with a bit of a smile. “So Lone had to 

recombine with me… we were unconscious for a little while, but now we‟re fine.” 

He nodded, and the reptile felt oddly creeped-out by the lupine referring to himself as 

„we‟ before Cherry walked over and half-shoved Zerrex aside to pick the little wolf up under the 

armpits, making him giggle like a child as he kicked his big feet lightly and she said cheerfully: 

“Well, it‟s great to see you healed so fast, you rubbery little bastard! Come on, me and you, let‟s 

go and play in the den. Cindy and Zerrex got some business to take care of once they unpack, 

and I think Father‟s pretty damn anxious about that.” 

“Okay. Good luck, Daddy.” Mahihko smiled up at Zerrex, and the Drakkaren nodded to 

him with a bit of a smile in return, poking his nose quietly to make the wolf giggle before he left 

with Cherry, toddling happily along beside her. 

The two watched them lead, and then Cindy said with soft amusement: “She really is 

good with kids when she wants to be, isn‟t she?” 

“She is.” Zerrex agreed softly, and then he smiled a bit as he headed for the ladder, 

calling down to her as he climbed to the second floor: “Mind picking up the portable phone and 

bringing it up here?” 

“Just let me put my stuff away!” Cindy responded clearly, and Zerrex nodded a bit 

despite the fact there was no way she could see the gesture. He grunted as he half-crawled to his 

feet and wobbled for a moment, wincing at the pain in his leg, and then Anathema asked softly in 

his mind, clearly curious: Why does your leg ache even now? 

“History.” Zerrex said after a moment, and he walked towards his room, stepping inside 

as he pulled Blackheart free from his back before he smiled a bit as the sword seemed to resonate 

in his hand, holding it up as he said softly: “Yeah, we‟re home, old friend.” 

He slipped Blackheart into the sword holder on his wall, and the weapon gleamed blue 

for a moment before it faded into the normal polished luster of the sword, and Anathema seemed 

to hesitate in his mind as the Drakkaren sat down on his bed with a sigh, putting his cane aside 



and just letting his eyes wander around the room full of mortal odds and ends. Then, finally, the 

Naganatine nudged again: Is it psychological or physiological? 

“I wonder how the hell you „gods‟ and ancients became so scientific. Here on the mortal 

plane, we tend to think of demons and angels and all those other supernatural beings as magical 

and fantastical, not as… advanced science nerds.” He snorted in amusement and grinned at the 

ceiling as Anathema huffed in his mind. “Seriously. Usually the people who put forwards 

theories about gods coming down in UFOs to abduct us all to Heaven are treated like. Well. 

Complete nutjobs.” 

Well, that‟s because it sounds like they are. Anathema retorted, and then she took a 

moment to sort through his mind, obviously digging into his vocabulary to find out the term he‟d 

used before she added flatly: And believe me. If there‟s one thing I‟m sure of, it‟s that these god-

monsters aren‟t coming in spaceships to bring any of us to any kind of Heaven.  

“I guess I made sure of that.” Zerrex said quietly, and he felt a strange guilt for a moment 

at the choice he‟d made. After all, what was right and wrong? Good and evil, he knew were 

points of view, were bendable and corruptible… while right and wrong were supposed to be 

immovable and factual. He paused, looking down, and then he asked softly: “Did I do the right 

thing? Is it right for me to possibly be sacrificing myself and all my friends to save a decaying, 

destabilized world, Anathema?” 

The undead Naganatine remained silent for a few moments, and then she finally replied 

quietly: Honor and loyalty supersede all. If you‟d saved all your friends and yourselves… that 

would mean turning your back on the world… on not just the bad parts, the rotten parts… but 

the innocent ones, and the ones that have always strived to maintain the same morals and values 

that you do.  

The Drakkaren nodded after a moment, and then he laughed faintly before he said finally: 

“I guess you do have a point there.” He paused, then smiled a bit as Cindy stepped into the room, 

and he caught the headset she tossed to him easily, fitting it over his skull and adjusting the 

microphone to his mouth as he asked quietly: “Going to listen in?” 

Cindy nodded, standing a short distance away with the phone hooked up to another 

headset already perched on her head, and then held up three fingers and lowered them one after 

the other, and the reptile closed his eyes as she hit the talk button and a number autodialed itself. 

They both sat quietly for a few moments as the phone rang… and then the ferret picked up, 

cutting off the fourth tone as he said breathlessly: “Hello, Zerrex?” 

“Hi, Balthazar.” Zerrex said softly, listening for a moment before he cleared his throat 

and spoke a bit clearer, asking quietly: “How are you holding up?” 

“I‟m good, considering Kafka‟s mad campaigning against me.” Balthazar responded, and 

then he thanked someone in his cordial, gentle tones, and Cindy made a hand gesture towards 

him but Zerrex only waved his own. It wasn‟t like he distrusted Balthazar… what he was 

worried about was someone else cutting into the line. Cindy was a bit better than Cherry when it 

came to distinguishing whether or not there was a tap of some kind on the phone line, mostly 

because Cherry far-preferred situations that let her use her visual abilities… Cindy, on the other 

hand, had learned to harness all of her different senses. 

There was an awkward quiet for a moment, and then the ferret sighed, saying softly: “It 

was very kind of you to let your too-kind daughters stay here with me, Lord Zerrex… Miss 

Annabelle and Ambassador Mercy treat me with a respect and deference that I likely can‟t 

achieve returning half of to them. Of course, Kafka calls me a pimp and other such slurs, but I 

think I‟m far too old and far too tiresome for such activities. Can you imagine me attempting to 



even get a date at my age, much less trying to sell such benevolent girls as these on the street for 

pocket change?” 

Zerrex laughed a bit, smiling into the phone as he replied: “Well, you‟re nothing but a 

child compared to my age, Balthazar… and it‟s better to find someone who is intrigued by your 

personality rather than by your body, anyway.” 

The ferret gave a quiet chuckle, then he asked softly: “By-the-by, Lord Zerrex, are you 

alright? I heard you took quite a beating out fighting Animaxander… before we talk on business, 

I‟m rather concerned to know if you‟re alright. As it is, I feel terribly guilty about even letting 

you go out there alone without a full detachment of Scanners or military to assist in the 

endeavor.” 

“Now that would have just drawn more attention and made you look even more like a 

tyrant… don‟t worry, Balthazar, it‟s only been… what, two weeks, I heard? And I‟m already 

back in top form.” Zerrex paused and flexed a bicep, and then he smiled a bit as he realized it 

was true. Sure, he hadn‟t gotten nearly as much training in as he‟d wanted to, but it still felt like 

it had helped with his recovery, made him limber again and gotten his energy up… and then the 

Drakkaren rubbed his hands together slowly, asking quietly: “If I can, Balthazar… how are my 

girls? I worry about them.” 

“Of course you do… you‟re a father.” Balthazar said softly, and Zerrex smiled a bit, 

feeling touched at the way the ferret used the word, before he called: “Miss Annabelle? Would 

you care to talk to Zerrex for a moment? It would probably soothe him somewhat.” 

“Balthazar, really, I don‟t-” Zerrex rambled, and then there was a shuffling on the line 

before Cindy‟s eyes narrowed, and she made another hand gesture over to him, the reptile 

nodding coldly even as he heard Blueberry give a cheerful „hello!‟ to him. In the middle of the 

phone exchange, someone had coughed or cleared their throat… and it meant there was a third 

party currently on the line. 

“Oh Daddy, it‟s so nice here.” Blueberry said warmly, and even through his anxieties, the 

reptile couldn‟t help but smile a bit: her exuberance for getting to learn so much about the mortal 

world showed clearly in her voice, and it was infectious even with the seriousness of his worries. 

“The libraries are so full of books and knowledge, and President Balthazar knows so much about 

so many cultures… he can tell the most wonderful stories, about Ire and his homeland, and he‟s 

shown us so many artifacts from his native country that are all so very beautiful… I‟ve been able 

to learn so much, and I feel like I‟m finally starting to really understand mortal culture and… and 

why you want to protect it.” 

She stopped, and Zerrex could almost feel her blush before he said softly: “I‟m really 

glad to hear that, Blueberry… and what about Mercy, is she doing well?” 

“Oh, yes!” Blueberry said brightly, perking up again after the moment of quiet, and 

Cindy held up two fingers, the reptile making a face. Two people listening in? How the hell did 

she figure that out? “Mercy is really doing well here… she‟s very well respected and I can tell 

she‟s happier than she‟s been in a long time. She‟s started wearing some of these neat mortal 

clothes, too… they‟re called… um…” 

“Kashmiri shawls.” Balthazar‟s voice spoke up from the background, and then he added 

softly: “And the scarf worn over the head is called a hijab. In parts of my country, this was 

actually enforced by… well, I can ramble after we finish business with your father.” 

“Of course. Did you hear that Daddy?” Blueberry asked shyly, and Zerrex smiled as he 

gave a sound of affirmation. There was a moment of quiet where he imagined her fidgeting, and 



then she finally said in a slight rush: “I‟m going to give you back to the President now, okay? I 

love you, Father, as does Mercy!” 

“And I you both.” Zerrex replied quickly, and then he laughed a bit as he heard Balthazar 

come back on the line, saying with soft entertainment: “Thank you… but you know, you didn‟t 

have to do that.” 

“It was my pleasure, truly… but I‟m afraid that now we should talk about more 

unpleasant happenings.” the ferret said quietly, and Zerrex glanced at Cindy, who shook her head 

after a moment. “Unfortunately, Kafka poses a considerable burden and-” 

“Perhaps we should talk about this in person.” Zerrex interrupted pointedly, and 

Balthazar paused for a few long moments. Then the lizard smiled a bit at Cindy, saying carefully: 

“After all… there are other members of my family you have yet to meet. I‟d be rude if I didn‟t 

introduce you.” 

Balthazar remained quiet for a long time, and then he finally replied: “Perhaps you have a 

point, old friend. Expect me in ten hours‟ time, then, to be knocking on your door. It would be 

good to get out of here and stretch my legs, admittedly… the place has been a bit of a mess.” 

“Then I‟ll see you then.” the Drakkaren said softly, and Balthazar agreed in a voice that 

was nearly-silent before Zerrex clicked the off button on his headset. Cindy stayed on her line, 

however, holding up a finger… and then she balled her hand into a fist and smiled coldly as she 

hit the speakerphone button on the portable, holding it out towards Zerrex. 

There was a clattering sound, and then a rusty voice said: “Fuehrer Kafka will appreciate 

this, eh Marty? More than enough evidence to show he‟s been hanging with demons.” 

“Fuck, hang up the fucking line, you asshole, someone could still be listening!” hissed 

another voice, and then the line went dead before Zerrex and Cindy looked grimly at each other. 

Then the female hit the „off‟ button on the phone and pulled her headset down with a sigh as 

Anathema asked mildly: What‟s the big deal? 

“The big deal is that now Kafka is going to slur Balthazar… mortal politics tend to 

involve throwing a lot of mud at each other, and before you ask, it‟s a metaphor, look it up.” 

Zerrex replied mildly, tilting his head, and then he cleared his throat when Cindy looked at him 

awkwardly. “Sorry, Anathema was talking to me. I forget sometimes that she tends to do it 

mentally and uh… well… yes. So… suggestions?” 

Cindy shook her head slowly, saying softly: “The problem I see is that they could be 

anywhere… sure, in all likelihood they‟re near Balthazar, but we know that Kafka sees us as a 

threat, too. We need to see for ourselves what he‟s saying and analyze it and him as best we can 

from a range… unless, of course, you want to try sneaking in, hard as that would be.” 

“I‟m not so sure about that.” Zerrex looked down at his bicep, saying slowly after a 

moment: “We‟ve been approached on the streets before, remember… Cherry and me both. And 

Kafka‟s rallies are massive… if we stayed near the middle-back, there‟s little chance he‟d be 

able to spot us, unless he‟s got some nasty tricks of his own up his sleeve.” 

“We can‟t discount anything.” Cindy said softly, walking over to sit beside him on the 

bed, and then she put the phone and headset down before grabbing the remote and turning the 

television mounted in the wall on. It was set to a cartoon channel, and Cindy rolled her eyes, 

earning a sour look from Zerrex as he pulled his headphones off before she turned the channel… 

and then winced at the sight of an effigy of Balthazar being burned and angry Dragokkaren 

yelling and dancing around the barrel filled with flaming debris it was hanging over. 

The shot widened, and Zerrex realized it was the capital city of the nation… and that the 

entire main street was filled with protestors, police here and there trying to subdue the more-



violent people but having little luck. Fires burned here and there, and red flags with black 

swastikas and the profile of a saluting figure on them fluttered in the faint wind, hanging from 

poles both anchored into the ground and buildings, while several Irenic flags lay charred on the 

ground, shredded, burnt, and damaged in every other possible way. 

“And to think, in the old days this never used to happen because everyone was terrified. 

But take the dictators out of power, and now they want to put Kafka in charge.” Zerrex said 

ironically, motioning at the television as Cindy snorted in disgust, watching as a group of 

Dragokkaren charged by the camera, covered in painted-on swastikas and red paint as they 

laughed and ran away from several very angry riot-police in full armor that was splattered with 

both eggs and red paint. “This is exactly why I don‟t like people. And tomorrow half of them 

will be screaming about patriotism and their rights being violated when some angry old-Ire 

supporter burns a Nazi flag.” 

“I think lots of people feel they don‟t need much more reason to set Nazi flags on fire, 

even if Irenic National Socialism seems to be on a different strand than the genocidal one that 

started wiping out „unfit races.‟” Cindy replied mildly, leaning against her father, and then they 

both winced as Anathema‟s skull twisted off Zerrex‟s body and the undead Naganatine reformed 

between them, throwing an arm over the shoulder of both daughter and father. “Do you mind?” 

“Shut up, something‟s happening.” Anathema muttered, and the three looked at the 

television as a brigade of uniformed National Socialists marched down the street, led by a figure 

Zerrex recognized. His eyes narrowed as he saw Rasputin at the head of the column of quasi-

soldiers, watching as the apparent unit calmed down their own riot, and then the Dragokkaren 

approached the camera with a smile and his hands held out in a gesture of peace. 

He looked back and forth as supporters of Kafka‟s regime and ideal gathered slowly 

around, and then he said calmly and courteously: “My friends, my neighbors, please, peace to all 

of you. Are we all not one nation, and do we not stand better united rather than divided? Believe 

me when I say I wish with all my heart for the Fuehrer to be put in power, but for now, we must 

still maintain our virtues while accepting the fact that it is currently President Balthazar who is in 

power, whatever are his failings.” 

The Dragokkaren continued to speak, rambling more than anything else in his accented 

voice about freedom, friendship, and democracy, and Zerrex made a face as he leaned 

backwards, muttering: “No wonder Charon let the asshole go. I wouldn‟t be able to stand his 

babbling either.” 

“Wait, you know him?” Anathema and Cindy both looked at him, before the undead 

Naganatine frowned, glancing back at the screen. “Is he a demon of some sort? Or one of the Old 

Gods‟ cronies?” 

Zerrex shook his head slowly. “Apparently his name is Rasputin… and he definitely 

works for the Old Gods. Sin, Amiglion and I encountered him trying to break into your tomb and 

steal your skull, and while he wasn‟t exactly threatening in his strength and skills, I couldn‟t kill 

him no matter what I did to him. He‟s invulnerable, at least to my usual physical attacks, just like 

another opponent I once fought… but that bastard I took down by giving him a plasma bath, and 

he drowned in it. Anyway, well… Ami summoned Charon to help us, and he dragged Rasputin 

off into the Forest of the Departed, and I have no clue how he managed to escape from either 

there or him.” 

Anathema snorted at this, grinning coldly as she said distastefully: “Once upon a time, 

Naganis used to tell us a legend about how some Gods created abominations they couldn‟t 

control, and guardians meant to serve them that were imbued with terrifying abilities. But I don‟t 



think anything‟s truly invulnerable, Zerrex… why don‟t you let me test his strength the next time 

we encounter him? I‟d love a chance to prove how the Cycle reigns supreme over all.” 

“I don‟t know if that makes you bloodthirsty or just a true believer in your own faith.” 

Cindy said mildly, and the undead Naganatine snorted in amusement, rolling her eyes. “Does 

that mean Kafka has a connection to the Old Gods?” 

“Either that, or he‟s being used by him.” Zerrex said slowly, and then he frowned, 

looking down as he muttered: “But I still can‟t figure out why the hell they‟d want to use him 

when Athéos and the other gods we‟ve deal with so far have been… so powerful… and when 

they clearly want to destroy the world, not… take it over.” 

“Don‟t you two know anything?” Anathema asked mildly, and Cindy and Zerrex both 

favored her with annoyed expressions. She glanced from one to the other, then she threw her 

head back and laughed, and they both frowned before Zerrex winced and Cindy pushed at her as 

she squeezed them around the shoulders. “Now I see the resemblance between you two, and in 

more than just your minds! 

“No no, you see, you‟re looking at this from the wrong perspective.” Anathema said 

mildly, glancing from one to the other before she stood up and turned around, crossing her arms 

and looking at them like they were children. “Destroying a planet with an advanced civilization 

is not a purely physical process. Sowing discord and chaos in the ranks is often a far more 

effective method… after all, if your physical planet used all its powers to repel the Old Gods, 

they might actually have some success, in an organized movement. But if Kafka is able to stir up 

confusion in Ire and create a power struggle, well… if there is one thing I am well aware of, it is 

that all things loathe being leaderless.” 

Zerrex made a bit of a face, beginning to understand, before he looked at Cindy and said 

quietly: “She is right… after all, as something I learned myself quite well, numbers always beat 

power.” 

Anathema looked down for a moment at this, and then she asked quietly: “Do they? I 

think that perhaps, even if your mortal friends did manage to coordinate their numbers and forces 

into one powerful strike against the Old Gods… you might be no more than a nuisance to 

Athéos. He will be the true test of strength… and as he has demonstrated, it will take more than 

simply skills with a sword and some nasty words to beat him.” 

Zerrex made a face at this as Cindy looked down quietly, and then the reptile finally said 

dryly: “You know, here we keep finding ourselves rambling on about how big and powerful 

Athéos probably is. But you know what? For all the „power‟ the bastard claims to have, why 

hasn‟t he just wiped us off the map? Why haven‟t his ships… engaged the hyper-jump? Why the 

hell does he keep sending his minions to try and interfere with us, because he‟s been putting way 

more effort into squashing us than you do with a „minor pest.‟  

“Have a little faith, huh?” Zerrex nudged Cindy firm with an elbow, then he grinned and 

rose an arm, flexing one bicep to make it bulge powerfully as he winked, and Cindy laughed and 

rolled her eyes as he kissed it. “Look at me, I‟m a big hunk of dumb muscle that‟s too stubborn 

to give up without a fight, and now I‟ve already had a good… sparring session with the asshole. 

He‟s not omniscient or omnipotent, and we‟re just making him seem that way the more we talk 

about him and get scared of him. 

“I‟m… I‟m not scared of Athéos.” Zerrex said finally, looking down as he crossed his 

arms and nodded firmly, a childish and yet serious expression on his muzzle. “I‟m scared of what 

he might do, yeah, and I‟m scared of the things that are going to happen, and even of him 

somehow reaching the mortal world in his big-ass spaceships with all his friends… but I‟m not 



scared of him himself. He might be a god, maybe even the eldest of the Old Gods, and their 

leader… but he‟s not my god. I don‟t bow to any god, no one controls my destiny… that‟s 

something I shape myself.” 

The Drakkaren nodded slowly, and then he looked evenly across at Anathema as she 

smiled cryptically, her eyes half-closed in interest. “I am my own person. I was born of Celestial 

and Ifret Narrius, and I‟m not particularly proud of my family history. My heritage traces back to 

Hez‟Ranna, but I was born and raised in Ire. I‟m a demon, now, and the High King of Hell, but I 

am not going to let mortals, demons, angels, or anything else fall to Athéos‟s will and whims, 

and I won‟t stop fighting until either I‟m in the Unworld or he is.” 

“What a rousing speech.” Anathema said mildly, and then she reached a hand out and 

rested it against Zerrex‟s cheek. “Nobility, honor, righteousness that is not of a holy sort… and 

yet is it false or true? I suppose there‟s no point in questioning that now, however… whether 

your reasons are selfish or altruistic, the end result is the same: you keep throwing yourself 

gladly forwards into battle. You‟ve proven your mettle, Lord Zerrex… why don‟t you let other 

people tend to these problems?” 

“Because right now, these things are everyone‟s problems. And I‟ve got the power to 

stand up to them… so it‟s only right that I do so.” Zerrex replied quietly but firmly, and 

Anathema laughed quietly as she nodded and Cindy reached up to squeeze his shoulder gently. 

“I‟ve said it before, and I know I‟ll say it again… but it‟s true. I can‟t go against my beliefs.” 

“Oh, everyone goes against their own beliefs every fucking day. We can‟t fix the world, 

and there‟s nothing wrong with death, whether it‟s a single person or the whole universe.” 

Anathema said carelessly, and her tone sent a chill through Zerrex‟s blood before she paused and 

said quietly: “Tyranny, however… is a different story. Don‟t ever make the mistake of thinking 

I‟m helping you for your pathetic ideas of right and wrong, good and evil. I am beyond those 

ideas… I just feel that a fool like you could use a helping hand now and then.” 

“A fool is all I aspire to be.” Zerrex replied with a slight smile, and Anathema rolled her 

eyes before she left the room, and the Drakkaren glanced over at Cindy, asking her mildly: “So 

what do you think we should do with her?” 

Cindy made a face at him, saying flatly: “Throw her in a goddamn salt mine, to start with. 

Why the hell did you bring her along with you, anyway? She‟s bitchier than Cherry and more 

egotistical than you on a bad day.”  

Zerrex snorted in amusement at this, and then he shrugged absently, saying mildly: 

“Maybe that‟s exactly why. I guess I kinda… you know. The r-word, I forget what it is. Not… 

resonate, but sort of resonate, like… recognize.” 

The reptile coughed, rubbing at his head as if that would help it work, and then Cindy 

said flatly: “Relate.” 

“Yes, relate!” Zerrex nodded quickly at this, brightening a bit, and then he coughed and 

brushed a hand through his hair lightly. “Shut up, stop looking at me like that. But I relate to her, 

I really do… she‟s just sort of… like me, in some ways.” 

Cindy looked at him for a few moments, and then she smiled a bit and shook her head 

slowly, saying softly: “Then I‟ll do my best to trust her, hard as it is for me. She just seems so… 

strange, even with the usual company of angels and demons we‟ve been keeping as of late.” 

Zerrex shrugged a bit, smiling faintly in return as he said quietly: “But she is Sin‟s sister, 

and one of the Naganatine. She‟s just trying to fit in and she‟s curious about the way things work 

up here… and I think she‟s muffled, but not entirely killed a lot of her emotions and memories, 



however she might act at times when her real personality shines through that mischievous 

façade.” 

The female nodded with a bit of a grunt, and then the two stood up and headed for the 

door, Cindy asking mildly as they walked towards the ladder: “So should we clean up the place 

for Balthazar‟s arrival? I mean, we‟re hosting a President here.” 

“I‟ve always thought that it‟s far ruder to spend all day trying to make yourself look 

pretentiously clean and neat rather than just leaving things as they normally are. There‟s a certain 

level of comfort in just leaving things casual, you know?” Zerrex replied in the same tone, and 

then he jumped down the ladder and strode out into the kitchen, and he rolled his eyes as he 

found Anathema rooting through the fridge with a curious frown on her face. He shoved her 

aside with his hip, making her huff irritably, and then she eyed the three bottles of cola the reptile 

pulled out, offering one to Cindy, but she shook her head and he shrugged a bit. “Suit yourself. 

Here, try this.” 

“Is it a potion? I didn‟t think mortals knew how to mix elixirs with magical properties 

still.” Anathema said with a frown, shaking it a bit, and Zerrex rolled his eyes as he put one of 

the bottles back before he kicked the fridge closed. Anathema jumped a bit at the hiss when he 

opened his bottle, looking distrustful even as Zerrex sipped from it, and then he let out a sigh and 

she frowned down at hers, muttering: “I don‟t know about this…” 

“You know, if you‟ll eat food prepared by Cherry, then I‟m pretty sure you don‟t need to 

worry about me giving you a bottle of Frost.” Zerrex retorted, looking offended. Anathema 

looked at him for a few moments, then down at the bottle, and finally she sighed and opened it, 

wincing at the hiss and the way it bubbled upwards as the reptile said in a more-cheerful voice: 

“Good, go ahead, try it.” 

Slowly, the undead Naganatine rose the bottle to her muzzle and drank, and Zerrex 

ignored the way her innards visibly moved as she did so… and then she lowered the bottle, 

paused, and visibly twitched before she stared at it and immediately began to guzzle the cola 

greedily, Zerrex laughing as Cindy sighed and stomped off towards the den. It took Anathema 

only seconds to guzzle down the drink, and then she reached towards Zerrex… but he halted her 

with only a deadly look, saying mildly: “Never. Ever. Try to take my caffeine away.” 

“Point taken.” Anathema said finally, and then she peered at the cupboards and opened 

the nearest, before frowning as she pulled out a can of chili. She squeezed this between her 

hands, and then she sniffed at it, asking slowly: “This has a picture of some kind of stew on it… 

but how is it prepared? Is the can placed inside one of your strange machines?” 

“You just open it, dump it in a bowl, and microwave it.” Zerrex replied mildly, sipping 

slowly at his cola and looking at her distrustfully as he half-shielded his bottle of cola from her, 

and then he rolled his eyes as she reached up and pulled out a packet of instant noodles, 

crackling the plastic packaging lightly and staring at it. “That you have to boil in water. It makes 

a… a kind of… soup, I guess. Well, it‟s more than just soup, it‟s what you see on the packet.” 

Anathema grumbled something about „not being an idiot,‟ and then she put the package 

down before reaching up to root through the cupboards, knocking a few small boxes and packets 

free, and then she paused, peered into the cupboard, and then removed a box of cookies, reading: 

“„Chocolate Crunch Creamers.‟ Well, that sounds just delightful. What are they?” 

“Eat one. And please, put stuff back once you‟ve got your grabby little claws on it.” 

Zerrex said distastefully, and Anathema huffed. Then the reptile paused and tilted his head back, 

calling and sending a mental order at the same time: “Sammy!” 



A moment later, the pseudodragon popped into existence on Zerrex‟s shoulder, and it 

hopped up on its hind legs to tangle its claws into his hair, nipping at the crown of his skull 

lightly before it chirped three times in a row. Zerrex nodded as Anathema frowned, and then the 

reptile glanced over to her, saying mildly: “I left Sammy down in Hell for a little while to try and 

guess what the time difference was. But he says it‟s been three days, and we‟ve only been here… 

half an hour, forty minutes max? Anyway, come on into the den, I‟ll show you something you‟ll 

either love or hate. You can even bring the cookies with you.” 

Anathema nodded, putting the box down… but then she paused and quickly restacked the 

rest of the stuff into the cupboard, and Zerrex smiled inwardly; he thought that said more about 

her than all her bitchy behavior combined. Then she walked over to him and crossed her arms, 

and he tapped her skull playfully before heading out of the kitchen and down the corridor, 

making her grumble. 

They stepped into the den, and Sammy leapt from Zerrex‟s shoulder onto Cindy, chirping 

cheerfully before Mahihko squeaked and leapt up, trying to grab at him. Sammy looked at him 

distrustfully, but then he finally relented and jumped down into the wolf‟s arms once he calmed a 

little and let himself be petted, Mahihko sitting down as Cherry squawked and fired madly at 

zombies on the television that were now gorging themselves on her no-longer-playing partner. 

“What the fuck, pick up the fucking controller!” 

“Zombies are attacking people? Are those puppets you‟ve created to try and fight them 

off?” Anathema asked seriously, and Zerrex coughed as Cindy covered her muzzle, giggling 

madly. The undead Naganatine looked back and forth in confusion, and then she frowned as 

Cherry died and yelled a long, horrible string of curses, and then she mumbled and sat back as 

the screen went black and red text faded in. “„You have died… press start to continue…‟ I don‟t 

understand. What‟s going on?” 

“It‟s called a video game. It lets you get out your lust for violence and gore without 

actually hurting anyone. Granted, it‟s not like real combat… but that‟s also what makes it fun, 

because killing people is only so fun until you get killed yourself.” Zerrex said mildly, and 

Anathema nodded slowly, before the reptile walked over to Cherry and gently took the controller 

away from her, the female continuing to snarl and huff and spit curses, looking more frustrated 

than Zerrex had seen her in a long time. “Most of my games involve fighting demons or 

zombies… but I‟m sure I‟ve got one here somewhere that‟s a bit more cooperative or nicer 

without uh… discriminating against the undead.” 

“No, show me the zombie game.” Anathema said with a shake of her head, looking 

curious, and Zerrex nodded before he picked up the controller on the ground and tossed it to her. 

She frowned, tilting it back and forth, and then the reptile smiled a bit as she poked at the buttons 

and rolled the joysticks. “What strange magical devices…” 

“They‟re not magical, they‟re electronic. They send wireless signals to the machine over 

there, the video game console.” the Drakkaren explained, and Anathema looked absolutely 

enthralled, holding the technology in her hands almost reverently. “You hit the buttons in certain 

timings and combinations to make the characters do different things on screen… it might take a 

little while to get used to, but I‟m sure you‟ll get the hang of it sooner or later.” 

Anathema nodded slowly, and then she murmured softly: “It‟s like a form of magic, 

though… controlling electricity through what you call science… well, there is a science that 

governs even my so-called „magical‟ abilities. Mortals are so quick to dismiss and mock ideas 

that don‟t immediately make logical sense… such a disgusting, foolish tendency, when all of us 

are illogical creations that bow to a cycle so very few initiates understand…” 



The others looked at her for a few moments, and then Mahihko squeezed Sammy to his 

chest and mashed his face against the little reptile, making the pseudodragon squeal before he 

clawed at the wolf and shoved himself free with a slap of his tail to the little lupine‟s stomach, 

and Mahihko fell on his butt as his eyes filled with tears, sniffling loudly. Before he could start 

crying, however, Cherry walked over and sat on him, making him squeak as she pointed at the 

screen and said dryly: “You two can go nuts then. Me and the stupid butt here were almost at the 

end of the level on extreme, but assface certainly went and ruined that. Fuck.” 

“You get way too into these things for someone who used to do nothing but make fun of 

them.” Zerrex said mildly, and Cherry huffed before Zerrex hit the button to return to the main 

menu, deciding to start things off slow and see how the techno-fascinated undead Naganatine 

took to the concept of video games. 

It amazed him that, despite the fact she was exceptionally-bad at the games, she seemed 

to adore playing them: perhaps it was the concept of the technology that went into them, but 

whatever it was, Anathema was laughing and smiling and suddenly asking all sorts of questions 

about not only how the games worked – most of which Zerrex couldn‟t explain – but also 

pointing out this and that in the game, asking if this really existed or just what that did. Zerrex 

was glad to tell her all he could, and he felt like as they talked, Anathema started to drop her 

façade little-by-little. 

Some four hours later, she finally got bored of the game… but when Zerrex ejected the 

disc, she immediately wanted to see it and how it worked. The reptile rubbed at the back of his 

head, opening his mouth to explain that he didn‟t know… and then Cherry opened her big mouth 

and said flatly: “Bitch, just go on the internet and look it up. It ain‟t just for porn anymore, you 

know.” 

“What is… the internet?” Anathema asked, looking slowly over at Cherry, and the 

Drakkaren winced a bit before he sighed and rubbed a hand through his hair. “And porn? Is that 

something of importance?” 

Cherry and Mahihko looked at each other and giggled stupidly, and Marina rolled her 

eyes as Cindy smiled a bit from the couch, stroking a hand lightly down Sammy‟s back. Then 

Zerrex cleared his throat, winced at how everyone looked at him, and then he sighed and finally 

said flatly: “Oh, screw this. Cindy, can you go get your laptop?” 

Now the angel winced, and then she snapped: “That‟s for work, Dad, and…” She 

stopped, then sighed, rolling her eyes and crossing her arms as she pouted a bit and muttered: 

“Fine, but I‟m watching to make sure she doesn‟t download any viruses on me.” 

Cindy left the room as Anathema tilted her head, asking slowly: “So it‟s alive then? Or 

do viruses somehow affect these strange machinations that mortals seem to rely on?” 

Zerrex coughed at this, clearing his throat before he let out a sigh of relief as Cindy 

returned, brushing imaginary dust off her pristine laptop, and then she put it down on the small 

table and sat on the couch. Immediately, Anathema walked towards the furnishing before her 

body literally slithered over it, bones seeming to disjoint and bend strangely before she sat 

primly beside Cindy, who stared at her for a moment before the undead watched with amazement 

as the laptop turned on and her desktop appeared, saying marvelingly: “It‟s like some kind of 

magical device… what does it do? It seems… fascinating…” 

For the next two hours, Anathema was introduced to the internet as Cherry sat around and 

grinned, and Marina and Mahihko both left to draw or do some other task. Anathema was 

impressed to an almost childlike state as she was taught to navigate the internet, babbling about 



how it was an incredible feat. Zerrex smiled a bit, spending most of the time leaning on the 

couch and watching over the shoulders of a paranoid Cindy and an awed Anathema. 

The Drakkaren thought that maybe the reason technology fascinated her so much was 

because it defied her treasured Cycle: technology and machinery did eventually rust and rot, but 

at the same time it could always be repaired, and yet it never had life to begin with. It also helped 

that Anathema was fascinated with learning everything she could about the mortal plane, the 

plane that Mephistopheles had escaped to and had apparently always spoken about. 

Finally, Cindy took her laptop away and muttered about recharging it, and she stood up 

and left, looking a little frustrated: Anathema had insisted on seeing what porn was for herself, 

and Cindy somehow seemed offended because it had „soiled‟ her work laptop. Anathema, of 

course, had also wanted to see the program she had on genetic primers and had been fascinated 

by the DNA schematics that had come up in the program. She was amazed by the way mortals 

had gone about classifying, naming, and even breaking down the standard mortal genome 

pattern… and Cindy had seemed almost impressed by her appreciation for science, which had 

been a nice change of pace. 

Zerrex sat down on the couch beside her as she left, and Anathema looked at him for a 

few moments before she looked awkwardly at Cherry, who was peering at them. Then the lizard 

cleared his throat, looking flatly at her, and the female grumbled and leapt up to her feet, 

stomping out of the room and leaving them alone. 

The undead Naganatine still looked hesitant for a few moments, and then she finally 

looked at the Drakkaren and said quietly: “I… would really like to go outside.” 

The reptile looked at her for a few moments, and then he nodded and said softly: “We can 

get you some mortal clothing if you want… or you can just latch onto me. But hey, I got time to 

kill, and I think it‟d be good for you to get an idea of the kind of area we‟re in.” 

She smiled at this, obviously brightening up for a moment before she cleared her throat 

and glanced away, trying to look serious again as she nodded… but her golden eyes still glowed 

with a strange vibrancy. Then the undead Naganatine jumped to her feet and rolled her shoulders 

slowly, asking mildly: “So whose clothes do I wear?” 

Zerrex judged her height and size, and then he called: “Cherry, get some clothes for 

Anathema! Try a muscle shirt and jeans!” 

“Got it!” Cherry shouted back, and Anathema tilted her head before Cherry barged into 

the room, waving the clothing in either hand and whooping as she said gleefully: “Let‟s go pick 

up tacos! Or better yet, like… let‟s pick up something badass for Balthazar like… uh… do they 

even sell the kind of shit he likes around here?” 

“I highly doubt it.” Zerrex said mildly, and then he shook his head slowly, adding: “They 

might have in the past, but I‟m sure some… overzealous Nazis have already broken into the 

shops and wrecked their stock. We can check the black market if you really want to, though… I 

think you‟ve actually got a good idea, for a nice change of pace.” 

Cherry looked both insulted and pleased at this, nodding before she threw the clothing at 

Anathema, and the undead Naganatine caught it and then examined the clothes with a frown and 

a bit of distaste, and then she looked up as the muscular demoness waved at her excitedly, saying 

cheerfully: “Go ahead, go ahead, put „em on, babe!” 

“I am not a baby.” Anathema frowned, and Cherry muttered and rolled her eyes before 

the two watched as she carefully put the clothing on, mumbling a bit to herself as she stood and 

looked strangely vulnerable, the clothing covering her body only a little bit tight against her 



gaunt body. She looked at them both quietly, and then she spread her arms, asking finally: “How 

do I look? I never used to like wearing clothes…” 

“You look just like any normal demon, actually.” Zerrex said softly, and Cherry nodded 

with a grin, crossing her muscular arms and nodding firmly. Anathema looked at them both, and 

then she finally smiled a bit herself, rubbing a hand slowly over the flat shirt that covered her 

front, gazing down at herself with a strange curiosity. Then Zerrex stood up and rolled his 

shoulders, glancing over at Cherry. “I‟m going to go grab my cane. Why don‟t you take 

Anathema outside and show her what kinda city we‟re living in?” 

Cherry nodded, and then she walked over to Anathema and grinned, slapping her on the 

shoulder before she squeaked when the undead Naganatine glared at her and grabbed her wrist, 

the female jerking away with a huff and her scales slightly charred. “Touchy bitch.” 

“You‟re one to talk.” Anathema shot back, but her voice was already faded as Zerrex 

walked down the hall, rolling his eyes at their behavior and yet somehow unsurprised. It took 

him only five minutes to get his cane and then walk outside… but Anathema and Cherry were 

already arguing loudly, although they weren‟t exactly drawing much attention from the quiet 

groups that were passing. 

Zerrex walked over and poked them apart with his cane, making them both huff and 

grumble before the Drakkaren said flatly: “You know, I‟ll make you stay at home if you be a 

bitch, Cherry… and you, Anathema, I‟ll like. Do… something that you won‟t like.” 

Anathema rolled her eyes, but then she stared as a car rolled slowly by, tilting her head 

and leaning towards it as she asked immediately: “What is that? And why are these buildings all 

so ugly?” 

Zerrex smiled a bit at her, and then he started walking down the street, talking in a soft 

voice about the Great War and the Demon War and the mortal world in general. She listened 

closely as they did so, looking fascinated by it all and even more that she wasn‟t getting any 

stares when they passed through even crowds, the reptile raising a hand here and there to demons 

that waved at him happily. 

As they reached the downtown area, Zerrex halted in mid-speech to pause and glance 

around, leaning towards Cherry and asking mildly: “Is it just me, or does this place look just a 

little different than it did before?” 

Cherry made a face and nodded slowly as Anathema frowned, tilting her head… but after 

a moment, she looked around and realization dawned on her own face: it didn‟t take a genius to 

tell that the coats of bright red paint on many of the buildings were fresh, after all, and the Nazi 

flags that hung here and there from various buildings were also obviously new. The three walked 

slowly down the street together, and then Zerrex grunted as he jerked his head at a coffee shop 

that had two different Nazi flags hanging in the window, saying mildly: “We can get a good cup 

of coffee here and possibly some information… come on.” 

The demoness nodded with a grunt, and Zerrex pushed the door open, glancing around 

the interior at the round tables and the quieter benches along the walls. It was fairly-crowded 

despite the fact that outside, the sun had nearly set and it was a deep dusk, and the coffee shop 

itself had almost a moody lighting to it. A good few of the patrons were Dragokkaren huddled 

around the counter, where the likely owner of the business was talking away with them as a 

cashier stood awkwardly at a distance, counting out change with a sigh… and Zerrex motioned 

to an empty table, saying mildly: “I‟ll do the information gathering.” 

Zerrex rubbed at his bicep and slightly pushed up the sleeve of his t-shirt to leave the 

swastika tattooed on his arm clearly visible. Then he approached the counter as he dug his wallet 



out of his pocket, hooking his cane over his wrist as he pulled a twenty dollar bill out of his 

wallet. “Hey, I‟ll take two double-double coffees and a uh… a vanilla cappuccino.” 

The cashier nodded, the canine glancing awkwardly at the tattoo on his bicep as one of 

the Dragokkaren looked over… and as expected, he immediately said something excitedly to one 

of his friends, and the whole group of four or five giant, half-pseudo-uniformed reptiles looked 

over before one of them called excitedly: “Hey, brother, are you in the party?” 

“Sorry?” Zerrex looked over at them curiously as the whole group moved towards him, 

and he recognized quickly that these were all clone soldiers from the Great War: clone soldiers 

who would have no knowledge of what the Nazi party had done in the past, and who often still 

were naïve even after so many years and so much war… if only because war was what they were 

built to do. “Oh, you‟re with the National Socialists?” 

“Yes sir, that we are! I just noticed your tattoo there… hey, you know, here, why don‟t 

you take this?” The manager behind the counter dug quickly through a drawer behind the 

counter, smiling with a warmth at the lizard that was almost unsettling before he pulled out 

several crumpled pamphlets, holding them out as he said cheerfully: “We‟re having a rally in a 

few days, information is all there, and you should really attend, brother, if you want to get 

officially involved with the party. We can use all the people we can get, and I hear they‟ll be 

handing out membership cards and that Fuehrer Kafka himself might make an appearance… but 

definitely some of the officers will be there.” 

“I‟ll… definitely have to attend, then. I‟ve been waiting for a chance like this, to be 

honest.” Zerrex replied, and the Dragokkaren all nodded encouragingly, making Zerrex almost 

pity them. It was almost like they were brainwashed… and as the reptile looked down at the 

pamphlets, he hoped silently that he would only have to deal with Kafka and not any of his 

devoted minions. 

“That‟ll be nine fifty-two.” the cashier droned as he approached with three coffees in a 

tray, and the Drakkaren held out his twenty, before he blinked as the manager reached out and 

grasped his hand in a surprisingly-firm grip, even though the reptile could tell by his features 

alone that he was no clone. 

“It‟s on the house. The least I can do, really.” the Dragokkaren said kindly, and Zerrex 

looked at him with surprise before he smiled warmly. “I might be a small business, but believe 

me, if the party gets into power I‟ll be giving out free coffee for a week! The Fuehrer has some 

wonderful ideas for boosting our economy and bringing Ire back into status as a superpower… 

but all without war, without imposing ourselves on others! I have to say, he‟s truly a genius… 

we can count on your vote when the time comes, can‟t we brother?” 

“Believe me, I‟ll do everything I can in order to bring around a peaceful world.” Zerrex 

said tactfully, and the Dragokkaren smiled warmly and nodded, as Zerrex put the twenty back 

into his wallet and slipped it into his pocket. He paused as the Dragokkaren and then his friends 

all saluted with one raised fist, and he awkwardly saluted them back before taking his coffee and 

making his way over to the table, sitting down as the Dragokkaren all started talking excitedly 

amongst themselves. 

He passed out the two coffees to Anathema and Cherry before he sat down and opened 

the tab on his own cappuccino, and Cherry leaned towards Anathema, whispering loudly behind 

a hand: “Now look who‟s too good to have a regular coffee with the rest of us.” 

“Shut up, Cherry.” Zerrex said absently, as Anathema picked her own drink up. She 

started to shake it, but the reptile winced and held a hand out, grasping her wrist as he said 

mildly: “That… might not be a good idea. It‟s pretty hot, so watch yourself.” 



“Don‟t bother me.” Cherry said smugly, as she took the lid off her cup and guzzled the 

coffee, streams of it rolling down her chin before she let out a loud sigh and grinned across at 

Zerrex, winking at him. “Must suck for you, though, bein‟ vulnerable to a simple mortal 

beverage and all.” 

“Only if it‟s spilled on my crotch.” Zerrex said flatly, and he took a sip of his cappuccino, 

enjoying the sweet taste before he picked up a pamphlet and read through some of it absently, 

muttering: “This stuff is crazy… like, seriously crazy. It‟s National Socialism, but some of the 

basic concepts have been modified to better suit-” 

“Not killing people?” Cherry asked mildly, and Zerrex grunted in response before she 

sipped at her coffee, adding in a mutter as her eyes flicked back and forth to take in the 

propaganda and posters displayed proudly on the wall. “Never thought I‟d see this day… but 

shit, it‟s the perfect climate for this to grow in, ain‟t it?” 

Anathema looked back and forth, and then she asked curiously: “So… these Nazis. 

Exactly what did they do?” 

Zerrex looked at her for a few moments, and then he explained gently: “Some several 

hundred years ago now, I think, before my time anyway, the nation of Frerica was put under 

several economic and social restraints by Ire and the countries that surrounded it. It was literally 

being crushed out of existence, and one day a canine named Rudolf Hitler took over a movement 

known as National Socialism. The goal of this, originally, was to give back to the middle and 

working class, to create jobs and to notably re-arm their forces. Hitler, however, let his own 

prejudices cloud his views, and because of their very distinct lack of popularity at the time, 

Semite groups were the ones attacked most often in first speeches and then physically. They 

were an easy scapegoat… and not to mention the fact that Hitler himself had been rejected by 

them often. 

“Death camps were constructed, and a massive army was raised… not just from his 

country, either, but many allies he gathered to his side. He was very shrewd… and a tactical 

genius.” Zerrex paused, then tapped his temple lightly. “The one problem is that he started going 

a little over the edge and he fell gradually into madness, and he clung too tightly to his own 

power. And despite everything, he made several very large mistakes… one of them being pissing 

off Ire, which proceeded to steamroller him with all the full power of the country. 

“Frerica does not exist anymore. Remnants of it do around the world, but soldiers and 

families both were scattered.” Zerrex smiled a bit, saying quietly as he looked down and tapped 

his fingers quietly against the tabletop: “See, Ire dropped an atomic bomb dead-center on the 

country. They didn‟t aim for an important military location… they aimed for the capital city. 

Hitler was erased from the face of the earth along with more than half the country… and it 

wasn‟t a small country, oh no. You see, after the initial bombing, they knew the explosion would 

drive people to certain „safe‟ points around the country… and Ire carpet-bombed them into 

oblivion, and dropped several tons of white phosphorous for good measure. Lots of this stuff was 

„borrowed‟ from other countries, but in the history books, it‟s all Ire.  

“I don‟t approve of bombs. I never have: too much chance of killing innocent lives, too 

much destruction, too… impersonal.” Zerrex paused for a few long moments, saying quietly: “I 

like to be sure I‟ve taken down my target, and I like to make sure that I haven‟t killed anyone 

who didn‟t need killing in the process. You see, soldiers might have „dying‟ in their job 

description, and I might seem really callous when it comes to my views on them going to war 

and returning home in a coffin. But even soldiers can be innocent… and when there are people 

like the Special Enforcement Unit always standing grimly somewhere near the big boss, and 



always ready to torture you in ways you could not believe if you disobey orders… well… even if 

you don‟t believe in the cause you‟re fighting for, you‟re going to fight anyway.  

“It doesn‟t help people get patriotism mixed up with doing what you‟re told… I can be 

proud of my country without having to wave a flag every two minutes or yell that I‟m from 

wherever.” Zerrex shrugged a bit, then he sipped at his coffee meditatively. “Hell, I can hate my 

government but still love my country. Mortals, you‟ll find… are very vulnerable to 

catchphrases.” 

Anathema smiled a bit at this, saying quietly: “Believe me, Zerrex… so were the 

Naganatine. The ones that sided with Naganis, well… they always believed his words, and as I 

understand it, he‟s… not around anymore.” She cleared her throat, looking away suddenly, and 

then she shook her head and glanced back at him as the reptile lowered his eyes to the table 

silently. “And as to Mephistopheles… he didn‟t find it hard to lure us in, believe me on that. His 

speeches… his rhetoric… let‟s just say I can understand how people could be swayed by the 

words of this… Hitler.” 

Cherry grunted, guzzling down more of her coffee before she added mildly: “It‟s one of 

those shockwave events, too… you know, it started somewhere and the effects of it were so 

powerful that it spread through the different worlds one way or the other. Either long-distance 

demons or evil spirits or just really nasty ideas whispering into the ears of people, over who 

knows how long a time… and well, everything gets fucked and history always repeats itself 

eventually, even if it has to go to another time zone to do so.” 

The two nodded, and then Zerrex looked down at the pamphlet, reading through it for a 

few moments before he said softly: “But this is different. Still a lot of the same core principles… 

they still hate communists, want to beef up the military, they want a single Fuehrer to lead things 

and to be able to censor and „nationalize‟ different stuff… but well, they aren‟t anti-gay 

anymore-” 

“Good news for you.” Cherry interrupted cheerfully, and Zerrex glared at her before she 

winced and leaned away in the chair. “I mean, good news for Mahihko, for Mahihko!” 

Zerrex muttered under his breath, looking ruffled as he smoothed out his t-shirt, and then 

he continued dryly: “They also aren‟t anti-Semitic anymore. In fact, it mentions that Kafka 

himself has a Jewish background… but… here‟s something weird. They apparently do have 

another big conspiracy theory, and it‟s that a certain group of demons have been behind both the 

Great War and the Demon War, and that they need to all band together and create a strong 

military presence equipped with the most advanced technology available in order to combat this 

threat. They‟re also… very openly Unitarian as the core religion of the group.” 

“Oh shit, that‟s never good. The Unity religion‟s caused enough death, hasn‟t it?” Cherry 

asked mildly, and then she drank the last of her coffee before she crushed the cardboard cup in 

her hand and squished it down into the tray. “You know, you think they‟d learn from the fact that 

ninety percent of the Unity Crusaders and Templars are down in Hell that well. You know. Just 

because a dude in a dress says you can go ahead and kill everyone and God will forgive you, 

don‟t make it true.” 

Zerrex grunted, and then he watched as Anathema sipped carefully at her coffee… and 

then she looked at it with surprise before drinking another hesitant gulp, saying slowly: “It‟s… I 

like it, and yet I don‟t. And I heard you call it a… double-double?” 

“Two cream, two sugar. Changes the taste, sweetens it.” Zerrex said mildly, and 

Anathema nodded thoughtfully at this. Then she stood up as Zerrex and Cherry did so, the male 

tucking the pamphlet into his pocket and raising a hand to the Dragokkaren standing at the 



counter, and the manager smiled and waved back before the rest of the group imitated him as the 

reptile muttered aside to Cherry: “Definitely time to leave.” 

“Got it.” Cherry picked up the tray and shoved it into a garbage can on their way to the 

door, and the three let themselves out as Zerrex sipped thoughtfully again at his cappuccino, 

looking back and forth. With the sun set and the streetlights on now, it made the red paint stand 

out all the more vibrantly… and Cherry made a distasteful face as her own eyes flicked back and 

forth. “Fuck, this is just creepy.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly in agreement as Anathema looked back and forth, and then he 

jerked his head at Cherry, who cheerfully bounced ahead and led them deeper downtown before 

she slipped into a side alley. The reptile followed her, and Anathema frowned, asking mildly: “Is 

this normal?” 

“Nothing I ever do with Cherry is normal.” Zerrex replied in a mutter as Cherry halted in 

front of a board that was apparently nailed into the wall. She knocked twice on it, paused, 

knocked twice again… and a moment later, the board slid back to reveal a large hole in the wall 

that two burly minotaurs stepped out of, one of them holding a submachine gun loosely in one 

hand and gazing over them all with a surly expression.  

“Boris, I want to buy some shit from you.” Cherry said mildly, and then she glanced over 

her shoulder as the minotaur grunted and jerked his head at Zerrex. “Yeah, you go ahead and 

threaten him if you want, but I wouldn‟t piss with either of them if I were you.” 

The minotaur hesitated for a few long moments, and then he grunted and waved at them, 

and Zerrex and Anathema followed Cherry into a large, well-lit room stuffed with all manner of 

valuable and antiquity. The Drakkaren looked curiously back and forth, and then one of the 

minotaurs slapped him hard on the shoulder, saying in a gravelly voice: “I‟m gonna need your 

cane and that pretty armlet you‟re wearing, old lizard.” 

“I wouldn‟t take either if I were you.” Zerrex said mildly, and the minotaur frowned 

before he reached down and seized the cane… and then he yelped and leapt backwards, 

slamming into a bookshelf filled with small knickknacks and knocking several off. He winced as 

they shattered on the floor, holding his burnt palm lightly as his partner snarled and started to 

bring the submachine gun up… and then Anathema reached a hand out and seized his throat, the 

minotaur convulsing in her grip as the life started to fade from his eyes, before the Drakkaren 

snapped: “Don‟t kill him, they‟re just stupid, not enemies!” 

Anathema snorted, then she finally nodded grudgingly and instead sent a blast of purple 

lighting over him that made his body twitch before she dropped him to the floor. He lay prone, 

but he was unconscious, and not dead… and the reptile smiled dryly at her as Cherry rolled her 

eyes before wincing as a voice shouted angrily: “What the fuck is all this racket?” 

A demon wearing an expensive suit stomped down a set of rickety stairs at the back of 

the room, and then he slapped his forehead as he saw one of his guards laying on the floor and 

the other still clutching his burnt hands, broken glass and ceramic around his hooves. He 

gestured angrily at this, and the minotaur lowered his head before the demon glared at the three 

in the room, snapping: “You better be paying for that!” 

“Or what are you gonna do, Phil?” Cherry asked the demon sweetly, and he huffed before 

crossing his slender arms, grumbling under his breath. The reptile looked at him for a moment, 

examining his rat-like features, small build, and lack of distinct demonic characteristics except 

for a ridge of spikes that went from just above his eyes and over the slope his skull… and then he 

smiled dryly. Greed demons could always pass up here for mortals easily… and they always 

talked a big game, but rarely were able to bring much to the table when the chips were down. 



“Exactly as I thought. Now come on, motherfucker, we are looking to do business here. What 

you got in stock in like… hookers?” 

The rat looked confused for a moment, and then Zerrex sighed, rolling his eyes as he said 

calmly: “We‟re looking for artifacts from the Lailland region… hey, I just realized that both 

Zane and Balthazar are from the same place.” 

“Lailland is a big-ass country. What the Boss means is the Eastern Lailland region, you 

know, with the deserts and turbans and shit?” Cherry added, and Phil grunted before he pulled a 

PDA out of his pocket, tapping a few buttons before the Drakkaren sidled over and snatched it 

from him, making the rat yell in protest as she easily held it high above his head and accessed the 

inventory logs. “Well, what do we have here? Looks like this little bastard‟s been adding wands 

and magical items to his inventory, there‟s a very hefty penalty for that.” 

“Fuck you, you bitch!” Phil spat, and then he squeaked when Cherry grabbed him by the 

throat and hefted him above her head with a glare. “I mean, I‟m sorry and I‟ll never do it again!”  

“Do me a favor and shut him up.” Cherry tossed Phil to Anathema, who caught the rat in 

one hand by the neck with a sizzle of purple electricity, before she dropped his unconscious body 

to the ground. Zerrex sighed, rolling his eyes, and then he made a waving motion at the minotaur 

who was still on his feet and now looking terrified. At the go-ahead, he bolted gladly for the 

open doorway and out into the night, and the reptile muttered to himself as Cherry huffed. “Hey, 

dude might totally get reinforcements.” 

“I think he cares more about his life than his job.” Zerrex countered, and then he brushed 

some mortal junk off a table before sitting down on it with a grunt, asking dryly: “So anything in 

there about the kind of stuff we‟re looking for?” 

Cherry made a face, shaking her head slowly. “Yeah, but… seriously, Boss, this little 

place here is usually just a uh… „off the radar‟ trading post that deals with shit from all over the 

world and both Heaven and Hell. Recently, though, Phil‟s been getting his hands on some nasty 

stuff… implements used in magic, crystals, stuff like that. Dunno where the fuck he‟s keeping it 

all or if he‟s sold it or not, but well… we should check into it.” 

The reptile nodded slowly, and then he said dryly: “I know this isn‟t exactly like me, but 

can we like… just find something nice for him and go? How about some herbs from Lailland? I 

dunno which ones are the good ones to smoke, but well… we can just grab a bunch.” 

Anathema rolled her eyes as Cherry gaped at Zerrex, and then the undead Naganatine 

began to pick through the shelves, looking with curiosity over the different mortal devices as 

Cherry mumbled something to herself before she said mildly: “The hookah pipes and nargile and 

shit are uh… apparently he does have them somewhere in here. Try hobbies, I think. I bet the 

herbs for „em are kept nearby.” 

“Hobbies?” Zerrex looked flatly at her, then over the shelves before he realized they were 

in rough alphabetical order and all labeled in runes. He sighed, mumbling to himself about what 

a pain in the ass it was going to be as he found the section Cherry had guessed, and then he dug 

through it for several minutes before he finally pulled a large brass chessboard out of the way 

and found the pipes – and more importantly, several artistic wooden boxes stuffed with different 

herbs. Zerrex tossed these over to Cherry, who pocketed the PDA and shoved the boxes into a 

backpack she had picked up from… well, the reptile didn‟t really want to know where. 

He paused to look at several of the pipes, and while some of them looked cheap or fake – 

and one of them was actually a bong, not a nargile – Zerrex‟s eyes settled finally on one that was 

smaller than the others, made of silver and gold with a motif the reptile didn‟t recognized etched 

into it. He picked this up and weighed it in his hands, then he finally shrugged, figuring it was 



pretty, anyway, and better yet authentic… and the lizard shrugged after a moment and decided to 

take it, before he rolled his eyes as Anathema flinched back from a flashlight after figuring out 

how to turn it on. “You two ready to go?” 

“Just a second!” Cherry called, and the reptile rolled his eyes before he headed for the 

door anyway, even as the female babbled and tore through the collection of video discs and 

games on the shelf: “Come on, please, I know there‟s something badass in here!” 

Zerrex grumbled as he headed for the door, and Anathema kicked at the flashlight on the 

ground before she followed, which made Cherry sigh and finally chase after them, taking the 

time only to close the sliding panel door on her way out. They emerged carefully from the alley 

after a few moments, and the demoness looked back and forth before she grumbled and said 

flatly: “So I guess we should head back, huh? Without all the cool shit that I just know is hiding 

in wait in there.” 

“Pretty much.” the Drakkaren responded with a slight smile, and Cherry huffed and threw 

her arms up into the air, but the lizard only shrugged amiably. “What can I say? I can‟t always 

give you free reign to do whatever the hell you want. Besides, we‟re already stealing plenty as it 

is.” 

“Liberating, technically.” Cherry retorted, holding up a finger as she grumbled: “You 

can‟t steal what‟s already been stolen. Anyway, like. Come on. It would‟ve only taken me a few 

minutes, for serious.” 

The reptile rolled his eyes, then instead he looked to Anathema, who was walking quietly 

along at his other side as she looked up at the sky. The reptile looked at her, watching her as they 

walked along in quiet for a few moments… and then finally she gazed back at him, saying 

quietly: “Everything‟s so strange and different here, Zerrex… and even the stars in the sky look 

so very different from when long ago, we Naganatine lived with Naganis in Eternity… I 

remember how… how wonderful everything was, back in those years before the Great Split…” 

She sighed softly, then smiled a bit and reached out to touch Zerrex‟s arm, saying softly: 

“But it‟s not all bad, at least. The mortal realm does have some perks.”  

“Yeah, but even Hell I found out has perks.” Zerrex replied gently, and Anathema smiled 

a bit, and they walked along in relative quiet back towards their home, the Drakkaren eventually 

digging out the pamphlet and reading it over again with eyes that were somewhat disbelieving. 

Even with his little knowledge of political gambits on the mortal plane, he could tell exactly why 

the National Socialists had rewritten their rules to be so open-minded: with the world in the 

shape it was, a lot more than ten percent of the population had at least experimented with 

homosexuality and a lot less people were diehard religious after finding out about Heaven and 

Hell. Both were ironic in their own way… the world, after all, was low in population, and all its 

people had experienced interaction with Hell and Heaven in one form or another… and yet now 

they chose not to believe in their faith and their gods. 

Zerrex guessed it was probably pretty hard to keep up with religion once you knew, 

however, that Heaven and Hell were a very far throw from anything that was written about in 

any popular bible… and worse, of course, how many of the „most zealous followers‟ of many 

different religions had ended up down in Hell for crimes like warmongering, prejudice, hatred, 

and especially wrath. 

But now the Nazi party was supporting the Unity religion… although as he read the 

pamphlet a bit closer, he realized that it was more the ideology they were trying to follow, and 

the modified, present-day ideology at that. Compassion, kindness, tolerance, etcetera… and 

Zerrex shook his head slowly as he muttered: “Lots of nice catchphrases here… they‟re almost 



sugary-sweet. Yet it just makes me more nervous that Kafka‟s going to do something horrible all 

over again…” 

“Of course he is. You think we can ever catch a break?” Cherry asked mildly, and Zerrex 

grunted before the female glanced over at the undead Naganatine, adding dryly: “What do you 

think? Are we in trouble here?” 

The undead Naganatine shook her head slowly, saying quietly: “I‟m not sure… mortals,  

as I‟ve been learning, are very dangerous. Slaves to their emotions and using technology to 

overpower anything stronger than them… and all this propaganda, and such… such strong waves 

of hatred I can feel it from here. They are so consumed with belief they forget to look at the 

world around them… and often become so consumed with emotion they forget their own 

beliefs.” 

“Deep.” Cherry said dryly, and then she glanced up as a few demons and mortals ran by, 

waving Nazi party flags and whooping. “This is getting kinda scary. This must have been what 

Frerica was like in the days leading up to the great revolution.” 

“Yeah, but Kafka‟s smarter than Hitler… and perhaps worse than that, someone else is 

holding his leash and guiding his actions.” Zerrex muttered, flipping through the thick little 

booklet and then pausing at another page as they approached the door to their home, reading 

aloud: “„We must tolerate the current government and status quo until such time as is right to 

make our move with the greatest effectiveness.‟ That makes me nervous, right there.” 

Cherry nodded with a grunt as Anathema only remained quiet, and then the Drakkaren 

shoved the pamphlet back into his pocket as the demoness bounced ahead to open the front door, 

letting Zerrex slip in with the hookah pipe cradled against one arm. He strode into the kitchen 

and put this down on the table with a sigh, and then Cherry tossed the backpack up onto the table 

beside it and opened it, taking out the different boxes of herbs and putting them aside before she 

grinned and headed for the den, calling cheerfully: “I‟m gonna see what of the shit I did manage 

to get my hands on works, Boss!” 

“Oh Gods.” Zerrex rolled his eyes, then he watched with dry amusement as Anathema 

pulled her clothes quickly off, rubbing at her body distastefully. She caught him looking and 

glowered at him, and the reptile shrugged after a moment, saying mildly: “Well, you know, most 

chicks I can enjoy watching undress…” 

“Oh, go back to Hell.” Anathema said moodily, and then she threw the shirt she had been 

wearing at him as she walked over to the fridge, opening it and digging through it for a moment 

before she pulled out an egg carton. She paused and opened this, then brightened as she 

obviously recognized what the little white ovals were… before Zerrex winced as she put one into 

her mouth, shell and all, and simply swallowed it. 

She paused, then closed the carton and put the eggs back with an almost-disappointed 

look on her face, glancing over at him and asking with a frown: “Why were those eggs 

unfertilized? It was only the yolk.” 

“Because most people think eating a bird fetus is gross.” Zerrex replied mildly, and 

Anathema sniffed disdainfully as she stepped away from the fridge before he stared as her head 

moved in a slow roll and her insides trembled, and then she spat the egg out, still fully-formed, 

into her hand. “That… that‟s… also really gross.” 

“Why do you eat them, then? And how? Show me.” Anathema held the egg out to him, 

and Zerrex winced before he reached out and took the slimy shell, before he sighed at the almost 

imploringly-curious look on her face, obviously not aware of all the rules of etiquette she had 



just broken. Then the reptile put it carefully down on the counter, muttering to himself as he 

ducked and opened the drawer beneath the stove to dig out a pan.  

Some minutes later, Anathema was cheerfully sitting at the table and scooping egg up 

into her muzzle, smacking her lips every now and then as she looked delighted. Cindy was 

staring at her with horror from one corner of the room, but Zerrex was only reading through the 

pamphlet absently with Sammy curled up in his lap, over his horror now. Everyone else was off 

getting prepared for Balthazar‟s arrival… well, almost everyone. Marina was sound asleep in her 

room, curled up in a nightdress with her blankets thrown over her form… and the reptile thought 

it was probably best to just let her sleep. 

“The party here‟s really set out some amazing ideas. I‟m sad to say I‟d probably vote for 

them if I didn‟t like Balthazar so damn much.” Zerrex said mildly, not looking up at Cindy, but 

he felt her attention sharpen on him after a moment or two. “Listen to this, they want to revamp 

the senate… since we have the technology now, they want to have an elected head from every 

city across Ire take part in all their different votes and stuff. A lot different from the current 

system, where they just have lots of members from each party sitting in the Senate and 

supporting their issues. They also want to create a Unionized Business Council… a federal 

council made up of all the major businesses throughout Ire that can discuss different work issues 

and work on them together.” 

“It sounds like they want to play off a lot of Balthazar‟s work.” Cindy said mildly, and 

Zerrex looked up at her curiously as she crossed her arms, saying softly: “Well, you were gone, 

Daddy… but I was here, and Marina and Cherry and I all followed what he was doing pretty 

closely over all the years he‟s been in power. One of the first things Balthazar got rid of was the 

Irenic Governing Council… you know, where Ire had „fairly appointed officials‟ from each „city 

area‟ representing their „common goals and beliefs?‟” 

“Right, yeah. After they declared permanent martial law through half the rural 

countryside and turned all the major cities into their own personal kingdoms for the rich people.” 

Zerrex said dryly, nodding as he remembered those old days. “So now that Balthazar‟s done all 

the dirty work deconstructing the bad parts of the country… they‟re trying to make it look like 

all they want to do is build.” 

“And of course with the ideas the Nazi party has, even Old Ire politicians are going to 

support them, and they unfortunately still have a lot of power. They‟re corporate leaders, rich 

people, and military officials for the most part, after all.” Cindy added, leaning over Zerrex‟s 

shoulder and making a face as she looked at the pamphlet. “And Balthazar‟s been suffering a lot 

of attacks over the death of Animaxander… I think Kafka‟s been using subterfuge and 

misdirection to try and pin it on him, though, because he hasn‟t openly come out and accused 

him, but lots of other people have.” 

“He‟s playing by the old political rhetoric… not attacking his opponent but pretending he 

feels he‟s an equal.” Zerrex murmured, and Cindy grunted before the Drakkaren put the 

pamphlet down as Anathema stood up from the table, saying mildly: “Can you put that in the 

sink?” 

Anathema looked confusedly down at the plate, and then she looked up at Zerrex, asking 

curiously: “Why? Is there something wrong with it?” 

“When plates get dirty, you put them in the sink to be washed off. Bacteria and all that.” 

Zerrex responded, and Anathema frowned for a few moments, then she finally did so, and when 

the two only went back to glancing at the pamphlet, she looked relieved at the fact they didn‟t 

seem to be playing a practical joke on her and wandered over to join them. 



Two hours later, Zerrex was still seated at the kitchen table, polishing the hookah pipe as 

Sammy stared into the eyes of the dragon-headed cane as if it was alive, growling a bit every 

time the little pseudodragon ended up having to blink. Cherry and Mahihko were playing one of 

the video games she‟d stolen, and Cindy was tidying up the kitchen absently as Anathema 

roamed the house like a ghost – which wasn‟t exactly too great a stretch, all things considered. 

Then the Drakkaren glanced up as he heard a loud knocking at the door, and Cindy smiled and 

patted him on the shoulder as the reptile put the rag down. He got up and followed her to the 

door nonetheless, and then both of them smiled as his daughter opened it and they saw Balthazar 

standing on the other side, Blueberry and Mercy flanking him. 

He smiled, then chuckled as Blueberry threw herself through the doorway and hugged her 

father tightly around the waist, the reptile stumbling backwards and almost tripping over Sammy 

as he curled between his feet with a squeak, and then the Drakkaren laughed as he hugged her 

back and Cindy courteously said: “Do come in, President Balthazar… I‟m Cindy Narrius, and 

it‟s a pleasure to meet you in person and to welcome you to our little home here.” 

“Thank you… it‟s a pleasure to meet you.” Balthazar stepped inside, then gently took her 

hand and kissed it, making Cindy smile warmly as he added softly: “And please, do call me 

anything you like, apart from President… it‟s only a job, the duties of which are… surprisingly 

tiring these days.” 

“I think I‟ve been able to see why.” Cindy replied gently, and then she half-bowed as he 

walked past before she traded a tight hug with Mercy, adding quietly: “And it‟s really good to 

see you too… how are you holding up, huh?” 

Mercy smiled and nodded, then she traded an embrace with her father as he finally 

managed to pry Blueberry off his body, the little sapphire-scaled female looking happily around 

at them all before Zerrex said gently: “It‟s great to see everyone here… and Balthazar, come 

here, Cherry and I picked up a gift for you.” 

“Oh, now there was no need for that.” Balthazar said mildly, and Zerrex snorted before 

leading him into the kitchen, and the ferret immediately strode over to the table and reached out 

to reverently examine the nargile, looking amazed. He tilted his head back and forth, and then he 

looked over his shoulder, asking in a surprised voice: “This can‟t be for me.” 

“And those wooden boxes. I don‟t know if they‟re drugs, herbs, or just weeds, but I 

figure at least one box has something you can use.” Zerrex added, and Balthazar glanced at the 

wooden boxes before he picked one up and opened it, and an expression dawned over his face 

that made the reptile think he had just found some sort of long-lost relic. “It‟s… good then?” 

“To say the very least… Zerrex, I haven‟t seen herbs like this since my youth, when I 

lived in the desert.” Balthazar picked up one of the slender plants up, murmuring quietly: “This 

is… sacrament, almost, to my people. A cousin of the holy Divine Child‟s Fingers… Zerrex, this 

truly is far too much…” 

“It only means something to me if it means something to you.” Zerrex said firmly, patting 

Balthazar on the back, and the ferret smiled warmly up at him as he closed the box, before the 

Drakkaren glanced at the hookah pipe, asking curiously: “And what about that?” 

Balthazar reached out and stroked a finger down it, and then he murmured quietly: “This 

is perhaps sixty years old, an antique Tornado pipe as used by the nobility in my country… it‟s 

almost as valuable as my own heirloom nargile. Perhaps you should keep it yourself…” 

“Believe me, it‟s a fine treat, but the last thing I want is Cherry and my wolves huffing 

and puffing away all day long until one of them breaks it.” Zerrex said mildly, and Balthazar 

laughed a bit, nodding slowly before he turned around… and then stared at the sight of 



Anathema, as she wandered towards them to see what all the fuss was about. “Oh, right… 

President Balthazar, this is Anathema, a… friend of mine from Hell. She was the one who 

destroyed the zombies.” 

The two sized each other up for a moment as Mercy and Blueberry both looked at each 

other hesitantly for a moment… and then Balthazar extended a hand, saying quietly: “Then if 

you have aided me and my country… I owe you a great debt of thanks, Miss Anathema.” 

Anathema glanced down at his hand… and then she finally nodded and took it, shaking it 

slowly as she said dryly: “It wasn‟t for you, it was a favor for Zerrex and my sister. But you‟re 

the President are you… and who are these two, more kids of yours?” 

“This is Mercy and Blueberry, two of my daughters and Ambassadors, so to speak.” 

Zerrex said quietly, putting an arm around both, and Anathema looked bemused for a moment 

before he turned his attention to Balthazar, saying quietly: “But perhaps we should start getting 

business talks underway.” 

Balthazar nodded as he sat down at the table, and Zerrex leaned over to Mercy, saying 

softly: “You and Blueberry can stay if you want, or go and see Cherry… she‟s in the den with 

Mahihko, and I have no clue what they‟re doing.” 

They both nodded, and Blueberry bounced cheerfully away, scooping up Sammy as she 

left… while meanwhile, Mercy sat down at the table. Cindy and Anathema were already sitting 

themselves, and the Drakkaren paused just long enough to slide the Nazi pamphlet over to 

Balthazar, who looked down at it with a dry smile as the lizard sat. “So they‟ve come to you too, 

have they?” 

“We did some reconnaissance and I managed to get invited to a rally… I‟ll likely go there 

and see what else I can dig up on Kafka, and if I can determine what his next move will be.” 

Zerrex said quietly, and Balthazar nodded slowly as he laced his fingers together. Then the 

reptile paused as his eyes narrowed at the stiff movements of the male, and the ferret frowned 

and tilted his head before Zerrex said softly: “You‟re injured.” 

“Only a minor scrape… my arm took a bullet several weeks ago fired from a Possessed 

guard, and it hasn‟t been healing too well.” Balthazar quietly touched his arm through the thin 

windbreaker he was wearing, and then he smiled dryly. “I hear, however, that if anyone suffered 

serious injury… it was you.” 

“Yeah, but that happens to me on a regular basis.” Zerrex replied with a bit of a smile. 

“Oh, and before I forget… your communications are being monitored by National Socialist 

spies. Cindy listened in to the last conversation you and I had, just to see what she could hear… 

and there were some very distinct voices near the end, something about information gathering for 

Kafka. You‟ll need to get a new secure line… although I‟m well-aware that in this day and age, 

nothing is completely unhackable.” 

“A sad truth.” Balthazar murmured softly, nodding slowly. “Yes, I‟m not surprised… my 

security advisors kept telling me the line was clean, but I was more than a little skeptical. 

They‟ve been overconfident in the past, after all, to say the very least… and I know that  Kafka‟s 

been getting information from sources that were supposedly totally secure. His influence is 

growing in leaps and bounds, especially over these last two weeks… and now it seems that he‟s 

even being recognized internationally, which I‟m starting to believe was his original intent.” 

Zerrex tilted his head curiously, and Balthazar smiled a bit with a slow shake of his head. 

“As you‟re well aware, I was never elected… instead, I was placed in power by the World 

Council. They are my support, and unfortunately, also my backbone in times like this… so if 

Kafka becomes more popular with the countries that make up the delegates, then I will likely be 



removed from power and replaced by him after a mock election of some kind. Ire, like several 

other countries, is currently on a special watch-list of the World Council, you see, all of which 

are countries either heavily-damaged or which have notably caused considerable aggravation 

before and after the demonic war. As the world itself is currently governed more by international 

lawmakers than by separated nationalities, they have the power to force any leader of any 

country on the so-called „Red List‟ to step down and put someone new in their place… and 

despite my best efforts, Ire is still on the Red List because of its many, many war crimes. 

“It‟s a sad truth that the World Council is doing this out of necessity more than a hunger 

for power… after all, imagine if I was kicked out of office and a member of Old Ire was 

reinstated? With the technologies developed for combating demons, they could create a massive 

military fiasco with another nation, or worse, destroy the diplomacy developed between Heaven 

and Hell.” Balthazar paused for a few long moments, then he said softly: “And I don‟t have to 

remind you that there are other nations out there that will exterminate demons on sight, or even 

angels. And all the World Council can really do with these countries that refuse to recognize its 

laws or protocols is give the order to all its members to refuse to do business with them… but as 

a humane organization, they obviously cannot refuse sending in cargo ships with minimal 

supplies and food. After all, we have no right to deprive the needy and force them to starve to 

death for the crimes of their leaders.” 

The reptile nodded at this, knowing it was a thin and deadly line: if they forced a country 

into starvation or cannibalism, it made the World Council no better than however few or many 

people in that nation who wanted to exterminate demons or angels or other mortals. “It‟s not 

complicated… but we like to pretend it is, don‟t we?” 

“Well, we feel that pretending things are complicated excuses us from being made at 

fault for anything terrible that might happen as a result of our interactions.” Balthazar replied 

with a smile, and then he laughed quietly and shook his head slowly, murmuring softly: “But to 

the point, Fuehrer Kafka is intelligent to the extreme. His political maneuvering is top-notch, and 

his rhetoric is impressive beyond that of the „simple person‟ he claims to be. More than just 

gifted, he is skilled… he has worked long and hard on becoming what he has become, and I can 

tell that he will not do anything to jeopardize that position of power he is currently in… which 

makes me worried. After all, he cannot forever continue to half-support me… eventually, he‟ll 

be forced to make a move one way or the other, for better or worse, to consolidate his power.” 

“It‟s like a game of chess.” Zerrex said softly, looking down for a few moments, and then 

he made a face and nodded. “Alright. But I‟m afraid I have some news that might be worse than 

Kafka… because if it‟s better, well… we‟re probably screwed anyway.” 

Balthazar frowned… and then for the next hour he listened as the Drakkaren did his best 

to explain how time had become distorted in Heaven and Hell, and how they were slowly 

coming to manifest in the physical world… and then, steamrollering any questions Balthazar 

might have had, he‟d gone on to tell him about what had become of Animaxander and the terror 

of Athéos. 

Finally, the ferret was left sitting quietly, holding onto a half-full mug of coffee Cindy 

had prepared sometime during the story… and he looked up and asked quietly: “What do you 

want me to do, Zerrex? Anything at all I can… I will. I would even be more than happy to bring 

you before the World Council so you could express these concerns to them yourself, or to even 

simply go ahead and try to do it on my own, as insane as I would sound to them.” 

“No, they‟d support Kafka for sure then… if only out of fear.” Zerrex said quietly, then 

he smiled a bit. “It‟s kinda hard to swallow that Gods are flying in on spaceships to destroy the 



world… but on the other hand, the distortions in space should be visible with a powerful enough 

telescope. I think what you need to do is to follow Lunis‟s lead in the space colonization 

program… except pump even more money into that sector and see what happens. Create jobs, 

fast-track the training of workers, and accelerate the construction of the space stations… it might 

even give you a bit of an edge against Kafka.” 

Balthazar nodded slowly, rubbing quietly at his chin. “But won‟t they be sitting ducks for 

these… what did you call them, Old Gods? Surely a space station would be easier to strike and 

destroy than a planet.” 

“Easier to defend, too, though. I think what they‟re going to try and do is land Old Gods 

actually on our planet, and they‟ll do the dirty work themselves.” Zerrex responded quietly, and 

the ferret nodded after a moment, frowning a bit. “Athéos has a power beyond anything I‟ve ever 

encountered before… and while I… I‟m pretty sure that when the time comes, we‟ll be ready for 

the confrontation… I don‟t want to be left with my pants down if he tries to outflank us 

somehow. I don‟t want this physical world to fall to Athéos or his minions.” 

“We should try to communicate with some of the humans that the Scanners captured, 

then.” Balthazar said softly, and Zerrex tilted his head with a frown. “No, not false humans… 

real ones. Apparently they were mixed into the group… but many of them are in very bad 

condition, crippled or wounded and all of them terrified out of their minds. Animaxander must 

have been using them as slaves, or perhaps just bases to model his strange puppets off of. They, 

in any case, all died at the moment their master fell, it seems.” 

“Mortals cling so tightly to their lives. And so do demons, it seems like.” Anathema 

spoke up dryly, and then she stood and glanced around at them, making a bit of a face. “At least 

you‟re all interesting… but you also seem to do nothing but talk-talk-talk.” 

“Talk is essential before action.” Balthazar replied softly, and Anathema grunted before 

she left the room. Mercy frowned a bit, and then the ferret smiled slightly as he looked at her 

with a bit of a shrug. “Eloquence can‟t be a gift we all have, dear Mercy. Your father, after all, 

often can speak well enough… but his words have a certain lack of grace to them that works very 

well in getting his point across. For some people, proper eloquence at all times is only a handicap 

to their speech.” 

“Not to you, obviously.” Zerrex said dryly, and the ferret chuckled quietly before the 

Drakkaren leaned back with a sigh, shaking his head slowly. “So what other problems do we 

have to cover? I have the time if you do.” 

“I‟ve troubled you enough for now… and the issues you‟ve brought to my attention will 

take a lot more thought and effort.” Balthazar replied calmly, and then he stood up from the 

table. Zerrex quickly did so himself, but the ferret rose a hand with a smile, saying quietly: “I can 

see myself out, really…” 

“No you can‟t.” Zerrex said stubbornly, and then he leaned down and kissed Mercy‟s 

cheek, asking her gently: “Do you mind grabbing one of those things for him? I don‟t want him 

straining his arm, after all.” 

Mercy nodded with a smile back at her father, and they exchanged a hug before she 

picked up the nargile and headed towards the doorway, the ferret and Zerrex exchanging a glance 

before Balthazar said finally: “I appreciate your kindness… you really are a true friend in these 

hard times, Zerrex. I just hope that we‟ll both live to see better days.” 

“I‟ll try my hardest to make sure of it.” Zerrex gently slapped the ferret‟s shoulder, and 

then he picked up the boxes of herbs and pushed them into his chest, Balthazar smiling a bit. 



“Now go on, huh? And take Blueberry with you, too, she seems to be having a ball hearing all 

your stories.” 

He laughed softly, striding out of the kitchen, and Blueberry quickly stumbled down the 

hallway with Mercy, who had apparently thoughtfully decided to get her half-sister. They both 

paused at the doorway, and the Drakkaren gave them both a tight hug to his body as Sammy ran 

around their feet in a circle, before he looked at Balthazar and said quietly: “Watch out for 

yourself. And if you ever need me, don‟t hesitate to ask.” 

“Of course. The same to you, Zerrex… it was a pleasure to see your endearing little home 

here.” Balthazar replied softly, and then he left as Blueberry held the door open, the three 

heading for an armored vehicle still parked out front. The Drakkaren watched them go as he 

stood in the open doorway for a moment, and then he closed it and looked down at Sammy, who 

stood up on his hind legs and chirped quietly at him before the reptile snorted and nodded. Yeah. 

It‟s gonna be a long next few days… 

 

The night of the rally found Zerrex sitting outside at an abandoned bus stop, reading a 

newspaper as Cherry sat beside him and fidgeted. Anathema was back at home, trying her 

hardest to get along with Marina and Cindy… but her lack of fondness for mortals put her 

slightly at odds with the other females, who were too nice and too… alive… for her to be 

friendly with them unless they were feeding her something. She was starting to remind Zerrex of 

a bad-tempered dog… and he smiled a bit at this metaphor in his mind before Cherry asked in a 

whiny voice: “Come on, aren‟t you ready yet?” 

“I‟m ready, but we don‟t want to show up at the start of the rally. If Kafka or one of his 

hotshot officers are there, we can‟t be seen.” Zerrex reminded her for what felt like the fifteenth 

time that night. Then he handed her the classified section of the newspaper, adding dryly: “Here. 

Look up stuff that you want to buy or something.” 

Cherry grumbled, but proceeded to do so as a few cars rolled by, making the Nazi flags 

on the lampposts to either side of them flutter. The female was wearing a tight exercise top that 

showed off almost all of her body and arms and just barely covered enough of her breasts to be 

legal, as well as an old pair of camo pants – her reasoning was that the Nazis would like them, 

which… Zerrex didn‟t understand, but he had long since learned to not argue with her weird 

logic – and the Drakkaren had his Nanotech Armlet on, which had simulated a tight muscle shirt 

over his body and a pair of heavy black pants. It left the swastika tattoos on both of them clearly 

visible, and the male paused before he smiled a bit at her, saying quietly: “Remember when you 

first got that swastika?” 

She looked at him for a moment, then she laughed and nodded, grinning slightly. “Yeah, 

how the hell could I forget? You made such a big fucking deal over it… fuck, you were both 

pissed and amused. „You dumb bitch, don‟t you know how much of a pain in the ass mine 

already is, why the hell would you go and get one yourself?‟” 

“„But Boss, it‟s cool, just like yours! I just wanted you to not be alone.‟” Zerrex imitated 

her voice badly, and they both laughed before he nudged her lightly, saying with dry amusement: 

“And who‟d think that one day we‟d be here, using our tattoos to gain access to a Nazi rally. At 

least with Balthazar‟s new space initiatives, he‟s already getting more support in the polls, if 

only because of how many jobs it‟s created. I hear it‟s had a nice effect of making other 

countries feel competitive, too, so they‟re setting up space colonies all over the place.” 

“And it was real nice of him to contact some of the other world leaders and let them 

know the deal… the ones that would listen, anyway.” Cherry added, and then she paused before 



saying quietly: “But I‟ve been thinking… we‟ve been dealing with a lot of shit here, but what‟s 

the rest of the world look like, do you think?” 

Zerrex frowned a bit, glancing over at her… and she smiled a bit, before lowering her 

head as she murmured: “I… I dunno.” A pause and an awkward rub at her skull as she blushed 

quietly. “Okay okay. Maybe I just… you know, since we‟re in kinda a lull here… maybe we can 

go to Hez‟Ranna. Not on work, just as… a… vacation, before the shit really hits the fan.” 

The reptile‟s first instinct was to refuse her… and then he looked down and thought hard 

for a few moments to himself about what that would mean to not only him, but the rest of his 

family. About responsibility… and the responsibility he held not just to the world, but to himself 

and those closest to him… and finally, he nodded a bit as he said quietly: “Yeah. I think you‟re 

right, Cherry… besides, we can see how things are doing down there and if… everything‟s okay, 

we can just relax for maybe a few days, maybe a week, depending on how things are going… 

and then head back to work, hopefully rejuvenated and with… things settled.” 

Cherry smiled warmly at this, looking across at him with relief as she reached out and 

slapped him on the back. “I knew that somewhere inside you there was a little bit of a reasonable 

person left! Fuck yes, I‟m totally gonna run around hitting on everything in sight at the beach. 

„Cept for those ugly fat chicks who insist on wearing bikinis so tight it like, you know, makes all 

their folds spill over their waistband and covers up their crotch anyway so it looks like they‟re  

naked…” 

Zerrex shuddered at the visual, then he climbed to his feet and headed quickly for the 

downtown core, and the demoness jumped up and followed him with a cheerful spring in her 

step. The only sound for a few moments was the reptile‟s cane tapping against the ground… but 

soon, they both were able to hear a muffled voice getting steadily stronger, announcing in 

different languages about a „party meet and greet‟ that was happening at the abandoned Golden 

Day Theater. 

The lineup was surprisingly long, and there was a crowd of Nazis in red clothes yelling at 

a crowd of protestors that had lined up all over the streets and sidewalks, many of them on either 

side getting way too excited and shoving and taunting things far larger than themselves. As the 

reptile walked, he was shocked as a mouse darted out of nowhere and shoved him, then shouted 

in his face – or at least, leaning up to try and get in his face, despite his three foot height 

advantage – with visible rage: “Nazi fuck!” 

Zerrex just gaped, not knowing what to do or say… and then Cherry stepped up from 

beside him and pointed at the mouse‟s head, shouting to the others: “Hey, this guy says he was 

only pretending to help out the protestors to give us Nazis inside information, since they‟re all 

stupid faggots!” 

Immediately, at least half a dozen protestors turned on the mouse, glaring at him with far 

more wrath than the sign-waving fanatics had faced the National Socialists with, and the mouse 

squeaked before he was forced to flee as rocks and sign-waving protestors shot towards him, 

yelling furiously. Cherry looked pleased with herself, and then she huffed when Zerrex only gave 

her a sour look, the demoness saying glibly: “Hey, I totally solved that confrontation without 

violence. It‟s not my fault they didn‟t take it well.” 

He only rolled his eyes, and they continued forwards towards the doors, carefully 

shuffling in with the others and both smiling as best they could manage at the various National 

Socialists that greeted them cheerfully. But finally, they emerged into the old lobby of the gutted 

theatre, where tables had been set up and officers in Nazi uniforms were handing out both 

armbands and ID cards… and Zerrex made a face as he looked around, saying quietly: “It‟s like 



every clone soldier in Ire is gathered here… but look, there‟s a lot of Old Ire military, too. You 

can tell because they‟re sticking together and half of them are in uniform…” 

“Ooh, a food table!” Cherry bounced off through the crowd, and Zerrex groaned before 

he followed her over to the buffet to start stuffing crackers and cheese into her mouth. He 

decided to pretend she was doing something productive after a moment of watching her, and 

instead left her to her devices, turning around and heading down to the other end of the long 

buffet… and then he winced when a Dragokkaren in an officer‟s uniform turned around and he 

found himself face-to-face with Rasputin. 

They looked at each other for a few long moments, the Dragokkaren slowly chewing on 

the food he was eating and holding a handful of cheese sticks… and then he finally offered one 

of these to the Drakkaren with a distinctly sour expression. “Cheese doodle?” 

“No… thank you.” Zerrex paused, feeling awkward, and then he reached out and picked 

up a handful of shrimp. He put one in his mouth and chewed, pulling the little tail off and 

dropping it into an empty tray… and for a moment, they uncomfortably regarded each other 

before Zerrex asked: “How‟d you escape Charon?” 

“He let me go once he felt he placed me in the right circle… after that, it was just a 

matter of portalling out of Hell.” Rasputin said dryly, and then he put another cheese stick in his 

mouth. Again, there was an painful silence, and then the Dragokkaren finally cleared his throat, 

asking dryly: “Thinking about joining the party?” 

“Not too much. What about you, are you a supporter or just someone who works for 

Kafka?” Zerrex asked mildly, and Rasputin shrugged, making a face that told Zerrex all he 

needed to know. “So in that case, are we going to interrupt the rally here to fight, or what?” 

Rasputin cleared his throat again, then he looked down at the cheese sticks still in his 

hand before mumbling: “Maybe later.” A pause, and then he asked mildly: “So, is surrender still 

out of the question? Because you should realize by now that once Athéos is finished with the 

mortal plane, Heaven and Hell will be next.” 

“Yeah, well, I think we can put up enough resistance to fight him off. I mean, I beat the 

crap out of the asshole once already.” Zerrex made a face when Rasputin snorted in amusement 

and looked at him dryly, and finally the reptile sighed and rolled his eyes. “Okay, I got lucky, 

maybe. But the point is, I still won.” 

“He was only a… literal thought-process made physical then, however.” the Dragokkaren 

pointed out, and then he ate the last cheese stick in his hand, turning towards the buffet and 

waggling his fingers as he looked back and forth over it for something to eat, bits of cheese 

crumb falling out of his jaws. “What do you think is going to happen when you end up fighting 

him in his real form, that he‟s going to be weaker or stronger? And hey, do you see the sweet 

cake anywhere?” 

“No… here‟s sugar cookies, if you want something sweet.” Zerrex said mildly, picking 

up the tray, and then he tilted his head when Rasputin made a face and held up his hands. 

“Sorry, I‟m diabetic.” the Dragokkaren admitted, and Zerrex snorted in amusement, 

which made Rasputin tilt his head sourly. “What?” 

Zerrex coughed as he looked awkwardly away, putting another piece of shrimp in his 

muzzle before he grinned slightly at him. “You know, that‟s the lamest weakness for a 

supervillain ever. Invincible to everything but chocolate bars.” 

Rasputin paused and thought about this, then he started to laugh himself, and then the two 

looked at each other with surprise before they both cleared their throats, Rasputin adjusting the 



tie on his dress uniform before he said seriously: “But you know, from my point of view, you‟re 

the one who‟s a supervillain.” 

“Oh, don‟t get started with that crap. Believe me, I‟ve already gone over it from every 

angle.” Zerrex grumbled, and the Dragokkaren smiled slightly at him, looking entertained. “Fine, 

you‟re the hero of your own story. But then again, most people are.” 

“Are you?” Rasputin asked quietly, and Zerrex looked at him sharply, before the large 

male nodded slowly, saying softly: “Somehow I‟m not surprised. Come, walk with me, Zerrex. 

This room is too crowded and I think all the chanting and singing is giving me a headache.” 

The reptile had to admit, the atmosphere was a bit irritating: not only was it thick with 

large, burly Dragokkaren – many of whom obviously hadn‟t taken a bath for quite some time – 

there were a lot of yelling voices and chanting of old morals, codes, and parts of Frerica‟s 

national anthem, which sounded like it had been re-adopted as the anthem for the National 

Socialists. Zerrex walked along with Rasputin, not bothering to signal Cherry and knowing that 

she would probably see him leave or follow if necessary… and otherwise, he‟d be able to find 

her pretty easily, since if she started causing trouble, the trail was always easy to find. 

Rasputin signaled to two large, scary-looking guards in uniform as they approached, 

neither Dragokkaren but both easily the size and muscle of the clone soldiers, and they pushed 

open a door leading into a sterile hallway with a gentle downwards slope… and the moment they 

entered, the sound was muffled from the outer hall, as Rasputin sighed and said mildly over his 

shoulder: “Isn‟t it hard sometimes, fighting for what you don‟t believe in? Admittedly, I‟m… sad 

to know that with every minute that passes, the world is a minute closer to destruction… but the 

Old Gods have given me great powers and healed my frail form, and so now I must serve them 

and their agents.” 

“Everyone always has a choice.” Zerrex said quietly, and Rasputin smiled a bit at him 

again before he pushed open a door at the end of the hall, politely holding it for the Drakkaren. 

Zerrex nodded to him, and then he glanced back and forth with slight surprise as he stepped into 

what had once been a storeroom, but was now little more than a shelter against the rain, the walls 

on two sides shattered and a door likely leading back into the theater boarded closed, huge 

chunks of broken concrete stacked in front of it. 

There was silence as the two looked out through the large gap that had once been a corner 

of the building at a rusted chain-link fence in front of the road, and then the Drakkaren sighed a 

bit before he looked mildly at Rasputin, asking quietly: “So is this the part where we fight?” 

“Not yet.” the Dragokkaren sat down on an old pile of boxes, and then he winced when 

one of them snapped under his weight and he quickly leapt up to his feet, brushing dust off his 

rear with a mutter. “Disgusting, how the refuse piles up and we still haven‟t done much about 

cleaning things up…” 

“So where are you from then, Sergei Rasputin?” Zerrex asked mildly, hoping to catch 

him off guard, but the strange reptile only looked up at him with a slight smile, shaking his head 

a bit. 

“My home country is Isbana… one of the countries that was destroyed, sadly, during the 

Hez‟Rannan Great War.” he replied calmly, then he glanced down, rubbing the back of his neck 

slowly. “I spent most of my life in neighboring Polshinka, to the south of Lailland… a country 

fortunately shielded from much of Hez‟Ranna‟s attacks by the treacherous mountains and cold 

climate. It was a hard living, especially since I was of weak and small body, but I survived and 

prospered nonetheless… cutting firewood, helping with building cabins, digging in the caves for 

treasures that could be traded for food. 



“Thankfully, when the demons invaded, I was also saved by those cruel mountains… 

that, and their interests were mostly in the far-greater developed country of Lailland. Polshinka 

might have been large, but she was a barren and cruel land with an icy climate thanks to how 

high the land was there. I remember when I finally came down off those mountains after the 

Demon War, how much air I seemed to inhale with every breath…” Rasputin laughed a bit, 

shaking his head slowly. 

There was quiet for a moment as Zerrex carefully sat down on a large concrete block, and 

then the Dragokkaren continued calmly: “It was in southern Lailland that I met an emissary of 

the Old Gods, who offered me my job and my powers… and I was brought into the presence of 

Athéos himself, and then sent back to the world, to fulfill my duties. I have seen him in true 

splendor, Zerrex Narrius… and he is a being of great terror and even greater power. I do not 

know how you plan to stand against his might, when I fear he could blow this world out like a 

candle if he truly chose to…” 

The Drakkaren nodded slowly… and then he shrugged a bit, saying with a slight smile: 

“Well… we all got choices to make. I made mine and you made yours… and it‟s a pity we‟re on 

opposite sides of the field. I don‟t think I mind you half as much as some of the other people I 

have to deal with all day.” 

“It is a pity indeed.” Rasputin sighed as he carefully unbuttoned his dress jacket, and then 

he tossed it aside and pulled his tie loose to drop it, a gust of wind catching it and pulling it out 

into the streets as he took up a ready position in his plain white shirt and dress pants, his dark 

brown eyes locking on Zerrex‟s emerald as he said quietly: “Well, whenever you are, Lord 

Zerrex… I am ready. Let‟s make this session a good one.” 

The Drakkaren smiled a bit as he tossed his cane to the ground, letting it clatter loudly 

against the dusty concrete floor before he assumed his own ready position, saying mildly: “Don‟t 

be offended when I kick your ass, okay?” 

Rasputin only snorted at this, and then he reached down and grabbed up one of the 

broken wooden planks, throwing it hard at Zerrex… but the reptile easily stepped out of the way 

before he threw a punch into another that flew at his face, shattering it into pieces before he 

threw a hard kick into Rasputin‟s side when the Dragokkaren ran forwards, and he was knocked 

staggering with a grunt before Zerrex‟s foot slammed under his jaw and knocked him into the 

air, the brawny male flying in a low arc before he crashed down on top of a wooden crate and 

shattered the top, half-laying trapped inside of it with his limbs sticking out, his head awkwardly 

mashed against the side of it as he cursed angrily and flailed. Then he stared when the Drakkaren 

approached and looked down at him, and Zerrex put a foot against the side of the crate before he 

kicked hard, sending it skidding across the floor to shatter against the wall in a burst of foam, 

ancient candy, and chunks of wood. 

Rasputin groaned as he sat up, rubbing slowly at his skull with a wince… and then he 

cursed as he staggered to his feet, his clothes tattered and covered in dust and bits of wood as he 

pointed at the Drakkaren and shouted: “That was an unfair move!” 

“Hey, you‟re the one who landed ass-first on the crate.” Zerrex replied mildly, and the 

Dragokkaren snorted before he charged stupidly with his head lowered like a bull… and Zerrex 

snapped a palm into his forehead, knocking his skull back and staggering him as he grunted 

before he squeaked as Zerrex stabbed his fingers forwards in a V into the reptile‟s eyes, Rasputin 

rubbing wildly at them before the Drakkaren stepped forwards and slammed a knee into his solar 

plexus, all the wind rushing out of the Dragokkaren‟s lungs as he fell to his knees. “Now that… 

that was an unfair move.” 



The reptile walked over to where Rasputin had dropped his dress jacket, picking it up and 

doing a quick search of his pockets. He mused as he found an epinephrine pen, a notebook that 

he pocketed, and a few sugarless mints… and then he smiled slightly to himself, muttering: 

“Gotcha.” as he pulled out a PDA with Rasputin‟s ID card taped to the back of it, and he slipped 

this into his pocket. 

“Get out of my stuff!” wheezed the Dragokkaren, and he stumbled to his feet before he 

turned around and ran at Zerrex again… and then his eyes bulged as the Drakkaren leapt into the 

air and caught his head in a scissors lock. Before the reptile could twist and slam him into the 

ground, however, the Dragokkaren grunted and spun around, grasping Zerrex‟s ankles, and the 

reptile was jerked through the air with a wince before he flew free and smashed into a pile of 

skids, reducing them to debris before his weight crushed the fragile-with-age ones beneath his 

body and more wooden pallets rained down on top of him. 

Zerrex stuck his head out of the pile of broken wooden planks with a grunt, and then his 

eyes bulged as he saw Rasputin‟s foot lash out at the last moment before it smashed into his face 

and sent him rocketing backwards, shattered boards flying in all direction before chunks of 

concrete joined into the hail as the reptile was slammed through the half-collapsed wall behind 

him, landing heavily on his back in the alley and then wincing and rolling to the side as several 

large pieces of grey stone fell through the air and almost landed on him.  

Before he could climb to his feet, something grabbed his ankles and jerked him sideways, 

and the reptile was thrown bodily towards the solid wall at the back of the old stock room… 

except this time, Zerrex managed to turn around and bring his feet up, landing in almost a kneel 

on the surface before he kicked off and flipped gracefully through the air, landing on his feet 

with a grin… and then wincing as he looked down and stared at the broken PDA on the floor. It 

had fallen out of his pocket at some point with him being thrown around so much, he had just 

landed on it… and Rasputin grabbed at his head, shouting angrily: “The names of all the party 

members were on there!” 

“Pity I broke it, then.” Zerrex muttered, and then he winced when Rasputin picked up a 

massive chunk of fallen concrete, holding it above his head with a snarl before the Drakkaren 

kicked a rock laying on the ground hard into the Dragokkaren‟s crotch, and his eyes bulged 

before he dropped the heavy chunk of concrete on his head, knocking himself to the ground. He 

groaned, then slowly tried to drag himself free from beneath the broken concrete laying over his 

head… and then his eyes widened in shock as the reptile charged at him before he kicked a foot 

hard into his face, knocking him skidding backwards for a few feet from the sheer force of the hit 

before his limp legs flew up over his head and he landed awkwardly on his back. 

The reptile rested for a moment, watching as Rasputin slowly climbed to his feet, his 

wounds instantly healing as he rubbed at his face and gave Zerrex a distasteful look… and then 

his eyes widened as the Drakkaren picked up the fallen slab of concrete and hurled it hard at the 

Dragokkaren. It struck him hard in the chest, making him yelp in pain and surprise as he 

staggered backwards, arms curling around the rock that was almost the size of his body… and 

then he grinned as he managed to anchor himself without falling over, then paled when Zerrex 

charged brazenly forwards at him. 

He stupidly tried to throw the chunk of concrete forwards, and it plopped to the ground in 

a short arc… but Zerrex winced as he tried to stagger to a halt before his shin collided with the 

chunk of concrete and he fell over it, slamming his face against the ground and yelling childishly 

as he grabbed at his head, agony pulsing through him before Rasputin kicked him hard in the 

forehead and sent him flying backwards to crash on his back, still gripping at his aching skull. 



The Dragokkaren leapt the rock, obviously wanting to try and finish things… but Zerrex lashed 

out bad-temperedly with one foot into his knee to knock him to a kneel as he slammed the other 

upwards, and it caught him hard in the throat, making him gag and choke for breath as his head 

whipped backwards and he clutched at his neck. 

He fell to the ground, and for a moment both reptiles lay on the concrete floor, clutching 

at their different injuries. Then Zerrex slowly sat up, and Rasputin glared at him from his mostly-

prone position, and then he rolled backwards as Zerrex rose his fists in front of himself gamely, a 

bit of blood trickling down around one eye as he said darkly: “Come on, I haven‟t even begun to 

fight yet!” 

“Cocky bastard.” Rasputin rasped, and then he launched himself into a sprint and 

dropped a shoulder, and the sudden movement caught Zerrex off guard before he grunted as he 

was hit by the hard bodycheck, flying backwards before he snarled and slammed both feet into 

the ground to catch himself as he threw his body forwards at the same time. The Dragokkaren 

looked surprised as the Drakkaren skidded to a halt, but then he immediately threw himself into 

another mad charge, hoping to this time knock the reptile far enough backwards to make him hit 

the wall. 

Zerrex, however, simply sidestepped and strode one long step forwards, swinging his arm 

out… and Rasputin‟s legs tried to keep running as his face smashed into the reptile‟s right limb, 

mashing into it as his back arched awkwardly before he fell to the ground with a groan of pain. 

Then Zerrex booted him hard in the side and kicked him into the air like a pole, the 

Dragokkaren‟s body flipping lazily before he fell back down towards the ground… and then his 

eyes bulged as the lizard snapped a knee up into his lower spine and snapped it like a twig, 

Rasputin howling in anguish before Zerrex grabbed a leg with one hand and shoved the other 

down on his upper chest to literally bend him in half backwards. 

Rasputin‟s eyes bulged with agony, and then Zerrex lifted him above his head before he 

threw him across the room and into the still-standing wall hard enough to make the Dragokkaren 

leave a dent, grumbling under his breath as he watched the tall, brawny male flop to the 

ground… but a moment later, he slowly unfolded and then twitched a few times before picking 

himself up, panting hard as he stood and swayed on his feet, then he winced as he cracked his 

back, muttering: “I‟ll never be able to hear that sound again without thinking of the horror of 

what you just did to me.” 

“Good.” Zerrex grumbled, and the two readied themselves to launch at each other 

again… but then the door flew open, and Cherry walked out, a hamburger in one hand and a 

salad bowl full of punch in the other as she looked from one to the other curiously, crumbs 

falling out of her muzzle as she chewed loudly. 

The two stared at her, and she rose the hand holding the hamburger and waved it, saying 

in a muffled voice as chunks of food fell out of her mouth: “No, no, just ignore me, pretend 

I‟m…” She broke off as the patty fell out of her hamburger and splattered on the ground, and 

then she sulked, dropping the bun as well with a loud mumble before she brought the punch bowl 

up to her muzzle and poured it into her mouth, dribbles of juice leaking down her chin and 

staining the shirt over her breasts. 

Rasputin winced away from the demoness, and then he looked at Zerrex, saying flatly: “I 

see you have enough to deal with already, so I‟m going to take my leave… I have to start 

recompiling that list now for Fuehrer Kafka, anyway.” He paused, then looked sourly at the 

Drakkaren before he saluted him in the old Irenic way. “Da svidaniya, Zerrex Narrius. Until we 

meet again.” 



“Until then.” Zerrex said mildly, and he saluted him back, watching as Rasputin brushed 

himself off before he turned and quickly left through the alleyway, and then he shook his head 

slowly. With the beating he had given the Dragokkaren, it only further proved that he was 

invulnerable… and that was going to take some strategic thinking to figure out how to actually 

put the bastard out of commission. Then he made a face as Cherry belched loudly and threw the 

bowl against the wall to make it shatter, saying grouchily: “Can you be any more rude?” 

“I can burp the alphabet.” Cherry rose a finger, and then she winced and shrank back 

under Zerrex‟s glare. “Hey, I thought you might need backup! I didn‟t know who the big fucker 

was, I only knew that… well… uh… moving right along.” She cleared her throat, and then 

looked over him seriously and at the bloodstains on his body. “So it looks like he hurt you more 

than a bit a few times.” 

“Yeah, but nothing really serious.” Zerrex shook his head slowly, rubbing at his forehead 

absently as he muttered: “It‟s more my pride that‟s hurt than anything else… but the bastard did 

land a few hard hits to me. Nothing that isn‟t already healing, though… but I couldn‟t kill him no 

matter what I did.” 

“Great.” Cherry grumbled, and then she looked over at him imploringly as he walked 

over to pick up his cane, asking mildly: “Can we go on that vacation now?” 

 

The month that followed was mostly uneventful: casual phone conversations with 

Balthazar, a few trips to Hell that lasted only weeks now, and with the time distortions meaning 

they returned mortal minutes to mortal days later, and a few other rallies, where they gathered 

information on Kafka‟s movements. Zerrex and Rasputin met up once or twice more, but it 

didn‟t result in any combat: instead, they talked and argued with each other until they were 

forced to go their separate ways.  

In Hell, everyone was getting prepared for the worst: as expected, no one in the Barred 

City would listen, however, and they were convinced that they would be able to survive the AMP 

blast with their „evolved form of magic,‟ but everywhere else was ready to listen and build their 

defenses. One of the first things Zerrex instructed they had to deal with, however, was the Abyss: 

at first it seemed ridiculous that they put effort into constructing new walls and barriers there that 

wouldn‟t require magic to keep them stable, but after a moment‟s thought, it made sense. After 

all, if magic stopped working for even a few minutes, it would be more than long enough for the 

monsters in the Abyss to riot… and more than long enough for them to figure out that the 

magical barriers usually keeping them locked in that dark and desperate place weren‟t working. 

If the creatures from the Abyss escaped into a Hell that had no magic, it would be a disaster… 

and countless more lives would surely be lost to their lusts and wrath. 

But even in Hell, Zerrex wasn‟t needed so much… and he was surprised to find out how 

glad it made him they were able to get along fine without his help, and that many operations had 

already begun that would ensure the safety of at least the demonic cities. The Ravenlight Estate 

and the Palace had already both been fortified, as had the Central Spire… but that was a worry 

point. Despite the fact it was ancient and fortified by architectural methods long lost even in 

Hell… in a physical world that had weather, among other things, it might be one of the first 

things to collapse, with its sheer height and mass. Thus, as a precaution, it was to be evacuated 

once the temporal distortions started getting especially violent and the planes started to merge. 

At the moment, however, Ixin had been able to say they were still a good bit away… and 

with Cherry still poking at him, Zerrex had finally agreed to go to Hez‟Ranna, and that they 

would vacation for a week or so… but only after he was able to make sure from Albatross 



himself that everything was okay. They were being flown in on a private Hez‟Rannan jet that 

was likely already waiting for them at the airstrip, and Zerrex was just finishing packing his bag, 

Anathema‟s bone armor clinging to him as he muttered: “You know, you still stand out a lot like 

this.” 

They won‟t question you. Besides, I need to rest for a little while and your life force keeps 

me energized. Anathema replied in his mind, and the reptile rolled his eyes before he picked up 

his duffel bag and held it so it wouldn‟t grind against the blade of Blackheart, which was resting 

on his back. Why are you bringing that, anyway? 

“Old habits die hard.” Zerrex muttered as he left his room, and then he tossed the duffel 

bag down to the first floor before sliding down the ladder and picking it up. He walked outside, 

then made a face at the rusting hatchback truck Cherry had bought and started fixing up, the 

demoness grinning brightly and sitting up on top of the roof. 

Cindy and Marina were sitting in the front, with Mahihko stuffed between them: the wolf 

was small enough he could curl up almost comfortably, although from his fidgeting Zerrex knew 

that sooner or later Lone was going to pop his ugly head out. Cherry, meanwhile, had insisted on 

sitting in the open back of the vehicle with Zerrex and their luggage, as if it was a treat… and the 

reptile sighed as he threw his duffel bag and sword into the back before hopping up into it 

himself, grumbling under his breath: “I don‟t know why I agreed to this…” 

“Because you don‟t want to leave your motorcycle at the airstrip.” Cherry replied 

cheerfully, and Zerrex sighed again as he rolled his eyes, the demoness slipping down off the 

roof and knocking firmly twice on the window, and little Mahihko slid a slot open in it and stuck 

his head out curiously before he winced back as she shouted loudly, pumping a fist in the air: 

“Let‟s get it on, my bitches from the ditches! Time to rock and roll!” 

Zerrex dropped his head into his hand, and this time Anathema didn‟t ask what Cherry 

meant: after the first week or so, she had obviously started to pick up on the fact that the 

demoness did not always make sense when she spoke. Then the battered blue truck started up, 

and Zerrex grasped the handle of Blackheart, squeezing it firmly as he mumbled: “Just let this go 

well for a change of pace…” 

The ride to the airstrip outside of town was pleasantly-smooth, and it was easy for them 

to drive past the guards and start loading up the jet: a private vehicle probably meant for 

ambassadors, and one that reminded Zerrex of the plane he had used to fly around in while doing 

undercover work for Albatross. The problems, however, came about when they tried to take 

off… and they were promptly informed that the Hez‟Rannan pilot had ordered a search of their 

things. 

An argument had broken out between Cherry and the Irenic soldiers, who looked 

simultaneously like they wanted to do their duty and crawl under a rock somewhere and hide. 

Finally, Zerrex had told Cherry to step back and let them do their job… and after they found 

„nothing suspicious‟ despite the various weapons they were bringing with them, they were 

allowed to board the plane themselves, walking through the cargo room and into the posh cabin, 

which included a television on either side of the long hall and four beautiful tables with velvet-

backed chairs locked into a rail on the floor: they would never come loose, but they could still be 

moved back and forth for comfort. 

A pretty Drakkaren stewardess was also waiting for them, offering them Hez‟Rannan 

delicacies and specialties like rose petal wine… and Cherry ordered a round for the beverage for 

them with a bit of a smile to Zerrex, who nodded after a moment. There was no alcohol in it, 

despite the name… and he was able to relax with a glass of the stuff as the plane thrummed 



loudly and prepared for takeoff, anxiety twisting through his belly even as he tried his best to 

remain calm and placid. 

Mahihko excused himself from the table he had been sitting at to run to the cargo room… 

and five minutes later, he came back, looking a little bit smaller than before and followed by 

Lone, who looked both relieved and queasy at the same time. The two wolves sat down together 

across from Cindy as Cherry, Marina, and Zerrex sat at another table, Cherry shuffling some 

cards she had dug out from Gods-knew-where, before the stewardess reappeared from behind a 

curtain and announced calmly: “We are now preparing for takeoff… please, do not stand up until 

the light above turns green.” 

She pointed at the red rectangle above her head, then she frowned at Lone, who cheerily 

waved at her… before she shook her head and vanished back behind the curtain, likely to strap 

herself in to her own seat. Zerrex took a long breath, shifting awkwardly in place, and then 

Cherry said dryly, as she made the cards shoot in weak arcs from one hand to her other: “Oh 

come on, even if the plane crashes you‟d survive.” 

“That‟s what scares me. It would suck and it would hurt.” Zerrex replied flatly, and 

Cherry rolled her eyes before she winced as the plane lurched forwards before the sound and 

pressure built as it rolled down the airstrip, the reptile gritting his teeth as he felt the jet leaving 

the ground. Seconds later, the green light blinked on as the jet evened out and the feeling of 

pressure vanished, and Zerrex sighed, rubbing slowly at his forehead before he looked at Cherry, 

accusing immediately: “You were scared too!” 

“I was not.” Cherry said in an offended voice, and then she began to deal out cards, 

grumbling: “I dunno why I play you and psychic-pants here. Poker‟s supposed to be a game of 

skill but she can read my brain and you play like a jackass.” 

“Shut up.” Zerrex muttered, picking up his cards, and then he sighed as Lone bounced 

across the aisle and grinned widely, looking pleadingly at him. “Deal in mister smooth here, 

too.” 

“Yeah, yeah.” Cherry did so, and then she glanced over at Mahihko and Cindy. The little 

wolf was sketching, and the female was reading… and then they both looked up as the demoness 

asked mildly: “You guys wanna play? We ain‟t betting anything or nothing, not even clothes. 

Boss says it‟s rude to play strip poker on a plane for some stupid reason.” 

What a strange mortal pastime. Anathema said musingly in his head, and the reptile was 

glad that they were only doing this to pass the time: between flying and the undead Naganatine, 

he‟d be sure to lose every hand. Then the lizard sighed as Cherry slapped two cards down and 

took two from the pile in front of her, grumbling, figuring that at least this was better than flying 

alone. 

Thankfully, once he got his mind settled on something else – and admittedly, even Cherry 

and Marina getting into a fight that eventually had them both rolling around in the aisle was a 

welcome distraction, if not completely pleasant – time passed quickly, and before he knew it, 

they were slowly touching down outside the city of Tek‟Kanna, the capital city of Hez‟Ranna. 

“The last time I was here, we were holding a funeral service for Father…” Cindy said 

softly, as the plane rolled to a halt, and Zerrex looked up with dry amusement, smiling slightly 

across at her. She smiled faintly back, and then she added quietly: “Not that I feel like that‟s 

foreshadowing anything or anything.” 

“Gee, thanks.” Zerrex said mildly, as the plane rumbled slowly to a halt. A moment later, 

the stewardess emerged from behind the curtain and headed to the end of the aisle, opening the 



cargo door and then bowing aside with various cheerful goodbyes as the reptiles and wolves filed 

carefully out. 

The Drakkaren picked up his sword and duffel bag as Lone and Mahihko fought over a 

backpack, then Lone yelped when Cherry shoved a suitcase into his arms, mumbling grudgingly 

but carrying it anyway. Zerrex looked back and forth over his family as they all picked up their 

luggage, and for a moment, he had a sense of the past, a feeling that he‟d been here before… 

when they‟d been smaller, then, and with less burdens weighing on them… and all alive and 

well. That had been just before the start of the Great War… and Zerrex quietly touched his 

swastika after he put his sword on his back, murmuring: “I don‟t know if you‟d be disappointed 

or enthralled, Mengele Tstegi…” 

He shook his head a bit, then he watched as Cindy hit the button to lower the cargo ramp, 

and she hopped down after a moment to walk out onto the warm tarmac… and Zerrex followed a 

moment later, looking back and forth in surprise as he found an honor guard of Dragokkaren 

Enforcers standing at the ready on either side of them, all of them dressed in their heavy black 

armor despite the sweltering heat, all of them frozen in salute. Then he smiled a bit, looking 

forwards to see Albatross resting on his cane, a bit of a smile on his face… and the High King of 

Hez‟Ranna, Pagan Churchill. 

The Dragokkaren was tall, and his features had lost some of their sternness over the years 

as lines of age had creased his scales, making him look weathered and more knowledgeable than 

wise… something that had remained true over all these years, even if he had gained some 

wisdom. Once upon a time, Churchill had fancied himself a General ready to follow in his 

father‟s footsteps, trained at a private academy and tutored by the very best, and who had 

possessed little real battle experience. That had all changed over the course of the rebellion, even 

if for the longest time he and Zerrex had been enemies more than allies… but now, even wearing 

his beautiful robes and long cape and crown, as Zerrex set foot down on the airstrip, he saluted 

proudly and said in a truly-happy voice: “High King Zerrex Narrius… it is an honor to see you 

after all these years.” 

“High King Pagan Churchill… the honor is all mine.” Zerrex replied softly, saluting in 

return as his family filed out around him… and then the reptile smiled a bit as he glanced over 

the Dragokkaren, walking slowly forwards and saying quietly: “You know, I don‟t see you 

wearing any kind of officer‟s weapon of honor.” 

“My honor comes from what I do, not from whatever gilded ornament I wear.” Churchill 

replied gently, and Zerrex laughed quietly and smiled a bit: he had heard that Churchill had 

calmed down over the years, but this was a far-different Dragokkaren than the one he had 

known. Then the tall male bowed a bit, motioning towards a set of strange carriages shaped like 

large spheres on four-wheeled discs with small chariots attached to their fronts, asking calmly: 

“Shall we head to the castle, then? We can find you a place to stay and discuss business there in 

comfort.” 

“Thanks, Churchill.” Zerrex said softly, and the Drakkaren walked towards one of the 

carriages, watching as a canine wearing a loincloth and all manner of golden jewelry quickly 

pushed a short flight of stairs in front of the carriage. Zerrex smiled a bit at the wolf, who looked 

plenty happy despite obviously being a slave, and it made him think of another little wolf who 

was travelling with them in a cute little pair of cutoff jeans and a pink, tied-at-the-front blouse: 

far different from the bigger wolf who also fancied himself as far-badder, in his vest and leather 

pants. 



Zerrex walked up the steps and into the carriage, sitting down on the bench that went 

around almost the entirety of the inner room, dropping his duffel bag at his feet and holding his 

sword across his lap. He was joined by Churchill, Albatross, Marina, and Cherry… and 

Mahihko, Lone, and Cindy filed into another carriage, as Churchill said embarrassedly: “I hope 

you don‟t mind, Lord Zerrex… or should I call you High King Zerrex?” 

“Just call me Zerrex.” the reptile said mildly, and then he glanced over at Albatross, who 

was shaking his head in quiet amusement. “What do you think is so funny?” 

“You two.” he said with a slight smile, glancing over at Cherry with his one violet eye. 

“Look at these two, not trying to kill each other, not even competing about who has the better or 

worse job.” 

“Well, don‟t bring that up, one of them is sure to start bitching and whining now.” Cherry 

said mildly, and the Drakkaren rolled his eyes as she looked at him pointedly. Then he winced as 

she added flatly: “And we are here to fucking relax, is that understood? You can do your like. 

Weird little business dealings thing. Then we‟re going to fucking relax.” 

Albatross cleared his throat after a moment of awkward silence, and then he glanced over 

at Zerrex, saying calmly: “Well, in that case, you‟ll be pleased to know that we are in fact taking 

President Balthazar‟s advice seriously… and as much as I know this will both amuse and pain 

you, we‟re using the recovered schematics for Narrius‟s Paradise floating fortress.” 

“Seriously?” Zerrex asked dryly, and Churchill mumbled something awkwardly as he 

looked away, so the Drakkaren turned his glower to Albatross instead, who managed to meet 

both of his glaring eyes with his one single violet one. “I‟d blame that error on your lack of depth 

perception, but they say everyone has twenty-twenty hindsight.” 

Albatross opened his mouth, but Cherry giggled stupidly as she covered her muzzle, then 

she nudged Marina firmly with her elbow, grinning at her as the younger female rolled her eyes 

and grumbled under her breath. “Oh come on, Bebop, that one was good! Dude, that was 

awesome, seriously. He totally got you, Albatross!” 

Cherry accented this by snapping her fingers, and Albatross sighed and rolled his eye 

before he said mildly to Zerrex: “While I recognize you obviously are not a fan of Narrius or his 

inventions, and that Paradise is likely a particularly bad memory for you… it is for all of us. The 

reason I went ahead with using it as a base is that you and I both know it was large enough to be 

a floating city and still propel itself around… and a few modifications have made it completely 

airtight and the armor design will ensure it is almost impervious to even meteorites. Besides, we 

don‟t plan to keep many of the weapon turrets active… only enough for sufficient self-defense.” 

“That was a… very political thing to say.” Zerrex said mildly, and Albatross made a face, 

but then he nodded grudgingly. And finally, the Drakkaren sighed and nodded slowly, muttering: 

“Well, yeah… I can see why you‟d go with that. But where the hell are you building it?” 

“That was the easy part… the same place that the original Paradise was built, Uroboros.” 

the blue-scaled Dragokkaren responded calmly, and the reptile grunted at this, looking a bit 

distasteful but not offering up any other argument. “The pit where it was originally constructed 

still mostly exists, and we salvaged a lot of the equipment that was used in that process… it will 

take years to build, but with the money and the help we‟re getting from Lunis, it won‟t take 

nearly as long as you might think to have it up and running.” 

The reptile nodded slowly, and then he said quietly: “Well, we might only have a few 

years to do this, Albatross… I guess the main argument I can bring up against Paradise is… 

well… it was the size of the space colonies Lunis has been working on for years themselves now, 

and is only most of the way done. Even working day and night, that will be difficult…” 



“Yes… but we have demons helping us, too, with all different abilities.” Churchill finally 

spoke, and then he blushed a bit when all eyes turned on him, the Dragokkaren rubbing slowly at 

his head as he murmured embarrassedly: “Well, since we have a portal open here between Hell 

and the mortal plane, and they all seem very willing to work… and since this colony won‟t need 

the clone production lab, or any of those specialized systems that Paradise did… we‟ve cut out a 

lot of production time. The two biggest, most technical things that have to be built are the life-

support and the rocket engines… and we‟ve already modified some of our weapon factories to 

produce what we‟ve coined Mobile Engineering Armors that should be able to move around in 

space without trouble.” 

Zerrex looked thoughtful at this, nodding slowly after a moment… and then he finally 

rubbed a hand through his hair as he glanced over at Marina, asking her mildly: “Well… what do 

you think, then?” 

Marina closed her eyes for a moment, and Zerrex could tell by the uneasy shifting of the 

Dragokkaren that she was brushing through their minds, gathering up the information she 

could… and finally, she looked at Zerrex and gave a nod and a grunt. It was all the approval the 

reptile needed, and he smiled a bit before he shook his head slowly and looked quietly through 

the mostly-transparent sphere at the city outside, letting his eyes trace over the large, gold-stone 

buildings they passed as the carriage motored quietly along through crowds of Drakkai. “I forgot 

how beautiful it was here…” 

Albatross nodded, and there was quiet for a little while as they drove along the dusty 

stone streets, very few other motorized vehicles moving past them and the yellow stone buildings 

stretching almost to the sky, very little technology visible apart from the odd clock here and 

television there. Most of that had been pulled apart… and the reptile marveled at the beauty of it 

all, at the jungles in the far distance in every direction and the ivy that crawled here and there 

over buildings, not cut down or considered a nuisance but just another beautiful part of nature. 

All of this had taken them forever to reclaim and rebuild after the regime of Narrius had ended, 

and so much war-oriented technology, Zerrex knew, had been cut out of the buildings and 

removed from the streets… and even during the war against the demons, the Hez‟Rannan people 

hadn‟t returned to using the twisted technologies Narrius had developed. Here was one of the 

few places in the mortal world where clone soldiers were treated as people instead of 

manufactured troops… here was one of the few places in the world where nature and tradition 

had been blended almost perfectly with technology and present-day knowledge and awareness. 

As they rolled down the streets towards a large palace in the far distance, Churchill 

sighed and rested back against the wall of the carriage, saying quietly: “Perhaps peaceful times 

aren‟t meant for us… and you know, one day, like all young fools, I suppose, I looked forwards 

to times of war and desperation, of pitting one‟s mettle against the minds and swords of the 

enemy… and now here I am, old and feeble and far too well-aware of my own shortcomings to 

be of much use. Worse yet, I‟ve realized how foolish this all is… and it makes me question if 

this… Athéos… could really be a god of any sort. After all… if I lived so long and had such 

power and knowledge and wisdom… I‟d want to use it for peace.” He paused, then murmured 

quietly as he glanced down: “I hope I‟d use it for peace.” 

“Athéos does believe he‟s using it for peace…” Zerrex said mildly, and then he looked 

towards Churchill with a dry smile. “The problem is, he believes that „peace‟ means everything 

has to go his way… and anything that goes against those rules he‟s already made up for himself 

and his friends should be exterminated.” 



“A fool‟s peace.” Marina murmured, then she glanced at her father, saying his thoughts 

before the Drakkaren could even piece them together. “Then again, no matter whether it‟s for 

good or evil… a person of immense power who crushes his opponent like a bug is a tyrant. 

Whether he crushes a dictator, or crushes a saint… if he is so powerful that nothing can stand 

against him, he‟s still a tyrant. Life‟s meaning comes from the struggles we face and the pains 

we endure and the joys we achieve… not from using our power to wipe out another person 

before even attempting to reason with them. Only after you fail to negotiate with someone, to 

reason with them, should brute force be employed.” 

Albatross nodded slowly, and Churchill frowned a bit, asking quietly: “What if that 

person is attempting to wipe out an entire race, or… I don‟t know… something equally horrible, 

and they come begging for help? What do you do then, if you‟re so powerful that you could 

squish them like a bug and they‟re purely evil?” 

“Kill only when killing is necessary: it‟s better to imprison a person for all eternity rather 

than exterminate them.” Zerrex said softly, glancing down at the floor quietly. “Life is something 

we take too much for granted… and we too often fail to recognize that it is valuable in all its 

forms, good, evil, right, and wrong. Everyone has a part to play… and besides. When you just 

erase someone, you don‟t just take away their chance to at least explain why they did what they 

did… you take away all the many years they could be forced to live with both what they‟ve done 

and with what they failed to do. Believe me… the souls in Hell who have been killed right away 

are often a much-bigger pain in the ass than the souls in Hell who spent a lot of years even alone 

in a jail cell somewhere. People forget that… even the hardiest of us sometimes has trouble 

hanging onto our beliefs and grudges.” 

Churchill nodded a bit, and then Albatross said softly: “But when that person is too 

dangerous to leave alive… you never hesitate, do you?” 

“Good relates to emotions… right and wrong, unfortunately, tend to relate to logic as 

much as morality.” Zerrex said ironically, leaning forwards a bit. “Is it good to kill one life to 

save many? Not really. Is it the right thing to do, to take one life to save many? Sadly, yes, it is, 

when you can‟t possibly save both… unless, of course, that one life will save just as many lives 

in the future, but well…  you know how it all gets retardedly complicated.” 

“You always were good at damaging your own arguments when allowed to ramble for 

long enough.” Albatross replied with soft amusement, and Zerrex rolled his eyes in dry 

amusement before he tilted his head as the blue-scaled Dragokkaren tapped his cane loosely 

against the floor of the carriage and then asked finally: “So do you believe someone is capable of 

decisions like these?” 

“I like to think that someone, somewhere must be.” the Drakkaren said thoughtfully, 

nodding slowly, and then he looked amused at the expression on Churchill‟s face. “No, it 

definitely is not you, and it certainly isn‟t me, either. But I believe in balance… and logically, if 

there‟s someone out there who is completely incapable… there has to be someone who is.” 

Naganis was always pressured like that… I think that‟s what drove him into such a deep 

brooding depression for so long. Anathema said moodily in his mind, and the reptile tilted his 

head upwards curiously, frowning slightly. I‟m sure you can sympathize... but just try and 

imagine the pressures he faced, being God of a world, and having so many crying up to him for 

help… and all after we… betrayed him. 

Zerrex was quiet for a little while, only taking in the scenario: the towering homes made 

of heavy stone that had multiple levels and multiple families present, the friendly atmosphere, 

the beautiful nature that was slowly crawling its way back through the entire ravaged country. He 



smiled a bit, then looked down curiously at a beautiful blue river filled with glimmering stones 

as they passed over it on a bridge made of logs and vines instead of metal girders, and the reptile 

felt… strangely at home, in this beautiful place, as the carriages burbled slowly to a halt after 

circling around an immense statue made of marble and gemstones. 

The Drakkaren stood up and picked up his sword and duffel bag, not really paying 

attention until he almost heard Marina‟s smile in his mind… and as he stepped out of the 

doorway and hopped easily to the ground below without waiting for the servant to get the steps, 

he found himself staring up in surprise after a moment at a statue of him, his scars reverently 

carved and his angelic wings extended… but more importantly, behind him, standing even taller 

on raised steps, stood Cindy, Marina, and Cherry. It was a beautiful shrine… and Zerrex smiled 

faintly over at Albatross, who was walking slowly down the flight of steps pushed into place by 

the servant. “When we heard about your death… it was the very least we could do. We had 

another statue, but… when you died, it broke apart. It was a terrible omen… and for us, the real 

start of the war, even if we met some very loyal and very good-natured demons as well.” 

He paused as he stood beside Zerrex, leaning on his cane as they both looked at the statue 

together, and then he added softly: “Your ashes are entombed here. I hope you don‟t mind.” 

Zerrex smiled a bit, and then he reached up to squeeze Albatross‟s shoulder, murmuring 

softly: “I could think of no better place.” 

They stood for a little while as the others filtered out, and then, as the carriages drove 

away, two massive Dragokkaren demons strode down the steps in Dragokkaren Enforcer armor, 

Zerrex looking at these burly, horned goliaths with interest. Both of them were carrying 

traditional spears of the nation, and they both looked at Churchill with utmost respect, as they 

half-bowed to him and he smiled faintly over his shoulder at the others. “Come, let‟s head into 

the palace. We can speak more there.” 

The reptile nodded, and then he followed, Albatross on one side and Marina his other, 

Cherry and Cindy keeping Lone and Mahihko quiet and at the back of the line. Mammals here 

weren‟t as welcome as the Drakkai, after all, for a variety of reasons… and as it was, for 

Albatross and Churchill to treat them both so kindly was a courtesy very few other mammalian 

races would ever receive. 

They were led down a beautiful golden-stone pathway, between two rows of cherry 

blossom trees that made Cherry grin stupidly and half-spin around in a circle like the petals once 

or twice before Cindy slapped the back of her head, making her huff and mumble. Zerrex smiled 

despite himself, though, feeling serene and truly at ease in this environment, as he wrapped an 

arm around Albatross and helped him up the stairs at the end of the walk despite his protests. 

At the top of the stairs was a beautiful, rounded fountain and a massive archway leading 

into the tall palace, statues of Drakkai posed on either side of this and along the narrow ledge at 

the top… but there were also both Drakkai and demons wandering around the perimeter of the 

half-courtyard, heading towards a beautiful garden a short distance away around one of the 

corners of the building. Clone soldiers carrying heavy weaponry were also present, and as they 

passed through the archway, these saluted proudly to the reptiles… then paused and took aim at 

the wolves, but before one could even bark an order, Churchill halted and said kindly: “Allow 

them inside. These are… ambassadors, and must be treated with the utmost respect.” 

Immediately, both clone soldiers kneeled, and Lone pompously strutted inside as 

Mahihko blushed furiously and tried his best to hide behind him. Zerrex rolled his eyes at their 

antics as they strode through the lush, carpeted halls of the huge palace, glancing curiously at the 



tapestries on the walls and the beautiful statues here and there that mixed in with the architecture, 

gazing curiously even at the Iuratus, demons, and servants they passed. 

Finally, Churchill turned and bowed deeply to them, his elite guards doing the same as he 

gestured towards a set of large, redwood double doors. “I know your family doesn‟t like to be 

separated, Lord Zerrex, so I‟d like you to have these private quarters. I‟ll give you… two hours 

to settle in, and then I‟ll send a servant to find you for a strategy meeting… but of course, feel 

free to wander the palace. Make yourself at home… you deserve it more than I do.” 

“Nah.” Zerrex waved a hand dismissively, looking embarrassed before he strode to the 

doors and opened them… and he took a soft breath at the beautiful, wide room that lay beyond. 

Slightly-rounded, there was a small entrance space and a wide closet… and then two steps led 

down curving stairs to a play room, with two huge couches covered in thick pillows and a pool 

table near the wall. An enormous flat-screen television hung from the ceiling on a rail system 

that allowed it to be moved around, and a mini-bar area was set up in one corner of the room… 

except Zerrex could tell that it was stacked with all non-alcoholic beverages. Past this, a 

beautiful open series of archways led out to a wide balcony that gazed over the expanse of the 

city of Tek‟Kanna below. 

Zerrex strode down into the room, gazing at the other amenities provided: a luxurious 

bathroom with an immense, bowl-shaped tub, three bedrooms, all outfitted with huge, low-to-

the-ground beds and fluffy pillows… and as Zerrex turned around, gaping, Albatross waved a 

hand and smiled a bit, saying mildly: “You should see my room. It‟s even better.” 

The Drakkaren snorted, then he looked past the one-eyed Commander with amusement to 

see that Churchill had already fled… and finally, he sighed and rolled his eyes as Cherry 

gleefully hopped up onto the couch with her boots still on, kicking the remote sitting on the table 

with one heel and sending it flipping through the air in a low arc that landed perfectly in her 

outstretched hand. This made Albatross make a face, and then he shook his head slowly, looking 

over at Zerrex with wry entertainment. “I often wish I had precognition, Lord Zerrex… but I‟d 

do my best not to squander it like she does.” 

“You know Cherry.” Zerrex said mildly, and then he held a hand out. Albatross took it, 

then his eyes widened as the reptile pulled him forwards into a firm one-armed hug, saying 

quietly: “Thanks for everything.” 

Then he let the Dragokkaren go and smiled at him, patting him on the shoulder as he 

turned around and added, letting his eyes rove over the others: “I‟ll be looking forwards to our 

little strategy session, Albatross. Me, you and Churchill… if only Huck were up from Hell, it‟d 

be just like old times.” 

Albatross smiled at this, nodding slowly before he murmured softly: “One day we‟ll see 

each other again, though. Until then, well… I still remember him.” He paused, then turned and 

left, saying mildly over his shoulder: “See you in two hours, Lord Zerrex.” 

Zerrex nodded, and then he looked around the room again: Cherry was watching 

television, Cindy had retreated to one of the rooms, Marina was out on the balcony sketching, 

Lone was trying to look cool at the pool table, and Mahihko was… in the bathroom, giggling like 

a child and sitting naked in the tub, splashing water everywhere even as it slowly began to fill. 

The reptile rolled his eyes, then he walked over to the pool table, holding his hand out. “Come 

on, I‟ll play a short game with you.” 

“Ooh, ooh, me too, let‟s take turns!” Cherry leapt to her feet immediately, grinning 

widely before she gave a pleading look at Zerrex‟s glare. “Oh, come on, Boss! I promise not to 

win by too huge a margin, seriously!” 



Two hours passed quickly: Zerrex and Cherry played against Lone and Cindy, and 

despite the Drakkaren‟s several very-bad shots, thanks to Cherry‟s precog – and to a lesser 

extent, Cindy‟s complete disregard for the game, since she took most of her shots while reading 

some book on Dragokkaren culture, infuriating Lone – they won the game. Then Lone insisted 

on playing Cherry, to try and maintain his pride… and in the time it took Zerrex to check on 

Mahihko, roll his eyes at the fact he had covered almost the entire bathroom in bubbles, and then 

scold him for leaving the door open, Cherry won the game and had already started in on a victory 

dance that made Lone look like he was ready to shoot her in the face. 

Marina came in a short while later from the balcony to show her father a sketch she‟d 

done of the city, and when the reptile approved of her amazing artwork, she blushed like a 

schoolchild and happily bounced back to the balcony to work on another. Zerrex had taken the 

time to simply try and relax some on the couch as Cherry and Lone played another round of pool 

together, but as always when he was waiting for something, anxiety built in his body… and he 

wondered morbidly how the hell he could be a demon and yet suffer anxiety attacks over the 

smallest of stupid things. 

An Iuratus wearing a plain loincloth showed up sooner than the reptile expected, inviting 

him to come and join Albatross and Churchill… and the reptile hesitated, then he nodded and 

went alone. The others were enjoying themselves, after all… and he smiled a bit as he walked 

down the halls, thinking mildly: Besides. If anything big happens, I‟ve always got Anathema with 

me. 

Well thanks for noticing me. Anathema said dryly, but she didn‟t sound overly offended: 

more grouchy than anything else, as Zerrex rolled his eyes with a slight smile. But I take it you 

trust these people… so what could go wrong? 

Lots, believe me. It‟s not them I‟m worried about. Zerrex replied quietly in his mind, 

looking back and forth slowly before the Iuratus pushed open a door in the hallway and let him 

pass inside, bowing deeply. He nodded politely to the fellow lizard as he walked into the room, 

and then he glanced around the plain area he entered into with a slight smile, Albatross and 

Churchill already seated at the wooden table that dominated the room. Several Dragokkaren 

Enforcers regarded him respectfully for a moment, but they left without hesitation when 

Churchill waved them away, and Zerrex sat down at the table with a sigh of relief as he glanced 

back and forth, asking mildly: “So what‟s up, then?” 

“The usual, of course… diplomatic relations, all that.” Churchill said meditatively, lacing 

his fingers together as he looked across at Zerrex, and then he laughed and shook his head, 

saying softly: “I keep thinking back to all those years ago, how much I hated you… Gods above, 

how the old me would hate the new me and how I‟ve come to depend on you and Commander 

Albatross.” 

Zerrex smiled a bit at this himself, and then Albatross looked across at Zerrex, saying 

softly: “It‟s a mercy Churchill has reformed himself a bit… just as how you‟ve been able to get 

back on the mortal plane. But I‟ve been meaning to ask… what is that thing you‟re wearing on 

your shoulder? You do realize that you were scanned once you entered the palace… and that two 

distinct signals were detected.” 

The Drakkaren coughed and rubbed the back of his head, asking mildly: “This isn‟t going 

to be a repeat of that whole Nephilim mess, is it?” He paused, and when Albatross only rolled his 

purple eye and motioned for him to continue, he grumbled, then said mildly as he pointed at the 

skull: “This is Anathema. I thought I introduced you guys already but I must have been thinking 

of Balthazar… she helped me stop an undead plague.” 



“So she was the one that stopped those poor lost souls dead in their tracks…” Albatross 

nodded slowly, and then he smiled a bit. “Yes, President Balthazar did mention you had a new 

friend, which is… good to know.” 

Golden fire alit in Anathema‟s eyes, and then her voice said icily: “I am not his friend. I 

am more of a… business partner. We have mutual goals that we‟re aiming to accomplish.” 

Churchill winced away, but Albatross only shrugged a bit, looking unsurprised as he said 

calmly to Zerrex: “And here I thought you were done with symbiotic life forms. But in that case, 

I am sorry if I offended, Anathema. It‟s only a method of speech, after all.” 

Anathema grumbled as the light faded from her sockets, and Zerrex rolled his own 

emerald irises, saying dryly: “It‟s best to just ignore her sometimes. So anyway, you two… want 

to fill me in on any other programs around here I should know about? How‟s that demonic portal 

working?” 

“Very well… I‟m sure you‟ve noticed how many Hez‟Rannan daemons are around here.” 

Albatross smiled faintly, clutching the top of his cane with both hands for a moment. “It‟s 

strange to see how true the old religions have turned out to be… the only worrisome thing is that 

the jungle has come alive with more terrors than just the Great Spiders and the many other beasts 

inside it. Nothing seems to venture very far out of the jungles, however, and security teams have 

already been deployed to all settlements that reported having trouble with strange creatures. We 

might not have as advanced weaponry as the Scanners of Ire, but our troops are tough and often 

ascended Dragokkaren.” 

Zerrex nodded at this, and then he asked: “And what about the space stations or colonies, 

apart from the… Paradise one. Ugh. What did you call it? It better damn well not be Paradise II.”  

“Of course it isn‟t.” Albatross rolled his eye at this, shaking his head slowly. “No, we‟ve 

decided to name it the Asylum.” He paused, then snorted at the look Zerrex gave him. “Not as in 

insane asylum. As in refuge, or safe haven. When the construction‟s complete in a few years, it‟ll 

be able to hold at least a hundred thousand people. Additionally, other smaller spaceships are 

under construction. We‟re in the process of modifying several beached Juggernauts, actually: we 

should be able to give them more than enough thrust to launch out of the atmosphere, and once 

they‟re in space they‟ll be able to orbit the world and keep enough supplies for at least ten 

thousand crew.” 

The Drakkaren nodded again, rubbing slowly at his forehead, and then he said quietly: 

“This is a hard one… how are you deciding who gets to board?” 

Albatross was quiet for a moment, and then he sighed, shaking his head slowly. “A lot of 

demons say they‟re willing to risk… whatever dangers there are back home, and return to Hell. 

Obviously, crew will be on the ships already when they launch… and after that, we‟ll be taking 

important and necessary workers, engineers, etcetera. The nobility of Hez‟Ranna will likely buy 

its way on board the Asylum, but well… there‟s not much we can do about that. And either 

myself or Churchill will be aboard with our handpicked crew… but one of us will be staying 

behind as long as possible to facilitate the launching of whatever other ships there are available. 

“I don‟t like this idea of running away… so Hez‟Ranna will wait as long as possible 

before launching.” Albatross said finally, looking quietly but firmly across at Zerrex. “I 

recognize what you‟re trying to do here, but… if we all run away now, then Athéos has already 

won.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, looking down for a few moments… and then he gazed back up at 

Albatross, saying softly: “I don‟t want to run away either, Albatross, and I will give it my all… 

but I know once Athéos gets close, he‟s going to target the mortal world. He wants to destroy all 



of us, yes… but I think it‟s the world he really wants to wipe off the map. It… threatens him 

somehow, threatens his superiority. But I do agree… and I know some nations will stay and ride 

it out, too. 

“But this is all just in case… something really bad starts to happen.” Zerrex finished, 

rubbing the back of his head with a frown. “I‟ve just… got this feeling that we all need to be as 

ready as we possibly can for what‟s coming. But… well… how‟s the construction coming along, 

then?” 

“Narrius built Paradise in roughly seven years… we think we can build this in three-to-

five.” Churchill said quietly, raising a hand. The Drakkaren glanced over at him curiously, and 

the aged Dragokkaren smiled a bit, continuing: “We have better technology now, we don‟t have 

to work in secret, and we have the aid of demons and pre-built systems from Lunis. The only 

setback we hit is well, today… for some strange reason, the weather‟s been odd in the Uroboros 

area, and it must be interfering with communications. We‟ve sent in a team of Dragokkaren 

Enforcers to investigate the area, but they haven‟t reported back yet.” 

“I‟ll go take a look.” the Drakkaren volunteered, but Churchill shook his head, gently 

motioning for him to sit. 

“Let the soldiers do their job. I promise you, tomorrow, if there continues to be no signal, 

you can go and take a look for yourself to see what‟s going on.” Churchill shook his head slowly, 

an amused expression playing across his features. “Of course, you‟ll also have to explain to your 

family about why you‟re suddenly taking away some of their vacation time… I‟m sure Cherry 

and you will have a nice chat about that.” 

Zerrex looked at the Dragokkaren for a few moments, and then he sat and crossed his 

arms, looking sourly amused. “I see that you‟re still a douchebag, then, Churchill.” He paused, 

then glanced at Albatross, who looked just as entertained as the other Dragokkaren. “You shut up 

too. But… thanks, Churchill, I can wait until tomorrow. What other information should we go 

over, now? I dunno if you dealt with humans or not here, but well… let‟s just say, that was a bit 

of a mess.” 

For the next forty minutes, the three discussed various topics: economics, trade being 

Heaven and Hell, and the need to better develop space-age technologies and the coming 

„Rejoining‟ of all the dimensions. With the last, Zerrex felt comfortable enough to express his 

worries about the two divine planes… but Albatross made him feel both irritated and comforted 

when he said calmly that whatever happened, happened. 

Then Cherry kicked the door open and glared at Zerrex, and the reptile winced before she 

grabbed him and dragged him off, grumbling about how he was becoming a workaholic as the 

reptile tried to protest, before he sighed and waved at Albatross lamely as she threw him over 

one shoulder and stomped down the hall with him, saying dumbly: “I guess I‟ll see you later.” 

“He‟s the most unprofessional, vulgar, cynical person I‟ve ever met… and yet at the same 

time, he‟s undeniably one of the few people I‟d trust with my life for some reason.” Albatross 

said mildly aside to Churchill, and then he shook his head with a laugh. “Come on, let‟s try and 

get through to the city again.” 

 

That night found Zerrex standing on the balcony, looking over the few glimmering lights 

in the city below: mostly glowing lamps filled with a neon-blue gas that gave them a strange 

luminescence. Tek‟Kanna looked haunted with beauty, the place a supernatural beacon to the 

stars above, which gleamed quietly in the black night sky… and as Zerrex looked up, he almost 

thought he could see a strange ripple in reality here and there, and he murmured softly, as he 



sensed more than heard someone behind him: “See that? One day, we‟ll be looking at this sky 

together… and we‟ll be watching as Heaven or Hell floats slowly by.” 

“I hope to shit portalling still works.” Cherry muttered, leaning with her forearms against 

the rail of the balcony beside the Drakkaren, and then the muscular female smiled at him slightly. 

“It‟d really suck ass to have to take some… inter… world… space cruiser just to go back and 

forth. Those things take what, fuckin‟ years just to get to the moon?” 

“The last time the world sent a ship on a moon mission was many years ago… and it only 

took a week to get there, and another to get back.” Zerrex said mildly, and Cherry looked at him 

with surprise before the Drakkaren smiled a bit. “I did a little bit of research on Cindy‟s laptop 

one night when I got bored. It was something like… I dunno… fifty, sixty years ago? We 

stopped putting effort into lunar exploration, though, so the government could better fund us 

killing the crap out of each other.” 

“Yeah, that makes a lot of sense.” Cherry snorted in amusement, then she shook her head 

slowly before sighing and looking out into the distance, asking quietly: “So do you think we 

accidentally stepped in some more shit here? I mean… fuck. We were trying to get away from 

the problems, not… find more of them.” 

The Drakkaren shook his head a bit, smiling faintly as he glanced over at her, and then he 

sidled closer, letting their sides rub together as he leaned on the railing and said quietly: “Yeah, I 

think we found some troublemaking godlings. But it‟s the same all over right now, Cherry… 

when I was chatting with Albatross at dinner, he mentioned that Lailland actually managed to 

take one down… some sort of fire beast, didn‟t bear any semblance to known demons or angels. 

They hosed it down and exposed a kind of… I dunno, exoskeleton, he described it as, and then 

they pounded a few rockets into it. These gods aren‟t invincible… but they sure as hell are 

troublesome.” 

Cherry nodded with a grunt, making a disgusted face. “Fuckers. Like, why the hell would 

you wanna go and ruin a place so pretty as this one right here, seriously?” She halted for a 

moment, and there was just the sound of the animals rustling in the jungle and the quiet talk of 

patrols around the area, before she finally murmured: “Is it impossible to run away from fate, do 

you think?” 

“I don‟t know if I believe in Fate or not, even now.” Zerrex replied, shaking his head a bit 

with a faint smile. “Destiny, that some things must happen, that some things are meant to be… 

sure, maybe I can buy that. But Fate? I think I control my final Fate… I think that… well… why 

the hell are you asking me this, since when the hell do you care about the metaphysical?” 

“I don‟t!” Cherry said defensively, standing up and huffing as she pushed her chest out, 

and Zerrex rolled his eyes before he stumbled with a snort of laughter when she boldly smacked 

him with just her large breasts. “Like, fuck you solid. And hey, where‟s that Anathema bitch?” 

Zerrex shrugged, looking at the skull on his shoulder that was obviously vacant at the 

moment. “She‟s exploring right now. Astral projection or something, I guess… makes sense, 

since she sort of is an undead spirit. Either way, I have to admit I‟m glad to have her tagging 

along… she‟s pretty damn handy in a combat situation.” 

“I am kinda getting used to her company myself.” Cherry admitted with a nod, smiling 

slightly before she grasped Zerrex‟s biceps, and then she leaned up and kissed him softly, and the 

reptile gladly met her lips and kissed her firmly back, sliding his arms around her body. Their 

jaws worked together for a few long, delicious moments… and then their lips parted and Cherry 

dropped her head against his neck, murmuring softly: “But I still like yours way more. Then 

again, I get why she likes you. You accept people for who they are… just like you accept the fact 



I like to walk around bein‟ a bitch, with a big old dick in my pants and my balls aching for some 

sweet slutty pussy now and then.” 

The reptile rolled his eyes and squeezed her sides firmly, and she cackled before kissing 

along his shoulder as the Drakkaren muttered: “I really wish you‟d just be romantic for once and 

not go and ruin the goddamn mood, seriously.” 

“Bah, you know me, I ain‟t no girly-chick. I‟m a fucking… fucking machine.” Cherry 

finished lamely, then she pulled away from the Drakkaren and flexed, making her enormous 

biceps bulge with powerful muscle as she grinned widely at him, then winked. “Anyway, you 

douchebag, like. So what the hell are we going to do about this bullshit? „Cause if there are gods 

over there, I want to come down on them with extreme force.” 

The Drakkaren nodded a bit, and then he said mildly: “Believe me, I agree with you. But 

we‟ll just wait and see… maybe we‟ll get lucky and it really is just some kind of crazed weather 

pattern.” 

“When has that ever happened?” Cindy asked quietly as she joined them, and Cherry 

huffed and crossed her arms, pouting a bit. This only made the angel smile slightly, however, 

looking over at her almost patronizingly. “Oh sorry, Cherry, were you having alone time with 

Daddy?” 

“Oh, you bitch. I hate you, „cause you totally fucking know what I was trying to do.” 

Cherry said grouchily, and then she huffed and walked over to Zerrex, wrapping an arm around 

him almost territorially and holding him against her thick side, a breast pressing not-

unwelcomingly into the Drakkaren‟s back. “But fine, since you‟re here and now I ain‟t going to 

be able to get my brains fucked out on the balcony, uh. What the hell do you think?” 

Cindy mused for a moment, lowering her head thoughtfully before she looked at them 

and shrugged, saying quietly: “We‟re too far away from Uroboros for me to be able to feel 

anything… what about you, Father, don‟t your abilities let you sense energy signatures?” 

“The distance is way too huge for me, I can sense like. I dunno, fifty, maybe a hundred 

feet if I‟m lucky, and that‟s the diameter.” Zerrex said flatly, and then he winced as Cherry 

shoved him and huffed. 

“Well, if you don‟t try, then like, what‟s even the point of having your weird-ass stupid 

powers?” Cherry said moodily, and then she pointed at herself, poking her own chest just above 

her cleavage several times firmly. “Take me, for instance. Remember how I learned to teleport, 

and shit? Well, I worked and worked and worked on that, and used all the discipline a certain 

someone taught me, and now I can totally teleport like. Fifty feet. Now I know that ain‟t jack shit 

compared to most people but fuck you. Furthermore, it‟s fifty times better than my original 

ability, so double-fuck you.” Cherry rose her middle finger, sweeping it back and forth from 

Cindy to Zerrex, and then she grabbed her crotch with her other hand and rolled her hips with a 

huff. “So just try it.” 

Zerrex muttered irritably, but then he nodded, glancing over Tek‟Kanna before he turned 

towards Cindy, and he took a long, slow breath as he closed his eyes and dropped to a kneel. 

Cindy and Cherry both stepped back, their expression serious and their sibling rivalry forgotten 

for the moment as the Drakkaren pressed his hands together and lowered his head almost as if he 

was praying, reaching out with his abilities… 

He ignored the nearby energy signatures, and instead focused on the edge of his 

powers… and then he winced as he felt something strange tap at his mind, before he opened his 

eyes in shock and saw Anathema standing in front of him… except her body was both 

transparent and whole, as if she were alive instead of the undead being she had become. Purple 



lighting sparked through her translucent, faintly-blue form, and then she said clearly in his mind, 

as Cindy and Cherry only looked confused: I find it strange how when you focus, your vision 

becomes able to detect even the most ethereal things. 

She paused, and Zerrex could only stare as more wraithlike beings floated or strode 

slowly by, some of them mutilated but many only looking confused and lost, and Anathema 

glanced over her shoulder at them before she said quietly: Ignorant souls… not quite ghosts, so 

faded that they are little more than echoes. The souls of those who could not figure out where 

they belong in the afterlife… they cannot see or interact with the living, except for those few 

whom still stand out in their memory… and around them, the world grows more and more faded, 

into a darker wasteland every day. Even the most mischievous and sadistic of spirits avoid 

them… only Reapers bother to try and harvest them, but even to the soul-collectors, they have 

little value. 

She stopped, and then made a face as Cherry asked in a slow, careful voice: “Boss, are 

you okay? Is there something there, are you… is something wrong?” 

“Just… gimme a second, Cherry.” Zerrex muttered, glancing over his shoulder… and he 

winced at the golden light he saw, looking quickly down at the ground. He has also caught some 

of Cherry‟s demonic characteristics clearly visible in that short glance… and then he looked at 

Anathema, but she only smiled coldly, spreading her arms. You are only seeing things… as they 

truly are. I understand now… the powers of the nameless goddess Naganis once battled have 

fused with you and enhanced your abilities, but you don‟t know how to control them. I knew you 

were interesting… 

And with that, Anathema‟s spirit lost its solidity and became almost smoky, twisting and 

turning down to rejoin with her skull as Zerrex winced and grabbed at it, closing his eyes 

tightly… and then the pressure he‟d been barely aware of on them faded away quickly as the 

reptile sat back on his haunches and rubbed slowly at his eyes, and he didn‟t need to look up as 

he felt the skull twist off his body and heard the distinct clink-clank and hiss of Anathema‟s body 

forming in front of him, before she said shortly: “You two. Leave for the moment. Lord Zerrex‟s 

eyes need to adjust back to their usual frequency, and having a demon and an angel around won‟t 

exactly help the process.” 

“What the fuck are you talking about?” Cherry asked in a frustrated voice, but then Cindy 

said something, and the demoness grumbled, muttering: “Fine. Hey, Boss, we‟ll be just inside. 

Just call if you want me to relocate no-tits to somewhere more suitable for her fine state of being, 

like a coffin six feet under the goddamn dirt.” 

“Real original. You come up with that all by yourself, testosterone queen?” Anathema 

asked sardonically, and Cherry huffed and then stomped off, cursing loudly. Zerrex grumbled, 

but he didn‟t dare open his eyes yet with how they were tingling… and then he felt a hand 

awkwardly settle on his shoulder, Anathema asking mildly: “So are you alright? Abilities like 

that are often difficult for even demons to use properly… you could have damaged your vision 

permanently. Or worse, your mind, if one of those echoes caught you looking. Some of the react 

very violently when they sense someone looking at them.” 

“I thought you said they couldn‟t see anyone but like… important people to them?” 

Zerrex asked dumbly, as he rubbed the back of his wrist against his eyes, and he sensed the 

undead Naganatine smiling a bit as she stood up. Then, slowly, the Drakkaren opened his eyes… 

and he winced at how bright everything seemed for a moment and the way even the darkness 

seemed to pulse with black light, before things finally seemed to return to normal and that 

tingling feeling left his eyes. “Crap, that hurt like a bitch.” 



Anathema grasped him lightly under the muzzle and tilted his head upwards, and for a 

moment, Zerrex thought she was going to kiss him… but instead, she only looked into his eyes 

thoughtfully, glancing from one to the other and tilting his head back and forth before he finally 

grumbled and shook free. “You‟re fine. And well… when someone‟s hiding from you, do you 

know how sometimes you feel their eyes, and you‟re able to turn and look right at them, no 

matter how well they‟re hidden? It‟s the same kind of idea.” 

The Drakkaren nodded with a mumble, and then he slowly sat up before Anathema asked 

curiously: “So what were you attempting to do? And how did you come into possession of such 

powers?” 

“Trying to feel out energy signatures in Uroboros… Cherry‟s idea, so obviously I 

shouldn‟t‟ve done it, and I‟m regretting not following my instincts now.” Zerrex said dryly, and 

the female snorted in entertainment. “But I absorbed the Princess‟s energies… her soul, I 

guess… after I killed her. Total mistake, but… well… I guess it paid off. The last of whatever 

made her „her‟ died trying to take me over and I ended up absorbing her abilities… but you‟re 

right, I have no idea how to use them. Sometimes that strange vision just activates, although 

usually it just lets me see… hidden things, not things like echoes.” 

Anathema nodded slowly, then she stood up and said thoughtfully, tapping at her chin: 

“Interesting… then let me delve into your mind and… find out what I can. A sort of reverse-

Possession, if you will… instead of forcing my way in, you can let me in and guide me through 

your memories of her and let me experiment with her abilities… and I‟ll teach you as I can about 

my own abilities.” 

Zerrex looked at her for a few moments, and then he said mildly: “That sounds an awful 

lot like you just want to filter through my memories. For someone who acts all aloof and „I don‟t 

like anyone,‟ you seem to be trying pretty goddamn hard to get into my head and pick my brain 

over.” 

The female snorted at this, and then she finally rolled her eyes when Zerrex only 

continued to look at her placidly. “Fine, think of it however you will. Will you let me or not?” 

The reptile looked down for a few moments thoughtfully… and then he said finally: 

“Maybe after the trip. This is supposed to be my vacation, after all… and I really would prefer to  

get to know you better first, too.” He smiled slightly at the frustration he saw cross over her 

features, and then he added quietly: “What can I say? I‟m a curious person myself. Normally I‟m 

not so pushy, but well… you‟re different.” 

“Far different than you know or realize.” the undead Naganatine replied stiffly, and then 

she strode off the balcony and into the main room, and Zerrex watched her curiously for a few 

moments before he turned back to face out over Tek‟Kanna. He looked down at his hand after a 

moment, thinking about these abilities he had, about his physical strength and his seemingly 

ever-growing well of „powers‟ that he was able to call upon… and then he balled his hand into a 

fist and closed his eyes, sighing a bit to himself. 

He didn‟t know what to do sometimes, or who to call on… or hell, even what to believe 

in. After all, here he was, a demon with supernatural abilities that went far beyond what he had 

used to deal with in the Goth Legion, fighting for the cause of rightness… or so he liked to think, 

anyway. It bothered him that some things weren‟t nearly as simple as they seemed, that the world 

wasn‟t black and white, and worst of all, that a hell of a lot of things people overcomplicated and 

then expected him to overcomplicate and understand… and he made a face before he shook his 

head slowly, muttering: “What a goddamn mess this all is. See, this is why I feel almost suicidal 



at times. This isn‟t the world envisioned by Naganis… this isn‟t even a world with people 

envisioned by logic.” 

“And to think, they blame you demons for being the ones who ruined it all.” Anathema 

said quietly, and the reptile looked over his shoulder in surprise to see her leaning against one of 

the pillars between the row of arches leading into the den room, the undead Naganatine looking 

at him with dry amusement. “You know, I‟ve seen strange things. But few things stranger than 

how people aggressively react with violent behavior when they feel themselves threatened by 

something… and how so much of your „free media‟ is controlled by bias and money. No one 

ever stops to think about the long term in this world anymore, and no one ever seems to be able 

to think for themselves, even after so much war and strife. They all search for someone else to 

give them all the answers and fall so easily to catchphrases and the loudest, rudest statements.” 

“I thought you were off being complicated or something.” Zerrex said with a bit of a 

smile, and Anathema rolled her eyes. Then the lizard nodded slowly, sighing as he looked out 

over the city. “So much technology, wasted… falling right back into the cycle of consumption, 

even after suffering through… two terrifying wars, and learning that there is life beyond death. 

Or something like that, I don‟t want to offend your omnipotent cycle.” 

The Drakkaren looked over at her with quiet entertainment, and Anathema simply shook 

her head, before she said dryly: “This world often makes me think Mephistopheles was right… 

except then I think of everything he did, and I look at the way even the so-called „righteous‟ 

Naganatine treated me. How only my sister came for me after all those years…” She spat to the 

side in disgust. “Fuck. It‟s like without Naganis around, we‟ve all lost our way…” 

Zerrex didn‟t know what to say to that: he‟d never believed a god or any kind of higher 

power was truly necessary, nice as it must admittedly be. Everything just required discipline to 

get through, and a will to endure… and, of course, a little bit of luck never hurt either. After all, 

he had managed to turn himself around at least a little before he‟d fallen down to Hell… and he 

smiled at this, shaking his own head. But maybe that‟s not exactly the best argument to make. 

“I don‟t like when you‟re quiet. Means you‟re thinking about something or holding 

something back.” Anathema said mildly, glancing over at him, and then she sighed and rolled her 

eyes as the Drakkaren only grunted. “You and your family are like  nothing I‟ve ever met. Are 

all mortal families like this?” 

“No, most make a big deal out of incest. Well… fewer now that the world‟s gone to hell, 

but there‟s still laws against it back in Ire.” Zerrex said mildly, and Anathema sighed and rolled 

her eyes, looking at him distastefully. Zerrex only looked back for a few moments, and then he 

faced forwards again with a snort of amusement. “Blame the Drakkai in me. They have almost a 

tradition of incest.” 

Anathema looked at him with mild amusement, rolling her eyes. “That‟s not what I was 

about to complain about. More the fact that you seem to feel you just must make some kind of 

bad joke once the pressure‟s on.” 

“It‟s called a one-liner.” Zerrex replied, then he just shrugged a bit, saying softly: “It‟s 

just my way of relieving stress, I guess. But… come on, I‟ll play a few rounds of pool against 

you, teach you how the game works. I‟m sure by now Marina‟s getting ready to barge out here, 

anyway.” 

“She‟s a strange little girl.” Anathema said thoughtfully, then she smiled a bit at Zerrex 

as he turned around and leaned against the railing. “Not as strange as Mahihko and Lone, mind 

you… but strange nonetheless. A talented artist, a powerful psychic… yet a child no matter how 

serious and disciplined she acts, and with a child‟s devotion to you… and that, I‟m learning very 



quickly, can be a dangerous thing indeed. Don‟t think I‟ve missed what happens when one of the 

others gets between you and her… and to think, usually it‟s the father that‟s overprotective of the 

daughter.” 

“I am overprotective.” Zerrex said mildly, not knowing if he was defending himself or 

just arguing with her for the hell of it. Then he paused and frowned, rubbing slowly at his muzzle 

as he headed for the room, and Anathema followed after a moment. “But I understand what you 

mean and… I don‟t know if it‟s ever been put in better words.” 

The undead Naganatine only grunted at this… and he didn‟t know whether it was 

purposeful or not, but for the rest of the night, she almost carefully refrained from saying 

anything philosophical or even poetic, except for the many strange combinations of curses that 

came out of her mouth. She had a bad habit of trying to combine vulgar words together that 

didn‟t belong, and thus Cherry often went into giggling fits on the couch whenever Anathema 

scratched the cue ball and ended up shouting something like: “Darnn hole of shit!” 

Zerrex traded out with Cherry at some point, and the Drakkaren expected Anathema to 

end up choking the muscular female on the pool table once she started showing off… but 

instead, Cherry did a much-better job of explaining the game than Zerrex had done, and she 

showed Anathema several different ways to take shots, displaying a patience and a kindness 

rarely seen in the demoness. It had been a pleasure to watch… and now, as the sun was slowly 

rising, the reptile left the two vapidly watching television on the couch to retreat to the room 

Cindy was in, sitting down on the bed beside her as she looked up from the book she was reading 

with a soft smile. “Hey, Daddy.” 

“Hey, Cindy.” Zerrex smiled at her, then he asked gently: “So what are we going to do 

with Mahihko and Lone while we go out hunting? I mean… we can‟t leave them here alone but 

we can‟t take them with us, either. They‟ll end up getting either arrested or shot at by 

Dragokkaren Enforcers… they aren‟t particularly fond of mammals holding guns in this section 

of the world, after all.” 

“That I remember well.” Cindy murmured with a nod, and then she sighed and rubbed at 

her head slowly, saying quietly: “I guess I could watch them… or maybe Marina will. As much 

as she loves to always be at your side and to protect you… well… I think she‟s really relaxing in 

this atmosphere, and I haven‟t seen her drawing so much in one day in years… and better yet, 

they aren‟t just portraits of you.” 

The reptile rolled his eyes, but he nodded with a bit of a smile. “Then I‟ll ask her… it‟s 

probably for the best, anyway. While I can put up with the rest of us being in dangers, Marina‟s 

still a mortal… and as it is, these gods and their minions have been able to do a lot of damage to 

any and all of us who have stood up against them. I‟m really… concerned about her these days. 

I… I don‟t know if I could stand watching our little girl die.” 

“I know the feeling.” Cindy said softly, looking down and nodding a bit herself, and then 

she finally shook her head with a faint smile. “Well, anyway. She‟ll probably be up in a few 

hours… you know how she likes to spend as much time with you as possible. Mahihko‟s 

napping somewhere with one of the plush toys he brought along – not in any of the bedrooms, I 

think he might be snoozing behind the mini-bar – and Lone was out there with you guys, the last 

time I checked…” 

“Oh great, he  must have wandered off somewhere.” Zerrex muttered, and he stood up 

and leaned out the doorway… and then he stared as the bathroom door opened and Lone walked 

out, adjusting his pants and with a bit of a flushed, pleased look on his face. Then Zerrex cleared 



his throat and turned back around towards Cindy, saying mildly: “He… he was just taking care 

of some personal business.” 

“So have we decided yet whether or not it‟s masturbation when he has sex with what‟s 

essentially himself?” Cindy asked morbidly, and Zerrex snorted and slapped his forehead, before 

he paused and considered this seriously… but also imagined what he would do if he could have 

sex with himself. His daughter allowed him to think on this for a few moments, and then she 

sighed and snapped her fingers a few times, bringing Zerrex back to reality as she said mildly: 

“So anyway, Daddy. Do you really think there‟s something threatening down at Uroboros?” 

The Drakkaren sighed at this, slumping his shoulder as he replied in a morbid voice: 

“When hasn‟t there been? Cindy, it‟s like something is trying to prosecute me. Or worse, all of 

us. I mean, when can any of us go anywhere without running into some terrible ancient evil or 

something?” 

Cindy mused on this, then she pointed at him and said flatly: “When you were in Hell, it 

was pretty damn quiet around here, actually. So this is probably your fault somehow.” 

“Oh, bite me.” Zerrex huffed, crossing his arms, and then he paused before muttering: 

“But see, well. Paradise… was a serious threat. If a floating fortress like Paradise had existed 

during the Demon War, well… I think we could have just ridden cheerfully around in it, cackling 

and blasting apart enemies like it was a pot-shoot. Even today, with the new war technologies 

available, it would be a formidable opponent… and remember, Paradise was launched before it 

was fully-operational.” 

The female nodded slowly, and then she said quietly: “And more-importantly, Uroboros 

is no longer a city, exactly, but one of the largest manufacturing plants in the world. Since they 

couldn‟t fix the damage done by Paradise leaving its „hangar,‟ if you‟ll let me use the word 

loosely, Churchill talked at some length about how they ended up just revamping the area so they 

could continue to produce technologies at level with the rest of the world… and since all their 

manufacturing core was located there, the rest of Hez‟Ranna has been able to relax in comfort in 

the traditional bartering lifestyle.” She stopped, then looked down with a quiet laugh. “It really is 

beautiful here. Low crime, and well… I was going to say little prejudice, but then I remembered 

how they treat mammals. Still though, for that one negative… there‟s a lot of positives. And it‟s 

not like they strictly treat all of them like crap… it‟s just part of their ancient, traditional 

lifestyle.” 

“You don‟t have to defend Hez‟Ranna from me.” Zerrex smiled a bit at her, and then he 

glanced down at the book she was reading, noting the title before he asked softly: “A war 

history?” 

“The Hez‟Rannan War, the Great Holocaust, yeah.” Cindy looked at him softly, smiling 

slightly. “I was curious what they had to say about you… and you know, I‟m pleased to see that 

it‟s almost all good things. Stuff you deserve, Daddy.” 

“I deserve crap.” Zerrex mumbled, and then he shook his head a bit before saying finally: 

“I think I‟m going to go relax in a hot bath or something for a little while. You wanna join me?” 

“Nah, I want to finish this book first, before our vacation gets ruined.” Cindy said with 

teasing accusation, and the reptile laughed a bit despite himself before he left the room, heading 

across to the bathroom and careful to try and avoid attracting Cherry‟s eye. 

Twenty minutes later, Zerrex had placed his boxers and the Nanotech Armlet neatly aside 

on the closed lid of the toilet, and he was resting against the back of the large bowl-shaped tub, 

his eyes closed as he relaxed in the bubbles… and then he frowned as he felt something brush 

against him before he opened one eye, then yelped and splashed at the water, trying to scramble 



away from Anathema as she rested in the water across from him. Then he slowly slid down the 

edge of the bowl, teeth grit, and she only continued to look curiously at the bubbles and foam, 

her visible insides slimy with soap and water now as well as whatever coated them as she said 

thoughtfully: “It tickles a little bit. There are strange mortal chemicals mixed into this water, 

too… and perhaps a little bit of salt, just enough that it isn‟t painful…” 

She mused on this, and then Zerrex paused before he frowned as he slipped a bit lower in 

the bubbles, asking her dryly: “Shouldn‟t salt be like, killing you? I thought you undead hated it 

even more than us demons.” 

“There are tiers and ranks to the undead, just as there are demons, Lord Zerrex… this salt 

content is nowhere near hazardous to my health.” Anathema responded in an amused voice, and 

then she took a deep breath before letting out a sigh of relaxation, slipping lower in the water as 

she murmured: “What a delightful thing… the water‟s more than hot enough to relax me.” 

“Ooh, ooh, me too!” Cherry called as she stumbled into the room, pulling her shirt off 

and half-running into a wall while it was stuck on her head, and then she grunted and managed to 

jerk it free before she ripped off her bra with one hand as the other started to shove down her 

pants. As she staggered towards the tub, both Zerrex and Anathema leaned away, both wincing 

and half-turning to climb out… and then Cherry cackled before she tipped forwards and fell in 

with a loud splash, water sloshing over both the Drakkaren and the undead, and they both slowly 

sank back down into the tub as Cherry surfaced after a moment with a wide grin on her face, her 

pants and boxers floating slowly up to the top of the water. “It‟s a pool party now!” 

Zerrex swung a foot out under the water, and he felt the familiar feeling of his foot 

smacking into Cherry‟s abs, making her wheeze before she sank back below the surface. Then 

the Drakkaren slowly wiped wet hair out of his eyes as he looked across at Anathema, who had 

her teeth grit as she wiped at her eyes, muttering: “These chemicals sting…” 

Finally, the demoness resurfaced with a huff, and she leered from Zerrex to Anathema as 

both favored her with sour looks. “What? Come on, you guys know you both love me. But hey, 

wanna love me in a physical way?” 

“Well, you know that‟s what I live for.” Anathema replied in a falsely-sweet voice, and 

Zerrex coughed before he gave her a thumbs-up as she looked at him for a moment. Then she 

smiled grimly across at Cherry as the demoness sidled closer, saying mildly as she held up a 

hand that glowed with purple flames: “I can make parts of your body rot and fall away if I want 

to. And they‟ll never grow back.” 

Cherry paused, then sidled carefully towards Zerrex instead… but when she looked at 

him hopefully, he only gave her a curdling glare, and she cleared her throat before slipping away 

from him, mumbling as she sat somewhere between the two. “You guys are no goddamn fun. So 

like. What the hell‟s a bath for if you ain‟t gonna fuck in it?” 

“Relaxing.” Zerrex and Anathema said at the same time, and then they both began to 

rattle off different points, including „cleaning,‟ „scrubbing,‟ „hygiene,‟ and „detoxification‟ at the 

top of the list. This made Cherry grumble and turn around, scrambling out of the tub and giving 

both of them a very clear view of her large rear, and then she shook herself violently off before a 

burst of steam emanated off her body as she dried herself instantly with her pyrokinetic abilities, 

and then she huffed and bounced out of the room, leaving her scattered clothes behind before 

Anathema winced as she picked up her boxers and tossed them at Zerrex. 

They hit him in the muzzle, and he gargled, flailing his arms before tearing them off his 

face and throwing them back at her, but Anathema ducked with a wince, muttering: “Things 



were never like this when I was stuck wandering the Nothingness. I think I almost want to go 

back there.” 

“Good. Take these with you.” Zerrex huffed and threw Cherry‟s jeans at her, and this 

time they landed with a splat on her muzzle, making her curse before she tore them off her face 

and glared at him. The Drakkaren only sulked as he looked sourly back at her, however, and then 

they both grumbled and sank slowly into the water at either end of the bowl-shaped tub, only the 

tops of their heads visible. 

The awkward bath lasted for another half-an-hour, then Zerrex climbed out and toweled 

himself off carefully: a process that fascinated Anathema for some reason, and what made the 

Drakkaren want to awkwardly cover himself up was that it wasn‟t because of his body. Instead, 

she muttered something about „odd mortal habits,‟ and Zerrex jumped into his boxers as fast as 

he could… another thing that made her watch curiously, and not in a good way. 

Finally, the reptile put his Nanotech Armlet on and created a pair of pants as well as a 

black shirt with two murmured voice commands, and Anathema almost literally slithered out of 

the tub and up to her feet at this, making Zerrex stare before she leaned in and asked him 

curiously. “You never explained to me how that machine works… how does it make fabric?” 

“Nanites.” Zerrex said dumbly, and when she obviously didn‟t understand this, he took 

the moment to hit the button that opened the drain in the tub, and then he said carefully: 

“Think… artificial… cells? Something like that. Anyway, they can replicate any shape, any 

form… although the texture is always a little bit off.” 

“Like how shapeshifting works.” Anathema nodded slowly, rubbing at her chin 

thoughtfully. “What a delightful little technology… and you fools say science is nothing like 

magic. If that‟s not magical, I don‟t know what is.” 

“A lot of people say science is a substitute for magic these days, or vice versa.” Zerrex 

replied mildly, as he headed for the door, and Anathema followed him with a quiet laugh, 

shaking her head slowly. “What?” 

“What‟s the difference, when the end result is the same?” she asked him plainly in return, 

and the reptile began to snort… and then he paused and thought about the context she meant it 

in, as she added softly: “Mortals make far too many distinctions, draw far too many borders and 

lines and pretend all too many concepts make sense when they really don‟t… it‟s not even 

childishness, only immaturity and an unwillingness to accept that some things just are as they 

are, and you can‟t do anything about it.” 

“What the hell does that even mean?” Zerrex asked her flatly, but Anathema only smiled 

at him before she walked over towards the pool table, where Lone was trying to coax Cherry into 

playing another game… but the naked female – or rather, mostly-female, except for the three 

very large things hanging between her legs that Lone kept staring at between bits of staring at her 

breasts – looked bored as she laid on the couch, idly watching television and waving at him 

dismissively. Then Lone looked up as Anathema bowed him towards the pool table, and he 

grinned… which lasted roughly five seconds before the undead Naganatine pulled one of her 

own rib bones off, and it lengthened into a long stick suitably-shaped like the cue, making him 

pale slightly. 

As dawn rolled around and the sun began to rise beautifully in the sky, Marina exited her 

room with a yawn, dressed in boxers and a baggy t-shirt. She looked sleepily at her father, and 

then she smiled at him before heading over to the mini-bar, almost stepping on Mahihko, who 

was curled up behind the counter on a bed made of pillows and with a blanket thrown over his 

snoozing body, a Zerrex-plush held tight to his chest. 



Marina opened the fridge door – not bashing Mahihko in the head with it, which he 

appreciated – and she pulled out some kind of nutrition bar before closing it and reaching down 

to jerk the plush free of Mahihko‟s arms. Immediately, the little wolf woke up with a whimper, 

and he staggered groggily to his feet, chasing after her as she walked down to sit on the couch, 

clutching the plush against her as Zerrex himself looked at her dumbly from the other couch, and 

then he winced when Mahihko, almost crying by now, came over to her and tried to take his toy 

back… and she promptly shoved him over, which sent him into a fit of bawling. 

Zerrex sighed and walked over with a mumble as the others stared, and he held a hand 

out to Marina… and she winced and looked down as she handed over the plush toy before Zerrex 

gave this back to Mahihko, but the wolf only continued to cry loudly even as he squeezed the toy 

tight to his chest. So the Drakkaren sighed and leaned down, picking the little wolf up and 

mumbling as he carried him to an unused bedroom… but the wolf only cried louder at this, and 

the reptile felt a bolt of frustration snap through his head as he felt an incredible urge to just lash 

out at him… but then he closed his eyes firmly and controlled himself, taking a long, deep breath 

before he asked in as calm a voice as he could manage: “What do you want, Mahihko? You can‟t 

carry on like this, you aren‟t a baby.” 

Mahihko‟s crying died down to sniffles, and then he finally looked up at his father with 

teary eyes, holding his arms out: “Hug.” 

“Talk like a grown-up, Mahihko.” Zerrex said quietly, and when Mahihko started to 

sniffle again, the reptile snapped, throwing his arms out in frustration: “Fine, just… goddammit!”  

He turned and stomped out, closing the door tightly behind himself, and Mahihko began 

bawling again inside as Lone  looked down shamefully, and then the reptile muttered as he 

walked into the room furthest from the one Mahihko was in, sitting inside and brooding, but 

already feeling ashamed of himself. Then he glanced up as Marina stepped into the doorway, and 

she lowered her head as she murmured: “I‟ll be glad to look after him and Lone. It‟ll be a good 

punishment, anyway.” 

Then she turned and left, and Anathema came in a moment later, looking at him curiously 

for a few moments. He looked back at her, and then she said softly: “Why are you so 

melancholy? And why do you treat the wolves so nicely, when they‟re obviously inferior 

creatures?” 

“Because the strong should protect the weak, and help them to improve themselves… and 

the weak should look up to the strong and aid them however they can.” Zerrex said quietly after 

a few moments, and Anathema nodded slowly after a moment, before the reptile smiled faintly 

and sat back. “What kind of father am I if I can‟t put up with a young-in-mind wolf‟s tantrums?” 

“Not a bad one.” Anathema smiled a bit, saying softly: “That little wolf would try the 

patience of even Naganis. In every respect and form, he is a deviant… he acts like a baby, he‟s 

gay and will produce no offspring, his purpose in life seems to be childishness.” She stopped, 

then said quietly: “But you know, Mephistopheles would have crushed him out of existence… 

while Naganis would have frustrated us, the traitors, by saying we must accept him and that he 

had an ultimate purpose, even if it didn‟t seem like it at the time. 

“Anger is not a sin, whatever the old bibles say.” Anathema nodded, looking at him 

squarely: “Fueling one‟s anger, meaningless anger, that is a sin. And an even worse one is self-

pity and meaningless despair.” 

“You‟re despair and I hate you.” Zerrex muttered, and Anathema looked at him for a few 

moments, then threw her head back and laughed. This made the Drakkaren stare, and then he 

sighed and rolled his eyes, saying finally: “Fine. But anyway, it‟s…” He paused, pressing a 



button on the Nanotech Armlet and checking the time. “It‟s definitely time to get going. Are you 

going to stay here or come along with me, Cindy, and Cherry?” 

Anathema only smiled dryly as she stepped forwards, becoming skeletal before she broke 

apart as she reached towards Zerrex, and the bone armor snapped smoothly onto his body… but 

this time remained covering his form in a sturdy exoskeleton-like armor, with her skull settling 

over his shoulder instead of his head. Like you even have to ask, High King Zerrex. 

The reptile nodded a bit, then, when the armor refused to retract, he finally rolled his eyes 

before he left, saying mildly as he entered the spacious relaxation room: “Cindy, Cherry, suit up. 

We‟ll head out to meet Albatross and Churchill, then go to Uroboros.” 

The two nodded, and Zerrex joined them in the middle room, where they had left most of 

their gear. They dug out their equipment in silence, the reptile producing Blackheart and placing 

it on his back, and a thin circle of bone appeared around the blade to hold it in place against the 

heavy armor covering the reptile‟s body. He decided against taking anything else, remembering 

how the last confrontations had gone, and instead let the others work in quiet. 

Cherry dug out a pair of boxers and a bra first, and then she simply pulled her battle 

armor on over this. Then she attached the manacle of the Great Diviner to her forearm and 

sheathed the sword, pulling the magical chain out so there was a little extra slack, and in his 

mind, Anathema whispered: How many would say that‟s impossible through magic… but then 

simply nod and smile as if they understood if you said „advanced nanotechnology?‟ 

Zerrex didn‟t reply, surprised as always by how well she grasped scientific concepts… 

and then he smiled a bit as Cherry hung her whip at her other hip, knowing it was more for luck 

and old time‟s sake than much else. She also slid the silver .45 revolver into her boot and the 

speed-loader into a pouch on the belt around her waist, and she smiled grimly at Zerrex, but 

didn‟t speak.  

Cindy, meanwhile, took a short-barreled gun that almost resembled a sawed-off rifle… 

but the reptile knew it was actually a grenade launcher, as she strapped a belt of cylindrical 

grenades around her waist. She carefully holstered this on her hip, ensuring that it was strapped 

properly so it didn‟t interfere with her movement… and then she smiled at her father, saying 

softly: “And I think I‟ll just take a cleaver from the armory here.” 

“Alright, fair enough.” Zerrex nodded a bit, and then he turned and headed out into the 

main room with the other two following. Mahihko, Lone, and Marina were already lined up, 

looking awkward as Mahihko kept his eyes on the floor… and then the Drakkaren rose a hand to 

the three as he said calmly: “We should be back by tonight. I‟ll send you a message once we‟re 

done cleaning up, either way.” 

“Thanks, father.” murmured the three in almost perfect synchronization, and then Zerrex 

turned and headed for the door, Cherry and Cindy both following after a moment. They stepped 

out into the hallway and looked at each other, and then the reptile finally pointed hesitantly down 

the corridor, thinking back to when they‟d gone for dinner yesterday. 

After twenty minutes of wandering around and Cherry and Zerrex refusing to ask 

directions from anyone they passed, Cindy finally sighed and asked a servant where Commander 

Albatross and High King Churchill were. The servant quickly guided them to the throne room, 

and Zerrex paused as he saw Churchill sitting in a beautiful oak and metal throne, deep in 

conversation with two Dragokkaren in robes… but Cherry barged cheerfully forwards from the 

side entrance, ignoring the Dragokkaren Enforcers on either side of the hall that immediately 

took aim at her as she waltzed in front of the two robed males, and then she asked mildly: “So 

when do we leave?” 



“Stand down, everyone.” Churchill said tiredly, and he looked back and forth, before 

wincing visibly and rubbing at his face. “Commander Albatross already dispatched another team 

of soldiers earlier this morning, and he‟s monitoring them through static-proofed transmissions… 

can‟t you wait at least until this afternoon?” 

“Uh… no.” Cherry crossed her arms and glowered, and then she yelped as Zerrex walked 

over and shoved her aside, making her huff. “Fuck you too, Boss.” 

“Where‟s Albatross, then? I‟d at least like to see what‟s happening with this team he 

dispatched.” Zerrex said calmly, despite feeling a little slighted. He knew it was probably 

because Albatross was trying to save his vacation, but it nonetheless irked him that they had been 

excluded… and then he made a face as Churchill hesitated, glowering at him. 

Finally, the Dragokkaren nodded and leaned towards a Dragokkaren guard, muttering 

something, and the Enforcer nodded before he bowed towards the three. “Here, this soldier will 

take you to him, in one of the monitoring stations. And since I already know what‟s going to 

happen and I‟d prefer you didn‟t cause a ruckus, I‟ll have a transport prepped for you.” 

“Thanks, Churchill. I‟m glad to see you still remember the old times as clearly as I do.” 

Zerrex said mildly, and Churchill grunted a bit in response, looking faintly amused despite 

himself. Then the Drakkaren turned to the soldier and motioned for him to lead the way, and the 

three followed the trooper back out the side entrance and into the maze of expansive palace 

corridors. 

They found Albatross in a room completely unlike the rest of the palace: it was covered 

in advanced technology, some kind of war table showing a holographic display of Uroboros with 

several different dots in red around the city, and monitors lining the walls, each displaying the 

vital statistics of a single soldier. Other monitors displayed both satellite and camera feeds, and 

slender, smaller Drakkai in slate-colored uniforms and wearing headsets were busily working at 

the different terminals around the room. Albatross was standing at the table himself, dressed in 

his usual suit and his cane put aside for the moment as he leaned over the hologram, not looking 

up at Zerrex even as he said mildly: “Already causing trouble at this hour of the morning, huh?” 

“Did you lose contact with the other team?” Zerrex asked quietly, and the Dragokkaren 

looked up for a moment with his single violet eye, hesitating before he sighed and instead 

clicked a button on the table, and a sector of the hologram zoomed in on several red dots. The 

Drakkaren stood back as slightly-curved text appeared, and he frowned at what it said. “How can 

they be listed as both dead but still have a slowed heartbeat? And… yet they haven‟t moved in 

seventeen hours?” 

“I‟m hoping its interference… but either it means they were killed at some point, or 

they‟re in a state of paralysis. Yet despite not moving of their own volition, their bodies have 

changed location, which means someone‟s carted them off somewhere.” Albatross shook his 

head, making a face. “The other team we inserted by air, straight into the fog, with much better 

armor and gear… but I see you want to go in yourselves, and I‟m sure you already scared 

Churchill into making him prepare a transport for you.” 

“It didn‟t take much.” Zerrex admitted, and then he watched as Albatross clicked the 

hologram back to give a wider view of the city as he stood up and sighed, shaking his head 

slowly. “So where‟s the hangar bay?” 

Albatross paused, then he muttered: “Give me a minute.” He pulled a cell phone out of 

his pocket, turning away as Cherry peered at the holograph before she started waving her hand 

back and forth through it until Cindy slapped her arm, and then the Dragokkaren turned back 

around, saying quietly: “Since you seem anxious to go, the same soldier that brought you here 



will take you to hangar bay six. There‟s a Jungle Eater there, a modified transport that should get 

you there in three hours‟ time. It‟ll have the usual amenities: short-range communicators, some 

weaponry, and a few soldiers.” 

“I don‟t need extra troops…” Zerrex started, but at the look the Dragokkaren gave him, 

he rose his hands and nodded, looking dryly amused. “Alright, alright, if you insist. But alright. 

Thanks, I owe you one.” 

“You owe me nothing. This is another favor you‟re doing for me, and don‟t think I‟ve 

lost count.” Albatross called, as Zerrex left with Cindy and Cherry, and they followed their guide 

to a sublevel of the building, this time, where a tram system awaited them. Cherry looked 

curiously at Zerrex, but the Drakkaren only shrugged as he boarded it… and ten minutes later, 

the tram halted at a station under heavy guard. 

They passed through it with ease, looking back and forth curiously at the Dragokkaren 

Enforcers and demons both, their only pause a security door that had to be opened by two 

spaced-apart Dragokkaren with keycards. Then they made their way up the stairs and into a 

sterile corridor, and it was that more than anything else that made Zerrex realize they had arrived 

at a military base, and he smiled a bit: he hadn‟t expected the hangar to be in a separate area 

from the palace, with the way Churchill had used to surround himself with soldiers and military. 

When they stepped out of the corridor and into the hangar, the lizard was further 

surprised at the machine that awaited them. It had massive, triangular tracks on a rectangular, 

large body, while the front possessed several large spikes and an angled, curved blade for slicing 

through undergrowth. Small turrets were on both the top and the sides of the machine, likely 

automated… and Zerrex smiled a bit as he walked towards the goliath machine. 

Three Dragokkaren soldiers were waiting for them, one with his rifle thrown across his 

shoulders and his arms resting on the barrel and stock, another with her weapon resting against 

the treads as she sat on the floor with her legs crossed, and the last mumbling to himself as he 

tapped away at his palm pilot. None of them were clones, and Zerrex could tell they were all 

hardened troops, whatever else they might look like as the female kicked up to her feet easily, 

grinning as she held a hand out, her armor torn around the shoulder plates and the arms of her 

uniform completely missing, a Y-shaped scar down her face and muzzle as she asked: “How the 

hell are you guys? I‟m Sergeant Monique Ivory, your guide. Espionage and Countersurveillance 

Division. The big guy is Rellis Krath, and the nerd is Edward Lange, but we just call him 

Lanky.” 

Zerrex reached out and shook her hand: her grip was firm, and her body was well-toned, 

with the tattoo of the Dragokkaren Enforcers on her left arm. She was two feet taller than him, 

while Krath was at least fifteen feet tall and an almost-perfect Dragokkaren specimen, and Lanky 

was a little shorter than Ivory, with glasses on features that were a little gaunt and fingerless 

gloves on his hands, as he quickly slipped the palm pilot into a pouch and mumbled something 

with a salute before he ran for the ladder leading into the cockpit. Then the Drakkaren focused 

back on Ivory as their hands parted, saying mildly: “It‟s a pleasure to meet you, Ivory. I have a 

feeling we should get along just fine.” 

“I do hope so.” Ivory smiled warmly and nodded, then she headed for the back of the 

transport, yanking on the handles at the bottom of the door to open them before she pulled a set 

of fold-out steps down, running inside as she called: “Krath, lock and load!” 

Krath favored them with a frown before he shouldered his rifle and walked over to a 

crate, picking his helmet up and shoving it over his head. Then he stomped towards the back of 



the vehicle as Zerrex and his daughters exchanged looks, and Cherry finally shrugged, saying 

positively: “I like them.” 

“You would.” Zerrex muttered, and then he let Cindy go ahead and jump into the back of 

the vehicle before following himself. It was fairly spacious, a bench on either side of the 

transport and several racks at the front containing rifles, ammunition, and melee weaponry, and 

the Drakkaren let Cherry fold the stairs up and slam the doors closed as he sat beside Cindy, on 

the bench opposite the one Krath and Ivory were seated at. 

She was still looking at them cheerfully, while Krath seemed moody, beginning to 

disassemble his weapon as Lanky‟s voice came in hesitantly over the loudspeaker: “I… I‟m 

starting out now, just… just let me know if we should stop anywhere…” 

“He‟s a bit of a chicken, but he‟s a good guy, good soldier, and I‟d trust him with my 

life.” Ivory said warmly, and then she began to babble away cheerily, as Zerrex sat back and 

nodded now and then, not listening too much. She was pretty, and there was a familiarity in her 

features… but she also seemed to enjoy the sound of her own voice. 

Perhaps an hour later, Zerrex finally perked up when she said almost shyly, tacking it on 

to the end of some meaningless sentence: “-and you know I‟m actually the daughter of Light 

Voice, who I hear served with you in the Great War.” 

“Really? Shit, I guess you‟re technically my granddaughter, then.”Cherry said cheerfully, 

crossing her arms with a grin before she nudged Zerrex firmly, saying cockily: “Now who has 

more kids, you asshole. I‟m like… a tree. That had lots of little trees. Who are all having their 

own little trees now.” 

“Cherry, I… that‟s not even a part of your life you should be joking about.” the reptile 

said flatly, but Cherry only grinned brightly at him, and the reptile slapped his forehead. Some 

people become lunatic murderers after being used as a breeding tool. Some people write 

bestselling novels. Some people become bitter and hateful. And Cherry uses it as more material 

for bragging and bad jokes. 

Ivory began to babble on about her mother and father now, and how the wedding had 

gone, and all these things… and Zerrex really did his best to pay attention, but it didn‟t change 

the fact she was a little more than mildly annoying, even when she showed off the stealth ability 

she‟d inherited from her mother, letting her turn parts of her body almost invisible as light bent 

and twisted around it. Krath, meanwhile, was still looking at them distrustfully, his gun laying in 

an organized pile of pieces in his lap as he started to put it back together, apparently unhindered 

by the bounces and lurches of the vehicle they were in. 

Two hours later, as Ivory finally seemed like she was running out of things to babble 

about, Lanky whispered shakily through the microphone: “Guys, guys, the city‟s… it‟s covered 

in this blue mist, and I‟m starting to feel real cold right about now… I don‟t know if we should 

go any further, I…” 

Ivory suddenly became professional, taking a radio off her belt and saying clearly into it: 

“Proceed to the drop point, Lanky, don‟t you spaz out on me now. Krath, you ready to lock and 

load?” 

The Dragokkaren nodded without saying anything as he polished his rifle slowly… by 

now, Zerrex was actually wondering if he could speak at all. Ivory nodded herself, and then she 

looked over at Zerrex, asking him calmly: “What are your orders?” 

At first Zerrex wanted to tell them to just wait at the transport… but then he hesitated 

before asking finally: “Can you get me the status of the other troops who were recently sent in 

and their location?” 



“Lanky should be able to bring that up. Do you want to go after them?” Ivory asked, and 

the Drakkaren nodded. The female smiled grimly at this, and then she looked towards the front 

of the vehicle. “That sounds like a plan to me… in that case, we should probably split into two 

teams to try and find the source of this mist faster. Lanky will want to stay back here at the 

transport, and it‟s probably a good idea that he does. We‟ll get him to upload the GPS 

information we need to my PDA, and then we should be able to follow the tracking beacon on 

the other troops.”  

“Alright. Two teams of three, then.” Zerrex said quietly, and Ivory frowned, tilting her 

head before the reptile glanced at the skull on his armor, saying mildly: “Do you mind going 

with Cherry and Cindy while I assist these two?” 

“I suppose not.” Anathema sighed, then she split off his body, the bone armor rapidly 

turning into her skeletal form before she leaned on Zerrex as Krath took aim at her skull with his 

rifle. She only smiled coldly, however, meeting the Dragokkaren‟s eyes as what flesh she had 

appeared on her form, and she said softly: “Go ahead… I dare you.” 

Krath snarled as his finger began to squeeze down on the trigger… and then Cherry 

reached out and snatched the rifle away from him like she was taking a toy away from a 

disobedient child, and the Dragokkaren looked shocked as he held only thin air for a moment, 

and the demoness said darkly: “This is no time for fucking around, do I make myself clear? You 

neither, Anathema, I don‟t like games while we‟re trying to do a job.” 

The undead Naganatine rolled her eyes in distaste at this, and then Cindy said carefully: 

“Perhaps it would be better, Daddy, if Anathema and I went with Ivory… and you and Cherry go 

with Krath. Things would be more balanced, as well.” 

Zerrex nodded after a moment at this suggestion, and then he looked over at Ivory, who 

shrugged after a moment. “Works for me, whatever you guys go with… fuck, that thing is 

spooky, though.” 

“Thank you.” Anathema said with a mild smile, but Zerrex thought she looked irritated, if 

anything. Then the transport slowly halted, and Krath stood and threw the doors open before he 

jumped out. Then he turned around, and Cherry tossed him his rifle before she hopped down 

from the transport herself and cursed softly. 

Anathema, Ivory and Zerrex came next, and Cindy joined them last after she took a 

cleaver from the back of the transport, the six standing in a cold, thick blue mist that seemed to 

sparkle here and there. It was thick enough to shroud everything, thicker near the ground but 

even the tops of the tall buildings on either side of them nothing but dark, faded profiles… and 

Zerrex made a face as Lanky came towards them, a tiny figure in the mist as he tapped away at 

his palm computer before he mumbled: “Shit, no signal… I‟m sorry, guys, my stuff is useless 

here. We‟ll have to just do this the old way.” 

“What‟s your frequency? I‟ll be able to communicate with you through this.” Zerrex held 

up the Nanotech Armlet as Ivory checked her headset, and then she read off the number and 

Zerrex muttered as he carefully entered it, then tested it as he walked a few feet away and asked 

quietly into the armlet: “Can you hear me?” 

“Loud and clear.” There was a distinct buzz to Ivory‟s voice as it filtered up through the 

device, and Zerrex only hoped it would work at long distances as well. Then Lanky ran past and 

into the transport‟s armored cab before Zerrex walked back to the group, rolling his eyes as Ivory 

crossed her arms with a disgruntled look. “I don‟t like this either… fucking cold… but I ain‟t 

running. So what‟s the plan?” 



“We‟re going to have to find somewhere where we can communicate with Albatross… or 

better yet, someone who knows what‟s going on. We‟ll sweep in either direction around the 

hangar bay.” Zerrex said calmly, looking around at the others. “Notify immediately if you 

encounter hostiles and hope to hell that the signal gets through this fog and distortion.” 

The others nodded, and then Anathema said quietly: “Watch yourself closely… there‟s 

worse things than this mist here.” 

“I figured.” Zerrex muttered, and then Krath and Cherry joined him before he led them 

off through the mist. Ivory, Anathema, and Cindy watched them go, and then Anathema shook 

her head before she glanced at Cindy, and Ivory did the same. 

The angelic female nodded after a moment, resting her cleaver on her shoulder as she 

said quietly: “Come on, then. Stay close… and Anathema, please let us know if anything‟s 

coming.” 

The undead Naganatine nodded as Ivory pulled her rifle off her back, flicking the safety 

off as she looked back and forth with a grimace, then she automatically fell in line as they 

walked along the desolate city streets, the stone seeming almost blue under the pavement with 

the strange mist that muffled their footsteps and their breath. Cindy thought about ordering them 

to start doing random checks of the buildings, but she somehow knew that they would be 

empty… so instead, she only shook her head slowly, continuing to walk forwards. 

For twenty minutes, they moved through the mist, until Ivory finally said in a low voice: 

“Let‟s check this house, okay? We haven‟t checked anything so far…” 

“There‟s nothing in there.” Anathema replied calmly, and despite the muffling of the 

mist, her normal voice sounded terribly loud in the stillness. Then the fog seemed to thicken for a 

moment, and Cindy winced as it almost obscured the others from view before Anathema swept 

her hand out, and the female winced as she felt a wave of force pass over her, Ivory almost 

stumbling as the fog thinned immediately. “We should keep moving.” 

“No, let‟s check here. I‟m not leaving anyone behind.” Ivory replied stoically, and then 

she turned and headed for the open entrance leading into the stone building, and Cindy cursed 

under her breath, following quickly. Anathema tailed them last, looking back and forth as her 

luminescent eyes shone visibly through even the encroaching barrier of fog. 

There was no mist inside, but the building was terribly dark… and Cindy followed Ivory 

down a corridor, watching her dart into a room before the angel could get close enough to stop 

her, and then Ivory gasped. Cindy winced, expecting the worst… but instead she found Ivory 

standing in a den that looked like it had been ransacked, and there were two dead bodies on the 

floor, both pale and bloodless.  

Before either of them could do anything, Anathema snarled and grabbed them both, 

throwing them out into the hallway and knocking both Ivory and Cindy down into a heap as they 

tangled with each other, and then the two stared in horror as the bloodless bodies rose up and 

rushed towards Anathema… but with little more than a gesture from the undead Naganatine, 

they both halted in mid-lurch and instead fell backwards, releasing twin sighs as a strange, blue 

essence floated out of their forms and dissipated in the air. Then the female looked coldly down 

at Ivory, who was still staring stupidly at the bodies on the floor, before the Naganatine snarled: 

“Don‟t disobey Cindy‟s orders! If your mother served in this Great War everyone keeps talking 

about, and they were apparently heroes of it, then why would you dare go against them?” 

“I… my blood… was boiling.” Ivory said finally, looking chastened, and Anathema 

snorted in distaste before the two females climbed to their feet, and she asked shakily: “But… 

what the hell were those things?” 



“Bound souls. Contact Zerrex, warn him. These are very dangerous creatures.” Anathema 

said coldly, and Ivory nodded, reaching up to tap her headset… and then she frowned, but the 

undead Naganatine only smiled grimly. “Of course. Then we‟ll go on foot.” 

Cindy nodded, not wanting to argue with the undead Naganatine so visibly riled-up, and 

they hurried out of the building… and then the angel winced as a pale Dragokkaren lurched at 

her from out of the mist, its jaws open wide, and she kicked it hard backwards before she 

grabbed the handle of her sword and neatly decapitated it. It staggered, then fell over… and then 

slowly began to crawl towards its severed head as a strange blue essence leaked slowly out of its 

neck and floated up into the air, stilling just before it managed to reach its fallen skull. 

“Great. And unless one of you wants to offer up your body, I can‟t perform a sacrifice to 

purge these things.” Anathema said darkly, then she paused and looked upwards as more of the 

creatures slowly emerged from the mist, of all shape and size, and she smiled grimly. “But 

maybe…” 

As Ivory and Cindy looked back and forth desperately, Anathema crossed her arms over 

her chest, taking a deep breath… and then she threw her arms outwards, and a blast of 

tremendous psychic force emanated from her body, staggering Cindy and knocking Ivory 

forwards to skid along her front with a curse… but the mist itself was torn asunder in a wide 

radius along the street, letting the risen sun above shine down on the pale beings. Immediately, 

the crowd of creatures began to scream and convulse as a blue steam rose up from their bodies, 

and then they slowly collapsed to the ground, Anathema walking distastefully out to the center of 

the street as she said coldly: “We should move quickly… these things flourish in conditions like 

this, and we all know that our friend Zerrex has a penchant for getting into trouble.” 

Cindy nodded, then she extended a hand to Ivory as she began to pick herself up… and 

the Dragokkaren female smiled a bit, reaching up and letting the angel heft her to her feet as she 

rubbed at a bloody forearm. The angel examined this, and then she glanced at her, asking quietly: 

“Are you okay?” 

“Fine, yeah. Just… shaken up. I feel better in the sun, though…” Ivory looked up, and 

then she sighed and reached down to pick her gun off the ground as the mist slowly began to fill 

in the safe bubble Anathema had made, the undead Naganatine crossing her arms and looking 

impatient. “Yeah, just gimme a second, I think you might have dented my rifle.” 

“Bullets won‟t be of much use against these beings anyway, unless you can sever 

limbs… don‟t let them bite or scratch you, mortal, or you‟ll become one of them.” Anathema 

added after a moment, and Ivory cursed under her breath as she pulled her rifle a bit closer, her 

eyes flicking nervously back and forth as she and Cindy walked quickly over to rejoin 

Anathema. “You, Cindy, they can‟t make join their ranks… but believe me, the pain will be 

incredible if they do touch you.” 

Cindy nodded, making a disgusted face… and then she followed as Anathema began to 

lead them back the way they‟d come in a quick jog. Her amber eyes burned through the mist like 

bright candles, and the angel winced as they passed shambling creatures here and there… but so 

long as they were moving quickly, the soulless beings didn‟t seem very interested in trying to 

grab them, but she thought it might also have something to do with the malevolence coming off 

the undead Naganatine in waves. “So what‟s got you so worked up?” 

“Nothing.” Anathema said shortly, and then she looked coldly at Cindy, asking her icily: 

“Would you prefer I just left you two to die? You and the mortal would make excellent bait 

while I go and let Zerrex know what we‟re dealing with.” 



Cindy decided it was probably better to not question Anathema‟s motives, for good or ill, 

at this point… and then Ivory suddenly winced, and she frowned, lowering her head as Cindy 

faintly heard static ripping at the headset she was wearing before screams filled the air, and the 

soldier‟s eyes widened as Lanky howled: “Help me, oh god, help me, what the fuck, just what 

the fuck are- no, no, help me, help!” 

There was a sound of something shattering, and then metal groaning and bending before 

Ivory went into a sprint, shooting past Anathema as the undead Naganatine hissed before giving 

chase, Cindy dropping into a fast run herself but resisting the urge to charge stupidly after Ivory: 

not because she was afraid of Anathema abandoning them, but instead because it seemed far too 

much like bait for a trap. As they headed back towards the van, however, they passed fewer and 

fewer of the soulless beings, the mist thinning… and then both came to a halt beside a door that 

had been twisted off the vehicle. 

“Where the hell did it go? Where‟s Ivory, or Lanky?” asked Cindy, and Anathema only 

looked at her for a moment, before both their heads snapped up at the sound of someone‟s 

voice… and the two carefully made their way straight ahead. 

They found Ivory sitting with her knees up against her chest, her eyes glassy and resting 

with her back against the bottom of the broken transport, which lay in a tangled mess on its side. 

One of the tracks had been torn entirely off, and some kind of terrible, mangled mess was 

hanging out of the shattered cab of the machine… and Cindy looked away with a curse as 

Anathema approached the dead body. 

The angel knelt beside Ivory, opening her mouth to ask if she was okay as Anathema 

gently cupped the underside of a Drakkaren‟s mangled head and breathed softly over it… and the 

one eye remaining in the socket that wasn‟t crushed opened and the jaws screamed in horror, 

before Lanky rasped: “Where… where am I?” 

“Oh god, no, stop… stop…” Ivory moaned, scrambling backwards in terror: Lanky‟s 

crushed head was hanging at the end of a spine half-torn out of his body, which had been ripped 

apart to the point it was unrecognizable. Lanky started to look down at himself, and then he 

gasped as Anathema grabbed the underside of his muzzle and tilted his head towards him, 

looking into that single bloody eye. 

“What killed you?” she asked coldly, and Lanky‟s form convulsed once or twice, Ivory 

looking horrified and ill as she turned away and Cindy gritting her teeth, not knowing whether to 

tell Anathema to stop or Ivory that this was unfortunately necessary… and then Lanky took a 

long, rattling breath, before he looked slowly ahead. 

“He‟s still here… coming…” Lanky whispered… and Anathema nodded before she 

gently closed his eye, and the breath sighed out of the mangled corpse, the spark of life going 

with it. The undead Naganatine glanced towards Cindy and Ivory, who was crying and shaking 

her head in denial in terror, and for a moment, something like sympathy appeared on her face 

before it turned into a mask of contempt. 

“Neither of you can handle this. Cindy, take Ivory, find Zerrex. If the soulless beings 

attack, your angelic radiance should be more than enough to drive them back. Do you know how 

to focus it?” Anathema asked coldly, and Cindy nodded as she stood up, rolling her shoulders 

slowly. “Then you should have few problems. Move quickly, and stop for nothing. No matter 

what you see or hear… if it does not feel alive, then it isn‟t, is that understood?” 

“Yes.” Cindy nodded, and then she looked down at Ivory, offering her hand. The female 

looked up at her, breathing shakily, and the angel said encouragingly: “Come on. We can do this 

together… I need you to listen for the others, Zerrex might be trying to contact us.” 



She nodded finally, and then got to her feet, taking Cindy‟s hand as it was offered and 

letting herself be pulled along to vanish into the mist, as Anathema only crossed her arms… and 

even when Cindy looked back, she only looked impassive. Then, finally, as they vanished into 

the rolling fog, Anathema glanced at Lanky‟s corpse before reaching out and grabbing the visible 

spine as it twitched, ripping his head off and most of his spine with it in a sick blast of gore, but 

the mist itself seemed to greedily gorge itself on the blood, and not a speck of the red liquid 

touched the ground as Anathema stroked over the face, the skull reshaping itself and the wound 

vanishing from the severed head, before both eyes snapped open, one of them dead white and the 

other glazed and lost-looking. The soul had already fled from the body, but the mind would still 

contain some key information… and Anathema turned the head around, gripping it by the back 

and leaving the spinal cord to dangle downwards as she pointed the gaze outwards, ordering 

calmly: “Show me the last moments of your life.” 

Lanky‟s eyes blinked, and then, like a projector, they released streams of light that 

formed an image on the wall of fog ahead of Anathema. First, she saw him typing some message 

into his little strange machine… and then he looked back and forth, something obviously having 

startled him as he said in an empty voice: “Noises… just my head playing tricks on me… the 

others can‟t have returned yet.” 

The image turned to the side window of the cab, and then the front… and then some 

noise spooked him as the projection jerked violently before twisting to the side, and pale hands 

silently clawed at the window before the features of a soulless Dragokkaren appeared, mashing 

its head into the window and cracking it, and Lanky‟s head gave a monotonous scream before he 

muttered in the same empty voice: “Can‟t do anything, must run… help me, oh god, help me. 

What the fuck, just what the fuck are… no. No. Help me. Help.” 

As he spoke the last, something else, something darker appeared at the side window, and 

Lanky‟s vision looked forwards, catching the door being torn off even as he stomped down on 

the gas pedal… and then everything went white. Anathema smiled grimly at this, and then she 

glanced up and tossed the now-useless head away, saying softly: “Do you think I‟ll be so easy?” 

There was only silence for a little while, as icy mist rolled by and Anathema stood, 

looking calmly through the terrible, thick fog almost as if it wasn‟t there, before she finally 

strode slowly forwards, shaking her head slowly as she said softly: “Don‟t you realize that this is 

futile? You can‟t hide forever… nor will your minions do you much good.” 

She paused, then only smiled, crossing her arms as a faint wind seemed to blow through 

the fog, separating a narrow corridor through the mist, seeming to whisper strangely to her 

before a quiet tapping filled the otherwise-silent air. Her golden eyes watched, alight with 

eldritch flame as a figure slowly appeared in the distance, large and strange and hunched over a 

cane as it strode towards her, little more than a dark profile at first, even as the mist seemed to 

sweep itself away from the figure. 

It was shrouded in a black cloak that was open at the front, but all that revealed was a 

black robe beneath the heavy cloth that was cinched tight with a belt made from some sort of 

woven grass. The heavy hood of the cloak fell completely over its face, ragged and hanging 

down all the way to its breast to cover whatever features it had, as a staff made of a long, thick 

dead branch of wood and topped with a bleached skull continued to tap a quiet but clear tattoo 

against the pavement as it strode towards Anathema before halting some twenty feet away, only 

standing silently as the mist swirled back and forth, twisting above the head of the cloaked figure 

into a terrible, low disc that was so thick it cast it in a shadow as dark as midnight. 



Then the figure reached up and pushed the hood of its cloak back with both hands, 

revealing a gaunt, terrible skull instead of a face, the features long and warped, the sockets filled 

with terrible red light. Terrible, thick teeth curved in a sick grin as the very bones that made up 

the being‟s face bent and twisted, and for a few moments in regarded Anathema before it asked 

in a raspy voice: “What is your name, necromancer? And just what makes you think you are so 

powerful that you can defy me?” 

“It‟s only polite that you tell me your name first… you seem to be the aggressor in this 

situation, after all.” Anathema replied coldly, and the being across from her laughed before she 

stepped forwards, one of her hands bursting into purple flames as she held it up in front of her 

face. “Or should we skip these meaningless formalities, and I hurriedly return you to a state of 

death?” 

“I am Hades, Lord of the Netherworld: an indestructible ship that houses a vast army of 

dead and cursed souls in the fleet of the eldest of the Elder Gods.” Hades responded with a half-

bow, and then he held his staff out towards Anathema, and the ground beneath her shattered 

before a terrible torrent of black flames shot up in a solid pillar, the undead Naganatine covering 

her face as the god intoned darkly: “And you, nameless Reaper, are already nameless and lost in 

eternity…” 

“Death holds no power over me…” Anathema crossed her arms in front of her face, and 

the pillar of black flame twisted into a spiral that rolled along her crossed arms before she flung 

them apart, and the dark fire was flung to either side, tracing a long line up either side of the 

street, crackling as it ate slowly away at the pavement. Hades staggered backwards in surprise, 

and then he snarled, holding up his skull-topped staff, the eyes in the skull glowing before a 

terrible ray of cold blue light shot from the sockets… but Anathema only made a beckoning 

gesture, and the ground in front of her shattered as a wall of bone and flesh shot up, the icy ray 

tracing a thin scar uselessly across the thick wall and sending up a few chunks of gore and 

bloody debris. “I am Anathema… and the Cycle bows only to me!” 

Hades snarled as he created a sphere of dark energy in his free hand, and the moment the 

ray from his staff halted, he threw it hard forwards into the wall, blowing it apart into chunks of 

bone and blood that flew to either side of Anathema, who only smiled contemptibly as she rose a 

hand and pointed at him… and in the middle of their flight, the broken bits of bone halted before 

they shot with terrible speed at Hades, the god half-hiding behind his staff and staggering 

backwards as a wall of fog shrouded him for a moment, spears of bone plunging through this to 

smash into the ground with the force of bullets before the undead Naganatine glanced over her 

shoulder as a pillar of thick mist shot up some twenty feet behind her before it split apart and 

revealed Hades, the God‟s cloak further tattered now as he held up his staff… but she only 

laughed and blew a kiss to him, and for a moment he looked confused before the dead branch 

twisted around his arm and the skull‟s jaws opened as it turned on him, hissing like a snake as 

Anathema whispered: “My power is absolute.” 

Hades shook his arm back and forth, and then he howled in agony as the skull lunged and 

bit deeply into his neck, the staff crushing down on his arm before the god swept his other hand 

into the top of the staff as it burnt with dark flames, shattering the skull and tearing off the top of 

the long, dead branch. As glowing bits of bone and splintering wood hailed to the ground, he tore 

the last of the twisted pole free from his arm, before he snarled and threw a black fireball at the 

female… but Anathema easily caught it and threw it back with another cold laugh. 

It exploded when it struck him, dark flames washing greedily over Hades for a moment 

as he staggered backwards, howling in pain and clutching at his charred robes, his sockets wide 



with fury and growing fear visible in the red light before he snapped both hands out, and the fog 

grew thicker, shrouding everything. Anathema made a disgusted face, looking back and forth… 

and then she snarled and swept a hand out as it burst into purple flames, but instead of striking 

Hades, she beheaded a soulless Dragokkaren with the neat chop. 

The undead Naganatine made a disgusted face as the being fell to the ground… and then 

a hand shot out of the mist and clutched her throat, squeezing like a vise as she choked for a 

moment as Hades emerged from the fog, snarling… and then Anathema grinned chillingly as she 

grabbed his wrist, and purple flames immediately began to eat through the cloak and the bones 

below, Hades looking confused for a moment before he let out a snarl of pain, his head twisting 

back and forth as Anathema reached her other hand up and slowly tore her own head off. 

The god‟s sockets widened in terror as Anathema drew her head back, trying desperately 

to pull away from her as his other hand clawed at her wrist, and then Anathema swung her own 

head hard forwards into his, knocking his skull backwards with a grunt before she simply tossed 

her own skull away into the fog as she laughed… and her headless body seized the front of his 

robes, jerking him forwards as the purple flames of her hand finally tore their way through his 

wrist, and Hades howled in shock as he pushed madly at her body. 

He finally tore away, spinning around… and then he stared at Anathema‟s head, which 

was now attached to the soulless, pale body of the Dragokkaren she had beheaded earlier. The 

hands of this body reached up and seized him by the shoulders, holding him in place for a 

moment… and then a hand shot forwards through the god‟s back and tore out his chest, Hades 

howling as red light shone out of the wound and he asked weakly: “What… what are you?” 

“Better.” Anathema said softly, and then she snorted as Hades winced and turned to mist 

in her grip, her headless body and the decapitated one she had taken over both staggering. Then 

her real body reached up and pulled her head off the pale Dragokkaren form, and it slumped 

uselessly to the ground as she fitted her skull back in place on her actual body, looking back and 

forth coldly as she said: “You can‟t hurt me with your feeble powers, Hades… you might strike 

fear in the living, but I‟m not among their ranks.” 

Hades solidified after a moment a distance away, and she looked coldly at him before he 

said darkly, as the wound in his body closed: “But you cannot kill me, either, Anathema… 

whatever the extent of your powers, I know that sooner or later, you‟ll start to run out of 

energy… and then I shall destroy you…” 

Anathema glanced up at the disc of fog that had settled over the area, shrouding 

everything in darkness… and then she smiled slowly before she swung a hand up and outwards, 

and a telekinetic blast ripped through the tightly-knit mist and left Hades standing in a clear 

patch, sunlight shining down on him in almost a concentrated beam from above. Immediately, he 

screamed as he fell to his knees, pulling his hood down over his skull as steam rose up from his 

body, and Anathema approached him with a laugh, shaking her head slowly. “You come from a 

place without sunlight… you believe yourself to be a master of death because you crawl in the 

darkness… but don‟t you know that without light, there can be no shadow?” 

She reached down and into his hood, grasping the top of his skull as purple flames alit on 

her hand, and Hades howled as he shook back and forth violently, grabbing at her forearm before 

he finally created a sphere of darkness in one hand and threw it straight up into Anathema‟s face, 

and she cursed and staggered backwards, Hades tearing free of her and retreating back into the 

fog as he whispered: “You‟re making a dire mistake…” 

Shambling, bound souls controlled by Hades staggered out of the fog towards her as the 

mist filled the empty patch that had formed, and Anathema shook her slowly… then frowned 



when the corpses stopped in place, beginning to convulse violently. Then she snarled and 

dropped low to the ground with a wince, a dome of bones tearing out of the ground around her as 

the three bound souls exploded in great bursts of black flames. 

The dome of bones was torn apart, and Anathema was knocked to the ground with a 

grunt, chunks of gore hailing around her before she leapt to her feet… and the earth beneath her 

rumbled as pillars of bone shot up, lifting the street here and there higher into the air on the long 

stalks of mixed flesh and white bone. Terrible screams filled the air, and in some of the gaping, 

red-light-filled cracks that appeared in the street and in the holes left by the road lifting up, 

Anathema could see chained-up, long-lost souls, crying out for justice and mercy… and her eyes 

narrowed as she turned slowly to see Hades floating in front of a building, the sky darkening as 

clouds passed in front of the sun and he rasped: “There‟s no way you can win…” 

The undead Naganatine readied herself as Hades swept his arms out, trying to stagger her 

with psychic force before he shoved a hand towards the ground, and a crack shot through the 

stone towards her before the street shattered beneath her feet and terrible, long fangs of bone 

ripped up from the earth as she leapt backwards, missing her by inches before the Naganatine 

threw her head back and laughed as Hades shoved his hands forwards, a cage of bone ripping 

into existence around her as red light shone up through the cracked streets, and then he grinned 

before shoving both hands down, black flames consuming the bony cage before it was yanked 

downwards into the earth, a burst of red light shining through the streets. 

Anathema was gone… and Hades threw his head back and laughed, but his victory lasted 

only a moment before twisting, skeletal cords made of vertebrae ripped out of the earth beneath 

him, wrapping around his body and arms and dragging him violently downwards, the god 

striking the ground with a loud, surprised grunt before Anathema floated slowly out of the hole 

in the earth, hovering in the air for a moment before she touched down with a cold smile as she 

rose a hand above her head. Hades could only stare with shock at her as the undead Naganatine 

looked down at him coldly, and then she said softly: “Your hubris is your own undoing, Hades. 

You are not Death, whatever you think you are… not even the Reapers are truly Death. Only 

death… is Death.” She stopped, then smiled at him, spreading her arms, and the mist parted, the 

sun shining down on the blanched skull of the god and making the red light in his eyes burn 

brighter as he shook violently, trying to rip free of the bones that restrained him. “Experience the 

beauty of the sun one last time… and experience the beauty of your own death, and learn what 

the cycle truly means.” 

Hades screamed and convulsed on the spot, catching aflame as he twisted and bucked, his 

skull slowly charring and beginning to crack apart like clay as Anathema smiled icily down at 

him… and then a thick beam of focused sunlight shot down from the sky and struck the undead 

Naganatine, knocking her flying backwards with a scream of agony as a figure slowly descended 

from the skies, crossing its arms as it floated above Hades. 

“Beneath the sun, there must always be darkness!” the figure proclaimed, and Hades tore 

free of his bonds with a grunt as he straightened, standing in a wide, perfect circle of pitch-

blackness underneath the floating god. Hades smiled darkly as his wounds healed, and then he 

rolled his shoulders as the newcomer asked jovially: “How could you allow such a petty thing to 

knock you around so much, my friend?” 

Hades didn‟t respond, and Anathema snarled as the mist slowly cleared, almost blinded 

by the radiance of the golden-furred bull, who was clad in beautiful, ornate red armor edged in 

gold. The plates had overlapping, squareish designs on the shoulders, upper arms, and even over 

the body, going down to several large plates that fell over the groin and hips, and thin gold 



chainmail covered the limbs to red gloves and red boots with beautiful golden bird designs going 

up either shin. He had no wings, and yet he floated, and in one hand he held a golden longbow 

that was even larger than the perhaps seven-foot tall bull. Upon his head was a beautiful red helm 

designed carefully so that his tall, proud white horns wouldn‟t interfere with it, and a golden 

crescent was at the front of this helm, while a large golden disc was attached to the back of it. 

Finally, at one side of his body hung a quiver, and Anathema cursed as she felt the light 

emanating off his body sending aches through her form. 

“I am Helios, foul creature… and I am afraid that it is my duty to purge you from this 

world.” The bull drew a golden arrow from the quiver, and as he nocked it, it turned into a 

radiant bolt of pure light, arcs of golden electricity shooting up and down as it barely kept its 

form, growing larger and longer the further Helios drew the bowstring back. His aim was steady, 

and Anathema snarled as she readied herself, glad that Hades, at least, was still recovering in the 

shadows beneath this sun god. “Be still only a moment longer, and then you‟ll never feel pain  

again for the rest of eternity!” 

He released the arrow, and it fired like a laser, cutting through one of Anathema‟s ribs as 

she threw herself to the side and cursed at the agony it shot through her, before she released a 

blast of purple energy in response towards Helios… but Hades snapped a hand upwards as the 

bull winced back, and a chunk of the street flew into the air, the blast colliding with it and 

sending a spray of gravel harmlessly over the sun god, making him flinch before he wiped 

himself off and said calmly down to Hades: “I could have dealt with that myself, but thank you 

for the assistance nonetheless.” 

Hades didn‟t respond as he shoved his hands down into the ground, and darkness 

streamed out of the circle, lashing towards Anathema… but the undead Naganatine simply slid to 

the side, then she screamed and staggered as Helios shot her in the leg with an arrow of light, 

ripping a clean, perfectly round three-inch hole through her thigh and knocking her to a crouch 

before Hades hit her in the chest with a blast of dark flames to knock her flat, and the undead 

Naganatine lay for a moment, staring up at the sun. It… is beautiful. 

Helios rose his bow with a loud shout, and small motes of light visibly gathered in the 

sky before a terrible pillar of light fired straight down into the Naganatine‟s chest, and Anathema 

screamed in agony, shaking her head back and forth as blood burst up from her organs and her 

body rapidly began to char, her bones cracking and breaking as Hades laughed coldly and swept 

his hands out, dark flames encircling the rest of her form as the pillar of light slowly died out to a 

thin beam, and then it vanished from existence, leaving her charred and mangled. Helios laughed 

as he threw his head back, and Hades shook his head in contempt as the sun god shouted: 

“Victory, my brother! We are victorious again and… and…” 

Slowly, Anathema sat up, breathing hard, and then she snarled as she staggered up to her 

feet, rasping: “Now… you‟re starting… to piss me off…” 

“What manner of foolishness is this? Hide your head, wench, and at least feign your 

death in shame and defeat!” Helios frowned, and then he snorted as Anathema straightened, her 

back cracking loudly as she held both hands out to the side and purple flames burst into being on 

both. “Fine, then… while I admire your tenacity, I fear that you only now face further suffering 

and humiliation…” 

Helios nocked another arrow in his bow, and then Anathema lashed both hands forwards, 

a terrible blast of malevolent energy shooting towards Helios. His eyes widened in surprise as he 

rose his bow with a wince, and Hades immediately rose his arms… but Anathema stomped on 



the ground, and twisting, dead roots lashed out of the street and wrapped tightly around him, 

restraining and surprising the god. 

Helios fired his arrow straight into the purple mass, and the arrow tore through 

Anathema‟s stomach, knocking her backwards with a gasp… but then the violet energy collided 

with the sun god and sent him several feet backwards, and the dark shadow moved with him, 

Hade wincing as he found himself closer to the grey border instead of the pitch-black center 

before he tore himself free from the dead plants that had ensnared him and stepped quickly 

backwards… and then his eyes widened as he saw Anathema standing and grasping at her oozing 

gut, looking vulnerable and stupefied, and the god held a hand out, a spear of bone appearing in 

it before he threw it hard towards the undead Naganatine. 

A figure swept in from the side and caught the spear of bone as angelic wings flapped 

powerfully, dexterous fingers quickly spinning the bone javelin around before Cindy grunted as 

she threw it hard at Helios as he finally freed himself from the purple flames, and he winced 

before trying to block it with his bow… and the golden weapon was snapped like a twig, the 

hovering god flailing his arms for balance as pieces of it rained down around Hades before 

bursting into flames. Then he stared at the newcomer as Hades hissed, and Cindy stepped calmly 

in front of Anathema, spreading her arms to either side as she said coldly: “Zerrex is on his way. 

Just step back for now, Anathema… you‟ve had a hard fight, it looks like. I‟ll take it from here.”  

“Cocky fool. Allow me to clip your wings!” Helios rose an arm, and Cindy simply 

snorted, her body becoming transparent before a laser of light shot from the sky, Anathema 

cursing and covering her face with her arms as she staggered helplessly backwards, the radiance 

shining off the pillar of light burning into her like knives before it faded out… and Helios 

snorted, a crater ripped in the ground and Cindy no longer visible as he said softly: “And again, 

we face only the resistance of this bitter undead relic.” 

Hades snorted… and then Cindy rose up out of the ground behind him and solidified, her 

wings flapping to either side and casting a white, bright light over him that made the god stagger 

forwards with a howl of pain, Helios looking down in surprise before Cindy grabbed the god of 

darkness and hurled him straight up into the god of the sun, and the two flipped wildly through 

the air together, screaming in agony as light and shadow played violently over the area before 

Helios snarled and threw Hades back down at Cindy, but she drew a fist back, prepared to strike 

him… except then the god vanished into a burst of mist before he reformed behind her and 

grabbed one of her wings, and Cindy screamed as it burst into dark flames before he spun her 

around and started to throttle her. 

Black fire twisted over her body, the angel choking as she clawed at him, her eyes 

widening in horror as her life was sapped out of her and burned away by the darkness, and 

Anathema snarled as she started forwards… but Helios immediately lashed a hand out, and 

several thin beams of radiant sunlight hailed down on the undead Naganatine, knocking her to 

the ground as she screamed in pain, one of the beams cracking her skull as she fell to the street, 

breathing hard… and Helios laughed and put his hands on his hips as Hades hissed and leaned 

forwards, his jaws gaping wide as he inhaled, energy floating off Cindy‟s body and into his 

hungry jaws. “You see? No matter what, you can‟t stand against us, there‟s no way that-” 

Anathema roared as she slammed her hands into the ground, and the darkness beneath 

Hades erupted like a solid thing, knocking him loose from Cindy. She gargled and grasped at her 

throat for a moment, and then she snarled as Hades flailed his arms, trying to maintain his 

balance… and then she stepped forwards and punched him as hard as she could, knocking him 

flying into a building before he exploded into mist  as he struck the wall. 



Cindy snorted… and then she screamed when Helios dropped down from the air and 

punched her hard in the back before he kicked her across the street, and she skidded on her chest 

over to Anathema, one of her wings charred and broken and her back covered in scorch marks 

now as she climbed quickly up to her feet, cursing under her breath… and then Helios leapt back 

into the air, hovering high and expanding the shadow beneath him as Hades reformed from the 

fog, breathing  hard and resting in a crouch.  

They regarded each other, and then Helios said coldly: “We have obviously gravely 

underestimated you, at our expense… but know that no longer will we hold back. Prepare to face 

the full might of our awesome powers!” The bull god drew himself up, spreading his arms… and 

then he snarled as Zerrex ran in from a nearby alley, cursing under his breath as he asked 

sharply: “And just who are you?” 

“Your mother.” Zerrex replied rudely, and Helios looked both insulted and confused 

before he simply snorted and swung a hand forwards, releasing a narrow beam of light… but 

Zerrex swung Blackheart out and deflected the attack with a wince and grunt, the laser tracing a 

long scar along the road before the sun god snarled and relented, and the Drakkaren snorted as he 

turned his back on him for a moment, looking at Cindy and Anathema with concern. “What‟s 

going on? Can you still move?” 

“I… Zerrex, goddammit!” Anathema shouted, as Helios rose his arms with a roar and 

Hades slammed his hands down into the ground, and terrible, bony hands ripped out of the street 

as shadows swarmed over the Drakkaren, bones clawing into him and imprisoning the lizard on 

the spot as his head rocked backwards with a wince. Cindy grabbed him, uselessly trying to yank 

him free, and then a terrible beam of light blasted down from the sun and struck the sun god, a 

sphere of golden radiance forming around him and thinning the shadows around Hades before it 

focused into a deadly laser of light. 

Anathema stepped in front of the two as Cindy and Zerrex could only gape… and then 

she screamed, back arching as the full power of the sun god‟s focused ray shot into her with full 

force, ripping apart her ribcage and exploding her organs in her chest as the beam burst into 

scattering rays of light upon striking her, the radiance so deadly that it made the two Drakkaren 

feel like they were on fire as Anathema convulsed and rocked… and then she screamed in rage, 

in hate, in agony as she shoved her hand forwards, and the beam was redirected, bouncing off her 

body like a mirror as Hades had a moment to gape before the sun beam struck him, and he 

howled in agony as he was consumed by it in mere moments before his body exploded in a blast 

of dark fire. 

The pillar of ice-cold black flame shot upwards and ripped through the sphere 

surrounding the sun god, Helios twisting back and forth as he shot up into the air like a rocket 

with a howl of agony before plummeting towards the ground in a low arc, the beam of sunlight 

reflecting off him twisting a crazy zigzag that melted trenches through the street and buildings 

surrounding them before it died out as he fell towards the ground, and then he hit the earth with a 

loud thud and crackle, the black flames charring and eating off his armor. At the same time, 

Anathema slowly fell herself with a gargle, the outer skull of her face broken and her body 

cracked and wrecked, and Zerrex could only stare in horror before Cindy howled in fury and 

frustration as she grabbed the sword on his back, yanking Blackheart free and charging across 

the street as Helios looked up stupidly. 

Cindy smashed the sword into him, knocking him flying in an arc through the air before 

she ran forwards and swung out as he fell, catching him just before he hit the ground and 

slamming him to the side before she twisted and smashed him into the ground, and then the angel 



screamed as she brought Blackheart up and smashed it over and over and over again down into 

his body, Helios convulsing and howling in agony before Cindy spun the sword above her head 

and tore it downwards, slicing the god‟s head off before she swung it in a long arc and reversed 

the weapon at the same time to stab it down through Helio‟s chest, annihilating whatever 

remained of his heart. 

The sun god didn‟t breathe, didn‟t move, his body laying in bloody pieces that were 

slowly burning away to nothingness as the black fire scoured his form, an expression of stupid 

horror on what remained of his face before Cindy kicked his head hard into the wall of a 

building, reducing it to mush. And then she turned around and fell to her knees at the sight of 

Zerrex cradling what remained of Anathema‟s body close, the undead Naganatine breathing 

raggedly in and out as bones and flesh slowly rotted away and fell off her form. 

“Anathema…” Zerrex whispered, hating himself for being too late, for leaving himself 

open, for creating the vulnerability in the first place… and he clenched his eyes shut as he pulled 

her close, saying stumblingly: “Don‟t die, you can‟t die… you‟re… you‟re invincible, I thought, 

you…” 

“Annie… call… me Annie…” Anathema rasped, reaching a hand up… but before she 

could stroke the Drakkaren‟s cheek, her fingers rotted and fell away as she smiled at him, bloody 

tears leaking out of her eyes as his own irises opened and he stared down at her pleadingly. 

“Friend… Zerrex. So much… I never learned… but I learned… why sister loves you. My 

heart… was not as dead as I thought.” 

Slowly, she reached up with her remaining hand, then she pulled her shattered skull off 

her head, revealing her beautiful features untouched by age, her golden eyes flickering as she 

dropped the skull down and the cracks in it healed and solidified. She closed her eyes, then 

opened them and smiled at Zerrex, saying in a weak voice: “You… were my friend. My ally. My 

confidante. I… miss my sister…” 

She closed her eyes, then opened them with a quiet moan as her lower body dissolved, 

and then her head fell back as her eyes glazed over, whispering: “All things… energy… 

Naganis… beyond is… Naganis…” 

“Annie…” Zerrex whispered, pulling her up towards his chest… and then she dissolved 

away into dust and ashes in his hands that slipped through his fingers to the ground below, 

dissolving as the reptile hugged himself instead and lowered his head, clenching his eyes shut… 

and then he threw his head back and yelled wordlessly at the sky in rage and pain, holding his 

hands out before he snarled and punched the ground in front of him hard enough to crack the 

cement once, twice, thrice… and then he rested on his fists, breathing hard, tears threatening his 

eyes as he whispered: “Not again… I‟ve failed again…”  

His eyes looked silently up at Anathema‟s skull, which remained… and hesitantly, 

fearfully, he reached out and picked it up… and it was warm in his hands. He lifted it slowly to 

his features, staring into it… and he could almost sense her there before he hugged it close, and 

Cindy walked over and quietly put a hand on his back as Cherry ran down the streets towards 

them. She opened her mouth and rose a hand… and then seemed to sense what happened, and 

instead broke into a sprint and dropped to her knees, sliding the last few feet almost into Zerrex 

and wrapping her arms tightly around him in a fierce embrace from the side. “Boss…” 

“We lost Anathema… I don‟t know if… forever or for now… but… she died. She died 

protecting us.” Zerrex murmured, looking silently at the skull… and then he closed his eyes as he 

stood slowly up, and his daughters quietly backed up a step and stood themselves. They gave 

him space, let the silence roll out for the moment… and then the Drakkaren turned to Cindy, 



holding the skull reverently out to her as he said quietly: “Guard this with your life. Find Ivory 

and Krath down the street in a fortified building. Krath is pretty badly injured, but he‟s alive. 

Cherry and I are going down to the construction site, we picked up some strange signals there.” 

Cindy nodded without argument, and then she looked at her father quietly, saying softly 

as she reached out and gently touched his shoulder. “It wasn‟t your fault.” 

“I came into battle unprepared, I turned my back on the enemies. It was.” Zerrex said 

quietly, looking down for a moment as he clenched his eyes shut, and then he shook his head 

slowly and pushed Anathema‟s skull quietly into Cindy‟s hands. “Keep this safe.” 

She opened her mouth to argue, but at a look from Cherry, she finally nodded and turned 

around, heading quickly down the street as the Drakkaren walked over and drew his sword out of 

the charred, broken armor of Helios. He looked at this for a moment, then kicked it quietly apart 

before he shook his head and turned around, Blackheart pulsing quietly in his hand before he 

placed it on his back as Cherry murmured: “Let‟s get going.” 

Zerrex nodded in quiet agreement, and then the two headed towards the wreckage of the 

transport as the Drakkaren cursed himself again as he checked over his Nanotech Armlet, 

muttering: “Still picking up interference…” 

“Fuck, great. Something else must be here.” Cherry muttered, and Zerrex nodded quietly 

before she looked at him and asked finally: “Why the fuck do you always have to go and blame 

yourself?” 

“It was my fault this time, Cherry. It was.” Zerrex replied harshly, and the demoness 

muttered something under her breath, and the Drakkaren snorted as he picked up the pace. Ten 

minutes later, the two were approaching the rim of a massive pit, the buildings nearby shored up 

with supports and the only path down a narrow set of metal stairs.  

Cherry crossed her arms by this and stood as Zerrex stepped onto the platform and started 

down the steps, and he paused, looking over his shoulder at her. The demoness only shrugged, 

however, whistling as she remained at the top, and when Zerrex growled under his breath, she 

said sharply: “Well, fuck, I ain‟t goin‟ down there with you. If something happens to me you‟ll 

blame yourself for it and we‟ll get in some major shit that likely can‟t be solved by moping.” 

“The fuck is your problem, Cherry?” Zerrex asked, half-snarling at her… and Cherry 

snarled back, stepping out onto the top of the stairs as she lashed an arm out angrily.  

“My fucking problem is that you‟re doing this bullshit again! Fuck, Boss, it‟s the one 

goddamn thing I can‟t stand about you!” Cherry shouted, and then she added with a growl: “Shit 

happens, okay? Deal with it. I miss her too, but I sure as fuck am not cheapening her sacrifice by 

being a little whiny bitch about the whole thing.” 

Zerrex snarled at this, and then he turned around and stomped down the stairs, and the 

demoness slapped her forehead with a wince before she shouted after him: “Come on, don‟t do 

this, I-” Zerrex entered into a large hut built into the wall of the pit, and she slumped, mumbling: 

“I‟m sorry, Boss. I just… love you too much to watch you cut your soul up over this…” 

Zerrex muttered as he slammed his fists into controls inside the hut, making different 

computers and monitors bleep and sizzle, and then he jerked the gates blocking a lift almost off 

their hinges before stepping onto it and hammering the controls for the elevator. It bleeped 

loudly at his treatment, and then it rumbled before beginning to descend down into the pit, the 

Drakkaren muttering to himself as he stomped angrily back and forth, looking like a caged 

animal in the shaft formed from interlocking girders. 

Ten minutes later, the lift finally descended through the roof of a metal building at the 

bottom of the deep abyss, and a pair of electronic shutters slid open, allowing the reptile to step 



through into an abandoned facility of some sort. Or perhaps abandoned wasn‟t the right word: a 

streak of blood stained the wall opposite, and Zerrex forgot his despair and fury as coldness 

swept through his being, reaching up to grasp Blackheart as he looked back and forth. 

He stepped out into the square metal room, looking at the signs on the wall before he 

walked towards the open corridor, striding down the steps and onto a metallic catwalk above a 

large, open room, a circular platform splattered with blood at the end of the long hall and 

computer terminals much closer to the Drakkaren, as he frowned and looked down at these. He 

finally hopped off the catwalk, landing on the ground only some ten feet below to approach one 

of the terminals… and then he spun around as he heard a sick noise behind him, and he snarled at 

the brown-furred canine he spotted. 

He had a bulky and humped upper body and a thick mass of blackish, rakish hair laying 

back from his skull, dark leather pants tight around his lower form and his large paws naked. His 

eyes were charcoal, and his jaw oversized, with teeth like rocks as he finished throttling the life 

out of the Dragokkaren scientist in one large hand before he threw him to the ground, turning 

towards Zerrex and revealing the other side of his face, which was made entirely from tan stone, 

with a single large oval-shaped emerald forming his other eye. The teeth on this side of its 

features were made of black obsidian, and it smiled grimly at Zerrex as it reached up to adjust 

the dark collar it wore, which was studded with rubies, saying in a voice that was surprisingly 

high: “A newcomer with a pretty sword.” 

“Who the hell are you, another god?” Zerrex asked coldly, and the figure threw its head 

back and laughed sharply, before the Drakkaren‟s eyes flicked back and forth as two figures 

stepped out of the shadows, both made of rock and sand. They weren‟t quite golems, but they 

were more than the bound earth spirits that Animaxander had used, as their ball-shaped hands 

formed into large spikes and their featureless heads leaned forwards aggressively… and then the 

two figures shot at him as the wolf stepped back and crossed his arms, watching with 

entertainment. 

The Drakkaren drew Blackheart in a vicious overhead slash into the first, nearly cutting it 

in half with a burst of sand before he leapt backwards and slapped the blade outwards into the 

body of the other aggressor, knocking it staggering. The first rock being leapt at Zerrex again, 

though, strings of sand forming between its upper body and trying to knit itself back together, 

and then the Drakkaren slashed viciously through its waist, and it collapsed into chunks of rock 

before the reptile blocked a double-stab from the still-standing rock creature, then he shoved 

hard backwards against its spiked hands, knocking its arms into the air before he grunted and 

slashed out at head level to slice off both its arms and its featureless skull. 

It collapsed into dust as the being laughed, and then it stepped forwards with a snarl, 

rolling its shoulders as the wolf said darkly: “Impressive, but not impressive enough. I can create 

more of these if I will… and I am no god, but a primordial being of the elements, I am Gaia 

herself, freed from where Naganis locked me into servitude!” 

“Wait, you‟re a chick?” Zerrex asked stupidly, and Gaia snarled at him before he winced 

back, taking his sword into both hands before he asked sharply: “And what the hell is a 

primordial?” 

“A being of the elements… we came about long before the gods did, we existed as raw 

forms, we are of chaos while they seek to bring order to all things!” Gaia shouted furiously, and 

then she threw her head back and laughed. “But if I help these gods eradicate you, I shall be able 

once more rule this planet, doing whatever I see fit, unrestrained, without the need of 

maintaining form or thought!” 



“I hate disorder. Besides, they‟re just going to betray you anyway… Athéos doesn‟t seem 

like someone who likes to share.” Zerrex said coldly, and then Gaia snorted before she rose a 

hand that erupted into a torrent of muck, and the Drakkaren winced before he was knocked 

backwards into a computer terminal, bowling over the table and rolling into another with a grunt 

as Blackheart flew through the air to crash to the ground somewhere in a mess of wires, the 

reptile cursing and tearing free of the mud as it began to solidify, shouting: “Goddammit, that‟s 

just wrong!” 

Gaia charged towards him without warning, and Zerrex winced before he leapt to the side 

as she threw the table he‟d crashed over out of the way, swinging a hand down as it became a 

club and barely missing him… and then she shrieked and staggered when the Drakkaren kicked 

her hard in the rocky side of her face, stumbling her before she tried to pounce on him, but the 

reptile sidestepped smoothly again and grabbed her by the back… but her body turned into mud 

beneath his hands and reversed itself, and the reptile stared as he found himself holding her front 

and her face grinning at him only a foot or so away, before she slammed a fist into the elbow of 

his right arm… and promptly howled in pain, looking at her broken hand with shock.  

Zerrex immediately lifted her into the air by the front and slammed her down against 

another tabletop, and she yelped before the reptile ran forwards, dragging her along it through 

several computer terminals before he threw her hard into the nearby wall, and she crashed 

against it, leaving a goopy mark and sliding slowly down it with a disgusting plop before her 

body solidified and she leapt to her feet with a snarl. She charged again at Zerrex, and the 

Drakkaren snarled himself as he lashed out with his right arm, the limb warping as his scales 

almost exploded off it with the speed it transformed before his twisted fist smashed through her 

head with enough force to make the rocky half of her face literally explode. 

Gaia staggered backwards, her arms flailing, her head now just a goopy mess splattered 

all over the tables and wall behind her, and Zerrex grinned… then stared as her head reformed 

out of her body, and she looked at him with disgust before one of her fists smashed into his 

stomach, knocking him into the air before she swung a fist around that morphed into a hammer 

just before contact with his chest. The reptile was sent flying through the air with a hiss of pain, 

and then he landed heavily on his feet, leaning forwards as his claw-hand dragged scratches 

through the ground before he got his balance in front of the stairs leading up to the rounded 

platform, and the reptile looked to the side before his eyes settled on some kind of control panel 

and an idea began to form in his mind. 

He straightened… and a rock collided with his chest, knocking him backwards with a 

grunt as it shattered on his chest before he held his right arm up in front of himself, wincing and 

blocking several more dangerous chunks of rock as Gaia generated them out of seemingly thin 

air, shouting angrily: “Why won‟t you just die?” 

“Because I‟m in a really goddamn bad mood!” Zerrex shouted back, and then he started 

towards her… but then winced as Gaia dropped to a kneel and pushed her hands against the 

ground, and the metallic floor between them exploded, spouts of mud and muck shooting 

upwards and creating a treacherous swamp between them that the reptile knew he had no hope of 

crossing. Either it would drag him down or he‟d simply get stuck, and Zerrex cursed before he 

ducked as a spear of rock shot out of the mire at his face, and it collided with the steel wall 

behind him instead, ripping a hole  into the next room as the Drakkaren winced. 

He created a sphere of energy in his hand and threw it, but Gaia only grinned, and the 

reptile stared in horror as it simply made a thick splat upon colliding with her body before it 



fizzled out, and the huge wolf licked her muzzle before she laughed. “Delicious! Feed me more 

of your energy, lizard! Oh, how you‟ll be a pleasure to peel apart and consume!” 

“Great.” Zerrex muttered, and then he looked down at his twisted arm, remembering how 

it had hurt her… but he also realized he had no way of crossing the mire to get close enough, as 

Gaia taunted him again… but he ignored it easily, before an idea blossomed in his mind. He 

closed his eyes as he concentrated, a conical spike extending out of his forearm… and then the 

Drakkaren grit his teeth as he shoved his warped arm forwards, aiming the spike at her before he 

concentrated his energies in a rush down the arm, and then his eyes flashed as he made them 

explode, a blast of blue light erupting as his limb was knocked backwards by the recoil of the 

blast and the conical blade was launched from the miniature explosion. 

It hurt like hell, but the reptile had the pleasure of watching as the spike shot like a rocket 

into Gaia‟s chest, knocking her backwards as she howled in agony, her eyes bulging as she 

clutched at the hole it knocked in her form before she snarled, stomping forwards into the muddy 

mire… and immediately, the wound healed before she rose her arms, and the reptile winced as a 

tidal wave of muck rose up and shot towards him. He cursed, bringing his hands up and focusing 

to create a wall of energy, and he caught the tidal wave against this, the mud bearing down with 

amazing pressure against his blue shield before it suddenly split in half and bent backwards, 

turning into two solid, enormous harpoons of clay as hard as metal that shot forwards as Gaia ran 

across the mire, and they shattered the shield, crashing into the metal floor on either side of 

Zerrex as the lizard winced before Gaia leapt at him with a howl… and the reptile twisted his 

body, ducking and rolling his form into an elegant, modified butterfly kick as he bent his leg to 

smash the sole of his boot into the side of the wolf, knocking her skidding onto the rounded 

platform and making her howl in agony before she snarled and managed to roll to a crouch. 

Zerrex landed at the base of the steps, and they glared at each other before he said 

furiously, pointing at her: “You‟ve pissed me off so much, that I‟m going to end this fight right 

now, with just this one goddamn hand of mine!” 

“Bring it on.” Gaia shouted furiously, spreading her arms and looking at him, her eyes 

burning with both entertainment and frustration as Zerrex cocked back his fist, snarling and 

widening his eyes… and then he reached out and quickly slapped a red button on the control 

panel, and Gaia had just enough time to look stupid as several sirens blared before the middle of 

the platform – exactly where she was standing – rose up, and a cylindrical wall shot up around it, 

a mushroom-shaped top lowering from the ceiling and screwing quickly into place to seal the 

capsule completely. 

The crane holding onto the top released and rolled to the side as the entire rail moved, 

alarms continuing to blare as the ceiling slowly slid open, and Zerrex could see Gaia through a 

narrow clear-metal window in the airtight capsule, the primordial‟s screaming muffled as she 

hammered on the walls and the Drakkaren approached the computer terminal, wiping a bit of 

mud off it as he looked at her and said clearly, not caring if she could hear or not: “Gee, these 

guys must handle a lot of biohazardous garbage like you… that compartment is airtight, and 

preset to launch straight into the sun. Then again, they are handling everything from nuclear cell 

prototypes to deadly chemicals as they try and find a suitable fuel source for Asylum… so I 

guess this is goodbye, Gaia.” 

The reptile pressed another large red button, feeling a sadistic sort of glee as he reached 

up and waved goodbye to the wolf, who screamed furiously inside the capsule as another siren 

went off before another section of the platform slowly rose up around it, and the reptile realized 

it was a massive cannon, staring as the gigantic thing just continued to rise and rise and rise out 



of the opened ceiling… and then it clicked and tilted ever so slightly before another section of 

the platform rose, forming a barrier around the base of the cannon as electricity shot over it, 

Zerrex watching it charge onscreen… and then two minutes later, it fired with an echoing bang 

that was clear even through the several-foot thick barrier of metal, and the garbage shuttle was 

fired high into the sky, becoming a dot in only an instant as a miniature thruster system activated 

the moment it flew into space to adjust its course and send it hurtling with the already-dying 

Gaia straight towards the sun. 

Zerrex shook his head slowly, watching as the computer terminal entered a cool-down 

mode and machinery buzzed and pulsed, and then he turned around and leapt carefully over the 

mire, landing on the other side with a grunt and then wincing as he felt his feet sliding, kicking at 

the ground before cursing and falling backwards into the mud with a groan, laying there for a 

few moments and then sighing and muttering. “I wish I‟d launched myself out of that stupid rail 

cannon…” 

“Can anyone hear me?” asked a faint, static-ridden voice, and Zerrex blinked before he 

sat up, making a face at the mud in his hair before the voice asked again, the signal distorted and 

weak: “Is anyone there?” 

“Yeah, I hear you. Who is this?” Zerrex asked calmly, leaning down towards his armlet. 

When there was no answer, he sighed and muttered, getting up and walking over to where 

Blackheart had fallen amidst some broken machinery… and then there was another loud buzzing, 

and the Drakkaren halted in mid-kneel, fingers just brushing the handle of his sword as he asked 

sharply into the armlet: “Are you there?” 

“Here… this is General Cyllos, of the Dragokkaren Enforcers… is this Lord Zerrex 

Narrius?” A pause, and then he said calmly: “We received a distress signal from Sergeant Ivory 

and are currently en route to pick up her and her party. We request that your rendezvous with us 

at the evacuation point in sector five, on the roof of the engineer‟s quarters. Our ETA is twenty 

minutes. What is your current location, over?” 

“Uh… I‟m in the pit right now, by some massive cannon thing that just launched a hostile 

right into the sun.” Zerrex said after a moment, rubbing the back of his head and making a face 

as he searched the signs around the area for some building code or name. “I think that all hostiles 

in the area have been neutralized, however… but I‟ve never encountered this many high-tier 

supernatural opponents in one area before.” 

“We‟ll wait for you at the evac point.” Cyllos said after a moment, not asking for any 

other details or getting into conversation, and the reptile half-grumbled, half-admired his self 

control before the Dragokkaren added calmly: “Good luck, Lord Zerrex. Hez‟Ranna is proud of 

you. Over and out.” 

“I‟m not very proud of me right now.” Zerrex mumbled as the communication beeped 

out, and then he sighed, sweeping Blackheart up onto his back and rolling his shoulders. Then he 

finally headed back towards the catwalk, climbing up a narrow ladder and wincing as he reached 

the top, half-expecting something horrible to grab him or bash him in the face… but there was 

nothing there. The facility was silent now, and despite wanting to do a final sweep of the area, he 

also didn‟t want to keep the evacuation team waiting. 

The reptile jogged over to the lift, poking the button on the side several times and then 

cursing as the button buzzed and „Electrical Overload‟ displayed on a small panel above the 

gates. The Drakkaren muttered under his breath, then he slammed a fist into the first shutter in 

line and pried it slowly upwards.  



It wasn‟t hard to move – Zerrex guessed the average mortal could have easily done it – 

but it also wouldn‟t stay locked on the track. The reptile grumbled as he combated this by lifting 

the shutter across his head and resting it on his shoulders as he knelt to lift the second shutter in 

line, getting it to head level before the lizard threw himself forwards in a roll into the lift, both of 

the shutters falling as the Drakkaren landed awkwardly on his back with a clank of metal against 

metal. 

He shook his head, then checked the lift controls, poking them a few times… but when it 

refused to start, he muttered under his breath, figuring that firing off the magnetic cannon had 

something to do with this. Zerrex glanced around for other solutions to his problem, and finally 

his eyes settled on the crisscrossing girders that made up the walls of the elevator shaft… and he 

sighed and rolled his eyes before he started to climb them like a ladder, muttering under his 

breath about how things could never just work nicely together. 

It took him twenty minutes to reach the top, and the last fifty feet or so he climbed by 

firing out a tentacle that snaked its way to the very top of the area and locked into the wall, 

pulling himself quickly upwards with mutter. The gate up here, thankfully, was still open… and 

just as Zerrex pulled himself up into the small outpost, the lights flickered violently before a light 

dinged green, and the reptile rolled his eyes as he realized that the machinery had just started to 

run properly again. 

He cursed his luck for the umpteenth time as he let himself through the door and ran up 

the stairs, looking back and forth for Cherry as he approached the top… but she was nowhere in 

sight. For a moment, he felt concern run through his body, wincing a bit as he rubbed at his 

mucky hair… and then he let out a sigh of relief when Cherry stuck her head out a nearby 

building. He half-wanted to yell at her, half-wanted to hug her… and then he winced as she 

dragged a mangled body out on a board she had turned into a stretcher with the help of some 

sheets and rope, and she said urgently as she beckoned to him: “Please tell me you know where 

the hell Cindy is.” 

Zerrex ran over to her and bent down, examining the Dragokkaren: he was badly-

wounded and babbling incoherently, either in shock or delirium… and he realized after a 

moment he must be one of the Enforcers. “Okay, okay. You take the front, I‟ll take the back, 

take a good speed and I‟ll do my best to keep up. Our evacuation point‟s changed, it‟s the sector 

five engineer‟s quarters.” 

“Fuck, that‟s a good distance…” Cherry gritted her teeth, but then she nodded and picked 

up the handles on her end as Zerrex picked up his, and then they both started to run in silence, 

the only noise the screaming, babbling Dragokkaren between them. It gave Zerrex a chill to 

watch him jerk and move on the boards, worried he‟d tip off or worse, that he might actually try 

and attack them… maybe the last was a bit paranoid, but these days being paranoid often meant 

staying alive, with the creatures they were dealing with. 

That, and in instances like this, seeing mortality like this up close reminded the 

Drakkaren of his own death, and brushes with complete annihilation… and was it so wrong that 

he didn‟t like seeing someone put through these sorts of sadistic tortures? Then again, that was a 

double-standard, he realized, and he smiled grimly as they continued forwards, thinking of his 

own personal dungeons in Sin‟s Tower… but at least those were souls in Hell that would never 

see the light, wrong as I know it is…  

Ten minutes later, and the fast pace of the Drakkaren took them out of Sector Four and 

into Sector Five, as the signs around Uroboros proudly stated. Zerrex was thankful for both his 

already-intimate knowledge of the city and the fact it hadn‟t changed much since his previous 



days in Hez‟Ranna. Neither of them knew what building the engineer‟s quarters were, but 

thankfully, the huge transport helicopter on the rooftops didn‟t make it exactly difficult to find… 

and the Drakkaren called Cherry to a halt, saying quickly: “Listen, we don‟t have time to 

navigate those quarters… uh… just keep moving forwards.” 

“Got it, Boss.” Cherry nodded firmly, and Zerrex concentrated as they ran forwards, 

gritting his teeth as a long stairway of blue energy flickered into being, leading up to the rooftop 

high above, and both Cherry and Zerrex pounded up this, the steps vanishing out of existence 

behind the Drakkaren. The shortcut led them right beside the waiting heavy transport chopper, 

and instead of taking aim at them, the reptile was glad as four soldiers immediately stepped in 

from either side to grasp the bottom of the makeshift stretcher and lift it out of their hands and 

into the front of the helicopter, as a huge Dragokkaren with crisscrossing scars over his face 

walked towards them, motioning at the helicopter as the whirring blades picked up in speed and 

noise. 

Zerrex and Cherry both leapt in, sitting down on a bench near Cindy as she sighed with 

relief, and Ivory and Krath both looked at them with weak smiles from where they sat opposite, 

both currently being bandaged up by medics. Then Cyllos carefully slipped into the helicopter, 

and he and Cherry exchanged a nod before the cargo doors slammed shut and muffled the sound 

of the whirring blades. 

There was an awkward, broken laugh that was more like a sob from the wounded 

Dragokkaren, as a medic tended to him, injecting him with some sedative… and then his eyes 

closed and he fell into unconsciousness. Zerrex‟s eyes drew from this to Cyllos as the huge 

Dragokkaren sat on the bench opposite, clad in battle armor and with the features of one of the 

Super Enforcers from Narrius‟s clone army, and for a moment the two just looked at each other 

before Cherry said finally: “Fuck, it‟s good to see you. Dude, been a while. You get that 

promotion yet?” 

“Rank, I‟ve learned, is of little importance. What‟s important is that I keep my soldiers 

alive.” The Dragokkaren paused, then glanced over at the Enforcer, adding quietly: “Did anyone 

locate any others, or did things go FUBAR before that?” 

Cherry grunted as everyone else shook their heads, and then she said finally: “These ones 

were from the second division Albatross sent in. But the dude‟s armor was stripped almost 

entirely off and the rest of them were in an even worse mess. It looked like they had gotten lost 

in the mist or something, though, „cause there were like. Three guys missing from the platoon… 

but fuck, they‟re probably all in fuck-ugly states too.” 

“We‟ll send in a recon team to check over the area, give them some additional vehicular 

support and short-range communicators that can be reflected off an airborne drone.” Cyllos said 

calmly, and Zerrex looked him for a few moments before the Dragokkaren asked him quietly: 

“You suspect that all hostiles in the area have been neutralized, is that correct Lord Zerrex?” 

“Yeah… two old gods, and a primordial being.” The Drakkaren shook his head, 

muttering: “I‟m still not clear on what the last one was, though. Some kind of… super-elemental 

or something. But well… I‟m just following my instincts here. There‟s no more static, and it was 

like… the gods took care of Uroboros, and the primordial was attacking the pit itself. It had a 

sense of strategy to it.” 

Cindy nodded at this, saying quietly: “He‟s right. Hades was able to raise the dead as 

bound souls, according to… Anathema…” She halted, squeezing the skull close against her for a 

moment, and then she took a breath and continued in a mostly-steady voice: “And Helios was the 

heavy firepower, and last we had something attacking the sensitive insides of Uroboros, where 



all the action is. This time, the Old Gods were really prepared, really working in coordination… 

it‟s not like the other times we‟ve fought them, when they‟ve been one or two beings causing 

havoc or chaotic destruction.” 

Cyllos nodded slowly at this, and then he looked at Ivory and Krath for a moment before 

his eyes roved back to Zerrex, saying quietly: “Commander-in-Chief Albatross will want to 

debrief you back at the base as soon as possible. Is it a problem?” 

“No, I‟m… used to it by now.” Zerrex smiled faintly and nodded as he hung his head, 

and Cherry hesitantly reached up to squeeze his shoulder gently, as he sighed and rested back on 

the bench against the wall. “But then there‟s something I have to do afterwards.” 

 

The next day, Zerrex stood in front of the portal between Hell and the mortal plane that 

had been built in Hez‟Ranna, along one of the dusty dirt highways that led between the major 

towns. The jungle here had been cleared out somewhat to make way for a few buildings of basic 

wood, giving it a rustic feel, and Zerrex thought the entire place was a demonic tourist trap that 

was growing into a little resort town: there was even a private helicopter service and a terminal 

for armored buses that would carry demons from city-to-city, on guided tours or one-way trips.  

The portal itself was shaped like an immense ring, powered by two armored pillars that 

had cores of demonic crystal. Both were covered in runes, and huge Dragokkaren Enforcers 

stood on constant watch on either side of the portal… but the portal itself was outside and was 

protected only by a huge monument that depicted an angel, mortals, and demons, with several 

tablets inset around the base of the memorial telling the story of the Demon War. 

The Drakkaren finally took a long breath, looking over his shoulder and smiling a bit at 

his family, all of whom had gathered to send him off, along with Albatross, Churchill, and 

Cyllos, whom Zerrex had learned had served with his family during their stint in Lailland during 

the war… and then the Drakkaren finally faced forwards, readying himself. He was bringing 

little with him into Hell… but that was what felt right. The others would stay for a week or so in 

Hez‟Ranna, and then return to Ire… and Zerrex would meet them there once he was done in 

Hell. 

He stepped into the portal, facing forwards… and emerged after a moment into a 

crowded courtyard, Royal Guards keeping demons in line as Zerrex clutched a cubical chest tight 

to his body, making a face and walking quickly down the steps and navigating his way through 

the crowd, ignoring the reception desk entirely. The clerk immediately yelled for security, but 

the moment the Royal Guards saw him, they backed off, and the Drakkaren was able to step 

through a door into the keep that surrounded the portal with little trouble. 

The corridors here were crowded, too, demons grabbing luggage, grumbling at each 

other, complaining about the long wait times and filling out forms… and Zerrex winced as he 

ducked past a minotaur that was cursing about having lost his license, before he finally slipped 

into a lobby and headed for the exit with a sigh, passing several officers in blue uniforms and 

glad that none of them recognized him as he kept his head down and feet moving. He didn‟t want 

to be slowed down by anything, as he finally pushed through the entrance doors and stepped out 

of the building, looking back and forth with a sigh as he crossed the dusty road into a large field 

and creating a dark portal to hurriedly run through. 

He emerged after a moment onto the road in front of the Ravenlight Estate, and Zerrex 

closed his eyes, hating what he had to do, hating himself, hating the Old Gods, as he swallowed 

thickly… but before he could even say her name, Sin appeared through a portal, stumbling 

towards him as her glammer faded, her eyes round and scared, her body trembling… and the 



Drakkaren looked at her silently for a few moments before he put down the chest and opened it, 

quietly pulling out Anathema‟s skull and holding it out towards her as he whispered: “I‟m so 

sorry…” 

“Oh… sister…” Sin walked forwards, trembling hard, and she took the skull and half-

turned away, tears running from her violet eyes before she hugged it close, shaking violently… 

and Zerrex looked at her helplessly, not knowing what to do. He wanted to hug her, or tell her it 

was going to be okay, or something, anything… but nothing seemed right, and he didn‟t feel 

worthy of touching her, even as he half-reached one hand towards her and then dropped it with a 

wince, cursing himself again. 

Sin fell to her knees and brayed a loud sob, dropping her head forwards, and Zerrex 

finally dropped to a kneel beside her and hugged her tightly, clenching his eyes shut… and she 

shivered, but didn‟t fight him, only pressed closer as she continued to cry loudly, holding tightly 

onto the lifeless skull that had been Anathema‟s anchor to the world. Others began to appear, but 

Zerrex barely saw them as tears trickled down his own muzzle, clutching Sin close as she cried 

and cried and cried… until finally, countless minutes later, a gentle voice said: “Come on… let‟s 

get you two up now.” 

Lily quietly helped Sin and Zerrex to their feet, the Drakkaren still holding onto the 

Naganatine as if for dear life and Sin squeezing the skull against her body, her side looking as if 

it was welded to Zerrex‟s chest… and Lily sighed softly before she carefully slipped an arm 

through one of Sin‟s, Amiglion, Selena, and Driz following as they walked towards the 

Ravenlight Estate. They were led quietly to Sin‟s room, where Driz carefully put the box down 

on the table beside her bed and looked hesitantly at Lily, and the golden-scaled female hesitated 

herself… but Sin quietly put the skull into the chest without anyone asking her, closing it and 

clenching her eyes shut before she murmured, as Zerrex finally pulled away and sat on the bed 

beside her: “I‟m… I‟m so sorry, everyone, I‟ve made such a fool of myself…” 

“Don‟t start that now.” Lily chided gently, and then she reached out and stroked Sin‟s 

face, saying softly: “We all know she was very important to you. And you should be feeling very 

upset right now… she was your sister, and you two had just come to see each other. Would you 

like to spend some time alone?” 

Sin nodded quietly after a moment, and everyone stood up, before she reached out and 

grasped Zerrex‟s wrist, the two looking at each other before she asked quietly: “How did she 

die?” 

Zerrex was quiet for a few long moments, and then he said finally, looking down: 

“Saving my life. And probably Cindy‟s too. I… was foolish and interrupted a fight, and an Old 

God trapped me while another tried to wipe me out of existence… and Anathema stepped into 

the beam. She… she reflected it and killed one and badly injured the other, and Cindy… killed 

him.” He continued to stare at the floor shamefully, murmuring: “I‟m sorry, Sin. I wish I could 

have done more.” 

“You brought the goodness in Anathema‟s heart out… I‟m sure she‟d thank you for that, 

and I thank you for it myself, Lord Zerrex…” Sin said quietly, and Zerrex gazed at her softly for 

a few moments before the Naganatine lowered her head, murmuring: “I‟d like to be alone now, 

for a little while.” 

“Alright. Take your time.” Zerrex said finally, and then he turned and followed the others 

out, slumping his shoulders a bit. He looked at the others, and they gazed at him with sympathy 

that just made him feel even worse… and he closed his eyes, wanting to ask to be alone himself 

but knowing he didn‟t deserve it like Sin did. “I… oh, Driz. Hey. I remember that I sent you, 



Firenze, and Markus out investigating a disturbance in the Eastern Province… did anything ever 

come of that?” 

“Dad…” Driz started, but when Lily gave him a pointed look, he gritted his teeth, then 

finally nodded with a sigh. “Yeah, it was a time echo. A pocket dimension where the particles 

just kept repeating past events over and over again… nothing too serious, but we got stuck in 

there for a while. We managed to close it with some help from Mom.” 

Zerrex nodded a bit, and then he headed towards his room, the others following behind 

him before he asked slowly: “Do any of you know what a „primordial‟ is? I encountered one on 

the mission in Hez‟Ranna… it took launching her into the sun to kill her.” He paused, then 

smiled faintly as he kicked open the door to his room and pulled Blackheart off his back, placing 

it into one of the mounts on the wall. “I don‟t think I‟m ever going to get tired of saying that.” 

“A primordial? Are you serious?” Ami gaped at him, and Zerrex looked dryly at the 

Naganatine. “Okay, yes, I get it, you are. But primordial beings are very dangerous creatures, 

Zerrex… while the gods created life and order, the primordials are said to have shaped the 

universe itself and all the planets. They‟re the purest of elementals, and I thought most of them 

were sealed away or dead from conflict with gods… the two don‟t exactly get along very well, 

but well, primordials tend to hate each other, too. They love chaos, and building pretty things just 

to rip them apart… God… I mean, Naganis… said that a lot of them are invulnerable when 

they‟re in their own element, too, and they don‟t have real solid, set forms.” 

“Believe me, I learned that pretty quickly.” Zerrex muttered, wiping absently at his hair: 

it had taken him almost an hour of scrubbing to get all the muck off his body. “Anyway, the Old 

Gods are apparently teaming up with them or at least releasing them into the world… and from 

what you guys are saying, that‟s a little bit worrisome.” 

“Yeah, it is.” Lily said quietly, and then she reached out and gently squeezed his 

shoulder, saying softly: “What‟s more worrisome is you pushing yourself too hard. Come on, 

take a rest, Zerrex… you look like you could use it.” 

Zerrex didn‟t respond, only shifting awkwardly… and finally, Lily relented with a roll of 

her eyes, muttering: “Fine, in that case, then at least come and help me out with some diplomacy. 

Hell‟s been a madhouse lately, and the merging of the planes is scaring the crap out of almost 

everyone. And of course, there‟s all the conspiracy nuts and troublemakers who are throwing 

around all kinds of rumors and really causing a lot of frustrating bullshit to happen.” 

The Drakkaren nodded, making a bit of a face at this: the problem with reacting quickly 

to the upcoming merge was that people would try to disprove it or the existence of time 

distortion or blame the lessening time differences between the physical and divine planes on 

something else. It was frustrating with how much it interfered with their daily business, but the 

reptile was also well-aware that he couldn‟t just grab dissenters and lock them up, however much 

he wanted to… he had to keep things peaceful and orderly without reverting to heavy-handed 

tactics. 

As they walked down the corridor back towards the main entrance, Zerrex asked finally: 

“So do we portal up the Central Spire, or somewhere else?” 

“No, the Central Spire is currently closed-off while Ixin and a team of engineers checks 

over its stability and reliance on magic to stay standing.” Lily replied quietly, then she smiled a 

bit as she added: “Your friend, Jim Huckleberry, was one of the engineers chosen to help with 

the project. He seems very knowledgeable, if also very odd.” 



The reptile nodded a bit, laughing faintly as they stepped out into the entrance hall and 

headed across to the corridor opposite the one they had just left, saying softly: “That‟s a good 

description of Huck. He‟s a good guy, really…” 

There was little conversation as they walked the rest of the catacombs of the Estate in 

silence, making their way up to the second floor meeting room, where Selena was already sitting 

with a few others, looking grouchy. She smiled at Zerrex when he entered, and then frowned at 

the expression on his face as the others took their places around the table, and Firenze looked at 

his father for a few moments as Driz sat beside him, frowning a bit before Amiglion said quietly: 

“Anathema died in combat.” 

There were a few murmurs around the table as everyone sat down, and Zerrex sighed as 

Selena grasped his shoulder gently, but she didn‟t ask what happened: the reptile was almost 

surprised by the small kindness, and there was an awkward quiet punctuated here and there by 

murmurs for a few minutes, before the reptile finally asked: “So where exactly is everyone at as 

of this moment?” 

“Time distortions are getting stronger and stronger… in rare instances, they‟ve actually 

physically affected areas, caused damage to the environment.” Driz said immediately, leaning 

forwards and nodding seriously. “Sir Raze reported from Heaven a few days ago that the same is 

happening up there… Ixin put forwards a theory that it‟ll help us pinpoint what areas are going 

to be erased from existence when Hell becomes a physical world, however.” 

“We sent scouts with warnings across the Beyond to what might be other Hells.” Lily 

said quietly, and Zerrex looked at her with surprise before she smiled faintly: “I feel this is a 

problem for all of us, so… it‟s only fair that the other people be given fair warning, too. No 

matter how different their Hell, their culture, their peoples… they don‟t deserve death.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, rubbing at the underside of his muzzle before he murmured 

quietly: “You‟re more honorable and have more grace than most angels, Lily… and far more 

than me. I‟m… touched and impressed.” The Drakkaren paused as Lily blushed a bit and 

nodded, and then he glanced at Selena, asking her mildly: “Any luck with the Barred City?” 

“Dude, fucking place is going to be turned into a fucking mass grave, and at this po int I 

don‟t even give a shit.” Selena said disgustedly, shaking her head slowly. “Only about three 

percent of the populace is heeding the evacuation order, and even some of the mages working for 

us, like… seriously, right now, working for us, on examining and slowing down the time 

distortions…are going back home there and claiming the place can survive any AMP burst, 

because it‟s got… chain-magic, they called it. But Ixin says the place is going to pretty much 

implode the moment we start merging with the physical plane, and much as I hate that asshole, 

it‟s… well… he knows his shit.” 

The Drakkaren nodded, rubbing at his forehead slowly with a sigh. So the choice is 

forcing them to evacuate, which would mean starting a war against a city that might literally be 

impenetrable… or letting them all die. “Well… we can only do so much.” he said finally, then he 

paused before looking thoughtfully at Selena. “But maybe we could change their minds if Ixin 

demonstrates just what an AMP might do to their town.” 

Selena paused at this, and then she nodded with a slow grin. “So many ways we could do 

that, too. Okay Zerrex, I‟m glad to see you can still think, at least…” She patted him on the back, 

and then leaned in close, murmuring softly: “But I‟m… I‟m here for you.” 

She leaned awkwardly away, blushing a bit… and Zerrex smiled faintly at her before he 

looked slowly around at the table: friends, family, compatriots. People he could trust… and he 



closed his eyes before he said finally: “Alright. Then one last question… how ready are we for 

what‟s going to happen?” 

There was silence around the table… and then Firenze stood up nervously. A small figure 

with manacles on his arms but the chain no longer dangling between them, his collar half-hidden 

by the grey turtleneck sweater he was wearing and the baggy jogging pants on his legs less than 

flattering, he nonetheless seemed like a regal figure as he said quietly: “Not very, Father… we‟ll 

have… maybe a thirty percent survival rate, if this keeps up. We need to accelerate things.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly… and then he stood as well, saying softly as he leaned forwards: 

“Then that‟s just what we need to do. Everyone, thank you for your time and patience… but now 

it sounds like we should all head back to our various jobs, if we‟re going to speed things up a 

little bit. And Firenze, wait a moment, could you?” 

Firenze nodded as the others stood and filed out, and Zerrex paused as Selena also stayed 

put, leaning back in her chair. He looked at her, and she shrugged a bit, saying mildly: “Dude, I 

got nothing to do now. Lily doesn‟t trust me to not make a mess of things being all diplomatic-

like with people and I‟ve tried every tactic I know in getting those bastards out of the Barred 

City, but they won‟t budge. So until Ixin is done his job, I figure I‟ll hang out with you. You look 

like you could use a friend, anyway.” 

The Drakkaren sighed, but then he smiled a bit and nodded, saying quietly: “Yeah, I 

guess you‟re right. Anyway, Firenze…” Zerrex looked across at his son, who gazed back 

hesitantly, knitting his fingers together. “You‟re going to be the person everyone reports to while 

I‟m gone.” 

“What?” Firenze stared, looking shocked, and then he babbled a few senseless denials 

before Zerrex held up a hand, and he stumbled to a halt before blurting: “But I‟m a freak! I 

mean, even when we were out working on our job, I almost went nuts-” 

“Almost is the key word there, and you are not a freak.” Zerrex said calmly but firmly, 

and Firenze blushed as he shifted awkwardly on the spot, looking down at the ground. Then he 

looked up when his father settled both hands gently on his shoulders, the Drakkaren looking into 

his eyes as he said quietly: “I can‟t think of anyone better, and I‟ve been telling you over and 

over, that if I could choose, you‟d be the one I‟d make High King. I wasn‟t lying or just trying to 

make you feel better, Firenze… and besides, it‟s not like you‟ll have to deal with a lot. Basically, 

what I‟m asking you to is to listen to everyone‟s ideas… use that wisdom you have to think on 

things… and encourage people to deal with the problems themselves and use their own ideas. 

You‟ll gather information… Lily can do the administrative work, and everyone else will be more 

than happy to help out in their own ways, too. You‟re a figurehead a lot of people will be able to 

gather around… a demon who‟s learned to control among the most terrifying of powers.” 

Firenze nodded slowly, looking down for a few moments… and then he finally looked up 

at Zerrex and said quietly: “If you believe in me, Father, then… I‟ll believe in me. I… thank you. 

I‟ll do my best to make you proud.” 

Zerrex laughed quietly at this, smiling as he patted Firenze on the cheek. “You make me 

proud every day, kid. Now go on, find a place to make yourself comfortable and we‟ll see about 

getting you set up sooner rather than later in the Central Spire.” 

Firenze nodded a bit as he left with a blush and a smile, and then Zerrex sat back with a 

grunt on one of the chairs, sighing and rubbing automatically at his bad leg, even if it wasn‟t 

hurting that much at the moment. Selena seemed to recognize it was more an anxiety reflex than 

anything else as she gazed at him quietly, and then she wrapped her arms around his shoulders, 

leaning in and resting her head against him as she asked quietly: “So it was that bad, huh?” 



“Yeah. It was like… I dunno.” Zerrex couldn‟t find the words, so he only left off there, 

sitting quietly with Selena resting against him. And for a little while, at least, everything was 

silent, and Zerrex took solace in the quiet contact with the female. 

 

The Drakkaren didn‟t spend long in Hell, and he knew from the moment he left that he 

wouldn‟t be able to spend a lot of time anywhere but the physical plane, with the havoc the time 

distortions were wreaking on the time difference between the divine and mortal realms. But over 

the next five mortal years, the reptile was at least afforded a bit of peace: the only major event 

was finding Loki, thankfully still alive, in the custody of Scanners, and getting him released so 

he could flee to Hell and be debriefed on what had happened.  

Weakened and vulnerable, he‟d teleported away from the crumbling castle at the last 

moment, but he hadn‟t managed to reach a safe distance: instead, a pillar had fallen on him and 

knocked him out, and when he‟d awoken, he‟d been locked away in the custody of a team of 

Scanners. They had locked him in a secure cell, psychic repressors built into the walls repressing 

all of his abilities and filling his head with a painful static, and they had shackled him to the wall 

and run an electrical current through the manacles, meaning he was zapped if any excess 

pressure was applied to the manacles. Demigod or not, they had taken every precaution with him 

and apparently never reported his very existence until a new section commander had taken 

over… and the dirty little secret of the Scanner unit located near the Row of Skulls had finally 

been boxed up in a special transport capsule for what he thought was execution after almost daily 

tortures, but instead, he‟d met a calm, cordial ferret at the end of what had felt like hours of 

movement. 

Three questions later, and he‟d been freed, and President Balthazar had had Mercy and 

Blueberry serve a gaunt-looking Loki tea and light foods, a blanket wrapped around him while 

he sat in a chair, his clothes little more than tatters on his body. To Loki, it was terrifying that 

he‟d been put through so many cruelties and caged like an animal by mortals, and it had 

obviously destroyed his pride and left him bitter and furious. But after a little while in Hell, he 

had started to regain some of his former demeanor… and while he bitched at every chance at 

Zerrex about not having come and rescued him – as if the Drakkaren had known where he was 

the whole time – he was only slightly-hateful towards the mortal races and he was at least a little 

more humble about things in general. 

Loki did refuse to help out at all with any of Zerrex‟s „mortal loving‟ ideas, but on the 

other hand, he was more than happy to help with the preparations to ensure that Hell would 

continue to exist when it merged with the physical universe. He also provided an excellent 

ambassador to the other godly beings living in Hell, and convinced more than one of them to 

continue helping out Hell, despite the fact that the Old Gods had many of Hell‟s resident gods 

terrified out of their minds. 

In Ire, the Nazi party had lost some of its steam: as years ticked onwards and Kafka 

continued to support the reign of Balthazar, members began to leave the party, perhaps because 

the Dragokkaren had been too supporting of the ferret, or perhaps because he was starting to be 

seen as not revolutionary, but simply a windbag… and Zerrex thought this was good news, 

although he still distrusted the Fuehrer of the Nazi party and refused to think of him as anything 

less than a possible threat. No one disagreed with him on this, especially since the Drakkaren got 

into one or two scraps with Rasputin that left both of them bloody and achy, but then the fight 

often broke up at mutual consent. 



But at the end of those relatively-peaceful five years, as Zerrex was wandering the 

Ravenlight Estate in Hell and whistling a bit to himself, adjusting paintings on the wall here and 

there… there was a sudden, terrible rumble, and the Drakkaren gritted his teeth with a curse as 

he staggered, the lights of the Estate flickering before the world went dark as a terrible boom 

echoed through the world, cracks spreading through the walls as the reptile covered his ears and 

attempted to create a portal to find out what was happening… but dark lightning only sparked in 

front of him, and the reptile realized with horror that the merge must have come, as another 

terrible boom shot through the dimension. 

Immediately, he shot down the corridor even as the floor bucked under his feet, several 

planks exploding upwards and sending him lurching into the wall, but Zerrex snarled as he 

charged towards the door and then rammed through it, almost falling down the stairs before he 

simply hopped the banister and landed on the tile below. People were yelling and screaming, and 

the Drakkaren cursed under his breath as he shot for the open doors of the Ravenlight Estate and 

ran outside… and he stared in shock as massive bolts of lightning rained down from the no-

longer spiraling sky above, a terrible darkness instead visible high above their heads and a 

curtain of what looked like red rain rushing towards them as massive arcs of electricity twisted 

through the solid, dense something it was… and then he cursed and ran ahead through the gates 

onto the dirt road, watching as the curtain approached and then bracing himself for impact as he 

gritted his teeth… 

And the moment it touched his body, it felt like he‟d been struck by lightning, his back 

arching with a curse as shocks of energy tore up and down his body, seeming to last forever as he 

saw only red dots and arcs of plasma blasting here and there through the curtain… and then they 

were through, and the Drakkaren staggered forwards with a gasp, looking back and forth in 

shock at a Hell that had a horizon in the distance instead of a Central Spire or anything else. He 

could only hope that the Spire continued to exist, as he cursed and looked back and forth in 

horror and amazement, before his eyes flickered upwards to stare at the black sky above… and 

he could see stars, stars that were so strange and beautiful here, and in the distance, a beautiful 

blue planet… and Zerrex touched his own chest, looking down at himself slowly before he threw 

his head back and yelled at the sky, not knowing if it was in fury, fear, or simply joy at having 

survived the merge. 

He realized, too, that the atmosphere here was thin with only a few breaths, and there was 

a strange taste in the air now… and he was only glad that he didn‟t have to breathe as he made a 

face and looked back and forth, then gazed up at the dark sky again. He couldn‟t see the sun, so 

he guessed this was night, and he wondered what Hell would look like during the day… and 

when he glanced over his shoulder, the Drakkaren was glad to see that the Ravenlight Estate had 

survived the merge as well, and people were yelling and panicking as well as staring and 

cheering, and he couldn‟t help but make a face as he realized that it might look okay on the 

outside… but undoubtedly, the inside would be a hell of a mess. 

Carefully, Zerrex attempted the most basic spell he knew, one to create a small ball of 

light… and it didn‟t work, no energy even fizzing in his hand. He wondered if this would be the 

Hell they were going to live in, a Hell without magic… and then he looked up in surprise as Sin 

ran out of the Ravenlight Estate with her Seethe Hounds following her, the animals barking 

loudly in terror and the Naganatine‟s dress flowing around her, the female asking desperately: 

“Lord Zerrex, are you okay?” 

“Yeah, I‟m fine, Sin.” Zerrex hugged her tightly, and Sin hugged him back: a true hug, 

and one of the few that hadn‟t been too awkward ever since Anathema had passed. It wasn‟t 



because Sin blamed him, he knew, but because he blamed himself… but there was no time to 

think on that now, and instead the Drakkaren glanced over her, asking quietly: “Is your glammer 

gone because of the AMP?” 

“It seems that way… none of my spells are working.” Sin said quietly, shaking her head 

slowly before she touched her own face embarrassedly, as one of the Seethe Hounds whined up 

at her loudly. “Am I… I… I mean…” 

“You‟re beautiful… and believe me, no one‟s paying attention to us right now anyway. 

Goddammit, we‟re going to need to get a damage report, but without magic working it‟s going to 

be a pain in the ass to get to the Central Spire from here…” Zerrex made a face, shaking his head 

slowly before he looked at Sin, asking slowly: “Do you think demonic crystals will override the 

anti-magic effect?” 

“No… I think we‟re just going to have to stay put for now.” Sin said quietly, and then she 

took Zerrex‟s hand, and the Seethe Hounds quieted as both she and Zerrex looked up at the 

physical world in the distance, Sin murmuring softly: “Lord Zerrex, I… that world. It‟s so 

beautiful…” 

“It‟s home.” Zerrex said softly, and Sin smiled a bit as she looked at him for a moment, 

then gazed quietly back at the stars. Zerrex looked up at the sky, wondering what this must be 

like from her point of view and remembering how he had been entranced, that first few nights 

back home, by the beauty of the sky, starry night and sunny day both… and for the longest time, 

there was only quiet between them, as they both stared up into the blackness dotted with specks 

of vibrant white light. 

Finally, Sin murmured: “The last time I saw stars… was when we lived in Eternity, with 

Naganis. It may have been our own little realm, but we could look down when we pleased and 

see the physical universe toil and turn below… and I remember thinking about how pretty they 

were. I mean… essentially, they are… fuel-powered furnaces of destruction, filled with reactions 

that could destroy an entire world… and yet… in the gentle cradle of the gravity they create, 

entire solar systems can be born, with living, breathing worlds in each.” 

Zerrex nodded, and then he laughed a bit… and when Sin looked at him, the Drakkaren 

smiled over at her and said with soft entertainment: “You know, now we‟re not just demons from 

Hell. We‟re alien demons from another planet that happens to be Hell.” 

“I don‟t understand.” Sin said honestly, but when Zerrex laughed, she couldn‟t help but 

laugh herself, and their hands squeezed tightly together as the two smiled at each other. And then 

they both looked up into the sky again and the darkness beyond, and despite what had just 

happened… despite how it had been so sudden, and how Zerrex had no way of knowing the 

shape the rest of Hell was in… the Drakkaren felt strangely at peace with everything, as he held 

the hand of the Naganatine and then gazed together into the vastness of space. 

Four hours later, a vehicle came trundling down the road towards them, and the 

Drakkaren frowned a bit before he realized it was Lily and Ixin in a buggy: the female looked 

worn out and tired, but relief spread across her face at seeing Zerrex, Sin, Selena, and a few of 

their children sitting out on a blanket together in front of the gates to the Estate. The mansion 

itself was a horrible mess inside, and the Drakkaren had figured they‟d clean it up once magic 

was working again and could do most of the hard work for them… and besides, the air actually 

felt cool and pleasant, and there was even a light breeze now washing across the plains: the first 

real weather Zerrex had experienced in Hell.  

The buggy screeched to a halt some twenty feet away, and Lily leapt out of it and charged 

over to Zerrex, who stood and caught her in a tight hug before he gazed down at her with 



concern, asking quietly: “Are you okay? And Ixin, what the hell happened? I thought you were 

going to be able to send out a warning before everything went to… well… I guess „hell‟ really 

isn‟t a suitable word to use in this case.” 

Ixin glowered at Zerrex, then he pointed at him and said to Lily grouchily: “See, I knew 

he‟d say that right away! Asshole.” He glared some more at the Drakkaren, but the reptile could 

see the faintest of blushes tingeing Ixin‟s cheeks. “Anyway, seriously, I really thought we‟d be 

able to know. But… I guess I was wrong on that count. All of a sudden, I just got about fifty 

different blips on the monitoring machinery at my lab, and then all my devices fried when we got 

hit with that first AMP shock. Fuck, it‟s going to be… weeks, at least, before magic starts 

working again. Lily here I picked up on the road, trying to walk here… but even with the speed 

these hunks of junk move at, it must‟ve taken us hours to get here.” 

Ixin turned around and booted the buggy hard, and then he grumbled and turned back 

around, looking dryly at Zerrex. “But well, my lab‟s been trashed, and I‟d say by now all of Hell 

is in the physical plane and probably throwing a panic. And unless you‟ve got some genius idea 

on how the hell to get a message out to all of what is now a planet, well… I think we‟re going to 

just have to wait and hope things spread word-of-mouth and really goddamn fast, because like. 

According to my measurements, this planet is probably really goddamn enormous.” 

“What measurements?” Zerrex asked dumbly, and when the mage only glared at him, the 

lizard rolled his eyes with a sigh and a nod. “Fine, I‟ll just take your word for it, then. How much 

damage did you two come across while coming here?” 

Lily shook her head a bit at this, sighing and pulling away to sit down on the blanket, and 

Ixin snorted as he sat back on the buggy, asking mildly: “You mean from the merging or from 

riots? There are some very angry people out there who want us to be doing shit… not that we 

could do a hell of a lot of anything even if magic was working apart from telling everyone to 

calm the fuck down and send details of Royal Guards out in force. My concerns right now, 

personally, are the Abyss and the Circles of Hell… and well, I think it‟s safe to say that the 

Barred City is likely just a smoking crater in the ground by now.” 

“Oh great. Do you think we secured the first two areas enough, though? There were a lot 

of people in both those places that I‟d like to see survive this mess.” Zerrex said quietly, and Ixin 

grunted, tilting a hand back and forth as he made a face. The Drakkaren rubbed a hand slowly 

through his hair at this, and then he looked over his shoulder at Lily, asking halfheartedly: “Is 

there anything at all we can do?” 

“Have patience. We‟ll think of something, sooner or later.” Lily said softly, and then 

everyone looked up with a wince as another boom echoed through Hell, and the demoness 

muttered: “I wish that would stop, though.” 

“AMP aftershocks. They‟ll go away sooner or later… once they start getting muffled in 

the distance, magic will start working better, at least.” Ixin said mildly, and then he grumbled as 

he walked over and sat down on the blanket beside Selena, who glared at him. “So what are we 

doing here, playing strip poker?” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes, then he sat down on Ixin‟s other side, pointing at the small amount 

of food Sin had salvaged from the kitchen. “We were just sharing that, actually, and-”  

Before the lizard could finish, a small shape popped into existence on his shoulder, and 

then the reptile yelped and almost fell over as Sammy squeaked loudly at him and then hopped 

into the air, gliding majestically down to stand on his head. Zerrex sighed, looking morbid as he 

laid on his side, tapping one hand against the ground before he frowned and asked: “How the hell 

did you do that?” 



Sammy shrugged, then bounded off Zerrex‟s head, running around him in a circle as the 

reptile sat up before the pseudodragon jumped up and put his little front claws against the 

lizard‟s chest, leaning up towards him as Zerrex looked down… and then his head swam before 

he closed his eyes, and in his mind he saw Cherry, the female saying curtly: “Okay, Sammy, 

carry this message to Zerrex. People are scared as fuck of Hell and Heaven just… appearing out 

of nowhere, and even though Balthazar and a few other world leaders are trying to keep things 

calm, some other people just want to nuke the shit out of these planets. All the portals to Hell and 

Heaven have shattered from… some kind of super-pulse that passed through them, and recently 

that sweet little girl Mary showed up with her brother the douchebag, and Mary was real 

concerned about you for some reason while Zane-guy kept babbling about how Heaven and Hell 

are all fucked-up. 

“Okay, like. If you can‟t get back here or send anyone, send a message somehow. You 

gotta figure out a way to do that at least.” Cherry said urgently, and Zerrex winced: both at the 

growing pain in his skull and the anxiety flooding his body. “Because believe me. Now suddenly 

everyone‟s backing Kafka again, and Kafka says this is a hostile gesture or some shit. You gotta 

do something, Boss! Now get out of here Sammy, get!” 

Then Sammy stepped back from Zerrex and whined loudly, and the reptile nodded, 

rubbing slowly at his face before he muttered: “Goddammit… everyone, listen close. The 

physical world wants to attack us… and believe me, we‟re a short enough distance away that 

they could definitely hit us if they wanted to. It would take a little while for the missiles or 

whatever to get here… I hope… but I have no doubt that a good few countries pack more than 

enough artillery to do it. We need to send them a message somehow… that means we need either 

lights, rockets, or some kind of shuttle through space.” 

“I got an idea.” Selena said immediately, and Zerrex tilted his head as he looked over at 

her, and she grinned as she jumped up to her feet, saying firmly and pointing at him: “Just wait 

right here.” 

Zerrex watched her run off, nonplussed, and then he shook his head quickly before 

looking around at the others, asking Ixin flatly: “What about you? I‟m sure before you started 

excelling in magic you studied chemicals or something.” 

“Dude, in my day, we didn‟t even have chemicals.” Ixin replied in an amused voice, and 

then he paused, tapping at his head. “But well. I use magnesium in a lot of my experiments, but I 

am totally not driving that stupid-ass buggy all the way out to my lab. My butt hurts and I‟m a 

„do-it-on-foot‟ kinda guy.”  

“Lily, please take Ixin down to the armory. Most bullets have a cap on the end of them 

filled with gunpowder, which is not as powerful as magnesium, but should more than do.” Zerrex 

said dryly, and Lily nodded as she hopped up to her feet, extending a hand to Ixin. Ixin took this 

daintily, batting his eyes at her, and then the two bounced off, making Zerrex roll his eyes. 

“What about us?” Markus looked up at him from where he‟d been sitting almost silently 

across the blanket, scared out of his mind. Zerrex softened as he gazed at him, this child of his 

who had once made a serious mistake and was, even now, probably one of the least-affected by 

the AMP aftershocks… but I guess that figures. We all have our fears, even the fearless. “What 

should I do, Dad?” 

“Take Priscilla and Serenity to the shooting range out back and start gathering up more 

ammunition.” Zerrex said calmly, and Markus nodded as the two females jumped to their feet as 

well beside him. Then the reptile held up a hand, adding softly: “Wait, Serenity. Maybe I have a 

better job for you.” 



Serenity smiled at him with slight amusement: with small breasts easily covered by a 

golden plate half-wrapped around her body and held on by silver chains, she was one of his few 

daughters that didn‟t take after the lust side of the family. Her body was strong and supple, her 

limbs toned and well-muscled and her legs and groin protected by several hanging, leaf-shaped 

golden plates, and across her back was sheathed a narrow-bladed, strange silver longsword with 

a pointed handle, carefully held on her body in the grip of several extra-large chain-links. Her 

face had a line of crisscrossing battle scars across it, and her body was a mix of beautiful green 

and gold scales, spots and patches of gold across her back and limbs and her stomach, chest, and 

groin almost aflame with the beautiful bright scales.  

Serenity was also another of Zerrex‟s Iuratus: when Mist and Shine weren‟t available to 

protect him, Serenity was usually the person who acted as the senior bodyguard and bossed 

around both Cypress and Desire. She was a bit younger, but much tougher, and her alignment 

wasn‟t simply Wrath, but also Pride… and it both helped and hindered her that she had inherited 

her father‟s overly-serious nature. Unlike him, however, she hadn‟t exactly loosened up much 

over the years… and thus she didn‟t exactly get most jokes or even much of her father‟s biting 

sarcasm. “You want me to keep an eye on you?” 

“No, I think I‟m fine in that regard.” Zerrex said with soft amusement, meeting Serenity‟s 

deep green eyes with his own before he waved and laughed a bit as he watched Priscilla go, 

which made Serenity bite the inside of her cheek: a gesture he‟d come to learn meant she was 

trying to suppress irritation rather than amusement. “Oh, come on, I gotta give all my girls the 

same level of respect.” 

“Not the exact same, I hope. I think being your personal bodyguard qualifies me for a 

little bit more respect and perhaps even affection.” Serenity said seriously, as if she was talking 

about things that could be measured out and divided up as something physical like rice grains or 

money could. Zerrex looked at her dumbly for a few moments, and then she cleared her throat, 

asking calmly: “Should I stay by your side and protect you from any dangers that might arise?”  

“No, I think that Sin has that covered, thank you.” Zerrex half-bowed courteously 

towards her, and then he grinned a bit, pointing at the buggy. “I need your steady hand to do 

something for me, and disassemble that vehicle with as little damage as possible, especially 

around the front. We‟ll need the fuel cells.” 

Serenity didn‟t look exactly pleased with this, but she nodded as she reached up and 

pulled her sword free, before she held it out and let her fingers release the blade. It continued to 

float eerily by her open palm, and as she closed her eyes, the sword began to spin violently… 

and then Serenity snapped her hand forwards as her eyes glowed with psychic power, and the 

sword began to delicately slash back and forth, slicing plates and pieces off the buggy as Zerrex 

turned his attention to Sin now. 

She gazed up at him softly, and Zerrex sat down beside her with a quiet grunt before he 

said quietly: “You‟ve told me before that it‟s possible to move things through the Marquee Sur 

Noir. That it extends through and beyond all other dimensions… that even the Old Gods 

wouldn‟t have much power there. Now that Hell and the physical world are in the same plane, 

however… do you think it‟s possible to move through the Marquee and reach the planet, all the 

way over there?” 

Sin looked thoughtful at this, and then Serenity joined them after a moment, the buggy a 

ruined hulk of metal plates and bared innards behind them as her sword spun back towards her 

before snapping itself safely back into the chain across her back, and she interrupted quietly: 

“Either way, you‟re High King of Hell and can‟t make the trip yourself. Hell needs you right 



now, more than ever before… you need to show that you aren‟t going to abandon this place in 

favor of Earth.” 

“But I can at least try… the Marquee is a place I control, and that bows to my 

commands… and Lord Zerrex, I just realized something.” Sin said softly, looking at him with a 

bit of a smile. “It‟s very difficult, of course, to exit the Marquee and come out in a different 

place, relative to time and space… it exists outside of what we even term „dimensions,‟ after all. 

It‟s… better, and yet worse, than the Nothingness between dimensions. But perhaps, if I can 

force not myself to move, but only the Marquee… I could make several short trips through Hell 

and see if I can find other people and tell them to spread the word not to panic. I can check on 

several important areas throughout Hell as well… I only hope I can manage it. The Marquee is 

supposed to be static, after all…” 

“And Hell should be another dimension. I have faith in you, Sin, and it‟s a much better 

idea to communicate with the inhabitants here before we try to travel to another planet with it.” 

Zerrex smiled slightly, nodding slowly as he decided to bet his faith on his family and friends 

holding off whatever crazed strikes the world might be planning against Hell. Against, 

essentially, my planet. “Serenity, well… you better watch my back, then. You too, Sammy. 

We‟re going to head into town on something far better than a broken buggy.” 

“Then I hope the best to you, Zerrex… take care.” Sin said softly, and then she rose a 

hand as she slowly faded out of existence. After a moment, when she didn‟t reappear, Zerrex 

figured she must have made it work somehow, because he doubted that the Marquee had been 

affected at all by the merge with the physical world… because if it had, or worse, if a portal to it 

appeared somewhere… we‟d be dealing with some very nasty entities that might even give the 

Old Gods a run for their money. 

Zerrex paused, looking towards the Ravenlight Estate and wondering what the hell 

Selena was up to… and then he finally shook his head, walking over to the ripped-up buggy as 

Sammy jumped up on his shoulder with a curious squeak, and the reptile rubbed his hands 

together as he examined the engine before reaching forwards and grasping the fuel cell that 

powered it, disconnecting several cables with his other hand and then pulling it firmly out. It 

sparked, and Zerrex grinned slightly, muttering: “Love these things. Cheap, reusable, and they 

hold a charge forever… but okay, come on, now we got a power source.” 

Serenity still looked perplexed and foreboding, and Sammy chirped curiously on the 

reptile‟s shoulder as they headed towards the Ravenlight Estate… and then Zerrex stared as 

Selena kicked open the front doors and marched out with Loki and two other godlings in tow. 

“What the hell. Selena, this is your plan?” 

“Their powers don‟t function off corruption, it‟s genius!” Selena argued, glaring at him 

and huffing, and then she pointed behind herself as the two Zerrex didn‟t recognize at first tried 

to run off. “Don‟t even think about it. Zerrex, these are Loki‟s pals, Aera Cura and Yemaya.” 

Loki rubbed the back of his head, stepping aside and coughing as the two gods came 

forwards: Aera Cura, on the one hand, fit in very well with Hell‟s environment. She was tall and 

slender, with red skin and big, floppy ears, and she was one of the very few evolved cows Zerrex 

had ever seen in his lifetime. She had darker spots over her bare shoulders, and was wearing a 

black corset and a knee-length white skirt with several long strips of cloth hanging from her 

waist, each with different black sigils sewn into them. Short, conical golden horns stuck up 

between her large ears, which themselves were pierced with both studs and rings, and a pearl 

necklace hung low around her neck, as she gave a seductive smile to Zerrex and bowed to him 

deeply, standing almost at perfect height with him. “It‟s an honor to meet you…” 



“A… a true pleasure.” Yemaya added, her eyes bright and big. Unlike her counterpart, 

she was wearing a blue-streaked, frilly white dress that well all the way to her ankles, and the 

antelope had long, spired horns and pretty, childlike features. Her body was smaller than that of 

Aera Cura, and conservatively-covered by the dress, which billowed slowly despite the fact there 

was no wind. In her horns, there were seven piercings, and upon her hands seven rings… and her 

blue eyes gazed at him with something like amazement before she nodded to him rapidly and 

then said brightly: “If I can be any help at all-” 

“Shut up, Yemaya.” Aera Cura said disdainfully, and then she bowed deeply again to 

Zerrex before straightening, saying in a soft voice: “I am an infernal goddess myself… Yemaya, 

on the other hand, is little more than a fertility spirit. The waters, the moon, childbirth… let me 

assist you with my knowledge…” 

She started to sidle closer, and then Serenity and Selena stepped to either side of Zerrex 

and glared at her, and some of the arrogance went out of Aera Cura‟s eyes as she winced and 

stepped backwards instead, clearing her throat and looking down with a mumble. By the 

consternated look on Loki‟s face, Zerrex could tell that the otter had probably been trying to get 

at least one of the goddesses to sleep with him… and he grinned a bit at this, before he paused 

and asked mildly: “Don‟t be offended, but I have to ask. Why haven‟t you sided with the Old 

Gods?” 

Both of the goddesses looked awkwardly away at this, but it was Yemaya who looked at 

him first and said finally, in an embarrassed voice: “We‟re only minor deities, nothing like 

Loki… our powers exceed that of your average demon or angel, but are no competition for that 

of the higher-ranking divine beings… the only real difference is that some of our abilities 

function even through this anti-magic aura perverting the air, like psychic abilities.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, and then he rubbed at his muzzle a bit as he looked at Loki, who 

was mumbling irritably. Obviously the goddesses were on far lower tiers than the demigod – 

which he was probably trying to use to his advantage to get laid, but it doesn‟t look like that‟s 

going to happen any time soon now – but they were still goddesses… and as the reptile looked 

towards the planet floating in the sky, he asked slowly: “Loki, do you think you could make a 

jump all the way to the physical world?” 

“Oh no, I ain‟t falling for that trick.” Loki said immediately, and the reptile looked at him 

dryly as the demigod stepped backwards and held up his hands, a sour expression on his face. 

“Even if I could, I wouldn‟t. I ain‟t helping those bastards out at all. And sure, I get that if they 

don‟t get some… signal or something from Hell, then we‟ll probably all die in nuclear fire. So 

I‟ll help you send up a signal or whatever, but I am not going to go to the mortal plane, 

especially not right now.” 

Zerrex made a face, and then another idea came to mind before he asked quickly: “Then 

can you go and find Amiglion? He was… crap, he was probably at or near the Central Spire. 

Amiglion can ask Reapers to help, and they have their own special ways of travelling to and 

from different worlds… they should be able to easily skip to Earth.” Although I‟m sure Amiglion 

will have a hell of a time convincing one of them to help us. 

Loki still didn‟t look completely happy with this idea, but he finally nodded and sighed, 

saying flatly: “Just so we‟re clear on this, I still hate you.” 

“Yeah, yeah, get out of here.” Zerrex waved a hand at him, and Loki grunted before he 

extended either hand to the goddesses with a wide grin on his face. With a smile, Aera Cura 

reached up and gently took one of them, even though her eyes stayed on Zerrex… but Yemaya 



fidgeted on the spot, looking awkward before she stumbled over to Selena and half-hid behind 

her, making the demoness wince. 

Loki deflated at the reactions, and then he sighed, rolling his eyes before he looked at 

Aera Cura with a wink. “Guess it‟s just you and me then, babe.” He paused, then looked over at 

Zerrex, giving him a pointed look as he said flatly: “I‟ll come back to see Yemaya later, so don‟t 

strain her.” 

Then he and Aera Cura vanished in a puff of dark smoke, and Zerrex rolled his eyes as 

Selena carefully stepped away from the goddess, who blushed as she smiled naively up at the 

Drakkaren, saying softly: “I‟m sorry, but Aera Cura scares me a little, and Loki‟s courting is a 

little… rough.” 

“What a surprise.” Zerrex said with soft amusement, and then he smiled down at the 

goddess, asking quietly: “Can you portal or teleport or something to that world over there?” 

Yemaya shook her head, and then she gazed at the blue sphere in the sky hesitantly 

before murmuring finally: “But most of it is water… perhaps, from the roof of your Estate and 

given some time and concentration, I might be able to affect the tides and wave patterns… but 

that‟s just silly, how would anyone see a message written in the middle of the ocean?” 

“Believe me, there‟s all kinds of ways. Mortals are very paranoid and they like to see 

every little detail of what‟s happening on their planet.” the Drakkaren replied, then he glanced 

over at Selena, who crossed her arms and looked at him flatly: “I know you hate to, but…” 

“Oh fuck. Fine…” Selena sighed and grumbled under her breath, then she leaned 

forwards and grunted as slowly, leathery, large wings pushed their way out of her back, the 

demoness gritting her teeth before they extended to their full, enormous wingspan, flapping once, 

then twice as she looked down at Yemaya, who was staring at her with shock. “Trust me, chick. 

Don‟t worry, I won‟t drop you.” 

“Okay.” Yemaya nodded after a moment, and then she hopped up into Selena‟s arms, and 

the muscular demoness winced, then glared at Zerrex when he covered his muzzle to hide a 

laugh, the two looking like a lesbian couple that had just been married. Then Selena muttered 

under her breath and ran forwards, taking off into the air and flying quickly up to the roof of the 

Ravenlight Estate as Zerrex laughed and shook his head, walking forwards through the gates and 

saying amusedly: “Come on, Serenity. We still got something to do.” 

Serenity looked at him for a few moments thoughtfully, as they walked around to the side 

of the Estate, where a heavy shutter barred the way into a large side building. She looked at this 

with a frown, and then stared when Zerrex grunted and shoved it up, revealing a large garage full 

of different vehicles in different states of health. “What… what is this?” 

“Priest likes to tinker, and I like to ride motorcycles and break them.” Zerrex said plainly, 

and Sammy chirped on his shoulder, the pseudodragon‟s eyes big and round. Then the little 

dragon leapt off onto a worktable as Zerrex bent down by an open engine compartment in a 

motorcycle near the back, and he slipped the fuel cell inside, wincing as sparks shot up from the 

engine before he quickly connected the cables and muttered: “Let‟s see… I think this is the 

one…” 

Zerrex shut the compartment firmly, and then he twisted the keys in the throttle… before 

laughing and clapping as the engine roared into life, the front headlight flashing on and 

surprising Serenity, who immediately drew her sword and took up a ready position… but Zerrex 

only rolled his eyes, reaching up to toggle the switch to turn the headlight off. “Don‟t be a spaz. 

Now there‟s a golf cart or something here that works, but I recommend you ride with me. This 



particular model was built for Dragokkaren, so it‟s big and spacious enough even for me… 

Sammy, you should stay here and I‟ll call you when we get to the next location.” 

Sammy immediately chirped in agreement with a  relieved look on his face, and Serenity 

winced as she slowly replaced her sword on her back, asking him finally: “Are you sure this is a 

good idea?” 

“Hell used to be mostly flat, right? And even on these dusty roads…” Zerrex kicked the 

studded tires with a grin as he rolled the motorcycle slowly past his daughter and out of the 

garage. “Lots of traction, and a spill on a motorcycle, while it hurts like hell, definitely won‟t kill 

you or me. Besides, you‟re my Iuratus, and thus you have to listen to me.” 

“I‟m trying to keep you safe here!” Serenity said in a consternated voice, but Zerrex only 

swung a leg over the motorcycle and then grinned over his shoulder at her. She looked at him for 

a few moments, then finally sighed and muttered as he walked forwards, climbing onto the seat 

behind him and making a bit of a face: since she was a little shorter than he was, her feet 

couldn‟t even touch the ground anymore, even with Zerrex leaning the bike to a good angle. 

“This is not a bright idea.” 

“Few of my ideas are.” Zerrex said cheerfully as she wrapped her arms around his waist 

and he felt her armored chest pressing to his back, and then he twisted the handle and shot 

forwards, Serenity gritting her teeth with a hiss of shock as they shot towards the open gates and 

then out onto the road, the Drakkaren swerving past the buggy and shouting: “Watch how you 

lean, make sure you don‟t tip the motorcycle over!” 

“You‟re the one driving the goddamn thing!” Serenity shouted back, clutching her father 

for dear life as they shot down the roads… but after a while, she slowly relaxed and started to 

enjoy the travel along the deserted highway, even as they jounced and threatened to spill off here 

and there when Zerrex hit either a hole in the road or took a turn too hard. 

As they approached one of the cities, however, Zerrex was forced to slow… and he 

halted outside of it, the two looking on as glee faded into grim seriousness at the sight of the city. 

Buildings were aflame and demons were both rioting and panicking, and the Drakkaren frowned 

as he looked over his shoulder at Serenity, asking quietly: “What do you suggest I do here?” 

“Tell them to stop, and remember that demons are still often ruled by power. You have to 

demonstrate your strength.” Serenity said calmly, and Zerrex made a face as he nodded and 

rolled the motorcycle slowly forwards, the engine grumbling as eyes slowly turned to him 

through the crowd. Without waiting for the order, Serenity hopped off the motorcycle and strode 

alongside it, shouting: “All bow to High King Zerrex Narrius, and cease this lawlessness at 

once!” 

“What‟s happening?” screamed a voice from the crowd that gathered quickly around the 

Drakkaren, and Zerrex halted the motorcycle next to a broken-down carriage. It looked like it 

had been attacked, and the Wyrms that had been drawing it lay dead and eviscerated, making 

Zerrex wince… and then, as other voices shouted at him, he leapt up and pulled himself to the 

top of the carriage, holding his arms out as other voices howled and yelled. 

“Quiet!” Zerrex roared finally, and the crowd went mostly silent, a few mumbles coming 

up from the group as the Drakkaren looked back and forth before he said coldly: “You were 

warned. Again and again, you were warned that Hell would be merging with the physical plane. 

Well, that has now happened. And all of you are using the chaos that has ensued to your 

advantage in one way or another, chasing after your own ends and falling to your own sins when 

we should be banding together, now more than-”  



Zerrex halted as a rock flew out of the crowd, and the reptile caught it easily and crushed 

it, pointing in the direction it had come from and shouting: “Step forwards immediately!” 

No one did, and a murmur went through the crowd before the Drakkaren‟s eyes glowed 

green as he ordered calmly: “Whoever threw this… step forwards now.” 

Dominate lashed out of his eyes like a tidal wave, and demons gaped and fidgeted and 

drooled before one, a minotaur, finally staggered out of the crowd… and Zerrex felt a burst of 

fury, but he quickly swallowed it, instead focusing his eyes on him and asking quietly: “Why did 

you throw a rock at me?” 

“You upset me… I was scared, and angry, and desperate. I was only doing what my 

neighbors were doing… who gave you the right to boss us around?” the minotaur spoke in a 

sleepy, weak voice, and then he shook his head and staggered backwards in terror, but now the 

crowd was more like  wall than a safe hiding place, and he fell to his knees after a moment, 

clasping his hands and begging: “Please… please, oh… oh please, don‟t hurt me!” 

This wasn‟t what Zerrex wanted, as he closed his eyes and bowed his head forwards. 

There was no honor in it, no joy he could take from it, a foolhardy, broken minotaur begging for 

his life after being driven into a panic… and so finally, he rose a hand and said quietly: “If I am 

to make a difference and not be a hypocrite… I need to lead by example. Every one of you will 

be helping to reconstruct and rebuild the very things you have stolen and destroyed… and it is 

not only a punishment, it is a blessing. Remember, no sin goes unseen here in Hell… and anyone 

who has killed today will be thrown in a Pit of Torment for a century, if not more, do I make 

myself clear? The minor trespasses can be forgiven in a state of panic: the major trespasses will 

not be, even when anxieties and tensions run high.” 

“He‟s weak, we can take him, come on!” some other maddened demon shouted, and then 

a Salamander, a Swamp Spine, and a massive, burly horse demon of some kind all charged 

forwards, the first two leaping onto the top of the carriage… and Zerrex snorted, throwing the 

Salamander easily to the ground before he kicked the Swamp Spine hard in the stomach before 

the horse demon tried to ram it over… but Zerrex simply leapt off as it tilted onto its side, 

landing neatly on the horse‟s shoulders before he let himself freefall forwards, snapping his shins 

tight around the horse‟s head just beneath a pair of twisting horns and making him gargle before 

the Drakkaren flipped forwards and smashed him skull-first into the ground, leaving him 

groaning in agony. Then the lizard stood up and wiped his hands clean, making a distasteful face 

before he kicked the horse demon in the neck as he began to climb to his feet, and his eyes 

bulged before he fell flat on his face, the reptile muttering: “Sorry, but I‟ve got no time right now 

to play games with dissenters.” 

Then the lizard leapt back up on top of the carriage, looking back and forth as he shouted: 

“Enough chaos! Everything must return to order… it‟s a very simple rule. The better you behave, 

the better I can treat you during these times of chaos. But if you insist on continuing to attack 

each other and myself, I‟ll have no choice but to order in the military forces to not just keep the 

peace, but enforce every rule and policy I can think of!” Harsh, but we are on the brink of 

extinction. “Until magic returns within the near future, we‟ll just all have to get along and work 

on things in teams with our bare hands. Discipline and order is what separates us from being 

animals… or do you want the mortal plane to think we‟re all monsters, just like in their fairy-tale 

versions of Hell?” 

Mumbles sounded throughout the area… and then Zerrex nodded with a grunt before he 

rose a hand, saying clearly: “If force is all you understand… if you think that physical power is 

the only authority… then that is what I‟m going to have to use to calm and quell you. But it is the  



last resort for me… because I believe that it would be akin to a dictator forcing the inhabitants of 

his country to do whatever he wants. I want to rule by doing what is best for my people… by 

instructing them, not by treating them as slaves. But believe me, what is best right now is that 

everyone remains calm, and works on fixing up the damage that has been done here… and if I 

have to use force to keep people calm for this next while, so be it. This isn‟t some political 

gambit or an overhyped false-pandemic: our dimension has just merged with a physical 

dimension, and we have become a world in a universe that once denied our very existence. 

“If anyone disagrees with me that this is an issue serious enough for me to use the full 

power of my position, please, go ahead and speak right on up. I‟d be glad to listen to your 

arguments on the subject.” Zerrex said drolly, and when there was only quiet that greeted this, 

the reptile smiled grimly. “Good. Now, as I was saying… since for a little while we‟re going to 

have to do this the mortal way, I‟m going to be sending through both scouts and engineers to set 

up whatever mortal transmitters will work. I expect you all to spread the word that I want order, 

not anarchy, or I‟m going to have to go all martial on your asses, and I‟m pretty sure no one 

wants to see that.” 

There was silence, and Zerrex nodded with a grunt. “Good. Alright, time for me to keep 

moving. Get to work immediately, do your jobs, help clean up, or stay quietly in your homes, 

and we‟ll get through this without needing to resort to force.” 

The Drakkaren hopped off the fallen carriage, then he mounted his motorcycle as 

Serenity slipped on behind him, the female wrapping her arms around him as she muttered: “You 

do realize that they‟re going to either hide or end up arguing all over the place about who should 

be in charge, right?” 

“Yeah, but it‟s better than them wrecking the city.” Zerrex replied dryly, and then he 

drove forwards, the crowd quickly parting for him as the Drakkaren muttered: “Let‟s just hope 

that they don‟t make too much of a goddamn mess. I‟d really like for things to stay as quiet as 

possible over the next few days.” 

As Zerrex drove through the main street of the city, he saw that word was spreading 

much faster than he could drive: either fear or respect – Zerrex was betting on fear, unfortunately 

– was driving people to listen to him, and it was at least getting the area to calm down. He 

wished they‟d listen to him for reasons other than the fact he was a strong authority figure, but he 

knew that in Hell, that was asking far too much… so instead, he‟d make do with what little he 

had, as the wind blew through his hair and Serenity held tightly onto him, only interested in 

keeping her father and High King safe from harm. 

The Drakkaren spent roughly an hour in the city, stopping here and there, getting into 

short-lived brawls, and trying to suffocate the chaos he came across before it could turn into full-

out anarchy. Just as he was getting ready to leave the city, however, Sin faded slowly into 

existence in front of him, looking exhausted but happy she‟d found him as the motorcycle 

skidded to a halt beside her, Zerrex staring at her with surprise as she took several long breaths 

before managing out: “Priest… Huck… towers…” 

“What? Take your time, Sin, there‟s no rush. At least, I hope to crap there‟s no rush, 

because I‟m really sick of horrific things that require me rushing around happening all over the 

place.” Zerrex said morbidly, and the Naganatine nodded a few times, taking a few moments to 

recover before she straightened and smiled awkwardly at him, blushing a bit. “Now what‟s up?” 

“The electromagnetism in the air has decreased, according to Priest‟s machinery… the 

shielded compound was apparently protected from many of the aftereffects of the AMP and the 

merging, so most of his equipment is intact.” Sin said quietly after a few moments, then she 



added: “Jim Huckleberry, Priest, and several other engineers are all working together to set up 

what he referred to as a… signal tower? A satellite tower? I‟m sorry, Lord Zerrex, I can‟t 

entirely remember the name.” 

“No, I think I know what you‟re talking about, Sin, and it‟s good news.” Zerrex replied, 

looking surprised. The electromagnetism has decreased that much? But maybe it‟s only 

temporary… when the corruption returns, the level of electromagnetism in the air will probably 

increase… huhr, say that three times fast. “Is he aiming to send a signal to the planet or across 

Hell?” 

Sin shook her head, saying quietly: “Just across Hell, he says… something about… 

sending a signal to another planet taking time, I have to admit I don‟t entirely understand this 

kind of science. To us Naganatine, even the concepts of things such as… the speed of light is 

relative and trivial. We were always able to bend any law we wished in Eternity or the physical 

world, but… perhaps the laws of the physical world are much different now.” 

She halted, then smiled a bit, rubbing at her head slowly as she murmured: “I‟m sorry, 

Lord Zerrex, I don‟t know what I‟m saying. My head hurts from using the Marquee in the way I 

have… but I am glad to report that the Central Spire is still standing as it always has, and that the 

Abyss is still tightly sealed shut. I hope you don‟t think it oversteps my bounds, but I dispatched 

Captain Lazarus with four platoons of Royal Guard to stand guard, just in case the Abyss opens. 

Other Royal Guards are being assembled as we speak, as well as basic military in many places, 

to help quell the chaos.” She paused, then added quietly: “The Circles have been hit hard by this. 

Many demons died, and until magic returns to Hell, we won‟t be able to do a head count and 

know for sure how many we‟ve lost. Because the Circles and their environments were tempered 

and powered by both corruption and magic, much of each simply… vanished. Now, they look… 

more like a deep and terrible pit with a few writhing demons trying to survive.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, gritting his teeth: that was some of the worst news he could have 

heard, at least regarding that major section of Hell. He shook his head after a moment, then he 

said quietly and calmly: “We‟ll have to dispatch troops to assist with evacuation, then. What 

about the Barred City?” 

Sin was quiet… and Zerrex nodded again, sighing as he looked over his shoulder and said 

quietly: “Serenity, slip around to my front, okay? Let Sin sit in the back.” I don‟t even have a 

bad one-liner at the moment about being trapped in a girl sandwich… this is getting way too 

serious, way too fast. 

The Naganatine climbed onto the motorcycle without argument and curled herself tightly 

against his back, as Serenity sat in his lap and rested her back against his front, chain links and 

smooth flat of the sword brushing against his muscular, masculine body as he leaned over her, 

looking quietly ahead as he guided the motorcycle around in a circle before heading back 

towards the Ravenlight Estate. He knew that there was no point in continuing into the 

countryside now, and they would be better able to plan at the Estate, where everyone would be… 

and Zerrex could only hope that they could find some way to signal the planet they were 

currently orbiting slowly, the planet he was trying so goddamn hard to protect from the Old 

Gods, that they weren‟t hostile. 

Driving the motorcycle calmed Zerrex, however, and he thought he felt Serenity relaxing 

a bit herself, and Sin was holding him tightly, but she seemed entranced, as if this was some rare, 

exotic treat… and he supposed for her, it was. It made the Drakkaren smile a bit as he rounded a 

corner and twisted onto another straight stretch, the road dusty and empty, the only visible 

building in the distance one of the many, massive manors along this otherwise empty road… 



before he winced and cursed in shock as a figure stepped out calmly into the road, and the reptile 

twisted the handlebars hard in surprise, and the motorcycle screamed as the handlebars jerked 

and the reptile lost control, the three figures on the bike yelling as they fell and tumbled along 

the road in a painful pile. 

The motorcycle itself spun wildly through the dirt on its side before the figure brought up 

one elegantly-shoed foot and stopped it with ease, and Zerrex grunted as he rolled awkwardly to 

a halt, bouncing hard backwards on his chest at the end of his roll like he was a skipping stone 

and then clawing into the ground to glare forwards. Sin, meanwhile, came to a halt on her back, 

eyes rolling dizzily in her head, and Serenity managed to get her hands beneath her and shove 

herself into a backflip, landing heavily on her feet and staggering two feet backwards before she 

managed to anchor herself with a glare, drawing her sword off her back and shouting: “Identify 

yourself!” 

“My brother and I often play this game when it comes to certain worlds…” said the 

charismatic voice of the male, and he carefully adjusted the tie around his neck, several gold 

rings in the shapes of serpents eating their own tails glinting on his fingers. His suit was pristine, 

casual but also obviously expensive, left open at the front to reveal the wrinkleless, stainless 

white shirt beneath, sleeves ending just short enough of his wrists to show off the silver cufflinks 

decorated with roses upon them. At his neck was a bolo tie in the shape of a golden apple, and he 

had not fur, but dark crimson skin and pitch-black eyes, his features that of a goat with a scruff 

of black hair on his chin, and large horns that pointed up towards the reddening sky above 

shaped like lightning bolts, with smaller ears, each pierced with a single ring.  

With an absent gesture, we waved at the motorcycle on the ground, and it flew off to the 

side as if struck by an angry giant, chunks of broken metal hailing down when it hit the ground 

as Zerrex winced and grabbed at his hair, and the goat-thing smiled, striding towards them a few 

more steps before he bowed deeply as Serenity protectively jumped in front of her father, sword 

clutched tightly in her hand as Sin quickly walked over to stand at Zerrex‟s side, her own body 

tense. “Allow me to introduce myself, Lord Zerrex… I have many names, but you can call me 

Satanus, or perhaps you‟ll prefer Legion. My brother, Athéos, you have already met… and he 

has told me much, much about you, so much so that I may have cheated a little in our contest and 

teleported ahead of any other Old Gods he could send this way.” 

“What contest is this?” Zerrex asked coldly, his eyes narrowed… and Legion smiled: it 

was a cold, empty smile, devoid of soul or self. 

“When a world is particularly troublesome… my brother and I see who can destroy it 

first. In this case, however, there are three worlds to destroy… two of them divine worlds that 

will pose a great challenge to Athéos and I, and make excellent sport. You see, we have to purge 

the universe of all of the creations of Naganis… and we will not be stopped.” Legion said 

calmly, and then he looked down at his black fingernails, adding thoughtfully: “It really is a pity, 

though… I hear you defeated my brother‟s illusion, and that itself is a great feat. That‟s why I 

chose this unspoiled world to land on… to see just how much effort I would have to exert to 

destroy it.” 

“Magic might not be functioning right now, Legion, but between you and me… Sin and I 

are more than a match for even Athéos.” Zerrex said calmly, and Sin nodded grimly after a 

moment with a bit of a flush, as Serenity snarled and stepped forwards. “And believe me. You 

really don‟t want to piss off my Iuratus.” 

Legion laughed softly at this, looking down at the ground for a moment… and then he 

looked up, and shocks of pain shot through Zerrex‟s body as Sin clutched at her head and 



Serenity fell to a kneel, and he said gently: “You can‟t even withstand a portion of my power 

between you… believe me, demons, you are little more than toys to me. And so often… toys get 

broken and crushed.” 

Legion rose a hand, crimson flames appearing in it… and then his eyes widened as 

Serenity dropped her sword and it began to spin violently, glowing with purple energy before she 

launched herself forwards from the kneel with a roar, and Legion cursed as the sword lashed 

outwards and sliced back and forth through his chest, puppeted expertly by the combat psychic 

as Serenity drove violently forwards.  

The flames vanished from Legion‟s hand as he staggered backwards, pieces of his shirt 

and suit flying up like confetti as Serenity ran forwards, dragging her palm ahead as she slid 

quickly past Legion, and the spinning sword followed her movements, cutting a swathe through 

his side before she spun around and slashed her hand upwards on an angle, cutting another slash 

through the goat‟s back as he snarled and spun around with a curse, swinging a fist towards 

her… but Serenity caught her sword by the handle and stabbed it forwards, making Legion howl 

as he was lifted into the air by the blade impaled through his stomach, Serenity grinning 

viciously… and then Legion exploded into black flames, Serenity staggering backwards with a 

scream of pain before Legion reappeared behind her as if he‟d never been struck, smashing a fist 

into her temple and knocking her in a heap to the side, the demoness skidding along the ground 

on her face with a gargle before she slumped to the ground, blood dripping out of her mouth as 

Legion said softly: “And now that that minor annoyance has been dealt with… shall you show 

me whether or not you‟re a true, worthy adversary, Lord Zerrex? And will you not join in the 

dance, Lady Sin?” 

The two looked at each other, and then they both took up ready positions, Sin snarling 

and Zerrex‟s eyes narrowing, and Legion smiled icily at them both as he spread his hands, saying 

in an almost gentle voice: “Well then, in that case… show me what you‟re made of.” 

Zerrex and Sin looked at each other, and then the Drakkaren sprinted forwards as the 

Naganatine shoved her hands against the ground, and Legion flexed as if preparing for a spell as 

he rose his hands at the same time… and then the lizard spun around and caught Sin as she threw 

herself towards him, then twisted around as she swung both feet out in a deadly arc that smashed 

into Legion‟s arms as he barely managed to bring them up in time to block. 

The goat god staggered backwards with a snarl, and then Zerrex released one of Sin‟s 

hands to throw a straight palm outwards into Legion‟s chest, slipping between the goat‟s raised 

arms to knock him another step backwards with a wheeze as Sin landed neatly on her feet at his 

side. The goat recovered quickly from the strike, trying to step forwards as he swung a hand out 

towards the Naganatine and the Drakkaren, but both of them brought their hands up, catching 

him by either wrist before they leapt to the sides of the goat and pulled hard, restraining him and 

threatening to rip his arms out of his sockets as he hissed in pain before simply exploding into 

dark flames. 

Both Zerrex and Sin staggered backwards, and then the Drakkaren snarled as Legion 

reformed behind the Naganatine… except the lizard sensed something behind himself as well, 

and the eyes of both he and Sin flashed before they both dodged to the side, and two different 

Legions lashed viciously outwards at what had a moment before been the backs of the demons, 

the goat and his copy meeting and merging back into one being, as Legion brushed at the lapels 

of his suit and said distastefully: “I‟m not impressed.” 

Zerrex launched himself forwards, and Legion smiled as he easily blocked attack after 

attack, punches bouncing off forearms that felt like metal and kicks either missing or blocked by 



matching kicks. The Drakkaren couldn‟t understand how every movement was being interpreted 

so quickly and easily by the Old God, and then he cursed as Legion threw a palm towards his 

face, but the lizard ducked, then blocked a hard punt with crossed arms, the goat cursing as he 

turned it into an elegant twist-kick, but now Zerrex grinned as he stood up and anchored himself, 

easily swaying out of the way. 

It went in the reverse now: Legion threw several hard punches at him, but Zerrex blocked 

each of these with his forearms before the goat tried to chop in from the side, and the reptile 

deflected this with his palm before grabbing Legion‟s fingers and jerking backwards. It was a 

childish move, but the goat let out a grunt of surprise and pain, and it let Zerrex slam a punch 

into his throat, making him grasp at his neck and gag as he staggered backwards before the 

Drakkaren dropped down to a kneel, throwing his arms out to either side and bowing low, and 

Sin ran up the ramp his back formed and threw both her feet forwards in a hard double-kick that 

smashed Legion in the face and sent him rocketing backwards. 

He hit the ground and slid along his back, looking dazed as he came to a halt… and then 

he snarled as he kicked up to his feet, reaching up to undo his tie and toss it off to the side as he 

said darkly: “Fine. Let‟s play rough.” He held his hands out, and they both burst into red flames 

as his eyes narrowed coldly. “Neither of you are invulnerable, and both of you are going to learn 

to bow before me before I rip you and this planet into pieces.” 

“You obviously aren‟t invincible either, Legion…” Zerrex replied coldly… but inwardly, 

he felt a chill, remembering the sheer force that the goat god had struck them with when he had 

glared at them… and worse, noting that there wasn‟t so much as a rip in the suit of the being. It 

wasn‟t so much like he was merely healing as he was reversing time around himself to restore 

his body again and again to its peak condition… well, either way, we‟ll figure out how to beat 

this bastard sooner or later. 

Sin and Zerrex ran forwards again, and Legion snapped his hands out, the crimson flames 

covering both solidifying into deadly blades. The Drakkaren winced as he ducked under one of 

these as it swung at him and Sin caught Legion by his other arm, making him growl before she 

swung her knee up and snapped it backwards at the elbow, and the goat god roared in pain and 

frustration before he simply smashed her with a headbutt, knocking her to the ground. He slashed 

viciously again at Zerrex, but when the reptile easily slid in front of him, avoiding the blade 

while getting between him and Sin, Legion swung his head forwards again into Zerrex… and the 

Drakkaren grunted as Legion‟s eyes bulged, and then he promptly swung his own skull back into 

Legion‟s once, then twice, knocking him towards the ground before the reptile smashed his foot 

up into the goat god‟s face to send him sprawling on his back, the Drakkaren‟s head pulsing with 

both pain and victory. “My head… is hard!” 

Legion rolled backwards, his arm snapping back into place as he threw both blades of 

crimson fire at the Drakkaren… and Zerrex winced before he created a shield of energy, the 

blades exploding uselessly against it before Legion ran through the cloud of smoke only seconds 

later and smashed his fist through the shield, not shattering it but instead making it ripple 

strangely as his hand settled around Zerrex‟s throat and began to choke him, and the reptile 

gagged before he shattered the shield on instinct. Chunks of blue energy hailed down through 

Legion‟s body… but they only passed uselessly through him as he hissed: “Energy wavelengths 

are one of the easiest things in the universe to mimic… die, scum!” 

As Legion lifted him into the air, the Drakkaren swung both feet forwards and smashed 

them into his ribs, making him stagger and drop the lizard… and then Sin simply barreled into 

him, smashing the goat god backwards before she swung a hand out on a downwards arc, and an 



immense blast of psychic force smashed down into Legion and crushed him into the ground, 

knocking the air out of his lungs before he exploded into dark flames that quickly snaked 

backwards and reformed, the goat adjusting his collar as he rolled his shoulders with a look of 

disgust, once more whole and standing calmly as if he hadn‟t yet moved. 

He didn‟t speak… and then he swung a hand out, and a cyclone of red energy erupted 

from the ground, both Zerrex and Sin leaping out of the way as it spiraled madly past them 

before it exploded into a rain of red flames. The Drakkaren cursed as he created a shield behind 

himself, before he winced as Legion seemed to appear in front of him out of nowhere, and then 

he took a hard punch to the face, collapsing to the ground before he was punted backwards into 

the rain of flames, cursing as the crimson fire collided with him with the force of bullets and ate 

greedily at his body. 

He rolled back and forth, trying to extinguish them before Legion tried to stomp on him, 

then the goat god cursed under his breath as he missed before he simply swept a hand upwards, 

and a blast of steam launched him up into the air before the Drakkaren‟s eyes bulged as Legion‟s 

fist smashed into his abs with crushing force, sending him hurtling backwards before he crashed 

to the ground and rolled several feet. Legion grinned… and then he grunted in surprise as Sin 

grabbed him by the back of the neck before she shoved him firmly down into the ground, then 

she leapt onto his back and kicked the goat‟s face hard into the earth as he tried to straighten.  

Legion exploded into dark flames, but they bent and twisted around Sin, fleeing to a short 

distance as she turned around… before her eyes widened as they snake of black fire twisted 

upwards and shot straight at her, crashing into her like a concentrated cyclone, knocking her 

flying backwards and then twisting around to crush her into the ground before it slid away from 

her and reformed into the goat god, leaving Sin laying in flames in a narrow crater in the ground 

as she groaned loudly in pain. 

“Without magic, you are useless.” Legion said distastefully down to her, and then he 

glanced over towards Zerrex as the Drakkaren staggered up to his feet, shaking his head 

slowly… and then he gargled as Legion vanished from the spot, floating into the air before 

Legion‟s fingers appeared around his throat, and the rest of the Old God‟s form slowly filtered 

into being as he smiled coldly, squeezing tighter into the Drakkaren‟s neck as he whispered: 

“What a worthless race demons are…” 

He drew his other hand back, creating a sphere of bright red flames… and then his eyes 

widened as Sammy popped into existence above his face, the pseudodragon shrieking a war cry 

before he landed on the goat god‟s face, clawing and tearing madly. Immediately, the Old God 

staggered backwards, yelling in fury as he threw Zerrex straight down into the ground and made 

him gargle, his head twisted against the earth and his feet kicking weakly as Legion clawed at the 

pseudodragon on his face before he seized Sammy by the neck and held him up in the air above 

his head, shouting angrily: “Disgusting vermin!” 

Sammy screamed, his back arching as red fire burst over his body, his scales beginning to 

char off as he twisted wildly in the goat god‟s hand and his blood literally boiled up through his 

wounds, and then Zerrex snarled as he kicked backwards and landed in a crouch, throwing a 

sphere of blue energy at the Old God… but Legion only held a hand up, the energy passing 

uselessly through his body as he snarled at the Drakkaren. It distracted him for a moment, 

however, and the flames died out around the pseudodragon as Sammy went limp in his grip 

before Legion threw him down into the ground and rose a foot to crush him. 

His foot stomped down… and then he grunted in surprise as his dress shoe collided 

instead with the top of Zerrex‟s hand, the reptile leaning forwards in a crouch with his arm 



stretched out, his eyes cold and head lowered, looking at Sammy instead of Legion, even as the 

goat bore down as hard as he could, but the Drakkaren‟s hand only wavered ever so slightly.  

Finally, Legion snarled as he tried to kick forwards, but the moment his foot started to 

swing towards the lizard‟s head, the Drakkaren twisted his arm around, blocking the sole of his 

foot with his forearm and catching the toe of his shoe. Legion looked surprised for a moment, 

and then the reptile twisted hard, as the goat god flipped violently through the air before he 

crashed down on his face, grunting before Zerrex stood and punted the Old God as hard as he 

could in the crotch. 

Legion howled in pain as he was lifted into the air and he half-flipped to crash down onto 

his back, bouncing once with a grunt before he vanished into dark flames as the Drakkaren tried 

to crush his skull in, and the Old God reformed some twenty feet away, snarling in fury as his 

hands burst into red flames and he lashed out violently, sending terrible blades of crimson fire 

hurtling towards the Drakkaren. Zerrex cursed, readying himself… but then Sin stepped in front 

of him, blocking each of the blades with her hands and wincing at each minor explosion that 

went up before she dropped her hands forwards, breathing hard as blood dripped from the slashes 

and burns that had been torn into them. “We have… we have to finish him quickly.” 

“Yeah.” Zerrex stepped back and turned around, gently picking up Sammy‟s broken, 

burned body, and the pseudodragon whimpered weakly in his hands. The lizard looked at him for 

a few moments, and then he gritted his teeth and glared at Legion. “But how do we kill the son of 

a bitch?” 

“You can‟t.” Legion said calmly and clearly, and then he rose a hand, saying coldly: 

“And I won‟t give you the time to try anything brash, either.”  

Before he could do anything, however, Serenity shot in from seemingly nowhere, 

slashing her sword down into his hand before she released the blade and twisted to the side, 

whipping her hand out towards his face as the sword spun violently and lashed through his neck, 

making Legion gargle as he staggered backwards before he vanished in a pillar of dark fire. 

Immediately, it turned into a snake of flames that twisted its way around Serenity, but she 

snarled and dropped to the ground, sending out a psychic shockwave around her body that made 

the flames waver before it snaked quickly off to the side to reform with a look of anger on his 

face, and then Zerrex and Sin exchanged a look before she said quickly: “Give me the time to 

charge!” 

“Got it! Serenity, tag out!” Zerrex shouted, and Serenity nodded as Zerrex‟s twisted arm 

burst into existence, Legion looking unamused as the Drakkaren charged towards him, before the 

reptile was knocked flying backwards by a simple telekinetic blast. He crashed onto his back, 

skidding backwards before Legion stomped on his rocky wrist and brought both hands back, red 

flames bursting into life over them as the Drakkaren winced, then he held his other arm out, 

concentrating before he felt something shift inside of it, and then the same strange, terrible stuff 

that made up his other arm tore out of his palm in the shape of a spike, which he immediately 

stabbed into the thigh of the goat god. 

Legion staggered backwards with a howl of pain, the flames vanishing around his hands 

as he clutched at his leg, black, ooze-like blood spurting out of it before the wound slowly 

clogged and healed, the demon staring in shock as Zerrex leapt up to his feet and grinned coldly, 

the spike vanishing back into his palm as the lizard rolled his arm slowly as it slowly became 

rocky and twisted, warped and ugly but slightly-smaller than his other claw as the Drakkaren 

said coldly: “If every bone in my body is made of this stuff…” 



Zerrex clenched his eyes shut, rolling his head slowly to the side as he felt twisted, rocky 

plates pushing out along his legs, his body, even his tail, until he was literally covered in metal 

and stone plates, a few bits of debris crumbling off him as he stood in the little that remained of 

his pants, both shredded apart as his hair floated around his uncovered head, before a three-foot 

blade shot out of either wrist, the Drakkaren‟s rocky claws clenched. It hurt like hell, and moving 

made his heavy-feeling body ache… but when Legion threw a blade of crimson flames at him, 

he barely felt it as it exploded against his chest, the lizard shouting: “Come on, then! Let‟s see 

just how tough you are!” 

The goat god snarled, and then he charged forwards before he ducked and slammed his 

hand forwards into Zerrex‟s chest as the reptile swung both his arms upwards, cursing at how 

slow he felt he was moving… but Legion‟s fist only uselessly bounced off his plated stomach, 

the goat god cursing before he leapt upwards and aimed at Zerrex‟s face with a hard kick… but 

this the lizard managed to block before he slashed his other hand out, the blade slashing through 

the goat god‟s stomach and knocking him backwards as Legion cursed in pain, falling to the 

ground and rolling quickly to a crouch before he threw several crimson fireballs at the 

Drakkaren… but the reptile covered his face as he charged forwards, the crimson flames 

knocking chunks of stone and metal off his form but the lizard feeling very little before he 

dropped his shoulder and simply rammed into Legion, knocking him flying through the air with a 

howl of anger. 

Legion flipped over, shoving both hands down and skidding backwards before he leapt 

forwards as the Drakkaren slashed both blades down towards him… but the goat god caught his 

wrists, hands bursting from his hands even as he tried to fight against it, his feet digging trenches 

in the ground as  strength fought against strength… and then the Old God suddenly drew his 

hands back, grabbing the bottom of both of the Drakkaren‟s warped blades before he snapped 

them both off at the base, and the reptile‟s  eyes bulged in surprise before he cursed in pain as 

Legion slashed back and forth against him, knocking him staggering backwards as Zerrex 

covered his face, but the blades slashed easily through the armor made of the same, sending 

blood bursting from his body. 

Zerrex finally managed to smash a hand out and catch Legion in the face, knocking him 

flying backwards as the blades slipped from his hands, and they both crumbled away to little 

more than gravel before they even hit the ground. Legion himself landed on his back, laying 

prone for a moment as Zerrex approached… and then the reptile grunted in shock as the goat god 

exploded again into dark flames before he reformed on the spot in a crouch, both hands shoved 

down into the ground before a tornado of red fire exploded around the lizard, Zerrex howling in 

agony as he felt chunks of metal and stone being torn off his body, his larger warped arm 

beginning to dissolve. 

Then the red tornado exploded, sending up a burst like fireworks as the lizard staggered 

backwards, raw scale revealed beneath the broken chunks of plate that had been torn off his form 

before Legion stepped forwards and smashed a hand into his chest, knocking him flying 

backwards to sprawl uselessly on the ground. He gargled, spasming once… and then he stared in 

horror as Legion rose a hand, saying disgustedly: “Now… I‟ll just kill you all in one easy 

swoop.” 

As Zerrex stared at the stars above, still mostly visible even in the red light of Hell‟s 

apparent dawn… three of them twinkled visibly before a blast of lighting shot from one to the 

other, all three stars glowing bright orange as the blue lines connected them, before three terrible 

blasts of lighting shot from each and met in the center before firing down as a solid beam of 



brilliant white and blue plasma, energy sparking along the beam as it tore a trench through the 

earth, making the world around them tremble even as Zerrex jumped up, the rest of the twisted 

armor collapsing around his body as he snarled and then threw both hands up as the beam shot 

straight for him. 

He felt the energy contact, the reptile howling in pain before his eyes widened as he felt 

the energy crackling over him even as Legion shouted: “Pure plasma, the power of the stars! You 

will be annihilated by it, you… what… what?” 

Zerrex roared as he stood up, shoving both hands into the beam and absorbing the energy 

as blue arcs sparked over his body, and then he grinned darkly at Legion as the goat god snarled, 

before the reptile shouted: “I thought you were the one who explained how easy energy was to 

absorb!” 

Legion looked horrified as the wound on Zerrex‟s body healed rapidly, his twisted arm 

bulging and pure light shining out of the cracks, his eyes glowing with energy before he drew 

one hand back, and the goat god snarled as Zerrex hurled a sphere towards him… and he snorted, 

looking disgusted before it turned to a look of shock as the sphere curved in midair and hit the 

ground beneath him, causing it to explode before shocks of energy rolled over his body and held 

the Old God in place, and then the reptile stepped forwards, feeling the beam of plasma being 

drawn with him like a magnet before he threw it at the goat. 

It moved slowly, the beam of plasma ripping gradually through the ground before it 

seemed to lock on the Old God‟s energy, and Legion screamed as the plasma beam shot down 

over him, ripping apart his clothes as his back arched, howling in agony as shocks of energy 

ripped wounds in his body, Zerrex grinning and snarling at the same time as he felt 

supercharged, his muscles flexing and his eyes alive with power before he looked up in surprise 

as Sin patted him firmly on the shoulder, and she shouted over that roar of the energy and the 

howls of Legion: “We have to finish him now! I need to focus through you!” 

Zerrex nodded immediately at this, and then the Drakkaren dropped to a kneel, shoving 

both of his hands out and holding his palms towards Legion as Sin clamped her hands down on 

his shoulders, grunting as sparks of energy travelled up her body before she pushed her abilities 

through the Drakkaren, and the reptile‟s eyes bulged before he grit his teeth, feeling his energy 

being forced forwards through his arms, acting as a conduit for the Naganatine as his body 

suddenly became icy cold with a strange terror that welled up from inside his soul. 

Darkness and purple energy gathered in front of his palms in a sphere, the reptile 

clenching his eyes shut for a moment before he looked forwards as a terrible beam of plasma 

continued to hammer down into the Old God before it suddenly burst out of existence in a flash 

of light, but Legion‟s body continued to vibrate violently, his eyes rolling wildly in his head and 

his jaws gaping stupidly, frozen like a statue… and then Sin yelled and Zerrex‟s eyes only stared 

in horror as he felt something rush through his body, before a terrible beam blasted out of his 

hands, with a core of terrible purple light and wrapped in translucent darkness. 

It struck through Legion, and then widened until it completely engulfed him, making the 

air vibrate as the terrible beam screamed as it cut through the air, the goat god vanishing inside 

the beam… and then it burst out of existence, and Sin collapsed against Zerrex‟s back as the 

reptile fell forwards, all the energy drained out of his body as he coughed hard and clawed at the 

ground, staring in shock as the last few motes and arcs of purple and black energy vanished, at 

first thinking Legion had survived… but then, slowly, his mind tried to get around what had 

actually happened to the Old God. 



His shape was left in the air in a terrible dark profile that was painful to look at, as if 

where he had been, literally nothing no longer existed. It was darker than dark, like they had 

ripped a hole between the physical world and the Nothingness beyond, or worse, the Unworld… 

and then, slowly, the darkness began to fade out, as if the universe was rapidly trying to fill the 

vacuum that had been left and it so abhorred. 

“What… what the hell happened? Is he gone?” Zerrex asked weakly, and Sin nodded, her 

eyes closed as she sat behind him, and then the Drakkaren groaned as he sat back and looked 

quietly over his shoulder at her, rubbing slowly at one shoulder. “What… was that?” 

“A particle beam. Even his molecules were erased from existence… I‟m sorry if it hurts, 

I had to scramble your energy signals.” Sin said softly, and then she grunted as she climbed up to 

her feet, rubbing a hand slowly at her hip before she swallowed as she looked at Serenity, who 

was seated quietly with Sammy on her lap. Zerrex looked over his shoulder… and then he 

winced and crawled quickly over, his body aching before he slipped and fell forwards, reaching a 

trembling hand forwards. 

Sammy squeaked softly… but he was weak. The Drakkaren looked at him quietly for a 

few moments, swallowing thickly himself… and then he grunted as he climbed up to his feet, 

saying weakly: “Come… come on, we…” He halted, looking at the wrecked motorcycle, and 

then he cursed quietly. “Goddammit, I guess we need to walk the rest of the way…” 

The others nodded, not arguing, and Zerrex gently took Sammy from Serenity, trying to 

push his energy into the pseudodragon… but he had little energy left to spare, and it only created 

a spark of blue lightning that made Sammy whine loudly in pain. So instead, he hurried as best 

he could towards the Ravenlight Estate, and he smiled faintly when he saw it was within reach, 

looking down at the warm body of the pseudodragon and saying weakly: “Come on, we‟re going 

to make it…” 

But Sin stopped, and Serenity halted after a moment herself, making Zerrex frown as he 

looked over his shoulder at them, snapping: “Come on, we… we have to go!” He looked down at 

Sammy, and then he trembled a bit, seeing his eyes half-closed and his features unmoving, but he 

refused to believe it as he babbled: “Just… just hold on, just hold on, we‟re almost there…” 

“Zerrex…” Sin said softly, and she didn‟t have to say anything more as the reptile fell to 

his knees, looking over his shoulder weakly at the Estate before he gazed down at the dead, still-

warm body of the pseudodragon clutched tightly against his breast, not knowing what to do or 

what to say, swallowing and then dropping his head down to press it into the scaled back of his 

pet… his friend.  

Tears leaked out of his clenched-shut eyes, dripping down and rolling over the dirty, 

burnt scales of the pseudodragon as he took a long, hitching breath, hating himself, hating the 

world, only wishing for Sammy to be alive again, that he hadn‟t interfered and even that he 

hadn‟t saved his life… and then he squeezed him close, rubbing his face down against the broken 

corpse of the tiny dragon as he whispered: “Goddammit… you selfless little bastard… why… 

fuck, why do… I keep failing people…” 

Sin and Serenity remained silent, watching as Zerrex‟s body shuddered, as he tried to 

keep in the hot tears spilling down his dirty cheeks, in far more pain now than he had been at any 

point during the battle they had just endured… and then both females hugged him quietly from 

either side, and he let the sobs out, crying as he clung to Sammy, clutching him tightly and 

feeling waves of terrible despair ripping through his form. 

It was the worst omen the reptile could have seen: another of his closest friends, dead in 

combat with beings that should be busy creating life, not trying to destroy it. Never had he lost so 



many… always, they‟d managed to stay at one step ahead, or to cling to life long enough for 

medical treatment or magic… but there was no way to use magic at the moment, Zerrex hadn‟t 

been able to share his energies, and now he had lost someone else, someone so little, so small 

and weak, who had taken great joy in just being around the Drakkaren… and here he lay dead in 

his arms, lost forever. 

Sammy had stood up to Legion, an Old God far beyond the power of the other Old Gods 

they had fought so far… and saved Zerrex‟s life. Just like Anathema had saved his life from 

Helios and Hades… and the Drakkaren gritted his teeth as he clung to the small, lifeless body, 

whispering raggedly: “Not in vain… I won‟t let this be in vain, and I won‟t let you fall as just 

another pawn to their stupid, sick „game…‟ I swear, Sammy, no matter what it costs, I‟ll stop 

these Old Gods… I won‟t let them take away the lives of any more of my friends and family, I 

won‟t let them destroy everything we‟ve worked so fucking hard to achieve like… like it‟s 

nothing!” 

Zerrex punched the ground, swallowing his sobs and shaking his head briskly before he 

wiped almost angrily at his flushed features, brushing away tears as he stood up and Sin and 

Serenity stood quietly back, gazing at him silently before the Drakkaren lowered his head and 

strode towards the Estate, not knowing how long it took to get there, and not aware of distance or 

even the seconds passing. He didn‟t acknowledge anyone, sweeping past even Selena and Lily as 

he clutched Sammy close to his body, and then he kicked open the doors of the mansion and 

walked over the patched and broken floorboards, striding quickly to the back stairs and heading 

not towards his room, but instead through the maze of halls and upwards, always upwards, 

ripping some tattered curtains down as he passed them and throwing them over his shoulder, the 

cloth flapping behind him like a cape. 

Higher and higher he ran, until finally he kicked open a door and emerged onto a small 

platform on the rooftops, the rising sun in the distance reflecting off his tears as he spread the 

curtain out on the ground before quietly rolling Sammy‟s body up in it, and then he took a long, 

shuddering breath as he clung to the tiny dragon‟s dead, wrapped-up body for a few moments, 

and then he slumped as he sat cross-legged in front of it, laying it gently on the ground. Behind 

him, Sin, Selena, and Lily emerged… and for a few minutes, they only stood silently before 

Zerrex said quietly, as looked at the ground. “I don‟t have much to offer… and I know we can‟t 

bring him back to life again. I feel it, like a knife inside me… our severed pact. Selena, please… 

let‟s… let go. If… you could… if you would…” 

“I get it, Zerrex.” Selena stepped forwards and gently put her hand on his shoulder, and 

then she sighed softly as she reached out, holding her other hand over the curtain. It began to 

smolder, and then it burst into flames as she murmured a silent prayer under her breath, stepping 

back after a moment as the Drakkaren stared into the flames as they slowly consumed his lost 

friend. 

Eventually, nothing was left but a small fire crackling silently away along the stone, even 

the bones and teeth and ashes reduced to dust, and the flames died out as Zerrex quietly put his 

hands forwards, pushing them down in the spot where Sammy‟s corpse had been and not caring 

about the burns he was giving himself. Behind him, the three females looked at each other 

silently: and although they did not always see eye-to-eye on things, at the moment they all felt 

for him and wanted to do everything they could for the lizard, as Sin reached out and squeezed 

his shoulder quietly. “Will you come with us so we can patch you up, Zerrex? The energy beam 

you absorbed restored a lot of your stamina, but didn‟t heal all of your wounds.” 



“Nothing can heal all of anyone‟s wounds…” Zerrex murmured, but then he nodded 

quietly with a sigh as he slowly climbed up to his feet, taking Sin‟s hand and bowing his head 

forwards like a child. Selena and Lily both gave the Drakkaren a quiet hug, and even when he 

didn‟t return the embrace, neither complained… and they followed silently as Sin slowly led 

Zerrex back down through the mansion until they reached his room. 

It had been damaged heavily, the reptile‟s cane and sword laying in a jumble and the 

chest that contained his Nanotech Armlet underneath a fallen bookshelf, although thankfully 

only dented. Sin carefully removed the tatters of clothing that the reptile was left wearing, and 

then she looked over her shoulder, asking softly: “Lily, will you please check the storage room 

down the hall for medical cloth and any salvageable medicine, and bring them here? I need 

dragon silk, a size two tip or smaller silver needle, and at least five cotton patches.” 

Lily did so, while Sin carefully checked over Zerrex‟s body and Selena sat awkwardly 

around for a few minutes, obviously not knowing what to do as she rubbed at her face and 

mumbled things before finally starting to fix up the lizard‟s room, righting the dresser and the 

shelves and stacking things back out-of-order everywhere. It was a nice gesture, though, and 

Zerrex could feel himself slowly starting to come back to reality, much as he wanted to remain 

numb and despairing. 

It hurt as much as Anathema‟s death did, if not more… but he remembered that Sin had 

gotten through that within days, and he wanted to show her that he, too, could be strong and 

compassionate. Then a nasty voice in his head said that he probably couldn‟t heal Sammy 

because his energies had been rearranged thanks to the particle beam focused through him… and 

he quickly, violently shook his head, gritting his teeth as he refused to blame Sin for what had 

happened. She would never, ever do something as malicious as that, not on purpose, not even by 

accident… I… I was out of energy, drained… 

And that‟s her fault, isn‟t it? asked a voice that was darker and more treacherous than 

Ravenlight, and Zerrex covered his face with his hands, Sin looking at him softly for a few 

moments before simply moving to check over his back instead of his front. You know what she 

is, after all… and you killed her sister. She wanted revenge… everyone wants revenge when a 

loved one dies… she is no exception, and neither are you. 

Zerrex trembled, and then he forced the voice away… but it slipped through his mental 

fingers, prodding and taunting: But you, you were the one too afraid to push hard, thinking of 

running to dump him on someone else instead of putting the energy out to try and save his life… 

too scared of „hurting yourself:‟ well, the pet was dying, your friend, was dying… and now he‟s 

dead, because you didn‟t want to face a little pain. 

Zerrex moaned weakly in his throat, trying to get away from the voices… and then his 

mind sparked and went blank for a moment as Sin pushed a finger into a wound in his side, only 

aware of white-hot pain as he gasped before lurching forwards, breathing hard and trying to hide 

the new tears in his eyes as Sin murmured softly: “I‟m sorry, Lord Zerrex… but you looked like 

you were also suffering from… something much worse than a minor physical ache.” 

“Yeah… I was.” Zerrex said weakly, and then he closed his eyes and rubbed slowly at his 

forehead, brushing his hair back with a bit of a tremble before he mumbled, as Sin went back to 

checking over his wounds and removing small fragments of rock or melted metal lodged in him 

here and there: “Fuck… why are the voices so strong…” 

“The emotional depth of demons is both our grace and our bane… it gives us a great 

depth for empathy, but it also means that it gives us a great greed for pleasure and happiness.” 

Sin said softly, as she brushed a hand gently through his hair and Selena paused in cleaning up 



the books scattered across the floor to look up at her curiously. “And just like mortals, our 

emotions can go out of control… and when we push them aside for too long, they can manifest 

in unpleasant ways.” 

“So what am I supposed to do, give in to them, to every one of my fucking negative 

urges?” Zerrex shouted as he looked up angrily, clenching his hands into fists… and then he 

swallowed and looked away shamefully from Sin‟s startled features, murmuring quietly as Lily 

hesitated in the doorway: “I… I‟m sorry, I… I didn‟t…” 

“It‟s okay.” Sin said gently, and she touched his face quietly, making Zerrex flinch: but 

even in these darkest of moments, the depth of her compassion and tenderness never ceased to 

amaze him. “Don‟t you worry about that. You have always afforded me endless kindness and 

understanding… allow me to show the same for you, when you‟ve suffered so much pain.” 

Zerrex nodded silently, afraid to speak… and for the next twenty minutes, Sin worked in 

silence, carefully sewing up several large rips in his scales through which raw muscle could be 

seen and applying large cotton patches over several other bare parts of his body. Finally, she 

offered him his Nanotech Armlet… but the reptile looked down at his own naked body for a 

moment before he simply shook his head and laid back on his bed, and Sin instead quietly pulled 

a blanket up over him as she put it back aside, saying softly: “Have some rest, Lord Zerrex. Your 

scales will take some time to heal, as your body isn‟t used to being a conduit, and much less you 

calling upon the powers of Mephistopheles in such an advanced form. We have to get back to 

our other duties, but one of us will check on you at least every hours… and I‟m more than happy 

to have someone stay here with you.” 

Zerrex only shook his head quietly, and then he rolled over in bed and covered his head 

with one of his pillows, and the three exchanged looks before leaving, Sin saying softly to 

someone on the way out: “I‟ll have a Royal Guard stationed at his door, just in case…” 

For once, however, the Drakkaren was in no mood to try and sneak away: instead, he 

only wanted to sleep, but when sleep came, it was fitful and full of terrible nightmares and mad 

delusions, seeing the dragon dying again and again in his arms. He woke up with his pillow 

stained with tears, and the reptile sat up, breathing hard as he clutched at his aching chest, not 

knowing if it was because of the wounds or just more emotional pain… and then he laid back 

down, covering his eyes as he whispered: “I just want it to end…” 

His room was silent and terribly lonely, and Zerrex wished childishly that everyone could 

drop what they were doing to comfort him… but he closed his eyes and breathed hard in and out, 

knowing that as it was, he was already getting far better treatment than he deserved. He 

swallowed thickly, then rubbed a hand slowly through his hair, but it hurt to move even that 

much… and so instead he laid back in bed, wondering silently if it was because he had just lost 

something… someone… he cared deeply about, or because Sin knew how much the aftereffects 

of the particle beam were going to hurt. 

The lizard looked up morbidly as Selena walked into the room and sat down beside him, 

and she smiled a bit as she reached out and patted him on the shoulder, asking softly: “How‟re 

you doing, huh?” 

Zerrex only shrugged a bit, and the demoness nodded with a sigh, looking at him for a 

few moments before she said quietly: “I remember what you were like when your pet hydra 

died… and I know this is far worse than that time. I know this is going to take you a while to get 

over because well… while people are great and all, we… we know that we can lose them, 

whether to arguments or death or… fucking… bullshit. Like when Feldspar died, I…” She 

stopped, then murmured: “Fuck, I hate myself for admitting this, but I was so goddamn upset. 



Yeah, I know you knew that, but I swore to myself I was just going to hate the bitch and dance 

on her grave, but well… she… died as my friend.  

“Yet like… it didn‟t take me long to accept it. Because well… friends and family, you… 

see their mortality. Pets, I guess you sorta don‟t. And fuck, they love you, and you never have to 

worry about getting into an argument you can‟t win with them, and even if they bite the shit out 

of you, when they come back with those big eyes and whimpering for forgiveness…” Selena 

laughed a bit, realized it was out of place, and cleared her throat, looking down awkwardly 

before she murmured: “Pets are way better than friends or family. Fuck „em both. I guess that‟s 

why I still think of you sometimes as my little pet Rex.” 

She reached out and quietly ruffled his hair, and Zerrex shook his head quickly, laughing 

faintly: but even if it sounded false and weak, it was still a laugh, and Selena smiled a bit. 

“That‟s the fuckin‟ spirit. Now anyway, like. Sin and Lily both told me not to tell you this, but 

since that goddess Yemaya was unable to manipulate the tides from such a great distance, and 

because we‟re having trouble spreading communications all throughout Hell, we‟re worried that 

they‟re going to launch a strike at us. Worse, we don‟t even know what‟s on the other side of 

Hell… I mean, no one‟s gone exploring yet, we just know that Hell is a really big planet. We 

also don‟t know what they think of Heaven, or even what‟s happening in Heaven, and Ixin‟s 

getting a little frustrated. 

“We know that the military response is finally getting out there, but not much more than 

that. Scouts are coming every few hours to tell us what‟s going on from different corners of Hell, 

and they‟re all relaying the same message: stay calm, put people either to work fixing up the 

mess they‟ve made or keep them quiet and out of the way. We… still don‟t know how to 

communicate that we‟re peaceful, though, and… who knows if they‟ll hold off for a day? We 

don‟t even know how long a day lasts on this planet, because we aren‟t just rotating around the 

sun… we‟re rotating around that little blue planet, too.” 

Zerrex nodded a bit, remembering Ixin‟s diagram… and then he sighed and murmured: 

“Then maybe that means Hell is on the other side of the sun right now, I don‟t know… but… 

fireworks, or rockets. If we can write a large enough message in smoke, or display a symbol that 

shows we‟re peaceful, or maybe if we can fire our own missile at the physical world, one that 

contains a message instead of a warhead, well… maybe that would work. I know it has to be 

something big, though… it just… doesn‟t make sense that they want to attack anymore. By now, 

their telescopes and space monitoring equipment must have figured out that this planet really is 

Hell, and I know at least a few very influential people are trying to explain what happened… but 

I guess it probably sounds like madness, anyway.” 

Selena nodded quietly, and then she said finally: “Maybe we can combine the ideas. 

Space, as it‟s been explained to me, is an icy vacuum that‟s dangerous even to demons… not as 

deadly as it is to mortals, but still  nothing a demon could survive in for long. But we have mortal 

equipment that still works… rockets, those… combat armors, other things…” 

Zerrex looked down for a moment, frowning a bit… and then he grunted as he sat up, 

before he grasped his head with a curse as a pulse of pain went through it. Selena grasped his 

shoulder, looking at him with concern, and then he mumbled: “I… think I have an idea.” 

“Then tell it to me.” Selena said mildly. When Zerrex continued to try and sit up, she 

shoved him firmly down, and when the Drakkaren cursed and tried to struggle with her, she 

pinned him easily, saying curtly: “Look, I ain‟t as nice as Sin, so calm the fuck down. You can‟t 

get out of bed right now, your body has taken a hell of a beating and you‟re upset enough to lash 

out at the first person who does something stupid.” 



“And this isn‟t stupid?” Zerrex asked darkly, grabbing her wrist as she held him down, 

but when their eyes met, the Drakkaren finally sighed and looked away first from her irritated 

glare. “Okay, I… yeah. Then tell this to either Huck or Priest, they‟ll know what to do. 

“A Combat Armor should still function even in the depths of space, at least some of the 

higher-tier models we‟ve seized. Better yet, it won‟t burn up in the atmosphere I assume we have 

around the world, since the climate is pretty temperate. It might be crude, but if he‟s able to bring 

a Combat Armor to a high-enough platform, a few thrusters and rockets hooked up to it should 

be able to launch it into the atmosphere, and the right demon piloting it should be able to reach a 

satellite, or maybe even one of the few space stations orbiting Earth. But it has to be launched at 

the right moment, and the operator is going to have to survive long enough to get over there.” 

Zerrex explained, and then he sighed, struggling against her and then snarling and falling back: 

not angry at her this time, but instead himself and his frailty. “Goddammit… I should be piloting 

it, I‟ve already-” 

“Done more than enough. I‟ll pass the message along to Priest and you‟ll be the first to 

know whether it‟s working or not. Loki‟s been getting pretty pissed off about serving as 

everyone‟s transport, but I think he‟ll cooperate for one last ride.” Selena muttered, and then she 

stood up and squeezed Zerrex‟s shoulder, saying quietly: “Watch your ass, Zerrex. I love you.” 

“I…” Zerrex watched Selena go, thinking of the last time she had said those words to 

him… and then he closed his eyes and murmured softly: “I love you too, Selena.” 

For the next hour, Zerrex tried to be a bit more proactive: he managed to sit up and to 

even get his Nanotech Armlet out of the chest on the dresser beside his bed, but then he had 

problems opening the sleeve. His fingers had gone stupid on him, refusing to work properly and 

feeling so numb and weak that he couldn‟t even pry open the bottom section so he could slide it 

over his arm… and then he looked up with a frustrated grunt as Lily came in. 

She walked over and gently took the armlet away from him, and Zerrex didn‟t know if he 

wanted to yell, cry, or do something else childish, before he stared as she opened his clothes 

drawer and threw his boxers at him. They bounced off his chest and fell in his lap, and she 

looked at him for a few moments before she said softly: “Put „em on, Zer. And if you can 

manage that, I‟ll help you with your clothes manacle and we can head over to the temporary 

communications shelter outside.” 

Zerrex half-wanted to snap at her, but before he could even feel bad for it, Lily smiled 

dourly at him and said in a softly-amused voice: “Now stop that. You know we‟re just trying to 

help you out… but sometimes, I guess we get frustrated with you, or don‟t know what to do. A 

lot of the time it‟s like no matter how we help or hinder you, you‟ll snap at us, which… I guess I 

don‟t mind half as much as when you stay silent, as if you have to bear all this burden alone.” 

She stopped, then quietly sat beside him and reached up to squeeze his shoulder, murmuring 

softly: “You don‟t have to repress and hide everything from us. It hurts me to see you so sad… 

but it damn near kills me to see you looking like a scared, shameful child after a bad remark slips 

out of your mouth, like what happened with Sin. We aren‟t going to blame you, Zerrex, and we 

are damn well not going to scold you… usually you‟re the one who has to keep us in line, after 

all.” 

Zerrex only nodded quietly, looking down… and then Lily closed her eyes, resting her 

head against his shoulder as the reptile fought to bring his legs up and try to get his boxers over 

his feet, breathing hard as pain wracked his form with each movement. “I know I don‟t always 

understand you… not just because you were once mortal, but… because of the life you lived. 

Because of the way you were raised… and how I was raised.” She stopped and smiled a bit at the 



ground, saying quietly: “A spoiled little princess, always taught about how I had to find the 

strongest male to bear my children, always told to bide my time and wait and never told about 

love or happiness. Taught to be a black widow… and yet here we are. You taught me what love 

was, Zerrex… and no, you aren‟t the strongest demon in Hell, or the smartest, and you aren‟t the 

most handsome, either. But… I‟ve come to love you. And that‟s what matters, I‟ve learned, 

because I can be proud of every one of my children, whether they‟re strong or weak or worst of 

all, normal.” 

The Drakkaren nodded again, laughing faintly as he looked at her and finally managed to 

pull his boxers up… and Lily smiled a bit at him before she stood up and picked up the armlet, 

pulling the sleeve open with a grunt of effort and then helping Zerrex slip it onto his arm, where 

it clamped down and sealed itself against the limb. It beeped and whirred to life, and then the 

Drakkaren rose it in front of his muzzle and said clearly: “Casual outfit, color black. Jeans and t-

shirt.” 

The machine buzzed, and a moment later, nanomachines spread up from it and over 

Zerrex‟s body, quickly forming into what he had requested. The Drakkaren let his arm drop, and 

then he looked up as Lily offered him his cane, saying softly: “I‟m here too, if you need me, 

Zerrex. Never once have I blamed you for the death of anyone, from my father to poor Sammy. 

So don‟t blame yourself, either… because I know that you already died once to try and protect a 

world that‟s always tried to kill you.” 

The Drakkaren looked down quietly, trembling a bit… and then he cleared his throat and 

forced the tears back, taking his cane and standing up with a quiet grunt, pain running through 

his body and his bad leg pulsing… but after he stretched for a few moments, Lily took his other 

side, and he laughed rustily, murmuring: “Come on, let me keep my pride.” 

“Pride is a belt, Zerrex. It can hold up your pants, but also whip you, and eventually it‟s 

what you wrap around your neck to hang yourself with.” Lily said quietly in return, and the 

reptile looked at her for a few moments before she looked back dryly. “It‟s true, sadly enough.” 

“It is.” Zerrex said quietly, and then he leaned on her a bit more, and this made Lily smile 

faintly as they headed for the door, the Drakkaren‟s cane tapping quietly against the ground as 

they stepped out into the corridor and past a Royal Guard, who threw a sharp salute to them both. 

Zerrex didn‟t have the energy to even look at him, however, as they walked down the hall and 

towards the open door leading out to the entrance hall. 

They took the stairs slowly, which Zerrex was thankful for even if it embarrassed him a 

bit, since there were a few people in the hall… and once he was at the bottom and his head 

stopped swimming, he was able to look around and then swallow thickly as he saw his five 

Iuratus standing in formation in deep kneels… and behind them, Felicity bowed deeply, saying 

clearly: “Captain Vampire sends his best regards and regrets, sir! We all wanted to express our… 

our deepest sorrows at your loss, but also our utmost faith in you during this trying time.” 

“Hail High King Zerrex!” Serenity shouted as she stood up, and it echoed not just from 

the Iuratus, but also around the hall: from his children, his concubines, and his soldiers… and 

most of all, his friends. Zerrex swallowed as he gazed around at the demons that had gathered 

here, many of them wounded or dusty, and he was only able to nod in response as tears 

threatened him again… and then Lily brought him quietly towards the doors, and the Iuratus fell 

in honor guard formation around him as they strode outside. 

Zerrex felt so many emotions pulling at his heartstrings that he knew he was bound to 

crack sooner or later, if it kept up… and then he was thankfully distracted by the sight of a large, 

strangely-shaped tent outside the main gates, and a massive, ugly tower of girders had been 



erected beside this, with a large satellite on the top of it. Demons in coveralls were currently 

laying down shielded wires, and as they stepped through the gates, Zerrex saw Huck standing at 

a table beside the wide base of the tower, as more workers attached chains to stakes hammered 

into the ground and into the tower to keep it standing steady, even as a faint wind blew by. 

Then Huck looked up and saw Zerrex, and he shoved past two workers, tears building in 

the Dragokkaren-demon‟s own eyes as he hugged the Drakkaren close and muttered: “I am so 

fucking sorry, Boss, fucking hell. We‟ll make „em pay, I swear to you… but until then, you keep 

strong, huh? You killed fucking Narrius, after all, and I got full faith that you can take these 

motherfuckers down for the count too, and show them just what we‟re made of!” 

Huck stepped back with a grin in his messy coveralls, holding out a fist… and Zerrex 

looked at it for a moment, then he nodded grimly, too afraid that if he spoke, he‟d start sobbing, 

but more than glad to tap fists with the Dragokkaren, who looked relieved before he turned 

around, saying quickly: “Now listen here. Your genius kid, Priest – dude, is Cherry really his 

dad… er, I mean, mom, she‟s not a dad even though… well… you know what she‟s got, uh… 

continuing now – Priest, he like… a genius. Shit, sorry, I got sidetracked.” 

Huck grumbled as he walked over to the table, rapping a hand against his head a few 

times and visibly gathering his thoughts as Zerrex watched him with faint amusement, and he 

was more than glad to approach and rest on the table, Lily letting him go to gently rub a hand 

down his back. “Okay, so here it is. Because the electromagnetic energy in the air has been so 

drastically lowered due to the AMP, we‟ve been able to build a short-range piggyback-style 

network. Information is passed along through hubs: the signal strength isn‟t enough to send it 

more than a moderate distance, and since we‟ve been doing some crazy calculations, we‟ve 

discovered that this world, this physical planet, is probably somewhere like… three hundred 

thousand, maybe three hundred and fifty thousand kilometers large, compared to our lovely little 

planet floating around up there in space, and if I remember my old geography lessons correctly, 

that planet is more like forty-five thousand kilometers at the most.”  

Zerrex stared at this, and Huck grinned sourly. “Amazing shit, isn‟t it? But anyway, the 

gravity on this planet is also much greater… but since we‟re mostly demons here, even the 

smallest of minotaurs have already adjusted to it. Furthermore – and this is some really crazy shit 

right here – the atmosphere of this planet is breathable, and even mortals could live here… but 

damn, is it thin. We need to planet some fucking trees, and I totally wish I was just saying that 

for a giggle, or build some air convertors. 

“Okay, what else, uh… fuck me, that‟s right. Priest is out working on your pretty little 

idea about getting in contact with the planet so they don‟t blow us sky-high… well… bad 

metaphor… and I have to admit, I‟m impressed.” Huck grinned at him, reaching out and slapping 

Zerrex on the shoulder, which almost knocked him over. Immediately, the Dragokkaren winced 

and grabbed at his own skull, and then he leaned away as the Drakkaren gave him a sour look. 

“Uh, yeah. So I‟m the one in charge of these little operations all throughout Hell, but even 

though certain land masses have literally vanished from where they‟re supposed to be – for 

example, a lot of the Wasteland has literally up and disappeared, along with Geryon‟s Crater and 

that pretty little tourist spot that was in there – you never quite realize how big Hell actually is 

until you can‟t portal around everywhere. Thankfully, Ixin put together this nifty little device that 

tells us the current amount of corruption in the air and what‟s been affected by the AMP, and 

we‟re already registering the frequencies beginning to return to normal. The moment the 

resonance from the merge has dispersed entirely, corruption should start creeping back 

throughout Hell, which could take a long time… but the big point is that once the AMP 



aftershocks are completely gone, we should be able to use magic again through demonic 

crystals.” 

“Good.” Zerrex said quietly, and then he looked up towards the sky, which was a strange, 

fierce red, the sun burning vibrantly and oddly close. He realized it was very warm, too… and he 

finally looked back at Huck, asking him quietly: “Do you think the physical world can actually 

fire on us?” 

Huck grew solemn at this, saying quietly: “Despite everything, I know that not all the 

nuclear missiles and rails were dismembered and disarmed… and I know that it probably won‟t 

be a world power firing on us first, if someone does fire on us. It‟ll come from a private facility, 

maybe even a military compound that goes rogue, and a magnetic cannon will be able to fire 

with enough force to get a shielded missile or rail or whatever up into space, and once it gets into 

space, baby, then it‟s just going to keep coming.  

“Plus there are far worse things than rail guns that could shoot at us… say,  for instance, 

one of those super-missiles, the kind that go into space anyway so they can computer-target and 

then dive bomb at such a velocity no defense grid in the world could stop them.” Huck made a 

face, shaking his head as he pointed with distaste at the sky. “We got no defenses against a nuke. 

And while radiation may be harmless to most middle-rank demons, I don‟t think we‟ve got a 

very strong ecosystem here on Hell, and I really don‟t want to see a lot of low-order demons and 

other inhabitants of this place dying around me. Hell‟s become like a second home to me, 

seriously… and I‟ll be fucked if I‟m going to watch it suffer. 

“The fact we‟re close enough for them to hit us with shit if they shoot at us works to our 

advantage too, though… your plan, for instance, really plays off that, and I think it‟s going to 

work out real nicely. Priest could probably rig a fucking car to fly if he wanted to, and we‟ve got 

some goddamn powerful rockets… it might literally take only a day or two to get there.” 

Zerrex looked sour at this, and Huck looked at him with a frown before the reptile said 

sourly: “So gee, I guess that like. Whoever‟s piloting the goddamn thing can at least try and stop 

the missile while it flies by on the way to hit us.” 

Huck rolled his eyes at this, and then he tapped the palm of his hand several times, 

looking at the reptile pointedly. “Dude, think about how things work over there on big blue. 

Parliamentary procedure, freaking out and arguing about stuff, getting every tiny little point 

down and then, and only then, do they ever get anything done. Even a private military 

corporation with their own nuclear stockpile would have, I dunno, board meetings and crazy shit 

like that before they did anything that could be seen as either heroic or downright stupid by their 

country and the sycophants that run around like jackasses in the senate, pretending they own the 

whole goddamn place. Even in Hez‟Ranna, there were always meetings and shit like that… the 

only thing we have to really worry about is if a militaristic country or a high-tech military facility 

goes nuts and shoots at us. Otherwise, we‟ll be fine, „cause only nutjob dictators fire first and ask 

questions later in this day and age.” 

“I hope that speech comforted you more than it did me.” Zerrex muttered, and Huck 

shrugged before he paused to yell at a worker who was attaching wires to a control panel on the 

side of the vehicle, and the engineer winced and worked faster before the Drakkaren asked 

mildly: “Can‟t we send a signal to a satellite or something?” 

Huck shook his head at this, however. “We have no satellites ourselves, and it‟ll take at 

least a week to build one, install the necessary components, and then launch it into space… and 

like I said, we can communicate moderate distances with our current technology, but after that it 



gets garbled up or just disperses. Unfortunately, these shielded systems just aren‟t designed for 

long-range transmissions.” 

Zerrex nodded at this, sighing and rubbing a hand slowly through his hair before he 

murmured: “And what if they don‟t believe the person we send to the planet? What if they don‟t 

call off the strike, or see it as an even better opportunity for a strike?” 

The Dragokkaren snorted at this, and then he grinned a bit, nudging Zerrex much more 

gently than before. “Well, I know for one thing that Albatross would throw a fit, and we all know 

he‟s the real leader of Hez‟Ranna. Plus I‟m sure your friend Balthazar wouldn‟t be pleased about 

that, so I‟m pretty confident that even if we die, someone else is going to kill the shit out of 

whoever attacked us.” 

“That‟s a fun way to think of things, Huck.” Zerrex said dryly, and the Dragokkaren 

shrugged with a slight smile, looking entertained as he rubbed at the back of his head slowly. 

Then the lizard finally sighed and looked past the Dragokkaren to the tent, asking mildly: “So 

what‟s in there, more equipment?” 

“Oh, right, hey, go on in!” Huck said cheerfully, and the reptile paused and looked at him 

for a few moments before he nodded slowly. At first, he resisted when Lily wrapped an arm 

around him… but then he let her support him, remembering her words on pride and quietly 

walking around the table, Huck opening a flap and holding it wide for them to pass inside before 

he let out a surprised breath at the sight of the computer terminals and demonic engineers setting 

up both communication devices and walking around, talking loudly on headsets. “This is 

Command Base Alpha. Since the Central Spire is… inaccessible at the moment with the damage 

done to the circles, we‟ve decided that the Ravenlight Estate is the backup seat of power… and 

now that you‟re here, you can issue orders… or leave whom I assume is your successor to doing 

that.” 

And Zerrex smiled faintly at the sight of Firenze, who was standing with Driz nearby. 

The latter looked tired and strangely-physical compared to his usual form, but Firenze looked 

invigorated as he calmly listened and then gave orders on the headset, before he smiled when he 

saw his father, approaching and then bowing quietly to him. “Hey there, Dad.”  

“Hello Firenze… it looks like you‟re doing well.” Zerrex said softly, looking around the 

tent before he paused as his eyes settled on Driz. “You look tired though, Driz… is it the change 

in the atmosphere?” 

Driz grumbled and didn‟t say anything, and Firenze said carefully, holding his hands a 

slight distance from each other: “Brother is… well. He‟s not very talkative right now. I think 

that‟s probably it, though… but he‟s been running himself raw, too, travelling along a few cable 

lines that have been set up between encampments… listen to me babble on, though.” Firenze 

laughed a bit, and then he shook his head, smiling at his father and rubbing the back of his head 

awkwardly, before he paused and half-turned away, saying embarrassedly over his shoulder: 

“Just a second.” 

Firenze reached up and tapped a button on his headset, and Zerrex could almost hear 

someone yelling at him as he fought to get a word in edgewise here and there. Then Driz 

hesitated for a few moments before he sighed and walked over towards a table, waving a hand at 

him as he mumbled: “Come with me.” 

Zerrex nodded, leaning against Lily as they followed him across the tent towards a large 

swiveling chair at a rounded bank of computer terminals. The Drakkaren looked surprised as he 

felt himself being nudged into it, and he frowned from one to the other before Huck approached 

and snaked a hand down to one of the keyboards, skillfully entering a quick command that made 



the computer monitors blink and the system start. “Here, lemme get that for you, I know you hate 

that technical bullshit.” 

“What is this?” Zerrex asked, leaning back and tilting his head, and Lily shrugged a bit 

with a smile as Driz and Huck exchanged a look. 

“It‟s a monitoring station.” Huck said when Driz motioned at him to talk, and then the 

Dragokkaren grinned as he slipped around the crescent of terminals, entering another quick 

command as leaned over the keyboard next to the Drakkaren. “See, it lets you tell who is calling 

from what base, and it keeps track of all the incoming and outgoing signals.” Huck paused, 

pointing at the first screen, where all this information was being displayed in a steady stream, 

before he pointed at the second, where a red and blue lines were spiking up and down. “This is 

our input-output meter, and you can adjust the signal strength manually or let it auto-adjust based 

on the amount of corruption and electromagnetic energy in the air, which is shown on the third 

monitor.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, turning his eyes to this and making a face at the graphs and charts 

that were constantly updating themselves, before he said finally: “And what am I doing here?” 

“It‟s a way for you to stay involved, without, you know, having to directly do stuff.” 

Huck said finally, earning a sour look from Zerrex, but he only clapped him gently on the 

shoulder. “Dude, you push yourself too hard. At least here you‟ll be able to monitor several 

outgoing and incoming connections, and even break in on conversations to issue orders here and 

there. Firenze is a great leader-type dude, yeah, but he still needs lots of practice at it… he‟s 

having a little bit of trouble saying „no‟ to some of the requests.” 

“So you want me to be a watchdog.” Zerrex said finally, and Huck shrugged before he 

picked up a headset and offered it to the Drakkaren, who sighed and took it, glad that it would at 

least be a distraction as he settled it over his head and adjusted the volume control on the side 

carefully. “So how does it work, then?” 

Huck spent the next twenty minutes going over the commands with him as Driz walked 

back over to Firenze, who was still arguing with someone on the headset. Lily, meanwhile, 

stayed near Zerrex, listening in raptly and looking with visible curiosity at the headsets and 

machinery: something she hadn‟t seen or experienced much of, with her life here in Hell.  

When Huck left, Zerrex sat back in the chair, feeling moody and grouchy as he listened in 

on arguments and conversations, bad-temperedly ordering people making obvious social calls on 

the lines off of them as he monitored up and down the line of frequencies almost obsessively. 

Three hours later, Huck ran inside the tent, waving his arms for silence, and Zerrex watched as 

all the lines went dead before the Dragokkaren announced: “Sector Four has gone completely 

offline, I need some people to go and check it out.” 

Zerrex started to get up, but Lily shook her head, saying quietly: “Let‟s leave this one to 

me, Lord Zerrex. You stay here and… keep in communication. It‟s probably only a mechanical 

error, anyway.” 

The reptile didn‟t like it, but he nodded grudgingly, as Lily approached Huck and offered 

to escort a team of engineers out… and for a pleasant change of pace, as Zerrex sat in the chair, 

bored of his job and listening in on transmissions, Lily‟s familiar voice finally crackled through 

the static and announced that it had just been a faulty communications tower, and that they were 

heading to another, closer base. It was over eleven hours later, and the sky was starting to darken 

towards night, before Huck ran back into the tent, breathlessly announcing: “They‟re starting 

launch preparations everyone!” 



Zerrex sat up, then winced at a roll of pain that went through his body, sitting back 

against the chair, and then Huck continued quickly: “I want as much power as possible diverted 

from our generators and batteries through the arterial lines and towards Base Beta, at the Staunch 

Cliffs.” 

Several mechanics nodded and ran out of the area as Driz came forwards, and Huck said 

to him firmly and clearly: “Ride over there and tell Priest we‟re ready whenever he is for launch, 

but by my calculations, I‟d suggest that at about forty-five minutes we‟ll be at the perihelion of 

our orbit. With the other calculations I‟ve done factoring in size and distance, tell him I hope he 

has some goddamn big-ass engines hooked up, because we‟re probably at least nine hundred 

thousand klicks away.” 

Driz nodded and left the tent after a moment with a grunt, and Huck watched him go 

before he glanced over his shoulder at Zerrex, saying calmly: “I need you to make sure no one 

sends out any transmissions for the next while, and if someone does contact you, it should be 

Priest. Hang up on anyone else, he might want us to send more electrical power his way.” 

Zerrex nodded, and then he watched as Huck bossed a few other people around, faintly 

amused despite everything at the way the Dragokkaren could still easily take control when it 

came to machinery and engineering. Thirty minutes later, a call beeped in, and Zerrex said 

curtly, as he clicked the button on his headset to answer it: “Speak.” 

“Yeah, I need to talk to Huck.” Priest said clearly, and then he added: “This is-” 

“I know who this is, I raised you.” Zerrex said with dry amusement, and Priest fell into 

dumb silence as Zerrex turned and covered the microphone, shouting across the room: “Huck, 

Priest is on the line!” 

Huck immediately scrambled for the nearest headset, tearing it off the head of another 

demon and putting it on his own as he walked over towards Zerrex, adjusting the frequency dial 

and then interrupting the rambling Priest had just started as he said: “What, did you screw up 

already?” 

“Fuck, you‟re a pain in the ass. No, uh… everything‟s ready for launch, I juiced up these 

rocket thrusters more than a little, so the only issue will be knowing when to slow down, but I 

think that… the pilot should be able to manage it.” Priest stopped, then said dryly: “I think 

you‟re wrong, too. I think we‟re at the perihelion of orbit now, so I‟m launching the damn thing. 

Tell everyone to get ready and watch the skies.” 

Huck grumbled something, then he stared as Zerrex climbed to his feet with a grunt and 

slowly made his way towards the tent flap: thankfully, his body felt much less sore now, and it 

was helping with his mood, too, as he said with faint amusement over his shoulder: “Hey, I ain‟t 

missing this launch. Go get „em, Priest.” 

“Thanks, Dad.” Priest said warmly, and then the Drakkaren pushed his headset back as he 

walked outside to stand by Firenze, who smiled a bit at his father, his own headset dangling from 

his fingers. They stood beside each other and looked up at the darkened sky above, the earth a 

large, blue ball high in the sky, and five minutes later, they all watched with mixed murmurs as a 

bright white ball left a trail of smoke behind it as it shot high into the air. 

Zerrex watched it go with amazement, as it slowly vanished up into the stars above, and 

he shook his head with a quiet laugh before he pulled his headset up just in time to hear: “Launch 

successful, Dove-1 has been launched into space.” 

Dove… Zerrex looked down quietly, thinking of Sammy for a moment as Firenze gently 

put a hand on his back… and then the Drakkaren‟s eyes bulged and he looked up as Huck asked, 

walking out of the tent: “So what do you think Zerrex is going to do when he finds out the pilot 



was Selena?” A pause as Huck looked up, and then he stared at Zerrex, who glared back at him, 

one of his eyes twitching. “Priest, I am… going to… have to call you back.” 

Zerrex lunged at Huck, who squeaked and ran back into the tent, the Dragokkaren 

showing a surprising nimbleness as the Drakkaren shot after him, waving his cane and shouting: 

“What, you want to kill someone else I care about? Come back here, you asshole, I‟m not done 

with you!” 

Huck launched himself at a rip near the bottom of the tent, squirming quickly beneath it 

and yelping when Zerrex swung his cane down and hit him hard in the lower leg before he could 

pull all the way through, and then the Drakkaren snarled as he dropped to a kneel, half-pushing 

up the bottom of the tent to see Huck standing a wary distance away, rubbing at his leg with a 

wince as he babbled: “Dude, she‟s scarier than you and volunteered! What the hell was Priest 

supposed to do, say no? Better that you get pissed off now than she gets pissed off… she‟d set us 

on fire or some shit and you‟re too sore to hurt us much!” 

“I won‟t be sore forever, and when I‟m feeling better, I‟m gonna kick your ass, and then 

I‟m gonna kick Priest‟s ass!” Zerrex threatened, and then he yelled into the microphone of his 

headset: “You hear that Priest?” 

Feedback resonated through half the headsets, demons groaning and clutching at their 

heads as Huck squawked and ran around the tent, and the Drakkaren started to worm his way 

beneath it before Firenze gently patted him on the shoulder, and he turned around with a huff and 

a glower, asking sourly: “What?” 

“While I know that… well… you probably really will want to kick their asses sometime 

in the near future, right now we need Huck and Priest to make sure that everything works 

properly here.” Firenze said carefully, and when Zerrex stood up and looked at him acidly, he 

cleared his throat and adjusted his collar. “Selena‟s one of the best-equipped to survive out there, 

anyway… and once she‟s up in space, maybe demonic crystal will work.” 

“We thought of that, but it‟s too dangerous to portal in a vacuum… it might create a 

black-hole effect.” piped up a mechanic, and when Zerrex looked at him, he immediately closed 

his mouth. The Drakkaren motioned for him to go on, however, and the coveralls-clad demon 

hesitated before he turned around and picked up a piece of paper, walking over to the Drakkaren 

and holding it out. “This is a list of supplies we sent her with, Priest had every communications 

base make a copy.” 

Zerrex snatched it up from the demon, then he scanned quickly over the supplies. Three 

large crystal orbs, a thermal suit, some odds and ends like coffee and food to help keep her 

energized, a short-ranged communications device, signal flares… “Alright. Well… if anything 

happens to her, I hope that you guys can take over for Huck, because I‟ll pull his head down 

through his ass and turn him inside out.” 

Huck apparently heard this, because there was a loud squeak outside before footsteps 

rapidly fled, and Zerrex sighed as he morbidly went back to the communications terminal, sitting 

down grouchily. Even when Sin came by several hours later, she couldn‟t do much to cheer him 

up out of his slump, but he enjoyed her company… and since Huck refused to enter the tent 

while Zerrex was still fuming visibly, the Drakkaren decided it was probably best for him to 

leave. 

They headed back to the Ravenlight Estate, but took a headset with them: it was a bit 

garbled, but it was still able to pick up communications from other places, so the reptile just left 

it on his dresser with the volume jacked up. The Drakkaren himself wanted to do nothing more 



than sleep… but he was too anxious now about Selena to get much rest, and instead he allowed 

Sin to bring in a small basin and wash and trim his hair, wanting to do anything to kill time. 

He received several unexpected visitors: Loki, for one, wanted to extend his condolences, 

a kindness he hadn‟t expected. Felicity also took up the post at his door, glad to both talk with 

him and to work as a barrier between him and the curious world, since the Drakkaren didn‟t 

really want much in the way of company at the moment. Anxiety over Selena was fighting with 

gloominess over the death of Sammy, and while he was touched they had named the probe after 

the proud little pseudodragon who had more than ever earned the title Knight Dove, the reptile 

still wanted to kick Priest‟s ass for letting Selena boss them into doing the mission herself. He 

also figured he‟d probably kick her ass once she got back. 

Sin, as always, however, found just the right way to relax him: a gentle back massage 

forced the lizard to lay still long enough that he fell into a doze without even realizing it, and 

when he opened his eyes and yawned and found himself alone, he realized dumbly that he must 

have ended up taking a long nap. The lizard climbed out of bed, then stretched and winced a little 

as his back cracked, but he was feeling better now… still somewhat sore, and more than a little 

tired… but better.  

He walked out into the hallway, carrying his cane by the neck: his leg hurt, but not 

enough for him to bother using it for its actual purpose as he grunted to Felicity as he passed, and 

she immediately ran up beside him, the vixen shouldering her spear as she said softly: “Hey 

Boss, it‟s good that you‟re awake… it‟s been two days, after all.” 

“Two days? What?” Zerrex looked at her with shock, and then he grabbed her by the 

arms, making her wince and then flail free when his cane burned into her, the reptile drawing 

back with an embarrassed look on his face as he held the cane a safe distance away from the 

demoness. “Oh, goddammit, I am so sorry!” 

“No, no, it‟s fine.” Felicity shook her arm out as the minor wound healed quickly, and 

then she smiled up at him dryly, bopping him on the head with her spear. “Now listen here, Boss. 

We‟ve all been worried sick about you, so take this shit slow. Nothing has really happened… the 

last of the AMP resonance is fading, and minor spells are working, meaning we‟ve been able to 

do some short-range, quick portalling around Hell to check on things in areas where the AMP 

resonance has completely vanished. Stuff is pretty chaotic right now, but we‟re getting things 

gradually more and more in order, and we aren‟t sure just what‟s going on with Selena, but Priest 

says that Selena should probably be getting close to the planet by now, if she hasn‟t already 

landed. Something about… thousands of gigatons of thrust or some bullshit, I wasn‟t really 

paying attention.” 

Zerrex grunted, rubbing at his head slowly and not knowing what to say or ask, and then 

Felicity said softly: “The High Thrones Amiglion, Sin, and Lily have all been doing a wonderful 

job, if I can be so bold as to say so, even without you around. And that kid of yours, Firenze… 

well… he‟s a good kid, Boss, just like I‟d expect to be raised by you.” She smiled at him a bit, 

reaching up and stroking over his face as she murmured softly: “Fuck, I miss the good old days, 

when it was just… that little town, that was all anyone had to worry about. At first I figured Hell 

would just be Baskin‟s Grove on a macroscopic scale, but… it ain‟t. And you ain‟t the same as 

you were, all those years ago…” 

She stopped, then laughed a bit and looked down for a moment, before smiling up at him 

and wrapping her arms around him slowly and gently, hugging him quietly and resting against 

his body as Zerrex wrapped one of his arms quietly around her. “I‟m glad to see you‟re okay, 

Zerrex. I‟m sorry for everything that‟s happened… for the way you‟ve been forced to carry this 



burden, but I‟m glad that you‟re coping with it and proud of what a good job you‟re doing, if 

you‟ll let me say so.” 

Zerrex nodded a bit, clearing his throat and looking down for a moment before he 

squeezed her tightly, and he murmured softly to her: “Thank you, Felicity… coming from you, 

that means a hell of a lot.” 

Felicity laughed a bit at this, and then she smiled and slipped to the side, keeping an arm 

around him as he kept his around her, and they walked down the corridor together, exiting into 

the entrance hall and heading down the steps as she asked softly: “So what are you going to do 

about these Old Gods? Do you think they‟re going to attack Hell and Heaven first?” 

Zerrex thought about this for a few moments, then he finally shook his head, saying 

slowly as he frowned a bit at the ground: “I don‟t know why but… no. I don‟t think so. I think 

that even if it means exposing their back and flanks to us, they‟re going to go straight for big 

blue. It‟s… weird, but it‟s just what I feel. I think Athéos is probably well aware that the mortal 

world would be a far-easier attack point than Hell or even Heaven, and that if the physical world 

falls… well… we all fall down.” 

Felicity nodded slowly, and then she sighed, shaking her head a bit as she muttered: 

“Shit, I just hope that Selena gets the message out that we aren‟t enemies soon, then.” 

The Drakkaren nodded with a grunt, and then he made a face as something brushed 

against his mind. For a moment he hesitated, and Felicity looked at him oddly… and then he 

lizard cursed and clenched his eyes shut, staggering against her as she looked up at him with 

concern, shouting his name… but the reptile felt something pressing at his mind before a voice 

said softly: I‟m sorry… I should be gentler… 

“Marina?” Zerrex looked up stupidly, not seeing the people gathered around him despite 

his open eyes, and then he closed them tightly, concentrating on her voice as he pictured her in 

his mind, smiling at him softly… but maybe it wasn‟t just a picture. “Marina, are you there?” 

Yes, Father… I‟m sorry for the pauses, it‟s the distance. I need to both interpret your 

thoughts and anticipate them. Marina said softly, and then she laughed a bit, saying in a brighter 

voice: But I‟m so glad to hear from you… and since you‟re probably worried sick, Selena did get 

a message out to the physical world, and she says she‟s going to wait another day or two on the 

space station that picked her up, and then she‟ll come home. Her appearance quelled any 

worries from the physical world because she was able to broadcast from the space station she 

collided with, and they recognized the combat armor she arrived in as an Irenic model. 

Zerrex nodded with a grunt, and pain shot through his mind as he rubbed slowly at his 

head before he asked slowly: “What about… everyone there?” 

We‟re okay… we‟re waiting for you to come back. Marina said gently… and then her 

voice suddenly cut off as the reptile‟s head gave a pulse of pain, and Zerrex opened his eyes as 

he looked back and forth stupidly, trying to reach out with his mind but unable to feel her any 

longer… and then he cursed quietly, looking down as he sat on the floor and put his hands in his 

lap. 

Finally, Felicity gently squeezed his shoulder, looking down at him worriedly… and the 

reptile smiled a bit as he climbed up to his feet, feeling relieved that at least one thing had gone 

right in these days. “So okay. Sorry, that was… Marina, actually. She wanted to let me know 

that… Selena‟s okay.” 

“Could she really communicate over such a vast distance?” Felicity asked softly, looking 

surprised… and Zerrex hesitated, but then nodded slowly, and the vixen smiled a bit. “Well, I‟ll 



take your word for it then, Boss, if only because I really don‟t want to think that after all these 

years, you‟ve finally cracked and gone nuts.” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes with a snort of amusement, and then he climbed to his feet with a 

grunt, saying dryly: “I guess I can‟t kick Huck and Priest‟s asses after all, now that I know she‟s 

fine… at least I know better than ever now how competent they are.” 

The news did a lot for the reptile: it lifted some of the pall of gloom that had been 

hanging over his head and helped him feel better about things in general… and the next day, 

watching Selena step through a vortex and into the Ravenlight Estate was one of the brightest 

sights the reptile could ask for, as the lizard looked up from where he had been installing new 

flooring manually and wiped sweat from his forehead, walking towards her as he said dryly: 

“You‟re late.” 

Selena looked embarrassed, not speaking for a few moments as the vortex closed behind 

her: thankfully, the AMPs had finally vanished all around Hell, meaning they had finally started 

getting everything back in order and the denizens of the now-planet had calmed greatly when 

they found out that magic would be returning shortly. Of course, for now they still had to use 

demonic crystals or magical artifacts like Northern Stars to get around, but just the knowledge 

that it could be harnessed, Zerrex knew, was doing a lot for the peoples of Hell in general, who 

had never been forced to go without magic before. 

Zerrex looked at her for a few moments, the lizard standing in just a pair of old, ripped 

jeans, a bit sweaty from the work he‟d taken to doing: he‟d repaired his room, Sin‟s room, and 

Selena‟s room almost entirely except for a few odds and ends, and he‟d redone most of the floor 

in the entrance hall himself, as other people did the things they were better at. Firenze was still 

acting as the main director of operations, and Huck and Priest had been discussing laying down 

fortified power lines that might be able to resist Hell‟s corruption and the electromagnetic 

atmosphere, and if they could build areas in Hell that would be altered so that the air was clear of 

all interference, for sensitive instruments and spacecraft to be launched out of. 

Selena was wearing a thermal suit made of thick gray cloth, with blue, rubberized pads 

over her shoulders, joints, and chest, the zipper done up all the way and a strap of cloth cinched 

tight around her neck. On one arm, she was wearing an armlet with a large sphere of crystal inset 

into it, letting her use magic freely… and cradled in her other was an airtight helmet, in the 

vague shape of her royal mask. She looked worn-out, simply put… but she smiled at the sight of 

Zerrex, and the two walked over to the stairs, sitting at the bottom of them as Selena rested her 

helmet on her legs, the other workers in the hall murmuring excitedly to each other as she said 

softly, twiddling her thumbs and looking awkwardly down at the polished head-covering: “Sorry, 

Zerrex. I know you‟re probably still pretty ticked at me about what I did, but… well… I thought 

it was for the best. The last thing we needed was you getting convinced we needed to play hero, 

and I knew that whoever was planning to attack us on the physical world would want proof… 

and they‟ve seen my face before. Well, sort of. You know what I mean.” She stopped, then 

looked around and grinned lamely at the Drakkaren, who was looking at her grouchily. “So tell 

me what‟s happened here. The fuck are you doing out of bed, anyway?” 

“Hey, at least I didn‟t shoot myself into space at a million miles an hour.” Zerrex shot 

back, and Selena cleared her throat, looking away. “You tell me first what happened with you, 

then I‟ll tell you what‟s going on with Hell.” 

Selena nodded after a moment, looking irritable herself but also still abashed, and then 

she finally started: “Well… Priest needed a volunteer, and… I knew that I‟d be able to keep 

myself warm in space, and if something went wrong, I could probably save myself with magic. 



So I volunteered, and he hooked me up to the machine and taught me how it worked, and it was 

simple enough I got it down in a few minutes. Or I thought I did… 

“Anyway, they launched me, and it was a hell of a ride, Zerrex.” Selena smiled a bit 

despite herself, looking at him with entertainment as he rolled his eyes, trying to hide the bit of 

envy that came up despite his hatred of vehicles, especially airborne ones. “I dunno, I felt like… 

a meteor. And space… it was beautiful. I can honestly say I wasn‟t bored once, and even though 

it was kinda scary… well… it was just… breathtaking.  

“I was moving at such an incredible speed… and in only two days, I realized I was going 

to collide with a space station orbiting the planet.” Selena cleared her throat, and Zerrex grinned 

a bit at this despite himself. “Shut the fuck up, do you know how damn hard it is to steer? One 

wrong move and I would have been hurtling through space forever until I exploded or hit a star 

or some other crazy shit. I turned the ion thrusters to full power, but the crappy little things just 

slowed me down a little, and after two hours I collided with the hull and went halfway through it, 

got lodged in it and shit. I managed to crawl out of the cockpit and into the breached hallway, 

and one of the astronauts who came to check on me was kind enough to escort me inside. When I 

explained everything to them, they were more than glad to help me send down a transmission… 

they said they were from… Luna?” 

“Lunis, you mean.” Zerrex nodded slowly: it made sense. Lunis had grown more friendly 

towards them, and likely the space station was doing scouting and calculations for the space 

colonies he knew they planned to launch sooner rather than later, especially with the friendly 

competition from the other countries. “So no one‟s going to shoot at us?” 

“Nah.” Selena smiled a bit, touching the back of his hand awkwardly for a moment 

before she returned her fingers to twiddling together in front of her. “I talked to that Balthazar 

dude you‟re always talkin‟ about… real nice fellow, yeah. And your family, too. Marina 

promised to try and contact you herself… you get a message from her?” 

Zerrex nodded, and Selena snorted in amusement. “Fucking nuts, that kid of yours is. We 

should just evacuate Hell and have her throw it at Athéos. She could probably do it, too.” 

“Moving the alignment of planets is a little beyond her powers still, I think.” Zerrex said 

mildly, but a fear nibbled at the back of his mind: would it always be? If she‟s this strong as a 

mortal… “Anyway, I guess you wanna hear what‟s been going on here.” He paused for a few 

long moments, then said finally: “Not much.” 

Selena glared at him, and the reptile held up his hands, smiling a bit. “Okay okay. Well… 

I guess you can tell that magic is working. Only when it‟s powered by crystals at the moment, 

but well… it‟s still working, and that‟s what counts. We‟ve been doing damage assessments and 

carefully conserving our crystals so far, using them only where necessary… magical artifacts 

work too, after all, and so does mortal magic, like runes and stuff. 

“The Central Spire is mostly-undamaged… whatever it‟s made of, it won‟t fall down 

even when the wind blows, but so far there isn‟t much of a wind in Hell. No rain or anything else 

either, from what we‟ve seen so far… weather‟s been drastically different than what Ixin 

predicted, which is a nice change of pace.” He paused, then said in a slower voice: “We‟re 

scouring the Circles… but so far, there‟s… there‟s a lot of people dead. Moving the rubble is 

taking a long, long time, and even working in shifts, there‟s only so much we can do. I‟m very 

worried about the Ninth Circle… the only way in and out of the Central Spire right now is 

through portal, because much of the Circle of Tragedy is covered in ruins. Sabnock might have 

been down there, and… well…” 



Selena nodded slowly, and then the Drakkaren shook his head, continuing: “The Abyss‟s 

magical wards and protections have mostly turned back on… it‟s secure, as are most of the Pits 

of Torment across the face of Hell. A vast desert is being mapped as we speak, and we‟ve also 

encountered… strange demons, to the far reaches of the west. It‟s also been confirmed that dying 

and lost souls are still coming to Hell, but in fewer numbers… the thought is that a lot of souls 

are being drawn straight down to the Unworld now, because ironically, the theory is that fewer 

people believe in Hell as Hell since we merged with the physical plane.” 

The demoness nodded again, and then, as Zerrex opened his mouth, she reached out and 

gently put her finger against his lips, saying softly: “I get it, Zer. We‟re in clean-up mode right 

now, and still waiting for the rest of the corruption to click back in. You can fill me in on the 

details later… for now, come on. Let‟s get you relaxed… and I need a little something myself.” 

Zerrex looked at her as her fingers slid gently under his muzzle, then reached down and 

took his hand, and the reptile let himself be led up the stairs and through the corridor to his room. 

Selena smiled a bit at the state it was in, organized and neatened, and then she tossed her helmet 

to the ground and turned around, opening the strap around her throat and starting to unzip her 

front… but the Drakkaren reached out and caught her hand, saying softly: “No. Let me do it.” 

Slowly, he pulled the zipper down, watching as inch-by-inch, the front of her suit opened, 

revealing her cleavage still half-hidden by a bra, and the black triangle of the tight bikini bottom 

she was wearing. The lizard slipped his hands carefully beneath either side of her open thermal 

suit, and his fingers brushed against the ruby scales of her outer body as he slid his hands up to 

grasp her shoulders, at the same time pushing his wrists out to pull the one-piece suit wide 

open… and then he leaned in, meeting her muzzle in a slow, hungry kiss as he grasped the open 

flaps of her thermal suit and pulled it slowly, deliciously down to reveal her athletic, brawny and 

toned body. 

The lizard broke the kiss, trailing them now along the underside of her muzzle and down 

to her collarbone as she sighed in pleasure, her eyes closing and her head tilting back as her freed 

arms reached up to play slowly through his hair, the Drakkaren continuing to trace kisses down 

the curve of her breast, and then along the middle of her tight abdominals, a shiver tracing its 

way through Selena‟s body. At the same, the lizard pulled the thermal suit down lower, dragging 

it free from her sinuous tail and her long, strong legs, until she was able to step out of it as the 

lizard gripped into her waist and licked slowly along the waistband of the tight strip of cloth that 

barely covered her sex, already smelling of her need and her lust, already wet with the juices of 

her loins. 

Slowly, Zerrex leaned down and mouthed her sex through the cloth, his tongue dragging 

up the wet spot and making her grunt in pleasure, arching her back as her fingers dug into his 

scalp with a sigh of bliss, and then the Drakkaren reached up and tangled his fingers in the 

waistband of her black bikini bottom, pulling it slowly down as he pushed his muzzle forwards 

against the pink folds of her vagina, his tongue sliding outwards to lick slowly, messily up 

between her lips and making her twitch again at the contact, the female moaning quietly in 

pleasure as her hips bucked lightly against him, some of her juices dripping free of her folds. The 

male growled lightly at this, and then he straightened as he let her black bottom drop to the 

ground, standing up and rubbing his fingers up her chest to squeeze her breasts slowly through 

her black bra as she bucked her hips towards him and reached down to fumble at his jeans, 

almost ripping the button off his fly as she breathed: “What the fuck are you waiting for?” 

Zerrex shoved her back towards the bed as his fly came undone, grabbing her bra at the 

same time to rip it down but not entirely off, and Selena fell on her back with a grunt, legs 



automatically spreading wide as Zerrex strode towards her with a hungry growl, shoving his 

pants and boxers quickly down and half-stepping out of them as he dropped over her body and 

dragged his tongue along her throat, making her groan before she moaned lightly as he bit into 

the junction of her neck and shoulder, her legs twitching and bucking as his half-hard cock 

flopped against her sex and ground slowly up along it, laying up along her abs like a black snake 

that was slowly bulging into life. 

His shaft thickened and stiffened steadily, grinding down against her stomach as they 

kissed again hungrily, Selena clawing into one of the Drakkaren‟s shoulders as he pinned her 

other wrist and bore down against her with his strength and body weight, and she opened her legs 

wider for him, moaning into his jaws as their tongues wrestled and tangled together before he 

drew back and sloppily licked down her face like a feral animal, making her half-close her eyes 

and only moan again as she felt his now-hard shaft pushing down against her body, the lizard‟s 

heavy navy-blue testicles resting on her tail. The Drakkaren ground and thrusted lightly against 

her before he finally reached and hand down to guide the head of his throbbing forty inches of 

girthy lizard cock against her vagina, and her moan turned into a loud cry of pleasure as he 

thrusted forwards without further ado, grunting hungrily and slamming into her like an animal, 

burying more than a third of his cock into her before he straightened his body slightly and spread 

his legs some to add to his power, stomping forwards as his hands seized her waist and slamming 

his thick cock into her with a roar as he moved against her hard enough to grind the bed out of 

position against the wall, making Selena scream again and arch her back, her enormous breasts 

bouncing in the air, nipples perked and almost as solid as the reptile‟s cock as her jaw gaped 

wide and her eyes bulged in an expression of either agony or ecstasy. 

A bit of blood leaked out of her sex as Zerrex pistoned hard into her, grinding his huge 

penis against her inner folds and making her shriek as her hips bucked, bulging with the girth of 

the obsidian tower inside of her as she did her best to cradle and clutch the thick waist of the 

Drakkaren with her legs, her fingers clawing into one of his arms and the other reaching up to 

grasp his shoulder as he slid a hand over her body to squeeze roughly into a breast. His mouth 

settled on the other after a moment as he began to thrust more than a foot of his huge member 

back and forth, slamming deep and hard into her again and again with enough force to rock the 

bed she was laying on, making her scream and convulse in raw sexual delight that was beyond 

both pain and pleasure as she grinned up at him, her eyes burning with lust before she yelled: 

“Fuck me, fuck me, fuck me Zerrex! Fuck me hard!” 

She ended on a shriek as Zerrex growled above her hungrily and leaned down over her, 

throwing even more strength into every rapid thrust as he pounded in and out of her vagina, his 

testicles slapping her rear hard enough with every pass to begin to bruise her firm ass and the 

base of her tail as the latter appendage twitched, the female‟s strong thighs flexing with every 

movement as she voiced all her erotic euphoria without a care for who heard. It only led Zerrex 

on all the more, however, making him growl and snarl like a beast as he savagely pistoned his 

cock in and out of her, pleasure rolling through his entire body as he bent over her and used his 

weight and his strength to his advantage.  

Over and over and over, he thrusted in and out of her body, his shaft squelching and 

sending up a burst of fluids with every powerful thrust deep into her depths, his testicles 

slamming into her like boulders as she cried out and her body arched, her passage clenching 

around his girthy cock with a tightness and a heat that was beyond explanation, beyond words 

and description. He could already feel his pre bursting into her, mixing with the hot juices of her 

vagina as he gazed down at her hungrily, loving her, wanting her, needing her, and claiming her 



as his in so many different ways as he leaned down and almost bit into one of her breasts, and 

she shrieked as her hands immediately seized into his scalp, fingers twisting into his ivory locks 

as his teeth left small dents in the scales covering the large, sensitive bosom and his tongue 

flicked over the fat nipple, teasing it as he suckled hungrily back on her breast. 

She twisted and convulsed under him, the sounds she was making music to his ears 

before he drew back with a gasp, a few strings of saliva connecting her breast to his mouth 

before he kissed her again, working his jaws furiously down against hers as her hands pulled his 

head down harder, closer, her body begging to be used and abused by him as her hips rocked 

hard back against every deep thrust of his thick member, her eyes rolling in her head, half-closed 

and unseeing in ecstasy, heat and bliss rollicking through her body as she felt herself being split 

wide open by the massive, girthy cock slamming into her again and again. And then the kiss 

broke as Zerrex roared and arched his back and she screamed and reached down to clutch into 

his muscular body, claws dragging along his upper back as he slammed hard forwards into her, 

grinding his crotch into the lips of her labia and threatening to crush them back into her own 

body, her legs clenching against his waist before he reached both hands up to pin her by the 

shoulders, growling as he shoved her down and grinned at her, his eyes glowing with passion as 

her claws dug narrow scratches along his back and then seized tightly into him just beneath the 

shoulder, Selena howling in ecstasy as he began to pump even faster and harder in and out of her. 

One of the Drakkaren‟s hands slid up and grabbed Selena by the muzzle, jerking her head 

to the side before he shoved down on her collarbone to pin her back harder into the mattress, 

making her arch and her breasts jounce as her legs spread wide for him, her wet juices splattering 

up his crotch and his abs with each vicious pound into her form as she moaned and gazed up at 

him submissively, crying out between breaths and moans and whimpers. Every nerve of her body 

felt like it was being tortured with eroticism, every part of her felt alive and on fire, and every 

part Zerrex touched was electric, with her crotch a terrible inferno of both lightning and 

passionate flame. 

Again and again and again, he slammed into her, her passage clutching tight to the steel, 

obsidian rod buried inside of her, her breasts bouncing on her chest painfully fast with the speed 

of the lizard‟s thrusts, her form needy and a toy for the Drakkaren beneath him before her eyes 

bulged as her passage clenched firmly to the rod of reptile cock inside of her, and then she threw 

her head back and screamed as she suddenly orgasmed, her loins turning into a white blaze as her 

eyes bulged with the power of it, juices squirting out like a geyser to either side of the 

Drakkaren‟s cock as he growled through grit teeth, clenching his eyes shut as every muscle of his 

body flexed as he leaned over her at the sudden burst of pleasure and the rhythmic clenches 

around his cock, feeling her gripping into him like a hot vise as she cried out again and again, 

arching and convulsing beneath him like a crazed sex toy. 

He pushed down against her, pinning her, delighting in the way she still squirmed and 

moaned under his hand before it slipped down to squeeze into her breast as she continued to 

orgasm, her hips bucking ferociously and then trembling, losing their pace at the extra burst of 

shocking pain-pleasure at the rough, hard grip on her swell, before she gazed up at him as he 

continued to slam in and out of her, his testicles making a slick wet sound of meat hitting meat 

now with every almost-vicious thrust. Her orgasm continued for minutes, the pleasure only 

building higher and higher with each and every fast buck of her hips, threatening to drive her 

insane as she shrieked again as the girthy rod of black cock slammed into her body over and 

over, her expression one of either insane pleasure or utter hellish agony. 



Zerrex roared, his body flexed above her, his muscles bulging against his hide of scale 

and a thin sheen of sweat covering his form, his solid masculine front splattered with other juices 

as he rode out her orgasm and continued to thrust viciously in and out of her, breathing hard and 

wanting to get his own pleasure in first. He grinned down at her, slamming hard into her and 

trying to match her broken rhythm, milking her orgasm for as long as he could and making her 

shriek as he angled his thrusts to shove along the sensitive walls of her sex. He let his body 

weight drop again and again and against her form, crushing her against the bed as he pinned her 

easily, and as her orgasm began to die down, an idea flared in his mind… and he grinned widely 

as he suddenly leaned upwards, her hands tearing free of his body as she fell back against the 

bed, and then she gasped as he grasped her hips and pulled free in one single movement… only 

to grasp his solid shaft and shove suddenly and viciously into her rosebud, the thick head of his 

cock forcing its way against the tight ring before it simply tore through like a battering ram, the 

Drakkaren grunting and closing his eyes as he grinned widely, Selena shrieking in pain and 

pleasure beneath him as her legs kicked out on either side of his body and she clawed viciously 

at the muscular, chiseled body of the male, but he only squeezed tighter into his waist as he 

slammed forwards again, forcing every inch of his huge cock between the firm cheeks of her ass 

and deep into her body, her eyes bulging and her jaw gaping before she threw her head back and 

shrieked. “F-Fuck, fuck, oh my God, Zerrex!”  

“What, don‟t like that?” Zerrex grinned down at her, then he growled and flexed as he 

slammed into her, arching his back and straightening his body to literally lift her partially into 

the air with just his huge cock buried in her tight ass, making her scream again before he drew 

suddenly back, his shaft splattered with blood as her rosebud leaked a stream of the red stuff, and 

then he leapt suddenly on top of her, his legs landing on her upper arms as he forced his shaft, 

stained with blood and other juices and sloppily dripping his pre, down between her huge 

breasts, thrusting forwards as he grabbed one of her horns and jerked her face upwards, the head 

of his cock slamming into her jaws as he shouted: “Then suck on it, whore, „cause I know how 

much you love it in this hole!” 

Selena moaned around the girthy cock stretching her muzzle and ramming into the back 

of her throat, almost gagging around it but managing to control herself as the reptile held tightly 

onto her horn with one hand and the other squeezed a breast, his lower shaft sandwiched 

deliciously between the huge swells as they burned with heat and pleasure. The female let out 

another groan around the thick cock as Zerrex began to thrust hard and fast, his testicles dragging 

up and down the smooth-scaled muscles of her front as he shoved his cock deep down her jaws 

again and again, and she bobbed her head and suckled as best she could back against it, tasting 

her own blood, her own juices, her own ravaged passages on her tongue and in her mouth as his 

masculine pre squirted down her throat and her jaws clenched tightly around his obsidian penis. 

It rammed down her jaws again and again, slamming between her hot breasts, the reptile 

panting hungrily as he kept her body and arms pinned with his strong legs, her fingers clawing 

into the muscular waist and upper thigh of the Drakkaren as he pistoned his member again and 

again into her mouth, groaning hungrily. Selena‟s legs weakly bucked over and over, dripping 

her juices and some of her blood, her sex pulsing and blossomed to reveal her sweet and needy 

inner folds as she moaned around the heavy cock, her eyes clenched shut as Zerrex growled 

down at her, his other hand reaching up to grasp her face as he murmured hungrily: “Yeah… 

yeah… get ready, bitch… get ready for it…” 

Selena moaned hungrily around his cock, working her jaws harder and faster in as best 

rhythm as she could manage against the thrusts of his huge member, her tongue twisting and 



lapping at the girthy black penis as she clutched tighter into him, the male‟s body flexed and 

powerful above her as he growled in delight, his waist smashing into the underside of her huge 

swells and making them rock all the harder as he felt himself beginning to stiffen up, saliva and 

pre already dripping messily out the sides of the stretched muzzle of the female. 

Zerrex panted through his grit teeth, his eyes tightly closed as he squeezed into her horn 

almost hard enough to snap it, and then he finally threw his head back with a roar of pleasure, 

grabbing her other horn as he pistoned himself between her breasts, sandwiching them tighter 

around his thick cock as his legs closed against the fat sides of the large swells, and the head of 

his shaft smashed into the back of Selena‟s throat with every pass, making her gargle even as she  

tried her best to keep up with the huge cock as it took on the consistency of metal inside of her 

jaws, before her eyes bulged as Zerrex roared again, giving a muffled cry of shock as the first 

volley of his seed blasted down her throat and straight down into her gut, almost choking her 

with how much shot from his heavy cock, thrills running through her body as he slammed into 

her again and again, and with every thrust, released another huge gout of his semen straight 

down her throat. 

Pleasure rocketed through Zerrex‟s body as his seed blasted into her jaws over and over, 

his testicles feeling like they were on fire with pleasure and throbbing as they ground against her 

hot scales, his cock an iron-hard rod filled with bliss so wonderful it was almost tormenting as 

volley after volley of his load fired into her. Selena was almost choking on it, seed splashing out 

of her muzzle as she tried to open her jaws, torrents of the white stuff bursting out to leak down  

her cheeks and chin and splattering and squirting back out onto the tops of her breasts, strings of 

seed even finding their way back up through her nostrils as she fought to swallow as much of it 

as she could, before Zerrex suddenly jerked free as he drew his cock back, letting her cough up a 

waterfall of seed that gushed out onto her own body before she moaned in surprise as Zerrex 

slammed his rock-hard cock down against her cheek with enough force to almost bruise it, a 

blast of seed shooting right past her eye and splattering over her horn and the fin on her head 

before the reptile drew back further and grinned, getting up to a kneel over her body as he 

stroked the forty solid inches of obsidian member, massive testicles pulsing between his legs as 

they fed shot after shot up through the cannon of a cock as he released thick white strings over 

her face, over her breasts, over her body, and all she could so was bathe in it, moaning as her 

head twisted back and forth and the reptile only growled like a feral beast above her. 

It ended minutes later, Selena laying in a vast bath of his seed, moaning weakly as a bit 

burbled up out of her mouth and a bubble of the stuff blew out of one nostril and popped, and 

Zerrex laughed quietly as he slapped his still-hard cock against her saturated breasts, making a 

loud splashing splat. She gazed up at him hungrily as he finally drew back off her body, and she 

spread her legs slowly, whispering: “Please… please… more…” 

Zerrex stroked his seed stained cock slowly, grinning down at her, his body flexed and 

powerful, feeling energized and alive and hungry, ready to satiate her need… and then he 

grinned as he reached down and rolled her over before his hand grasped the back of her skull and 

slowly ground her face down into the messy sheets, making her moan as seed was both cleaned 

off her face and smeared further over her, working into her scales as he said softly: “Just keep 

yourself turned around and in that puddle there, whore… keep your face buried in my seed and 

remember who‟s in charge around here.” 

“Yes, Zerrex…” Selena whispered, and she clutched into the sheets, huge breasts pressed 

down against the mattress and face rubbing slowly into the seed smeared across the sheets as her 

legs eagerly spread, trembling a bit before she closed her eyes in ecstasy as the Drakkaren‟s seed 



covered cock pushed teasingly at the entrance to her sex… and she closed her eyes in delight, 

submitting to him entirely in body and mind as she murmured a single word: “Please…” 

Zerrex took her hard and savagely, and filled her up: and then even a third time, splitting 

her rear apart with his huge shaft before he once more released all over her face and body, the 

hungry, dominant animal inside of him released and vicious, inciting him to do more, mark her 

as his, claim her and beat her down into her place… and Selena was all too glad to submit. 

Finally, however, it was over… and then they lay naked in bed together, the sheets and blankets 

thrown off to the side to be washed later, Selena splattered with his seed but Zerrex not minding 

even as she ground against him and cuddled up close, smelling his own load and his own virility, 

then tasting it as they kissed slowly and passionately, his body splattered now with his own 

semen before he grunted as he rolled on top of him, sliding her hands through his hair to spread 

more of his gunk through it as she whispered down at him: “Don‟t think you‟ll ever break me 

entirely, Zerrex. I‟m still my own proud person.” 

“Good. That‟s why I care about you so damn much.” They traded a slow kiss, and he 

hugged her tightly down against him as she curled her head towards his neck, resting atop his 

naked body before he laughed a bit and murmured: “Ugh, I can‟t wait for magic to work again so 

we can get rid of all this goddamn mess.” 

“Fuck you. I put up with you covering me in your load, you can put up with me rubbing it 

back all over you for a day or two.” Selena retorted, and Zerrex rolled his eyes before he reached 

up and grabbed her face, and she grinned at him challengingly, asking in a throaty voice: “You 

gonna slap me, master?” 

“You‟d like that way too much.” Zerrex kissed her instead, slowly sharing another long, 

delicious entanglement of their mouths and tongues, before he squeezed her tightly down against 

his muscular body, murmuring softly: “Goddammit, I missed feeling you against me…” 

Selena snorted, then she sat up on top of him, straddling him and gazing down at him 

lovingly as she stroked his face gently. “I don‟t know why you don‟t ask us for stuff more often, 

Zerrex. We‟re here to serve you… I think sometimes you‟re still living by the morals and codes 

of the mortal plane that have been ground into you.” She stopped, then took his face gently, 

saying quietly: “We are your wives because we care for you, and you care for us. Yeah, we‟re 

jealous of each other sometimes, but we‟ve had the talk about demonic emotions a lot of times 

before. This isn‟t the mortal plane, where you have one short lifetime to try and find one single 

person… we live essentially forever here, until we‟re killed by one thing or another. We measure 

our lives in eternities, goddammit. Sex is more often for pleasure than procreation, too… but 

then again, I know that‟s true on the mortal realm, too. 

“But here… just accept that this is the normal way things work and you‟re no stupid 

freak. And we aren‟t servile because we‟re female and you‟re male… we serve you because of 

how you‟ve proven yourself…” She paused and grinned a bit, kissing his lips teasingly and 

making Zerrex blush slightly. “And because we know you love it when you get to feel like a big 

bad male making all of us your bitches. But I think you know just as well what I like…” 

Her eyes half-lidded, and Zerrex licked his lips slowly, nodding as he stroked his hands 

gently up her sides. “And sometimes you‟re the one in charge, yeah. But it‟s just… strange still, 

to me, I guess. I‟ve never put much weight on… the symbolism, I guess, of marriage. I know 

that… when you find that person who meshes, the rest of the world fades away, and I‟ve been 

blessed to have so many people care so deeply about me. I‟m just… scared, I guess. Scared 

that… I‟m only using you all for my pleasure. That I‟m… trying to fill a hole that can‟t be 

filled.” 



Selena shook her head at this, but then she sighed and looked at him flatly, grasping him 

under the muzzle and tilting his head upwards. “You‟re thinking too much again, bringing too 

much philosophy into shit. If I thought for even a second you were just fucking us to try and 

make yourself happy-happy, I‟d probably kill the shit out of you. But look at yourself. You 

express emotions to us, you‟re open with us, you‟re our fucking friend, even by your high-ass 

standards…” She softened, then suddenly dropped down and wrapped her arms around his neck, 

whispering: “Ain‟t that what marriage is supposed to be all about? Being husband and wife, isn‟t 

that just a way to say… we have a powerful bond? Mortals went and fucked up that whole idea, 

of course, since they marry for money and sex and because they feel they have to after Danny 

accidentally makes Katy pregnant… it‟s supposed to be about connection. I mean, even arranged 

marriages, at least, have… some rhyme and reason to them, creating alliances or for some other 

reason that people see as practical, if not romantic.  

“Mortals are stupid. They put too much importance on shit that really isn‟t, and they 

don‟t stop and think about life itself. They‟d much rather just dick around with little things, and 

then they all wonder why they feel so miserable after yeah, they get their big fancy degrees or 

„great‟ jobs or shit, but they got no real friends, no real family to support them. They forget to 

think about the long-run, and to pursue their dreams instead of trying to be what other people 

want them to be.” Selena shook her head slowly, then she murmured quietly, resting against him: 

“And sometimes, like me, they get vengeful and regret it like all hell later on. Fuck, I wish I 

could see that sweet little girl again… but I got a feeling she ain‟t here, but in Heaven, and I 

doubt she‟d ever want to see me again.” 

“Little Arcy wanted to see me, despite what I did to her.” Zerrex said softly, but Selena 

only laughed shortly and shook her head, making him frown. “What?” 

“You just killed her, you didn‟t rape her to death.” Selena pointed out, and then she 

added grimly: “And you, at least, showed change throughout your life. Much as I hate to admit 

it, you‟re a weirdly-fascinating case. I, on the other hand, got caught right after and raped to 

death through the face with my own little fuck-toy that I used to use on people. After the entire 

army of the castle had their way with me, that is.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, gazing at Selena quietly: in life long ago during Ire‟s medieval 

days, the battered little girl she had once been, raped over and over by her father, among other 

males, had been taken in and taught to fight by a knight. She had harnessed this knowledge and 

used it to kill, however, and built herself several toys at the forge: perhaps the first strap-on 

cocks ever made, but not used to pleasure other people, but to inflict agony. And she had 

pretended to be a male knight, her lean and strong body adding to the image, her taped-down 

breasts easily hidden behind chain mail and armor, until her demise. “Time, they say, heals all 

wounds.” 

“Does it really?” Selena looked at him quietly, and Zerrex gazed back… and when he 

sighed and shook his head, she smiled grimly. “Yeah, didn‟t think so.” 

“But you know what? Sometimes facing the person… helps start the process.” Zerrex 

replied gently, and Selena mumbled under her breath, before they both looked up as someone 

knocked at the door and then Felicity stepped in, blushing a bit at seeing Zerrex but not exactly 

hiding her gaze either. “Yes?” 

“We uh… I…” Felicity cleared her throat, then stood at attention, which forced her to 

stare at the wall instead of the naked, seed-covered bodies of Selena and Zerrex. “Requesting 

your presence, sire, at a Hell-wide damage report, sir! Furthermore, ambassadors from another 

Hell are here, sir!” 



Zerrex nodded slowly, making a bit of a face as Selena jumped off him with a curse. 

“And here I thought I could get another good fuck in. Fine, I guess this can wait.” She reached 

down and yanked the crystal orb out of the armlet attached to her thermal suit, and then she 

closed her eyes and concentrated before casting cleansing spells over both herself and Zerrex, 

removing his seed from them both as the reptile felt a slight tingling sensation. He smiled and 

thanked her, then he reached out with a sigh and picked up his Nanotech Armlet, fitting it over 

his wrist as he tapped in the commands to make a full set of clothing appear over his body. 

Selena, meanwhile, simply left to head to her room, and as Zerrex walked towards the 

doorway, Felicity stopped him with a grin, poking his chest as she asked with a wink: “Want to 

play seven minutes in Heaven in the closet?” 

“Maybe later. Come on, Felicity, tell me what‟s going on.” Zerrex said mildly, rubbing at 

the plain black clothes now covering his body, just to ensure they were there. He thought about 

grabbing his cane, but figured that he could do fine without it for now. I really doubt they‟re 

going to attack us, anyway… 

Felicity became serious as she nodded, and as she explained the situation, the reptile 

frowned and crossed his arms, resting against the wall beside the ajar door to Selena‟s room. He 

knew she‟d be listening in as she got dressed, likely in her usual assortment of leathers, and he 

hoped she would be able to come up with a solution… because at the moment, he couldn‟t. 

The damage across Hell was fittingly catastrophic for the merge: although the reptile 

hadn‟t noticed it until now, there was an eerie lack of Damned souls. It was like every Plasmid, 

Craven, and other lesser creature had vanished off the face of Hell… and even many minotaurs 

had gone missing. The Scholars, Historians, and Scribes were all working together inside the 

Central Spire to hasten the restoration of the corruption and to compile a list of all those dead and 

injured… but the list was long and even with magic already working in the depths of the Spire, it 

would take days, even weeks to complete, and who knew how long to go over from there. 

The Circles of Hell would take centuries to repair, even with magic… and they had just 

managed to send a team of Royal Guards down into the rubble covering the Ninth Circle, the 

Circle of Tragedy, but the reports that had come back so far were horrible. Massive chunks of 

rock, inaccessible areas, echoing screams for help and muddy, waist-high flooding everywhere 

described the current state of the circle, or in a word, it was apocalyptic. The Hall of Justice had 

been devastated and almost completely destroyed, but it had also been evacuated: they found no 

corpses or demonic residue nearby, and a sheen of ice still covered it, meaning Sabnock had 

probably been the one to give the order and hopefully escaped the wreckage. But magma vents 

had opened up, due to how deep the Ninth Circle was beneath the surface of Hell, and it was 

dark, muddy, and treacherous. Two Royal Guards had already died in rescue attempts, while 

only thirteen or so demons had been found and saved. 

Finally, as Selena emerged from her room, „dressed‟ in her usual attire of very-revealing 

leathers, Felicity led them towards the Entrance Hall as she explained: “The foreign demons 

have interpreters with them. They speak a different dialect of demonic, which is half-recognized 

and half-garbled, but apparently it‟s an ancient form of the language. You should be able to get 

most of what they say but the interpreter will repeat everything anyway, because some of their 

words are very different from ours. They say that they once captured a few demonic explorers 

from our Hell, that‟s how they learned the language.” 

“Hostile or not?” Zerrex asked calmly, as they headed down the last flight of stairs and 

towards the open doors, and Felicity grunted, swaying her head back and forth. That made the 

reptile smile a bit, and then he asked: “Scared?” 



“As fuck.” Felicity agreed as they stepped outside, and then she stepped aside and saluted 

as Zerrex and Selena approached where Sin, Lily, and Amiglion were already standing, in front 

of several strange demons. Three of them were clad in black robes and one in white with a 

golden sash, and they all had their hands hidden in long sleeves and strange, squid-like faces 

with odd, spade shaped fins at the top of torpedo-like heads, and two tentacles hanging down on 

either side of their pale-pink faces, twisting and mobile. Their eyes were huge black orbs lined 

with gold, and although at first Zerrex thought they had no mouths, when one of them tilted his 

head arrogantly upwards, the Drakkaren noted a circular jaw on the underside of his features, 

filled with deadly fangs. 

Zerrex and Selena both bowed, and the squid-faced demons bowed stiffly back before 

one of the black robes stepped forwards. The white-robed one spoke to him, and the dialect was 

indeed garbled but recognizable… and the translator said calmly, in a voice with only the faintest 

accent: “My King wishes to greet you. His name is Slaktoon, and I am Pythia. We are from the 

City of Sundered Twilight, in what we understand to be a Netherworld to the West of  where 

yours was originally.” 

“I‟m honored to meet you.” Zerrex said clearly, looking at the apparent King and bowing 

again, before he said calmly: “I am High King Zerrex Narrius. These Four are my High Thrones, 

of what was once originally the Four Compass Provinces of our Hell.” 

Pythia bowed a bit again, and then he paused and his tentacles twisted anxiously back and 

forth as Slaktoon said something imperiously. Then the squid-faced being looked forwards and 

said finally: “My King wishes to know what has happened here. He says there are strange 

demons everywhere, and the he does not wish for his Netherworld to be invaded.” 

“Believe me, your majesty, I don‟t want that to happen either. I‟m sure we‟ll all be able 

to negotiate fair territory between our differing kingdoms.” Zerrex said quietly, and then he 

paused before shaking his head slowly. “As to what‟s happened, it has something to do with the 

Old Gods… they‟ve come to destroy all of us, all of the creations of a god named Naganis.” 

Slaktoon said something furiously, and Pythia repeated the message in a quieter voice: 

“We recognize no god, and have never heard of Naganis. We want to know what‟s happened to 

the rest of our Hell. We do not wish to be involved in your quarrel.” 

“I don‟t know… I don‟t even know where all of my Hell is.” Zerrex stopped, then he said 

quietly, as he looked up at the red sky overhead: “All I want is peace. We have no quarrel with 

you, either. It‟s the Old Gods that are attacking us.” 

“Lies and treachery!” Slaktoon shouted vehemently, and when the translator started to 

speak, Zerrex rose a hand, which apparently infuriated the squid-faced demon more. “You have 

no power over me! I am King of my City!” 

“And I am the High King of Hell. Behind me, lays all of my Hell‟s vast power.” Zerrex 

replied quietly, and then he added in a colder voice: “Do not threaten me. Especially not right 

now, because what we need to do is work together and rebuild.” 

Slaktoon hissed furiously at Zerrex, and then he stepped forwards and grabbed the 

Drakkaren‟s shoulders, saying up to him icily: “We are a powerful race, and-” 

Surprisingly, it was two of the black robes that grasped Slaktoon and dragged him 

backwards, and he struggled in their grip for a few moments before he finally calmed and stood 

upright, brushing himself off as he said coldly: “We shall return.” 

With that, he and the others simply stalked off, and Zerrex rubbed at his head slowly as 

he looked around at the others, saying lamely: “Well. That could have gone worse.” 

 



Within the week, corruption once more flooded Hell, reviving some of its citizenry and 

restoring magic to the freshly-merged planet, and it rapidly sped up the repair operations all 

around Hell. Zerrex, after all, had already dealt with a few problems: one of which included a 

raging Atlas, who had escaped from his prison when his magic chains had shattered and who had 

been charging through the desert, crushing small settlements here and there as he continued to 

only grow larger and stronger until the Drakkaren had simply scolded him back to where he was 

usually imprisoned, the child-like giant almost crying as Zerrex chastened him and feeling a bit 

like a bully, but glad he didn‟t have to fight his son. 

Atlas was hooked back up to the wall in what was now a deep, wide hole, and after some 

consideration, they finally built a small outpost overtop it, where Huck could use energy drawn 

directly from Atlas to power some of his machinery. Atlas himself was sad to go back into 

imprisonment, but moreover he was ashamed of himself, crying a lot and requiring visits from 

both his mother and father to calm him down, until the whole business was forgotten by the 

giant.  

Firenze was officially named the director of operations for Huck‟s brand-new idea of 

building an electromagnetism-free zone of Hell, and he took to it warmly, fielding calls, 

directing engineers, and keeping the paperwork filed and in order. He was often helped along by 

Driz as well, who could use his abilities for a variety of purposes – sending messages, draining 

malfunctioning machines of power, adjusting sensitive components literally inside of different 

devices. Driz, however, was all too glad to go back to servicing the power regulation stations 

around Hell that were still functional, and getting the others up and running with the help of 

Priest and Markus. 

Cities in Hell were repaired and revitalized, and demons calmed down and even 

welcomed the other, stranger demons that were appearing here and there across the face of the 

known world, while other demons often reported back from long explorations that they had 

discovered this or that, and Zerrex put Lily and Selena to work keeping track of all these events, 

while Ixin built a magical machine that would absorb people‟s thoughts and location memories 

in order to build a complex map of the known world. 

Gods and demigods that had survived were congregating, some of them congratulating 

Zerrex and others for what they were doing, others whimpering in terror about the coming Old 

Gods: a constant threat on the horizon, although for some strange reason, they seemed to have 

loosened up on their attacks. The Drakkaren had no clue about what was happening on the 

physical world, however, and after almost a month of being trapped on Hell, he had grown 

restless, and wanted to return to the world… but he was also constantly trapped in meetings with 

demons who claimed to be lords from different Hells, many of whom were exceedingly greedy. 

Finally, after two months, things began to settle down, and Ixin was able to create a map 

of the world, declaring that only three of the five thought-to-exist Hells had merged: he referred 

to these countries as Hell, the Netherworld, and the Deserted Realms. Zerrex declared Ixin was 

an idiot, and then he finally looked at Sin, and decided it was only fitting that while the planet 

itself would be called Hell, their countries should all have a name. 

After a meeting with the leaders of these three countries – the Netherworld ruled by a 

strange, blue-faced demon with flat features, two purple eyes on either side of his slightly-

rounded head, and long, slender limbs that all ended in hands, and the Deserted Realms ruled by 

a demon that would only refer to himself as the Lost Lord, clad in rusted black battle armor 

stained with blood and filled with sand, his features lost beneath the armor except for the slope of 

a rat-like muzzle – the names of their countries were finally established. The Deserted Realms 



kept its name, the Netherworld would be called Eslovius, and Hell would become known as 

Elysium. 

Still, Zerrex often referred to his own country as simply „Hell;‟ it was the easiest thing to 

do, as Eslovius and the Deserted Realms were both much smaller Hells: Eslovius was perhaps 

ten or twelve percent of the planet, and the Deserted Realms maybe twenty, but it had very few 

inhabitants and included the terrible deserts that had formed around the world, likely remnants of 

the Beyond; that meant Elysium took up almost seventy percent of the entire world, and it was 

all concentrated in one roughly-circular area.  

The Drakkaren worked out some of the major rules with the other lords despite his 

misgivings, such as how they would treat the borders: the Lost Lord was quiet, despite his rough 

appearance, and he was willing to leave the borders open and unprotected as a gesture of faith, 

while the other demon ruler, who called himself K‟laa, was firm in his stance that he would not 

permit interlopers into his. Zerrex already sensed that K‟laa would give him problems – although 

they would likely be more bark than bite – from the fact he had shown up with at least ten rough-

looking bodyguards. 

What bothered Zerrex most of all, however, was the sight of these other Hells, as he got 

to know their demons a little bit more. K‟laa, he thought, was only so aggressive because the 

world his Hell connected to had been mostly aquatic… and out of the water, he and even his 

burly guards were little more than strong mortals. In water, it was likely he would be a 

formidable adversary… but there was little water to be found throughout Hell as a planet, much 

less any of the Hells that had become countries. And the Lost Lord, despite his frightening 

appearance, was hesitant… and it made Zerrex think he was more likely a tribal spokesperson 

than anything else, as his desert land was vast, but merciless, and there were very few 

settlements full of very few demons throughout it. 

The Drakkaren was worried demons would want to expand and invade these other 

countries, especially Greed demons who would see a chance for profit or territory, or Wrath 

demons who loved war: despite all of Zerrex‟s hard work at changing the Hell he had been 

placed in charge of, despite all the plans he had made and the things he had set in motion over 

the ten million years he had ruled, he didn‟t know if his Hell was ready for an event like this. 

And he had already developed a strange need to protect these smaller countries, not just from 

demons and the Old Gods, but from himself: already he felt an urge to meddle in their affairs 

when he knew he had no right to do so or to question their culture. 

So he had finally removed himself from the negotiations, claiming that he had to get to 

work on setting up provinces and jurisdictions inside his own Hell, and put Sin in charge, 

trusting in her gentle nature and wise heart. The reptile had retreated from the meeting, and had 

actually managed to figure out – more by fluke than anything else – how the Four Provinces of 

Hell could be put into place… 

And then, a blessing had occurred, and Lily had come up to him and gently told him to go 

home. Zerrex had been confused, since he had been in the Ravenlight Estate at the time, pouring 

over a map of Hell with a notepad beside him, all sorts of laws and ideas he‟d come up with 

written down mostly in shorthand… and then Lily had kissed his forehead and told him that they 

could take care of Hell… but if he really wanted to help, he would go to the mortal plane, and 

deal with the problems there. They couldn‟t forget about the Old Gods, after all, and this was 

more a distraction than anything else. 

It was why Zerrex loved her: despite her seeming enjoyment of bureaucracy, she could 

always see past the rules to the big picture, and she never forgot how he loved the mortal realm 



and often missed it. She never forgot he had family there, and that Hell was only part of a much-

larger scheme… and Zerrex had finally nodded, smiled a bit, and gone to the mortal plane.  

His family had greeted him with such joy that it had been worth all the pain he had 

suffered, Cherry and Cindy and Marina all embracing him tightly, Mahihko squeaking and Lone 

yelling and joining in… and then there had been a moment of silence when Marina had offered 

her condolences over Sammy, and Mahihko had burst into tears and it had all become a mess. 

But it had passed: the weight of sadness was greatly lessened with his family around, and 

they had all listened attentively when Zerrex had told them what had been going on, before he 

asked them about the world… but all anyone knew was that Kafka had backed off again, there 

had been a few minor incidents worldwide involving supernatural beings, and that Raze had left 

a quick message with them that Heaven had taken terrible damage, but would survive. Balthazar 

was eager to talk to him, too, but Zerrex had decided to leave that for another day… and instead, 

he‟d only spent the night in the warm glow of his family, and it had made everything seem okay, 

for at least a little while. 

 

Almost two years later, Zerrex had started to hope that Athéos had turned tail and run 

away, but he knew that would be too easy… and there were still terrible things happening across 

the globe, from freak storms to powerful supernatural beings appearing and causing havoc. The 

Drakkaren only checked out a few of these events, and it always ended the same way: the death 

of another Old God, usually one that was visibly expendable. 

Kafka, however, was still somehow the head of the National Socialist party, and he was 

still causing problems for Balthazar, who looked old and tired of his job. An election had been 

called more than a year ago now, and Balthazar had won against the two parties that had run 

against him with ease… but the Nazi party hadn‟t chosen to run for Presidency. Kafka had said 

calmly that the Old Ire party had called the election in an act of destabilization, under the guise 

of a party that sought a „Democratic Republic…‟ and in a freakish turn of events, that single 

statement had brought all the power Kafka had lost over the years back in full force. 

And then Kafka had made a strange move: he had announced that he was running not for 

President, but for a seat on the World Council, and Zerrex had been shocked when the 

Dragokkaren Nazi had brought up an old law from when the Council had first been formed, 

stating that any person with a worldwide political presence could take a seat, and while they 

would not be recognized as a country or even part of a country, they would be able to cast their 

vote on resolutions and laws, and be elected to higher seats in the Council itself. And Kafka had 

been campaigning around the world, often riding to and from Ire not in private ships but on a 

massive, modified Hez‟Rannan juggernaut that had been demilitarized and turned into a literal 

floating Nazi Party headquarters. 

Rasputin went almost everywhere Kafka went: he was his second-in-command, and 

rumored to be the leader of a secret squad of National Socialist Enforcers… although the worst 

so far these so-called „Enforcers‟ could be linked to was collecting dues from party members. 

Zerrex didn‟t know if he believed the rumor, on the sole grounds that Kafka was nowhere near 

stupid enough to so obviously link himself to an illegal private criminal military force. 

The Drakkaren did attend several Nazi rallies with Cherry, although he never managed to 

catch Rasputin at any of them: he saw him once on stage give a speech, but then the 

Dragokkaren had caught sight of Zerrex in the crowd as he‟d been answering questions 

afterwards, and he had checked his watch and claimed to be late for an appointment before 



dashing off. It was a curious turn of events… and the reptile shrugged a bit from where he sat 

now, watching Kafka‟s immense ship, the Hope, sail into harbor. 

“What a stupid name for a ship.” Zerrex muttered as he sat back in his couch, looking 

grouchy. Over the last two years, he had been back and forth from Hell using vortexes, but they 

were easier or harder to maintain based upon the distance between the planets. The only thing he 

was glad for was that the planet was finally settling down and starting to mesh together… that, 

and that when the casualties list from the merge had finally been compiled and read over, he 

hadn‟t lost too many friends. 

Sadly, however, he couldn‟t say that everyone he‟d known in Hell had survived: Bondage 

and Ghost, both from the old Goth Legion, had been crushed to death in the Circles. Rose and 

several people from the old meal club he had used to attend had died as well… and heart-

wrenchingly, so had seven of his children: five daughters, and two sons. It had torn him apart to 

learn this only months ago… although he‟d felt a terrible foreboding ever since the second 

month after the Merge, when he‟d gone and visited everyone he could think of. 

On the not-so-sad list, Silverfish had been killed trying to hide in one of his own casinos, 

squashed like a bug under thousands of tons of not just rock, but game machines and illegal 

mortal contraband like flashy cars that hadn‟t been registered at the import office. Zerrex had 

attended the sendoff nonetheless, however, as had the other surviving members of the Legion, if 

only because of their past service together… and the fact that with enough pressure and a little 

bit of coin, Silverfish had been able to show he wasn‟t entirely a bastard. 

Zerrex still felt a bit miserable over everything he‟d lost, however, and some nights he 

still called gently out for Sammy, forgetting for a moment that he was dead… just like he often 

went upstairs to the mural room, where Marina had added Sammy into the paintings on the 

wall… and Anathema, too, grinning in the background as if she knew something no one else did, 

beckoning with a finger as if ready to share her secret. She had been a friend… and he smiled a 

bit as he looked up at the ceiling from where he sat on the couch now, murmuring: “What would 

you do if you saw me now, though, Anathema? What would you think of Hell and Heaven as 

planets, endlessly circling the sun and the mortal world…” 

Then he shook his head, grumbling a bit under his breath about what an idiot he was 

being before he sighed and reached for the remote. He made a face at the fact it was just out of 

reach, and he slowly tipped over onto his side, fingers clawing for it before he grunted as he fell 

over, his fingers scratching over the surface of the remote… and knocking it to the floor, where it 

bounced another foot or so away. 

“Goddammit.” Zerrex squirmed a bit over on his side, reaching down as his fingers 

bounced lightly along the ground, and then he paused as Cindy walked around the couch and 

crossed her arms, looking down at him mildly. “Hey, I‟m… totally being productive.” 

“You are not.” Cindy walked over and scooped up the remote, then made Zerrex 

scramble to sit up when she almost sat on his face, making him grumble before he smiled a bit 

despite himself as she pushed herself firmly against his side, switching the channels to another 

news show that currently displayed a countdown in front of a massive space colony. “Is this what 

you were trying to get to?” 

“Still two hours away?” Zerrex made a face at the countdown, and then he glanced over 

at Cindy as it switched to commercials, asking mildly: “So are you as excited as I am about them 

launching these things into space?” 

“Don‟t tell me you‟re having second thoughts now, Daddy. It‟s an enormous achievement 

for this world… they‟ve never been able to cooperate so well on anything before.” Cindy said 



with soft amusement, tapping her father on the nose with the remote, and the Drakkaren snorted 

in amusement, shoving at her wrist lightly.  

It was certainly a big enough event for him to take a deep interest, though: Lunis was 

finally launching its space colonies into orbit, all four that had been successfully constructed, 

each named after a different lunar god – a theme Zerrex found vaguely-unsettling, considering 

the fact that at least one of those gods was probably currently attacking them. The Alignak, the 

Candramus, the Hathor, and the Varuna, and all were set to be launched one hour apart from 

different „super-platforms‟ in the great oceans surrounding Lunis. 

The lizard was looking greatly forwards to watching the colonies launch, each currently 

sitting at half their maximum capacity in terms of people on board. Better yet, three of the four 

colonies were self-sufficient, powered by solar rays and fusion reactors locked away in armored 

underbellies, with fertile gardens and farms along the top levels of the massive clear metal domes 

that made up the top portion of each colony, currently shielded by raised blast shutters until they 

left the atmosphere. 

The fourth colony didn‟t yet have enough farms for its populace, but was to be launched 

anyway: until they were capable of growing enough food to feed their people, they would live 

off that in storage. Furthermore, every colony would be supplemented further by regular 

deliveries carried by advanced shuttles that Lunis had built and were currently being sold around 

the world for their adaptability and speed. 

Several other countries had also announced their plans to launch space colonies into 

space, if only so they could try and keep up with the exploration and advancement of Lunis: of 

course, with Hell and Heaven also existing as planets, many countries had already worked 

rapidly to develop space technologies to travel back and forth between them, seizing on the 

opportunity to create a brand new tourism industry that hadn‟t yet been tapped into. It meant that 

space technology had been increasing by leaps and bounds, which Zerrex was admittedly quite 

pleased to see: if they ended up needing to flee from the threat of the Old Gods, then they would 

at least be prepared, and better yet, able to put up somewhat of a fight. 

Zerrex looked down for a moment as these thoughts threatened to become darker, but 

then Cindy nudged him, looking at him with soft entertainment as she said gently: “Now come 

on, we‟ve built and survived so much… Hell and Heaven are both in high-repair and thriving 

with some of the tourism they‟re experiencing, and better yet, even Ire has completed its 

construction on the space colonies, and you know how much trouble Balthazar was having in 

motivating people into working on those machines. I know that… you, we have all lost a lot… 

even in Heaven, there were a lot of deaths… but at least in Heaven, we didn‟t lose any of our 

true friends.” 

“That‟s because they were able to band together and prepare a little bit more… Hell 

merged first, so Heaven started evacuation operations.” Zerrex said softly, but he smiled a bit 

and nodded. Tinman was alive, Little Arcy was alive, and Raze was most certainly alive… 

pissed off, but alive nonetheless. Zerrex thought he was only angry because Francis, Raze, and 

several other important angels usually saved for military purposes instead had been delegated 

towards repairs, and Raze didn‟t like using his mental powers for constructive purposes: to him, 

sadistic or not, he thought his psychic powers were only for destructive uses. 

The Drakkaren mused a bit as he lowered his head, and Cindy looked at him for a few 

moments before the lizard glanced over at her curiously, asking softly: “Do you think that this 

has all been… for the best, or is it just another bad omen of the evil that‟s yet to come?” 



Cindy slapped him on the back, and Zerrex winced at this, making a face as she said 

firmly: “I think that what happens, happens. As Cherry is wont to say, shit happens. So why 

don‟t you swallow this philosophical crud for a nice change of pace and just screech with joy 

like Mahihko does?” 

Zerrex looked at her flatly, and Cindy looked back mildly before he finally rose his hands 

in front of himself, fingers half closed into fists as she shook his hands back and forth, and gave 

a monotone squeak. Cindy looked appeased by this, however, and then she flicked the television 

to a cartoon channel, which made Zerrex perk up as she wrapped an arm around him, saying 

mildly: “I‟ll never understand how you can be so cynical, yet show such a love for these stupid, 

senseless cartoons.”  

“Cartoons have happy endings, resolutions through friendship, and are more often than 

not, morally, stunningly right.” Zerrex said softly, and Cindy looked at him with surprise before 

he smiled slightly. “I know everyone says this at one point or another about pretty much 

everything good in their lives, but if everyone watched cartoons and bothered to think about 

them a little bit, we‟d have global peace.” 

“Oh well, you know we can‟t have that.” Cindy intoned with mild amusement, and the 

Drakkaren snorted laughter before they both relaxed a bit… and then both winced and flailed as 

Cherry grabbed the tops of both their heads and then smacked them firmly together. 

“Cheese grater!” she yelled senselessly, and then she hopped the couch and crashed down 

between them, knocking the two half-sprawling before they both glared at her, but she only 

grinned cheerfully and wrapped their arms around their waists, looking from one to the other. 

“So, hot shots, tell me just what the hell we‟re doing. Threesome? Foursome? More-some?” 

Zerrex rolled his eyes and smacked her firmly in the breast, making her squawk before 

she squeaked when Cindy punched her in the crotch, making her pale a bit as she flopped back 

against the couch and grabbed at herself, rocking her slowly back and forth, mumbling to herself. 

A moment later, Mahihko and Lone bounced into the room, the former giggling cheerfully and 

clutching his art book as Lone sighed and rolled his pen between his fingers, looking distasteful. 

Finally, Marina entered the den, laying on the other couch and facing her father to begin 

sketching with a smile towards him, looking a bit older, a bit more worn, but still beautiful and 

vibrant. 

Her body had changed, but her as a person hadn‟t: she still loved and worshipped her 

father, she still acted childish at times, and finally, she had graduated from university with a PhD 

in Art Theory. She had a few suitors, but at most, she only toyed with them and then usually sent 

them away, often making the reptile wonder if she was puppeting their heartstrings only to try 

and appease her father, who had spoken to her more than one about trying to find someone 

special to share her life with, even though she always argued that she was delighted most by him. 

But together, they had all formed a wonderful – if odd – little cohesive unit: Zerrex as 

their leader, Cherry ready to act as second-in-command and a figure the others could respect and 

look up to despite her many odd habits, Cindy the wisest and gentlest of them, ready to protect 

the rest of her family, Lone and Mahihko always available to serve the others in any possible 

way, and Marina, Zerrex‟s most beloved child and bodyguard, a mortal but as powerful as the 

mightiest demons in Hell. 

For a little while, they sat together, watching cartoons and flicking back and forth to the 

news channels here and there at the boring parts and commercial breaks, relaxing together, the 

lizard feeling almost like they were a normal family just enjoying their time together… and then 

he frowned at the television as Cindy switched to the news channel and they saw Kafka on the 



screen, a small counter shaped like a rocket ship in the lower corner of the screen continuing the 

countdown even as the headline across the screen blared: „Grand Rally scheduled in Valise City.‟ 

“-will be a show not just of our solidarity, but I will announce a plan that has been in 

development for a long time to my party, and that I am confident will bring about a new era of 

peace and prosperity to this world for all who believe in us as a people, us all, from canine to 

reptile, feline to equine, demon to angel, that we are all one people, and united, we can achieve 

anything!” Kafka said clearly into the microphone, standing on a podium that had obviously 

been hastily set up at the edge of the docks, reporters crowding forwards and holding up their 

microphones and jotting quickly down on notepads. “All party members will be welcome at the 

Grand Rally, and I have chosen Valise City as the point to hold this meeting of the minds 

because I plan to present a machinery of joy, a metaphor for the future, that has been in 

development in that area, that is crucial to my plans.” 

Zerrex frowned a bit at this, and Cherry snorted, leaning back and putting her hands 

behind her head as she said sourly: “Well, ain‟t that just great to hear. Fucking brilliant, so I 

guess we‟re gonna have to get back to work, huh? Maybe we can catch the bastard off-guard, 

though, show up at wherever he‟s keeping this… thingy that he‟s going to present and blow it the 

fuck up.” 

“I dunno, it could be anything from a statue to a doomsday device.” Zerrex shook his 

head slowly, frowning a bit. “Worse, Kafka‟s an ingenious bastard… and if he really is working 

with the Old Gods, then he‟ll no doubt know all of our abilities and have security details set up to 

blockade us. No, I think we should meet this one head on… we‟ll go to the Grand Rally and see 

what he unveils, then deal with him and Rasputin afterwards if we have to.” 

Cherry nodded with a sigh, rubbing at her face slowly. “Yeah… besides, there‟s been no 

convoys moving in or out of the area, and the dude is squeaky-clean. Even his fucking 

background checked out, which was a major downer for me, personally… but hey, maybe it‟s a 

shapeshifter or something, just borrowing the dude‟s form.” 

“I doubt it. Kafka gets jostled around by people, and remember when someone threw a 

rock at him? He actually bled where it hit his arm… and the next day, he was wearing a band-aid 

in the right place, and even today there‟s a bit of a scar there. Shapeshifters are very rarely good 

enough to manage all those changes and keep their form solid for so long… but then again, I‟m 

not saying he‟s a mortal, either.” Zerrex said slowly, and then he sighed and brushed a hand 

through his hair. “Do you think the Old Gods are really even coming here anymore? I dunno, 

maybe what you saw through that… telescope thing all those years ago in the Undersea was a… 

flux or illusion or something.” 

“Dude, fuckers be coming. I feel it in my bones, you know?” Cherry looked at Zerrex 

mildly, and the lizard nodded after a moment with a grunt and a sigh. “Yeah, I know you know it 

too, it‟s just hard to believe with all the time that‟s passed. But I dunno, maybe they can only 

move at or around the speed of light or something like that, and since we like… haven‟t ever 

picked up any crazy transmissions or even seen aliens before, maybe like, they were really far 

away. None of us know how far the universe extends, after all… and if they‟ve been wandering 

all over it for… forever, they could still be forty years away.” 

“Wouldn‟t that be nice?” Zerrex said dryly, looking faintly amused, and then he glanced 

over at Cindy. “By then, we‟d probably have force-fields, huh?” 

Cindy snorted, but before she could reply, some reporter on TV asked the question: “Is it 

true that you‟re part of a conspiracy to destroy the world?” 



Kafka looked stupidly surprised as he stood for a moment at the podium, Rasputin 

awkwardly floating in the background as the Fuehrer of the National Socialists shuffled his 

papers awkwardly, and then he leaned down into the microphone and asked slowly, as everyone 

stared at the journalist: “Can you… ask that again?” 

“Dude, I… I don‟t think he‟s faking that surprise.” Cherry said thoughtfully, as the 

reporter did so with a serious look on his face, and Kafka straightened as his surprise turned to 

irritation. Zerrex, on the other hand, only looked at the Dragokkaren, and those shrouded eyes, 

shadowed by the bill of the officer‟s cap on his head. I don‟t know… there‟s darkness there. 

“I don‟t know what tabloid you write for, but I have not revived Hitler, I have not built  a 

„death ray,‟ and I do not have an army of supersoldiers.” He stopped, tried to think of something 

to say as he opened his mouth, and then he said mildly: “I can‟t even think of a proper joke to 

add to that. Now, if we could get back to actual questions?” 

“Who the hell just shit the bed on us, anyway?” Cherry asked dryly, frowning a bit over 

her shoulder at Zerrex. “I mean, fuck, if dude didn‟t know that people were suspicious of him 

before, then like. Now he sure as hell does.” 

“Maybe it was a message.” Zerrex said softly, and his family turned their eyes to him, 

making the reptile feel a bit awkward even as he explained: “Well… maybe his surprise was too 

perfect. Politicians lie and plant people in the audience all the time, it‟s a pretty simple strategy 

to get yourself looking better or smarter. And Valise City isn‟t a hub, and even though it‟s still 

pretty big, I mean… it‟s not like it‟s huge. His headquarters, after all, is on a freaking Juggernaut 

that can hold almost the entire Nazi Party, why not hold it where he‟s docked? He‟s done it 

before and it‟s been a major success… I mean, even I have to admit the fact the guns of the ship 

have been replaced with cannons that shoot fireworks lets him put on a hell of a show.  

“Maybe he‟s saying that he knows us here… maybe it‟s an invitation to the rally.” Zerrex 

crossed his arms, resting back against the couch as Mahihko whined a bit in his throat and even 

Cherry looked disgruntled. “I, personally, don‟t want to disappoint him.” 

“Fuck, you‟re cynical.” Cherry said flatly, and then she paused, grinning a bit as she 

patted him on the leg. “And your mind works in the damn weirdest way, too. You‟re always 

suspicious of everyone, aren‟t you?” 

Zerrex grunted, not answering her as he looked a little sour, and Cindy cleared her throat 

as Cherry blushed a bit and then babbled: “But hey, you know, you might be right and shit and 

uh… well…” She stopped, then looked down before she glanced back up at the television as 

Kafka gave a Nazi salute and the crowd clapped and cheered for him. “Fuck. What if he‟s about 

to welcome the Old Gods to the planet or something?” 

The Drakkaren looked at her with surprise, feeling a chill run down his spine: that was 

something he hadn‟t thought of, a place that even his mind had preferred not to go. But now that 

it was out, he nodded slowly, saying quietly: “Then we‟ll have to be ready for anything. So, who 

wants to call Balthazar? I‟m surprised he hasn‟t phoned us already.” 

“Hey, give him some credit. He‟s been workin‟ real hard to not call us every time 

somethin‟ goes wrong.” Cherry said with a bit of a grin, despite the fact her eyes were still 

clouded with worry. The thought made Zerrex smile a bit himself, however, since it was indeed 

true: the ferret was able to calmly deal with many of the problems that had cropped up 

throughout Ire himself, ranging from Nazi riots to supernatural events and even minor deities. 

Of course, even though he knew most people would probably be glad that they weren‟t 

being called into action every time disaster struck, the Drakkaren had to admit that he got a little 

bit anxious and grouchy when he knew something was going on and he wasn‟t involved. It 



wasn‟t that he didn‟t have faith in the Scanners or even the elite military force Balthazar had 

ordered Major-General Fredericks to assemble and train for both rescue and supernatural combat 

situations, it was more that… he liked to be involved, he liked to meddle, and he somehow felt 

this was all his fault. 

Balthazar was a fine President, that was inarguable… and much as he didn‟t like getting 

involved in military tactics or ordering operations to begin, the ferret never hesitated when 

defending the country and its citizenry was needed. Sure, he did things that often, most of Ire 

didn‟t understand… but Zerrex could only admire the way Balthazar handled his power with 

humility and modesty, and the great generosity he displayed in the things that he did. 

For example, Balthazar had released the sovereignty Ire had held for many years over a 

chain of islands that had been safe from much of the Demon Wars, where beautiful forests had 

started to grow back after being harvested many years ago… and of course, massive, sprawling 

Estates owned by Old Ire business tycoons, who had done the stealing of the island‟s resources. 

Balthazar had also given a sincere and moving apology and eulogy for the people of a small 

town on that island the Goth Legion had once torn apart… and had also offered a tribute to their 

people in the form of several powerful generators that ran off fusion cells, knowing that the 

country‟s people had a lack of their own electrical power supply. 

The gesture had drawn disdain from some people, but applause from others: Balthazar 

was giving back, and not in any half-assed way, what Ire had no right taking. And everything 

was always done in his calm and polite way, and even with his graying fur and the wrinkles of 

premature aging developing over his body, he was a strong ruler and moved with a slow but 

steady confidence Zerrex admired. 

The lizard paused, then held up a finger… and then he tilted it, and the others looked at 

him dubiously before the phone rang, and Mahihko immediately leapt to his feet and scrambled 

off to get it with a giggle, as Lone rolled his eyes and grumbled, sitting back and pulling the 

Drakkaren‟s portable game player out of his pocket. This earned him a dark look from the lizard, 

but as the wolf winced and pushed himself behind a chair, the littler wolf ran back into the room, 

holding up the phone and shouting: “Daddy, Daddy, it‟s Mr. Balthazar!” 

“Inside voice, Mahihko.” Zerrex reminded the smaller wolf gently, and Mahihko nodded 

rapidly with a blush as he held out the phone, the Drakkaren taking it with a slight smile as he 

held it to the side of his face and said calmly: “Lemme guess. The Nazi Rally?” 

“Grand Rally.” Balthazar corrected gently, and then he thanked someone in the 

background before saying softly: “I know you‟ve had a lot of strain over these last few years… 

but would you mind going to see what‟s happening there? I‟ve already asked Miss Elenora to 

deploy a Scanner team around the perimeter, just in case things get out of hand… but it would 

mean a lot if you would attend this gathering of Kafka‟s and glean what information you can.” 

“Of course, Balthazar.” Zerrex said softly, smiling a bit as he stood up and walked away, 

heading down the corridor and trying to pretend Cherry wasn‟t tiptoeing along behind him with 

Mahihko in tow. “How are you holding up?” 

“I‟m as good as ever, Zerrex… there was a minor dispute involving an appearance of 

undead towards the north, but I believe that was dealt with efficiently enough.” the ferret replied, 

then he paused. “What about yourself? And again, let me extend my offer of a shuttlecraft to 

you, for your disposal to go to and from Hell… I recognize that you can portal, but taking a few 

days to enjoy the journey there and back might help with taking things as they go.” 

The lizard smiled amusedly at this, replying softly: “Thanks, Balthazar, but I‟m going to 

just stick with portals for now. Maybe when they start developing spacecraft that can travel there 



and back in a matter of hours, I‟ll think about it, though.” He paused, then added finally: “And 

I‟m alright, I guess. Kafka‟s got me a little worried, but I suppose that‟s part of the normal 

routine by now.” 

Balthazar laughed softly at this, saying softly as Zerrex glared over his shoulder at Cherry 

and Mahihko, who were grumbling and shoving at each other: “And how is your family doing? I 

suppose you‟ll be pleased to know that your daughter Mercy received a commendation today for 

her exquisite displays of professionalism and empathy while dealing with politics between Hell 

and the mortal world.” 

This did make the Drakkaren smile warmly, even as he turned around and kicked 

Mahihko back into Cherry, making the two grunt and the little wolf squeak and give huge eyes to 

his father. “It does indeed… but well, they‟re as troubling as ever. Speaking of which, I should 

probably head back to them and organize for the rally… I‟ve got a bad feeling about it myself.” 

“It worries me when you say that… because more often than not, your bad feelings are 

correct.” Balthazar said softly, and Zerrex grunted, rubbing the back of his head before the ferret 

sighed a bit. “Some days, you know, I wish that he really did want to be President of the country. 

I think he‟d be too busy dealing with this ridiculous amount of bureaucracy and reporting to the 

World Council to bother with world dominion or destruction or whatever he wants.” 

Zerrex grunted, and then he responded firmly: “You‟re a fine leader, Balthazar, you 

really are. And you should be proud of that, too… but well… take care of yourself, huh? I‟ll let 

you know whatever I find out at the rally.” 

Then, just as Balthazar was saying goodbye, Mahihko squeaked and flew into the 

reptile‟s back, and he staggered and dropped the phone, his bad leg flaring up suddenly and 

making him curse before Cherry dived past him with a yelp, and the reptile stared in shock as she 

extended an arm and caught the phone, landing heavily on her front with a grunt. Then she 

grinned stupidly, holding it to her face and saying gleefully: “Hello… and goodbye, Balthazar! 

Send us some more drugs!” 

Then Cherry hung up and grinned up at Zerrex… before she winced and shoved herself 

backwards when the reptile tried to step on her head, missing her muzzle by inches as he 

snapped: “What the hell have I told you two? No stalking or attacking me while I‟m on the damn 

phone!” 

“Daddy, but, but…” Mahihko‟s eyes became big and watery, and then Zerrex sighed and 

patted him on the head: a small gesture, but one that seemed to make everything immediately 

okay as the childish wolf giggled, hugged him suddenly around the waist, and then bounced off. 

The reptile looked flatly after him, and then he sighed, dropping his face in a hand as he muttered 

something under his breath and Cherry crawled quickly past him into the kitchen, likely to put 

the phone back on the charger. 

Zerrex headed back towards the den, sitting back down beside Cindy and letting himself 

rest for a moment before he glanced over them all, saying mildly: “So Balthazar wants us to go 

to the rally and gather information, obviously. So everyone‟s clear, Scanners will be in the area, 

but they aren‟t hostiles. Mahihko, Lone, I don‟t know if I want you two coming in with us.” 

Both wolves looked hurt, Mahihko trembling a bit and Lone frowning deeply before he 

asked finally: “Why, Boss? Fuck, aren‟t we good enough?” 

“No, you retard, if Kafka‟s expecting us, two wolves coming in with four weird-ass 

Drakkaren will stand out more than a little bit.” Zerrex said flatly, and the two exchanged dumb 

looks before the lizard sighed, rolling his eyes. “You‟ll both come in later on, so we can cover 

our exits. Cherry and I can go first, and I guess Cindy and Marina can move in second. We can 



talk on cell phones or headsets or something to let others know we haven‟t been spotted or 

grabbed by guards or something, and signal when to come inside.” He stopped, then asked dryly: 

“Or is that too complicated for everyone to grasp?” 

“It‟ll make it harder for Kafka to know when all of us are present… or even if all of us 

are present.” Cindy paused, then she looked at Zerrex, asking curiously: “Should we get 

reinforcements from Heaven or Hell?” 

Zerrex looked down for a moment at this, thinking about it, before he finally shook his 

head slowly. “No. Even without the huge time differences, I don‟t want to drag anyone away 

from any rebuilding or rescue operations that might be taking place at the moment. Even 

Vampire has been assigned a job down in the Circle of Tragedy, trying to find a way through the 

rubble… and in Heaven, well. Raze would jump at the chance to join us, but I‟d rather not see 

him and Lord get in another hissy-fit.” 

Cindy made a face at this and nodded in agreement: she had been with Zerrex when he‟d 

gone to Heaven to talk to Lucifer and Lord, and seen what had happened when Raze had decided 

he wanted to try and go with Zerrex to the mortal realm. Lord had disagreed in a meek sort of 

way, which had vastly irritated Raze… and when Lord had made the severe mistake of phrasing 

his words in the sentence „Zerrex can probably do fine without you,‟ his son had simply blown 

up and gone on a long, angry tirade. 

Zerrex didn‟t think it was because Lord was necessarily a bad father, or because Raze 

was a bad son: the personalities of the two simply clashed violently, and Raze, admittedly, had a 

little bit of a problem when it came to trying to deal with his emotions. He and Zerrex connected 

because the Drakkaren was able to understand the godling, whatever he said or did, and was 

gentle with him when it seemed like gentility was the last thing Raze wanted… but then again, 

few other people had seen Raze‟s vulnerable quieter side. 

It had ended in an ugly way, with Lord looking stupid and distraught and Raze stomping 

off, kicking down a pillar they‟d just managed to get standing again on the way down the road, 

and then Zerrex and Cindy had quickly left and come back here. Zerrex was also well-aware that 

at any given moment, Raze might show up, having abandoned whatever rescue or construction 

operation he‟d been assigned, and the Drakkaren hated that he knew he‟d have to send him back 

if he did. But Raze was usually cold and disciplined and responsible, and as long as he wasn‟t 

too upset, he wouldn‟t storm off any job he had to do. 

There was silence for a few moments, and then finally, Mahihko looked up and asked 

hesitantly: “Are we going to need to bring weapons?” 

“No weapons, they‟re not permitted at Nazi rallies.” Zerrex said quietly, shaking his 

head. It was a surprising rule, but even Kafka‟s soldiers never carried firearms: at the most, they 

had rubberized batons that wouldn‟t be all that useful for crowd control in a riot situation. “Not 

even Kafka carries any weapons, unless he‟s got a hidden knife somewhere or a gun in his cane 

or something equally unnecessary and elaborate.” 

“You should have a gun cane!” Mahihko piped up, and Lone nodded a few times in 

agreement, and Cherry frowned as she walked inside, looking curiously around the room. “That 

would just be so cool!” 

“You‟re gay.” Cherry said mildly, and then she sat down on Zerrex‟s lap, batting her eyes 

at him as she threw her legs up across Cindy‟s, making the female glare at her. “Are you straight 

for me, Boss?” 



“I think you‟re too masculine for any kind of sex I have with you to be considered 

straight sex, even when you‟re in your most girly of girly forms.” Zerrex shoved her off his lap, 

and the others laughed as Cherry crossed her arms with a huff on the floor. 

The rest of the conversation was mostly idle, until the launch of the first space colony, 

and even Marina turned to watch as the massive, floating city slowly lifted out of the water, 

propelled by boosters and engines so powerful they turned the very ocean beneath it into a 

swirling vortex as the platform and buoys that had aided in its support were torn into pieces 

during liftoff. Slowly, the enormous space colony ascended, gaining speed as it rose higher and 

higher into the sky, the camera following it as people cheered and yelled at the sight of it 

vanishing into the distance. 

Some five minutes later, the view switched to a reporter, who was smiling at the camera 

as he announced: “And that was the successful launch of the Lunis Space Colony Hathor, which 

we are told has made it out of the atmosphere and is heading towards its designated orbit now. I 

would like to extend our sincerest congratulations on behalf of everyone here at ANN, where we 

are currently celebrating a day that will surely go down in history as one of the greatest in mortal 

history, where we have achieved a mastery over even space.” 

“Not yet you haven‟t.” Cherry snorted in amusement at this, grinning slightly over at 

Zerrex as the reptile smiled a bit despite himself in agreement. That might be stretching the truth 

just a little, yeah. “Pricks. We could totally beat them to developing shit, if… you know… shit 

actually worked in Hell. Ain‟t Priest supposed to be working on that?” 

“Yeah, the shuttle port in the Western Province, remember?” Zerrex looked at her mildly, 

and she brightened after a moment with a nod and a grin. “They have a magnetic fence around 

there, it both absorbs and repels the electromagnetic energy in the area.” 

“Duh, right, fuck, „cause otherwise the shuttles couldn‟t land and shit.” Cherry paused, 

then she looked over at Marina, saying after a moment: “And you, Bebop, have been really 

quiet.” 

“Just sketching.” Marina murmured, and then she smiled as she turned the half-finished 

drawing around, showing an incredibly-detailed picture of Zerrex sitting with Cherry and Cindy, 

as she asked shyly: “Do you like it, Father?” 

“I love it.” Zerrex said softly, amazed by how real it looked, how she had captured every 

detail, line, and even texture on the paper. Cindy smiled warmly as well, nodding in firm 

agreement as Cherry only gaped for a  moment, and then she huffed and stood, heading over to 

Lone and sitting down beside him to watch the game he was playing. The reptile paused as his 

eyes settled on this, and then he walked over to Lone and snatched the game system out of his 

hands, making the wolf yelp and then wince as Zerrex added flatly: “And how many times have I 

told you to not take my stuff?” 

“Oh, come on, you weren‟t using it!” Lone whined, and then he winced when Zerrex rose 

a fist threateningly, as the game blared something about dying. “You‟re totally killing my high 

score right now!” 

“I‟ll totally kill you.” Zerrex grumbled, and then he glanced down at the screen before 

turning the game player off and wandering towards his room, feeling suddenly like he should 

probably put it to use, if only out of spite. 

For the next few hours, Zerrex amused himself by lounging around in his room, playing 

his game and absently wishing he had a normal job, and a normal life, where people would think 

he was just some kind of weird nerd. It would be so much easier than running around, killing 



things all the time… but at the same time, he was glad that at least his existence was interesting, 

and it let him make plenty of friends… even if he also had plenty of enemies. 

The lizard sighed a bit as he finally put his game player down… and then he tilted his 

head curiously as Cherry wandered into the room and sat cross-legged on the floor, looking at 

him with soft amusement. The reptile looked back at her, and then she finally asked: “So like. Do 

you think this could be a trap? Or even worse, that… well… this is it?” 

Zerrex looked down, thinking for a few moments as he sat up on the bed… and then he 

finally raised his hands, murmuring softly: “I hope not, to be honest. To both of those things, 

too… I‟d rather not think that Kafka is trying to lure us in for one reason or another. Worse, I… 

you know…” 

He stopped, then said quietly: “I‟m worried that Athéos does have… some insane level of 

power we aren‟t ready to face. That he‟s just been throwing these weak gods at us to disorient us, 

to weaken us… and that when he arrives here in full force, it‟s going to be terrifying. I‟m 

worried, Cherry… this goes beyond anything we‟ve ever fought before.” He stopped, then 

laughed a bit. “I never thought there were so many gods before either, you know? Nature gods, 

synthetic gods, titanic gods and psychic gods… and those nasty, vicious primordials, too.” 

Cherry nodded slowly: they had encountered another one, a primordial that had literally 

fallen from the skies and crashed to a halt in a city in the area that had used to be known as 

Northern Ire, and it had been made almost entirely of darkness flowing over a semi-quadrupedal 

skeleton: a body that could stand on its two legs, but just as easily drop down to the ground and 

charge. It hadn‟t spoken, had only roared and screamed and killed and eventually withered and 

died by itself: they hadn‟t been able to do much to hurt it, but thankfully it had been seemingly 

tied to darkness and shadow, and they had fought it under a noon-day sun. 

Primordials, they were learning quickly, were bestial and vicious: Old Gods, however 

strong or weak, tended to be just as chaotic, but often with a bit more tact and a lot more 

underhandedness. They liked to sneak, and to call in minions to do their dirty work, and to try 

and escape when the going got tough for them. Whatever the Old Gods claimed, their real desires 

were almost completely egomaniacal; that, however, only served to increase Zerrex‟s worries, 

with how servile they all also seemed towards their master, Athéos. 

“Hey, at least we got a few gods of our own.” Cherry said positively, and then she cleared 

her throat when Zerrex gave her a dryly-amused look, rubbing the back of her head slowly. 

“Hey, I‟m trying here, at least, unlike someone I know. It ain‟t my fault that Loki‟s pretty much 

the best secret weapon we got right now.” 

“And he‟s far too petrified of Athéos to join in any direct confrontation with any of the 

Old Gods, especially after what happened with Animaxander.” Zerrex pointed out, and Cherry 

grunted, looking down with a frown of distaste. “Aera Cura is a bit of a self-entitled bitch, 

whether she‟s cute or not, and Yemaya is generous, kind, and definitely not someone we can 

send into combat.” He paused, rubbing at his head slowly. “Anubis, well. At least he can fight, 

but he‟s still kind of a prick and he really needs a good kick in the ass to make him cooperate at 

all with me, even if he and Loki are pals. And then there‟s a scattering of other gods, but well…” 

Cherry nodded, making a face as she leaned back on her hands before she asked 

curiously: “What about the Elementals? Hell and Heaven both have good relations with most of 

them, don‟t they?” 

Zerrex grunted, shrugging a bit. “True, but they‟re very chaotic, like the Primordials. 

Nowhere near as nasty, but remember, that was what birthed them and molded the elemental 

states of being, or something like that. I‟m probably getting the history wrong but you know 



what I‟m trying to say. Elementals and primordials equals very like each other, except for the 

horribly world-destroying evil part.” 

The demoness groaned, throwing her head back before she huffed and looked flatly at 

Zerrex again. “Okay, uh… Astral and Ethereal planes. Those still exist outside of physical time 

and space, right, in their own weird-fuck dimensions… right?” 

“Yeah, but the Ethereal plane is full of echoes and insubstantial beings and forsaken or 

exiled monsters, and the Astral plane is said to be a weird world that‟s not totally ethereal and 

not totally physical, full of… auras and weird, creepy things.” Zerrex shook his head, and before 

Cherry could open her mouth, he added dryly, tapping points off on his fingers as he went: “The 

Lost Lord can‟t offer us more than few warriors who are willing to aid us, pretty much all of 

Eslovius loathes us, and Heaven… well… it‟s still pretty goddamn concerned with just itself, 

much as Lord and Lucifer are trying to share resources with both us and the physical realm, too.” 

“You‟re such a fucking buzzkill.” Cherry said moodily, and then she sighed, rubbing at 

her forehead before she finally grinned at him, saying finally: “But hey, well. I got faith in you, 

Boss, and I know if you killed the shit out of Athéos once without knowing what the hell you 

were going up against, you can sure as balls do it again, no matter how powerful the 

motherfucker thinks he is.” 

Zerrex looked at her with quiet amusement for a few moments, and then he finally 

nodded and grunted, saying softly: “I appreciate that, Cherry, but… it still worries me, 

especially-” 

“Blah blah blah, enough talking!” Cherry leapt up to her feet, then she jumped on Zerrex 

and sat in his lap, pushing him back against the wall and making him squawk as he flailed his 

arms, before his eyes widened in surprise as she kissed him firmly, working their mouths 

together slowly and deliciously for a few moments before she pulled back and winked, tickling 

under his chin lightly. “See, everything can be solved by a hungry, lustful, firm, moist kiss from 

your favorite little girl.” 

“I don‟t see Marina anywhere.” Zerrex said dumbly, and then he grinned stupidly at the 

look on Cherry‟s face before he laughed and covered his head as she tried to beat on him with 

her fists, yelling incoherently at him before she started laughing herself and fell against him.  

Finally, Cherry grabbed him by the shoulders, looking amusedly down at him before she 

brightened and asked: “Hey, wait, what about the Reapers? They sure as shit are pretty damn 

strong, and the fuckers can go anywhere they want… wouldn‟t they help us? I mean, come on, 

you can call on the aid of that freak Dust Toll, after all.” 

“Yeah, but that‟s different. Half the reason I can call on Dust Toll is because it teaches 

him a lesson about responsibility and discipline or something… Thanatos was pretty clear on the 

fact I wouldn‟t be able to call on him forever.” Zerrex said pointedly, and then he made a face as 

he sat back, putting his hands behind his head as he looked up at Cherry. “And well, the 

Reapers… only care about unnatural death, but as Thanatos himself says, violent death and death 

from causes like illness or old age actually don‟t have much difference. We like to think they do, 

but the real difference is in the interaction and what happens to the person, not with the person‟s 

death. Their experience of it is different, and the emotions they feel are different… but death is 

simply death. It‟s simply the process by which the spirit leaves the body. To a Reaper, the 

meaning of „unnatural death‟ is a death where the soul isn‟t processed or taken by one of their 

harvesters, where it‟s absorbed by something else. Thanatos will only order and allow Reapers to 

aid Hell if the Old Gods were trying to harvest the entire world‟s souls.” 



“Oh, that‟s retardedly fucking complicated.” Cherry said dourly, and then she grumbled 

as she reached up and combed her hands through Zerrex‟s hair before pulling him firmly into her 

breasts, making the reptile squawk and flail his arms, but he didn‟t attempt to pull away. “Can‟t 

there be one fucking thing on our side here?” 

“Hey, we‟re just lucky Heaven and Hell… I guess I should say Elysium… are both so 

ready and willing to help out.” Zerrex said mildly, and Cherry grunted as she let him go before 

she leapt up to her feet and stalked back and forth, the lizard rolling his eyes even as he smiled a 

bit. “But you gotta have faith, right?” 

Cherry looked at him oddly for a few moments, and then she snorted, patting her own 

breasts lightly. “Amazing what my tits can do, change a whole person‟s goddamn outlook 

around. But okay, okay.” She paused, then walked over and sat down beside him with a sigh, 

saying mildly: “I guess we gotta get ready for the big-time then, huh? The same old ultra-

violence, shooting, slashing, all that horrific stuff. Fuck, you better have at least some kind of 

battle plan ready.” 

Zerrex nodded slowly, thinking for a few moments as he realized how deadly serious 

Cherry must feel things were if she were asking him to do this… and then he finally smiled a bit, 

looking up and shouting: “Sin!” 

Cherry stared… and then she gaped as a vortex appeared and Sin walked out of it, 

looking concerned and embarrassed as she glanced back and forth before saying in a meek voice 

as the portal between worlds closed behind her: “Lord Zerrex, much as I don‟t like to criticize 

you… it‟s a bit of a serious time to be calling upon me just to see if I can appear between 

worlds…” 

“Well, yeah.” Zerrex said with a bit of a smile, standing up and patting her quietly on the 

shoulder and surprised to see that even in this world, her glammer still functioned perfectly well. 

“Listen, though, I need you to help me with something else, and this is actually very serious.” 

Sin nodded after a moment, her blush fading as she gazed at him quietly, and the reptile 

explained softly: “Kafka announced that he‟s unveiling something likely serious at a Grand Rally 

in the next few days. It could be anything… but one of the theories is that it‟s a welcoming 

present for the Old Gods. So we‟re going to go over to the home of my… I dunno what you call 

her. Anyway, she‟s smart and her brother knows a thing or two about both demons and gods. We 

need to have a strategy session to discuss how we can establish a safe defense of the mortal 

world, and I‟m putting you in charge of being Hell‟s voice in the matter.” 

“L-Lord Zerrex, that… that‟s a big responsibility, and… well…” Sin stammered, and 

then she stopped, cleared her throat, and finally smiled a bit at him, saying quietly: “Just… 

correct me if I say something wrong, okay?” 

Zerrex softened at this, and then he kissed her forehead delicately before looking over his 

shoulder at Cherry, who rolled her eyes but was smiling a bit despite herself. “Sin, I‟m sure 

you‟ll do just fine… and you, Cherry, go tell Cindy to come with us and to bring her laptop, to 

write all this nonsense down.” 

Cherry nodded with a grunt, hopping past them and heading out the door, and then Zerrex 

let Sin take a moment to look slowly around his room, marveling at it for some reason: there was 

more mess than technology in here, after all, and the reptile was able to keep things at least 

mildly organized. Then he silently took her hand and led her into the hall, then down it to the 

mural room, pushing the door open and saying softly: “I just want you to see something.” 

Sin was awestruck by the paintings on the wall, tears rising in her eyes as she clung to the 

Drakkaren, and her silence communicated more to him than she ever could have said with words. 



Finally, they left and headed downstairs, and the reptile promised to show her the rest of the 

house once they were done with the strategy session, knowing how enthralled she‟d be with the 

layout of the den and technology there. 

The mortal city, however, offered almost as much fascination for her, as did the sky 

above and the people along the street. She held Zerrex‟s hand tightly and refused to let go as 

Cherry and Cindy followed behind the two, and Sin jumped a bit when a truck drove by them 

with a rumble, looking after it almost like a child before she shook her head and continued 

onwards, murmuring about the amazing feats mortals had accomplished with their inventive 

minds and ingenious ways. 

Mary, unsurprisingly, was waiting for Zerrex outside the mansion: she had grown into a 

fine, beautiful female, a bit taller, a bit larger, and strangely, she had inherited Zerrex‟s ability to 

Dominate another person with a gaze or gesture alone. Her mental link had only grown stronger 

over the years, and she‟d pledged to do everything she could to help Zerrex out… and sitting 

beside her was Maria, dressed in a semi-alluring outfit: a black, tight corset, but jeans and leg 

warmers she‟d undoubtedly been coaxed into buying by Mahihko. The two had become fast 

friends, after all, since they were both oddities for their species… and whenever Zerrex knew he 

was going to be busy or out of town, he‟d always sent Mahihko and Lone over to Mary‟s. 

Zanbrick acted irritable with them, but Zerrex knew he minded the wolves a lot less than he 

minded Zerrex… and neither Mahihko nor Lone really enjoyed being alone for long periods of 

time, and Lone quickly became slothful while Mahihko got fidgety and even more childish. 

Mary and Zane couldn‟t do much against the Old Gods, even with the variety of demons 

that now lived in the Estate and that Zanbrick had captured in his crystals… but that made their 

advice no less invaluable. Zane‟s patron, after all, was a minor goddess with a surprising amount 

of connections throughout the universe, although currently homeless: she had taken up residence 

in a pocket dimension in Heaven, but during the Merge, her entire dimension had imploded on 

itself and she‟d been rudely vomited out… fortunate for her, since she otherwise would have 

been killed, or worse, swallowed up into the Nothingness between dimensions. 

Zerrex also didn‟t want to subtract from their usefulness in combat: while Mary and 

Zanbrick weren‟t trained to battle godlings and their ilk, they were more than capable of fighting 

against demons and the living dead, and, of course, other mortals. Over the years, Mary had 

developed her own style, her own technique… and much to her brothers chagrin, she was not 

only a better fighter than him, she was also much more capable of using heavy weaponry than 

she was lighter kinds of arms. 

Mary and Maria had both paused in front of Sin, the latter‟s eyes going huge and the 

former looking hesitant… and then finally, she had bowed respectfully, and Maria had dropped 

to a kneel and attempted to cover herself up… but Sin had smiled at them both and bowed back, 

and it had loosened things up considerably. It wouldn‟t be long before both realized how gentle 

and easy to work with Sin was… and as they went inside, they found Zanbrick chasing around 

one of Mary‟s imps with a broom, shouting angrily at it and then almost falling on his face when 

he glanced over and saw the group that entered. 

Zane still loathed Zerrex, and they didn‟t get along very well… but they had a mutual 

understanding and respect between them. Cherry, on the other hand, Zane was terrified of, and 

Cindy he had a deep affection for, much as he tried to hide it. Sin, however, was what caught his 

eyes now, and he fell to his knees, looking almost like he was praying or begging for his life as 

he bowed deeply to her, making Sin blush until Mary leaned down and hissed something in her 

brother‟s ear. 



He leapt up to his feet, middle-aged now, with a few scars and a burlier body, but with 

age had come wisdom and a settling-down of his testosterone, even as he bulked up. It was why 

he and Zerrex argued less but probably disliked each other a little bit more… but both were able 

to put this aside at times like this, as they headed for one of the meeting tables to begin a strategy 

session. 

The reptile half-wanted to call Balthazar as well, but for now, he was more than willing 

to concentrate on just the ground level worldwide, and the last-resort defenses they could erect 

just in case the Old Gods managed to land, or sent down whatever they‟d be using as their 

invasion force. They had their own global network by now, after all: demons and angels and 

even a few hiding-out demigods here and there, as well as whatever other Hunters and 

supernatural combatants still survived these days, all of them connected by one way or the other. 

Even the ones that normally hated them were getting ready to fight by their sides for the 

showdown with the Old Gods, after all… later, there would likely be backstabs and betrayals, but 

for now, everyone was ready to work together to fight off a common foe. 

The first part of the meeting lasted almost ten hours, as they marked out points on a new 

map of the world that were important to defend, and other points that had little in the way of 

defense and where the Old Gods could set up bases or safely land. Zerrex knew they couldn‟t 

cover every point of the world, especially with the magic and mayhem the Old Gods could 

unleash, but he wanted to at least prepare as best he could. Then Mary and Zane had both headed 

off to take short naps before the next session, and Zerrex, Cherry, Sin, and Cindy had instead 

discussed whether or not Hell and Heaven would be able to offer support – or better yet, attack 

the Old Gods while they were still in space. 

They worked out details, talked, and negotiated for almost two days, taking breaks only 

occasionally for Mary and Zanbrick to get some rest, or for the others to stretch. Zerrex had 

taken Sin on a walk through the downtown district on a whim, thinking it would at least give her 

something to enjoy… and it seemed to revitalize her, as she strode side-by-side with mortals and 

demons and angels around the busy core of the town before heading back to the Silver Wind 

Clan‟s mansion. 

Finally, another Mary showed up at the mansion‟s doors, looking nervous until she 

finally was escorted inside and she found Zerrex, saying breathlessly that a disturbance had been 

detected just outside their solar system, and that strange ships were slowly approaching… and 

Zerrex gritted his teeth, convinced by now that tomorrow, the Old Gods would arrive… and that 

Kafka was indeed greeting them. He looked around at the others and told everyone to start 

preparing, and they had all gone their separate ways: Mary back to Heaven after letting Zerrex 

know they would be ready to serve, and both Lord and Lucifer would be taking part in the fight, 

Sin heading back to Hell to inform everyone of what she had learned and planned, and Zane and 

his sister had both headed quickly out to the streets, demons following them and breaking off in 

every direction to spread the word. 

And now, Zerrex sat polishing Blackheart, looking calm and centered as Cherry stood 

nearby, adjusting a bracelet made of jade on her arm that was inscribed with all manner of 

strange runes the color of dried blood. Both of them were getting ready to head out to the Grand 

Rally, the lizard dressed in normal clothing but with his Nanotech Armlet on anyway, both 

because he was used to it and because he had learned it had plenty of functions apart from being 

a built-on dresser. 

Cherry was dressed in her usual exercise top and heavy jeans, steel boots on her feet and 

sparkling, which reminded Zerrex to polish his cruddy-looking combat boots sometime in the 



future… assuming he was still alive. The lizard reached for these, making a face at how scuffed 

they looked, and then Cherry smiled a bit at him as she fiddled some more with her bracelet, 

saying finally: “You know, like. We would‟ve gotten so much crap for shit like that, back in the 

day.” 

“True.” Zerrex said softly, as he pulled his boots on and began to tie them up, glancing 

down at them. “Even now I still feel kinda bad about it, but I guess I just fell out of the routine, 

you know? But don‟t tell me you polished up yours, just because of old memories.” 

“Of course not, Mahihko did it.” Cherry said absently, glancing down at her sparkling 

motorcycle boots, and then she grinned as Zerrex snorted amusedly and rolled his head. “Hey, 

what can I say, I got a way with words. Anyway, like… what did you dress those two in again?” 

“Casual suits, they‟ll look like a pair of Irenic brothers interested in making an 

investment or something. I dunno, I came up with some back-story at least one of them should be 

able to babble out.” Zerrex said mildly, and then he looked up with a slight smile as Marina came 

inside, her body covered by a tight black strapless dress as she smiled softly at her father. “And 

you… look beautiful.” 

“I figured I should try and look my best… Cindy is going in her uniform, though.” 

Marina added with a bit of a smile, and then she spun around on the spot, giving Zerrex a view of 

every side of her body as her dress swayed and billowed around her before she performed a calm 

curtsy. “We‟ll look like either a preening princess and her bodyguard, or a pair of lesbians.” 

Zerrex snorted in amusement at this, and then he shook his head slowly, saying with quiet 

entertainment: “Just make sure it‟s hemmed up enough for you to move freely, Marina… we 

don‟t know what‟s going to happen, and although we don‟t exactly have the best disguises, I‟m 

hoping the appearance of me and Cherry will draw their attention enough that they won‟t notice 

the rest of you. Balthazar‟s sending a limo by for us, and there‟s a space reserved under the name 

„Freud‟ at Sun Tiger Park, where they‟re having the rally.” 

Cherry nodded slowly at this, and then she recited: “We bring only basic necessary 

supplies this time, to be ready for anything. One weapon for each of us will be stowed in the 

back, Cindy will also bring her medical kit, stocked with special needles I‟ve asked her to 

prepare, and her laptop in the safety case to be left in the armored safe hidden inside the limo, 

and we‟ll be bringing three crystal orbs to be placed in that compartment as well, sealed inside a 

locked capsule. You‟ll also be carrying your cane, I‟m wearing this bracelet, Cindy will have 

modified gloves, and Marina‟s got the satellite phone strapped to her leg. Mahihko and Lone will 

both have monitoring equipment on them that both function off of palm pilots or whatever.” 

“Never forget a plan, do you Cherry?” Zerrex asked ironically, and then he smiled a bit 

and tilted Blackheart into the way of the small ball of flame she created and flicked at him, the 

fire puffing out once it connected with the blade. 

“Not when it‟s repeated at least fifty thousand times, anyway.” Cherry replied 

sardonically, and then she smiled a bit herself before glancing at the clock, murmuring: “Think 

it‟s about time to go, Boss. Ain‟t no fashion to be fashionably late when it comes to shit like 

this.” 

Zerrex nodded in agreement as he stood up, resting Blackheart against his shoulder as he 

jerked his head at the others in a gesture for them to go ahead. They did so, and the lizard took a 

moment to look down at his feet, anxiety worming through his body as he only hoped he would 

be strong enough for what was yet to come, before he took a long breath and then followed them 

out himself, heading to the ladder and jumping down once he saw the hall was clear. 



He headed outside, and he was unsurprised to see the limousine had already arrived, and 

the little panda girl Elenora was standing with her otter chauffeur and several Scanners, her own 

limo parked a short way down the street with the door standing open. She bowed politely to him, 

and the Drakkaren bowed back to her, as she said softly: “I wanted to let you know that we‟ll be 

on standby. Assuming the disheartening information you left with the President is correct, I‟m 

very sure something will go amiss… but on the other hand, since our long-range probes haven‟t 

picked up any undue activity in space, perhaps they are still quite a distance away.” 

“I was told once that they were moving fast enough in the physical universe to seem to 

move quickly when Hell and Heaven were separate dimensions, if that makes any sense.” Zerrex 

said quietly, looking at her thoughtfully. “Why would they be taking their sweet time now?” 

“Because sometimes, when you don‟t want to miss something, it‟s best to move slowly 

towards your destination rather than quickly, lest you overshoot it.” Elenora replied with a bit of 

a smile, and Zerrex looked at her for a few moments, stomaching this piece of wisdom before 

she said gently: “If you need my help, you need only call out, old fellow. And of course, your 

darling daughter Marina can assist you greatly in that endeavor… her psychic powers are 

incredible. But, and by this I mean no disrespect…” She paused as Marina walked slowly out, 

resting a hand on her father‟s shoulder and standing slightly behind him, her eyes smoldering as 

they looked at Elenora, but the panda girl looked fearlessly back. “The brightest candles often 

burn the darkest.” 

With that, she bowed again respectfully and went on her way, and Zerrex looked over his 

shoulder at Marina, not needing to try very hard to decipher just what that meant. He knew better 

than anyone Marina‟s powers and devotion, after all… and just what she was willing to do to get 

her way and aid any of her father‟s ideals or plans. 

She gazed back at him for a few moments, and then she smiled at him radiantly as she 

held up his cane, saying softly: “You forgot this, Daddy. I hope you don‟t mind that I grabbed it 

for you.” 

“Not at all Marina… I really appreciate that.” Zerrex said softly, and then he took it from 

her with a bit of a smile as a Scanner opened up the large, spacious trunk of the limo for him, the 

Drakkaren walking over to carefully slip Blackheart into the back of the vehicle. Then he headed 

for the door, another Scanner opening this quickly for him and bowing respectfully to him, 

before the reptile paused and leaned on the vehicle, asking mildly: “So are you guys coming with 

us, or…” 

“Just us two.” The Scanner that had just opened the door promptly saluted, and then he 

winced beneath his mask, babbling: “Sir, I mean, sorry sir, it won‟t happen again, sir!” 

“Enough of that crap, don‟t worry about it.” Zerrex said mildly, waving a hand absently, 

and then he smiled a bit, glancing from one to the other thoughtfully before adding: “Anyway, I 

appreciate the drive. Just stay in the limo, though, or at least nearby… if things go haywire, you 

two can be the ones to call for backup.” 

They nodded and both saluted as Cherry and Cindy walked out, the latter adjusting her 

spiked cuffs and collar: an anxious gesture she had never grown out of. Under her other arm, she 

was carrying what looked like a thick metal briefcase and a plastic, rectangular box that held all 

her medical supplies in one convenient container, and her hand was clutched tightly around the 

grenade-shotgun she had come to favor. 

She tossed the last in the back before carrying both of the other objects into the limo, and 

without needing to ask, she easily popped the rear seat upwards to reveal a large hidden safe. She 

deposited what she had been carrying into here, then waited for Cherry to pass her a large, clear 



capsule with three glimmering crystal orbs inside, adding this in before closing the safe and 

locking it as she announced: “Code is 2312.” 

“Got it.” Zerrex said quietly, and the reptiles all climbed into the spacious rear of the 

large limousine. A minute later, they were joined by Lone and Mahihko, the former wearing 

sunglasses and the latter looking back and forth as he kept awkwardly rubbing at the pants of his 

suit with a whine, and Zerrex rolled his eyes: he guessed they would probably be confining after 

being able to run around wearing dresses and skirts for so long. 

The two Scanners closed the door and trunk for them before they climbed into the front, 

and Lone looked sourly at the black plate glass window that separated their compartment from 

the driver‟s. Zerrex was glad that Balthazar had thought of sending an experienced driver, 

however… Lone might be a moderately-good pilot and arguably-excellent driver, but a limo was 

a little bit different from what he was used to. 

They rode in silence all the way there, and Zerrex smiled a bit when they pulled into a 

parking spot some fifty feet away from the entrance to the park. Other vehicles were already 

parked here, several of them also limousines, and the huge fence that went around the border of 

the park blocked anyone inside from seeing them… while behind them, the sidewalks were full 

of chattering people all heading for the Rally, many of them sporting armbands and a few of 

them carrying signs: mostly ones of support, but as with any event, there were a few protesters 

too. 

The Drakkaren looked around at the others, and then he said calmly: “Remember the 

plan. I‟ll call on the armlet when it‟s time for Marina and Cindy to come in… and then Lone and 

Mahihko, as long as I don‟t sound an alarm to the guys that drove us here, you‟ll come ten to 

twenty minutes after that. Everyone‟s got their fake IDs?” 

They all nodded, all of them producing small plastic red cards that declared them as 

members of the National Socialist party, and Zerrex smiled a bit. Nothing says forgery like the 

government. I gotta remember to thank Balthazar again for providing me with these. “Alright 

then everyone, time to form up and move out. Cherry, let‟s get going.” 

Cherry nodded, and Zerrex opened the door to the limo, sliding out and standing for a 

moment as the reptile rested on his cane, before Marina leaned out and wished them a quiet 

„good luck‟ before she closed the door. The two looked at each other, and then they shared 

another nod before heading out onto the sidewalk, slipping into the crowd and striding along 

with them as both tried to make their expressions neutral instead of grim. 

Standing at the gates leading into the enormous fields of the beautiful, mortal-sculpted 

park were two desks, each with two Nazis at them handing out pamphlets and schedules to the 

people who bothered to stop… and this time, there were two guards at the gates as well, both 

holding long poles with the National Socialist flag flying proudly. But then Zerrex made a face 

as he realized Rasputin was also lurking nearby, and the moment he spotted the lizard, he jerked 

his head to him as he stepped off to the side behind the fence. 

The Drakkaren and Cherry shared suspicious looks, but they slipped around the fence 

themselves to where the Dragokkaren had run off to, and they stood with him in a small pocket 

where there weren‟t yet people, although the fields in front of the massive amphitheatre in the 

distance were already full. And then, before Zerrex knew it, Rasputin took his free hand and 

shook it firmly, smiling at him a bit as he said calmly and courteously: “I… only want to wish 

you prosperity, and the best of luck with things to come. This may be the last chance we meet 

and have a chance to speak, after all, and Fuehrer Kafka knew that you‟d show up here. 



Although… I personally, am not very National Socialist, I have to admit, Kafka has done well 

for himself here… and he is a very bold and intelligent person.  

“But no, enough of that! Good luck, to both of you, my compatriots. Da svidaniya, Lord 

Zerrex, Lady Cherry!” And with that, Rasputin impulsively hugged first Zerrex, and then Cherry, 

and the two stared as the Dragokkaren turned and headed towards the stage, before they looked 

stupidly at each other. 

Zerrex didn‟t know what to say, and so instead he finally grunted and motioned for 

Cherry to follow as she rubbed slowly at her head, saying mildly: “Fuck, you like… think that 

you get a dude down, and you think, yeah, great, he‟s my enemy, just my enemy… and then 

nutcases like him come along and fuck up everything.” 

“Yeah, but we will have to kill him if he gets in our way again… even Rasputin was 

aware of that.” Zerrex said softly, as they made their way carefully through the milling, thin 

crowd of people across the slightly-sloped fields. Then the Drakkaren shook his head slowly as 

they stopped near the back of where the crowd became thick, people here already lined up and 

eagerly chatting with each other, most of them Dragokkaren clone soldiers… at least for the 

moment. Within five minutes, Cherry and Zerrex were boxed in by many others of many species, 

all of them talking about the soon-coming speech… and the Drakkaren finally leaned down, 

tapping a button on his armlet and murmuring into it: “Next pairing is up.” 

Zerrex couldn‟t tell where Marina and Cindy were… and the amount of people around 

him was starting to make him feel a bit sick to his stomach. He felt claustrophobic, anxious, and 

as if their energies were pushing against him somehow… and the reptile could only hope that 

Kafka would start his speech soon, as he finally looked at Cherry and said lamely: “It‟s the 

suspense I can‟t handle, you know? I‟d rather be fighting that jackass trying to invade from space 

than waiting for this to start.” 

It was still twenty more minutes of waiting, however, even as Cherry tried to soothe 

Zerrex as best she could with her own version of lewd humor, although it only embarrassed 

Zerrex on top of everything else, when people stopped talking to stare at Cherry‟s joke about the 

dead baby and the necrophiliac doctor. But thankfully, when the spotlights activated on the 

amphitheater, everyone went silent and the Drakkaren was able to concentrate, knowing that 

somewhere near the back of the crowd, Mahihko and Lone were waiting as well… and then 

Kafka marched out on stage to a roar of applause that threatened to deafen the Drakkaren, like 

they were at the greatest rock concert of all time instead of a political rally… but with how 

inflamed people got about these things, he wondered which was more dangerous. And that‟s 

without considering the fact he probably wants to destroy the world… 

Then Kafka lowered his arms, and the crowd quieted as he grasped the podium. Zerrex 

noted already something was different, however, and his eyes quickly searched the stage… but 

while the back of it was draped with Nazi banners, there were no guards, neither elite believers 

nor hired help, and not even Rasputin was present… while on every other occasion, he had been 

right up there with Kafka, sometimes even taking over for him or introducing his Fuehrer to the 

waiting masses. “Citizens of Ire… people of the National Socialist Party… today I have the great 

honor of bringing forth something that I have been waiting years… many, many thankless years 

of labor… to present to you all. A tool of hope. A tool of freedom. A tool of joy… for my 

people, and for your people, and for all people. 

“You see… hope, freedom, and joy… differ, from person to person. And hope, freedom, 

and joy, are only ideas, until we are finally permitted to experience them through an epiphany… 

an epiphany that can only be brought about by one thing…” And with this, Kafka smiled, and it 



was a brutal, chilling smile that made Zerrex realize a thousand terrible truths at once. “And that 

one thing… is destruction.” 

There was a rumble through the crowd… and then the Drakkaren realized it wasn‟t the 

crowd that was grumbling, but the earth, before the ground behind Kafka exploded as he rose his 

arms, and people screamed and immediately began to panic, many stampeding in all directions 

and jostling others, people falling over, almost knocking both Cherry and Zerrex down as he 

tried to keep his balance and Cherry used the far-less passive method of shoving people before 

they could shove into her, and then both stared in horror as a terrible shape clawed itself out of 

the earth, as Kafka‟s booming laughs echoed and distorted through the speaker system. 

Rocks and trees and chunks of earth the size of vans and larger fell from the machine as it 

finally stood at full height beside the now-tiny looking amphitheater, making Zerrex feel 

insignificant as he stared up at the machine… or is it a monster? I… my Gods… “What the… 

Cherry, what are we…” 

Cherry was struck wordless as well, however, as Kafka only grinned, leaning into the 

microphone and saying coldly: “Meet Colossus, my flagship, if you will excuse the term, in my 

operations to eradicate you pathetic demonic and mortal pests. Did you know that the average 

skyscraper in Ire is defined as a building of roughly a hundred and fifty meters tall? Well, 

Colossus here is almost that size, at four hundred feet, and the largest of his kind… but believe 

me… there are many, many others like him out there, all of them rising now to purge the world 

of its disease, its filthy inhabitants!” 

Zerrex could only continue to stare: the monstrous machine was covered in huge plates of 

a strange, silvery metal, the body and limbs vaguely-defined and heavily-armored, with some 

kind of chain mesh shielding even the joints… and the head of the machine was shaped like that 

of a snarling Dragokkaren, the mouth opening and then closing to make teeth the size of houses 

gnash together as immense clear-metal white eyes glared out of its skull… and then Kafka turned 

away from the podium and ran quickly off the stage, leaping to the ground as Zerrex and Cherry 

immediately shot after him, rounding the podium just in time to see him leap up onto the foot of 

the machine and run through a doorway that opened on its shin before a heavy shutter slammed 

closed. 

Zerrex ran for it anyway… and then he was booted by the thing as it moved with a 

shocking speed, some kind of massive motor system inside the vehicle propelling it and sending 

the Drakkaren crashing onto the ground, feeling like he had just been stomped by a herd of 

Gigataurs. He rolled back to his feet, coughing hard several times, and then Cherry snarled as she 

created a ball of white flame as the massive monster brought its other gargantuan foot forwards 

and stomped hard down on the podium, crushing it to dust and leaving a huge crater in the 

earth… but as the Drakkaren stood, he snarled as he realized the feet were slightly rounded, 

designed to spread its weight out evenly… and the segmented tail behind it was likely adding to 

the balance of the machine as it leaned slowly down over them and drew back a fist… 

Cherry threw her fireball hard with a yell, and it exploded into a white flare against its 

chest, the light almost blinding… before its fist smashed down, the fireball not even leaving a 

scorch-mark on the metal armor as the huge fist thankfully at least missed the two, but the 

shockwave it sent through the ground knocked both of them off their feet. Cherry neatly 

recovered by flipping her body over and landing in a kneel, however, skidding backwards with a 

snarl, while Cindy caught Zerrex, shouting: “We need to pull back! We can‟t fight that thing!” 

“Maybe, maybe not! Marina, get Cherry and me the crystal orbs from the car!” Zerrex 

shouted over his shoulder, recognizing that even if he couldn‟t see Marina, she‟d somehow hear 



the order anyway: that was one of the advantages of a psychic, highly-receptive daughter like 

her. Then he turned around with a snarl, his angelic wings ripping out of his back as he grasped 

his cane by the neck, looking over his shoulder at Cindy and calling: “The eyes!” 

Cindy didn‟t argue, leaping into the air as her own wings tore out of her back through her 

uniform, and the two shot high upwards, the monster straightening and swinging at them with 

loud clacks and the roar of some terrible engineering system inside of it running at full capacity. 

Angel and demon weaved easily back and forth, however, before Zerrex created a sphere of 

energy, gritting his teeth as he shot higher, higher, higher into the air… and then he snarled as he 

threw it hard at one of the eyes on the beast‟s skull as its hand swung hard at him.  

The sphere exploded… with no visible effect, and Zerrex‟s eyes bulged before he was 

swatted away like a fly, spinning violently downwards through the air as his body pulsed with 

agony… and then he twisted himself hard and managed to recover with a curse, gritting his teeth 

and glad that at least falling from a high height had the advantage of giving him the time to stop 

himself. 

He looked up and watched as Cindy collided with one of the creature‟s eyes… and then 

she was grabbed by the beast, and for a moment she arched her back and shrieked in pain, but 

then she became semitransparent and literally slipped through its grip, solidifying the moment 

she was free to slam a fist into its chest… but she cursed, her fingers unclenching and twitching 

as she winced before she twisted backwards into a dive straight towards the ground when it 

clawed at her again. 

The two shot towards the ground, where Cherry was dancing around its feet, yelling 

incoherently as he threw fireballs at it… and then the reptile‟s eyes widened as he saw Marina 

heading back into the melee through a swarm of people staring and fleeing, before she threw one 

of the spheres hard at Zerrex, likely knowing what he was going to do… and propelled by her 

psychic powers, it shot towards him like a comet, the Drakkaren easily reaching out and catching 

it before he spun around and dropped to the ground, landing in a kneel and slamming his cane 

into the earth in front of him before he used his claws to rip an ugly gash in his arm, dripping 

blood onto the sphere of crystal as he muttered: “Take all the life essence you need as payment, 

but get your ass over here…” 

Then the lizard closed his eyes, clutching the sphere in both hands as he recited the runes 

for the spell faster than he knew he could… and a moment later, the crystal orb in his hand 

flickered and died, shattering to pieces and cutting through the scales of his palms. Then the 

world seemed to rumble before a vortex opened… and then Zerrex gritted his teeth, cursing as 

the ragged wound on his arm pulsed and split open, a stream of blood flowing out and into a red 

sphere that formed in the hand of the Great Reaper that slowly emerged from it, Dust Toll‟s 

features shrouded as always in darkness as the massive bell hanging over his shoulder on the 

broken beam jangled softly. 

The sphere of blood vanished, and Dust Toll looked up at the goliath beast as Cindy 

landed beside Zerrex and Cherry ran quickly away from it, catching the other sphere as Marina 

tossed it over to her… and then she shouted her own spell, making the sphere glow brightly 

before it too shattered, and a moment later another portal opened, and another massive figure 

emerged, this one some forty feet tall and carrying its own head, wearing fool‟s clothes that were 

splattered in blood and a half-crown, half-fool‟s cap, bells jingling from multicolored cloth horns 

that stood out from the golden, jewel-adorned crown upon the dead skull of the eternally-

grinning, rotten-grey scaled dragon. 



In the other hand of the being was an immense halberd with a thin-elegant looking blade, 

and Zerrex smiled coldly: Headless Jack was bound to serve whoever wore the cursed jade 

bracelet on Cherry‟s arm, but the price of summoning him was that the bracelet would constantly 

drain energy from the wearer. Cherry, at least, had plenty to spare, as she jumped up and down, 

yelling angrily: “Fuck him up good, fuck him up good!” 

Dust Toll, a Great Reaper… and Headless Jack, a Trickster God. They both faced off 

against the immense machination, as it rose a foot… and then Dust Toll swung his bell forwards 

and struck it against the ground, and terrible reverberations echoed through the air, making 

Zerrex wince but the massive machine stumble backwards before Headless Jack ran forwards, 

the bells on his clothes jangling cheerfully as he moved in a strange dance, feet kicking lightly 

and guiding him in a zigzagging pattern towards the gigantic being before he suddenly vanished 

in a burst of flame when it swung at him, only to reappear sitting on its shoulder, the head 

cradled in one arm laughing maniacally as he stabbed hard down into the metal as the blade of 

his halberd burst into red fire. 

It only dinged off the shoulder of the massive machine, however, and the fist of the 

enormous machination swung up and smashed Headless Jack off like a toy, but the Trickster God 

burst into flames in midair and vanished from sight before it reappeared straddling the machine‟s 

head, swinging again and again down into it as Dust Toll stepped forwards and smashed his bell 

into its leg… but this time, the silver-plated monster swung a foot forwards with a whirr of 

machinery and knocked the bell loose from Dust Toll‟s hands, stumbling the Great Reaper 

before it stomped down on his back. 

Dust Toll released a breathy sigh that might have been an attempt to scream, and then 

again and again, the gigantic machine crushed Dust Toll beneath its metal foot, stomping him 

steadily deeper into the ground as Zerrex yelled an incoherent denial, Marina and Cindy fighting 

to restrain him before the Great Reaper simply exploded into dark fire that sizzled along the 

ground for a moment before vanishing. Meanwhile, Headless Jack was continuing to swing his 

weapon violently down again and again, every now and then adding a strike with his own 

crowned head against the terrible machine‟s, but he had only managed a few dings at most… and 

then the Colossus simply reached up and grabbed either side of the Trickster God before it 

crushed him between its hands, and Headless Jack released a sharp little gasp as his body turned 

to ashes and his head and halberd fell all the way to the ground, bouncing once in a burst of 

blood and fire before it landed on its side, and he smiled stupidly for a moment, as if nothing was 

wrong, before the huge machine simply crushed its skull beneath one massive foot. 

Cherry arched her back with a curse, the arm the jade bracelet was around rising into the 

air, and then it exploded and she fell over with a grunt, her arm scorched as if by acid as she 

winced… then cursed and scrambled to her feet, sprinting to get out of the way of a huge fist that 

hammered down towards her. The ground shook as Zerrex cursed, barely able to believe that it 

had been able to so easily dispatch of the immensely-powerful beings they had called in to help 

them… and then Cindy shouted in his face, as the machine straightened and arched its back in 

victory, throwing its arms out: “We need to retreat and regroup! We aren‟t going to stop fighting, 

but we‟ve got to get out of here and find a safe place to hide while we figure out its weakness!‟ 

“I…” Every instinct of the Drakkaren fought against it, but then he finally nodded, 

gritting his teeth as he took one last look over the creature before snatching up his cane, and the 

group turned and ran as the Colossus looked down and watched them… and Zerrex could sense 

Kafka laughing inside of his war machine before the gigantic beast stomped after them, easily 

keeping up with its immense strides. The only saving grace was the fact that it took a moment 



after each stride to shift its weight, letting them get a slight lead on it as they saw the limousine 

out in front of the gates, waiting to pick them up and the door to the back open and Mahihko and 

Lone already inside, looking terrified as they waved frantically at the others. 

Cherry and Zerrex dived in, followed by Marina and Cindy, the latter simply becoming 

ethereal and passing through the wall of the limo as she shouted: “Drive, drive!” and turned 

around to claw at the door handle as Marina‟s dress ripped, almost coming off her body as she 

wiggled along the seat to get her feet and tail out of the way. As the door slammed, the wheels 

screamed against the concrete before they got enough traction to shoot forwards, and Zerrex 

looked out the back window to see the giant stomp down on the pavement where they had been a 

moment before, ripping a deep crater in the street before the thing arched its back and released a 

roar that shattered the glass windows of the limo and made the Scanner driving it swerve 

violently, yelling incoherently as the visor of his mask cracked. 

He tore it off after a moment, snarling as he spun the wheel expertly and guided the limo 

into the city… and then he stared in horror, Zerrex and the others in the back crowding to stare 

through the now-broken divider window at the sight of another gigantic machine tearing its way 

through Valise, and while it was smaller and the head was in the shape of some kind of canine 

species, instead of a hand, this machine had a massive flamethrower unit it was using to set the 

city aflame. 

A wall of fire blocked the street ahead… but Cherry swung a hand out, gritting her teeth 

and making the flames separate so that they could drive safely through, the limo screeching 

around a turn and into an alley before they all lurched painfully forwards as they crashed into a 

pile of rubble, and then Zerrex winced as something heavy fell down on top of the vehicle. 

The reptile wished there could be silence… but instead, he heard screams, and stomping, 

and the crackling of flames. Outside, these monsters were rampaging… and then Marina glanced 

down as the satellite phone on her hip rang, and for a moment, everyone only stared – everyone 

conscious, at least, since one of the Scanners had been knocked out when they had crashed, the 

driver‟s  nose bleeding a little as his head rested on the steering wheel. Then, finally, her hand 

trembling, Marina answered the phone, whispering: “Hello?” 

“It‟s… me…” Balthazar said through a haze of static, his voice weak and tinny. Then he 

coughed hard, before he asked raggedly: “Are… are the things there, too? I don‟t have much… 

time…” 

Marina trembled violently, holding the phone out to Zerrex and looking scared and weak, 

shaking her head vehemently… and the reptile took it, gritting his teeth as he said: “Yeah, they 

are, Balthazar. There‟s one here even larger than all the others, and another that‟s… setting fire 

to everything, I… I‟m sorry, I‟ve failed, I couldn‟t stop Kafka or his machines…” 

“They… Kafka? Then he‟s… probably-” And then suddenly, just silence. Zerrex stared at 

the phone, shaking his head in slow denial, and then he looked around at the others, seeing the 

horror and the worry in all their eyes. But… it‟s a satellite phone. No cell phone towers, no… 

oh… oh Gods, Mercy was there too, and Blueberry…  

“Fuck, fuck, fuck!” Zerrex shouted suddenly, and he threw the phone across the limo, 

almost hitting Mahihko before he slammed his fists again and again into the floor of the vehicle, 

gritting his teeth and clenching his eyes shut as his fists tightened as they rose in front of himself, 

blood dripping down the palm of one hand before he took a long breath and kicked the door 

open, almost breaking it off as he stepped out and said darkly, not looking at the others: “I‟m 

getting inside the Colossus, one way or the other. And I am going to tear Kafka limb from 

fucking limb for this.” 



“Boss, wait, that thing‟s made of some kind of super-metal… even Headless Jack was 

barely able to dent it!” Cherry said immediately, leaping out behind him and grabbing his 

shoulder, and then she winced when Zerrex shrugged her off with a growl, shoving chunks of 

wall that had fallen off the crumbled building next to them off. And then he stopped, looking up 

at what had likely once been a tall apartment building… but now was only a broken heap of 

rubble. 

Zerrex opened the trunk slowly, not responding, not really hearing anything as he pulled 

Blackheart out and then looked at his cane… but he sighed as he put the sword on his back and 

tapped a quick command into his Nanotech Armlet. Almost immediately, a belt formed around 

his waist, and then a holster that he was able to slide his cane into… before Cherry grabbed him 

and shook him firmly, shouting in his face: “Fuck, get back to reality!” 

“Cherry, look around and tell me if this is reality or not. If this is the reality you‟d choose 

to live in, if you could.” Zerrex said quietly, and Cherry stopped and looked around at the 

burning and broken buildings, as they heard the screams of people and saw the corpses and 

crushed vehicles on the streets… and then the two looked at each other before they both slowly 

walked out into the center of the cracked street.  

There were two smaller, flamethrower-armed machines that were still both at least three 

hundred feet tall stomping around the city, simply walking through most of the buildings and 

weakening skyscrapers with gouts of fire before ramming them down, striding around at a 

terribly-fast pace. A few people fled by them on foot, one of them a young girl screaming and 

crying, before she howled as she dropped her stuffed animal, the rabbit bouncing against the 

ground. The family dragged her onwards, however, and Cherry snarled as she ran over, grabbing 

up the stuffed rabbit and then charging over towards the family, the mother and father looking 

horrified at first as they stopped and the parents moved to defend their daughter…but then she 

shot between them and held her hands up, and Cherry handed her the stuffed rabbit with the most 

minute of trembles before she grunted and turned around, heading back over to Zerrex and 

gritting her teeth… and then they both looked up in shock as Colossus stomped out at the other 

end of the street, knocking down several buildings and shoving over a skyscraper like it was a 

toy before it turned towards them. 

“I‟m going to try and break in through that shutter on its leg… keep an eye on it and let 

me know if you can detect any other irregularities in the metal.” Zerrex said calmly, and he drew 

Blackheart off his back as his angelic wings flapped back into existence, the white energy 

glowing as arcs of energy shot over it. Then he looked at Marina and Cindy as they ran out, 

saying quietly: “First, I need you to grab those needles out of your medical kit I had you make up 

before we left. Then, full-power launch, right at its chest. Let‟s see if we can at least stumble the 

goddamn thing.” 

“Zerrex, wait.” Cherry said suddenly, as the Colossus stomped towards them, moving 

slowly as if stalking, playing with its prey. Her eyes narrowed, and then she said coldly: “The 

abdominal region is made of rounded, separated plates. Hit squarely between them… and you 

might be able to penetrate its outer shell. We‟ll distract it once you do, but don‟t you fucking die 

on me, you understand?” 

“You watch yourselves as well, and retreat if it gets to be too much… we need to get a 

wider view of how many things like this there are throughout the world anyway.” Zerrex said 

quietly, not liking what he was implying as he tapped a short button series on his nanotech 

armlet, making five small holsters appear on his belt as Cindy returned with her medical kit. 



After all, even if they took out this one… no. No time for those thoughts. “Cindy, if you would 

be so kind?” 

She nodded and stepped forwards, first handing him the five needles as Zerrex pulled 

Blackheart close, resting the flat of the sword against his chest as the blade crackled with energy, 

attaching itself to him and sending a soothing but vicious feeling through his mind as the 

Drakkaren grit his teeth, and then he curled his legs up towards his chest as Cindy lifted him into 

the air and drew him back over her head like a boulder, Marina running behind her as her eyes 

glowed and she drew her hand back… and then the moment Cindy threw Zerrex forwards, 

Marina‟s hand shot out as Zerrex‟s body was accelerated by an additional, powerful telekinetic 

wave, shooting through the air like a rail as he concentrated, both energy and that twisted, 

warped stuff that made up his right arm spreading over his scales in a shell as his white wings 

half-curled around him- 

He smashed into the gut of the thing as it started a swipe, and the huge machine staggered 

backwards with a clank and a whirr, and Zerrex landed in a kneel more by luck than anything 

else, his teeth gritting painfully as his eyes bulged with the pain that spread through his body, 

landing on a surface that was disgustingly-warm and pulsating… and then the hole he had made 

in the creature‟s armor closed with a sludgy, ugly sound, and Zerrex stood up as chunks of rock 

and metal fell off his form and energy cracked over his body, both of his angelic wings cracked 

and one hanging only by a thread. The reptile took a breath and closed his eyes, focusing first on 

himself and letting the wings vanish as the scales that had turned to ugly, rocky stuff fell off his 

body, leaving bare patches that healed slowly: he still hadn‟t learned how to fully-control the 

power of Mephistopheles, and when his scales took on the hardness and texture of the warped 

rock-metal, they permanently transfigured themselves… meaning that they needed to be shed at 

some point and new scales had to grow back in their place, a very painful process.  

Then he opened his eyes, and the pain was drowned in shock: he wasn‟t standing in a 

sterile hall or a machine room, but instead a living organism, the walls made of black and red 

flesh, a huge dark spot behind him of some pulsating, ugly muck that had filled up the hole he‟d 

torn through the creature with the help of his family, and he shook his head in slow disbelief 

before he looked down through the semi-translucent flesh to see both synthetic cables and blue 

veins buried inside of it… and slowly, the reptile walked his way around the corner of what he 

guessed might be an intestine, might be some other internal organ, and then he frowned at it 

turned into a concrete hall after a few more feet of flesh, with a stairway leading up to an open 

doorway. 

The lizard figured he had little choice other than to head up the stairs, and he checked his 

belt automatically as he did so, glad to find that only two of the needles were missing and that his 

cane was still in place in the holster. Two of the needles were covered in milky-white plastic, 

with a long, narrow tip covered by a narrow case, and the other was clear glass filled with clear 

liquid. He wasn‟t much one for needles… but sometimes it was necessary to go against his usual 

principles in order to achieve a goal, and he thought that of them all, Kafka was the one who had 

already cheated the most. 

Zerrex grit his teeth as he stepped out into a large, cubical metal room, a huge glass 

window on one side looking in on some kind of generator system… and the reptile‟s eyes 

widened as he walked towards this, shaking his head in slow disbelief. Inside, green capsules 

connected by huge, thick cables had demons ensnared, their eyes open and hooks digging into 

their bodies as bubbles and electricity rose around their forms, their very life-force obviously 

being used to power the machinery… and then the reptile looked up, seeing Rasputin in the 



reflection of the window, his expression calm and silent as he approached, not bothering to hide 

his footsteps. 

The reptile turned around to face him, and the Dragokkaren stopped, his fingers laced 

together, an ornate sash around his waist and a plain brown robe covering his body… but Zerrex 

could still see that on either arm, he had some kind of engraved golden manacle, each inset with 

purple crystals in the shape of ornate runes. Zerrex had never seen crystal of that color before, 

and he figured it must be a gift from the Old Gods… and when Rasputin let his arms drop to the 

sides, green, eldritch flames appeared in both hands as the crystals glowed. Just like Tobias, all 

those years ago… I‟ve never forgotten that rotten, ghastly fire… “Lord Zerrex… I… truly. I did 

not think it would come to this…” 

“You talked about the world like you loved it…” Zerrex looked down silently, then he 

slammed the blade of Blackheart into the ground, and this metal it bit easily into as the reptile‟s 

eyes glowed green, shouting furiously at the Dragokkaren: “Just tell me why!” 

Rasputin flinched, and then he shook his head, looking almost imploring as he said 

quietly: “Because it is inevitable… can‟t you see that? This is no mere machine, Lord Zerrex… 

this is… more like a God-created Primordial. Housed beneath metal created through alchemical 

recipes known only by the Old Gods and their closest disciples, is a living flesh-and-blood 

creature that does not feel, does not know anything except what we order it to do… and inside of 

it, are gears and terrible, horrible machines and crimes against what you consider to be this 

world‟s nature. They are unstoppable… and things like this, they should not exist. But whatever 

the Elder Gods will… becomes reality. Can you not see that they can‟t be defeated? Even you 

can‟t crush all these monsters, currently setting the entire world ablaze… even if you fell this one 

and Kafka, the other monsters will still continue their rampage. They are not as mighty as 

Colossus, and maybe some of them will even fall to the militaries and heroic forces that are 

trying their best to defend this world… and inside them, there is no headquarters, no facility, no 

evil base of operations, but… they are still mindless, soulless pieces of armored flesh built only 

for the singular purpose of destruction.” 

“Disgusting.” Zerrex shook his head slowly, looking coldly across at Rasputin, and then 

he shook his head slowly, saying quietly: “Are you so cowardly that you‟d rather watch your 

world die and squander this… so-called invulnerability of yours… than stand up for your people, 

for the innocent mortals that have survived so much…” 

“Zerrex, stop.” Rasputin said, but it was gentle, as he smiled faintly across at him. “I 

already feel guilty enough as it is. But this… my loyalty, and gratitude to them… I am bound by 

a different chain of honor than you are. And yes, by cowardice…” He glanced down, and then he 

whispered softly: “You know, we could have been good friends.” 

“I do know that.” Zerrex replied after a moment, taking a pause as he gazed across at 

him, and then he rose his sword and pointed it at the Dragokkaren, saying quietly: “This is your 

last chance to surrender, Rasputin. Don‟t make me kill you.” 

“I‟m sorry, Lord Zerrex, I truly am. But it is you who will die.” Rasputin replied softly, 

as he assumed a ready position, and the Drakkaren grit his teeth as he faced off against the other 

male, as his hands crackled with the terrible green fire, the sleeves of his robes bursting into 

flame before they burnt away to ash, leaving his arms bare and his powerful biceps flexing. 

There was no more need for words, as the reptile assumed a ready position… and then he 

grit his teeth as he shot forwards, swinging his blade outwards, but Rasputin brought his 

forearms up, blocking it with the bracelets as they sparked green lightning, and the Drakkaren 

staggered backwards before he blocked a hard punch with the flat of his sword blade, Rasputin 



gritting his teeth as he tried to force forwards before the Drakkaren suddenly spun to the side, 

and he staggered before screeching as Zerrex slammed his sword into his lower spine, the 

Dragokkaren‟s back arching as he staggered slowly forwards before the reptile tore his blade 

back and then slammed it hard down into the junction of his shoulder and neck, forcing him 

down onto his knees as he cursed in fury and pain. 

Then he reached up and grabbed the other side of the sword, and green lightning coursed 

down it and shot over the lizard‟s form, making him grit his teeth, his eyes clenching and head 

twisting back and forth in agony before Rasputin managed to shove the blade hard upwards and 

he leapt to his feet, spinning around with a snarl… but then he winced, trying to bring his arms 

up as Zerrex roared and slammed the flat of his sword into him, knocking him flying backwards 

to crash into the clear metal wall, leaving a large, black dent in it as he fell to all fours and 

shuddered for a moment with pain. 

He started to straighten, and then he howled in pain as Zerrex leapt forwards and slashed 

upwards under his chin, smashing him to a standing position and knocking him almost up onto 

his toes as his body went as straight as a board, and then the reptile stabbed the tip of his sword 

into the Dragokkaren‟s throat, stepping forwards and forcing him backwards against the wall, 

reaching his hands up to grip tightly into the blade of his sword and trying to force the weapon 

backwards, blood dripping down the blade even as green lightning arced uselessly along the 

sword, forming long, C-shaped bolts and twisting back and forth down towards the lizard, but 

Zerrex had already insulated his hands and forearms with blue energy. 

Then Rasputin brought a foot up, kicking hard into the flat of the sword and knocking the 

Drakkaren stumbling backwards before the Dragokkaren clapped his hands together, sending a 

shockwave of green fire spiraling out towards the smaller lizard and knocking him backwards as 

eldritch flames licked at his body. The reptile crashed onto his back with a curse, but he rolled 

quickly, and the flames were extinguished as the lizard halted in a crouch and threw Blackheart 

hard, the sword piercing through Rasputin‟s gut and pinning him like a beetle against the 

already-damaged wall, screaming as spittle and blood flew from his mouth. 

He clawed at the sword, then grasped the handle, before he hissed in pain, looking down 

in shock as blue energy lashed out from Blackheart… and then cursed as Zerrex smashed a fist 

into his face, knocking him back before the Drakkaren grabbed one of the armlets, snarling even 

as it burned into his hands and green energy shocked over his body, before he roared and tore the 

armlet into two pieces, tossing them both aside and then leaping backwards and ducking low 

when Rasputin shoved a hand into the flat of the blade, green energy blasting over the weapon 

before it shot out of Rasputin‟s gut and flew backwards, barely missing the lizard‟s head as the 

sword flew across the room and smashed into the wall opposite. 

Zerrex leapt sideways, flipping elegantly as Rasputin threw one hand out, unleashing a 

bolt of green lightning that bounced off the floor and then dissipated after striking another wall, 

and then the Dragokkaren stepped forwards, lashing out his other arm… and his eyes widened as 

he realized that he didn‟t have the other armlet on, and the lizard created a sphere of energy and 

threw it hard into the face of the tall male; the Dragokkaren‟s head was almost completely 

destroyed by the explosion, flying back into the wall before he collapsed in a sprawl on the 

ground, looking stunned even as his body healed itself almost immediately. 

The Drakkaren created a straight blade of energy in his hand as the Dragokkaren grit his 

teeth and forced himself slowly up to his feet, and then his eyes widened as the reptile stabbed 

the blade of energy into the purple crystal on the armlet, and he flailed his limb wildly as the 

crystal cracked apart and Zerrex was knocked backwards by a shockwave of green lightning, 



staggering away before he watched in shock as the armlet simply exploded, taking most of 

Rasputin‟s arm and side with it and sending him flying across the room as the reptile was sent 

staggering, cursing under his breath as he almost fell on his rear. Then he shook his head and 

gritted his teeth, anchoring himself in a ready position as Rasputin slowly forced himself to his 

feet, his body restoring itself rapidly to full health. 

The Dragokkaren shook his head grimly, and then he smiled dryly as he rose his hands 

gamely… but again, there were no words before they charged at each other, and the Drakkaren 

leapt into the air as Rasputin ducked forwards in an attempt to ram him, but the lizard easily 

twisted himself around in a mid-air knee, smashing in the face of the male and knocking his head 

hard to the side, sending him from charging to staggering before the Drakkaren landed and 

smoothly dropped to a sweep kick that knocked Rasputin‟s feet out from under him, sending him 

crashing down on his back before the lizard rolled over and slammed the soles of both feet hard 

down into Rasputin‟s gut as he brought his legs up, the air whooshing out of the Dragokkaren‟s 

form before Zerrex rolled backwards and shoved himself gracefully off his hands into the air, 

landing on his feet and then gritting his teeth as one of the needles fell and shattered against the 

ground. 

It drew the attention of Rasputin, who rolled over and gripped his stomach before he 

climbed slowly up to his feet, opening his mouth… and then his eyes bulged when the Drakkaren 

lunged and smashed a fist under his jaw, knocking his head back and the huge male reeling 

before Zerrex grabbed his shoulder with one hand and jerked a needle free of his belt with the 

other, ripping the cap off with his teeth before stabbing it into the male‟s body and depressing the 

plunger, sending the contents into Rasputin‟s body. He twitched once, and then he snarled and 

shoved himself free, grabbing the needle and tearing it out before he said disgustedly: “Poison 

won‟t… work…” 

Rasputin wobbled as his breathing began to sound clogged, frowning a bit as he stumbled 

before he crashed down on his knees, and then his head dropped forwards and he vomited, before 

gargling and clawing into his guts as foam flooded out of his mouth and dripped out of his nose, 

jerking violently back and forth before he screamed as he fell on his side, and Zerrex looked 

down at him with both contempt and sorrow as he walked over to him, saying quietly: “You‟re 

diabetic… and I just injected a huge amount of concentrated sugar right into your body.” 

The Dragokkaren tried to look up at him, but then he only screamed again, vomiting 

blood and foam and ichors, and the lizard watched him quietly and calmly, crossing his arms as 

he murmured: “I‟ll stay here with you until you die, Rasputin. None of us are truly invulnerable, 

sadly enough… and one day, all of us have to pass into eternity.” 

It took only ten minutes, and then Rasputin‟s eyes rolled up into his skull as he finally 

twitched and released one last, long sigh, covered in blood and vomit and foam. By no means did 

Zerrex think it was a fair death, and certainly it wasn‟t noble for either killer or killed… but it 

was a necessary death, and a fitting death for a coward like Rasputin had turned out to be. It 

saddened him nonetheless, though… and he shook his head slowly as he knelt down by the 

corpse of the Dragokkaren, checking his pulse more out of habit than anything else: the dead 

eyes of the so-called „invulnerable‟ told him more than anything else ever could have. 

He gently closed them after a moment, and then he walked over to pick up Blackheart, 

shouldering it before he headed across the room towards a rounded iron door. He paused, then 

winced as he reached up to touch it, cursing under his breath as he tried to shove it open: the 

door was neither heavy nor locked, but it was consecrated, and for a moment the Zerrex was 

forced to pause. One of the drawbacks of being a demon was that he had trouble passing through 



iron barriers… and then the lizard made a distasteful face as he put Blackheart on his back and 

pulled his cane out of the sheath at his side, bringing it forwards and tapping the dragon head 

once firmly against the door. 

Holy runes glowed brightly over the cane, and cracks spread throughout the iron as 

Zerrex spun the cane around once before sliding it back into the sheath at his side, and he 

hesitated for just a moment as the door slowly swung open, looking over his shoulder towards 

where Rasputin lay. But now, there was only a skeleton there, surrounded by bubbling, rotten 

flesh, and the reptile shook his head slowly as he turned back around, muttering: “Ashes to ashes 

and dust to dust, huh?” 

Then the lizard looked at the open door, and he knew that just as the door was, the 

doorway itself was made of iron. It would prevent most demons, angels, and spirits from forcing 

their way through… but the reptile only made a face and bulled forwards, gritting his teeth as 

energy shocked over his body before he stepped into the narrow metal corridor beyond, saying 

grimly: “Good thing I‟m not your average demon.” 

The Drakkaren walked silently down the steel corridor, and then he looked up in surprise 

as, roughly halfway down the hallway, walls of flesh shot down around him from the ceiling and 

sealed uncomfortably-tightly around his body, before he felt himself jerked into the air. With a 

splat, he was sucked upwards into another corridor made of sick, ugly flesh, and he made a 

disgusted face as he wiped blood and ichors off his body: the stench, however, was the most 

revolting thing, but he knew it wasn‟t likely he‟d be able to get rid of it at the moment. 

He shook his head quickly, black bile flying from his white locks before he took a few 

steps forwards down the new corridor he had emerged into. At his back was a dead end, but 

ahead of him, the corridor stretched onwards and outwards until it reached what was possibly 

some kind of elevator shaft. He also noted glints of metal that could be the edges of some kind of 

security shutter spaced evenly down the hall, and a security camera built into the ceiling that was 

slowly panning towards him… and Zerrex waited for it to pan over him before he rose a hand 

and threw a grim little wave into it. 

A red light blinked on the camera, and then a siren blared before Zerrex looked up and 

watched as, at the end of the hall, the glints of metal suddenly slammed together, heavy blast 

doors slamming shut at an angle. Then the next set closed, and finally the pair of shutters in front 

of the reptile slammed together like thick blades, the lizard hearing a faint buzz of electricity, the 

shutters shaped like vast triangles of metal. He looked at this thoughtfully for a moment, and 

then his head snapped up in shock as a chilling, terribly-familiar metallic cackle echoed through 

a hidden sound system: even with the distortion created by the fleshy walls, the lizard knew that 

voice, one he‟d never hoped to hear again. “Well if it isn‟t the Fallen Prince! Isn‟t this a 

delightful turn of events?” 

“Ultima… I thought you were deleted. Twice now, actually.” Zerrex said disgustedly, 

looking up at the camera, and the mechanical monstrosity cackled viciously again. I can‟t believe 

it… how could he survive? First he escaped Paradise, but how could his programming escape 

the catastrophe at that Miserable Ones‟ facility we raided? We even put a virus out that should 

have eaten his code… “By the way, you do know that if the world dies, you die, right?” 

“Never, I am invincible!” Ultima screamed deliriously, and the sound of it hurt Zerrex‟s 

head as he winced and grabbed at his skull. “I simply uploaded myself to a satellite connection, 

cut the Ethernet link, and bided my time until an opportunity arose once more to further the 

grand plans of the Patriarch! You may have killed him, but the world shall still be purged, the 

world will be destroyed, and nothing can stop that ambition now!” 



“My Gods, am I sick of hearing your voice.” Zerrex muttered as he glanced down, 

searching the floor for a few moments as Ultima went off into a deluded rant. A hostile computer 

program that had been combined with the mind of a fanatic of Narrius‟s cause, Ultima was 

probably the brain powering Colossus and the rest of the terrible machines… which would make 

horrible, horrible sense. The Patriarch‟s last order was that the world be annihilated if he was 

ever stopped… and Zerrex had foiled his plans twice, when he had been mortal and when he had 

been imitating God. 

Zerrex pulled Blackheart off his back as his eyes settled on some cables on the floor, 

saying dryly: “Electromagnetically sealed, huh? Oh gee, how will I ever get past these doors?” 

He paused, then stabbed the sword down into the electrical cables, and sparks flew, fleshy 

ground vomiting blood and then charring black as it absorbed the electricity released, and the 

blast shutters fizzled before the hum of electricity dissolved, and Zerrex easily replaced 

Blackheart on his back and grasped the shutters, grunting as he pushed them open with a little bit 

of effort. “Electromagnets need electricity to work, asshole. Keep that in mind next time.” 

Ultima screamed at him angrily, mostly inane babbling that might or might not contain 

words, as the Drakkaren made his way down the hall and easily forced open the other shutters, 

until he made a face as the elevator descended the moment the reptile reached it, Ultima cackling 

as the lizard looked with distaste through the closed, locked gates. He easily tore this off after a 

moment, however, and Ultima snarled at him before the Drakkaren swung Blackheart out and 

damaged the rails the elevator operated off of, warping them violently as he said flatly: “The last 

thing I need right now is another stupid surprise from you.” 

“Intruder alert, intruder alert!” Ultima screamed, and then Zerrex leaned into the shaft 

and swung carefully around to grasp the rungs of a service ladder, climbing quickly towards the 

top and wincing when he heard the elevator beneath him shoot violently upwards, but then crash 

instead into the wall and stall when it hit the warped rails. “Breach, security breach in elevator 

A5!” 

Zerrex made a face as, after almost a minute of climbing, he passed from metal to flesh 

and blood walls, the rungs vanishing here… but Zerrex was able to easily claw and force his way 

up, slipping a bit as blood leaked out of the walls with every grab or shove of his feet into it. He 

cursed, then finally looked up in surprise as he found he was nearing the ceiling… and he slid 

over to the last exit, kicking the gate open and stepping into the corridor before grunting, his face 

smacking painfully into the wall as the gate shut on him, then opened, then slammed closed 

again. 

He blocked the closing gate with his arm, then grabbed it and tore it off the rails, tossing 

it to the fleshy ground as Ultima shrieked: “Intruder has entered the clavicle region! Security 

countermeasures, where are the security countermeasures?” 

Zerrex made a face as he simply ran down the fleshy hallway, wincing as he ducked 

under what he thought at first was a monstrous cable or support bar, but realized after a moment 

was a huge white bone: it followed the entire length of the hall, but vanished into the flesh of the 

ceiling as the rest of the walls of the corridor became metal and stone. At the end of the long 

hallway the reptile found another security shutter, but this one he simply dropped his shoulder 

and rammed into, knocking it completely off its rails and sending it bouncing off a small catwalk 

and spiraling down into a pit below. 

Zerrex stepped out onto the narrow bridge, looking down in surprise as he grasped a 

railing and stared in shock at the terrible, massive organs pulsing below in an immense cavity, 

blood, cables, and mechanical gears and generators all lining the walls as electricity zapped back 



and forth, and then the lizard looked forwards to see a huge, central platform at the bottom of 

four immense rails hanging from the ceiling, and the Drakkaren walked carefully down the 

bridge to step onto this. The moment he did, the wide central platform vibrated violently before it 

slowly began to rise upwards, the lizard looking up in surprise as the metal ceiling smoothly 

opened into a passage made mostly of flesh and blood, with a second circular shutter above this. 

The elevator halted for a moment, and Zerrex heard the shutter beneath closing, leaving 

him for a moment in the low-roofed room… and then the shutter slowly opened, and the elevator 

rose once more with a rumble. The Drakkaren felt a chill run down his spine as he pulled 

Blackheart off his back, gripping the greatsword tightly in one hand as he gritted his teeth… and 

after a few moments, the elevator came to a halt inside a massive control chamber, two clear-as-

glass domes the windows to a burning city, a bank of monitors hooked up by cables and thin 

metallic bars to some kind of advanced, donut-shaped computer system at the front of the room 

between these two windows, as large and wide as the tire of a monster truck. 

The computer bank was above the reptile, on a suspended platform that extended from 

the steel walls of the rounded, large room he now stood in, two steep, L-shaped ramps leading up 

to it… and in front of the eight, slightly-curved monitors stood Kafka, his hands behind his back, 

cane in one and the other gripping his wrist. His uniform was still on, but his armband and cape 

were neatly placed over one of the safety rails of the platform he stood on… and his cap, on the 

other hand, was sitting on what looked like a control panel in front of the enormous computer 

system. Then the Dragokkaren slowly turned around as Zerrex stood and glared up at him 

furiously, and he grasped the rail of the platform as he leaned down towards the reptile, saying 

softly: “We never expected intruders to penetrate inside Colossus… I must admit you‟ve done 

well. Even getting past Rasputin… it was a stroke of genius, I have to say, figuring out his sole 

vulnerability.” 

“Who are you?” Zerrex demanded, pointing his sword at him… but Kafka only laughed, 

and the Drakkaren snarled, charging forwards… before he cursed as he struck an electrical field 

of some kind, staggering backwards as faint-blue walls flashed into being for a moment before 

vanishing. The reptile slowly rubbed at his face with a curse, and then he snarled, his eyes 

flashing and focusing before the walls outlined themselves in purple in his vision. “Hiding 

already?” 

“Please, you know as well as I do this is the most intelligent course of action.” Kafka said 

drolly, waving a hand distastefully before he turned back around to the bank of computer 

monitors. Immediately, Zerrex looked back and forth, even as he kept his hearing focused on the 

words of the Dragokkaren: “All I need to do is stall you. Afterwards, I can kill you, but I can‟t 

take the risk you‟ll damage this sensitive machinery before Colossus has finished killing your 

friends. They‟re fools if they thing they can outrun this world-crusher… these machines have 

never failed us in the past, and they have an almost-infinite supply of power, thanks to the 

technology provided to us by Wulfe Industries… 

“You see, it was never the supplies of demonic crystals we were after… it was the 

technology Wulfe used to create it.” Kafka smiled over his shoulder coldly at Zerrex as the 

Drakkaren snarled at him, but the moment the Dragokkaren looked away, Zerrex ran quickly off 

towards one of the walls. “This technology, modified ever so slightly, let us harness demons and 

angels as batteries… I believe Wulfe himself had figured out that he could use them as 

generators, but a little too late. He did, however, do a good job of hiding the technology from us, 

trying to sell it to us in pieces instead in exchange for our own technology… but you took care of 



two problems for us, Zerrex. You killed Tobias Wulfe, and better yet, you helped locate and 

secure the technology.” 

The Drakkaren snarled at this, and then he swung his sword hard into a dome-shaped 

protrusion on the wall, and the forcefield protecting Kafka flickered violently before the reptile 

smashed down into the device again, and when it shattered, the shield began to crackle violently 

with electricity, Kafka cursing as he spun around and shouted: “It‟s useless, Lord Zerrex! Fine, if 

you‟re so insistent… Ultima, set a new course for the Heosphoros Launch Site, prepare to 

engage and destroy the space colony before it can be completed!” 

“No!” Zerrex shouted, and then he looked back and forth before he drew Blackheart back 

with one hand as Ultima cackled and acknowledge Kafka‟s order. Then the lizard stepped 

forwards as he threw his sword like  a boomerang, and the blade bit deep into another red dome, 

this one in the ceiling, and the forcefield sparked violently before Zerrex charged up the ramp 

towards the platform, jumping onto the safety railing at the side and kicking off to fly straight at 

Kafka, even as the Dragokkaren drew his cane back- 

Cane clashed with cane, the Dragokkaren anchored firmly against the ground and Zerrex 

almost floating in the air from the force of impact and the pure physical might they ground their 

supports-turned-weapons against each other with, and then the Drakkaren kicked his legs 

backwards and let Kafka shove him away, landing neatly on the railing of the platform. He 

grinned as he balanced perfectly for a moment, the Dragokkaren snarling at him in surprise and 

rage… and then Zerrex spun his cane around to grab it by the center of the shaft before the holy 

runes on it glowed, and Kafka‟s eyes widened in surprise before he yelled inarticulately when 

Zerrex threw the dragon-headed object into the computer like a javelin, sparks flying up as dark 

lightning zapped out of the machine before both Kafka and Zerrex were sent hurtling across the 

room when it exploded. 

The reptile‟s cane and sword were both also knocked flying by the blast, the former 

bouncing uselessly around the room, and the latter slamming into the wall next to the 

Drakkaren‟s head as he winced, half-laying against the rounded wall opposite the ruins of the 

platform. He shook himself after a moment, then he groaned as he sat up, rubbing at his forehead 

slowly… and then he gritted his teeth as he stood and grabbed the hilt of the sword, ripping it 

free from the wall in one easy movement and letting the blade drag in a half-circle around on the 

ground with a shriek as he faced towards Kafka, the ruby pommel glinting dangerously as it 

seemed to stare at the Dragokkaren that had already gotten to his feet at the other side of the 

room, currently rubbing a hand over his skull to brush bits of debris from it, the other hand 

tightly clutching the neck of his cane as he snarled at the lizard. 

On the other side of the room, fire and lighting mixed and licked up the face of the wall 

and ruined platform, the lights above flickering on and off as the enormous, rounded platform of 

the lift in the center of the room trembled violently before it clanked and dropped down nearly a 

foot. It drew both Zerrex and Kafka‟s eyes for a moment, and then the Drakkaren looked up with 

a snarl and dropped into a sprint as the Dragokkaren‟s eyes registered movement barely a 

moment afterwards… but it was almost a moment too late, as Kafka grasped his cane in both 

hands by the foot and the neck as the other male rushed towards him before half-spinning and 

swinging his sword violently outwards with a roar, sending up a stream of sparks as it tore up the 

rounded wall of the room. 

Kafka attempted to block the violent attack with his cane, but the sword ripped straight 

through it, shattering it into splinters of wood and metal before the blade bit deep into the 

Dragokkaren‟s side, sending up a blast of blood as he was knocked flying onto the elevator 



platform, rolling violently to one of the lift before he lay still in the depression, as gears clanked 

violently, trying to keep the platform raised. Zerrex looked at him for a few moments, watching 

the Dragokkaren breathe shallowly as blood pooled out from his body, and then he finally leapt 

onto the shuddering lift and walked towards the fallen male, shouldering his sword. 

He stood over him, and Kafka lay, only twitching a bit, blood gently brushing against his 

booted feet… and Zerrex smiled grimly for a moment before he grasped the hilt of his sword 

with both hands, fingers squeezing into the handle slowly with a dark, furious relish… and then 

Kafka suddenly twisted to the side and shoved one arm against the ground, kicking one foot and 

then the other into the Drakkaren and staggering him before he half-rolled onto his back and 

launched himself upwards, slamming both booted feet outwards into the lizard‟s chest at the 

same time to send him hurtling through the air. 

He crashed into the rounded wall with a grunt, sliding down it and then gritting his teeth 

as he stared in shock at Kafka, the Dragokkaren grinning even as he gripped into his bloody 

side… and then the lizard‟s eyes narrowed as flesh and scale near the deep gouge he‟d dug with 

Blackheart fell away like cheap plaster with another splatter of blood, and beneath was revealed 

a strange, multicolored substance instead of bone or gore. It was solid, whatever the hell it was, 

and it looked like it took up the entirety of Kafka‟s chest cavity as it glowed with a rainbow of 

colors beneath some kind of thin, semitransparent white layer of what could be rubber, cheap 

plastic, or something else entirely. “What the hell are you?” 

“Something far superior to you, Lord Zerrex… something you cannot kill.” Kafka said 

calmly and coldly, straightening and kicking the hunk of scale and flesh that had fallen off his 

body… and the reptile‟s eyes narrowed at the sound of not a sick splat, but instead the clang of 

metal, and with a look down, the Drakkaren realized it wasn‟t so much flesh as a broken chunk 

of alloy shell with some kind of pseudo-organic material growing on it. “But if you‟ll excuse 

me…” 

Kafka rose a foot, then stomped hard down on the platform with a grin, raising his 

hand… and Zerrex snarled before he scrambled to his feet and leapt forwards just as Kafka 

slammed another foot down and the lift platform fell with a scream of metal, and the lizard 

dropped into the shaft just as a shutter snapped closed, barely missing the lizard as he landed in a 

crouch next to the Dragokkaren, snarling at him as he said coldly: “We‟re not done.” 

Kafka looked shocked, and then he growled and rose a hand as Zerrex leapt forwards, 

and the reptile was blasted backwards by a gout of flames, crashing into the wall before the 

Dragokkaren looked up and shouted: “Ultima, open the shutters in the throat!” 

“Acknowledged!” Ultima‟s voice was slightly distorted as Zerrex fell heavily to a crouch, 

but still perfectly clear as a scraping sound filled the air before it turned to a terrible scream of 

metal as the platform slowly slid a few more inches down the rails. Kafka snarled as he glanced 

up, clenching a hand into a fist… and then he looked down in surprise as Zerrex lunged towards 

him, crossing his forearms and raising them into the way of a vicious downwards swing of the 

heavy sword. 

The weapon dug into his wrists, forcing both his arms downwards as Kafka howled in 

pain and fell to his knees, the weapon slicing into his shoulder as he cursed and attempted to 

push back to his feet, Zerrex growling furiously at the Dragokkaren… and then both of them 

winced as the platform shuddered beneath them, Kafka finally flinging both arms upwards as the 

lizard half-stumbled before he spun around and attempted to lunge towards one of the connecting 

bridges… but then the platform gave out completely, and instead he half-floated in the air as the 

lift fell violently downwards off the rails into the pit below, Zerrex cursing as he fell with it 



before throwing himself off it just before the circular platform smashed into a large, fleshy organ 

hanging suspended by cables and several thick support lines, stabbing Blackheart into the 

pulsating mass and cursing as steaming-hot blood burst out over him, dangling by the handle of 

his weapon before he gritted his teeth as Kafka fell by with a howl. 

Immediately, the Drakkaren shoved both feet into the wall of the organ and kicked off it, 

jerking Blackheart free as he spread his arms out to either side and fell backwards in a long dive, 

his eyes locked on the Dragokkaren as he plummeted violently through the air, pinwheeling his 

arms before he struck a large, expanding and contracting thing that Zerrex guessed was most 

likely a lung. 

Kafka clawed at it wildly, his fingers sinking into it and slowing his descent for a 

moment as he grunted before his eyes widened in shock as Zerrex fell towards him, and then he 

screamed when the Drakkaren half-flipped and slashed his sword out to smash the Dragokkaren 

hard in the face with the tip of the blade, knocking him sliding violently downwards before his 

hands slipped against the wet, bloody surface as the lung convulsed, and he clawed madly at the 

air before he fell backwards, howling in fury as he held a hand up and fired off another gout of 

flame in the direction of the Drakkaren. 

This time, Zerrex blocked it with the flat of his blade, gritting his teeth as he fell after 

Kafka, and then he rolled hard to the side when the Dragokkaren lashed his other arm upwards 

and released a bolt of electricity, barely avoiding the attack. Kafka‟s eyes blazed with fury, and 

then he cursed in pain as his back hit a gear, bouncing off it before he flipped violently to the 

side, almost getting tangled up in some cabling before his back arched and his body flipped, 

sending him hurtling downwards violently as he screamed in fury. 

Zerrex dove after him quickly, easily slashing through the cables the Dragokkaren had 

almost been entangled in before he created a sphere of energy when Kafka tried to right himself 

in midair, and the lizard threw it hard down into him before he could get his balance back. The 

sphere exploded with a tremendous blast, and Kafka snarled in fury, chunks of fake scale, flesh, 

and solid metal plates flying uselessly away from the strange insides of the creature as its colors 

changed violently, and it twisted back and forth as an entire arm limb  was knocked off when its 

arm struck hard against a girder on the fall down. 

Then it crashed into a fleshy, ugly floor, chunks of metal and large cables humped up 

here and there throughout the slimy stuff, and the Drakkaren spun Blackheart gracefully before 

slamming it point-first through whatever the hell was left of Kafka, the semitransparent mass 

squealing violently before  it literally melted away, chunks of the Dragokkaren‟s body bouncing 

in all directions… but Zerrex‟s sharp eyes caught a distortion move over the fleshy floor, 

standing up and slowly turning to face it as he tore the sword free from the ground, not caring 

about how much his limbs and body hurt or how his legs felt numb from impact as he shouldered 

his huge weapon and said darkly: “Kafka, show yourself!” 

And slowly, the puddle rose up, made of every color imaginable all dulled by a thin, egg-

like membrane, seeming to pulsate before it hardened into the shape of a Dragokkaren, and a 

moment later, Kafka‟s features and clothes faded in over it, the male clapping his hands with 

slow distaste before both he and Zerrex staggered as Colossus shook violently from some 

tremendous impact, and the thing standing across from the lizard snarled before he looked up and 

shouted: “Damage report!” 

“Most of the head has been destroyed, sir!” Ultima‟s voice was high and tense, his 

shrieking more insane than usual. “Physical damage is limited but software and nervous 



functions are compromised! Movement speed has been decreased, minor organ trauma detected, 

computer systems are damaged!” 

Zerrex snorted, looking coldly across at Kafka as he dropped his sword against the flesh-

covered floor and drew a sharp, C-shaped cut through it, blood pooling up through the wound 

immediately. “Your precious Primordial war system is still a machine, Kafka, and all machines 

are only as useful as their operator. Which is why you should have known you were screwed 

from the start.” 

“I wouldn‟t be so cocky if I were you, Lord Zerrex.” the Dragokkaren-shaped thing 

snarled, and then he created a fireball and flung it hard at the lizard… but Zerrex easily dodged 

it, the ball of flame striking a wall a long distance away and exploding uselessly. “I‟ve destroyed 

countless worlds already, and I have never yet failed my masters…” 

The lizard didn‟t bother to reply to this, closing his eyes and lowering his head, and 

Kafka looked coldly across at him for a moment… and then his eyes widened when the reptile 

broke into a charge, and then he reached up and caught Blackheart‟s blade in his hands when 

Zerrex swung it around in a vicious roundhouse cut, gritting his teeth even as he slid backwards 

along the slimy ground, a watery substance leaking from where the sword had dug into his palms 

as the reptile leaned in close, grinding the weapon harder forwards as he asked in a snarl: “Just 

who the hell are you?” 

“I have no name; Kafka works fine for me, if you do need to label me, mortal!” The thing 

finally shoved Zerrex‟s sword backwards, and then it snapped a hand out, a wave of flame 

erupting at face-level, but the Drakkaren was able to duck under this before he swung Blackheart 

outwards, but Kafka leapt out of range as he hissed: “I am far superior to you and all other mortal 

designs… I am-” 

“Just a malformed, half-there godling.” Zerrex said coldly, and Kafka‟s eyes blazed with 

fury as he stood up and shoved a hand out, a blast of pure, terrible cold twisting through the air 

like a snake towards the Drakkaren, but the lizard easily slid out of the way of the icy cloud 

before the entire length of the fog turned to solid ice. The half-formed god caught this as it fell, 

and the twisted pole of ice shattered apart into several long blades that shot themselves at the 

Drakkaren, but he easily created a wall of energy in front of himself that the blades of ice 

uselessly exploded against as he shouted: “You‟re just another freak like Animaxander, aren‟t 

you?” 

“I am nothing like him!” Kafka replied angrily, and he turned translucent, his shape 

losing distinction as a swirl of colors passed through his whitish, sludgy body, his hands 

clenching into fists that became spheres at the end of barely-detailed limbs as he charged 

forwards. Zerrex immediately dropped the wall of energy, leaping out to meet him… but a slash 

from Blackheart passed uselessly through the goopy material, sending out a spray of that 

disgusting, watery filth that apparently made up the creature before a very-solid fist smashed into 

the Drakkaren and sent him staggering, before another slammed into his face and knocked the 

lizard down onto his side with a curse. 

He skidded along the flesh and metal ground, then rolled backwards to a crouch as Kafka 

stomped forwards, throwing Blackheart over one shoulder… and then instinct yelled at him as 

his eyes snapped down to the floor, and Zerrex slashed viciously downwards through Kafka‟s 

foot and into a thick power cable. 

The blade acted as a conduit, and Kafka arched his back and screamed in agony, trying to 

stagger backwards but with his foot stuck to the cable and the blade as if with a magnet, the 

electricity rushing along the sword so powerful that it was making Zerrex‟s hands ache to even 



hold the insulated handle of the weapon as arcs of lightning shot through the air, flashes of blue 

and white light threatening to blind the lizard as he winced back, before watching with shock as 

the gelatinous stuff that made up the half-formed god rapidly petrified, until, with a final burst of 

light, the lizard was left with his sword buried in the hoof-like foot of a cracked, grey-stone 

statue with no defined features, the limbs ending in rounded balls, the head little more than a fat 

dome sitting between the beast‟s shoulders… and then Zerrex stepped up to his feet, cocking 

Blackheart back before he snarled and slammed his sword home into the thing‟s brittle chest, and 

a shriek erupted from the statue as chunks of stone and rock and disgusting, pus-like clear ooze 

flew in all directions. 

It left the legs standing by themselves for a few moments before they too collapsed, and 

Zerrex smiled grimly as he let Blackheart fall to rest on his shoulder, looking at the thing darkly 

before he finally wiped at his face and said in a disgusted voice: “Kafka, no mutant god is going 

to be the end of me. Keep that in mind for your next life.” 

The lizard shook his head in disgust as he finally looked back and forth, walking past the 

broken remains of Kafka… and then his eyes widened as he heard a sickening slurping sound 

behind him before he spun around, swinging his sword out… but Kafka blocked it with one 

sludgy arm, snarling at him as the Dragokkaren‟s face formed out of the conical mire that was 

his body, waves and rivers of sludge visibly leaking down to pool on the ground as he rasped, 

brilliant colors flickering through his whitish body: “Worthless… heathen!” 

Then another arm formed its way out of the tall mound of sludge that Kafka had become, 

and it simply shoved the lizard backwards, the reptile grunting before the malformed god pointed 

both hands at him, his form seeming to solidify itself as a long streamer of flame shot towards 

the lizard… but as Zerrex rose Blackheart to block, more long strings of fire appeared, shooting 

back and forth around the Drakkaren before twisting violently and ramming into him like 

terrible, fiery waves, a solid sphere of flames forming and engulfing the lizard. 

The red fires burned and twisted before they glowed white as Kafka snarled, and when he 

clapped his hands together, fire became magma that violently pulsed for a moment before it 

turned to solid rock. Then Kafka slumped and hissed, his arms vanishing into the mound of ooze 

that made him up as his head began to sink slowly into it… before his clear eyes widened in 

shock as the sphere of rock shattered and fell to pieces around the Drakkaren. 

His hair had been completely burned away, and his body was covered with scorch marks 

as the blade of Blackheart continued to glow red from the searing heat that had engulfed in… 

and Zerrex was snarling, his teeth grit and lips missing, blackened gums bared and one of his 

eyes a pulsing, vibrant crimson… and his scales now were covered in purple and black metal, the 

warped stuff that he had protected himself with forged smooth by the intense heat. Kafka only 

stared for a moment… and then Zerrex ran forwards with a rasping roar, and the half-formed god 

immediately solidified as he slid backwards, the slide turning into a jump as his feet slammed 

into the ground and he rose not two, but four distinct arms that tore out of his body, each ending 

in a large spike. 

He swung these all in towards Zerrex, then shrieked as the reddened blade of Blackheart 

slashed down, tearing easily through the spikes and then chopping into his body, the colors 

flickering through his semi-white body immediately beginning to dull as his chest solidified and 

the sword cooled rapidly of its heat, before the Drakkaren released the sword and kicked the hilt 

hard, sending it flying backwards and tearing a hole through Kafka. The godling staggered 

backwards, gasping and howling, his four arms lashing wildly out… but one of the half-spikes 

snapped when Zerrex simply rose his right arm into the way before he reached out and seized 



Kafka‟s head, crushing it into goop as his hand enlarged into a terrible, warped claw, and as the 

godling staggered blindly back and forth, flailing uselessly, the lizard slammed his hand 

forwards into the gut of the godling, the Drakkaren rasping: “Too little, too late!” 

Kafka‟s body trembled, the spikes at the end of the four arms shoving uselessly into the 

smooth-armored body of the lizard, chipping off his armor here and there as Zerrex clenched his 

red eye shut, turning his terrible features into a half-grin as he kept a tight grip on the liquid 

insides of the monstrosity… and then he tilted his head back with a hiss through his teeth as he 

pushed as much energy as he could spare into the malformed god, and Kafka screamed somehow 

without a head before his body simply exploded into slime that splattered in every direction, his 

limbs collapsing to the ground and becoming watery ooze before they even struck the floor. It 

left Zerrex standing alone, breathing hard as he clenched his hands into fists, the armor covering 

his body cracking along his back as he bent forwards… and then he screamed in agony at the 

floor, not able to relish his triumph even as the little that remained of the malformed god bubbled 

and evaporated, more of the armor over his form cracking apart as blood leaked out of the eye 

that had turned pure red. 

“It doesn‟t matter, you‟ve failed, you are dying, Lord Zerrex!” Ultima cackled gleefully, 

and then Zerrex looked up with a snarl as a small, orb-shaped machine with a large, cannon-like 

protrusion floated down through the air, and at first the lizard thought through the haze of pain 

enveloping his body that he was about to be shot… and then instead, it projected the image of a 

metal-plated Dragokkaren head with glowing eyes, which shouted cheerily at him: “There‟s 

nothing you can do, nothing at all you can do to stop us… Heosphoros is only minutes away 

now, and it shall be destroyed by the Colossus, just as around the world, cities burn, burn, burn!” 

Zerrex didn‟t dignify the machine with a response, breathing hard as he clenched his eyes 

shut, knowing what his only chance was… and then he threw his head back and arched his back 

as blue energy arced over his body like lightning, the armor covering his form cracking apart 

before what had once been his scales and was now solid metal literally exploded off him, flying 

in all directions with a spray of blood as his wings tore out of his back, Zerrex screaming in 

agony before he launched himself forwards with enough speed to make the small probe machine 

spin violently on the spot, Ultima screaming in displeasure as Zerrex skimmed along the floor 

before he snatched up Blackheart and arched his back, flying into the air and leaving a trail of 

blood behind him, his bare muscle and flesh gleaming in the light as he felt agony biting every 

inch of his body even as some of his scales began to slowly, patchily grow back, a few loose 

hairs sprouting from his loose head as his vision grayed in and out, a large patch of it crimson 

and malformed as he used his instincts more than his sight to guide him. 

The reptile shot upwards, weaving around organs, cables, and gears, smelling both 

machinery and organics as Ultima‟s voice screamed around him: “It‟s worthless, no matter what 

you do! On his journey around the world, Kafka carried countless devices like this in his 

Juggernaut… and other Old Gods have already appeared through every place on the planet, and 

we only need to destroy forty percent of this diseased planet to initiate a global collapse! You‟re 

already too late… why, why bother trying so hard? Why must you displease your father like 

this?” 

“Narrius was never my father!” Zerrex shouted, and then he veered violently, stabbing 

Blackheart forwards as he spun himself violently and ripping through the outer wall of one lung, 

wincing and covering his face at the powerful winds that knocked him violently downwards 

when he tore into the organ before he slashed hard upwards as he shot towards the other side, 

and he ripped a large gap into the lung wall before he arched his back and spun in a circle, 



smashing through the hole and then shooting upwards towards the large, ugly pulsing organ near 

the top of the chest. 

The lizard stabbed Blackheart outwards, and a huge rush of blood exploded from the 

heart of Colossus as the lizard forced his way inside, howling in pain at the rush of hot blood that 

mixed with his own, his energies sapped as his white wings of energy burnt and charred their 

way through the organ as the reptile clawed towards the center of it, slashing Blackheart back 

and forth in vicious rips before he tore his way into a large, open chamber, and the lizard snarled 

as he stabbed his sword into the side of the heart, blood sloshing around either side of him before 

the lizard knelt and shoved his hands down into the heart wall. He concentrated, and a moment 

later, four large, thick tentacles ripped out of his back, each ending in terrible, bony spikes that 

ripped their way deep into the walls of the organ and held him in place before the lizard arched 

his back, pulling not with his physical strength, but with his energies. 

For a few moments, nothing happened, the lizard dazed and weak and insane with pain 

and rage and sorrow, but then he felt the resistance of the thing twitch… and with another mighty 

pull, he felt something snap before energy rushed into his body, the lizard arching his back as his 

tentacles lashed and then went taut, the reptile feeling strength reentering his body as his scales 

regenerated over his form, energy flowing into him from every appendage locked down against 

the wall of the organ as blood vomited out of the wound he‟d torn it in as the entirety of Colossus 

shook violently. The huge heart of the beast convulsed around Zerrex, but the lizard was able to 

easily hold on, barely disturbed even as the outer walls of the organ began to blacken and rot, 

several wires snapping free from the heart of the mechanical monstrosity and sparks of electricity 

shooting over the outside of the organ. 

Ultima screamed, but it was muffled as the lizard grit his teeth, agony and a strange sort 

of terrible ecstasy flowing through him as he pulled more of the creature‟s very life essence from 

its most vital organ. Zerrex snarled, clenching his eyes shut as he tilted his head forwards, his 

hair erupting from his head in a white wave and growing rapidly outwards, floating as if in a 

violent wind before the lizard arched his back and roared as his demonic characteristics exploded 

out of his body, both sets of his horns tearing out of his skull as his right arm thickened and 

morphed, twisted claws sinking deeper into the walls of the heart as his entire body bulged with 

muscle and power, growing larger as his toe-claws grew into talons, as his wings flapped and 

glowed brighter, as his eyes both turned solid green and spines pushed up out of his scales. 

Then the reptile arched his back with a roar, throwing his arms out to either side as blue 

energy shot over his form and the four tentacles on his back ripped free, passing easily through 

his wings as if they weren‟t even there and causing ripples to pass through the energy before the 

bloody tentacles rapidly sank into his back, and the lizard seized Blackheart in his left hand, his 

height almost doubled and his hand nearly too large for the handle of the weapon now as he leapt 

downwards and easily tore through the hole in the blackened organ, and then his wings caught 

the air and he hurtled like a missile towards the damaged shutters at the neck of the creature, 

swinging not his sword but his twisted arm out as it morphed almost immediately into a massive 

hammer, and he smashed through them as if they were paper, shooting out into not the skull but 

instead open air beyond. The reptile flew high into the air, snarling as he looked back and forth, 

and then his breath caught in his throat and the unearthly glow faded from his eyes as he stared 

in horror at the city in the distance. 

Almost everything was engulfed in flames… and Colossus was toppling slowly 

backwards as a battered and bruised armored truck shot along the landscape, a shockwave almost 

knocking it into the air as  Colossus fell heavily on its back, small explosions bursting up from 



between the plates as it gave a terrible, ghastly moan that mixed with the amplified screams of 

Ultima. Zerrex snarled in fury, readying himself for battle, not caring that only a few strips of 

cloth were left on his body or that in his anger, his wrath side had taken over, his scales 

transformed here and there into warped ridges of black and purple metal and his groin currently 

sexless and plated with the same metallic stuff… and then he looked to the side as Cindy shot  up 

beside him, her body tattered and blood gushing from a crudely-bandaged wound in her side as 

she rasped: “Can‟t fight… can‟t fight anymore… we all have to run, the colony… attack…” 

The light faded from her eyes, and then Cindy toppled backwards… and Zerrex 

immediately reached out and grabbed her in his warped arm, cradling her in the oversized limb 

as he stared at her with horror, and then down at the truck that was shooting towards a ramp in 

the dome-shaped colony that was still open, Irenic soldiers waving madly at it… and then the 

Drakkaren snarled and dived down to fly alongside it, seeing Cherry and Marina through the 

windows, both wounded, and Mahihko and Lone in the back, the latter wolf‟s eyes staring 

mindlessly as he clutched at a wound in his throat and gargled weakly, Mahihko yelling and tears 

flying from his eyes as he shot wildly at terrible shapes in the distance loping after them… but 

the reptile knew they were too far away to be of any threat, and he could see that the colony had 

already activated its thrusters and was ready for launch. 

Zerrex flew ahead of the truck and into the open hangar, dropping to the ground and 

skidding to a halt inside it as soldiers in BAD gear immediately took aim at him with plasma 

rifles and huge lightning coils… but then a soldier standing on a catwalk above yelled for them 

to stand down and called for medics, who rushed forwards as the soldiers at the end of the ramp 

charged up it… and Cherry almost sideswiped one on accident before she twisted the wheel of 

the truck, nearly causing it to flip over onto its side before she leapt out, staggering hard from a 

piece of shrapnel lodged in her leg, both of her eyes suffering from terrible acid burns as she 

snatched the grenade launcher Cindy had been using up and staggered over to the side, shouting 

raggedly at the Drakkaren: “Fucking… I dunno what the fuck they are! We can‟t kill them, we 

need to buy time for the launch!” 

Zerrex nodded, laying Cindy gently down on the ground before he ran to the edge of the 

ramp, as it slowly began to rise… and the reptile gritted his teeth as he focused his eyes, noting 

the details of the monsters in the distance. They were quadrupeds with large bodies and long legs 

made up of what could almost be cables, with metal and other conductive materials forming 

plates over their back and the deadly, screw-shaped heads that lacked jaws … and somehow, 

without knowing how he knew, the reptile said coldly: “Electrical spirits, likely bound and 

controlled, forced into those forms. They probably either absorb the bullets or reflect them with 

electromagnetic fields.” 

“Fuck, let‟s see them reflect this.” Cherry muttered, raising the grenade shotgun and 

steadying it on her forearm, and then she fired a single round that hit the lead beast, only some 

fifty meters away, square in the face. The grenade exploded and blew the monster‟s head off, and 

it staggered violently before exploding into metal shrapnel when it fell forwards, but the entire 

herd of monsters continued to stampede furiously towards them without hesitation. 

“BAD units, reverse polarity of your suits! Those with lightning units, adjust the 

frequency and output of your weapons to code beta!” shouted the commander from atop the 

catwalk, and Zerrex looked up in surprise even as the eight BAD troops marched out onto the 

slowly-rising ramp, anchoring themselves on it as they tapped commands into the keypads on 

their arms and their hands crackled with electricity. “Now, fire on my mark, in a radial protective 

sweep!” 



A long pause, and then a single shouted word, and the eight soldiers swept their hands 

out, six BAD troops each firing two large spheres of arcing lightning and the other two 

unleashing bright streams of electricity from their guns like lasers, sweeping them slowly 

inwards as the spheres exploded in the crowd of swarming monsters. Every beast that was struck 

by the electrical discharge almost immediately exploded or collapsed into pieces, the forces of 

magnetism meeting in a violent clash that knocked them apart, and in seconds, the herd was 

reduced to a few madly-charging beasts that were quickly dispatched as the lightning-gun 

wielding BAD soldiers drew streams of electricity over them, destroying the magnetic charge 

holding the creatures together.  

Then the eight troops yelled in victory and celebration as they retreated, and Zerrex 

shook his head slowly, his angelic wings flickering out of existence as the lizard put Blackheart 

on his bare back, hanging his head forwards as he shared a look with Cherry and the colony 

began to slowly lift into the air, the sound deafening everything and leaving Zerrex seeing in a 

sound so loud it became silence not celebrating soldiers, but Cindy laying on her back, bleeding 

profusely still as a medic helplessly tried to attend to her, his hands trembling… Cherry, weak, 

with a piece of metal the size of the reptile‟s hand in her shin, but the female not complaining 

even as her eyes refused to focus on one area, her clothes hanging in rags from her frame and her 

body covered in blood… Marina, still seated in the car, unconscious and burnt… and Mahihko, 

who was screaming silently as he shook Lone violently, the larger wolf unconscious, the fur of 

his neck and his chest dyed red with blood. 

And, as they lifted into the air, he looked silently at the metal flooring beneath his feet, 

knowing that somewhere down beneath them was the planet he had tried to defend… and failed 

miserably. Knowing that the Old Gods had won this battle, if not the war, and taken the world by 

force, that there was nothing that would be able to stop the massive, monstrous machines that 

were by now setting the world on fire… and then the Drakkaren clenched his eyes shut, walking 

over to a container and dropping his arm against it to rest his head on them, pointed horns 

digging into his forearm as he fought back tears and anger and hatred before he felt a hand on his 

back… and he and Cherry locked gazes for a few of the longest, most painful moments in his life 

as he saw both failure and bitterness reflected in her eyes… as well as hate, and a promise of 

retribution to come… purer than revenge… but so much darker than justice. 

 

The Irenic Space Colony Heosphoros floated silently above a world that had turned 

blood-red, visible even here… but Zerrex hated it up there, and that was why he stood on the top 

of a moldy, mostly-ruined mansion in a town he‟d never thought he‟d live in again: Baskin‟s 

Grove, where it felt like everything had started, his rise to joy, his fall to destruction, and what 

seemed like an eternal spiral of greater glories that always fell to more and more terrible 

miseries. 

The world had literally turned red with fires and blood: while the Mechanauts – as Cherry 

called them, and was far easier to say than Mechanical Synthetic Primordial Juggernaut – 

rampaged, destroying cities, burning everything they came across to the ground, and spreading 

smoke and death across the lands, servants of the Old Gods were busy carrying corpses to rivers, 

lakes, and the oceans, and simply dropping them in. It was an ancient form of biological warfare, 

and an effective one… but even more than that, it induced terror in those who had escaped in the 

Colonies that had been able to launch into the air in time. 

Rapidly, the planet was devolving into a wasteland, with few areas safe from the 

Mechanauts and worse, the Old Gods that had appeared throughout the planet, spreading their 



own version of destruction and torture. Combined with the vast numbers of the Mechanauts, 

there were simply too many opponents to contend with… and they had been able to strike too 

fast, too hard, shattering the defenses Zerrex had thought were almost impenetrable with the 

element of surprise. Kafka was dead, but Ultima had taken over the radio waves and many of the 

planet‟s satellites… and the bastard had even snuck his way on board a colony and degraded its 

orbit to crash it into one of the few standing cities left on the planet.  

It had been a week now since the attack of the Old Gods… and now, their grip over the 

world was powerful, and Zerrex could sense that the mortal planet was rapidly beginning to die. 

Worse, the battleships of the Old Gods were approaching at a moderate but terrifying pace, and 

Zerrex could feel the presence of Athéos… could sense his laughter, and his feelings of triumph. 

It infuriated him, but the reptile knew he had to remain calm and cool, as he looked silently up at 

the dark sky. 

All around the world, demons had been called to aid his efforts to evacuate survivors and 

fight against the monsters, as had the angels that could be spared from Heaven. Friends in the far 

North were also fighting as best they could, but the reptile knew that even with the powerful 

resistance there, the Mechanauts had already crushed Northern Ire into a wasteland, and they 

marched on the Northlands not just from the south, but from the arctic wastes as well, melting 

them as they went to induce horrific flooding. Killer, Zerrex knew, would be hard-pressed… but 

much as he wanted to help, he knew the best thing he could do was continue the fight in other 

areas around the world. 

Hez‟Ranna, meanwhile, had become a massive torch: the great jungles were aflame, and 

only pyrokinetic and fire-resistant demons could be deployed there. Most communications were 

jammed by Ultima, but coded transmissions to and from specially-linked devices let Zerrex 

receive updates from the colonies and their status. He knew that Albatross and Churchill, at least, 

had both escaped… but they were both also miserably-depressed, spirits crushed by the loss of 

all of Hez‟Ranna in a matter of days. It didn‟t help that there, the Mechanauts were assisted by 

two terrible Primordials of fire and water that were working together almost like siblings. 

Lunis was also lost: the Mechanauts had not attacked the city directly, but instead 

destroyed the pillar that supported the island and held it in one place, and then gone into the 

synthetic underbelly of the massive city and destroyed the floatation devices. It was ironic, that 

they had survived so long because they were on an immense island… and that in the end, that 

had been what had destroyed them. But the Old Gods were terribly intelligent, and their 

Mechanaut soldiers knew not mercy nor compassion… all they did was follow the orders given 

to them by the Old Gods, who knew every in, out, weakness, and strength of the planet they were 

invading thanks to the information provided to them by Ultima. 

They had destroyed several more of the Mechanauts… but the endeavor seemed useless. 

Bound electrical elementals were able to repair and reanimate most of the Mechanauts in a 

matter of hours, and even Colossus – while horribly-damaged – was back up and running, and 

the headless top of the monstrous machine had been turned into a huge viewing area for Old 

Gods that sat in thrones and laughed as the gigantic device rampaged through cities, tearing them 

to the ground. It was slower and clanky now, since the organic portion had died… but even 

repaired with junk parts and kept stable by a multitude of electrical spirits, it was able to cause 

devastation and havoc. 

Advanced shuttlecraft were still coming to and from cities… and Zerrex had scouted 

through the ruins of Valise and found Reia helping people up onto one of the shuttles, wounded 

herself but refusing to go… that is, until Zerrex knocked her out and threw her into the craft, not 



in the mood to argue. He was glad she was safe… that some of the other people he knew were 

safe too, up in the Colonies… but he didn‟t know how long it would last, as he shook his head 

slowly and finally leapt off the roof of the old mayor‟s mansion, landing neatly on the cracked 

driveway and then straightening to head out the fallen metal gates onto the empty streets.  

Baskin‟s Grove had been abandoned several years ago, although the reptile wasn‟t sure 

why: maybe the bad karma of the town, maybe people just wanted a fresh start. They had found 

only a few squatters here, and they had quickly shuttled them up to one of the thirty-two colonies 

currently floating through space after another delivery of soldiers. Soldiers of all shape, size, and 

uniform, but now all fighting side-by-side, as one people, as one nation: catastrophe, at least, had 

banded everyone together, into one people… and for that, Zerrex did his best to be glad.  

But it was hard to feel joy these days: Cindy was in a temple not on the mortal plane, but 

in Heaven, where Little Arcy was staying beside her and tending to her terrible wounds. 

Mahihko and Lone were both quiet and serious, and Marina had a terrifying glint in her eyes. 

She knew what was coming, and what he was going to order… and he thought she was glad for 

it, as he looked quietly up towards the sky, his booted feet striking quietly against the ground 

before he smiled faintly as another figure joined him, murmuring: “Cherry. I was just thinking 

about… the family.” 

“I know, Boss.” Cherry reached up and squeezed his shoulder gently, dressed in an old 

Irenic military uniform: the best clothes they could dredge up at the moment. They gazed at each 

other quietly, and then she laughed a bit, looking around the streets at the damaged homes before 

sighing quietly: “Fuck, never thought we‟d be back here again… but not for much longer, huh? 

Just gotta get all the troops in order… and after that… well… you ready?” 

“Yeah.” Zerrex said quietly, looking down at the ground for a few moments. He knew 

that they‟d done all they could here now, and it was up to the soldiers of the physical world and 

the supernatural beings they‟d been able to enlist the help of to continue the fight. It would be a 

hard and terrible fight, but he thought he had a worse one to contend with himself… and that was 

the approaching ships of the Old Gods. “What about the others?” 

“Everyone‟s prepared to go.” Cherry said finally, and then she sighed a bit, shaking her 

head as she murmured: “Fucking Hell, Boss, I just can‟t believe all this shit has hit the fan. It‟s 

like no matter what we do… we can‟t seem to get a goddamn break, you know?” 

“At least we‟ve done what we can.” Zerrex murmured, and Cherry looked at him with 

surprise as the Drakkaren headed down the street towards where they‟d set up base camp, at one 

of the still-standing mansions. He smiled a bit over to her, and then he shrugged when she 

quickly fell into pace beside him. “I… gotta try and stay positive, at least. I have to try and 

believe that one day, I‟ll look up from Hell, and this world will be blue again… not red.” 

“Fuckin‟ A.” Cherry rumbled in agreement as they headed through a gate guarded by 

minotaurs carrying massive machine guns, and then, instead of walking towards the open door of 

the mansion, they followed a small walk around the side of it, between the wall of the building 

and the stone, tall walls that encircled it, to a back garden. There, a circular portal to Hell had 

been set up, soldiers standing beside this… and Zerrex couldn‟t help but smile in faint relief, as 

he did every time he saw them, at the sight of not only his family… but Balthazar and Mercy. 

The ferret had his arm in a cast… but he had survived the collapse of his building, thanks 

to a spell silently-casted by Mercy at the last second. She had only been able to save his life as 

well as her own, but Zerrex never could, never would blame her for the death of Blueberry: 

Blueberry had been the one to shove Balthazar out of the way when a Mechanaut had smashed in 

the roof of the Marble Dome, and she had been dragged down deep into the rubble. It had taken 



all of Mercy‟s power, but she had used her amulet to open a portal… and she had carried 

Balthazar safely through it to Hell, and more specifically, the Ravenlight Estate. 

There, they had treated Balthazar‟s wounds, but his arm had nearly been torn off and Sin 

hadn‟t wanted to overuse magic on the ferret, unsure of how using demonic corruption to heal a 

mortal would work… so instead, she had finally healed onto the most severe damage and then 

bandaged him up the old fashioned way. When Zerrex had seen Balthazar and Mercy waiting for 

them here at Baskin‟s Grove, after he‟d sent Cherry to Hell to announce that would be the 

staging sight for the battle, he had started to cry and hugged them both so tightly it had almost 

crushed poor, aged Balthazar. 

Now, Zerrex approached, the soldiers that surrounded the portal parting for him and 

Cherry and saluting proudly, before the lizard held his hand out… and he and Balthazar shook 

firmly, before the reptile said quietly: “You can come with us if you want, you know. You can be 

kept safe… or at least taken to a colony.” 

“No, Lord Zerrex… no. It would be improper.” Balthazar said gently, and then he let go 

of Zerrex‟s hand to reach up and grasp his shoulder, smiling at him with a look that was both 

tired and assured. “You see… while your Hez‟Rannan friends showed courage in leaving their 

lands… for me, it would be weakness. Ire is not Hez‟Ranna… and I am no great war leader, just 

a professor of cultures. Your… our friends Albatross and Churchill… they can do great good, 

commanding the colonies, and that is why I gladly handed them the full control of the Irenic 

colonies and nominated them for the position as the first joint leaders of the space colonies… 

why I trust that they will lead the people of Ire to safety and take care of them.  

“Albatross and Churchill… are older than I, but both part of a new generation, you see.” 

the ferret said softly, and then he laughed quietly. “And while I may be a voice of that generation 

as well… of the people who see everyone as one people, who have come to value… compassion 

and hard work and talent in things other than brutishness, who understand that strength and 

virtue do not come from how much land you rule, how iron-clad your fist, your patriotism or 

your pride… but from the ability to look past yourself and acknowledge the ability of others, to 

be able to lay down the sword when it is unnecessary and to be willing to develop a brotherhood 

between peoples… that is strength. Just as it is strength to stand up for your beliefs against those 

who do think that because they are powerful, they have a right to destroy, to extend their tyranny 

over others… and you too, are a voice of that generation. And you have your place on Hell… 

and on the battlefield.  

“The only place I can be of use is in the administration of our forces here on the planet… 

and I will not abandon these other people. Not when so many other Irenic Presidents turned on 

their people and used them as cannon fodder, not when so many politicians have corrupted the 

idea of a leader. I will stay in the background…” Balthazar stopped, then shook his head slowly. 

“But I will not leave this planet, and I will not leave these people. They are not soldiers, or 

numbers, or tools. What they are now, are people who are all standing up for their beliefs, and 

ready to die not for themselves, but for each other, friends, family, and future. And I will not 

leave them.” 

Zerrex nodded finally, and then Balthazar smiled again before he looked over at Mercy, 

gently grasping her shoulder as he whispered: “And to you, I am indebted my life… so please, 

let me honor my debt by leaving here.” At Mercy‟s shocked look, her strings stretching across 

her mouth as it opened slightly, the ferret said quietly: “Your father will need you, Lady 

Mercy… and if you stay here, you will almost surely die. Go on, you‟ve done more than I ever 

have in developing relations with Hell and peace between the planet. You‟re the reason there are 



so many demons standing here ready to die for a world that they were at war with not long ago… 

so be proud of that, but go now.” 

Mercy swallowed, looking at Balthazar as tears fell from her eyes… and then she finally 

hugged him tightly, and he hugged her back, closing his eyes before letting her slip away… and 

she turned to look up at her father, wiping at her eyes slowly before she stumbled around the 

others and headed through the portal. Zerrex looked quietly at the ferret, and he gazed back for a 

moment with a faint smile, wiping at one eye with a single finger as he murmured: “You‟d best 

be leaving yourself now, High King Zerrex. I‟m sure the Old Gods have decided that by now, 

our forces must be significantly weakened.” 

“Then I‟d better get going and show them just how wrong they are.” Zerrex replied 

quietly, and he gave Balthazar one last hug before he turned and looked over his family, Marina, 

Mahihko, and Lone all silently standing in front of the portal in plain Irenic uniforms, before the 

reptile pointed at the rift and announced in a rusty voice: “Move out.” 

They nodded, then spun around in neat formation and walked through the portal, without 

looking back… and Zerrex and Cherry followed, neither looking back themselves. Zerrex was 

tempted to… but then they were walking through a tunnel of swirling white and black, and a 

moment later, they stepped out through a portal outside a military base in the far west of 

Elysium, near the great marshes of Eslovius, on the planet of Hell. 

A cadre of Royal Guards were assembled near the portal, led by Vampire, who was 

leaning on his spear with his teeth grit nervously. But first, Zerrex found his family all looking at 

him for direction, and the Drakkaren finally opened a portal, saying quietly to them: “Everyone, 

head to the Ravenlight Estate for the moment… Cherry, help Marina settle in. I need to go over a 

few things with the others, and then I‟ll join you and we‟ll all be getting ready for this final 

showdown.” 

They nodded, not arguing, not complaining: no one was in the mood. Zerrex knew that 

Mahihko and Lone had both been hit hard by how badly injured Cindy was, not to mention the 

uncountable horrors that were now terrorizing the mortal realm… but even more, he knew that 

while Lone was simply scared out of his mind, Mahihko had become a seething pot of rage, 

ready to burst at any moment. It made him nervous… but then the Drakkaren looked at Marina, 

and he knew that the fear he felt for Mahihko was nothing compared to the terror he felt for his 

mortal daughter. 

The lizard walked over to Vampire, who saluted him sharply, but the reptile waved that 

off with a look of distaste, and the huge, black-furred wolf smiled awkwardly. “My bad. I guess 

it‟s just sort of become ingrained… you know, stay as respectful as possible when you‟re 

obviously pissed to fuck about something to avoid the horribly-painful repercussions.” 

Zerrex grunted at this, and then Vampire cleared his throat before he said briskly: “Okay, 

here‟s where shit‟s at. The moment Mercy got here, Selena swept her up and put her in the magic 

squad. She and Ixin are working together, sorting people into mages and warrior mages; you 

know, the dudes who can actually pack a punch along with spells. Lily, meanwhile, is working 

with Alastor and Carmen in getting all the physical fighters together we can handle into another 

area. The Lost Lord also showed up and wants to fight. He‟s scared shitless… but he wants to 

fight. I think it‟s because the Hell he comes from is so desolate, but like… well, that‟s a story for 

another time, right? 

“Anyway, as to our bad guys…” Vampire made a disgusted face, glancing up towards the 

semi-lit sky above. “The Old Gods have been bringing their battleships into position. They‟re not 

floating lazily anymore, but forming battle lines, with what we‟re guessing are destroyer-type 



ships and heavy-cruiser types forming the first lines. They‟re putting their slowest ships in front, 

which is an advantage for us, because it‟s taking them forever to do.  

“Secondly, we‟ve identified the ship Athéos is on: it‟s guarded by a massive warship on 

its starboard and aft sides, and below it is some kind of monstrous transport ship with these 

giant… what look like grapple-hooks on the sides of it. It‟s shaped sort of like a gigantic fucking 

bullet, but I‟m willing to bet it‟s full of some very nasty shit.” Vampire hesitated, then he said 

finally: “On two of the ships, the names are visible. The big one, which we think is a mega-

tanker or a transport, is called the Netherworld. That guy Hades said it was his ship or something 

before he was turned to dust, right?” 

Vampire sounded almost scared of bringing it up, but Zerrex knew why, as he closed his 

eyes and nodded silently. It brought back memories of Anathema… and with that, came anger 

and a renewed promise to destroy Athéos. “Okay, and well… finally, the ship Athéos is on looks 

like a fucking floating kingdom. It‟s got like… a massive, long landing area or some shit, and 

then a big huge temple, where Athéos is probably waiting. It doesn‟t seem to have any weapons 

of its own, which is weird as fuck and also really scary when you stop and think about it, and it‟s 

way near the back of the column. However, from the formation of the ships, as they make their 

approach it‟ll probably move closer to the front of the column of ships, overtop the main attack 

ships, so Athéos can have a good view of everything that‟s going on but at the same time be on a 

different level, so to speak, than the battle itself.” 

“You haven‟t forgotten anything from the Legion, have you?” Zerrex smiled a bit at 

Vampire, and the muscular wolf laughed a bit, looking down with a faint smile himself and a 

slow nod. “Alright, I trust your judgment on this… but we‟ll have a word with the General and 

some other friends nonetheless, at our final strategy meeting. It sounds like we don‟t have a lot 

of time to prepare, though.” 

Vampire grinned sourly at this, saying finally: “Maybe one or two days. There are a lot… 

and I mean a fucking lot… of smaller, other ships coming in, a whole convoy of them. And Boss, 

I really hate to say this, but… I… I mean, even if we kill Athéos… what if there are just too 

many ships and too many Old Gods to be destroyed? I know that well, by now, a lot of the Old 

Gods are probably on the planet‟s surface, wrecking the place up… but fucking hell, we have 

thirty-two different colonies to try and protect, some of them unarmed and with only their 

moderate-level shuttle systems to defend them and a few like… force-field generators or what 

the shit, and it ain‟t like we got a billion different ships of our own to support „em.” 

“But we have a few secret weapons. Don‟t worry, I plan to deal a nasty blow to Athéos‟s 

forces long before they have a chance to fire on any colonies…” Zerrex said darkly, shaking his 

head with a look of disgust, and then he made a face as he opened a portal, and Vampire signaled 

to his platoon to disperse as he followed the reptile through this and onto one of the huge 

balconies surrounding the Central Spire as the Drakkaren asked calmly: “What about Priest, 

how‟s he doing?” 

“Goddamn good, don‟t worry about that.” Vampire nodded firmly, and the lizard felt a 

good amount of relief wash through him. “He‟s got huge landing areas free of electromagnetic 

disturbances set up in case any ships have to make emergency landings, mechanics and crew 

trained in repairing advanced space-age technology, and several very large, very-nasty looking 

cannons and some portable force-field generators that should work even in areas with high levels 

of corruption and electrical-magnetic-whatever interference.” 

The reptile rubbed a bit under his muzzle as they approached the doors, then he threw 

them open and walked into the currently-abandoned Throne Room, the massive, round table that 



dominated it somehow eerie. He thought to himself for a few moments quietly, and then he 

finally sighed and nodded. “Alright, it sounds like he‟s doing as best as I could hope for. Any 

other information you can provide me with at the moment?” 

The huge lupine rubbed the back of his head awkwardly as he sat down on the table, 

Zerrex leaning against one of the chairs, and he smiled a bit over at the reptile, saying dumbly: “I 

love you long time?” He coughed at the look on the reptile‟s face, then yelped when Zerrex 

smacked his nose, dancing backwards and holding tightly onto his muzzle. “Fucking ouch!” 

“This is…” Zerrex stopped himself, and then he shook his head a bit and finally smiled 

faintly at Vampire, who looked confused and suspicious, as the Drakkaren smiled a bit and said 

finally: “Thanks for… at least trying to lighten the mood. I just… I‟m scared, for everyone. I 

want to make sure we get everything we can done.” 

“And everything that can be done, will be done.” said an ancient-sounding, dry voice, and 

the Drakkaren looked up in surprise to see a Scholar standing at the opposite end of the Throne 

Room, flanked by two Scribes. While the latter demons wore white robes and red scarves around 

their necks, and looked relatively normal except for their matching calm expressions, the Scholar 

was a massive, gaunt skeleton, with elongated limbs and dust raining down from his body with 

every creaky movement, his clothing little more than dirty, faded rags, his skull without a 

muzzle, his bones yellow and brown and ugly to look at… but his sockets filled with a deep and 

limitless darkness that even the reptile didn‟t dare look fully into for more than a moment. And 

then the creature spoke again as it bent forwards, speaking again: “When you were Punished, 

you were placed in charge of Hell… but not in charge of us. And now that your Punishment is 

ended, we shall bow to your will, High King Zerrex Narrius… but the plan we know you have in 

mind is a dangerous one.” 

“I hate it when people read my mind without asking.” Zerrex said calmly but coldly, his 

eye twitching once before he took a long breath, and finally he pointed at the Scholar, saying 

quietly: “Just be ready to assemble then, if you‟re so smart. I know you dislike assembling 

outside of the Spire, but I feel it‟s the best place.” 

“Yes, Lord Zerrex. As you command, we shall do.” The Scholar bowed his head creakily 

forwards, and then a white portal opened behind it, and both it and the two Scribes turned and 

vanished through it. The reptile watched as the portal closed, and he couldn‟t resist making a 

face, feeling his blood run cold in his body… and yet at the same time, he was relieved that now 

he wouldn‟t even have to try and explain his plans to the others… yet… I should. I know I 

should. Don‟t start going on a crazy power trip now, Zerrex, when you‟ve got so much at stake. 

Zerrex shook his head, rubbing at it slowly as Vampire stared at him for a few moments, 

visibly shaken by the appearance of the beings that controlled Hell from deep within the Central 

Spire… or at least, they had used to. Whether they still had control of the domain of Elysium or 

not, however, the terrible, gaunt beings still possessed tremendous powers. Before Vampire 

could gather the courage to ask the Drakkaren just what was up, however, the closed doors 

around the Throne Room all opened at almost the same time, and high-ranking demons came in 

from all sides of the room. 

Vampire started to slink out, but Zerrex motioned for him to sit in one of the chairs 

before he headed to his own at the head of the table, looking at the ground even as friends and 

family both walked by… but now was the time for professionalism, since there was little left to 

spare.  Zerrex looked back and forth over the faces of these demons as they all sat down quietly, 

all of them looking at him, waiting for his orders, his commands… and for a moment, the weight 

of the burden seemed crushing as he stared down at the table, wanting a hundred different things 



before he finally stood slowly up… and said quietly, not looking at anyone: “This is going to end 

badly.” 

It sent a chill through the crowd… and then the demon looked quietly up. He was their 

High King, and yet he hated this job, hated being a leader, hated being responsible… all he 

wanted to do was hide, and fight when he was told to, and otherwise play his stupid games all 

day long. He didn‟t want to be responsible, to… feel the way he did, and he was scared of what 

he would one day do with this power… but now it was time to prove that he was different… and 

to prove to Athéos, too, that he was no coward, nor a fool for refusing his bargain. “I… I know 

some of even us might die. Demons… people… who survived the war with the Princess. I know 

that we‟re battling Old Gods that even Naganis had to hide from… but… I‟m not afraid of them. 

I‟m afraid of losing my friends and my family… yet… yet I know I have to overcome that fear. I 

know it‟s time for all of us… to stand up together against them, to stop them and their tyranny, to 

prove that we aren‟t just their playthings and nor are we less deserving of respect and life than 

they are. 

“So yeah, this… this is going to end badly. But it‟ll end worse if we stand by and do 

nothing… if we try and hide from this.” Zerrex said quietly, and then he abruptly sat down and 

smiled grimly around at the gathered demons, angels, and in the case of Ixin, immortal mage. 

“But… there‟s no time for big long speeches or rhetoric this time around. I need to know the 

status of all the operations here in Hell and the preparations for our preemptive strike against the 

Old Gods before they invade.” 

Firenze looked up first from where he was playing with his manacles, and he swallowed 

thickly before he said finally: “I‟m… I‟m scared, Dad, of what I‟m supposed to do and I-” 

“Firenze… believe me. If I have faith in anyone here, it‟s you.” Zerrex said quietly, and 

Firenze looked at his father for a long few moments before he nodded finally, and then the 

Drakkaren glanced to Driz, who was sitting beside him and who raised a hand quickly. “Yes, 

Raven?” 

“I need just a few more hours to reconfigure the last power generators for Priest and 

Huckleberry.” Driz said after a moment, looking embarrassed… but when the Drakkaren only 

nodded, he blushed a bit, looking surprised and hesitant. “Are… are you sure you can afford it?” 

“The one thing I know I can‟t afford is to doubt your judgment.” Zerrex replied calmly 

and firmly, and Driz smiled a bit at his father as the lizard held up three fingers. “You have three 

hours to get them ready and working. Go ahead and get out of here, your job is more important 

than this planning session.” 

“Thank you… father.” Driz said quietly, and then he stood up and left quickly, heading 

over to the balcony before becoming a dark bolt of lightning that vanished into the air. Zerrex 

smiled a bit at this and shook his head slowly, and then he glanced over to Ixin, who was waving 

a hand rapidly, nodding to him. 

“Where can I buy life insurance?” he asked dumbly, holding up a pamphlet, and Zerrex 

groaned and slapped his forehead as several people growled at the mage to shut the hell up. He 

huffed and looked offended, and then, just as Zerrex was about to call on someone else, he added 

mildly: “The mage squad is prepared, though, and additionally-outfitted with crystal armlets, so 

they should be able to cast double the number of spells before tiring themselves out.” 

The lizard nodded with a grunt, and then Sin quietly grasped Zerrex‟s shoulder, saying in 

a soft but carrying voice: “Heaven will only be sending two complements of angels to join our 

troops, but they‟ll be led by Sir Raze and Sir Francis… and once the confrontation begins, Lord 



and Lucifer themselves will be joining us in the combat. They should be able to provide 

excellent support for you, Lord Zerrex.” 

“And you‟ll have at least fifty troops exceptionally skilled in both physical and magical 

combat ready for deployment as well.” Selena added with a bit of a grin, before she coughed and 

cleared her throat, rubbing at her head as the Drakkaren looked at her skeptically. “Sorry, but 

well… resources are stretched thin, Zerrex, and even I can‟t intimidate them into behaving.” 

“Which is why we have plan B.” Loki interrupted, and all eyes turned to him as he smiled 

grimly, leaning on his arms. “We have a total of six from the Abyss willing to help us.”  

“What?” Lily looked shocked, looking back and forth as several people along the table 

shifted uncomfortably, before she glared at Zerrex, who looked awkwardly away as he brushed a 

hand lightly through his hair. “Zerrex, that‟s dangerous! Half of them would love to see the 

physical world destroyed, if just for the sheer pleasure of it!” 

The Drakkaren nodded, rubbing the back of his head as he said mildly: “That‟s why I 

sent Loki in to look for either mixed types, or Wrath demons that were interested in the thrill of 

combat, not mindless destruction. After all, what poses a better challenge than an Old God? 

Besides, Loki can tell you who he found.” 

Lily looked grumpy at this, but then she finally nodded and glanced over to Loki sourly, 

and the demigod sighed as he crossed his arms as he let his head drop back. “Oh, don‟t blame 

me, it was all the asshole‟s idea. Anyway, the six I found were Astarte, Bal‟Eth, Mastos, Edward 

the Slayer, Evelyn the Cruel, and an old friend of mine, the god Hod. I love that rhyme, don‟t 

you?” 

“Hod, who killed his twin brother Baldur, a god of peace?” Sin asked skeptically, and 

Zerrex did not exactly like the sound of that. “Furthermore, I think that you yourself had 

something to do with that, Loki. Baldur, after all, was invulnerable to almost everything… and 

Odin rarely asked for our help in imprisoning one of his Warrior Gods when they went rogue.” 

“Yes, but you see, I know Hod‟s price.” Loki replied mildly, holding up a single finger, 

and Zerrex frowned a bit at the otter. I don‟t like where this is going for some reason. “I can get 

him to work for us… and while he might not seem like much, a god of darkness and winter can 

be exceptionally useful in an environment as cruel as space. Believe me, these six I have a good 

feeling about… and since my job is tricking people and causing chaos, on this you can trust me.”  

“I thought Astarte was just another name for Astaroth.” Zerrex said meditatively, looking 

almost brooding as he rested his chin on his fingers. Then he paused, adding: “And you know, 

Edward and Evelyn are both from Ire‟s medieval era and very, very nasty people. I‟d trust the 

Bloody King more than them… assuming anyone knows what the hell ever happened to him.” 

“Still an Inquisitor, still alive somewhere.” Sin said with a bit of a smile, and then she 

added softly: “And no. Especially when it comes to shapeshifters, Hell‟s families can become… 

confused and addled. Astarte is a different demoness, from the family of Aera Cura, I believe… 

but that‟s not often spoken about.” 

“Mythology, theology, real… family-ology.” Zerrex muttered under his breath, and then 

he shook his head a bit. “Alright. Speaking of Aera Cura, is she on board with this?” 

“Sort of.” Loki looked awkward now, clearing his throat as he sat up and embarrassedly 

tapped his fingers against the table. “She‟ll only help us out if she‟s permitted to avoid conflict. 

She‟s terrified of the Old Gods, even though she won‟t say so… and because she‟s very prideful, 

you can‟t put her in a region that‟s completely safe, either.” 



Zerrex did not look pleased with this information at all, and the otter adjusted his collar, 

adding weakly: “But Yemaya is completely on board! And so is Anubis and a few others, and… 

well… I certainly am.” 

There was a silence that spiraled awkwardly out for a few moments, and then Zerrex 

finally shook his head and looked at Lily, asking mildly: “How many Royal Guards and military 

do we have at our disposal, and how many of them will be able to actually do anything?” 

“Stationed across Hell… I mean, Elysium… are at least three hundred thousand Royal 

Guards, and we have maybe ninety million able-bodied soldiers.” Lily said calmly, and the 

Drakkaren was struck by these numbers: he‟d forgotten Hell had so many troops to spare. “Since 

the War Games ended, fewer and fewer soldiers were dying off… and although Hell is 

admittedly a very-large planet from what we‟ve seen of this solar system, as you call it, it‟s 

nothing compared to the enormity of Hell when it was its own dimension. Even with that said, 

we still have a fairly-high number of soldiers ready to serve.” 

The Drakkaren nodded slowly, rubbing at his muzzle: this, at least, was some good news. 

It meant he‟d be able to place more than sufficient numbers at each of the areas around Elysium 

that needed to be secured, and still have plenty to spare. “And what about the Lost Lord?” 

“His war band consists mostly of barbarians and ronin, with a scattering here and there of 

mercenaries and bounty hunters.” Lily said thoughtfully, and then she glanced over at him for a 

few moments. “They don‟t seem to come from an advanced civilization, but some of them still 

have guns.” 

“Carbines, revolvers, similar gear.” added another voice, and all eyes turned to White, 

who was sitting by Sabnock, both looking calm and collected as ever. Then the badger shook his 

head, his eyes grimmer than usual. “I feel the presence of a lot of undead and bound souls, Lord 

Zerrex. I‟d advise calling in some favors from the Reapers.” 

“With Dust Toll‟s death, Thanatos is a little bit angry at me.” Zerrex said carefully, 

rubbing the back of his head slowly. “Of course, he‟s angrier with the Old Gods, whom he 

considered himself neutral with… but he won‟t listen to me.” 

“Then I‟ll go with Silven. If you‟ll excuse me.” With that, White stood and graciously 

pushed in his chair as he swept his duster off the back, and threw the long coat on as he headed 

for one of the balconies, Zerrex watching him go with a softly-amused look. White was always 

full of surprises, however calm and cold he might look on the outside… but the lizard knew that 

inside, he had just as many emotions as everyone else here, if not more.  

The meeting continued: Zerrex got estimates on everything from ammunition and 

weaponry to guesses on potential vulnerabilities, but the meeting itself lasted only a few hours. 

The Drakkaren dismissed everyone as soon as possible, anxious to start the attack, but even more 

worried that the Old Gods would have started their movements… but thankfully, they hadn‟t, 

and Priest was even able to send him a calculated guess as to when Athéos would order his ships 

to move. It wasn‟t just his own troops he was waiting for, it seemed… in a little under seventeen 

hours, two events would happen: one was that all three planets would be their greatest distance 

from the fleet… and the colonies, meanwhile, would all be closest, in particular the undefended 

ones. 

Seventeen hours was not long to prepare for a war of this magnitude, that was this 

desperate and in a word, frightening: but with everyone doing their part, soldiers and technology 

were both quickly moved into position, and now, three hours from the estimated attack, Zerrex 

stood looking silently up at the red world covered by clouds of black smoke, the planet near the 

horizon. Once it passed halfway-through, then the attack from the Old Gods would likely 



begin… but Zerrex knew by then they would ready. One thing, at least, did play in their favor: as 

the Old Gods moved their ships forwards, Hell would slowly be orbiting towards them… and 

while it didn‟t seem like it would do for much, Priest had mumbled something about it making 

all the difference in the universe. 

Priest, currently, was being assisted by Lone, Mahihko, and Cherry: all three people who 

liked to think themselves mechanically-inclined, even if none were near the level of Priest. The 

Dragokkaren demon did currently have a shortage of staff, however, with his engineers and 

mechanics spread all over Hell, setting up technology and sensitive equipment… and the wolves 

and Cherry could at least be trusted to attach bolts and rig up some of the weapon and defense 

systems. 

Marina, meanwhile, was still at the Estate, with several of Zerrex‟s other children: 

although Zerrex knew he might need her help later, for now he felt it was best that she stay safely 

back out of the fight. She could peruse the libraries and draw, and that would keep her happy 

until she was needed… and the reptile shook his head, trying to shake the feeling of foreboding 

he was getting before he smiled a bit at the circle of bodyguards around him, adding quietly: 

“You know, I really don‟t need you all out here. They‟ve barely even set up anything on this 

wasteland, yet.” 

It was true, this area was reserved for one of the reptile‟s many schemes, and had nothing 

but a large, flat concrete platform at the moment, with a few flashing landing lights here and 

there and several large cannons being screwed in at each of the four corners of the hundred foot 

square… and then Serenity snorted, crossing her arms and rubbing absently at the scars on her 

arm she‟d gotten in the confrontation against Legion, wounds that refused to go away. “We 

aren‟t going anywhere, Zerrex. You‟re a prime candidate for assassination and none of us are 

about to let Athéos kill you prematurely or at all.” 

Mist, Shine, Desire, and Cypress all nodded, and then the reptile wheezed as Carmen 

grabbed him from behind in a firm bear-hug: with her huge, brawny arms, it was a hell of a tight 

squeeze. “Totally-exactly, you shithead! We‟ll all follow you to the ends of the goddamn 

universe!” 

Then she dropped him, and the reptile stumbled awkwardly around in a circle, reaching 

up to support himself against one of her broad shoulders. Her grin was the biggest tell that she 

was related to Cherry, but her huge, brawny figure was another… and when she had breasts, they 

were just as big as the rest of her. From the sides of her head jutted two huge, curled horns, and a 

third, only-slightly-curved-backwards spike stood proudly up from the middle of her skull. Her 

eyes were a beautiful ebony, and her scales were a brilliant gold, her features beautiful and a mix 

of Drakkai-like Dius and dragon-like Amazon. Adding to her captivating look were the multitude 

of tattoos she had: a double-helix of two twisting black snakes around either arm, and a crimson 

spiderweb tattoo over one side of a breast that was currently flat and masculine, the web 

stretching down over her side and the top of her abdominals, and last but not least, a small blue 

dot under one eye. 

Around her neck was a thick, segmented metal collar with small, rounded spikes and a 

platinum clasp at the front, with the rune for the High Throne on it… but craftily, carved on the 

back of the clasp, Zerrex knew, were the runes for his name specifically. Not that Carmen was 

shy about her servitude to him:  she was one of his favorite concubines, and had been a close 

friend ever since he‟d been put into the Hell of Lust. And while they played the game of master-

and-slave a lot, both held each other more as equals and companions than anything else… and 

Zerrex was truly glad to have her as an ally. 



Carmen was the “great aunt” of Cherry, a far-off ancestor and original demon, and a 

descendant of a powerful bloodline. Well known for vast lusts and a comical temperament, she 

was sometimes referred to as a goddess in her own right: not far off, considering her strength and 

perseverance. Unlike Cherry, however, Carmen did not have much in the way of psychic 

abilities: those were powers that manifested due to the energies of the Fifth Sister Cherry carried 

inside of her body. 

And, right now, Carmen looked far more like a male than a female, with her broad barrel 

chest and massive  musculature… and it didn‟t help that she was wearing a pair of rugged black 

jeans that showed off legs that were large and powerful. Her beauty was very effeminate, 

however, as were her large hips… but even those were almost invisible beneath the cloth of her 

pants, as she stretched out with a yawn. “So why aren‟t you wearing those nipple rings I gave 

you, anyway?” 

“Because I don‟t have or like having nipples.” Zerrex said dryly, ignoring her for the 

moment. He knew she was just trying to lighten the mood… and like Cherry, she had a knack for 

being able to do it only at the cost of irritating him first. Then he made a face, slapping at her as 

hands as she grabbed at him, and Mist and Shine rolled their eyes, both currently polishing their 

huge cleavers on the ground nearby. “Stop that, go… play with yourself or something.” 

“Ha, fuck that.” Carmen snorted in amusement, then she pulled her Smit ing Rod out of 

her pocket: currently, it was shrunken to the size of a large pen… but with a flick of her wrist, it 

enlarged rapidly, the pole lengthening until it was almost two feet long and the deadly, four-

sided mace-blade almost eight, as she held it easily behind herself with one hand, huge muscles 

flexing powerfully. “You wanna spar again?” 

“No, we need to keep our strength up.” Zerrex shook his head slowly, and Carmen 

frowned at him, relaxing her pose as she flicked the huge weapon and made it shrink back down 

until it was the size of a pen once more. Then she began to spin it back and forth along her 

fingers, looking at him seriously as he said quietly: “I want to be ready for any and everything… 

and you‟re part of the magic squad, after all.” 

“I didn‟t mean like… a serious workout, but… yeah, I get your point.” Carmen rubbed 

the back of her head awkwardly, clearing her throat a bit before she finally pocketed the weapon, 

then she glanced to the side with a bit of a smile, pointing at Cypress and Desire as they returned 

from a short patrol of the perimeter.  “Hey, the kids are back.” 

Zerrex smiled despite himself at Carmen‟s nicknames for his newest Iuratus: it was one 

that would haunt them possibly forever, or at least until the Drakkaren added to his growing 

harem of guardians. He shook his head a bit at this, thinking of the irony: the highest of the High 

Thrones in Hell, and he had very few of anything, compared to the older High Princes and 

Princesses. And even these days, despite the fact they didn‟t talk about it much, Selena and Lily 

both had plenty of concubines in their harem… although here in Hell, concubines were just as 

often priestesses and advisors as they were sex objects. “Anything to report?” 

Both Cypress and Desire saluted him, and then they shook their heads, the latter female 

saying softly: “Nothing, Daddy.” She stopped and hesitated, then gazed up at him quietly, 

reaching a hand out and touching his face delicately. “Please don‟t push yourself too hard.” 

“Only as hard as I have to. I promise.” Zerrex took her hand quietly, kissing it gently 

before he smiled and stroked Cypress‟s face, making both of his daughters blush. “Now go on, 

before Serenity scolds you.” 

The two nodded, walking over to his other waiting daughter, who looked irritable… but 

with a single look from Zerrex, she nodded minutely and only ordered them to do a scan of the 



area with runic magic, instead of yelling at them for improper flirtations. They were still learning 

every rule and rope, after all, and a few of the things they‟d learned in training were slipping a 

bit… but Zerrex thought it was understandable with the situation they were in. Then he quietly 

motioned to Serenity, and she walked over with a bit of a smile on her face, before turning 

almost beet red when he leaned down and kissed her lips for a chaste moment, saying quietly: 

“Good work, girl. You know… I remember when you used to always want to play mortal sports 

with me… ball hockey, football, stuff like that.” 

“You remember that?” Serenity blushed somehow deeper as she gazed up at him with 

surprise, and Zerrex smiled a bit, nodding slowly. 

“Of course I do. You‟re still my daughter, after all… never forget that.” Zerrex poked her 

nose quietly, and she smiled at him before hugging him impulsively, and he laughed a bit, 

hugging her tightly in return before he murmured softly: “I don‟t forget any of my kids.” 

Moments like these were the ones from where Zerrex drew his strength, his resolve, his 

joys… even if sometimes, they would amplify his sorrows, too, because he knew he couldn‟t 

save everyone, and that he would have to let them fight, too: fight as hard and viciously as they 

could, against gods, monsters, and terrible odds. The reptile closed his eyes, bowing his head… 

and then, from everywhere around him, he felt arms encircling him as the five Iuratus and his 

concubine Carmen all embraced him tightly: not out of duty, but because they wanted to. Zerrex 

was almost able to relax in that embrace that encircled him from every direction… and then, 

after so many minutes, it parted, and the reptile sat quietly back as Carmen began to gently 

massage his shoulders, sitting beside him and then smiling a bit as immense, naked breasts 

pushed out of her chest, pulling him back to rest his head against the huge swells as she said in a 

softly-teasing voice: “Come on, relax, asshole. Ain‟t jack-shit you can do that you haven‟t 

already done, because you‟re such an obsessive jerk sometimes.” 

“You sound like Cherry.” Zerrex murmured, and Carmen snorted at this, the reptile 

rolling his eyes as they opened and then quietly knitting his fingers together as he let the female 

remove Blackheart from his back, laying the weapon delicately, reverently aside. And there was 

one difference between Carmen and Cherry… Carmen had a deep respect for tradition, rules, and 

weapons that were also symbols like Blackheart… and Cherry, meanwhile, had once stuck 

Blackheart down in the ground and promptly attempted to ride the handle like it was some kind 

of kinky sexy object, whooping and cackling the entire time. 

Two hours passed as Zerrex was tended to by Carmen and the Iuratus, who had to almost 

hold him down at times or act as messengers every time he had some new idea… and in the last 

hour, people began to filter into the area. Massive, skeletal Scholars, coldly-calm Scribes, and 

then the four High Thrones of Hell, as well as Cherry, Priest, and even the Four Sisters of the 

Judgment Cross. Their monastery, sadly, had been mostly-destroyed… but the Sisters were 

tenacious, and had easily survived the Merge. 

The Sisters greeted Zerrex fondly, as if they weren‟t about to go to war, trading hugs and 

chaste kisses: affectionate, respectful hellos in Hell. Then, with Sin and Carmen, they all worked 

together to begin work on a massive runic circle that was completed within half an hour, more 

than sixty feet in diameter and filled with hundreds of runes and incantations, as Zerrex felt his 

anxiety building and his breathing speed up, looking worriedly at the sky above every few 

minutes. It was nearly time… and the reptile made a face, rubbing slowly at the back of his head 

before Priest approached, looking at his father squarely as Driz almost half-hid behind him 

nervously.  



They looked at each other… and then finally, Priest carefully dragged Driz out from 

behind him with one hand, ignoring the crackles of dark energy that passed over it as he said 

quietly: “Driz and I don‟t like this plan too much, Zerrex, to be entirely honest. After all, on top 

of what you want Firenze to do… we‟re right above Atlas, and we both recognize that… oh, fuck 

it.” 

The Cherry-side of Priest visibly flared up as he glowered at Driz, asking him flatly: 

“Why the fuck can‟t you just say it yourself? I mean, crap on crackers, do you know how fucking 

lame of you it is to get me, the kid you think is the favorite son, to go and tell Zerrex this? Well 

guess what, I ain‟t the favorite kid of Zerrex. And I‟m damn glad of it, because you see, he 

knows that he doesn‟t need to give me extra hugs and cuddles to let me know that he gives a shit 

about me. Zerrex‟s favorite son is either you or Firenze, you dickhead. Now like. Hug it out or 

something.” 

Priest shoved Driz firmly at Zerrex, and the dark-energy demon flailed his arms wildly 

with a wince, the Drakkaren staring dumbly at both him and Priest before the Dragokkaren 

huffed, walked to their sides as everyone stared, and then forcibly shoved the two together, 

making Zerrex wince as dark energy sparked over him and Driz yelped as he felt Zerrex grind 

awkwardly against him in an effort to pull away. Then, finally, Priest huffed and let go of them, 

and they both staggered a step away before looking lamely at each other. 

Finally, they looked at each other, both feeling vulnerable and embarrassed… but before 

it could go anyway, Priest shouted jovially: “Firenze, there you are! Come on, we‟re just about 

ready and we only got… ten, fifteen minutes before showtime.” 

Priest stomped past them, and immediately people began to chatter away before Driz 

stepped up, swallowing visibly before he said almost meekly: “I think this is a bad idea.” 

“Well… I… I know.” Zerrex admitted after a moment, and Driz looked stunned before 

the Drakkaren glanced down, crossing his arms and finally murmuring: “But… I have faith in 

Firenze. I have a lot of faith in him. And this is all I could come up with on short notice to add to 

the power of our long-range artillery.” 

There was silence between the two for a few minutes, and then Driz finally nodded, and 

Zerrex smiled a bit as he awkwardly reached towards him… then let his hand drop as he said 

quietly: “It… it means a lot that you have faith in me here.” He paused for a few long moments, 

then finally stepped forwards and hugged him, and Driz hugged him back, even if it only lasted 

for a few moments before the two shared a firm nod. “Let‟s get everyone into position.” 

Firenze, already, was gently being led by Priest towards the center of the circle… and 

then Zerrex took over, sending Priest away to go and tinker with the machines as Firenze looked 

at his father nervously, saying finally: “Dad, I… I‟m… I‟m scared. I…” 

“I have faith in you.” Zerrex said softly, and he looked into Firenze‟s worried eyes, 

adding with a faint smile: “And I‟ll be right here, by your side, the entire time. I swear to you, I 

won‟t let anything… too bad happen.” 

Firenze was quiet for a long time… and then, as Priest pointed to the sky and yelled, and 

high in the darkness, several very large, strangely-illuminated objects began to move by, Zerrex 

looked at him and said softly but firmly, as everyone gathered around them inside the circle, 

forming concentric, closing circles of their own as they took each other‟s hands: “You… are my 

son. And even I couldn‟t handle this… but you can. I love you, and I have faith in you… and I 

know that if anyone has a will that can handle this, it‟s you.” 

Finally, Firenze nodded, breathing hard and his eyes tearing up, as the Sisters, Cherry, 

and Sin linked hands and made the final, innermost circle around Firenze, all of them smiling at 



him as he looked back and forth… and then Zerrex stepped back as the blue-scaled, inoffensive-

looking lizard nodded and grit his teeth, reaching down and twisting the locks off one manacle. 

It clanked to the ground, and was followed a moment later by its match, Firenze staring at 

his arms and rubbing slowly back and forth over them as if mesmerized by the slight, naked 

limbs… and then he reached up with trembling hands and carefully pressed a series of hidden 

buttons on the collar, and a few seconds later it popped open at the front and fell backwards to 

clatter to the ground as well. And Firenze stood, breathing hard, his eyes clenched shut as 

nothing happened… and then he opened then and looked down, and he looked at his father, 

holding a hand out quietly. “I‟m ready.” 

Zerrex reached out and took Firenze‟s hand… and then he gritted his teeth in surprise at 

how strong Firenze‟s grip was, as the small, slight demon leaned forwards with a groan, his eyes 

clenching shut… and then his body warped and distorted, the reptile not feeling his energy so 

much being pulled out of him as mimicked, his child changing before his very eyes in both his 

energy signature and his physical form. It was like a pulse travelled through Firenze, that was 

steady, then suddenly rocketed upwards, and made his body grow, his limbs thickening and 

distorting as the runic circle beneath their feet glowed and the runes spun violently. 

Firenze threw his head back with a howling roar, energy crackling over him as he let go 

of Zerrex‟s hand and threw his arms out, the reptile ducking backwards as waves of power 

radiated from Firenze, his clothes tearing off as his body enlarged and his scales ripped, darker 

hide quickly filling in over the bare flesh. Saliva leaked from his jaws as his teeth became 

immense, thick fangs, and then he fell forwards… but his spine bent and cracked as he did so, 

and his waist thickened as another pair of legs tore out of his body, before he formed a distinct 

lower, quadrupedal form that connected to an upper, huge and masculine torso. Zerrex winced, 

motioning for the circles to begin retreating out of the circle, and they did so as Zerrex stayed as 

close as he could as Firenze‟s transformation continued, as his body absorbed the energies of the 

most powerful beings Hell had to offer. 

In five minutes, Firenze became at least a hundred feet tall and almost as long, his lower 

body no longer possessing legs, but instead arms that ended in massive, powerful claws, a single 

large, long tail snapping back and forth at the end of his body ridged with spikes. His back was 

humped up and armor plated, with a strange, almost-dome in it, and the back of his upper body 

had four rows of ragged spikes that grew gradually larger, until they became clusters of spikes 

along his shoulderblades and upper back, forming a tall crescent behind his head.  

He roared furiously, leaning down and placing his powerful claws against the ground, his 

body crackling as it became more serpentine, upper form locking into the lower easily. His 

upmost set of arms was the largest, covered not just in muscles but thick, deadly thorns, his 

scales a mixture of bright blue and dark ebony all over these and the rest of his body. 

Immediately, the crowd of people in front of him stumbled backwards in fear, before he leaned 

upwards again, clenching his hands into fists and showing off his immense, bulky front, before 

he turned with a snarl, his eyes feral and glowing blue, powerful bolts of energy crackling over 

his form as his too-large teeth gnashed together… and then his eyes settled on Zerrex, as the 

Drakkaren reached out and touched his son‟s wrist, and slowly, Firenze leaned down, of such a 

size and radiating such tremendous power that Zerrex feared even he couldn‟t stop him if Firenze 

went completely berserk now. 

The glow in Firenze‟s eyes softened… and then he looked slowly up at the fleet of ships 

passing overhead, and he roared before he spun literally around on his own waist, his body 

cracking loudly as somehow his upper body turned to face the back of his lower form, and he 



reached his huge hands forwards, clawing into the strange dome on his back and pulling it open 

to reveal a terrible, massive eye inside, which blinked once by means of a semitransparent, inner 

lid beneath the armory, toothed one that had covered it. A moment later, Firenze grasped tightly 

into his own sides, and then he snarled and arched his back, shuddering violently as his form 

became even larger, huge spikes ripping their way out of his shoulders, forearms, and then the 

thick sides of his lower body as a final, spade-shaped conductor tore out of the end of his tail, 

and Zerrex winced… then stared as lightning conducted itself between these and the tall, U-

shaped horns standing high out of Firenze‟s head, crisscrossing as his tail aimed itself at the 

massive, blinking eye. 

It glowed bright blue, the pupil becoming a slit as energy crackled over Firenze‟s spikes, 

and then the demon threw his head back and roared as the crackling bolts of energy shot into the 

conductor at the end of Firenze‟s tail, and this glowed steadily brighter as it trembled before it 

fired a conical, white ray down into the eye, Firenze howling in fury. And finally, the eye 

blinked once, the armory lid snapping shut… and then it opened, and a terrible beam of solid  

energy fired up towards the ships, tracing slowly to the side as the eye glowed with energy. 

High above in space, the beam shot directly into a massive warship, and the ship was 

rocked violently to the side as it sustained horrific damage, before the pillar of energy was pulled 

to the side… and not only was the ship almost slashed in half as it began to implode, several 

other ships were caught in the terrible beam, minions and even Old Gods themselves scattering 

with screams of shock as their forces were cut into. And even from the colonies, the beam of 

energy was visible… and even more so, the destruction it was causing the forces of Athéos. 

Then the beam halted, and the eye slammed closed as Firenze turned around, before he 

snarled and hissed… and his body twisted and morphed, excited by the yells of victory and the 

adrenaline rush pulsing through the air. The demon slowly raised itself onto its hind hands, 

which became immense, clawed feet, as its waist slowly pushed down its body towards its legs… 

and the eye-dome vanished into its back as its whole form rippled, body thickening and legs 

lengthening slightly as another set of arms ripped out of Firenze‟s body between the two pairs he 

already had. He roared at the sky as his muscles grew even more massive, and then, from near 

where his waist now was, two thirds of the way down his body in front of his other leg, six huge 

tentacles erupted, each covered in bony spikes and ending in a small set of fanged jaws, each 

screaming loudly as Firenze rose up with a snarl to a height of almost two hundred feet even with 

his body bent slightly forwards, energy racing over his form as he continued to absorb every bit 

he could from the atmosphere. 

Then he looked down… and slowly, a massive, thirty-foot thick tentacle swept 

downwards, the monstrous jaws opening and cupping Zerrex, engulfing him… but tenderly, even 

as the jaws morphed around him, eyes appearing in small humps that pushed up atop each jaw, 

becoming more snake-like in definition… and the appendage lifted Zerrex all the way up to 

Firenze‟s face, and allowed him to climb quietly out onto his jaws, wiping a bit of saliva from his 

body. Then he smiled a bit at his son as Firenze breathed softly, gazing at him with a quiet 

rumble, and the Drakkaren nodded slowly, saying quietly: “You see? You‟re my son.” 

Firenze rumbled again… and then his eyes suddenly widened, and his tentacle reached up 

and seized Zerrex, the reptile cursing in shock before he was flung to the side as Firenze roared 

and rose his head, breathing out steam before he lashed his head and the six tentacles forwards, 

six beams of energy feeding into a seventh that tore from his jaws and fired up into a terrible 

golden ray that was shot down from above… and Zerrex snarled as he flipped through the air, 

before he yelled in denial and pain, his angel wings tearing from his back as he saw Firenze‟s 



beams defeated and smashed through like a rifle round piercing through an arrow, and the 

massive demon was knocked sprawling on his back, before he screamed as the ray tore through 

him like a laser, slowly beginning to cut him in half… and the Drakkaren grit his teeth as he shot 

down to snatch up Sin, shouting over the howl of the wind: “It‟s energy! Frequency, change the 

frequency of mine!” 

Sin nodded at the idea, recognizing immediately what Zerrex was going for as she 

grabbed the Drakkaren‟s wrist as he held up a hand, gritting his teeth as he created a sphere that 

rippled violently as Sin modified it with her vast knowledge and instinct… and then the lizard 

threw the sphere hard into the massive ray of energy as he shot by it, and the golden light 

flickered before it exploded into organic life, vines racing and greedily eating up the beam as 

they rooted into the ground and spread over Firenze instead of eating through him, the demon 

whimpering as his body began to shrink down, and Zerrex dropped Sin to the ground as he 

watched the beam vanish from above and the vines sprawl lifelessly to the wastes of Hell. 

Zerrex swung around in an arc and dropped to the ground himself, wings vanishing as he 

ran towards the tangle of vines… and then he heard a scream from inside before the vines 

erupted into terrible golden flames, and the Drakkaren staggered backwards. The fire lasted for 

only moments, but it was horrifyingly-powerful, and the reptile could feel the reality-changing 

powers of Athéos in the flames before they vanished… and he stared in horror at the sight of 

Sin‟s burnt, wounded body covering Firenze‟s, his son nearly cut in half and Sin breathing hard, 

her eyes clenched shut before she snarled and tried to raise herself… and then a bolt of golden 

light shot from the skies and pierced through her stomach, and her eyes bulged as her back 

arched, a hole ripped from her back to her stomach before a second shot fired down and nearly 

tore her head off, half of her face dissolving in a blast of gore as she toppled backwards and 

Zerrex howled his denial and anguish to the skies. 

He saw, almost in slow motion, another bolt of golden energy fire from the sky, and the 

Drakkaren leapt in front of Sin and swung his fist up to meet it… and the golden energy 

shattered as if he‟d just punched his way through a wooden beam, splinters of light flying around 

him, the scales burnt off his right hand to reveal the smoldering rock and metal beneath. Then he 

turned around and fell to his knees, picking Sin up and moaning in denial as Priest yelled 

something and the cannons set up around the area opened fire with both bolts of energy and 

magnetically-charged rails, and his Iuratus ran over as Sin opened her single eye, trembling as 

she reached up and whispered: “I… Anathema… see her…” 

“Tell her it‟s not your time… please, please… I can‟t lose you…” Zerrex buried his face 

against her chest, smelling burnt scale and blood, clutching her tightly before he rose his head, 

staring into her eyes as tears leaked down his muzzle… and Sin smiled weakly at him, then went 

limp in his arms. And Zerrex howled in pain and desperation, staring in horror over at Firenze, as 

Driz ran to him and knelt by him before shooting a furious look at his father… but then Firenze 

reached a hand up, and Zerrex looked at Sin, then at his son, then back at Sin again… but the 

Naganatine opened an eye and mouthed to him to go. 

Zerrex nodded, putting her shakily down before he ran quickly over to Firenze, dropping 

to his knees and skidding to a halt by his naked child, a gouge through his side so large and deep 

it would have long proven fatal to most others… but then Firenze reached a hand shakily up, 

rasping to them: “Don‟t… blame… each other… Dad… go. Go… stop… Athéos…” 

Then Firenze fell silently backwards, and Driz reached down, picking him up as his dark 

energies flickered and he looked desperately at his father. “I can‟t run the power stations, I have 



to save Firenze! If he‟s in contact with me, he‟ll stay alive I… I‟m all energy, maybe… maybe I 

can-” 

“Mist, Shine, Serenity, go with Driz, keep Firenze alive at all costs!” Zerrex shouted, and 

his Iuratus immediately saluted, Driz breathing a sigh of thanks before the Drakkaren spun 

around to see others approaching, and he immediately pointed at Carmen. “Take the Sisters, keep 

Sin alive! Her life, her magic, can save countless others and… and I won‟t lose her!” 

Zerrex halted, realizing what that sounded like… and then he clenched his eyes shut and 

held up his hands, breathing hard before he looked weakly up at Carmen as she and the Sisters 

approached. “No… no. Resume… resume your posts. I… Cypress and Desire, you two can take 

care of her. Take her to the Ravenlight Estate, find the best healers you can to treat her. Sisters, 

I… I need you on the battlefield. Everyone, go to your stations.” 

Zerrex‟s throat was dry and his heart ached… but Carmen nodded, looking at him with 

both disbelief and sympathy before she headed quickly off… and the Sisters did the same, all of 

them bowing deeply and looking… not relieved, but not upset, either. Cherry and Priest ran over, 

and Zerrex didn‟t even look at them as he watched Cypress and Desire carefully lift Sin and open 

a portal, whispering: “You two, get to the hangar bay. I… it‟s time to end this. It‟s time to 

fucking end this. We have to stop them before they reach the space colonies.” 

They nodded, shouting orders even as they opened portals, and then Zerrex looked 

around at the others, yelling almost angrily: “You guys know what to do, so goddamn do it! Stop 

gawking, this is war!” 

Then he held up a hand and opened his own portal, making sure Blackheart was on his 

back as he stepped through the portal and gritted his teeth, feeling his inner demon wanting to 

rise up but quenching it as he stepped out next to a gate leading into a facility under heavy 

guard… and the Drakkaren pushed his way through, slamming it shut behind him as he entered a 

no-corruption-contamination zone that had been set up by Priest, and both he and Cherry looked 

shocked to see him as the latter female ran over and said quickly: “Boss, listen, take a breather-” 

“No!” Zerrex shouted, almost shoving her off… and then he winced and grabbed his 

head, and Cherry wrapped an arm silently around him, half-dressed in a flight-suit for one of the 

dozen modified Combat Armors sitting open in a line along the wall of the facility. “I…” 

“I know. But get your calm back, for me, huh? Then we‟ll bash these fuckers into the 

ground.” Cherry said darkly, and Zerrex finally nodded, closing his eyes and breathing slowly, 

letting a few minutes pass… and then he looked silently up into the air, seeing the explosions 

above and listening to the sound of one of the Combat Armors closing, the thrusters on the sides 

of it launching it into space. He rolled his head on his shoulders as Cherry examined him, now 

dressed from neck to toes in a thermal suit and with a pair of goggles hanging around her neck, 

and she grinned at him darkly as she reached up and patted his cheek. “There, ain‟t that better? 

Now tell me the plan. This shit is happening way too fucking fast, all of a sudden.” 

“That‟s because Firenze was supposed to be able to delay them for an hour… now 

everyone has to suddenly rush to attack them, and I… panicked.” Zerrex shook his head slowly, 

grasping at his forehead and calling himself an idiot in gesture and mind. “Fuck, I forgot the 

basic code. Just because the war‟s started doesn‟t mean the battle has… we have to move fast, 

but it‟s more important to be calm.” 

“Boss, you stopped yourself from sending four of our most powerful allies in the universe 

off to try and heal one of the females I know you love way more than… anything.” Cherry said 

quietly, and she grabbed his shoulders and shook him firmly, then actually slapped him lightly, 

making the lizard start and stare at her with shock as she said quietly: “I‟m calm… because even 



though I have to shake you around a little, you‟re still here to give me orders. Without you, I‟d 

be a mess crying in the corner right now.” 

Zerrex smiled a bit, and then he shoved her backwards before he looked over at Priest, 

who had already climbed into his own armor and had a full facemask on as he activated the 

systems, the armor booting rapidly up. “Priest, when you get into space, you‟re in charge of 

Team Foxhound. The assembly coordinates should already be loaded into the computer.” 

“Hey, you‟re preaching to the child-fucker right now.” Priest said dourly, and then he 

smiled a bit behind the mask, tapping his computer. “I‟m the one that loaded all these 

coordinates into here. You just remember that the alpha thruster systems for these things are only 

strong enough to carry you into space: the beta and omicron thrusters are what you‟ll have to 

switch to once there. Not as powerful, but beta has very quick acceleration, and omicron will last 

long enough to carry you wherever you want to go, and can be used for rapid slowdowns because 

you can switch the directions of them. And for fuck‟s sake, find a thermal suit so you don‟t die 

up there.” 

“Okay, thanks for the reminder.” Zerrex nodded a bit, and then he reached out and tapped 

a short command into his Nanotech Armlet… and a moment later, it buzzed and hummed before 

his clothes vanished over his body, leaving him in just his boxers. The Drakkaren concentrated 

as Cherry and Priest both watched, and then they stared as rocky, twisted scales appeared over 

the lizard‟s entire form, the reptile grunting in pain as even around his neck his scales became 

twisted and metallic… and then Zerrex grasped his Nanotech Armlet as he muttered a short spell, 

and a moment later, his entire body smoothed out, ridges of muscle defined in obsidian and silver 

metals, his right arm slightly-too large for his body but, like his left, now with stacked, heavy 

plating covering it, his Nanotech Armlet almost literally becoming absorbed into his forearm as 

the Drakkaren looked at this with surprise, absently ripping his boxers off to reveal a solid metal 

groin instead of any kind of genitalia, muttering: “Huh. Probably should have realized the 

reshape spell would have that effect. This good?” 

“Holy fuck, what did you do to yourself?” Cherry asked in shock, and then she reached 

down and grabbed his groin, Zerrex staring at her before she slammed a knee into it, then yelped 

and grabbed her knee, hopping on the spot with a wince and slew of curses, then a deep blush as 

Zerrex glared at her. “Sorry! Overcurious! Holy shit, though, like… holy fuck.” 

“I think you‟re good.” Priest said finally, and then he tapped a few buttons, his Combat 

Armor starting up as the cockpit sealed shut, the armor standing up as the Dragokkaren‟s 

amplified voice called from inside the heavy war machine: “I gotta go, though, don‟t wanna miss 

my rendezvous!” 

The thrusters on either side of the vehicle engaged, and then it shot into the air, and 

Cherry snorted, watching it leave with Zerrex before she looked at him, saying quietly as other 

soldiers began to appear and ran for their armors: “We better go too, Boss. It would sure as fuck 

suck to be late for this engagement, now wouldn‟t it? And don‟t worry, I remember your plans… 

you just-” 

Before Cherry could finish, several immense meteors rained down towards the facility, 

contacting with the far side but exploding with enough force to destroy a large portion of the 

fence and the building, and send shockwaves through the entire area, knocking Zerrex, Cherry, 

and the other demons present flying, and the lizard cursed under his breath, skidding over the 

ground before he cursed and looked up in horror, watching as several more meteors hailed 

through the air to crash outside the facility and smash into troops, a terrible rain of deadly, 



flaming boulders falling throughout Hell as the reptile leapt to his feet and shouted furiously: 

“Athéos, I‟ll rip you apart!” 

 

She felt pain, and rage, and hatred. And such sorrow… and Marina closed her eyes as she 

knelt quietly in the front hall of the Ravenlight Estate. Others had already panicked and run away 

to hide, her sisters, brothers, and relatives from Hell. But they didn‟t matter… only her father 

mattered, only what he felt, and it was time that she helped him the best way she could. 

Even Lone and Mahihko were out there, helping aim, load, and fire the magnetic cannons 

at Athéos‟s ships… but they were primitive weapons compared to the space cruisers, she knew 

that as well. And her father had forbidden her from any drastic measures… but his pain was too 

much, and she knew there was one surefire way she could help him out, as she traced a runic 

circle on the floor, stolen from the delirious, wounded mind of Sin and ancient, hidden books in 

the libraries. 

Laying nearby, Shelly was choking on her own blood with unseeing eyes as she died 

slowly and painfully, a child who had always caused Zerrex considerable trouble, and who, like 

Maya – already dead of blood loss, several of her organs already removed – Marina felt to be a 

traitor, and worthless. In the blood of these two, she had drawn out the circle… and Marina 

herself was covered in blood, and she kept licking her red-stained muzzle, still tasting the heart 

of Maya. She thought about eating Shelly‟s as well, but she doubted the demoness even had one, 

with the way she treated her family… and yet in her own heart, Marina felt troubled. She knew 

Zerrex would be upset about this… but she was here to serve her father, to help him, to love him, 

to please him, and to save him and those he cared about when necessary, and she felt this was the 

best course of action. 

She was naked, except for the chains she‟d wrapped around her body, these also covered 

in runes and made not of metal, but crystal she had stolen from the armory downstairs and 

reshaped with her mind alone. They were to help her in the ritual, as she picked up a long dagger 

made of bone and demon-enchanted gemstones, and Marina smiled as she knelt in the circle, 

chains hanging over her crotch and breasts, wrapped around her arms and waist… and then she 

threw her head back and whispered the runes for the spell, the chains glowing on her as the room 

around her darkened and trembled… and then she stabbed the crystal dagger straight into her 

chest, shattering bone and moaning, blood dripping from the wound and her mouth as her eyes 

bulged… before she slumped slowly forwards, dead, the crystal sticking out of her back.  

There was silence for a terribly-long time… and then the crystal chains sparked as the 

dagger flickered with energy, and Marina‟s dead body twitched once. 

 

Zerrex felt something strange hit his mind, gritting his teeth… but he had no time to 

figure out what it was as he turned and ran for his combat armor, more of the meteors crashing to 

the ground nearby. He pulled Blackheart off his back, shoving it into the holder behind the seat 

of the armor before he hopped into the cockpit, and he shouted at his Nanotech Armlet: “Run 

program metal wings, C-A-0-0-2-7!” 

The Nanotech Armlet beeped as cables automatically extended from the left side of the 

device, and Zerrex stared as they twisted around and found the slots in the side of the machine 

themselves before the computer system in front of Zerrex suddenly booted up and the cockpit 

slammed closed, the Drakkaren grasping the joysticks as the machine stood up. It was a plain, 

unpainted contraption, the arms of the machine each ending in heavy machine guns and long, 

angular wings extending from the flat back of the device, which also had a huge, diamond-



shaped body-slash-cockpit and enormous thrusters built into either side… but unlike most of the 

Combat Armors, this machine was also equipped with a force-field device. As the machine 

cycled up, the reptile reached a hand forwards and tapped a short command on the computer 

system in front of him, and the clear metal window the reptile was staring out of flickered, a 

radar image and information bar appearing on it before the lizard winced as he shot skywards, 

Cherry yelling and waving from the ground. 

The Drakkaren grasped both joysticks, angling himself carefully back and forth out of the 

way of falling meteors as he flew into space, gritting his teeth as he remembered everything he 

could from training on the mortal world and what Priest had taught him on this… and then, all of 

a sudden, he was past the meteor storm but now in the middle of the battle, massive, cylindrical 

ships like submarines or torpedoes that were covered in gun turrets firing against circling combat 

armors, and even gods and demons and angels valiantly doing their best to ignore the terrible 

cold and vacuum of space as they battled against not only ships, but metallic golems, human-

shaped earth elementals, and Old Gods themselves. 

Zerrex flew forwards through the wreckage of a warship, ignoring chunks of metal and 

girders and dead bodies as he weaved back and forth, gritting his teeth as several blasts of plasma 

fired by, only for missiles to shoot in return… and then he cursed as something smashed into the 

side of his ship, knocked for a loop before a voice calmly said: “Damage report: estimated sixty-

three percent loss of power to omicron thruster R. Alpha thruster R destroyed. Shields have 

automatically been activated. Warning, damage to right wing detected. Please repair as soon as 

possible. Thank you.” 

“Great.” Zerrex muttered, twisting back and forth before he heard a beeping from his 

armlet, and he made a face, already having enough trouble concentrating as he ordered: “Open 

communications.” 

“We‟ve started our attack!” Loki‟s voice was distorted, and he sounded pissed off, but for 

once not at the Drakkaren. Zerrex looked back and forth, but then he was struck hard by 

something and knocked spinning violently, and vertigo tore at his senses before he twisted one of 

the control sticks hard, and the machine righted itself… or something, since now most of the 

warships looked upside down as the lizard cursed and shot past them, ignoring several metallic 

golems that threw things at him as he passed over a massive, rectangular cruised with a large, 

open deck upon which a group of angels had already landed, fighting their way through electrical 

elementals towards an Old God holding a staff and yelling orders. “We‟ve landed on a large-size 

troop transport… fuck, where‟s our support?” 

“Complain to Heaven, not me! I‟m on my way towards-” And then Zerrex‟s eyes 

widened as he saw Athéos‟s immense castle-cruiser in the distance, perhaps only a kilometer 

away… and far more-intimidating, the ray of golden energy that shot from a balcony on the 

castle before it collided with his armor and completely blew away the front of the machine and 

tore off both wings, Zerrex‟s Nanotech Armlet beeping madly as Zerrex covered his face and 

shouted in pain, the little that remained of his armor sparking and fizzing. 

The Drakkaren snarled and kicked off the seat, reaching a hand back to snag Blackheart 

and leaping away, the legs and half-body left of the armor spiraling and falling behind him… and 

Zerrex‟s eyes widened in shock as he fell himself, despite standing in space. It was cold, but not 

icy, as he landed on the deck of another ship… and he realized after a moment that half of the 

strange, grayish ships were creating artificial atmospheres and gravity systems around 

themselves, as in the distance, one of them went up in massive explosions before the flames 

suddenly simply vanished as the atmosphere around it likely disappeared. The lizard snarled, 



hating the feel of the strange metal beneath what looked more like talon-ending boots than feet, 

and then he looked up in surprise as two metal golems charged at him. 

Before Zerrex could react, an angelic mouse with a flaming sword appeared out of 

nowhere between them with a neat spin that left him facing the Drakkaren, and both metal 

golems fell apart into pieces as Francis looked across at Zerrex, asking him calmly: “Don‟t you 

have somewhere you have to be?” 

“That‟s what I‟m trying to get to.” Zerrex replied with a grim smile, before he asked 

sharply as he ran forwards and Francis matched his pace: “What the hell took you so long?” 

“There‟s simply too many of these ships… the artificial atmospheres mean that elements 

that shouldn‟t work in space are, too. The Old Gods were prepared for this… and you may not 

have noticed, but we‟re getting closer and closer to those colonies in the distance, as well.” 

Francis added grimly, and Zerrex snuck a look over his shoulder, wincing at the sight of the red-

stained planet and the floating colonies outside of it. “Our forces are spread thin.” 

Zerrex grunted, and then he swung upwards as a golem simply phased upwards through 

the steel, and it was knocked flying backwards to crash against a large cabin wall… but the 

reptile simply ran up this and over it, before he glanced to the side, watching as a warship opened 

fire on several combat armors flying towards it, and then wincing as two of the armors were shot 

down and the third crashed into it, the warship creaking ominously.  

They reached the end of the ship, and both Francis and Zerrex leapt off as the mouse 

pointed upwards, towards another rectangular ship that seemed to be floating upside down… and 

the lizard let his angelic wings push their way free from his metallic back, the white energy all 

the more vibrant in the deep dark of space. And then the reptile‟s eyes bulged, pain filling his 

face, but every other part of his being, too, as he felt a cold like he‟d never felt before envelope 

his being, for a few seconds floating through raw, empty vacuum with Francis bleeding beside 

him with a curse from a wound on his arm, his snarls silent… and then they were in another 

artificial atmosphere, and both performed neat flips to crash down at the end of the circular deck 

of another ship, this one with a huge, slightly-curved wall at the end of the ship and a deep pit 

that earth elementals were climbing out of open in the deck. 

Mouse and Drakkaren traded looks, and then both ran forwards and leapt over the pit 

leading down into the cargo bay or troop carrier, but as they did so, turrets opened in the front 

wall of the large, mostly-cubical building at the end of the deck… but Francis rose his other arm, 

a handgun on the spring-clip built seemingly into his wrist snapping forwards, and the mouse 

fired several blasts into the nearest turrets, the other unleashing blasts of flame that missed both 

of them before they landed on the deck, then both leapt the forty feet up to the roof of the 

building. Immediately, a trapdoor opened at the top of it and a godling of some kind began to 

emerge… but then Raze crashed down on top of the deck, slamming his sword down and cutting 

the egg-shaped head of the uniformed godling in two halves, before he looked up at Francis with 

teeth grit. “We need your help back at the warships! Zerrex, you‟ve got other support coming 

in!” 

Zerrex nodded, and then he sprinted past Raze, reaching a hand out as they passed… and 

Raze swung his own up, hands locking for a bare moment before the two parted, Raze and 

Francis heading back the way the mouse had just come and Zerrex jumping into bare space 

again, flapping his wings to launch himself forwards as he grit his teeth, his eyes settling on a 

massive ship of some sort that was the last one between himself and the palace of Athéos. The 

ship was gargantuan, both very wide and very long, with a slight oval shape to it… and from the 

front of the deck, undead-looking things shambled quickly to immense, jet-black cannons, firing 



blasts of energy at him as the Drakkaren twisted back and forth, dodging this and then cursing as 

from above, an immense warship fired several long rays of energy past him, sending a jolt of 

painful energy down one of his wings. 

He spun violently, then dived low, past the deck of the ship, before arching his back and 

speeding up as he felt himself entering the atmosphere around the deck, feeling blood running 

down his face as he grabbed the edge of the ship wall and jackknifed neatly onto the metal deck. 

Immediately, one of the shambling, rag-clad undead of some indeterminate, half-rotted-away 

species tried to turn one of the guns around to aim it at him, but Zerrex smashed the barrel hard 

enough to warp it in the wrong direction, and then he winced and leapt backwards as the undead 

tried to fire anyway, before cursing at the massive explosion that went up and obliterated the 

three living dead, knocking Zerrex flat on his back. 

He jumped up, his metallic body glinting and undamaged, and the reptile grinned as he 

turned around. The deck was a straight run, with only a single, small cabin at the very back of the 

ship and several unmanned guns on either side of the transport… and at intervals down the 

center, immense metal trapdoors. Zerrex broke into a sprint as these slowly began to open and 

undead started to filter out, and the reptile had a feeling by the look of their pale bodies and 

broken moans that they were all bound souls kidnapped from other worlds, and that this was 

likely the Netherworld. 

He was close… and then he cursed as something grabbed his foot as he passed by a 

trapdoor, falling over and then staring in shock as not a bound soul, but a monstrous demon of 

some sort began to crawl out, with two drooling heads and a rotten body that was half-flesh and 

half shadowy flames… and then a huge being slammed down on top of the trapdoor, denting it in 

as a golden sword slashed out with a burst of light so bright it hurt Zerrex‟s eyes, the reptile half-

covering his face before he stared in surprise at a grinning, purple-scaled Drakkaren that was 

twenty feet tall and covered in bulging, powerful muscles, an X-shaped bandolier connected at 

the center by a golden ring tight on his chest and plain black pants tightly covering strong legs, 

and a huge, flaming golden sword held easily in one hand. He has the same eyes as Raze, except 

his were warm and friendly… and then he smiled down at Zerrex as angelic wings that were 

white on the outside but pitch-black on the inside flapped once slowly, Lord, Archangel of 

Heaven, saying calmly: “Come on, there, King Zerrex.” 

“Thanks.” Zerrex said mildly, climbing to his feet and watching as the undead winced 

back, and then he ducked as a cannon down the length of the ship fired a bolt of energy at 

them… but Lord easily brought his sword out and deflected it like he was playing a game of 

paddle-ball, then he shoved his free hand out and the cannon was engulfed in golden flames for a 

moment before it exploded with such a blast that a large chunk of the deck went with it. The 

Drakkaren winced, and then both he and Lord started forwards again, the purple-scaled 

Archangel taking the lead and slashing back and forth through undead like they were toys, 

making Zerrex feel both humbled and shocked at the sheer power of the tall reptile, reaching the 

end of the ship in a matter of minutes. 

Another warship fired at them, and Lord grunted as he swung his sword up, the weapon 

glowing as it absorbed the steady ray of energy, and Lord grinned at Zerrex, saying over his 

shoulder as he winked: “Go on, take care of your job, Zerrex! Don‟t mind me, I‟ll keep these 

jerks off your back, and Lucifer will be along shortly… I hope!” 

He laughed… and then his laughter was cut off with a grunt as a second blast fired down 

from the warship and blew him off his feet, Zerrex wincing but at the same time viciously glad to 

see the Archangel wasn‟t totally invulnerable… and then he finally spread his wings and leapt 



upwards, flying through space and dodging lasers with a wince as he headed for the bottom of 

Athéos‟s ship, feeling his blood slowly being sucked from his body as he twisted beneath the 

underside of the Old God‟s cruiser and skimmed along it, half inside and half outside an artificial 

atmosphere before he was finally able to round up along the keel of the ship and shoot up and 

over the wall onto the deck, landing with a grunt and a wince in a crouch, Blackheart on his 

shoulder as he breathed hard and looked down in surprise to see that he had landed on grass. 

At the same time, though, it felt terrible, like all the other ships had… yet this one, this 

one was far, far worse than even the ship of death he had just travelled through with the 

assistance of Lord. This one felt like a dimension to itself that had been given shape, and form, 

and worst of all, life. And inside of it, Zerrex could feel Athéos, could feel his power emanating 

over the ship, through every blade of grass and every inch of soil, as he slowly stood up and 

walked down the deck towards the two massive guards standing at the door and grinning coldly 

as they awaited his approach. 

 

The state of the battle was dire: despite the fact that Hell was still firing both rail guns 

and magnetic cannons that unleashed focused ion beams that could rock any warships they hit, 

their accuracy was low and the batteries were further hampered by the meteor storm continuing 

to rain down on them, the Old Gods that were responsible for the terrible magic hidden 

somewhere in one of the ships. Many of the batteries had been destroyed, as had many of the 

Combat Armors: smaller, single-person ships and ice monsters unaffected by the cold or vacuum 

of space were chasing them, crushing them with superior maneuverability and attack power. 

Flying demons and angels were both landing on ships and opening portals wherever they 

could, however, letting swarms of warriors storm through and attempt to take over the larger 

cruisers and kill off the Old Gods they found, and Loki – less affected then demons by the 

vacuum, but more-hampered by the cold – and his friends from the Abyss were ravaging the 

warships… but there were too many for all of them to cover, and even with the ancient god Hod, 

standing on a platform of ice in full, gothic-stylized plate armor, only the lion‟s grey-scarred face 

unarmored, but mostly covered by a thick, black blindfold, slowing them down by freezing their 

thrusters and summoning comets of ice to crash into them, the ships were nearly unstoppable. 

And whenever a ship was taken over by one means or another, the other Old Gods would never 

hesitate to fire on it, whether it was a warship, a cruiser, or even a transport that likely still held 

troops inside its depths. 

Many had already died… and many more were injured, some of these floating through 

space and screaming as the blood was slowly pulled from their bodies. Cherry herself was 

snarling as she steered her Combat Armor – equipped with rockets, a heavy machine gun, and a 

short-range plasma cutter – back and forth, one of the thrusters missing completely and the wings 

and body of the vehicle heavily-charred. And then a lucky shot from an Old God caught her in 

the back, and she howled as she felt the back of the Combat Armor explode and the vehicle 

begin to spiral violently out of control, covering her face and cursing herself and her luck as she 

fell straight towards the armored hull of a warship…  

And then she was frozen in time, and she stared back and forth in shock before her 

Combat Armor was gently pulled backwards, and she was only able to gape as the cockpit 

opened and she felt herself lifted out, not understanding what was happening as the combat 

armor was thrown at the Old God that had shot at her. The dragon winced and immediately fired 

another arrow into the armor, but even as it exploded, chunks of it hurled down into him, 



knocking him flying backwards to crash and roll along the ship as Cherry floated in some kind of 

strange bubble, before she looked to the side and gasped as she saw Marina. 

She was wrapped in black metal chains, smiling strangely, and from her head had 

sprouted a pair of deadly, minotaur like horns… and her eyes slowly opened, and they had both 

turned emerald like her father‟s as she spread her arms, no other demonic characteristics visible 

on her form… but the power she radiated was beyond supernatural as waves of force seemed to 

travel through space, and for a moment Cherry thought reality was bending before she watched 

as the battle cruiser in front of her, some five hundred feet of a metal that was neither demonic 

nor mortal in nature, bent and twisted, rippling like water before the whole of the cruiser was 

broken apart like a pretzel, and Marina‟s eyes glowed with power as she grinned and shouted, 

not seeming to care as both ally and enemy alike were crushed as the massive war vehicle was 

pulverized and spun violently around the safe pocket that surrounded her and her sister: “I am 

my father‟s weapon, I am my father‟s will! I shall consume all who stand in his way!” 

Marina laughed and arched her back as she rose her arms, and the cyclone around them 

became almost solid as chunks of metal, corpses, and everything else were drawn in, several of 

the warships in front of them trying to retreat even as they fired madly and uselessly at the storm 

of metal, and then Marina shoved both hands forwards, and a terrible shockwave travelled 

through the vacuum of space, a nothingness that seemed somehow comforting compared to the 

frightening power of the psychic. 

The cyclone halted and violently hurled meteors of debris outwards, which immediately 

curled around as they glowed purple with the telekinetic powers of Marina to home in on the 

nearest enemy ships, smashing into them and causing them to rock violently, several of them 

exploding and beginning to fall slowly before the atmospheres faded out around them. Marina 

slowly fell backwards, laughing hard and holding her stomach, and then she slowly tipped 

upside-down before spinning around as Cherry could only look horrified, barely able to believe 

the sheer power of the psychic as she screamed gleefully: “And I haven‟t yet begun to try!”  

“M-Marina, stop it!” Cherry tried to shout it, but it barely came out in a whisper, as 

shivers rolled through her body, unable to believe the force of the psychic, not even knowing 

how so fast she could have become a demon… and then she clenched her eyes shut, grabbing her 

head as Marina‟s powers slid through her mind, and time suddenly froze around them as the 

female turned slowly towards her with a soft, pleasant smile on her face. Cherry could only stare, 

and then Marina‟s voice whispered in her head: Oh, no, don‟t fear: I don‟t have the power to 

stop time… at least, not yet. What I can do, however, is speed up your synaptic response… and 

while it might sting for a little while afterwards, it only seems like time has frozen.  

Stay out of my way, Cherry. That‟s all I have to say to you. And with that, Marina made a 

gentle shoving motion, and Cherry felt herself flung violently away as time sped back up to its 

normal rate, things whipping by her as her precognition became confused, jumbled ghost images 

tearing across her vision as she howled and flailed her arms uselessly before she gritted her teeth, 

halting suddenly and violently at the edge of the atmosphere, feeling gravity pulling at her but 

not with enough force to jerk her down from space and through the thin air. 

She felt weak and exhausted, her mind reeling and head aching as several large chunks of 

broken ship and dead corpse floated by, her goggles painfully gripping her face as she let out a 

sigh and immediately choked on the vacuum of space, which woke her up from the almost-trance 

she had fallen into. A bit of blood leaked from both nostrils and mouth, and then she cursed as 

she swung a hand behind her and unleashed a gout of flame, propelling herself upwards as 

Marina laughed viciously in the distance, the sound somehow echoing through the nightmare of 



both space and the muffled blasts of thrusters and other terrible devices and battling demons and 

monsters.  

Cherry winced, looking ahead as ghost images snapped by, but they were fuzzy and 

indistinct: Marina‟s psychic energies were wreaking havoc on her own powers, and it was all she 

could do to predict what was going to happen one or two seconds in advance directly in front of 

her, much less anything else. She cursed under her breath as she arched her back and twisted into 

the atmosphere of one of the cruisers, freefalling towards the deck for a moment before half-

flipping and dropping to a kneel, and then she shook her head, clearing it as she took a look at 

her surroundings. 

A massive boulder of metal and corpses had crashed down into the hull of this ship, and it 

was floating slowly and uselessly through space now, the weapon systems destroyed and only a 

few shambling golems still alive, which were being quickly dispatched by warriors. An Old God 

was laying on the deck, gargling and bleeding as he looked up at Cherry, reaching a hand up for 

mercy with a miserable look on his face… and then, out of nowhere, a Reaper faded into 

existence and easily lopped the god‟s head off with a scythe, holding up a strangely-shaped glass 

star with the other hand. 

A moment later, the god‟s body turned to energy, and it was absorbed up into the crystal 

as several other Reapers materialized around the ship, some of them phasing through the walls 

and others moving immediately to combat other living targets as a large space shuttled touched 

down on the deck of the broken warship, and White hopped  out with his Naganatine companion 

Silven, and Judge Sabnock, the wolverine dressed in battle armor and carrying a beautiful 

longbow. Then the shuttle lifted into space again, flying to the side as minotaurs in thermal suits 

with rocket launchers dropped into position at the open doors, firing their missiles towards the 

hull of another warship in the distance that was proving to be particularly troublesome. 

White looked at Cherry for a few moments, and then he said calmly, as he flicked his 

revolver closed: “Your sister seems to have gone berserk.” 

“Marina used a particularly-vicious method to make herself into a demon…” Sabnock 

said darkly, as she created an arrow made of solid blue ice before setting it in her bow, standing 

ready as her silver body armor glinted. “She circumvented the judging by already being present 

in Hell… and by sacrificing two pure demons. I have no idea where she learned such ancient and 

powerful magic, but…” 

“She probably stole it from someone‟s mind.” Cherry muttered, rubbing at her head 

slowly before she looked surprised as White reached into his coat and held a magnum handgun 

out to her. She took it, admiring the smooth black metal of the gun, and then White tossed her the 

clip, which Cherry almost fumbled with a wince. Her head was still ringing, and she could still 

hear Marina in her mind as the female rampaged, ripping apart ships and turning everything she 

set her psychic wrath on into kibble. “Fuck, sorry, my head…” 

Cherry slammed the clip into the gun, and White said quietly: “Only fifteen shots, so use 

it wisely. They won‟t kill what they hit, but instead paralyze them with a mix of a curse and a 

very effective poison. You may have also noticed the Reapers.” 

“That‟s White‟s version of a joke, you get used to it.” Silven said dryly, and then he 

pointed ahead, adding calmly: “See that ship in the distance, there? There‟s an Old God and two 

mages in there creating the meteor storm battering Hell. Let‟s aim to take that one out.” 

“Agreed. Allow me to open a path.” Sabnock said calmly, and then she tilted her bow 

sideways before firing the arrow, and it travelled through the vacuum of space as easily as 

through the false atmospheres before it collided with the hull of the ship and pierced into it, 



vibrating violently before the wolverine made an easy pulling gesture, and a long stairway of 

solid ice formed. Cherry stared, then winced as a bird of ice crashed into this, followed by a large 

missile… but only half the bird was shattered, the other half squawking and flapping uselessly as 

it was absorbed into the staircase, which was completely undamaged by either collision. “It‟s as 

hard as diamonds for the moment… but it won‟t last forever. We need to move.” 

Cherry grunted in agreement, falling immediately into line behind the two Judges, and 

Silven brought up the rear as they charged up the ice staircase… and Cherry could only hope that 

Zerrex was having more luck than them, as above their heads, Marina laughed and laughed as 

she ripped through the forces of the Old Gods like a terrible coming-of-judgment. 

 

Zerrex stood quietly in the large, rounded courtyard in front of the castle, standing on a 

beautiful walkway made of grey stones between green, vibrant grasses filled with alien flowers 

the lizard didn‟t recognize… and across from him, the two huge guards stood in front of the 

golden stone walls of the massive front of the keep, before the reptile‟s eyes flicked upwards and 

he noted a third on a balcony not far above, her legs primly crossed over the rail and a thick, very 

long snake-like tail resting on the balcony itself, seeming to rattle as she laughed a bit before one 

of the guards said in a rumbling voice: “We are not permitted to allow you to enter, Zerrex of 

Hell. No one may enter the Cloister of the Eldest God without being summoned first.” 

“I can and will. Get out of my way or I‟ll make you get out of my way.” Zerrex said 

quietly, as he rested Blackheart on his shoulder and looked quietly but calmly at the three 

towering beings. They shared laughter at this, but also looks of nervousness at each other: the 

Drakkaren, after all, had managed to somehow travel his way through the entire armada… and it 

sounded like they had been briefed on his abilities as well. 

He looked at the guard on the left as he stepped forwards: a towering, perhaps more than 

twenty foot tall giant wearing a long red cape and black, thick leather armor over his chest, as 

well as a knee-length kilt of the same stuff, made of separated plates of the material. Several 

skulls hung from a belt around his waist next to a deadly crescent-bladed axe, and another thick 

rawhide strap was wrapped around his body, holding a large sword against his back. His body 

was thick and brawny, and in one hand he held a spear, with a tip like a pointed shovel near a 

face covered by a heavy white scarf. The cloth of it was ugly and plain, wrapped many a time 

around his features to hide them from view and then over his shoulders, and Zerrex was able to 

see only a pair of red eyes and charcoal fur that matched that which covered the rest of his 

muscular form, as he rumbled: “I am Gilgamesh, who bears the strength of a hundred mortals.” 

Then the right bodyguard came forwards, grinning with ugly, flat teeth that were lodged 

loosely inside blackened gums, a single massive eye glaring out of the socket in the center of his 

face, this giant even larger than Gilgamesh. His eyes was a malevolent, baleful crimson, and his 

skin brownish and wart-covered, with no nose in his face and features that were vaguely toad-

like. His clothes were little more than badly-stitched together rags of different color, with buttons 

made from crossed bones and bracelets and a shin-guard made entirely from skulls, and his arms 

were massive, with biceps that flexed almost as large as Zerrex‟s entire upper body. In his hands 

he held a huge, deadly weapon that had a gigantic war-hammer head at one end of the pole, and 

the other end, facing the opposite direction, was a deadly halberd-blade that was chipped and 

covered with rust. The creature, however, stood only on one enormous leg that ended in 

formidable, long talons, as he rumbled: “I am Balor, who bears the gaze of death.” 

Finally, the female sinuously slid down from above, her features albino and serpentine 

with rosy circles of blush on her cheeks, her pink eyes bright as not one, not two, but four pairs 



of well-toned, long arms crossed over her upper body, which was otherwise clad only in a 

beautiful kimono neatly kept closed by a black, thick belt done up in a bow at the front, and 

which fell gracefully over the front of her body and her thin, beautiful legs, even as she crossed 

these and sat back as her thick white body-tail coiled up beneath her, a rattle at the end of it 

shaking once, pausing, then twice… and then it rattled violently for a few moments before 

stopping as she bowed her head forwards. “And I am Marisha-Ten, who grants great armies 

victory.” 

She smiled as she straightened, holding her hands out, and a sword appeared in each: two 

long-bladed katanas, two vicious scimitars, two tall, thin longswords, and in the grip of her 

lowest two arms, two deadly claymores, all of her weapons with golden hilts and blades of 

polished steel. “Now come, Zerrex. Why not stop this? You cannot fight…” Reality fizzled 

around them, and then the three vanished, as her voice whispered: “What you cannot see.” 

Zerrex grit his teeth, bringing Blackheart up to a ready position as he concentrated… and 

a moment later, purple lighting sparked over the three figures as they moved forwards, 

Gilgamesh moving silently towards his back and Marisha-Ten slithering to his side as Balor 

leaned forwards before hopping once… and Zerrex leapt outwards, swinging Blackheart towards 

his vulnerable leg as he landed, but the giant easily swung the pole of his double weapon into the 

way with a laugh before he roared and swung it around, raising the hammer behind his head as 

the goddess hissed at him and lunged, barely visible to the lizard by the purple lightning sparking 

over her body, and Zerrex jumped backwards before he cursed and arched his back, throwing 

himself out of the way as Gilgamesh stabbed his spear forwards and Balor slammed his hammer 

down. 

The two attacks barely missed, and Marisha-Ten reared back with a curse, the three 

fading back into reality before Zerrex winced as Balor gazed at him, feeling his energies literally 

being shoved out of his body before he brought a hand up and yelled the basic incantation for a 

light spell, and it went off like a flash-bomb, the one-eyed god screaming and lurching 

backwards as he grabbed at his single eye, before Zerrex swung Blackheart backwards over his 

head, catching a hard swing of Gilgamesh‟s spear before he stepped into a vicious forwards 

slash, cutting the head of the pole weapon off at the neck and smashing his own huge sword at 

the same time down into the weapons of Marisha-Ten as she attempted to block, but she was 

knocked onto her back by the power of the blow, before flattening herself against the ground 

with a curse as the still-blinded Balor leapt forwards with a scream, swinging his weapon wildly 

back and forth. 

Zerrex simply leapt high into the air, and, as Balor opened his eye, the Drakkaren threw 

his sword forwards… and it pierced straight through the massive iris, Balor screaming and 

shaking his head violently back and forth before the Drakkaren landed on top of his skull and 

grabbed the hilt of his sword, but the agonized God didn‟t seem to notice, continuing to swing 

his weapon around his body as he howled what were likely curses in his own language. Then the 

reptile grit his teeth as Gilgamesh valiantly tried to dislodge him by throwing his pole, but Zerrex 

simply tore Blackheart free and swung it upwards to slice the pole lengthwise into two halves as 

he flipped backwards, and the Old God‟s eyes widened in shock before Zerrex hit the ground and 

slashed Blackheart outwards in a single wicked swing through the back of Balor‟s ankle, 

shattering the bone-guard wrapped around his lower leg and severing his foot from the single 

thick limb. 

Balor toppled backwards as Zerrex rolled out of the way, and then the Drakkaren‟s sword 

glowed white as the reptile leapt onto his obese belly and spun it around, stabbing it through the 



Old God‟s heart in a finishing move, and Balor trembled once, his eye still jelly in his socket 

before he let out a long sigh, and the lizard tore the sword free and neatly hopped to the ground 

as the Old God‟s body rotted rapidly away, and the lizard rose his weapon in front of himself, 

metallic body glinting in the darkness of space as he said coldly: “Even Old Gods have 

vulnerabilities, it‟s just a matter of figuring out what they are. This is your last chance: either run 

away, or be destroyed.” 

Gilgamesh and Marisha-Ten exchanged a look, and then the two snarled and rushed 

forwards instead, the goddess propelling herself along violently and meeting Zerrex directly in a 

clash with four of her blades as the other four attempted to swipe in on his sides, but the lizard 

merely winced as they scraped uselessly against the armor fused against his body before she 

snarled and instead aimed to trap the blade between six of her swords as her upper two arms spun 

her katanas rapidly before stabbing them down at the Drakkaren‟s eyes, but the lizard swung his 

head backwards at the last moment, and the swords scraped by his muzzle before she attempted 

to bring them together and cut it off, except Zerrex managed to tilt his head quickly forwards, 

and only the end of his muzzle received a minor cut before he headbutted her hands firmly, 

knocking them backwards and making her curse. 

The Drakkaren sensed a presence behind him, and he waited a moment before dropping 

down to the ground in a splits, wincing at the stretch he felt in his groin as he jerked Blackheart 

downwards at the same time, and Marisha-Ten almost impaled herself on her swords as the 

snake goddess cursed, wincing and blocking an over-hard swing of Gilgamesh‟s axe at the same 

time and shouting: “Idiot, crush him, crush him!” 

Gilgamesh rose a foot, and Zerrex simply stabbed hard up into it, making him curse and 

stagger backwards before the Drakkaren chopped viciously into the goddess‟s body-tail as it 

tried to encircle him, and the female screamed, turning invisible and slithering quickly away… 

but even without enhancing his vision, Zerrex was able to follow where she went by the 

movement of the grasses, and he created a sphere of energy that he flung hard into her. It 

exploded and knocked her out of the courtyard to fall into space, screaming as she became 

visible, several of her own swords lodged in her as she clawed at them, her eyes bulging… and 

then she screamed silently as blood began to flow from the wounds in crimson streams, her eyes 

bulging as her body tried to regenerate, but in the vacuum environment, the wounds were torn 

open all the wider before she finally convulsed violently and went limp, blood gurgling out of 

her throat as she floated quietly away. 

The last guardian roared as he charged forwards with the axe raised high above his head, 

but Zerrex simply spun around and stepped past him as he swung Blackheart outwards, catching 

just above his foot with the blade of his sword and tripping him as he cursed, before he screamed 

when Zerrex spun around and slashed viciously into the back of his leg, clawing at the ground as 

he stared over his shoulder in horror, and when he tried to angle a kick into the reptile‟s face, the 

lizard immediately slashed cruelly outwards into the sole of his foot, tearing through his 

moccasin and piercing half through it before he tore downwards. Gilgamesh howled in pain 

again, rolling several times away from the Drakkaren, but Zerrex pursued, slamming his sword 

upwards to catch him under the chin as he began to stand and knocking him staggering to his feet 

with a gurgle, before the lizard literally ran up his body and stabbed Blackheart through his 

chest, the Old God‟s eyes going wide before he fell flat on his back as the Drakkaren kicked off 

his stomach with both feet. 

The lizard flipped gracefully backwards, landing on his feet as Gilgamesh twitched and 

sprawled, breathing weakly… and then the Old God slowly climbed to his feet as his wounds 



regenerated, the scarf knocked down from the short muzzle of the bear as he grinned widely, 

rubbing slowly at his face as he murmured: “You are indeed strong…” A long pause, and then 

Gilgamesh grunted as he tore Blackheart free, his hand trembling as the weapon resisted him 

with a burst of blue lightning before he cursed and clutched it tighter, saying darkly: “But you 

are not strong enough to kill me. Balor was stupid. Marisha-Ten was luck. I require skills even 

greater than yours.” 

Zerrex snorted, then he gestured violently at Blackheart, and the sword glowed blue 

before it stabbed itself backwards into the bear‟s neck, the lizard saying quietly as the Old God‟s 

eyes bulged and he gurgled: “My weapon listens only to me, Gilgamesh… and ever since I re-

forged it myself… we‟ve had a better than ever relationship.” 

Then the Drakkaren jerked his hand backwards, and the sword flew immediately back to 

his grip, the lizard catching it easily and swinging it out to the side as the wound healed in the 

Old God‟s throat, Gilgamesh wincing as he rubbed slowly at his neck before they both looked up 

as Athéos‟s voice said softly: “Enough. Gilgamesh, open the doors. I wish to destroy Lord 

Zerrex myself, for many reasons… and you should be powerful enough to halt any interlopers.” 

Gilgamesh turned and knelt at the doorway, bowing his head respectfully for a moment 

before he stood and reached out, grasping the two heavy rings of the massive metal doors and 

pulling them slowly open with a grunt, and then he turned to Zerrex as he slid his axe back into 

his belt, kneeling to him and bowing forwards politely. The Drakkaren looked at him uncertainly 

for a few moments, but the bear‟s demeanor had entirely changed, as he murmured quietly: “Go 

ahead in.” 

Zerrex walked slowly by the Old God, and then he stopped, his side to Gilgamesh as he 

said softly: “You‟re all scared of him, aren‟t you? It‟s not adoration… it‟s terror.” 

Gilgamesh didn‟t reply, only looking away silently… and then Zerrex smiled a bit, 

reaching out and patting him on one huge forearm. “Thank you for the fight. Do me a favor, 

don‟t kill anyone you don‟t have to.” 

“The honor was mine, Zerrex of Hell.” Gilgamesh murmured, looking down shamefully 

at the ground, and the reptile turned back to the double doors, walking inside and wondering 

quietly for a moment how many Old Gods he had slain that didn‟t deserve to die, that he might 

have been able to instead rally to his side… but then those thoughts were lost, not just because 

the past was the past, but because of the strange, surreal environment he entered, as he stepped 

gingerly from metallic floor tiles and onto either an invisible platform, or nothingness somehow 

made solid. 

The room he entered was like a gargantuan dome laying on its side, and the Drakkaren 

stood at the end of it, standing in midair as he examined it quietly. Here was the base of the 

dome, and the walls of it were constructed of girders and glass that looked out onto beautiful 

purple of space, the room entirely empty except for a single tiny platform… and at the furthest 

point of its curve, directly across from the Drakkaren, sat Athéos. 

He sat upon a throne made of platinum and some kind of red metal, and he was even 

more vibrant and powerful now that he was seeing him in person. The throne itself sat upon the 

tiny, rounded platform… and sitting with his legs dangling over it, crying tears of blood and 

missing both his eyes, was a bat wearing a purple robe, holding his face in his hands as he shook 

his head back and forth, whimpering: “No, no, no, please, please have mercy, my master…” 

“I wanted to show you that I can be generous… and that I can be compassionate.” Athéos 

said softly, as Zerrex walked over thin air, his emerald eyes narrowed as he fought with every 

fiber of his being to control himself, barely able to look at the Eldest God for even a short period 



of time. Then Athéos reached out and gently squeezed the shoulder of the other Old God, and the 

bat moaned and arched his back, his teeth gritting so hard they cracked; it was the penultimate 

expression of sheer terror through the body, even more than the features. “Morpheus, you failed 

me three times. The first time was with you, Lord Zerrex, and for that I took his eye; the second 

time, another powerful psychic dispelled him, and thus I took your other eye, and with it, your 

sense of vision. Now, a third time, you failed me… and now, God of Dreams, I will show you 

mercy. I will take only your life.” 

And with that, Athéos‟s fingers grasped Morpheus‟s head and jerked it backwards, and 

the Old God screamed in agony before he simply exploded, and Zerrex winced as not flesh and 

blood, but glass, stone, and dust floated by, Athéos smiling as he sat back and knitted his fingers 

together, saying softly: “I dislike gore, you know. Blood and flesh… are so distracting, and so 

hard to get out.” 

Zerrex snarled as the dust began to settle, before the Old God made the slightest of 

gestures with his head, and it vanished completely with the few bits of stone left behind, leaving 

things clean and polished, and the Drakkaren flung a hand out, asking furiously: “That‟s your 

idea of mercy? You‟re a monster, Athéos… my gods, how many lives you‟ve taken-” 

“Who are your gods, anyway, Lord Zerrex?” Athéos stood up and walked towards him, 

looking curious as he put his hands behind his back, and the platform and the throne both faded 

out of reality, the Old God quietly circling the Drakkaren as he said in a scintillating, almost-

seductive voice: “You see… all of the gods bow to my will. Hundreds of them, literally, of all 

shape, size, and ability… and you can never hope to kill them all. Of course, kill me, and all of 

this ends… or does it? I am the most powerful of the Old Gods… but your world has already 

been ravaged by the synthetic Primordials of flesh and metal, and chaos reigns supreme. The 

world is red with blood and fire, continents are cracking apart and the seas are filled with 

corpses… water is slowly flooding the world, as it steadily heats up and melts, and you, a 

product of the powers of Heaven and Hell, and in many ways, the end result of an experiment 

gone haywire by us, the Old Gods, and our disciple, the ancient goddess Thegragon. 

“We were the ones who gave her the permission to build her toy city… we were the ones 

who let her claim this pathetic world as her territory… and we are the ones who will now work 

to ensure that as she is dead, her experiments will be destroyed… and the filthy civilization built 

by Naganis is also burned away until not even ashes are left.” Athéos said coldly, walking in 

front of Zerrex before he smiled and reached up, whispering softly as the reptile felt every 

emotion in his body being pulled, felt himself falling into delusions and confusion as the bird 

god leaned forwards and whispered: “But you can still join me… and aid me… and I will grant 

you unlimited power…” 

Athéos stroked a single finger over the black metal of the Drakkaren‟s body, and slowly, 

it shivered before turning back to scale, leaving the lizard standing naked as his Nanotech Armlet 

beeped… and the lizard shook his head, looking down at himself. He realized he was nude, and 

after a moment, he forced himself to not concentrate on Athéos, instead on himself as he reached 

a finger up and tapped a command into the Armlet, even as the bird god said softly: “See how 

strong my powers are? I can warp reality, give and take away… even make you mortal again…” 

He stopped and smiled as the Drakkaren grit his teeth, resisting harder now as clothing spread 

over his body, before he stared as Athéos rose a hand, and the perfect replicas of two Drakkaren 

females Zerrex recognized all too well appeared in it. “I can give you back your mother… and 

the love of your-” 



Zerrex punched Athéos as hard as he could in the face with a roar, and the Old God flew 

backwards, crashing to the not-ground and skidding through thin air before he hit the back wall, 

looking dazed as his crown fell lopsided for a moment, his robes and armor shivering on his 

body from the force he‟d struck the bird-god with, and then the Drakkaren snarled as he pointed 

at him, saying darkly: “They are dead and gone, and I will not be bought with bad copies of 

them! You are not fit to say their names, much less show me images of them… Athéos, I am not 

your pawn, and I am not your toy, and I am going to kill you!” 

Athéos slowly rose to his feet, looking coldly at the lizard for a few moments before he 

spread his arms, saying softly: “Then so be it.” 

A massive, silver sword appeared in his hand, the lower quarter of one side of the blade 

serrated and cruel, and the other side inset with five magnificent gemstones, each a different 

color. The blade was double-edged and narrow, almost seven feet long, and the hilt of the sword 

was forged of beautiful gold, with a black-leather grip. Then, as Zerrex stared, Athéos changed 

before his eyes, his eyes glowing as his body expanded, his clothes changing and growing with 

him into gold and silver full plate mail made of heavy-duty, segmented and overlapping plates of 

metal, his crown becoming a circlet with tall fangs of diamond standing out from the top of it 

and studded with rubies that grew larger than the Drakkaren, as the fanged beak of the bird 

opened and he said in a terrible voice that sent shockwaves through the massive dome: “Despair, 

for I am invulnerable to all weapons of mortal and god… and my weapon pierces all defenses.” 

Zerrex gritted his teeth, covering himself just from that powerful voice: Athéos was now 

more than a hundred feet tall, and large enough his body was bent slightly back in the dome, 

even as his sword somehow magically moved through the materials of the room without 

breaking them… and then he cursed, bringing Blackheart up as Athéos swung at him, but the 

Drakkaren was knocked flying through the air, and he winced as he fell towards the wall of the 

dome, Athéos laughing… but the lizard flipped around, then looked down in surprise as he 

landed on thin air. He gritted his teeth, realizing the mechanics of the room would take some 

getting used to, as he tried running upwards, as if heading up a flight of stairs… and as he half-

expected, his feet ran up steps of nothing as he shoulders his sword, before his eyes bulged as 

Athéos held the sword crosswise with one hand, the ruby on the massive blade glowing brightly 

before a huge fireball appeared in the hand of the Old God, and he swung the massive meteor of 

flame forwards into the Drakkaren, the reptile howling in agony before it exploded and he was 

sent hurtling backwards to crash hard into the back wall, falling to all fours and groaning in pain, 

his head thudding with agony as Athéos laughed. The Drakkaren gritted his teeth, looking 

upwards… and then he stared as he saw the point of the sword only inches from his muzzle, 

moving back and forth and wincing as Athéos tracked him easily, the Old God grinning 

cruelly… and then he stabbed forwards, but Zerrex jackknifed onto the sword, and Athéos 

looked surprised before he snarled as Zerrex sprinted towards him. 

Time suddenly seemed to slow down, the reptile forcing himself to move as fast as 

possible, but it was like he was running through a wall of mud… and Athéos leaned down, his 

face inches away as he shook his head slowly before the topaz inset into his sword glowed, and 

Zerrex‟s back arched as time returned to its normal flow, eyes bulging as a massive blast of 

electricity ran through his body, lightning sparking up and down the blade before the lizard was 

blown into the ceiling, one of the glass windows cracking for a moment. Then it repaired itself as 

the reptile fell with a gurgle, and Athéos caught him with a laugh before he began to crush the 

Drakkaren in his fist, saying darkly: “None can resist my might…” 



Zerrex screamed in pain, pushing Blackheart outwards as hard as he could against the 

fingers but barely able to stop them from squeezing with enough force to pop him like a balloon, 

his right arm becoming a mess of spikes… but they only snapped uselessly off against the 

armored fist of the Old God, before he felt himself flung outwards… only to be frozen inside a 

cube of ice a moment later, unable to move as the sapphire on the sword glowed, before it faded 

and the emerald glowed next, and rock encircled the ice prison Zerrex was trapped in, before it 

began to slowly crush inwards, shattering the ice around the lizard and at the same time forcing 

spikes of the diamond-hard substance into the reptile‟s body as he howled again in agony, blood 

gushing from several wounds and his mouth, until he felt the rock contact with him… and Zerrex 

grit his teeth, putting his hand out against the wall of earth and concentrating. 

The wall of rock shattered around him as he pushed energy up into it, and the Drakkaren 

leapt upwards, his hand clutching Blackheart tightly before his eyes widened as the diamond 

glowed on the sword and Athéos swung it crosswise, sending a blade of pure white energy at the 

lizard… but Zerrex swung Blackheart out into the thick shockwave, and he cursed as white 

energy passed through his body like lightning before his angelic wings exploded, unsummoned, 

from his back and absorbed the white energy into them, the reptile‟s body crackling with it 

before he roared and spun around, sending a blade of pure energy back at Athéos… but he only 

smiled as it struck his unarmored face and bounced off uselessly, saying softly: “What a useless 

but amusing gesture… and now, Lord Zerrex… I have grown tired of playing with you.” 

Athéos held his sword out in front of himself, blade pointing downwards, and all five 

gemstones glowed before a spike of ice, fire, earth, lightning, and pure energy formed in the air 

around the reptile, and Zerrex had a moment to stare in horror before they shot forwards through 

him, sending agony through his body as the made-solid elements held him in place, the reptile 

wriggling uselessly, clinging tightly to his sword as his eyes bulged and Athéos reached out, 

putting a hand on either side of the Drakkaren as he whispered softly: “Goodbye, Lord Zerrex…  

it‟s a pity you refused my power.” 

And then Zerrex could only look down in horror, screaming uselessly as his eyes bulged, 

watching as inch-by-inch, his body slowly and simply faded from existence, hands and feet 

going first, followed by limbs, and then his body as the magical spikes vanished, no longer 

necessary to hold him as his wings shattered and vanished, and then he shook his head in denial,  

even as it dissolved… until nothing was left as even Blackheart dissolved. 

There was only bright white light… and then Zerrex looked down in shock, looking back 

and forth before he touched his chest, his Nanotech Armlet gone but plain clothes on his body, 

which was all there and fine, and he could feel Blackheart on his back… and he stumbled 

forwards, groaning and grabbing his head before a strong but gentle hand steadied him, and a 

friendly voice said: “Hey, don‟t strain yourself. Take a seat, huh?” 

Zerrex‟s eyes opened, and he watched as a plain chair appeared out of nowhere, and a 

black-scaled hand spun it easily out and he was guided into it, sitting stupidly down before a 

Naganatine walked in front of him, dressed in plain, casual clothing. He was of average build, 

maybe as tall as him, and he had two proud horns coming out of his skull that pointed upwards 

and intelligent, sensitive blue eyes. Moving carefully, he grasped Zerrex‟s chin and gently 

looked back and forth over him, and then he smiled, stepping backwards as the reptile stared 

around at the pure whiteness around him, before he looked forwards, and asked weakly: “Are 

you…” 

“Oh, hell, I‟m sorry. I‟m Naganis.” The person, the God, that had created everything, 

extended his hand with a friendly smile to Zerrex, who gaped stupidly at him before Naganis 



gently reached down with his other hand to grab Zerrex‟s wrist, and pulled his hand up into his 

own, shaking his limp fingers firmly before he let it drop. Then he leaned backwards, a table 

appearing behind him for the Naganatine to relax on as he looked around with a sigh, shaking his 

head slowly. “Sorry there‟s not much to see here, but well. Disassociated energy and all, it‟s 

really what you have to make of it.” 

“Dissa… I… what?” Zerrex looked stupid, and then he jumped to his feet, saying 

immediately: “But everyone thinks you‟re dead, and I… goddammit, I need to stop Athéos!” 

“Frig, but you panic a lot. Don‟t worry, we have all the time in the universe… Athéos 

might think he‟s the be-all and end-all, but he tends to forget that it‟s the little things that matter, 

like subatomic particles.” Naganis winked as Zerrex immediately stopped, swallowing and 

humbling himself as best he could… but the god across from him didn‟t seem to care one way or 

the other as he reached a hand out, a pot of tea appearing, and he poured this into a cup that 

appeared beneath the stream of steaming liquid that flowed out before he offered this to Zerrex 

with a smile. “Want some?” 

“Do you… know if I‟m going to say yes or no to that?” Zerrex asked quietly, and 

Naganis sighed and rolled his eyes, picking up the cup and sipping from it himself as he looked 

mildly at the Drakkaren for a few moments. 

“I really wish people would get off that idea. Oh, gee, lets make God do this and that, he 

knows everything, he wrote the bible, fuh-fuh-fuh!” Naganis made a few irritated gestures, and 

then he spilled tea all over himself, which made him sigh and drop his head, looking morbid 

before he was suddenly wearing a clean dress shirt instead of the plain t-shirt. “There, better. 

Anyway, no, I do not know everything. I do not have a great master plan. I am neither for or 

against raising taxes. And I do not think that shoving things up one‟s butt is a hell-worthy crime 

against nature.” Naganis pointed at his own rear, his long tail flicking as he did this, and Zerrex 

could only stare. “Believe me, the evolution of species is mostly random with a few nudges from 

me here and there. And if I really was all knowing and all powerful, I wouldn‟t be here, a stream 

of conscious energy banished to a frequency so high it‟s in the nth dimension. 

“Anyway, my energy is mostly gone. This… well…” Naganis made a gesture as if to 

touch his own chest, and instead he turned transparent as he reached through it with a soft sigh. 

“Yeah. Not exactly all here. I guess that banishes the idea of an invulnerable god… and I guess it 

teaches me a few things that I desperately wanted to learn, and have ended up cursed with, due to 

my own hubris. Irony, huh? What a bitch. I hope she isn‟t a goddess lurking somewhere in a 

plane higher than ours… but anyhow. You see, Athéos dissolved you… but you, unlike me, have 

a very special, almost unique grasp and control of your own energies. With a little push… you 

can return to the physical plane. 

“But listen well.” Naganis dropped his teacup, and it vanished into whiteness as the 

Naganatine looked at him with quiet seriousness. “I didn‟t have to be a genius to know that one 

day, Athéos would probably find my world, our home… which is why I‟ve been here. I‟ve had 

company from time to time, mostly souls dissolved in the Unworld… but otherwise, I‟ve been 

waiting, right for this moment, which I halfheartedly hoped would never come… and yet am 

only glad that it did, because it means Athéos is facing resistance. And great resistance, at that. 

Yes, I can read your mind, yes, I know what happened. 

“Zerrex Narrius, High King of Hell… I can‟t see the future… but I do have instincts. And 

my gut tells me that if you face Athéos, you will almost certainly die.” Naganis said quietly, and 

Zerrex looked down silently, before the Naganatine whispered: “Do… you hate yourself that 

much?” 



Zerrex looked up, and his gaze told the god better than words his answer, before Naganis 

quietly wiped at one of his eyes. “And yet you helped everyone so much… your mind is truly 

terrifying, Zerrex. You are such a well of sorrow… yet you are exactly… what you are. Brave 

and honest, moral and focused on the right thing, not just good… but what would be best. And 

enduring… and compassionate and loving. Yet not without sin. Cruel, hateful, violent, envious, 

lustful, full of despair and wickedness… but it balances out. Poor Zerrex… cursed by your 

strength, huh? Another victim of hubris… but fine then, go. Go. Go!” 

Naganis shouted the last in a voice that made reality tremble, and Zerrex staggered 

backwards in shock before he looked down and watched as once more, his body began to 

dissolve as he was lifted into the air… and as he looked up, he saw a familiar face, a familiar 

hand, and his eyes filled with tears as once more, he was pulled away from her, the female 

Drakkaren jumping towards him as he reached his hand down, and their fingers missed by mere 

inches before he vanished… 

And then Zerrex snarled as agony wracked his body and he reformed between the hands 

of Athéos, and the Old God looked shocked, leaning back as the reptile stood in thin air between 

his fingers as his body glowed with energy, before he tore Blackheart off his back and threw it 

hard, the blade sparking with ivory energy before it collided with the middle of the set of five 

gemstones, shattering the middle one. Terrible bolts of energy arced back and forth violently 

through the set of jewels embedded in the sword, and the Old God looked down in surprise for a 

moment before the sapphire exploded in a burst of blue light, Blackheart flying out of the blast 

and the reptile running backwards to leap up and catch it as red, white, gold, and green 

explosions followed up the blast, Athéos pummeled backwards into the wall of the dome with a 

grunt of shock, his hands spasming with each blast before he snarled and grabbed the sword, 

jerking it upwards and undamaged but humiliated as he shouted: “No one resists me! I am 

eternal, I am the universe, I am God!” 

He slashed his massive sword hard upwards, and Zerrex leapt upwards and rested his 

own feet on the flat of Blackheart as he gripped the handle in one hand and shoved his palm 

against the top of the blade, and Athéos struck the bottom of the flat hard, knocking it through 

the air as Zerrex grunted, half-flipping his body as he pulled Blackheart out from beneath him 

before his feet smashed into the ceiling of the dome and he charged towards Athéos, and the Old 

God snarled as he stabbed his sword upwards, blade phasing through the dome wall and making 

it ripple as he dragged hard backwards to try and hit the lizard, but Zerrex kicked off, swinging 

his feet forwards immediately to kick next off the front of his circlet and land on the wrist of his 

free arm. 

Unthinking, Athéos swung downwards… and Zerrex arched his back, gracefully flipping 

backwards at the last moment, and the Old God struck into his own arm, cutting through the 

armor and nicking his wrist with a grunt of pain and shock, and he drew the blade quickly back 

to stare in horror at a bleeding, thin wound… and the Drakkaren gritted his teeth as he stepped 

forwards and stabbed Blackheart hard down into the cut, and Athéos screamed in pain, back 

arching as he shook Zerrex violently off, and the reptile leapt backwards as the Old God stared at 

him, the Drakkaren‟s angelic wings ripping from his back as he shouted: “You see Athéos, 

you‟re just as vulnerable as anyone else!” 

“No, no, I am… I am invincible!” Athéos screamed, but his voice had a hint of fear in it 

as well, and his aura of power was weaker. Immediately, the Drakkaren shot straight at his face, 

and Athéos swung his hand up incredibly fast… but Zerrex grabbed one massive, tree-like finger 

and swung himself around it before he jerked backwards with his full strength, and Athéos 



cursed in pain as it was stretched backwards before he tried to slap the Drakkaren with the flat of 

his sword… but this time, Zerrex swung hard upwards with a roar, and their blades collided in 

midair as the Old God screamed in denial, staring in horror as their weapons clashed, the lizard‟s 

huge muscles flexing as he held his ground against the sword before leaping suddenly 

backwards, and Athéos swatted himself before the lizard jumped on top of the flat of the sword. 

Athéos cursed and swung the weapon hard outwards, and the Drakkaren grinned as he 

sprinted down it, using his energy to grip into the smooth blade before it exploded into golden 

flame, and immediately the lizard cursed and leapt upwards, tail and feet charred by the god‟s 

fire before time slowed and Athéos swung a fist out into the lizard, slamming him across the 

room. Then the Old God snarled as he stabbed forwards, but Zerrex‟s wings left burn marks 

against the stone as they shoved him upwards, his back grinding against the cracked stone before 

it was shattered as Athéos‟s blade didn‟t phase through it, but pierced into it. He cursed 

furiously, his eyes glowing as he tore the weapon free and Zerrex shot towards him, and then he 

slashed upwards… but Zerrex swung outwards, his sword glowing blue with his energy and 

clashing with the blade, golden flames licking at him and burning his hands and arms as he 

snarled before leaning hard into the attack, bracing himself against the very air and shoving 

violently. 

Athéos gaped as his sword was knocked backwards, leaning away in shock… and then 

Zerrex flew at him and slashed viciously across his cheek, and the Old God‟s head was knocked 

to the side as he screamed and blood exploded from the wound, his eyes bulging in shock before 

the Drakkaren created a sphere of energy and threw it hard into his eye, and it exploded in a 

brilliant blue blast that knocked Athéos‟s skull backwards, cracking the windows of the room as 

his eye turned to jelly, blood and viscous, disgusting fluid exploding from it as he held a hand up 

and a shockwave exploded through the room, every window shattering into pieces but the broken 

glass only floating as the reptile felt himself frozen in midair, and then Athéos reached up and 

grabbed him, yelling furiously as blood and ooze dripped down his face: “You will worship me 

before you die!” 

Athéos crushed the Drakkaren in his hand, his fingers turning white and Zerrex 

screaming as he felt the metal-covered fist snap his ribs and grind every bone in his body 

painfully together, and then his eyes blazed as he jerked Blackheart upwards with his full 

strength in more of a sawing motion than anything else, cutting open his own arm but ripping 

through the thin armor protecting Athéos‟s fingers and making them spasm. The Old God 

shrieked in pain and surprise, and then his remaining eye bulged in horror as Zerrex stabbed 

through one of his fingers before massive, corrupt spikes of rock and metal tore into another, and 

several bony, cruel tentacles burrowed their way through the remaining digits, wrapping around 

them before the reptile flapped his wings of energy once and then propelled himself upwards, 

roaring as he pulled with his full might and tore several of Athéos‟s fingers completely off.  

Athéos let out a scream, dropping his sword and grasping his hand… and immediately, 

Zerrex spun around, cutting his own tentacles off with Blackheart and snarling in pain before he 

threw Blackheart hard, and the blade pierced through the back of the Old God‟s palm and into 

the other, knocking both hands together as if he was about to pray and making him gape in 

horror, before it turned to a desperate howl as he saw the Drakkaren catch his massive sword by 

the handle and spin it around with a grunt as his hands glowed with energy and his muscles 

bulged, and the lizard propelled it with an extra blast of sapphire power, sending the huge blade 

shooting straight through the chest of Athéos. 



The sword knocked him backwards as he gasped and leaned forwards, looking down 

weakly as his eye finally healed… and then he gritted his teeth as the sword exploded into gold 

flames before slowly vanishing into motes of energy, and Athéos shrank slowly down, losing 

more than a quarter of his former immensity as he pulled his hands apart and tore Blackheart 

free, snarling and throwing it at Zerrex. The Drakkaren easily caught the weapon, however, 

grinning as he shouldered it… and then the Old God swung both hands outwards, and the reptile 

burst into golden flames before Athéos lunged forwards, catching Zerrex against his palm and 

crushing him into the front wall as he screamed: “I am the alpha god, I am the creator of the 

universe!” 

He released the reptile for a moment, drawing his fist back, but Zerrex immediately flew 

upwards before he gritted his teeth, swinging Blackheart out in his left hand and holding up his 

right arm to stop Athéos from crushing him between his palms, and the two glared furiously at 

each other before Zerrex sprouted a long row of spikes along his corrupted arm, and the Old God 

cursed before Zerrex shoved his right arm forwards, and the topmost spike shot from the reptiles 

wrist and straight into Athéos‟s opening mouth. 

The Old God lurched backwards with a gurgle, shrinking down further… and then Zerrex 

flew forwards and smashed him hard in the beak, knocking him crashing to the bottom of the 

dome, making him shrink another ten feet of height as he held up a hand and yelled something, 

and golden fire exploded over the reptile‟s body before runes formed across his wings and down 

his arm, and a moment later, they exploded, the reptile howling in pain as he fell to the ground 

and landed heavily on damaged girders and floating shards of broken glass, gritting his teeth 

before he gargled and vomited blood as Athéos started to stomp on him again and again, at the 

same time lobbing a ball of golden fire down into the Drakkaren, the reptile howling in pain as 

he felt his hair catch on fire and his scales slowly begin to melt away as the Old God continued 

to try and crush him underfoot. 

Zerrex realized he was still clutching Blackheart, and he rolled and swung the blade 

outwards when the Old God tried to stomp on him a fifth or sixth time, and instead Athéos 

shrieked at the wicked cut he received before the Drakkaren concentrated and gritted his teeth, 

forcing his body to absorb the golden flames covering it before he lashed Blackheart outwards as 

his blood boiled with the terrible energy, releasing it in a vicious wave through the sword. The 

blade of golden fire shot back at Athéos, who stared in shock before it smashed into his face and 

set it on fire, and he stumbled back and forth as the lizard closed his eyes and murmured: “Just a 

little…” 

Blackheart pulsed… and energy flooded from the weapon into the Drakkaren‟s body, the 

stump of his shoulder twitching before it grew into an ugly, twisted branch of an arm, and the 

wounds over his body regenerating as the lizard looked over at Athéos, who was still staggering 

back and forth as reality rippled around him and his form shrank, and with a roar, the lizard flung 

himself forwards, feeling the air turn solid beneath his feet and letting him run quickly upwards 

before he slammed Blackheart into Athéos‟s chin to knock his head back, before the Old God 

gargled as the lizard slashed across his throat, then let himself drop as he cut across his chest 

with the huge sword, the wounds not spurting blood but instead golden fire as the lizard halted 

his fall in midair to slice through the Old God‟s arm and move around to his back, running up it 

and dragging his blade behind him before he smashed the sword into it and staggered him. 

Athéos howled,  great crescent waves of golden flame bursting from his body as he 

flailed his arms weakly, but Zerrex landed on his shoulder and sliced one of his ears cleanly off, 

making him shriek and stupidly turn to look at the reptile, who immediately took the chance to 



plunge the sword into an eye before ripping to the side and outwards, scooping most of it from 

its socket. Athéos covered his face immediately with another scream, and the Drakkaren jumped 

on top of his arm, skidding down it before he slammed his sword into the elbow of the Old God, 

dislocating and fracturing it and making him howl before the Drakkaren was knocked backwards 

by a shockwave of golden fire… but the reptile rolled in midair, skidding across thin air with a 

snarl before he fell to his knees with a grunt, blood dripping from his mouth and the burns across 

his body as Athéos shrank, and the lizard shouted: “It‟s because of faith, isn‟t it? Because of the 

sheer amount of faith they put in you… you became invincible, you became their savior and their 

terror! Well, no more, Athéos!” 

Zerrex stood, ignoring the pain, the shakes, how tired his body felt… and Athéos slowly 

stood, staring across at him with hatred, loathing, and absolute horror as he asked weakly: 

“Why… why… why are… how are you… doing this to me… I am God, I am, I am!” 

But now he only sounded weak and petulant, and the Drakkaren charged forwards with a 

roar as Athéos staggered backwards, the reptile‟s teeth grit even as he felt reality trembling 

violently around them, as if the universe was threatening to tear itself apart: but now he knew. 

Faith, the ultimate weapon… faith in him was what made Athéos powerful… but Zerrex knew 

people had faith in him as well. That people believed in him, and that the world could yet be 

saved… and as the Old God staggered backwards, Zerrex roared and swung forwards- 

A massive blast of golden fire and energy knocked Zerrex flying across the room to crash 

into the wall, feeling his body threatening to snap into pieces, vomiting blood as waves of golden 

energy and flame washed over him, and Athéos howled before he fell to his knees, back in his 

regular form and clothing… except it was tarnished, ripped and torn. Energy crackled through 

the air in all shapes and colors as the reptile fell to all fours and vomited, and Athéos was barely 

able to climb to his feet, breathing hard, his eyes filled with horror, covered in abysmal wounds 

and leaving a thick trail of black blood beneath him as he staggered forwards through thin air, 

blood dripping slowly down behind him as it running off a platform, as he whispered raggedly: 

“No more… no… no more…” 

Zerrex, however, gritted his teeth, climbing slowly to his feet and dragging Blackheart 

behind him as he panted hard in and out, and Athéos shook his head mutely as the Drakkaren 

rasped: “No, Athéos… you‟re finished. And I can‟t stop until you‟re dead… until you‟re no 

longer a threat to anyone and anything…” 

“What did I ever do that was wrong…” Athéos asked weakly, and then he gurgled and 

grabbed his stomach, staggering to the side as his crown fell off his bare head, falling to foot 

level and shattering like glass when it hit ground that wasn‟t there. It lay in pieces before it 

slowly melted into a slimy substance that dripped like blood towards the bottom of the dome, but 

it vanished into steam before it ever reached the floating broken glass and girders, and the Old 

God looked up, asking Zerrex: “Is order… so wrong?” 

“No… but the way you imposed it… thought of us as… toys, as… nothing but… 

experiments…” Zerrex grit his teeth, and then he halted, only a narrow space of emptiness 

between the two as their eyes locked, and the Drakkaren held up his sword as Athéos created a 

blade of his own and winced, holding it up in a single trembling hand. “This… is for all of those 

you‟ve hurt. We have emotions… we have lives… we have souls. And now I‟m going to teach 

you what we can do… that we are not worthless. That we all are a people! There is no difference 

between us… from the weakest mortal to the strongest angel, demon, god, whatever… we are 

just all people… and I will stand up for all of them against you, Athéos.” 



“Then let us finish this…” Athéos rasped… and the two swung hard outwards, their 

blades clashing and grinding together in midair, as two combatants snarled at each other… each 

opposed… and yet seeing themselves in the eyes of the opponent. 

 

Mortal ships had appeared to help the battle, several of them filled with soldiers wielding 

weapons designed to be most effective in the terrors of space… and Cherry was admittedly 

extremely glad for the support, as she yelled commands to the squad of demons she had taken 

over. White and Silven were on another cruiser ahead, Reapers surrounding them and battling it 

out… but despite their support, the Reapers were far more interested in collecting souls than 

fighting, so they would only attack targets that were actually alive and had the nasty habit of 

stopping to check and drain corpses of any remaining energy they had.  

Marina, meanwhile, was going crazy, in the middle of the pack of space ships: she was 

screaming and ranting, grabbing enemy cruisers and ripping them to pieces with her mind, only 

so she could form them into deadly spears and massive blades, which she hurled into anything 

that came within range of her. Every now and then she‟d stop and grab her horns, roaring and 

howling, and her body had thickened up, the chains wrapped around her weaving and 

contorting… and those unlucky enough to come within a short distance of her were immediately 

wrapped in the loose ends of them and shredded into pieces. Cherry didn‟t like what was 

happening… mostly because she knew it meant either Marina was going to lose her mind to her 

own powers… or worse, something very bad was happening to Zerrex ahead. 

It was chaos: the ships were by now starting to close on the space colonies, but they were 

also even further spread out. Athéos‟s castle-cruiser, for instance, had barely moved, and the two 

warships on either side of it were starting to have a hard time fighting against the combined 

might of Lord and Lucifer, despite the fact that both also had at least four Old Gods and their 

servants stationed with them. Worse yet, the Old Gods had released several Primordials, and 

while the creatures didn‟t seem to care whether they killed friend or foe, they were proving to be 

extremely difficult to battle against by mortal means. 

The whole thing felt like it was quickly becoming fucked up beyond all reason, and 

Cherry grit her teeth as she rose the magnum White had given her, firing a single round into the 

back of a monstrous Primordial composed of sheer darkness and ugly metal plates, and the 

creature arched its spine before it spun around and half-slithered, half-scampered towards her 

with its segmented body and hundreds of tiny legs… and just as it opened its huge mandibles, the 

thing shrieked and froze up entirely, and Cherry shoved her hand into its semisolid body and 

snarled, filling its insides with fire and making it howl and twitch uselessly as it fought against 

its paralysis before it burst into flames for a moment, then turned to ashes, chunks of metal and 

its large, very-physical jaws uselessly falling to the ground. The female snorted in distaste, then 

she looked up as Tinman shot by, shoving both hands up towards a warship and denting the 

metallic hull with his abilities, before he forced the rounded, submarine-shaped ship to slowly 

twist to the side until it rolled into a cruiser with a loud bang, and Cherry winced at the sparks 

that travelled over it as the angel fused them together.  

Before she could call out to him, a ghost image ripped through her vision, and the female 

immediately ducked to avoid an ice creature that swooped overhead, screaming before Cherry 

threw a fireball into it and burnt a hole through its form before it exploded into pieces, chunks of 

melting ice raining down over several golems that were slowly stalking over the deck of the ship 

towards her, and she snorted in distaste, cracking her fists as she spat and muttered: “Hurry the 

fuck up, Boss…” 



And then she heard a terrible scream and felt a massive shockwave ripple past, knocking 

her to the ground as the golems simply exploded, angels, demons, gods and monsters shaking 

through the air, and Marina‟s voice shrieked so loudly in defied the laws of space and time: 

“Daddy!” 

 

Zerrex and Athéos slashed at each other, and the Old God sliced into the Drakkaren‟s left 

arm as the reptile‟s smashed into the being‟s chest, knocking him staggering backwards with a 

grunt as the reptile fell to his knees and Athéos  barely managed to remain standing, his legs 

knocking together once before he straightened and charged with a raw yell. Zerrex, however, 

threw himself to his feet, ramming his shoulder into the Old God and sending him flying 

backwards to crash onto his back, rolling several times with a curse as the Drakkaren almost fell 

over, stopping himself at the last moment as he said finally: “You have lost.” 

Athéos slowly sat up, his sword lost and fallen to the bottom of the dome, and then he 

slowly gave a twisted, insane grin as he whispered: “No… I cannot lose… I am God.” He 

stopped, then said it with more conviction, gritting his beak together: “I am God!” 

He held his hand out to the side, and it filled with a darkness that hurt the reptile‟s eyes to 

look at, the Drakkaren stumbling backwards and half covering his face as the Old God said 

darkly, even as blood burbled out of his jaws: “This… I will crush you. I will crush you and all 

your friends, eat your world and force both Heaven and Hell to spiral into this… a black hole so 

deep, so powerful, it will pierce through into the Nothingness itself! This entire section of the 

universe will be wiped out, pulled into a place between dimensions, banished for all eternity… 

you shall be destroyed, eliminated, exterminated, and I shall reign supreme!” 

Athéos thrust the orb upwards, laughing insanely, and Zerrex shook his head, shouting: 

“Athéos, stop, you‟ll destroy us all, you can‟t control that!” 

“I am God!” Athéos screamed in return, and then he looked up in shock as the sphere 

flickered in his hand, and he whispered stupidly, looking at it as if trying to explain something to 

a child: “But I‟m God.” 

And then the sphere expanded rapidly, releasing a shockwave and a terrible explosion of 

dark energy that knocked both Zerrex and Athéos flying, the reptile wincing in pain as 

Blackheart was thrown with enough force to bury it into the wall… and then reality bent and 

twisted, glass shards and metal girders warping and distorting before the air itself seemed to 

crystallize and then shatter as the black sphere behind them that had grown to a terrible size 

imploded, and behind it was a whiteness far terrible than anything else the reptile had ever seen, 

far more desperate than darkness and more painful than the brightest light… it was sheer 

Nothingness, and around that hole, reality shattered and cracked like glass before it was pulled 

down a tunnel that had black edges and into that whiteness. 

Girders and glass were sucked in first even as Zerrex and Athéos were slowly dragged 

backwards towards it, a terrible hissing noise filling the room as Athéos clawed to his feet and 

ran forwards, shrieking, and Zerrex managed to leap upwards as part of the dome cracked and 

bent violently downwards towards the hole in the universe, grabbing onto a girder and gritting 

his teeth as he cursed, feeling agony ripping through every part of his being as Athéos was 

finally jerked off his feet and pulled backwards, screaming… and Zerrex reached out and 

grabbed his wrist, holding tightly onto the Old God even as the tunnel began to slowly reach 

forwards as if seeking them out, and he screamed and arched his back in pain as first his feet, and 

then his ankles were ripped into pieces, parts of his robe and armor torn off as he shook his head 

in denial and stared up at Zerrex for a moment with eyes full of childlike fear and pain… and 



then he let go of the reptile‟s hand, falling backwards as energy crackled through the room 

before he exploded, and the whole room glowed as Zerrex grit his teeth, losing his grip on the 

girder for a moment before he clutched tighter into it, feeling himself dragged inexorably 

backwards nonetheless and howling, yelling in denial and in pain before the girder bent 

violently, and the reptile felt the smooth metal beneath his fingertips sliding away, clawing at it 

as time seemed to slow… and then he was pulled backwards, spinning around and staring down 

the tunnel, and even as he felt terror, he looked up and saw the tunnel closing… and he closed 

his eyes and felt glad. 

Sin… Cherry… Marina… Mahihko… Cindy… Lone… Lily… Selena… Mercy… 

Balthazar… all my friends… all my daughters… all my sons… Memories and names passed 

through the Drakkaren‟s mind with no rhyme, no rhythm, no order that he could understand, 

chaos taking over a life lived mostly by some order, some reason… memories of the good times, 

of the people he‟d saved, of the things he‟d survived… and a gladness in his heart of hearts that 

the fighting was over and that he had fallen into darkness… and it was calmness, not fear, that 

touched him gently as he felt the despair fade, opening his eyes on the Nothingness beyond… 

And slowly, he reached out, taking the hands of Allie, not caring if this was real or an 

illusion, as she descended down towards him… and he smiled, not knowing if this was memory 

or reality, as they spun slowly together before they hugged each other tightly… and as they clung 

together, spinning slowly through the nothingness, they dissolved… and for a few moments, two 

distinct streams of energy spun in a helix with one another before both became motes in the 

stillness, in the nothingness, that faded quickly from sight. 
  



Epilogue: Divination 

 

When Athéos fell, the Old Gods howled and many of them began to simply fade out of 

existence as others surrendered and a few tried to flee… but their ships soon shattered into 

pieces, ships built on belief and faith and with the powers of Athéos and his closest companions, 

and all of these now were dead… and nothing was left to power the might of the Old Gods. 

When Zerrex fell, moments later, everyone felt Marina‟s psychic rage and wrath, from 

those on Hell and Heaven to those on Earth: Mechanauts malfunctioned, psychics grasped their 

heads and screamed as they felt her pain enter their minds, and the space colonies orbiting the 

planet trembled as if suffering an earthquake without earth. But finally, Marina tired herself out 

and fell limp… and Cherry was able to grab her and bring her safely to a colony on a shuttle. 

Even now, a week later, many people were still celebrating a victory… but Cherry felt 

broken and empty. Hell and Heaven had restarted their rebuilding efforts, and many former Old 

Gods were all too happy to help and try and make up for what they‟d done… and on the mortal 

plane, Mechanauts were being destroyed one-by-one, but it would be a long and arduous process 

to start the rebuilding of the world this time. The world had been ravaged as never before… and 

Cherry personally thought the mortals were better off living in their colonies, at least until the 

smoke cleared and grass started growing again. 

Hell, too, was quiet. Sin refused to get out of bed, and Firenze, the new High King, had 

been forced to temporarily place Priest as the High Prince of her province. When Old Gods had 

landed as prisoners and for their abilities to be catalogued in case they decided to try and replace 

Athéos, people had thrown rocks and spells at them, but had been too scared to do much else: but 

when the people of Hell had learned what had happened in the battles above, they had taken to 

lynching the Old Gods they could find. Many of them were scared and trembling now, hiding out 

in the Ravenlight Estate: a sick irony, but Cherry knew that Zerrex would have seen their value 

and offered them shelter… even if she wanted to take them out and rip them to shreds piece-by-

piece.  

She finally understood now what Zerrex had meant about a hole in the heart that could 

never be healed, when he talked about losing Allie and never being able to find her, throughout 

Heaven or Hell. She quietly touched her chest as she looked down, and thought about how when 

she‟d told Cindy, Cindy had cried so hard and so long that she had been put under again by a 

sedative… and now, even though she was helping people out in this colony, she refused to speak  

unless absolutely necessary, showed no cheer and little compassion. 

And right now, the two sisters stood together, side-by-side, looking out into space. Back 

in their quarters, all Mahihko would do was rock by himself, cry, and act like a toddler. Lone, 

too, yelled at everything that got him the slightest bit upset and then often broke down into tears, 

much as he tried to hide it. But Cherry knew Zerrex would want them both to keep on living… 

yet it was amazing how much both had wilted and withered away over the last week, and she 

knew it would take a lot to get them even the slightest bit healed after this ordeal.  

Vampire, Felicity, and so many others Zerrex had affected were also mourning him… 

most of them in Hell at the cathedral built in his honor, sitting in the seats and staring not at a 

statue of the Drakkaren, not at any altar, but instead a shrine made of plain sandstone that held 

Blackheart tightly, the sword sparking with energy every now and then. Some of them were at 

least getting on with their lives… others simply didn‟t seem to know what to do. And, Cherry 

thought bitterly, Zerrex had the idea in his head that none of us would care if he died… fuck… if 

he could see this now, maybe he‟d finally stop being so damn depressed all the time…  



She stared at her reflection in the glass, and past it into space, at Hell in the distance… 

and then she looked over her shoulder in surprise as something else moved in the reflection, and 

Cindy too started, even if it was only a bit, as her lost, tired features stared at Marina. The 

youngest daughter of Zerrex was still wrapped in chains, and she had severely injured several 

people already who had come near her and interrupted her silent mourning in her room, which 

was covered with drawings of her father… and then, quietly, she wrapped an arm around both of 

her sisters, saying quietly: “One day… we shall have father back.” 

The two looked at her for a moment, then followed her gaze into space… and as they 

stared out into the vast, deep darkness, Cherry hoped silently that she was right.   

 

 

Loss lasts only a moment, but Love lasts forever… 

Despair not for what you lose, but rejoice in what you gain. 

 

Zerrex Narrius 

December 18, 2009 – April 06, 2010 


